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Burning Thistles
by FireAlder2005, LollingCat

Summary

What if something had happened after Spottedpaw decided to leave Thistleclaw? What if she got
pregnant? What if...those kits were Firestar and his siblings? How would the story change if Firestar
was born moons earlier, and into ThunderClan? How would the story change with Thistleclaw alive,
and exiled? Read on, and find out.

Starts off a bit slow, but we promise, the plot starts getting heavy come chapter 25 and onwards!
Additionally, please beware the tags. While we make this story both silly and serious, we tackle
multiple cases of pedophilia and grooming within the clans, not just with Spottedleaf and Thistleclaw.
While the PoV character might not realize it's wrong at first, in the end, it's made very clear that
pedophilia is not condoned.

Updates pending (roughly a month currently).

http://archiveofourown.org/users/FireAlder2005/pseuds/FireAlder2005
http://archiveofourown.org/users/LollingCat/pseuds/LollingCat


ALLEGIANCES

Chapter Notes

Picture included at the bottom of the FireFam!

See the end of the chapter for more notes

ThunderClan

 

Leader

Sunstar - Large, bright ginger tom, yellow eyes

Deputy

Bluefur - Blueish gray she-cat, blue eyes

Medicine Cats

Featherwhisker - Pale silver-gray tom, amber eyes

   Apprentice: Spottedleaf

Warriors

Speckletail - Pale golden tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Frostfur - Pure white she-cat, dark sky-blue eyes

Lionheart - Golden tabby tom, green eyes

Goldenflower - Pale ginger tabby she-cat, yellow eyes

Whitestorm - Snowy-white tom, yellow eyes

Tigerclaw - Dark brown tom, amber eyes

   Apprentice: Darkpaw

Rosetail - Gray tabby she-cat with an orange tail, green eyes

Thrushpelt - Sandy-gray tom with a white chest, bright green eyes

Redtail - Dark tortoiseshell tom with a bushy ginger tail, amber eyes

Swiftbreeze - Tabby and white she-cat, yellow eyes

Dappletail - Tortoiseshell and white she-cat with a graying muzzle, amber eyes



   Apprentice: Mousepaw

Patchpelt - Small black and white tom, amber eyes

Fuzzypelt - Black tom with a thick-furred tail, yellow eyes

   Apprentice: Runningpaw

Sparrowpelt - Big dark brown tabby, yellow eyes

Adderfang - Mottled dark brown tabby tom, yellow eyes

Robinwing - Small dusky brown and red she-cat, amber eyes

Apprentices

Runningpaw - Lean light brown tabby tom, amber eyes

Mousepaw - Small dusky brown she-cat, yellow eyes

Darkpaw - Dark gray tabby tom, yellow eyes

Queens

White-eye - Pale gray she-cat with a wounded eye, yellow eyes

Brindleface - Pale gray tabby she-cat with dark flecks, green eyes

Spottedleaf - Dark tortoiseshell she-cat with a distinctive dappled coat, amber eyes

Willowpelt - Slender, very pale silver-gray she-cat, unusual blue eyes

Kits (Oldest to Youngest)

Firekit - Dark red tabby tom, green eyes

Lightningkit - Brown and red tortoiseshell she-cat, green eyes

Copperkit - Pale ginger tom, all paws white, green eyes

Creekkit - Brown tabby she-cat with white chest & paws, green eyes

Airkit - Brown tabby tom, one white paw, green eyes

Sandkit - Pale ginger tabby she-cat, pale green eyes

Elders

Weedwhisker - Pale orange tom with white flecks, yellow eyes

Smallear - Gray tom, amber eyes

Larksong - Pale tortoiseshell she-cat, pale green eyes

Poppydawn - Long-haired dark red she-cat, amber eyes



 

RiverClan

 

Leader

Crookedstar - Light brown tom with a twisted jaw, green eyes

Deputy

Timberfur - Graying brown tom

Medicine Cats

Brambleberry - White she-cat with black spotted fur, blue eyes

Mudfur - Mottled light brown tom

Warriors

Oakheart - Reddish-brown tom, amber eyes

Voleclaw - Gray tom

Echomist - Pale gray she-cat

Owlfur - Brown and white tom

   Apprentice: Stonepaw

Beetlenose - Crow-black tom

Softwing - White she-cat with tabby patches

Dawnbright - Ginger and white she-cat

   Apprentice: Mistypaw

Mallowtail - Tortoiseshell and white tabby she-cat

Reedtail - Pale gray tabby tom with a long, thin tail

Skyheart - Pale brown tabby she-cat, green eyes

Whitefang - Huge pure white tom with brown paws

Leopardfur - Dappled golden tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Blackclaw - Black tom

Petaldust - Tortoiseshell she-cat

Loudbelly - Dark brown tom



Frogleap - Gray tom with a striped tail

Apprentices

Mistypaw - Pale blue-gray she-cat, blue eyes

Stonepaw - Blue-gray tom, blue eyes

Queens

Sunfish - Pale gray she-cat

Kits

Silverkit - Silver and black tabby she-cat, blue eyes

Grasskit - Brown-striped tabby she-cat

Vixenkit - Black tom

Elders

Ottersplash - Pale ginger and white she-cat

Fallowtail - Brown she-cat

Graypool - Dark gray she-cat with memory problems, yellow eyes

 

ShadowClan

 

Leader

Raggedstar - Large dark brown tabby tom, amber eyes

Deputy

Cloudpelt - White tom, blue eyes

Medicine Cats

Yellowfang - Dark gray she-cat with a broad, flattened face

Runningnose - Small gray and white tom

Warriors

Brokentail - Long-haired dark brown tabby tom

   Apprentice: Stumpypaw

Ashfur - Thin gray tom



Blackfoot - Large white tom with jet-black paws

Nightpelt - Black tom

Clawface - Battle-scarred brown tom

Boulder - Silver tabby tom

Russetfur - Dark ginger she-cat

Poolcloud - Gray and white she-cat

Lizardstripe - Brown tabby she-cat with a white underbelly

Deerfoot - Brown tom

Tangleburr - Gray and brown she-cat

Scorchwind - Ginger tabby tom

Darkflower - Black she-cat

Blizzardwing - Mottled white tom

Brackenfoot - Pale ginger tom with darker legs

Ashheart - Pale gray she-cat, blue eyes

Frogtail - Dark gray tom

Finchflight - Black and white tom

Nutwhisker - Brown tom, amber eyes

   Apprentice: Cinderpaw

Rowanberry - Cream and brown she-cat, amber eyes

Wolfstep - Gray tabby tom with white front paws, tail-tip, and torn ear, green eyes

Flintfang - Gray tom with very thick fur on his paws

Apprentices

Stumpypaw - Brown tabby tom

Cinderpaw - Thin gray tom

Queens

Featherstorm - Dark brown tabby she-cat

Brightflower - Orange tabby she-cat with a broad, flattened muzzle

Newtspeck - Black and ginger tabby she-cat



Fernshade -  Slender tortoiseshell she-cat, yellow eyes

Kits

Volekit - Tiny brown tom

Mosskit - Big brown and white tom

Dawnkit - Small pale ginger tabby she-cat

Mintkit - Small gray tom

Marigoldkit - Tiny tortoiseshell she-cat

Badgerkit - Very tiny, fluffy black tom with white stripes, green eyes

Elders

Crowtail - Small black tabby she-cat

Archeye - Gray tabby tom with black stripes

Hollyflower - Dark gray and white she-cat, blue eyes

 

WindClan

 

Leader

Tallstar - Large black and white tom, amber eyes

Deputy

Deadfoot - Lean black tom with a twisted left paw

Medicine Cats

Hawkheart - Stone-gray tom with darker brown flecks

Barkface - Short-tailed dark brown tom

Warriors

Stagleap - Dark brown tom, amber eyes

Hickorynose - Brown tom

   Apprentice: Tornpaw

Appledawn - Pale rose-cream she-cat

   Apprentice: Morningpaw



Meadowslip - Pale gray she-cat

Mistmouse - Light brown she-cat

   Apprentice: Mudpaw

Hareflight - Light brown tom

Doespring - Light brown she-cat

Crowfur - Black tom

   Apprentice: Ashpaw

Aspenfall - Gray and white tom

Plumclaw - Small dark gray she-cat

   Apprentice: Onepaw

Ryestalk - Gray tabby she-cat

Wrenflight - Brown she-cat

Apprentices

Mudpaw - Mottled dark brown tabby tom, amber eyes

Tornpaw - Wiry gray tabby tom, blue eyes

Onepaw - pale brown tabby tom, blue eyes

Ashpaw - Broad-faced gray she-cat, blue eyes

Morningpaw - Tortoiseshell she-cat, amber eyes

Queens

Larksplash - Tortoiseshell she-cat

Kits

Whitekit - Small white she-cat

Webkit - Dark gray tabby tom

Elders

Whiteberry - White tom

Lilywhisker - Light brown she-cat with a crippled hind leg, amber eyes

Chapter End Notes





Welcome To The FireFam (We’re The Object Of Gossip!)

Chapter Summary

Here we go! First chapter, hope you all like!

Chapter Notes

Additional Tags (because we can't have more than 75, hmph. lol)

Again, WE DO NOT CONDONE SPOTTEDTHISTLE
Burning Thistles is mostly canon compliant, but with a twist!
Spottedleaf & Thistleclaw Are Firestar's Parents
Redtail is Not Sandstorm's Dad
Frostfur, Speckletail, and Robinwing are Karens
Plot Twists
Attempted Murder
Actual Murder
Descriptions of PTSD
Anxiety
Self-Deprecating Behavior
Verbal Abuse
Emotional Abuse
Physical Abuse (usually very minor)
Emotional Manipulation
Homophobia (minor)
Transphobia (major, further down the line)
Ableism (Major, reoccurring)
Unhealthy Relationships
Unhealthy Coping Mechanisms
Implied/Referenced Non-Con
Bullying
Curses
Attempted Child Murder
Child Murder

and of course

PEDOPHILIA (major. only in Thistleclaw & Finchflight's POVs)

so yeah. we have a lot of these themes in here. please keep that in mind, as well as the official
tags.

Enjoy!



Firekit crawled towards his tortoiseshell sister, as quiet as a mouse. He was the sneakiest warrior in all
of ThunderClan! Big and brave and strong at only one and a half moons!

 

He wiggled his haunches, hiding low in the grass on the outskirts of camp, where it was longer. His
sister was batting a mossball back and forth with their two brothers oblivious to the approaching
predator. He prowled closer and closer, barely a fox-tail away from them… He tensed, preparing to
leap and…

 

A large and heavy bundle of brown fur barrelled into him, causing him to yowl and topple over. His
denmates looked over to him in alarm that quickly turned to laughter as Runningkit pinned Firekit
down, his much larger kit-body crushing Firekit under him.

 

Firekit wheezed, “Runningkit! What are you doing?!”

 

“Winning!” the kit proudly announced back to him.

 

“You’ve been eating too much fresh-kill again,” Firekit mewed, then shoved at his denmate. “Get off
me!”

 

Runningkit rolled off the dark ginger tom-kit with a complaining, but good-natured sigh. Firekit
jumped up and swatted at his friend’s ears. “Mouse-brain! You’re way too big.”

 

“I’m five moons,” Runningkit mewed proudly. “Of course I’m big! Bigger than you, tiny.”

 

Firekit pounced on him in retaliation. To his surprise, his sister, Lightningkit, came running up to
attack him too. The three kits became a squealing pile of flailing paws- sheathed, although
Lightningkit had a tendency to playfight with claws, much to their mother’s chagrin.

 

But even over their playful squeals, Firekit could hear the two warriors watching them nearby
murmuring to each other.

 

“Do you think StarClan’s going to accept her?” a pretty white she-cat whispered.

 



“She broke the code- if I was StarClan, I wouldn’t,” a tabby she-cat snorted.

 

A hiss. “ She didn’t break the code-” a mottled dark brown tom came stalking up to them, yellow eyes
frosty. “Thistleclaw forced her too.”

 

“Adderfang,” the tabby meowed, rolling her eyes. “She should have known better. She was a
medicine cat apprentice, so she already knew she was doing something wrong.”

 

Firekit felt his fur rise and his skin heat as though he was the one being judged. But he folded his ears
to his head to block out their gossip and tackled Lightningkit as Adderfang let out a low hiss. The she-
kit swiped at his whiskers, so he nipped at hers. Runningkit wiggled his way in-between them, paws
clumsy and uncoordinated.

 

And then the sound of the camp entrance rustling reached his ears, the thumping of familiar paws
making him perk up immediately. He jumped off his sister, who complained about their playfighting
being over. Firekit bolted over to where his other sister, a light brown tabby, sat next to a moon older
denmate of theirs, Darkkit.

 

“Creekkit! Creekkit- hi, Darkkit,” Firekit mewled as he stopped beside his sister, paws twitching
eagerly. “Creekkit, do you think she got her medicine cat name? StarClan accepted her, right? She’s
the best medicine cat ever, so of course they have too!”

 

Creekkit’s whiskers twitched in amusement, but her green eyes were alight with as much excitement
as his. “I don’t know, fur-for-brains! Why don’t we just go ask and see?”

 

Darkkit pricked his own ears, glancing between them with a dark look. “Mousekit says StarClan will
never accept her.”

 

“Well, Mousekit’s a pile of foxdung, and everything she says is too!” Creekkit shot back hotly as she
hopped up beside Firekit. The two of them ran towards the entrance as two cats appeared from it,
greeted by the guards. Darkkit grumbled something but followed curiously after them. Lightningkit
and Runningkit stopped playing too, trotting closer as well. A hush seemed to fall over the clan, all
eyes pinned on the two medicine cats.

 

Featherwhisker, a gray tom, stared back at his clan with a raised head and calmly swaying tail, all the
confident cat Firekit thought him to be. But his eyes were locked on the beautiful young tortoiseshell



beside him. She was taller than from how Firekit remembered when he first opened his eyes, but that
was a good thing, even if he missed being able to stand up on his hindlegs and easily hit her nose and
bat her whiskers.

 

“Mother!” Firekit yowled excitedly, running up to bump into her leg. He was growing bigger, too,
though, and soon he’d be able to swat her whiskers just on his haunches. “Are you a full medicine cat
now? I bet you have a really cool name, like Spottedheart! Or Spottedstripe!”

 

His mother’s whiskers twitched as she licked her son on her head. “I don’t have any stripes, Firekit.”

 

“I do!” Creekkit announced, bumping into their mother’s other leg. Darkkit hung back, staring at them
with a frown. Lightningkit hesitated, then sat beside him, while their brothers, Copperkit and Airkit
peered from behind her, just as hesitant. Mousekit huddled farther away, glaring at Firekit and his
mother, while Runningkit bounced right up beside Firekit and Creekkit.

 

Firekit’s pelt pricked self-consciously as he felt his clan’s gaze on him. It seemed whenever he was
with his mother, the clan couldn’t stop staring at them. Sometimes he wished he was back in the
nursery, not allowed to venture out, where the only stares were Spottedpaw, Willowpelt, and
Brindleface’s loving ones. And White-eye’s frowning one, but at least she didn’t bother the kits that
much. 

 

His mother had noticed the stares too, but, with a supportive glance from Featherwhisker, she raised
her head proudly, and announced to the clan, “StarClan has blessed me. My name is now
Spottedleaf.”

 

“That name is so pretty!” Creekkit meowed, tail waving. Adderfang, who had stalked away from his
earlier spat with Frostfur and Speckletail, quickly trotted over to his daughter and pressed his muzzle
to her head. Everyone, including the kits, knew that Adderfang had been furious when his daughter
became pregnant - but not at Spottedleaf herself. The kits’ father, Thistleclaw, was the target of his
fury, and his mate Swiftbreeze had to talk him down from flaying Thistleclaw alive. Sometimes
Adderfang’s fury scared Firekit, but he knew his kin meant well.

 

“It suits you,” Adderfang meowed, licking Spottedleaf’s ear as a large ginger tom approached,
dipping his head first to Featherwhisker, then to Spottedleaf.

 

“I’m glad to hear that you have received your full name,” Sunstar meowed. “You have earned it.”
Firekit shifted as he heard one of the warriors snort. Creekkit’s ears flattened as she shot a glare at
Patchpelt, the source of the offending sound. Swiftbreeze emerged from the crowd, followed by



Willowpelt, Darkkit’s mother and Spottedleaf’s sister. Both sisters were young to have kits, and had
relied on one another to help care for their kits. Of course, the older queen Brindleface had been more
than willing to guide the young she-cats, as she was expecting a litter of her own.

 

Willowpelt brushed her cheek against Spottedleaf’s, while Swiftbreeze raised her voice as she spoke
to her daughter, a clear sign of warning to the clan gossipers. “I knew StarClan would accept a
medicine cat as talented as you. I’m proud to call you my daughter and my clan’s medicine cat.”

 

Murmurs of agreement rose from some of their clanmates, although Firekit noticed a few trading
whispers and glares. As the clan dispersed, Firekit eagerly followed his mother to the medicine den,
before she curled her tail around him, effectively stopping him.

 

“I’ll be in the nursery soon,” she meowed, gently touching her nose to his ear. “I need to help
Featherwhisker with those who are still injured.” Firekit’s tail drooped, but he nodded.

 

“Yes mother,” he meowed obediently. Spottedleaf licked his head and gently pushed him in the
direction of the nursery. As the ginger-red tom padded towards the nursery, he sighed. It’s great
having a medicine cat as a mother, but she doesn’t get to spend much time with us. He twitched his
tail, frustrated. She has to go to those medicine cat meetings every half-moon, and the Gatherings or
else the other clans will get suspicious. Firekit was jolted out of his thoughts as Lightningkit tumbled
into Airkit, making the smallest kit in their litter yelp.

 

“Careful!” Creekkit meowed crossly as Lightingkit let go of Airkit. “Mother says not to play so
roughly, remember? Especially with Airkit!” Lightingkit rolled her eyes and opened her mouth, but
Firekit interrupted before she could say anything.

“It’s great that mother has her full name now!” he purred. “Right?” he added when his siblings
hesitated. 

Copperkit nudged his brother, his pelt a lighter ginger than Firekit’s. “Maybe now the others will stop
looking at us weird, and stop talking like we’re going to break the code.” 

 

Airkit, now back on his paws, quietly meowed, “I think she should have gotten it moons ago.”
Creekkit nuzzled her brother comfortingly

 

“She didn’t have a choice,” she meowed gently. “She had to take care of us-”

 



“Maybe she should have worked harder to get it then.” Lightingkit meowed bluntly. Before any of the
other kits could scold her, she announced, “I’m finding Mousekit.” The little tortoiseshell whirled
around and sped over to join Mousekit’s moss game. Creekkit rolled her eyes at Firekit. Neither of
them liked Mousekit very much- sometimes she could be really mean to them. Out of all their
littermates, she only liked Lightningkit, who didn’t do much to tell the older she-kit off. 

 

Airkit yawned.

 

“I’m gonna go sleep,” he murmured. Creekkit licked his ear, ever watchful of their littlest, weakest
brother.

 

“Okay.” Copperkit bounced after the dark brown tabby, keeping close to him as they slipped into the
nursery. Creekkit might be protective of Airkit, but Copperkit was just clingy.

 

Creekkit playfully pounced on Firekit, who rolled as the brown tabby landed on him and pinned her
down. She purred, batting at his ears as he jumped off her and dropped into an attack crouch. 

 

“Hey! Let’s go see what Runningkit and Darkkit are doing!” Creekkit suggested with pricked ears and
bright eyes. Firekit peered over at the other two kits, who were frisking around by the apprentices’
den. A rustle from the medicine den caught his attention.

 

“I think I’m gonna go see what’s going on over there,” he gestured with his tail to the medicine den.
Spottedleaf wouldn’t yell at him too much for bothering him after she told him not to, although
Featherwhisker and their patients might get huffy.

 

“Okay!” Creekkit wasn’t bothered. She licked Firekit’s nose and dashed off to Runningkit and
Darkkit. Firekit shook out his fur, some dust from his and Creekkit’s mock-fight floating off his
flame-red coat.

 

Firekit flicked his tail as he trotted toward the medicine den, intent on his destination until he skidded
to a halt as a dark brown paw stepped into his path. “Sorry!” he meowed, automatically. He glanced
up, meeting the intense, unimpressed amber gaze of Tigerclaw. “Hi, Tigerclaw.” he meowed
respectfully, bowing his head.

“Where are you off to?” the dark tabby warrior rumbled, deep in his throat. Firekit shifted under his
stare, feeling uncomfortable.

 



“The medicine den,” he replied truthfully. Tigerclaw snorted.

 

“Planning on being a code-breaking medicine cat like your mother?” he growled. Firekit flinched. He
hated that great and respectable warriors like Tigerclaw looked down on him and his littermates
because of the circumstances of their birth. “Such a shame, really,” Tigerclaw’s mew caught his
attention as the tabby continued, “that Thistleclaw’s blood was wasted on you.” Firekit’s ears
flattened at that.

 

“Firekit!” the warm voice of Whitestorm greeted his ears, which perked up. Whitestorm was
Thistleclaw’s oldest son, and the deputy Bluefur’s nephew. The white tom was friendly with his
littermates, and did, sometimes, sneak them something tasty. “Tigerclaw.”

 

“Whitestorm,” Tigerclaw meowed, nodding. Firekit, wondering once more, why Tigerclaw was so
antagonistic towards him because his father is Thistleclaw, but was friendly with Whitestorm. 

 

Not that I want him to be mean to Whitestorm, Firekit thought. Whitestorm is great! Spottedleaf,
Firekit saw, slipped out of the den, then back inside. Oh… is it because of our mother, and not our
father? Whitestorm gave Firekit a playful grin before he told Tigerclaw they were going on a border
patrol. As the two warriors walked away, Firekit sighed, more deeply this time. He wished he could
meet his father, and find out what he was really like. Spottedleaf only ever said he was a great warrior,
fierce and brave in battle. The clan only ever gossiped about him. As he padded slowly back towards
the nursery, Firekit glanced at the dark sky alight with stars. I just wish I could meet my father.



Dad Is Sappy (Like A Creep)
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Firekit slowly blinked open his eyes, confused at the darkness eclipsing his vision. The warmth of his
siblings beside him, Copperkit flopped over and crushing him, the softness of his mother’s belly, and
the curl of her tail brushing his nose was nothing more than a lingering feeling as he staggered to his
paws, taking in the forest around him. Dark, scary looking trees surround the clearing he was in, and
he wrinkled his nose as he lifted a paw and some slimy mud clung to his red fur. 

 

Yuck! Where am I? He glanced around, spotting another form picking her way across the slimy floor.

 

“Lightningkit?” he meowed. “Is that you?” 

 

His sister huffed, “Obviously.” She glared around the clearing. “What is this place?”

 

“My home,” a soft, female voice answered. The two kits jumped, fur puffed like dandelions, as a
tortoiseshell she-cat with a white tail emerged from the shadows, darkness seemingly clinging to her
patchy fur. Lightningkit and Firekit exchanged nervous glances.

 

“Who-who are you?” Lightningkit asked, trying to sound commanding. The she-cat looked amused,
her whiskers twitching.

 

“Don’t be frightened,” she meowed. “I’m a friend of your father’s.” Firekit frowned, his own
whiskers twitching, this time in confusion.

 

“Wouldn’t you be in ThunderClan?” he asked. “I’ve never seen you before.” The she-cat gently
tapped the young kit on the nose with her tail. The white fur tickled him, but he held back his sneeze.

 



“I used to be in ThunderClan,” she confessed. “But I left the living world many moons ago.”
Lightningkit’s and Firekit’s identical green eyes widened at the confession.

 

“Are you from StarClan ?” Lightningkit asked. Firekit gazed curiously at the she-cat, noting how
similar her body structure was to that of his clanmates.

 

“What’s your name?” he asked.

 

“Mapleshade,” she replied calmly.

 

“Are you really a friend of our father?” Lightingkit pestered the tortoiseshell, eyes narrowing in
suspicion.

 

“Hush,” Mapleshade meowed, her voice sounding just like the queens in the nursery. “Yes, I’m doing
him a favor, so he can do one for me.” Her ears pricked, then swiveled as a smile placed itself upon
her face. “Ah… Look, little kits. There he is.” 

 

Firekit and his sister turned and gapped at the tom steadily approaching them. He was a large gray
tabby with spiky, long fur, sharp but warm amber eyes and splashes of white on his pelt like curling
clouds. Three of his legs were the same gray as the rest of him while one of his front legs was a paler
gray fading down to a snow-white paw. 

 

Like Airkit’s, Firekit thought briefly of his brother’s singular white paw, in awe of the tom - his father
in front of him. Thistleclaw paused and gazed at them, clearly drinking in the sight of his kits, before
he bent down and gently pressed his nose against each of theirs. Firekit and Lightningkit were too
stunned to back away.

 

“Hello there, my kits,” he meowed, his mew rumbly like Tigerclaw’s, but also a tad bit like
Whitestorm’s - gentle and loving. “I’m your father.” Firekit couldn’t tear his eyes away from his
father, curiosity and confusion racing throughout his mind. 

 

“Are you really ?” Lightningkit looked suspicious. “They said you were a great warrior. You don’t
look all that great to me.” Firekit gaped at his sister. How could she not see the power beneath his
pelt, the ripples of his muscles underneath? The way he held himself like a true ThunderClan warrior,
yet had that dignified grace that cats like the deputy Bluefur held? His long, sharp, curling claws that
dug into the muddy ground beneath them?



 

Thistleclaw’s whiskers twitched, but Firekit couldn’t tell if what flashed in his eyes was amusement or
indignation. “Greatness doesn’t come from how you look, but rather how you act. I am a strong and
powerful cat, and I proved that in countless battles. I was destined for glory.” His eyes softened as he
gazed at his kits. “And I can see you are too. What are your names, my kits?”

 

“Well shouldn’t you already know , as our father?” Lightningkit spat at him, her shoulder fur fluffing.
Firekit felt the urge to smack his sister. How could she talk to their father like that?! They had only
just met him!

 

Thistleclaw just sadly shook his head. “Our clanmates kicked me out before I could ever meet you…
And I have no idea if your mother used the names I suggested.”

 

“What-” Firekit felt nervous, struggling to stop his legs from trembling. “What names did you
suggest?”

 

“Snowkit,” Thistleclaw answered immediately, making the hope inside Firekit die. But then, his father
continued, “Sweetkit, Larkkit, Shadekit, Copperkit, and Firekit.”

 

Firekit stopped himself from jumping. Instead, it came out as an odd jerking motion. “My name is
Firekit!”

 

Thistleclaw’s eyes shone with intrigue. “Is it really?”

 

“Yes!” Firekit mewed excitedly. Mapleshade’s whiskers twitched in a weird fond way as she silently
watched the kits meet their father. “And this is my sister, Lightningkit.”

 

“That’s a beautiful name,” Thistleclaw complimented but Lightningkit just closed her eyes and
snottily turned her head away. “A powerful name,” Thistleclaw corrected himself, “for a powerful
she-kit.”

 

Lightningkit cracked one eye open, staring at their father, before huffing. But Firekit could tell she
was pleased from the way she puffed out her chest, raised her chin, and curled her tail.

 



“Father?” Firekit asked, hesitant. “Why did you want to meet us?” 

 

Thistleclaw tilted his head. “Why wouldn’t I want to meet my kits?” he replied. 

 

Firekit and Lightningkit exchanged confused looks. Firekit flattened his ears as he elaborated,
“But...why us ? Don’t you want to meet all of your kits?” 

 

Thistleclaw frowned. “You mean Whitestorm?” Lightningkit snorted.

 

“There are five of us!” she meowed. “I’m the best though.” She glanced at Firekit quickly. “And
Firekit’s pretty cool too, I guess.” Thistleclaw shot Mapleshade a look. 

 

“He only told me about the two,” he meowed, voice low. Mapleshade just shrugged, flicking her tail
tip.

 

“I don’t care,” she said. “As long as I get what I want.” 

 

Thistleclaw nodded slightly, eyes a fraction narrowed, then turned his attention back to his kits, his
expression soothing into a smile. “I would love to meet the rest of you, but for now I’m satisfied with
the two of you.” 

 

Firekit happily flicked his tail, but fidgeted a bit, still a tab bit confused by this whole situation.
Lightningkit pawed at him. “Will you stop squirming?” she hissed, lashing her tail. “You’re not a
worm!” Thistleclaw gently covered her mouth with his tail.

 

“It’s alright,” he meowed, setting his amber gaze upon Firekit. “What’s on your mind, little one?”

 

Firekit stared at his father, unsure if he was allowed to ask such a question, but his curiosity won out.
“What did you do?” he blurted out. 

 

Thistleclaw tilted his head, eyes wide and open, like an owl’s. “What do you mean?” 

 



Firekit nervously pawed at the ground. “You were exiled from the clan,” he began. “And only bad
cats get exiled. Frostfur said it’s because Spottedpa- I mean, Spottedleaf was too young to have kits.
But why would you get exiled for that?” Lightningkit paused, and slowly nodded, curious about it as
well. Thistleclaw’s eyes darkened, and Firekit nervously flattened his ears.

Thistleclaw noticed, and curled his tail around his kits.

 

“It’s not because of that,” he assured them, mew soothing. “It was because she was a medicine cat.
Our love was forbidden.”

 

“Oh,” Firekit meowed, a thought suddenly coming to him. “Is that why Tigerclaw is always so mean
to us? Because our parents broke the code?” Thistleclaw twitched an ear at the mention of Tigerclaw. 

 

“Could be,” he mused. “Tigerclaw is a great warrior- I know because I taught him myself.” His eyes
flashed, and he puffed his chest smugly. “But he does have a bit of trouble realizing that sometimes,
the code comes after some things.” He gazed warmly at the kits. “Like love.” 

 

Lightningkit and Firekit nodded, accepting what their father said. “Now,” Thistleclaw’s mew was
brisk. “It’s almost time for you to wake up.” he gave each of them a lick. “Don’t tell anyone about this
- it’ll be our little secret.” His kits nodded, Firekit’s paws trembling at the thought of keeping a secret
from his mother, but also from the excitement of finally meeting his father.

 

“Because they’ll all try to stop us, right?” Lightningkit meowed. 

 

Thistleclaw nodded. “That’s right. Then we won’t be able to meet anymore.” He nuzzled them. “And
we wouldn’t want that, now would we?”
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The sun had already just started rising, but the kits were as active as ever, like a pile of burning weeds
were under their paws. They jumped and danced around, pinning each other and scuffing ears, fur
fluffed and whiskers twitching.

 

The light brown tabby tom, Runningkit, was boasting today, as he often did.

 

“ I’m going to be an apprentice today.” He puffed out his lighter chest fur.

 

“Yes, like you’ve said ten times already,” Creekkit said, exasperatedly, rolling her green eyes. Firekit
playfully flicked Runningkit with his tail.

 

“Know who your mentor’s gonna be yet?” he asked. Runningkit shook his head, and Firekit’s eyes
gleamed with amusement. “Any guesses?” The brown tom glanced around, inspecting the warriors in
camp.

 

“Adderfang would be cool!” he meowed at last. 

 

“He sure is!” Copperkit skidded over, Airkit lagging behind him. “Adderfang’s awesome!”

 

“Whitestorm is nice, and so is Rosetail.” Runningkit went on. He humphed. “I don’t know, I just want
a mentor that’s nice. And cool.”

 

“Thrushpelt’s nice!” Airkit meowed. He flattened his ears as Lightningkit’s moan reached them.

 



“Why can’t I be an apprentice?!” she exclaimed. Their sister was by Mousekit. “It’s not fair ! I’m
ready to be an apprentice!” The brown she-cat gave Lightningkit a friendly nudge.

 

“You just have to wait a bit longer!”

 

Lightningkit huffed. “Three and a half more moons! That’s way too long!”

 

Airkit scuffled his paws. “I don’t really want to be an apprentice,” he meowed quietly. Lightningkit
shot him a cross look.

 

“That's completely mouse-brained!” she hissed. “What kind of cat doesn’t want to be an apprentice
!?” she snorted. “You’re being pathetic! As usual !” Airkit flinched back from her harsh words.

 

“Hey!” Copperkit meowed hotly, ginger fur bristling. “Don’t be so mean!”

 

“Yeah, Lightningkit!” Creekkit spat. “You’re being a bully! Leave Airkit alone!” Firekit and
Runningkit exchanged startled looks at how quickly this argument escalated. “Come on, Airkit,”
Creekkit gave her brother a comforting lick, shooting a hostile look at Lightningkit as she did so.
“Let’s go play somewhere else!” Copperkit led Airkit away, while Creekkit paused. “Wanna come
Firekit? Runningkit?” Runningkit shook his head.

 

“Mother wants Mousekit and I to come into the nursery soon for a wash.” He wrinkled his nose. “I
know I don’t need one!” He fluffed up his sleek brown pelt, sending a teasing look at Mousekit. “But
you might!” Mousekit growled, swiping at her brother.

 

“Take that back!”

 

“Never!” Runningkit exclaimed as he ran away, Mousekit on his tail. As the two siblings moved
farther away, and Creekkit sped over to their other littermates, Firekit turned to Lightningkit.

 

“Um, Lightningkit…” he began.

 

“What?” she meowed crossly. He kicked at the dirt.



 

“Do you think our father will visit us again soon?” That dream they had had was so weird! Firekit was
beginning to think it was a result of him eating too much. Lightningkit shrugged.

 

“Dunno. But don’t go yapping your mouth off about it! It’s a secret , remember? If someone finds
out…” For once, hesitation and sadness flitted into his sister’s eyes. “We won't be able to see him
again.”

 

 

“Copperkit, quit wiggling!” Spottedleaf scolded lightly. “Lightningkit, look at you! Your pelt’s
covered in dust!” Their mother bent over and began cleaning her daughter’s fur, much to
Lightningkit’s chagrin.

 

“I’m fine Mother!” she meowed, huffy. “Don’t get your tail in a twist about it!” Spottedleaf smoothed
down her dark tortoiseshell pelt one more time.

 

“Now, you must be respectful when Sunstar makes Runningkit and Mousekit apprentices,” she
meowed, staring firmly at them. “Understood?” The kits nodded obediently. Spottedleaf pricked her
ears, turning her gaze upwards. “Here he comes.” Sunstar had emerged from his den, and leapt up the
Highrock.

 

“Let all cats old enough to catch their own prey join beneath the Highrock for a clan meeting!” he
called. Many of the cats were already out, but the last stragglers emerged from their dens and padded
into the center of camp. Sliding out of the nursery were Runningkit and Mousekit, pelts cleaned and
tails held high as White-eye followed them out, her good eye sparkling with pride. The three cats
reached the front of the crowd and settled there as Sunstar leapt from the rocks to join them. The
deputy, Bluefur, was off to the side, watching approvingly as the two kits stepped forward.

 

“From this day forth,” Sunstar began. “This kit,” he rested his tail on Runningkit. “Will be known as
Runningpaw.” Runningpaw lashed his tail back and forth eagerly. “Fuzzypelt.” An old black tom with
his fur spiked out padded forth, amber eyes meeting Runningpaw’s green. “You did a wonderful job
training Patchpelt, and he is a credit to his clan. I trust you to pass on the cleverness you taught him
onto Runningpaw.” Fuzzypelt dipped his head.

 

“I will do my best Sunstar.” He leaned forward and touched noses with Runningpaw. Sunstar turned
to Mousekit, who was fidgeting slightly.



 

“From this day forth, this kit will be known as Mousepaw.” Sunstar nodded to another cat in the
crowd. “Dappletail, you have proven to be an excellent mentor to Goldenflower. I trust you will train
Mousepaw to be just as great of a warrior.” Dappletail nodded.

 

“You can count on me, Sunstar,” she meowed. Like Fuzzypelt, she leaned forward and touched noses
with Mousepaw.

 

“Runningpaw! Mousepaw! Runningpaw! Mousepaw!” the clan called, greeting and welcoming the
apprentices by their new names. The kits in particular were very loud, excited to see their friends as
apprentices. Runningpaw immediately darted over to them.

 

“I’m an apprentice!” he announced. Firekit pawed at him.

 

“We know , mouse-brain!” he meowed. “We just saw it!”

 

“Have you gone bat-blind?” Creekkit teased. Runningpaw dropped into a crouch, giving Creekkit a
playful look.

 

“I don’t know, maybe we should test it out!”

 

Right as Runningpaw was about to pounce, Fuzzypelt called out, “Runningpaw! You’re not a kit
anymore- come here.”

 

Runningpaw flinched, looking embarrassed. He licked his chest fur, saying, “Coming!” He sent the
kits an apologetic grin before bolting towards his mentor, Dappletail, and Mousepaw, who sat at the
entrance of the camp. Mousepaw’s whiskers twitched as she stared amusedly at her brother. Fuzzypelt
cuffed his apprentices over the ears, before all of them turned and left camp.

 

The kits watched the empty entrance for a moment, before Spottedleaf licked Creekkit’s head, and
announced, “I’m going to talk with Willowpelt for a moment. You kits play nice.” The tortoiseshell
and white she-cat trotted over to her gray sister, who greeted her with a nose bump.

 



Copperkit turned to pounce on Airkit, but Lightningkit suddenly spoke, eyes bright and smile
dangerous. “We should sneak out of camp.”

 

Airkit’s brown kit-fur immediately fluffed up. “We’re only two moons!” he squeaked.

 

“And a half !” Lightningkit spat back at him, defensive, her tortoiseshell fur bristling. “We’re totally
old enough to leave. What are you, a mouse? A whittle itty bitty scaredy mouse?”

 

“Knock it off-” Creekkit began, but Airkit leaped to his paws.

 

“NO! Am not! I’m telling Spottedleaf!” The tom-kit charged towards their mother, who looked faintly
exasperated when she realized one of her kits were already coming to bother her. Willowpelt’s
whiskers twitched, amused.

 

“MOUSE-BRAINED TATTLETALE!” Lightningkit hissed, chasing after her brother. “Don’t!”

 

The other kits, including Darkkit, stormed after the two, but hung back a bit as Airkit barrelled into
Spottedleaf and Lightningkit stood as puffed up as a dandelion in front of them.

 

“Mother!” Airkit cried. “Lightningkit’s being mean again!”

 

“Is she?” Spottedleaf’s eyes hardened. “Lightningkit, you know you shouldn’t be mean to your
siblings.”

 

“Especially Airkit,” the she-kit grumbled under her breath, her neck fur prickling. “Why’s he so
special?”

 

“Because he spent the first moon of his life in the medicine cat den.” Spottedleaf wrapped a paw
around Airkit and pulled him closer, looking sternly down at her daughter. “And you don’t want him
to spend anymore time inside there, don’t you?”

 

Lightningkit just glared at her paws, so Willowpelt sternly added, “You don’t want him to end up like
my kits, do you?”



 

Firekit and his siblings had been too young to ever know the moon-older kits who had passed, but he
had heard about them from his mother and clanmates. One of Darkkit’s siblings had been born dead,
while two others had been born sickly, and didn’t survive a moon under Featherwhisker and
Spottedleaf’s care. Airkit had been born just as sick

 

Some of their clanmates said it was because Willowpelt and Spottedleaf were too young to have kits.

 

Others said it was because StarClan’s wrath at a medicine cat breaking the code had accidentally
taken her sister’s kits instead of hers.

 

Firekit was terrified that StarClan hated him and his siblings, but Spottedleaf always told them
StarClan loved all kits, regardless of whose they were or what they were born into.

 

Lightningkit’s shoulders dropped, her anger fading. “No…”

 

“Good.” Spottedleaf nodded. “Now go stay in the nursery until sunhigh, and maybe you’ll think twice
about bullying your brother.”

 

Lightningkit huffed, glaring up at her mother, but spun around and marched towards the nursery in a
sulky mood. Airkit stuck his tongue out at her, but luckily Lightningkit had her back to him and
couldn’t see, or else Firekit was sure she would have attacked him and ripped his ears off on the spot.

 

He did hear her mutter, as she passed by, “Well maybe he shouldn’t be so weak.”

 

Spottedleaf sighed, shaking her head. “Kits can be so difficult.” Willowpelt purred in agreement
beside her.

 

Firekit pricked his ears, staring up at his mother. “ I’m not difficult, am I?”

 

Spottedleaf smiled at her son. She used the paw not wrapped around Airkit to pull Firekit closer, and
lick his ears. “You’re your own special brand of difficult,” Spottedleaf mewed fondly. “You’ve made
me trip over you more times than I can count, running around the medicine cat den like it's the
nursery.”



 

Copperkit snickered at his brother, and Creekkit purred, amused, so Spottedleaf quickly told them,
“Shush. You kits did the same thing. Your brother just hasn’t grown out of it yet.”

 

“And I never will!” Firekit protested. “I like it in the medicine cat den.”

 

“Do you want to be a medicine cat, Firekit?” Willowpelt asked, ears pricked in intrigue.

 

Firekit shook his head. “Nuh-uh. I wanna be a warrior! The best warrior. I just like being in the
medicine cat den because it’s where you are, Mother.” And it was away from all the stares of his
clanmates, he thought privately.

 

Spottedleaf’s face softened, her whiskers twitching. She touched her nose gently to his forehead. “I’m
sorry I can’t be with you as much as other queens, kits.”

 

“It’s okay,” Firekit said immediately, and Creekkit mewed an agreement behind him. “I know you're
very important to the clan. That’s why you’re the best mother!”

 

“Willowpelt’s better,” Darkkit murmured in petty disagreeance. Willowpelt was a good mother- as his
mother’s sister, she often took care of Spottedleaf’s kits too, even if having six kits curled up at her
belly and pushing her out of her own nest was a bit much.

 

“You’re just as important,” Spottedleaf praised, gazing fondly at her kits, and even Darkkit. “All of
you are, just as every kit is. I know you’ll be great warriors when you grow up.”

 

“Did you have a prophecy about it?” Creekkit asked eagerly, as she always did after she had learned
that being a medicine cat not only meant taking care of your clan, but interpreting omens from
StarClan.

 

Spottedleaf and Willowpelt both mrrow ed, but Spottedleaf shook her head. “No. I just know it in my
heart.” She nudged Airkit away from her with her nose. “Now go play, kits. The sun is still shining,
and you wouldn’t want to waste it.”

 



The other kits obediently turned around and dashed off, Copperkit meowing something about playing
mossball, but Firekit hesitated. Airkit hesitated too, but walked after Copperkit when Spottedleaf
nudged him again. Firekit glanced at his mother.

 

“Can’t you come play with us?” he asked.

 

Spottedleaf sadly shook her head. “I have to treat Sparrowpelt’s cough and check Frostfur’s paw to
make sure it's not infected after she got a thorn in it.” Firekit probably shouldn’t tell her Lightningkit
purposefully put a thorn in Frostfur’s nest after she heard her, Speckletail and Robinwing gossiping,
again, about Spottedleaf.

 

Firekit reluctantly nodded. He waved his tail at his mother and Willowpelt before running off to the
other kits.

 

“...not supposed to do that,” Creekkit was saying to Darkkit in a hushed, slightly-hissing voice.

 

“Not supposed to do what?” Firekit asked curiously.

 

Creekkit frowned before replying, “He wants to follow Lightningkit.”

 

“Outside of camp?” Firekit frowned as well, tail tip twitching. “But Lightningkit’s in the nursery. She
can’t leave now!”

 

Creekkit huffed, rolling her eyes. “She’s Lightningkit! She does what she wants, you know that.”

 

“She’s gonna get out of camp no matter what now that she has her mind set to it,” Darkkit added in a
low mew. “And I wanna go with her! Haven’t you always wanted to go outside camp?”

 

“Yeah,” Firekit agreed. “But we’ll get to do that when we’re apprentices!”

 

“And we won’t be apprentices until three moons from now,” Darkkit whined, then paused. “Well, four
moons for you five. But doesn’t that make you want to explore more?”



 

Firekit shook his head. “We aren’t supposed to leave camp without somebody. The clan will be mad at
us-”

 

“More mad than they already are?” Darkkit paused again, then added, again, “At you five?”

 

Firekit pawed at the grass beneath his paws. “Spottedleaf will be worried.”

 

“Not if she doesn’t ever know we left,” Darkkit protested.

 

“Kits always get noticed when they leave,” Creekkit meowed. “‘Cause then the camp’s a whole lot
quieter.”

 

“But the camp’s busy right now,” Darkkit said. “With two new apprentices, and the patrols are just
starting to get organized.” It was true; Bluefur was in the center of camp, ordering warriors around for
border and hunting patrols. Everyone seemed focused on her. White-eye wasn’t a nursery queen
anymore, so she wouldn’t be keeping an eye on the kits, too eager to be back on patrol, and
Brindleface was sleeping in the nursery. Spottedleaf, as she had said earlier, had vanished into the
medicine cat den. Willowpelt would be the only one watching the kits, and right now she had been
distracted by Goldenflower and Swiftbreeze.

 

“Maybe we could…” Firekit muttered. Creekkit cuffed him over his ears.

 

“You mouse-brain!” But then she sighed. “There’s no way I’m gonna convince you not to leave camp,
Darkkit, and StarClan knows there’s no way to convince Lightningkit not to… So I guess Firekit and
I’ll have to come with to make sure you two don’t do anything mouse-brained.”

 

“I’m older than you,” Darkkit protested, fluffing out his dark tabby fur. “I don’t need to be kit-sat.”

 

“Well too bad,” Creekkit said. “Now let’s get this over with quickly, before all the ‘business’ is over.”
She waved her tail as a patrol consisting of Adderfang, Tigerclaw, and Patchpelt slipped out of camp.

 

The three kits ambled their way over to the nursery as unsuspiciously as possible. Firekit didn’t know
if they were truly as unsuspicious as they thought they were, but nobody came running over to stop



them.

 

Brindleface, a pale gray tabby, was lying on her side, snoring lightly. The only movement from her
was the twitch of her tail and her rising sides. Her belly was so big that Firekit thought it was going to
burst. When he was younger, he once asked Spottedleaf- Spottedpaw at the time- if that’s how kits
were born. That they just burst out from their mother’s stomach. Mousekit had overheard and called
him a mouse-brain, stating that a she-cat would die if that happened.

 

In their nest, Lightningkit was curled up tight, a ball of prickly fur (Firekit knew now that she got it
from their father, compared to the rest of her smooth-furred siblings) colored dark brown and ginger.
The patches of ginger zigzagged across her pelt, earning her her name. She didn’t move a muscle until
Creekkit padded closer. Then her ears pricked and her head came flying up and around, staring at her
sister with a frown.

 

“What are you doing here?” she meowed hotly. Since it wasn’t a hiss, Firekit knew she wasn’t angry
at them, just angry in general.

 

Creekkit smirked. “We’re helping you sneak out.”

 

Firekit swore he’d never seen his sister grin so brightly at them before.



Warning: Sneaking Out of Camp May Result In A Splash!

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Creekkit and Darkkit fluffed out their longer pelts to hide Lightningkit behind them as they walked
along the barrier of the camp. Firekit trotted in front of them, pretending to bat a clump of dirt at them
as though they were playing a game. His pelt- like his name- felt like it was on fire, wary and
paranoid a warrior would see them and they’d be in big trouble.

 

But they made it to the dirtplace uninterrupted, and the kits exchanged glances.

 

“I’ll go first,” Lightningkit mewed, pushing her way past the kits. “Since I’m not supposed to be out.
Creekkit, you come with me.”

 

Creekkit rolled her eyes at Lightningkit’s bossy tone, but followed after her sister. Firekit squished the
clump of dirt underneath his paws as he watched his sisters vanish into the smelliest place in camp.

 

Darkkit huffed beside him. “How long do we have to wait?” he whined.

 

“Just until it’s not as suspicious to have four kits going into the dirtplace,” Firekit told him.

 

“How long is that ?” Darkkit complained, ears falling and whiskers drooping.

 

“We’ll go in a whisker’s twitch,” Firekit promised his denmate, brushing his tail over his back. Firekit
glanced behind him to see if any cat was watching. The only gaze he met was the green one of his
brother, Copperkit. Firekit tensed, but Copperkit just tilted his head, smiled, and turned to Airkit.

 

Across the clearing, Firekit heard Copperkit say, “Hey Airkit! Why don’t we go ask Weedwhisker and
Larksong for a story?”

 

In return, he heard their smallest brother complain, but follow after Copperkit regardless.
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Firekit breathed a sigh of relief, then turned to Darkkit. “Come on, let’s go.”

 

Darkkit perked up and scrambled after Firekit as the two entered the dirtplace. Firekit scrunched his
nose up, carefully treading along the outskirts. Lightningkit was halfway through a small hole dug at
the back of the dirtplace, and Creekkit was nowhere to be seen- but Firekit could scent her smell
wafting through from the other side of the barrier. Lightningkit’s tortoiseshell fur vanished in the next
moment, and Firekit exchanged a look with Darkkit.

 

“You first,” Firekit meowed. “I’ll keep watch.”

 

Darkkit frowned but wiggled his way into the hole. His long fur caught on the thicket as he pushed
through, leaving dark fur behind. Firekit tried to pluck a few pieces off, but it and a few of Creekkit's
brown fur stayed firmly stuck. Firekit then squeezed himself through the hole, hissing as the thicket
dug into his pelt.

 

Lightningkit grabbed his scruff and helped pull him through. Firekit sprung out to the other side,
tumbling on his paws for a moment. Then, along with Creekkit, Darkkit, and Lightningkit, he stared
around at the forest.

 

Behind them was a thick thicket and bramble wall, wrapped between trees and softening the faint
murmurs of conversation inside as well as the scents that drifted in and out. In front of them was an
entire forest, the ground littered with tall patches of grass, moss, ferns, and flowers, so unlike the
clear, flattened grass inside the camp. Trees stretched as far as they could see, blocking out the sun
above with their leaves save for a few dappled patches.

 

Firekit felt a shiver run down his spine. It would have been moons longer until he saw how beautiful
the forest really was. He pawed a fern beneath his feet, fascinated at how it felt. A lot damper, wetter,
than it was in the sunny camp. He saw Creekkit pounce on a beetle as it vanished underneath a fallen
leaf.

 

“Wow,” Firekit breathed. “The forest is beautiful.”

 

“And big,” Darkkit murmured, yellow eyes wide and wondrous as he glanced around.

 



“Which is why it’s mouse-brained that they keep it from us until we’re six moons,” Lightningkit
hissed.

 

“It’s not safe for kits to be outside of camp,” Creekkit parroted what the queens always said, but she
looked too awed to really care.

 

Firekit jumped onto a bundle of small blue flowers, then lifted a paw to examine it. One of the little
white-blue petals were stuck between his toes.

 

“Come on!” Lightningkit barked, startling Firekit as she shoved him. “Let’s go! We’ve got the entire
forest to explore, we can’t sit diddley-daddying here.” Firekit scrunched his nose, partly amused, at
his sister’s out-of-character phrase. She must have heard one of the respected warriors say it and
thought it was cool- like Tigerclaw or Redtail.

 

She bolted into the forest, and Firekit was started by how quickly she disappeared into the
undergrowth.

 

“Lightningkit!” he yelled, before Creekkit slapped a tail over his mouth.

 

“Shhh! We’re next to camp still! The warriors might hear,” she warned him. “Now, come on. We can’t
let Lightningkit beat us!” She ran off after their sister.

 

“Beat us? Beat us at what?!” He and Darkkit exchanged a look before Firekit grinned and jabbed at
Darkkit’s shoulder. “Well, whatever it is, I’m beating you !”

 

Darkkit yowled (not too loudly) as he sprang after Firekit. Firekit leaped over a plant that he thought
was marigold if his time in the medicine cat den told him anything. Darkkit tumbled straight into the
plant, and Firekit purred as he shook the yellow dust off of his black tabby pelt. Darkkit growled at
him, wiggling his haunches, before leaping.

 

Firekit let Darkkit pin him, before swatting at his shoulder and kicking at his belly with his hindlegs.
Darkkit yelped and Firekit surged upwards, knocking him over and pinning him. He triumphantly
stood over the bigger, older kit.

 



“Hey fur-for-brains!” Lightningkit called. “Keep up with us!” She and Creekkit had paused, both of
their pelts snagged with grass and twigs from the crowded forest floor. Their tails were raised and
their green eyes shined. “It won’t be our fault if you get lost and start calling for Mother.”

 

“Race you!” Firekit called as he jumped off of Darkkit and sped over to his sisters.

 

“Race me where ?” Darkkit called as he followed after the ginger tom-kit.

 

“To the border!” Lightningkit suggested as she ran ahead, long limbs stretching out like a WindClan
cat. Not that Firekit knew what a WindClan cat looked like, but the stories painted them as fast, thin,
and sleek-furred. He always thought his sister and maybe Airkit fit the profile. Although Airkit was
always a little chubbier since the queens overfed him after his scare in the medicine cat den.

 

“How do you know where the border is!” Creekkit meowed to her sister, lagging behind her and
Firekit. Lightningkit was definitely the fastest of the siblings, and maybe Airkit would be if he ran
instead of wobbling pitifully around. Creekkit’s long fur always weighed her down, and so did
Darkkit’s. Copperkit and Firekit were always trying to beat each other in terms of speed, but at least
Firekit could safely say he was the second fastest kit in the nursery since Runningpaw and Mousepaw
were apprentices now.

 

“I don’t,” Lightningkit answered back, but didn’t slow down a bit. “But I know we’ll smell it when
we get to it!” The warriors always said the other clans smelled weird- RiverClan like rotting fish and
wet fur on a rainy day, WindClan like a storm had come upon them and flattened their pelts and their
scents, and ShadowClan like old carrion, rats, and muddy pelts. Firekit didn’t really know what most
of that smelt like, save for rainy and muddy pelts, but even the thought of it made his nose wrinkle.

 

Firekit yowled when Creekkit suddenly leaped onto him, grabbing him by the haunches and dragging
him down into a tumble. Darkkit tried to jump over them, running too fast to stop, but instead
Firekit’s flailing leg kicked him in the face and he landed in between some roots. Lightningkit mrrow
ed at them all, stopping and turning around.

 

“Mouse-brains and slowpokes!” she taunted. “You’ll never make it to the border like that!”

 

Creekkit purred in laughter as she sprung off of Firekit, running towards the tortoiseshell she-kit.
“Don’t be so sure!” She jumped at their sister, but she nimbly dodged away like a mouse avoiding a
hunter’s claws.

 



Firekit rolled to his feet, shaking out his pelt, as his sisters chased after each other again. Darkkit
stood up beside him, looking at his messy pelt riddled with dust and fauna. He huffed, “Willowpelt’s
going to spend ages cleaning me!”

 

“Not if you clean yourself,” Firekit meowed. “ I know how to clean my own pelt- you’re just lazy!”

 

“Am not!” Darkkit struck a paw out at Firekit, who hopped backwards with a purr.

 

“Are too!” Firekit sang, yowling happily as Darkkit took the bait, sprinting after him.

 

The four kits darted around trees, never stopping to take a break in fear a patrol would stumble upon
them and their fun would be over. As their breaths started to become pants and their legs carried them
slower, Firekit took it as an opportunity to get revenge on his sister for earlier.

 

He crouched down and then leaped at his brown tabby sister. She squealed as he pounced on her, the
two of them becoming a rolling pile of fur as the hill became steeper and steeper. The world became
dizzy and blurry around Firekit, but when they hit the bottom, he quickly kicked out his legs like a
rabbit at his sister, not one to lose a fight.

 

It was only then as his sister flew over a ledge that he realized the roaring in his ears was not because
he was rolling downhill, and that a strange scent was piercing his nose, like mist on a rainy day but
stronger and sharper.

 

“Creekkit!” Lightningkit and Darkkit both yelled as they raced down the hill, looking horrified.
Firekit scrambled to his feet and then peered over the ledge-

 

Water greeted him. Rushing fast and hard over rocks and stray branches, he’d never seen anything
like it. Water had always been from rain, or soaked into moss, and sometimes into a little puddle in
the corners of camp after a particularly rainy day. Not moving as violently as it was now, and with so
much of it.

 

Creekkit was nowhere to be seen.

 



Firekit’s eyes dragged across the raging river rapidly, his ginger pelt fluffed out in all directions.
“Creekkit! Creekkit!” Lightningkit and Darkkit scrambled up beside him, peering over the river. All
three of them frantically paced along the edge. “Creekkit!”

 

“There!” Lightningkit yowled, pointing further down the river. “I saw her brown fur!” Firekit could
hear Creekkit’s gurgled wails of terror as she was swept downstream.

 

“Creekkit!” he yelled. “Try to swim!”

 

“She doesn’t know how to mouse-brain!” Lightningkit screeched, all three of them chasing after
Creekkit down the riverbed.

 

“She has to try!” Darkkit yelped, eyes wide with horror. It seemed Creekkit had heard Firekit’s
suggestion, and was trying desperately to paddle with her paws. Her head was up out of the water, but
she wasn’t strong enough to propel herself through it. Firekit ran down and pointed with his tail.

 

“Look! Stepping-stones!” he yolwed. “Creekkit! Grab the stepping-stones!” Firekit moved to run to
the stepping-stones, but froze as a blur of gray fur - spiky gray and white fur - sped past his vision on
the other side of the tumbling river. Lightningkit gasped as the gray tom dove straight into the river,
disappearing for a split-second, then resurfacing and paddling strongly towards Creekkit. 

 

It’s Thistleclaw! Firekit inwardly gasped. Their father had reached Creekkit and grasped her by the
scruff. His amber gaze was narrowed in concentration as he swam toward the ThunderClan side of the
river, and scrambled out of the water, sharp claws digging into the ground as he heaved himself up.
He gently set Creekkit down as the other three kits rushed over.

 

“Creekkit! Creekkit!” they shouted. Firekit reached her first and bowled her over. “Are you okay?!”
The brown tabby was shivering, and shook out her pelt.

 

“I’m f-f-fine,” she chattered. “J-just cold.” Thistleclaw gave the kits a once over.

 

“The river is a bit chillier around this time,” he meowed. He sniffed Creekkit, and nodded. “You
should be fine, but you might want to have Spottedpa-leaf check you over when you get back.” He
paused. “Now, just what are you four doing out here?” His mew was stern, and his eyes sharpened
onto Lightningkit and Firekit. Darkkit shuffled his paws under the powerful warrior’s gaze.



 

“We thought it would be fun to see the forest,” he meowed. Thistleclaw kinked his tail.

 

“You really should be more careful,” he meowed. “And you should listen to your clanmates. If I
wasn’t around when this little one fell in, she would have drowned.” Creekkit squeaked in fear.
Thsitleclaw’s eyes softened. “I’ll take you a little further in,” he meowed, nudging the kits along. “It’s
time for you to get back home.” Creekkit was still shaking from her tumble, and Darkkit pressed
against her to help get her warmed up. Thistleclaw rested his tail across Firekit and Lightningkit’s
backs, a warm glow in his eyes as he looked at them. “Is she one of mine, too?” he softly inquired to
his two kits.

 

“Creekkit?” Lightningkit meowed. Thistleclaw nodded.

 

“Yes, she is,” Firekit nodded, a small wiggle of energy running through him. “Darkkit is
Willowpelt’s.” Thistleclaw nodded, casting a concerned eye over his daughter.

 

“Make sure she sees your mother,” he ordered, then raised his voice so Creekkit and Darkkit could
hear him clearly. “She could get sick from that soaking.” Firekit nodded, promising to do exactly what
his father said.

 

“But then they’ll know we snuck out!” Lightningkit objected. Thistleclaw shot her a stern look.

 

“You weren’t supposed to be out in the first place!” he scolded. “And Creekkit nearly died. If you get
punished, it is rightly deserved!” Lightningkit ducked her head, ears flat from their father’s scolding.
He nudged them along so they could catch up to Creekkit and Darkkit. The former was glancing over
her shoulder, eyes confused and suspicious. 

 

As Firekit padded up to her other side, she hissed into his ear, “How do you know him?” Firekit
nearly stumbled.

 

“Um, what do you mean?” he stalled. Creekkit gave him an annoyed look.

 

“You know him.” She flicked an ear at Thistleclaw. “How?” Firekit nervously glanced at
Lightningkit, searching for an answer, when Thistleclaw froze, ears pricked.



 

“I must be going now,” he meowed. “You’ll be safe.” He hesitated slightly, a longing look in his
amber gaze as he glanced at three of his five kits, then turned sharply and sped away, crossing the
stepping-stones in a couple bounds, into what Firekit assumed was RiverClan territory.

 

“Why did he-” Darkkit began, before he paused. “Oh.” A patrol had come across them moments after
Thistleclaw vanished. Firekit recognized Redtail leading the patrol, with Thrushpelt and Whitestorm
behind him, and Rosetail bringing up the rear.

 

“Firekit?” Redtail meowed, surprised. “Lightningkit, Darkkit, Creekkit, what are you all-” Redtail’s
mew was cut off by Rosetail.

 

“Great Starclan, what happened to you?!” she exclaimed, rushing over to the kits, giving them all
fierce, frantic licks. “Creekkit! You’re soaking wet! Did you fall into the river?” The brown tabby
ducked her head, mewing a quiet, “Yes.” Rosetail began licking Creekkit’s fur as Whitestorm sniffed
the other three kits.

 

“Are the rest of you all right?” he asked, concern obvious in his yellow gaze. Firekit nodded.

 

“Creekkit fell in when we were playing,” the red kit explained. He hesitated, unsure how to explain
Thistleclaw saving her, when Lightningkit butted in.

 

“A RiverClan warrior saw and saved her!” she exclaimed, her tail raised and her shoulder fur fluffed
in excitement. Thrushpelt glanced up from his inspection of Darkkit.

 

“A RiverClan warrior?” he asked. “What did he look like?” Lightningkit hesitated, glancing at Firekit.

 

“Um,” Firekit meowed nervously. “Gray. He had gray fur.”

 

“Gray fur,” Redtail murmured. “Voleclaw maybe? Or Reedtail?” He casted his amber eyes - like
Spottedleaf’s, Firekit absentmindedly thought - upon the kits. “Can you describe anything else about
him?” Firekit shuffled his paws.

 



“I don’t think so,” he said. “He saved Creekkit, then took us a little ways away from the river, then
turned around and went back to his territory. I think he didn’t want to intrude on ThunderClan’s
territory.” Firekit felt guilty about lying to the warriors, but he knew it wasn’t a good idea to mention
Creekkit’s savior was Thistleclaw.

 

“Well,” Rosetail began gratefully. “Whoever it was, thank StarClan for them! Creekkit could have
died!” She licked her niece once more before picking her up by the scruff. Creekkit was too tired and
soggy to put up a complaint.

 

“Let’s get you all back to camp.” Thrushpelt picked up Darkkit. Whitestorm grasped Lightningkit’s
scruff -  much to her displeasure - and Redtail carried Firekit. As the patrol headed back to camp,
Redtail paused and quietly asked around Firekit’s scruff;

 

“He had RiverClan scent, right?” Firekit nodded, confused about why Redtail was asking that.
“You’re completely sure?” The red kit nodded again.

 

“I’m sure. He smelled like the river,” Firekit lied. He hadn’t thought about Thistleclaw’s scent that
much- he smelled like his father. Redtail nodded.

 

“Just checking.” He grasped Firekit once more and padded towards camp. Firekit wondered why
Redtail had asked him that. Why had Redtail questioned him on his scent? Did it matter? Firekit
stiffened. Wait, Thistleclaw’s scent had been watery and fishy, like RiverClan’s. Why was his scent
RiverClan?! Firekit twisted around to look at the river, and spotted his father’s spiky gray fur, sleek
and shiny, on the other side as the tom peered back to watch them. He had been hidden from the
ThunderClan patrol. Does...does Thistleclaw live in RiverClan?

 

 

“Lightningkit! Creekkit! Firekit! Darkkit!” Spottedleaf and Willowpelt’s frantic screeching greeted
the returning patrol’s ears. The kits shrunk into themselves as they saw the clan running about,
frantically searching for the kits. Redtail set Firekit down and called out to his sisters.

 

“Spottedleaf! Willowpelt! It’s alright, we found them!” Both queens rushed over, but were beaten to
the kits by their father, Adderfang. The mottled tom was agitated, pelt bristling, as he skidded to a halt
beside his son.

 



“Are they alright?” he demanded, nosing his grandchildren. “Are they hurt? Did anything find them?
If anything hurt them, tell me what it was so I can rip it apart!” Redtail rested a paw on his father’s
shoulder.

 

“Easy, there,” he soothed. “They aren't hurt. Creekkit is a bit soaked. She fell into the river, but a
RiverClan warrior saved her.” Adderfang’s tense stance softened.

 

“Good,” he grunted. “Who was it?” Redtail shrugged.

 

“Don’t know. They say it was a gray tom. Could’ve been Voleclaw, Reedtail, or Frogleap.” Adderfang
looked thoughtful.

 

“Maybe at the next gathering we can ask,” he meowed. “Give them my thanks for saving my
granddaughter.” Redtail butted his head against Adderfang.

 

“I’m sure we can ask around,” he purred. Spottedleaf had flung herself at her kits, licking them and
checking Creekkit over. She sighed.

 

“She’ll be fine,” she meowed. “Just needs rest and warmth. Creekkit, darling, go into the nursery and
rest. Copperkit! Airkit!” she called. The other two kits darted over. “Go with your sister and warm her
up, please.”

 

“Yes Mother!” Airkit meowed. He, Copperkit, and Creekkit slipped into the nursery as Spottedleaf
turned on her last two kits and Darkkit.

 

“What were you thinking?” she scolded. “Don’t you know how worried I was? How worried
Willowpelt was?” Firekit fixed his eyes on his paws, shame running through his pelt, making it hot.
Lightningkit, however, did no such thing.

 

“We wanted to see the forest!” she meowed boldly, standing as tall as she could. “It stinks to just sit in
here doing nothing!” Spottedleaf’s amber eyes glared sternly at her.

 

“You know very well that you, Lightningkit, were meant to stay in the nursery. I’m guessing you
convinced your littermates and Darkkit to come with you out of camp.” Firekit guiltily looked up.



 

“No, she didn’t,” he mumbled, scuffing the dirt beneath his paws. “We came with on our own… We
even helped her escape.” Darkkit shot a glare at Firekit, as though upset that he revealed that truth.

 

“I am very disappointed in you,” Spottedleaf stated, frowning. “From now on, you are to go nowhere
unless you have a warrior or apprentice with you. You must tell them where you are at, and where you
plan to go.” Lightningkit’s pelt bristled and she bared her teeth.

 

“But-”

 

“But, nothing!” Spottedleaf growled. “You disobeyed me, and this is your punishment. Willowpelt,”
she glanced at her sister. “Do you agree?” Willowpelt nodded, fixing her son with a stern look.

 

“I do.” she meowed. “You will do this until we say so. Understand?” Firekit glumly nodded, Darkkit
bowed his head, upset but resigned. Lightningkit lashed her tail, furious, but muttered an ungrateful
“Yes.”

 

“Good.” Spottedleaf nodded. “Now, into the nursery. All of you.” She brushed her tail toward the den.
The kits trudged back to their nests as Spottedleaf paused and sniffed Lightningkit.

 

“What?” the tortoiseshell kit snapped. Spottedleaf’s eyes were unreadable.

 

“Nothing,” she meowed. “It’s just that scent...it’s familiar.” Their mother said nothing more as they
entered the den.

Chapter End Notes

Lolling speaking: Isn't it funky to think that entire patrol was Firekit's family? Redtail was his
uncle, Rosetail his aunt, Thrushpelt his half-uncle, and Whitestorm his half-brother lol. Also,
FireAlder only has access to Ao3 on a select few days, so she'll add to the notes and respond to
comments later :)



Frostfur, Please Stop The Gossip

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

Another day, another chapter!

“But LionClan wouldn’t give up despite the boar’s vicious attacks,” Weedwhisker, a pale orange elder
tom with white flecks through his pelt and gleaming yellow eyes, spun the story to the kits, who were
enraptured by his tale. “Goldenstrike was the clan’s greatest warrior, and he was assigned by his clan
leader to lead the boar to the cliff.”

 

“What happened next?” Copperkit leaned eagerly forward, his ears pricked. Airkit was curled up
between him and Creekkit, while Firekit and Darkkit sat tucked together. Lightningkit sat grumpily
away from the kits, but even her ears were trained on Weedwhisker.

 

“Goldenstrike taunted the boar until he angered,” Weedwhisker continued, voice low. “When the boar
charged him, he ran like the wind until-”

 

A loud wail rang throughout the camp, making all the cats inside the elders’ den jump. It was
crowded, with six kits and four elders, and Darkkit yelped as Firekit stepped on his tail.

 

“Sorry,” Firekit apologized, and heard likewise mumbled from Lightningkit, surprisingly to Smallear,
the elder who had only joined the elders' den this moon.

 

The kits wasted no time in scrambling out the den, making Larksong hiss, “Watch the tail!”

 

They leaped over Larksong and Poppydawn’s tails as they pulled them close, nearly falling over
themselves to do so. “Kits,” Firekit heard Larksong mumble to Poppydawn, who just purred
amusedly.

 

“What’s going on? What was that yell-?” Creekkit, at the head of the kits, asked as they exited the
den. She cut off as Runningpaw stepped in front of them, frowning sternly down at them.
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“You’re not supposed to leave the elders’ den without some cat watching you,” he reminded them,
which made Lightningkit grumble and Darkkit huff.

 

“What was that yowling?” Creekkit asked their former denmate. “Is ShadowClan attacking? Did a
badger get into camp?”

 

“No,” Runningpaw dismissed her concerns, shaking his head. “Brindleface is kitting. Willowpelt and
Spottedleaf sounded the same way. Don’t bother her the rest of the day, okay? Kitting’s difficult
enough without kits crowding the den.”

 

Firekit saw Spottedleaf race from the medicine cat den to the nursery. Swiftbreeze lurked at the
entrance, already helping Brindleface as best she could. He found his paws moving after his mother
instinctively, thinking that he could help her by carrying some herbs like she let him do something
when he was younger.

 

But she stuck out her paw as he tried to follow in the nursery after her and Swiftbreeze.
“Featherwhisker is out of camp right now- I’m sorry Firekit, but I can’t have you running under my
paws.”

 

“I’ll be still,” Firekit protested. Spottedleaf frowned, but Willowpelt was stepping up beside her in the
next moment. She rested her tail tip on her sister’s shoulder.

 

“I’ll watch the kits.”

 

Relief was evident on Spottedleaf’s face. “Thank you.”

 

Willowpelt nodded as Spottedleaf disappeared into the nursery. Peering in, Firekit could catch a
glimpse of Swiftbreeze beside Brindleface, coaching her and soothing her, as Spottedleaf dropped a
bundle of herbs in front of her, before Willowpelt herded him back to the rest of the kits, who had
been trying to get past Runningpaw. The light brown tom wasn’t at his full height yet, and the kits
were quickly catching up to him, so it was difficult to push all five of them back.

 

“Kits,” Willowpelt warned, and immediately they all stopped fighting against Runningpaw, who
breathed a sigh of relief, clearly realizing watching over his former denmates was much harder than



playing with them. “You mustn't disturb Brindleface and Spottedleaf. Don’t you hate when we make
you stop playing, or make you wake up?”

 

The kits dipped their heads, and Airkit asked, “How long will we not be allowed in the nursery?”

 

“It depends on how many kits Brindleface has,” Willowpelt replied. “And if they come out easy or
worrisome. Regardless, she’ll need her rest, and time to meet her little ones, so you won’t be in until
the sun starts going down, okay?”

 

“Okay,” the kits echoed, Airkit a bit sourly, since he liked taking naps frequently in the nursery.

 

“But when will we see Brindleface’s kits?” Copperkit meowed eagerly. “And will they be big? Or
small? All kits start off small, right? As small as a mouse?”

 

“A little bit bigger, I’d say,” Willowpelt answered, sitting down and curling her tail over her paws.
She glanced back at the nursery as another yowl escaped the den.

 

“But Airkit was even smaller than a mouse,” Darkkit stated. “When he was born.”

 

“Was not!” Airkit puffed out his brown fur, still smaller than his siblings, but a respectable size for a
kit.

 

“Was too!” Darkkit meowed. “I was there when you were born! You were tiny!”

 

“You were tiny too, Darkkit,” Willowpelt cut in, exasperated. “But now you eat so much you’ve
grown twice as big.” Darkkit fluffed out his long black fur proudly.

 

“I’m gonna be bigger,” Lightningkit mewed, puffing out her chest. “As big as my father.”

 

“Your father?” Willowpelt frowned, while Firekit sent a panicked look at his sister, and Creekkit eyed
the two of them suspiciously.

 



“Yeah! They say he was a big and strong warrior, and I’m gonna be like that too.”

 

“Well,” Willowpelt began hesitantly. “I wouldn’t say he wasn’t a big and strong warrior, but I’m not
sure-”

 

“Are the kits being a pawful?” the simultaneously soft and sharp voice of Frostfur cut in. “You look
like you need a paw to watch these rowdy kits.” Frostfur stepped up beside Willowpelt, then eyed
Runningpaw. “And it seems like certain apprentices aren’t helping.”

 

“Hey!” Runningpaw whined. “I was a kit a quarter-moon ago- how am I supposed to control these
things?” He gestured at the kits surrounding him.

 

Willowpelt and Frostfur both purred amusedly, with Frostfur commenting, “Now you know how
White-eye felt dealing with you and Mousepaw.”

 

“We were never this bad,” Runningpaw argued.

 

“I suppose you two never snuck out of camp.” Willowpelt looked disapprovingly at the kits. Firekit
shrunk into himself, while Lightningkit rolled her eyes.

 

Another yowl pierced the air, and all the kits’ attention was pinned onto the nursery again before
Lightningkit huffed. “This is mouse-brained,” she complained. “Brindleface should be quieter.”

 

Frostfur hissed at her, swatting her in the back of the head. “Be respectful to your seniors! When you
have kits you’ll understand the pain and why you can’t just be quieter.”

 

“I’ll never have kits,” Lightningkit muttered, then added spitefully, “ You haven’t even had kits
anyway, so how would you know.”

 

Frostfur bristled, before letting out an agitated huff and rolling her icy-blue eyes. She craned her head
to face Willowpelt. “I’ll have kits when Lionheart stops being so flutter-brained.”

 



Willowpelt purred. “For being such a strong, powerful warrior, Lionheart can sure be as nervous and
bumble-brained as an apprentice when it comes to you.”

 

Frostfur sighed dreamily. “I know. But at least that means he likes me!”

 

Runningpaw rolled his eyes, turning to the kits and mocking Frostfur by making faces as she talked
about how handsome and brave Lionheart was. When the kits started giggling, Willowpelt took notice
and whacked Runningpaw with her tail.

 

“Go to your mentor, Running paw ,” Willowpelt emphasized. “Instead of teaching the kits bad
manners.”

 

Runningpaw groaned. “I can’t. Fuzzypelt’s trying to convince Robinwing to go to the nursery, even
though her belly isn’t even that big yet.” He flicked his tail to where the black warrior was talking to
his dark brown and red-furred mate, who had her tail curled over her paws and her head turned away.

 

Willowpelt’s ears flicked forward, shocked. “I hadn’t even realized Robinwing was pregnant.”

 

Frostfur lowered her head to whisper, loudly, into the gray queen’s ear, “She didn’t want anyone to
realize because Fuzzypelt isn’t the father. It’s Patchpelt.”

 

Willowpelt shook her head. “Of course, I would expect that of my brother…” Then she frowned,
staring at Frostfur. “Gossiping about your own mother, Frostfur, really? And in front of the kits, no
less. There’s no way to know that’s true. Stop spreading lies before cats believe them.”

 

Frostfur sheepishly licked her white chest fur, before saying, “They aren’t lies, and the kits weren’t
even listening.”

 

“We were!” Airkit mewed. Creekkit swatted him over the ears.

 

“Mouse-brain!” she mumbled.

 



Runningpaw purred, then nudged Copperkit. “Do you kits wanna play mossball? I’d be nice to play a
game before my mentor realizes we were supposed to be tree climbing right now.” Firekit didn’t
know why, but Runningpaw hated tree climbing- said he hated the way it made his claws ache, with
no reward except being unnecessarily high in a tree. “Let’s leave the queens to gossip.”

 

Copperkit and Creekkit jumped up, meowing their agreements with ease, and Airkit and Lightningkit
nodded too. “Well, come on then! There’s a perfect ball of moss over here.” Runningpaw guided the
four kits towards it, but Firekit frowned, turning his attention back to the nursery instead of following
his siblings.

 

Is Spottedleaf still helping Brindleface, or are the kits already born? Firekit wondered. Is Brindleface
okay? Did the birth go well, or were the kits born like… like Darkkit’s siblings.

 

Firekit glanced at the dark tabby tom that stood beside him. Darkkit watched his denmates play with
Runningpaw, then glanced at Firekit. He looked back at the playing kits once more before he settled
down beside Firekit, curling his tail over his paws. Firekit smiled warmly at him, before he turned to
Willowpelt.

 

“Why hasn’t any tom ran into the nursery?” he asked Willowpelt. That was how Frostfur, Speckletail
and other cats had described a birthing queen’s mate, but Firekit didn’t know if Thistleclaw was there
for Spottedleaf before he was exiled- if he even could be, because the lurking thought of, What if
Thistleclaw is a RiverClan cat, and the clan is just trying to keep the fact that we’re half-clan a
secret? kept pestering him.

 

Willowpelt frowned, glancing at the nursery. “Brindleface doesn’t have a mate right now, so her kits
don’t have a father.”

 

“Like us,” Darkkit murmured into Firekit’s ear quietly.

 

“I have a father,” Firekit meowed obliviously, then immediately regretted it, his fur pricking self-
consciously. Nobody was supposed to know he’d met his father! Hopefully they didn’t think he met
that.

 

Darkkit frowned, gazing sadly down at the ground. Firekit realized that he had no idea who Darkkit’s
father was, or if he ever had one. Nobody had ever talked about Darkkit’s father before, not like they
had Firekit’s.

 



Willowpelt’s gray fur had prickled too, her gaze a bit frazzled, but she licked her kit’s pelt lovingly,
with a light purr. “You don’t need a father to be loved, Darkkit.”

 

Darkkit grumbled under his breath, and Firekit nudged him. “We don’t need fathers because we have
each other.”

 

Darkkit glanced up at him. His whiskers twitched before he rubbed his forehead against Firekit’s
appreciatively. “Yeah.”

 

Firekit grinned, then shifted himself to lay down beside Darkkit, brushing his ginger pelt against
Darkkit’s black one and letting his warmth comfort his older denmate. The sun was glaring perfectly
down on this spot too, setting his pelt alight like a fiery blaze, so Firekit thought they would stay
there, basking in the sunlight, for a while. Darkkit touched his nose to Firekit’s shoulder, a low rumble
in his throat. Firekit stretched his neck to settle his chin on Darkkit’s back. Both of them closed their
eyes and let the warmth consume them.

 

Meanwhile, Frostfur was trying to whisper to Willowpelt inconspicuously and utterly failing.

 

“Who is Darkkit’s father?

 

“It doesn’t matter,” Willowpelt hissed back quietly. “It’s not important.”

 

“You know,” Frostfur pressed regardless of Willowpelt’s discomfort. “When you became a warrior,
Tawnyspots seemed to take a liking to you. He always offered you the best piece of prey in the fresh-
kill pile, and you two would share tongues together…” Firekit knew, from gossip from Frostfur
herself, as well as other warriors, that Willowpelt had become a warrior early, at eleven moons, and
that she had been pregnant at eleven moons. Dappletail had called her the youngest queen she’d seen,
but Larksong had said she’d seen younger, of a rogue. He knew, too, from a conversation he’d
overheard Bluefur saying to Sunstar once, that Tawnyspots had been the deputy before Bluefur,
before sickness took him.

 

“It would be amazing if Darkkit’s father was a deputy,” Frostfur continued. “If my kits were the kits
of a deputy- and I know they will be one day,” she purred proudly. “I’d make sure everyone knew it.”

 

Willowpelt hissed, not a quiet hiss, and Firekit popped an eye open as he felt Darkkit stiffen
underneath him. Willowpelt was snarling, pelt bristling and teeth bared at Frostfur, who seemed



startled. “It’s none of your business, Frostfur. Go pester Lionheart with your theories- maybe he’ll
appreciate them.”

 

Frostfur frowned, and meowed, “I was just trying to help- ”

 

“If I wanted to reveal Darkkit’s father, then I would have done it already,” Willowpelt growled, eyes
flashing. “Darkkit doesn’t need a father, he’s got me.” Firekit flattened his ears and laid his head on
Darkkit’s pretending he did not just hear the two she-cat’s argument. Was Willowpelt right that
Darkkit didn’t need a father? Did anyone need a father? He frowned. Do I need a father? he thought.
Thistleclaw’s been nice, and he really cares about us - he even jumped into a river to save Creekkit!
Surely everyone needs a father...right?



Daddy Thistleclaw Is A Sucker (Serious. He Can’t Deny His Kits
Anything. Within Reason)

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

The murky forest loomed around Firekit and Lightningkit as they scuffled with each other,
Thistleclaw and Mapleshade watching nearby. Thistleclaw’s eyes were alight with pride as he
observed his kits. Firekit ducked as Lightningkit swatted at him, and he propelled himself forward,
slamming into her belly with a yowl of triumph. His sister hissed a curse and batted at his ears,
making him shuffle back from her blows. Lightningkit crouched down, eyes fixed on him as she
planned her next move. Firekit pounced on her back and she rolled over, but the red kit was
determined to not let her show him up in front of their father. He kicked with his hind legs into her
back, sending her tumbling off him as he sprang back to his paws and launched himself at her once
more.

 

“Alright, you two,” Thistleclaw’s mew made them pause. “That was very well done.” He gave both of
them a lick. “You both are quick, and can think on your feet. That’s a very good trait to have.”
Lightningkit shook herself, a stray leaf falling off her pelt.

 

“Firekit’s the only one who can keep up with me,” she complained. “Airkit’s too weak, and Copperkit
doesn’t like fighting. Creekkit’s pretty good, but she also doesn’t want to fight.” She pouted, “Ever
since Mousepaw became an apprentice, I’ve got no good fighting partners!” Firekit narrowed his eyes
at her, offended. “Except Firekit.” Lightningkit corrected herself. “But…” She poked her brother with
her paw. “He’s always off doing who knows what with Darkkit!” Thistleclaw looked amused.

 

“It’s good that you’re eager to learn,” he meowed. He tilted his head. “Tell me, what are my other kits
like?” Lightningkit rolled her eyes.

 

“Nothing much really,” she muttered. Firekit frowned at her.

 

“Creekkit likes to play catch-the-mouse with us,” he meowed. “She always wins at that game. And
Copperkit and Airkit are each other’s best friends.”

 

“Yeah, it’s like they’re glued together,” Lightningkit inputted. “Like Firekit and Darkkit.” Mapleshade
purred.
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“It’s good to hear that you have such fine kits,” she meowed to Thistleclaw.

 

“Did you ever have kits, Mapleshade?” Firekit asked, tilting his head. The tortoiseshell stiffened for a
moment.

 

“Yes,” she meowed after a bit, gazing away from the kits. “I did. Three of them. Larchkit and Patchkit
were both tom-kits, and Petalkit was my only daughter.” She sighed wistfully. “They were my light
and life.” Lightningkit looked curious now too, leaning forward with pricked ears.

 

“What happened to them?” she asked. Mapleshade’s eyes darkened.

 

“Their father wanted nothing to do with them,” her mew trembled. “I took them out into the forest
because I thought Appledusk would want them, but he let them drown in the river.” She gazed at the
kits, her eyes dark with grief. “He was a RiverClan warrior.” The kits gasped.

 

“A RiverClan warrior?” Lightningkit gapped. A shiver of fear ran down Firekit’s spin, making his fur
fluff. Will that happen to us? Does Thistleclaw really want us? Is he a RiverClan cat?

 

“I was wrong to trust him,” Mapleshade snarled. “He played me for a fool.” She shook herself. “Be
glad to know that your father is of fine blood, and doesn’t carry any bad blood like Appledusk.”

 

“What happened to Appledusk?” Firekit asked, now afraid for what his father may be one day.

 

“He died,” Mapleshade meowed shortly. “And StarClan let him in. Pity.”

 

“StarClan let him in?” Lightningkit asked. “But he didn’t help you! That’s not fair!” Mapleshade
stroked the she-kit’s head with her white tail.

 

“I know,” she sighed. “StarClan can be blind fools. That’s why you must be careful about which
friends you make.” The two kits obediently nodded. Firekit knew they weren’t in StarClan’s grounds,
but it did make him wonder where they really were. Not the Place of No Stars the elders warned him
about when he was younger, he hoped. He heard Mapleshade call it the Dark Forest, once, but he
didn’t know what that was.



 

Thistleclaw had been listening to Mapleshade’s tale with interest. “I never knew you had such a
grudge, Mapleshade,” he commented mildly. Mapleshade narrowed her eyes.

 

“There’s a lot you don’t know about me,” she meowed softly. For a moment, the two held each other’s
gaze.

 

“I think,” Thistleclaw meowed at last. “I would like to meet Creekkit now.” Mapleshade nodded.

 

“Very well.” The pale tortoiseshell turned and padded into the misty trees, disappearing after a blink
of an eye.

 

“What?” Lightningkit yelped. “Creekkit? Why is she coming here?” Thistleclaw curled his tail around
his paws, tilting his head at his daughter’s cry.

 

“Why shouldn’t she?” he asked.

 

“Yeah,” Firekit agreed. “She’s great!” Lightingkit muttered something under her breath, claws digging
into the ground.

 

“Excuse me Lightningkit?” Thistleclaw frowned. “What was that?” Lightningkit didn’t answer for a
moment, frowning at the ground. Then, she burst out;

 

“She’s just no fun! She’s bossy, and sits around and parrots everything the queens say! And ,”
Lightingkit paused dramatically. “She’s a huge tattle-tale when she’s not involved!”

 

“That’s mean, Lightningkit!” Firekit hissed. Thistleclaw gently rested his tail on Firekit, effectively
getting him to pause.

 

“Your brother is right, Lightningkit,” he scolded lightly. “Creekkit is your sister. Your littermates are
who you should be the most loyal to.”

 



“Even before Mother? Or Sunstar?” Firekit asked, confused. Thisleclaw held both of their gazes.

 

“Even before them,” he meowed firmly. The two kits exchanged thoughtful looks as the nearby
bushes rustled, and Mapleshade appeared with the little figure of Creekkit behind her, looking
suspicious. Lightningkit seemed to have heeded her father’s words, but still couldn’t resist shooting a
glare at her sister, who glared right back. Both of their green eyes were blazing. Creekkit then spotted
Thistleclaw, and recognized him with a gasp.

 

“It’s you!” she exclaimed. She looked suspicious once more, eyes narrowed. “Who are you? Are you
a spy? For RiverClan?” Thistleclaw’s whiskers twitched, amused.

 

“I am Thistleclaw,” he replied. “Your father.” Creekkit blinked, perplexed.

 

“What?” she asked, voice low. Thistleclaw licked a paw and stretched, letting his claws slide out.

 

“I’m your father,” he repeated. “And you are currently in a very special place where very noble
warriors go when they have passed.”

 

“But…” Creekkit meowed slowly, glancing around warily. “We aren’t dead. You aren’t dead.”

 

“That is true,” Mapleshade agreed. “But we warriors in this place can bring special cats here for
special training.” Lightningkit perked up.

 

“Can we have that training?” she asked eagerly. Mapleshade and Thistleclaw shared an amused look,
but Firekit saw something else glittering in their eyes.

 

“Not yet, young one.” Mapleshade purred, eyes soft as she looked at the kits.

 

“You’ll be ready when you’re older and stronger,” Thistleclaw explained. “I didn’t start my training
here until I was a young warrior.” He gave them a proud look. “You three will be beginning your
training much earlier on as apprentices.” Lightningkit flattened her ears, anger simmering in her eyes.

 



“We already should be apprentices!” she spat. Uh oh… Firekit thought, recognizing the start of his
sister’s hissy fit. “How can a little bit of training hurt us ?! We’re your kits! It’ll make us better, so
much better than any other apprentice! We’ll be better fighters in the future then!” She stomped her
paw on the slimy ground. “I want that training!” she demanded. Thistleclaw smoothed out her ruffled
fur with a paw.

 

“That is some very great thinking,” he praised. “It’s good to be ambitious, and to want to be stronger.”
He and Mapleshade exchanged one last look. “We can start teaching you now, if you wish.”

 

“Yes!” Lightningkit agreed immediately. Firekit and Creekkit hesitated. The red kit met Thistleclaw’s
expectant amber eyes and nodded, not wanting to disappoint his father.

 

“Okay.”

 

“Creekkit?” Thistleclaw turned his eyes onto his daughter. “What about you?” She hesitated, unsure.

 

“Come on Creekkit!” Lightningkit hissed. The brown tabby glared at her, but slowly nodded.

 

“Now,” Thistleclaw meowed. “We’ll show you something simple, yet effective.” The kits pricked
their ears, eager to learn. Lightningkit shuffled from paw to paw, more excited than the others.
Thistleclaw crouched down and performed what the kits recognized to be the front-paw swipe, from
what Runningpaw and Mousepaw had shown them. 

 

“The trick is to make sure you have your paw angled correctly. You don’t want it to be too flat.” He
tilted his paw to show them the incorrect way. “Or you’ll hurt your paw. You want to be angled like
this.” He tilted his paw inward. “Show me.” The kits each reached out with a paw and tilted it.
Mapleshade nudged Creekkit’s a bit outward, and the other two’s slightly inward. 

 

“There, perfect.” Thistleclaw nodded, gazing proudly at his kits. “Now, make sure you’re balanced, or
you’ll get a nasty surprise. Then, swipe!” Thistleclaw lashed out and raked his claws across one of the
spiny bushes, shredding it.  Lightningkit gave a wriggle of excitement and swiped. Her paw hit the
bush, but she forgot about her balance and lost her footing, letting out an “Oof!” as she hit the ground.
Creekkit failed to successfully stifle her giggle as the tortoiseshell scrambled back to her paws,
huffing.

 



“You try it!” Lightningkit snapped at her sister, teeth bared and fur fluffed embarrassed. Creekkit
crouched down, reaching out with her paw, and swiped.

 

“The form is good,” Thistleclaw observed. “But put more power behind the blow.” He turned to
Firekit. “Your turn.” Firekit padded up, nervous but determined to make Thistleclaw proud. He
carefully recalled what he and Mapleshade had told and showed them, then crouched down. He raised
his paw, tilted it, then lashed out with a quick swipe. The bush rustled as he hit it, and a few twigs
snapped off.

 

“Good! Very good!” Mapleshade purred. “Try again, all of you.” Firekit glanced over his shoulder,
ansty to find out what Thistleclaw thought of it. Firekit met his father’s gaze, and his tail curled as he
saw the spiky gray tom’s look of pride.

 

I hope he’ll always be proud of me.

Chapter End Notes

Lolling: Regarding the "Not the Place of No Stars the elders warned him about when he was
younger, he hoped. He heard Mapleshade call it the Dark Forest, once, but he didn’t know what
that was." part - it's my personal headcanon that the DF is officially called the Place of No Stars,
but that cats training in the DF call it the Dark Forest as a codename, so their clanmates don't
know what they're talking about when they speak of it.



Firekit Angsts About His Dad

Chapter Summary

Hey ya'll! FireAlder here! It's been a while since I spoke, huh? Anyway, enjoy this early chapter!
:-D

Firekit jerked his body left, rolling on the ground, as Lightningkit’s paw soared right past him, cutting
into the air where he had been a moment ago. He hopped to his paws and jabbed a paw out at his
sister, who hissed as it hit her shoulder hard enough to hurt. In normal playfighting, Firekit would
have apologized, but this was no normal playfight- they were training to be the best warriors they
could, and warriors didn’t apologize over silly things like hitting someone too hard. If this was a real
fight, then Firekit didn’t hit hard enough .

 

He ducked under another one of Lightningkit’s lightning-fast paws, and it brushed against his ears. He
darted around his sister, but she whirled to face him. He yowled as she leaped forward, paws grabbing
at his shoulders, before he headbutted her chest to knock her off. She stumbled backwards and he ran
a safe distance away before circling back.

 

Creekkit creeped up beside him, her ears and whiskers pricked. “Team up?” she whispered quietly to
him.

 

Firekit nodded. “Team up.”

 

Both of them surged forward at Lightningkit, whose fur bristled and eyes widened as she realized they
both were attacking her. But Lightningkit was not one to run, and she tensed her body, watching as
her siblings sprinted towards her. Creekkit darted to the right while Firekit continued head on. He
swiped at his tortoiseshell sister when he neared, and she swiped right back at him, only for Creekkit
to barrel into her. The two went tumbling together before Lightningkit rabbit-kicked her off. Firekit
pounced on his sister’s exposed belly, pinning her, but Lightningkit wriggled and growled, managing
to fling herself onto her side, throwing him off. Creekkit ran in and traded a couple blows with the
tortoiseshell, and Firekit swiped at Lightningkit’s hindquarters. 

 

We’ve got her now! Firekit thought triumphantly, before blinking in surprise as Lightingkit spun
around, knocking Creekkit aside and swiping at his nose. He yowled as he felt her claws rip painfully
across his nose, and sprang away, pawing at the scratch. Blood coated his paw pads and fur as he
pulled them away from the cut.



 

“Lightningkit!” Creekkit gasped. She then glared at their sister. “You hurt him! We weren’t using
claws!”

 

“Now, now,” Thistleclaw’s low mew interrupted them. “That was clever of Lightningkit.” Creekkit
flattened her ears, shooting a horrified look at their father.

 

“We never use claws when we fight!” she insisted, shoulder fur fluffed. “The apprentices don’t
either!” Firekit, meanwhile, had still been pawing at his nose, wincing at the thrum of pain that it
caused. His tail was dragging in the slimy ground, and his ears drooped.

 

“Using claws now,” Thistleclaw explained, “will prepare you for later in life. You will be more
willing to unsheath them and defend your clan.” Firekit flinched. Maybe Thistleclaw’s right, he
thought, wrinkling his nose. I mean, it is just a scratch...though I still don’t like the idea of using
claws in training. His frown must have been obvious, since Thistleclaw then meowed;

 

“Firekit will recover. It is just a scratch,” he echoed Firekit’s previous thoughts. Firekit blinked as he
saw the forest around them start to fade away. He stumbled backwards, glancing around, only to blink
away to the inside of the nursery den. Someone was pressed against him with their nose, and for a
moment Firekit didn’t recognize the scent, his nose clogged up with the musty smell of what
Mapleshade called the Dark Forest.

 

“Mother?” he asked. “What’s wrong?”

 

“You were trembling in your sleep,” she meowed. Spottedleaf then gasped. “You’re bleeding!” She
began licking his nose, cleaning it of the blood. Firekit blinked owlishly as his mother nudged
Robinwing awake, asking to keep watch on her other kits. How is my scratch still here? he thought,
eyes narrowed in confusion as he stared down at the scratch. I was dreaming!

 

“Come on, Firekit!” Spottedleaf meowed. “Let’s get you something for that scratch.” He nodded, still
too confused to reply. He stepped out of his nest, careful not to disturb his siblings, nor Brindleface
and her daughter, Sandkit, and followed Spottedleaf out of the nursery. They trotted quickly to the
medicine den and slipped inside. Firekit settled down as Spottedleaf nosed through the stores and
pulled out a few leaves - burdock and marigold. She began chewing the marigold, then gently applied
it to his nose. Firekit winced slightly from the sting, but kept very still, knowing that medicine cats
need their patience to behave while they worked. Spottedleaf then took the burdock leaves, chewed
them up, and applied them onto his nose.

 



“Just where did you get this from?” she murmured as she licked the burdock on.

 

“Umm…” Firekit started, frantically searching for an excuse. “I must have accidently scratched
myself or something.” Spottedleaf’s amber eyes - unlike Thistleclaw’s piercing ones - were gentle.

 

“Were you having a nightmare?” she asked. Firekit shrugged.

 

“Sort of, I guess.”

 

“What was it about?” she gently pressed.

 

“I don’t really remember,” the red kit mumbled. “It was dark, and I was attacked. But that was it.” His
ears flicked as he heard Featherwhisker stir in his nest.

 

“Well, Firekit,” Featherwhisker’s friendly mew was quiet as he rose from his nest. “I thought you’d
finally stopped crowding the medicine den!” The amused look in his eyes assured Firekit of the gray
tom’s joking. Firekit shrugged, a little grin on his face. Spottedleaf curled her tail around him and
licked his head.

 

“I’ll miss your presence when you’re an apprentice,” she meowed. Featherwhisker reached to rest a
paw on her shoulder.

 

“I don’t think you should encourage his behavior,” he whispered mildly. Spottedleaf smiled, but
dipped her head, giving another lick to Firekit’s head. Feathwhisker sniffed Firekit’s wound before
settling back down in his nest. They sat in quiet, comfortable silence before Firekit timidly asked;

 

“Why was my father exiled?” He was anxious to know. Was Thistleclaw really a RiverClan cat, and
that’s why the clan was so outraged about Spottedleaf breaking the code? Spottedleaf tensed, glancing
at Featherwhisker.

 

“It was Sunstar’s decision,” she soothed, licking his head. “Nothing to worry about.”

 



“It was more than Sunstar’s decision,” Featherwhisker interjected hotly. “A cat like him deserved to
be exiled.” The older medicine cat glanced at Firekit, and seeing his downcast expression, added;
“Your father wasn’t a nice tom, but your parentage doesn’t determine who you are.”

 

“If he’s so bad for what he did,” Spottedleaf whispered. “Then why wasn’t Tawnyspots ever exiled?”
Featherwhisker was silent. Firekit stared between them.

 

“Willowpelt was a warrior,” Featherwhisker began. “But-” he quickly meowed at Spottedleaf’s
bristling fur and low hiss. “It still wasn’t right. However,” he sighed. “The clan just didn’t know
better.” Spottedleaf echoed his sigh, then looked down at Firekit. The red kit was confused.
So...Willowpelt and Tawnyspots were mates? he thought, perplexed. So Darkkit’s father was
Tawnyspots…? Spottedleaf licked his pelt soothingly.

 

“You don’t have to worry about it,” she meowed. “You’re a kit, and all kits need to worry about is not
worrying their mother by running out of camp.” Her amber eyes twinkled when Firekit pouted.

 

“That was a moon ago!” he objected.

 

“A moon feels a lot longer to a kit than a warrior,” Featherwhisker mused. His whiskers twitched at
Firekit’s muffled yawn.

 

“We should get back to the nursery,” Spottedleaf decided, unfurling her tail from around her son.
“Come on.” She nudged Firekit out of the den, sharing one last look of sadness with her mentor.



Firekit Shows His Girlfriend Around Camp (Lightingkit Doesn’t Like
It)

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

Lolling: written a bit like a filler, but I just wanted some cute FireSand interactions <3

“It’s alright,” Firekit meowed. “It was scary when I first left the nursery too.”

 

Sandkit, with a very pale ginger coat that earned her her name, peered out of the nursery, hesitating
with one paw outside. Beside Firekit stood Darkkit and Copperkit, their tails waving calmly behind
them. Airkit and Creekkit were fast asleep in their nest, curled up against Willowpelt since
Spottedleaf was out collecting herbs, while Lightningkit had ditched the kits to talk to Mousepaw
across the clearing.

 

“I’m not scared,” Sandkit said, her shoulder fur fluffing out. “I’ve been outside the nursery before.”

 

“And Brindleface would always drag you right back inside,” Copperkit commented with an amused
twitch of his whiskers. “Every time you stuck your nose out.”

 

Sandkit huffed. “Brindleface should have let me outside earlier. I’m big.” Sandkit was not big, only
one moon old compared to the three and four moon old kits around her. Firekit couldn’t ever
remember being so small.

 

“Willowpelt wouldn’t let me outside by myself until I was a moon and a half ,” Darkkit complained.

 

“Aw, poor kit,” Copperkit meowed, nudging Darkkit teasingly.

 

Sandkit inched out of the nursery, blinking her eyes as the sunlight hit them. She shook out her fur.
“It’s so warm outside,” she mewed.
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Firekit fluffed out his ginger pelt. “That’s the sun. It warms the ground up with its light.” He raised his
paw to point to where the elders laid under a dappled patch of sunlight. “See? The sunlight hits us and
warms us up.”

 

Sandkit’s ears pricked, and she tilted her head. “Who are they?”

 

Firekit glanced back at her, startled. “How can you not know the clan elders?”

 

Darkkit shoved his shoulder. “Mouse-brain. You didn’t know the clan elders either, when you were
just born! I had to introduce you to every cat in the clan when you were younger than a moon-old kit.
Or did you forget?”

 

Firekit flattened his ears to his head, his skin going hot under his fur. Maybe he did recall Darkkit
telling him who was who, but he wasn’t sure. The first moon of his life felt all fuzzy. He shrugged. “I
thought I just kind of knew everybody.”

 

“I don’t remember it either, Firekit, but I knew somebody had to tell me who's who!” Copperkit
purred, amused, as his whiskers twitched. He turned to Sandkit. “Those are Larksong, Weedwhisker,
Poppydawn, and Smallear.” His tail jerked to each cat as he introduced them. “Weedwhisker has the
best stories, but Poppydawn’s tail is the most fun to chase, because it’s so fluffy.”

 

“Larksong can be snappy,” Darkkit added. “But she plays a good badger.”

 

“Yeah!” Firekit agreed, nodding his head. “Smallear’s the youngest of them, but he’s the one starting
to go a bit deaf.”

 

Sandkit tilted her head. “What’s deaf?”

 

Firekit pondered this for a moment, then answered, “It means he can’t hear things well, so you have to
speak loud around him.”

 

Sandkit nodded, then walked a few steps forward, glancing around camp with big, green eyes. Firekit
wondered if that was how he looked when he first saw the camp.

 



Firekit pointed towards the medicine cat den as Featherwhisker slipped out of it, Dappletail beside
him with a slight limp to her paw. He was chatting to her, and Firekit didn’t have to guess that he was
telling the golden-and-white tortoiseshell warrior to stay off her paw.

 

“That’s Featherwhisker, the clan’s medicine cat, just like my mother, Spottedleaf.” He puffed out his
chest and curled his tail proudly. “You’ve met him, right?”

 

Sandkit nodded, then asked, “Who’s the cat beside him?”

 

“That’s Dappletail,” Firekit answered. “She’s nice, but she doesn’t really like kits too much, so stay
out of her way.”

 

Sandkit glanced around the camp, trotting closer to the middle, where a cluster of cats were. “Is that
blue cat there the deputy? She’s telling others to go on patrols, and Brindleface says that’s what the
deputy does.” She said the word patrols like she wasn’t really sure what they were.

 

Copperkit nodded. “Yep! That’s Bluefur.”

 

“She’s nice to us kits,” Darkkit said. “But she can be strict, since she’s the deputy and all.”

 

“She’s very well-respected,” Firekit tacked on. “Sunstar chose a good deputy to succeed him.”

 

The she-kit tilted her head. “What does succeed mean?”

 

Firekit raised his chin, saying, “It means that Bluefur will take over as clan leader when Sunstar is
gone.”

 

“Where’d he go?” Sandkit mewed.

 

“What?”

 



“If he’s gone, where’d he go?”

 

Firekit faltered, looking at Darkkit and Copperkit. “Uhm…”

 

“When warriors die,” Copperkit began. “They go to StarClan. That’s what Firekit meant.”

 

“Oh,” Sandkit said.

 

“Look!” Firekit shouted, desperate to change the topic. “A hunting patrol just came back.” He pointed
his tail at the warriors as they entered camp. “That’s Tigerclaw- he’s a really respected warrior like
Bluefur, and powerful and strong. Some cats say he’ll be deputy one day, but that he just needs more
experience. When cats say that, they just mean you need to be older.” Pausing a moment, he quietly
added, “I don’t think he likes me though.” He continued happily, gesturing to the next warrior. “And
that’s Whitestorm! Tigerclaw’s best friend, and our half-brother.” He nudged Copperkit playfully.
“He’s great, and he’ll sneak you some prey if you ask.

 

“And that’s Thrushpelt- probably the nicest warrior you’ll ever meet!” Firekit meowed. “He’ll play
just about anything with you if you ask him.” He nodded to the last golden she-cat. “And that’s
Goldenflower. I once heard Patchpelt say she was the prettiest cat in the clan.” He scrunched up his
nose, remembering Patchpelt’s moony tone. “She’s really nice too, just don’t catch her on a bad day.”

 

Sandkit nodded, then her ears twitched and she turned to watch four cats pad towards the camp
entrance. “Who are they? Are they on a… patrol?”

 

“Yep! They’re going to hunt for the clan,” Firekit said.

 

“Or mark the borders to make sure the other clans don’t take prey from us,” Darkkit added.

 

“The two in the front are Speckletail and Rosetail,” Firekit started. “Speckletail can be really
judgemental- that’s like a big word for rude- and Rosetail can be super overbearing.”

 

Sandkit tilted her head again, blinking her eyes owlishly. Copperkit explained, “It’s like when
Brindleface wouldn’t let you out of the nursery because she cares so much that it’s annoying.”

 



“Yeah,” Firekit agreed. “The tom was Sparrowpelt. He seems no-nonsense but he’s got humor under
his stern glares. And the she-cat at the back was our grandmother, Swiftbreeze. She gets annoyed if
you bother her too much, but she makes sure to check up on us everyday.”

 

Darkkit gagged, and Firekit blinked perplexed at him. “What was that face for?”

 

Darkkit pointed towards a corner of camp where Frostfur and Lionheart sat sharing prey together.
Frostfur rubbed her head against his cheek, batting her eyes up at him. “Ew.”

 

Firekit rolled his eyes, turning back to Sandkit. “Frostfur is totally en-rapt-ured-” Darkkit raised an
eyebrow at his denmate, “by Lionheart and talks about it allll the time… Lionheart’s really cool,
though. He’s Goldenflower’s brother.”

 

“Frostfur gossips more than she hunts prey!” Copperkit grinned. “I’m sure she even gossips to prey.”
All of the kits purred, amused. When they were done, Firekit glanced around camp for more of their
clanmates.

 

“I don’t see Sunstar,” he meowed, disappointed. “And White-eye, Adderfang, Fuzzypelt, and
Runningpaw must be out of camp right now.”

 

“In just a moon, I’ll be out of camp too, as an apprentice!” Darkkit boasted.

 

“Speaking of apprentices,” Copperkit started. “There’s Mousepaw! It looks like she and Dappletail
are going out to train.”

 

Lightningkit was frowning and glaring as her usual grumpy self as Mousepaw waved her tail bye to
the kit, following after her mentor as Dappletail led her away, still limping lightly on her front paw.
Lightningkit whipped around, fur puffed out in annoyance. Her ears pricked as she spotted the kits
watching over. She strutted over to them.

 

“Hi, Lightningkit!” Copperkit greeted, raising his tail.

 

Lightningkit huffed, turning her attention to Firekit. She glared briefly at Darkkit beside him before
asking, “Do you want to go practice fighting, Firekit?”



 

Firekit glanced down at his paws, shuffling from paw to paw nervously. Hesitantly, he meowed,
“Sorry, but I’m showing Sandkit around camp…”

 

Lightningkit’s pelt bristled, and she glared at Sandkit, who flattened her ears with a frown. “ Of
course you are- you never want to do anything fun,” she spat at Firekit before storming past the kits
towards the nursery.

 

“Wait!” Firekit called out, jumping forwards, but his sister had already disappeared inside the nursery
den. His ears drooped.

 

Copperkit rested his light ginger tail on Firekit’s shoulder. “She’s just in a bad mood today, Firekit.”

 

“She always is,” Darkkit murmured, tufted ears flicking backwards.

 

Sandkit glanced back towards the nursery. “Well, she woke up with beetles in her nest, didn’t she?”

 

All of the kits’ startled at Sandkit’s quip, before Copperkit burst out into laughter, chest rumbling with
a purr. Firekit and Darkkit soon followed before Firekit playfully pounced on Sandkit, pinning the
smaller kit to the ground. He swiped at her nose. “That’s my sister you’re talking about!”



Ex-Queens, Unite! (We Stand Willowpelt!)

Chapter by LollingCat

“Today, we welcome a new apprentice into our clan,” Sunstar announced from the top of Highrock.
“Darkkit, please come forward.”

 

Darkkit shuffled his paws nervously and Firekit nudged his shoulder, shooting him a grin. Darkkit
smiled back and raised his head as he padded forth, standing in front of the Highrock and gazing up at
their leader.

 

“From this day forth, this kit will be known as Darkpaw.” Sunstar gazed into the crowd of warriors
while Darkpaw fluffed out his black tabby fur proudly. “Your mentor will be Tigerclaw.” Firekit saw
Darkpaw tense, his eyes wide as he glanced back at the large, powerful brown tabby tom as he strode
forward from amongst the ThunderClan warriors. Darkpaw’s tail trembled, but he raised his chin and
met Tigerclaw’s steady gaze as the warrior stopped in front of him. “This is your first apprentice, but I
know you’ll train him well.”

 

“Of course, Sunstar,” Tigerclaw’s voice rumbled. He leaned forward and touched noses with
Darkpaw, who had to stretch his neck to reach the tabby’s nose.

 

“Darkpaw!” Firekit immediately yowled out, leaping onto his feet. Beside him, his siblings and
Sandkit did the same. “Darkpaw! Darkpaw!” Around them, the clan joined in joyously. Darkpaw
gazed at his clan, his yellow eyes brimming with pride. He met Firekit’s green gaze and both of them
smiled. As the yowling died down and Sunstar dismissed the clan, the kits came running over to the
new apprentice.

 

“Congrats, Darkpaw!” Creekkit meowed, her whiskers twitching. Copperkit bumped his head against
Darkpaw’s leg, purring.

 

“Tell us all about your first day tonight!” Copperkit demanded in a humorous tone.

 

Behind Darkpaw, Tigerclaw narrowed his eyes. “A good apprentice is exhausted by the end of their
first day. If he’s able to tell little kits stories like an elder by the end of the day, then he hasn’t trained
hard enough.”
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Darkpaw ducked his head. “Right.”

 

“Aw.” Creekkit frowned. “Well, tomorrow, then.”

 

“Maybe we’ll be apprentices tomorrow,” Lightingkit mumbled under her breath, as pouty as ever. The
kits just ignored her.

 

Runningpaw and Mousepaw came padding up to Darkpaw. “Congratulations,” Mousepaw said. “It
feels great to be an apprentice, doesn’t it?”

 

Darkpaw nodded, and Runningpaw grinned. “The first day is the easiest- just wait until you’re on nest
cleaning duty!” Firekit glanced at Tigerclaw, who seemed to have implied the opposite- that the first
day was the hardest. Or the beginning of hard, rigorous training to come.

 

Maybe we should have brought Darkpaw to train with us under Thistleclaw and Mapleshade, Firekit
thought. That way he’d be ready for Tigerclaw’s training. Firekit’s fur fluffed at the thought of being
Tigerclaw’s apprentice. On one paw, the warrior hated him. On the other, he was sure Tigerclaw
would make him the greatest warrior ever. But I have Thistleclaw! My father will make sure me and
my sisters are the greatest.

 

“Nest cleaning isn’t that hard,” Mousepaw meowed, flicking her brother’s ear with her tail tip.
“You’re just lazy.”

 

As Runningpaw pouted and swatted his sister’s ears, Willowpelt snuck up to her son. “I’m sure you’ll
do great,” she praised, giving her son a lick between the ears. Darkpaw mewed in protest, trying to
flatten the strip of fur her lick had raised. “Nest cleaning or otherwise. I’m proud of you, Darkpaw.”
She touched her nose to his ear, eyes closed. Firekit noticed how Tigerclaw’s ear twitched and his lip
curled in mild disgust, sharp fangs glinting in the morning light.

 

“We better head out now,” Tigerclaw meowed commandingly. “Before we lose more of the day.”

 

“Of course,” Willowpelt murmured, moving back from her kit. “Come on, kits. Let’s leave the
apprentice to actually be an apprentice.” The kits shuffled away, but not before Firekit gave one quick
swat at Darkpaw’s whiskers.

 



“Catch a mouse for me!”

 

Darkpaw thumped him with his long-furred tail as he walked passed, following after his mentor. The
kits purred as Firekit spat out a few dark strands of fur.

 

“Bye, Darkpaw!” Sandkit called as he and Tigerclaw slipped through the camp’s entrance.

 

“We better get to our mentors too,” Mousepaw said, glancing at the kits with hesitance in her eyes.
“Before they yell at us. Bye, Lightningkit, Sandkit. Talk to you later.” She waved her tail at the
tortoiseshell she-kit and the pale ginger she-kit, purposefully ignoring the other kits. Firekit didn’t
mind- at least she wasn’t outright mean to them anymore, and sometimes she’d talk to them if
Lightningkit or Sandkit was playing with them. It seemed like she was more confused about what to
think of them.

 

“She’s right,” Runningpaw meowed, his tabby tail twitching. “See you kits later! I’ll bring you and
the queens a squirrel after sunhigh.” The kits mewed their goodbye’s as Runningpaw dashed away to
his mentor, Fuzzypelt, who sat beside his mate. Robinwing’s belly was now showing her pregnancy,
almost as plump as Firekit remembered Brindleface’s being.

 

“You kits behave,” Willowpelt told them. “I’ll be in the nursery if you need me.” The kits all nodded,
and Copperkit immediately turned to pounce on Airkit.

 

“Let’s go play foxes and warriors!” Copperkit meowed excitedly.

 

“Alright!” Lightningkit said, jumping up. “Finally, a real game!”

 

“What’s less real about the other games?” Copperkit asked her as he, Lightningkit, Airkit, and Sandkit
ran off.

 

“They’re kits’ games!” Firekit heard Lightningkit meow. “Too soft and boring!”

 

Firekit was tempted to follow his siblings, but it felt weird without Darkpaw beside him. Plus, he saw
his mother trotting towards them. He leaped up as Spottedleaf approached, but she only offered him a
quick tail flick as she walked past.



 

“Willowpelt!” she called.

 

The gray she-cat paused, turning around and glancing at her sister curiously. “What is it,
Spottedleaf?”

 

“You don’t need to go to the nursery anymore,” Spottedleaf told her gently. “Darkpaw’s an apprentice
now. You’re not a queen.”

 

The surprise was obvious on Willowpelt’s face. She glanced back at the nursery, whiskers twitching
nervously. “But…” She shook her head, then looked up at her sister with sad, perplexed eyes. “I’ve
always been in the nursery… All the time I could have been- I could have been a warrior, it was spent
here.” She flicked her tail at the nursery. Firekit exchanged a worried look with his sister, Creekkit.
Willowpelt’s voice was soft and vulnerable as she continued, “I don’t know how to be a true warrior
anymore- what if I mess up and do something an apprentice would do on a patrol?”

 

“It’s alright, Willowpelt,” Spottedleaf murmured, pressing her nose to her sister’s ear comfortingly.
“I’m sure your instincts will come back soon. Every warrior has them.”

 

“No,” Willowpelt argued softly. “Every apprentice is trained to have them, and I wasted them in the
nursery...”

 

“You didn’t waste them in the nursery,” Spottedleaf said fiercely. “You spent them raising kits- yours
and mine, and for that I thank you. Teaching them the way of a warrior, the warmth of a clan, and the
love of a mother. Without you, how might they have learned and grown?” Willowpelt pressed her
head against the tortoiseshell medicine cat’s shoulder, and Spottedleaf rested her chin on her sister’s
head.

 

Firekit glanced at Creekkit again, nervous. Perhaps he should leave his mother and aunt to go play
with his siblings- he felt like he was intruding, or would they be okay if he cuddled up against them
like he wanted to?

 

He didn’t have to decide, as he heard the deputy, Bluefur, call out, “Willowpelt!” Willowpelt jerked
away from Spottedleaf, blinking puzzled at the deputy. “You’re on a hunting patrol with myself and
White-eye.” Bluefur flicked her tail to the white she-cat beside her.

 



Obvious relief spread over Willowpelt’s face. Beside her, Spottedleaf nudged her shoulder. “See?
You’re on patrol with two cats who returned to their warrior duties just fine after being queens in the
nursery.” Firekit was sure Bluefur did that on purpose, if the friendly flick of Bluefur’s tail as
Willowpelt approached her and White-eye was any indication. The three she-cats exchanged quick
words before they set off.

 

Firekit bounded over to Spottedleaf, stopping in front of her paws and peering up curiously at her.
“Who are Bluefur’s kits?” he asked. “I didn’t know she had kits.” Nobody in the clan particularly
resembled the deputy. Except for maybe Whitestorm, but Firekit knew Bluefur would never have kits
with Thistleclaw. She kept her distaste of him well-hidden, but Firekit could see how much she hated
him whenever she spoke of him. But at least she didn’t hate the kits for being his- Firekit was grateful
for that.

 

Spottedleaf ran a tail over Firekit’s mouth. “Shush,” she said quietly. “It’s not my place to tell.” A
knowingness filled with worry glittered in her amber eyes.

 

Creekkit punched Firekit in the shoulder, making him yelp. “Mouse-brain! It’s rude to ask that. Don’t
you remember how Willowpelt and Brindleface’s kits died?” One of Brindleface’s two kits, another
she-kit, gray with a couple light patches on her fur, had been still-born- the other had been Sandkit.

 

Firekit ducked his head sheepishly, mumbling an apology. He was cut off by a wail from Airkit as the
brown tom-kit ran over to Spottedleaf.

 

“Mother!” he screeched. “Lightningkit clawed me!” Firekit saw that his brother now bore a small nick
on his left ear - presumably from Lightningkit’s claws. Spottedleaf licked it, gave it a sniff, and
meowed;

 

“Don’t worry, you’ll be okay. Look, it isn’t even bleeding.” Her mew was soothing as she ran her tail
down Airkit’s back. Spottedleaf turned to Lightningkit. A few paces away, Lightningkit stood facing
Copperkit, Sandkit hovering nervously behind the two kits, who were nose to nose. Lightningkit’s fur
was fluffed up, her fangs bared in a furious hiss, and claws unsheathed, digging into the ground, as
Copperkit yelled at her, his own light ginger fur raised.

 

Spottedleaf darted forward, pushing the two kits apart. “What is going on here?!”

 

“Copperkit is a weak shrew-heart!” Lightningkit spat, tail lashing behind her as she glared claws at
her brother.



 

“Lightningkit’s being a mean fox-heart!” Copperkit retorted, glaring right back.

 

“Siblings don’t call each other mean names,” Spottedleaf reprimanded them with a cold, stern glare.
“Now apologize to each other.”

 

“I’ll apologize when Lightningkit apologizes,” Copperkit meowed, raising his chin defiantly.

 

Lightningkit hissed. “I don’t have anything to apologize for.”

 

“Do too!” Copperkit yowled. “You hurt Airkit!” Airkit shrunk behind their mother’s leg, and Creekkit
nudged him supportively.

 

“Well Airkit’s weak!” Lightningkit said, in way of explanation. “A little scratch will do him some
good, ‘cause maybe then he won’t whine as much when I show him my real claws.” She flexed her
long, sharp claws and bared her fangs in a prideful snarl at Airkit.

 

Spottedleaf gasped. “Lightningkit! A warrior never raises a claw against their clanmate! That’s
against the warrior code.”

 

Lightningkit huffed, ears folding back. She glanced down at the ground, and her claws. She didn’t
sheathe them, but her gaze didn’t go back up to their mother. Firekit could tell she was starting to feel
a bit ashamed for her actions.

 

“Lightningkit,” Spottedleaf began firmly. “Go clean out the elders’ den. Perhaps if you want to be an
apprentice so bad, you can start doing some of their duties.”

 

Lightningkit whined, “That’s not fair!”

 

“It absolutely is,” Spottedleaf said, staring down at her daughter. “Now go.”

 



Lightningkit dug her claws into the dirt, tail lashing once more, before she begrudgingly moved
forward. As she strutted past Airkit, she hissed in his face, “This is all your fault, weakling.”

 

As Airkit shrunk and stared guiltily down at his paws, Spottedleaf warningly said, “ Lightningkit .”

 

“I’m going, I’m going,” Lightningkit muttered as she ran towards the elders’ den, stomping her paws
angrily as she did so and attracting the attention of a few cats. Firekit noticed with a wince that
Frostfur, Speckletail, and Patchpelt had already started whispering to each other, eyes locked on
Lightningkit.

 

Spottedleaf curled her tail around Airkit, but spoke to Copperkit as she said, “It was good of you to
defend your brother, Copperkit, but don’t turn to claws and petty insults next time, okay?”

 

Copperkit nodded. “Is Airkit okay?”

 

Spottedleaf gave Airkit another quick lick to his ear. “He will be.”



Firekit and Creekkit Hijack Poppydawn’s Bed

Chapter by LollingCat

Lightningkit’s groan echoed through the nursery as she rolled over, squishing Firekit’s tail. He yelped
and pulled it out from under her as his sister pinned her ears down with her paws. Firekit blinked his
eyes, peering over the pile that was his siblings’ to see Spottedleaf had rushed over to Robinwing. The
queen was yowling and writhing, claws digging into the moss of her nest.

 

“ Again? ” Lightningkit complained. “Why are queens so noisy? ”

 

“Hush,” Brindleface murmured, leaning over from her nest to bump her nose against Lightningkit’s
face. “You all must be quiet and not disturb Spottedleaf as she helps Robinwing. If you can’t do that,
then go outside.” Curled up beside her mother’s belly, Sandkit peered out at Robinwing with wide
eyes.

 

Airkit whined, “It’s dark out!”

 

“Brave warriors aren’t afraid of the dark,” Lightningkit hissed at him, making him wince. She jumped
up to her paws, tail lashing behind her as she stomped out of the den. Her ears were flat against her
head as she cast an annoyed look at the queen in labor.

 

Airkit pricked his ears, watching his sister go. He made an aborted movement forward, paused, and
then pushed himself out from under Copperkit and Creekkit, scrambling after Lightningkit.

 

“Airkit!” Copperkit meowed, surprised. “What are you doing?”

 

“I’m being a brave warrior, and not a weak kit!” Airkit answered as he left the den. Copperkit
stumbled after his brother, following him outside. Creekkit settled herself beside Firekit at the loss of
all her siblings’ warmth, sharing a glance with her brother. Firekit’s whiskers twitched as he watched
Spottedleaf murmur soothing reassurances to Robinwing, and instructed her to bite down on a stick.
Spottedleaf didn’t have any herbs with her, but it wasn’t long after Copperkit left that Featherwhisker
came bounding in with herbs. He dropped them down and quickly moved behind Robinwing, where
Firekit could barely see the first kit coming out. He raised his head, trying to see more, but
Spottedleaf’s tail and Featherwhisker’s paws blocked him from seeing much. But the kit looked
weird- were they supposed to look like that? All… curled up and sticky and glossy?
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And where’s Fuzzypelt? Firekit thought with a twitch of his ears. He’s been worried about Robinwing
and their kits before she even moved to the nursery.

 

“What’s going on?” the quiet, confused voice of Sandkit spoke up.

 

“Robinwing is having her kits,” Creekkit answered. “Just like Brindleface had you and Spottedleaf
had us.”

 

“I know that,” Sandkit replied snarkily, before she frowned. “But I just didn’t think It’ll look so…”
Her ears flicked down at one of Robinwing’s whimpers. “Painful.”

 

“It can be painful, yes,” Brindleface said. “But it’s worth it to have beautiful kits like you.” She licked
the top of Sandkit’s head with a light purr. “Now, if you’re going to be nosy and loud, get out of the
nursery and leave Robinwing in peace.” Her ears twitched and she peered out of the nursery. “I
imagine Fuzzypelt’s going to run in here and crowd the place more too.”

 

Brindleface stood up, nudging the three kits outside, despite their protests. A chill ran down Firekit’s
spine as the night’s chill reached him.

 

“It’s cold,” Sandkit mumbled as she shivered and her pelt fluffed up. Firekit pressed against her while
Creekkit stood on her other side.

 

A snarling hiss alerted them to Fuzzypelt standing with fur spiked up and a lashing tail as he glared
down at a smaller black and white tom. “I don’t care if you think they’re your kits or not! That’s my
mate, not yours.”

 

“I’m their father,” Patchpelt responded steadily against the black-furred tom’s rage. “I have a right to
see them.”

 

Fuzzypelt spat, “You aren’t their father and if you are , you shouldn’t and won’t be their father.”

 

His former apprentice shrugged, and Firekit saw his current apprentice- Runningpaw- watching from
the apprentices’ den with wide eyes. “It was a mistake - but I am their father now.”

 



“You know as well as StarClan that it wasn’t a mistake, and I know you don’t feel any shame either,
fox-heart!” Fuzzypelt growled. Fuzzypelt whipped around, fur bristling then spat, “Why don’t you go
flirt with Goldenflower some more since you’re so desperate for a mate!” He stormed off to the
nursery, and Firekit scrambled sideways, pressing against Brindleface to stay out of his way.
Brindleface curled her gray tail around the three kits, glancing worriedly back at the nursery.

 

Patchpelt sighed, ducking his head down and his tail drooping. From the warriors’ den, Willowpelt
slipped out, pushing against the other warriors whose heads were peering out both curiously and
worriedly. She stopped beside her brother. “You know,” she began, not in the typical reassuring voice
she used for the kits. “It really is your fault and Robinwing’s for messing around together when she
had a mate already.”

 

Patchpelt frowned, glancing at his sister. “They were taking a break then anyway,” he defended
himself. “So what was the harm?”

 

Willowpelt raised a brow, flicking her tail towards the nursery. “Clearly, that.”

 

Patchpelt’s ears flattened and his whiskers twitched, his eyes glazing over with sadness. “I just want
to be a father to my kits.”

 

“Get a real mate then,” Willowpelt told him roughly. “Or even just ask a cat to have kits with you,
instead of flirting with every she-cat that looks your way.”

 

Patchpelt’s tail twitched, waving behind him. He sent one final sorrowful cast towards the nursery
before turning around and glumly walking back to the warriors’ den. His ears flattened against his
head as he noticed his clanmates’ stares, his gaze turning a bit sour as his pelt prickled slightly. The
warriors ducked their heads, disappearing into the den. Outside, in the camp, Sparrowpelt and
Lionheart- the warriors on guard duty- exchanged startled, perplexed looks. They looked out of place,
and awkward, as though they hadn’t expected two grown warriors to start a yowling match in front of
them. Which, Firekit supposed, who would?

 

Willowpelt walked over to Brindleface and the three kits, Lightningkit, Airkit, and Copperkit trailing
after her nervously. “You’ll have to wait a bit in the chill before you can go back in,” Willowpelt
explained to them, wrapping a paw around Creekkit and her tail around Lightningkit and Copperkit.
“After Robinwing’s done birthing her kits.”

 

Airkit let out a high-pitched whine, his brown and white pelt fluffed up, making him seem bigger than
he normally was. He shivered exaggeratedly. “But it’s cooooold- ”



 

He cut off as Lightningkit glared at him, straightening and puffing out his chest, holding his chin high.
Firekit noticed little tremors start and stop throughout his brother’s body. Firekit’s ears flicked in
surprise- Airkit never passed up an opportunity to complain. He and Lightningkit were similar, in that
regard. Copperkit, too, frowned at Airkit’s unusual behavior, glancing at him worriedly.

 

The elder, Weedwhisker, padded towards the kits from the elders’ den, his pale, flecked fur smooth
despite the cold weather. “The kits can stay in the elders’ den,” he meowed to Willowpelt and
Brindleface. “There’s plenty of space in there if Poppydawn and I sleep in Sparrowpelt and
Lionheart’s nests for the night. The kits need their sleep more than us.” His whiskers twitched
amusedly. “Or else they’ll be a grumpy, whine-y hassle to deal with in the morning.”

 

“Will not,” Creekkit protested.

 

“Will too,” Lightningkit grumbled, shooting a glower at her sister from around Willowpelt.

 

Brindleface dipped her head to the elder. “Thank you, Weedwhisker.”

 

“‘Course, no problem,” Weedwhisker replied.

 

“Come on, kits,” Brindleface murmured, grabbing Sandkit by the scruff and nudging the other kits.
Willowpelt flicked her tail, standing up and guiding the kits to the elders’ den even as Lightningkit
ran ahead.

 

Smallear greeted them with a friendly hello as they entered. “But be quiet,” he said softly. “Larksong
is still fast asleep.” He flicked his tail at the pale tortoiseshell she-cat. Firekit’s whiskers twitched,
surprised a cat could sleep through both Robinwing yowling and Fuzzypelt’s hissing.

 

“Come on, Firekit!” Creekkit whispered. “Let’s get Poppydawn’s!” Firekit twitched an ear to
acknowledge her words and the two of them pounced into Poppydawn’s nest and curled up,
Creekkit’s head laying across Firekit’s back, and his tail curled around her own. As Firekit closed his
eyes, he frowned as he recalled Patchpelt’s words about wanting to be a father. 

 

Did Thistleclaw want to be a father? he thought. Then he mentally shook himself. Of course he did!
He had Whitestorm with Snowfur, and us with Spottedleaf! He morosely stared at the den’s entrance,



listening to Robinwing’s quieting cries and Fuzzypelt’s soothing mew. 

I want my father, he thought quietly. Thistleclaw had stopped meeting with him, Lightningkit, and
Creekkit as frequently as he used to, saying that he couldn’t train them every night. But the red kit
already missed him after not seeing the spiky gray tom for a quarter-moon. Firekit squeezed his green
eyes tight. I wish I was with my father.



Firekit Spies On Dad (He Didn’t Mean To Listen To His Plots of World
Domination!)

Chapter Summary

Hey y'all! FireAlder here! LollingCat and I had a fun time writing this one. Enjoy!

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Firekit blinked his eyes open, pricking his ears as he recognized the Dark Forest around him, the mud
soft and squishy under his paws. He sprang up, desperate to see Thistleclaw again, then paused as he
heard his father’s voice speaking to another.

 

“...the clan never takes their eyes off Silverkit, so there’s no chance…” Firekit frowned, confused.
Silverkit? Who’s that? Thistleclaw, Firekit heard, continued after a pause, talking about something
else. “...Oakheart might be more useful alive than dead - he’s the only cat that doesn’t glare at me in
camp, despite past transgressions…” The other cat scoffed, and Firekit recognized it as Mapleshade.

 

“Are you a kit, or a warrior?” Firekit flattened his ears, offended on behalf of his father. Thistleclaw is
a great warrior!  

 

Thistleclaw explained himself, stating, “I need their trust, not their suspicion…” Firekit strained his
ears, wanting to hear more as their voices became muffled, walking through the twisted forest.

 

“Brokentail is being difficult…” he heard Mapleshade mutter. Brokentail? Firekit tilted his head. I
feel like I’ve heard that name before…

 

“...Timberfur will retire soon.” That was Thistleclaw. “And if not, I’ll make him retire.” His father’s
voice had trailed into a threatening growl that made Firekit back away slightly. He stepped on a stick,
and the resounding snap echoed through the forest. Firekit froze as he heard a low hiss before it cut
off, then;

 

“Firekit!” Mapleshade purred, and Firekit glimpsed her red and white fur, spotted with black, through
the bushes. She must have recognized my scent, Firekit thought. He was a tad bit uneasy. What were



they talking about before? “Come out, I would never hurt a precious little one like you.” Firekit
warily crept out, glancing between his father and the Dark Forest warrior as they smiled at him.

 

“Firekit,” Thistleclaw greeted him warmly. He bent and licked his son’s head. “How are you here?”
Firekit shuffled his paws.

 

“Well, I wanted to see you,” he meowed slowly. Mapleshade hummed.

 

“It takes a brave and powerful kit to will themselves into this Forest,” she commented. Firekit puffed
up at the compliment, then flicked his tail nervously.

 

“What were you and Mapleshade talking about?”

 

“It was nothing,” Thistleclaw meowed sharply. Firekit rubbed his paw against the ground, grass and
mold folding underneath his pads, feeling slightly upset although he couldn’t pinpoint why. “Being a
great warrior,” Thistleclaw continued, “takes planning. That is all.” Firekit tilted his head.

 

“What are you planning?”

 

“Nothing you have to worry about.” Thistleclaw flicked Firekit’s ear playfully with his tail. “Would
you like some training?”

 

“I just want to be with you,” Firekit meowed, feeling vulnerable as his whiskers twitched. Thistleclaw
curled his tail around him.

 

“I’m here right now.”

 

Mapleshade purred. “I’ll leave you alone for some father-son bonding. Maybe go check on the
others.” Mapleshade padded out of the clearing, her faded form easily lost in the mist. Thistleclaw
tilted his head, eyes on his son.

 

“What’s wrong?” he inquired. Firekit dug his claws into the ground, frustrated.



 

“I just...I just wish you could be there for me every day,” Firekit muttered. “Like a normal father.”
Thistleclaw sighed.

 

“I’m sorry,” he apologized. “I didn’t choose to be exiled. If I had a choice, every one of my days
would be spent with you, your siblings, and Whitestorm.” Firekit was silent for a moment.

 

“Were you really exiled?” he asked. Thistleclaw blinked, and Firekit noticed his amber eyes were
hard now.

 

“Did you think I would just abandon my kits and lie to you about it like that?”

 

Firekit shrunk away from his father. “No- no, I mean…” He blinked up at the gray and white warrior.
“I was wondering… Are you… a Riverclan warrior?”

 

“Why would you think that?” Thistleclaw looked surprised.

 

“Well,” Firekit began. “You came from over the river, from RiverClan’s territory, when you saved
Creekkit.” Thistleclaw was quiet. Then;

 

“I was born a ThunderClan warrior, and I will always be a ThunderClan warrior at heart, but when I
was exiled, I sought refuge in Riverclan. After all, a warrior can’t live without a clan...” He fixed his
amber eyes on Firekit. “You mustn’t tell anybody.” Firekit nodded.

 

“I won’t,” he promised. He added, “I’m happy you saved Creekkit from the river, unlike
Mapleshade’s mate, Appledusk.” Thistleclaw laid down on his belly, face to face with his son.

 

“I’ll do anything to save my kits.”
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Firekit swallowed a piece of vole, purring as the taste lit up his mouth. He watched as Sandkit slowly
chewed her piece, her whiskers twitching. After she swallowed, she said,

 

“Yeah, it’s not as good as squirrel,” Sandkit meowed. “But I suppose it’s better than mouse.”

 

Firekit huffed. “Vole is the best prey! Especially since Darkpaw hunted this one.” Firekit nudged the
vole, then raised his chin. “You know, I’ll be hunting voles soon too, in just a quartermoon!”

 

Sandkit rolled her eyes. “You can barely hunt a beetle.”

 

His fur fluffed out indignantly. “I’ll be a great hunter one day!” He pricked his ears with a smirk. “I’m
already the best fighter.” Thistleclaw said so!

 

“Oh yeah?” Sandkit’s green eyes narrowed with her own smirk. “Prove it.”

 

Firekit’s stance slipped into a fighters’ crouch with ease before he launched at his pale ginger
denmate.

 

“How’s this for proof?” Firekit playfully hissed, jabbing at her ears. Sandkit ducked, an excited gleam
in her pale green eyes, then swatted at his head. Firekit avoided the blow and rolled to the right,
springing up to pounce on Sandkit. Thistleclaw taught me that one! Firekit proudly thought as he



slammed into the pale ginger she-kit’s side. Sandkit tumbled with the hit and the two kits rolled over
each other on the dusty ground, coating their pelts in the tan sand.

 

“Not bad!” Sandkit puffed, coming up to pin her opponent. “But, pinned ya!” Firekit stuck out his
tongue, then sprang up and pinned Sandkit in return, shoving her to the ground with his paws on her
shoulders.

 

“Now I pinned ya!” Firekit yowled triumphantly. Sandkit let out a yelp of pain, and Firekit
immediately leapt off, concerned. He froze as he realized his claws were unsheathed, and Sandkit had
pricks on her shoulders from his claws.

 

“I’m so sorry!” Firekit apologized instantly as Brindleface, hearing her daughter’s cry, darted over.

 

“Sandkit, are you okay?” the gray speckled queen asked, licking her daughter’s shoulders soothingly.

 

“Firekit clawed me!” the pale ginger tabby wailed.

 

“I didn’t mean too!” Firekit meowed, guilt washing over him. “It was an accident.”

 

“Firekit, you’re old enough to know not to use claws,” Brindleface scolded. Firekit shrunk into
himself, feeling like a naughty kit. Well...I am still a kit.

 

“Lightningkit always wants me to use claws when we playfight,” Firekit meowed, ears flatted in
shame.

 

“That’s no reason to use claws,” Brindleface meowed. “If you can’t control your claws just yet,
perhaps your apprentice ceremony - yours and Lightingkit’s - should be delayed.” Firekit straightened
up, alarm shooting through his body. Lightningkit would kill me if that happens!

 

“I won’t use claws again!” Firekit promised, panicking.

 

“I do hope so.” Brindleface bent and picked Sandkit up by her scruff, much to the pale ginger kit’s
displeasure. Firekit sent her an apologetic look as they passed. He sighed and pawed the ground, his



stare fixed on his paws.

 

 

Creekkit swiped at Lightningkit, claws unsheathed as the two sisters attacked each other. Lightningkit
hissed, eyes narrowed and fixed on Creekkit’s tabby pelt and lunged. Creekkit spun around, barely
avoiding the tortoiseshell’s claws, and hit Lightningkit’s head with a front paw swipe, the move
speedy and accurate.

 

Firekit hung back in the shadows, trying to stay out of the way of his sisters, and to stay away from
the fight in general. His promise to Brindleface was stuck in his mind, and he was taking his word
very seriously.

 

“What’s wrong?” Firekit heard Thistleclaw’s mew as he slid up to Firekit. Firekit kicked at the
ground, watching a lump of dirt and grass roll.

 

“I accidentally scratched Sandkit while we were playing, and I feel bad about it. I don’t think we
should use claws anymore.”

 

Thistleclaw’s eyes hardened as he sat down beside his son. “Fighting with claws will make you used
to pain, as well as a better fighter,” Thistleclaw explained.

 

“But we aren’t supposed to use claws on our clanmates,” Firekit protested, recalling Spottedleaf’s
scolding of Lightningkit almost a moon ago.

 

“Never in a real fight, but you’re training in this special place where we’re more than clanmates.
Where we work to better ourselves and each other.” He paused stonely before adding, “You’ll be
apprentices soon, so training even harder will make you better warriors quicker.” Firekit saw
Lightningkit’s eyes gleam, excitement making her fur fluff out. A few pricks of blood were on her
claws, and Creekkit was wincing slightly from a scratch on her cheek. Thankfully, they would be easy
to hide or explain away to Spottedleaf, although their mother was getting increasingly worried about
Lightningkit’s rough behavior.

 

“Perhaps,” Thistleclaw then meowed. “We should bring Airkit and Copperkit here, once they’re
apprentices.” Creekkit’s head snapped up, green eyes wide with panic.

 



“That’s not a good idea!” she blurted out, her tail puffed.

 

“Why not?” Thistleclaw asked, eyes fixed on her.

 

“Ah, well-” Creekkit’s eyes flickered around frantically, scrambling to explain. Firekit had never seen
his sister so panicked before. “A-Airkit can never keep his mouth shut and will tell Sp-Spottedleaf
and Willowpelt, and Copperkit wouldn’t want to come if Airkit can’t.”

 

“Besides,” Lightningkit piped up. “It's better when it’s just us. They’re annoying, and are terrible
fighters!” Firekit’s ears flicked up, surprised Lightningkit would agree with Creekkit.

 

“Don’t speak of your siblings like that,” Thistleclaw warned, mew sharp. Lightningkit huffed.

 

“It’s just the truth,” she muttered, but clamped her mouth shut at Thistleclaw’s stern look. Thistleclaw
kinked his tail as his gaze turned contemplative, thinking over Creekkit’s previous words, before he
nodded.

 

“You are the smartest of your siblings, Creekkit,” he meowed slowly. Lightningkit bristled, a low hiss
building in her throat, while Firekit frowned. I’m smart too… “If you believe Airkit and Copperkit
wouldn’t keep our secret… then I’ll be happy to just have the three of you for now.” Thistleclaw
smiled at them all, and Lightningkit’s fur smoothed with a pleased purr.

 

But Firekit noticed how Creekkit bowed her head with a relieved sigh, tail twitching. Firekit frowned
further, wondering why his sister was so worried about Airkit and Copperkit. Didn’t she want them to
meet their father? A small part of Firekit wanted to keep his father and his praise all to himself, but
Lightningkit was the one Firekit expected to share in that feeling- not Creekkit. She always made sure
every kit was included in their games. So what was up with his sister?

 

Thistleclaw spoke before Firekit could question his sister. His voice rumbled, “Training will continue.
Firekit, I want you to try a new move on your sisters…”

 

Firekit jerked to attention, standing attentively on his paws with his ears erect and his whiskers
straight. He could worry about Creekkit’s strangeness later. For now, he had to please his father and
make him proud.
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Firekit wriggled on his haunches, claws curling in and out, and his tail waved back and forth.

 

“Sit still,” Spottedleaf purred, amused, as she licked her son’s head. “You’re making this harder than
it needs to be!”

 

“Speak for yourself,” Redtail murmured nearby, as he stuck his paw out to stop Lightningkit from
running away. The dark tortoiseshell she-kit- no, she-cat- kicked her hindleg out at him even as
Redtail dragged her back. She hissed and swatted at him when he leaned down to lick a patch of fur
that stuck out on her shoulder. Redtail huffed, “Stop it, Lightningkit. Just a few licks and you can go.”

 

Lightningkit growled. “I can groom myself!”

 

“Yet you never do,” Swiftbreeze meowed, tail tip twitching as she watched her son and grandkit. The
tabby-and-white she-cat’s yellow eyes gleamed in both pride and fondness. She was grooming
Creekkit, but, unlike the other kits, the light brown tabby she-cat had already groomed herself, her
white chest puffed out and almost shining in the sunlight.

 

“We’ll be grooming you until your warrior ceremony if you keep acting like you do!” Willowpelt
reprimanded the young she-cat jokingly, brushing Copperkit’s light ginger fur with a paw, using her
claws to pull out a burr that he’d tangled on his back leg.

 

Lightningkit glared at the gray she-cat before swatting at Redtail’s nose. Firekit noticed her sheathe
her claws at the last moment, clearly not wanting to risk delaying her apprentice ceremony. Firekit
was surprised Sunstar hadn’t delayed Lightningkit’s ceremony.

 

Lightningkit ducked under Redtail’s paw and bolted away, only to be cut off by Adderfang’s tail. The
dark brown tabby tom stared sternly at her with narrowed yellow eyes. She paused, whiskers
twitching, before she drooped her head and walked grouchily back to Redtail, plopping herself down
at the red tortoiseshell’s paws with a grumble. Redtail blinked, glancing back at his father, but
Adderfang had resumed washing Airkit with a low rumble in his throat.
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“Well,” Redtail said, finally managing to lick Lightningkit’s fur down. “I’m never having kits if
they’re all this difficult.”

 

The tabby ears of Runningpaw twitched as he and Mousepaw trotted up to the family. “I’m sure any
kits you have will be just as great and kind and patient as you,” he meowed with a quiet purr, doey
gaze so focused on Redtail he nearly ran into Adderfang before Mousepaw jabbed his shoulder. The
apprentice paused, then bashfully ducked his head, mumbling a sorry to the senior warrior and now
keeping his gaze away from Redtail. Firekit frowned and tilted his head at his friend’s odd,
embarrassed behavior.

 

Mousepaw rolled her eyes with an annoyed sigh at her brother while Adderfang exchanged an amused
gaze with his mate, Swiftbreeze.

 

Redtail just smiled at the younger tom. “Thank you,” he purred. “I do want kits, as fun as it is to
watch over my sisters’ kits. It’s just a little harder finding a tom rather than a she-cat.”

 

“You like toms?!” Runningpaw squeaked, head jolting upwards and his fur spiking up.

 

Redtail’s whiskers twitched with a polite smile. “I thought everyone in the clan knew that.”

 

“I mean, I thought- but I didn’t- uhm.” Runningpaw ducked his head again, coughing. “I mean. That’s
cool.”

 

The cats around him purred amusedly at Runningpaw’s bumbling words, although Firekit found
himself confused why his normally energetic and confident friend was so nervous today.

 

Perhaps he’s afraid he’ll have competition as the best apprentice, Firekit thought, his pelt twitching
and his claws briefly sliding out to curl into the soft ground. We’ll totally smoke him in all our
training! He thought proudly of his training in the mysterious, special Dark Forest with his sisters,
Thistleclaw, and Mapleshade.

 

Lightningkit let out another hiss when Redtail tried to groom her face. “My fur is fine!”

 



“Come on, Lightningkit,” Redtail groaned. “I just need to lick those hairs sticking out right there. And
don’t even say you can groom it yourself! You can’t reach there.”

 

“Lightningkit,” Mousepaw meowed, coming to stand beside the two tortoiseshells. It was weird,
thinking back to when Mousepaw was as small as Lightningkit was now- only as high as Redtail’s
shoulders- but now Mousepaw was as big as Redtail, only a moon or so away from her warrior
ceremony. “Calm down. You can get groomed now and then never have to be groomed ever again,
once you’re an apprentice. But you won’t be an apprentice if you can’t even be groomed!”

 

Lightningkit glanced at her friend, then subsided with a grumble, lifting her head up so Redtail could
lick a spot right under her eye.

 

“You’re awful at wrangling kits, brother,” Willowpelt meowed, amused.

 

“Hey, I keep getting stuck with the difficult one,” Redtail huffed, rolling his amber eyes. Lightningkit
glared at him. “Sorry, but it’s true. At least that stubbornness will be good against our enemies.”
Lightningkit’s anger relaxed into pride as she smirked, raising her chin.

 

Out of the nursery behind them, Brindleface slipped out with Sandkit trotting beside her. They walked
past Robinwing, who was curled around her kits, grooming them. The pale tabby tom-kit peered out
at the older kits, watching them with intrigued eyes, while the ginger-and-white she-kit and the
reddish-brown tom with lighter patches tussled behind him. Robinwing and Fuzzypelt- not Patchpelt-
had named them Longkit, Cherrykit, and Chestnutkit. Firekit knew from Frostfur’s gossip that the
newest rumor- started by the white she-cat herself- was that the kits were neither Fuzzypelt nor
Patchpelt’s, because, “did any of them look like the two toms?” Frostfur’s theory was that their father
was from another clan, and that Robinwing had tried to cover it up using Patchpelt, but since none of
the kits shared in his black-and-white pelt (although Firekit personally thought the black stripes on
Longkit looked the same as Patchpelt’s black, and Cherrykit and Chestnutkit had his eyes), her cover-
up plan had failed.

 

Of course, nobody in the clan took much merit in Frostfur’s gossip. They knew she was just bored
with nothing interesting happening since the birth of Robinwing’s kits.

 

Sandkit padded up to the cats who would only be her denmates for a few more whisker-twitches. She
was frowning, her tail tip twitching. “Why can’t I be an apprentice yet?”

 

“You only have two more moons to go,” Swiftbreeze reminded the pale ginger she-kit. “Not very
long.”



 

“Feels like forever,” Sandkit murmured, dragging a claw through the dirt.

 

“It felt like that for me too!” Firekit said. “When Darkpaw became an apprentice-” Speaking of
Darkpaw, Firekit hoped Tigerclaw wouldn’t keep the black tabby from their apprentice ceremony with
his training. “-it felt like forever until I could be an apprentice. But here I am now!”

 

“Here we are now,” Creekkit corrected. “We’re gonna be apprentices!”

 

“Best day of my life, by far,” Copperkit added.

 

“Y-yeah,” Airkit said, the nervous tremors in his voice making it obvious he thought the opposite. But
the white-patched brown tom sent a glance towards Lightningkit, and straightened up at her gaze.

 

“It’s alright,” Adderfang murmured into his grandson’s ear. “You’ll be a great warrior one day.”

 

Airkit nodded, raising his chin and puffing out his chest in a mimic of Lightningkit’s stance, but his
twitching tail tip gave him away. Firekit pricked his ears as Darkpaw trotted through the tunnel,
Tigerclaw behind him. The large, dark brown tabby paid no attention to his apprentice and
immediately veered off to talk with Goldenflower and Lionheart. Darkpaw, glancing at his mentor,
then the kits, made a beeline for his soon-to-be new denmates.

 

“Firekit!” Darkpaw yowled as he came to stop in front of them. Firekit wiggled out of his mother’s
paws, darting forward to meet Darkpaw. “I can’t wait until you join us in the apprentice den!” Firekit
purred.

 

“Me too!”

 

“Me three!” Runningpaw grinned, gaining his normal confidence and energy back. “Though, I won’t
be an apprentice for long. I’ll be a warrior next moon. Or maybe earlier, if I can impress Sunstar!” He
puffed out his chest.

 

“It’ll still be fun to train with them!” Darkpaw meowed. Creekkit gasped.



 

“Look! Sunstar’s come out of his den!” The kits and apprentices all stopped moving, apprehension
filling them as they gazed at the large ginger tom. The warriors and medicine cat watching them
smiled at the younger cats.

 

“Let all cats old enough to catch their own prey join beneath the Highrock for a clan meeting!”
Sunstar called once he reached the top of the cluster of rocks. Immediately, cats emerged from their
dens, heads poking from the entrances. Copperkit quivered with excitement as the clan gathered for
their ceremony.

 

“Come on,” Spottedleaf meowed. “Follow me.” Her five kits, all sleek-furred and eyes shining,
padded after her. Swiftbreeze and Adderfang claimed spots at the front, with Redtail and Willowpelt
beside them.

 

“The time has come to appoint five new apprentices,” Sunstar’s mew rang out. Bluefur was seated at
the foot of the rocks, with Featherwhisker at her side. Sunstar leapt down from Highrock and padded
towards the kits. “Creekkit,” he began. Creekkit was breathing quickly as she walked up to Sunstar.
“From this moment on, this kit will be known as Creekpaw. Swiftbreeze-” Spottedleaf, Redtail, and
Willowpelt all snapped their heads towards their mother, surprised. Firekit’s whiskers twitched as he
heard Redtail mutter, “She didn’t tell us!”

 

Swiftbreeze purred as she trotted over to Creekpaw, who looked equally relieved and excited to have
her grandmother as her mentor. “You will mentor Creekpaw. You did a fine job with Lionheart, and I
trust that you will do the same with Creekpaw.” Swiftbreeze dipped her head, acknowledging her
leader’s words, before touching noses with Creekpaw.

 

“Copperpaw,” Sunstar continued. Copperkit, now Copperpaw, darted forward, nearly tripping in his
excitement. “Your mentor will be Lionheart.” Copperpaw’s tail shot up in excitement as the big
golden tom came to meet him. “This is your first apprentice, Lionheart, but you had an excellent
mentor in Swiftbreeze. I trust you to pass down all you know to this apprentice.” Lionheart nodded,
looking as happy as Copperpaw to have an apprentice. They touched noses and went to sit beside
Swiftbreeze and Creekkit.

 

“Airpaw.” Airpaw was shaking as he hesitantly padded up to Sunstar, who’s eyes softened as he gave
the young apprentice a reassuring nod. “Your mentor will be Thrushpelt.” Airpaw pricked his ears
slightly as the brown tom trotted up to him. “This is your first apprentice as well, and I know you will
do well with him, just as your mentor Larksong did with you.” Thrushpelt dipped his head.

 



“I will do my best, Sunstar.” Thrushpelt leaned his head down to Airpaw’s ear, whispering
reassurances to the skittish tom. Relief washed through Firekit that his brother had a kind-hearted
mentor.

 

“Lightningpaw,” Sunstar meowed next. Lightningpaw strutted forward, looking as smug as ever.
“Your mentor will be Speckletail.” Lightningpaw’s smug smile fell as the speckled she-cat came
forward. “Weedwhisker taught you well, and I expect you to pass down the respect Weedwhisker
taught you to your apprentice.” Lightningpaw looked like she wanted to screech to StarClan about the
unfairness of it all, her pelt bristling. His sister had wanted a warrior like Tigerclaw, Goldenflower,
Redtail or Whitestorm as a mentor, not a gossiping queen like Speckletail, who was one of the worst
when criticizing their parentage. Lightningpaw reluctantly touched noses with Speckletail, and
followed her to their littermates. Firekit shuffled his paws, nervous now that his turn was up.

 

“Firepaw,” Sunstar meowed, gazing down at him calmly. “Your mentor will be Bluefur.” Firepaw’s
eyes widened as the blue-gray deputy slowly padded up to him. “Bluefur, you began your training
under Stonepelt, and he now rests with StarClan. I finished your training, and I know you will do
brilliantly with Firepaw as you did with Frostfur.” Firepaw slightly frowned at the mention of
Frostfur, but eagerly touched noses with Bluefur.

 

“Creekpaw! Copperpaw! Airpaw! Lightningpaw! Firepaw!” the clan cheered, Runningpaw and
Darkpaw being the loudest of them all. A purr rumbled through Firepaw as he gazed out at his
clanmates - he was an apprentice of ThunderClan, through and through, now.

 

Spottedleaf walked up to her kits, amber gaze misty but proud. She rubbed her cheek against
Copperpaw’s, then Airpaw’s. “I’m so proud of you all,” she purred, tail curling. She touched her nose
to Firepaw’s. “I know you’ll be great apprentices.”

 

“And one day,” Redtail’s voice mewed as he padded up to them. “You’ll be great warriors too.” He
flicked Lightningpaw’s ear with his tail playfully, and to Firepaw’s surprise, she just smiled, raising
her chin, her self-satisfied smirk back.

 

“It feels like it was just yesterday you five were crawling and mewling at your mother’s belly, eyes
closed and ears folded,” Adderfang purred, his eyes glistening with strong emotions. He licked
Creekpaw’s cheeks as he stood next to Swiftbreeze, brushing up against her. His mate’s whiskers
twitched and she smiled fondly as she watched the brown tom gush over the newly made apprentices.

 

“Adderfang, stop, you’ll suffocate them like you did us at our apprentice ceremony.” Willowpelt
bumped her shoulder against her father’s.

 



“You were so small then too...” Adderfang meowed, voice raw with emotion compared to what the
strong and aggressive warrior normally sounded like.

 

“You always had a soft spot for kits,” Swiftbreeze commented. “Perhaps you should have been in the
nursery instead of me.”

 

“If only I could have,” Adderfang sighed before raising his head. “But I am a tom, and a warrior, and
I’m proud. Just like I’m proud of all of you.”

 

Lightningpaw raised her head high at the praise, a content purr reaching Firepaw’s ears. His sister?
Purring? That only happened once in a blue moon. Creekpaw noticed too, giving their sister a teasing
grin, and Lightningpaw’s smile quickly fell. She rolled her eyes with a scoff, but her purring
remained.

 

The apprentices were the next to join the group, with Darkpaw headbutting Firepaw’s shoulder. “Now
we can train together! I’ll totally beat you, easy!”

 

“We’ll see,” Firepaw purred, his paws twitching at the idea of a fight.

 

Lightningpaw jumped over to Mousepaw, tail high. “Now we can train together, Mousepaw! I’m sure
I’ll be a way better sparring partner than Runningpaw and Darkpaw!”

 

“Darkpaw- maybe,” Mousepaw meowed, and Darkpaw shot her an offended look. “But Runningpaw
certainly gives me a run for the best prey in the fresh-kill pile.”

 

Lightningpaw’s tail dropped slightly, but she raised her chin high. “That mouse-brain’s easy to beat,
just get me in the hollow with him, and you’ll see!”

 

“Hey!” Runningpaw protested. “I am not!” He glanced at Redtail, then puffed his chest fur out. “I’m
the strongest apprentice in ThunderClan!”

 

Copperpaw purred, lowering himself into a crouch. “We’ll see about that!”

 



Lionheart stepped in front of his apprentice, watching with a smile. “You can prove yourselves later.
For now, leave us to teach our new apprentices, Runningpaw, Mousepaw, Darkpaw.” He nodded at the
three older apprentices.

 

“Yes,” a new, harsh voice meowed, and Firepaw jumped as Tigerclaw appeared behind them.
“Darkpaw, come. We were supposed to do training hunting today- or have you forgotten?” The
tabby’s eyes narrowed.

 

“No, Tigerclaw!” Darkpaw quickly said, scrambling to his mentor’s side. “I’m ready.”

 

“I wasn’t asking.” Tigerclaw flicked his tail and turned around. “Come.” Darkpaw shot an apologetic
look Firepaw’s way before chasing after his mentor as they strood out of camp.

 

A sense of thrill shot up Firepaw’s spine.

 

He was going to go outside of camp today.

 

The day when he, Lightningpaw, Creekpaw, and Darkpaw had snuck out of camp seemed so distant,
foggy now. How would the forest look now that he was bigger? Now that he was an apprentice? Now
that the seasons were changing and the leaves were starting to fall as leaffall began and leafbare
approached?

 

“We should go find Fuzzypelt and Dappletail too,” Mousepaw added. “See you later, Lightningpaw.”
She waved her tail at the tortoiseshell as she and her brother ran off to their mentors.

 

Spottedleaf sighed. “And I supposed I should help Featherwhisker. I heard Larksong sniffling earlier-
I hope she hasn’t caught sickness.” She gave each of her kits a quick lick or nuzzle before leaving-
even Lightningpaw accepted hers without so much as a grumble.

 

“Adderfang and I were supposed to be on a border patrol right about now, right?” Redtail meowed,
glancing at Bluefur. Another thrill ran down Firepaw’s spine as he remembered the blue she-cat was
now his mentor. The deputy nodded.

 

“With Goldenflower.”



 

“Let’s go find her,” Redtail told his father, and then the two were off. Willowpelt’s whiskers twitched
as she was left with the apprentices and her mentors. She touched her nose to Airpaw’s ear.

 

“Keep safe,” she murmured before she turned and padded over to Robinwing, asking if she needed
help with the three rowdy kits running around her paws. Chestnutkit leaped at Longkit, pinning the
bigger tom-kit down with a proud yowl. Cherrykit darted around her brothers, yelling jeers of
encouragement. A small distance away, Firepaw spotted Patchpelt watching the kits from beside
Goldenflower and Frostfur, with a melancholy expression, right before Redtail and Adderfang padded
up to them.

 

Oh, Firepaw thought suddenly. Patchpelt is my uncle. If those kits are his, then they’re my kin! His
whiskers twitched at the thought. I’ll have to come back to the nursery and visit them often. Maybe
with a plump vole from my first hunt!...

 

“Now then.” Firepaw was pulled back to the cats around him as Bluefur spoke. “I suppose you’re all
ready to see the territory- for those of you who haven’t already.” She glanced at Firepaw with an
amused look. He ducked his head, and saw Creekpaw do the same, while Lightningpaw just raised her
chin higher, defiant and proud of it.

 

“Of course!” Copperpaw meowed excitedly, tail waving behind him. “More than ever.”

 

“We’ll split up so we don’t scare all the prey off,” Swiftbreeze suggested. “I can take Creekpaw near
Fourtrees.” Firepaw saw his sister’s eyes light up at the mention of the sacred Gathering place.

 

“Bluefur and I can take Firepaw and Airpaw to the thunderpath and Owl Tree,” Thrushpelt suggested,
before ducking his head to the deputy. “If that’s alright with you.”

 

“Of course,” Bluefur meowed. “Speckletail, Lionheart, are you alright heading near Twolegplace and
RiverClan’s border?”

 

The two warriors nodded. “Some time to catch up with my son, I suppose,” Speckletail murmured,
flicking her tail at Lionheart’s shoulder. Firepaw’s ears pricked. He didn’t know Speckletail was the
mother to Lionheart and Goldenflower. She was so sleek, tall, and short-furred compared to the large,
furry, muscular golden warriors. “Come on Lightningpaw,” Speckletail meowed, kinking her tail
towards her apprentice. “Let’s get going.” Firepaw’s ears perked up as his sister and Copperpaw left



camp, with Creekpaw and Swiftbreeze behind them and their mentors. He glanced at Bluefur, ready to
go, but found his mentor waving Sparrowpelt over.

 

“Sparrowpelt, could you organize the patrols for today while I train Firepaw?” the deputy asked the
senior warrior.

 

Sparrowpelt nodded. “Sure thing. Is there any cat you had in mind for anything?”

 

Firepaw was distracted when Airpaw shifted beside him, his tail lashing abruptly side to side as he
stared at the ground before glancing quickly at the camp entrance. Firepaw nudged him with his
shoulder, smiling.

 

“Don’t worry, Airpaw!” Firepaw meowed reassuringly. “It’s not as scary as you think it is.”

 

“I just-” Airpaw hesitated, ears flicking backwards. “What if I fall in a river like Creekkit- err,
Creekpaw did? Or- or- we get attacked, or I do something mouse-brained?”

 

“That won’t happen,” Firepaw promised. “I’ll be there to catch you- and Bluefur and Thrushpelt too!
And if you do anything dumb- well then I’ll do something dumber!”

 

Airpaw smiled at him, then nodded. He straightened his posture, although he still fidgeted his paws.
“Right! I’m- I’m gonna be a big strong warrior, and big strong warriors aren’t afraid of anything. Not
the dark, and not some river!”

 

Firepaw’s ears twitched- that sounded like something Lightningpaw would say. But he just nodded
and bumped his nose against Airpaw’s shoulder. “That’s right!”

 

“Firepaw, Airpaw,” Bluefur’s mew caught their attention. She was padding towards the entrance,
Thrushpelt beside her. “Come along. We have a lot of territory to cover.”

 

Firepaw shot a grin at his brother before dashing after their mentors, excitement making his fur
prickle along his spine.

 



“Now,” Bluefur meowed as they left the entrance tunnel. “This is the ravine. You Firepaw, wouldn’t
have seen it on your...escape.” Firepaw flicked his tail in quiet embarrassment. “This is the path we
use when leaving on patrols. See those rocky clefts?” At the apprentices’ nods, she went on, “We use
those to get up. Thrushpelt, would you care to demonstrate?” Thrushpelt gave a friendly nod.

 

“Of course.” The light sandy-gray tom shifted his weight, eyed the first ledge - which looked a bit
crumbly and unstable in Firepaw’s opinion - then sprang up, landing lightly on the rocky cleft.

 

“Much easier than it looks, I assure you,” Thrushpelt meowed. He jumped to the next one.

 

“Firepaw?” Bluefur asked. “Would you like to go next?” Firepaw glanced at Airpaw, who was
looking terrified at the thought of jumping on a bunch of rocks that could collapse at any moment. He
mentally frowned. How can I get Airpaw to go without it looking like I’m worried about him? I don’t
want to hurt Airpaw’s feelings… He pricked his ears thoughtfully.

 

“Can Airpaw go?” he asked. Airpaw gave him a terrified look. “He’s a good jumper, I’m sure he’ll do
great!” Bluefur gently nudged his brother.

 

“Airpaw?” she prompted. The brown tabby hesitated, then looked up to where Thrushpelt was.

 

“You can do it!” Firepaw whispered. Airpaw squared his shoulders, took a deep breath, then dropped
into a crouch. He, like his mentor, eyed the rocky cleft, sizing up his leap, then sprang. Firepaw was
relieved to see his brother land safely, only slightly slipping when he landed.

 

“Good job Airpaw!” Thrushpelt called from the third cleft. “Follow me!” Airpaw’s ears had pricked
in pleasure. He glanced down at Firepaw, who was behind Bluefur and giving his brother a proud
‘good job’ look. Airpaw gave a little nod to show his thanks, then sprang to the next cleft.

 

“Your turn Firepaw,” Bluefur meowed. She bent down. “And good job on getting your brother’s
confidence up,” she whispered as he crouched. He gave a happy flick of his tail before he leapt for the
cleft. Like Airpaw, he had a little trouble getting a good grip on the uneven surface, but was satisfied
when he found a good perch. He spotted the next one up and sprang for it. He heard Bluefur land on
the first rock and saw further up Thrushpelt and Airpaw had almost reached the top. Here we go!
Firepaw thought, excitement running through him once more. He and Bluefur jumped from cleft to
cleft, reaching the end as Airpaw’s tail slithered over the top.

 



“That was fun!” Firepaw purred as the four cats trotted away. Airpaw had a little skip to his step as
well.

 

“Yeah!” he agreed. “I was a little scared at first, but once we started jumping, I actually really liked
it!” Firepaw purred once more, giving his brother a lick around the ear.

 

“We will be heading for the ShadowClan border,” Bluefur called, beckoning with her tail for the
apprentices to catch up. When they started running to meet them, she continued, “Then we’ll make
our way back and end at the Owl Tree. Our territory isn’t small enough for a one day trip - which is
good, since more territory means more prey.” Thrushpelt purred a laugh.

 

“It’s so like you, Bluefur, to always think of the Clan’s needs,” he meowed fondly. Bluefur twitched
an ear, acknowledging her friend’s words.

 

“You know me,” she meowed lightly. “Always looking out for ThunderClan.” Firepaw noticed a sad
tone to her words that made his head tilt in curiosity. He bounded up to her side.

 

“When I’m a warrior,” he started. “I want to do the same thing!” 

 

Bluefur gazed amused at him, but approval shone in her blue eyes. “I’m sure you will.” 

 

Airpaw padded up to Thrushpelt. “Me too!” he declared. Thrushpelt and Bluefur traded fond looks
with each other.

 

“It’s good to know ThunderClan has two apprentices who are determined to help their clan,”
Thrushpelt purred. He then shook himself. “Come on! Time's a-wastin!”

 

“Can we race to the border?” Firepaw eagerly asked. He loved racing his littermates and the other kits
in the nursery.

 

“Not today,” Bluefur meowed, a tad sharp. “We don’t want you two to run onto the Thunderpath.” A
haunted look entered her eyes.

 



“Oh,” Firepaw said, glancing down at his paws. “Okay. Sorry.” Bluefur shook her head.

 

“You have nothing to be sorry for,” she told him. “Now, this way!”

 

 

“Woah…” Airpaw breathed. “That’s the Thunderpath?!”

 

“Mmmhmm,” Thrushpelt hummed. “Be careful, usually the monsters stay on the path. But sometimes
it can skim the edges, so make sure you stay back.” Both apprentices nodded, understanding this was
a serious lesson. Bluefur pricked her ears.

 

“ShadowClan patrol,” she meowed. Firepaw felt Airpaw tense, and his smaller brother pressed up
against him. The red apprentice nuzzled his shoulder lightly as a group of three cats appeared over on
the other side of the Thunderpath. Bluefur raised her tail in greeting.

 

“Greetings, Scorchwind,” she meowed. “How’s the prey running?” A ginger tom, whom Firepaw
presumed was Scorchwind, gave a respectful nod to the ThunderClan deputy.

 

“Rather well for leaf-fall,” he replied. “You?”

 

“Very well,” Bluefur responded.

 

“Hello Nutwhisker,” Thrushpelt greeted. “How’re your sisters doing?”

 

“Rowanberry’s getting awfully friendly with Clawface if you ask me,” a brown tom muttered good-
naturedly. “And Yellowfang is as grumpy as ever!” A thin gray tom came bounding up to his side of
the Thunderpath.

 

“Hi!” he called to Firepaw and Airpaw. “I’m Cinderpaw. Who’re you? Haven’t seen you around
before.”

 



“I’m Firepaw,” Firepaw introduced, raising his tail amicably. “And this is my brother, Airpaw.”

 

“Hi.” Airpaw lifted a paw in shy greeting.

 

“New apprentices?” Cinderpaw asked. At their nods, he added with a proudly raised chin, “I’m nearly
a warrior. Can’t wait for a full name!”

 

“We have some friends who are nearly warriors,” Firepaw meowed. “Runningpaw and Mousepaw.” 

 

Cinderpaw perked up. “I know them! Is Runningpaw still mooning over Redtail?” 

 

Firepaw recalled the sappy looks his friend had whenever Redtail was around. So that’s what that
was? He purred, “You betcha!” 

 

Cinderpaw purred a laugh. “Nice meeting you!” he meowed as Bluefur and Scorchwind ended their
conversation (which sounded like it was borderline tense). “Enjoy your apprenticeship!” The
ShadowClan cats turned from the Thunderpath and disappeared over the edge.

 

“They were...friendlier than I thought,” Airpaw stated hesitantly, frowning as the group of four
trekked their way to the Owl Tree. “I thought ShadowClan was dark, and mean.” Thrushpelt brushed
his pelt against his.

 

“Those are just nursery stories the elders like to mew on about,” he assured his apprentice. “Mind
you, Cinderpaw was much friendlier than even cats in ThunderClan are.” He pricked his ears. “Ah!
We’ve arrived at the Owl Tree!” Airpaw glanced hesitantly at the tall tree with a knot in it.

 

“Isn’t there an owl in there?” he asked quietly.

 

“Yes, there is,” Bluefur replied. “But it rarely comes out during the day.”

 

“Poppydawn told us that the second leader of ThunderClan - Owlstar - used to sneak out of camp and
follow it around,” Firepaw meowed excitedly.



 

“That he did,” Thrushpelt agreed. “He was Thunderstar’s second deputy - and, if I recall correctly, his
cousin.”

 

“Woah, cool!” Airpaw stared wide-eyed up at the tree. Bluefur beckoned them with her tail.

 

“Come along, you’ll see the rest of the territory tomorrow.” Firepaw’s tail drooped. He wanted to see
the rest of ThunderClan’s territory. He then noticed Airpaw stifling a yawn, and realized he, too, felt a
little tired. “Let’s get back to camp,” Bluefur meowed as they set off. “You can get some rest, and
then -” she twitched her whiskers mischievously, “You’ll learn how to take ticks off the elders.” At
Firepaw and Airpaw’s horrified looks, Thrushpelt teasingly added;

 

“All the more reason to train hard, you know. The sooner you’re warriors, the sooner you don’t have
to do it!”
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When Firepaw woke up, it was like he had never been asleep at all, his paws buzzing with excitement
at another day of being a real warrior apprentice. He could hardly get to sleep, and Darkpaw and
Creekpaw in their nests beside him had complained about his tossing and turning.

 

He was faintly disappointed that his father hadn’t visited them at night, but he supposed that was
alright- he needed to be well-rested for his second day as an apprentice. He shook himself, letting his
pelt fluff out before he shoved Darkpaw roughly in the shoulder.

 

“Wake up, sleepyhead!” Firepaw meowed loudly into his ear. Darkpaw groaned and swatted at him.
Firepaw purred, amused, as his friend shoved his head into his paws. “We’ve got training to do!” He
hoped, anyway. Darkpaw grumbled something at him, and Firepaw leaned down to grab him by the
scruff. He yanked backwards and started pulling the much heavier apprentice out of his moss bed.
Thankfully, Runningpaw, whose nest was in front of Darkpaw's and Firepaw’s was already gone, and
so were Mousepaw and Lightningpaw.

 

“Firekiiiiitttt,” Darkpaw whined when Firepaw nearly had him out of the apprentices’ den. “Stop,
lemme sleep…”

 

“Fire paw ,” Firepaw corrected proudly, dropping Darkpaw and puffing out his chest. Darkpaw
cracked one eye open and rolled over onto his back, stretching out his limbs with a yawn.

 

“Fine, fine, I’m up, you win,” Darkpaw conceded as he slowly stood up. Firepaw grinned at him,
turning around and looking around for their mentors. Darkpaw grumbled but groggily followed after
him. Firepaw spotted Bluefur exiting the warriors’ den and immediately bolted over to her.
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“Bluefur, Bluefur!” Firepaw yowled excitedly. “What are we doing today?! Can we train with
Darkpaw and Tigerclaw?” He flicked his tail towards Darkpaw as the apprentice trudged towards
them.

 

Bluefur smiled at him, amusement twinkling in her deep blue eyes. “Lower your voice. I don’t think
some warriors would appreciate the loud awakening so early.”

 

“Too late,” a warrior grumbled, and White-eye slipped out of the den with a glare at Firepaw.

 

“Sorry,” Firepaw mumbled bashfully, licking his chest fur.

 

White-eye huffed, but trotted past them over to where Goldenflower and Patchpelt were already
awake, chatting quietly as the sun began to rise and warm their pelts. Nearby, Firepaw spotted
Mousepaw and Runningpaw sharing an early mouse.

 

Firepaw flicked his ears expectantly towards Bluefur when White-eye had gone. The deputy blinked
calmly at him, then meowed politely, “I have to attend to my duties as deputy first.” Firepaw’s tail and
whiskers drooped.

 

“Oh.”

 

“Don’t worry,” Bluefur assured him, resting a tail on his shoulder briefly. “I promise we’ll have extra
training to make up for it.” Firepaw perked up with a bounce. “Now go wake the other apprentices,”
Bluefur continued. “So they’re up and ready for their mentors.”

 

“Of course, Bluefur!” Firepaw meowed obediently with a dip of his head. He whipped around and
bounded back to the apprentices’ den. Darkpaw groaned as he turned around, glumly padding after
Firepaw.

 

Firepaw leaped into the apprentices’ den. “Get up!” he yelled to his denmates. “It’s another day of
being apprentices.”

 



Airpaw jolted upwards, brown and white fur puffed up. He knocked into Copperpaw in his panic, and
the light ginger tabby tom blinked open his eyes, bewildered. He yawned and slowly stood up.
“Wha’zz up?”

 

“It’s our second day as apprentices!” Firepaw meowed to his siblings with a happy wave of his tail.
“Gotta be bright-eyed and early!”

 

Airpaw’s fur slowly smoothed out with a blink as he realized they weren’t under attack. “Couldn’t we
be bright-eyed and late?” the tomcat whined. “I don’t think Thrushpelt will mind.”

 

“Thrushpelt won’t mind,” Darkpaw said. “But Tigerclaw definitely will!”

 

“I think Swiftbreeze would too,” Copperpaw added with a glance at their snoozing sister, still curled
up in her nest and snoring away. His whiskers twitched. “Should we let her sleep in?”

 

“No,” Firepaw meowed. “That’s mean!” He moved towards Creekpaw and poked her at the top of her
head.

 

“It’s funny,” Copperpaw argued with a grin.

 

Creekpaw rolled over when Firepaw poked her again, whining, “Five more whisker twitches,
Spottedleaf…”

 

Firepaw laughed. “We aren’t kits anymore, Creekpaw! We’re apprentices! So get up or you’ll be on
tick duty!”

 

Creekpaw sprung onto her paws, wide-eyed. “I’m up, I’m up!”

 

“Come on, Creekpaw!” Firepaw exclaimed. “It’s time to get up and get going!”

 

“I’m coming! I’m coming!”

 



All the apprentices left the den in a hurry, Firepaw and Copperpaw in the lead, and nearly ran into
Swiftbreeze and Lionheart as they approached the apprentices' den.

 

“You’re up early,” Lionheart meowed, surprised, ears flicking upwards. “Normally new apprentices
aren’t this eager to be up and running. Not after moss cleaning duty.”

 

“What will we be doing today, Lionheart?” Copperpaw asked, tail waving in excitement.

 

“We will be doing some group training today on hunting techniques," the large golden tom replied.
“Just the basics.” 

 

Creekpaw leaned towards Firepaw, whispering into his ear, “Lightningpaw’s gonna be mad it’s not
battle training.” Her long whiskers twitched, amusement sparkling in her gaze. Firepaw mrrow ed at
her teasing before he paused. He tilted his head, looking back at the den. I don’t remember seeing
Lightningpaw in the den when we woke up… he thought. Where is she? Making dirt?

 

“Are Darkpaw, Runningpaw, and Mousepaw joining us?” he asked, mind still half-on where his
tortoiseshell sister was. Swiftbreeze shook her head.

 

“They already know the basics,” she explained, at the young apprentices’ disappointed faces. “They’ll
be on real hunting patrols.” Firepaw and Darkpaw exchanged sad looks, before the dark tabby sighed.

 

“I better go see if Tigerclaw is up.” he meowed. He padded away as Thrushpelt and Speckletail
lopped up to the apprentices.

 

“Where’s Lightningpaw?” Speckletail asked, eyes narrowed and face frowning.

 

“Don’t know,” Copperpaw admitted, ears twitching as he glanced at his siblings. Speckletail, huffing
with agitation, stalked towards the apprentices’ den and stuck her head inside. She pulled her head
back out, frown even more pronounced. Firepaw saw Airpaw shuffling his paws, nervousness clear in
his stance.

 

“I saw her leave the den last night,” he admitted quietly. “But I thought she was going to the
dirtplace.”



 

Speckletail called Rosetail, Goldenflower, and Frostfur over. The cats who were on guard last night,
Firepaw realized.

 

“Did any of you see Lightningpaw leave last night?” she questioned, tail tip flicking in irritation. The
she-cats glanced at each other, and Rosetail’s fur started to rise as panic set in.

 

“Why? Is she missing?” she asked fearfully, eyes wide. Firepaw's ears flattened against his head as he
glanced at his siblings, who wore similar concerned looks. Their silence made Rosetail and
Goldenflower's pelts fluff up, and even Frostfur looked alarmed.

 

“We couldn’t have missed her!” Goldenflower exclaimed, pacing back and forth. “We were watching
the entrance and Frostfur was patrolling around and outside the camp.” Ever since the fighting
between WindClan and ShadowClan had started, the Clan had been on edge. They had posted more
patrols and guards to make sure the fighting didn’t pass over the border and into ThunderClan’s
territory.

 

“Her pelt is dark,” Thrushpelt mused thoughtfully with a calm lash of his tail. “She’d blend in well
with the shadows.”

 

“She’s only been an apprentice for a day!” Rosetail argued. “She shouldn’t be able to sneak past three
fully-trained warriors!” Firepaw traded a guilty glance with Creekpaw. Thistleclaw and Mapleshade
hadn’t just taught them fighting moves- but also other useful skills. Thistleclaw had Mapleshade hide
in the forest somewhere, and he taught them how to properly sneak up on an opponent. None of them
had managed to get Mapleshade yet, but they all had drastically improved since their first try.

 

“She snuck out before, she can do it again.” Speckletail growled.

 

“She had help before, though.” Frostfur pointed out, looking at Firepaw and Creekpaw. Firepaw
flattened his ears, ducking his head shamefully.

 

“We wouldn’t have let Lightningpaw sneak out!” Creekpaw argued. “We’ve-” she gestured between
herself and Firepaw with her tail, “-learned our lesson! Clearly Lightningpaw hasn’t.” She huffed,
whiskers twitching agitatedly.

 



Other cats had started to notice the panic. Bluefur, Sunstar, and Redtail quickly walked over from
where the deputy was about to send the tortoiseshell tom out on a border patrol.

 

“What’s going on?” Sunstar asked in a commanding meow.

 

“My apprentices snuck out of camp on her second day,” Speckletail growled dryly, tail lashing behind
her.

 

“We don’t know that!” Airpaw protested. “What if she was attacked or something?!”

 

“Of course,” Speckletail meowed condescendingly. “A hawk must have swooped into camp,
completely avoiding our three warriors on guard, plucked her from her nest, and flown off.” She
snorted, rolling her eyes. “I think not.” 

 

Airpaw shrunk into himself, his tail nervously twitching as he stared at the ground. Firepaw heard him
quietly mumble, “Some cats just don’t like us…” 

 

Sunstar shot Speckletail a stern look before meowing, “We’ll send out search patrols immediately.”
Bluefur nodded in agreement as Darkpaw trotted up, looking confused and worried.

 

“ Again ,” Speckletail hissed under her breath.

 

“What’s going on?” he asked, staring at Firepaw with a frown.

 

“Lightningpaw’s missing,” Firepaw explained, pawing at the ground. “No one has seen her since
Airpaw saw her leave the den last night.”

 

“Darkpaw,” Bluefur meowed, frowning slightly as her icy-blue gaze swept across camp. “Where’s
Tigerclaw? He would be a great help in looking for her - he has one of the best noses in the clan.” 

 

Darkpaw shrugged. “I went to go get him, but I didn’t see him in the warriors’ den.”

 



“He went night-hunting,” Goldenflower spoke up. “He does that quite often.”

 

“Maybe he’s found her!” Rosetail hopefully added, rosy-colored tail springing upwards. Right…
Firepaw hated to disagree with his aunt, he loved her, he really did, but Tigerclaw hated Firepaw and
his siblings. He would have left Lightingpaw to rot wherever he found her. Firepaw and Copperpaw
exchanged worried looks as Spottedleaf and Willowpelt slinked out from the medicine cat den,
attracted by the growing crowd.

 

“What’s wrong?” his mother asked worriedly, brushing her pelt against Firepaw’s and flicking her tail
against sad Airpaw’s shoulder.

 

“Your kit’s missing,” Speckletail muttered exasperatedly. “ Again. No surprise to anyone.”

 

Spottedleaf and Willowpelt’s hair rose anxiously from their backs as they exchanged worried looks.
Spottedleaf started to anxiously pace around her remaining kits and Willowpelt pulled Darkpaw close
to her while Bluefur started to order search patrols.

 

“Redtail and Whitestorm,” she began. “You search along the edge of Twolegplace up to the Owl Tree.
Rosetail, Fuzzypelt, and Darkpaw, you will head in the opposite direction up to Sunningrocks. When
you’re finished, circle back around and meet in the training hollow.”

 

“What about us?” Creekpaw complained. “We want to help!” 

 

Bluefur shushed her with a flick of her tail tip. “You don’t know the territory well-enough yet, it
would be safer for you to stay here.” Creekpaw visibly wilted, but complied with the deputy’s orders,
sitting down and curling her tail around her paws. Whitestorm and Redtail turned to leave, but paused
as the brown tabby form of Tigerclaw - with a squirrel clamped in his jaws and looking irritated -
walked into camp, with none other than a grumpy, surly-looking Lightningpaw behind him. 

 

Several cats gasped and Firepaw found his jaw dropping in confused, unspoken words. The warriors
around him wore startled expressions.

 

“Tigerclaw,” Sunstar meowed, perplexed as every other cat, but straight to business. “What
happened? Where did you find her?” Tigerclaw placed his squirrel down and stretched his shoulders
languish, muscles rippling. Firepaw stared wide-eyed at the powerful warrior and shivered. He so
didn’t want to be on the wrong side of him.



 

“I was out hunting when I stumbled across this mouse-brained apprentice.” Tigerclaw flicked his
long-haired tail at the tortoiseshell. Lightningpaw huffed, muttering, “Mouse-brain yourself,” under
her breath.

 

“Lightningpaw!” Spottedleaf chided, running up to stand in front of the apprentice. “What did you
think you were doing?”

 

“I was hunting!” Lightningpaw spat, defensive as usual. “Like any good warrior would do.”

 

Spottedleaf narrowed her amber eyes at her daughter disapprovingly. “You don’t even know how to
hunt.”

 

“That much is obvious by the lack of prey you have,” Frostfur agreed with a flick of her ear.
Lightningpaw snarled at Frostfur.

 

“Lightningpaw!” Spottedleaf scolded before Lightningpaw could snap anything at Frostfur. “Don’t
treat your clanmates like that!” Lightningpaw kicked at the dirt and muttered a half-hearted apology
to the white she-cat. Speckletail snorted and turned to Sunstar.

 

“I’m not surprised I need to punish my apprentice before she’s even seen the entire territory."

 

Sunstar nodded, but someone else’s voice cut in. Firepaw blinked in surprise and confusion as
Tigerclaw padded up to the two and meowed;

 

“She shouldn’t be punished.” Everyone stared at the tabby warrior.

 

“Why not?” Bluefur inquired, intrigued.

 

“She has ambition, and a will to serve her clan, but it comes out in the worst ways - like sneaking out
of camp. She just needs some direction, and then she could become a fine warrior.” 

 



Firepaw’s mouth was gaping. Why was Tigerclaw of all cats defending one of them ? Lightningpaw
raised her head at Tigerclaw's words, green eyes flashing with pride as her confidence making a
comeback, but she was looking away from her clanmates, ears flat against her head. She was
obviously still worried. 

 

Sunstar considered Tigerclaw’s words for a moment, then slowly nodded. “Very well,” he meowed.
“She won’t be confined to camp, but she will be punished.”

 

“How?” Lightningpaw demanded, her eyes holding her usual defiance but her lips were curled in a
frown, revealing her worry.

 

Sunstar flicked his tail to Speckletail beside him. “That’s up to your mentor.” 

 

Speckletail raised her chin, staring frostily at her apprentice. “We’ll still train, but you will be tending
to the elders every morning and night.” 

 

Lightningpaw angrily frowned, but managed a respectful, “Fine.” 

 

Sunstar, now that the Lightningpaw drama was done, yowled to the clan to get back to their daily
schedule. The crowd dispersed with murmurs and Firepaw stood up to stretch to relieve the tension in
his shoulders. As he did so, he heard Speckletail tell Lightningpaw to get started on the elders’ den,
since it was still morning. Lightningpaw’s tortoiseshell fur bristled, but she padded off. Firepaw
blinked, surprised as Creekpaw made a determined beeline for their sister, staring her down until they
came nose-to-nose.

 

“I know you weren’t really hunting,” he heard Creekpaw hissed furiously to Lightningpaw. “I don’t
know what you were doing, but I’ll find out.”

 

“Get out of my way!” Lightningpaw spat, but her voice was just as quiet as Creekpaw’s- she didn’t
want to be overheard even though normally she loved the attention. “You’re just jealous that I’m
already a better and more ambitious warrior!” She strutted past Creekpaw and loftily added in a
whisper, “Just like Father wants.” She stalked off towards the elders’ den, while Creekpaw glared
after her. Firepaw watched in dismay as his sisters’ rivalry clearly reached a turning point, and he
slowly padded over to Bluefur, no longer excited for his second day as an apprentice.

Chapter End Notes



FireAlder: And we're back! We literally finished this during the first day of school and barely
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Firepaw Meets Bluefur’s Kids (No One Has Any Flipping Clue.)

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

a short chapter for today!

“Keep your tail low,” Bluefur instructed him, gently pushing his tail down with her paw. “Keep your
eyes on your prey,” she added when Firepaw glanced back at her.

 

Firepaw crouched low to the ground, grass tickling his belly as he prowled forward, keeping his paws
as silent as possible. And then, when he thought he was close enough, he wiggled his haunches and
leapt. His paws landed with a crunch onto the big, red leaf he had stalked. He pricked his ears happily
and looked back at Bluefur eagerly.

 

Bluefur nodded in approval. “Your stance is good for a new apprentice. Now, prick your ears and
listen.”

 

Firepaw did as instructed, swiveling his ears around to hear anything. But all he could hear was the
soft breeze blowing by and rustling the leaves overhead. He frowned. “I can’t hear anything.”

 

“Listen harder,” Bluefur said sharply. “Hunting is of the utmost importance now, with Chestnutkit and
Larksong having caught whitecough.”

 

And Featherwhisker predicts it’s soon to change to greencough as the weather coldens, Firepaw
thought grimly, glancing up at the blue sky. Firepaw closed his eyes and strained his ears, searching
for the slightest of sounds.

 

There! His eyes snapped open and he turned his head to look behind him as he heard the scuttle of
tiny, tiny paws.

 

“Crouch, and glide your paws across the grass to where you can hear the mouse’s paws,” Bluefur told
him in a soft murmur. Firepaw slid down into a hunter’s crouch, slowly approaching where he heard
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the small footsteps.

 

This is it, he thought. Your first catch. You can do this! With Bluefur’s training and Thistleclaw’s. He’d
make his father proud if he caught this mouse, he was sure. A thrum of warmth inside him at the
thought of earning his father’s praise made him wiggle his haunches before he was close enough to
the mouse. The movement caused his tail to swish over a fern, and he saw a gray ear peak out of a
patch of grass.

 

He tensed and then jumped right as the mouse started to bolt away. His paws landed on empty space
and he panicked, swatting out at the mouse. But then a blue blur leapt in front of him, and Bluefur had
slammed her paw on the back of the mouse, pinning it down. She leaned her head down and nipped
its neck, killing it swiftly.

 

“Thank you, StarClan, for this prey,” she murmured under her breath before turning to Firepaw. He
ducked his head down, burning with shame. This wouldn’t make his father happy… And it wouldn’t
make his mentor either. “Well done.”

 

The ginger apprentice’s head jerked up in surprise. “But I didn’t even catch the mouse!”

 

“An apprentice rarely ever catches something on their first try,” Bluefur meowed.

 

Firepaw’s ears drooped as he grumpily said, “Runningpaw did…”

 

“Runningpaw was lying just to brag,” Bluefur said. “He only caught that squirrel because Fuzzypelt
steered it towards him.” Firepaw blinked. Runningpaw lied to him! That weasel-face. Bluefur flicked
her tail tip. “Now come on. We’ll need to move away from this spot. The prey will have been scared
away here.”

 

Firepaw nodded and followed her after she buried her mouse. His whiskers twitched as he realized
they were heading towards the RiverClan border, a little ways away from Sunningrocks. A shiver ran
down his spine, raising his hair. In front of him was the same river that had swallowed Creekpaw up.
But it was so calm and slow now, the rush of water almost sounding pleasant to his ears.

 

“Why isn’t the river as fast anymore?” he asked Bluefur, peering into the water and watching his
reflection stare back at him. He blinked as he saw the faint outline of a cat beside him in the river, and



glanced over, expecting Bluefur to be there. But she was still a few foxtails away. He glanced back at
the river, but all he saw was his green eyes staring back at him.

 

“The river changes like the weather,” Bluefur answered, walking up beside him. “Sometimes the river
is small and quiet, other times large and raging.”

 

“Oh,” Firepaw said, staring at the river.

 

He jumped into the air when he heard a twig snap, fur bristling, but Bluefur placed her tail on his
shoulders, murmuring into his ear, “A RiverClan patrol is approaching.”

 

Firepaw watched as plump, long-furred, big-pawed cats trudged through the undergrowth, appearing
at the riverbank. His fur rose as he counted five cats, plenty to overpower him and Bluefur. He knew
RiverClan was always fighting for Sunningrocks, even though it belonged to ThunderClan.

 

He felt Bluefur stiffen beside him, her gaze locked on the two blue-gray cats at the back of the patrol,
before she suddenly relaxed, her shoulder fur smoothing.

 

“Greetings, Timberfur,” Bluefur meowed politely. “Is prey running- or swimming, I suppose- well in
RiverClan?”

 

The brown cat with a graying muzzle that was leading the patrol nodded his head. “Better than ever,
Bluefur. And who might this be?” Timberfur gestured a paw at Firepaw, who nervously stepped closer
to Bluefur, uncertain what to think of these RiverClan cats. The ShadowClan cats he met had been
friendly, but could the same be said of greedy, fish-fed RiverClan warriors?

 

“This is my new apprentice, Firepaw,” Bluefur said, and Firepaw managed to raise his head proudly
as the RiverClan cats stared at him with curious eyes. “Firepaw, this is RiverClan’s deputy,
Timberfur.” 

 

Firepaw quickly bowed his head in respect. “It’s nice to meet you, Timberfur.”

 

Timberfur purred appreciatively. “Good to see some ThunderClan apprentices still have manners.”
Firepaw would bet his fresh-kill that Timberfur was referring to Runningpaw.



 

“The warriors are Dawnbright and Owlfur,” Bluefur continued, flicking her tail at a tortoiseshell-and-
white she-cat and a brown-and-white tom. “And Mistypaw and Stonepaw.” The two blue-gray cats
from earlier raised their tails proudly, and the she-cat’s whiskers twitched as she looked at Firepaw.
Their pelts looked weirdly familiar, but no ThunderClan cat would ever have fur as shiny as theirs or
a belly as round.

 

“I didn’t know ThunderClan had any more kits,” Timberfur mused.

 

Firepaw puffed out his chest. “I have four more siblings. And we’ll all make ThunderClan stronger!”
Especially with Thistleclaw and Mapleshade’s training, he thought.

 

“I thought I would remember Sunstar announcing a litter of five healthy kits,” Dawnbright meowed.
“It’s rare for a litter that big to live all the way to apprenticeship.”

 

“Who’s the lucky queen that had so many kits?” Owlfur asked, smiling.

 

Firepaw shot a panicked look at Bluefur, shuffling his paws uncomfortably. Bluefur’s face was as
even and neutral as ever. How was she not worried!? Firepaw had messed up pretty badly, if these
RiverClan cats found out his mother was a medicine cat.

 

“The queen wishes to remain unknown,” Bluefur coldly stated. The patrol seemed startled, trading
confused and shocked glances with each other.

 

“Only a cruel queen would do such a thing,” Dawnbright murmured, as though she was trying to be
quiet so Firepaw wouldn’t hear her, but not doing a good job of it. “She’s effectively disowning her
own kits.” She cast a sad, pitying glance at Firepaw.

 

Firepaw’s fur felt hot and he dipped his head down, embarrassed even though he knew Spottedleaf
loved them and would claim them if she could. He knows Bluefur can’t tell them Spottedleaf is their
mother, that he and his siblings are the product of a broken code, but he found himself angrily
thinking, Why? Why couldn’t Spottedleaf just be their mother? Why did her being a medicine cat
matter? Maybe Spottedleaf secretly was ashamed of them.

 



Thistleclaw loves us, Firepaw thought bitterly. He loves us and wants us, but he’s the one that’s been
forced away from us.

 

A wave of guilt hit him. He knew his mother loved him too. He was lucky to have such loving
parents. Darkpaw only had Willowpelt, and Runningpaw and Mousepaw’s parents were distant
compared to Spottedleaf’s, Willowpelt’s, and Thistleclaw’s smothering love. He was lucky to have
such parents.

 

Even if he had to have them in secret, unable to call either his parents openly.

 

Bluefur’s tail tip rested on his shoulder comfortingly and he sent a small smile up at her.

 

One of the apprentices, the she-cat, bounded forward before Firepaw could decide to respond to
Dawnbright’s comment. “Hello Firepaw. I’m Mistypaw. It’s nice to meet another apprentice!”

 

Firepaw stuttered briefly, caught off guard from her cheeriness, before replying, “Likewise.”

 

Mistypaw purred, then gestured with her tail to the tom, who walked over. “And this is Stonepaw, my
brother.”

 

Stonepaw scuffed his sister over the ear. “He would have heard Bluefur greeting us, you feather-
brain.”

 

Both apprentices purred their laughter, warm and boisterous, and Firepaw found himself brightening
in their presence. They seemed fun. Maybe RiverClan warriors weren’t so bad.

 

They’re helping my father, Firepaw remembered, suddenly with a blink. How could he forget?
Thistleclaw said he was in RiverClan camp since ThunderClan kicked him out. I don’t think he’s a
prisoner, either.

 

“Well, we ought to keep going before the sun turns into the moon,” Timberfur meowed. “See you at
the next Gathering, Bluefur.” He raised his tail in a goodbye as he turned his patrol around.

 



“Hopefully we’ll see you too, Firepaw!” Mistypaw called out as she followed after her deputy.

 

“Bye,” Firepaw meowed, happy. The Gathering was fast approaching- maybe he could go! He
glanced at his mentor. Bluefur had the same cold eyes she always did, her face stony, but when the
RiverClan patrol was gone, her expression softened, a hidden warmth sparkling in her eyes.

 

“I thought RiverClan was our enemy,” Firepaw questioned her. But Mistypaw and Stonepaw seemed
really nice, just like Cinderpaw!

 

“They are,” Bluefur responded. “But you can still treat the other clans with respect. At least we aren’t
locked in battle with them like WindClan and ShadowClan are with each other right now, although
I’m sure RiverClan will try to win back Sunningrocks sometime soon.” Bluefur turned around and
flicked her tail. “Now, come on. We still have plenty of day left to practice hunting.”

 

Firepaw glanced back over the river one last time.

 

He wondered what RiverClan knew about his father, and if Thistleclaw was in RiverClan camp, right
now. Was he thinking about Firepaw and his siblings? Was RiverClan treating him fairly?

 

Firepaw shook his head, dismissing his worries before running off after Bluefur before she called for
him.



The Main Characters Meet Other Important Characters

Chapter by LollingCat

Firepaw’s paws prickled with anticipation as he paced around his siblings. Lightningpaw lazed on her
side, licking her paw as though disinterested, even though Firepaw knew she was the opposite.
Airpaw was curled up against Copperpaw, his eyes wide and ears pricked as he stared at Sunstar’s den
in Highrock. He and Copperpaw traded intrigued whispers. Similar to Firepaw, Creekpaw and
Darkpaw were also shifting around, eyes bright.

 

“He’s coming!” Airpaw meowed when the ginger pelt of Sunstar slipped out of his den, his light gray
brother, Featherwhisker, beside him, looking worried.

 

“You’re too sick,” Firepaw heard Featherwhisker murmur to Sunstar as they passed.

 

“I’m well enough to attend one Gathering,” Sunstar replied stubbornly.

 

So many cats are catching whitecough, Firepaw thought uneasily. First Chestnutkit and Larksong,
now Cherrykit, Weedwhisker, Frostfur and even Sunstar. How long until it becomes greencough? With
a shiver, he glanced at the medicine cat den, where the sick patients lay inside with his mother,
Spottedleaf, tending to them. Chestnutkit and Larksong are the worst of them.

 

Sunstar raised his tail high and gathered the attention of his clanmates. “ThunderClan! For the
Gathering tonight, all mentors and their apprentices will be going.”

 

Shocked gasps and whispers spread throughout the camp, and Firepaw felt a shiver run down his
back. All of them? He didn’t know whether to feel honored or worried.

 

“Most of them haven’t even been apprentices for a moon yet!” one cat, Robinwing, yowled out.

 

“Can they be trusted to behave?” another, Dappletail, murmured with narrowed eyes, as her
apprentice, Mousepaw, sat beside her with the same expression.
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“By bringing all of our apprentices,” Sunstar began. “The other clans will see how much new blood
ThunderClan has. They will see that our next generation will be powerful!” Firepaw raised his head
proudly, puffing out his chest. They were powerful! Thistleclaw said they would be the best warriors
in all of ThunderClan some day.

 

Speckletail padded forward with a low hiss in her throat. “Will even Lightningpaw be coming, despite
her recent disobedience?” Lightningpaw glowered at her mentor, her claws curling into the ground,
although she didn’t protest.

 

“Perhaps being surrounded by loyal clancats will show her how to act,” Sunstar meowed evenly,
casting a cautious glance at Lightningpaw, who avoided his gaze. “Whitestorm and Willowpelt will
come too, as well as Poppydawn and Smallear from the elders. The rest of you will guard camp.
Sparrowpelt will be in charge.”

 

A few cats muttered to each other, but all listened to Sunstar, grouping together. Runningpaw ran up
to Firepaw and Darkpaw, purring. “This is your first Gathering! Are you excited?”

 

“Of course!” Firepaw mrrow ed, tail high.

 

“It’s just a dumb Gathering,” Lightingpaw hissed, tail flicking back and forth. “Where we have to be
nice to fat RiverClan and smelly ShadowClan.”

 

“You’re excited too!” Firepaw teased, playfully nudging her shoulder. “Don’t even try to hide it.”

 

“And don’t insult the other clans like that.” Creekpaw scowled. “They didn’t do anything.”

 

“RiverClan thinks they own Sunningrocks,” Lightningpaw snarled. “And ShadowClan is
ShadowClan. Of course they ‘did something,’ mouse-brain.”

 

Firepaw frowned as his sisters fought again. Even as kits, they fought, but now it seemed like they
were always at each other’s throats, looking for ways to insult the other.

 

“Apprentices.” Sunstar’s voice cut in as he padded forward, Bluefur and, to Firepaw’s surprise,
Spottedleaf beside him. “You must not tell any cat the truth of your parentage at the Gathering. No



RiverClan, ShadowClan, or WindClan cat must know that your mother is Spottedleaf or your father
Thistleclaw.” Firepaw’s gaze went to the ground. He knew they had to keep it a secret, but it still hurt
to hear it.

 

Lightningpaw huffed. “It doesn’t matter who our parents are. Why should other clans care?”

 

“Medicine cats can’t have kits,” Bluefur explained calmly. “If the other clans find out, they’ll call
ThunderClan codebreakers and weak-hearted.”

 

“But remember that I love you all,” Spottedleaf meowed, stepping forward to touch her nose to a
frowning Airpaw’s forehead. “And ThunderClan will never throw you out for the mistakes of your
parents, so you’ll always have a place here.”

 

Lightningpaw was unconvinced, eyes narrowed as she finally sat up. “Why did Thistleclaw get exiled
for that mistake, and not Spottedleaf as well, then?”

 

Spottedleaf ducked her head, looking away guiltily. Firepaw scowled at his sister for upsetting their
mom, but Creekpaw was already swatting Lightningpaw’s ears with a hiss. Copperpaw was glaring at
Lightningpaw too, but Airpaw had a frown on his face, glancing between his sister and brother.
Darkpaw and Runningpaw awkwardly hung to the side, trading glances of their own.

 

But, as much as Firepaw was angry at Lightningpaw’s harsh words, he couldn’t help but agree with
them. Why wasn’t Spottedleaf exiled for the same mistake too? Why did Thistleclaw get unfair
treatment?

 

“Thistleclaw was not a kind warrior,” Bluefur answered, eyes narrowed as she stared firmly at
Lightningpaw. “He tricked a young apprentice into loving him.”

 

Spottedleaf’s head jerked up as she protested, “They aren’t old enough to-”

 

Bluefur raised her tail slightly. “They’re old enough to know that they themselves are too young to
have kits. Spottedleaf was only a few moons older than all of you when she birthed you.”

 



A silence washed over the apprentices. Firepaw couldn’t imagine having kits right now, and not even
in a few moons. He still had so much to learn, so much time to become a warrior, time that he
couldn’t imagine spent cooped up in the nursery instead. But did that mean Thistleclaw was wrong for
loving Spottedleaf? For having kits with her? And why wouldn’t Spottedleaf just wait to have kits
until she was older? And why would Thistleclaw be punished for Spottedleaf having kits while
Spottedleaf wasn’t? Just because she was too young to have the kits? Firepaw couldn’t quite make
sense of it.

 

“Of course we’ll keep it quiet,” Copperpaw meowed, face set in grim determination. He moved away
from Airpaw to headbutt Spottedleaf’s shoulder. “I love you no matter what, mother.”

 

“Me too,” Creekpaw agreed, pressing her shoulder against Spottedleaf’s.

 

Despite his confusion, Firepaw knew he’d always love his mother too. He nodded with a small smile.
Beside him, Airpaw and Lightningpaw remained silent. While Airpaw was frowning, his ears folded
down, and looking as nervous as he always was, Lightningpaw’s fur was bristling. Her tail lashed
back and forth for a moment before she spat out, “I guess you’re a good enough mother, but I don’t
see why we can’t have a father too.”

 

She turned and stomped away, over to Mousepaw who greeted her warmly.

 

Firepaw stared after her, conflicted.

 

 

Firepaw’s ginger fur fluffed out in excitement as he followed after Bluefur and Tigerclaw, walking in
stride next to Darkpaw. The moon’s silver glow seemed to make all the plants shine, and the water
droplets gleamed on the stalks and stems, wetting his paws as he walked.

 

“Now remember.” Firepaw snapped his head towards Bluefur to listen to what she had to say. “You
must be on your best behavior during the Gathering,” the blue-gray deputy lectured. “And you must
not reveal any of ThunderClan’s secrets.” Me and my siblings are the only secrets ThunderClan has,
Firepaw thought sullenly.

 

“Don’t worry!” Runningpaw cheerily meowed, bounding up to Firepaw’s other side. “I’ll make sure
they don’t act up.” Firepaw scoffed and playfully shoved him.



 

“More like we need to make sure you don’t!” he purred.

 

“Hey!”

 

Firepaw laughed as Runningpaw swatted his shoulder, the skinny tom darting away when Firepaw
tried to swipe him back. He shared a glance with Darkpaw beside him before attempting to chase after
Runningpaw as the apprentice dropped into stride beside his sister, Mousepaw.

 

But Tigerclaw’s amber glare stopped them short, and he ducked his head, chastised without the
powerful tom even saying anything. But those worries slid away from his mind as the ferns rustled
and many scents hit his nose- ShadowClan and RiverClan and an unfamiliar, rabbit-y scent that
Firepaw would bet a mouse tail was WindClan.

 

“We’re here,” Darkpaw murmured, his whiskers twitching as his yellow eyes were wide.

 

Firepaw pressed against his friend as they both followed after their mentors, and then their paws
touched the land of Fourtrees and Firepaw stared in awe. So many cats! And with so many different
scents. And the night sky above was filled with the stars of their ancestors shining down on them.

 

“Firepaw, Darkpaw!” Runningpaw called out. “Stick with me!”

 

Firepaw and Darkpaw trotted over to him, watching as Mousepaw took one look at them, sniffed
disdainfully, and walked off into the crowd of cats. Lightningpaw was quick to streak after her.
Airpaw and Copperpaw both paused as their sister left, but Airpaw only hesitated a moment before
bolting off after Lightningpaw and Mousepaw.

 

“Airpaw, wait!” Copperpaw meowed, attempting to follow him, but the brown and white tom was
already lost to the sea of cats. Copperpaw’s light ginger tabby pelt prickled uncomfortably before he
padded over to Firepaw, Darkpaw, and Runningpaw, his head drooped and tail dragging miserably.
“Airpaw doesn’t hang out with me as much anymore,” Copperpaw announced sadly.

 

The light brown tabby pelt of their sister, Creekpaw, appeared as she walked away from her mentor,
Swiftbreeze. She rested her tail on his shoulder. “Don’t worry, Copperpaw. Cats change as they get
older. He’s just more independent.”



 

“But he’s hanging out with Lightningpaw now and she hates him!”

 

“Come on, hurry!” Runningpaw told the younger apprentices. He flicked his raised tail, running off
into the crowd. Firepaw and Darkpaw followed at his heels, with Copperpaw and Creekpaw right
behind them.

 

Firepaw kicked up some water droplets as Runningpaw yowled at them to hurry up, leading them
over to where a cluster of young cats were hanging around. Firepaw’s ears pricked as he recognized
Mistypaw and Stonepaw from RiverClan - but the others he didn’t know. A mottled dark brown tabby
tom, a wiry gray tabby tom, a pale brown tabby tom, a broad-faced gray she-cat, and a tortoiseshell
she-cat all smelled of rabbity WindClan.

 

“Hi there!” Runningpaw greeted the WindClan apprentices.

 

“Hi Runningpaw!” the gray she-cat meowed. She curiously tilted her head. “Who are they?” She
pointed her tail to Firepaw, Creekpaw, and Copperpaw.

 

“This is Firepaw,” Runningpaw winded his way around them as Firepaw waved his tail. “His sister
Creekpaw.” The brown tabby meowed a hello, her fluffy fur even more fluffed out in the cold. “And
their brother Copperpaw.”

 

“Hi!” Copperpaw said, raising a paw in greeting.

 

“And you already know Darkpaw.” Runningpaw finished.

 

“Nice to see you again,” the dark tabby meowed, flicking an ear. He didn’t look all that excited to see
them- at least, not as much Runningpaw was.

 

“I’m Ashpaw,” the gray she-cat meowed amicably. “This is my sister Morningpaw.” The tortoiseshell
blinked friendly at them. “And our little brother Onepaw.” Her meow became teasing. The pale brown
tabby tom flattened his ears and made a face at his sister. “These two mouse-brains are Mudpaw.” The
mottled brown tom looked offended. “And Tornpaw.” The wiry gray tom snorted.

 



“Mouse-brain, yourself!” he meowed.

 

“And Firepaw already knows us!” Mistypaw meowed. 

 

Copperpaw blinked at his brother. “You do?”

 

Firepaw scuffed his paws against the wet grass. “Yeah, we met when Bluefur took me to the
RiverClan border - they were patrolling.” For Creekpaw and Copperpaw’s sake, Mistypaw introduced
herself and her brother.

 

Hey,” Runningpaw meowed, looking around. “Where’s Cinderpaw and Stumpypaw?” Firepaw’s ears
pricked as he recognized the names of the ShadowClan apprentices he and Airpaw met. 

 

Morningpaw shrugged. “I saw Stumpypaw earlier, by his mentor - Brokentail,” she clarified for
Firepaw and his siblings. “Don’t know where he’s at now.”

 

“Who’s Brokentail?” Copperpaw asked, pricking his ears interestedly. Firepaw found himself
intrigued too.

 

“He’s Raggedstar’s son,” Mudpaw answered. He narrowed his eyes with distaste. “Over there.” He
nodded at a broad-faced tom with dark fur and a scowl on his face, sitting in a crowd of ShadowClan
cats. Creekpaw shivered.

 

“He looks nasty,” she quietly hissed. Onepaw slid up by Firepaw’s side.

 

“That’s something I agree on,” he muttered, giving a sideways glare to the dark tom. Firepaw nodded.
Brokentail looked creepy with his sharp amber eyes and permanently kinked tail.

 

“I heard he became a warrior early,” Ashpaw meowed, frowning in the same direction as Onepaw.

 

“Really?” Darkpaw asked, surprise lighting up his features. “Why?”

 



“No idea,” Onepaw replied.

 

“Probably favoritism,” Mudpaw drawled with a disdainful sniff. “His father is clan leader. Wouldn’t
surprise me if his daddy pulled a few strings to get his way.” He sneered in the ShadowClan warrior’s
direction. Firepaw stiffened as Brokentail caught Mudpaw’s look and curled his lip in their direction.
Creekpaw slowly pressed herself against Firepaw’s side, a little bit of fear in her green eyes.

 

“Well,” Runningpaw, in his typical rambunctious mood, completely oblivious to WindClan’s
antagonism with the ShadowClan warrior, interrupted. “Guess who’s gonna be a warrior next
Gathering!” He puffed out his chest proudly.

 

“Only if you pass your assessment,” Mistypaw said with a roll of her eyes. “And we’ll be warriors too
by then.” She bumped Stonepaw’s shoulder with her own, grinning.

 

“I overheard Oakheart tell our mentors they should assess us this quarter-moon!” Stonepaw meowed
with shining eyes.

 

“Just don’t drown when you go to catch some fish,” Tornpaw rumbled with a flick of his tail. He
shook his pelt out as a chilly breeze passed by. “I don’t understand how you RiverClan cats can stand
swimming in this cold weather.”

 

“I don’t understand why RiverClan cats swim at all!” Creekpaw meowed with wide eyes. “Rivers are
awful.” Firepaw felt a wave of sympathy for his sister- he didn’t like rivers much either, and she was
the one who fell in one.

 

“And wet,” Copperpaw added, sticking out his tongue.

 

The apprentices around him laughed and purred, amused. “Of course they’re wet!” Morningpaw
chuckled. “They’re rivers!”

 

Firepaw snapped his attention to the Great Rock, startled, when a yowl sounded from its top. A big
dark tabby stood, commanding attention. He looks a bit like Brokentail, Firepaw observed, glancing
between the two toms. I’m guessing it’s Raggedstar. The ShadowClan leader then called;

 



“Let the Gathering begin!”



Gathering Gone Wrong

Chapter by LollingCat

Firepaw glanced back at Runningpaw only to find him padding quickly back towards the
ThunderClan cats, sitting down next to his mentor, Fuzzypelt. Firepaw watched as the RiverClan and
WindClan apprentices slinked away too with only flicks of their tail tips as goodbyes. He traded a
glance with Copperpaw before following after Darkpaw as the dark tabby tom walked towards
Tigerclaw. Copperpaw and Creekpaw broke off to sit next to Lionheart and Swiftbreeze. Firepaw
paused for a moment, searching for his mentor before finding her sitting amongst the deputies.

 

Oh right, he remembered. Bluefur sat next to a dark brown tabby tom, her fur prickling as the bright-
eyed tom murmured something to her. Two other cats sat on the other sides of them, but there was no
Timberfur, to Firepaw’s confusion. Where do I sit now?

 

Firepaw blinked as he saw Willowpelt bashfully pull away from a gray tabby tom among the
ShadowClan cats. The tom winked at her as she walked away, smiling. Willowpelt settled down on
Whitestorm’s other side, and Whitestorm purred a friendly greeting towards her. After a moment of
indecision, Firepaw followed her lead and sat between Darkpaw and Whitestorm. Whitestorm smiled
at Firepaw, giving him a small nod. Firepaw ducked his head, though, when Tigerclaw sent a cold
glare his way from the other side of Darkpaw. Lightningpaw was sitting on the other side of
Tigerclaw, yet he didn’t seem to mind. Why did cats like Mousepaw and Tigerclaw not mind
Lightningpaw, but hated Firepaw and his other siblings?

 

Firepaw stared up at the leaders on the Great Rock, a shiver of awe alongside the cold making his fur
prickle along his spine. He knew who Sunstar was, of course, and Raggedstar of ShadowClan was
right beside him. But who were the other two leaders?

 

“Who are the other leaders?” Firepaw whispered to Darkpaw. Darkpaw’s ear twitched and he opened
his muzzle to respond, but Tigerclaw’s hiss cut him off.

 

“You ought to be able to figure that out yourself, Fire kit, ” the powerful tabby hissed in a low voice,
glaring at him. Firepaw shrank down, shame washing over his pelt. “Now be quiet as the leaders are
speaking.”

 

“Brightflower has birthed two healthy kits,” Raggedstar was meowing, loud and proud, from the top
of the Great Rock. “And we welcome two new warriors to ShadowClan this Gathering- Cinderfur and
Stumpytail.”
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Cheers and yowls broke out through Fourtrees as the clancats chanted the new warriors’ names.
Firepaw was quick to add his voice to the calls, happy for Cinderfur, who had been kind to him on his
first day. “Cinderfur! Stumpytail!”

 

As the calls died down, Raggedstar bowed his head to an older cat beside him. The black and white
tom moved forward, his limbs as long as his tail. Firepaw guessed he was the WindClan leader,
Tallstar, as his pelt was so smooth from the wind and his body so thin from running. Firepaw couldn’t
imagine living on the open moors, having to chase rabbits instead of stalk mice.

 

“The rabbits are running as fast as ever in WindClan,” Tallstar began in a sage voice. “But my
warriors run faster.” Amused purrs were heard throughout the warriors, and Firepaw smiled too. He
liked Tallstar- he didn’t seem or look as mean as Raggedstar or the brown tom with a broken jaw
beside him. Firepaw would bet that was Crookedstar of RiverClan. “Our kits are well-fed and
growing quickly, and our borders are well-guarded from any threats.” Tallstar’s eyes narrowed as he
threw a glance back at Raggedstar, who stared coldly back at him. “That is all from WindClan this
moon. Sunstar?”

 

The bright ginger tom coughed, looking weary and sickly next to the other clan leaders. But he
stepped forward with purpose and raised his chin high as he announced ThunderClan’s news.
“ThunderClan is growing big and strong, with five new apprentices in our midst.” Firepaw raised his
head proudly, and saw his siblings do the same next to their mentors. He glanced at the other clans,
and saw some cats staring enviously or curiously at the group of ThunderClan cats. He made eye
contact with Mistypaw, who smiled and waved her tail at him. “Their mentors are training them into
fine warriors every day. And our prey is running excellent, with plenty for our growing numbers.” He
let the declaration hang before he stepped back, nodding to Crookedstar. The brown tom with a
broken jaw stepped forward, powerful muscles rippling underneath his pelt.

 

“We have tragic news,” Crookedstar began. “Timberfur’s old age has caught up to him, and he passed
in his sleep. He’s in StarClan now.” He bowed his head, and Firepaw did the same, sad to hear the
kind deputy had passed. He hadn’t looked at all as old as the elders, and he hadn’t looked sick either.
“RiverClan’s new deputy is Oakheart.” The brown tabby tom was seated next to Bluefur, his chest fur
puffed out, but Bluefur’s gaze stayed away from the tom, unlike the other deputies who murmured
quiet congratulations to the RiverClan tom. “And we have a new warrior residing in RiverClan
camp.” Crookedstar’s amber eyes narrowed, glancing back at Sunstar. Unease prickled at Firepaw’s
pelt as a sense of foreboding lurched over him.

 

“I didn’t think any of RiverClan’s apprentices were ready to be warriors,” Willowpelt murmured
naively to Whitestorm. Around Fourtrees, other cats whispered to their clanmates, intrigued.

 



“I don’t think it was an apprentice,” Whitestorm replied with a more suspicious tone, his yellow eyes
narrowed. “Why would he phrase it like that otherwise?”

 

“I didn’t think RiverClan was in the habit of taking in strays,” Willowpelt meowed back. Firepaw
glanced to his other side, at Darkpaw and Tigerclaw. Darkpaw traded a confused look with him, while
Tigerclaw was staring straight forward, right at Crookedstar, as though he could hear the tom’s next
words.

 

“We have taken Thistleclaw into our ranks.”

 

The cats of ThunderClan leaped to their paws, fur bristling as they erupted into yowls. “How dare
you!” Swiftbreeze’s voice rose above them. “He’s a traitor!”

 

“He’s a wretched cat!” Willowpelt meowed, although her voice was almost frightful. Whitestorm
glanced sympathetically at her, putting his tail on her back. Firepaw himself was shocked.
ThunderClan truly didn’t think that badly of his father, did they? He knew some cats, like Tigerclaw,
still respected the tom, but surely Whitestorm did too? He was Thistleclaw’s son too! He knew how
great Thistleclaw was! Right? Right?

 

Even though everyone in ThunderClan was unsettled, it seemed only Tigerclaw, Darkpaw, Firepaw,
Lightningpaw, Airpaw, Speckletail, and Poppydawn weren’t calling him a horrible traitor.

 

From another clan, some cat shouted, “The exiled ThunderClan warrior?”

 

Firepaw blinked, startled. The other clans knew Thistleclaw was exiled? He thought that was
ThunderClan’s secret. Whitestorm leaned down to Firepaw, seeming to notice his confusion. He
whispered in his ear, “When Thistleclaw was first exiled, Sunstar announced it to the clans, but never
explained why he was exiled.”

 

“What is the meaning of this?!” Sunstar hissed, facing Crookedstar with a snarl. “Why would you be
so foolish as to take an exiled cat into your ranks?”

 

Crookedstar stared cooly back at him, his fur smooth and unbothered. “Thistleclaw was exiled from
ThunderClan, not the other clans.”

 



Sunstar growled, his claws sliding out as his tail lashed. Was he going to fight Crookedstar? Firepaw’s
heart pounded inside of his chest, and he glanced up at the starry sky. Was StarClan going to cover the
moon?

 

But Tallstar stepped forward, placing a paw between Sunstar and Crookedstar. “Perhaps if you told us
why he was exiled, Crookedstar would know not to treat him with such hospitality?”

 

Sunstar stayed still, glaring at Crookedstar with bristling fur. Raggedstar watched the other leaders
with unhidden curiosity. He prompted, “Yes, that would be helpful.”

 

Firepaw glanced at the medicine cats as he saw them whisper amongst themselves. Spottedleaf
seemed so small, curled up between Featherwhisker and a dark gray she-cat with a smushed face. She
was almost as small as how Firepaw remembered her when he was just a moon-old kit and she was
still named Spottedpaw. Featherwhisker placed his tail on Spottedleaf’s back, and she looked up at
him with worried eyes. The dark gray she-cat beside her leaned down to mutter something in her ear,
which Spottedleaf nodded at. Firepaw wished he could run up and know what they were saying, as
well as curl up beside his mother. Did the other medicine cats know about Spottedleaf’s secret?

 

He looked back up to see Sunstar’s fur smoothing. The ThunderClan leader turned back to the clans,
and announced, “The Gathering is over.”

 

Warriors murmured and yowled protests, but Sunstar was already leaping down the Great Rock, and
Crookedstar was following close behind. Sunstar raised his tail and called, “ThunderClan! To me.”
Firepaw scrambled to his paws, his heart still beating wildly inside his chest. His father was in
RiverClan, but he wasn’t just their prisoner, but their warrior! And now the rest of the clans knew!
What would happen?!

 

Firepaw stuck to Darkpaw’s side until he saw Bluefur, then he ran up to her, weaving around his
clanmates, until he was beside her. “Why didn’t Sunstar say why Thistleclaw was exiled?” he
demanded, confused.

“The other clans would see fault in Spottedleaf instead of Thistleclaw,” Bluefur responded evenly.
Just like some ThunderClan cats… Firepaw thought glumly. He frowned as he and his clanmates
began their trek back to camp. I can’t find fault in Spottedleaf or Thistleclaw...is Spottedleaf being too
young the reason Thistleclaw was exiled? But Willowpelt had Darkpaw a moon before us… Firepaw’s
ears twitched in frustrated, green eyes flashing in puzzlement. Why is everything so confusing?



Creekpaw: Master of Deception

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Firepaw bowed his head down, pelt brushing against Creekpaw’s, who sat beside him. Sandkit sat on
his other side, eyes wide. She was nearly as big as him now. The entire clan was in camp, circling the
bodies of Weedwhisker and Chestnutkit. Weedwhisker had died this morning, but Chestnutkit had
passed moments before Weedwhisker’s vigil had begun. Robinwing had been devastated, losing her
father and son in one day. Even Fuzzypelt hadn’t protested when Patchpelt rested beside her,
comforting her, saddened by the loss of his own kit too.

 

“Weedwhisker lived a long and happy life, surrounded by his clanmates since his first breath and until
his last,” Featherwhisker meowed. He sniffed, but not from sadness, but from the sickness taking a
hold of him, too. Sunstar was beside him, just as sick. It made Firepaw feel a sense of dread and
worry at his clan being so weakened. What if WindClan decided to attack for no reason? “As a
warrior, he was always at the front of battle, wanting to protect his clanmates even in the face of his
own demise.”

 

Speckletail stepped forward, head dipped. “He was the greatest mentor. He taught me everything I
know. And he always loved to make cats smile on their darkest days.” She glanced at Robinwing,
allowing her a chance to speak, but Robinwing just wailed and pressed her face into Patchpelt’s
shoulder. On her other side, Fuzzypelt rested his tail on his mate’s back, although his shoulder fur was
bristling as he stared at Patchpelt.

 

“Chestnutkit had a bright life ahead of him,” Fuzzypelt began instead, eyes full of grief for the son he
still loved despite Robinwing’s affair. “May he rest peacefully in StarClan now.”

 

“May he rest peacefully in StarClan now,” some ThunderClan warriors echoed, Firepaw among them.
He had loved playing mossball with Chestnutkit. After a moment of silence, Firepaw saw
Lightningpaw turn around and head back to the apprentices’ den. Airpaw followed after her
immediately, while Copperpaw chased after his brother. He glanced back at the warriors, and saw a
few like Tigerclaw and White-eye slink away to their den. Firepaw slowly stood up, the cold making
his body ache. He shook out his pelt as Creekpaw stood up beside him. Nearby, Darkpaw,
Runningpaw, and Mousepaw rose to their paws too.

 

“Let’s leave their family to mourn for them,” Firepaw murmured into Creekpaw’s ear, who nodded.
They and the other apprentices made their way quietly to their den.
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“Spottedleaf once said it was a bad omen to have two deaths in one night,” Creekpaw whispered, her
pelt prickling. A shiver ran down his spine, ears flattening. He curled up in his nest, feeling Creekpaw
and Darkpaw settled down beside him. He shut his eyes closed, feeling melancholy.

 

When he opened them, he was in the familiar land of the Dark Forest. A thrill of excitement and relief
washed through him. He could see his father now! He hadn’t seen him in so long. And Mapleshade
too!

 

Lightningpaw was already there, sitting coolly in front of Firepaw and washing her paw nonchalantly.
Creekpaw was right behind Firepaw and he purred at his sisters, raising his tail. Then he noticed
Thistleclaw padding towards them and burst forward to greet his father.

 

Thistleclaw smiled at him, touching his nose to his forehead. “It’s so nice to see you, my kits.”

 

“You haven’t brought us to train for so long,” Lightningpaw immediately complained, glaring at
Thistleclaw.

 

Thistleclaw blinked apologetically. “I had other business to attend to.”

 

“So we’re just business?” Creekpaw muttered under her breath. Thistleclaw stepped towards her,
dipping his head to the side.

 

“No, of course not.”

 

Firepaw glanced between Thistleclaw and Creekpaw before blurting out, “Why are you a RiverClan
warrior now?” His ears flattened as he stared worriedly at his father. “You said you were just seeking
safety in RiverClan. That you were still a ThunderClan warrior at heart!”

 

“I couldn’t be a prisoner forever,” Thistleclaw said in a long meow. “I’m a warrior, and one day, a
leader.” Firepaw blinked at that. His father, a leader one day? But how did he know? Would
ThunderClan ever welcome him back? “But I’ll always love ThunderClan.”

 



“I think it’s ridiculous that you were exiled in the first place!” Lightningpaw hissed, eyes flashing
with indignation. Thistleclaw ran his tail down her flank.

 

“You are correct,” he agreed, sighing. “But it’s not my place to decide who is and isn’t exiled.”

 

“Sunstar is a mouse-brain!” Lightingpaw spat.

 

Creekpaw gasped. “Don’t speak of our leader like that!” Lightningpaw rolled her eyes at Creekpaw’s
chiding. Firepaw glanced between them, uneasy to see their rivalry catch fire once more.

 

“Enough bickering you two,” Thistleclaw meowed, placing his white paw between his daughters, 
who were glaring darkly at each other. “Show me how well your skills have improved.”

 

“Where’s Mapleshade?” Lightningpaw asked, tearing her gaze from her heated staring contest with
Creekpaw, her gaze flickering around the murky forest. Thistleclaw paused, then meowed;

 

“She’s catching up with an old… friend.” Lightningpaw looked slightly crest-fallen. Out of the three
of them, she got the best along with the old tortoiseshell. Firepaw himself felt slightly uncomfortable
around the fading queen. There was something about her that was slightly off-putting.

 

“We’ll use claws unsheathed this time,” Thistleclaw instructed them. Firepaw saw Creekpaw frown at
that, and shared her feeling of unease and nervousness. He still remembered the time he accidentally
scratched Sandkit with a rush of shame. “But don’t dig them in too deep. I don’t want you to wake up
with an injury you can’t explain to your clanmates.”

 

Without missing a beat, Lightningpaw leaped for Creekpaw. The brown tabby immediately whirled
around to face her, ducking under Lightningpaw’ swiping claws and snaking under her belly.
Lightingpaw sprang up to avoid Creekpaw’s kick, swiping and leaving a scratch on her sister’s cheek.
Firepaw jumped forward as Creekpaw reeled back, aiming for his dark tortoiseshell sister’s side. He
yowled in triumph as he collided with Lightingpaw, sending them both tumbling over each other. He
heard Lightningpaw hiss in pain, looking furious that he had caught her off-guard in front of their
father, and sprang onto his back. Firepaw blinked as she dug her claws in, and before he knew it she
had shoved him to the ground. Creekpaw, seeing her brother struggling, dove in to help and tore
Lightingpaw off him. Firepaw scrambled up, wincing from where Lightingpaw had dug her claws in -
a little too deep , he noted - and sprang to help his tabby sister. He paused when he saw Creekpaw had
managed to wrestle Lightingpaw to the ground. Lightingpaw struggled under her sister, snarling in
frustration as she couldn’t get free.



 

“Alright Lightningpaw,” Thistleclaw called. “You’re out.” Lightningpaw flattened her ears, shooting a
furious look at Creekpaw as she was allowed up, stalking across to Thistleclaw to sit by him and
watch as her defeater and Firepaw began circling each other. Firepaw noticed Creekpaw was
breathing heavily, and seemed to favor her right front leg. Her left front leg must be sprained, Firepaw
thought, eyes narrowing. If I can swipe it out from under her, I can pin her to the ground! He crept
forward, prowling closer to his sister. She let out a playful hiss as he neared, an amused glint in her
eyes. Whenever they were one-on-one, it was clearly friendly sparring, and no hard feelings from
them - it was the complete opposite between Creekpaw and Lightingpaw though. Firepaw and
Lightingpaw were competitive, but not on the level his sisters were together.

 

“Watcha gonna do Firepaw?” Creekpaw teased, crouching down. “You’re not a mouse, why are you
creeping around like one?” Firepaw wrinkled his nose at her.

 

“Surprise is a warrior’s greatest weapon,” Firepaw meowed, - almost there - quoting one of
Lionheart’s favorite words of advice. “Why would I tell you?” Creekpaw shifted her right paw, and
Firepaw felt like he just confirmed his suspicions. Her left paw was sprained. Time to enact his plan.
Firepaw met her eyes, then, without missing a beat, swiped a paw at her left leg. He had a
momentarily thrill of triumph before Creekpaw pounced, smoothly dodging his blow, and pinning him
to the forest floor.

 

“Creekpaw wins.” Thistleclaw announced. Firepaw leaped up, blinking as he realized what
Creekpaw’s plan had been - to fake him out. He tilted his head at his sister, giving her an exasperated
look.

 

“Really? You had to trick me?” he mewed, whiskers twitching. Creekpaw licked her chest,
amusement once more dancing in her green eyes.

 

“Knew you’ll fall for it!” she teased. Firepaw gave a good-natured huff.

 

“Next time,” he declared.

 

“We’ll see!” Creekpaw purred.

 

“ I wouldn’t have fallen for that!” Lightningpaw’s critical yowl broke their good mood. Thistleclaw
placed his tail over her mouth.



 

“I’m sure we’ve all learned something tonight,” he meowed, looking prideful. “You all did very well.”
Firepaw’s ears pricked at his father’s praise, happy despite his loss to Creekpaw. His sister looked like
she was proud, but also troubled at their father’s words. Lightingpaw had dropped her head, claws
scoring across the ground in frustration as a low growl came from her throat.

Chapter End Notes
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Tigerclaw Lets Firepaw and Darkpaw Go Rogue
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Firepaw held his head high as he sat beside his fellow apprentices in the sand hollow. Runningpaw sat
on his left, and Darkpaw on his right. Lightningpaw was crouched between Mousepaw and Airpaw,
who Copperpaw sat right beside, smiling. Creekpaw sat between Darkpaw and Copperpaw, looking
glum despite her recent victory during their night training a few days ago. Firepaw himself was eager
to prove himself to his denmates. He was a bit saddened that Bluefur couldn’t be at this training
session, but he understood she had to take Sunstar’s place while the leader was sick.

 

“Mousepaw, Runningpaw,” Dappletail began, walking in front of the apprentices with a cool gaze.
“As senior apprentices, you should know these moves quite well. I want you to correct the younger
apprentices’ battle crouches.” Mousepaw and Runningpaw nodded, and Dappletail flicked her golden
tail, instructing the apprentices to begin.

 

Firepaw dropped down into his crouch confidently, keeping his tail low and his front paws far apart
while his haunches were close together. His claws flexed out in anticipation but he sheathed them.
Runningpaw was slightly frowning at Airpaw.

 

“You need to move your hunches more to the left,” he meowed to the younger apprentice. “You have
too much weight on your right side. That’ll throw off your pounce.” Airpaw’s ears flattened,
embarrassed at being corrected on one of the very first things they learned.

 

“Don’t worry, Airpaw,” Copperpaw meowed. “We all mess up sometimes. You’ll get it!”
Copperpaw’s encouraging purr faltered at Airpaw’s glare, his supportive expression turning to dismay.

 

“Huh,” Mousepaw grunted from where she was inspecting Firepaw and Creekpaw. “Not bad.” She
casted a keen eye over everyone else’s crouch. “Not bad at all.” She gave a nod to the siblings. “I say
your two’s are the best ones here.” Firepaw and Creekpaw exchanged delighted looks at squeezing a
compliment out of Mousepaw. Not even Lightningpaw’s envious growl soured their mood. 

 

When Mousepaw trotted away towards her mentor, Creekpaw leaned over and said, “Honestly, I
prefer getting praise from Mousepaw than Thistleclaw.” Firepaw tilted his head at his sister, frowning.
He knew Creekpaw wasn’t that comfortable with their father, but surely she was proud to have his
approval, right?
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“Alright, enough jabbering,” Speckletail announced. “You all will be split into pairs and watch each
other spar. Runningpaw, Mousepaw, you’ll go first and show the younger ones how it’s done.”

 

“No pressure,” Firepaw heard Runningpaw mutter. He clamped down a mrrow of laughter. The young
apprentices all move to the side, allowing the two older ones to have the clearing. Mousepaw
immediately dropped into a crouch, eyes narrowed onto her brother - who looked rather relaxed. He
evenly spaced his paws out and met his sister’s serious focus with his amused one. As Thrushpelt’s
tail dropped to begin the start of the spar, Mousepaw shot forward so fast that if Firepaw had blinked
at that moment, he would’ve missed it. Runningpaw shot aside, avoiding his sister with his skill of
speed before Mousepaw rerouted herself and pounced on his back. He tucked his legs and let himself
drop before rolling over - dangerously exposing his soft belly - but managing to crush Mousepaw
under him. The female apprentice hissed in frustration before giving her brother a light nip on the
shoulder. He yelped and sprang off her, shaking himself before launching at Mousepaw.

 

Firepaw watched in fascination as the older apprentices exchanged swipes and pounces, neither
giving ground nor gaining any. The mock-fights between him and his siblings - even the ones in the
Dark Forest - had never lasted this long. The two littermates dove and dodged with such skill and
grace, fixating everyone’s attention on them, that the red tom nearly didn’t notice a shape moving in
the trees. Firepaw tore his gaze away from Runningpaw (who was jabbing at his sister on his
hindlegs) and Mousepaw (who, in response to those jabs, tackled him right in the belly) to stare at the
shape. It looked like a cat, but there was no cat scent in the air. He frowned. The cat was pale - pale
like Mapleshade was. Firepaw squinted to make out the cat, but Runningpaw’s yowl of victory made
him glance back to his friend’s fight. The brown tom had Mousepaw pinned.

 

“I win!” he proclaimed. Mousepaw spat out a mouthful of dirt.

 

“Get off me you great lump!” she demanded. Runningpaw purred before neatly jumping off her.
Firepaw glanced back at where the pale cat was - then frowned when he saw they weren’t there
anymore.

 

“Hey!” Creekpaw nudged his shoulder. “Quit daydreaming! We’re being split up now.” Firepaw
shook himself. Probably too much fresh-kill , he thought.

 

“You’re all doing good,” Lionheart meowed in a deep rumble. “I think it’s time to start sparring in
pairs now.”

 

“Since the sandy hollow isn’t big enough for all of you to be fighting at once,” Swiftbreeze began.
“You’ll all be split up. Creekpaw, Copperpaw, Mousepaw, and Runningpaw will be staying in the



hollow while Lightningpaw and Airpaw will go that way,” she flicked her tail towards where a stream
ran through their territory. “And Firepaw and Darkpaw will go the other.” Towards the Owl Tree,
Firepaw thought.

 

Firepaw fell in stride beside Darkpaw as they trotted after Tigerclaw, the powerful tabby not sparing a
glance back at them as he led them away from the other apprentices.

 

“I’m totally gonna beat you,” Firepaw teased with a grin, nudging his friend’s shoulder.

 

Darkpaw raised his head with his own grin. “You can try, but you won’t succeed, little kit!”

 

Firepaw guffawed and swatted playfully at Darkpaw’s ears. “I’m only a moon younger than you!”

 

“Enough twittering you two,” Tigerclaw growled as they came to the Owl Tree. The two apprentices
fell silent as the dark tabby gave them an unimpressed stare. “Firepaw, you begin on that side,” he
flicked his tail towards the tree. “And Darkpaw, directly across from him. When I drop my tail, you
will begin.” The two apprentices nodded, both determined to impress Tigerclaw. Firepaw trotted
quickly towards the Owl Tree, then dropped into a crouch. Darkpaw was ready to begin on the
opposite side. Tigerclaw glanced between them with a bored expression, raised his tail, then dropped
it.

 

Immediately, Firepaw’s Dark Forest training flashed through his mind as he dropped his usual humor
and got serious. Launching himself at Darkpaw, he pinned the other apprentice - much to Darkpaw’s
surprise. The black tabby kicked him off, throwing himself at the red apprentice and the two rolled
around, tussling with each other. At some point, Firepaw saw some blood fly and didn’t think twice
about it - until he heard Darkpaw yowl in pain. He immediately jumped off Darkpaw, eyes wide and
the memory of hurting Sandkit rushed into his head. Darkpaw was stumbling away, pressing a paw to
his ear, and snarling.

 

“Firepaw used claws!” Darkpaw meowed at Tigerclaw, pawing at his ear. Firepaw stared at
Darkpaw’s ear, then glanced down at his paws, seeing his claws were unsheathed. He immediately
retracted them, guilty.

 

“I’m so sorry!” he meowed, horrified, to Darkpaw. “I didn’t realize-”

 

Tigerclaw cut his apology off.



 

“Our clanmates might be soft-hearted, but I believe training with claws makes a warrior stronger.”
Firepaw turned his head towards Tigerclaw, feeling like he had heard those words before… That’s
right, Thistleclaw has said that to me, Creekpaw, and Lightningpaw! Firepaw then remembered, with
a jolt, that Tigerclaw had been Thistleclaw’s apprentice. “Are you soft-hearted?” Tigerclaw growled
at Darkpaw.

 

“N-no,” the tabby apprentice stuttered, looking slightly fearful and perplexed. He turned back to
Firepaw, hesitantly unsheathing his claws. Firepaw glanced at Tigerclaw, whose amber eyes were
narrowed and cold, watching him with...interest? That was new. Firepaw crouched down, unsheathing
his own claws.

 

“We can’t dig in deep with our claws,” Firepaw told Darkpaw. “Or our clanmates will know.”
Darkpaw nodded nervously, and out of the corner of his eye, Firepaw noticed Tigerclaw’s eyes
gleaming and his ears pricked before the dark tabby dropped his tail. The two apprentices launched at
each other. Darkpaw lashed out at Firepaw’s ears, but the red tabby flattened them to his head,
narrowly avoiding getting them slashed. Firepaw batted at Darkpaw’s shoulder, managing to get a
light scratch onto his friend. Darkpaw winced, glanced at Tigerclaw, then pounced on Firepaw.
Darkpaw threw a blow at Firepaw’s cheek, leaving a light scratch. Firepaw hissed from the twinge of
pain, then decided to use one of the moves Mapleshade told him and his siblings. He dove under
Darkpaw’s hind legs, surprising the tabby, then knocked them from under him. Darkpaw landed with
an “oomf” and Firepaw pounced on his back. Darkpaw writhed under him, then struck out with a paw,
throwing Firepaw off him. Firepaw layed, winded, as Darkpaw jumped and pinned him.

 

“Mouse-dung!” Firepaw pouted as Darkpaw sprang off him. He scrambled up, slightly furious with
himself and thinking about how disappointed Thistleclaw would be before he noticed he was bristling
and a low hiss was coming from his throat. He shook himself, cross with how he was behaving. I’m
not usually this angry… he thought, confused at his change in behavior. Darkpaw looked happy, eyes
alight and purring.

 

“I beat Firepaw!” he announced, looking at Tigerclaw for his approval. Tigerclaw gave a curt nod.

 

“Well-done,” he meowed to his apprentice. Tigerclaw’s amber gaze fixed on Firepaw, examining him.

 

“You could’ve fought much better,” he began with a low growl. Firepaw refrained from flinching,
knowing the dark tabby didn’t like any show of weakness. “But,” Tigerclaw paused, giving Firepaw
an unreadable look. “For a medicine cat’s kit, you’re not as soft as I expected.” Firepaw straightened
up and preened a bit from the...complement? Approval? From the older warrior.

 



“We need to clean the blood off our claws,” Firepaw suggested. He glanced at his pelt, wrinkling his
nose at the mess it was now. “And our pelts.” Tigerclaw nodded, and sat, eyes narrowed in thought as
Darkpaw and Firepaw cleaned themselves and each other. Firepaw sniffed Darkpaw’s ear, frowning
and silently cursing himself for hurting a friend once more.

 

“I’ll get you some marigold,” he offered to Darkpaw. “For your ear.” He darted off, sniffing the
ground until he caught the scent of marigold. When he found the patch, he chewed off a few stems
and carried them back to Darkpaw and Tigerclaw, and began patching up his tabby friend’s ear.

 

“Hey Firepaw,” Darkpaw meowed as Firepaw worked. “Where did you learn that one move? The one
when you knocked my legs out from under me - that’s a really advanced move.” Tigerclaw had turned
a head a tad bit, staring impassively at Firepaw as he frantically searched for an answer to respond
with.

 

“You’re only a moon older than me,” Firepaw nervously began, tensing. “So how do you know that
it’s advanced?” Darkpaw was frowning.

 

“Well,” he began. “I once heard Weedwhisker mention a long time ago that knocking someone’s legs
like that was only taught at the advanced-” Darkpaw cut off when Tigerclaw interrupted.

 

“Weedwhisker, though he was an excellent warrior at his prime, was incorrect with that assessment.”
he meowed shortly. “That move is taught at the medium level - Bluefur must have thought Firepaw
could handle it.” Darkpaw and Firepaw stared at him, one with confusion and the other with surprise.
Why was Tigerclaw telling Darkpaw a lie? Surely the dark tabby knew the move was too advanced
for an apprentice his age?

 

“Now, back to the hollow.” Tigerclaw ordered. “We’ve wasted time here with this jabbering.” The
apprentices scrambled after the warrior towards the training hollow.

 

 

“...should be ashamed of yourself!” A scolding yowl greeted the three cats as they arrived at the
hollow. Speckletail was yelling at Lightningpaw. Again.

 

“What happened?” Firepaw asked, sliding up to Creekpaw and Copperpaw.

 



“Lightningpaw clawed Airpaw really badly on his cheek,” Copperpaw explained with wide, worried
eyes. He was standing beside Airpaw, looking protective. But Airpaw was looking angry and
annoyed.

 

“I’m fine!” he meowed hotly. “A little clawing will make me stronger!” 

 

Speckletail, ignoring Airpaw’s words, announced, “Lightningpaw, you’re confined to camp duties for
a quarter-moon for hurting a clanmate.” Firepaw and Darkpaw exchanged guilty looks, fluffing out
their pelts to hide any scratches underneath, while Tigerclaw betrayed nothing in his expression.

 

He has a great poker-face, Firepaw thought, feeling glum once more that he had hurt Darkpaw. But, I
didn’t wound him that deeply, he reassured himself. Also, Tigerclaw was there to make sure nothing
serious happened. Lightningpaw is a mouse-brain for not keeping her scratches light.  

 

Firepaw turned towards Creekpaw, meeting her gaze, and he realized she looked weirdly sad as she
watched their siblings bicker. She turned her gaze away from him, head bowed. Firepaw’s ginger pelt
rippled.

 

Her sad look unsettled him.

Chapter End Notes

Tigerclaw, internally: Finally. Some good fucking fighting.



Firepaw Has A Panic Attack

Chapter by LollingCat

Firepaw gagged as the harsh scent of mousebile reached his nose. He dabbed it against Poppydawn’s
shoulder, then gently ripped the tick off and placed it in a mousebile-soaked mossball with the rest.
Lightningpaw dug through Smallear’s pelt, even though earlier she had been complaining that
Smallear was a young enough elder to clean himself.

 

Even as Poppydawn meowed about the gossip of today, Firepaw found himself missing Weedwhisker.
The elder always told the best stories. And now Larksong was stuck in the medicine den too, her
greencough only getting worse as Featherwhisker and Spottedleaf tended to her. But Poppydawn and
Smallear were nice- after all, Poppydawn was Thistleclaw’s mother.

 

His ear twitched as he heard loud pawsteps right before Sandkit burst into the den, followed closely
by Longkit and Cherrykit. Sandkit was only an ear shorter than Firepaw now, but Longkit and
Cherrykit still had a lot of growing to do. Firepaw smiled, tail rising into the air, but Sandkit walked
past him, pausing next to Lightningpaw.

 

“It’s boring without you to play clan leader!” Sandkit meowed. She flicked her tail at Longkit and
Cherrykit. “They’re so whiny!”

 

“Hey! I make a fine clan leader,” Cherrykit mewed back, orange and white pelt fluffing out. “You’re
just too bossy to listen to me!”

 

“I hate being a medicine cat,” Sandkit retorted with a scowl. “I can’t wait until I’m a real warrior
apprentice!”

 

“Well I’ll be a way better warrior than you!” Longkit spoke up, long, black-striped tail high in the air.

 

Sandkit swatted her paw out at Longkit, who leaped at her. The two scuffled each other and
Lightningpaw watched with interest before Poppydawn spoke up.

 

“Stop fighting,” the tortoiseshell meowed sternly. “This is the elders’ den, not the nursery. If you mess
up our bedding, you’ll have to clean it!”
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“Perhaps a story will calm you all down,” Smallear suggested. The kits all whirled around, whiskers
twitching with excitement. Smallear licked a paw, running it over his ear, before saying; “Now, how
about I tell you about the Place of No Stars?” Cherrykit cocked her head.

 

“What’s that?” she asked, settling down to listen with Sandkit and Longkit at her sides. Firepaw
pricked his ears as Lightningpaw tried to be subtle about her interest.

 

“The Place of No Stars shares a border with StarClan. You all know that cats who do good in their life
are permitted to enter StarClan. However, if they fail to pass their trial they are sent to the Place of No
Stars - where the rejected, evil cats reside. Sometimes, if their deeds are so horrible, they are sent
there with no trial.” The kits stared wide-eyed at the elder. Firepaw placed the stick with the mouse-
bile soaked mossball down, finished with treating Poppydawn’s ticks, and curled his tail around his
paws. Lightningpaw strutted over and sat down beside him.

 

“The Place of No Stars is a dank, decrypted forest,” Smallear continued in a low voice. “Full of
rotting plants, reflecting the rotting souls who are banished there.” Firepaw wrinkled his nose. That’s
disgusting, he thought. The Dark Forest kind of looks like that…

 

“The cats who exist there,” Poppydawn picked up. “Are said to be extremely faded, depending on
how old they are - and how well they are remembered. It is believed that as long as a cat is
remembered, they are still able to exist - both good and bad.” She gave Longkit a lick on the head.
“One Eye and Slash are said to be the first members of the Place of No Stars.”

 

“Didn’t Thunderstar kill One Eye?” Cherrykit piped up.

 

“Yeah,” Sandkit meowed. “Wasn’t One Eye so powerful that it took Thunderstar and three other cats
to take him down?”

 

“That is how the story goes,” Smallear meowed.

 

Longkit gasped. “But since we still remember One Eye, he still exists?!” Poppydawn curled her tail
around him.

 

“Don’t worry, One Eye and Slash won’t ever be able to hurt you.”



 

“How do you know?” Sandkit asked, her sandy-colored fur fluffed up.

 

“Like StarClan, the cats of the Place of No Stars can walk in dreams,” Poppydawn explained. “But,
unlike StarClan, if they are rejected the first time, they are unable to walk in that same cat’s dream.”
She gave a comforting purr. “So as long as you don’t let them into your dreams, they won’t be able to
bother you.” Firepaw frowned, his stomach clenching as a bad feeling crept up his spine. Cherrykit
mewed her next question.

 

“Can they hurt you in your dreams? After you let them in?”

 

“I think so,” Smallear meowed. “Rumor has it, that any injury you sustain in your dream, you wake
with it still on you.” Firepaw felt his blood freeze into ice. Completely ignoring the kits’ questions,
his mind raced with what he had just learned. A dark forest that stinks, faded old spirits...surely they
can’t be talking about the Dark Forest?! But as much as Firepaw tried to deny it, his mind drugged up
evidence. The time when he dreamed himself into the Dark Forest and overheard his father and
Mapleshade talking about a ‘Silverkit,’ and how Thistleclaw’s dark growl scared him, Mapleshade
disappearing to visit some sort of ‘friend.’ Thislteclaw and Mapleshade always seemed amused
whenever he and his siblings asked about this friend. They only told them that they have seen him
before - but never told them his name.

 

“Lightningpaw,” Firepaw hissed as he followed his sister out of the elders’ den. “Lightningpaw, we
need to talk!”

 

His sister paused, giving him a confused look. “About what?” Firepaw gave her an incredulous look.

 

“About what?” he repeated. “About what we just found out!” He glanced around, then beckoned
Creekpaw from the apprentices’ den with a frantic nod of the head, then continued in a strangled hiss.
“ We’re training in the Place of No Stars! ”

 

Creekpaw’s eyes widened for a moment before she sighed. “That makes sense.”

 

Lightningpaw’s tail tip flicked as she glanced between Firepaw’s fluffed pelt and Creekpaw’s
downcast gaze. “So? What about it?”

 



“That’s where evil cats go!” Firepaw continued in a hurried mew, glancing around at his clanmates as
they ambled around blissfully unaware of his conundrum. He gave a frustrated hiss at Lightningpaw’s
unbothered look. “Who knows what Mapleshade did to get pushed into the Dark Forest!”
Lightningpaw gave him a look.

 

“Mapleshade was tossed into the Dark Forest because StarClan wouldn’t let her in,” Lightningpaw
drawled. “In my opinion, StarClan is full of stupid furballs. They let Appledusk in - even after he let
his own kits drown - and kicked Mapleshade aside.” She tossed her glossy-furred head. “It doesn’t
matter that we’re training in the Place of No Stars,” she declared, ignoring her siblings' dismayed
looks. “We’re training to be the best warriors ever by the best warriors ever! If StarClan has a problem
with trying to be the best, then they should be in the Dark Forest since they can’t see past the ends of
their own whiskers!” Lightningpaw fixed Firepaw with a stare. “Honesty, Firepaw. You’re
overreacting. There’s nothing to worry about.” With a swish of her tail, Lightningpaw stalked away, a
lofty air around her as Firepaw and Creekpaw stared at each other.

 

“What are we going to do?” Firepaw whispered, ear twitching nervously. “We can’t stop going there
since we’ve let Mapleshade into our dreams. Could we just... ask and say we don’t want to anymore?”
Creekpaw bit her lip.

 

“I don’t know,” Creekpaw admitted. She glanced around, nervous. “I don’t think Mapleshade and
Thistleclaw will let us go that easily.” Firepaw opened his mouth to respond, but Bluefur’s call for a
border patrol made him pause.

 

“I’ve got to go,” he told his sister. He touched noses with her. “We’ll talk later.” He ran off towards
his mentor, leaving Creekpaw and her troubled look behind.

 

He stepped up next to Runningpaw, glad his friend was on the patrol, but still lost in thought.
Runningpaw nudged his shoulder. “What’s got you looking like you’ve seen a ghost?”

 

Firepaw tensed, realizing he had seen a ghost. Mapleshade was a ghost… and not a friendly kind like
StarClan.

 

Runningpaw frowned. “Are you okay?”

 

Firepaw shook his fur out. Maybe Lightningpaw was right. He was overreacting… He had to focus on
being a warrior for his clan. He took a deep breath before smiling at Runningpaw. “I’m alright. Just…
had a bad dream last night.”



 

Runningpaw blinked. “Alright. If you say so.”

 

“Redtail!” Bluefur yowled, and the tortoiseshell tom came bounding over from where he was talking
with Tigerclaw and Whitestorm. “Would you like to join us for a border patrol?” She flicked her tail
at Firepaw, Runningpaw, and Fuzzypelt.

 

“Of course!” Redtail meowed, whiskers twitching brightly.

 

Bluefur nodded and started heading for the camp entrance. Firepaw and Fuzzypelt followed closely
behind her, while Redtail waited until he was in stride with Runningpaw. Redtail smiled at the
younger tom, who was now taller than the great red warrior. When had that happened? It seemed
Runningpaw had shot up in the last moon, looking just like a fully trained warrior, with long legs that
let him live up to his name. Any day now, Runningpaw and Mousepaw would be warriors, Firepaw
realized. It seemed like just yesterday they were all in the nursery together.

 

“We’ll patrol the border up to Twolegplace today,” Bluefur announced as they padded through the
woods. She beckoned Firepaw with her tail. “You and Runningpaw may go ahead.” The apprentices
pricked their ears. “Remember to mark the border as you go,” the deputy instructed them. “You’ve
both had practice doing so, so I trust you can handle it.”

 

“Alright!” Runningpaw meowed excitedly, pausing to cast a wistful look at Redtail. “Let’s go!” He
darted off, leaving Firepaw to complain “Hey!” before dashing after him. Bluefur shared an
exasperated look with Fuzzypelt.

 

“Apprentices,” they sighed, shaking their heads.

 

“Come on slowpoke!” Runningpaw challenged as they neared the border. “You can go faster than
that!” Firepaw puffed out a laugh.

 

“I sure can!” he proclaimed, picking up speed. Runningpaw’s long legs gave him an advantage over
Firepaw, but the red tom was soon nose-to-tail with his friend. They both skidded to a halt at the
border, catching their breath.

 



“Not bad,” Runningpaw panted. “You’ve gotten faster.” Firepaw gave a nod to acknowledge his
words, still sucking in precious oxygen. He wrinkled his nose as a strange but familiar scent crossed
his nose.

 

“Yeck!” he spat. “Dogs!” Runningpaw sniffed the air as well, shaking his head as he too scented the
dogs.

 

“We should report this to Bluefur,” he meowed with a frown. The two apprentices turned tail and ran
back to the patrol - a bit slower this time.

 

“Bluefur!” Firepaw called as the patrol came into sight. “Dogs are near the border!” Bluefur’s fur
raised at the news.

 

“Alright, everyone,” she meowed. “Follow me. We’re going to investigate this.” They set off towards
the border. “Make sure you all stay close,” she instructed as they prowled forward, closing in on
Twolegplace. “We don’t know how dangerous these dogs are - they could be completely harmless, or
extremely antagonistic.”

 

Firepaw stuck close to his mentor, Redtail behind him with Runningpaw at his side. Fuzzypelt took up
the rear. The patrol crept into the bushes, and waited. Firepaw opened his jaws, letting out a low hiss
as the putrid scent of dogs hit his nostrils again.

 

“There’s two of them,” he whispered to Bluefur, who nodded in agreement and approval.

 

“Correct,” she assessed. “Now, we need to see just what kind of dogs these are-” Her mew was cut off
by a flurry of barking. Firepaw flinched, startling backwards, as two huge dogs burst out of one of the
Twoleg gardens, barking and growling as they searched for the cats they no doubt scented. Firepaw
felt Bluefur tense beside him, and she subtly crept in front of him, eyes narrowed onto the two brutes.
Firepaw pricked his ears as a yowl of a Twoleg rang through the woods. The Twoleg stomped out of
its nest, opened one part of the fence, and dragged the dogs back by their collars. The dogs
whimpered and barked as they were denied the chance to attack the patrol of cats.

 

“Nasty things,” Redtail meowed from Firepaw’s left, the hair on his pelt prickling.

 

“At least they’re locked up now!” Runningpaw pointed out. “That’s a relief.”



 

“But they aren’t tied down,” Fuzzypelt murmured worriedly, tail flicking behind him. “They’re free,
and if they get out of the garden, they can roam our territory.”

 

“If that happens,” Redtail added. “No one in ThunderClan will be safe.” Firepaw and Runningpaw
exchanged wide-eyed looks of fear and worry at his uncle’s words. Redtail slowly crept out, staring at
the fence. “What’s that silver thing on the fence?” he whispered back at Bluefur. She, too, crept out,
prowling towards the door of the fence and inspecting the thing that caught Redtail’s attention.
Firepaw made a move to follow them, but Fuzzypelt placed a paw in front of him.

 

“We stay here,” he meowed. “In case those dogs get out.” Firepaw, disappointed, settled back down to
watch his uncle and mentor prod at the gleaming silver object. The wooden fence shuddered as the
dogs inside began barking, slamming against the fence in an attempt to get to Redtail and Bluefur.
The two cats jumped and fled back to the bushes.

 

“Did you find out what it is?” Firepaw asked.

 

“I think I know what it is,” Redtail meowed, smoothing his ruffled fur down. “It’s some sort of lock
on the fence, to keep it closed.”

 

“But it’s faulty,” Bluefur added as they snuck back into their forest. “It’s able to keep the dogs in
sometimes, but it shakes when they slam against the fence.” She shook out her fur. “We’ll need to
report this to Sunstar,” she meowed as they quickly trotted through their territory. “He’ll need to know
what we found.” Runningpaw and Firepaw ended up at the rear of the patrol.

 

“Who would’ve thought,” Runningpaw meowed as they entered camp. “That our safety relies on a
fickle Twoleg lock?”

 

“Firepaw,” Bluefur meowed as the patrol disbanded. “Come with me please.” Firepaw meowed a bye
to Runningpaw before following his mentor to Sunstar’s den. He pricked his ears, excited, for his first
time in the leader’s den. Bluefur walked right through the lichen, while Firepaw momentarily
hesitated.

 

“It’s alright,” Bluefur meowed, poking her head through the lichen. “Come in.” Firepaw followed her
in. The sunlight in the den was weak, even weaker than the leaf-fall light outside. Sunstar laid in his
nest with Featherwhisker fussing over him.



 

“...just a cough!” Sunstar was saying to the gray tom.

 

“All coughs can quickly become whitecough!” Featherwhisker objected. “Then that can turn into
greencough, especially with cats catching it now-” He cut off as Bluefur and Firepaw came into view.
Firepaw frowned, worried. It was rare that whitecough, and greencough for that matter, was this early
in leaf-fall. Sunstar, seeing the worried looks on Bluefur and Firepaw’s faces - both for different
reasons - sat up.

 

“What’s wrong?” he asked. Bluefur gave Firepaw a questioning look.

 

“Would you like to report it?” she asked. Firepaw blinked, unsure. Wouldn't it be improper if an
apprentice told the leader this news instead of the deputy? Then again, Bluefur is giving me the
choice.

 

“We scented a couple dogs near Twolegplace on our patrol,” Firepaw began nervously. “And we also
found out that the fence that keeps them separated from us has a faulty lock - they can get out at any
time.” Sunstar’s eyes grew serious.

 

“We must step up our patrols,” he meowed. “Bluefur, I trust you to figure out a schedule for them.”
The deputy nodded. “We must make sure these dogs never get into the forest - and if they do, we will
be ready.”



Bad News: Dogs, You Can’t Live Here Anymore

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

“Firepaw!” The red tom twitched in his sleep. “Firepaw! Wake up!” He swatted vaguely at the place
he heard Creekpaw’s voice. “ Firepaw! ”

 

“Whaaa?” He blearily raised his head. “Creekpaw, I was sleeping !” His sister huffed, poking his
shoulder.

 

“Come on, Bluefur’s called a meeting!” Firepaw sat up at that, blinking sleep from his eyes.

 

“Why has Bluefur called a meeting and not Sunstar?” Firepaw asked, scrambling up. Creekpaw
shrugged.

 

“Don’t know.” She pawed at Copperpaw. “Help me get the rest of them up would you?” Firepaw
shaked Darkpaw awake, then poked at Runningpaw.

 

“Come on lazy bones!” he meowed. “There’s a clan meeting!” Runningpaw groaned, rolling out of
his nest, as Darkpaw stretched. Copperpaw yawned as Airpaw stumbled out of his nest. Lightningpaw
ignored Creekpaw’s attempts to get her up.

 

“Lightningpaw, I know you’re awake!” Creekpaw shouted crossly. “Get up!” Lightningpaw’s only
response was an ear twitch. Firepaw trotted over.

 

“Hey, Lightningpaw,” he meowed calmly. “Come on. You don’t want to miss the meeting do you?”
Lightningpaw turned her head to him, and groaned.

 

“Fine.” She stood up and stretched, then stalked out with a tail lash. “Come on then.” Creekpaw rolled
her eyes at her sister’s holier-than-thou attitude, but followed after her with a tail flick of her own.
Firepaw trailed after his sisters, Darkpaw beside him while Runningpaw woke up his sister,
Mousepaw. Copperpaw and Airpaw followed them.

 



The clan was silent as Bluefur sat in the clearing of ThunderClan camp, not on the Highrock. Their
clanmates gathered around her, and Firepaw weaved through them to sit beside his mother and
Willowpelt, Darkpaw still at his side. Spottedleaf gave Firepaw a quick lick on the top of his head,
and he saw Willowpelt do the same to Darkpaw, although the black tabby pulled away from his
mother’s affection.

 

Bluefur raised her head high before somberly announcing, “Sunstar has succumbed to greencough
and lost a life.” The clan gasped around her. “He still has it and Featherwhisker worries his condition
might get far worse before it gets better.”

 

“He shouldn’t have gone to that last Gathering,” Firepaw heard Dappletail mutter to White-eye. “The
wet air only made his sickness worse.”

 

“Larksong’s coughs have turned to greencough too,” Bluefur continued. “She has been moved to the
medicine cat den permanently until her sickness is gone. Wish her well and pray for her, but do not
catch her sickness too.”

 

Firepaw anxiously twitched, glancing at his mother, who had a worried frown on her face. Spottedleaf
sleeped and lived and worked in the medicine cat den. What if she caught greencough from
Larksong? He pressed against her and she wrapped her tail around him.

 

“We’re all gonna get sick and die!” Airpaw’s fearful wail came from the back of the crowd, standing
between Lightningpaw and Copperpaw with bristling fur and wide eyes.

 

“Shut up,” Lightningpaw hissed, swatting his ears. “You’re being a mouse-brain.”

 

Airpaw ducked his head shamefully while Copperpaw frowned at his sister, stepping closer to
Airpaw. Bluefur kept speaking, “We all need to take care of each other as our leader is sick. We must
be wary of any coughs or runny noses, but do not crowd the medicine den, and leave Featherwhisker
and Spottedleaf to tend to the sick.” The clan muttered and whispered worriedly to each other as
Bluefur then meowed, “We must continue with our duties even with Sunstar nest-ridden. Redtail.”
The tortoiseshell tom snapped to attention. “You lead the dog patrol. Take Fuzzypelt and Dappletail
with you, and their apprentices.” She scanned the crowd and landed her blue gaze on Firepaw. “And
take Firepaw with as well.” Redtail nodded.

 

“Will do, Bluefur,” he meowed dutifully. Firepaw leapt up, saying bye to Darkpaw and Willowpelt
before nuzzling his mother, then dashed to his uncle’s side. Runningpaw and Mousepaw came lopping
up beside them - with Runningpaw casting a shy look at Redtail - as Dappletail and Fuzzypelt, who



touched noses briefly with Robinwing, met up with them. Dappletail meowed a greeting to Redtail,
and cast a critical look at Runningpaw.

 

“You sure have shot up these past moons,” she commented. “You and Mousepaw should be warriors
very soon.” Runningpaw pricked his ears and Mousepaw sat up straight. Fuzzypelt purred.

 

“We’ll put in a word with Sunstar when we get back - or Bluefur,” he meowed, taking the leader’s
sickness into account. Redtail shook his fur out.

 

“Alright everyone,” he began. “Let’s move out.” Fuzzypelt and Dappletail took up the rear, letting the
apprentices follow Redtail out of the tunnel. Firepaw could scent prey around them, making his
stomach grumble and his mouth water, but he reminded himself a warrior didn’t eat before the clan
had been fed. They were on the morning patrol to make sure the dogs were still locked in what
kittypets called a garden, not a hunting patrol. He would go home to a pile of tasty prey after this
patrol, freshly hunted by the hunting patrol Bluefur would send out.

 

“So,” Runningpaw began as he stepped up beside Redtail. “Did you see that rabbit I caught
yesterday?”

 

Redtail’s ears twitched as he glanced at Runningpaw with a smile but kept his gaze focused forward.
“I did! That was a mighty catch, Runningpaw. You’re lucky that rabbit strayed over the border.”

 

Runningpaw puffed out his chest, raising his chin high. “Luck’s got nothin’ to do with it! It’s all
Runningpaw-patented skill!”

 

Redtail purred, amused, and Firepaw found his own whiskers twitching. He heard Fuzzypelt and
Dappletail trade murmurs behind him. Mousepaw rolled her eyes. “You tripped over your paws when
we started chasing that rabbit. If I hadn’t scared it towards you, you never would have caught it!”
Runningpaw pouted at his sister, childishly sticking his tongue out at her. Firepaw snickered, which
turned into a laugh as Runningpaw playfully batted at his ears.

 

A loud bark rang through the air, making the patrol freeze.

 

“The dogs are-” Dappletail’s warning was cut off when the two massive dogs barreled through the
bushes, eyes locked on the trio of apprentices. Redtail gave a battle yowl and launched himself at the
biggest one, pulling it away from the younger cats - but the other came within range of the



apprentices. Runningpaw hissed, darting behind the brute and scored his claws down it’s flank while
Mousepaw slashed at its muzzle. Firepaw sprang up onto its back and dug his claws in, much harder
than he usually did when training with Thistleclaw. Out of the corner of his eye, he spotted Fuzzypelt
and Dappletail helping Redtail with the larger dog. Dappletail shrieked as the dog sent her flying into
a tree trunk, leaving her dazed. Firepaw snapped his head towards her, worried for the older warrior.

 

That was a mistake.

 

The dog under him, feeling Firepaw’s grip loosened, shook him off, sending him tumbling to the
ground in a flurry of paws and fur. Firepaw’s eyes widened with fear as the dog bore down on him.

 

“Firepaw!” Runningpaw screeched as the dog swiped at Firepaw. The red tom was slow to dodge,
resulting in the dog’s claws scoring down his flank. Blinking through the pain, Firepaw threw himself
in between the dog’s legs - not as neat of a move as the one he pulled on Darkpaw during training, but
it was all he could do at the moment - and shoved against its back legs. The dog yelped as it lost its
footing, tumbling to the ground. Firepaw rolled out from under it, avoiding being squashed by a
whisker.

 

“Nice move!” Mousepaw yowled. Firepaw’s ears pricked, proud that he managed to squeeze a
compliment out of Mousepaw before the largest dog grasped Fuzzypelt’s leg in its jaws.

 

“No!” Runningpaw yowled, speeding to his mentor’s aid. The brown tom leaped onto the dog and bit
down hard on the brutes shoulder, making it yelp in pain and let go of the black warrior.

 

“Are you okay?” Redtail’s meow sounded in Firepaw’s ear. He licked his flank, checking his wound.

 

“I think so,” he meowed. “It hurts, but not as much as before.” Redtail nodded, before lunging at the
dog who gave Firepaw his wound. Mousepaw was tearing at its muzzle once more, and Redtail flew
at its side, knocking it over. Firepaw charged after him, swiping his claws across its flank. Payback!
Firepaw thought as his claws made contact.

 

“Nice!” Redtail praised, grabbing the dog’s tail in his jaws. Firepaw nearly burst with happiness at
fighting at his uncle’s side. Mousepaw lunged, while Redtail swiped. Firepaw slashed and Mousepaw
tripped the big brute.

 



“Yeah! You run!” Firepaw heard Runningpaw’s yowl of victory. The first and largest dog was dashing
away, whining at the top of its lungs as Dappletail and Fuzzypelt - who was a tad bit slower than usual
- charged after it. The second dog yelped as Firepaw gave it a good nip on the tail, turning around
before running away from the cats, back to Twolegplace.

 

“Everyone alright?” Redtail called as they parol regrouped.

 

“Fuzzypelt’s leg is hurt,” Dappletail meowed, she padded over to Firepaw. “And your nephew should
get that side look at.” She glanced around. “Beside that, we’re all good.” Redtail nodded.

 

“Right,” he meowed. “Runningpaw and I will help Fuzzypelt back to camp - no,” he added at the
black warrior’s look of objection. “We’re going to help, and you’re gonna like it.” Fuzzypelt sighed,
accepting the tortieshell’s order.

 

Redtail, Runningpaw, and Fuzzypelt took the lead, while Mousepaw and Dappletail hung back,
leaving Firepaw to pad along in the middle, wincing as his side flared up again.

 

“By the way Runningpaw,” the red tom heard Redtail meow. “You did a brilliant job today.”
Runningpaw bashfully ducked his head.

 

“It was nothing,” he mumbled, tail curling in delight as they entered camp.

 

“Featherwhisker! Spottedleaf!” Redtail called. The two medicine cats hurried across the clearing.
Firepaw frowned at the older medicine cat. Featherwhisker had caught a cold earlier, and he didn’t
look better - in fact, he looked obviously sick.

 

“We’ll take him to the den,” Spottedleaf meowed, referring to Fuzzypelt. “And Firepaw, you come
too. I want to look at the wound.” Firepaw followed his mother to the medicine den and sat down just
outside it. Spottedleaf ducked into the den before emerging with some cobwebs and marigold. “Hold
still,” she instructed, licking the blood from his pelt before sighing.

 

“Whatever did you do to get this?” she mumbled, plastering the cobweb to his wound. Firepaw
flattened his ears.

 



“The dog threw me off,” he muttered, pawing at the ground. “And then got me with its claws.”
Spottedleaf licked his head.

 

“If I knew where that dog was, I would give it a piece of my mind!” she meowed lightly - though
Firepaw could tell she meant every word. Spottedleaf chewed up the marigold, licked it into his
wound, then cast an appraising eye over him. “You’re all good,” she said. “Just take it easy for a
couple days, let the wound heal. No crazy hijinxs.” Firepaw purred.

 

“Yes mother,” he replied, before darting back towards Runningpaw and Mousepaw.

 

“You all clear?” Runningpaw asked, nodding at the cobwebs stuck to his red fur. Firepaw nodded.

 

“Yep!”

 

“That is a relief,” Bluefur’s mew warned the apprentices of her arrival. “I would hate to lose such a
promising young cat.” Firepaw purred.

 

“Hi Bluefur!” he meowed. Bluefur casted her eyes over him.

 

“Good to see you didn’t come out too hurt,” she meowed. She rested her tail against his back. “I heard
you did very well - Redtail sure was proud to boast about it.” She nudged him. “He even said I was
doing an excellent job at teaching you!” she purred, amused. Runningpaw nodded.

 

“Firepaw and Mousepaw were awesome in chasing off the second dog - and Redtail!” he added
immediately.

 

“And I heard you did well too,” Sunstar’s soft mew came from behind. The ginger tom, recently
recovered from his bought of greencough, still looked slightly ill, his nose caked in dry snot. “In fact,
I do believe it’s time for you two to become warriors.” Runningpaw and Mousepaw sat up straight,
eyes shining as Fuzzypelt and Dappletail gave their approval. White-eye and Sparrowpelt rushed over
to them, the former frantically licking their children while the latter looked on, amused at the
exasperated looks the soon-to-be warriors had plastered on their face.

 



“Mother!” Mousepaw meowed, ducking away from White-eye. “We’re not kits anymore!” White-eye
gave her daughter one last lick.

 

“You’re still my kits,” she meowed fondly.

 

“Let all cats-” Sunstar began, before coughing. He cleared his throat before repeating; “Let all cats old
enough to catch their own prey, gather beneath Highrock for a clan meeting!” The ginger tom sprang
up to Highrock as the clan emerged from their dens. Firepaw darted up to Runningpaw, purring.

 

“Congratulations!” he meowed. Creekpaw had followed him, and gave her happy salutation to their
friend. Lightningpaw was beside Mousepaw.

 

“When can I be a warrior?!” she demanded. “I’m only a few moons younger than you! I don’t see
why I can’t be one now!”

 

“You’ll be one in a few moons,” Mousepaw replied, a bit irritable. “It’s not that long.” Lightningpaw
huffed, but remained quiet as Sunstar began the ceremony.

 

“I, Sunstar, call upon our warrior ancestors onto these cats. They have trained long and hard and I
commend them as warriors to you.” Sunstar looked down onto the young cats. “Do you promise to
uphold the warrior code and to protect this clan even at the cost of your own life?”

 

“I do!” Runningpaw replied.

 

“I do,” Mousepaw meowed.

 

“Then by the power of StarClan, I give you your warrior names,” Sunstar leaped down to meet them.
“Runningpaw, from this day on you will be known as Runningwind. StarClan honors your speed and
humor, and we welcome you as a full member of ThunderClan.” The ginger leader stepped forward to
rest his muzzle on Runningwind’s head. The brown tom licked Sunstar’s shoulder in return.

 

“Mousepaw, from this day forward you will be known as Mousefur. StarClan honors your wit and
intelligence and we welcome you as a full member of ThunderClan.” He repeated the same gesture
with Mousefur, who, like her brother, licked Sunstar’s shoulder in response.



 

“Runningwind! Mousefur! Runningwind! Mousefur!” the clan called. Firepaw yowled
Runningwind’s new name with glee. He was happy that his friend now had his full name. Just a few
more moons for us! he thought. And only a couple for Darkpaw. The other clans better watch out,
‘cause we’re going to make ThunderClan even greater!

 

“As tradition has it,” Sunstar meowed. “Runningwind and Mousefur will stand guard tonight, but
since it is not yet sunset, we must continue on as usual.” The clan dispersed into happy groups of cats,
meowing congratulations to the newest warriors. Firepaw stood to go to Runningwind again, but
paused as he heard frantic whispering from Sunstar and Bluefur.

 

“The fence is wide open now, Sunstar.” the deputy reported quietly. “The dogs can leave any time.
The lock is gone.” Sunstar flicked his tail in agitation.

 

“We must be extremely alert,” he meowed. “These dogs can attack us anytime, anywhere.” He
paused, and Firepaw felt his fur stand on end when the leader meowed quietly, “Even in the heart of
camp.”
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Firepaw paced around the edges of the Sandy Hollow. Bluefur and Thrushpelt were instructing him
and Airpaw in training today, but all Firepaw could think about was how Larksong had died last night,
greencough overtaking her. Sunstar was still sick with it too, despite how he tried to act strong for his
clan. And, worst of all, Featherwhisker had caught it too, badly enough that he had been confined to
the medicine cat den.

 

How long would it be before Spottedleaf caught greencough too?

 

“Firepaw,” Bluefur called to him. “Stop pacing.”

 

“Sorry,” Firepaw meowed, stopping and standing beside Airpaw.

 

“Practice the crotch and swipe we taught you.” Bluefur nodded at the two. Firepaw obediently
crouched down, tail tip flicking behind him. Airpaw did the same, albeit slower.

 

Firepaw tensed his muscles before he swiped out one paw at Airpaw’s leg. The brown and white tom
jumped backwards but was stopped by a cough. He tumbled as Firepaw hit his side, but managed to
keep his balance.

 

Firepaw’s ears flicked upwards. “Airpaw?”

 

“I’m fine,” Airpaw said firmly. “Do it again. I can dodge it.” Firepaw blinked in concern before
nodding.

 

“Okay.” He crouched down again, pausing as Airpaw coughed again, before swiping at his brother’s
white front leg. Airpaw began to jump, but dissolved into a coughing fit.

 

“Airpaw?!” Firepaw meowed frantically. “Are you okay?” Thrushpelt and Bluefur hurried over, the
cream tom sniffing his apprentice, worry in his eyes. He recoiled.



 

“Whitecough,” Thrushpelt meowed, tail flicking in concern. “Let’s get you back to camp.” Airpaw
looked horrified, a cough wracking through his smaller body once more. Firepaw fell beside Bluefur,
trotting close to his brother but far enough away to be safe from the sickness.

 

“Will Airpaw be okay?” Firepaw asked as they entered camp. Bluefur looked sympathetic.

 

“Honesty,” she began. “Since Airpaw was born with a weaker immune system, he will be greatly
affected by the sickness.” She gently nosed Firepaw’s ear as his eyes widened in worry. “But,
Spottedleaf is a great medicine cat - she will fight even harder to battle this sickness now that her kit
is in danger.” Firepaw pressed close to Bluefur as Thrushpelt led Airpaw to the medicine den - still
coughing. The deputy and her apprentice followed them, standing outside of the den as Spottedleaf
rushed out, looking frazzled.

 

“Airpaw?” she meowed, sniffing him. “Sweetheart, what is it?” Airpaw’s only response was a cough.
“Whitecough.” she murmured, eyes wide. “Stay here, I’ll get you some borage.” Their mother turned
back into the den and returned with some faded green leaves. Firepaw frowned as he saw the crinkly
nature of the borage. Leafbare was not going to be easy with all of Featherwhisker and Spottedleaf’s
herbs not holding as much valuable juice in them as usual.

 

Airpaw began chewing the green leaves, wrinkling his nose at the taste. He let out a small cough that
escalated into a hacking fit. Thrushpelt curled his tail around his apprentices’ shoulders.

 

“I think it would be best if you stayed in your nest,” he meowed. At Airpaw’s protest he added, “We
don’t want your sickness to get worse.” Spottedleaf nodded.

 

“Thrushpelt is right,” she meowed. “Stay in your nest, and I’ll have the apprentices bring you some
water throughout the day.” Airpaw, ears drooping, nodded.

 

“Okay,” he sighed, before padding to the apprentices’ den. Firepaw touched his nose to his mother’s
flank as Bluefur and Thrushpelt headed towards Sunstar’s den to report another case of whitecough.

 

“Airpaw will be okay, right?” Firepaw asked nervously. Spottedleaf licked his head.

 



“He will,” she promised. “We’ll take care of him - just like we do with everyone else.” She turned
back into the den, and Firepaw caught a brief glimpse of Featherwhisker lying in his nest. Maybe I’ll
bring him something to eat later, Firepaw thought as he trotted over to where Copperpaw and
Darkpaw were chatting. He’ll need his strength to get better. He glanced at the apprentices’ den. And
a couple of nice mice for Airpaw, too. Mice are his favorite. He stuttered to a halt as Airpaw slipped
out of the den, coughing, with Lightningpaw behind him.

 

“Quite being such a wimp!” she hissed. “It’s just a cough! Instead of sitting around being lazy, you
should be out there.” She flicked her tail to the cold, snowy forest. “Hunting and fighting for your
clan!” Airpaw shakily nodded his head, clearly trying to appease his sister, before Creekpaw’s
objection was heard.

 

“Quite telling Airpaw what to do!” the brown tabby yowled. “He needs his rest to get better!”
Lightningpaw glared at Creekpaw.

 

“He’ll get better by being strong !” Lightningpaw meowed lofty. “Instead of hiding in his nest like a
scared kit !”

 

“Mother and Thrushpelt have told him to stay in his nest!” Creekpaw insisted, tail bristling behind
her. “They know better than you! If you would just get your over-inflated head out of the dirt, and
squash your ego down, you might actually have cats like you!” Creekpaw’s rant was cut short as
Lightningpaw screeched and launched herself at their sister. Firepaw gasped as his sisters rolled
around on the hard ground, claws slashing at each other, fury burning in their eyes.

 

“Someone stop them!” Copperpaw yowled, horrified. Firepaw immediately leaped into action, pulling
Creekpaw away from Lightningpaw as Mousefur yanked the tortoiseshell off the brown tabby.

 

“That is enough!” Bluefur yowled, furious. Speckletail and Swiftbreeze were at her side - the former
glaring coldly at Lightningpaw and the latter giving Creekpaw a disappointed look. “Clanmates do
not fight each other! Ever !” the deputy hissed. Creekpaw had the dignity to look ashamed, while
Lightningpaw boldly met Bluefur’s fiery stare, no regret in her green eyes. “I will let your mentors
choose your punishment,” Bluefur continued, her fur smoothing slightly. “And you both will do them
until I decide you can stop.” She gave the mentors a nod, signaling to them they may deal with their
apprentices. Speckletail immediately stalked towards Lightningpaw, tail lashing.

 

“ Apparently , cleaning the elder’s den won’t be good enough,” she snarled sharply. “You clearly
haven’t learned your lesson. So, in addition to cleaning the elder’s nest and providing for them, you
will also not be allowed to have fresh-kill until Bluefur gives her approval.” Lightningpaw jerked her
head up, eyes flashing with anger and shock at this harsh punishment.



 

“But-”

 

“No complaining!” Speckletail hissed. “Now get to work!” Lightningpaw, growling at her mentor and
hissing at Creekpaw, slunk to the elder’s den to begin her work.

 

Swiftbreeze, while she was upset at Creekpaw’s behavior, didn’t give her as harsh of a punishment.
Creekpaw was assigned to clean out the nursery and provide for the queens and kits until Bluefur
gave the go-ahead to stop. Firepaw sat beside Darkpaw and Copperpaw, frowning as he watched his
sisters’ work. His spine chilled as he recalled how viciously the two she-cats had attacked each other,
and he shook out his fur. While he knew Creekpaw and Lightningpaw’s relationship had been getting
strained, he never, never imagined it escalating to harming each other.

 

“What is going on with Lightningpaw and Creekpaw these days?” Copperpaw asked, his ears flat
against his head. “They’ve just been very...hostile with each other! For a while now too.” The light
ginger tom spotted Airpaw creeping back to his den and turned to follow him, freezing as Airpaw
hissed a “Go away!” to him. Copperpaw plopped back down at Firepaw’s side, sighing. “And Airpaw
too.” Firepaw brushed his muzzle against Copperpaw’s cheek and Darkpaw gave a meow of
sympathy.

 

“Bluefur! Sunstar!” a yowl came from the medicine den, making the three apprentices spring up, fur
bristling, as Spottedleaf stumbled from the den, amber eyes wide. The whole clan had froze as
Bluefur came running up to the medicine cat, Sunstar emerging from his den to follow. Lightningpaw
had poked her head out of the elder’s den too.

 

“Spottedleaf, what is it?” Sunstar rasped. Spottedleaf took a few breaths, calming herself, before
responding.

 

“Featherwhisker is dead,” she meowed softly.

 

Sunstar stiffened as some cats gasped. What was ThunderClan to do without Featherwhisker?

 

Firepaw dipped his head, sad at the gray tom’s passing - then paused as he saw Lightningpaw slip out
of the tunnel. He tilted his head in confusion. Maybe Lightningpaw was leaving camp to grieve? But
that didn’t fit in with his sister’s personality. He shook his head, Lightningpaw leaving his mind as
Featherwhisker’s inert body was brought into the center of camp and gently placed in the middle of
camp. Creekpaw slid up to Firepaw’s side, head bowed in sorrowful mourning.



 

 

Firepaw glanced around the Dark Forest, wary now that he knew it was the Place of No Stars. He
frowned at Lightningpaw’s absence - he knew Creekpaw hadn’t been able to sleep, so she wouldn’t be
able to come tonight - but Lightningpaw? She was usually here.

 

“Firepaw,” Thistleclaw’s welcoming meow reached the apprentice’s ears. “It’s been a while.” Firepaw
hesitantly nodded, noting that Mapleshade had emerged from the shadows. His fur slowly started to
rise as he thought about what Mapleshade had probably done to get sent to the Dark Forest.

 

“You seem troubled,” Thistleclaw meowed, tilting his head, making his yellow eyes flash. “What is
it?” he prompted at Firepaw’s noticeably reluctance to answer.

 

“Well,” the red apprentice began, subtly shifting away from Mapleshade. “Poppydawn and Smallear
were telling the kits a story when Lightningpaw and I were cleaning the elder’s den one day, and they
talked about the Place of No Stars.” Thistleclaw’s ear twitched - once at the mention of his mother,
and again at the Dark Forest’s actual name. “And what they said...it sounded just like this place.”
Firepaw raised his eyes to meet his father’s. “Is this the Place of No Stars?” Thistleclaw was quiet for
a moment.

 

“Yes. Yes it is.”

 

Firepaw blinked, worry entering his eyes. “But, this is where the bad cats go-” he began.

 

“This is the only place where we can train and be together,” Thistleclaw meowed firmly - but there
was a gleam in his eyes as he looked towards Mapleshade. “The clans wouldn’t approve of us meeting
in the physical world, and StarClan for sure would try to keep us apart.” He nuzzled Firepaw, and the
red tom frowned, thinking. I guess Thistleclaw is right about that, ThunderClan won’t let us see our
father - we have to resort to meeting here to do that. He glanced up at his father, deciding to trust him
on this - after all, would Thistleclaw ever lie to him?

 

“Family is important,” Thistleclaw meowed. “It’s even more important than the clan you serve.” he
met Firepaw’s gaze. “You would never hurt me in battle, right? Kin would never do that to each
other.” Firepaw thought of how Lightningpaw and Creekpaw had lunged at each other, and decided
Thistleclaw was right. Kin shouldn’t attack each other.

 



“Also,” Thistleclaw added. “Word of advice for the future.” Firepaw pricked his ears, listening. “Keep
in mind that sometimes, you must make sacrifices to rise to the top.”
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Firepaw Gets Yelled At By His Girlfriend
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Firepaw trotted beside the newly-named Sandpaw, his tail high as they walked through the forest.
“And Snakerocks are just over there! I caught a vole there once, stole it right from an adder!”

 

Sandpaw rolled her eyes. “I know where Snakerocks is. Whitestorm showed me them yesterday.”

 

“Oh.” Firepaw fluffed his ginger fur out, embarrassed. “Right, of course. I’m just saying, in case you
forgot.”

 

“I’m not a mouse-brain,” Sandpaw hissed, glaring at him. “I’m an apprentice now, not a kit.”

 

“Firepaw’s just being a fluff-brain,” Runningwind meowed teasingly as the tom slowed down to walk
beside them. Firepaw mock-gasped at him as he bumped him in the shoulder. The older tom yelped as
he narrowly regained his balance, throwing an exasperated look at his friend. “Just because you're
catching up on height doesn’t mean you can push me around!” Runningwind huffed dramatically as
he flicked his tail over Firepaw’s back.

 

Firepaw opened his mouth to reply, but stopped short when Sunstar - who had only just begun to
recover from his illness, but still suffered from some effects - raised his tail for silence. Firepaw
noticed the leader still looked slightly saddened by his brother’s death, his head often low to the
ground, and Firepaw felt sympathetic. He would be devastated if he lost one of his littermates...

 

“What is it Sunstar?” Redtail whispered from Runningwind’s left, his red and black fur prickling.
Whitestorm was at the rear, ears pricked and eyes suspicious. Sunstar scanned the area, fur raising.
Firepaw felt his own fur begin to rise as a rank scent reached his nose. Sunstar sniffed, then yowled;
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“Dogs!” Immediately after his call, the two brutes terrorizing ThunderClan burst from the bushes,
snarling and snapping their large jowls.

 

“Sandpaw!” Whitestorm yowled, launching himself at the biggest brown dog before it could reach
her. “Get back to camp!” Sandpaw, however, was staring at the dogs with wide eyes, clearly scared
stiff. The smaller dog slipped past Sunstar, lunging at Sandpaw, and Firepaw shoved her out of the
way. He raked his claws over the brown and white dog, and Runningwind jumped onto the back of the
beast.

 

“Beat you once, I can beat you again!” Runningwind yowled snarkily, grinning.

 

Firepaw scored his claws along its flank, making it howl as Runningwind slashed at its muzzle,
hissing threats when its attention began to shift to the still-frozen, fur-fluffed Sandpaw. Whitestorm
and Sunstar, Firepaw noticed, dove and twisted around the larger dog.

 

Then the worst possible thing happened.

 

Sunstar fumbled as a cough racked through him, and the large dog grabbed the big ginger tom by the
neck, yanking him upwards. Firepaw gasped as he heard the resounding crack before Sunstar was
flung to the ground, where he lay still, except for his spasming paws and tail. Sandpaw screeched in
horror, taking a few steps backwards while the dog turned on Whitestorm, baring its teeth to deliver
the same blow to the white warrior.

 

Then it paused as a whistling sound rang through the air. It growled at the cats, but the small dog was
already scrambling away with its tail tucked between its legs. The bigger dog followed after it when
another whistle went through the air.

 

“Runningwind!” Whitestorm yowled, running to Sunstar’s side. “Go get Spottedleaf!” 

 

Firepaw stared at Sunstar’s twitching body, stunned at what he just witnessed, before scrambling over
to his leader, frantically trying to recall anything his mother taught him.

 

Cobwebs to stop bleeding, marigold to help the wounds close, thyme to calm the shock... But he
didn’t have any of those herbs on paw. He had to resort to just applying pressure to stop the blood
flow. He ignored the blood spilling over his paws, focusing on making sure Sunstar lived for as long
as possible until Spottedleaf arrived.



 

Sandpaw watched with wide eyes as the ginger tom’s breath became shallow, and Firepaw desperately
tried to keep Sunstar awake, nudging him and placing his ear over his muzzle to check for breath. But
soon Firepaw didn’t see any rise of his chest or feel any breeze of breath at all.

 

Spottedleaf then burst through the clearing, jaws full of herbs and cobwebs stuck to her pelt,
Runningwind right behind her with Rosetail and Adderfang following, fur bristling and teeth bared,
awaiting any return of the dogs. Firepaw gave a helpless mew as Spottedleaf sniffed Sunstar over,
frowning, and placed her paw to his throat to feel for a pulse. She bowed her head.

 

“He’s with StarClan now,” she meowed somberly. Whitestorm bowed his head to match Spottedleaf’s,
while Redtail and Rosetail watched with sad eyes. Runningwind looked furious that he hadn’t been
able to get back in time with Spottedleaf. Firepaw paced back to stand beside Sandpaw, tail drooping
and ears partially-flattened. He turned to Sandpaw, remembering the terror she had in her eyes during
the fight and opened his mouth to ask if she was alright before she hissed.

 

“You and your medicine cat mom couldn’t even save Sunstar!” she growled at him, pale green eyes
flashing with raw emotions. Firepaw blinked, ears flattening as he was startled at this sudden outburst.
“Frostfur was right! You and your siblings are punishment from StarClan!”

 

She whipped around, slapping him with her tail, as she ran back towards camp, leaving Firepaw
stunned with his mouth wide open and his eyes wide. His tail dropped to the ground, and he stared at
his paws, covered more in Sunstar’s blood than the dog’s.



Thistleclaw Commits Murder (In Plain Sight)

Chapter Summary
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A chilly breeze brushed through ThunderClan’s camp, making Firepaw shiver as Sunstar’s body -
now licked clean of blood and scented with the funeral herbs of rosemary and lavender - was carried
out of camp by Poppydawn and Smallear. They passed Bluefur, standing somberly beside Spottedleaf,
then passed through the gorse tunnel. Spottedleaf then rose.

 

“Bluefur and I now must travel to the Moonstone,” she meowed. “We shall be back sometime after
sunrise.” Quiet murmurs of affirmation answered her words, and Bluefur whispered to Sparrowpelt to
look after the camp while she was gone, and asked Redtail to take charge of the hunting patrols. 

 

“I will appoint a deputy upon my return.” Bluefur announced as they padded towards the entrance
tunnel. Firepaw watched as his mother left with his mentor - both heading to the legendary
Moonstone.

 

 

“Whitestorm, take Sandpaw, Thrushpelt, Airpaw, Swiftbreeze, Lightningpaw, and Firepaw to
Sunningrocks for the dawn patrol,” Firepaw heard Sparrowpelt instruct his half-brother as the red tom
crept out of the den. “RiverClan’s been quiet lately, but we can’t become compliant.” Whitestorm
nodded, then motioned to Firepaw to grab his fellow apprentices. The apprentice turned back around
into the den and nudged Airpaw awake, then poked Lightningpaw. The tortoiseshell yawned, showing
off her pointed teeth, before grumpily asking, “What?”

 

“Dawn patrol,” Firepaw supplied, nosing his sleepy dark brown brother from the den. “We’re heading
to the RiverClan border today.” Lightningpaw’s ears pricked, then she rose and followed them out -
but not before she raised a paw to tread on Creekpaw’s whiskers. Firepaw sent her a chiding look, and
she reluctantly moved her paw away from her sister’s muzzle. Sandpaw, Firepaw noticed, must have
gotten up after he did - he frowned as she glared once more at him.

 

“All ready?” Thrushpelt asked as the four apprentices approached the patrol. Airpaw timidly nodded.

 



“Of course.” Lightningpaw loftily meowed, raising her head high. “True warriors always are.”

 

“Then let’s get going,” Swiftbreeze meowed. Whitestorm led them out of camp, and kept a quick pace
through their territory. Firepaw bounded up to his side, purring as Whitestorm gave him a friendly
mew of greeting.

 

“Sleep alright?” he asked. Firepaw nodded.

 

“Yeah, it was good,” he meowed. “Had a weird dream about a river though.” Whitestorm tilted his
head.

 

“What was it about?”

 

“It didn’t really make sense to me,” Firepaw meowed, as he ducked under a low-hanging branch.
“The river just looked really dangerous - like it was going to drag someone into it.” 

 

Whitestorm gave him a smile. “Don’t worry, the river now is shallow and parts of it are frozen.
There’s no way to drag someone into it right now.” 

 

Firepaw purred, amused. He may not have been scared of the raging river in his dreams, but it was
nice to hear Whitestorm giving advice.

 

The patrol crested over a hill and padded down to Sunningrocks, marking the border along the river.
Firepaw smiled, Whitestorm had been right - the river was still shallow and frozen. Even a kit could
play in it safely.

 

“Whitestorm!” Sandpaw called, pointing her tail across the river. “There’s a patrol coming.”
Whitestorm joined his apprentice, and as the ThunderClan patrol regrouped, Firepaw spotted a large
ginger-brown tom leading the incoming RiverClan patrol. A pretty silver tabby she-cat was on his
heels, along with a golden-spotted she-cat, and a big white tom with brown paws. Firepaw pricked his
ears as he spotted Stonepaw with them.

 

“Stonepaw!” he greeted eagerly. The gray tom waved his tail.

 



“It’s Stone fur now,” he meowed. Behind him, Firepaw heard Lightningpaw mutter;

 

“Imagine being named for something as boring as your fur .”

 

“Oakheart, greetings,” Whitestorm meowed lightly. Firepaw tilted his head, curious. That’s the new
RiverClan deputy - Crookedstar’s brother.

 

“Good to see you, Whitestorm,” Oakheart gave a friendly meow. “Is that your new apprentice?” he
gestured to Sandpaw, who looked caught between being suspicious and curious.

 

“Yes, this is Sandpaw,” Whitestorm purred. “Brindleface’s daughter.” Airpaw was staring at the
young silver RiverClan tabby at Oakheart’s side.

 

“W-what’s your name?” he asked, stuttering a bit. The tabby licked her chest.

 

“Silverpaw,” she replied. “My mentor’s Oakheart.” Oakheart flicked her ears playfully.

 

“She’s also my niece,” he purred proudly.

 

“Oakheart, I’m picking up on some sce-” a new voice paused as the cat it belonged to joined the
patrol. Firepaw’s eyes widened as Lightningpaw’s gleamed. Big gray tom with spiky fur, yellow eyes,
right foreleg ending in a white paw. It was Thistleclaw - their father. Thrushpelt, who was on
Firepaw’s right, stiffened, green eyes narrowing onto the powerful warrior as Swiftbreeze let out a
low hiss. Whitestorm remained calm, though Firepaw thought he saw the white tom’s eyes colden.

 

“Thistleclaw,” Whitestorm said shortly. Swiftbreeze had placed herself in front of Lightningpaw,
much to the tortoishell’s frustration, while Thrushpelt stood protectively between Airpaw and
Firepaw. Firepaw’s ears flattened, eyes flickering between Thrushpelt and Thistleclaw, conflicted.
How could he tell his clanmates his father was nice?

 

“Whitestorm!” Thistleclaw’s mew was much warmer than his eldest son’s. “How are you this
morning?”

 



Whitestorm jerked his head in a nod. “Just fine, thank you.” Thistleclaw’s gaze settled onto his three
younger kits.

 

“Are you mentoring one of my kits?” he inquired to Thrushpelt, and Firepaw saw Sandpaw gasp
quietly at that admission. Of course, she didn’t know what his father looked like. The cream-brown
tom, frowning, nodded.

 

“Airpaw,” Thrushpelt answered hesitantly. The brown and white apprentice’s eyes were owlish as he
stared in awe at their father.

 

“And I heard Lightningpaw’s is Speckletail?” Thistleclaw said, glancing around the ThunderClan
cats. “A respectable warrior. Where is she?”

 

“Redtail took her on a hunting patrol,” Swiftbreeze replied tersely. “She thought Lightningpaw should
go on a border patrol.” Thistleclaw then rested his gaze on Firepaw.

 

“But where’s Bluefur?” he innocently asked. “Surely she should be with her apprentice. Doesn’t she
care about my son? I always knew she was ambitious, but not enough to neglect her apprentice.”
Thrushpelt’s lip curled while Whitestorm visibly tensed. Oakheart, Firepaw noted with confusion, had
twitched, flinching at Thistleclaw’s words.

 

“Bluefur is unable to join her apprentice right now,” Thrushpelt meowed sharply. “She has left to
journey to the Moonstone to receive her nine lives after Sunstar died in battle yesterday.” Silverpaw
gasped as Oakheart dipped his head, solem. The dark-spotted golden tabby she-cat- Leopardfur,
Firepaw guessed- and Stonefur exchanged glances while the big white tom- Firepaw figured he must
be the respected RiverClan warrior, Whitefang- narrowed his eyes thoughtfully.

 

“Sunstar truly lived out his lives well,” Oakheart murmured respectfully. “He was a good cat, and
leader.” Thistleclaw was staring at Thrushpelt, eyes narrowed.

 

“Let’s hope Bluefur is smart enough not to make the same mistakes twice,” Firepaw heard him hiss
quietly to the cream-brown tom. Thrushpelt stiffened. Firepaw knew the tom was usually level-
headed and thought before he acted, but everyone knew he cared deeply for Bluefur, even more so
after the loss of her kits - which, if the rumor mill was true, had been his kits as well.

 



“Bluefur, I’m sure, will be a great leader.” Thrushpelt meowed softly. Thistleclaw’s lip curled,
stepping across the icy river until he was narrowly on the border.

 

“Thistleclaw…” Oakheart meowed, a troubled look in his eye. Thistleclaw appeared to not hear him.
The ThunderClan patrol had stiffened, hackles rising. Thistleclaw leaned forward, until he and
Thrushpelt were almost nose-to-nose.

 

“She has never, and never will be, a great leader,” he meowed softly. “She’ll bring your clan to ruin
before you can blink-” Thrushpelt, patience snapping, let out a yowl of fury and sprang onto
Thistleclaw. The two warriors rolled onto Sunningrocks as RiverClan leaped over to help the gray
tom, Leopardfur the most eager among them.

 

Firepaw stared in shock at the sudden battle, his own ginger fur bristling. Lightningpaw was in a
screeching ball of fur with young Silverpaw, while Airpaw, nervously, and Swiftbreeze, confidently,
battled Whitefang together. Stonefur, who looked just as troubled with the fight as Firepaw did, was
helping Oakheart with Whitestorm and Sandpaw.

 

Wait, where’s Leopardfur- Firepaw screeched as the golden spotted she-cat bowled him over, and he
writhed around, slipping out of her grasp like a fish. He whirled around, raking his claws at her, but
she duck under them and swiped at his muzzle. He hissed as her claws raked his muzzle, and he
furiously batted at her head.

 

“Need a paw?” Whitestorm’s voice sounded. He reared up and slammed his paw against Leopardfur,
making her back off for the time being. Firepaw puffed out a thanks to the white warrior, glancing
around. Leopardfur, he noticed, had her focus on Airpaw now. And his brother was struggling against
the older, more experienced she-cat. Whitestorm and Firepaw bunched their muscles to go help, but
Lightningpaw streaked across the rocks and - using a move Firepaw recognized from the Dark Forest
- she hit the side of Leopardfur’s head, kicked her legs out from under her, and pinned the spotted she-
cat to the ground.

 

Airpaw, eyes wide in awe, gasped. “Where did you learn that ?”

 

Lightningpaw merely sniffed, clearly pleased with her victory. “You need to be stronger before I tell
you.”

 

Firepaw noticed Whitestorm had rejoined the fight, and was back at it with Oakheart. Sandpaw,
Firepaw thought. Where’s Sandpaw? Even though she had been very hostile to him since yesterday, he



couldn’t find it in himself to hate her for it. He glanced around, noting Thrushpelt was no longer
locked in battle with Thistleclaw but was now rolling around in a screeching fit with Whitefang.

 

A scream of fright reached Firepaw’s ears, and his ears pricking as he recognized that it was Sandpaw.
He spun around, eyes widening in horror as he saw Thistleclaw pounce on his fellow apprentice. With
a surge of panic for her safety, he launched himself over the rocks to help her, slamming into his
father and dragging Sandpaw to her paws. Then, completely missing the furious look his father gave
him, the two apprentices sprinted back to the fight. Sandpaw kept alternating looking at Firepaw, then
not, a conflicted look on her face.

 

“Are you alright?” he huffed as they leaped onto Oakheart.

 

“I think so,” Sandpaw responded, sliding under the deputy’s belly to quickly reach his other side.
“Only got scratched up a bit.” Firepaw sprang over Oakheart as Swiftbreeze rammed into the brown-
red tom’s side.

 

“Thanks,” Sandpaw said hesitantly. “For helping.” Firepaw nodded.

 

“Anytime.” Sandpaw’s eyes flicked up to one of the bigger piles of rocks, and gasped. “Thrushpelt!”
Firepaw snapped his head up to see Thrushpelt locked in a tussle with Thistleclaw once more. The
cream-brown tom was ducking around his larger opponent, clearly trying to use Thistleclaw’s mass
against him. The gray and white tom was furiously batting Thrushpelt back - the bloodlust in his eyes
made his yellow orbs gleam. Firepaw felt his fur rise in fear - something was about to go terribly
wrong.

 

Thistleclaw, his swipe seeming in slow motion, knocked against Thrushpelt’s head. The cream-brown
tom staggered backwards, paws slipping. He let out a frightened yowl as his grip gave way and he
tumbled into the frozen river, smashing the thin ice and disappearing under the water. Firepaw stared
at the newly-smashed river, horrified. The water underneath was dark and raging - like in his dream.

 

“Thrushpelt!” Airpaw wailed, running to the river. Whitestorm quickly followed, scanning the water
under the broken ice for any sign of the ThunderClan warrior. Firepaw and Sandpaw charged over,
and, to Firepaw’s relief, Stonefur had jumped into the water to search for Thrushpelt after a nod from
Oakheart.

 

For a moment, everyone was quiet, anxiously waiting for the fate of the cream-brown warrior.

 



Then, Stonefur emerged, further downstream, with Thrushpelt clamped in his jaws. Airpaw mewed
pitifully as the RiverClan warrior gently laid Thrushpelt’s unmoving body onto the rocks, running up
to his mentor and nosing his wet fur. Firepaw slipped up to stand beside him, sniffing and feeling for
any vital signs. His ears drooped. He barely noticed Sandpaw creeping up to his other side and
pressing her nose against his cheek. Whitestorm slowly turned around and leveled an unreadable look
at the patrol.

 

“This battle went too far,” he meowed lowly. “You may lay claim to Sunningrocks, but ThunderClan
will not forget this.” Oakheart dipped his head.

 

“RiverClan recognizes this,” he meowed. He hesitated. “And I’m truly sorry for Thrushpelt’s death.
He was a good and kind warrior. Tell Bluefur...star, I am sorry.”

 

Swiftbreeze’s lip was curled, part in a snarl, part in disgust, as she glared at Thistleclaw.

 

“Anything to say for yourself, you no-good, dirty-rotten kit-lover-” Whitestorm slapped his tail over
her muzzle, leveling a warning at the angry she-cat. Thistleclaw’s eyes were shadowed from the shade
of the tall rocks, giving no clue of his thoughts or emotions.

 

“I truly regret it had to end this way,” the gray tom sighed mournfully. “Give Bluefur my...regards.” It
sounded much more sinister than an apology.

 

Swiftbreeze and Whitestorm both shared the burden of carrying Thrushpelt’s body back to camp,
leaving the four apprentices to trail after them. Airpaw was sniffling and mewing sobs, so Firepaw
dropped back to press against his brother, curling his tail with Airpaw’s dark tabby one.

 

“What will I do without Thrushpelt?” Airpaw quietly meowed. “He-he was always so kind and
patient even when I messed up and did something that probably embarrassed him.” Firepaw nosed his
ear, letting a sympathetic purr out.

 

“I’m sure Bluefur will choose a good mentor for you,” he began. “One Thrushpelt would approve of.
And they’ll help you, just as he did.” Airpaw sighed sadly - before Lightningpaw’s snort interrupted.

 

“Maybe if you stayed by him he would still be alive!” the tortoiseshell hissed, out of ear-shot of the
warriors. Airpaw flinched, guilt swelling in his eyes. Firepaw opened his mouth to reproach
Lightningpaw, but Sandpaw beat him to it.



 

“Oh, would you stop it!?” the pale ginger tabby growled. “You act like you’re so high and mighty,
that you’re so much better than everyone else, that you’re too blind to see your ego stretches all the
way to Highstones and back!” her pale green eyes blazed. “I’m sick of your self-entitled attitude,
Lightningpaw! You better get started on fixing it, or no one is ever going to want to be friends with
you!”

 

Lightningpaw merely snarled at Sandpaw, gaze shocked that the she-cat who had once hung out with
her was now siding against her. The tortoiseshell spun around and stalked off towards the warriors
bearing Thrushpelt’s body. Firepaw glanced at Sandpaw, gratitude in his eyes.

 

“Thanks for standing up for Airpaw,” he meowed, then sighed sadly. “I try to reason with her, but she
just...doesn't listen.” Sandpaw shrugged.

 

“I was getting sick of her,” she meowed with her own haughty sniff and glare at the tortoiseshell cat.
Airpaw worriedly frowned.

 

“But she’s right!” he meowed. “If I stayed with Thrushpelt, I could have helped him! And he would
still be alive!” He dashed off after Lightningpaw, leaving Firepaw and Sandpaw to stare after him in
concern. 

 

“I don’t like how Lightningpaw’s words are becoming the center of Airpaw's mind,” Sandpaw
confined to Firepaw quietly. Firepaw twitched his tail, unwilling to admit his worry about
Lightningpaw and Airpaw, but knew Sandpaw was right to be concerned. What had happened over all
these moons? He and Sandpaw exchanged one last worried glance before stepping into camp after the
patrol.



Thistleclaw Is Looking Sus

Chapter Notes

another shorty, but next chapter is juicy ;)

Firepaw purred as Darkpaw sat down beside him. He nudged his mouse towards the dark tabby tom,
who smiled and grabbed a bite from the mouse. His ear flicked and Firepaw noticed a small red nick
in his ear- training with Tigerclaw must have been tough.

 

“How did training go?” Firepaw meowed. “Tigerclaw show you any cool moves?”

 

Darkpaw shrugged. “I had to relearn a few old moves because Tigerclaw said I wasn’t doing them
right. I thought I did fine but…” Darkpaw fidgeted, glancing away. “But Tigerclaw is a great warrior,
I’m sure he could see my flaws better than I could.”

 

“Well with Tigerclaw teaching you, you’ll become an even greater warrior one day!” Firepaw
exclaimed. With Bluefur- Blue star , he corrected himself mentally, Thistleclaw, and Mapleshade
training him, he’d be the best warrior in the forest. At least… His mind drifted to the battle only a few
days ago… and how Thistleclaw had pushed Thrushpelt into the cold river, where he hit his head on a
rock and died underneath the icy water. Firepaw shivered, but pushed those thoughts away for another
time.

 

Darkpaw nodded, looking over to where Tigerclaw sat next to Whitestorm and Goldenflower.
Patchpelt laid beside Goldenflower, watching Longkit and Cherrykit tussle in front of Robinwing and
Fuzzypelt with longing in his gaze.

 

“Firepaw! Darkpaw!” The excited mew of Runningwind reached their ears as their tabby friend ran
up to them, joy shining in his amber eyes. Runningwind paused in front of them, a purr rumbling in
his chest. Firepaw had never seen his clanmate so happy. “You’ll never guess what happened!”

 

“What?” Firepaw inquired, an ear flicking curiously.

 



Runningwind seemed to vibrate with excitement, dancing from paw to paw. “Redtail! Asked! Me! To
be! His mate!”

 

Darkpaw’s eyes widened while Firepaw gasped. “No way! Really? Did you say yes?”

 

Runningwind purred. “Of course I said yes, mouse-brain! Who could say no to the clan deputy?
Especially a tom as handsome as him!” Runningwind gushed with a dreamy sigh.

 

Firepaw wrinkled his nose playfully, although he was smiling too. “That’s my uncle you’re talking
about!”

 

“Well, handsome runs in your family!” Runningwind laughed, winking. Firepaw’s ears flicked
backwards, mildly embarrassed. “Every cat who likes she-cats agrees Spottedleaf is the prettiest cat in
the clan.”

 

“Hey!” Firepaw protested with a gag while Darkpaw chuffed.

 

“I’m sure Frostfur would disagree.” The older apprentice looked over to where Frostfur was asking
Lionheart to share tongues with her. “She thinks she’s the prettiest cat to ever live with that shiny
white pelt of hers.”

 

“Do you know what else Redtail told me, though?” Runningwind continued after their purring
laughter died down.

 

“What?” Darkpaw meowed. “Out with it before you choke on a hairball!”

 

“Redtail’s been planning on having kits for a while now, like his sisters,” Runningwind began, eyes
bright. “He was talking with Dappletail, asking her if she would bare his kits, and she said yes!” He
purred. “Do you know what that means? I’m going to be raising kits with Redtail soon! I’m gonna be
a dad!”

 

“That’s amazing!” Firepaw exclaimed, ears twitching happily. Darkpaw gave a small smile to
Runningwind, before it turned into a yawn.

 



“Sorry,” he meowed tiredly. “Congratulations, Runningwind.” He stood and stretched. “It’s getting
late,” Darkpaw observed. “And Tigerclaw wants me up at dawn.” He shook out his fur. “I better get to
bed, see you tomorrow.”

 

“Night Darkpaw!” Runningwind meowed. Firepaw waved his tail at Runningwind as he turned to
follow.

 

“Don’t forget,” he meowed. “Redtail assigned you on guard duty tonight.”

 

Runningwind purred, “Don’t worry, I haven’t!” Firepaw purred back and entered the den, circling in
his nest beside the already sleeping Darkpaw and closed his eyes.

 

 

Firepaw opened his eyes to the dark, decrypted forest of the Place of No Stars. He blinked as he
immediately met the unblinking gaze of his father. He noticed Mapleshade was partially hidden in the
shadows, her nearly transparent coat making her look invisible.

 

“Umm,” Creekpaw, who was beside Firepaw, meowed. “Where’s Lightningpaw? She’s usually here.”

 

“I wouldn’t worry about her,” Thistleclaw answered smoothly. He turned back to Firepaw, his intense
gaze locked on him. “I just wanted to ask,” he continued in a low voice. “Why did you attack me? Kin
doesn’t attack kin.” Firepaw shuffled his paws, nervous.

 

“You were attacking Sandpaw,” he began. “And I had to defend her. She’s my clanmate, and my
friend.”

 

“Oh?” Thistleclaw tilted his head, eyes narrowed. “That pretty she-cat?” the gray tom purred, and
Firepaw felt slightly unsettled by the gleam in his yellow eyes. While he agreed Sandpaw was pretty,
it was weird that his father was calling a cat his age pretty.

 

“I wouldn’t have hurt a pretty she-cat that young,” Thistleclaw went on. “I would have only roughed
her up a bit. It was a battle after all.” Firepaw exchanged a nervous look with Creekpaw.

 



“Father?” Firepaw began. “Why, um, why were you insulting Bluestar? That was what caused
Thrushpelt to attack you in the first place.” Thistleclaw shrugged, his eyes sharp.

 

“I’m sure you’ve heard about Bluestar and my feelings on each other. We never got along, even when
she was mates with my half-brother.” He licked his chest. “I always knew she wanted to be deputy
one day, but our ideals clashed. Did you know we were the top two candidates for Sunstar to choose
when Tawnyspots retired?” Firepaw and Creekpaw shook their heads. “Honestly, I think Sunstar only
chose her out of pity. It was right after she lost her kits. Then,” he sighed. “I was exiled.”

 

“But,” Creekpaw began. “What does that have to do with killing Thrushpelt?” She was frowning.
“You were the one antagonizing him.”

 

“He should have controlled his emotions better,” Thistleclaw meowed sternly, a cold look in his eyes.

 

“But Airpaw was really shaken up by it,” Firepaw objected. “He’s so sad and sick again! Thrushpelt
was his mentor, and they were really close! Sparrowpelt is a great mentor, but Airpaw is still
struggling!” Thistleclaw and Mapleshade exchanged a look.

 

“I’m sorry that Airpaw is taking it so hard,” he meowed softly, bowing his head. “I truly didn’t mean
to kill him. The rocks were slippery, and I didn’t realize just how hard I hit him until it was too late.”
Firepaw frowned, but slowly nodded, accepting his father’s guilty apology. Creekpaw, however, was
still staring at Thistleclaw, suspicion in her eyes.

 

“Now.” Thistleclaw sounded much more business-like as he raised his head. “Let’s get to training, I
have big plans for you two, and you’ll need to be at your best for them.”



Gathering Gone Wrong 2: Electric Boogaloo

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

PLEASE NOTE that an Ashfur will be mentioned this chapter. This Ashfur is not the Ashfur we
all know and love/hate, this Ashfur is the Ashfur of ShadowClan who existed in the first arc as
an elder of ShadowClan. He is still a warrior of ShadowClan during this chapter, though.

Firepaw sat with his tail curled around his paws, staring down into Fourtrees, fascinated with how the
moonlight bathed the four great oaks in silver. Bluestar stood at the front of the Gathering patrol, with
Redtail, her deputy, and Whitestorm at her side. Smallear, the only elder in the patrol, was chatting
with Frostfur, Willowpelt, and Mousefur while Adderfang and Tigerclaw exchanged small talk.
Lionheart and Sparrowpelt brought up the rear of the ThunderClan cats, ears pricked for danger
despite their relaxed postures. Runningwind was beside Firepaw in the cluster of apprentices which
included Darkpaw, Copperpaw, Airpaw (who Firepaw was relieved to see recovered from his bought
of whitecough. The brown tabby had been confined to his nest for about a week after Thrushpelt’s
death had brought his sickness back, before his symptoms died down) and Sandpaw as well as
himself.

 

“Wow!” Sandpaw breathed, pale ginger pelt glowing in the moonlight. “Look at all those cats!”
Firepaw purred at the awed expression on his friend’s face. Friend . That was what Sandpaw was
now. The day after Thrushpelt died, she had taken him aside and apologized for her behavior after
Sunstar’s death - and before.

 

“Frostfur had been talking to me and Brindleface before my apprentice ceremony,” she admitted.
“And she was saying that there was something wrong with your family.” She looked slightly guilty.
“She’s my aunt, so I thought whatever she said was the truth - even though my mother scolded her all
the time for gossiping.” Firepaw touched his nose to her ear.

 

“Don’t worry,” he meowed. “I don’t blame you for thinking that way - if Rosetail or Willowpelt had
said that about someone when I was little, I probably would have believed it as well.”

 

Firepaw’s attention was snapped back to reality as Runningwind skidded over, sending a cloud of
snow into Firepaw and Sandpaw’s faces.
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“Puh!” Sandpaw spat as Firepaw violently shook himself to free the snow from his red fur. “Watch it
Runningwind!”

 

“Oops,” the brown tom purred unapologetically. “Sorry!” The three apprentices laughed as Firepaw,
in a burst of sudden mischief, scooped up a pawful of snow and chucked it at Runningwind’s face.
The surprised “Oof!” he made before tumbling backwards into the snow sent the two apprentices into
a bout of laughter.

 

“Hey!” Runningwind groaned, scrambling up.

 

“Pay back!” Firepaw yowled happily. Sandpaw was laying in the snow, purring loudly in amusement.

 

“Would the three of you behave your age?!” Tigerclaw’s gruff growl made them freeze. The tabby
tom was glaring at the three of them. “You two,” he stared at Firepaw and Sandpaw. “Are apprentices.
Behave like it. You,” he cast a scathing look at Runningwind. “Are a full grown warrior. Act like it. ”
He stalked off towards the front of the patrol.

 

“Well,” Runningwind whispered conspiritorly. “Someone needs to get more sleep!” He stared as the
apprentices began to giggle at what they thought to be a joke. “No, seriously, I mean it. He’s always
coming back in the middle of the night for some reason,” Runningwind whispered as the patrol
headed into Fourtrees. “It’s weird. Sometimes Lightningpaw sneaks off after him. Sometimes, when
I’m on guard duty, I just see her going out.” Firepaw frowned, then shrugged.

 

“They’re just dedicated warriors. They’re probably out hunting.”

 

“But they rarely ever bring any prey back…” Runningwind trailed off as the mini-clan of apprentices
spotted Onepaw, Morningpaw, and Ashpaw chatting excitedly with Mistypaw and Stonepaw- Stone
fur, Firepaw corrected himself. Which meant Mistypaw must have her warrior name too! Firepaw’s
ears pricked as he spotted Cinderfur - who was keeping a respectful distance from the WindClan
apprentices - and behind Mistypaw and Stonefur were Tornpaw and Mudpaw.

 

“Hey!” Runningwind called, bounding over with the apprentices dashing after him. “Anything new?”

 

“Stonefur and I are warriors now,” Mistypaw meowed proudly, puffing out her blue chest fur. “I’m
Misty foot now!” Firepaw felt relieved at how friendly Mistyfoot was. Since Thrushpelt’s death, he’d



been afraid of how his RiverClan friends would react. But Stonefur had fetched Thrushpelt’s body out
of the water.

 

“As are we,” Tornpaw meowed, giving a friendly nod to Airpaw as the timid brown tom settled down
beside him. “I’m Tornear, and my brother is now-”

 

“Mudclaw,” the mottled tom bragged, tail high.

 

“Congratulations!” Runningwind meowed. “I’m Runningwind now, and Mousefur is, well,
Mousefur!”

 

“About time!” Cinderfur purred.

 

“ And ,” Runningwind went on. “Darkpaw will be a warrior soon!” Darkpaw kicked at the snow.

 

“I don’t know,” he meowed, troubled. “Tigerclaw’s being rather pushy right now.” Runningwind
nudged him.

 

“He’s just probably trying to make sure you’re ready - which, I think you are!” he purred. “AND,” he
went on. “Firepaw, Copperpaw, Airpaw, and their sisters will be warriors soon too!” Copperpaw
puffed up.

 

“We’re eleven moons! One more to go!”

 

“Better keep that good work up then!” Mistyfoot meowed. “From what I heard at Sunningrocks,
Firepaw, you’ll be a formidable fighter!” Firepaw ducked his head.

 

“Thanks,” he meowed. He nodded to Sandpaw. “This is Sandpaw, by the way. She was apprenticed a
bit ago.”

 

“Nice to meet you,” the ginger tabby meowed.

 



“Hi!” Morningpaw purred. “Enjoying apprenticeship?”

 

“Yeah, it’s rather fun!” Sandpaw meowed. “Whitestorm’s a great teacher.”

 

“I bet he is!” Onepaw agreed. “He had great role-models, and he’s really smart.” 

 

The group froze as an angry yowl shot through the clearing. Hisses were coming from the
ThunderClan cats. Firepaw’s eyes widened as he spotted his Clanmates’ snarls were aimed at
Thistleclaw, who was sitting beside the RiverClan patrol. He nervously glanced at his clanmates
nearest to him. Runningwind frowned with a small glare at Thistleclaw, his fur rising, while Sandpaw
looked like she wanted to straight-up murder him, her claws curling into the ground as she bared her
fangs. Copperpaw stared uneasily around, tail flicking back and forth, as Airpaw stared at Thistleclaw,
fur bristling, fear but curiosity in his eyes. 

 

Firepaw knew Thistleclaw had become even more unpopular within his old clan ever since he
accidently killed Thrushpelt. It unnerved him how hated his father was. 

 

He was a great warrior. Why couldn’t they see that?

 

“Traitor!” Adderfang screeched before launching himself at the spiky gray tom. Cats gasped and
darted away as the two big toms began tustling. Firepaw watched in horror as Adderfang ripped into
Thistleclaw’s pelt while his father, for some reason, was not landing any blows. 

 

Don’t get me wrong, Firepaw thought. I don’t want Adderfang OR Thistleclaw to get hurt, but...why’s
Thistleclaw fighting so badly?

 

“Enough!” Tallstar yowled, long tail lashing. “This is a Gathering!” Adderfang reluctantly let go of
Thistleclaw, growling a low threat before backing away towards his clanmates, pelt bristling.

 

“Bluestar,” Raggedstar drawled, eyes narrowed. “Pardon me for the observation, but...it seems like
you can’t control your own warriors...past or present.” Brokentail, who Firepaw spotted just behind
Raggedstar, was snickering at his father’s scornful remark, casting a resentful look at Thistleclaw and
Adderfang. Bluestar sent a cool look at the ShadowClan leader.

 



“I assure you,” she meowed firmly. “Our warriors can handle themselves...as you just witnessed.” A
small look of satisfaction flew across her face at the claw marks left on Thistleclaw.

 

“Of course,” Raggedstar meowed, tail tip twitching.

 

Firepaw let out a small squeak as Adderfang nudged him towards the apprentices, gathering them in a
huddle closer to the ThunderClan cats, but still beside Cinderfur, Mistyfoot, Stonefur, and the
WindClan cats before standing behind them, glaring distrustfully at Thistleclaw as he went. Sandpaw
was pressed against Firepaw on his right, while Airpaw was on his left with Copperpaw beside the
brown tabby.

 

“Now,” Tallstar began. “Let the Gathering begin!” Firepaw settled down beside Sandpaw and Airpaw,
his ears pricking as he watched Willowpelt scurry away from where she had been talking with a gray
ShadowClan tom- the same tom from the last Gathering. Willowpelt sped over to Whitestorm, sitting
down beside him. Whitestorm nodded to her, giving the gray she-cat a friendly meow and a bashful
look.

 

“What was she doing with Ashfur?” Firepaw heard Frostfur whisper to Mousefur. Ah, that must be the
ShadowClan tom’s name. “They seem awfully cozy.” Mousefur, true to her nature, completely ignored
the white she-cat with a roll of her eyes and a flick of her tail tip.

 

“ShadowClan welcomes Brokentail as our new deputy,” Raggedstar began. Brokentail gave a smug
look, then subtly deflated as no one - but the cats in his own clan - gave congratulations. “Our former
deputy, Cloudpelt, suffered from an injury that eventually claimed his life.” Raggedstar looked deeply
saddened as he spoke of the ex-deputy, then shot a cold look at Tallstar.

 

“Cloudpelt was Raggedstar’s apprentice before he became leader,” Cinderfur muttered in Firepaw’s
ear. “He got injured during a fight with WindClan.”

 

Tallstar was the next to share news.

 

“We have two new warriors tonight,” he reported proudly. “Tornear and Mudclaw have both earned
their full names.” The apprentices and Runningwind took up the call, which led most of the other cats
to join in. Brokentail was noticeably quiet, glaring furiously. Firepaw winced. He’s probably irked
Tornear and Mudclaw were being welcomed into their new status while he wasn’t…

 



Crookedstar went next.

 

“We have a new apprentice tonight,” he meowed. “Silverpaw has been apprenticed to Oakheart.” He
gave a warm look at the silver she-cat and his brother. Oh! Firepaw meowed, waving his tail at the
silver apprentice as they called her name. She must be Crookedstar’s daughter! Oakheart did tell us
she was his niece.

 

Bluestar went last.

 

“ThunderClan has sad news, I’m afraid,” she began. “Sunstar lost his final life in a dog attack.”
Respectful meows went through the clearing. “I have taken his place, and chosen Redtail as my
deputy.” Firepaw purred as mews of approval met the news of his uncle’s appointment. Redtail had
been surprised at the announcement, but took it in stride. “Also,” Bluestar meowed sadly. 
“Thrushpelt was killed in battle.” Murmurs of sympathy met her words. Thrushpelt had been well-
liked by the clans, thanks to his kind and thoughtful nature. “On a happier note,” the blue-gray she-cat
went on. “We also have two new warriors, Runningwind and Mousefur.” Cheers for the new warriors
went up. “And, a new apprentice. Sandpaw was apprenticed to Whitestorm.” Firepaw was the first to
pick up the chant as Sandpaw pricked her eyes, suddenly self-conscious from all of the attention.
“That is all ThunderClan has to report.” 

 

The cats mingled for a while, tensions lessened for now. Airpaw was trying to peer over the crowd of
cats. “That’s our father, right?” he asked, pointing a paw at Thistleclaw, who was talking with
Oakheart and Silverpaw. “That’s what he looks like?” Firepaw nodded. “He’s the one who...who
killed Thrushpelt?” Airpaw meowed, voice rising and his eyes widening. Firepaw slowly nodded,
glancing at Thistleclaw.

 

“I’m sure he didn’t mean to,” Firepaw confided in his brother. “Thistleclaw wouldn’t do something
like that on purpose.” He nervously glanced around, then whispered even quieter, “And keep your
voice down. Remember, it’s a secret.” Airpaw frowned.

 

“Well why are we secrets?” he complained. “With a tom as powerful as him as our father, we should
be proud!” Copperpaw had overheard Airpaw’s words as their youngest brother padded away towards
Tornear. 

 

He murmured into Firepaw’s ear as Darkpaw gave a troubled look in the brown tabby apprentice’s
direction. “Airpaw’s been spending way too much time around Lightningpaw…”

 

Firepaw couldn’t help but feel he was right.
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Firepaw followed Bluestar into camp, trotting along at Redtail’s side. Runningwind and his uncle
were meowing about how Dappletail mysteriously had yet to show signs of pregnancy.

 

“Perhaps you should father the kits,” Redtail suggested. “Dappletail has told me she doesn’t mind
who fathers them.” Runningwind twitched his ears, embarrassment crossing his features. Firepaw
subtly tried to flatten his ears, but was horrified that the mews of his friend and uncle still reached his
ears.

 

“You sure?” the brown tom squeaked. “I’m sure, uh, you probably have more experience in the - uh,
you know-” Redtail curled their tails together.

 

“If you don’t want to, you don’t have to,” the tortoiseshell reassured. “I’ll keep doing it if you-”

 

“No, it’s fine!” Runningwind hastily added. Firepaw, determined to get away from this conversation,
sped up to Bluestar’s side. She gave him an amused look.

 

“Looks like you’ll be having some more cousins soon,” she teased. Firepaw sighed.

 

“I’m fine with that - just not with them talking about it!” he groaned as Bluestar purred, entering
camp through the gorse tunnel.

 

“Bluestar! Bluestar!” Fuzzypelt’s excited yowl greeted them as he ran up to the incoming patrol.
“Guess what! Robinwing’s pregnant with my kits!” The black tom shot a glare at Patchpelt. Firepaw
purred a congratulations as he spotted Brindleface beside her mother, purring loudly, while
Robinwing was looking slightly nervous, but mostly happy. Firepaw noticed, with a frown,  that
Longkit and Cherrykit seemed kind of sad, confusion in their eyes. He tilted his head, sympathy
swelling up in him.
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Robinwing getting pregnant so soon must make them feel like they’re being replaced, Firepaw
thought, quietly grabbing a mouse for his kin and dropping it beside them. I know I would be. His
cousin, Cherrykit, meowed a thanks, ear perking up at the juicy mouse, before munching on the meat.

 

“That is wonderful news!” Bluestar meowed. Fuzzypelt, sensing the mood not as happy as it was
supposed to be, paused his happy prancing.

 

“What happened?” Fuzzpelt asked. The gathering patrol exchanged gloomy looks.

 

“ Thistleclaw ,” Adderfang spat, tail lashing. “Is officially part of RiverClan!” Fuzzypelt let out a low
hiss as the warriors, queens, and elders began muttering and hissing.

 

“He’s truly a traitor now!” Smallear meowed hotly.

 

“He was one when he killed Thrushpelt!” Speckletail snorted. Tigerclaw loomed from the shadowy
camp walls.

 

“He never would have been a traitor if ThunderClan hadn’t forced him out,” he rumbled lowly.

 

“Yeah!” Lightningpaw agreed from behind Speckletail, snootily raising her muzzle into the air.
Airpaw hastily agreed, casting a look at Lightningpaw, clearly seeking her approval.

 

“Everyone, please calm down,” Bluestar called, raising her tail for silence. The mutterings died down,
and Bluestar continued, “In light of this event, I will be traveling to the Moonstone to seek advice on
Thistleclaw - and if RiverClan are truly his allies.” An awed murmuring sprang from the cats, and
Firepaw felt his paws tingle with wonder. The Moonstone! “I will take the apprentices who have been
on their best behavior,” Bluestar meowed. “It is part of their training to visit our most sacred place.
The other apprentices will visit at a later time.”

 

The cluster of apprentices looked delighted at this news. Lightningpaw puffed up her chest, an
arrogant look on her face, while Airpaw looked terrified, tail between his legs. “Copperpaw.” The
ginger tom pricked his ears. “Creekpaw.” The brown and white tabby curled her tail in delight. “And
Firepaw.” The fiery tom widened his eyes, disbelief and excitement rippling through him. He was
going to see the Moonstone! “Tigerclaw, Whitestorm, and Darkpaw will join us for protection.”
Firepaw spotted Spottedleaf looking delighted at the news that three of her kits will see the
Moonstone she visited every half-moon - then he saw Lightningpaw looking furious that she wasn’t



chosen. Firepaw shrugged off his sister’s anger - it was getting rather petty now, and slightly
annoying.

 

“Can you believe it?!” Creekpaw meowed excitedly, bouncing slightly on her paws. “The Moonstone!
The Moonstone!”

 

“I know!” Copperpaw gleefully exclaimed. “Darkpaw, you’ve seen it already, right?” The dark
apprentice nodded.

 

“Yeah, Tigerclaw took me there with Runningwind and Mousefur - and their mentors,” Darkpaw
purred, raising and curling his tail. “It was great!”

 

Firepaw felt his paws tingle with excitement and apprehension. This was going to be amazing!

 

 

Copperpaw munched on the travelling herbs his mom had gathered for him and his fellow
apprentices. He stuck his tongue out at the taste. “Yeck!” 

 

Creekpaw purred her amusement from beside him.

 

“Not good?” she teased. He wrinkled his nose at her.

 

“Why do these have to taste so bad?” he muttered. Firepaw sniffed them.

 

“Well…” his red-furred brother meowed playfully. “If you remembered to put lavender with the
herbs, it would have cancelled the terrible taste!”

 

Copperpaw stared at the pile of purple lavender, then pouted and, huffing good-naturedly, rolled his
eyes. “Next time, I’ll remember to put ticks in your nest!” Firepaw gasped and swatted at him.
Copperpaw ducked with a smile.

 



“Hurry up,” Spottedleaf meowed, watching over her kits with obvious love in her eyes. “You
wouldn’t want to keep Bluestar waiting would you?”

 

“Tigerclaw is more like it,” Darkpaw muttered. “He hates being held up!”

 

“Then you best get moving!” Spottedleaf purred. The apprentices purred goodbyes at Spottedleaf
before racing out of the medicine den towards the gathering Moonstone patrol. Bluestar and
Whitestorm were talking in low voices while Tigerclaw stood stoically, a stoney expression on his
face. Isn’t he excited to go to the Moonstone? Copperpaw wondered. It’ll be amazing!

 

“All ready?” Whitestorm asked. The four apprentices nodded. Bluestar signaled for them to head out
with a flick of her tail. Copperpaw bounded off behind Firepaw, who kept pace with Darkpaw while
Creekpaw fell a little behind Copperpaw. Whitestorm and Tigerclaw had dropped to the back as
Bluestar led the little patrol towards Fourtrees.

 

“We will cross WindClan’s border at Fourtrees,” Bluestar called back. “Remember, we have no
problems with them right now, so be polite if a patrol comes near.”

 

“Okay!” Firepaw puffed as Copperpaw nodded. Bluestar slacked her pace as they neared Fourtrees,
coming to a trot as they entered the clearing. Copperpaw blinked owlishly at how different the
hollows of trees were in the daylight.

 

“This way,” Bluestar meowed, now at a walking pace as they crossed into WindClan’s territory.
Copperpaw felt his paws itch with apprehension as they crossed the moor - he knew they were
allowed across WindClan’s land to reach the Moonstone, but it was still slightly weird to not expect to
be attacked.

 

“Bluestar,” Tigerclaw growled as they trekked through the heather. “Patrol coming.” Copperpaw
scented the air, frowning, before a faint scent of WindClan’s smell reached his nostrils. They were
downwind, and the wind had been blowing towards them, so that was why he hadn’t smelled
WindClan at first. Bluestar paused, letting the WindClan patrol catch up - Copperpaw marvelled at
how fast these slim yet muscular cats were. Creekpaw poked her head up.

 

“Hey, it’s Onepaw and Morningpaw!” she exclaimed. Copperpaw nodded as the patrol came into
view. Onepaw and Morningpaw were with two other cats - their mentors, he presumed. One was a
pale rose-cream she-cat and the other was a small dark gray she-cat. Bluestar dipped her head in
greeting.



 

“Appledawn, Plumclaw,” she meowed. “How’s the prey running?” The rose-cream she-cat,
Appledawn, gave a little nod.

 

“Well enough,” she meowed evasively. “What brings you here?”

 

“We are bringing a few of our apprentices to the Moonstone,” Bluestar answered smoothly. “Darkpaw
has seen it already.” She gestured to the dark tabby tom. “But these three.” She nodded to Copperpaw
and his siblings. “Are almost at the end of their training.” Plumclaw nodded.

 

“Very well,” she said plainly. “We will let you pass - just don’t get any sticky paws. And so long as
you keep your drama between yourself and RiverClan.” Copperpaw heard Tigerclaw give a low growl
as Onepaw waved his tail at Firepaw. Morningpaw was mewing with Creekpaw, but stopped as
Appledawn gestured to her.

 

“We’ve got fox-hearted ShadowClan to worry about,” the rose-cream she-cat muttered, turning away
and heading towards said ShadowClan border.

 

“See you some other time!” Morningpaw called as the WindClan cats sped away.

 

“Come along,” Bluestar meowed, picking up the pace. “We’ve still got some land to cover.”

 

 

Copperpaw stared curiously at the big, red structure in front of them.

 

“What’s that?” Creekpaw asked, interest piqued.

 

“It’s a barn,” Whitestorm answered. “Twolegs use it to store straw.”

 

“What’s straw?” Firepaw asked.

 



“Little golden strings that look like grass,” Darkpaw meowed. “But they feel kind of pokey. Wouldn’t
make a good nest, that’s for sure!” Tigerclaw suddenly stiffened.

 

“Someone’s coming!” he hissed. The patrol dropped into a crouch, poised for attack, as a black and
white tom timidly emerged from the bushes. Tigerclaw growled, but loosened his stance as Bluestar
rose.

 

“Hello Barley, how are you settling in?” she asked. Copperpaw exchanged a curious and confused
look with his littermates. Bluestar knew this...loner?

 

Barley looked to be roughly the same age as Copperpaw and his siblings - maybe slightly older. His
black and white coat seemed thin, as did his figure. Copperpaw frowned, concerned. It looks like
Barley had been starved before he came here.

 

“Rather fine,” Barley shakily responded, casting a fearful look at Tigerclaw (who was still glaring at
him) and Whitestorm (who was whispering to Tigerclaw to ‘calm down, you’re scaring him!’) “Barn
has plenty of mice.”

 

“Good to hear,” Bluestar meowed. She checked the sun. “We must continue on, Barley. See you some
other time.” Barley gave a little nod to Bluestar before darting away as fast as possible. Copperpaw
watched him go with curiosity.

 

He stuck closely to Whitestorm as the patrol approached a wide, black Thunderpath. He felt a shiver
go up his spine as he remembered tales Spottedleaf and Willowpelt would always tell them of how
even the most trained warriors could be killed in a moment by a monster rushing past. The
Thunderpath dividing ShadowClan and ThunderClan was often tame, and Copperpaw had yet to see a
monster on it up close, although he’s heard the rumbles and seen their bright lights from a distance.

 

He gazed at Whitestorm, recalling the story his half-brother had told him of his mother, Snowfur. She
had been killed by a monster when Whitestorm was just a kit. Yet the white warrior seemed unafraid
as he crouched down at the edge of the black path.

 

Creekpaw slunk in beside Copperpaw, waiting with wide eyes and fluffed fur on her rump. Tigerclaw
was by her side, his amber eyes narrowed and ears pricked. Bluestar was on the other side of
Whitestorm, one of her paws on the Thunderpath, while Firepaw and Darkpaw traded looks behind
her.

 



“There are no monsters around,” Bluestar announced, and Whitestorm nodded. “Cross, now.”

 

She flicked her tail and sped across the Thunderpath, and Copperpaw hesitated as he watched
Tigerclaw, Firepaw, and Darkpaw follow after her. Was it truly safe? Copperpaw glanced down the
Thunderpath, watching as it stretched and turned in the distance. What if a monster came rushing past
right now?

 

“Listen,” Whitestorm meowed to him, staying beside him when he realized neither Copperpaw nor
Creekpaw had moved. “Can you hear any roars? Feel any rumbles beneath your paws, or see any
shining lights? If you cannot, then it is safe to cross.”

 

“I can’t hear or feel anything,” Copperpaw said, his ears swivelling around.

 

“Then we go.” Whitestorm bunched his muscles before sprinting across the path. Copperpaw
exchanged a look with Creekpaw before both of them soared across the Thunderpath. It felt hard and
rough beneath his paw pads.

 

Copperpaw panted as he reached the other side. Firepaw purred. “Scaredy cats!”

 

Copperpaw swatted his ears. “Scaredy cat yourself! I saw how your haunches trembled when you
crossed.”

 

“We’re almost there,” Darkpaw interjected, staring at the mountains ahead. “We’ll see Mothermouth
soon.”

 

“Correct,” Bluestar meowed. “Let’s hurry before the sun sets.” 

 

The patrol moved on towards the shadowy mountains, bathed in dark purples and blues as the sun
began to set. Copperpaw felt his paws ache with tiredness, and his stomach gave a loud growl -
Spottedleaf’s herbs must have worn off.

 

“Feel free to hunt now,” Bluestar meowed, settling down to watch the setting sun.

 



“Aren’t you going to eat?” Firepaw asked, curious as to why his mentor wasn’t hunting. Bluestar gave
him a smile.

 

“I am not allowed to eat before speaking to StarClan,” she answered. She nodded her head in
Whitestorm’s direction. “Go ahead and hunt. Meet back here when you’ve finished.” Copperpaw
followed Whitestorm and Creekpaw, glancing back to see Firepaw dash off towards a cluster of trees.
Darkpaw chased after his best friend, and Tigerclaw, seeing his apprentice dart off in a different
direction than the others, growled in annoyance before stalking after him.

 

“Firepaw,” Creekpaw sighed, shaking her head. “Always running headlong into something!”
Copperpaw wiggled his hunches.

 

“Come on!” he meowed. “Let’s get something!” 

 

The three cats crept through the grass, ears pricked and nose ready. Copperpaw sniffed, smelling the
faint aroma of a squirrel. He tracked it to an area between a couple trees. Without being told,
Creekpaw circled around behind the brown squirrel, the only clue of her existence a flash of green
from her eyes. At Whitestorm’s nod, Copperpaw gave a loud yowl before springing. The squirrel
bolted - away from Creekpaw and towards a tree. Creekpaw screeched, lunging, and then sprang
forward, grasping the brown tail in her claws before slamming a paw down in a killing blow.

 

“Nice!” Copperpaw meowed. He sniffed the squirrel - warm and juicy. It was going to taste so good!
Whitestorm purred his approval.

 

“You both have learned much!” he said. He spied a crow. Copperpaw and Creekpaw froze. Crows
were one of the hardest birds to catch - and Whitestorm was going for it. Their half-brother slunk
forward - Copperpaw had no idea how he was able to hunt the way he did with such a bright white
pelt! It only made him even cooler. Whitestorm paused when he was a few mouse-lengths away. Then
he pounced.

 

The crow wasn’t able to even make a peep. Whitestorm’s powerful leap had pinned it to the ground,
and immediately took its life.

 

“Woah!” Creekpaw gasped, delighted. “That was amazing!” Copperpaw nodded furiously. That had
been so cool to watch! Whitestorm smiled.

 



“Soon, you’ll be catching prey just like that,” he meowed. He glanced at the darkening sky. “Come
on, we better get back.” Creekpaw carried their squirrel while Whitestorm grasped his crow, and they
met up with the others.

 

“Creekpaw! Copperpaw!” Firepaw called. “Look at this rabbit!” At his paws was a young black
rabbit.

 

“Did you catch that?!” Copperpaw asked. Firepaw purred.

 

“Tigerclaw scared it to me, and I caught it!”

 

“Nice!”

 

Tigerclaw gave a little jerk of the head. “I admit…” he growled. “It was alright.”

 

The cats - except Bluestar - all ate their fill and waited for Bluestar’s command. After a moment, the
blue-gray she-cat rose.

 

“Remain here,” she meowed. “I will go inside.” She padded towards the gaping hole to Mothermouth,
paused, then entered, her tail being the last thing they all saw. Firepaw and Creekpaw lounged
together, grooming each other’s fur, while Tigerclaw stood stoically, amber eyes unflinching on the
entrance of the cave. Whitestorm was beside Copperpaw, washing a paw.

 

“How were you able to sneak up on that crow earlier?” Copperpaw asked. Whitestorm stopped his
washing. “With your white pelt?”

 

“Crows have excellent eyesight,” he began. “So you must be smart about how you catch them. Did
you see how I circled around it to its other side?” Copperpaw nodded. “I did that so it wouldn’t
suspect any danger around it. Then, I just subtly crept closer and froze every time it glanced up.” He
licked his muzzle. “Lastly, it was just the matter of making the correct pounce.” He nosed
Copperpaw’s ear. “You’ll learn that, and become a very good hunter. Hunting, just like fighting,
comes with experience as well as skill.” Copperpaw nodded, then pricked his ears as Bluestar’s
shining pelt came from the black hole.

 



“Bluestar!” Firepaw meowed, standing up. “What did StarClan say?” Their leader shook her head.

 

“I cannot reveal what StarClan shares with me,” she replied. Copperpaw noticed she looked slightly
worried and bewildered. “Come now, it’s time we head back.”

 

 

Copperpaw crouched at the edge of the Thunderpath, ready to cross on the signal this time. Tigerclaw
leaned forward, ears pricked and eyes gleaming with something Copperpaw cannot pinpoint. The
ground rumbled.

 

“Go!” Tigerclaw yowled into his ear. Copperpaw immediately sprang forward, before skidding to a
halt as a shiny monster came flying towards him.

 

“Copperpaw!” He heard the other apprentices yowl. He frantically tried to turn around, but screeched
as the monster came even closer. He yowled as something rammed into him, causing him to tumble
across the hard black surface and to the other side. He scrambled to his paws, eyes wide with shock
and terror, as the monster rumbled past. His eyes were drawn to a shape on the Thunderpath, and he
gasped.

 

It was Bluestar.

 

The blue-gray she-cat was laying very still on the hard surface, and Whitestorm, checking to make
sure no other monsters were coming, sprang onto the Thunderpath and quickly drug his aunt off
towards Copperpaw. Tigerclaw, Darkpaw, Creekpaw, and Firepaw all followed, the latter three
sprinting, faces broadcasting their fear. Tigerclaw looked strangely composed - surely he was as
shocked as they were, right?

 

“Bluestar?” Firepaw meowed hesitantly, nosing his mentor. Creekpaw and Darkpaw had darted over
to Copperpaw.

 

“Are you alright?” his sister anxiously asked. Copperpaw realized he was still lying on the ground, fur
spiked. He shook himself, and shakily got to his paws.

 



“I-I’m alright,” he meowed. He slowly padded towards Bluestar’s inert body. “Is...is she dead ?” he
wailed. Whitestorm laid a comforting tail on his back.

 

“She’s losing a life,” he meowed somberly. “She will wake soon - we just must give her time to heal.”
The group of cats sat around Bluestar, waiting, until her body gave a little twitch and she inhaled a
gasp.

 

“Bluestar!” Firepaw meowed, ears perking. “Are you feeling okay?” Bluestar shook herself.

 

“I’m alright,” she meowed, getting to her paws. “I just lost a life.” Copperpaw ducked his head.

 

“I’m sorry,” he muttered. “I got you killed!” Bluestar shook her head.

 

“No, it wasn’t your fault,” she reassured the pale ginger apprentice. Tigerclaw bowed his head.

 

“It was mine,” he meowed, sounding guilty. “I hadn’t felt or heard the monster coming.” Copperpaw
frowned, subtly studying the great warrior. For some reason, even though he sounded sorry, the
apprentice couldn’t detect any remorse or regret in his eyes. His fur bristled with worry, then shook it
off. Tigerclaw is a powerful and loyal warrior of ThunderClan, he thought as they began their trek
back to camp. I’m sure he has all our interests in mind.
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A shiver crawled up Firepaw’s spine, fluffing his fur out, as he shuffled his paws underneath him, the
snow chilling his paws. His tail curled around him, as he was crotched down, watching over camp.
Copperpaw laid beside him, eyes trained on the camp entrance.

 

“Sparrowpelt’s still in camp,” Copperpaw meowed worriedly. “Where did Airpaw wander off to…?”

 

“He and Lightningpaw left this morning together,” Firepaw told him, resting his tail tip against his
brother’s shoulder. “I’m sure Lightningpaw wouldn’t let anything bad happen to him.”

 

Copperpaw shot him a skeptical look before sighing and shaking out his fur. “He and Lightningpaw
finally went on their Moonstone trip,” Copperpaw said. Almost a moon after us since Lightningpaw
clawed Creekpaw again during training, Firepaw thought. “But Airpaw hasn’t gotten any more
responsible… And Lightningpaw’s only gotten worse!”

 

Firepaw’s ears flicked backwards. Lightningpaw had barely been training at night with Thistleclaw
and their siblings, but when she was, she always went off to get secret training with Mapleshade…
And Lightningpaw had gotten in so many arguments with their clanmates over Thistleclaw being in
RiverClan- it almost seemed like Lightningpaw liked RiverClan better than ThunderClan whenever
she defended them having Sunningrocks! Sandpaw now refused to associate herself with
Lightningpaw - and even Mousefur had distanced herself from the tortoiseshell apprentice.

 

ThunderClan was running low on prey with the leafbare snow, and every cat’s paws were itching to
get Sunningrocks back.

 

Runningwind padded over to the pair of ginger brothers, a mouse hanging from his mouth. He placed
it down in front of them, purring. Copperpaw meowed his thanks and took a bite from the small
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mouse.

 

“Guess what?” Runningwind sang happily as he settled down beside Firepaw. The brown tom nodded
to Redtail as his mate passed them by, a patrol at his heels.

 

Firepaw raised a brow. “Dappletail’s pregnant?”

 

“Dappletail’s- Wait! Hey, how’d you know that?” Runningwind broke off his happy yowl to stare at
Firepaw suspiciously.

 

“You and Redtail were squealing all of this morning- of course every cat in camp knew Dappletail
was pregnant!” Firepaw meowed.

 

Runningwind ducked his head, embarrassed, licking his chest. “We couldn’t contain our excitement!
After Redtail tried for so long and nothing happened, we were worried Dappletail couldn’t bare kits-
she never tried to have kits with Stormtail, after all. But when I, uh, when I tried with her, she started
showing signs of pregnancy, and Spottedleaf confirmed today that she’s pregnant!”

 

“That’s great, Runningwind!” Copperpaw congratulated his clanmate, smiling. “They’ll be due in two
moons, then?”

 

“Yes!” Runningwind purred, fidgeting excitedly, his eyes bright. “Redtail and I are going to be the
best fathers we can be! Oh, I’m so excited to see their little kitten faces.” The tom stared at the snow
slowly fluttering to the ground, and Longkit and Cherrykit, who were racing to touch each snowflake.
Patchpelt, for once, was playing with them, Fuzzypelt and Robinwing nowhere to be seen. “Hopefully
they’ll be born after the snow melts… I wouldn’t want my kits shivering in this cold!”

 

“Longkit and Cherrykit will be apprentices soon,” Firepaw commented. Then he smiled. “And that
means we’ll be warriors soon too!”

 

Runningwind purred teasingly, nudging his flame-colored friend. “And when you’re warriors, you’ll
have kits soon too then, eh?”

 



Firepaw blinked perplexed at him. “What do you mean?” He wasn’t planning on having kits anytime
soon… He had to do whatever his father planned for him first! He was destined for greatness!

 

“You and Sandpaw have been rather close lately, haven’t you?” Runningwind meowed with knowing
eyes.

 

Firepaw’s fur fluffed up and he tore his gaze away from the tabby tom. “It’s not like that! I just- she’s
my friend. Of course I care for her a lot! Besides, she still kinda hates me.”

 

“She does not hate you,” Runningwind told him with a flick of his tail. “She just likes being mean
sometimes. She’s like Mousefur!” The tom raised his voice and met his sister’s gaze from across the
camp, sticking his tongue out. Mousefur huffed and rolled her eyes, turning back to her conversation
with Rosetail.

 

Firepaw felt his skin go hot underneath his pelt and quickly stumbled to change the topic. “So will
Dappletail remain in the nursery when she gives birth to the kits or…?”

 

Runningwind blinked, startled at the sudden change in topic while Copperpaw snickered. “Uh,”
Runningwind meowed, tilting his head. “I think she’ll stay in the nursery for as long as they need
milk, and then I guess… well Redtail’s deputy, so I guess I’ll be nursery queen then!”

 

Firepaw purred at the thought of his friend cooped up in the nursery, kits tangling his paws together as
they ran to and fro around him. Copperpaw meowed, “I think Willowpelt’s expecting too. She could
feed the kits milk when they’re young then, if Dappletail wants to return to her warrior duties as soon
as possible.”

 

“She is?” Firepaw blinked, glancing around camp, but the gray she-cat had left on patrol with Redtail.
Instead, his gaze caught on Frostfur and Speckletail, who had laid nearby with a squirrel between
them. Frostfur’s ears were pricked and she turned her gaze away when Firepaw looked at her.

 

“See, I told you,” the white she-cat meowed to Speckletail. “Willowpelt is pregnant! I knew it. You
remember that ShadowClan tom I told you about?”

 

“Looks like Frostfur’s spreading gossip again,” Copperpaw joked to Firepaw and Runningwind.

 



“When isn’t she?” Runningwind mused, whiskers twitching, while Firepaw frowned, uncertain.

 

“Ashfur?” Speckletail frowned, tipping her head to the side thoughtfully. “Yes, I did see Willowpelt
talking to him a few times…”

 

“They’re his kits,” Frostfur meowed confidently, raising her head high. “I’m sure of it.”

 

Speckletail’s tail tip twitched as she stared at Frostfur flatly. “You thought the same of Robinwing’s
last litter,” she said. “And they turned out to be Patchpelt’s. Willowpelt is a loyal ThunderClan
warrior. She might be friends with Ashfur, but she’s certainly not mates with him, fur-brain.”

 

Frostfur sniffed disdainfully, tilting her chin upwards. “Well, who else would the father be?”

 

“Whitestorm,” Speckletail suggested. “Isn’t it obvious?”

 

Frostfur huffed. “Whitestorm certainly has a thing for Willowpelt, any cat can see that, but she won’t
give him the time of day!” Frostfur shook her head. “Such a shame, for a cat as handsome as him to
be ignored… For a ShadowClan cat, no less! I wonder if Ashfur was Darkpaw’s father too, not
Tawnyspots like we assumed…” Firepaw exchanged a concerned glance with Copperpaw while
Frostfur crossed her paws as she continued, “That’s Willowpelt’s problem. She’s always with
Spottedleaf or Patchpelt! Those are the only cats she ever hangs out with in the clan.”

 

“They are her siblings,” Speckletail pointed out with a conflicted frown.

 

“But I don’t spend every waking day hanging out with Brindleface, and she’s my sister,” Frostfur
said. “And Dappletail is more of a sister to White-eye than you are to her.” Speckletail winced,
glancing away, but Frostfur continued on obliviously, “I just think it’s weird that she sticks so closely
to family. And Patchpelt! I think that’s the reason he can’t get a real mate- he’s been taking care of
Willowpelt like she’s his mate!”

 

Firepaw’s lip curled in disgust while Speckletail gasped, her hair raising. “They’re brother and sister!
Don’t be so disgusting, Frostfur.”

 



“I’m not saying anything!” Frostfur meowed defensively. “Just that Patchpelt acts more like her mate
than her brother, always doting over her and giving her the best prey. Besides, would it really be so
surprising if Patchpelt did get Willowpelt pregnant? That family’s full of problems.”

 

“ Yes ,” Speckletail hissed in a low voice. “It would! Patchpelt might be a mouse-brain who chases
after every pretty she-cat he sees, but he’s not immoral. He has enough sense not to get with his own
sister!”

 

Frostfur frowned, raising her voice. “I wouldn’t be so sure. It’s almost like that family’s cursed. I
mean, Spottedleaf is a medicine cat, but had kits when she was an apprentice, and Patchpelt had kits
with a she-cat who already had a mate. And Redtail got with a tom!” Runningwind’s ears flattened
against his head and he glared at Frostfur, but the she-cat wasn’t facing him. Firepaw felt his own fur
bristle too. “And you remember Leopardfoot. She got with a cat older than her parents just ‘cause he
was leader- a leader who became a kittypet !”

 

“What are you yowling about my mother?” the deep voice of Tigerclaw suddenly hissed, standing up
from where he was beside Goldenflower. He prowled forward with something dark in his amber eyes,
and Firepaw felt a prick of fear raise his fur.

 

Frostfur snapped her mouth shut, blue eyes wide, but she glanced at Speckletail before standing up.
“Nothing… Your mother was a fine warrior… It’s just such a shame her mate abandoned us.”

 

Tigerclaw growled, the mane of hair around his neck rising. Firepaw quickly scrambled to his paws,
taking a few steps towards the two warriors. Tigerclaw could easily defeat Frostfur in battle! But
surely the great warrior would never hurt his own clanmate? “I’m sure Pinestar had his reasons for
leaving the clan-”

 

Tigerclaw whipped around on Firepaw, long claws unsheathed. “Nothing can justify that coward
leaving to become a pampered, Twoleg-loving kittypet!” Tigerclaw spat. “A real warrior is loyal to
their clan- loyal to the clans, at the very least, and rejects the soft, disgusting life of a housecat.” The
dark-striped tom lashed his tail before whipping around. He stalked out of camp and Whitestorm took
off after him, while Darkpaw started to before pausing, sending a wide-eyed glance Firepaw’s way.

 

Firepaw’s ears flattened, and he curled up between Copperpaw and Runningwind.

 

 



Lightningpaw strutted through the thick undergrowth, tail high. The heavy, fishy scent of RiverClan
reached her nose as the flow of the river reached her ears. Her paws trudged through the snow,
flicking the banks of snow away.

 

“It’s so cold,” the whiny voice of her younger brother, Airpaw, echoed through the forest. “Did we
have to leave camp today?”

 

“Shut up,” Lightningpaw snapped at him.

 

Airpaw went silent, head bowed, until he reached her and stared at the river with wide green eyes.
Some of it was icy, but the section they stood in front of was rushing slowly. “Wh-... What are we
doing here…?” Airpaw asked nervously, ears flicking backwards.

 

Lightningpaw grinned and lashed her paw out to his shoulder, shoving him forward. Airpaw yelped
and scrambled, digging his paws into the ground, although the snow made it hard. His tail hit the
water but he managed to leap away from the cold water.

 

“Lightningpaw!” he yowled.

 

“Coward,” Lightningpaw huffed. “Follow me.”

 

She plunged into the water, steeling herself as the cold ate at her pelt, making her toes freeze almost
immediately. She didn’t like the cold nor how the water clung to her pelt, but unlike her brother, she
didn’t complain about it. She swam to the otherside with practiced ease.

 

Airpaw hesitated on the other side, eyes big. “That’s RiverClan’s territory. Lightningpaw, what are
you doing?”

 

Lightningpaw grinned. “Visiting our father.”

Chapter End Notes



Lolling: Just to clarify, Tawnyspots is Darkstripe’s father, yes ShadowClan!Ashfur is going to be
Graystripe’s father (that headcanon is snatched from tumblr user @nugs-art), and yes
Whitestorm will still father Sorreltail, Rainwhisker, and Sootfur :))

Also I headcanon both Rosetail and Mousefur as aspec (AroAce-leaning), so I think they'd bond
over not liking any cat romantically XD although Rosetail is the type to tease, encourage, and
gossip about other cats' relationships while Mousefur is more "ew, get that away from me"
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See the end of the chapter for notes

Creekpaw’s eyes followed Copperpaw as her brother trudged through the snow, out the entrance of
camp after Lionheart and White-eye. Lightningpaw and Airpaw were still absent from camp, but
Tigerclaw had claimed they must have lost track of time while hunting and gone out after them.
Speckletail, of course, wasn’t happy and Sparrowpelt was only mildly concerned.

 

Creekpaw’s eyes flickered to Firepaw, who sat grooming himself after Runningwind had left on a
very tense and awkward patrol with Frostfur, Adderfang, and Bluestar herself. Firepaw was alone
now, for once.

 

Fluffing her long-haired pelt out against the cold, she approached Firepaw with her tail raised in
greeting. “Hey Firepaw,” she mewed. “Can we hunt together?”

 

Firepaw blinked his big, bright green eyes at her before smiling eagerly. “Sure! I’ll go fetch Darkpaw
and we can all hunt together!” The tom hopped to his paws.

 

Creekpaw huffed under her breath, holding her leg out to stop him. “No, furbrain. Hunt alone .” It
was hard to ever catch Firepaw alone. He was always with Runningwind, Darkpaw, Sandpaw, or one
of their siblings when he wasn’t training with Thistleclaw and Mapleshade…

 

“Oh.” Firepaw blinked again, bewildered. “I mean- alright! That sounds fun. We’ve never hunted
together before.” The red-ginger tom purred, tail high.

 

Creekpaw smiled nervously. She didn’t plan to get much hunting done… “Let’s go tell Swiftbreeze
where we’re going- wouldn’t want to be like Lightningpaw and Airpaw,” she added in a mutter under
her breath. She flicked her tail and trotted over to where her mentor and grandmother was, lounging
beside Smallear and Poppydawn. She supposed Swiftbreeze was a bit older than most warriors, yet
she still seemed so spry and lithe for her age.

 

“Hey Swiftbreeze,” Creekpaw meowed, and Firepaw purred a greeting to her as well. The tabby and
white she-cat nodded amicably at them. “Do you mind if Firepaw and I go hunting?”
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Swiftbreeze tilted her head. “That sounds like a good idea to me. This snow is making it quite hard to
find anything. But be back before the sun sets, Redtail may want you for other patrols.”

 

“And stay away from the RiverClan border,” Poppydawn interjected with a frown. “I wouldn’t
want…” She shook her head sadly. “Well… I still can’t believe it… That he’s joined RiverClan…”

 

Swiftbreeze rested her tail on Poppydawn’s shoulder. “It’s alright,” Swiftbreeze murmured kindly.
“Some days I can’t believe such a strong warrior could do what he did either.”

 

“Should I go fetch Rosetail?” Smallear questioned, looking a bit uncomfortable. He glanced towards
where Mousefur and Rosetail, now joined by Cherrykit, were scooping out snow from the medicine
cat den while Patchpelt helped Longkit perfect his hunting crouch nearby.

 

“Let her be,” Poppydawn meowed. “She’s having a good time right now. I wouldn’t want to burden
her with my worries.” She sighed. “You know, I am sorry for what my son did to your daughter,
Swiftbreeze… I never thought my little kit would ever grow up to be so…” She looked away,
distraught.

 

Swiftbreeze leaned against the elder’s shoulder comfortingly, and glanced at Creekpaw and Firepaw
with worry glimmering in her yellow eyes. Creekpaw ducked her head, feeling disgust rise within her
at how her father- if he even deserved to be called that- and his actions had affected his own mother
and sister. Did he really have no compassion that he couldn’t even think of how his family would be
saddened by his betrayal, by his disturbing love for a young she-cat?

 

“Hunt near the twolegplace,” Swiftbreeze instructed them in a soft voice. “Now that the dogs are
gone, prey is plentiful there.”

 

She flicked her tail with a nod and walked away, towards the entrance, and Firepaw hesitated a
moment, frowning, before he paced after her. As they exited camp, he slowly meowed, excitement in
his voice, “What do you think we’ll catch? Copperpaw said he smelt a pheasant earlier. Remember
when Tigerclaw caught one when we were kits? The clan feasted for days!”

 

Creekpaw scowled at him. “We’re not actually going to hunt, Firepaw. I just needed to talk to you
alone.”

 



Firepaw’s stride stuttered. “Uh, about what?”

 

“About Thistleclaw ,” Creekpaw hissed.

 

Firepaw blinked, his ears flat against his skull. “What… what about him?”

 

“You know he’s bad,” Creekpaw insisted, staring at her brother as he ducked his head and looked
away from her, the tip of his tail curled between his legs.

 

“No, he’s not,” Firepaw meowed hesitantly. “He… I know everyone says that about him, Creekpaw,
but it’s just not true!”

 

“How isn’t it?” Creekpaw defiantly asked him, head raised high. “He got with our mom when she was
practically a kit, he joined RiverClan, and he killed Thrushpelt!”

 

“He didn’t mean to kill Thrushpelt,” Firepaw rebutted, frowning, his tail twitching behind him. “And-
and maybe Thrushpelt shouldn’t have attacked him anyway! They were half-brothers, after all.”

 

“Don’t you ever think that maybe Thistleclaw attacked Thrushpelt first?” Creekpaw hissed, bristling.
“And even if he hadn’t, Thistleclaw was attacking Thrushpelt’s clanmates! You defend clanmates.
Just like you attacked Thistleclaw when he hurt Sandpaw.”

 

Firepaw winced, glancing guiltily away. “But- I wouldn’t hurt Thistleclaw, though. I never- I was just
getting him away from Sandpaw. And… And he won’t hurt her now that he knows I don’t want him
to! ‘Cause… ‘cause he’s our father, and he loves us, Creekpaw.”

 

“Do you really believe that?” Creekpaw growled. “He says he loved Spottedleaf- yet look how he hurt
her. He says he loved Whitestorm- yet does he ever ask about him or talk to him like he does us? He
says he loved ThunderClan, and look how he’s betrayed us for RiverClan! For the Dark Forest , even,
the Place of No Stars! He’s forsaken StarClan, Firepaw, that’s what it means to be in the Place of No
Stars!”

 

Firepaw looked horrified, his lips slightly pulled back in a snarl and his fur puffed up like a porcupine.
Creekpaw tried to calm herself as anger rose within her. She knew Lightningpaw was hopeless, but



surely Firepaw wasn’t so blinded by their father’s so-called love as well?

 

As Firepaw opened his mouth to argue, Creekpaw’s ears swivelled around as she heard pawsteps
approaching. Snow crunched loudly underneath a heavy weight, and they sounded far too clumsy to
be a warriors’ pawsteps. Firepaw’s ears pricked too, and he raised his open mouth to sniff the air
curiously instead.

 

Creekpaw did the same, tensing and hissing, “Kittypet.”

 

She traded a look with her brother before they both simultaneously crouched down. Creekpaw
prowled forward, keeping her pawsteps light across the thick banks of snow. Firepaw circled around
while she headed directly for the intruder. They were still a bit away from the Twolegplace, but
somehow a kittypet had gotten this far.

 

She tensed all her muscles as a plump, round face pushed its way through some bushes, a small bell
jingling on its collar. Creekpaw yowled and surged forward, slamming all of her weight into the
kittypet. He yowled back, rolling without so much as any resistance that it threw Creekpaw for a loop.
Her paws slipped off his soft, velvety pelt while the kittypet laid stunned on the ground.

 

His fur color was the same as the snow, it was so white. She could only see him because of his pink
collar and his wide, bright blue eyes that blinked up at her.

 

“What was that for?” the young tomcat meowed obliviously.

 

“Why are you here?” she spat at him, fur bristling. From behind him, Firepaw slunk out from the trees
with a growl of his own.

 

The kittypet blinked again, slowly rising to his feet with a cautious glance at Firepaw. “Because…
Because I walked here…?”

 

Creekpaw huffed, frustrated. “Why are you on our territory, kittypet?”

 

He glanced rapidly between her and Firepaw. “ You two own this forest?”

 



Creekpaw exchanged a perplexed, amused glance with Firepaw. “ThunderClan owns this part of the
forest,” Firepaw meowed helpfully to the lost kittypet. Creekpaw sent her brother a warning glance.
This kittypet was an intruder, and should be treated as such.

 

“ThunderClan?” the kittypet questioned. “What’s ThunderClan?”

 

“One of the four great clans of the forest,” Firepaw meowed, puffing out his chest. “And we’re from
the most noble - ThunderClan!”

 

“Which is why ,” Creekpaw growled, moving forward dangerously, her claws unsheathed. “You need
to leave. This is ThunderClan’s hunting grounds, not some kittypet’s play place.”

 

The kittypet tilted his head. “Hunting? Hunting for what?”

 

Creekpaw startled. Was this kittypet really so oblivious and pampered he didn’t know what hunting
was? “For food? ”

 

“Why don’t you just find a nice pair of housefolk and eat some of their food? You wouldn’t have to
hunt then,” the kittypet suggested.

 

“And eat Twoleg slop? Yuck!” Firepaw stuck his tongue out and Creekpaw’s face scrunched up in
disgust.

 

“You can eat as much rabbit droppings as you want, kittypet,” Creekpaw meowed. “Just eat them
outside of ThunderClan territory!”

 

The white-furred tom tilted his head. “Why?”

 

“Because you’ll scare off all the prey with your ringing bell and loud pawsteps, that’s why!”
Creekpaw yowled at him, raising her head. “You may get free, easy food from your Twolegs, but we
need this food to feed our clanmates.”

 



“Oh,” the kittypet said. “That makes sense. Then I guess I’ll go.” He raised his tail with a smile. “See
you around then, ThunderClan kitties!” He pranced off with his tail high in the air, bounding through
the snow without a care in the world.

 

Creekpaw’s anger at an intruder gave way to exasperation and a strange longing in her heart. That
kittypet… he looked so carefree and happy…

 

She shook her head fiercely as those thoughts started to worm their way into her head. She was a
loyal ThunderClan warrior. She didn’t envy some lazy, overfed kittypet!

 

“Come on,” she said to her brother forcefully, tearing her gaze away from where the kittypet had left.
“Let’s actually hunt for our clan… I don’t think the queens have eaten today.”

 

 

Copperpaw waved his tail at Creekpaw as he left after his mentor and White-eye. He sniffed the air
but the cold weather seemed to have chilled his nose’s ability to smell. He wrinkled his nose and sped
up to match stride with Lionheart.

 

“White-eye and I will head on ahead to mark the ShadowClan border,” Lionheart meowed. “I want to
see how well you can hunt in the snow on your own. Remember what I’ve trained you to do when
your tail’s freezing off.”

 

Copperpaw purred. “Run around like a crazy squirrel until I can feel it again!”

 

Lionheart chuckled, and flicked his tail over his apprentice’s ears. “Good. You can catch up with us
when we are near the end of the border. I expect you to have at least two pieces of prey.”

 

Copperpaw nodded and meowed a goodbye to his mentor and White-eye before he stalked off into the
thick, snowy undergrowth of ThunderClan’s territory. He scented the air once more, but his ears
caught on the sound of little mice feet scuttling before he scented anything. He crouched down and
slowly prowled forward until he saw the mice’s small ears pop up from behind a frozen fern.
Copperpaw tensed before leaping, purring as he slammed his paw down on the brown mouse. His
face quickly shot down and he gave the mouse a killing bite.

 



Satisfied, he buried the mouse between the roots of an oak, kicking some snow over it, and marked
the tree so he would remember it.

 

He stalked around once more, until he saw the black Thunderpath, and his ears quickly catching the
sound of another creature. A squirrel this time, perhaps. But they would be hibernating, so maybe a
big vole. He crouched down and moved forward, trying to figure out where the prey was.

 

Eventually, his eyes caught on the fat, gray body of a vole. He stayed low to the ground, raising one
paw as he slinked forward. Then…

 

A blur of pale ginger and stripes shot out in front of him, snatching the vole in front of him swiftly.
The small cat stumbled, and the vole leaped out from her paws. She darted forward again, but the vole
vanished underneath a snow bank. She cursed under her breath, tail lashing.

 

Copperpaw blinked, startled. He raised his head and scented the air, then tensed at what he smelt-
ShadowClan .

 

He hissed. “What are you doing on ThunderClan territory?”

 

The she-cat, startled, leaped so high into the air that Copperpaw himself was perplexed. She landed
back on the ground with wobbly legs, shaking, both from fear and from the cold, he would guess. Her
amber eyes were wide as she stared at him.

 

“I- I’m so sorry! I- I didn’t know! I promise, I really, really didn’t know!” she meowed, rushed, ehr
voice trembling almost as much as she was. “I thought I was still on ShadowClan land! I- there was a
tunnel-” She glanced at the Thunderpath. “I forgot it led to ThunderClan’s territory- I’m so sorry,
please don’t tell your leader! I promise I didn’t catch anything, and- and-”

 

“Hey, hey,” Copperpaw meowed, smoothing his fur out and taking a few steps towards her. She
looked quite young and scared for an apprentice. “It’s alright. You didn’t catch anything, and if you
did, I’m sure you would have given it to ThunderClan, right?”

 

The ShadowClan cat nodded her head slowly, eyes wide like an owl’s.

 



Copperpaw smiled. “See? No harm done then. Why don’t you get back to ShadowClan then?”

 

“Uh,” the she-cat stuttered, glancing around. “O-over the path…? But I…” A distant rumble reached
their ears and she jumped. Copperpaw winced as he remembered how easily a monster had taken
Bluestar’s life.

 

“No,” Copperpaw meowed. “Why don’t we find that tunnel you mentioned?”

 

She glanced at him nervously. “You- you aren’t… Oh, Clawface is gonna have my hide!” She shut her
eyes closed and shook her head. “You aren’t supposed to know about the tunnel!”

 

“That’s alright,” Copperpaw told her. “I won’t tell anyone!”

 

“Really?” She looked at him with big eyes. “But- you- you’re a ThunderClan cat! ...Why should I
trust you…?”

 

“Because I’m Copperpaw!” he purred, puffing out his chest. “And I’m gonna be the greatest warrior
StarClan’s ever seen!” He smiled kindly at her, shaking his pelt. “Besides, what reason would I have
to tell any cat? ThunderClan isn’t interested in ShadowClan’s land.”

 

The she-cat slowly smiled back at him. “Oh… okay. I’m… I’m Dawnpaw.”

 

“Nice to meet you, Dawnpaw,” Copperpaw meowed. “Now, you know where your tunnel back home
is?”

 

“Uh.” She blinked, glancing around. “I… I think it’s…” She padded up the side of the Thunderpath,
right as a monster stormed passed. She leaped to the side, and Copperpaw felt his fur puff out too. He
smiled at her comfortingly, and she timidly did so back. She sniffed the air and nudged a few ferns
with her nose.

 

“Maybe…” she murmured. She wiggled her haunched and then leaped at a pile of snow, which went
down with her. Copperpaw startled, running towards her as she disappeared under the snow. He
glanced over the hole as she stared back up at him. “The monster threw the snow back over it!”

 



“Oh, wow,” Copperpaw meowed as he jumped down beside her. Underneath the Thunderpath, there
was a wide, black tunnel that smelled horrible and looked horrible too. He scrunched his nose. “It
stinks.”

 

Dawnpaw shrugged. “It’s not too bad.”

 

Copperpaw glanced at her disbelievingly. ShadowClan cats must think smelling bad is normal… No
offense to Dawnpaw, but she stinks of rotten crowfood!

 

Dawnpaw trotted down the tunnel, and Copperpaw followed after her hesitantly, gagging as the wet
muck stuck to his paws. The ginger tom kept his eyes on the light ginger she-cat as they trotted
towards the end of the tunnel. Dawnpaw popped her head out first, checking to make sure the coast
was clear, before wriggling out. Copperpaw slid out after her, shaking his coat to loosen the
snowflakes that fell onto his fur. He peered around at the ShadowClan marshes, purring
mischievously.

 

“Hey, Dawnpaw!” he meowed. “Now I broke the warrior code too!” The young pale ginger
apprentice giggled.

 

“You know, it’s nice to be able to talk to another apprentice,” the ShadowClan she-cat meowed. “My
brothers and I used to-” Her mew cut off, ears flattening as she went quiet. Copperpaw tilted his head,
concern beginning to well up in him before an angry yowl cut through the air. Dawnpaw flinched as
three toms came towards them. They smelled of ShadowClan. A big white tom with black paws was
in the lead, followed by a white tom with black splotches and a brown tom. The big tom latched his
baleful yellow eyes onto Copperpaw.

 

“And what ,” he hissed. “Are you doing here?” Copperpaw silently gulped. I didn’t really think this
far ahead…

 

“He showed me the way back to our territory Blackfoot,” Dawnpaw piped up, nervously glancing at
the other two toms on the patrol. “I accidentally crossed the border, and Copperpaw brought me
back.” Blackfoot gave Copperpaw an emotionless look.

 

“Very well,” he meowed coldly. “I’ll let this slide - but cross the border again and we’ll bring you to
Brokenstar, and we’ll see what he wants to do with a ThunderClan kit.” Copperpaw blinked, startled.
When did Brokentail - er, Brokenstar become leader?

 



“Dawnpaw,” the brown tom with a face marred with scars growled, tail twitching. “Next time this
happens, you’ll be cleaning the elders' den for the rest of your life!” The tom- Clawface, Dawnpaw’s
mentor, Copperpaw guessed- leaned down and added in a low hiss, “Or what’s left of it.” He then cast
a look at Blackfoot. “It seems like you and your half-brother both enjoy getting yourselves into
trouble.” Blackfoot flashed a glare at Clawface, though Copperpaw’s attention was on the final tom in
the patrol. His narrowed gaze was fixed on Dawnpaw, who was shifting uncomfortably, staring at her
paws.

 

“Maybe you should have another cat with you while you're out here,” the white and black tom teased,
eyes glinting as he sidled up beside Dawnpaw, brushing his pelt against his. “Perhaps I can
accompany you?” Dawnpaw flashed a fearful, wide-eyed look at Copperpaw, who glared slightly at
the older warrior, uncomforted by his behavior. This tom’s behavior reminded him vividly of what he
knew about his mother and father’s relationship - and his aunt Willowpelt’s with Tawnyspots.

 

“Get a move on!” Blackfoot growled at the ThunderClan apprentice, taking a menacing step forward.
“And stay on your side of the border!”

 

Copperpaw obediently dipped his head, casting a worried glance at Dawnpaw, before padding
towards the Thunderpath - conscious of what could happen to Dawnpaw if he revealed he knew of the
tunnel. Thankfully, the Thunderpath was clear of any monsters, so he quickly darted over. He glanced
back at ShadowClan’s territory, pinpointing Dawnpaw’s pale coat in the white snow. A rustle in the
bushes made him tear his gaze away. He still needed to catch his second piece of prey before
Lionheart came looking for him.

 

Tail kinked, he stalked into the woods.

Chapter End Notes
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Blackstar is Dawncloud's half-brother, but Dawncloud and Russetfur aren't half-sisters and
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Blizzardwing, and Blizzardwing had Blackstar, Flintfang, and Fernshade with Hollyflower.)



Let’s See What’s Happening In RiverClan, Shall We?

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

short chap but interesting!

Airpaw timidly crept after Lightningpaw, whose fur was fluffed up from the morning chill. He kept
glancing around, fearful of being caught on RiverClan’s territory. He shivered, teeth chattering and
pelt sopping wet, before he whined;

 

“I’m cold ! Lightningpaw, can we please go back? I nearly drowned!” 

 

Lightningpaw rolled her eyes, tossing her head as she shook out her glossy coat - splattering Airpaw
in the process.

 

He squeaked as his sister meowed, “You weren’t even close!” Her scornful meow made Airpaw
flinch, then he shuddered as the leafbare wind rippled through the air. His paws crunched on stiff
leaves and twigs coated in frost before he anxiously thought, You can’t just walk through another
Clan’s territory! Thrushpelt and Sparrowpelt were both absolutely positive about that! He glanced at
Lightningpaw. But...Lightningpaw does know best. She said she was going to take me to see our
father! A twitch of excitement rippled through him, but he also frowned, conflicted. He did kill
Thrushpelt...but Lightningpaw said it was an accident. And - he guiltily flattened his ears. And she
said that if I had been there, Thistleclaw would have been more careful!

 

Airpaw followed Lightningpaw into what looked like a floating island. A wave of fishy scents
bombarded the brown tabby’s nose, making him wrinkle it. RiverClan.

 

The timid ThunderClan apprentice shivered as he trailed after Lightningpaw, who strutted into the
camp like she owned it. Airpaw felt his body go stiff and his muscles tense as he followed after her,
tail between his legs. If only he could have his sister’s confidence!

 

But the RiverClan warriors’ eyes had locked onto him immediately. One pale brown tabby she-cat
hissed, her lips pulled back in a snarl as her gaze followed Lightningpaw. Two other warriors beside
her stood up from where they had been laying, tail tips twitching and claws unsheathing.
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Airpaw sped up to his tortoiseshell sister’s side, his own fur bristling nervously. But while most of the
RiverClan cats had disapproving sneers on their faces, he caught a few staring at him with pitying
frowns- the same kind of pity he had always despised receiving from his clanmates ever since he had
stopped being a whiny kit like Lightningpaw told him to.

 

“Ah, Lightningpaw!” a big bracken-colored tom approached them with a purr - Airpaw recognized
him as Oakheart, Crookedstar’s brother and deputy. How could he be so kind towards a ThunderClan
cat when he was RiverClan’s deputy? “Thistleclaw’s out on patrol at the moment, but he’ll be back
soon.” He gave a friendly nod to Airpaw, eyes strangely bright. “You’re Airpaw, correct?”

 

The brown and white tabby hesitantly nodded.

 

“Nice to meet you,” Oakheart purred, fluffy tail high. “I admit, I was quite surprised when
Thistleclaw told me he had five kits - six, if you include Whitestorm. He must be very proud - I know
I would be!” He twitched his whiskers mischievously. Airpaw gave a tiny smile, and decided he might
like Oakheart - he was friendly, like Thrushpelt, and humorous, like Sparrowpelt.

 

“Must have been difficult for your father too,” Oakheart went on as he escorted them to one of the
camp’s sides. “Being separated from you and your littermates,” Oakheart clarified at Airpaw’s
confused look. Lightningpaw, looking bored, was gazing around the camp with narrowed eyes. “It’s
always sad when a parent loses a kit - even more so if they’re still alive and are actively kept from
them.” Was it his imagination, or did Airpaw see a sad look enter Oakheart’s amber eyes as he
glanced towards Stonefur and Mistyfoot? 

 

Oh, they’re his kits! Airpaw remembered. That’s probably why he looked upset. He would be
heartbroken if he lost his kits. Airpaw twitched uncomfortably at Stonefur’s disproving stare - starkly
reminding him of how Bluestar looked when she was disappointed. It must just be because they were
both blue-gray cats. Mistyfoot, Airpaw was relieved to see, looked friendlier than her brother, flicking
her tail in a small hello and a happy purr.

 

“Lightningpaw! Lightningpaw!” a happy squeal came from a small bundle of brown tabby fur as a kit
bolted towards them. “Hi! You’re Thistleclaw’s kits!” Lightningpaw puffed out her chest, arrogantly
tossing her glossy head.

 

“Yes, you already know me,” she meowed. “This,” she jerked her head carelessly at Airpaw. “Is my
youngest brother, Airpaw. My third favorite sibling.”

 



“Hi!” the little kit meowed excitedly to Airpaw, who stared slightly bewildered at this friendly kit.
“I’m Grasskit! I love playing with Thistleclaw! He’s so nice to me! He’s told me that all your siblings
are apprentices! I’m almost an apprentice too! Thsitleclaw said I can be his apprentice one day
because I’m special! ”

 

“Well,” Oakheart meowed. “I don’t think Crookedstar is too keen on giving him an apprentice just
yet….”

 

Grasskit pouted, “But Silverpaw got you for a mentor! So I want someone cool too!” Oakheart
purred.

 

“I’m sure you’ll get someone as cool as me!” he teased. “Wait, no, sorry. Nearly as cool as me!”
Grasskit giggled with laughter as a patrol of cats entered camp, all carrying prey in their jaws.

 

“Thistleclaw!” Grasskit squealed excitedly, dashing over to the large, gray, spiky tom. Airpaw sat
frozen as Lightningpaw raced Grasskit to their father. Thistleclaw touched noses with Lightningpaw
first, purring, while Grasskit hopped around him, eyes stretched up at him in awe. Airpaw hesitantly
followed them, timidly sliding up to Lightningpaw’s side and felt his breath quicken as Thistleclaw’s
intense yellow gaze settled on him. He gave a minute shiver - they weren’t like Whitestorm’s friendly
and playfully yellow eyes, and they didn’t have the same warmth as his aunt Rosetail’s.

 

“This is Airpaw,” Lightningpaw introduced. “Your weakest kit, but at least he follows directions now
that he’s not letting Copperpaw boss him around anymore.” Airpaw slightly frowned at the jab at
Copperpaw - he quite liked his ginger brother, even though his protectiveness felt suffocating at times.
He tensed as Thistleclaw bent down to sniff him, nervous and scared as Thrushpelt’s death flashed
through his mind. Then Thistleclaw purred, looking him up and down.

 

“You have the same markings as me,” he meowed proudly. Airpaw, mystified, looked from his single
white leg to Thistleclaw’s, blinking at the exact likeness between them. “And, you have my father,
Windflight's shape.” Airpaw stared owlishly. He had never thought he looked like anyone in his
family. Firepaw and Copperpaw were both ginger like their grandmother, Poppydawn. Creekpaw had
Swiftbreeze’s slender build and Adderfang’s taut muscles. And Lightningpaw, she had their mother’s
beautiful pelt and, now that Airpaw has seen Thistleclaw up close, his piercing, unwavering stare. To
know that he looked like the grandfather he never met felt...nice. Like he now had a connection to his
family.

 

“You’ll make a great warrior yet,” Thistleclaw concluded with a firm nod. Airpaw puffed up slightly
at his father’s praise, but that nervousness came back as Thrushpelt’s death replayed in his mind’s eye.



Thistleclaw’s paw slamming into the cream and white tom...Thrushpelt’s body falling into the icy
water.... And how small and pitiful he had looked when Stonefur had managed to pull him out. 

 

I miss Thrushpelt… Airpaw thought as two RiverClan cats called out to Thistleclaw and approached
him. Lightningpaw eagerly bounded forward to join their father’s conversation with the two
RiverClan warriors, but Airpaw found himself stepping backwards and curling into himself.

 

He was in the same clan that had attacked his own and killed his mentor and countless other
ThunderClan warriors… How could he ever feel safe?

 

 

“Seriously, how do you ThunderClan cats hunt in all that undergrowth?!” Silverpaw questioned,
lounging beside Airpaw in the warmth of the sunlight. “I couldn’t imagine catching a mouse when
I’m tripping over every fern and weed!”

 

“Oh, it’s quite simple really,” Airpaw meowed, feeling more relaxed in the silver tabby’s presence.
Silverpaw was a nice cat to talk to - she listened attentively to what Airpaw had to say - which was a
big change from what Airpaw experienced in ThunderClan. “We use the hunting crouch.”

 

He stood up, shaking his fur out, before dropping into the hunting crouch. He was briefly saddened -
Thrushpelt helped me correct my crouch - before he mentally shook himself. “See? We use our tail for
balance, and creep through the undergrowth, like this.” He pulled himself forward, feeling a flaw in
his crouch that he hastily corrected. How embarrassing would it be to make a fool out of himself in
front of this pretty she-cat? 

 

Silverpaw rose to her paws, curious, before she dropped into a crouch to copy him. She stared at him
with intrigued blue eyes as she studied his stance. Airpaw felt his whiskers twitch nervously and his
pelt go hot at the young apprentice’s attention. 

 

“Is this right?” she said as she moved one of her paws further away. 

 

After a look, Airpaw saw that she had a near-perfect crouch, like she was born to hunt in the forest.
“Wow! That’s great- you’ve got a pretty good hunting crouch,” he praised her with a purr. Silverpaw
smiled back at him. He momentarily felt proud for teaching her something, before the sudden
crushing weight of horror filled his lungs, making it hard to breathe.



 

I just revealed a ThunderClan secret! he thought, panicked. He had betrayed ThunderClan!

 

“Airpaw?” Silverpaw meowed, blinking. “Are you okay?” Airpaw quickly nodded.

 

“Yes. I’m fine. Just - erm, gotta go talk to Lightningpaw real quick.” He darted away from
Silverpaw’s confused stare toward where Lightningpaw was showing off some fighting moves to
Grasskit and Vixenkit, with Thistleclaw and Oakheart watching proudly, while the kits’ mother,
Sunfish, and their father - who Airpaw had yet to learn the name of - were watching with narrowed,
untrusting eyes.

 

“Um, Lightningpaw?” Airpaw squeaked. “Can I talk to you for a second?” Lightingpaw rolled her
eyes, but complied with a flick of her tail.

 

“What is it?” she meowed loftily. “I was in the middle of showing Grasskit and Vixenkit how I saved
you from Leopardfur.”

 

Airpaw shuffled his paws, chastened, before he quietly asked when they could leave. Lightningpaw
immediately huffed, nostrils flaring and eyes burning with anger.

 

“Already? Wow, and here I thought you were actually making progress! Looks like you really are a
coward. You don’t want to stay and keep talking to Silverpaw?” She gave him a mocking look. “You
don’t want to keep mooning over her?” Airpaw flattened his ears, pelt heating with embarrassment.

 

“Um, w-well, um,” Airpaw fumbled for words. It was true he thought the she-cat was very pretty and
sweet, but he didn’t- he wasn’t- well, they weren’t even friends. “Won’t ThunderClan have noticed
we’ve been missing since this morning?”

 

“Don’t worry,” Thistleclaw's gruff meow entered the conversation. “Tigerclaw will cover for you -
apparently, he’s the only good cat left in ThunderClan these days.” Oakheart frowned.

 

“I’m sure Bluestar would understand,” he meowed diplomatically. Thistleclaw’s lip curled.

 



“She only cares about herself! Always clan over clanmates, kin, and friends for her, unlike me. I love
my kits more than anything. She just wants to be in control of ThunderClan - and now she is.” He
ended in a dark, low growl.

 

Oakheart glanced away at that, looking conflicted, before slowly agreeing that Lightningpaw and
Airpaw should leave before ThunderClan suspected anything.



Lightningpaw Wants Murder Time

Chapter Notes

Lolling: murder is in a lot of our upcoming chapter titles

“FUZZYPEELLLLT!” Robinwing’s screech ripped through the camp, making Lightningpaw groan
and flatten her ears. She glared as Fuzzypelt - looking panicked and excited - came crashing through
the camp’s entrance and high-tailed it to the nursery. Robinwing had started giving birth while the
black tom had been out, and he must have heard his mate calling for him from where he had been
accompanying Swiftbreeze and Tigerclaw to the sandy hollow. The entrance barrier rustled once
more, revealing the two warriors followed by Creekpaw and Darkpaw, both apprentices looking
excited at the prospect of new kits.

 

Lightningpaw rolled her eyes. Who cares? They’re just pathetic scraps of fluff, completely useless
until they're six moons old! She sniffed, casting a look towards where the newly apprenticed Longpaw
and Cherrypaw sat, looking dejected with their ears drooping. Patchpelt was woven around them,
mewing comfort into their ears. Lightningpaw huffed, smoothing some of her ruffed fur. At least those
two have some use now, she scornfully thought. All this drama over who’s kits are who’s has my tail in
a twist!

 

She glared as Creekpaw, who was poking her head into the nursery, withdrew and announced that
Robinwing has had two tom-kits - a dark brown and a black one. I’m never getting involved with
another cat and having kits! Complete waste of time!

 

“What are their names?” Firepaw’s excitable mew was heard as he wove through the crowd of cats to
Creekpaw’s side. “Tell meee!” Creekpaw laughed, jabbing at Firepaw’s ears.

 

“Calm down!” she purred. “Robinwing named the black tom Ravenkit, and Fuzzypelt chose Dustkit
for the brown tom!”

 

“Congratulations!” Willowpelt purred as Fuzzypelt emerged from the nursery, vibrating with
happiness. Brindleface rushed forward, nuzzling her father, before ducking into the nursery to visit
her mother and new brothers. Frostfur, Lightningpaw noticed, had placed herself near the entrance,
ears pricked.

 



Looking for more gossip! Lightningpaw inwardly growled. She should keep her nose out of other
cats’ business!

 

“This is great!” Firepaw meowed, running up to Lightningpaw, fur fluffed out and eyes shining.
“ThunderClan will be even stronger with new kits!” Creekpaw, trotting up to them, gave an amused
twitch of her whiskers.

 

“They have to wait six moons before they can help out!” she meowed, nudging their dark red brother.

 

“Still!” Firepaw purred, mood unaffected. “Imagine having kits!” Creekpaw gave him a sly look.

 

“Anything you'd like to tell us?” she teased. Firepaw paused, self-consciously licking his chest fur.

 

“I don’t know what you mean,” he awkwardly replied. Lightningpaw rolled her eyes. Honestly,
anyone can tell that Firepaw’s mooning over Sandpaw. Pity really. Sandpaw’s not good enough if you
ask me. She spotted the pale ginger apprentice beside Whitestorm. Firepaw’s nearly as bad as
Runningwind when he was padding after Redtail! Sick of Creekpaw and Firepaw’s excitable
conversation about kits, she stalked off towards Redtail.

 

“The clan’s gonna be distracted by the new kits,” she meowed gruffly to him. “Is there any patrol I
can go on?”

 

Redtail pricked his ears thoughtfully and tilted his head. “Well… Fuzzypelt was planned for a border
patrol soon, but I guess you can go instead of him. Whitestorm was in charge of it, go speak to him.”

 

With a frustrated sigh, Lightningpaw padded towards her half-brother. “Whitestorm! Redtail said we
could go on a border patrol together.” At least Whitestorm could keep a level head, even when he was
mooning after Willowpelt. Did all of her siblings have to be such useless romantics? Even Airpaw had
a crush now on that stuffy RiverClan apprentice!

 

“Alright,” Whitestorm mewed, standing up and shaking his fur. “I was just about to take Sandpaw out
anyway. Go fetch Speckletail and we’ll start heading to the Fourtrees border.”

 



Lightningpaw curled her lip at the mention of her mentor but nodded to the warrior. She glanced
around camp and saw the speckled she-cat beside Frostfur, White-eye, and Sparrowpelt. With a groan,
she trudged her way over to the she-cat. The warriors’ excited yet hushed whispers died down as she
approached, Speckletail glaring at Lightningpaw with open hostility.

 

“Border patrol,” Lightningpaw spat. “With Whitestrom. Now.”

 

“You’re the apprentice,” Speckletail growled. “Not the mentor. Watch your tone, you don’t boss me
around.”

 

Lightningpaw’s tail tip twitched but she held back a snarky remark. “Whatever.” ...Or a more snarkier
remark than the one she made.

 

“I rarely ever see her in camp,” Frostfur murmured discreetly- or her attempt at it- to White-eye.
“She’s more rogue than clan cat, isn’t she? Well, what can you expect from a medicine cat’s kit-”

 

Lightningpaw hissed loudly, fur bristling. “My mother has nothing to do with who I am!” she snapped
to the shiny-furred she-cat. She whipped around and stomped off, annoyed. Was her so-called clan
really just full of gossips with nothing better to do? How useless. If Thistleclaw had led ThunderClan
instead of Bluestar, he would have whipped these cats into shape.

 

“So she chooses to be that way?” she heard Sparrowpelt murmur to White-eye and Frostfur.

 

I choose to be powerful, she thought with a huff. She was better than them in every way. She wasn’t
weighed down by pointless relationships and kits, and she spent every waking moment training
instead of lounging around and sharing tongues. One day, she would be leader- of ThunderClan or
RiverClan, she didn’t care. She’d even take skinny WindClan or smelly ShadowClan!

 

Whitestorm was waiting with Sandpaw and Tigerclaw at the camp entrance, and Lightningpaw perked
up when she saw Tigerclaw. Perfect, she thought. Now I can ditch these mouse-brained cats.

 

Whitestorm meowed a warm greeting to Speckletail, who returned it stiffly. The patrol set off and
Lightningpaw slowed down to walk beside Tigerclaw. Checking to make sure the others were out of
ear-shot, she hissed, “I’m gonna go meet Thistleclaw. You cover for me.” 

 



Tigerclaw’s lip curled, but gave a slight nod - but Lightningpaw still caught the annoyance flashing
through his amber eyes. She sniffed as she slipped away and began charging towards the RiverClan
border. 

 

Tigerclaw’s so stuffy these days! she scornfully thought, sliding easily into the river’s water and
popping out on the other side. Once I thought he was on par with Thistleclaw with greatness, but he’s
actually so bad-tempered and has no mind of his own! He just does whatever Thistleclaw wants him
to do - zero backbone if you ask me.

 

She raced over the ice on the river, glad she didn’t have to get her pelt wet today, although her paws
were freezing from the cold snow. She beelined it to RiverClan camp with her tail high, but slowed
down so she could strut into camp with her head high. All eyes turned to her as the reeds rustled
noisily under her paws, and the attention only made her preen more. She heard the annoyed hisses of
Leopardfur, Skyheart, Mosspelt, and Frogleap in one corner of the camp, and in another, she heard the
excited squeals of Grasskit and Vixenkit.

 

“Lightningpaw, Lightningpaw!” Grasskit yowled, her brown-striped tabby pelt fluffed out. Her black-
furred sister matched her step-for-step. “Guess what, guess what!”

 

Lightningpaw’s tail tip flicked, vexed. While she enjoyed the she-kit’s idolization of her, she could be
really annoying sometimes. “What is it?” she snapped.

 

“Crookedstar said we’re gonna be apprentices in three days!” Vixenkit purred, paws kneading the soft
ground.

 

“Oakheart said he’d make sure I get Thistleclaw as a mentor,” Grasskit meowed in a hushed voice.
“Crookedstar doesn’t want me to be, but I don’t see why. He’s amazing!”

 

“That he is,” Lightningpaw agreed, puffing out her fur. She couldn’t be prouder to have a father as
strong as him. And… Thistleclaw needed a RiverClan apprentice so he could one day be deputy, then
leader. “He’s taught me everything I know.” Meanwhile, Speckletail sits on her rump all day, whining
about how disrespectful I am. She inwardly rolled her eyes at the thought.

 

Grasskit bounced. “I can’t wait! He says that I’ll make a great hunter because I have strong legs and a
light body! He says that one day I’ll be able to hunt side by side with him as warriors!”
Lightningpaw’s whiskers twitched. She couldn’t understand why Thistleclaw was so interested in this
kit’s future. She seemed gullible with starry-eyes, but not very powerful or ambitious. Not like
Lightningpaw and Firepaw.



 

“Lightningpaw!” Thistleclaw’s voice echoed from the camp as the tom exited the leader’s den. The
brown head of Crookedstar poked out, amber eyes narrowed as he watched the spiky gray tom bound
towards his daughter. Lightningpaw touched her nose to Thistleclaw’s.

 

She glanced at Crookedstar and narrowed her own eyes, flicking her tail. “Let’s go hunt.”

 

Thistleclaw glanced at Crookedstar too and nodded. Grasskit jumped to Thistleclaw’s side and
meowed, “Can I come with? I’m almost an apprentice! I’m old enough to leave camp!”

 

Lightningpaw hissed, “You weren’t invited.”

 

Thistleclaw flicked his thick-furred tail over her mouth with a warning glare before he smiled down at
Grasskit. “You’ll be an apprentice soon, that’s right, and then we can spend all the time together that
we want. But for now I want to spend some time with my daughter. You understand, don’t you?”

 

Grasskit frowned but nodded sadly, whiskers drooping. “All, right Thistleclaw…”

 

Thistleclaw licked her forehead before turning around and gesturing for Lightningpaw to follow.
Lightningpaw eagerly followed after him, swishing her tail against the snowy ferns as she left. Her
father led her towards a cluster of willow trees where they settled down.

 

“So when’s Mapleshade gonna do it?” Lightningpaw whispered excitedly. She unsheathed her claws.
“Or will I have to do it myself?” Thistleclaw purred.

 

“Slow down there!” He licked his muzzle. “Even you couldn’t fight a leader despite your extra
training. Especially one as large as Crookedstar.” Lightningpaw pouted, but arrogantly added;

 

“I’ll be a powerful leader one day, with a powerful name to match!” She pricked her ears. “Like
Whitestorm’s name! I could be Lightningstorm!” Thistleclaw’s whiskers twitched, purring his
approval.

 

“That’s a good name,” Thistleclaw meowed. “Sunstar, despite his many flaws, chose Whitestorm’s
name well, and it seems you have a knack for names as well.” Lightningpaw puffed up, mind whirling



with how powerful her and her littermates will be - especially if their names were great like hers. She,
of course, will be Lightningstorm like Whitestorm, Firepaw will be Fireclaw, like their father.
Copperpaw, as much of a goody-goody he was, would be Copperfang like their grandfather - they’re
both too overbearing, so their names should match! Airpaw, the mouse-brain, should be named after
his stupidity - Airbrain. Creekpaw… Lightningpaw curled her lip. Creekfur. Boring and plain like
her!

 

Thistleclaw stood up, stretching his legs. “Let’s get back to camp… Crookedstar gets suspicious if
I’m gone too long.”

 

Lightningpaw strutted after Thistleclaw as they headed back to camp. Atop of the stump, Crookedstar
observed his clan with a hesitant smile. The smile slipped off his face when he spotted them. He gave
Thistleclaw a curt nod, hopping down and walking towards them.

 

“Thistleclaw,” he meowed shortly, eyes concealing barely restrained dislike. He barely spared
Lightningpaw a glance before padding away, tail twitching irritably as Oakheart bounded up to them.

 

“Hey there!” he greeted with a purr. “How’s the prey running over in ThunderClan?” Lightningpaw
shrugged.

 

“Well enough I suppose,” she muttered. These days, she caught more fish in RiverClan than she did
squirrels in ThunderClan. “Speckletail is still being herself.”

 

“Ah…” Oakheart nodded solemnly. “That’s probably hard to put up with.” Lightningpaw gave a little
jerk of her head, inwardly snickering. They had RiverClan fooled into thinking ThunderClan
absolutely hated her and her siblings, and that so far only she and Airpaw had been able to ‘escape’
the seering glares of their so-called ‘clanmates.’ Sure, some of them hated her and her siblings, but it
wasn't as bad as what they led RiverClan to believe.

 

Lightningpaw tuned out Oakheart meowing away to Thistleclaw, tilting her head in interest as she
spotted Crookedstar and Brambleberry whispering to each other outside the reeds of the medicine cat
den. She narrowed her eyes, scoffing.

 

I would make a much better leader than Crookedstar! she proudly thought. Firepaw, as feather-
brained as he can be at times, would also be a better choice of leader than that fish-brain! She
glanced at Thistleclaw, thinking, One day, me, Firepaw, father and, as irritating as he is, Tigerclaw
will rule all the clans!





Creekpaw May Have The 1 Braincell In The Family, But She’s Not
Using It Now

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Creekpaw climbed up the steep slope outside the camp entrance, her pelt prickling. Last night had
been a terrible night of training alongside Firepaw and Mapleshade, as well as another Dark Forest
warrior named Silverhawk- the cat who had brought Thistleclaw to train in the Place of No Stars. At
first, Thistleclaw and Lightningpaw hadn’t been there, but Lightningpaw joined later, and had made it
her goal to beat up Creekpaw. Creekpaw had held her own, of course, but she still had a searing nick
in her ear from when Lightningpaw’s claws had attempted to rip her pelt to pieces.

 

When she woke up, and saw Lightningpaw curled in her moss bed with a self-satisfied smirk,
Creekpaw couldn’t take it. She had to leave camp. At first, she told herself she would just hunt, but
she felt too jittery to focus on anything.

 

Instead… she had a horrible, horrible idea that tantalized her and pulled her towards the Twolegplace.

 

Her ears pricked as she heard pawsteps, and moments later Cherrypaw came flying in front of her,
after a squirrel.

 

“Creekpaw!” the ginger and white apprentice meowed loudly. “You scared it!”

 

Creekpaw’s ears flicked back, fur fluffing out in embarrassment. “Sorry. I didn’t think anybody’d be
out hunting this early.”

 

“Adderfang and Goldenflower wanted us to practice our stalking techniques when the prey was still
tired from waking up,” Cherrypaw told her.

 

“Us?” Creekpaw echoed, and then watched as Longpaw slinked out of the thickets behind Cherrypaw,
a grumpy look on his face.

 

“You were supposed to drive the squirrel towards me ,” Longpaw hissed, lengthy, striped tail lashing
behind him.



 

“I was!” Cherrypaw said, fur puffing out. “But even if Creekpaw didn’t scare the squirrel, you still
weren’t in the right position yet!”

 

Longpaw bristled. “I was too!”

 

“Was not!”

 

“Was too!” 

 

“Was not~!” Cherrypaw sang. Creekpaw’s whiskers twitched, amused.

 

“Apprentices,” the stern voice of Goldenflower said as the golden tabby she-cat dropped down from a
tree. Behind her, Adderfang followed. “Yowling this loud, you’ll scare away far more prey than just a
squirrel.”

 

“Sorry, Goldenflower.” Cherrypaw ducked her head, and Longpaw slowly did too.

 

“Hello Creekpaw,” Adderfang purred, touching noses with her. “Where are you off to?”

 

Creekpaw momentarily fumbled for an answer before saying, “A hunt. Firepaw and I were near
Twolegplace the other day, and I noticed there was a lot of prey. So I thought I would go hunt there.”

 

“Alright,” Adderfang meowed, brushing his cheek against hers. “Just be careful!” Creekpaw nodded,
smiling a little, as she trotted away.

 

After a while, she glanced behind her, nervous at getting caught, before she scrambled up the white
fence and perched on the top, gazing around. Creekpaw parted her jaws, searching for a scent, before
frowning. She hesitantly began traveling along the fence, eyes peeled, before she spotted a fat old
tom.

 

“Ummm…” she began. “Hello?” The tom jerked out of his nap.



 

“Wha...?” he yawned, giving her an eye-over. “Pardon me, but I was napping young ‘un!” Creekpaw
flattened her eyes, embarrassed.

 

“Sorry,” she apologized. “I’m Creekpaw.” The brown tom stretched.

 

“Henry,” he introduced himself. “What’s a young ‘un like you doing out and about at this time?”
Creekpaw blinked, confused.

 

“What do you mean?”

 

“It’s nap time,” Henry explained. “Every housecat is probably curled up in their nest snoozin’ away.”
Oh, Creekpaw thought. That’s probably why I haven’t found him yet. She couldn’t deny, a good
snooze sounded nice.

 

“Would a white tom be around here?” she decided to ask. Despite how grumpy Henry sounded, he
was nice. Maybe he knew where he was.

 

“White tom, eh?” He gave a little ‘hmmm’. “I think I know who you’re talking about.” He stood up
with a stretch and shook his pelt. “Oliver is a new cat on the block,” he meowed. “He’s a white tom -
would he also have blue eyes? Kinda flutter-brained?”

 

“That sounds about right.” Creekpaw muttered. “Do you know where he lives?”

 

“Sure do, young ‘un.” Henry nodded. “I know everyone here. Just a few nests down this fence. He’ll
probably be snoozing in his apple tree.” Creekpaw meowed a thanks, leaving Henry to settle back into
his snooze.

 

The brown tabby picked her way across the fence, eyes pricked for a tree in one of the gardens. Like
Henry said, she spotted a young tree in one of the gardens, with little red things hanging from them -
apples. She paused, pelt itching from unease.

 

Should she really do this? Creekpaw frowned, telling herself she was only doing this to check that the
idiotic kittypet knows to stay away from ThunderClan territory.



 

She straightened up, then stalked up to the nest, where she spotted the white tom curled up inside the
nest behind a thin layer of some clear thing on the nest. She sat down and waited for him to see her,
then became frustrated when he didn’t move. A faint whiff of dogscent made her curl her lip, and she
debated on whether or not she should just leave, but then the tom lifted his head up. He sprang up,
blinking in surprise, before rushing out of sight. Her ears pricked, and she heard him scratching at
what kittypets called a door, meowing loudly until it opened. Creekpaw threw herself out of sight as a
Twoleg appeared, but it went back inside as the tom went out. Creekpaw poked her head out, calling
out a nervous hello.

 

“Hi again!” he purred, fluffy tail raised high. “What’s a warrior kitty doing all the way out here?”

 

Creekpaw felt her fur fluff up a bit as she said, “I wanted to make sure you weren’t ever going to
come back to ThunderClan’s territory!”

 

The tom’s whiskers twitched, seeing through her lie, before teasingly meowing, “You wanted to see
me again!”

 

A loud bark sounded as the Twoleg appeared again, this time letting out a fat, fluffy black dog with
stubby legs. Creekpaw yowled, her fur bushin out as she bolted over to the apple tree. She dug her
claws into the soft bark and climbed her way up until she was securely on a branch. At the bottom of
the tree, the dog yipped, curled tail wagging as it paced back and forth. The tomcat padded up beside
the dog, tilting his head as he peered up at her and her puffed up tail and arched back.

 

“Why are you afraid of Adrian?” he asked. “She’s harmless.” Creekpaw gave him a disbelieving look,
before he climbed up the tree beside her. “See?” he prompted. “She’s nice. Her name’s Adrian, as I
said, and she’s a Pomeranian. Loud, but harmless.”

 

Creekpaw had no clue what this ‘pomeranian’ name meant, and her confusion showed. “It’s a type of
dog,” the tom clarified. “Come on, I’ll introduce you.” He jumped down beside the dog, who
immediately began sniffing him enthusiastically. Creekpaw gave the dog a wary look before
hesitantly climbing down, tensing as the ‘pomeranian’ bolted towards her and sniffed her pelt eagerly.
It shoved her nose against her, but it didn’t bare its teeth. She slowly relaxed as Adrian gave a little
yip before laying down, panting happily.

 

“Oh!” the white tom gasped. “I haven’t introduced myself! I’m Oliver.” 

 



“Creekpaw,” the brown tabby supplied warily, still eying the dog. “I’ve never heard of a harmless dog
before.”

 

Oliver purred, his collar tag jingling as his chest rumbled. “I’ve never heard of a harm ful dog
before!” He trotted over to where the sunlight hit the roots of the apple tree and curled up between
them. The sun made his white pelt a beautiful pale golden shade. “I mean, I supposed there’s that old
brute a few nests down, but you just gotta stay out of his way. He can’t get off his leash.”

 

Creekpaw’s fur prickled as she settled down beside Oliver. “A dog… killed my leader.”

 

Oliver blinked at her. “Your leader?” He tilted his head with a frown. “Was that that ginger tom with
you?”

 

Creekpaw gave him a look. Could this tom really be so ignorant? “No, that was my brother, Firepaw.
My leader was the leader of ThunderClan- the clan that owns the territory you wanted to stay out of.
His… name was Sunstar.”

 

“Oh,” Oliver meowed. “Well, I’m sorry. I suppose I have heard of dogs killing cats before, but I never
thought it was true…” He glanced away and Creekpaw looked down at her paws, feeling gloomy as
she thought of her old leader, and her old life, before everything…

 

“Hey!” Oliver meowed suddenly, perking up. “Have you ever had an apple before?”

 

Now it was Creekpaw’s turn to blink, bewildered. “No? I thought only squirrels and mice ate apples.”

 

“My housefolk eat the apples more than the squirrels,” Oliver said as he reached out to grab a fallen
red apple. He pawed it towards them. “It’s my duty to chase them away!” Oliver puffed out his chest
proudly, and Creekpaw purred. She couldn’t ever imagine him chasing away squirrels, much less
hunting them. “But one time, I got curious, and I ate it! It tasted really weird, and really juicy. Here,
try it!”

 

Creekpaw sniffed the apple warily, frowning. “I don’t think cats are supposed to eat apples…”

 

“Well, if they aren’t, then why did I?” Oliver meowed, smiling.



 

“I think you’re just weird,” Creekpaw mused, glancing up at him.

 

Oliver laughed. “Maybe you’re the weird one, warrior kitty!”

 

Creekpaw fluffed out her fur defensively. “Being a warrior is-....” she trailed off, remembering
Sunstar, and Featherwhisker, Weedwhisker, Larksong, Chestnutkit, and… Thrushpelt. “Being a
warrior is what any cat would want to be,” she finished, uncertain. She loved being a warrior, but…
sitting here, lazing in the sunshine, with a dog that wouldn’t hurt her at her heels... It was… nice.

 

Wrinkling her nose once more, she took a bite out of the apple. It was hard on her teeth, and she
winced. A sticky yet sweet juice spilled out from where she bit it, and soon she had a crunchy piece of
the apple in her mouth. She chewed on it slowly. It was kind of tangy, and hard, and nothing at all like
the taste of fresh-kill.

 

After a moment, she swallowed it and stuck out her tongue. “Yuck. How can you eat those?”

 

Oliver purred. “I never said I ate anymore after the first one!”

 

Creekpaw laughed, and soon she found herself relaxing, feeling her worries about the clan,
Thistleclaw, Lightningpaw, and Firepaw drift away in the warmth of the sunlight, Oliver and the dog
beside her…

 

 

Creekpaw ran through the ThunderClan forest, her pelt fluffed out. She hadn’t meant to stay so long!
She had only thought she’d go there for a moment and scare that stupid kittypet off from entering
their forest again, but instead, she had befriended him and lazed about in his gardon until it was
sunhigh!

 

And she had no prey to show for her supposed hunt either. What if someone had noticed she was
gone? What if Swiftbreeze worried where she went?

 



Panting, she slowed down as she reached the camp entrance. Her ears twitched as she heard excited
voices inside, and she padded into the camp, her tail low.

 

When she entered, she noticed all the cats were gathered in the middle of camp as though a clan
meeting had been called, although Bluestar was not atop the Highrock yet. The apprentices were all
gathered in a huddle, and Firepaw broke off from them, rushing to Creekpaw.

 

“Creekpaw, Creekpaw!” he yowled. “Darkpaw passed his warrior assessment!” Creekpaw blinked.
That had been today? She had totally forgotten, last night’s vigorous training washing it from her
mind.

 

She purred, raising her tail. “Really? That’s great!” She followed Firepaw back to the group of
apprentices- even Lightningpaw was there, although she glared enviously at Darkpaw, her claws
digging into the dirt. Creekpaw sighed, but chose to ignore her petty sister and instead meowed her
congratulations to Darkpaw.

 

“Let all cats old enough to catch their own prey gather beneath Highrock for a clan meeting!”

 

The apprentices excitedly followed Darkpaw to the front of the crowd, stopping as the dark tabby
padded towards Bluestar. Willowpelt was purring loudly - and from Darkpaw’s shining pelt,
Creekpaw guessed her cousin had gotten a vigorous clean before the ceremony. Bluestar leaped down
from the Highrock to join Darkpaw.

 

“I, Bluestar, leader of ThunderClan, call upon our warrior ancestors to look down on this apprentice,”
the blue-furred she-cat called. “He has trained hard to understand your code, and I commend him to
you as a warrior in turn.” Bluestar gazed levelly at Darkpaw. “Darkpaw, do you promise to uphold the
warrior code, and to defend this clan, even at the cost of your life?” Darkpaw was noticeably
trembling before he answered;

 

“I do.”

 

“Then by the powers of StarClan,” Bluestar continued. “I give you your warrior name. Darkpaw, from
this moment on, you will be known as Darkstripe. StarClan honors your obedience and loyalty and we
welcome you as a full member of ThunderClan.” Bluestar rested her muzzle on Darkstripe’s head, and
he licked her shoulder with respect before moving back towards the crowd.

 



“Darkstripe! Darkstripe!” The apprentices were the loudest to yowl their former denmate’s name.
Firepaw was the first to break out of the group, followed closely by Creekpaw and Runningwind.
Creekpaw noticed, while she purred Darkstripe’s new name once more, Tigerclaw was looking rather
smug - but was also giving her and Firepaw a dark look. She frowned, glancing at her brother, and
saw he hadn’t seen Tigerclaw’s glare.

 

What’s his problem? she wondered. He’s been much more...angry ever since Lightningpaw started
hanging around him. She twitched her whiskers. Anyone would be angry after spending a few seconds
with her, but it’s strange. If he doesn’t like her, he is perfectly well within his rights to tell her to knock
it off. She frowned, staring suspiciously at the dark warrior. He was Thistleclaw’s apprentice...and he
keeps defending Lightningpaw when she sneaks out. Is he up to something with them?  

 

She shot the tabby warrior a glare when he stalked past. I don’t trust you, she thought, narrowing her
eyes at his back. Not one bit.

Chapter End Notes

FireAlder2005: Adrian the dog is based off of one of Lolling's dogs! :-D Also, we probably won't
be posting much on Thursday or Friday cuz I'll be going on a trip with some schoolmates - we'll
be back on track Monday!



Thistleclaw Commits Murder (In Secret!)

Chapter by LollingCat

Thistleclaw’s tail swished against the reeds of RiverClan’s territory. His paws stepped into cold snow
that crunched beneath him. Behind him, the leader of RiverClan followed, large paws silent.

 

“Do you remember,” Thistleclaw began as they approached the border of RiverClan and a distant
Twoleg house. “Why you let me join RiverClan?”

 

Crookedstar growled. “How could I forget?”

 

Thistleclaw purred in satisfaction as he sat down, right on the scent border. “Dark Forest trainees stick
together, you know,” he stated. “It’d have been rude of you to deny me help when I was at my
lowest… I would have never thrown you out in the cold, had Mapleshade asked me not to.”

 

Crookedstar hissed at the mention of his old Dark Forest mentor’s name, his brown fur bristling.
“Training in the Dark Forest goes against StarClan,” Crookedstar snapped. “Against the warrior code.
You have no right to brag about it. It’s traitorous-”

 

“And yet you trained there too,” Thistleclaw meowed coolly and Crookedstar snapped his jaw shut,
glaring at him.

 

“But I left,” Crookedstar said, tail lashing behind him. “Mapleshade ruined my life. And it seems
she’s ruined yours too.”

 

“I wouldn’t be so sure.” Thistleclaw glanced at his claws, studying them as though bored. But, rather,
inside he was concentrating very hard... “I’m here, aren’t I? She got me a place in RiverClan.
Oakheart’s practically wrapped around my claws.”

 

Crookedstar spat at him. “Stay away from my brother!” His claws dug into the snow and he stepped
forward, thrusting his muzzle in front of Thistleclaw’s. “From my clan! Mapleshade’s ruined my life
enough, I don’t need you to either!”
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“Ruined your life?” a silky voice meowed as a spirit slinked from the trees, flickering into existence.
Thistleclaw narrowed her eyes and focused on keeping her there, tethering her to him.

 

Crookedstar leaped, whipping around to snarl at her with wide eyes. “You! How dare you-”

 

“Oh, Crookedstar,” Mapleshade meowed as though apologetic, stepping towards him. “I would have
left you alone… My vengeance had been complete, or so I thought… My hunger can never be
satisfied, and it seems I’ve found a new way to make myself powerful.” Her gaze flickered to
Thistleclaw with a smirk. “There’s no more reason for you.”

 

“What are you talking about?” Crookedstar growled, pelt bushed.

 

“It means your time is over, Crookedstar.” Without giving him time to react, Thistleclaw lunged
forward onto the brown tom’s back. The leader yowled, lurching to his side and throwing the gray and
white tom off even as his claws seared his pelt. Thistleclaw landed on the snow with a soft thump but
quickly sprang to his paws as Crookedstar leaped after him.

 

Thistleclaw slashed his claws over Crookedstar’s nose right as the tom hit his cheek. Thistleclaw
hissed and sprang away.

 

“Coward!” Crookedstar yowled.

 

“No,” Thistleclaw meowed, rubbing his paw against his cheek and checking to make sure there was
no blood. “I’m playing smart.”

 

Crookedstar narrowed his eyes right before Mapleshade barrelled into him. Thistleclaw rushed
forward too, swiping out at Crookedstar’s ears while Mapleshade dove her teeth into his throat,
sinking them down with a fury even Thistleclaw didn’t know.

 

Crookedstar’s yowl broke off as his body spasmed. He swatted out at Mapleshade and managed to
knock the Dark Forest queen off of him. Crookedstar attempted to stand back up, limbs trembling, but
he collapsed back onto the ground, blood coating the snow red. Thistleclaw backed away with a
satisfied smirk, making sure his paws never touched the bloodied snow.

 



Crookedstar trembled once more, his eyes clouded, before he blinked, and with a gasp, he suddenly
rose again. Thistleclaw hissed, but knew this might happen as he circled around the RiverClan leader.

 

Mapleshade leaped once more for Crookedstar but he slammed his paw into her and knocked her
away with a furious yowl. He charged after her, but Thistleclaw pounced and dug his claws into his
haunches. Crookedstar snarled, stretching his front leg out, claws extended, but Thistleclaw let go and
ducked away in time to avoid his claws. A tuft of his gray fur caught in Crookedstar’s claws as the
tom growled and panted, blood dripping from his chest, shoulders, and haunches.

 

“It’s over,” Mapleshade hissed as she prowled forward. “Give up.”

 

“Never,” he snarled, lashing his tails. “You will rue the day you messed with RiverClan, you
StarClan-forsaken fleabags.”

 

Mapleshade leaped at Crookedstar, snow flying as they tussled. She pinned him to the ground once
more. “Night nighty, Stormkit .” She lashed out and dragged her claws from his throat down to the
start of his belly. He yowled and lashed his claw out at her, but the spirit faded away right as his claws
passed through her face.

 

Crookedstar gasped as he rolled to his side, blood spilling out rapidly.

 

“My,” Thistleclaw said as he padded up beside him. “What a shame how the mighty have fallen.
Don’t worry- your brother will make a great leader.”

 

Crookedstar’s gaze flickered up to him. “Stay… away… from my clan, fox-heart…”

 

“No.” Thistleclaw leaned down to smirk at him. “I don’t think I will.”

 

Crookedstar’s eyelids slowly drooped, and they were half-lidded when his tail stopped twitching and
his chest stopped rising. Thistleclaw purred, tail high.

 

From behind the trees, a black and ginger tortoiseshell pelt slipped through, green eyes narrowed into
slits, purring as she stared down at the dead body.

 



“Finally,” she meowed. “RiverClan’s ours now.”

 

 

Copperpaw jumped over Firepaw as he followed after the huge patrol of cats. “Come on, slowpoke!
Gotta keep up!” he meowed to his brother. Firepaw glanced back at the camp with intrigued eyes.
Beside him, Darkstripe’s eyes were openly worried, his tail tip twitching.

 

“Do you think Willowpelt and Graykit will be alright?” he said anxiously. “Without Spottedleaf?”

 

“Patchpelt is watching them,” Cherrypaw meowed as the ginger and white she-cat padded up beside
the older apprentices. Her eyes shone with eagerness. “My first Gathering! I can’t believe it!”

 

Copperpaw purred. “Just stick with us, and you’ll be alright.”

 

Longpaw glanced at them with a dark glare. He flicked his tail and stormed off to his mentor
Adderfang’s side. Cherrypaw stuck out her tongue. “Grumpy-face!”

 

“I’m glad to see the apprentices getting along,” meowed Brindleface to Lionheart as they walked.
Copperpaw pricked his ears to listen to them as Cherrypaw chased after Longpaw while Firepaw
chatted with Darkstripe and Redtail. “It seems like Lightningpaw and Creekpaw are always at each
other’s throats these days.”

 

“Cherrypaw has definitely livened up the apprentices’ den,” Goldenflower meowed with a proud
smile as she padded up beside her brother and friend. “It’s nice to see what the future of ThunderClan
will be.”

 

Lionheart nodded. “They’ll make great warriors and even leaders one day.” He flashed a glance
towards Copperpaw and the light ginger tabby ducked his head away abashedly.

 

A thrill of excitement made his tail shake. We’ll be warriors soon! he thought. I’ll be the best warrior
of ThunderClan ever!

 



As the patrol came to Fourtrees, the apprentices and Darkstripe clustered together. Cherrypaw and
even Longpaw stared at the expanse of clan cats with wide, awed eyes.

 

“Come on!” Firepaw meowed. “I see Onepaw and Ashpaw! They must be warriors by now.” He
darted off with Cherrypaw on his tail, and Darkstripe hesitated, glancing at Tigerclaw, before
following. Longpaw seemed lost before he decided to follow after his sister and denmate.

 

Copperpaw would have followed too, if not for his eyes catching on a familiar pelt amongst the back
of the ShadowClan cats. There was a group of small cats- smaller than any apprentice- huddled
together. Curious, Copperpaw ran towards them.

 

“Dawnpaw!” he called. The pale golden she-cat jumped, pelt bristling as she whorled around with
wide eyes.

 

“C-Copperpaw?” she meowed back, frazzled.

 

“Hi,” he meowed amicably to her and the other ShadowClan apprentices, his tail kinked. “It’s nice to
meet you all.”

 

Two of the apprentices blinked warily at him, trading nervous glances, but a brown tomcat puffed up
his fur and glared at him. “What do you want, ThunderClan scum?” He sneered at Copperpaw.

 

Copperpaw frowned, flattening his ears. “I just wanted to say hi.” They seemed young, so this must
be their first Gathering. “It’s common at Gatherings for apprentices to talk to each other.”

 

The brown tom curled his lip in disgust, eying him up and down. “My mentor says you only talk to
other clans to get information from them, but you seem too mouse-brained to be useful at all.” With
that declaration, the brown tom shot off into the ShadowClan warriors.

 

“Ignore Brownpaw,” Dawnpaw said, casting where Brownpaw had gone a strangely horrified look.
“He- he’s just- he’s always like that…”

 

“It’s alright.” Copperpaw shrugged. “He reminds me of my sister.” Lightningpaw had an unfair
temper too. He smiled at the other apprentices. “My name’s Copperpaw- I’m from ThunderClan, if



you didn’t know.” He grinned. “What’re your names?”

 

The gray tabby tom twitched his whiskers nervously, as he answered, “I’m… Wetpaw. It’s… nice to
meet you too, I guess.”

 

The light brown tabby she-cat beside him nodded. “My name’s Tallpaw. How do you know
Dawncloud?”

 

“Dawn cloud? ” Copperpaw startled, glancing at the young she-cat. There was no way she was older
than him, much less a warrior’s age!

 

Dawncloud ducked her head, staring at her paws. “It’s… Brokenstar thought I was good enough to be
a warrior, I guess…” She glanced out into the crowd of ShadowClan warriors and started when a
black and white tom looked back at her.

 

“Brownpaw’s jealous,” Tallpaw meowed with a twitch of her whiskers. “He says he’s tired of being
an apprentice, even though he’s only been one for-” Wetpaw bumped his shoulder against hers,
shooting her a warning glare.

 

“That can’t be true,” Copperpaw said, focusing on Dawncloud. “Why, not that long ago, you were
rushing into ThunderClan territory by accident! No offense, but I don’t think any apprentice who
hasn’t learned borders yet should be a warrior...” He frowned. “And you can’t be more than six
moons! No way!”

 

Dawncloud winced and glanced at the ground, and Copperpaw felt bad. But Wetpaw frowned and
Tallpaw bristled. “ShadowClan apprentices just learn quicker!” she stated. “We’re better than
ThunderClan apprentices.”

 

“Besides, it’s not ThunderClan’s business what ShadowClan does,” Wetpaw added hesitantly.

 

Copperpaw frowned. It was, if ShadowClan were breaking the code- these apprentices and so-called
warrior looked too small. They should still be in the nursery! Dawncloud was only as big as
Cherrypaw and Longpaw, and they hadn’t been apprentices for that long. Why would any warrior
allow kits to be apprentices?

 



Or maybe ShadowClan just had smaller cats, like how WindClan cats were skinny and tall, and
RiverClan cats were round and thick-furred… Was he right to judge another clan?

 

“I’d love to be a warrior,” Tallpaw continued with a dreamy sigh. “Blackfoot is a great mentor, but I’d
like to do what I want without him breathing down my back!” Her eyes brightened. “And imagine
having kits of my own! I think I’d like to have a mate, but there’s not many cute toms in our clan.”
She cast a glance at Dawncloud. “I don’t envy you, Dawncloud.”

 

Copperpaw’s ears pricked, dread settling in his heart. “Envy? Why would you… Dawncloud?” he
mewed, staring down at her.

 

Dawncloud looked away. “Oh. Uhm… Yeah… Finchflight asked me to be his mate when I was a
warrior… And, now I am, so we are…”

 

Horror made Copperpaw’s jaw drop. Finchflight- he must be that black and white tom. Copperpaw
couldn’t believe it! This was- how could cats not see how awful it was, that a tom as old as
Finchflight was mates with a- how old was Dawncloud even? Not old enough to be a warrior, that’s
for sure!

 

Just as he was about to yowl about how hideous that was, another yowl broke out, and all the clan cats
turned their heads as RiverClan stormed into Fourtrees. But at the head of the RiverClan cats was not
Crookedstar, but his brother, Oakheart.

 

Copperpaw glanced back at the ShadowClan apprentices, only to find Wetpaw and Tallpaw had
scrambled off to their clanmates. Dawncloud glanced at Copperpaw with wide eyes.

 

“Dawncloud!” the black and white tom, Finchflight, called.

 

“Sorry,” Dawncloud whispered to him.

 

“No-” he started, trying to warn her, trying to save her, but the light tabby had already run off already.
Tail drooping, Copperpaw turned and slipped off to his clanmates.

 



Firepaw was with Longpaw and Cherrypaw beside Adderfang, Tigerclaw, and Goldenflower, so
Copperpaw chose to sit between Brindleface and Darkstripe, nodding at the newest warrior.

 

They all watched as Oakheart clambered up the Great Rock to stand beside Bluestar, Tallstar, and
Brokenstar. It was obvious to everyone that Oakheart was now Oakstar, but shocked cries began to
emerge from all the clans as Thistleclaw padded up beside the deputies. Blackfoot shot the gray
warrior a look, and Redtail and Deadfoot openly hissed at the tomcat.

 

“Greetings to cats from all the clans,” Oakstar began. “I can see already that many of you are upset.
Crookedstar has unfortunately been killed by a rogue, but thankfully he managed to kill them too, and
our clan’s borders are safe. I am now Oakstar, and Thistleclaw is my deputy. I know my choice may
be hard to understand, but what I and RiverClan do is no business for other clancats.”

 

“No business!” Adderfang yowled. “You have an exiled warrior as your deputy! Have you forsaken
StarClan?!”

 

“This is outrageous!” Goldenflower added her own cry to the mix.

 

“Has he gone mad?” a WindClan warrior meowed. “Thistleclaw was a ThunderClan warrior! How
does he know he’s still not loyal?”

 

“Thistleclaw is a traitor to all clans!” Adderfang yelled back at them.

 

Tigerclaw hissed in a low voice. “Or perhaps the clans are a traitor to him.”

 

Adderfang whipped around to face him with a growl, but Thistleclaw stood up from his spot. “Clans,”
he meowed. “I know it may seem strange, but I assure you, I am no traitor to the clans. I was cast out
unrightfully from ThunderClan, and RiverClan took me in.” Pitiful murmurs from RiverClan sounded
as Thistleclaw bowed his head. “I could never be more grateful towards them, and I have sworn to
serve them as though they were my own since birth. If that is as deputy, then I will do my best,
StarClan-willing.”

 

“StarClan willing you will be in a ditch!” Adderfang spat, fur bristling.

 



Thistleclaw met his gaze steadily. “ThunderClan cast me out,” he repeated. “And you see how they
treat me now- with vengeance and fury. Do you know what I did to earn such hatred?” He turned to
the other clancats, who murmured amongst each other. “All I ever did was love.” He moved his gaze
onto Spottedleaf, who sat, small, among the medicine cats. Yellowfang and Mudfur were pressed
against her sides protectively. “Spottedleaf began her training as a warrior, but at the last moment, she
decided to switch to being a medicine cat. It wasn’t either of our faults, but she was already expecting
kits.” Gasps sounded from the clearing. “Because a medicine cat can’t have kits, I was cast out for
loving her, and she birthed our kits, alone, in ThunderClan, and then was stripped from raising them.”

 

“That’s not true,” Firepaw yowled, but he was drowned out by the other clan cats’ clamour.

 

“That’s horrible!” one RiverClan warrior announced, eyes round with sympathy.

 

“She shouldn’t be a medicine cat if she had kits!” a ShadowClan warrior hissed.

 

“He shouldn’t be a deputy if he broke the code!” a WindClan warrior protested. “Has RiverClan lost
their minds?”

 

More upset hisses rose from the gathered cats. “They should both be banished from the clans!”

 

“She should have known what she wanted!”

 

“ThunderClan shouldn’t have cast him out. Spottedleaf was the one who broke the code!”

 

“She was an apprentice!” Redtail snarled, tail lashing as he stepped towards Thistleclaw with
undisguised fury. “She was an apprentice when she bore your kits, you nasty fleabag!”

 

“Stop!” Spottedleaf yowled, eyes wide. “Don’t fight! You’ll anger StarClan!” She glanced at the sky,
but dark clouds had yet to gather over the moon. “This is a Gathering- a time of peace. I’m sorry I lied
to you all, but please let us not fight.”

 

“Spottedleaf is right,” Tallstar meowed. “It is ThunderClan’s own business how they handle
codebreakers. Let us not condemn them for a story we don’t fully understand, for only StarClan can. I
am sure there are details omitted.” He cast a suspicious glance at Thistleclaw. “Oakstar is not the only



new leader at this Gathering. Brokenstar, I presume, have you any news to share?” The long-limbed
tom nodded to the smaller, flat-muzzled brown tabby beside him, although there was a hint of
annoyance in his gaze.

 

“Yes,” Brokenstar said, straightening up with a grin as he cast a glare towards Bluestar and Oakstar.
“Raggedstar passed only a few days after the last Gathering, in honorable battle. I have taken his
place, with Blackfoot as my deputy. ShadowClan has been thriving since, with many new apprentices
and warriors! Too many to name, in fact. New blood is on the way, and our clan is bigger than ever.”
He glanced at Tallstar. “We search for more prey with more mouths to feed… and we’re more than
ready to fight for it.”

 

Tallstar’s fur bristled, but he raised his head high with a nod. “WindClan is doing better than ever,
with three new warriors- Onewhisker, Ashfoot, and Morningflower, as well as three new apprentices-
Whitepaw, Webpaw, and Runningpaw. Our clan is well-fed and our borders well-guarded. That is all.”
He dipped his head to Bluestar.

 

Calls briefly went out for the new warriors and apprentices, and Copperpaw hesitantly added his
voice to the mix.

 

Bluestar cast a guarded look at Oakstar, her face like it was made of stone, as she stepped forward.
“ThunderClan is well,” she meowed, voice booming and commanding. “Despite the leaf-bare snow,
we have been hunting better than ever with our skilled apprentices approaching their warrior
assessments. We have a new warrior as well- Darkstripe.”

 

Firepaw’s voice rang out immediately, and Darkstripe ducked his head as others shouted his name,
although the other clans seemed hesitant to congratulate a ThunderClan warrior.

 

“And two new apprentices, Longpaw and Cherrypaw.”

 

The apprentices seemed excited as their names were called.

 

“Additionally, Robinwing and Willowpelt have given birth to their litters,” Bluestar continued. “And
Dappletail is soon to give birth as well. We, too, are thriving with new kits, and guard our borders
well. Oakstar?” She dipped her head to him with cold eyes.

 



Oakstar dipped his head back to her, a sad flash passing through his gaze before he straightened
himself. “We have new apprentices- Grasspaw and Vixenpaw, and their mother Sunfish has moved to
the nursery expecting another litter.”

 

Once again, the chant was hesitant for the two new RiverClan apprentices. Copperpaw saw them, a
light brown she-cat and a black she-cat, together, looking proud. But, as Oakstar went on about the
prey and borders, Copperpaw was distracted as a gray ShadowClan tom slowly approached him and
Darkstripe.

 

“You’re Darkstripe, aren’t you?” the tom whispered, quiet.

 

Darkstripe’s ears twitched and he narrowed his eyes at the tom. “What’s it to you?” he growled
unfriendly.

 

“You’re Willowpelt’s kit,” he meowed. “I’m Ashfur. A… friend of hers. I was wondering… did her
birth go well? Is she alright?”

 

“She’s just fine,” Darkstripe snapped in a low growl. “Scram off to your own clan.”

 

Ashfur’s ears flattened, but he continued to ask, “How many kits did she have? Did she name them?
How old are they?”

 

Darkstripe hissed, fur bristling. “This is none of ShadowClan’s business,” he snarled.

 

Ashfur blinked, looking owlish, and Copperpaw took pity on him, saying, “It was just one tomkit,
born this morning. Graykit, she named him.”

 

Darkstripe shot him a look, neck fur puffed up, but Ashfur nodded. “Thank you,” he said, before
slinking off.

 

“What does that tom think he’s doing?” Darkstripe muttered, eying the tom warily as he left. “My
mother and brother are none of his concern.”

 



Copperpaw shrugged. “He seemed genuine.” Perhaps that was the ShadowClan tom Frostfur had been
gossiping about lately…

 

“ThunderClan!” Bluestar’s meow sounded out as the she-cat bounded down the rock. “To me!”
Copperpaw stood up, following after his leader as the Gathering ended.

 

 

Firepaw’s mind felt frazzled as he walked back to camp alongside his clanmates. Thistleclaw was
deputy now! Of RiverClan! Shouldn’t he feel happy for his father? But instead all he could feel was
apprehension. All of the clans seemed to hate ThunderClan now. He glanced worriedly at his mother,
who padded sadly beside Redtail.

 

It was like Thistleclaw said- it wasn’t his nor her fault! Spottedleaf had been the best mom to them.

 

He sped up to walk beside his mother, brushing his pelt against her spotted one. She jolted before
glancing down at him with a warm smile. She licked his forehead. “I’m sorry you had to see that,” she
said. “Hopefully no one will realize you’re my kit, or else…” She looked troubled.

 

Firepaw puffed his fur out. “I want to be known as your kit!” he stated, tail high. “I’m proud to be
your son.”

 

Spottedleaf’s amber eyes glistened and her whiskers trembled. “Firepaw…” she meowed. “Thank
you… I’ll never regret raising a son as great as you.”

 

Firepaw purred, touching his nose to hers before they separated to enter ThunderClan’s camp. His
ears pricked as yowls reached his ears, and his pelt bristled as his mind flashed to them being under
attack. But no strange scents reached his nose as he ran forward, bursting from the camp entrance.

 

“Sneaking out again!” Speckletail’s yowl reached the Gathering patrol. “Is any cat surprised?! You act
more like a rogue than a clancat!”

 

Lightningpaw’s snarl sounded as they spotted the she-cat near the dirtplace entrance, her claws
unsheathed and black tortoiseshell fur raised as she faced her mentor. “Sneaking out?! I’m almost a
warrior! I’m allowed to leave the camp!”



 

“Through the dirtplace?” Speckletail hissed, tail lashing. “Just like when you were a kit!”

 

“I’m only leaving that way because you never let me do anything!” Lightningpaw screeched. “You
don’t control me!”

 

“You’re an apprentice, and I am your mentor!” Speckletail growled, stepping forward. “You listen
when I speak, yet all you ever do is disobey and sneak off! You think an apprentice like you will ever
be made a warrior?”

 

Lightningpaw’s green eyes sparked with horror and fury. “You don’t decide what I’ll be!”

 

“As your mentor,” Speckletail said. “Yes. I. Do.” She raised her head with narrowed eyes. “And
you’re on a path that’ll end up with you being just like your father.”

 

Lightningpaw’s neck fur bristled. “Maybe that’s what I want to be! He’s accepted me more than you
all have!”

 

With that declaration, Lightningpaw turned and bolted, shoving past her mentor.

 

“Lightningpaw-” Firepaw meowed as his sister ran past him, not even sparing him a glance. She
forced her way through the Gathering Patrol, and Firepaw heard Spottedleaf also call, “Lightningpaw,
wait!”

 

But she didn’t wait.

 

“I’ll go after her,” he told his mother before getting a nod from Bluestar and rushing off.

 

“Lightningpaw! Lightningpaw!” he yowled as he chased after her. Her long legs and sleek body let
her run much faster than his shorter, sturdier complexion. She dove behind trees and thickets, kicking
up snow, at such a speed that Firepaw only ever caught sight of her tail tip.

 



He panted as she seemed to finally slow down. “Lightningpaw! Where are you going?”

 

Lightningpaw whipped around as she stood in front of the icy river. “Where I belong. Where I’m
respected. Firepaw, you should come too!”

 

“What?” Firepaw blinked, bewildered. “Lightningpaw, what are you talking about?”

 

“I’m joining RiverClan,” Lightningpaw meowed as though it was the most obvious and sanest
decision she had ever made. “Now that Thistleclaw is deputy, nobody can ever think we’re less just
for having a medicine cat mother. Nobody can ever doubt that we’ll be leaders one day.”

 

“What?” Firepaw said again, shaking his head, perplexed and stunned. How did his sister know
Thistleclaw was deputy now? Why would she want to join RiverClan? “ThunderClan is our home.
Why would I abandon it?”

 

“ThunderClan isn’t your home,” Lightningpaw snarled. “ThunderClan threw out our father and
shamed our mother. It ruined our lives.”

 

Firepaw startled at her veracity. “But…” he protested weakly. ThunderClan had only ever been kind
to him. His best friends, Runningwind and Darkstripe, were there. Runningwind was expecting kits
with Redtail and Dappletail soon! Willowpelt had just given birth to another kit Firepaw could call
brother like he did Darkstripe! He, Creekpaw, Airpaw, and Copperpaw all had each other, and their
family, in ThunderClan.

 

If he left, what would he have?

 

I would be with Thistleclaw if I left ThunderClan… he thought. But then I wouldn’t have Spottedleaf
and Creekpaw and Darkstripe and everyone else… I can still train with Thistleclaw at night, can’t I?

 

He shook his head. “Lightingpaw, I can’t.” He took a step backwards. “I have to stay in
ThunderClan.”

 

Lightningpaw narrowed her eyes at him before she blinked and shook out her pelt. “You’re right,” she
meowed. “You should stay there. Our father has big plans for you, and they’d work best if you were



in ThunderClan.”

 

“Plans?” he echoed. “Lighningpaw, what do you mean?”

 

“Every cat will have to listen to us one day, Firepaw,” she told him, before she whipped around and
bounded over the river of ice.

 

“Lightningpaw!” he yowled, jumping after her before stopping instinctively at the border.

 

He watched as his sister disappeared into the forest.



Airpaw Needs A Hug

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

“Today, we will be learning how to knock over larger and heavier opponents,” Bluestar meowed as
she stood on a slight cliff in the sandy hollow. Airpaw sat between Firepaw and Cherrypaw, his tail
twitching against the snowy-sandy floor.

 

Like a RiverClan cat, Airpaw thought in his head, brown pelt pricking. With their bellies full of fish
and their claws sharpened on rocks… But he knew that wasn’t true. He’d… he’d been in RiverClan’s
camp, with Lightningpaw, and… and Thistleclaw. Silverpaw was very nice to him! Stonefur and
Mistyfoot didn’t like him being there, but they were tolerant of him too.

 

But he remembered Leopardfur and the other RiverClan cats’ glares… Would RiverClan really
hesitate before ripping him to shreds?

 

...Would ThunderClan rip him to shreds if they knew he’d been in RiverClan’s camp? That he knew
Lightningpaw had been with them for much longer than they believed? ...All ThunderClan knew was
what Firepaw told them- that Lightningpaw ran away to be with Thistleclaw. But Airpaw knew that
wasn’t true. Did Firepaw? How much did Firepaw know? Why did Lightningpaw like Firepaw more
than him? What was Airpaw doing wrong?

 

Frostfur, Robinwing, and Speckletail seemed certain Airpaw would end up like Lightningpaw-
running after his father. But Airpaw… Airpaw didn’t know. He wanted to impress Thistleclaw and
Lightningpaw, but could he abandon his clan for another clan that hated him?

 

“Goldenflower and Sparrowpelt will demonstrate,” Bluestar meowed. “And then Firepaw and Airpaw,
as senior apprentices, I expect you’ll already know it. I want to see you teach Cherrypaw the move to
show how much you really know.”

 

The blue-furred leader nodded to the two warriors, who stood up and padded to opposite ends of the
sandy hollow. Sparrowpelt was smaller than Goldenflower, the big golden tabby towering over the old
dark brown tom, her fluffy fur adding to her size. In fact, her belly seemed plumper than usual despite
leaf-bare making it more difficult to catch much prey.
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“You sure you’re alright with a mock-battle, Goldenflower?” Sparrowpelt asked, glancing at her belly.
The golden she-cat flicked her tail with narrowed eyes, nodding.

 

“I’m sure, Sparrowpelt,” she meowed, planting her paws firmly on the ground. “Give me your best
shot.”

 

Sparrowpelt nodded, eyes narrowed, before he darted forward. Airpaw watched, eyes wide, as
Sparrowpelt darted around Goldenflower, making her turn her head to keep him in sight, before the
brown tom doubled back around and slammed himself against her back legs, making the golden she-
cat topple over with a surprised “Oof!” Sparrowpelt planted his paws on her side, tail lashing in
victory.

 

“And that,” Sparrowpelt supplied for the apprentices. “Is how to knock over a larger opponent.”
Goldenflower hauled herself up and shook out her fur.

 

“Wow!” Cherrypaw exclaimed. “I didn’t think you would be able to knock Goldenflower over like
that!” Firepaw, like Cherrypaw, looked excited to learn this new move - Airpaw, though, felt anxiety
welling up in him.

 

What if I mess up? he thought. Airpaw knew he would probably be one of the first to try to knock
over a bigger foe in this practice, but what if he did something wrong? Or hurt someone? What if he
looked like a huge fool?

 

“Alright, Firepaw and Airpaw,” Bluestar meowed. “You will demonstrate first. Remember, speed is
key for this move to work.” Firepaw nodded enthusiastically, ears pricked and green eyes alight with
keen excitement. He bounded forward, tail waving, before turning back around to face Airpaw.

 

Airpaw stared nervously across the clearing at his ginger brother. Firepaw, while not the biggest of
their siblings - that was Copperpaw - had Thistleclaw’s strong stance and sharp intelligence. He was
clever and fierce in the training hollow and in the battles they’ve been in. Airpaw didn’t know if he
would be able to handle him.

 

“Ready, Airpaw?” Firepaw asked. Airpaw hesitantly nodded. Bluestar raised her tail.

 

“On my mark,” the blue-furred leader meowed. 



 

“Three.”

 

Airpaw nervously shifted.

 

“Two.”

 

Firepaw’s tail twitched.

 

“One-”

 

A rumbling roar broke through the bushes, making every cat leap into the air. Whipping around,
Airpaw caught sight of a white-striped black face, with a long snout and stubby body as it stumbled
into the clearing with a snarl. Cold nose twitching, Airpaw caught the faint, unfamiliar, but hideous
scent he now recognized as badger.

 

Airpaw gasped as the badger shoved him aside, growling angrily. The brown tabby crashed into the
ground and tumbled into the bushes as the badger turned on him once more. Momentarily, Airpaw
spotted how thin it looked, and realized it must have attacked them out of desperation for food. He
recalled Thrushpelt telling him about badgers, and how badgers only targeted kits - this one must be
starving to be stupid enough to attack three full-grown cats, two senior apprentices, and one new
apprentice. Airpaw struggled to free himself from the bushes as the badger lunged forward. He
screeched as its large, gangly teeth bared and closed his eyes, preparing himself to meet StarClan.

 

A challenging yowl met Airpaw’s ears, and he snapped his eyes open as Sparrowpelt slammed his
paws against Airpaw’s flank, pushing him out of the bushes. The tabby apprentice rolled away, then
whipped around as he heard Sparrowpelt shriek in pain. His mentor was scrambling away from the
badger’s paws, blood dripping around him. Airpaw struggled to see what was wrong, then froze as he
spotted Sparrowpelt’s tail. Half of it had been torn off, and Airpaw felt his eyes drop to the other,
shredded half laying on the ground. He suck in a breath, fur on end as he briefly felt Cherrypaw dive
behind him, tail erect in terror.

 

Airpaw was snapped out of his horrified daze when he spotted Firepaw’s red fur flash past as his
brother leaped on top of the badger, digging his claws into the brute’s head. The badger roared,
shaking its head, trying to whip around to toss Firepaw off him -  but, to Airpaw’s astonishment,
Firepaw managed to hold on, bending his legs to help keep his grip and lashed his tail around to
maintain his balance.



 

When did he learn that? Airpaw found himself wondering. Firepaw, like Lightningpaw, somehow
always had a few tricks up his paw when it came to new moves, while Airpaw was left floundering
about.

 

Bluestar had dived forward moments after Firepaw had adjusted his grip, raking her claws across the
badger’s flank, snarling her disapproval. Goldenflower had reared up onto her hindlegs - momentarily
struggling to find her balance for some reason - before she slammed her paws down onto the badger’s
hunches, making it howl in pain. Firepaw was furiously clawing at its face, making the black and
white creature snarl. Bluestar and Goldenflower back away, hissing, as Firepaw sprang off the brute’s
back, ear flat and growling. The badger, clearly receiving the message, trampled away with an
agonized roar, vanishing amongst the snowy undergrowth.

 

Airpaw, fur still puffed up, dashed over to Sparrowpelt, who was wincing every time when what was
left of his tail flicked and throbbed, some blood still gushing out. Airpaw frantically began licking his
mentor’s tail, horror and guilt flooding through his system. The blood tasted bitter and awful.

 

“Oh StarClan!” Airpaw wailed. “This is all my fault!” Sparrowpelt blinked, dazed but surprised at
Airpaw’s sudden declaration, before Firepaw approached his distraught brother.

 

“It’s not your fault, Airpaw.” Firepaw attempted to comfort the tabby apprentice. Airpaw barely heard
him.

 

If I hadn’t let myself get tossed into the bushes, Sparrowpelt wouldn’t have had to save me! He lost
half of his tail because of me!

 

“First I get Thrushpelt killed,” Airpaw sobbed. His mentors were cursed because of him! “And now I
got Sparrowpelt’s tail ripped off!” Firepaw looked lost, while Cherrypaw was staring, shocked.
Goldenflower padded over, and gently licked Airpaw’s head, trying to calm him down.

 

“Come on,” she softly meowed. “Let’s get back to camp. Spottedleaf will have something for you and
Sparrowpelt.” Airpaw numbly followed the golden she-cat back to camp, Bluestar at the back while
Firepaw and Cherrypaw stayed at Sparrowpelt’s side, steadying him as he wobbled towards camp.
The tabby warrior staggered, tilting and losing his balance as his remaining piece of his tail frantically
waved around, trying to regain his balance. Firepaw pressed against the warrior’s side and Cherrypaw
nosed him forward.

 



The group entered camp, and Goldenflower called for Spottedleaf. The medicine cat came running
over and examined Sparrowpelt’s tail.

 

“Come with me,” she meowed. She nosed Airpaw along as well. “Wait here.” She licked Airpaw’s ear
comfortingly before disappearing and reappearing with a bundle of herbs. She laid some leaves in
front of Airpaw - thyme, he recognized - and obediently lapped them up as Spottedleaf continued to
examine Sparrowpelt’s tail. She gently sprinkled some marigold juice onto the tail before carefully
wrapping it in a bundle of cobwebs as Sparrowpelt winced.

 

“Sparrowpelt,” Spottedleaf began slowly as she sniffed his tail. “You won’t be able to balance
properly with half of your tail - it would be extremely difficult and dangerous for you to continue your
warriorship.”

 

Airpaw’s eyes widened as Sparrowpelt sighed, shooting Airpaw a sad look.

 

“I don’t want to risk my clan’s safety,” he said solemnly. “And not having a proper tail… I’d only
hinder hunts, and be a distraction during fights.” Sparrowpelt shakily got to his paws and nosed
Airpaw, saying, “It’s not your fault. I made the choice to rescue you, and I’d do it again.” He brushed
Airpaw’s cheek before leaving the den, padding forward although he staggered slightly to the side.
Outside the den, Bluestar waited, Firepaw and Redtail by her side.

 

“Bluestar,” he meowed. “I believe I’m ready to retire.”

 

 

“Spirits of StarClan, you know all cats by name,” Bluestar announced from the center of camp. “I
now ask you to remove this tom’s name, for it no longer stands for who he is.”

 

Airpaw watched as Sparrowpelt - wait, no, he wasn’t going to be Sparrowpelt anymore - sat calmly in
front of Bluestar, with his fellow elders Fuzzypelt and the newly renamed One-eye just behind him.
Poppydawn and Smallear sat nearby.

 

“In honor of his courage and dedication to protecting the young,” Bluestar meowed. “This cat is now
Halftail. StarClan will honor your - and yours,” she nodded towards the other two new elders.
“Service to this clan. We are honored to serve you now.”

 



“Fuzzypelt! One-eye! Halftail!” the cats of ThunderClan yowled. Airpaw called his ex-mentor’s new
name as well, but felt put out about his injury. It was all my fault...

 

One-eye hadn’t wanted to continue her warriorship if Halftail was going to retire, and Fuzzypelt had
chosen to end his warriorship due to his leg injury that never healed properly from the dog attacks.
That feels so long ago… Airpaw thought as Bluestar raised her tail for silence.

 

“Now, we must re-apprentice one of our apprentices,” she meowed. She beckoned Airpaw forward,
who padded forward, startled, tail twitching nervously. Another new mentor, when all he wanted was
Thrushpelt.

 

“Airpaw, your new mentor-”

 

The brown tabby pricked his ears, hoping for a mentor as good as Thrushpelt and Halftail, even if he
didn’t deserve it. Maybe Rosetail? She hasn’t had an apprentice for a while…

 

“Will be Frostfur.”

 

Airpaw sucked in a sharp gasp. Frostfur?! But- but-  

 

The white she-cat stepped forward, frowning at the young apprentice. Airpaw couldn’t help but notice
how disappointed Frostfur looked as she stared down at him. She didn’t want to get me as an
apprentice… Airpaw realized, feeling a sharp jab hit his stomach. He inwardly sighed, thinking of
how Lightningpaw would have protested against this decision. But Lightningpaw wasn’t here to save
him again.

 

With a wince, Airpaw leaned his head forward to touch noses with Frostfur, watching as her lip
seemed to curl and her blue eyes flashed with open displeasure.

 

Lightningpaw… he thought, yearning for his sister and her harsh but familiar temper. Why couldn’t
you have stayed with me?
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Tigerclaw Needs A Drink So He Commits Murder Indirectly (For
Now!)

Chapter by LollingCat

Tigerclaw’s eyes adjusted to the dark light as he opened them to the damp, gloomy forest around him.
He grunted as he stood up, the muck of the Dark Forest floor sticking to the fur between his paws.
This place was never the most ideal place to meet with the others, but it was what they had.

 

“Tigerclaw,” Thistleclaw’s mew welcomed him as he stepped into an open, dark clearing. Tigerclaw
nodded towards his former mentor. Two faded cats stood beside Thistleclaw.

 

“Thistleclaw,” Tigerclaw rumbled. His amber eyes slid onto Mapleshade’s faded tortoiseshell pelt.
“Mapleshade.” He regarded the newcomer in the group with curious, narrowed eyes.

 

“This,” Thistleclaw meowed. “Is Silverhawk. He taught me in my apprenticeship in the Dark Forest.”
Tigerclaw gave a stilted nod at the silver tom, who met his look with a penetrative stare. “Now,”
Thistleclaw went on. “We’re just missing-”

 

“Me!” Tigerclaw repressed an annoyed growl at Lightningpaw’s smug yowl. “I’m here now, father!
Oakstar wanted me on a quick night hunt with Grasspaw and Silverpaw.” Tigerclaw curled his lip.
How fuzz-brained is Oakstar to put three apprentices together on a patrol?! Tigerclaw knew he would
never do such a thing.

 

Thistleclaw purred. “I’m aware, Lightningfur.” Tigerclaw twitched. Lightning fur ?!?! “I asked him
for you to do so. Get a little experience leading.” Why in the name of the Place of No Stars was
Lightningpaw- fur , a warrior now? She never took an assessment, and was always disobeying orders.
Speckletail, while Tigerclaw had his issues with her, had been a good choice to teach Lightningfur to
respect her superiors. Clearly, though, that message had never gotten into her thick skull.

 

“Now,” Thistleclaw meowed, tail curling around Lightningfur as she sat at his side. “Tigerclaw, I have
a… request.” ‘Request’ was more like an ‘order’ when it came to Thistleclaw. Tigerclaw rolled his
shoulders back.

 

“Yes?” he inquired.
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“When you become leader,” Thistleclaw meowed, and Tigerclaw felt a thrum of satisfaction at the
certainty in Thistleclaw’s voice. “I want you to pick either Firepaw or Creekpaw to be your deputy.
Out of all my kits in ThunderClan, they show the most promise in fulfilling our destinies.” Tigerclaw
softly growled. In all honesty, he didn’t like any of Thistleclaw’s newest kits. Lightningfur was too
bullheaded. Copperpaw was far too friendly with other clans. Airpaw was a coward. Creekpaw was
always sneaking away for some reason, and no cat seemed to care. And Firepaw was Bluestar’s
favorite cat in ThunderClan. He could do nothing wrong in her eyes.

 

“Pick Firepaw!” Lightningfur demanded. “Creekpaw’s not as good as him! Plus, Bluestar likes him
more.”

 

“That would be an ideal move,” Silverhawk murmured. “Since he’s so well-liked, he has more pull in
being accepted as deputy.” Tigerclaw refrained from baring his teeth and snarling at the thought.

 

“I can make arrangements to get one of them an apprentice soon,” the dark tabby grumbled. “ Only
one of them. Dustkit will be apprenticed to Redtail, and Ravenkit will be given to me.”

 

“Really?” Thistleclaw asked, mildly interested. “Perhaps you should get Ravenkit to interact with
Firepaw and Creekpaw, he could be of use.” Tigerclaw privately thought it was of no use. Ravenkit
seemed like such a weak little thing compared to his much stronger and bigger brother. He hadn’t
even left the nursery yet!

 

“Didn’t Willowpelt have a new litter of kits?” Mapleshade meowed. “How about one of them?”

 

“She had one kit,” Tigerclaw growled. “Graykit.”

 

“Perfect!” Thistleclaw meowed. “Make sure you put a word in for Firepaw. He should be a warrior
before they’re apprenticed.”

 

“There’s only so much I can do!” Tigerclaw snapped, black-striped pelt ruffling in displeasure.
Advocating for that pathetic ginger tomcat? The thought of it put bile in his mouth.

 

“Do better then!” Thistleclaw meowed with a scoff. “Otherwise, what use are you?” Lightningfur
looked prideful at her father’s words, and Tigerclaw found himself beginning to hate her smugness.
Thistleclaw had always been proud of him and Whitestorm, and now she and her siblings came along
and stole it all.



 

“Don’t worry,” he growled with narrowed eyes. “Soon, I’ll become ThunderClan’s leader and I’ll
make one of your kits my deputy.” Inwardly, however, he thought, I’ll have Firepaw and Creekpaw
outcasted from the clan by that time! They’ll be no more than rogues. Whitestorm will make a much
better deputy, and at least he should appease Thistleclaw. Or, perhaps, Darkstripe. He’s loyal to me,
and will listen to what I tell him to do.

 

“See to it,” Thistleclaw meowed, before stretching and standing up. “Now, Lightningfur and I have
other business to attend to. You may stay here and train, if you’d like, or return to the waking world.”

 

He flicked his tail and Lightningfur trotted after him with a prideful smile, tail high. Mapleshade
slunk after them, while Silverhawk stayed where he was. He looked at Tigerclaw with a hopeful
expression, but Tigerclaw just growled, tail lashing.

 

Left behind, again, for a practical apprentice. He had been Thistleclaw’s apprentice! He had learned
and trained underneath him, looked up to him as someone better, braver, stronger than Pinestar had
ever been!

 

And this is how his loyalty was rewarded?

 

Ridiculous.

 

Tigerclaw leaped at Silverhawk, eager to draw his claws through a cat’s pelt. Silverhawk shrieked in
surprise, pinned to the ground with ease, but the silver tom kicked out with his hindlegs and quickly
matched Tigerclaw’s blows.

 

Tigerclaw let his frustrations fade away as adrenaline and blood thrummed in his ears.

 

 

“Darkstripe,” Tigerclaw hissed, prodding Darkstripe awake.

 

“Wha…?” the black tabby yawned, blinking blearily. “Tigerclaw? What is it?”



 

“Follow me.” The dark tabby didn’t bother enlightening Darkstripe. He’ll know...enough...soon.

 

The two toms padded across camp, nodding to Whitestorm and Goldenflower, the guards for the
night. Tigerclaw inwardly smirked at their respect for him as they nodded back, Goldenflower
purring.

 

“A little midnight hunt,” he supplied the guards.

 

“Good luck!” Goldenflower meowed.

 

“I don’t envy you hunting in this cold!” Whitestorm purred. “Then again, it’ll probably be warmer
hunting than sitting here!” Darkstripe purred in agreement. Tigerclaw just nodded, flicking his tail for
Darkstripe to follow, before sliding through the entrance tunnel.

 

The two toms made their way through the forest. Tigerclaw led his former apprentice midway to the
Owl Tree before slowly turning around and rumbling in a low voice;

 

“We’re not actually here for a little night hunt.” Darkstripe looked confused. “Tell me,” Tigerclaw
continued idly. “Do you know what it takes to be a great warrior?”

 

Darkstripe swallowed nervously. “Being strong and willing to do anything to be a great warrior.”
Tigerclaw nodded.

 

“And,” he added. “Following my orders.”

 

“Of course!” Darkstripe jumped to add.

 

“One day,” Tigerclaw meowed. “I will be leader of ThunderClan. And, perhaps...” Tigerclaw dropped
the bait. “If you prove yourself to be strong and loyal, you can lead beside me.” Darkstripe’s eyes lit
with stars - Tigerclaw mentally rolled his eyes at how easily led the tabby was - before continuing
with, “You will need to be a mentor before you can be deputy under me, however.”

 



Darkstripe’s whiskers drooped. “It’ll be awhile before Bluestar considers it,” Darkstripe meowed,
confused. “Maybe one of Runningwind’s kits...” Tigerclaw curled his lip.

 

“We don’t have time to wait for maybe’s and if ’s ,” he growled, making Darkstripe flinch. “In fact,”
the dark tabby’s mew turned silky. “I know how to get you one now .”

 

 

Darkstripe fluffed his thick fur out against the cold. Gentle flakes settled on his dark pelt, but he stood
still, comforted by the warmth of Runningwind and Mousefur pressing against him. Nearby,
Adderfang and Lionheart waited in the shadows of a wilted hydrangea. Sitting in the clearing of
Sunningrocks was Bluestar, flanked by Redtail and Tigerclaw.

 

The air was tense and silent, only broken by a distant bird’s chirping, as they all waited for the
rustling of undergrowth, the padding of heavy pawsteps, or the musky scent of RiverClan to appear on
the other side of the frozen river.

 

Darkstripe’s heart hammered in his chest- his first real battle. His first real battle as a warrior . He
stood amongst his powerful older clanmates who he had admired for so long, now as their equal.
Adderfang and Tigerclaw- two powerhouses of strength. And had Goldenflower been there too, like
they had planned before Spottedleaf informed the queen it would be too risky for her unborn kits, she
would have been just as ferocious as the two toms. Redtail’s sleek, thin form held muscle in it too, but
he could outwit and outrun the strongest of warriors. And of course, Lionheart and Bluestar held both
strength and wisdom in their paws.

 

They were the strongest warriors of the clan next to the youngest warriors of the clan. The healthiest,
too, untouched by the cold and the sickness that came with it. Fuzzypelt’s nose had been snotty
recently.

 

Darkstripe could feel Runningwind shift beside him, just as eager as him. And, perhaps, protective- it
was very soon that Dappletail would give birth to his and Redtail’s kits. Unlike her brother, Mousefur
was as still as stone, her claws already unsheathed and her eyes locked on the RiverClan border
ahead.

 

He wished Firepaw could be by his side, but only warriors were allowed for this battle. It had been
suggested by Tigerclaw- a perfect time to strike, now that RiverClan seemed certain in their claim
over Sunningrocks, and slow from the cold. But, he was glad to have Runningwind beside him. The
tabby warrior was quick on his feet, and a great friend.



 

All of them snapped to attention as the light crunching of snow and swaying of bushes reached their
ears. RiverClan was approaching.

 

Their boisterous mews reached his ears and made him burn with rage- how dare they sound so merry
as they approached territory that was rightfully ThunderClan’s! How dare they harbor exiled cats!

 

He kept himself still, ducking his head lower amongst the overgrowth. Runningwind moved one paw
forward, but Darkstripe flicked his tail against his flank to stop him from moving. And then,
RiverClan burst forth from the undergrowth, approaching the stream without hesitance, that is, until
they saw the ThunderClan leader, deputy, and one of their strongest warriors sitting in Sunningrocks.

 

“Bluestar?” Oakstar, the head of the patrol, mewed, bewildered, as he came to a halt, his paws barely
touching the ice of the stream. His whiskers twitched and his eyes seemed to glaze over. “What are
you doing here?”

 

“On RiverClan territory?” another warrior, a white tom with brown feet, growled. Darkstripe
recognized him as Whitefang, one of the most respected warriors in RiverClan.

 

Oakstar nodded with a frown, as though reminded that Sunningrocks, was, in fact, RiverClan territory.

 

Not for long, Darkstripe thought with a growl.

 

Two black toms, a small black she-cat, and a gray tom all bristled their fur as they fanned out around
Oakstar and Whitefang. Darkstripe recognized them as Blackclaw, Beetlenose, and Voleclaw- and the
she-cat must be one of the newer apprentices. Vixenpaw, perhaps?

 

Tigerclaw and Redtail both puffed out their fur, claws sliding out, but Bluestar remained calm.
“Sunningrocks belongs to ThunderClan,” she meowed firmly. “If you cross that river, we will attack.”

 

“You and two warriors?” Blackclaw growled, tail lashing, although beside him Voleclaw had raised
his nose to sniff the air, clearly suspicious that other ThunderClan warriors lurked nearby.

 



Oakstar’s tail twitched, and he shot his warriors a warning glance. He turned back to Bluestar. “Why
would we just let ThunderClan have our land?”

 

“ Your land?” Tigerclaw growled. He snorted. “Not anymore.” Blackclaw hissed, stepping forward
with a paw, claws sliding out over the iced-over river. Darkstripe shivered, remembering how
Thrushpelt dead - crashing through the ice into the unforgiving water beneath. Hopefully the river is
completely frozen this time…

 

Oakstar flicked his tail in front of Blackclaw, warning him to not move. The large tom’s amber gaze
was fixed on Bluestar’s cool blue one.

 

“You know very well that I do not want a fight,” Oakstar began. “But, if it comes to it, we will not
hold back.” Bluestar kept his gaze, eye steady.

 

“I do know,” she meowed calmly. Oakstar’s eyes narrowed, before giving a tiny nod, as if accepting
something. He placed a firm paw on the ice, tail raising and fur puffing before yowling;

 

“RiverClan, attack!”

 

The cats behind Oakstar immediately sprang forward, teeth bared and claws outstretched. Oakstar,
however, still had his eyes fixed on Bluestar, who now looked...uneasy? She hesitated as Tigerclaw
met Blackclaw and Beetlenose, and Redtail rolled with Whitefang, before she lunged at the RiverClan
leader.

 

Voleclaw had come to his leader’s aid while Vixenpaw sprinted away, back into RiverClan territory,
after Voleclaw yelled something at her. Redtail yowled;

 

“ThunderClan, attack!”

 

Darkstripe sprang out of his hiding place, Runningwind speeding ahead. The brown tom pounced on
Voleclaw, and Darkstripe tore across to swipe at Beetlenose. Mousefur rushed forth too, quick to help
her brother against Voleclaw. The black tabby saw the rest of the ThunderClan patrol pour out of the
bushes, racing towards the now-struggling RiverClan warriors.

 



A thrill of satisfaction raced through Darkstripe as he batted Beetlenose down, the black tom smaller
than him. How much he had grown from a small kit playing with Firekit, Copperkit, Creekkit, Airkit,
and Lightningkit in the nursery, under the watchful gaze of his mother and Spottedleaf!

 

He lurched forward, pinning Beetlenose down as the RiverClan warrior snarled and hisses, lashing his
paw out. His claws raked over Darkstripe’s muzzle, but Darkstripe jerked his head away before the
wounds could be deep and permanent. Darkstripe dug his claws into Beetlenose’s shoulders,
remembering all his training with Tigerclaw, and with Firepaw when they’re claws weren’t sheathed.

 

The battle tore on, with ThunderClan easily beating down the RiverClan warriors. Even Bluestar had
the larger, bulkier Oakstar on the run.

 

Darkstripe felt a thrill of victory ripple through him, right before his heart plummeted at the sound of
a battle-cry. A patrol of eight cats came racing across the ice - Thistleclaw in the lead. Behind the
traitorous tom was Stonefur, Cedarpelt, Leopardfur, Frogleap, Silverpaw, and - Darkstripe nearly lost
his focus.

 

Lightningpaw! She did join RiverClan! Outrage shot through Darkstripe as the incoming RiverClan
cats leaped into battle.

 

Beetlenose, strength renewed with hope, kicked Darkstripe in his lower belly, and the dark tabby
stumbled off him. The mottled brown tabby known as Cedarpelt came barrelling forward, slamming
right into Darkstripe. The tom rolled on the ground, hissing and gasping for breath as the two
RiverClan warriors prowled after him.

 

A shriek drew Darkstripe’s attention towards Adderfang and his fight with Whitefang nearby. The big
tom was wrestling with the brown-pawed tom, the pair screeching their displeasure towards each
other. Adderfang sprang off, fur fluffed and lips pulled into a snarl. Whitefang scrambled up, eyes
flaring, before he sprang. Adderfang, seeing Whitefang was aiming for his back, started to slip
towards the side, preparing to slam his paws into the RiverClan tom’s side.

 

But he was sent careening backwards towards Whitefang as Tigerclaw accidentally shoved the dark
tom. Darkstripe gasped as Adderfang collided with Whitefang - who’s claws pierced the tom’s throat.
Whitefang gasped in surprise and horror as Adderfang shuddered, dropping to the ground, and began
convulsing.

 

Darkstripe reared upwards to meet Beetlenose and Cedarpelt, batting Beetlenose away and dodging
past Cedarpelt’s swipe. He raced towards Adderfang. Whitefang had stepped away from the



ThunderClan tom, his eyes wide before he narrowed them and rushed away to help Stonefur fight
Mousefur.

 

Tigerclaw watched Whitefang go without chasing after him, and his eyes flickered coldly to
Adderfang’s spasming body. There were no RiverClan warriors near him- how had he stumbled into
Adderfang like that?

 

As Darkstripe nearly reached the brown warrior, he yowled out as Cedarpelt slammed onto his back.
He crashed down to the ground, rolling with the tom. In the corner of his vision, he saw golden fur
flash past as Lionheart pounced on Whitefang with a furious yowl. They tumbled until they were
beside Adderfang. The senior warrior, blood in a pool around him, had started to still.

 

“You killed Adderfang!” Lionheart roared.

 

Whitefang hissed. “I wasn’t trying to- he stumbled further than I thought!” The white tom lashed out
with his claws, and he and Lionheart tussled in the snow.

 

Darkstripe shoved Cedarpelt away from him, snarling with vengeance. RiverClan had killed another
ThunderClan warrior! He leaped at Cedarpelt, catching his claws on his ear and pulling. The tom
shrieked in pain as a piece of his ear tore off- warriors never aimed for ears or eyes, but Darkstripe
felt satisfaction in it. He would blind every RiverClan warrior if he could!

 

The RiverClan warrior hesitated a moment before he turned and fled, and Darkstripe howled in
victory. But, as he glanced around him, he saw that his clanmates were not having the same luck as
him. Even Tigerclaw was now locked in battle with both Leopardfur and Frogleap, struggling to fight
off both limb-legged, fierce warriors who worked together with ease.

 

Darkstripe tensed his muscles, ready to go help his mentor, but a loud snarl from Thistleclaw tore his
attention to the gray and white mottled tom. The large ex-ThunderClan warrior, now RiverClan
deputy, had raced towards Bluestar. He knocked into the blue-furred leader with ferocity, tearing her
off Oakstar.

 

“Thistleclaw, wait!” Oakstar yowled, amber eyes wide with panic as his great gray deputy raised his
large paw, claws unsheathed, and slammed down onto Bluestar’s neck.

 



The ThunderClan leader screeched, and a look of dark satisfaction and pride spread across
Thistleclaw’s face. Nearby, Lightningpaw paused in fighting Runningwind alongside Silverpaw,
glancing at her father with a proud smirk.

 

“No!” Oakstar cried again, digging his claws into his deputy’s thick-furred pelt and dragging him off
Bluestar. “What are you doing?!”

 

“Protecting you!” Thistleclaw snarled back, tail lashing. “She was going to take one of your lives if I
didn’t do anything!”

 

“No,” Oakstar protested. “She- she wouldn’t!” He seemed uncertain, gaze flickering to the she-cat as
her body lolled to the side. It took a moment before her tail twitched, then her paws, then whiskers,
and suddenly she was leaping back onto her paws with a hiss.

 

“Thistleclaw,” she growled, voice full of a malice and hatred that Darkstripe had never heard from his
leader before.

 

Before she could say anything else, Leopardfur’s yowl reached their ears. “Whitefang is dead!”

 

Lionheart stood over his body, maw dripping with blood even as regret shown in his eyes. He bowed
his head to the fallen warrior at his paws, tail trembling with the weight of his actions.

 

“RiverClan!” Oakstar suddenly called, and every warrior paused, turning to their leader. He seemed
distraught, his brown pelt roughed up with patched sticking out, and his eyes shining with terror and
confliction. “Retreat!”

 

Yowls of protest and gasps of shock sounded from the RiverClan warriors.

 

“Leave?” Lightningpaw spat, tortoiseshell fur bristling. “But we are winning!”

 

“ We? ” Mousefur repeated softly, standing beside her brother, who had a scar on his pelt from
Lightningpaw’s claws. Her eyes flashed with remorse and disbelief. “You really are a traitor…”

 



Lightningpaw paused, her outraged sneer faltering into a confused expression as she glanced at
Mousefur- a cat she once called friend, whom she once looked up to.

 

“Whitefang is dead!” Oakstar meowed out, voice almost panicked. “Who knows who else we will
lose?” Strangely, he glanced at Bluestar as he said this. “This battle is pointless- let them have
Sunningrocks for now, and in the warmer months, when the sun is brightest and the rocks are
warmest, we will have it once more.” He raised his tail and started running towards the border.
Hesitantly, his warriors followed. Even Lightningpaw turned away from Mousefur and bounded
across the icy river.

 

It was Leopardfur and Thistleclaw who both stayed behind longer.

 

“Coward….” Thistleclaw hissed under his breath, so that Darkstripe had to prick his ears to hear.
Bluestar, too, narrowed her eyes at the deputy.

 

Leopardfur was looking at the ThunderClan warriors with a look of grief and rage as she ran towards
Whitefang’s body. She buried her face into his neck fur for a moment, before she grabbed his scruff
and started dragging him. Thistleclaw’s tail flicked in indecision for a moment, but then he bounded
over to her and helped situate Whitefang onto his back. Leopardfur stared at him in surprise before
her face turned grim. She glared at the ThunderClan warriors once more before they retreated into the
reedy territory of RiverClan.

 

Victory yowls sounded from ThunderClan, and Darkstripe raised his voice to meet them.
Sunningrocks was theirs once more!

 

But he cut off his yowl as Tigerclaw came trotting over to him, tail raised high and proud with a
smirk. “See?” the black-striped brown tom purred, raspy and low like a growl. He flicked his paw
towards Adderfang’s dead body. “I found a way for you to have an apprentice.”

 

Darkstripe, confused, looked between Tigerclaw and Adderfang, before realization hit him of what
Tigerclaw had told him days before, and his heart dropped.



Copperpaw Goes Commando

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Copperpaw paced around the edge of ThunderClan camp. His eyes flickered to where Firepaw stood
next to Darkstripe, purring.

 

“I can’t believe Bluestar would give you an apprentice so soon!” Firepaw meowed. “I still remember
playing with Longpaw in the nursery.”

 

“Yeah…” Darkstripe replied nervously, whiskers twitching as he glanced towards his former mentor,
Tigerclaw, who laid next to Whitestorm and Patchpelt.

 

But Copperpaw didn’t focus on their conversation. The clan was mourning the loss of Adderfang
yesterday, reeling over the reveal that Lightningpaw- Lightningfur, rumors said- had truly joined
RiverClan, and preening over the victory in Sunningrocks. Speckletail, Frostfur, and Robinwing were
all sniffing and huffing about how they knew Lightningfur was just like her father, and that surely his
other kits weren’t far behind.

 

The curse of having a medicine cat mother, Frostfur said.

 

Copperpaw would argue with her, if he cared what she thought- but she was right anyway. He wasn’t
totally loyal to ThunderClan. How could he be, when he knew kits were suffering in ShadowClan?
That Dawncloud, five or six moons, was a warrior, mates with a cat far older than her? He wanted to
help them. But how?

 

He tried to take his mind off by watching the nursery. Dustkit was playing mossball with Longpaw
while Robinwing and Fuzzypelt encouraged Ravenkit with nudges to step outside the nursery. With
wobbly legs, Graykit was beside the older black tomkit, mewing half-comprehensible words as
Willowpelt purred.

 

But all Copperpaw could imagine was Dustkit, Ravenkit, or Graykit being in Dawncloud’s position.
In Spottedleaf’s or Willowpelt’s position, and certainly many more cats’ positions.
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Fluffing out his thin pelt, Copperpaw turned and shoved his head into the apprentices’ den. Creekpaw
was missing, as she often was in the mornings. “Hi, Airpaw!” he meowed. “Do you want to go out
and hunt?”

 

The brown and white tom lifted his head from his nest. His pelt was ruffled, unkept, but the snow
thankfully cleaned his pelt naturally. His dark green eyes glared half-heartedly at Copperpaw. “No,”
he bit out sourly. “Frostfur said I’m on cleaning duty today.”

 

“Oh.” Copperpaw blinked. “But you’re a senior apprentice! Longpaw and Cherrypaw are the ones
who should be cleaning out the dens.”

 

“Well,” Airpaw muttered bitterly, and a bit sadly. “I’m not worth much more.”

 

“That’s not true!” Copperpaw protested.

 

Airpaw dropped his head back down to his paws. “Go away, Copperpaw.”

 

“But-”

 

“Go away!” Airpaw snapped, neck fur bristling.

 

Copperpaw was silent for a moment, before he sighed. “Okay, Airpaw. I’m- I’m always here if you
need me, you know.”

 

Copperpaw ducked out of the apprentices’ den, tail dragging through the snow. He glanced at
Firepaw, Darkstripe, Runningwind, and Sandpaw, debating heading over to talk to them. But then his
green gaze caught on his mentor, Lionheart, walking out of the warriors’ den and shaking his big,
fluffy mane.

 

“Lionheart!” he called, bounding over. “What are we doing today?”

 

His mentor blinked as he stretched. “Well, I have a border patrol this morning down by ShadowClan.
You’re free to join me. Otherwise, I planned to do some one-on-one hunting with you later.”



 

“A border patrol!” Copperpaw brightened. By ShadowClan! Perhaps he’d see Dawnpaw- Dawn cloud
. Anxiety tugged at his heart. Was she okay? It had been so long since the Gathering, and the next was
near approaching- but he couldn’t wait. “Yes, of course I’ll join you!”

 

Lionheart purred, tail raising. “It’s nice to see you so eager, young Copperpaw. Border patrols have
always been your favorite, haven’t they?” It was true- Copperpaw had always enjoyed border patrols,
and the chance to meet other cats from other clans. Talking with Stonefur, Mistyfoot, Onewhisker,
Ashfoot, Morningflower, and Cinderfur was always a joy.

 

But now his priority had shifted; he needed to see Dawncloud. Needed to make sure she was okay-
that Finchflight hadn’t laid a claw on her. And what of the other too-young ShadowClan apprentices?
Were they alright?

 

Copperpaw waited impatiently at the camp entrance as Lionheart groomed himself, and Patchpelt
stretched his old limbs while Rosetail nuzzled her mother, Poppydawn, before trotting over.
Copperpaw leaped to his paws. “Can we go?” he meowed.

 

Rosetail’s whiskers twitched, bemused. “Well, some cat is eager to stretch his paws.”

 

“In this cold?” Patchpelt grumbled, shaking his pelt. “My pelt is already frozen to my body.”

 

Lionheart’s thick-furred tail swayed behind him. “You already sound like an elder.”

 

“Bah,” Patchpelt grumped, swatting playfully at the golden tom’s whiskers. “You’re barely younger
than me. Your thick pelt just makes this cold seem like a breeze!”

 

The three senior warriors all rumbled in laughter together, and Copperpaw felt a small smile rise to
his face before it wiped away, worry churning low in his belly. “Let’s go before the sunshine fades
and it’s colder.”

 

Patchpelt nodded. “Good thinking, youngster. Let’s go.” He flicked his tail and the patrol was off.
Copperpaw leaped ahead, rushing towards the border.

 



“Copperpaw!” Rosetail yowled. “Slow down!”

 

“Let him run,” Lionheart’s deep mew sounded in the distance. “He needs to burn off some energy, I
believe. Something’s been eating at him recently. A run will do him good.”

 

Copperpaw silently thanked his mentor as he pumped his muscles to the max. In no time, he had
reached the Thunderpath. For a moment, he thought about just darting past it, but a monster roared
past, throwing dirty slush straight at him. He ducked away from it, and decided to find the tunnel
Dawncloud had shown him.

 

He dug at the snow-covered hole, and it gave way with ease. He slipped in and wrinkled his nose once
more, but padded onwards. He paused at the end of the rancid tunnel, his ears twitching as voices
reached his ears.

 

“Come on, Brownpaw!” a snarling voice hissed, and Copperpaw recognized it, to his surprise. That
was Stumpytail! He hadn’t talked to him since… well, the Gathering when he was an apprentice! He
hadn’t seen him on any patrols either, but Cinderfur had told him about his brother. He said
Stumpytail was always seeking his former mentor, Brokenstar’s praise, padding after him like a lost
kit.

 

“I’m trying, Stumpytail,” a small voice whined. Copperpaw remembered Brownpaw too. The
apprentice who thought he was too good to talk to Copperpaw. “The snow’s too deep for my legs!”

 

“A good warrior isn’t bested by snow,” Stumpytail growled. “Hurry up!”

 

“Go easy on him,” a new voice mewed. Scorchwind, one of ShadowClan’s senior warriors.
Copperpaw had seen him a few times. “He’s young. ...Younger than he should be.”

 

“I’m just old enough!” Brownpaw yowled back, angered. “I’m older than Whitepaw. Mind your own
apprentice!”

 

“Don’t speak to me with that tone, apprentice,” Scorchwind growled.

 



Copperpaw pressed himself against the cold, gray material of the tunnel as the voices moved past. He
pricked his ears, listening as Stumpytail, Brownpaw, Scorchwind, and Whitepaw moved past. He held
his breath until he was sure they’d passed, then he sprung forward and raised his nose to the air.
ShadowClan scents overlapped each other in a big mess, and he didn’t know Dawncloud well enough
to differentiate her scent.

 

But he could smell Cinderfur’s scent, stale by a few days. He followed the scent as best he could, and
soon the ShadowClan scents grew stronger, more focused. His fur rose along his spine. So many cat
scents, and the scent of- was that kit-blood?- blood, too. He kept going further, and a telling murmur
of a clan’s busy camp reached his ears. His breath caught in his throat- was he truly doing this?

 

He fluffed out his pelt and tensed his muscle before he leaped onto a pine tree. It was a different
texture than an oak or birch tree, and the pine needles on the branches brushed his pelt uncomfortably,
but he climbed his way up the tree regardless. Feeling like a squirrel, he pressed himself against the
trunk, peering outwards. It was difficult to stay still, and his view was spotted with pines and branches
and whatnot, but he could glimpse cats moving below.

 

He saw Clawface and Blackfoot murmuring together, and a group of small apprentices in front of
what must be the apprentices’ den. Other cats moved to and fro. And in the corner, half-hidden from
Copperpaw’s sight, was Dawncloud.

 

She was curled up, her gaze on the ground in front of her while her pale tail was wrapped around her,
tail tip touching her toes. Her whiskers drooped, but then she jerked as a black and white tom-
Finchflight ; a growl rose in Copperpaw’s throat- approached her, a toad in his mouth. He dropped it
in front of her and started meowing something to her. Dawncloud blinked and nodded, her tail slightly
poofed and eyes wide.

 

Then Finchflight sat down and pressed his body against her much smaller one. He licked her ear even
as she flinched away, smiling up at him. She pulled the toad closer to her, but didn’t take a bite as she
shifted.

 

His fur bristled and an audible hiss left him before he could stop it.

 

“Hey,” a loud ShadowCloud voice called out from where Copperpaw couldn’t see. “Does anyone else
smell ThunderClan?”

 

“ThunderClan?” another voice mewed, surprised. Rowanberry, Copperpaw recognized. “Are you
mouse-brained? Why would ThunderClan be all the way out here?”



 

“To attack us?” the first cat said. “Ambush our camp and kill our kits?”

 

“ThunderClan’s quarrel is with RiverClan,” another older warrior, Blizzardwing, answered. “Haven’t
you seen how riled up they are about Thistleclaw being RiverClan’s deputy?”

 

“Oakstar’s got bees in his brain, that’s for sure,” a warrior murmured. Cinderfur! “Imagine a
WindClan cat as our deputy! Ridiculous.”

 

“Brokenstar would kill any WindClan cat the moment they set foot on ShadowClan land,” Blackfoot
hissed.

 

“I can still smell ThunderClan,” the first guard interrupted. “And fear-scent.”

 

Copperpaw slowly backed himself down the tree, heart beating. It wouldn’t be long before all of
ShadowClan had realized he was there, and that the guard wasn’t mistaken. Taking a steadying breath
to calm himself, he jumped off the tree, landing in the snow with a soft thump. He wiggled himself
out of the snow, jumping forward. Hopefully, the wet snow would help mask his scent.

 

But as he stalked forward, a sudden yowl broke out. “ThunderClan!”

 

Copperpaw jerked forward, barely sparing a glance backwards to see a ShadowClan cat barrelling
towards him. Others soon slipped out of the camp entrance- Copperpaw hadn’t even seen it, it was so
well camouflaged.

 

He didn’t get far before paws slammed against his shoulders and pinned him down. Snarling,
Copperpaw lashed out his paw, nicking the cheek of his attacker, a brown tom he knew as
Nutwhisker.

 

“ThunderClan spy!” Nutwhisker spat. “What are you doing on ShadowClan territory?”

 

“Kill him!” a younger warrior chanted. “Let him see what happens to spies!”

 



“Copperpaw?” Cinderfur meowed, shocked, as he stared at him.

 

“L-” Copperpaw shivered and stuttered, heart thudding rapidly against his chest. Even he could smell
his own fear-scent. “Let me speak to Brokenstar!”

 

“Fox-heart!” a warrior, Frogtail, snarled. “You sneak into ShadowClan’s territory and make
demands?”

 

“I’ll- I’ll explain to Brokenstar!” But he had no idea what he’d explain to Brokenstar. What lie could
he have?

 

“You’ll explain to me!” Nutwhisker shoved his face in front of his, claws digging deeper into his
shoulders.

 

“Let him go,” Cinderfur ordered. “Brokenstar can decide what to do with him.”

 

Nutwhisker and the other warriors growled, displeased, but Nutwhisker got off of him and roughly
shoved him to his paws. “Move, spy,” he spat. Copperpaw hurried forward, ducking his head as the
ShadowClan cats glared at him. Cinderfur, too, eyed him carefully.

 

Copperpaw’s tail trembled as he entered ShadowClan’s camp.

 

“Copperpaw?” came the surprised gasp of Dawncloud. Nearby, Tallpaw repeated her surprised call.
Dawncloud moved away from Finchflight, running towards him. “What are you doing here?” She
gazed anxiously at the growling ShadowClan warriors around him. To his horror, her belly stuck out
at her sides, plump, round, and hard. But, surely, not by too much. Perhaps she had eaten one too
many toads, and it wasn’t what Copperpaw thought. Even he bloated when he ate too many sparrows.

 

This can’t be just like Spottedleaf and Willowpelt, he thought, dismayed. She’s even younger than
them! How can the clans let this happen? Her own clanmates stand by and do nothing? How could he
just leave her to the claws of Finchflight? But how could he convince her to join the safety of
ThunderClan? Is ThunderClan even safe?

 



He glanced around at the warriors surrounding him. From their vicious gazes, he was sure they’d
never let him leave. They wanted him dead.

 

From his den, Brokenstar padded forth, eying his warriors and Copperpaw as he approached.
Dawncloud scrambled out of his way, moving to stand next to Tallpaw and Wetpaw. From the
shadows of the medicine cat den, Copperpaw saw Yellowfang watching with narrowed eyes.

 

“Well, well, well,” Brokenstar drawled in a hiss. “What do we have here? A little ThunderClan kitty?”

 

“He was spying on our camp,” Blackfoot meowed as he approached his leader. “They sent a lone
warrior, thinking we wouldn’t smell him.”

 

“He’s an apprentice from ThunderClan,” Cinderfur supplied, stepping forward too and speaking with
a frown. The cats glanced from Copperpaw to their own group of apprentices. Copperpaw was the
size of a full-grown warrior, while they were barely bigger than kits. “Copperpaw.”

 

“Copperpaw?” some cat murmured in the crowd. “I heard some cats saying he must be one of
Spottedleaf and Thistleclaw’s kits.” Other warriors muttered the same.

 

“ThunderClan sent an apprentice?” Brokenstar hissed, narrowed his eyes. “I’m insulted.”

 

“Th-ThunderClan didn’t send me,” Copperpaw meowed, straightening himself best he could. He was
about to do something very mouse-brained. I’m sorry, Firepaw, Creekpaw… Airpaw. Spottedleaf,
Willowpelt, Redtail, Swiftbreeze, Rosetail, and… Lionheart. But I have to protect Dawncloud. “I came
on my own.”

 

“Oh?” Brokenstar narrowed his eyes, circling around the light ginger tabby tom. “You thought you
could sneak through ShadowClan without us knowing then, and brag to your denmates? Dragging
your ThunderClan stench along with you?”

 

“No,” Copperpaw said, tail twitching. “I didn’t come here to return to ThunderClan.”

 

Brokenstar stopped, and the hisses and growls of the ShadowClan warriors paused.

 



“Copperpaw?” Cinderfur prompted, quiet.

 

“I came here to join ShadowClan.”

 

Chapter End Notes

Lolling: You ever think about how Whiteberry, White-eye, Whitestorm, Whitetail, Whitefang,
Whiteclaw, and Whitethroat all lived during the same time? Literally the only Whites who aren't
alive alongside them are Whitewing and Whitewater, and two other Whitetail/White Tails, as
well as a CoTC Whitestar.



Creekpaw Gets A Flower

Chapter by LollingCat

Creekpaw yowled as she was knocked to the ground, snow softening her fall. Fallen pink blossom
leaves fluttered around her.

 

“I’ve pinned the great warrior!” Oliver boasted above her.

 

“Not for long!” Creekpaw said as she reared upwards, knocking Oliver over. The fluffy white tom
landed in the snow, blending in if not for his bright blue collar. She placed her paws against his
shoulders and neck. “The great white LeopardClan warrior is defeated!”

 

Oliver rumbled a purr. “LeopardClan? I thought I was LionClan because I was fluffy!”

 

“Well, Poppydawn told me about a LeopardClan warrior with fur as white as snow, named
Snowspot,” Creekpaw began, recalling the stories she and her siblings had sat rapt around. “Her clan
mocked her for standing out so much, but then leafbare hit, and she was the only cat able to ambush
TigerClan when they raided their camp.”

 

“You clancats are so weird.” Oliver’s whiskers twitched as he stood up, shaking snow off his pelt with
a smile. “Giant, powerful cats like that surely never roamed the forest!”

 

Creekpaw glanced at the fence, where the trees of her clan’s territory towered over it. “Maybe not this
forest,” Creekpaw meowed. “But the tales have been passed down forever. They must have been
real.”

 

“But could LionClan have really had pelts as bright as the sun?” Oliver meowed skeptically, glancing
up at the sky, where the sun was shining.

 

Creekpaw frowned. “Well, I’m sure parts are exaggerated- wait.” She glanced up at the sky once
more, tail bushing out. “It’s morning! Oh, StarClan, I should be in camp right now! Swiftbreeze and I
were going to practice my front paw swipe today.”
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Oliver’s whiskers drooped. “Must you go?” he asked sadly.

 

Creekpaw dropped her tail guiltily. She wanted to stay, to be free of all her worries… But she couldn’t
just leave her clan. “I’ll see you tomorrow maybe.” She brushed her muzzle against his, purring
lightly.

 

“Okay,” Oliver meowed slowly. “Have fun, uh, hunting mice and stuff, my TigerClan warrior.”

 

Creekpaw smiled back at him, preening her striped pelt. “You keep your pelt bushy and snowy,
LeopardClanner.” She leaped up to the fence, sticking her tail out to balance herself before she
jumped down to the other side. As she walked into the familiar forest of her kithood, she glanced back
at Oliver’s den before tearing her gaze away.

 

She padded quietly through the snow, nose twitching as she smelt the distant smell of squirrel.
Perhaps she should try catching something, although she wasn’t really in the mood. Her nose kept
twitching though, and it wrinkled as a sharp, horrid scent reached her nose. It felt familiar- she
remembered Swiftbreeze showing her an old badger’s den. It smelled exactly like that.

 

The fur on her spine raised, recalling the badger that had bit off Halftail’s tail and left Airpaw
miserable under Frostfur’s mentorship. A low growl sounded in her throat as she prowled forward,
following the scent. It was stronger- much stronger than an old badger’s den.

 

A loud yowl reached her ears and she jumped. Rushing forward, she followed the scent, and another
softer scent, filled with fear, reached her nose. Cherrypaw!

 

Creekpaw burst forth from the undergrowth with a vicious snarl as she saw Cherrypaw backed against
a tree, her orange and white fur bristled. A skinny badger with a mean maw was in front of her,
snapping its deadly jaw.

 

Creekpaw tensed her body as she slammed into it. The large beast stumbled, spitting in rage. It
smelled old, and sickly, and looked hungry. And the hungrier a badger or a fox, the more dangerous
they were. She jumped back, snarling and hissing with her claws unsheathed as the badger rumbled at
her. She swatted at its nose, feeling a rush as dark red blood dribbled from its shiny black nose.

 

The badger barrelled towards her, but she flipped to her side, rolling. She leaped back up to her paws,
behind the badger, and pounced on it. She clung to its back, recalling when Redtail would give her



and her siblings badger rides as a kit. This was a much scarier experience.

 

She dug her claws in best she could, and grabbed the badger’s scruff with her fangs, growling. The
badger bucked and snarled, swaying too and fro, but Creekpaw held on. She twisted her fangs and the
badger roared in pain. It bucked once more and Creekpaw slipped off, tumbling into the snow. The
badger charged for her but Cherrypaw surged forward, swatting at its side. The badger whipped its
large, narrow head around, and Cherrypaw scrambled away again, ginger tail puffed up.

 

Creekpaw lashed her paw out at the badger, dragging her claws across its face. It sneered at her,
stumbling backwards as blood welled on its face. Then it rushed forward at her and she jumped out of
the way, but it didn’t turn around. Instead, it kept running forward, until it slammed through a bush,
and then vanished, heavy pawsteps trudging in the thick snow.

 

Creekpaw started after it with a hiss, but then she paused, sniffing the air until she was certain the
badger was retreating. When she was, she whipped around and raced towards Cherrypaw.

 

“Cherrypaw!” she meowed, sniffing her for any injuries. “Are you alright?”

 

Cherrypaw was trembling, a bite wound on her shoulder. “I didn’t smell it coming- I was so focused
on catching a vole!” Her amber gaze was distant, focused on where the badger had been. “I- I thought
I was gonna-...”

 

“Cherrypaw!” the loud, terrified yowl of Goldenflower reached them as the large golden she-cat burst
forth, her tail trembling. “I smelled badger and blood!”

 

Cherrypaw ran towards her mentor, pressing her head against her chest. “Goldenflower! I was so
scared. It- it came out of nowhere! Creekpaw saved me.”

 

Goldenflower looked at Creekpaw as though realizing she was there. “Creekpaw,” Goldenflower
meowed softly. “You fought off a badger by yourself?”

 

“Well-” Creekpaw ducked her head, licking her chest fur, embarrassed although she wasn’t sure why.
She felt just as scared as Cherrypaw, if she was honest. “Cherrypaw helped too.”

 



Cherrypaw shook her head. “I could barely look at it without trembling. You leaped on its back! You
were a true warrior.”

 

A true warrior doesn’t sneak off with kittypets, Creekpaw thought guiltily, tail twitching as she
recalled Oliver’s soft fur, rumbling laugh, and sweet scent of apples and strange Twoleg smells. And
how warm his den’s garden was, where the sunlight always shone…

 

“Halftail was lucky to only lose his tail,” Goldenflower continued, wrapping her paw around
Cherrypaw and pulling her close. “A hungry badger is a dangerous badger. Cherrypaw could have
died if you hadn't chased it off, Creekpaw.”

 

Cherrypaw’s eyes widened. “Thank you,” she breathed to Creekpaw. “I- I don’t-” The young she-cat
shook once more, burying her face in Goldenflower’s fur. Goldenflower leaned down and licked her
head, then sniffed at her wound.

 

“Spottedleaf needs to see this,” Goldenflower meowed. “Before it gets infected. Come on.” She
nudged her apprentice, and flicked her tail for Creekpaw to follow. Creekpaw walked to Cherrypaw’s
other side and the she-cat gratefully pressed against her, limping as they walked.

 

Creekpaw guided Cherrypaw back to camp as Goldenflower squeezed through the entrance tunnel,
calling for Spottedleaf as they went. Creekpaw’s mother poked her head out of the medicine den
before dashing over, sniffing Cherrypaw’s battered fur. Redtail had trotted over at Goldenflower’s
call.

 

“What happened?” he inquired. More of Creekpaw’s clanmates gathered around, ear pricked as
Goldenflower explained about the badger.

 

“Creekpaw bravely fought it off! If she hadn’t been there, Cherrypaw would have died!”
Goldenflower exclaimed. Robinwing, who had been fussing over her daughter while Spottedleaf
treated Cherrypaw’s injuries, jerked her head up, piercing Creekpaw with her gaze. Warily, Creekpaw
met the queen’s eyes. Robinwing was one of the cats who often gossiped about her and her siblings -
what was going to say now? Robinwing took a moment, before giving Creekpaw a small nod,
blinking slowly. Creekpaw ducked her head.

 

“We need to get that badger out of our territory soon!” Patchpelt’s growl was loud as he stated his
opinion, tail lashing as he stood behind Spottedleaf. “Before some cat loses more than just their tail!”
His amber gaze held a sliver of fear as he gazed at his daughter.



 

Bluestar, who had been listening to the story attentively, looked at Swiftbreeze. They both nodded,
and Bluestar meowed;

 

“For Creekpaw’s bravery, she will be made a warrior.”

 

Creekapw gasped at Bluestar’s words, surprised - and slightly guilty. I don’t deserve this...I’ve been
sneaking off to Twolegplace to meet with Oliver…

 

“Since we are all gathered,” Bluestar’s mew rang clear through the camp. “I will begin the ceremony.”
Creekpaw padded up to Bluestar, nervous, before she spotted Firepaw’s encouraging and delighted
expression. Airpaw was beside her brother, looking dejected, but shook himself, clearly trying to
make an effort to be happy for his sister. She gave him a little smile, and he hesitantly returned it.

 

“I, Bluestar, leader of ThunderClan, call upon our warrior ancestors to look down on the apprentice.
She has trained hard to understand the ways of your noble code, and I commend her to you as a
warrior in her turn.” Creekpaw shifted uncomfortably at the mention of the code. “Creekpaw, do you
promise to uphold the warrior code, and protect and defend this Clan, even at the cost of your life?

 

Her chest seemed to squeeze as she let out a shaky breath, feeling unworthy even as she said, “I do.”

 

“Then, by the power of StarClan, I give you your warrior name. Creekpaw, from this day forth, you
will be Creekflower. StarClan honors your bravery and courage,” Bluestar continued. “And we
welcome you as a full member of ThunderClan.”

 

Creekflower, she echoed, her tail twitching and fluffing up. For a moment, pride rushed through her,
despite her feelings of unworthiness. A warrior of ThunderClan! Finally! What she had been waiting
for her entire life.

 

“Creekflower, Creekflower!” Firepaw yowled loudest of all, followed more quietly by Airpaw.
Cherrypaw joined in the chant too, staring at Creekflower with awe. The rest of her family and friends
cheered her on, Robinwing too, and even cats like Tigerclaw, Frostfur, and Speckletail joined in.

 

As the yowls died down, Bluestar raised her head high once more, and announced, “Tomorrow,
Firepaw, Airpaw, and Copperpaw will be assessed for their warriorship at sunrise. Meeting



dismissed.” She bowed her head and moved to talk to Tigerclaw and Lionheart. Lionheart’s whiskers
were twitching, a frown on his face, and he kept glancing around as though looking for something,
but he spoke to Bluestar calmly.

 

“Wow!” Runningwind meowed as he bounded over to Creekflower, butting her shoulder playfully. “A
warrior already! And here I thought you’d be apprentices forever.” He purred as Firepaw and Airpaw
padded over.

 

“You’re warrior assessments,” Darkstripe added as he strolled to Firepaw’s side. “Here’s hoping you
don’t run around like a chicken with its head chopped off.”

 

Airpaw twitched his whiskers and looked away, but Firepaw purred. “We’ll be warriors soon!” he
meowed, fluffing out his fur. “I can’t believe it! Hey,” he broke off, glancing around. “Where’s
Copperpaw?” Creekflower glanced around, frowning at her other ginger brother’s absence.

 

“I don’t know,” she meowed. The brown tabby warrior then spotted her mother guiding Cherrypaw to
her den, Robinwing fretting behind them, before Spottedleaf shooed her away. Creekflower padded
towards her tortoiseshell mother, guilt welling up in her. As she approached, Spottedleaf was nosing
Cherrypaw into a nest to sleep off her shock - the reason why the medicine cat didn’t give the
apprentice poppy seeds to help Cherrypaw sleep.

 

“Spottedleaf?” Creekflower called quietly, wary of Cherrypaw’s passed out form. “Can I ask you
something?” Spottedleaf, who had been clearing up the floor of the den, paused her work, amber eyes
curious.

 

“Of course,” she meowed. “What is it, my flower?”

 

Creekflower shuffled her paws, feeling a little better at the term of endearment. She curled her tail
around her paws, ducking her head. Training with Thistleclaw may have faded into the past, but he
still reared his head in at the worst of times. And in camp, she felt like a traitor, a liar, amongst her
clanmates, bearing this dark secret, and unable to help her siblings.

 

The only time she felt free was when she was away from her clanmates, playing in the garden with
Oliver.

 

“What should I do when I feel like my life is out of my control? Except for one thing?”



 

Spottedleaf gave her daughter a considerate look. She pushed a pawful of her herbs together, folding a
large leaf, before she turned her full attention to Creekflower, brushing her mottled tail over her back.

 

“Well,” she began. “It does depend on certain circumstances. What is this one thing that you feel is in
control?” Creekflower nervously flicked her tail. Would her mother be upset at her for meeting with a
kittypet?

 

“Umm...a new friend.”

 

Spottedleaf whiskers twitched. “Who is this new friend?”

 

Creekflower flicked an ear, feeling herself give into her mother’s curious yet sincere gaze. “He’s...he’s
a kittypet,” she admitted hesitantly. “His name’s Oliver. And we’ve been hanging out for a while
now.” Spottedleaf gave a little purr, brushing her cheek against Creekflower’s.

 

“Love does come in many forms-”

 

“What?” Creekflower jerked away from her mother, feeling hot underneath her pelt. “No! I don’t like
Oliver like that!” Creekflower immediately denied, shaking her head. “I just...enjoy hanging out with
him! We’re not mates!” Spottedleaf purred again, amused, before continuing;

 

“You should follow your heart, but be cautious,” Spottedleaf advised. “Sometimes, your heart can
lead you astray.” Spottedleaf’s bright amber eyes darkened with those words, a hint of sadness in their
depths.

 

She pressed against her daughter’s side, giving her forehead a loving lick. Creekflower pressed her
head into Spottedleaf’s soft chest fur, breathing in her familiar sweet scent. For this moment, she
allowed herself to be a kit again, curled in the safety of her mother’s warmth, and she wished she
could never leave.



Firepaw & Airpaw Become Full Ninjas

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Dawncloud sat, ginger fur fluffed up from the cold, as she waited for Copperpaw to return from his
first hunting patrol as a ShadowClan apprentice. She shivered, partially from the cold, but also from
the fear that one wrong move and Copperpaw would be killed. She shuffled, shaking her fur to free it
from the snowflakes that landed on it, before she pricked her ears, spying Copperpaw pushing through
the entrance with a small vole and gray squirrel clamped in his jaws. Blackfoot, his overseer, followed
with a few lizards and a couple mice while Tallpaw, Blackfoot’s apprentice, trotted through with a
skinny rabbit. She sighed, relieved that Copperpaw had pulled through his test in WindClan’s
territory. She stood up, waiting, and purred as Blackfoot dismissed the ginger tom. Copperpaw sped
over to her, dropping the squirrel at her paws, before they settled down together.

 

“Are you alright?” she anxiously asked, taking a bite of the squirrel. Copperpaw nodded.

 

“Yes, I’m fine,” he meowed. He twitched his tail. “I just…” he glanced around, lowering his voice. “I
just don’t like hunting in another clan’s territory.” Dawncloud gave a sympathetic purr.

 

“Me too,” she meowed softly. She chewed up some more of the squirrel. “Good catch, by the way.”
she meowed, longing to move the conversation into more comfortable territory. Copperpaw chuckled.

 

“Thanks, Lionheart taught me how to-” he cut off. Dawncloud frowned, saddened at the clouded look
in Copperpaw’s light green eyes.

 

“He was a good mentor, wasn’t he?” she meowed. Copperpaw nodded.

 

“One of the best,” he meowed. “Right up there with Bluestar and Tigerclaw.” Dawncloud shuffled
closer, offering him some warmth and comfort.

 

“Would you tell me about your family?” she asked. Copperpaw pricked his ears.

 

“Sure,” he meowed. “Airpaw and I were really close as kits, but ever since we became apprentices…”
He frowned once more. “Lightningpaw’s been getting to him, getting inside his head really. I hope
he’s doing alright.” Dawncloud touched her nose to his cheek. “Lightningpaw… or Lightningfur, I



guess- she’s complicated,” he meowed. “She wants to be the best, but that ambition led her to joining
RiverClan - joining our father.” His mew turned into a low growl at ‘father.’ Dawncloud curiously
tilted her head.

 

“You don’t like Thistleclaw?” she asked. Copperpaw shook his head.

 

“Definitely not,” he spat. “He manipulated my mother into a relationship - since she was a kit . And
he convinced her to have kits with him as an apprentice .” Dawncloud’s eyes narrowed, thoughtful.
That...that sounded kinda like what Finchflight wanted with her...that was the reason why she was
made a warrior early. Usually, she would still have her apprentice name - she would have just gotten it
.

 

Remembering that fact made her shiver.

 

“What about your mother?” she prompted, deciding to steer the conversation once more away from
bad thoughts. Copperpaw immediately perked back up.

 

“She’s great !” he meowed. “The best medicine cat ThunderClan’s ever had. She wasn’t able to take
care of us much, but she made the effort to try. I love her for all she’s done for us.” he purred. “She
has little nicknames for us. She calls Creekpaw her ‘flower,’ and Firepaw her ‘little spitfire.’ Airpaw
was ‘baby,’ and Lightningpaw was ‘little storm.’”

 

“And yours?” Dawncloud purred.

 

“‘Little pebble,’” he meowed. He swallowed the last of his vole as Dawncloud finished her squirrel.
She brushed her muzzle against his cheek.

 

“Copperpaw,” she began. “Why did you join ShadowClan if you love your family so much?”
Copperpaw stared at the bones of his vole.

 

“Remember what I told you about my father and mother?” At Dawncloud’s nod, he continued. “I
realized that’s what was happening with you, and - and I couldn’t stand the thought. I was worried
about what was happening with you, and what else could be happening. Dawncloud shuffled her
paws, fur prickling.

 



“I...yes,” she admitted quietly. “That’s exactly what’s happening. I’m...pregnant. With Finchflight’s
kits. I- I don’t love him, but he… he loves me, and I can’t… I can’t just leave him, but I don’t want to
be with him.” She gazed away, remembering her time spent with the older time. There were some
points where it was nice- but mostly, she wanted to be away from him and his weird looks, possessive
hisses, and obsessive grooming and cuddling. “And- and it’s even worse because now… I worry for
the- the kits that I’m going to have... Brokenstar’s been making kits into apprentices early - and
making them warriors even at six moons.” Copperpaw’s eyes widened in slight horror.

 

“And that’s the excuse Finchflight used to get with you…” he muttered angrily. Dawncloud saw his
eyes land on the eldest kits near them - littermates Marigoldkit and Mintkit, and little Badgerkit. They
were rolling around innocently in the snow, growling and laughing as they play-fought. Dawncloud
remembered being their age. It was only a few moons ago, after all.

 

And she had already been an apprentice, locked in battle training under Clawface and Blackfoot.
She’d been Blackfoot’s apprentice, at first, but then Clawface demanded an apprentice, and Blackfoot
wanted Tallpaw instead. Dawncloud was his half-sister, after all, even though no cat was supposed to
know that, a closely kept secret between him, Dawncloud, Blizzardwing, Darkflower, and,
unfortunately, Clawface, whom had learned about it accidentally when Blackfoot had told
Dawncloud.

 

But that was when Finchflight had started padding after her - battle training. She was so tiny, and
pitiful, he had told her.

 

And he’d liked that.

 

Copperpaw straightened his shoulders, lifted his chin, and vowed, “I will do what I can to protect you
and the other queens’ kits. I swear by StarClan themselves!” Dawncloud blinked, her chest warming
at Copperpaw’s words. She purred, nuzzling him again, before they both turned together and kept a
close eye on the small roughhousing kits.

 

 

Firepaw sat by Bluestar, frowning with worry, while Airpaw paced around, tail flicking nervously.
His, Airpaw, and Copperpaw’s warrior assessments were delayed because Copperpaw was missing.
His mentor had sent a patrol to RiverClan to check if he had decided to join Thistleclaw - something
that Firepaw doubted, since Copperpaw never showed any interest in meeting Thistleclaw.

 

Airpaw had settled beside Firepaw, eyes worried, and mew quiet. Firepaw rested his chin on top of
Airpaw’s head, purring in comfort.



 

Said RiverClan patrol came back into camp, Whitestorm at the head, with Mousefur and Rosetail
behind him.

 

He bowed his head to Bluestar. “We met Stonefur at the border,” he told her. “He said Copperpaw
wasn’t with them.”

 

Firepaw’s eyes widened, tail trembling. He looked towards his mentor.

 

Bluestar sighed. “We’ll send more patrols out to search for him, but the assessment must go on.
ThunderClan needs more warriors.” Firepaw nodded, frowning as he recalled all the recent deaths.
Sunstar...Featherwhisker...Larksong...Thrushpelt...Adderfang...So many are gone…  

 

Bluestar flicked her tail for Firepaw and Airpaw to follow, calling Frostfur as she went. The four cats
arrived in the sandy hollow, and Firepaw pricked his ears, eagerness swelling up in him as their
assessment came upon them.

 

“First,” Bluestar began. “We will assess your hunting skills. Then, the two of you will enter your
fighting assessment. You will face off against each other, and then your mentors. Understand?”
Firepaw firmly nodded, while Airpaw’s nod was hesitant. “Alright, begin.”

 

Firepaw darted off in the direction of the nearby stream, spying Airpaw trotting towards the Owl Tree.
He mentally wished his brother luck before he zeroed in on his goal. Prowling through the woods, he
heard the bubbling and crackling of the stream. He poked his head through a bush, excitement
lightning up his gaze as he spotted a couple voles. He flattened his ears, easing himself out of the
bush, and lighting stalked up to the stream’s edge, cautious of the slippery, slushing snow. Leaf-bare
was coming to a close, but that was no reason to get sloppy!

 

Firepaw held his breath as one of the voles waddled off the frozen stream, sniffing along the edge.
Keeping an eye on the second vole, Firepaw prowled forward, praying his red coat wouldn’t give him
away. The vole froze, and - without missing a beat - Firepaw snatched it with a paw, killing it swiftly
before it could make a noise. The tom kept still as the second vole raised its head, sniffing the air. It
began squeaking, and Firepaw knew he had to act fast. As the vole began to turn and run back to its
den, the red apprentice darted forward, cutting it off, and pounced. It squealed before Firepaw could
silence it, but he purred in satisfaction. Picking up the second vole, he trotted over to the first and
buried them both, before continuing his hunt.

 



He spotted a crow pecking at the slowly softening dirt, and slunk toward it, ready for his next kill -
before a flash of fur caught his attention. He blinked, taking his eyes off the crow for a moment,
before seeing a very pale-looking gray cat with white patches. He blinked again, spotting vivid blue
eyes on this tom, before he vanished. Firepaw stared, confused at the sudden disappearance of the
scentless tom, before the crow called an alarm and flew away. He hissed. 

 

I lost the catch because that tom distracted me! Who was that? He shook his head, frustration and
irritation making his tail lash. He stood up, staking silently through the bushes before another rustle of
fur caught his attention. He spun around, green eyes glaring, before he spotted a different tom. This
one was younger, with golden-red fur - pale like the blue-eyed tom - and vivid green eyes - similar to
Firepaw’s own. The tom, too, looked to be around Firepaw’s age. The red apprentice narrowed his
eyes, opening his jaw to challenge this strange trespasser, before he too vanished. Firepaw stared at
the spot the tom was just at before he shook himself. What is happening to me? He thought, breath
quickening. Am I going mad? He shook his head, putting the strange ghost cats out of his mind and
turned back to his hunt.

 

 

“Now, onto your fighting assessment.” Bluestar meowed when Firepaw and Airpaw had deposited
their catches. Firepaw, along with his two voles, had caught a few mice and a thrush. Airpaw had a
squirrel, but only a muskrat to go with it. Airpaw’s ears were drooping, and he flinched as Frostfur
reprimanded him.

 

“Don’t you remember anything I taught you?!” she complained. “ Anything ?”

 

Firepaw glared at the white she-cat as Airpaw ducked his head in shame. Frostfur didn’t teach him
anything! Thrushpelt and Halftail were the ones to train him - all Frostfur did was ridicule Airpaw!
Firepaw opened his mouth to give Frostfur a piece of his mind, but Bluestar got there first.

 

“Frostfur, that’s no way to treat your apprentice,” the blue-furred leader growled. “As my former
apprentice, I expected better from you.” Frostfur looked flustered at Bluestar’s scolding.

 

“Well, uh- Airpaw doesn’t just get anything I say!” the white she-cat objected. “He’s terrible at
following directions! He’s unnatural.” Firepaw let out a low hiss.

 

“You take that back-!”

 



Bluestar’s tail covered his muzzle. She was staring calmly at Frostfur.

 

“After this, I will be talking to you about your behavior,” the ThunderClan leader meowed. “But now,
we must continue.” She frowned, deep in thought, before she added, “Instead of fighting each other
and then us, the two of you will fight me - two on one.” Firepaw widened his eyes at that, while
Airpaw nervously twitched. Bluestar was notorious for being an incredible fighter - she was able to
take on two, sometimes even three fully trained warriors on her own. How would Firepaw and
Airpaw be able to beat her?

 

Firepaw glanced at his brother, who was steadily looking more and more terrified at the prospect of
facing up to Bluestar. He nosed his brother encouragely, and gave him a little nod. Airpaw hesitated,
then nodded back. They fight as one.

 

Firepaw dropped into an attack crouch when Airpaw narrowed his eyes and settled into a defensive
position. He flicked an ear in signal, and Airpaw darted to the side while Firepaw charged Bluestar
head on. She dropped down, lashing a paw out, and Firepaw whipped to her other side, sending sand
flying as his paws skidded on the ground. Airpaw crept up to Bluestar, then threw himself at her. He
slammed into her side, making her scramble to readjust her weight, and Firepaw took the moment to
careen into his mentor. Bluestar gave a low growl, then shook her apprentice off her before shoving
Airpaw away, making him roll nose-over-tail in the sand.

 

As Airpaw dazily got up, Firepaw took it upon himself to cover for his brother, and launched another
attack on Bluestar. The two cats exchanged blows and swipes, darting around each other in a red and
blue blur before Airpaw tackled Bluestar from behind. The brown tabby wrapped his paws around
Bluestar's neck, pulling her away from where she was slowly beginning to beat Firepaw down,
allowing his red-furred brother to dart forward and slam the air out of Bluestar’s lungs. Firepaw gave
a mew of triumph -  before Airpaw made a mistake. He let go of Bluestar’s throat too early, allowing
her the chance to throw him off and pin him down with a paw on the back of his neck and the other on
his back.

 

“Beaten,” she meowed calmly. Airpaw’s tail drooped from where it had been waving around in
excitement only moments before, and he slunk off to Frostfur’s side, head down to avoid the angry
glare on his mentor’s face. Firepaw gasped for breath, concerned for Airpaw, as he circled his mentor.
It was just up to him now.

 

Firepaw and Bluestar stared each other down, studying the other. The two of them had practiced with
each other before, and knew the other cat’s skill and preferences well. Firepaw frowned, eyes
flickering around his mentor for a weak point, before deciding to let her come to him.

 



He settled into a defensive stance - similar to the one Airpaw had used before - and hissed as Bluestar
crept closer, eyes amused. She growled and lashed out a paw towards his forelegs, making him leap
back. She dove forward then, and Firepaw realized she was aiming to knock him off his paws. He
gave a mighty leap and landed on top of his mentor, then jumped off as her body crashed to the
ground. He swiped at her legs and pounced, placing a paw on the back of her neck and the other on
her back.

 

“Beaten!” he yowled. Bluestar was breathing heavily, and rose to her paws when Firepaw let go.

 

“Good work,” she meowed, a prideful tone in her voice. “I do believe you have passed your
assessment.” Firepaw curled his tail in delight, purring - before it died in his throat when Frostfur
hissed;

 

“Airpaw has not passed his!” she proclaimed. “He clearly needs more work!” Firepaw growled at her
words, padding over to his brother who had his shoulders hunched over and head hanging low.

 

“Actually,” Bluestar interjected. “I do believe he has earned it.” Airpaw’s ear slightly pricked, and he
raised his head in surprise. “That was a brilliant move to catch me by the throat to leave Firepaw an
opening.” she gave a smile to the tabby apprentice.

 

“What?” Frostfur sputtered. “But-but Bluestar-!” Firepaw chose this moment to stick it to Frostfur.

 

“If you won’t let him become a warrior,” he meowed hotly. “Then I won’t either!” Airpaw’s head
swung around and stared in shock at Firepaw. Frostfur glared at the red tom.

 

“In my opinion, neither of you should become warriors!” she sniffed. “The two of you will be running
to RiverClan any day now, I’m sure!”

 

“ Enough! ” Bluestar hissed, blue eyes flashing with anger. “Frostfur, your behavior is deplorable! I
entrusted Airpaw’s apprenticeship to you, but you have proven to me that you are not fit to be a
mentor! It is my decision, and Airpaw and Firepaw will both become warriors today.” She fixed
Frostfur with a sharp look. “Am I understood?” Frostfur gave a meek nod. “Good.” Bluestar nodded
to the two toms. “Pick up your prey, we have a ceremony to start.” Firepaw purred, giving Airpaw
playful nudge, before he trotted over to gather his prey. Bluestar strolled up to him, and murmured
quietly;

 



“That was a very loyal and kind thing you did for Airpaw.” She blinked affectionately at her
apprentice. Firepaw embarrassedly kicked at the sand beneath his paws.

 

“Well, I didn’t want to leave him behind,” he meowed honestly. Bluestar nodded, touching her nose to
his, before leading the four cats back to camp. Along the way, Firepaw heard Frostfur muttering to
herself about how “Airpaw’s undeserving of being a warrior”, “he’s spoiled by Bluestar’s misplaced
pity” and “he’s only getting a name because his brother is the one barely keeping him from failing.”
Firepaw longed to claw Frostfur’s muzzle off, but that would only encourage her.

 

They entered camp, and Runningwind came bounding up to them.

 

“So?” he meowed excitedly. “Did you get it?” Firepaw purred.

 

“We passed!” he exclaimed.

 

“Yes!” 

 

Darkstripe came bounding over next, Longpaw trailing behind him and casting an unreadable look at
Firepaw and Airpaw.

 

“Congratulations!” the dark tabby purred. “You’re finally with us!” Sandpaw had trotted over, and
gave Airpaw a nod - making him duck his head for some reason - before she approached Firepaw.

 

“Good job,” she meowed, bumping her shoulder into his. “When you claim a nest, save me one in the
warrior’s den!” Firepaw purred, amusement running through him, before it turned into bashfulness.

 

“Thanks Sandpaw,” he replied, nudging her back. “And I will! I’ll guard it with my life until you get
in - then you’re on your own!” Sandpaw scoffed, whiskers twitching as humor lit up her pale green
eyes.

 

“Let all cats old enough to catch their own prey gather beneath Highrock for a clan meeting!”
Bluestar called. Firepaw hastily licked his fur clean of the sand from the hollow, and followed Airpaw
to the front of the crowd where Bluestar waited. Spottedleaf hailed them at the front, proudly licking
their ears, while Willowpelt and Redtail purred their congratulations. Creekflower waved her tail from



where she sat beside Cherrypaw, and finally Swiftbreeze pushed her way through the crowd to reach
her grandkits.

 

“Oh, how you’ve grown…” she meowed softly, nuzzling them. “I wish Adderfang were here to see
you, he would be so proud!” Firepaw felt the familiar pang of sadness at the mention of his
grandfather, and glanced up at the pale blue sky. I hope you are proud of us...of me. You always
believed we would be the best warriors ThunderClan had ever seen...and we’ll make you proud!

 

Firepaw and Airpaw approached Bluestar, who calmly sat with her tail around her paws. She rose to
her paws, and began;

 

“I, Bluestar, leader of ThunderClan, call upon our warrior ancestors down onto these two apprentices.
They have trained hard to understand your code, and I commend them to you as warriors in their
turn.” She fixed the two of them with her blue-eyed stare. “Firepaw, Airpaw, do you promise to
uphold the warrior code, and to protect and defend this clan, even at the cost of your lives?”

 

“I do!” Firepaw meowed. Airpaw nodded, echoing Firepaw’s words.

 

“Then by the powers of StarClan,” Bluestar continued. “I grant you your warrior names. Airpaw, from
this moment on, you will be Airleap. StarClan honors your foresight and persistence, and we welcome
you as a full warrior of ThunderClan.” Airleap bowed his head as Bluestar rested her muzzle on it,
and licked her shoulder in respect before backing away to stand in between Swiftbreeze and Halftail -
the latter purred in pride. Firepaw felt himself tremble as Bluestar turned to him.

 

“Firepaw, from this moment on, you will be Fireheart. StarClan honors your skill and compassion,
and we welcome you as a full warrior of ThunderClan.” She rested her muzzle on Fireheart’s head
like she did with Airleap, and Fireheart, too, respectfully licked Bluestar’s shoulder before stepping
back to stand in between Spottedleaf and Willowpelt.

 

“Fireheart! Airleap! Fireheart! Airleap!” the clan called, and before he knew it Fireheart was
surrounded by his family and clanmates. Darkstripe and Runningwind cheered his new name,
excitedly meowing about how they can finally go on a patrol together as warriors, before Fireheart
spotted Airleap sitting alone. He frowned, sympathy coursing through his fur. Airleap had been close
to his first two mentors, but had lost both of them. Lightningfur had been...close to him as well, but
she had left for RiverClan. And Copperpaw...Fireheart glanced around. He was still nowhere to be
found. Fireheart perked up a bit when he saw Creekflower push her way through the crowd of cats to
Airleap, meowing a congratulations, and was swiftly followed by Spottedleaf, Willowpelt, Redtail,
and Swiftbreeze. Fireheart bounded over, nuzzling his brother, and purred his thanks to his family as
they too offered congratulations on receiving his full name.



 

“Hey, Airleap,” Fireheart meowed, nudging his brother. “There’s still time left in the day - wanna go
for a hunt before we sit vigil tonight?” Airleap gave Fireheart a small smile, opening his mouth to
reply, before they both paused, hearing Frostfur’s agitated voice.

 

“Airpaw didn’t actually earn his warrior name,” she loftily meowed, Speckletail, Robinwing,
Fuzzypelt, and Patchpelt around her, and Tigerclaw lingered nearby, his striped ears twitching.
Firepaw lowly growled at the disrespect she showed by not calling Airleap by his new name.

 

“He’s just as bad as Lightningfur,” Speckletail snarked. “He’ll be running away to his daddy soon
enough! Hopefully Creekflower and Fireheart will follow him - then we’ll be rid of those diseases!”
Fireheart huffed, rolling his eyes at the insults. What are they - 3 moon old kits?

 

“Come on, Airleap,” he muttered into his tabby brother’s ear. “Let’s go.” Airleap slowly shook his
head, eyes clouding with shame.

 

“I’m not a real warrior,” he softly meowed. “And someone pathetic like me never will be.” Fireheart
stared as Airleap retreated back into his shell, padding away with his tail and head down. Oh
StarClan... Fireheart helplessly thought. What should I do?

Chapter End Notes

DAWNCLOUD RIGHTS!!!

And poor bby Air, he needs a hug - he'll DEFINETLY need one next chapter!



Airleap REALLY Needs A Hug (And Therapy. Someone Get Him
Therapy PLEASE)

Chapter by LollingCat

“Redtail will be leading the patrol,” Bluestar meowed to the cats around her. “Warriors only. I want
this badger chased out of our territory with as little injuries as possible.” She nodded to her deputy
and Airleap felt a thrill of anxiety as Redtail stepped forward. All he could think about was the badger
biting down on Halftail’s tail and ripping it off as though it was just a small mouse’s body.

 

“Swiftbreeze,” Redtail called, nodding to his mother. “And Rosetail will accompany me.” His gaze
swept across the rest of the warriors, deciding who to choose. Tigerclaw was the obvious choice,
Airleap thought. And Whitestorm too. Lionheart also, and Brindleface could be strong too.

 

But Fireheart stepped forward, dipping his head. “May I go?”

 

Redtail nodded to his nephew. “Of course.”

 

Airleap trembled as he watched his flame-colored brother pad over to Swiftbreeze and Rosetail.
Fireheart was a true warrior, through and through, wanting to help his clan without thinking anymore
of it. Airleap swallowed a lump in his throat as he padded forward, feeling his whiskers shake. “I’d
like to go too,” he meowed, even as his heart tried to leap out of his throat at the aspect of fighting
that badger.

 

He saw Frostfur shoot a disbelieving glare at him and wilted, but Speckletail beside her at least
seemed a touch more pleasantly surprised at his offer.

 

Redtail’s whiskers twitched, amber eyes flashing with surprise. But he nodded with a purr. “Of
course.” He turned to the clan. “I think that’s enough warriors to take on a badger. The rest of you,
stay ready and alert. The badger isn’t our only enemy,” he growled. “And Lionheart, take a hunting
patrol out, but steer away from any badger scent.” The golden warrior nodded, calling to Frostfur and
Creekflower.

 

Redtail faced his patrol. “Have all of you eaten already today?”
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Swiftbreeze, Rosetail, and Fireheart all nodded, and Airleap hesitantly nodded as well. He hadn’t been
able to eat more than a mouthful of mouse hair before he had given the mouse to the queens.
Speaking of, after they all nodded, Redtail instructed them to wait at the entrance while he bounded
over to the nursery.

 

Runningwind slipped out of it and rubbed his face against Redtail. Inside rested Dappletail, curled
around the toms’ two newborn kits. Airleap hadn’t visited them yet- afraid he wasn’t allowed to, but
he knew from Graykit’s loud, incessant meowing that they were adorable, one a blue-gray she-kit, and
the other a small tom-kit, with fur whiter than the slushy, melting snow around them. Ravenkit had
freaked out about how tiny they were, and Dustkit, normally boisterous and parading all around camp,
had quieted, always inquiring when he could see the kittens next.

 

Fireheart smiled, and Airleap tried to share in his brother’s joy, but all he could think about was the
badger gobbling the little kits up, and seeing the happiness drain out of Redtail and Runningwind’s
eyes as they realized it was all Airleap’s fault for not defeating the badger.

 

“Airleap,” a voice meowed, and Airleap jumped as Halftail approached him, his mate, One-eye,
behind him. The old tom brushed his cheek against Airleap’s.

 

“H-hello, Halftail.” Airleap tried not to stare at the brown tom’s tail.

 

“I’m proud you joined the patrol,” Halftail told him, eyes warm. Airleap ducked his head. “I know
you’ll do well.”

 

“I-... I’m not sure I will,” Airleap admitted. Already, he wanted to run away, and hide in the dirtplace
den, where he belonged. “But… I’ll try. For you.”

 

Halftail smiled at him. “I’ve trained two excellent warriors before- Snowfur and Redtail- and I know
you’ll do just as great as them… Thrushpelt and Frostfur taught you well… Even if Frostfur has been
a bit moody about your warriorship lately.” He touched his nose to his forehead before pulling away.
“Good luck.”

 

He turned and walked around, leaving Airleap feeling miserable, just knowing he was going to let the
tom down. One-eye slowly blinked and nodded at him too, sharing her mate’s sentiments. “You’ll do
just fine,” One-eye told him before she trotted after her mate. “If you just let yourself believe it.”

 



Airleap shook his brown pelt as Redtail walked back over to them. “Let’s go,” Redtail announced,
leading them out of the camp entrance. Airleap stumbled as they climbed out of the ravine, claws
digging into the stone as he recalled the first time he and Fireheart had climbed it together.

 

Fireheart waited for him at the top, and Airleap found himself faltering on the last step. Fireheart
leaned down, grabbing him by the scruff and pulling him up. Airleap felt his skin burn hot under his
pelt, but Fireheart was already bounding off after Redtail, Rosetail, and Swiftbreeze, who hadn't
noticed his stumble.

 

Airleap sucked in a deep breath as he padded after the patrol. Belatedly, he realized they were sniffing
the air, mouths wide, and he quickly did the same, even though all he could smell was his own fear
scent. All he could hear was his own heartbeat, no lumbering pawsteps of a badger.

 

Redtail raised his tail and all the cats paused, pricking their ears. “Badger,” Redtail hissed quietly,
crouching down as he moved forward, nose twitching. The other warriors followed suit, and Airleap
found he could smell badger too- faintly; a trail. They all followed it with ruffled pets and tensed
muscles.

 

Another scent hit his nose- Thunderpath. Of course, they were heading towards their shared border
with ShadowClan. Airleap hadn’t even noticed. But then the badger scent got stronger, and all the cats
hissed in unison as they spotted the black and white beast bumbling through their forest, shoving its
big, black nose into the snowy, wet roots of trees. The scent of mouse blood wafted off it- it had eaten
recently, but a measly mouse could not satiate its hunger.

 

Airleap whimpered, recalling its grizzly jaws opening before it snapped onto Halftail’s tail.
Swiftbreeze pressed against him, and Airleap felt both relieved and embarrassed by her comfort.

 

Fireheart let out a yowl as he barrelled out of the undergrowth, charging the badger head on. Redtail
thumped after him, and Airleap felt a rush of envy and self-loathing as he thought about how much
braver Fireheart and, for that matter, Creekflower were than him. They both fought this badger
without flinching, yet here Airleap was, cowering like a mouse. It was just as Lightningfur had told
him, that his cowardice was why everyone he loves dies or leaves him.

 

Swfitbreeze shot forward too, reaching out to drag her claws across the badger’s ugly face while
Fireheart jumped on its back and Redtail clawed at its haunches. Rosetail hung back, looping around
twice and swatting at the badger when it tried to retreat further into ThunderClan territory.

 



Airleap shook his pelt, taking in a deep breath as he forced himself to stand and move forward. His
heart beat as he raced towards the badger. It had bucked Fireheart off, and snapped its hideous jaws at
Redtail. Airleap slammed his paw into the side of its head, and it snarled, whipping around with fury.
Airleap’s fur bristled and he jumped back in fear. But Redtail had already leaped forward, using
Airleap’s distraction to clamber onto the beast’s side.

 

Swiftbreeze grabbed the badger’s hind leg with her fangs and yanked it backwards while Fireheart
circled around it. Airleap trembled, but raised his paw to claw at its back when it turned away from
him. It attempted to whip around once more, but Fireheart had already darted forward, nipping at its
sides. The badger reared upwards, dislodging Redtail, then reached its large paw out at Fireheart. Its
claws nicked Fireheart’s shoulder before the ginger tom managed to scramble away, and Airleap felt a
rush of fear renew inside him.

 

What if Fireheart died? Oh, Airleap couldn’t bear the thought.

 

He felt himself freeze, and saw Rosetail move forward to hiss at the badger when it tried running past
him. She and Redtail steered it away, towards the Thunderpath.

 

“Hopefully a monster will run this thing right over!” Rosetail yowled as she swatted at its hairy rump.

 

Airleap followed as they chased it towards ShadowClan territory, but then it suddenly veered to slam
into Fireheart with its head, knocking the tom away and into a thicket. It roared and lunged at Redtail
next, and the tortoiseshell tom skidded away to avoid its claws. Rosetail tripped over a root as she
avoided Redtail. But Swiftbreeze lunged at the badger fiercely, with a loud caterwaul that was sure to
reach ThunderClan camp, and perhaps ShadowClan camp as well.

 

For a moment, it seemed as though Swiftbreeze might kill the badger, her teeth ready to lock onto its
neck. But then it twisted its head around and snapped its teeth around her paw. She yowled in pain as
it dragged her off itself and pinned her to the ground with its powerful, heavy paws.

 

Airleap felt his heart beat inside him, and his mind screamed at him to move, to run towards his
grandmother. But, instead, in front of him he saw Thrushpelt getting chucked into the frozen river,
and he saw Halftail screaming in pain as his tail was pulled right off him, and he saw Adderfang’s
dead body with the purple flowers of lavender and the green springs of spearmint around him to mask
his scent, and he saw Lightningfur sneering at him, displeased, and he saw Copperpaw’s face, smiling
at him, and he just felt so, so much pain that he couldn’t move- couldn’t breath.

 

When he blinked and felt a little more aware of himself, Swiftbreeze was already dead.



 

Fireheart had let out a furious screech, exploding from the bushes as he slammed into the badger.
Redtail followed too, fury in his claw swipes. Rosetail stopped at Swiftbreeze’s body, pressing her
nose to her ear.

 

Airleap found himself able to stumble towards them, even though moments earlier his treacherous
body had refused to move. He dropped himself next to Swiftbreeze’s body, her blood coating the
bottom of his paws as he stepped in it. Rosetail rested a tail on his back, but he barely felt it as he
pressed his face into Swiftbreeze’s neck, drinking in her familiar scent so that he might remember it
forever.

 

The icy water had washed away Thrushpelt’s scent, and Airleap would never forgive himself for
forgetting it.

 

A small stutter of breath made his ears twitch, and he looked up as Swiftbreeze’s eyelids cracked
open, a yellow eye staring directly at him. “You…” she said softly, voice rasping. “Are a great
warrior. Never forget your spirit.” And then the yellow eye vanished, and Swiftbreeze’s sides rose
once, then never again.

 

Airleap choked back a wail as he buried his face into her warm side. He felt Rosetail lick his ear, and
murmur something, but he didn’t care what.

 

Swiftbreeze was dead! And it was all his fault!

 

Again!

 

He was the worst warrior ever! A curse to the clans! A curse to his family…

 

A loud yowl made him jerk his head up, even as his senses were bleary and his thoughts scrambled.
The badger was on the edge of the Thunderpath, with Fireheart and Redtail unrelentlessly clawing it
near to shreds. But across the Thunderpath, there was a patrol of ShadowClan warriors.

 

There was Copperpaw.

 



Copperpaw rushed forth across the Thunderpath, charging for the badger- he was the one who
yowled. Of course, Airleap would always remember his yowl. But it felt like he had seen a ghost.
Copperpaw had gone missing a few days ago, and no ThunderClan nor RiverClan cat had seen him.

 

Copperpaw launched himself at the badger, dragging it down and pinning it as he tore with his fangs
at its neck. Fireheart and Redtail had both paused, stunned at his arrival.

 

“Follow him!” a ShadowClan tom- Cinderfur!- ordered. “A badger is a threat to all the clans.”

 

The gray tom bounded across the dark stone path, and three ShadowClan cats tore after him. They all
grabbed at the badger, and Fireheart and Redtail stood back as the ShadowClan cats ripped the badger
apart. Airleap wasn’t sure when it stilled, but soon all the ShadowClan cats were backing away, and
the badger was lying, fur and blood everywhere, dead on the Thunderpath.

 

A sense of victory filled the air, and Cinderfur raised his tail at Fireheart, and Copperpaw’s gaze
turned to Fireheart too with a small smile, but then-

 

“Monster!” one of the ShadowClan cats screamed. “Run!”

 

The ShadowClan cats pelted across the Thunderpath, and Copperpaw hesitated a moment before
following after them. Redtail and Fireheart leaped off the path. But the monster, red and large, was
already there, slamming into a skinny dark gray warrior. The monster seemed to skid to a stop for a
moment, but the damage was already done, and it sped off once more.

 

"Frogtail!" a mottled gray and brown she-cat called, horrified. Cinderfur, Copperpaw, and a white and
black tom gaped at the dead warrior, whose body had rolled awkwardly over itself, unnatural and
broken.

 

The white and black tom turned on Copperpaw, snarling. "This is all your fault, ThunderClan scum!"
He stomped closer to Copperpaw. "Still loyal to your pathetic ThunderClan clanmates! Let's see what
Brokenstar thinks of this."

 

Open fear flashed in Copperpaw's green eyes, and Airleap knew from the way his fur fluffed in a
certain way that the tom was panicked. "My fault!" the light ginger tabby tom yowled. Airleap could
see his gaze skittering around. His gaze landed on Airleap, and a spark of surprise showed in their



depths, as though he had realized Airleap was there for the first time "It's not my fault! It's- it's
ThunderClan's fault for being too weak to defend themselves from a badger!"

 

He means me, the thought shot it's way through Airleap before he could stop it. His fur rose as
Copperpaw looked back at him once more. He means me. He knows I'm weak. He's blaming me! He
thought Copperpaw was the one who understood him. But now Airleap understood- Copperpaw must
hate him for liking Lightningfur more than him.

 

But that wasn't true. Airleap had always liked Copperpaw more than Lightningfur. But
Lightningfur-... Airleap had to prove himself to Lightningfur. He never had to prove himself to
Copperpaw.

 

But now he'd lost Copperpaw too.

 

Airleap truly was cursed.

 

Airleap stumbled backwards, glancing at Swiftbreeze's body, as the ShadowClan she-cat walked
across the Thunderpath to collect Frogtail's body.

 

"Copperpaw…" Airleap heard Fireheart mew softly as the pale tom turned away from them,
following after the ShadowClan cats as though he belonged with them more than he did ThunderClan.

 

“I can’t believe Copperpaw betrayed us,” Rosetail murmured, her tail dragging in the snowy dirt.

 

Copperpaw glanced over his shoulder, straight at Airleap, as he paused at the tree line. It was short
and sorrowful, but it got the point across.

 

Copperpaw pitied him.



Copperpaw Pulls A Crowfeather

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Guilt riddled Copperpaw as he walked between Cinderfur and Finchflight, the latters glaring sharp as
needles at him. Behind them, Tangleburr pulled Frogtail’s twisted body through the marsh of
ShadowClan’s pine forest. Frogtail had never been the nicest to him, but Copperpaw still felt horrible
about his quick and unexpected death.

 

And Swiftbreeze… Copperpaw had smelt the scent of death in the air, but he could barely believe it
when he saw his grandmother’s body at Airpaw and Rosetail’s paws. That badger had killed her, and
Copperpaw didn’t even feel better now that it was dead.

 

As they walked through the swaying, soft reeds of ShadowClan camp, excited mewls reached his ears
as the kits scampered up to him.

 

“Copperpaw, Copperpaw!” young Badgerkit called as he barrelled into his paws. Badgerkit was no
bigger than the ShadowClan apprentices. Marigoldkit and Mintkit followed after the black and white
tom, eyes shining. “Did you meet any mean ThunderClan cats? Did you rip them to shreds?”

 

Finchflight hissed as he stalked past Copperpaw, bumping his shoulder with his own as he glared.
“Oh, we met ThunderClan alright.”

 

The clan’s gaze turned to them as Tangleburr walked through the entrance. Cats gasped and
murmured, and Frogtail’s sister, Newtspeck, darted forward with a yowl as Tangleburr placed his
mangled body down, her own eyes filled with grief.

 

“Frogtail…” Ashheart whispered as she padded up to her sister’s side, rubbing her shoulder against
Newtspeck’s. “What happened…?”

 

Cinderfur walked over to his mate, pressing his muzzle against hers. “There was a badger, across the
Thunderpath…”
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“In ThunderClan’s territory!” Finchflight yowled angrily, attracting the attention of cats in their dens.
The apprentices- Littlepaw, Wetpaw, and Brownpaw- all saw their mother, Newtspeck, grieving, and
Littlepaw and Wetpaw immediately dashed over to her side. But Brownpaw just narrowed his eyes
and growled, tail lashing. Tallpaw appeared behind him, eyes wide. Her brother, Whitepaw, stood on
the other side of camp.

 

Copperpaw glanced around for Dawncloud and saw her, sitting small, between the other queens.
Fernshade and Brightflower both seemed so huge beside her, as though Dawncloud was their kit.

 

As Brokenstar emerged from his den, with Clawface, Blackfoot, and Stumpytail behind him,
Copperpaw leaned down to the kits. "Go to your mothers," he whispered to them.

 

Badgerkit fluffed out his fur, as though to argue, but Marigoldkit and Mintkit had already wobbled
away, and he didn't much like being separated from them. The small kit followed after his denmates
and Copperpaw felt a growl grow in his throats as Brokenstar's dark eyes followed them.

 

They aren't big enough to be apprentices, he thought loudly, as though Brokenstar might hear them.
Leave them alone.

 

The distinct dark fur and flat face of Yellowfang appeared from the medicine cat den. She moved
forward, as though to approach Frogtail, but then her eyes flickered to Brokenstar and she stopped.
Her bushy tail twitched, and her gaze flickered to the queens and kits. Then she stuck her head back
into the den, and called something before vanishing inside. A lean gray and white tom slipped out of
the den, his nose cracked with snot- Runningnose. Copperpaw saw him more than Yellowfang. If he
was honest, the burly, venomous she-cat scared him at times.

 

Runningnose bounded over to Frogtail, sniffing his body, although it was clear the tom was very dead.
Brokenstar strolled past Frogtail and his mourners without sparing a glance. Stumpytail and Blackfoot
both paused to murmur to Newtspeck and Ashheart, but Clawface stayed right beside Brokenstar as
he stopped in front of Finchflight and Copperpaw.

 

For a moment, Copperpaw wanted to drop his head shamefully- or perhaps fearfully- but he raised his
head defiantly. No, proudly, and stared back at Brokenstar’s narrowed eyes. If Brokenstar believed
Finchflight over Copperpaw, Copperpaw was as good as dead.

 

“A badger?” Brokenstar rasped, eyes turning to Finchflight. “On ThunderClan’s territory, you say?
What were you doing there?”



 

“It seems our ThunderClan spy still has loyalty to his old clan,” Finchflight growled, tail lashing. “He
bounded across the Thunderpath just to save them!”

 

“It wasn’t to save them!” It was, but Brokenstar and Finchflight didn’t need to know that. “I saw a
badger- I saw a threat to the clan- and I attacked it!”

 

“It wasn’t on our territory,” Finchflight hissed, shoving his face in front of Copperpaw’s. The tom was
slightly taller, bigger, than Copperpaw, making him lean down his head. “It wasn’t our problem!”

 

“They were chasing it onto our side,” Copperpaw pointed out. “It would have been!”

 

“You led Frogtail to his death!” Finchflight snapped.

 

“Then why did you follow me?” Copperpaw rebutted.

 

Finchflight’s ears flew back, momentarily startled. “What?”

 

“Why did you follow me?” Copperpaw repeated. “If you didn’t follow me, Frogtail wouldn’t have
died, and I surely would have been killed myself, or at the very least, kicked out of ShadowClan if the
action was soo disloyal!”

 

“It’s true,” Cinderfur spoke up, trotting over to them, and ducking his head to Brokenstar respectfully.
“I ordered the patrol to follow. ThunderClan was struggling to fight it- one of their warriors died- and
they were chasing it onto ShadowClan territory anyway.”

 

Brokenstar raised his head, eyes slowly flickering between the three toms. “What I’m hearing,”
Brokenstar meowed. “Is that an apprentice has more bravery than a warrior, enough to face crossing
the Thunderpath and a badger without thought.”

 

Copperpaw’s ears pricked at the unexpected praise. He raised his head proudly, chest fur puffing out
as he cast a smug glance at the snarling Finchflight.

 



“And,” Brokenstar continued thoughtfully. “ThunderClan owes us.” He smirked down at Copperpaw.
“Well done, Copperpaw. It seems you do have what it takes to be a ShadowClan warrior.”

 

“Warrior?” Finchflight hissed, displeased. Other cats echoed his sentiment, although a few had
curious eyes as they stared at Copperpaw.

 

Brokenstar nodded. “Yes.” Then, the powerful tom bounded up to a smooth boulder that ShadowClan
called the clan-rock, and gazed across his clan. “ShadowClan! Today, we take in a new warrior of
ShadowClan. Blackfoot and I have been monitoring his loyalty and skill, and he has proven himself
by facing on a badger. Copperpaw,” he meowed, staring down at the ginger tom.

 

Copperpaw sucked in a breath as he stepped forward. He felt prideful- he was going to earn his
warrior name! And yet… He had always imagined this day as him being side-by-side with his
siblings. Cocky Lightningpaw, nervous Airpaw, sweet-hearted Creekpaw, and eager Firepaw. He
always thought he would hear Lionheart commend him, and feel Spottedleaf’s tongue as she washed
his fur one more time.

 

Spottedleaf… His heart ached for his mother. Was that not why he was here, in ShadowClan? To
protect a cat just like her? He glanced at Dawncloud, who was staring at him with wide eyes. Her
belly was as big as her now.

 

“Do you promise to defend and protect this clan at the cost of your life, without a scrap of loyalty to
your birth clan?”

 

Copperpaw raised his chin and tail high. “I do.”

 

“Then, I name you-”

 

“Copperleaf,” Copperpaw interrupted, bowing his head. “I request to be named Copperleaf.”

 

Cats in the cats gasped, quickly followed by silence as all the warriors stared up at Brokenstar.

 

“You dare interrupt me?” Brokenstar growled, claws sliding out.

 



Copperpaw raised his gaze defiantly. “I do. I mean no disrespect, but I wish my name to be
Copperleaf.”

 

Brokenstar stared silently at him for a moment before, suddenly, he purred, raising his tail. “A warrior
who knows what he wants. A good thing for ShadowClan to have. Then, I name you Copperleaf!”

 

Copperleaf curled his tail as he relished in his name. At first, no cats called his name, but then
Tallpaw burst out, “Copperleaf! Copperleaf!” Whitepaw and Wetpaw followed hesitantly. Cinderfur
murmured his name, his tail wrapped around Ashheart, who curled with eyes full of grief beside
Frogtail. Newtspeck seemed bitter beside her, glaring at Copperleaf. It dimmed Copperleaf’s pride,
reminding himself of the tragedy beforehand.

 

His ears pricked as his head swivelled, catching Dawncloud quietly whispering his name while the
kits squealed beside her. Fernshade and Brightflower, too, were calling his name, and Stumpytail,
Blackfoot, Brackenfoot, and Ashfur did as well.

 

Brokenstar leaped down from the clan-rock and the clan quieted down. He spared a glance at the dead
warrior, but he walked past them without a word. “Clawface,” he meowed. “Grab the apprentices. I
want to do some battle training with them.”

 

The scarred tom nodded and complied without hesitance. Copperleaf felt his rump fur bristle as he
watched the tom shove Littlepaw away from Frogtail. The properly-named apprentice scrambled after
him and tail-high Brownpaw.

 

Sighing as the moment was over, Copperleaf trotted over to the fresh-kill pile, grabbing a plump toad.
He could never understand how ShadowClan cats enjoyed eating them, but they were Dawncloud’s
favorite. He walked over to the nursery. Dawncloud and Fernshade had slipped inside while
Brightflower stood outside, watching as the kits tumbled over each other.

 

“Copperleaf!” Marigoldkit meowed, bumping into him. “You’re a warrior now! One day, I’ll be a
warrior!”

 

Copperleaf purred, gently touching his nose to hers. “I know. You’ll make a fine warrior.” Just not
anytime soon, I hope.

 

“I wanna choose my own name too!” Marigoldkit continued. “Marigoldleaf, after you!”



 

“That’s stupid,” Mintkit interrupted his sister. “I’m gonna be Mintclaw! Or Mintcloud! Or- Or-”

 

Badgerkit suddenly pounced on the younger tomkit, who responded with a yowl. The three began
tussling and he traded an amused look with Brightflower. The ginger she-cat dipped her head as he
slid inside the nursery.

 

“Dawncloud,” he murmured gently as he dropped the toad at her paws. The pale she-cat had her head
in her paws, small trembles shaking her body. Fernshade was beside her, her tail on her back.
Fernshade casted a concerned look at Copperleaf. “I brought you a toad.”

 

Dawncloud glanced upwards, her eyes even wider than they had been earlier. “Oh,” she said,
twitching nervously. “Thank you.” But she didn’t move a muscle to eat it.

 

“Is everything alright?” Copperleaf leaned down, curling his tail around his own paws as he touched
his nose to her ear.

 

“Copperp-leaf,” Dawncloud meowed softly. She flinched and pressed herself further against
Fernshade. “There’s been so much death recently, I just- I can’t… and Finchflight is… What if…”
Her face contorted as her body spasmed briefly. Fernshade frowned at her.

 

“What if what, Dawncloud?” Copperleaf said, coming to her other side and pressing against her
comfortingly.

 

She dropped her head again. “Oh, it hurts… It hurts!”

 

Copperleaf winced in sympathy. Her belly was always acting up. Runningnose said it was from stress.
“Would you like me to go ask Runningnose for some herbs?”

 

Dawncloud shook her head. “C-Copper… It hurts. A lot. It feels like I’m… Ohhhh…” she groaned.
“It’s like there’s little claws in me!”

 

Copperleaf wanted to joke that there, in fact, were, but then Fernshade jerked her head. “Does it hurt
in your abdomen?”



 

Dawncloud nodded. “Yes, yes, a lot! Like I’m dying!” Panic forced Copperleaf to his paws. He stared
at Fernshade as the queen met his gaze.

 

“Fetch Yellowfang!” Fernshade ordered him. “She’s giving birth!” Dawncloud’s eyes widened at her
words.

 

“Wh-what!” Dawncloud shrieked. “B-but Runningnose said- said that I wasn’t- She broke off with a
hiss. “Not for another half-moon!” She collapsed to her side against Fernshade.

 

“Yellowfang! Now!” Fernshade yowled and Copperleaf burst out of the den.

 

He wanted to call Runningnose, but the tom was messing with Frogtail’s body, putting flowers and
herbs around him. And Fernshade wanted Yellowfang.

 

“Yellowfang! Yellowfang!” Copperleaf called as he bolted over to the medicine cat den. He nearly
collided with the she-cat as she emerged from the den.

 

“I heard your yowling from across camp!” she hissed. “Is Dawncloud birthing? It’s the only reason I
can imagine you flippin’ your head off.”

 

“Yes! Help her!” he said.

 

“I’m a medicine cat!” she snarled as she pushed past him, herbs both in her pelt and her mouth.
“Whatdya expect me to do? Sit on my haunches?”

 

He followed the gray she-cat as she bounded across camp to the nursery. He awkwardly shoved
himself in after her, and his eyes widened as he saw a small bundle already on the ground beside
Dawncloud. Fernshade was beside it, licking it. It was so, so small with white fur. And little ginger
patches too! Warmth and love and fear flooded Copperleaf, taking his breath away.

 

Imagine a kit that small as a warrior. I can’t let that happen.

 



Yellowfang murmured something in Dawncloud’s ear as the she-cat’s fangs bit down on a stick- when
did that get there? She pressed her paws against Dawncloud’s belly, and, Copperleaf couldn’t see it,
but Dawncloud’s shriek and Yellowfang turning her attention to her rump told him another kit had
come.

 

Suddenly a small, slick bundle had been shoved in front of him. “Lick him,” Yellowfang growled,
then moved back to Dawncloud.

 

Copperleaf startled, staring down at the bright white kit at his paws. It wasn’t moving. He jerked his
head down and followed Yellowfang’s instructions, quickly licking the kit. The strange slick didn’t
taste good, but that hardly mattered. His heart thumped with relief when the kit let out a loud mewl,
stretching its little paws. He pressed his nose against its chest and felt the small little heartbeat.

 

“One more,” Yellowfang told Dawncloud. “You should only have one more left. Another push.
C’mon, you’ve got it.” Copperleaf glanced at Fernshade to see the she-cat had another kit at her paws,
licking furiously. This one was a mottled shade of brown, like shadows over tree bark. It wiggled too
and fro, as though it was already trying to escape the queen’s washing.

 

“Should I fetch Finchflight?” the voice of Brightflower echoed through the nursery from the entrance.
Copperleaf hissed immediately, his fur bristling. The last thing he wanted was that tom in the nursery!

 

Yellowfang echoed his growl. “We don’t need another cat crowding the den!” she spat, lashing her
tail. Disgust seemed to flicker in her yellow gaze, and Copperleaf blinked, surprised. “If he wants to
be useful for once, tell him to go hunt. Queens are always starving the day after birthing.”

 

“Alright,” Brightflower meowed hesitantly, startled by her daughter’s sharpness. “Well, I’m not sure
where he wandered off to anyway. I think he went with Brokenstar and the apprentices.”

 

Copperleaf pushed away his feeling of unease as Dawncloud gasped. Yellowfang leaned down and
nipped at the sack around the final kit. Yellowfang pushed the kit towards him, and he obediently
leaned down, licking its head. The little tomkit was already mewling fiercely. He had brown fur like
his sister, but stripes tore down his sides. He reminded Copperleaf of the oak trees in ThunderClan,
and, for a moment, he yearned to be back in his birth clan before he shook it away.

 

Yellowfang pressed her ears and paws against Dawncloud’s sides and belly, but Copperleaf focused
on the kits as Dawncloud’s breaths were already steadying.

 



Following Fernshade’s lead, he pushed the two kits against Dawncloud’s belly. They twisted around,
reaching for her belly, until they latched onto her, suckling with vigor. The ginger and white kit failed
to find a teat, meowing loudly into the air, although her voice seemed to cut out weakly. Copperleaf
nudged her with his nose, and soon the little kit found the milk it desired.

 

Copperleaf watched them all with warmth, smiling down at the four bundles.

 

Yellowfang sniffed the kits with a scowl on her face. She glanced up at Fernshade, and worry glittered
in their eyes. Fear gripped at Copperleaf’s heart, but Yellowfang continued on calmly, “They’re small,
alright, and the little white one’s nose needs cleanin’. But they’re eating, so they’ll live. Four kits- two
toms and two she-kits.” Yellowfang touched her nose to Dawncloud’s ear before she squeezed past
Copperleaf, out of the den. “I’ll fetch some sorrel and chamomile.”

 

Copperleaf took Yellowfang’s place, standing near the back of the den and staring, wide-eyed at the
kits. “They’re beautiful,” he meowed. “What are you going to name them?”

 

Dawncloud grunted something inaudible, lifting her head to glance back at the kits before she
dropped her head roughly on the ground. Her panting was still heavy.

 

“Let her rest,” Fernshade meowed. “Not every queen names their kits on the first day. After I gave
birth to Badgerkit, all I wanted to do was sleep for a moon.” She wrapped her tail around Dawncloud.
The new queen’s breath was evening out, getting quieter, as her sides raised and dropped.

 

Was she already asleep?

 

Copperleaf blinked sympathetically. He couldn’t imagine what it was like to birth four kits, especially
not at… six and a half moons old - he was fairly certain that was Dawncloud’s age, even if she
refused to ever tell him exactly. Barely more than a kit herself. He shivered, a small burst of anger at
Finchflight making him dig his claws into the ground.

 

But instead of searching for the tom to give him a good clawing, Copperleaf curled up near
Dawncloud, making sure his face was near the kits. His ears twitched as he studied their breathing.

 

Yellowfang was right; the white tom-kit had a struggling rasp to his breathing.

 



 

Airleap’s eyes were fixed to the grassy floor, barely aware of how close they were getting to camp.
All he could think about was Swiftbreeze’s last words, her rasping breath… He shuddered. He was
aware of Fireheart pressing his pelt against his, but he couldn’t find the comfort it was offering. He
glanced up, seeing the entrance tunnel. How was he supposed to face his clanmates after he was, once
again, the cause of another’s death? Another family death? He began to tremble, feeling his fur spike.

 

“Airleap?” Fireheart murmured, worry deep in his green eyes. “Do you need to lie down?” Airleap
mutedly shook his head, eyes fixed on the tunnel, sure it would be his doom if he dared to step inside
Rosetail and Redtail were carrying Swiftbreeze’s body on their backs, and her lifelessness haunted
him. “Airleap!”

 

The brown tom didn’t hear his brother’s worried meow as he darted away, breathing heavily. He felt
his throat choking up, and he could barely breathe.

 

He ran past the sandy hollow where he used to train with Fireheart and Creekflower. He ran past the
stream where he and Copperpaw had happily splashed around in. He ran past the bramble thicket
where Lightningfur had dared him to wriggle through. He ran past so many memories and didn’t stop
until he skidded to a halt before the river. He shivered, Thrushpelt’s body in his mind’s eyes, before he
launched himself into the water and floundered across, scrambling up to RiverClan’s side.

 

He didn’t bother to shake his pelt out - he deserved the bitingly cold feeling.

 

Airleap pounded across RiverClan’s territory and burst in their camp, tabby pelt fluffed out - from
cold or grief he didn’t know.

 

“Airpaw?” he heard the familiar snappy tone of his tortoiseshell sister. “What are you doing here?”
Airleap registered for a moment that his sudden, frazzled entrance had sent the RiverClan cats into a
slight tizzy. Thistleclaw, he noticed, had paused, ears pricked.

 

“Lightningpaw-”

 

“Lightningfur,” she corrected, looking a little put out. Oakstar had appeared from his den. “I’m
Lightning fur now, mouse-brain!” Airleap gave a little nod, feeling dizzy.

 



“I can’t stay in ThunderClan!” he wailed. “It’s-it’s awful!” Gasps and murmurs sounded from the
RiverClan cats, some of their eyes wide as they stared at his battered form. He barely noticed, though.
They’re probably wondering why they should take me in, he thought sadly. All I ever do is make it
miserable. “Please let me join!”

 

Oakstar’s amber eyes shone with a mix of emotions, but gave a little nod, sympathy the most present.

 

“Of course,” he meowed softly. “We can’t let you stay there!” Thistleclaw gave a nod of approval,
and Airleap recognized the young form of Grasskit beside him - most likely Grasspaw by now. She
was standing proudly beside Thistleclaw. She must have gotten her wish of being mentored by
Thistleclaw, the brown tabby found himself thinking. Mistyfoot, departing from where she had been
sitting with Stonefur and Silverpaw, trotted over to him, giving him a quick sniff.

 

“You should go to the medicine den,” she advised. “You look like you’re about to drop dead!” She
frowned at the clawmarks on his fur, sending a significant look at her brother and cousin. Silverpaw’s
ears pinned back against her head as she stared in worry at Airleap. Airleap gave a slow nod, and
padded quietly to Mudfur’s den, noting that Brambleberry’s soft presence and kind words were no
longer there. She had always been nice from the few times Airleap had visited the camp when
Lightningfur forced him to.

 

“Come on in,” the long-haired tom meowed. Mudfur bustled around in his den, pausing to sniff
Airleap’s wounds, before he took out some herbs. Cobwebs were placed on his badger wounds, and
the tabby recognized the faint scent of thyme. It reminded him of his mother’s scent after she was
done cleaning out the medicine den. His heart lurched at the thought of his mother. Oh,
Spottedleaf...please don’t be mad at me!

 

When Mudfur placed the thyme leaves in front of him, with poppy seeds in the middle, Airleap
obediently lapped them up, and noticed Mudfur was staring at him sadly.

 

“How are you feeling?” the medicine cat asked softly. Airleap shrugged, staring at the dry dirt beneath
their paws.

 

“Fine, I guess,” he replied. True, he felt himself calming down, his tense muscles relaxing, but he still
couldn’t get Swiftbreeze out of his mind - or how his clanmates, now former clanmates, would react.

 

“Airleap,” Mudfur meowed. Airleap jumped, wondering how Mudfur knew his warrior name - it had
never been announced to the other clans yet. Mudfur’s amber gaze drilled into his green. “I know you
have hard times ahead. Be brave, and be strong.”



 

Airleap stared, confused and scared at Mudfur's words. His fur rose even as he blinked repeatedly,
drowsiness pushing at his limbs. What did he mean by that?

 

 

Fireheart stared at the empty space from where Airleap had left. The tom had run in the exact same
direction that Lightningfur had.

 

To RiverClan.

 

Dread filled his stomach as he padded after Rosetail and Redtail. They had already laid Swiftbreeze's
body down in camp. Willowpelt, Spottedleaf, Patchpelt, Lionheart, and Creekflower had huddled
around her.

 

The clan thought they lost one warrior. But Fireheart, feeling it in his heart, knew they'd lost two, and
he was powerless to stop it.

 

But then his eyes dragged to the nursery, as Graykit tumbled with the older Dustkit and Ravenkit.
Inside, Runningwind's kits rested with Dappletail.

 

ThunderClan, even with loss, would still live on.

Chapter End Notes

Lolling: i dont think i mentioned this like last chapter or before BUT for those wondering, the
RunningRedDapple kits are CANON. Warrior Cat's website's family tree canon and technically
in-book canon as well! Obviously, RunningRed isn't canon, but Runningwind and Dappletail
having Cricketkit and Featherkit being canon is. Cricketkit is only family tree canon, but
Featherkit is actually mentioned-not by name- by Dappletail when she's talking to Fireheart and
Speckletail about Snowkit. Cricketkit's canon death is technically unknown, but Featherkit was
presumed to be eaten by foxes at three moons.



POV Mashup! Into The Future!

Chapter by LollingCat

Sunlight warmed Fireheart’s pelt as he sat near Highrock in camp. The camp was active below,
bustling around, energized by the bright green grass and flowering trees. Prey was bountiful, and the
fresh-kill pile reflected that.

 

Now that leaf-bare was gone, the sickness was too. Greencough had claimed not only Fuzzypelt, but
one of Bluestar’s lives as well. And an unknown disease had claimed Robinwing too, dying with
painful spasms in her body, leaving Ravenkit and Dustkit without their parents. But now the five
moon-old kits pranced around camp, getting under the warriors’ paws. Younger Graykit chased after
them, while Cricketkit and Featherkit- Runningwind and Redtail’s kits- stumbled after. The three were
all almost four moons, long past when kits had unsteady feet. But an uneasy truth had settled over
camp as Featherkit had grown.

 

The white tom was deaf.

 

No vocal cue could catch the tom’s attention. But even so, Cricketkit and Graykit treated him like any
other kit, play-fighting roughly with him and chatting as though he understood what they were saying.
And perhaps he could- Featherkit could respond with some words and gestures whenever it was his
denmates, Redtail, Runningwind, or Dappletail talking to him.

 

The kit shrieked with joy as Cricketkit pounced on him, growling playfully to her brother. They both
bumped into Sandstorm. The pale-colored she-cat was now a fine warrior, and a proud huntress. Most
of the fresh-kill on the pile had come from the hunting patrol she had been on earlier.

 

Nearby, Fireheart saw Tigerclaw and Darkstripe murmuring to each other. The brown tabby warrior
stood up, stretching out his legs, before he lashed his long-furred tail and padded out of camp.
Darkstripe frowned at his paws, and Fireheart thought about going over to his friend, but the black
tabby had called for his apprentice, Longpaw.

 

The pale tabby bounded over to Darkstripe, and the two followed Tigerclaw out of camp.

 

Fireheart’s tail twitched, and he glanced back at the kits. Ravenkit and Dustkit were passing a
mossball between them while Graykit sat near the nursery, his tail curled in front of his paws and his
ears pricked. It was unusual to see the bouncy tomkit so composed and still. And where had Cricketkit
and Featherkit run off to so fast?
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Fireheart frowned as he walked over to the gray-furred kit. “Graykit,” he meowed. “Where are
Cricketkit and Featherkit?”

 

The tomkit looked at him with big eyes but shrugged. “I don’t know.”

 

“Yes, you do,” Fireheart protested. “Are you playing hide and seek again?”

 

Graykit brightened. “Yes! I’m searching.”

 

“Then why aren’t your eyes closed?” Fireheart pointed out, narrowing his eyes. “Graykit. Tell me
where Cricketkit and Featherkit are,” he said with rising worry. Runningwind pricked his ears nearby,
turning his head around before he padded over.

 

“What about Cricketkit and Featherkit?” he meowed.

 

“Graykit won’t tell me where they are,” Fireheart told his friend with a frown. “And I swear I just saw
them running around by Sandstorm.”

 

Runningwind’s gaze snapped to Graykit. “They’re missing?”

 

Graykit shrunk as he saw the tom’s panic. “No!” Graykit blurted. “N-no. They’re just- it was
Cricketkit’s idea! She wanted to prove Featherkit is strong even though he can’t hear anything, so she
took him outside!” He pointed behind the nursery. “They’re okay, I promise!”

 

But Runningwind’s eyes had already widened, fur fluffing. “They’re lost! My kits are gone!”

 

 

Creekflower slinked through the undergrowth, her eyes and ears focused completely on the small
brown mouse as it munched on an acorn. Nearby, the ginger and white tabby pelt of Cherrypaw
waited between the oak trees. Creekflower unsheathed her claws, wiggling her haunches.



 

She pressed herself backwards, preparing to leap forward, when a familiar cheerful voice called out.

 

“Hi Creekflower!”

 

Creekflower startled, jumping into the air with her fur fluffing out as the mouse squeaked and darted
under the fence of the Twolegplace. The brown tabby she-cat glanced upwards to see the fluffy white
form of Oliver smiling down at her.

 

“Oliver!” she meowed, surprised. His housefolk’s den was a few dens down. “What are you doing
here?”

 

“I thought I’d visit you instead of you visiting-”

 

Creekflower cut him off with a panicked hiss, tail bristling as she glanced back at Cherrypaw. The
apprentice slinked through the grass and ferns, blinking up at the kittypet. “You- you need to leave,
kittypet!” Creekflower yowled, sliding her claws back out and pulling her lips back to reveal her
fangs. “Or else!”

 

Oliver blinked his bright blue eyes at her, his whiskers twitching in amusement. “You clan kitties are
always so touchy about your territory!”

 

“I’m not joking!” Creekflower snarled, glancing once more at Cherrypaw, who was staring back at
with a partly bemused, partly confused expression.

 

“You know this kittypet?” Cherrypaw meowed, glancing up at him. Oliver waved her tail at her
amicably, and, to Creekflower’s surprise, Cherrypaw waved her tail back.

 

“No,” Creekflower denied hesitantly. “Not- no.” What if Cherrypaw told the clan she knew a kittypet?
It’d only make her life worse if they found out! Not only would they take Oliver and his warm garden
away from her, but they’d ridicule her for being friends with a kittypet!

 

Cherrypaw flicked her tail, rolling her amber eyes. “Creekflower,” she began. “You saved me from
getting mauled to death by a badger. I think I can keep a secret or two for you in return.”



 

Creekflower hesitantly blinked, frowning in thought. Maybe I can trust Cherrypaw with this… she
took a deep breath, then admitted her closest kept secret.

 

“Oliver and I have been hanging out…sometimes.” More than sometimes…

 

“Ooooo!” Cherrypaw’s eyes glimmered with mirth, darting between the white kittypet on the fence
and her best friend. “Does someone have a crush~?” Creekflower let out an embarrassing squeak.

 

“We-we’re not mates!” she stuttered.

 

“Wait,” Oliver meowed, blinking with confusion. “I thought we were mates?” he pouted.

 

Pure evil, Creekflower thought as her - yes, her mate - gave her the kicked mouse eyes. She sighed,
rolling her eyes, before muttering, “Fine. Yes, we’re mates.”

 

Oliver immediately perked up as Cherrypaw laughed - and Creekflower couldn’t help but feel lighter
now she had a friend who accepted her and her decisions.

 

She could finally admit she was happy.

 

 

Lightningfur whirled around the rusted-red pelt of a fox, baring her teeth in a snarl as the fox growled
and yipped its displeasure. Silverstream ducked down and around its belly, clawing at the soft fur
underneath, while Airleap - a dumb name that Bluestar definitely would have thought up - swatted at
it’s muzzle. Mistyfoot, the leader of the hunting patrol before the fox decided to interrupt - swiped at
its legs, making it yelp and begin to run. Lightningfur growled with pleasure before she gave the
dumb thing a vicious bite, and watched it run across the border into ThunderClan’s territory, yelping
its head off. She sneered in its direction before proudly turning around to face the patrol.

 

“Everyone alright?” Mistyfoot asked, checking everyone over. “No major injuries?” Everyone shook
their heads. “Good.” the blue-gray she-cat meowed. “Let’s head back to camp - remember to grab our
prey too. The fox must have been trying to steal it.” Silverstream tossed her head.



 

“But we sure showed it!” she announced with an arrogant look. Airleap glanced from Mistyfoot, to
Silverstream - he had a mooning look on his face that Lightningfur didn’t like - before staring across
the border at ThunderClan’s green trees.

 

“Shouldn’t we warn ThunderClan about the fox?” he hesitantly suggested. “It’s a threat to all clans.”
Lightningfur snorted.

 

“Let them deal with it,” she meowed. “Once it’s off our land, it’s no longer our problem!” Mistyfoot
was frowning, but gave a little nod. Silverstream was giving Airleap a look.

 

“Are you sure your loyalties lie with RiverClan?” she asked. Airleap ducked his head and shuffled his
paws.

 

As the patrol departed, Lightningfur whispered into his ear, “Your loyalties should only lie with me.”

 

Airleap gave her a nervous look but nodded, determinedly meowing, “Yes, of course.”

 

They both paused, ears pricking as they both heard a distant mewl.

 

“That’s a kitten!” Airleap exclaimed. Lightningfur shrugged.

 

“So?” she stalked after the patrol, commanding Airleap to follow with a flick of her tail. Airleap
hesitant before hurrying after her, casting a worried look over his shoulder towards ThunderClan’s
territory.

 

 

Copperleaf sat frowning between Dawncloud, whose tail was curled around Applekit and Oakkit, and
his friend Cinderfur. They, as well as the rest of the clan, were gathered around Brokenstar as he stood
proudly upon the clan-rock. In the middle of the gathered warriors were Swampkit and Blossomkit.
They were still so small, at only three moons, and it was only thanks to their kitten fluff that they
made it through leaf-bare and into the warmth of newleaf. Blossomkit still only breathed through one
nostril, and Swampkit had gotten sick more times than Copperleaf could count.



 

And yet Brokenstar had deemed them strong enough to become apprentices.

 

Copperleaf glanced at Applekit and Oakkit. The two brown kits watched their siblings with wide
eyes. Applekit’s green eyes were filled with envy- she had always been the ‘Lightningfur’ of the
group, and it worried Copperleaf. Oakkit, on the other hand, watched quietly, perhaps with some of
his own envy in the depths of his warm amber eyes, but for now the kit was content to curl up against
his mother’s side. He still had a cold, after all, despite newleaf’s green warmth.

 

Copperleaf returned his attention to Swampkit and Blossomkit. The former’s white and ginger pelt
was fluffed up with unease while Blossomkit was warily watching his leader, his white fur spiked,
although excitement flashed in his deep yellow eyes.

 

“Russetfur,” Broknstar called. “You will mentor Swamppaw. Featherstorm was your mentor, and she
taught you how to be a true ShadowClan warrior despite your rouge history. You will teach
Swamppaw all that she taught you.” Russetfur gave Brokenstar a small nod, lip curling at the mention
of her rouge past, before she touched noses with Swampkit- paw . Swamppaw. Copperleaf gave a
minute shake of his head as Brokenstar called Ashfur forward and made him mentor to Blossompaw.

 

Swamppaw and Blossompaw. Only three moons old, already apprentices, and already looking eager
for battle. Mintkit and Marigoldkit were older than them, yet they still remained in the nursery.

 

Oh StarClan… Copperleaf thought as a bouncy black and white form bound up to the new
apprentices. Badgerpaw greeted them with excitement as they padded past the newest warriors,
Tallpoppy and Whitethroat. Copperleaf straightened his shoulders and lifted his chin as he watched
Russetfur and Ashfur lead the apprentices out of camp.

 

I will protect them, he thought fiercely.

 

“I will keep them safe,” he promised quietly to Dawncloud. The queen’s eyes were wide as she stared
after her kits.

 

“I’m with you,” Cinderfur replied softly. “I don’t want to speak ill of our leader,” he continued
hesitantly. “But I don’t think kits this young should be apprentices - let alone going to battle.”

 



Dawncloud trembled, pressing her forehead against Copperleaf’s shoulder. “Thank you,” she
whispered out. “I can’t- what if they die in battle?”

 

“That’s the best way for a warrior to go, momma!” Applekit squeaked out, puffing out her fur. “I’m
gonna be the bestest warrior ever!”

 

Dawncloud cringed, but smiled encouragingly down at her daughter. If only Applekit knew her
mother wasn’t even warrior age herself- ten moons old now, and finally grown out into a bigger body,
but still always so small. Perhaps it was just in her blood, or perhaps it was the way she always kept
her head bowed and her tail close to her, especially when Finchflight was around.

 

“Of course, sweet apple,” Dawncloud meowed. “Of course you will be.”

 

 

A loud mewl reached Fireheart’s ears as he bounded through the forest. The patrol of Runningwind,
Redtail, and Brindleface were at his sides. Following the kitscent behind the nursery had been
difficult- the kits had done something to hide their scent. But once they had it, it had led them
dreadfully towards the border with RiverClan. Fireheart couldn’t stop the flashbacks of Creekflower
falling into the river when they were just kits themselves.

 

Fireheart exploded from the bushes, fur on end as he gazed in horror at what was before him. The rest
of his patrol pelted to his side.

 

“Cricketkit! Featherkit!” Runningwind yowled in terror. The two kits were mewing and screeching
with fear as a battered-looking fox was clawing at the brambles that were barely keeping the two kits
safe.

 

“Stay put!” Redtail ordered his kits. “Don’t move!” The tortoiseshell tom flashed forward and
launched himself onto the fox, dragging it away from his children’s hiding place. Fireheart darted
after him and pounced on the fox’s back. It wailed as his claws dug into what looked like a fresh
vicious bite, and Fireheart nipped at its ear, hissing his displeasure. Runningwind had darted to his
kits, frantically moving the brambles around to free them before he placed himself in front of the two
terrified kits, amber eyes narrowed onto the fox. Brindleface had dashed around towards the fox’s tail
and grabbed it in her jaws, yanking it backward so Redtail could slash it across the face. The fox
howled in pain and fear, shaking itself to dislodge Fireheart from its back - which Fireheart gladly
allowed. The fox began to run away, up the border with RiverClan, and Redtail nodded to Fireheart to
chase after it. The red tom took no time to obey.



 

Fireheart pelted after the russet-furred fox, batting at its hunches whenever it made a move to settle in
ThunderClan’s land, and herded it towards Twolegplace. He let out a hiss, a clear warning to the
creature, and it darted away.

 

The red tom flicked his tail, turning around, and padded back to his patrol, hurtling along. He was
worried about Cricketkit and Featherkit - were they hurt? Did the fox do anything to them? He was so
deep in his worry that it took him a moment to hear a familiar hiss.

 

“Fireheart.”

 

The tom paused, ears pricked, before he turned around and met the yellow gaze of his father, standing
on ThunderClan’s territory with his fur drenched, dripping onto the grass below.

 

“Thistleclaw!” he exclaimed, glancing around for anyone else. “What are you doing here?” The
mighty gray tom curled his tail around his paws.

 

“I was watching from the bushes,” he replied. “Across the river.” He smiled, looking somewhat smug.
“I saw how Redtail trusted you to make sure that fox was taken care of. He trusts you a lot, I can see.
I can only imagine what the rest of the clan will think about you saving the kits. You’ve built yourself
a good reputation amongst your clanmates,” he purred, wet tail kinking. “This will help you get
chosen as deputy one day! And now,” he added pridefully. “You have two kits in your debt, as well as
Redtail and Runningwind!”

 

Fireheart stared at his father in confusion - and a little bit of annoyance. He went after the kits because
he was worried about them! Not because he wanted to improve his reputation! And what did
Thistleclaw mean by that whole deputy and debt ramble?

 

“Well…” he hesitantly meowed, perplexed. “I wanted to make sure the kits are okay.” He turned, and
began to pad away. “It was nice seeing you again!” he hastily added, waving his tail before he pelted
off back to his patrol, a feeling of unease never leaving him.

 

I don’t know what that was about, he thought. But I’m just glad the kits aren’t dead!



The Literal Namesake of This Fic

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Spottedleaf shook her pelt out as she padded out of the medicine cat den. She glanced up at the starry
night sky, and saw the old gray form of Bluestar staring up as well, from the Highrock. Spottedleaf
slipped up the rocks with soft pawsteps. Bluestar glanced behind her, and dipped her head in greeting.

 

“How is Mousefur?” the ThunderClan leader meowed.

 

“Her wounds are deep, Bluestar,” answered the tortoiseshell as she settled herself on the night-cool
rock. “But she is young and strong; she will heal quickly.”

 

“And the others?”

 

Spottedleaf twitched her ears as she glanced towards the medicine cat den. The recent battle with
RiverClan over Sunningrocks had been tough, but no cat had died. “They will all recover too.”

 

Bluestar sighed, closing her eyes. “We are lucky not to have lost any of our warriors this time.” When
she opened her eyes, they were glazed with pain. Spottedleaf herself felt wounded- many cats had
been lost in battle with RiverClan. With Thistleclaw… First Thrushpelt, then Adderfang. “You are a
gifted medicine cat, Spottedleaf.” Bluestar tilted her head upwards, studying the stairs once more. “I
am deeply troubled by tonight’s defeat. Ever since Thistleclaw joined RiverClan, it seems as though
RiverClan takes more and more from us every day…”

 

Spottedleaf closed her eyes as she thought sadly of her kits. Lightningfur and Airleap… They had left
ThunderClan to join their father. And Copperleaf had joined ShadowClan as well. Was it her fault?
Was it because she hadn’t made enough time for them between her duties? Did they feel as though she
hadn’t loved them? She had loved them with all her heart, but often, it seemed, her heart loved wrong.

 

Of course, loving her kits was not something she was ever think of as a mistake. But sometimes, she
wondered…

 

She shook her head and listened as Bluestar continued.



 

“These are difficult times for our Clan. The season of newleaf is late, and there have been fewer kits.
ThunderClan will need more warriors if it is to survive.”

 

“But the year is only just beginning,” Spottedleaf pointed out calmly. “There will be more kits when
greenleaf comes. Frostfur is expecting, and Brindleface has been speaking of having kits.”

 

The gray she-cat twitched her broad shoulders. “Perhaps. But training our young to become warriors
takes time. If ThunderClan is to defend its territory, it must have new warriors as soon as possible.”
And with three warriors having left them… Spottedleaf warded off the thoughts about her precious
kits.

 

Bluestar stared up at the swath of stars glittering in the dark sky. Spottedleaf meowed gently, “Are
you asking StarClan for answers?”

 

“It is at times like this we need the words of ancient warriors to help us. Has StarClan spoken to
you?” Bluestar asked.

 

Spottedleaf ducked her head. Some of StarClan had never completely forgiven her for having kits as a
medicine cat. “Not for some moons, Bluestar.”

 

When she raised her head, a shooting star blazed over the treetops. Spottedleaf gasped, her tail
twitching and the fur along her spine bristling.

 

In front of her, there was suddenly a massive fire, bright orange and red, crackling with hunger. The
trees around ThunderClan camp were wrapped in thorny vines- no, they were being choked by
thistles, the bark cracking and the leaves dying. But the tall fire licked at the thistles, lighting them
aflame. For a moment, the trees were untouched, but then they, too, burst into flames. Smoke rose
high into the night sky, and, faster than should be possible, the trees were turned to ash. The fire
dimmed, but the camp remained untouched.

 

It was quiet for a moment, then the ground rumbled and trees grew rapidly from the earth, forming a
protective shell over camp, flowers blossoming beautifully from them.

 



Through the smell of smoke, the familiar scent of lavender and dry moss reached her nose. Her old
mentor, Featherwhisker, immediately flashed to mind. A soft, yet rumbling voice spoke to her:

 

“Thistles will burn.”

 

Then, Spottedleaf blinked, and the camp was normal around her. The only sounds were distant
chirping of birds and crickets, and the breathing of cats in their dens. A vision!

 

Spottedleaf turned to Bluestar, lowering her head. “It was a message from StarClan,” she murmured.
She gazed at Bluestar, but the vision of fire, dying trees, and thistles wrapped around the camp flashed
in her eyes. “Thistles will burn.”

 

“Burn?” Bluestar echoed, blinking. “From fire?” Spottedleaf nodded, recalling the heat of the fire.
“But fire is feared by all the Clans! Surely StarClan means something else.”

 

Spottedleaf shook her head. “I do not know,” she admitted. “But this is the message StarClan has
chosen to share with me.” She gazed out at the shadows of camp. There was no guard, as Bluestar had
chosen to do it herself, but for a moment, Spottedleaf saw the flash of a cat. So pale and faded, that
when Spottedleaf blinked, the tortoiseshell had vanished.

 

Another vision…? No, the cat seemed familiar. Hadn’t she seen them around Fireheart, Creekflower,
and Lightningfur before, when they were just kits?

 

Spottedleaf turned her attention to Bluestar as the leader fixed her clear blue eyes on her. “You have
never been wrong before, Spottedleaf,” she meowed. “If StarClan has spoken, then it must be so.
Thistles will burn.”

 

 

Daylight streamed through camp as Fireheart stretched his limbs. Excitement flooded through him as
he recalled what today would be. He caught sight of Longtail and Cherryfur eating a squirrel together
nearby, and Dustpaw slunk out of the apprentices’ den, trotting over to his mentor, Redtail, while
Ravenpaw tentatively followed, glancing around for Tigerclaw. Dappletail called for the young
apprentice, lounging beside the other elders, having retired two moons ago.

 



After all, Featherkit and Cricketkit had long surpassed the need for milk, under the watchful care of
their fathers. Fireheart felt a thrill run through him as he saw the two kits beside Runningwind, who
groomed them despite their whines. Beside Runningwind, Willowpelt lovingly licked Graykit,
pinning the energetic tom to the floor as he wiggled desperately. Goldenflower watched nearby,
purring, with her tail wrapped around young Swiftkit and Lynxkit. Their eyes were barely open,
blinking at the older kits with confusion.

 

Fireheart settled himself beside Darkstripe. The dark tom pushed his mouse towards him, offeringly,
but Fireheart shook his head, too excited to eat.

 

“You’ve been annoying all half-moon,” Mousefur spoke up from Darkstripe’s other side, sending a
glance at him. Rosetail groomed herself beside Mousefur, but paused to trade a look with Fireheart.
Many cats questioned why the old she-cat hadn’t retired alongside Patchpelt and Dappletail, but
Fireheart knew the reason why.

 

“You’ll see,” Fireheart said, and Darkstripe glanced at him curiously.

 

“All cats old enough to catch their own prey, gather beneath the Highrock,” came the call of Bluestar.
Fireheart instantly jumped to his paws, and Darkstripe followed, casting him another glance before
understanding entered his eyes. He smirked, shoving Fireheart playfully.

 

“And you didn’t think to tell me?” he meowed.

 

Fireheart grinned back at his friend, as he, Darkstripe, Mousefur, and Rosetail all settled near the front
of the crowd, with Lionheart joining them. Fireheart nodded to the senior warrior.

 

“Today, we celebrate one of the most important moments of clan life,” Bluestar continued, gazing
down at her clan as the cats assembled. Then, her gaze turned to the kits at the front of the nursery.
“We have kits who have reached six moons, and, as such, will be made apprentices. Graykit, step
forward.”

 

The long-haired gray tomcat bounded forward, even as Willowpelt swatted at his rump to slow him
down. Graykit stopped in front of Highrock, chin and tail high and eyes shining. Bluestar blinked
slowly down at him.

 



“Graykit,” she began. “From this day until you receive your warrior name, you will be known as
Graypaw. StarClan, I ask that you guide this new apprentice, and set his paws on the path he must
follow to become a true warrior.” Graypaw let out a small, excited squeak before he clamped his jaw
shut, yellow eyes shining. Fireheart purred, then stopped as Bluestar’s blue eyes caught his green
ones. A shiver ran down his spine, pricking his fur, but he stepped forward obligingly with his heart
thundering.

 

“Fireheart,” Bluestar said firmly, nodding at him approvingly. Was there a hint of a smile on her
muzzle? Fireheart raised his tail high. “You will mentor young Graypaw. I trust you will pass on your
passion and loyalty to Graypaw.” She dipped her head to them, and Fireheart immediately turned to
Graypaw. The tom glanced at Dustpaw and Ravenpaw, a memory flashing in his eyes, and then
quickly jerked forward to press his nose against Fireheart’s when the ginger tom leaned his head
down.

 

Fireheart purred warmly as he pulled back. Graypaw’s fur coat was fluffed out, and his eyes were
brighter than the stars. Fireheart stepped back to the crowd and Graypaw jumped after him, trotting
with his fluffy tail high. He settled down between him and Darkstripe. Darkstripe smiled down at his
half-brother, playfully nudging his side, and Graypaw grinned up at him.

 

“Cricketkit,” Bluestar continued. Much like Graypaw, the blue-gray she-kit wasted no time in moving
forward, although she didn’t bound like a deer as he had. “You, too, have almost reached six moons.
“From this day forward until you receive your warrior name, you will be known as Cricketpaw. May
StarClan guide your paws into warriorhood.” Cricketpaw raised her head proudly, tail tip curling.
“Rosetail,” Bluestar said as the old she-cat padded forward, orange tail swaying gently behind her.
“You will mentor Cricketpaw. I know you will pass down your wisdom and your skill to this young
apprentice.”

 

Rosetail dipped her head towards her old friend, before she leaned down to touch noses with
Cricketpaw, whose tail was waving around in excitement. They both settled down beside Mousefur,
who nodded to the new apprentice. Cricketpaw preened with pride, and she glanced towards her
fathers, Redtail and Runningwind, who stood with Featherkit in between them. Fireheart smiled, then
looked up at Bluestar, ignoring the murmurs in the clan.

 

Bluestar’s gaze flickered to Featherkit before she turned back to the clan and bowed her head.
“Meeting dismissed.”

 

Fireheart blinked, stunned, staring at his leader, then at Featherkit. The white kit shifted nervously,
glancing with big blue eyes at Redtail. The tom curled his bright-colored tail around his kit, pulling
him close and murmuring something to him, mouth movements big and wide as Featherkit watched.
The kit’s whiskers drooped, but he nodded solemnly, curling against his father’s side. Beside them,
Runningwind’s eyes blazed with rage. He growled before yowling loudly, “What about Featherkit?!”



 

Fireheart stood up as well, bounding over to his friend, whose brown fur was fluffed up in anger.
Graypaw followed after him, immediately darting Featherkit’s side with bristling fur.

 

Bluestar casted a sympathetic glance at Runningwind and Featherkit.

 

“I’m afraid Featherkit’s deafness will hinder his training,” she began softly. “We can’t endanger him,
or the clan, due to this disability.” Runningwind gapped at their leader, and Dappletail wove her way
through the crowd to nuzzle the kit she had birthed. Featherkit glanced around, eyes wide and tail low.

 

“You can’t!” Cricketpaw wailed, running over to her brother and standing in front of him protectively.

 

“But surely we can teach him!” Redtail objected softly, staring up at their leader with sad eyes. This
seemed like a conversation he had had before. “He’s a smart kit; he’ll pick it up!” Bluestar just shook
her head.

 

“I’m afraid I will stand by my original reasoning,” she declared. “Featherkit will not be trained. It’s
too dangerous.” Graypaw and Cricketpaw stared upwards, heart-broken, at Bluestar, and Cricketpaw’s
tail was bristling.

 

Fireheart frowned. He stepped forward, and meowed quietly, “If you won’t assign him a mentor...” He
flicked an ear as his classmates' attention turned to him. “I’ll happily teach him a thing or two
myself.” Runningwind’s ears pricked.

 

“And I’ll help!” he added defiantly, casting a challenging look around at the gathered cats. “If you
refuse to let him train as an apprentice, then we’ll take it upon ourselves instead!”

 

From the crowd, Tigerclaw growled, “It’s not your place to question our leader’s judgement.” He
casted a nasty look at Runningwind and Fireheart. Bluestar raised her tail for silence, tilting her head
as she studied her former apprentice, before giving a slow nod.

 

“Very well,” she agreed, ignoring the whispers and gasps from behind her. “The two of you will
collaborate on Featherkit’s training, and report on his progress to me. If I deem him ready, he will be
made an apprentice with an official mentor.” Redtail’s tail lifted in joy as Runningwind began purring.



Dappletail gave a grateful nod to Fireheart before lovingly licking Featherkit’s head, who looked
curious despite his confusion now.

 

He probably can tell something happened - something good, Fireheart thought, heart lifting at the
sight of Graypaw and Cricketpaw running around Featherkit with excited squeals. Graypaw rapidly
began to talk to Featherkit about what happened while Cricketpaw began waving her tail and lifting
her paw or twisting her ears at strange times, and repeating some of Graypaw’s quick words too -
what was she doing? When Graypaw finished and Cricketpaw gave a flick of her tail, Featherkit let
out a joyful screech and launched himself onto his sister and denmate, the three of them happily
scuffling on the ground.

 

“But,” Bluestar continued. “He will not be allowed to wander by himself, even while hunting, nor
leave camp without one of you two.” Fireheart nodded, okay with those terms, while Runningwind
frowned, but turned to focus on his kit.

 

Fireheart heard Rosetail’s purr as she came to his side. “The three of them sure are happy!” she
meowed. Fireheart gave his own purr as Runningwind began to talk to Redtail about ideas on
Featherkit’s training - before it was cut off as Tigerclaw roughly shoved his shoulder against his own.

 

“Is this what ThunderClan has come too?” he heard the dark tabby hiss, and behind him, Darkstripe
and Longtail shared looks. “Accepting deaf kits?” Rosetail shot Tigerclaw a glare before padding off,
and Fireheart was about to follow before he froze, hearing Tigerclaw mutter, “It’s time for me to
change that.”

 

 

Featherkit gave an ‘oof’ as he misjudged his leap, landing awkwardly on the ground.

 

“You alright?” Fireheart asked, nosing the tom back to his paws. Featherkit didn’t respond - and in
hindsight, Fireheart should have realized that was going to happen - but then Graypaw began flicking
his tail, and twitched an ear. Featherkit’s mouth opened, and he gave a soft ‘oh’ of understanding.

 

“Imma alrigh’,” he meowed, turning around to face Fireheart. “Jus’ landed wrong.” Fireheart nodded,
casting a curious look at Graypaw.

 

“How were you able to tell him what I said?” the red tom asked, interestedly, sitting down beside
Featherkit, who glanced between them, watching their mouths. Graypaw shuffled his paws, looking



bashful.

 

“Well.” He glanced at Featherkit. “Cricketpaw and I really just began, like, associating tail, paw, and
ear movement to words so we could talk to Featherkit and he could understand, I guess,” he meowed.
“We’ve been doing it since, uhm, forever.” Fireheart’s eyes widened and sparkled.

 

“Really? That was a very smart idea!” he meowed, thoughtful. “Think you could teach Runningwind
and I your three’s secret language?”

 

Graypaw puffed up proudly. “Yep!” he said. “It’s actually really easy once you get the hang of it!”
Featherkit purred, signing with his tail. Graypaw watched him and nodded.

 

“Featherkit says he’s looking forward to your and Runningwind’s training!” Graypaw translated. 

 

Fireheart nodded, and meowed, “I am too.”

 

Graypaw perked up. “This is how you say ‘me too!’” He showed Fireheart the sign for what he just
said. Fireheart slowly copied it, nodding his head and twitching his whiskers rapidly. Graypaw flicked
his ears and Fireheart kept them pointed straight, just as he had.

 

Featherkit smiled before he jumped to his paws.

 

“Smell somethun’ weird,” he meowed, glancing around with his tail kinking towards his back, and his
ears forward.

 

Fireheart raised his nose, opening his jaws to scent the air. They were close to the RiverClan border -
near Sunningrocks, so the scent of RiverClan wasn’t that unusual - until the red tom realized the scent
was far too strong, and in the distance he heard shrieks and yowls of defiance. He bolted to his paws,
fur spiking, before he ordered Graypaw and Featherkit back to camp. Graypaw frantically signed their
mentor’s instructions to his friend before the two dashed off towards camp, and Fireheart began
sprinting towards the sounds of battle.

 

He exploded from the bushes overlooking the rocks, and immediately recognized Tigerclaw, Redtail,
Mousefur, and Ravenpaw as the only ThunderClan cats - they had been on a border patrol earlier!



Oakstar, Mistyfoot, Stonefur, and Rippleclaw were the opposing RiverClan cats. Fireheart let out a
challenging yowl and pelted down the slope and launched himself onto Rippleclaw, who had
Mousefur pinned. He bowled the tom over, allowing Mousefur to scramble up, blood dripping from a
wound. She had been injured during their last fight with RiverClan as well.

 

“Run Mousefur!” Tigerclaw ordered, taking note of her increasing injuries. “Back to camp!” The
brown she-cat obeyed the tabby’s order and dashed back to camp, allowing Fireheart to focus on his
own fight with Rippleclaw.

 

He ducked under the tom’s swipe, and jabbed his forepaws into his stomach, making the RiverClan
cat stumble back. Fireheart took that time to leap forward and pin Rippleclaw to the ground - before
he was knocked over by Mistyfoot. He rolled with the blow before jumping back up to his paws,
spying Redtail attacking Oakstar, who had stood over an injured Ravenpaw. Fireheart dodged around
Mistyfoot, pelting over to the apprentice, before he yowled for the apprentice to get to cover.
Ravenpaw scrambled to his paws, nodding, before he dragged himself into the nearby bushes.
Tigerclaw was now wrangling with both Mistyfoot and Stonefur, the two littermates darting around
him, but he wasn’t put off or fooled by their tactics.

 

“Fireheart!” Tigerclaw yowled. “Find Ravenpaw!” Fireheart blinked, concerned that there would only
be two ThunderClan warriors left if he looked for Ravenaw, before he spotted Rippleclaw fleeing over
the border. Three on two isn’t so bad… the red warrior thought, turning around and darting into the
bushes.

 

“Ravenpaw!” he called, pricking his ears. “Ravenpaw, where are you?”

 

Fireheart froze as he heard a loud rumbling, and whipped around and saw the collection of rocks
towards the top of Sunningrocks collapse. He gasped, praying no one had been under there, before
returning to his search for the black apprentice. He didn’t have to look long.

 

Ravenpaw bolted from the bushes, tail straight in the air and fur spiked with horror. He darted past
Fireheart without seeing him, and Fireheart dashed after him, concerned and worried at the dead-
terrified expression on the apprentice’s face. Fireheart burst into camp after Ravenpaw, who was
trembling as the clan gathered around. Graypaw, Cricketpaw, and Featherkit all darted forward,
meowing for answers, before Ravenpaw cried;

 

“Redtail is dead!”

 



The clan froze. It was like time had stopped. Fireheart could barely feel himself breathe as
Ravenpaw’s words registered. Redtail? Dead? He had been alive moments before Fireheart left! Had
it been the rocks? But, no, Fireheart would have seen him? ...Right?

 

“How did this happen, Ravenpaw?” Bluestar calmly asked - though her fur was slightly fluffed up.

 

Ravenpaw shook, giving an audible swallow, before meowing, “W-we met O-Oakstar at the border.
He h-had a p-patrol with him.” Ravenpaw’s breathing quickened. “We en-engaged them when t-they
laid claim to S-Sunningrocks. Oakstar and R-Redtail were locked in battle, b-but then-” Ravenpaw’s
eyes rolled up and he collapsed to the ground.

 

Spottedleaf pushed through the crowd towards the injured apprentice, sniffing him over before calling
to Goldenflower to help carry Ravenpaw to her den. Fireheart snapped his head around as a rustling
from the entrance tunnel signaled the return of Tigerclaw…with the limp body of Redtail clamped in
his jaws. Fireheart sucked in a breath of horror as Tigerclaw laid his uncle’s body in the center of
camp. The cats around all murmured and exchanged shocked and horrified expressions.

 

“Tigerclaw, what happened?” Bluestar asked.

 

“I’m afraid I was too late to save him,” Tigerclaw rumbled. “He bravely died taking on Oakstar, and
lost his life at his claws. I avenged his death by giving Oakstar a taste of his own medicine.” Fireheart
was staring at Redtail’s body while Tigerclaw explained, and felt fury and shock ripple through his
pelt at Tigerclaw’s words. How dare Oakstar kill Redtail?! And over a pile of rocks! He felt
Creekflower brush up to his side, gazing sadly at the body of their uncle, who had Runningwind
laying over his side, muzzle buried in the tortoiseshell fur. Cricketpaw and Featherkit were gapping at
their father’s unmoving body, while Dappletail wove herself around them, bowing her head. Dustpaw
curled up quietly nearby, staring numbly at his mentor’s bloody body, where a long scar dragged
down his belly.

 

Fireheart settled down beside his uncle’s body, with Creekflower at his side. He glanced at her, tilting
his head in curiosity as he saw her green eyes were narrowed with suspicion onto Tigerclaw. He could
practically feel the dislike pouring off his sister in waves, and he glanced between the brown tabby to
the dark tabby, wondering if he was missing something.

 

But Tigerclaw sat beside Whitestorm, with Darkstripe and Longtail behind them. The white warrior
nosed Tigerclaw’s shoulder as Tigerclaw stared stoically at Redtail.

 



“It’s okay,” Whitestorm meowed. “You avenged him. And we’ll take every last life from Oakstar if
we have to.”

 

 

Lightningfur licked her pack before dragging it over her forehead. On one side, Silverstream did the
same, although she was much more methodical and picky about it, making sure not a strand was out
of place. On her other side, Airleap sat, twitching and shifting constantly to the point it was annoying.

 

Thistleclaw had just finished organizing patrols, and had assigned Lightningfur on two hunting patrols
later that day. Mundane and boring, but that was the downside to clanlife, she supposed. These past
few moons had been nothing but boring. She didn’t even have an apprentice yet! Whitepaw,
Heavypaw, and Shadepaw had been given to Leopardfur, Blackclaw, and Stonefur, and there were no
queens in the nursery, although Frogleap and Mosspelt were being sickeningly lovey-dovey recently.
Mistyfoot and Blackclaw too, for that matter, which surprised Lightningfur, not that she particularly
cared.

 

Her gaze flickered to Grasswhisker, who sat beside Thistleclaw, purring nervously as the silver and
white tom talked to her. Vixenleap was nearby, the black she-cat casting a frown towards her sister.
Lightningfur’s whiskers curled in disgust. Grasswhisker wasn’t good enough for her father, for one
thing, and for another… it was a bit weird. But, whatever. Her father could do whatever he wanted -
he was clan deputy , after all!

 

Her nose twitched as the scent of approaching cats reached her nose. And… blood. Eager,
Lightningfur stopped washing and jerked up. Silverstream blinked at her, perplexed. But then other
cats started leaping to their feet, eyes blinking and noses twitching. The pounding of feet reached their
ears, and then Rippleclaw burst through camp, panting. There was a wound on his side.

 

“We attacked ThunderClan at the border!” Rippleclaw meowed.

 

“Do you need reinforcements?” Thistleclaw responded immediately, walking forward and scanning
the RiverClan warriors. Lightningfur raised her head high. Pick me! she thought. Let me drag my
claws through those scum! “How many cats were there?”

 

“Oakstar was on that patrol, wasn’t he?” a she-cat, Softwing, meowed.

 



“He sent me back,” Rippleclaw explained, wincing as he staggered. Mudfur ran to his side, sniffing
his wound. “We were winning, but then another ThunderClan warrior, just one - Fireheart, I think-
showed up. I don’t know if we’re still winning.”

 

Thistleclaw nodded, a quick flash in his eyes at the mention of his son. He glanced around camp.
“Leopardfur, Mallowtail,” he said. “Come with me. Bring Whitepaw too.”

 

“What about me!” Lightningfur hissed, running to her father’s side. “I want to fight.”

 

Thistleclaw shook his head. “Save your energy,” he said aloud, then leaned down to whisper in her
ear. “I don’t want you to fight Fireheart. He tends to forget not to attack us when his clanmates are
involved.”

 

He kinked his tail and Leopardfur, Mallowtail, and Whitepaw ran to his sides. But, then, they heard
the splashing of water as pawsteps pounded. They all turned to the camp entrance as Stonefur barged
through. In his jaws was the limp body of Oakstar. Something was very wrong about his body. His
front leg seemed both twisted and flattened awkwardly, and the same could be said of his tail. And his
head… Was there a dent in the side, oozing blood and goop?

 

Mistyfoot was behind him, a small scar on her nose, and her eyes dim. Her claws- and Stonefur’s too-
were dirty, filled with both blood and earthy muck.

 

Stonefur dropped Oakstar’s body in the middle of camp, grief deep in his eyes. “Oakstar’s dead,” he
whispered.

 

Gasps sounded from the warriors. “ Dead dead?” Owlfur questioned.

 

“How many lives does he have left?” Voleclaw said more optimistically.

 

Frogleap and Mosspelt exchanged glances nervously as Mosspelt meowed, “Will he be alright?”

 

Stonefur closed his eyes and shook his head. “I- I watched it. We watched it.” He glanced at
Mistyfoot. “Sunningrocks fell; crushed him. He was buried alive. We- ThunderClan retreated



afterwards as only Redtail and Tigerclaw were left… We dug him out as quick as we could, but…”
He trailed off and Mistyfoot stepped forward, pressing her shoulder against him.

 

“But he spasmed over and over- he couldn’t get out, and if he did…” She glanced at Mudfur.

 

“His injuries were too much for even StarClan to heal,” Mudfur finished solemnly.

 

A quiet came over RiverClan as they all mourned their leader. Even Thistleclaw and Airleap bowed
their heads, eyes closed.

 

But Lightningfur?

 

All Lightningfur could do was grin, her claws curling into the soft ground below, as her gaze fell on
her father.

Thistlestar, she thought. Just as it should be.

Chapter End Notes

into the wild we go :)



ALLEGIANCES #2

Chapter by LollingCat

ThunderClan

 

Leader

Bluestar - Blueish gray she-cat, blue eyes (Lives: 4/9)

Deputy

Lionheart - Golden tabby tom, green eyes

Medicine Cats

Spottedleaf - Dark tortoiseshell she-cat with a distinctive dappled coat, amber eyes

Warriors

Speckletail - Pale golden tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Brindleface - Pale gray tabby she-cat with dark flecks, green eyes

Willowpelt - Slender, very pale silver-gray she-cat, unusual blue eyes

Whitestorm - Snowy-white tom, yellow eyes

Tigerclaw - Dark brown tabby tom, amber eyes

   Apprentice: Ravenpaw

Rosetail - Gray tabby she-cat with an orange tail, green eyes

   Apprentice: Cricketpaw

Runningwind - Lean light brown tabby tom with a scar on his side, amber eyes

   Unofficial apprentice: Featherkit

Mousefur - Small dusky brown she-cat, yellow eyes

Darkstripe - Black tabby tom, yellow eyes

   Apprentice: Dustpaw

Creekflower - Brown tabby she-cat with white chest & paws, green eyes

Fireheart - Flame-colored tom, green eyes

   Apprentice: Graypaw
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   Unofficial apprentice: Featherkit

Sandstorm - Pale ginger tabby she-cat, pale green eyes

Longtail - Pale tabby tom with a long tail, yellow eyes

Cherryfur - Ginger and white she-cat, amber eyes

Apprentices

Ravenpaw - Black tom with white on his chest and tail tip, green eyes

Dustpaw - Dark brown tabby tom, amber eyes

Graypaw - Gray tom with gray stripe on back, yellow eyes

Cricketpaw - Blue-gray she-cat, amber eyes

Queens

Goldenflower - Pale ginger tabby she-cat, yellow eyes

Frostfur - Pure white she-cat, dark sky-blue eyes

Kits (Oldest to Youngest)

Featherkit - Deaf white tom, blue eyes

Swiftkit - Black and white tom, amber eyes

Lynxkit - Ginger she-cat with black patches, green eyes

Elders

Smallear - Gray tom, amber eyes

Poppydawn - Long-haired dark red she-cat, amber eyes

Halftail - Big dark brown tabby, yellow eyes

One-eye - Pale gray she-cat with a wounded eye, yellow eyes

Patchpelt - Small black and white tom, amber eyes

Dappletail - Tortoiseshell and white she-cat with a graying muzzle, amber eyes

 

RiverClan

 

Leader

Thistlestar - Large gray tom, white belly, right front paw white, yellow eyes (9/9)



Deputy

Leopardfur - Dappled golden tabby she-cat, amber eyes

   Apprentice: Whitepaw

Medicine Cats

Mudfur - Mottled light brown tom

Warriors

Voleclaw - Gray tom

Owlfur - Brown and white tom

Beetlenose - Crow-black tom

Piketooth - Skinny dark brown tabby tom

Softwing - White she-cat with tabby patches

Rippleclaw - Black and silver tabby tom

Mallowtail - Tortoiseshell and white tabby she-cat

Reedtail - Pale gray tabby tom with a long, thin tail

Skyheart - Pale brown tabby she-cat, green eyes

Blackclaw - Black tom

   Apprentice: Heavypaw

Petaldust - Tortoiseshell she-cat

Loudbelly - Dark brown tom

Frogleap - Gray tom with a striped tail

Emberdawn - Dark ginger she-cat

Greenflower - Brown tabby she-cat with white splash under her chin and one white hind paw

Mosspelt - Tortoiseshell and white she-cat, blue eyes

Mistyfoot - Pale blue-gray she-cat, blue eyes

Stonefur - Blue-gray tom, blue eyes

   Apprentice: Shadepaw

Lightningfur - Brown and red tortoiseshell she-cat, green eyes

Airleap - Brown tabby tom, one white paw, green eyes



Silverstream - Silver and black tabby she-cat, blue eyes

Grasswhisker - Brown-striped tabby she-cat

Vixenleap - Black she-cat

Apprentices

Whitepaw - Dark tom with a white paw

Shadepaw - Very dark gray she-cat

Heavypaw - Thickset brown tabby tom

Queens

N/A

Kits

N/A

Elders

Fallowtail - Brown she-cat

Graypool - Dark gray she-cat with memory problems, yellow eyes

Cedarpelt - Large mottled brown tabby tom with short tail and a torn ear

 

ShadowClan

 

Leader

Brokenstar - Long-haired dark brown tabby tom (Lives 3/9)

Deputy

Blackfoot - Large white tom with jet-black paws

Medicine Cats

Yellowfang - Dark gray she-cat with a broad, flattened face

Runningnose - Small gray and white tom

Warriors

Ashfur - Thin gray tom

   Apprentice: Blossompaw



Clawface - Battle-scarred brown tom

   Apprentice: Littlepaw

Boulder - Silver tabby tom

   Apprentice: Wetpaw

Russetfur - Dark ginger she-cat

   Apprentice: Swamppaw

Deerfoot - Brown tom

Tangleburr - Gray and brown she-cat

Darkflower - Black she-cat

Brackenfoot - Pale ginger tom with darker legs

Ashheart - Pale gray she-cat, blue eyes

Finchflight - Black and white tom

Nutwhisker - Brown tom, amber eyes

Rowanberry - Cream and brown she-cat, amber eyes

Wolfstep - Gray tabby tom with white front paws, tail-tip, and torn ear, green eyes

Newtspeck - Black and ginger tabby she-cat

Fernshade -  Slender tortoiseshell she-cat, yellow eyes

Flintfang - Gray tom with very thick fur on his paws

   Apprentice: Badgerpaw

Stumpytail - Brown tabby tom

   Apprentice: Brownpaw

Cinderfur - Thin gray tom

Copperleaf - Pale ginger tom, all paws white, green eyes

Tallpoppy - Long-legged light brown tabby she-cat

Whitethroat - Small black tom with a white chest and paws

Apprentices

Wetpaw - Gray tabby tom

Littlepaw - Small brown tabby tom



Brownpaw - Brown tom

Badgerpaw - Very tiny, fluffy black tom with white stripes, green eyes

Swamppaw - White she-kit with ginger patches, green eyes

Blossompaw - White tom, yellow eyes

Queens

Brightflower - Orange tabby she-cat with a broad, flattened muzzle

Dawncloud - Small pale ginger tabby she-cat

Kits

Mintkit - Small gray tom

Marigoldkit - Tiny tortoiseshell she-cat

Applekit - Mottled brown she-kit, green eyes

Oakkit - Brown tabby tom, amber eyes

Elders

Nightpelt - Black tom

Poolcloud - Gray and white she-cat

Crowtail - Small black tabby she-cat

Archeye - Gray tabby tom with black stripes and patchy fur

Hollyflower - Dark gray and white she-cat, blue eyes

Featherstorm - Dark brown tabby she-cat

 

WindClan

 

Leader

Tallstar - Large black and white tom, amber eyes (Lives 2/9)

Deputy

Deadfoot - Lean black tom with a twisted left paw

Medicine Cats

Barkface - Short-tailed dark brown tom



Warriors

Stagleap - Dark brown tom, amber eyes

Meadowslip - Pale gray she-cat

Mistmouse - Light brown she-cat

Doespring - Light brown she-cat

Aspenfall - Gray and white tom

Plumclaw - Small dark gray she-cat

Ryestalk - Gray tabby she-cat

Wrenflight - Brown she-cat

Sorrelshine - brown and gray she-cat

Pigeonflight - Pale gray tom with white patches

Larksplash - Tortoiseshell she-cat

Tornear -  Wiry gray tabby tom, blue eyes

   Apprentice: Runningpaw

Mudclaw - Mottled dark brown tabby tom, amber eyes

   Apprentice: Webpaw

Onewhisker - pale brown tabby tom, blue eyes

   Apprentice: Whitepaw

Ashfoot - Broad-faced gray she-cat, blue eyes

Apprentices

Whitepaw - Small white she-cat

Webpaw - Dark gray tabby tom

Runningpaw - light gray tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Queens

Morningflower - Tortoiseshell she-cat, amber eyes

Kits

N/A

Elders



Whiteberry - White tom

Crowfur - Black tom

 

BloodClan

 

Leader

Scourge - Tiny night-black tom with one white paw, icy-blue eyes

Right-Paw Cats

Bone - Large black and white tom

Brick - Ginger tabby cat (they/them)

Members

Claw - Gray and white tom

Fury - Battle-scarred, long-furred brown she-cat with one eye

Strike - Tortoiseshell she-cat

Snapper - Long-furred tortoiseshell and white tom

Willie - Brown tabby tom with lighter muzzle

Tess - Blue-gray she-cat with a raindrop-shaped marking on her forehead 

Beach - Pale ginger tom, yellow eyes

Pounce - Yellow-brown tabby tom with a pale spot on her chest, a lazy eye, and one tooth sticking out

Minty - Light gray she-cat

Snipe - Reddish-brown and black tom

Howl - Huge brown tabby tom

Ash - Lean gray tom

Soot - Lean gray tom

Mack - White tom

Blizzard - Skinny black and white tom

Crow - Huge black tom

Smog - Gray tabby tom



Blaze - Ginger she-cat

Amber - Ginger she-cat

Ice - Fluffy black and white tom

Snake - Fluffy black and white tom

Ricky - Skinny yellow tom

Snag - Huge, thick-furred ginger tabby tom, amber eyes

Gremlin - Tortoiseshell she-cat

Scraps - Tortoiseshell tom

 

Cats Outside the Clans

 

Kittypets/Housecats

Oliver - Plump white tom, blue eyes

Henry - Fat brown tabby tom

Nutmeg - Brown tabby she-cat

Quince - Gray she-cat

Smudge - Black and white tom, amber eyes

Hattie - pretty brown tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Violet - Small, pale orange tabby she-cat with a white underbelly, blue eyes

Bell - Pretty golden-furred she-cat, blue eyes

Ferris - Silky ginger tom, green eyes

---

Macaroni - Gray and cream she-cat, amber eyes

Shadow - Dark gray tom, amber eyes

Sheldon - Silver tabby tom, green-ish eyes

Tommy - Orange tabby tom, green-yellow eyes

Tweetie - Tortoiseshell she-cat, green-yellow eyes

Axel - Fluffy brown and white tabby tom, light green eyes



Prince - Black tom, yellow eyes

Gizmo - Fluffy dark dark brown tom with darker face and legs, amber eyes

Lost - White she-cat with brown patches all over, amber eyes

Minni Me - White tabby she-cat with a brown back and a white lighting stripe, brown tail, pale amber
eyes

Reggie - Dark brown tabby trans female, white splotch on right side of muzzle, white chest, white
front paws, and white back legs, amber eyes

Uno - Dark brown non-binary tabby tom, white splotch on left side of muzzle, white chest, white
front paws, and white back legs, amber eyes

Chief - Brown tabby tom, white muzzle, one white back leg, white chest and belly, green eyes

 

Loners/Barn cats

Barley - Fluffy black and white tom

Whiskers - Ginger and white tom, blue eyes

 

Rogues/Strays

Socks - Tuxedo black and white tom, blue eyes

Ruby - Long-furred gray she-cat, yellow eyes



WindClan Gets Yeeted

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

“Dad!” Swamppaw whined. “You can stop now!”

 

“Yeah!” Blossompaw pouted. “We’ll be fine!”

 

Copperleaf rolled his eyes, shaking his head.

 

“I can fret over you as much as I want!” he meowed. He gave his two kits a lick on the head each.
“Promise you’ll be safe, and be smart!”

 

“We will!” the two of them chorused. Badgerpaw, from a little ways away, was trapped in his
mother’s embrace, Fernshade’s tail around his shoulders as she rested her chin on his head. Littlepaw
and Wetpaw were anxiously pacing around near Copperleaf. The ginger tom glanced towards the
nursery, spying Dawncloud watching Swamppaw and Blossompaw, her tail curled around Applekit
and Oakkit. Their mottled daughter was staring in jealousy at her littermates while Oakkit merely
looked curious, raising a little paw to wave at Copperleaf. The ginger warrior purred, waving back,
before Brokenstar called his chosen warriors and apprentices together.

 

Along with Brokenstar and Blackfoot, Copperleaf would be joining, with Cinderfur, Flintfang, his
apprentice and nephew Badgerpaw, Clawface, Littlepaw, Stumpytail, Brownpaw, Ashfur,
Blossompaw, Russetfur, Swamppaw, Boulder, and Wetpaw. Tangleburr, Finchflight, Nutwhisker,
Rowanberry, Tallpoppy, and Whitethroat would join them.

 

Copperleaf twitched his whiskers, frowning. He did not agree with this. Not one bit.

 

WindClan didn’t deserve to be driven from their home.

 

Copperleaf sighed, remembering his game-plan. He would try to not fight, and solely focus his
attention on protecting the young apprentices. That was his number one priority.
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Brokenstar kinked his tail, looking smug, before the attack patrol filed out, bellies close to the ground,
ears flat back, legs pounding silently on the swampland as they headed towards the tunnel connecting
them to WindClan’s territory. Brokenstar wasted no time before plunging into the tunnel, ShadowClan
streaming after him.

 

Copperleaf sent one last prayer up to StarClan - please forgive me . If he died, he hopefully would
with a clear conscience.

 

He spotted Tallpoppy and Whitethroat slightly shaking, and he caught their eye, giving them an
encouraging nod. The ginger tom put on some speed to catch up to the cluster of apprentices,
preparing to stick close to them the whole time.

 

Brokenstar paused at the crest of a hill, staring down at the wide, lived-in, gully before them. The
ShadowClan leader’s eyes were gleaming with glee. He raised his tail, and ShadowClan dropped into
their signature sneak-crouch, before they began stalking down towards the camp. Copperleaf spotted
two young cats on guard, looking giddy as they twitched their ears and shifted their whiskers, looking
like…like new warriors. Copperleaf felt his heart drop. Of all the days… he thought with despair. He
recognized the two young cats - Sorrelpaw and Pidgeonpaw. Although, they probably had their full
names now…

 

ShadowClan crept through the heather bushes surrounding the camp, mindful of the little thorns on
some other plants, before Sorrelpaw paused, ears pricked.

 

“Who’s there?!” she demanded. Pidgeonpaw frowned.

 

“What is it, Sorrelshine?”

 

“I thought I heard something…” Sorrelshine whispered. “Pidgeonflight, do you hear anything?” The
black and white tom parted his jaws, and his eyes widened.

 

“ATTA-”

 

His warning screech was interrupted as Clawface slammed into him. The WindClan tom shrieked,
paws flailing, as he fought to free himself from the brown tom’s claws. Sorrelshine yowled a warning



before flinging herself onto the brown warrior to free her brother. The rest of WindClan came
stumbling out of their dens, pelts unkempt and fur bristling. Immediately, chaos erupted.

 

Tallpoppy and Whitethroat were engaged with Mistmouse and Crowfur, while Sorrelshine was now
rolling around with Clawface, the two of them screaming their hatred for the other. Onewhisker has
his claws locked onto Ashfur, while Ashfoot raked her claws down the ShadowClan tom’s back.
Copperleaf hesitated, not wanting to attack the two WindClan cats he and his siblings had befriended
during their apprenticeship, before Finchflight rammed into Onewhisker, snarling as the light tabby
bared his teeth in anger, tail lashing as the two stared each other down.

 

A terrified screech met Copperleaf’s ears and he whipped around to see Mudclaw - known as one of
the most aggressive warriors in the clans - bearing down on Blossompaw. His white pelt was fluffed
up, clearly trying to be brave and intimidating, but his shaking legs and terrified eyes betrayed his true
feelings. He looked so small and helpless before Mudclaw that it lit something inside Copperleaf’s
chest, and complete and utter rage at Mudclaw for attacking a kit so young spilled into his veins.

 

Copperleaf let out a yowl of fury and charged towards Mudclaw, taking the mottled tom right of his
paws. Mudclaw whipped around, lashing out with his claws and narrowly missing Copperleaf’s nose.
Copperleaf spit with anger, green eyes narrowed, as the two toms circled each other. Copperleaf
stopped when he got Blossompaw behind him, hackles raised as the mottled warrior curled his lips
into a snarl.

 

“Coward!” the WindClan tom hissed. “This attack is a coward's move!” Copperleaf growled.

 

“If I’m a coward,” he hissed. “Then you’re an even greater one for attacking an apprentice so small!”
Mudclaw snorted, casting a diresive look at Blossompaw, who was hiding behind Copperleaf.

 

“Then maybe you shouldn’t be taking those young cats into battle!” the mottled tom snarked before
launching himself at Copperleaf. The ginger tom used his larger size to swipe at Mudclaw’s side,
pushing the tom aside, before he grabbed Blossompaw by the neck and carried him away from the
raging WindClan warrior. The two of them wriggled into the semi-safe heather bushes, and
Copperleaf began sniffing his son’s pelt.

 

“Are you alright?” he asked, worried. “Did he hurt you?” Blossompaw was still shaking, but managed
a slight shake of the head. Copperleaf let out a sigh of relief, checking for where Swamppaw was at.
The ginger and white she-cat was beside Russetfur, and Copperleaf was grateful that Russetfur had
the foresight to stick by her apprentice - Swamppaw would be alright as long as Russetfur was there.
As snarky and suspicious as the ginger warrior was, she took great care in Swamppaw’s training.

 



“Badgerpaw!” Flintfang’s yowl of dismay and horror caught Copperleaf and Blossompaw’s attention.
The gray tom was standing over the battered and injured form of his nephew, desperately trying to
drag him to safety, but he kept getting distracted by incoming WindClan warriors.

 

Copperleaf and Blossompaw bolted from the heather, heading straight for Badgerpaw and Flintfang.
Blossompaw grabbed Badgerpaw’s scruff and tried to lift the larger apprentice, but Copperleaf gently
nosed him aside and took the black and white tom’s scruff inside. Flintfang covered for them as the
little patrol slowly made their way out of the camp walls, pushing through the heather bushes and
reaching the crest of the hill where they had stood only moments ago.

 

Copperleaf gently set Badgerpaw down, sniffing for his injuries, and frowned when he found them. A
long gash ran across his black fur, blood trickling from it.

 

“Blossompaw,” Copperleaf meowed. “See those heather bushes? I saw some cobweb hanging there.
Go fetch some, quick!” The white tom nodded, dashing off into the wall of heather. Copperleaf
instructed Flintfang on where to place his paws to staunch the bleeding, and began to check for any
other wounds, breathing a sigh of relief when he saw there were only minor scrapes and scratches.

 

“Flint…fang?” Badgerpaw’s soft mew cut through the silence.

 

“I’m here Badgerpaw,” Flintfang responded, licking his nephew’s head. “I’m here. You’re gonna be
alright, Copperleaf will take care of you until we get you back to camp.” Badgerpaw’s eyes fluttered,
seeing Copperleaf collect the cobweb from Blossompaw.

 

“Badgerpaw?” Blossompaw meowed, looking scared. “Please don’t go! We’ll have no one to pretend
to be a badger anymore if you do!” Badgerpaw let out a small laugh, wincing as it irritated his wound.
Copperleaf smiled softly as Blossompaw, unknowingly, was doing a very good job at distracting the
two moons older apprentice from his injury. Copperleaf wound the cobweb around the wound,
nudging Flintfang’s paws out of the way as he finished.

 

“There,” Copperleaf sighed. “That should hold him until we get him to Yellowfang and
Runningnose.” Flintfang moved to grab Badgerpaw’s scruff, but Copperleaf placed a quick paw on
his shoulder.

 

“We can’t carry him like that,” he explained at Flintfang’s look. “On our backs. You take his front, I’ll
take his back.” the gray warrior nodded, and Blossompaw slowly helped lift Badgerpaw’s shoulders
so Flintfang could slip underneath. The white tom repeated the action with Badgerpaw’s hunches for
Copperleaf, and the little patrol slowly, but steadily, began to head back to camp.



 

“Copperleaf!” Cinderfur’s call made the cats freeze. Copperleaf craned his neck around and spotted
Cinderfur carrying Swamppaw. Blood dripped from a wound on her side.

 

“Cinderfur? Swamppaw?” the ginger tom questioned, concerned. “What is it?”

 

“Russetfur was overwhelmed by some WindClan cats,” Cinderfur explained, panting slightly.
“Swamppaw was attacked by Tornear.”

 

“I’m alright!” Swamppaw protested. “Cinderfur saved me!” Copperleaf let out a breath of relief.

 

“Thank StarClan,” he meowed. “Swamppaw, come back to camp with us. Cinderfur, you should
probably get back to the fight.” Cinderfur nodded, casting an unhappy look at the battle, before
dashing back to it. Copperleaf and Flintfang readjusted Badgerpaw’s weight on their backs before
turning back around to camp, Swamppaw and Blossompaw on either side.

 

 

“Those two will be fine,” Yellowfang gruffly informed Copperleaf and Dawncloud, who were
hovering around their son and daughter. Applekit was pouting.

 

“I wanna be an apprentice too!” she whined. “Why can’t I be one? I can be strong!” Dawncloud
exchanged a terrified look with Copperleaf before the gray medicine cat’s eyes darkened with worry.

 

“But Badgerpaw might not,” she meowed. Flintfang, who had been pacing near the den, stiffened,
while Fernshade wailed, dashing into the den to nuzzle her unconscious son. The cats who had been
left behind in camp were all crowded around the den, whispering and murmuring in horror.

 

“He’s too young!” one cat - Deerfoot - exclaimed.

 

“We should never have made kits into apprentices so soon!” Ashheart wailed.

 



The clan went silent as pawsteps and rustling leaves signalled the attack patrol’s return, looking
battered (all of them) but exhilarated (Brokenstar’s inner circle). Copperleaf blinked, scanning the
patrol for the other apprentices, barely hearing Brokenstar’s yowl of triumph as he announced they
won - WindClan had been driven out. He snapped back to reality as Brokenstar sharp meow called his
name.

 

“Copperleaf! Flintfang!” the matted tom hissed. “Why did you remove yourself from the battle? And
three of our apprentices?”

 

Flintfang’s fur began to fluff up, looking angry but confused at the same time. Copperleaf
straightened his shoulders, taking comfort from Dawncloud’s amber eyes, before he bowed his head.

 

“I knew ShadowClan would be strong enough to win, so I prioritized making sure these apprentices
would live to see and fight another battle.” Copperleaf raised his head. “If our young die, then
eventually our clan will follow.” Brokenstar looked thoughtful, head tilted, as his fur smoothed.

 

“So you were merely thinking about ShadowClan’s future,” he concluded. He arrogantly straightened
up, meowing, “Your intelligence and foresight serves this clan well!”

 

Copperleaf ducked his head, feigning embarrassment, but, inwardly, he steamed. He kept his gaze on
Badgerpaw, his sides heaving up and down and his black and white fur matted with blood.

 

 Brokenstar hadn’t learned just what had almost been lost that night.

Chapter End Notes

for context, during the battle, Tallpoppy and Whitethroat were 10-11 moons, Littlepaw and
Wetpaw were 8-9, Badgerpaw was 5-6 moons, and Blossompaw and Swamppaw were 3 1/2
moons.



Make Way For Mom #3!

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Lightningfur licked her paw before dragging it over her ear. Her tail flicked over the muddy, cold
ground, and her narrowed green eyes watched as Silverhawk tussled with Thistlestar. It was odd to
see her father-slash-mentor-slash-leader train with someone else. Although, it wasn’t as though
Silverhawk was actually training Thistlestar right now - this was just so Thistlestar could keep his
skills sharp.

 

Her ear twitched as the undergrowth shook, and out padded a faded, scarred tortoiseshell she-cat with
a flashy white tail.

 

“Where have you been?” Lightningfur demanded snappily.

 

Mapleshade’s whiskers curled as she narrowed her amber eyes on the younger, darker tortoiseshell.
“Watch your tongue,” Mapleshade growled, padding to stand next to her, and watching as Thistlestar
shoved Silverhawk to the ground.

 

Lightningfur smoothed her bristling fur, although it took some willpower. Mapleshade was one of the
only cats she’d let boss her around, but Lightningfur still didn’t appreciate it.

 

“Thistlestar,” Mapleshade meowed. The gray and white tom hopped off of Silverhawk with a
victorious smirk. The silver tabby winced as he rose to his paws, transparent blood dripping from
wounds along his shoulder. “I was going to bring Fireheart here,” she continued. “But I overheard
something… very interesting.”

 

Thistlestar’s ears perked in interest, yellow eyes gleaming. “Do tell.”

 

Mapleshade sat down, curling her large, thick-furred tail around her paws. “Spottedleaf has received a
prophecy from StarClan.”

 

Lightningfur’s ears flicked at the mention of her pitiful mother. She had seen the pretty tortoiseshell
she-cat at Gatherings, of course, but she hadn’t talked to her at all. The sad glances she gave her
daughter were enough to ruffle Lightningfur’s fur. Unlike her siblings, Lightningfur knew who the



more powerful of their parents was. Spottedleaf was nothing compared to Thistlestar! Lightningfur
didn’t need her pity or love.

 

…Although, sometimes Lightningfur missed the days when Spottedleaf-... Lightningfur shook her
head of those thoughts. Missing when Spottedleaf used to groom her or tend to her wounds after
training was-... It was ridiculous! That’s what it was! Only a pitiful kit like Airleap would miss
something like that. And she was not Airleap.

 

“A prophecy?” Thistlestar meowed, intrigued as he leaned forward.

 

“Yes,” Mapleshade replied, smiling. “She spoke it to Bluestar… She said, ‘Thistles will burn.’ ”

 

“Thistles will burn…” Lightningfur repeated, tasting the words on her tongue. That was a prophecy?
From StarClan? She always thought they’d be more… powerful. Longer. Dramatic. But that was just
boring. Three words? That’s it?

 

She frowned, glancing at her father. Thistles… Did StarClan mean a fire would kill her father? But
surely that was too… obvious? Besides, Thistlestar would never be brought down by a forest fire! For
one, they lived in RiverClan now. The rivers would protect them.

 

Perhaps the prophecy meant that Thistlestar would burn… in a good way? As in, he would burn
something else… Her eyes narrowed thoughtfully.

 

Like burning Bluestar, and all of ThunderClan, for betraying him, and taking what was rightfully his.

 

Lightningfur curled her claws into the mushy ground with a smirk.

 

Oh, she thought she might like this prophecy. Already she could imagine dragging her claws through
the pelts of her former clanmates. Hearing their terrified yowls as she dug her fangs into their throats.
Piercing their eyes, ripping off their ears, and mangling their tails for all the hardship those weak-
minded mouse-hearts put her through.

 

Speckletail she would enjoy harming the most.

 



Mousefur… her brain thought distantly, but she shut the thought down immediately. Mousefur could
have done more, been more of a friend. But she was content to watch Lightningfur fight to prove
herself to clanmates who considered her worthless just for being a medicine cat’s kit.

 

At least here in RiverClan, Lightningfur wasn’t the medicine cat’s kit.

 

She was the leader’s.

 

And one day, she would be leader.

 

 

Copperleaf found himself half-awake as he slept with his side pressed against Swamppaw’s. The
small she-cat was snoozing soundly despite the scar down her side. It was almost fully healed, and
would have been, had it not been for Brokenstar forcing her on patrols. Badgerpaw fared worse than
her, though, curled up in the corner of the medicine cat den. Even Brokenstar left him alone.

 

Copperleaf rotated with Flintfang, Fernshade, Wolfstep, Blossompaw, and Dawncloud when it came
to watching Swamppaw and Badgerpaw. Runningnose didn’t mind their presence, but Yellowfang had
thrown a fuss. Copperleaf could understand- he recalled the days when he and his siblings would
scamper under Featherwhisker and Spottedleaf’s paws until even Spottedleaf got annoyed.

 

But… It wasn’t that Copperleaf didn’t trust Yellowfang to watch her patients, but he was… nervous,
that such an ill-tempered cat might not be the kindest to his precious daughter. Swamppaw was tough,
but sometimes she acted more tough than she actually was.

 

Copperleaf pricked his ears as light pawsteps reached them over Yellowfang’s snores and
Runningnose’s sniffles. Soft catscent reached his ears, and he raised his head as the queen,
Brightflower, pushed through the brambles. Her eyes were wide.

 

“Yellowfang!” the ginger tabby she-cat meowed anxiously to her daughter, shoving her side. “Wake
up!”

 

The dark gray she-cat groggily opened her eyes. “What’s the matter?” she asked as she leaped to her
paws. “Is it the kits?”



 

Copperleaf stood on his paws too, alarmed. Was something wrong with the kits? Copperleaf frowned.
Applekit had been acting out more lately, envious that Marigoldkit and Mintkit were soon-to-be
apprenticed.

 

“Are they okay?” Copperleaf asked in a hushed, worried tone.

 

Brightflower’s ginger fur fluffed out around her neck. “They’re not in the nursery,” she meowed
frantically. “They were with me when I went to sleep, but now they’re gone!”

 

“We’ll find them,” Yellowfang mewed reassuringly. The medicine cat glanced at her fellow, but
Runningnose was still deep in slumber. He had made a long journey to and from the Moonstone last
night, after all.

 

“I’ll help,” Copperleaf meowed quietly. Brightflower nodded gratefully to him as the three made their
way into the clearing. The night was still dark, despite the moon shining fitfully above in a sky ribbed
with clouds.

 

“Let’s try the apprentices’ den first,” Yellowfang whispered to Brightflower. Copperleaf nodded- that
made sense. The kits were all eager to be apprentices, knowing they didn’t have to wait six moons for
it.

 

Unease rippled through him, raising the fur along his spine and tail. “I”m going to check on
Dawncloud,” he whispered to them. Brightflower nodded to him as she padded after Yellowfang.

 

Copperleaf trotted quickly over to the nursery. He stuck his head in, and saw Dawncloud soundly
curled around Applekit and Oakkit. Relief washed through him. He contemplated waking Dawncloud
for a moment, but if he woke her, he might wake the kits, and he knew Applekit wouldn’t be able to
resist going on a quest to save her denmates.

 

He pressed his nose to Dawncloud’s forehead before he stepped out of the nursery. His ears pricked as
he heard Clawface hiss.

 

“Ow! Get off,” his voice growled sleepily; irritatedly. “Oh, it’s you, Yellowfang. What do you want?”



 

Copperleaf padded over to the warriors’ den, where Yellowfang and Brightflwoer were. The kits must
not have been in the apprentices’ den.

 

“Have you seen Brightflower’s kits?” Yellowfang asked. “They’ve gone missing.”

 

“They’re not here,” said Clawface. “But maybe they snuck out with the night patrol. They talked
about wanting to join it tonight, but I told them they had to wait until they were apprenticed.”

 

A trickle of fear made Copperleaf shiver. He was glad Applekit and Oakkit hadn’t been a part of that
conversation, or else they certainly would have organized their own night patrol.

 

“Thanks, Clawface,” Yellowfang mewed before backing out of the den. She padded over to her
mother, who paced back and forth anxiously across the clearing. “Clawface says they might have
snuck out with the night patrol,” she told Brightflower.

 

“That must be where they are!” Brightflower exclaimed, eyes brightening. “They should be fine if
they’re with their clanmates.”

 

Copperleaf’s ears twitched and swiveled towards the camp entrance as the night patrol pushed its way
back into camp. Blackfoot was in the lead, with Russetfur and Wolfstep just behind him.

 

Yellowfang, Brightflower, and Copperleaf quickly bounded over to them. “Have you seen my kits?”
Brightflower demanded as she halted in front of Blackfoot, eyes wide. Blackfoot shook his head.

 

“No. Should we have?”

 

A wail of terror ripped forth from Brightflower. Yellowfang rested her tail tip on her shoulder and
Copperleaf shot her a sympathetic look. “They’re missing,” Yellowfang explained. “Clawface thought
they might have gone with you.”

 

“We’ll go out at once to look for them,” Russetfur meowed, her voice full of concern.

 



Wolfstep nodded too. “Do you think they tried to follow us, but couldn’t keep up?”

 

“It’s possible,” Yellowfang admitted.

 

“We went through the trees as far as the border with the unknown forest,” Russetfur told her, “and
then along by the Twolegplace and back here.”

 

Copperleaf gasped at the same time Brightflower exclaimed, “Great StarClan!” Her ears flattened in
distress. “They could have been stolen by Twolegs!”

 

“They’re probably just lost,” Yellowfang calmed her. “They’re barely more than three moons old;
they couldn’t have gotten far. I’ll follow the patrol’s route and look for them. And meanwhile,” she
added, “you should give the rest of the camp a really thorough search. Copperleaf, perhaps you could
help?” She looked meaningfully at the warrior.

 

Copperleaf blinked but nodded when he realized that she wanted to keep Brightflower occupied. “Of
course,” he meowed. “I’ll let the other warriors know the kits are missing too.”

 

Yellowfang nodded to him before spinning around and hurrying out of camp. Russetfur and Wolfstep
followed after her, but took different routes to cover more ground. The fur on Copperleaf’s rump rose
uncomfortably, thinking about the kits all alone in the woods. He recalled how his siblings had snuck
out of ThunderClan camp when they were about Marigoldkit and Mintkit’s age too. They had been
fine - Creekflower a little soaked - but could the same be said of Brightflower’s kits? ShadowClan’s
territory seemed much less forgiving.

 

He padded over to Brightflower, watching as Blackfoot bounded over to the leader’s den, most likely
to tell Brokenstar that the kits were missing. “Come on,” he meowed to Brightflower. “Let’s sniff the
edges of camp, and look for any holes they could hide in. Are there any places kits got stuck in a lot?”
He could name a few in ThunderClan camp, but this wasn’t ThunderClan, and Copperleaf hadn’t been
here since kithood.

 

Brightflower blinked her hazy eyes full of panic. “I… there’s this small crook next to the nursery…
perhaps…”

 

“Let’s go check it,” he suggested, walking over. She followed and showed him the space between the
curled bramble and thickets. He leaned down and swiped his paw inside it, sniffing deeply. Then he



pulled back, ears drooping, and shook his head sadly.

 

Brightflower frowned, but sniffed as well. “Their scent is so stale here,” she said. “They’re much too
big for any of their usual hiding places… Oh, Copperleaf, I can’t imagine them hiding anywhere in
camp! They must be lost out there!” She gazed at the camp entrance, eyes round.

 

Copperleaf pressed her nose against her shoulder. “It’ll be alright,” he reassured her. “My siblings
snuck out of camp once too, but they’re all fine. I’ve heard of plenty of other kits who have too.
ShadowClan’s territory is safe.”

 

Brightflower shot him a look like she disagreed.

 

“Brightflower?” came Brackenfoot’s meow as he padded over to his mates side, blinking his sleepy
eyes. Behind him, a few other warriors had stirred from the den. “What’s wrong; I heard you
scream?”

 

“The kits are missing,” she whispered softly like she couldn’t believe it. “They were there when I
went to sleep, right after playing with Yellowfang, and- oh, Brackenfoot!” She shoved her head
against his shoulder. “I fear they’re already dead!”

 

Her mate’s eyes widened, and he licked her head, nuzzling her comfortingly. “Don’t speak like that,”
he said in a hushed, rushed tone. “I’m sure they’re just fine. Our territory is safe; no WindClan to
bother our borders, ThunderClan has been so entangled with RiverClan they’ve forgotten us, and
there haven’t been any foxes or badgers or dogs or even rats near camp in forever.”

 

“But there’s still hawks,” Brightflower meowed. “And- and owls! And what about those old
Twolegplace cats? They’ve always caused trouble. Oh! ShadowClan hasn’t been safe for kits for a
long time, I fear,” she broke off into a whisper. Copperleaf’s ears pressed against his head, shooting a
glance towards the medicine den, where Swamppaw and Badgerpaw- kits themselves- rested.

 

“Copperleaf?” Copperleaf twisted his head to see Dawncloud poke her head out of the den, eyes wide
and voice soft, hoarse. “What’s going on?”

 

“Mintkit and Marigoldkit are missing,” he told her quietly, touching his nose to her ear. “Keep watch
of Oakkit and Applekit, okay.”



 

Her amber eyes widened, and she ducked back into the den, as if to check on the kits to make sure
they were still there. Copperleaf moved to follow after her, but stopped as the black and white fur of
Finchflight blocked him. Copperleaf cut his hiss off when he realized it had left his throat.

 

“The kits are missing?” Finchflight meowed, ears pricked.

 

“Not yours,” Copperleaf spat. “Brightflower’s.”

 

Finchflight blinked, tilting his head thoughtfully. “But they might decide to sneak out too. I should go
keep an eye on them.” He moved a paw into the nursery, and Copperleaf saw a flash of Dawncloud’s
pale fur, and her fear scent.

 

“Dawncloud is already watching them,” Copperleaf growled. “You should help search camp for the
kits that are actually missing.”

 

Finchflight blinked at him before his eyes narrowed. “She’s my mate,” he growled back, tail bristling.
“I have the right to comfort her and my kits, if I want to.”

 

Copperleaf’s spine arched and he let his claws slide out threateningly, but before he could do
anything, the sharp meow of “Copperleaf!” stopped him.

 

He jolted, smoothing his fur and ducking his head as Brokenstar walked passed him, flicking his tail,
with Blackfoot behind him. Copperleaf shot a look at Finchflight before regretfully padding after his
leader. “Yes, Brokenstar?” he meowed.

 

“Come with me,” Brokenstar said. “We’re going to look for the kits in the woods.” Brokenstar’s dark
amber eyes narrowed, making Copperleaf’s tail twitch. He must be upset he lost more kit-warriors,
Copperleaf thought irritatedly.

 

“Let me come with!” Brightflower yowled, bounding over. “I need to find them.”

 

Brokenstar hesitated, gaze flicking to the side, before he nodded. “Yes. Come on.”



 

“We should follow the night patrol’s scent,” Copperleaf suggested. “That’s where Clawface thought
they might go.”

 

Brokenstar blinked at him, and it was strange, as Copperleaf couldn’t quite place the emotion as the
scarred brown tom nodded. “Yes. Good idea.”

 

Copperleaf followed Brokenstar as the tom easily tracked the scent of Russetfur, Blackfoot, and
Wolfstep. Copperleaf stayed beside Brightflower’s side as the queen’s eyes nervously flickered to and
fro, as though her kits might leap out to her. Copperleaf kept his nose twitching and mouth open,
following the same scent Brokenstar was. His fur prickled uncomfortably as the scent of blood hit his
nose.

 

A gasp from Brightflower told him she smelt the same, and suddenly she was bursting forth.
Brokenstar broke into a run after her, and Copperleaf didn’t hesitate to follow. But all of them
abruptly stopped as a thin shaft of starlight illuminated the scene before them.

 

Huddled over two ripped apart bodies of one tortoiseshell, one gray kit, was Yellowfang.

 

A ghastly wail rose as Brightflower stared at her two little kits. They were barely recognizable, with
pieces of fur and flesh ripped from their shoulders and flanks, and deep claw marks down their
bellies, almost deep enough to pierce through to their intestines. The thought of it made Copperleaf
shiver and gag.

 

Their blood splattered and pooled into the ferns beneath them, and coated Yellowfang’s paws, one of
which rested on Mintkit’s chest. Her chin was sticky with blood too as her head rested near them.

 

A shot of fear made Copperleaf’s heart stutter and thud loudly, and his claws slipped out instinctively
as his light ginger fur bristled.

 

“What happened?” Brokenstar demanded in a low growl.

 

“I found them like this,” Yellowfang replied, her voice shaking. “It must have been a fox!”

 



Fox! Copperleaf thought with another thud of fear and panic in his chest. A fox on ShadowClan
territory? There had been one on RiverClan’s territory- he knew from Lightningfur’s bragging at a
Gathering. But all the way in ShadowClan?

 

Brokenstar raised his nose, sniffing the air with narrowed eyes. “I don’t smell any fox.”

 

“It was here!” Yellowfang insisted immediately. Copperleaf frowned as he, too, scented the air. He
couldn’t catch a whiff of the thick, rancid smell of a fox… And with how fresh those bodies looked
and their blood smelled, how could there not be any scent of their killer…? “I heard it just before I
found them.”

 

“My babies, my babies!” Brightflower cried as she padded forward and gazed down at the two tiny
shapes.

 

“You need to look for the fox! It could be close by!” Yellowfang yowled to Brokenstar. Copperleaf
glanced at Brokenstar, half-agreeing with the she-cat, and half-perplexed as the scent of fox evaded
him. If only Airleap was here- he had the best nose out of all their siblings.

 

“Yellowfang, I can only pick up your scent,” Brokenstar mewed quietly. “Come back to the camp

with me.”

 

“What about the fox?”

 

“There is no fox here,” Brokenstar growled. “Come.”

 

Yellowfang rose to her paws, stumbling a bit. A small drop of dark red dropped from her chin fur.
“I’ll carry one of the kits,” she mewed.

 

“No,” Brokenstar ordered. “I’ll send warriors to bring them. Brightflower, you wait here.”
Brightflower took Yellowfang’s place and folded her body around her kits. She didn’t look up at

Yellowfang or Brokenstar as they left the clearing. Copperleaf frowned as he walked after them. He
could have carried one, and Brokenstar the other…

 



Copperleaf slipped in after Brokenstar and Yellowfang as they returned to camp. The moon was
setting by the time they reached the clearing. The sky was gray with clouds and there was a tang of
rain in the air. All the cats were out of their dens, busily searching for the kits. Boulder was the first to
notice Yellowfang. The gray warrior halted, staring at her. Gradually, the other cats realized she and
Brokenstar had returned and stopped what they were doing.

 

Copperleaf’s tail twitched as he gazed at Yellowfang too. The scent of kit-blood and death clung to
her, and the red coating her dark gray coat definitely didn’t give the right impression. Unease
flickered inside him.

 

“Russetfur. Stumpytail,” Brokenstar’s voice cut into the silence as he beckoned them with his tail.
“Follow our scent trail, and bring Brightflower and the kits back to camp.” He waited until the two
warriors had left, then crossed to the foot of the Clanrock, jerking his head for Yellowfang to follow
him. “Come closer,” he ordered the clan, as though he was too distressed to leap onto the rock and
summon them formally.

 

Copperleaf stood beside Cinderfur and Ashheart, glancing towards the nursery where he saw
Fernshade pressed against Dawncloud, with Applekit and Oakkit peering out from beside her. As the
rest of the clan gathered, silent and apprehensive, Runningnose bounded across to Yellowfang from
the medicine cats’ den.

 

“Are you hurt?” he gasped. “All this blood…”

 

“It’s not my blood,” Yellowfang choked out, as if telling him would make the terrible truth more real.
“It’s… the kits’.”

 

A stunned murmur rose from the clan, and Brackenfoot stepped forward, his eyes huge with fear.
“Tell me what happened.”

 

“I found them in a clearing-” Yellowfang began.

 

Brokenstar cut her off with a lash of his tail. “Yellowfang went to look for the kits after

Brightflower told her they were missing,” he announced. “When I found her, she was with the kits,
but they were both dead. Yellowfang claimed they had been attacked by a fox.”

 



“A fox!” Newtspeck exclaimed, her eyes wide with fear. “On our territory? It could kill us all!”

 

“We have to send out a patrol to track it,” Blackfoot meowed.

 

More fearful cries came from the clan, but Brokenstar silenced them with a flick of his tail. “I

found no trace of fox anywhere near the kits. Copperleaf, did you?”

 

The clans’s gaze turned to him almost in sync, and he held back a flinch. He raised his head to meet
Brokenstar’s firm gaze. “I… I didn’t smell any fox.”

 

“Then… how did they die?” Wetpaw asked in a small voice.

 

“Yes, how?” Deerfoot echoed. “We have to know!”

 

Brokenstar took a step away from Yellowfang. “Only one cat knows the truth,” he meowed softly.

 

Brackenfoot stared at Yellowfang in horror. “Did you kill them?” he whispered. Copperleaf, along
with many other cats, gasped.

 

“Of course not!” Yellowfang shrieked. Copperleaf’s fur bristled in confusion, glancing from the
bloody medicine cat to her father. “They were dead when I found them!”

 

“We have no reason to believe that Yellowfang killed them,” Brokenstar put in. “Why would she?”

 

“She’s been under a lot of strain recently, with all the battles,” Wolfstep pointed out.

 

“She said she didn’t want to treat my scratch because it was a waste of herbs!” Brownpaw added with
an indignant flourish of his tail, baring his fangs.

 

“Yes, she hasn’t been herself lately,” Tangleburr meowed. “I asked her about a pain in my belly,



and she practically bit my ear off.”

 

“But then gave you a juniper berry to take the pain away,” Runningnose reminded her, but no cat

seemed to be listening.

 

“She acts like the whole clan is a nuisance,” Cinderfur sniffed. Copperleaf shot his friend a look,
frowning, and his mate, Ashheart, did the same, her eyes wide. But Copperleaf couldn’t disagree-
Yellowfang always had a temper with every cat.

 

Newtspeck stepped forward with a furious hiss. “Are you seriously suggesting that Yellowfang

would kill our own kits so she wouldn’t have to treat their injuries later on?” There was a deafening
silence following her words as they all glanced at Yellowfang. Copperleaf had always preferred
Runningnose to her, but… Yellowfang had helped Dawncloud through her birth. Surely, if she wanted
her kits dead, she would have let them die then? But how well did Copperleaf know Yellowfang…?

 

The silence was broken by a wail from Brightflower, who had just entered camp. Russetfur and
Stumpytail followed her, each carrying a pitiful, broken scrap of fur. Brightflower plunged at
Yellowfang with a crazed snarl. “Did you kill my kits?”

 

Yellowfang’s eyes and mouth were wide, shocked. Runningnose leaped in front of her. “Don’t be
ridiculous, Brightflower!” he yowled.

 

Brokenstar held up his tail for silence. “We will never know what happened tonight,” he meowed,

his voice cracking with sorrow. “All we know is that two young kits, two promising warriors, are

dead, and that Yellowfang was with them. Yellowfang, as our medicine cat, there must have been
something you could have done.”

 

“I tried, but-” Yellowfang started to protest.

 

Brokenstar ignored her. “Russetfur,” he continued, “is there any evidence that she treated their

wounds?”

 



Reluctantly, Russetfur shook her head. “No, Brokenstar.”

 

“They were dead when I found them!” Yellowfang exclaimed.

 

“Stumpytail, were their bodies cold?” Brokenstar went on.

 

Stumpytail shook his head. “No, they weren’t.” He glared at Yellowfang.

 

Yowls of shock and hatred rose from the Clan. Rowanberry and Nutwhisker both pushed through the
crowd to stand beside Yellowfang, along with Runningnose, Newtspeck and Fernshade, but their
protests went unheard.

 

Copperleaf flattened his ears as he heard Cinderfur and Ashheart start arguing, and he saw Tallpoppy
yowling at Yellowfang for being a murderer. He didn’t know who to believe. Surely Yellowfang
couldn’t have killed the kits, but, then… what did kill them? It had only been Yellowfang’s scent at
the scene, not a whiff of fox.

 

Brokenstar turned to face Yellowfang. “Yellowfang, you cannot stay here. For your own safety, you
must leave.”

 

“You mean, j-join the elders?” Yellowfang stammered. Copperleaf recalled when Brokenstar had
banished the elders from camp with the fur along his spine raising.

 

“No.” Brokenstar curled his lip, showing a hint of sharp yellow teeth. “I cannot protect you within

this territory after what has happened. Your Clanmates are too angry over these deaths. You have to
understand that I don’t want to do this, but I have no choice. I must banish you from ShadowClan.”

 

“This is exactly what you wanted!” she hissed, and Copperleaf was startled by her sudden hostility.
“You couldn’t have known that those kits would die, but this is your perfect opportunity to get rid of
me! I am the ShadowClan medicine cat! This is where I belong!”

 

Blackfoot stepped forward, his voice weighty and regretful. “Not anymore, Yellowfang. Come, I’ll



escort you to the border.” He reached out his tail to rest it on her shoulder, but Yellowfang batted it
away.

 

“Get off me!” she snapped. “I’ll find my own way!” The mangly she-cat stumbled toward the
entrance. Copperleaf stepped quickly out of her way as she passed, her tail smacking his face as she
lashed it.

 

“I’m so sorry!” Runningnose gasped, bounding alongside her. “I’ll prove it was a fox! You’ll be

back soon! Come to the next half-moon Gathering!”

 

Yellowfang stopped at the entrance and looked at him. “Runningnose,” she meowed, “you have

been a dear and loyal friend, but I cannot stay here. Not as long as Brokenstar rules. This is not the
ShadowClan I pledged to serve.” Glancing at the cats clustered around the Clanrock, she added,
“They are lucky to have you. May StarClan light your path, always.”

 

“But, Yellowfang-” Runningnose wailed.

 

Copperleaf could only watch as the old she-cat turned and plunged through the brambles, staggering
out of the camp.

 

 

The sunlight of greenleaf warmed Creekflower’s tabby pelt as she padded after her fiery-colored
brother. He truly looked like fire in this bright sunlight as it bounced off his fur. 

 

“I really think Bluestar will make Featherkit a true apprentice soon,” he was meowing proudly. “After
two moons of training, he’s proven himself, I think. He still struggles catching prey since he can’t find
exactly where the prey is without seeing it, but Runningwind, Graypaw, and I think he’s improving
well.” Creekflower purred.

 

“That’s great news!” She licked her brother’s ear. “I’m sure Featherkit will get a grasp on hunting
soon - I’ve heard he’s taken to battle practice quite well.”

 



Fireheart nodded, whiskers twitching. “He may not be able to hear incoming paw swipes, but his
instincts are sharp - sharper than Graypaw’s, that’s for sure! He’s like a lumbering badger, I swear.”
The two siblings paused, purring, enjoying the greenleaf sun warming their pelts. It reminded
Creekflower of her time in Oliver’s garden… Her gaze flickered in the direction of the Twolegplace.
She wanted to visit him badly, but she couldn’t let that distract her from the now… Smiling,
Creekflower playfully shoved her brother.

 

“Hey!” he exclaimed, stumbling. “What was that for?” Creekflower purred, eyes narrowed, before
darting off.

 

“Can’t catch me!” she called. Fireheart sped off after her.

 

“Bet I can!” he yowled. Creekflower pelted towards the Thunderpath, intent on finding a hiding place
so she could surprise her brother, before she skidded to a halt. Fireheart crashed into her, making both
of them roll over onto the ground.

 

“Gotcha!” Fireheart meowed. Creekflower was frowning, sniffing the air. “What is it?” the red
warrior asked, immediately realizing something was wrong.

 

“Do you smell that?” the brown tabby asked, jaws parted. Fireheart copied her, and Creekflower saw
the moment he scented what she just did.

 

“Rouge,” they meowed grimly.

 

“What is a rogue doing all the way over here?” Fireheart muttered as they slunk forward.

 

“Don’t know,” Creekflower whispered. “But it’s time to let them know we’re on to them.”

 

Fireheart let out a low growl as they were able to identify the scent a little more. The stranger was a
she-cat, not young and definitely not from ThunderClan. She carried no distinct scent from any of the
Clans, but Creekflower could tell she was tired, hungry, and sick, and she was in an ugly mood. 

 

Fireheart dropped low and moved forward, heading towards the scent. Creekflower circled around,
hoping to cut the intruder off, before both cats paused, confused as the scent became fainter.



Creekflower sent her brother a puzzled look while he gave the air another sniff.

 

Suddenly, with a lightning movement, a snarling ball of fur burst from the bushes behind him.
Fireheart screeched in shock as the she-cat slammed into him, knocking him sideways. Two heavy
paws clamped down onto his shoulders, and iron jaws closed around the back of his neck. The red
tom grunted, before Creekflower spotted him going limp, relaxing his muscles as if in submission,
and let out a pretend howl of alarm. Creekflower, playing along, growled.

 

“Let go of him!” she demanded, tail swishing as she met the intruder’s gaze - then she gasped. The
she-cat had mangy gray fur, looked underfed, had a flat face, and had amber eyes. Creekflower
recognized her as Yellowfang, the ShadowClan medicine cat.

 

“Yellowfang?” the brown tabby asked, startled. Fireheart’s ears pricked.

 

“The ShadowClan medicine cat?” he blinked, his aggression dying down into confusion and curiosity,
before he shoved the medicine cat off him. Yellowfang hissed, staring the two down with angry amber
eyes.

 

“What are you doing on ThunderClan’s territory?” Fireheart meowed. The gray she-cat lashed her
tail.

 

“That’s none of your concern!” she spat. Creekflower frowned, exchanging a quick, searching look
with Fireheart, before she asked;

 

“Is ShadowClan in trouble?” She flinched when Yellowfang snarled.

 

“I travel alone now!” she hissed. Fireheart tilted his head.

 

“Then I’m afraid you’ll have to move on,” he meowed. “This is ThunderClan’s hunting grounds.”

 

“Who’s going to make me?” Yellowfang drew back her lip defiantly, exposing stained and broken
teeth. “I will hunt. Then I will leave. Or maybe I’ll just stay awhile….” The two ThunderClan
warriors tensed.

 



“Final warning,” Fireheart growled. “Leave.” Yellowfang gave him a challenging stare, not moving.

 

Together, Creekflower and Fireheart sprang at the mangy she-cat. With a hiss of rage Yellowfang
responded. Snarling and spitting, the younger cats and old locked together. They rolled over and over,
teeth and claws flashing. Ears pressed flat to her head, Creekflower fought to get a grip. But the she-
cat’s clumpy fur snagged in her claws, and she couldn’t break through to the skin. She growled in
frustration, before gasping as she was thrown back as Yellowfang reared up on her back legs. With
her filthy tail bristling, she looked even bigger. The she-cat’s jaws lunged towards Fireheart, and he
managed to lean back just in time as Yellowfang’s bared teeth closed on the air next to his ear.

 

On instinct, Fireheart lashed out with a backswipe. His paw caught the side of Yellowfang’s head, and
he let out a low hiss as the force of it surely sent shockwaves up his front leg. Stunned, Yellowfang
dropped onto four paws, shaking her head to clear it. Creekflower saw her chance and dove forward,
crouching low, and latched her jaws onto Yellowfang’s back leg. Creekflower gagged at the taste - it
was horrible - but she pushed through it and kept her teeth clamped firmly on the she-cat’s leg.
Yellowfang screamed in agony and whipped around to snap at Creekflower’s tail. Her teeth connected
and pain lanced up Creekflower’s spine. She ripped her tail from her opponent’s grip, and lashed it
back and forth as she released Yellowfang’s leg. Fireheart was prowling around the gray she-cat, eyes
narrowed, and Yellowfang crouched, ready for a fresh attack.

 

Her breath seemed to wheeze up from her foul-smelling lungs. The scent blasted Creekflower’s nose.
Up close, the message of desperation and weakness, and the aching void of the she-cat’s hunger, was
almost painful. Something stirred inside her, an un-warrior-like feeling she knew would be looked
down upon: pity. She tried not to dwell on this instinct - she knew her loyalty must be to her Clan -
but he couldn’t shake free of it. Besides… the brown tabby thought, guilty. Oliver wouldn’t put me
down for it… She chanced a look over at Fireheart, and saw he too was looking a little uneasy at the
state the medicine cat was in.

 

Yellowfang suddenly lunged forward and Fireheart jerked instantly back into aggression. The bigger
cat tried to reach up onto his shoulders and get a killing grip, but this time she was hampered by her
wounded leg. Fireheart hissed, arching his spine, but Yellowfang managed to dig in her claws and
hung on tight. The bigger cat’s weight forced him to the ground. Fireheart spat out a mouthful of dirt
as Creekflower flung herself back on the gray she-cat. Her brother twisted nimbly to avoid
Yellowfang’s thrashing back legs and the thorn-sharp claws that were trying to rake at his soft
underbelly. Over and over they rolled, biting and snapping. Moments later they broke apart, all three
of them heaving. Creekflower felt much more breathless than usual, and frowned. Why is that?

 

Yellowfang had staggered backwards, a low growl in her throat, and Creekflower sensed she was
weakening. The she-cat was badly wounded, and her back legs could barely support her scrawny
body. 

 



“Had enough yet?” Creekflower challenged. If the intruder gave way, they’d let her go with just a
warning bite to remember them by. 

 

“Never!” Yellowfang hissed back bravely. But her injured leg gave way and she slumped to the
ground. She tried to get up and failed. Her eyes were dull as she hissed up at the two siblings, “If I
weren’t so hungry and tired, I’d have shredded you into mousedust.” The she-cat’s mouth twisted in
pain and defiance. “Finish me off. I won’t stop you.”

 

Creekflower hesitated, glancing uneasily at Fireheart. Neither of them had ever killed another cat
before. Perhaps, in the heat of battle, they would - but a mercy killing? In cold blood? This was
something very different. Fireheart, too, looked troubled as the two warriors stopped to brush each
other’s fur.

 

“What are you waiting for?” Yellowfang taunted. “Both of you are dithering like kittypets!”
Creekflower gave a miniscule flinch, and a sharp bolt of fear rushed through her. Was the scent of
Twolegplace on her? Did she forget to wash it off the last time she went to meet Oliver?

 

“We’re warriors,” Fireheart snapped back. “We don’t kill! Not like - not like this.”

 

“Oh?” Yellowfang tilted her head, mock-surprise in her expression. “And what about queens?” She
glared at Creekflower, who bristled, perplexed, with a glare back at her, baring her teeth. “Prove
you’re warriors!” Yellowfang demanded. “Act like one and finish me off. You’ll be doing me a
favor.” The two warriors stared at her, then at each other, before Fireheart pulled Creekflower back
and meowed in a hushed voice;

 

“We can’t,” his mew was low, and his green eyes flickered between Yellowfang and Creekflower. “I
won’t be goaded into killing her - even if she asks for it.” Creekflower nodded.

 

“How did she get in such a state?” she wondered aloud. “Our elders are looked after better than this!”

 

“You seem in an awful hurry to die,” Fireheart meowed, turning back to Yellowfang. 

 

“Yeah? Well, that’s my business, mousefodder,” Yellowfang snapped. “What’s your problem, kitty?
Are you trying to talk me to death?” Her words were brave, but Creekflower could smell the hunger
and sickness that were coming off the other cat in waves. She was going to die anyway if she didn’t
eat soon. The three cats looked at each other, uncertainty in all of their gazes.



 

“Come on,” Fireheart meowed, relaxing his muscles. “We’ll take you back to camp. Bluestar will
know what to do” Creekflower sighed in relief. Thank StarClan!

 

Yellowfang gave a huff, lip curling, before she struggled to her paws, wincing as she put pressure on
her injured leg.

 

“This leg’s stiffened up!” she complained, then froze. The sound of approaching pawsteps signaled
the arrival of a patrol. Yellowfang growled in defiance at the approaching pawsteps.

 

Silent shadows slipped out of the trees, and in a heartbeat a ThunderClan patrol had encircled
Creekflower, Fireheart, and Yellowfang. Creekflower saw they were Tigerclaw, Darkstripe,
Willowpelt, and Bluestar, all of them lean and hard-muscled. She smelled Yellowfang’s fear at the
sight of them. Graypaw followed close behind. He bounded out of the bushes and stood beside the
warrior patrol, before pricking his ears and darting over to Fireheart with a happy mew.

 

“Hi, Fireheart!”

 

Tigerclaw stepped forward with a growl. “Silence!” Creekflower glanced at Yellowfang. Her fear-
scent was clear, but instead of cowering in submission, the scruffy creature was glaring in defiance.

 

“Fireheart?” Bluestar’s cool blue gaze flickered between the three cats. “Creekflower? And is that
Yellowfang?” Something flickered through her gaze- surprise, perhaps- before she smiled. “Well,
well, Fireheart! It seems you have captured us a ShadowClan cat. And one I know well. You are
ShadowClan’s medicine cat, aren’t you?” she meowed to Yellowfang, stepping closer. “What are you
doing so far into ThunderClan territory?”

 

“I was the ShadowClan medicine cat. Now I choose to travel alone,” hissed Yellowfang, lashing her
tail.

 

“Yellowfang!” Tigerclaw meowed mockingly. “It looks like you have fallen on hard times if you can
be beaten by two young warriors!”

 

Now Darkstripe spoke, slinking forward to stand beside his friend, Fireheart. “Of course, Fireheart
could beat this mangly thing. This old cat is no use to us. Let’s get rid of her.”



 

“Keep your claws in, Darkstripe,” Bluestar purred calmly. “All the Clans speak of Yellowfang’s
bravery and wisdom. It may help us to hear what she has to say. Come; we’ll take her back to camp.
Then we’ll decide what to do with her. Can you walk?” she asked Yellowfang. “Or do you need
help?”

 

“I’ve still got three good legs,” the grizzled she-cat snapped back, limping forward. Creekflower saw
that Yellowfang’s eyes were glazed with pain, but she seemed determined not to show any weakness.
She noticed a look of respect flicker across Bluestar’s face before the ThunderClan leader turned and
slowly led the way through the trees. The other warriors took up positions on either side of
Yellowfang, and the patrol moved off, carefully keeping pace with their lame prisoner.

 

As the patrol passed the sentries who guarded the camp entrance, the rest of ThunderClan came
running to welcome their warriors home. Queens, kits, and elders crowded on either side. They peered
curiously at Yellowfang as she was led into the camp. Goldenflower swept her tail over Swiftkit and
Lynxkit, pulling them back despite their protests, while Graypaw ran over to Cricketpaw and
Featherkit, excitedly mewing to them. Frostfur’s white fur bristled before she darted back to the
nursery where her newborn kits rested. Lionheart padded close to the nursery entrance too, protective.

 

Dappletail and Patchpelt both turned to each other and started murmuring curiously while Halftail,
One-eye, and Poppydawn stared at Yellowfang with friendly but confused looks.

 

“She looks roughed up,” Poppydawn commented. “They must have fought her.”

 

Mousefur sneered beside Rosetail. “A ShadowClan cat!”

 

Dustpaw rose from between Sandstorm and Longtail. “What’s that awful smell!” he taunted, pressing
his paw to his nose with his lip curled in disgust.

 

“She’ll scare all the kits away,” Longtail agreed. “If not just by her looks!”

 

Yellowfang seemed deaf to the taunts, though. Creekflower couldn’t help but admire the way she
limped with dignity through the corridor of stares and insults. She knew she was in a great deal of
pain, and clearly hungry.

 



When the patrol reached the Highrock, Bluestar nodded toward the dusty ground in front of it.
Yellowfang followed the ThunderClan leader’s silent command, sinking gratefully onto the earth. Still
ignoring the hostile stares around her, she began licking her wounded leg. Creekflower noticed
Spottedleaf emerge from her corner. She must have scented the presence of an injured cat in the camp.
She watched the crowd part to let the young tortoiseshell through.

 

Yellowfang glared at Spottedleaf and hissed, “I know how to take care of my own wounds. I don’t
need your help.” Creekflower bristled on behalf of her mother, but Spottedleaf said nothing, nodding
respectfully and stepping back.

 

Creekflower turned as Cherryfur trotted up to her, tail raised high. “Is that Yellowfang?” Cherryfur
meowed. “Where’d you pick her up from? The Twolegplace dump?” Cherryfur wrinkled her nose
while Creekflower panicked, neck fur raising. She glanced around, but Fireheart was talking to
Darkstripe and Runningwind, and every other cat was focused on Bluestar and Yellowfang.

 

“Cherryfur, shh!” she whispered to her friend, wide-eyed.

 

Cherryfur blinked, confused, before understanding filled her amber eyes. “I was only joking,”
Cherryfur meowed, smiling. “Don’t worry.” She nudged Creekflower playfully. Creekflower
smoothed her fur, nodding. Of course, Cherryfur wouldn’t out her for meeting Oliver.

 

Cats gave the returning warriors fresh-kill to eat, and Creekflower blinked gratefully as Sandstorm
dropped a thrush in front of her. Sandstorm’s whiskers twitched before she settled down on
Cherryfur’s other side. Sandstorm was friends with Fireheart (most of the time, anyway), but her
sharp tongue sometimes made her butt heads with Creekflower. She reminded Creekflower of
Lightningfur sometimes, although much less tempered and whiny than her sister. And, of course,
much more loyal to the clan.

 

Tigerclaw was sharing words with Bluestar on the Highrock. The blue-gray leader and her senior
warrior were busy murmuring at one another in low tones. Creekflower strained her ears to hear what
they were saying. Tigerclaw’s yowl sounded impatient.

 

“It’s just too dangerous to bring an enemy warrior into the heart of ThunderClan! Now that she knows
the camp, even the youngest ShadowClan kit will hear of it. We will have to move.”

 

“Calm down, Tigerclaw,” Bluestar purred. “Why should we move? Yellowfang says that she is
traveling alone now. There is no reason for ShadowClan to hear of it.” 



 

“Do you really believe that? What on earth were those foolish medicine cat kits thinking of?”
Tigerclaw spat. Creekflower glared at the back of his head. She couldn’t understand how Fireheart
admired such an arrogant and bull-headed tom.

 

“But think for a moment, Tigerclaw,” mewed Bluestar. “Why would the ShadowClan medicine cat
choose to leave her Clan? You seem to be afraid that Yellowfang will share our Clan secrets with
ShadowClan, but have you thought about how many ShadowClan secrets she might share with us?”

 

Creekflower could see by the way Tigerclaw’s fur began to flatten that Bluestar’s words made sense.
The warrior nodded briefly, and then stalked off to take his share of the fresh-kill. Bluestar remained
where she was. She looked out across the clearing, where Swiftkit and Lynxkit were fighting and
tumbling playfully in the dust. Then she stood up and began to walk toward Creekflower, Cherryfur,
and Sandstorm. Creekflower blinked, straightening her head, but Bluestar walked straight past them.
She did not even glance at them; her eyes were clouded with unknown distant thoughts.

 

“Frostfur!” she called out as she approached the nursery. The pure white cat with dark blue eyes
slipped out of the brambles. Inside, the noise of mewling grew louder.

 

“Hush, kits,” purred the white cat reassuringly. “I won’t be long.” Then she turned to her leader. “Yes,
Bluestar? What is it?”

 

“One of our apprentices has seen a fox in the area,” Bluestar told her. “Warn the other queens to guard
the nursery carefully. And make sure all kits less than six moons stay inside the camp until our
warriors have driven it away.” Less than six moons? So she was still letting Featherkit outside of
camp. Creekflower smiled, relieved. Her brother was right- Bluestar and the senior warriors were
warming up to the idea of Featherkit being a true apprentice. She knew Graypaw and Cricketpaw
snuck him into the apprentices’ den when they could. With his birth mother Dappletail in the elders’
den, his father Redtail dead, and his dad Runningwind out on so many patrols, it must be lonely in the
nursery for him.

 

Frostfur nodded. “I will pass on the warning, Bluestar. Thank you.” Then she turned and squeezed
back into the nursery to quiet the crying kits. At last, Bluestar strode over to the pile of fresh-kill and
took her share. A plump wood pigeon had been left for her there.

 

The cats of ThunderClan ate, with Tigerclaw and Willowpelt standing guard over Yellowfang. The old
she-cat had been offered a small mouse, which she gulped down practically in one bite. Soon, every
warriors’ belly was full, and Bluestar’s call sounded across the clearing.



 

“Let all cats old enough to catch their own prey join together for a meeting of our Clan!”

 

Most of the warriors had finished eating and, like Graypaw, were busy grooming themselves. They
lifted themselves gracefully to their paws and walked over to the Highrock, where Bluestar waited to
speak. Creekflower shifted nervously beside Cherryfur, watching as Fireheart moved to stand beside
his apprentice, Graypaw, and Ravenpaw, Cricketpaw, and Featherkit. Runningwind joined them,
settling down at his son’s side.

 

“I’m sure you have all heard about the prisoner we brought back with us today,” Bluestar began. “But
there is something else you need to know.” She glanced down at the raddled she-cat who lay very still
beside the Highrock. “Can you hear me from there?” she asked. 

 

“I may be old, but I’m not deaf yet!” Yellowfang spat in reply.

 

Bluestar ignored the prisoner’s hostile tone and continued. “I’m afraid I have some very grave news.
Today I traveled with a patrol into WindClan territory. The air was filled with the scent of
ShadowClan. Almost every tree had been sprayed by ShadowClan warriors. And we met no
WindClan cats even though we journeyed deep into their heartland.” Her words were met with
silence. Creekflower saw confusion in the faces of the Clan cats.

 

“Do you mean ShadowClan has chased them out?” called Smallear hesitantly.

 

“We can’t be sure,” Bluestar meowed. “Certainly the scent of ShadowClan was everywhere. We
found blood, too, and fur. There must have been a battle, though we found no bodies from either
Clan.”

 

A shocked yowl rose from the crowd in a single voice. Creekflower felt the cats around him stiffen
with shock and fury. Never before had one Clan driven another from its hunting grounds. 

 

“How can WindClan have been driven out?” One-eye croaked hoarsely. “ShadowClan is fierce, but
WindClan is many. They have lived in the uplands for generations. Why have they been chased out
now?” She shook her head anxiously, her whiskers trembling. Creekflower, too, felt herself twitch.
Copperleaf was among ShadowClan now. Would he truly have chased WindClan out of their own
territory?

 



“I don’t know the answers to any of your questions,” meowed Bluestar. “Brokenstar gave no hint of
any threat when we met him at the last Gathering.”

 

“Perhaps Yellowfang has answers?” snarled Darkstripe. “After all, she is of ShadowClan!” 

 

“I am no traitor! Nothing would make me share the secrets of ShadowClan with a brute like you!”
growled Yellowfang, glaring aggressively at Darkstripe. The ThunderClan warrior moved forward,
ears flat, eyes closed to slits, ready for a fight.

 

“Stop!” yowled Bluestar. Darkstripe immediately halted in his tracks, even though Yellowfang goaded
him on with blazing eyes and a ferocious hiss.

 

“That’s enough!” Bluestar growled. “This situation is too serious for us to be fighting among
ourselves. ThunderClan must prepare itself. From this moonrise onward, warriors will travel in larger
groups. Other Clan members will remain close to the camp. Patrols will travel the boundary edges
more frequently, and all the kits must stay in the nursery.” The cats below her nodded in agreement.
Bluestar continued. “Our need for warriors is our greatest obstacle. We shall get around this by
speeding up the training of our apprentices. They need to be ready even sooner to fight for our Clan.”

 

Creekflower saw Dustpaw puff up, thrilled, while Graypaw gazed up at Bluestar, his eyes wide with
excitement. Cricketpaw squealed before cutting herself off. Featherkit blinked beside her, while
Ravenpaw shuffled his paws anxiously. The black apprentice’s wide eyes showed worry rather than
excitement.

 

Bluestar went on. “Featherkit will be assessed soon. If he passes, he will be apprenticed.”

 

Gasps rose from the clan, and Cricketpaw and Graypaw turned to Featherkit excitedly. The white
tom’s mouth gaped open as he read his leader’s lips. Then, much like his sister, he squealed and
bumped his head against Cricketpaw’s blue-furred shoulder. He also pressed his nose to Ravenpaw’s
cheek, meowing something to the black tom, who smiled happily back.

 

Bluestar let the clan’s murmurs die down before she lifted her head to address the whole clan once
more. “Yellowfang will be allowed to stay here until she has recovered her strength. We are warriors,
not savages. She is to be treated with respect and courtesy.”

 



“But the Clan cannot support Yellowfang,” Darkstripe protested. “We have too many mouths to feed
already.”

 

“I don’t need anyone to care for me!” spat Yellowfang. “And I’ll split open anyone who tries!” 

 

“Well, she’s friendly, isn’t she?” Cherryfur murmured to Creekflower. There were muffled meows
from the other warriors as they grudgingly recognized the enemy warrior’s fighting spirit. Bluestar
ignored the murmuring.

 

“Since you care so much, Darkstripe,” Bluestar meowed sternly. “It will be your responsibility to care
for Yellowfang. You will hunt for her and tend her wounds. You will fetch fresh bedding and clear
away her dirt.”

 

Darkstripe gaped at his leader. “What! But I- I have to train Dustpaw. I don’t have time to look after a
filthbag like her!”

 

“Then your fellow young warriors may help you,” Bluestar continued. “Creekflower, Fireheart,
Sandstorm, Cherryfur, and Longtail may cover for you, but only when you must train Dustpaw.
Otherwise, she is your duty.”

 

“But I-” Darkstripe protested.

 

“Enough,” Bluestar said. “My word is law. You will treat her with the same respect you treat the
elders. I hope you understand there is no shame in caring for Yellowfang. She is a healer, and she is
your elder. For those reasons alone, you should respect her.” Darkstripe clamped his mouth shut,
glaring up at his leader before he bowed his head reluctantly. “And there is no humiliation in caring
for another cat when it is unable to take care of itself. The meeting is over. I would like to speak to my
senior warriors alone now.”

 

With that, she jumped down from the Highrock and marched toward her den. Lionheart, Rosetail,
Speckletail, Whitestorm, and Tigerclaw followed her. The other Clan cats began to move away from
the Highrock.

 

Cherryfur bounded over to Darkstripe with a smirk, and Creekflower followed after her. “Good luck
cracking fleas off her!” she teased.



 

Darkstripe glowered at her, growl deep in his throat. “You’ll have to too,” he spat. “Bluestar said so.”

 

Cherryfur’s smirk didn’t falter. “Perhaps next time you’ll learn to watch your tongue, eh?”

 

Darkstripe bristled, baring his teeth, but thankfully Fireheart knocked his shoulder against his,
smiling. “I’m sure it won’t be that bad,” Fireheart reassured him. “Besides, I’ll help! …By taking
Dustpaw training so you’ll have all the time to clean Yellowfang’s bedding!”

 

Darkstripe swiped his paw over the ginger tom’s ears, but he seemed more playful than angry like he
was with Cherryfur. Creekflower thought he spent too much time padding after Tigerclaw. His former
mentor really made him a fox-heart!

 

As Darkstripe grumbled something and padded off, annoyed, to attend to Yellowfang’s needs, and
Fireheart, laughing, followed after him. Cherryfur told Creekflower she had a border patrol and
walked off, leaving Creekflower alone.

 

For a moment, Creekflower thought about Oliver, as she always did when she had a moment to
herself. But, then, Longtail padded up to her. His black-tipped ears flicked backwards and his
whiskers drew back into an ugly snarl.

“Well, I hope you’ll think twice about bringing strays back into the camp next time,” he sneered. His
nose wrinkled, and for a terrible moment, Creekflower thought that she truly hadn’t washed away all
of Oliver’s scent. “ Outsiders always bring trouble.”

Chapter End Notes

Lolling: For clarification, Yellowfang doesn't leave ShadowClan and then immediately join
ThunderClan. Throughout this chapter, there's an ambiguous transition of two moons, like in
canon.

Also, if ur like "Why did Copper believe Yellow killed the kits! He should know it's Broken!" Us
as readers obviously know so, and, while Copperleaf knows Brokenstar sends kits into battle too
young, he doesn't believe Brokenstar would murder kits. Well, if he was told it, he would easily
believe it, but he isn't going to jump to that conclusion immediately on his own. After all,
Brokenstar would want MORE kits in his mind. More kits = more warriors.



Brokenstar Makes Some Demands

Chapter by LollingCat

Fireheart clung to the bark of the tree branch as he watched his gray apprentice stalk below. For once,
Graypaw’s heavy pawsteps were silent, and Fireheart felt a rush of pride as he saw his apprentice
slide his paws forward, nose twitching, and his gaze locked on a mouse scrabbling through the pine
needles.

 

Graypaw wiggled his haunches once before pouncing. Fireheart stopped himself from purring in
delight as Graypaw swiftly killed the mouse. Graypaw wasn’t supposed to know where he was, after
all, not during an assessment.

 

Graypaw buried the mouse in the soft dirt next to some tree roots before travelling further into the
Tallpines. Fireheart tensed and lunged to the next tree branch, sticking his tail out for balance.
Graypaw was padding along the tracks of the huge Twoleg monster that tore down the trees here.
Graypaw took a deep breath, his mouth open. Fireheart knew what he was smelling- the monster’s
acid breath, while faint, still stuck to the air. But it hadn’t been here for a long while. Graypaw
jumped across the ruts in the tracks which were half-filled with rain.

 

Graypaw hurried onward through the trees and crossed the Twoleg path on the far boundary. He was
back amid the thick undergrowth of oak woods, and Fireheart tracked him silently from above.
Distant Twoleg scents and voices, loud and raucous like crows, from the Twolegplace reached his
ears. A group of young Twolegs were playing in the woods.

 

Fireheart was glad when Graypaw changed direction, skirting the noises and making sure not to be
seen. Fireheart jumped to another branch, digging his claws in as the leaves shook. Graypaw’s ears
pricked and Fireheart tensed. But Graypaw dropped into a crouch, his back fur raising slightly.
Frowning, Fireheart glanced for what had unsettled Graypaw. Then, he saw it-  white fur, flashing
through the undergrowth.

 

An unfamiliar scent flooded Fireheart’s nostrils as the black and white tomcat wandered nearer to
Graypaw. Graypaw crouched lower, his tail waving back and forth in a slow rhythm. The gray tom
rocked his haunches from side to side before springing. Fireheart watched in excited anticipation as
the black and white cat jumped into the air, terrified, and raced through the trees. Graypaw
immediately gave chase.

 

Fireheart slipped down the trees to follow after them quickly, keeping himself out of sight from his
apprentice still. The scent of kittypet filled his nostrils as its fear-scent reached him. He watched from
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the bushes as Graypaw leaped onto the back of the black and white kittypet, knocking it to the
ground. The two young cats rolled as the kittypet let out a desperate yowl. Graypaw thumped his paw
over the intruder’s head, and the kittypet stumbled into the foot of a fallen tree. Trembling, the
kittypet stared up at Graypaw. Fireheart felt a ripple of disgust at the intruder’s easy surrender. He
recalled how the kittypet he and his sister had chased off had been so feather-brained, he hadn’t even
realized he was attacked.

 

“This is ThunderClan’s territory,” Graypaw growled to the black and white tom. “Leave now, or I’ll
give you more than a warning.”

 

Wide-eyed, the kittypet nodded shakily before standing to his paws and bolting towards Twolegplace.
Graypaw raised his tail high as he watched the kittypet run away. Smiling with pride, Fireheart
decided Graypaw would pass this assessment just fine.

 

Fireheart slunk back into the woods, quietly padding towards the Owl Tree, where he knew Rosetail
and Runningwind were watching over Cricketpaw and Featherkit. Tigerclaw and Darkstripe were
monitoring Ravenpaw and Dustpaw in the stretch between Fourtrees and Snakerocks, so Fireheart
made sure to steer clear of there.

 

Fireheart’s nose twitched as he caught the scent of Cricketpaw. The she-cat always did have trouble
staying downwind. Quickly, he leaped onto a tree and climbed up. Peering into the branches, he
spotted the plumy orangish-red tail of senior warrior, Rosetail.

 

“How are they doing?” Fireheart whispered to her as he stepped a branch closer to her.

 

Rosetail glanced at him with a frown. “Fine,” she meowed. “But…” She trailed off as she glanced
back down. Her blue-gray apprentice was burying a big red squirrel that would certainly feed all the
elders.

 

“Cricketpaw looks like she’s doing good,” Fireheart told his aunt.

 

“She is,” Rosetail agreed. “But I’m worried about Featherkit. It’s his first time out alone! What if he
gets hurt?”

 

“He’ll be fine,” Fireheart said, a bit exasperated. Two moons, and his clanmates still thought
Featherkit would keel over and die just for stepping outside of camp! “Runningwind is watching him,



remember?”

 

Rosetail frowned, so Fireheart continued, “I’m going to them right now.”

 

Rosetail nodded and Fireheart slunk past her. Once he was sure he was out of Cricketpaw’s way, he
leaped back down to the forest floor and trotted onwards towards where he believed Runningwind and
Featherkit were. He kept his nose and ears perked for any signs of the white tom-kit and his father.
The scent of fresh prey-blood from a recent kill told him he was close. He crouched low beside a
thistle bush, gazing around for Featherkit.

 

“Hi, Fir’h’rt!”

 

“ Mrrow! ”

 

Startled by the muffled but cheery voice, Fireheart leaped into the air, ginger fur bristling.
“Featherkit?!” Fireheart said, staring at the small tom, who stared back at him with shining, bright
blue eyes. In his jaws was a plump-breasted pigeon. “You scared me half to death!” He paused, then
recalled the motion Graypaw and Cricketpaw had showed him. He raised his paw, with his claws out
but curled close to his pads, then swiped down.

 

Featherkit smiled at him from behind a mouthful of feathers, kinking his tail up happily. The ferns
swayed and Runningwind emerged from behind his son proudly.

 

Fireheart nodded to his friend, a bit perplexed, but sensing his happy demeanor. “I take it Featherkit is
doing well?”

 

“Better than well!” Runningwind meowed merrily. “Featherkit caught that bird all by himself! His
first solo catch!”

 

Fireheart lit up. “That’s great! Bluestar will surely make him an apprentice.”

 

Featherkit’s ears perked up and he glanced happily at his father. Runningwind was purring so hard, he
might fall over. “And I take it Graypaw did good too?”

 



Fireheart nodded. “Yes. And Cricketpaw. I’ll go fetch them, then we can return to camp and tell
Bluestar!”

 

Runningwind purred harder before he nudged Featherkit. “Come on. Let’s show everyone your
catch!”

 

Fireheart watched as Runningwind and his son went back to camp before turning around to go fetch
Rosetail, Cricketpaw, Tigerclaw, Ravenpaw, Darkstripe, Dustpaw, and Graypaw. With minor protest
from Tigerclaw, they all headed back to camp, helping their apprentices carry their catches. At camp,
the mentors told Bluestar and Lionheart of their apprentices’ success.

 

“Then I suppose it’s time Featherkit be made a true apprentice,” Bluestar meowed. She bounded up
Highrock in two swift leaps. “All cats old enough to catch their own prey gather beneath the Highrock
for a clan meeting!”

 

All the warriors and apprentices were already gathered, murmuring in anticipation. Fireheart settled
down beside Featherkit, while Runningwind and Cricketpaw sat on his other side. The small tom was
squirming with excitement, and Runningwind gave him a few licks to his forehead.

 

“Redtail would be so proud of you,” Runningwind murmured, letting Featherkit watch his lips.
Featherkit blinked slowly, then pressed his nose to Runningwind’s shoulder.

 

“Today, our apprentices have been assessed for their skills,” Bluestar began. “They have proved
themselves incredibly skilled, catching plenty of prey for the clan. So much so that we have no need
to send out more hunting parties for today. But, more importantly, there is one young cat among us
who has proven himself worthy of an apprentice name. Featherkit, step forward.”

 

Featherkit stepped forward, his head raised high.

 

“Featherkit, from this day forward until you receive your warrior name, you will be known as
Featherpaw,” Bluestar announced. Her gaze turned towards the crowd. Fireheart anxiously tried to
follow her gaze. Who would be Featherkit’s true mentor? “Sandstorm.”

 

Fireheart saw the pale-colored she-cat’s light green eyes light up in surprise. She stood up, walking
forward from where she had sat beside Creekflower and Cherryfur.



 

“You will be Featherpaw’s mentor. I trust you will pass on your knowledge and skill to him.”

 

Sandstorm bowed her head to Bluestar before turning towards Featherpaw. Featherpaw stared at her
hesitantly, but Sandstorm pressed her nose to his, and he relaxed.

 

“Featherpaw, Featherpaw!” Graypaw called out loudly. Cricketpaw was quick to follow, fluttering her
ears as well, in the way Fireheart now recognized as her saying ‘Featherpaw’ in a language he
understood easier. Fireheart raised his head high and yowled, “Featherpaw!”

 

Featherpaw preened as his clans’ attention was all on him. Fireheart had never seen him happier. As
the chanting died down, Fireheart bounded forwards. “Congratulations!” he mewed to both
Featherpaw and Sandstorm.

 

Featherpaw blinked at him, then smiled. He butted his head against his shoulder, then softly said,
“Thank you.”

 

Sandstorm regarded Fireheart with a calm expression, her tail tip twitching. “Yes. Thanks.”

 

“I’ll be glad to give you mentoring tips!” Fireheart purred.

 

Sandstorm smiled, relaxing. “You’ve only been a mentor for two moons!”

 

“But I had two apprentices!”

 

Laughing, the two ginger warriors bumped their shoulders together. Fireheart purred, watching
Sandstorm with a small, strange ba-bump in his chest.

 

 

Copperleaf’s tail tip twitched repeatedly as he followed after Brokenstar, Blackfoot, and Clawface.
Brokenstar wanted Copperleaf close, as one of his trusted warriors, but Copperleaf couldn’t help but



keep glancing anxiously back at Blossompaw. He walked beside Badgerpaw, with Brownpaw
strutting in front of them. Runningnose, Cinderfur, and Tallpoppy surrounded the apprentices closely.

 

Ashfur was unable to continue Blossompaw’s training due to an injury he received. The gray tom had
been forced to accept his place as an elder, then kicked out of camp with the others. Copperleaf hoped
he had found the other elders - they would be able to help him heal.

 

Because of Ashfur’s banishment, Copperleaf had been assigned to take over Blossompaw’s training
until he got a new mentor - if he got a new one.

 

The ShadowClan cats slunk down into Fourtrees, spying RiverClan already there. ThunderClan had
yet to arrive, apparently. Copperleaf frowned as he spotted Lightningfur beside Silverstream, with
Airleap partially hidden behind the two she-cats.

 

“Dad,” Blossompaw’s mew yanked his attention to the white tom. “Can I go talk to the other
apprentices?” Copperleaf hesitated, eyeing the much older and much bigger apprentices in RiverClan
- Whitepaw, Heavypaw, and Shadepaw. He made his decision swiftly.

 

“No,” he meowed. “Stay by us, okay?” He gestured to himself, Cinderfur, and Tallpoppy.
Blossompaw pouted, but nodded, laying down to watch the gathered cats. Copperleaf pricked his ears
as the crunch of leaves alerted them to ThunderClan’s arrival. Bluestar was in the lead, with Lionheart
at her side. Tigerclaw was behind them, Darkstripe and Longtail on either side of him. A bundle of
apprentices tumbled after Rosetail and Sandstorm, the pale ginger warrior turning back and signaling
with her tail to the apprentices. Copperleaf recognized Ravenpaw, Tigerclaw’s apprentice, who was
beside a fluffy gray tom. A blue-furred she-cat was talking excitedly with the gray tom while a white
tom was gazing around the hollow, awe in his eyes.

 

Copperleaf stiffened, nervousness and anxiety mounting in him, as Fireheart and Creekflower padded
out after the crowd of apprentices.

 

“Graypaw!” the red warrior called. The gray apprentice perked up, yellow eyes attentive. “Why don’t
you, Cricketpaw, and Featherpaw go talk to the other apprentices? Ravenpaw, could you introduce
them?” Fireheart gave the black tom an encouraging nod when he hesitated.

 

“O-okay,” Ravenpaw agreed. “Shadepaw’s pretty nice - we can talk to her.” Graypaw bounded after
Ravenpaw as the black tom padded over to the dark gray pelt of Shadepaw. The blue-furred she-cat
and white tom - Cricketpaw and Featherpaw - followed after him with sparkling eyes.



 

“Apprentices!” Sandstorm huffed, amused. “Were we that excitable?” Creekflower purred.

 

“I know Fireheart was!” she meowed. Rosetail laughed.

 

“All of you were!” she agreed. “Come on, I see Leopardfur. I want to hear the end of that story she
was telling me last Gathering!” The four cats padded away, toward the golden RiverClan deputy.
Copperleaf glanced down, feeling slightly guilty at the longing look Blossompaw had aimed towards
the crowd of apprentices. Whitepaw and Graypaw were chatting happily, while Shadepaw was
begging Ravenpaw to tell them a story. Cricketpaw and Featherpaw were conversing with Heavypaw,
who, for some reason, was copying paw movements from the two ThunderClan cats. That’s odd, he
thought, watching them. Those don’t look like battle moves.

 

A commanding yowl sounded through the air, and cats from RiverClan and ThunderClan looked up,
startled. Some glanced towards WindClan’s territory with confused eyes. An unsettling murmuring
rumbled in the clearing as the cats gathered beneath the Great Rock.

 

“We can’t start yet,” yowled one voice above the noise. “Where are the WindClan representatives?
We must wait until all the Clans are present.” On top of the rock, Bluestar stepped forward. Her gray
fur glowed almost white in the moonlight.

 

“Cats of all Clans, welcome,” she meowed in a clear voice. “It is true that WindClan is not present,
but Brokenstar wishes to begin the Gathering anyway.” Cats muttered and whispered, confused, but
quieted as Bluestar began her report.

 

“We have brought three new apprentices with us tonight,” she meowed. “Graypaw has been
apprenticed to Fireheart, Cricketpaw to Rosetail, and Featherpaw to Sandstorm.” Mews of
congratulations were given to the three apprentices, some calling their names. Copperleaf caught
Fireheart’s eye, and gave him a small nod. His brother returned it, with a sad gleam in his green eyes.
Up on the rock, Thistlestar was gazing at Graypaw, then his eyes flicked over to Fireheart with a
proud glint. “Our hunting has been well,” Bluestar continued. “Goldenflower and Frostfur’s kits are
doing well, and Brindleface is expecting her second litter. That is all ThunderClan has to report for
tonight.” She stepped back, casting a baleful look at Thistlestar as he padded forward.

 

“RiverClan has been flourishing despite Oakstar’s death a couple moons ago,” he rumbled.
“Leopardfur has proven to be an adept deputy. Mosspelt is expecting her first litter of kits.” Thistlestar
gave his deputy a nod before moving back, casting Bluestar a penetrating stare - which she returned
with a frosty one of her own. Copperleaf found himself slightly willing the blue-gray leader to win the
stare-down as Brokenstar padded noiselessly up. 



 

He surveyed the crowd for a few moments, his orange eyes burning. Then he took a deep breath and
began.

 

“Friends, I come to speak to you tonight about the needs of ShadowClan-” But he was interrupted by
raised, impatient voices from below. 

 

“Where is Tallstar?” cried one. 

 

“Where are the WindClan warriors?” yowled another. Brokenstar stretched up to his full height and
lashed his tail from side to side. 

 

“As the leader of ShadowClan, it is my right to address you here!” he growled in a voice full of
menace. 

 

The crowd fell into an uneasy silence. All around him, Copperleaf could smell the acrid tang of fear.
Brokenstar yowled again. 

 

“We all know that the hard time of leaf-bare, and late newleaf, have left us with little prey in our
hunting grounds. But we also know that your three clans have suffered losses and near losses of many
kits in the freezing weather that came so late this season. ShadowClan did not lose kits. We are
hardened to the cold north wind. Our kits are stronger than yours from the moment they are born. And
so we find ourselves with many mouths to feed, and too little prey to feed them.” 

 

The crowd, still silent, listened anxiously.

 

“The needs of ShadowClan are simple. In order to survive, we must increase our hunting territory.
That is why I insist that you allow ShadowClan warriors to hunt in your territories.” 

 

A shocked but muted growl rippled through the crowd. 

 

“Share our hunting grounds?” called the outraged voice of Tigerclaw. 

 



“It is unprecedented!” cried Mosspelt from RiverClan. “The Clans have never shared hunting rights!” 

 

“Should ShadowClan be punished because our kits thrive?” yowled Brokenstar from the Great Rock.
“Do you want us to watch our young starve? You must share what you have with us.”

 

Copperleaf shifted, uncomfortable. Their young weren’t starving - they were being killed in needless
battles… or by their very own medicine cat, supposedly.

 

“Must!” spat Smallear furiously from the back of the crowd. 

 

“Must,” repeated Brokenstar. “WindClan failed to understand this. In the end, we were forced to drive
them out of their territory.” Snarls of outrage burst from the crowd, but Brokenstar’s caterwaul rang
loud above them: “And, if we have to, we will drive you all from your hunting grounds in order to
feed our hungry kits.” 

 

There was instant silence. On the other side of the clearing, Copperleaf heard Heavypaw start to
mutter something, but he was quickly hushed by an elder. Satisfied that he had every cat’s attention,
Brokenstar continued. 

 

“Each year, the Twolegs spoil more of our territory. At least one Clan must remain strong, if all the
Clans are to survive. ShadowClan thrives while you all struggle. And there may come a time when
you will need us to protect you.” 

 

“You doubt our strength?” hissed Tigerclaw. His pale eyes glared threateningly at the ShadowClan
leader, and his powerful shoulders rippled with tension. 

 

“I do not ask for your answer now.” Brokenstar ignored the warrior’s challenge. “You must each go
away and consider my words. But bear this in mind: Would you prefer to share your prey, or be driven
out and left homeless and starving?” 

 

Warriors, elders, and apprentices looked at one another in disbelief. In the anxious pause that
followed, Thistlestar stepped forward, growling furiously at Brokenstar.

 



“RiverClan will not concede,” he hissed. “The river is ours. ShadowClan has always made due on
their own territory - I see no reason why you can’t now.” A threatening growl emerged from
Brokenstar’s throat before he snapped his gaze to Bluestar.

 

“And what of ThunderClan?” he meowed softly. “What is your answer to my demand?”

 

Bluestar unwaveringly met the tom’s gaze. 

 

“I shall discuss your proposal with my Clan after the Gathering.” Copperleaf took the time to admire
the ThunderClan leader’s calm words before Brokenstar spoke up again, his voice tinted with anger.

 

“I also bring news that is important to the safety of your kits. A ShadowClan cat has turned rogue and
spurned the warrior code. We chased her out of our camp, but we do not know where she is now. She
looks a mangy old creature, but she has a bite like TigerClan.”

 

Yellowfang, Copperleaf thought. He spied Fireheart’s fur bristling, and pricked his ears.

 

“She is dangerous. I warn you- do not offer shelter to her. And,” Brokenstar paused dramatically,
“until she is caught and killed, I urge you to keep a close eye on your kits.” Nervous growls rumbled
in the throats of the ThunderClan cats. Copperleaf shot them a curious and suspicious look as the
ShadowClan cats began to regroup. Brokenstar leaped down from the rock, and Copperleaf hurried to
join Clawface and Blackfoot in immediately surrounding him and escorting him away from Fourtrees,
back into ShadowClan territory. The remaining ShadowClan cats followed quickly behind,
Blossompaw a few paces behind Copperleaf.

 

 

Fireheart sat beside Creekflower, both frowning in unison. The red tom strained his ears to listen to
what the nearby elders of ThunderClan were saying.

 

“That must be Yellowfang he was talking about,” growled Smallear.

 

“Well, she did snap at Lynxkit the other day,” murmured Speckletail darkly. She was the oldest
nursery queen, and fiercely protective of all the kits.



 

“And we’ve left her behind, with the camp virtually unguarded!” wailed One-eye, who for once
seemed to be having no trouble hearing everything. 

 

“I tried to tell you she was a danger to us,” hissed Darkstripe. “Bluestar has to listen to reason now
and get rid of her before she harms any of our young!” Tigerclaw strode up to the group. 

 

“We must return to camp at once and deal with this rogue!” he yowled. Fireheart didn’t stop to hear
more. His mind was spinning. Loyal as he was to his Clan, he just couldn’t believe that Yellowfang
would be a danger to kits. During his turns taking care of the old she-cat, he had grown to respect her
- especially her sharp tongue. Yes, she had snapped at Lynxkit that one time - which led to an
awkward conversation about the well-known ‘no kits’ rule for medicine cats - but he couldn’t shake
the feeling that Yellowfang could be trusted. He glanced around, fully intent on creeping back to
camp to warn the gray cat, before Creekflower’s low hiss made him freeze.

 

“I know what you’re doing!” she whispered frantically. “And I’m coming with!” Fireheart relaxed,
giving his sister a grateful nod, before the two siblings slunk off into the forest, paused, then bolted
towards camp, tails streaming out behind them.

 

They charged up the hillside and pelted through the forest. Had he been mistaken about Yellowfang?
If they warned her about the danger she was in, would the two of them be risking their positions in
ThunderClan? He flinched, remembering how hard it had been to gain the trust and respect of his own
clanmates - but shook himself with a determined nod. Whatever trouble he and Creekflower got
themselves into, they had to find out the truth from her before the other cats got back to the camp.

 

Fireheart and Creekflower reached the edge of the ravine and looked down at the camp. They were
both panting and Fireheart’s paws were slippery with dew. He sniffed the air. They were alone. There
was still time to speak to Yellowfang before the others returned from the Gathering. 

Silently, the two warriors jumped down the rocky slope and slipped through the gorse tunnel
unnoticed. The camp was still and quiet, apart from the muted snuffles of sleeping cats. Creekflower
quickly led to way over to Yellowfang’s nest, and they crept around the edge of the clearing. The old
medicine cat was curled on top of her mossy bedding. 

 

“Yellowfang,” he hissed urgently. “Yellowfang! Wake up; it’s important!” Two orange eyes opened
and glinted in the moonlight. 

 

“I wasn’t sleeping,” meowed Yellowfang quietly. She sounded calm and alert. “You came straight
from the Gathering to me? That must mean you’ve heard.” She blinked slowly and looked away. “So



Brokenstar kept his promise.” 

 

“What promise?” Creekflower asked, looking as confused as Fireheart did. Yellowfang seemed to
know more than he did about what was going on. 

 

“ShadowClan’s noble leader promised to drive me from every Clan territory,” Yellowfang replied
dryly. “What did he say about me?” 

 

“He warned us that our kits were in danger as long as we sheltered the ShadowClan rogue,” Fireheart
explained. “He didn’t say your name, but ThunderClan guessed who he was talking about. You must
leave before the others get back. You are in danger!” 

 

“You mean they believed Brokenstar?” Yellowfang flattened her ears and swished her tail angrily. 

 

“Yes!” Creekflower meowed urgently. “Darkstripe says you’re dangerous. The other cats are scared of
what you might do. Tigerclaw is planning to come back and…I don’t know…. I think you should go
before they get here!” 

 

Fireheart shot up, ears pricked. In the distance, the three whispering cats could hear the yowls of
angry cats. Yellowfang struggled stiffly to her paws. Creekflower gave her a nudge to help her up as
Fireheart’s mind still spun with questions. 

 

“What did Brokenstar mean when he warned us to keep a close eye on our kits?” He couldn’t stop
himself from asking. “Would you really do something like that?” 

 

“Would I what?” 

 

“Would you harm our kits?” he asked softly. Yellowfang flared her nostrils and looked steadily at
him. 

 

“Do you think so?”

 



Fireheart met her gaze without flinching. “No. I don’t believe you would ever harm a kit. But why
would Brokenstar say such a thing?” 

 

The noise of the cats was coming nearer, and with it, the scents of aggression and anger. Yellowfang
looked wildly from side to side. 

 

“Go!” Creekflower urged. Her safety was more important than their curiosity. But Yellowfang
remained where she was and stared at them. A calm look suddenly came into her wide eyes. 

 

“Fireheart, you - both of you - believe I’m innocent, and I’m grateful for that. If you believe me, then
others might. And I know Bluestar will give me a fair hearing. I can’t run forever. I’m too old. I shall
stay here and face whatever your Clan decides for me.” She sighed and sank down onto her bony
haunches. 

 

“But what about Tigerclaw?” Creekflower protested. “What if he-” 

 

“He is headstrong, and he knows the power he has over the other Clan cats- they are in awe of him.
But even he will obey Bluestar.” 

 

Rustling in the undergrowth beyond the camp boundary told Firepaw that the cats were almost at the
entrance. 

 

“Go away, both of you!” hissed Yellowfang, baring her blackened teeth at them. “Don’t make trouble
for yourself by being seen with me now. There is nothing you can do for me. Have faith in your
leader, and let her decide what happens to me.” Fireheart realized Yellowfang had made up her mind.
He touched his nose to her patchy fur, Creekflower did the same, then they crept silently away into
the shadows to watch.

 

Through the gorse came the cats- Bluestar first, accompanied by Lionheart. Frostfur and Willowpelt
were right behind them. Frostfur raced away from the troop immediately and ran toward the nursery,
the fur on her tail bristling in alarm. Tigerclaw and Darkstripe strode into the clearing, shoulder to
shoulder, looking grim. The others followed behind, with the apprentices gathered around
Runningwind and Sandstorm. 

 

As soon as he saw his friends, Fireheart trotted out to join them with Creekflower. 



 

“You went to warn Yellowfang, didn’t you?” whispered Runningwind when Fireheart reached his
side. 

 

“Yes, we did,” Creekflower admitted. “But she won’t leave. She trusts Bluestar to treat her fairly. Did
anyone miss us?” 

 

“Only us,” replied Sandstorm. “The apprentices were too busy gossiping to notice you two slipped
away.”

 

Around the camp, the cats who had stayed behind began to wake up. They must have scented the
aggression and heard the tension in the voices of the returning cats, for they all came running into the
clearing, their tails held high. 

 

“What has happened?” called Brindleface. 

 

“Brokenstar has demanded hunting rights for ShadowClan in our territory!” replied Longtail loudly
enough for all the cats to hear. 

 

“And he warned us about a rogue cat who will harm our kits!” added Willowpelt. “It must be
Yellowfang!” 

 

Meows of anger and distress rose from the crowd. 

 

“Silence!” ordered Bluestar, leaping onto the Highrock. Instinctively, the cats settled in front of her. A
loud screech made every cat turn its head toward the fallen tree where the elders slept. Tigerclaw and
Darkstripe were dragging Yellowfang roughly from her nest. She shrieked furiously as they hauled
her into the clearing and dumped her in front of the Highrock. Fireheart felt every muscle in his body
tense. Without thinking, he dropped into a low crouch, ready to spring at Yellowfang’s persecutors. 

 

“Wait, Fireheart,” growled Creekflower in his ear. “Let Bluestar deal with this.” 

 

“What is going on?” demanded Bluestar, jumping down from the Highrock and glaring at her
warriors. “I gave no order to attack our prisoner.” Tigerclaw and Darkstripe instantly let go of



Yellowfang, who crouched in the dust, hissing and spitting. Frostfur appeared from the nursery and
pushed her way through to the front of the Clan. 

 

“We got back in time,” she meowed with a gasp. “The kits are safe!” 

 

“Of course they are!” snapped Bluestar. Frostfur seemed taken aback. 

 

“But…you are going to throw Yellowfang out, aren’t you?” she meowed, her blue eyes wide. 

 

“Throw her out?” spat Darkstripe, unleashing his claws. “We should kill her now!” Fireheart snapped
his head over to the dark tabby, eyes wide with shock at his proclamation. Bluestar fixed her piercing
blue eyes on Darkstripe’s angry face.

 

“And what has she done?” she asked with icy calm. Fireheart held his breath.

 

“You were at the Gathering! Brokenstar said she-” Darkstripe began. 

 

“Brokenstar said only that there is a rogue somewhere in the woods,” meowed Bluestar, her voice
menacingly quiet. “He did not mention Yellowfang by name. The kits are safe. For as long as she is in
my Clan, Yellowfang will not be harmed in any way.” Bluestar’s words were met with silence, and
Fireheart heaved a sigh of relief. Yellowfang looked up at Bluestar and narrowed her eyes
respectfully. 

 

“I will leave now, if you wish it, Bluestar.” 

 

“There is no need,” Bluestar replied. “You have done nothing wrong. You will be safe here.” The
ThunderClan leader lifted her gaze to the crowd of cats that surrounded Yellowfang and meowed, “It
is time we discussed the real threat to our Clan: Brokenstar. We have already begun to prepare for an
attack by ShadowClan,” Bluestar began. “We’ll carry on with those preparations, and patrol our
borders more frequently. WindClan has gone. We do not know if we can trust RiverClan.
ThunderClan stands alone against Brokenstar.”

 

A murmur of defiance rippled through the cats, and Fireheart felt his fur prickle with anticipation. 

 



“Then we’re not going to agree to Brokenstar’s demands?” meowed Tigerclaw. 

 

“Clans have never shared hunting rights before,” Bluestar answered. “They have always managed to
support themselves in their own territories. There is no reason why this should change.” Tigerclaw
nodded approvingly. 

 

“But can we defend ourselves against a ShadowClan attack?” asked Smallear’s tremulous voice.
“WindClan didn’t manage it! RiverClan might not either!” 

 

Bluestar met his old eyes with her steady gaze. 

 

“We must try. We will not give up our territory without a fight.” All around the clearing, Fireheart saw
the cats nodding in agreement. “I shall travel to the Moonstone tomorrow,” Bluestar announced. “The
warriors of StarClan will give me the strength I need to lead ThunderClan through this dark time. You
must all get some rest. We have a lot to do when daylight comes. I wish to talk with Lionheart now.”
Without another word, she turned and strode toward her den.



Yellowfang Goes Feral

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Creekflower shifted from paw to paw as she sat watching Bluestar lead Fireheart and Tigerclaw out of
camp. The apprentices, Ravenpaw, Graypaw, and Cricketpaw, bounded eagerly after them. Dustpaw
angrily watched them, glaring at the camp entrance, before he whipped around and stomped away. He
bumped into Featherpaw, who was watching his friends leave with sad blue eyes.

 

“Watch it, freak!” Dustpaw snapped, hissing and spitting.

 

As Dustpaw stormed off to his mentor, Darkstripe, Featherpaw slinked off to the apprentices’ den.
Creekflower felt her tail bristle at Dustpaw’s behavior, but a sharp pang in her stomach stopped her
from chasing after and reprimanding him. She winced, glancing down at her belly. She didn’t think
she looked any bigger, but the pangs told her otherwise…

 

“Here.”

 

Creekflower nearly jumped out of her fur as Spottedleaf approached from behind her, brushing her
soft pelt against Creekflower’s. She placed down a bundle of herbs. Creekflower recognized the light
colored leaves of a windflower shoots, with juniper berries smeared along the petals.

 

“They’ll help your bellyache,” Spottedleaf mewed sweetly, blinking slowly at her daughter.

 

Creekflower’s whiskers twitched, and she curled her tail around her belly, self-conscious. “Thank
you.” She leaned down and lapped up the mix. It tasted almost as good as warm mouse blood.

 

“Of course,” Spottedleaf said. “If it starts hurting again, come get me. Or Yellowfang.” The
tortoiseshell glanced to where Yellowfang was lounging in the sun. Darkstripe had begrudgingly
dragged a scrawny squirrel over to her, his lip curled in open disgust. Longtail and Dustpaw watched
with narrowed eyes, whispering to each other.
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Creekflower watched them for a moment, basking in the silent company of her mother. But then she
sighed. “I’m… I’m gonna go see… him. He needs to know, if I really am…”

 

Spottedleaf nodded. “If anyone asks where you went, I’ll say I sent you to fetch marigold and
horsetail. We are low on them.”

 

Creekflower smiled hesitantly at her mother. “Thank you,” she said again.

 

Spottedleaf brushed her cheek against Creekflower. “I’ll always be there for you, my flower. I hope
you know I’m proud of you.” With that, the she-cat stood and padded off towards where Poppydawn
and Smallear were. Poppydawn had been complaining about her stiff muscles lately. They’d been
acting up ever since she almost died last leaf-bare from sickness.

 

Taking a deep breath, Creekflower stood up and strood with faux confidence towards the camp
entrance, slipping out without anyone questioning her. Quickly, she made her way through the forest,
through the Treecut place, and to the Twolegplace. She ran with ease along the Twoleg fences until
she reached Oliver’s garden. The fluffy white tom was snoozing away under the apple tree.

 

Normally, Creekflower would have prowled towards him, before leaping and pouncing. But, right
now, she didn’t have it in her to be playful. She hopped down the fence and padded towards him.
“Oliver,” she meowed. “Oliver!”

 

The white kittypet jerked awake, blinking his blue eyes blearily. “Creekflower? You’re here earlier
than normal.” He stood up on his feet and stretched with a yawn. Then he purred, “What’s up?”

 

Creekflower dropped her gaze to her paws, searching for the right words. Oliver stared at her
patiently. “Creekflower? Is something wrong?” He glanced at the fence. “Is Cherryfur with you?”

 

“I’m pregnant,” she blurted out.

 

The tomcat blinked. “What?”

 

“I’m pregnant, Oliver!” Creekflower wailed to him. “My mother confirmed it, but I still can’t believe
it. I-...” She shook her head.



 

“Oh.” Oliver stared a moment longer. “Wait, does that mean I’m a father now?”

 

Creekflower shot him a look. “Yes.”

 

Oliver blinked again, then his tail raised and he purred. “That’s- that’s great! I mean, I never thought
I’d be a father, but that’s cool! They’re inside your belly, aren’t they? Our kittens?”

 

Creekflower smiled slowly. “Yes. Yes they are. But, Oliver, I don’t know-... I’m scared.”

 

“Of what?” Oliver tilted his head, dumb-founded.

 

“Of everything!” Creekflower mewed. “What if they’re born dead? What if they starve in leafbare?
What if they catch greencough and die? What if they’re killed in battle? What if I die and leave them
all alone?” She squeezed her eyes shut, trembling. “What if my father starts training them in the Dark
Forest?”

 

Oliver pressed his side against hers, smoothing her shoulder fur with his tongue. “It’ll be okay,
Creekflower.”

 

“But how can you know that?” Creekflower said sorrowfully. “I love my home, but it can be
unforgiving to kits… I remember a denmate of mine- little Chestnutkit. All it took was a few coughs,
and he was gone. And I’ve heard plenty of stories of kittens taken by owls and foxes…”

 

“Well,” Oliver began hesitantly. “Maybe you don’t have to raise them in ThunderClan? I mean, my
housefolk always take care of me when I’m sick. The medicine they give me tastes yucky, but I’m
always better the next day!”

 

Creekflower blinked. Her kits? Raised as kittypets? Never knowing the thrill of hunting a mouse, the
vast expanse of the starry sky above, or the wind in their fur as they chased their denmates through
the woods?

 

Safe in a warm den, with food always ready for them, and a beautiful garden to spend their days in…?



 

Safe from battle, hunger, loneliness, and- most importantly- Thistlestar and Brokenstar?

 

Creekflower turned to Oliver. “I… I think that might work, Oliver. I think I’d want my family to see
them, but… They’d be safe here, wouldn’t they?” She glanced back at his Twoleg den.

 

“Of course,” Oliver purred.

 

Creekflower pressed her head under his, breathing in his familiar and comforting scent. They
remained there for a while, before Creekflower pulled away and mewed that she had to leave. Oliver
nuzzled her cheek once more before she leaped over the fence. She licked away all of his scent best
she could before searching for the herbs Spottedleaf had asked for. Grabbing a small, dwindling pile
of marigold, she headed back to camp. She nodded to the sentry on duty, Whitestorm, as she passed.

 

Spottedleaf wasn’t in her den when Creekflower entered, so she just placed the marigold next to the
chamomile. She backed off of the den and paused as Cherryfur bounded over to her.

 

“Hi Creekflower!” the young she-cat purred. “Looking for Spottedleaf?”

 

Creekflower shook her head. “She asked me to get some herbs. I was just putting them away. I-...”
She hesitated, glancing around before lowering her voice. “I also have to tell you something.”

 

Cherryfur blinked before nodding. She flicked her tail and turned around, and Creekflower followed
after her. They slipped behind the nursery, the shadows hiding them. Creekflower’s stomach flipped
as she thought about how fitting it was that they were behind the nursery.

 

“What’s wrong?” Cherryfur meowed quietly, her amber eyes wide.

 

“I’m… I’m expecting Oliver’s kits,” Creekflower murmured, bowing her head shamefully.

 

Cherryfur gasped before slapping her ginger tail over her mouth. Creekflower continued, “And… I
discussed it with Oliver, and… I think it might be a good idea for me to… to raise them in
Twolegplace.”



 

“But… You’ll have to leave ThunderClan!” Cherryfur said.

 

Creekflower nodded her head. “I know.”

 

Cherryfur stared at her a moment before closing her eyes and touching her nose to Creekflower’s.
“Okay… I’ll miss you, but… But I’ll keep it a secret and visit you as much as possible.”

 

“Thank y-”

 

A loud yowl rang out. “ ShadowClan! ”

 

Creekflower sprang out from behind the nursery, fur bristling. Featherpaw stood near the camp
entrance, his white fur fluffed out. His ears were flat, and his tail waved side to side stiffly. Fireheart
had told him it meant ‘ShadowClan,’ if that wasn’t obvious enough from his scream. The sharp
marshy scent of ShadowClan flooded her nostrils, right as she spotted Blackfoot and another
ShadowClan warrior running into camp, their fangs bared and claws unsheathed. Whitestorm rolled
into camp, a large ShadowClan tom Creekflower knew as Brackenfoot pinning him down.

 

Together, Creekflower and Cherryfur rushed forward, locking into battle with the next ShadowClan
warriors to break through the entrance. Creekflower slammed her paw against the ginger tabby tom’s
shoulder- Scorchwind, she recalled. Beside her, Cherryfur locked her jaws onto darker ginger warrior
Russetfur’s tail.

 

Scorchwind dragged his claws down Creekflower’s flanks, making her screech in pain, but she hurled
herself forward, slamming himself into his side. She dug her claws into his back, pulling out clumps
of hair. Scorchwind kicked her off of him, jumping to his feet. He hissed at her before being tackled
by Speckletail. The old she-cat pinned him to the ground with a vicious hiss.

 

Creekflower turned to help Cherryfur with Russetfur. A small ginger and white apprentice stuck to
Russetfur’s side like honey. Her green eyes were wide but her teeth were bared as she snapped at
Cherryfur’s ankle. Creekflower lunged forward with her claws outstretched, but before she could
reach the apprentice, she was suddenly knocked roughly to the ground.

 



She gasped for breath, worried for her unborn kits in her stomach. She jumped to her paws,
screeching with anger. Whirling around to face her attacker, she raked her claws against them. As her
claw pulled back with fur and blood, she froze, still as a boulder. Her eyes widened, and her breath
seemed to escape her once more.

 

“Copperleaf?” she breathed out in disbelief.

 

His teeth were bared, a few drops of blood coating them off-white. His ears were pulled back and his
tail lashed aggressively, while his claws dug into the ground. His body was tense, gaze flickering to
the young apprentice as she darted behind Russetfur. But when his gaze flickered back to
Creekflower, ears perking up at her words, his face seemed to soften in confusion.

 

She knew Copperleaf had joined ShadowClan. But to attack his own sister? Did their kinship mean
nothing to him? Their time playing leader and deputy as kits? When they would wrestle together as
apprentices?

 

She shot him a betrayed look before whipping around and looking for the nearest ShadowClan
warrior to sink her claws into. Even if he could hurt her, Creekflower didn’t think she could fight her
own brother. She’d be devastated to hurt him.

 

Her eyes locked on Blackfoot. The big ShadowClan deputy was slinking towards the nursery, where
Frostfur and Goldenflower fiercely defended it from two other warriors. Brindleface, Creekflower
saw, was nearby, tussling with a tom nearly twice her size. But, despite her large belly, she was
bravely beating him back.

 

Creekflower sprinted forward and leaped onto Blackfoot. She roughly shoved him downwards, his
chin hitting the hard dirt floor. But he bucked and sent her to the ground. Hissing, she swiped her
claws at his face, but he pulled away in time to avoid her fury.

 

A yowl caught her attention, and she saw Tigerclaw burst through the camp entrance, followed
closely by Fireheart and then Bluestar. The apprentices streamed after them. Fireheart lunged at a
tabby she-cat, sinking his teeth deep into her leg. Bluestar had wounds around her neck, but she
fought ferociously against another tabby warrior. Tigerclaw attacked a tortoiseshell she-cat who had
been locked in battle with three of the elders, Smallear, Patchpelt, and One-eye.

 

Creekflower returned her attention to Blackfoot, wrapping her claws around his hindleg and yanking
him away from the nursery. Goldenflower and Frostfur had moved away from the nursery entrance,



attacking a thin gray tom- Cinderfur, one of Fireheart and Airleap’s apprenticehood friends. The
nursery was open and defenseless.

 

Blackfoot slammed his hindpaw into Creekflower’s face, causing her to stumble backwards. Her eyes
watered from the sting of his kick. When she refocused, Blackfoot was reaching his paw into the
bramble nest of the nursery. But, then, the dusty tortoiseshell fur of Poppydawn flashed in her vision
as the elder launched herself forward, clawing at Blackfoot’s white haunches. Blackfoot spun around
and sunk his teeth into her neck.

 

Creekflower gasped in shock and horror as Poppydawn immediately went limp, falling as heavy as a
rock to the side. Even Blackfoot seemed surprised at her easy defeat. But the large tom’s eyes
narrowed, and he turned back to the nursery, reaching his paw out to scoop up Frostfur’s squealing
kits, only a half-moon old. Swiftkit and Lynxkit cowered and hissed, terrified, in the back of the
nursery.

 

Creekflower struggled forward, but another ShadowClan warrior had grabbed her tail with their fangs.
She heard a roar of fury and saw the tangled, matted dark gray pelt of Yellowfang storm past, rushing
towards the nursery. Creekflower concerned herself with dislodging the black and white warrior on
her tail. Her claw snagged on his ear and he yelped in pain as she pulled a tiny chunk off. He
stumbled backwards before turning and running away.

 

She turned back to the nursery just in time to see Yellowfang drag a bloodily Blackfoot out of the
nursery, delivering a powerful blow to his head. Blackfoot howled as Yellowfang raked her claws
across his shoulder, and bit his toe when he tried to claw her back. The deputy staggered away with a
snarl before he turned and bolted towards the camp entrance. Creekflower swiped at him when he ran
past before her eyes caught on the tortoiseshell elder on the ground.

 

While Yellowfang slid into the nursery to check on the kits, Creekflower ran over to Poppydawn’s
limp body, pressing her muzzle to her neck, then her ear to her side.

 

“Poppydawn’s dead!” she wailed.

 

From the battle, Rosetail whipped around with a horrified expression, sprinting over. Fireheart
sprinted past Creekflower, straight into the nursery. Inside, she heard Yellowfang and Fireheart
speaking. Creekflower turned and watched as the battle seemed to die down. Ravenpaw and Graypaw
fought side by side, lashing out at a black tom until he fled howling into the bushes. Whitestorm and
Darkstripe chased the last two intruders out of the camp, sending them off with a few extra scratches
and bites.

 



Creekflower sat down, exhausted, and stared around the camp. It was devastated.  Blood spattered the
clearing, and tufts of fur drifted in the dust. The surrounding wall of undergrowth was ripped open
where the invaders had crashed through. One by one, the ThunderClan cats gathered beneath the
Highrock. Creekflower sat down next to Fireheart. The ginger tom was beside his apprentice,
Graypaw. The gray tomcat’s sides were heaving and blood trickled from a torn ear. Ravenpaw flopped
down beside him and began to lick a wound on his tail while Cricketpaw collapsed, panting, beside a
proud Featherpaw.

 

Frostfur wove her way through the crowd from the nursery, followed by Yellowfang. The white queen
stepped forward and addressed her clan. “Our kits are all safe, thanks to Yellowfang. A ShadowClan
warrior killed brave Poppydawn and was trying to steal them from their nest, but Yellowfang fought
him off.”

 

“It was no ordinary ShadowClan warrior either,” Creekflower put in with a growl. “I saw him. It was
Blackfoot.”

 

“The ShadowClan deputy!” meowed Brindleface, who had fought so bitterly to protect the unborn
kits in her swollen belly.

 

There was a stir at the edge of the group, as Bluestar limped forward and made her way over to her
clanmates. The grave expression on her face was enough to tell Creekflower that something was
wrong. “Spottedleaf is with Lionheart,” she murmured. “He was injured in the battle. It looks bad.”
She turned her head toward the shadow on the far side of the Highrock where the warrior lay, a
motionless bundle of dusty golden fur.

 

A high-pitched wail rose from Frostfur’s throat and she raced over to Lionheart, Goldenflower right
behind her. Fireheart and Creekflower exchanged looks before following after them. Spottedleaf, who
had been leaning over the ThunderClan deputy, stepped back to let them share tongues for the last
time with the great warrior.

 

What would Copperleaf think if he knew his new clanmates had killed his mentor? Creekflower
thought distantly as she licked Lionheart’s mane of fur.

 

Creekflower moved back as Speckletail and Smallear- Lionheart’s parents- joined Frostfur and
Goldenflower. She sat beside Spottedleaf, who looked exhausted and dull-eyed with grief. “I can’t
help Lionheart now,” she mewed quietly to her. “He is on his way to join StarClan.” She pressed her
body against Creekflower’s side, and she felt comforted by the touch of her mother’s warm fur.

 



The other cats looked on in silence as the sun slowly set behind the trees. Finally Frostfur sat up and
cried out, “He’s gone!”

 

She lay down again beside Lionheart’s body and rested her head on her front paws. Her kits wobbled
out of the nursery, peering with wide, owlish eyes at their father’s dead body. Did they, so young,
even know what they had lost? 

 

The rest of the Clan walked silently forward to carry out their own grieving rituals for their beloved
deputy. Creekflower watched as Fireheart joined them. He licked Lionheart’s neck and murmured,
“Thank you for your wisdom. You taught me so much.”

 

Bluestar waited until the other cats had left before padding quietly up. Frostfur didn’t even seem to
notice her leader’s presence. Creekflower looked away as Bluestar spoke her last words to her old
friend. “Oh, what am I going to do without you, Lionheart?” she whispered. Then she limped back to
her den and crouched down outside, staring grief-stricken into the distance. She didn’t even try to lick
clean her bloody, matted fur. It was the first time Creekflower had seen her look utterly defeated, and
she felt a chill run through her.

 

She watched as Rosetail and Willowpelt stayed laying beside Poppydawn’s body, grooming it.
Rosetail seemed even older now beside her mother’s dead body, and Willowpelt’s eyes were hollowed
with grief for her former mentor. The other elders, Patchpelt, One-eye, Halftail, and Dappletail, joined
Rosetail and Willowpelt in mourning their denmate. Creekflower padded over and joined them, giving
Poppydawn’s forehead one last lick. She would miss her grandmother, and the days where she had
been a kit pouncing on Poppydawn’s fluffy tail.

 

 

Fireheart sat at Lionheart’s side until the moon rose high. Frostfur and Goldenflower stayed with him,
and Ravenpaw did as well, giving his older sister a sympathetic glance. Tigerclaw strode over and
briefly shared tongues with Lionheart. Fireheart waited to hear what words he would share with his
warrior friend, but Tigerclaw remained silent as he licked the matted fur. To Fireheart’s confusion, the
dark tabby’s eyes seemed to be fixed on Ravenpaw rather than the fallen deputy.

 

Spottedleaf padded lightly around the camp, tending to wounds and battered nerves. Fireheart
watched her approach Bluestar twice, but each time the leader sent her away to see to the others. Only
when Spottedleaf had attended to the wounds of all the other cats did Bluestar allow her to treat her
bites and scratches. When she had finished, Spottedleaf turned and walked back to her den. Bluestar
stood and slowly hauled herself up onto the Highrock. The Clan cats seemed to have been waiting for
her. As soon as she had settled herself in her usual spot, they began to gather in the clearing below,
unusually silent and somber-faced.



 

Fireheart, Goldenflower, and Ravenpaw got stiffly to their paws and joined them, leaving Frostfur
behind with Lionheart’s body. The white queen was still lying with her nose resting against
Lionheart’s cooling golden pelt. 

 

“It is nearly moonhigh,” meowed Bluestar as Fireheart slipped into place next to Ravenpaw. He
spotted his apprentice, Graypaw, sitting between Cricketpaw and Featherpaw. “And it is once more
my duty—much, much too soon—to name ThunderClan’s new deputy.” Her voice was tired and
cracked with sadness.

 

Fireheart looked from warrior to warrior. They were all looking expectantly at Tigerclaw. Even
Whitestorm had turned to watch the dark tabby. From the bold expression on his face, and the way his
whiskers twitched in anticipation, Tigerclaw seemed to agree with them. Bluestar took a deep breath
and continued.

 

“I say these words before the body of Lionheart, so that his spirit may hear and approve my choice.”
She hesitated. “I have not forgotten how one cat avenged the death of Redtail and brought his body
back to us. ThunderClan needs this fearless loyalty even more now.” Bluestar paused again and then
meowed the name loud and clear. “Tigerclaw will be the new deputy of ThunderClan.”

 

There was a yowl of approval, with the loudest voices belonging to Darkstripe and Longtail.
Whitestorm sat calmly, his eyes closed, his tail wrapped neatly around him. He was nodding slowly
and approvingly. Fireheart added his own approval to the mix. Tigerclaw could be scary at times, but
that was because he was strong. He glanced over to see his sister, Creekflower, frowning from where
she sat beside Sandstorm. Tigerclaw lifted his chin proudly, his eyes half-closed as he listened to the
Clan. Then he stalked through the crowd, accepting tributes with the smallest of nods, and leaped up
onto the Highrock beside Bluestar.

 

“ThunderClan,” he yowled, “I am honored to accept the position of Clan deputy. I never expected to
gain such high rank, but by the spirit of Lionheart, I vow to serve you as best I can.” He gravely
dipped his head, fixing the crowd with his wide yellow eyes, and jumped down from the Highrock.

 

Fireheart heard Ravenpaw murmur, “Oh, no!” under his breath beside him. He turned to look
curiously at the black apprentice. Ravenpaw’s head was hanging low. “She should never have chosen
him!” he muttered.

 

“Are you talking about Tigerclaw?” Fireheart whispered. Shouldn’t the apprentice be excited his
mentor was chosen as deputy?



 

“He’s wanted to be deputy ever since he took care of Redtail-” Ravenpaw mewed. He stopped
abruptly.

 

“Took care of Redtail?” Fireheart echoed. His mind suddenly raced with questions. What did
Ravenpaw know? At the Gathering, Fireheart had overheard the tom telling a group of apprentices
about the battle at Sunningrocks. Had his account of the battle with RiverClan been true? Was
Tigerclaw responsible for Redtail’s death?

 

“Are you telling Fireheart how I protected Redtail?”

 

Fireheart felt a cold shiver ruffle the fur on the back of his neck.

 

Ravenpaw whipped around, eyes wide with fear. Tigerclaw loomed over them, his lips drawn back in
a menacing snarl. Fireheart jumped up and faced the new deputy. “He was just saying he wished you
had been here to take care of Lionheart as well, that’s all!” he mewed, thinking quickly.

 

Tigerclaw looked from one to the other, then stalked away in silence. Ravenpaw’s green eyes clouded
with terror, and he started to tremble uncontrollably. 

 

“Ravenpaw?” Fireheart meowed in alarm. But Ravenpaw didn’t even look up at him. With his head
held low, he slunk back to Graypaw and crouched next to him, pressing his skinny black body next to
Graypaw’s thick fur as if he was suddenly cold. Fireheart looked helplessly at the two apprentices as
they huddled beside Cricketpaw and Featherpaw.
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Fireheart Finds Out About the Local Murderer (And Copperleaf
Upsets His Mom)

Chapter by LollingCat

Fireheart sniffed along the grass, intent on finding the wild garlic Spottedleaf and Yellowfang had sent
him out for. They had both been concerned at the news that the Moonstone patrol had been attacked
by rats, and wild garlic was the best treatment to prevent infection. He parted his jaws, inhaling the
familiar forest scent, trying to pick out the individual scents, when he paused. Three ThunderClan cat
scents reached his scent glands, and he turned in their direction.

 

Tigerclaw, Longtail, and Darkstripe, he thought, curious. What are they doing out here? Shouldn’t
they be helping with the reconstruction? He prowled forward, keeping low and downwind so that he
was not detected. The warriors were standing in the shadow of a clump of ferns, their heads very
close together. Soon Fireheart was near enough to hear them speak. 

 

“StarClan knows, my apprentice has shown little promise from the start, but I never expected him to
turn traitor!” growled Tigerclaw. Fireheart’s eyes widened and his fur prickled with shock. What did
the deputy mean?

 

“How long did you say Ravenpaw was missing on the journey to Mothermouth?” asked Darkstripe.

 

“Long enough to have traveled to ShadowClan’s camp and back,” came the deputy’s menacing
answer. The fur on Fireheart’s tail bristled angrily. That’s impossible! he thought. He was with us the
whole time! He practically was glued to Graypaw and I the entire trip. Longtail’s voice sounded now,
high-pitched with excitement: 

 

“He must have told them that ThunderClan’s leader and the strongest warrior had left the camp. Why
else would they attack when they did?”

 

“We’re standing alone against ShadowClan with RiverClan as our enemy. We must remain strong,”
purred Tigerclaw. His tone had become velvety soft now. He waited in silence for a response. It was
Darkstripe who answered, eagerly, as if he were still Tigerclaw’s apprentice, giving the correct answer
to a question on hunting techniques. His words made Fireheart breathless with fear and astonishment. 

 

“And the Clan would be better off without a traitor like Ravenpaw.”
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“I have to say I agree with you, Darkstripe,” murmured Tigerclaw, his voice heavy with emotion.
“Even though he’s my own apprentice…” He trailed off as if he were too upset to say any more.
Fireheart had heard enough. Forgetting all about the wild garlic, he turned and crept as silently and as
quickly as he could back toward the camp.

 

Fireheart’s mind raced. What could he do? Tigerclaw was the Clan deputy, a great warrior, and
popular with all of the other cats. No one was going to listen to any accusations made by a young
warrior, much less a half-clan kit, the son of a medicine cat, whose siblings had all abandoned
ThunderClan for their enemies... But Ravenpaw was in terrible danger. Fireheart shook himself,
trying to clear his head. There was only one thing to do- he must tell what he had heard to Ravenpaw,
and somehow get him to safety!

 

Fireheart slipped through the camp entrance, glancing around for the black apprentice, and spotted
him patching up the wall on the far side of camp with Graypaw. The warrior made a quick once-over
the rest of camp and casually trotted over to the two apprentices.

 

“Ravenpaw,” Fireheart whispered seriously. “I need to talk to you. There’s something you need to
know.” The apprentice blinked, confused, before Graypaw whispered;

 

“There’s a hole right here.” He gestured to the wall with a paw. “I’ll leave it open so you can get back
in.” Fireheart was momentarily torn between thanking his clever apprentice, and scolding him for his
immediate sneaky response, and decided on the former.

 

“Thanks. If anyone asks, Ravenpaw went with me to collect wild garlic.”

 

Graypaw purred, and warrior and apprentice slid through the wall’s hole, settling down a little ways
away.

 

“What is it?” Ravenpaw asked, curious, but with wide, nervous eyes. Fireheart’s tail twitched, before
he meowed;

 

“A little bit ago, when I was looking for wild garlic, I heard Tigerclaw telling Darkstripe and Longtail
that you betrayed ThunderClan. He told them you slipped away during the trip to Mothermouth and
told ShadowClan that the camp was unguarded.”

 



Ravenpaw inhaled sharply. “But I didn’t!” he meowed horsley, eyes wide in horror.

 

“Of course you didn’t,” Fireheart agreed. “I was with you the whole time - it’s obvious that he’s lying.
But Darkstripe and Longtail believe you did, and Tigerclaw persuaded them that they should get rid of
you.”

 

Ravenpaw was speechless, his breath coming in gasps.

 

“Why would Tigerclaw want to get rid of you, Ravenpaw?” Fireheart asked gently. “He’s one of the
Clan’s strongest warriors. What threat are you to him?”

 

He waited while Ravenpaw fumbled for words. The black apprentice looked terrified as he flattened
his ears to his head, crept towards Fireheart, and whispered fearfully;

 

“Because the RiverClan deputy didn’t kill Redtail; Tigerclaw did.”

 

 

Copperleaf sat at Dawncloud’s side, looking as dejected as he felt. He felt Dawncloud nuzzle his ear
before she meowed, “What’s wrong?” 

 

Copperleaf sighed, and began whispering about what happened during the attack on ThunderClan -
about how he had come face-to-face with Creekflower.

 

“I didn’t realize it was her at first,” he meowed. “I just saw someone attacking Swamppaw, and
attacked them. When I knocked into her, she had been swaying, off-balance, like she was injured
or…” Briefly, he recalled how Dawncloud had staggered around while she was pregnant, and gasped.
“Pregnant.” Dawncloud echoed his gasp, whispering frantically;

 

“She’s pregnant? Do you know who her mate is?” She had a slightly worried and fearful look in her
eyes. Copperleaf shook his head, resting his chin on her head.

 



“Creekflower’s never really shown any interest in any tom or she-cat in ThunderClan before. She did
have a kit-hood crush on Lionheart, but grew out of that quick.” He froze, panicking. Was she having
a cross-clan relationship?

 

“Copperleaf!”

 

The ginger tom’s worries were grounded to a halt as Brokenstar called his name. He reluctantly rose
to his paws, brushing his tail against Dawncloud’s in farewell, before he padded over to the
ShadowClan leader.

 

“I must say,” Brokenstar meowed when Copperleaf was in ear-range. “I’m glad that you fought your
former clanmates so eagerly. But I have one more task for you.” Copperleaf felt dread pooling in his
stomach before Brokenstar gave the final words. “Steal the kits from ThunderClan to prove your
utmost loyalty.”

 

Copperleaf felt his heart drop. He remembered, briefly, seeing the young kits in the ThunderClan
nursery - a ginger and black she-kit with a black and white tom, a gray she-kit, a ginger and white
one, and two tabby toms. They were so young, the youngest no more than a moon, and the older two
perhaps three moons.

 

Not that much older than what Swamppaw and Blossompaw were when they were made apprentices.
Two moons younger than when Applepaw and Oakpaw were made apprentices.

 

He bowed his head.

 

“I’ll do it,” he meowed. Brokenstar gave a pleased huff of acknowledgement before turning to stroll
over to Clawface.

 

Copperleaf stared around the camp, spotting Oakpaw with Swamppaw and Blossompaw, while
Applepaw was strutting around them, tail high.

 

“I fought off a ThunderClan warrior all by myself!” she crowed. “A pale tabby!”

 

“Did he have a long tail?” Blossompaw asked.



 

“Yeah, so?” the mottled apprentice sniffed.

 

“That was Longtail,” Swamppaw meowed. “He’s one of the newer warriors. Darkstripe was his
mentor. He’s not nearly as good as a fight as some of the other warriors are! Not like Tigerclaw, or
Whitestorm - even Fireheart is better at fighting than he is!” Applepaw growled as Oakpaw piped up
next.

 

“I would love to fight one of them sometime!” the brown tom purred. “Imagine actually beating one
of them!” Swamppaw nudged her brother, purring as well.

 

“We’ve got a little ways to go before that happens!” she meowed. Applepaw then hissed;

 

“I’ll be fighting Bluestar long before any of you manage to beat Longtail!” She gave them a baleful
glare before stalking off. Copperleaf frowned, rising to his paws to scold Applepaw for her attitude,
but Clawface stepped in front of him.

 

“Time to go,” he growled. He jerked his head to the camp entrance before stalking out. Copperleaf
casted one last frown in Applepaw’s direction before following the brown tom out.

 

 

“Darkstripe!” Fireheart hissed. The dark tabby jerked his head towards his friend.

 

“Yes?” he inquired.

 

“I need to talk to you!” the red tom meowed. His mind spun as he recalled Ravenpaw’s admittance.
Tigerclaw killed Redtail! He did have a hard time believing Redtail would kill Oakheart, but…he
remembered when Lionheart had accidently killed Whitefang. It was probably an accident. My uncle
would never kill in cold-blood.

 

“What is it?” Darkstripe prompted. Fireheart opened his jaw to confide in his friend about
Ravenpaw’s tale, before Frostfur’s screech rang through the camp.



 

“My kits! My kits are missing!” The two cats froze, exchanged a quick look, and bolted towards the
apprentices’ den to search for the kits. Fireheart charged from one clump of grass to another, pushing
his muzzle into them, ignoring the nettles that stung his nose. There was no sign of the kits anywhere.
He looked around the camp boundary. Warriors paced backward and forward, urgently sniffing the air.

 

Suddenly Fireheart spotted Yellowfang in the distance. She was pushing her way through an
unguarded part of fern wall. She must have found a scent, he thought, and raced toward her as her tail
disappeared into the greenery. By the time he arrived at the fern wall, she had gone. He sniffed the air.
No kit-scent, just the bitter smell of Yellowfang’s fear. What was she afraid of? Fireheart wondered.

 

Then he froze, tasting the air once more.

 

There was a familiar scent - tainted by the smell of ShadowClan, but Fireheart would know it
anywhere.

 

Copperleaf.

 

Fireheart whipped around and dashed back out into the center of camp where Spottedleaf was
frantically talking to Bluestar. Her using smoothed and velvety fur was messy and a clump on her
shoulder torn out.

 

“It was Clawface!” she meowed, fur bristling. “He attacked me as he was trying to get the kits out,
but Copper- Copper-” she took a shuddering breath. “Copperleaf stopped him.” Fireheart felt the
world spin beneath his paws. He had desperately hoped he had been mistaken, but there was no
denying it now.

 

Copperleaf had helped steal the kits.

 

“It’s all your fault!” Frostfur screeched, anger making her fur spike as she shoved her face in front of
Spottedleaf’s, spitting. “StarClan has cursed your family and anyone close to them will suffer!”
Fireheart flinched, before he heard a murmur at the back o the crowd that swelled into a single
piercing yowl;

 

“Yellowfang is gone!”





Brokenstar Experiences Karma (AKA, He Gets Yeeted)

Chapter Notes
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Copperleaf nosed the small, mewling golden-brown tom-kit. His amber eyes were wide and confused.
The other three kits squirmed over each other, lost, but smelling the milkscent on Brightflower.

 

“Where’s Mama?” the other, bigger golden-brown tom-kit meowed loudly, blinking his eyes rapidly.
His half-folded ears framed his small, fuzzy face. “Mama! Mama!”

 

“Shush, shush, it’s okay,” Brightflower whispered lovingly, dragging her tail over him. “I’m here
now.”

 

“Blossompaw,” Copperleaf called out to the tom as he waited at the nursery entrance, peering in
anxiously. “This kit has a nick in his ear.” He gestured to the small brown tom. “Go fetch some
cobweb from Runningnose’s den.”

 

The white tom nodded, turning and sprinting off.

 

“Are they okay?” Dawncloud whispered as she slipped into the den.

 

“This one got a little cut,” Copperleaf murmured. “And this one is really scared, but the she-kits are
okay.” The gray she-kit and the ginger and white she-kit were suckling at Brightflower’s belly
already, although the gray she-kit kept pausing to mewl and complain, as though Brightflower’s milk
wasn’t as tasty. Perhaps it wasn’t- Brightflower’s milk was older, even if she hadn’t stopped lactating
since her kits’ death.

 

“I want Mama…” the tom-kit whispered again.

 

“Mama’s right here,” the ginger and white she-kit meowed to her brother. “Right, Mama?”



 

Brightflower hesitated, before she smiled, purring forcefully. “Of course, sweetheart.”

 

“She smells funny,” the tom-kit complained. “Where’s Dada?”

 

“He’ll come later, remember?” the ginger and white she-kit said. “With a mouse for Mama!” She
yawned. “I’m tired, Thornkit.” She snuggled up against the gray she-kit.

 

“All cats old enough to catch their own prey gather beneath the clan-rock!” came Brokenstar’s yowl.

 

Copperleaf reluctantly pulled out of the nursery, casting the kits one last glance. Dawncloud followed
after him. Copperleaf padded over to sit beside Cinderfur, and bristled when Finchflight settled on
Dawncloud’s other side. The tom had a slice down his ear now, and he was grumpy about it. And
when he was grumpy, he was clingy. Dawncloud shrunk away from him, pressing her side against
Copperleaf.

 

Copperleaf growled, but Brokenstar was speaking already, so he let it drop. For now.

 

“We may have lost the fight against ThunderClan,” Brokenstar began proudly. “But we got what we
came for- more kits for our clan! And with them, ThunderClan will have to give in to our demands for
more territory. And soon, RiverClan will bend too!” Yowls from Clawface, Stumpytail, Applepaw,
and others rang out, and Brokenstar basked in them before continuing, “RiverClan has been trying to
hunt in WindClan’s territory. But WindClan’s territory is ours now! We will double patrols, and fight
any RiverClan cat who dares step forth onto our territory.”

 

Purrs and exclamations of agreement rang out, but Copperleaf couldn’t join them. It felt wrong being
in WindClan’s territory. It felt wrong stealing ThunderClan’s kits. It felt wrong fighting RiverClan.

 

He glanced at Dawncloud, whose eyes were round with worry.

 

Would ShadowClan ever be free of their misfortune?

 



 

“Spottedleaf has cursed us, and now her son has conspired with Yellowfang to take my kits!”
screeched Frostfur. Speckletail, Goldenflower, and Brindleface rushed to Frostfur’s side and tried to
calm her with licks and caresses, but Frostfur pushed them away and wailed her grief to the darkening
sky. As if in reply, the sky rumbled ominously and a cold wind ruffled the cats’ fur.

 

“Yellowfang!” hissed Tigerclaw. “I always knew she was a traitor. Now we know how she managed
to fight off the ShadowClan deputy. It was a setup to let her trick her way into our Clan!” Lightning
crackled overhead, punctuating Tigerclaw’s words with a glaring white flash, and a clap of thunder
rolled around the woods.

 

Fireheart couldn’t believe what he was hearing. Dazed by his brother’s betrayal, his mind whirled.
Could Yellowfang really helped steal the kits? Above the shocked murmurings, Darkstripe meowed
loudly, “Bluestar! What do you say?”

 

The cats fell silent as they turned to look at their leader. Bluestar’s gaze moved across the crowd of
cats, and settled finally on Spottedleaf’s frazzled face. The first drops of rain began to fall, sparkling
like dewdrops on the medicine cat’s glossy fur. Bluestar blinked slowly. When her eyes opened they
glittered with a fierceness that showed her determination to seek revenge for this cruel attack. She
lifted her head.

 

“If Yellowfang has stolen Frostfur’s kits, she will be hunted down without mercy.” The crowd
meowed approvingly. “But we must wait,” Bluestar went on. “There is a storm coming, and I am not
prepared to risk more lives. If ShadowClan has our kits, they will come to no immediate harm. I
suspect Brokenstar wants them as recruits for his own Clan, or as hostages- to force us to let him hunt
in our territory. As soon as the storm has passed, a patrol will follow Yellowfang and bring back our
kits.”

 

“We cannot waste time, or the scent will be lost in the rain!” Tigerclaw protested.

 

Bluestar flicked her tail impatiently. “If we send out a hunting party now, our efforts will be wasted
anyway. In this weather the scent will already be lost by the time we are ready. If we wait until after
the storm, we stand a better chance of success.” 

 

There were murmurs of agreement among the Clan. Even though it was barely sunhigh, the sky was
growing much darker. The cats were unsettled by the lightning and thunder, and seemed willing to
listen to their leader’s advice. Bluestar looked at her deputy. “I’d like to discuss our plans with you,
please, Tigerclaw.” Tigerclaw nodded and stalked away toward Bluestar’s den, but the leader
hesitated.



 

She glanced at Fireheart, signaling with a flick of her tail and a ripple of her whiskers that she wanted
to speak to him alone. Thunder sounded from the storm above. “Fetch Darkstripe and Cherryfur,”
Bluestar murmured to him.

 

He nodded and gathered his friends quickly.

 

Bluestar went toward the fern tunnel that led to Spottedleaf’s den. Fireheart, Darkstripe, and
Cherryfur quietly skirted their clanmates and followed her inside. It was very dark beneath the ferns.
The storm had blotted out the morning sun so that it seemed as if night had fallen. Rain was falling
more heavily now, spattering noisily against the leaves, but at least it was sheltered in Spottedleaf’s
clearing. “You three took care of Yellowfang the most,” Bluestar meowed urgently as they arrived at
her side, “where is Yellowfang? Do you know?”

 

“I…I saw Yellowfang go through the camp boundary after the kits went missing,” Fireheart admitted.
“Do you really think she took the kits?”

 

“Of course she did!” Darkstripe hissed, lashing his striped tail. “She’s ShadowClan scum! She must
have been plotting this from the very beginning.”

 

“Do you really believe that?” Cherryfur replied incredulously. “You’ve spent the most time with her
out of all of us. What has she ever done aside from laze around and complain about kits?”

 

Darkstripe glared at her, but hesitated. “Well,” he began. “Tigerclaw said he’d seen her sniffing
around the nursery before-”

 

“Then he should have discussed that with me,” Bluestar interrupted, and Darkstripe quieted, bowing
his head. She glanced between the three of them before she flicked her tail. “Darkstripe, Cherryfur,
you may go. Fireheart, stay.”

 

Darkstripe and Cherryfur nodded before leaving. Fireheart shifted nervously. “Do you think she stole
them?” he asked his leader.

 

Bluestar gazed steadily at him. “I don’t know,” she admitted. “I want you to find her and bring her
back- alive. I need to know the truth.”



 

“You’re not sending Tigerclaw?” Fireheart couldn’t help asking.

 

“Tigerclaw is a great warrior, but in this case his loyalty to the Clan may cloud his judgment,”
Bluestar explained. “He wants to give the Clan the vengeance it desires. No cat can blame him for
that. The Clan believes Yellowfang has betrayed us, and if Tigerclaw thinks he can reassure the Clan
by handing them the dead body of Yellowfang, that’s what he will do.”

 

Fireheart nodded. She was right- Tigerclaw would kill Yellowfang without question. Bluestar looked
stern for a moment. “If I find that Yellowfang is a traitor, then I will kill her myself. But if she is
not…” Her blue eyes burned into Fireheart’s. “I will not let an innocent cat die.”

 

“But what if Yellowfang won’t come back?” Fireheart meowed. 

 

“She will, if you ask her.” Fireheart felt stunned by Bluestar’s faith in him. The enormity of what she
was asking him to do weighed down on him, and he wondered if he had enough courage to carry it
through.

 

“Go at once!” she ordered. “But be careful; you will be on your own and there may be enemy patrols
about. This storm will keep our own warriors in camp for a while.” Thunder rolled overhead as
Fireheart dashed out into the clearing. Rain hammered down, pelting against his fur like tiny stones. A
bolt of lightning lit up the faces of Darkstripe and Longtail as they watched him cross the clearing.
Fireheart bounded past the nursery. His ears pricked as he overheard the voices of Frostfur and
Speckletail talking nearby. He froze, straining to listen.

 

“Yellowfang must have had help,” Speckletail growled.

 

“Someone from ThunderClan?” came the anxious voice of Frostfur.

 

“You’ve heard what Tigerclaw’s been saying about Ravenpaw. Perhaps he had something to do with
it. I’ve never felt comfortable with him, myself.”

 

The fur on Fireheart’s spine prickled. If Tigerclaw had been spreading his malicious rumors as far as
the nursery, Ravenpaw wouldn’t be safe anywhere in the camp. Fireheart realized he had to act
quickly. He would find Yellowfang first, then deal with Ravenpaw. He raced to the spot where he had



last seen Yellowfang. He knew her scent so well that he could even smell it through the rain-soaked
leaves. He began to push through the bushes, mouth open, to detect where her trail led.

 

“Fireheart!” Fireheart jumped and then relaxed as he realized it was Graypaw’s voice. “I’ve been
looking for you!” mewed his apprentice as he rushed toward him. Fireheart gingerly stepped back out
of the ferns. Graypaw squinted as rain dripped down his long fur and into his eyes. “Where are you
going?” he mewed. 

 

“To look for Yellowfang,” Fireheart replied.

 

“On your own?” Graypaw’s broad gray face showed concern.

 

Fireheart thought for a moment and decided to tell Graypaw the truth. “Bluestar asked me to bring
Yellowfang back,” he mewed.

 

“What?” Graypaw looked shocked. “Why you?” 

 

“Maybe she thinks I know Yellowfang best, and that I’d find her more easily, and wouldn’t hurt her
like Darkstripe.” 

 

“Wouldn’t a party of warriors stand more of a chance?” Graypaw pointed out. “Tigerclaw’s the best
tracker in the Clan, and if anyone could bring her back, he could.” 

 

“Maybe Tigerclaw wouldn’t bring her back,” Fireheart murmured. 

 

“What do you mean?” 

 

“Tigerclaw’s out for revenge. He would just kill her.”

 

“But if she took the kits…”

 



“Do you really believe that?” Fireheart asked. Graypaw looked at his mentor, shaking his head in
confusion. 

 

“Do you think she’s innocent?” he mewed. 

 

“I don’t know,” Fireheart admitted. “And neither does Bluestar. She wants to find out the truth. That’s
why she’s sending me instead of Tigerclaw.” 

 

“But if she ordered Tigerclaw to bring her back alive…” Graypaw’s words were drowned by a
deafening crack of thunder, and a flash of lightning lit up the trees around them. In the dazzling light,
Fireheart glimpsed Frostfur chasing Ravenpaw away from the nursery. The white queen’s face was
twisted with fury as she hissed at her younger black-furred brother and lunged forward to give him a
warning nip on the hind leg. Graypaw turned to Fireheart. “What’s that all about?” he mewed.

 

Fireheart stared back at his apprentice, his mind leaping ahead to a new idea. It looked like
Ravenpaw’s time had run out, and Fireheart needed someone’s help. But would his friends believe
him? The wind was beginning to roar through the trees above them, and Fireheart had to raise his
voice. “Go fetch Runningwind,” Fireheart told Graypaw.

 

“What?”

 

“Go! Quickly.”

 

Graypaw scrambled away and returned swiftly with Runningwind at his heels. “What’s up?”
Runningwind mewed, shaking his damp pelt of rain.

 

“Ravenpaw’s in great danger,” he meowed.

 

“What?” both Runningwind and Graypaw exclaimed.

 

“I have to get him away from ThunderClan. Right now, before anything happens to him.”

 

Graypaw looked puzzled. “Why? What about Yellowfang?” 



 

“There’s no time to explain,” Fireheart mewed urgently. “You’ll just have to trust me. There must be a
way we can get Ravenpaw away. Bluestar’s going to keep the warriors in camp till the storm is over,
but that doesn’t leave us much time.” He tried to picture the hidden corners of the woods, beyond
ThunderClan territory. “We’ll have to take him somewhere Tigerclaw won’t find him, somewhere he
can survive without the Clan.” 

 

“Tigerclaw?” Runningwind’s eyes widened, glancing back towards the Highrock, where Tigerclaw
was talking with Bluestar inside her den. “What has he done to Ravenpaw?”

 

“You’ve heard the rumors, haven’t you?” Fireheart said. “Tigerclaw’s been spreading them. I heard
him lying to Darkstripe and Longtail earlier. I’ll tell you everything later. Right now, we need to get
Ravenpaw somewhere safe.”

 

Graypaw stared at him for a moment. “What about Barley?”

 

“Barley!” Fireheart echoed. “You mean, take Ravenpaw to the Twolegplace?” His ears twitched with
excitement. “Yes, that might be the best idea.”

 

“Come on, then!” meowed Graypaw. “What are we waiting for?”

 

Fireheart blinked at his apprentice’s eagerness before turning to Runningwind. “Will you help?” He
knew he couldn’t get Darkstripe’s support, but surely Runningwind would?

 

Runningwind slowly nodded. “If you really believe he needs saving, I trust you. I’ll help.”

 

Relief washed over Fireheart. He should have known his old friend would help. He shook the rain
from his head, then touched Runningwind’s fur with his nose. “Thank you,” he purred. “Now, let’s get
Ravenpaw.”

 

They found the black tom huddled miserably inside the apprentices’ den. Dustpaw, Cricketpaw, and
Featherpaw were in their nests, too, looking tense and scared as the storm crashed overhead.
Featherpaw, to Fireheart’s surprise, was pressed against Ravenpaw’s side, grooming the wide-eyed
tom’s wet pelt.



 

“Ravenpaw,” Fireheart hissed through the entrance. Ravenpaw looked up, which made Featherpaw
too. Fireheart flicked his ears and the black cat followed him out into the storm, Featherpaw following
at his tail, blinking bewildered.

 

“Come on,” Fireheart whispered to Ravenpaw. “We’re taking you to Barley.”

 

“Barley?” Ravenpaw mewed in bewilderment, narrowing his eyes against the driving rain.
Featherpaw glanced between them, confused. “Why?”

 

“Because you’ll be safe there,” Fireheart answered, looking the black cat straight in the eye. “From
Tigerclaw.”

 

“Did you see what Frostfur did?” mewed Ravenpaw, his voice quavering as he trembled. “I was only
going to check on the kits….”

 

“Come on,” Fireheart interrupted him. “We must hurry!”

 

Ravenpaw met the older cat’s gaze. “Thanks, Fireheart,” he murmured.

 

“You’re leaving?” Featherpaw murmured, voice barely audible above the rain. His paw jerked
forward. “For… forever?”

 

“I-” Ravenpaw hesitated, glancing at Featherpaw, conflicted.

 

“It’s not safe for him here,” Fireheart said slowly to Featherpaw. “You saw what Frostfur did.
Tigerclaw wants worse. Can you do us a favor, Featherpaw?” He fluttered his ears in the way he knew
was his name.

 

Featherpaw slowly nodded. Fireheart continued, “If anyone asks where Ravenpaw went, tell them he
left with Runningwind, Graypaw, and I to find Yellowfang and save the kits, okay?”

 



“Okay,” Featherpaw whispered. He closed his eyes and pressed his nose against Ravenpaw’s shoulder.
“I’ll miss you.” His tail curled and hung to the side.

 

“You… you too,” Ravenpaw said. “Keep Graypaw and Cricketpaw out of trouble, okay?”

 

“Hey!” Graypaw called.

 

“Come on, we’re running out of time,” Fireheart urged. Ravenpaw broke away from Featherpaw.

 

Then they turned into the wind and bounded across the clearing. The four cats rushed toward the
camp entrance, their fur flattened by the howling wind. As they entered the gorse tunnel, a voice
called them back. 

 

“You four! Where are you going?” It was Tigerclaw.

 

Fireheart whirled around, feeling his heart sink. He wondered desperately what he could say, when he
spotted Bluestar striding toward them. She frowned for a moment; then her face cleared. “Well done,
Fireheart,” she meowed. “Taking the apprentices with you to harden them to the harsh wind.
ThunderClan has brave apprentices, Tigerclaw, if they are willing to run an errand in weather like
this.” 

 

“Surely this is not a time for errands?” objected Tigerclaw, glaring at Ravenpaw, who shrunk behind
Graypaw. 

 

“One of Brindleface’s newborns has a cough.” Bluestar’s voice was icily calm. “Fireheart has offered
to fetch some coltsfoot for her.”

 

“Does he really need his friends to go too?” asked Tigerclaw.

 

“In this storm, I think he’s lucky to have the company!” answered Bluestar. She looked deep into
Fireheart’s eyes, and he was suddenly aware of the trust she was placing in him. “Off you go, you
four,” she meowed.

 



Fireheart returned her gaze gratefully. “Thank you,” he purred, dipping his head.

 

With a swift glance at his companions, he led the way along the familiar paths toward Fourtrees. The
wind roared through the branches above them and the trees swayed, their trunks creaking and
cracking as though they might fall at any moment. The rain poured down through the leaves, soaking
the cats to their hides. They reached the stream, but the stepping-stones they usually leaped across had
completely disappeared. The cats stopped on the bank and looked down in dismay at the wide, brown,
swirling river. 

 

“This way,” Fireheart meowed. “There’s a fallen tree up here. We can use it to cross.” He led
Runningwind, Graypaw and Ravenpaw upstream to a log that rested only a kittenstep above the
rushing water. “Be careful, it’ll be slippery!” Fireheart warned, leaping carefully up onto it. The log’s
bark had been stripped away, leaving only smooth, wet wood to balance on. Carefully the four cats
walked along the trunk. Fireheart jumped down on the other side and watched his friends until they,
too, had landed safely. The trees were bigger on the other side, offering some shelter from the storm
as they hurried on, side by side.

 

“Are you going to tell me exactly why we need to get Ravenpaw away?” panted Graypaw. 

 

“Because he knows that Tigerclaw killed Redtail,” Fireheart answered. 

 

“Tigerclaw killed Redtail!” Runningwind echoed in disbelief, drowning out Graypaw’s exclamation.
“But- no! Oakheart killed Redtail!” Runningwind hissed, eyes blazing with fury and grief. Fireheart
winced. They all stopped dead, Graypaw staring at Fireheart, then Ravenpaw.

 

Ravenpaw had jumped, terrified, at Runngwind’s yell. “Ravenpaw?” Graypaw prompted. “Is it true?”

 

“A-at the battle with RiverClan,” puffed Ravenpaw. “I saw him.”

 

“Fireheart, you were there,” Runningwind said sharply. “Wouldn’t you have seen it?”

 

“Tigerclaw ordered me to find Ravenpaw when he ran away,” Fireheart explained. “But I couldn’t
find Ravenpaw, not until he sprinted back to camp. After the rocks fell.”

 



“The rocks fell at the battle?” Graypaw mewed.

 

Fireheart shook his head, not in denial, but to clear his head, trying to recall the events of the battle.
Ravenpaw spoke up, trembling, “Redtail told me to get help from camp, b-but I- it all happened so
fast! I stayed behind and then I saw Tigerclaw k-kill Redtail!” 

 

“But why would Tigerclaw do that?” Graypaw protested, as they set off again.

 

“He’s a loyal warrior! He’s our deputy,” Runningwind growled. “If he- no! He couldn’t have killed
Redtail.”

 

“I- I don’t know,” Ravenpaw squeaked.

 

They started down the slope that led into the clearing at Fourtrees. “I don’t know, Graypaw. Maybe he
thought Bluestar would make him deputy,” Fireheart suggested, raising his voice against the wind.
Graypaw didn’t reply, but his face darkened. Runningwind’s eye were glazed, his fur bristling
furiously despite the pouring rain. The cats began to climb the steep slope that led up to WindClan
territory. As Fireheart leaped upward from rock to rock, he called down to Runningwind behind him.
He wanted his friend to understand just how dangerous it was for Ravenpaw in the ThunderClan
camp.

 

“I overheard Tigerclaw talking to Darkstripe and Longtail on the night Lionheart was killed,” he
yowled. “He wants to get rid of Ravenpaw.” 

 

“Get rid of him? You mean kill him?” Graypaw sat heavily on a rock. Fireheart stopped too. He
looked down at his friends. Ravenpaw had halted farther down the slope, his sides heaving as he
caught his breath. He looked smaller than ever with his sodden fur clinging to his scrawny body.
Runningwind stopped beside Fireheart, his tail lashing and his lips pursed as he glared at Ravenpaw. 

 

“You saw the way Frostfur went for Ravenpaw today?” Fireheart meowed to Graypaw. “Tigerclaw’s
been hinting to everyone that Ravenpaw is a traitor. But he’ll be safe with Barley. Now come on; we
must hurry!” It was impossible to talk in the open expanse of WindClan territory. The wind howled
around them while the thunder and lightning rolled and flashed overhead. The four cats lowered their
heads and pushed onward into the heart of the storm. Eventually they reached the edge of the plateau
that marked the end of WindClan’s territory.

 



“We can’t take you any farther, Ravenpaw,” meowed Fireheart through the gale. “We have to get back
and find Yellowfang before the storm has passed.” Ravenpaw looked up through the battering rain,
alarmed. Then he nodded.

 

“Will you be able to find Barley alone?” yowled Fireheart.

 

“Yes, I remember the way,” answered Ravenpaw.

 

“Watch out for those dogs,” warned Graypaw. Ravenpaw nodded. 

 

“I will!” Suddenly he frowned, “How can you be sure Barley will welcome me?” 

 

“Just tell him you caught an adder once!” answered Graypaw, affectionately nudging his friend’s rain-
soaked shoulder.

 

“Go,” Fireheart urged, aware that time was short. He licked Ravenpaw’s skinny chest. “And don’t
worry; I’ll make sure everyone knows you didn’t betray ThunderClan.”

 

“What if Tigerclaw comes looking for me?” Ravenpaw’s voice was small against the rumbling storm.

 

Fireheart met his gaze steadily. “He won’t. I shall tell him you are dead.”

 

 

The three cats prowled deeper into ShadowClan’s territory, alert to every sight and sound. Graypaw
was on the lookout for ShadowClan patrols, and Fireheart for the ThunderClan party he knew must
come soon. Runningwind seemed distracted, his tail flicking against the ferns, rustling them.
Yellowfang’s scent-trail led them steadily into the heart of ShadowClan’s hunting grounds. The woods
here were gloomy, the undergrowth crowded with nettles and brambles. 

 

“I can’t smell her,” complained Graypaw. “It’s too wet.” 

 



“It’s there,” Fireheart assured him. 

 

“I can smell that though,” Graypaw spat suddenly. 

 

“What?” Fireheart hissed. He stopped, alarmed. 

 

“Kitscent. There’s kit blood here!” 

 

Fireheart sniffed again, seeking out the smell of ThunderClan offspring. “I smell it too,” he agreed.
“And something else!” 

 

He flicked his tail down sharply, warning Graypaw to keep quiet. Then, silently, he signaled with his
whiskers toward a blackened ash tree up ahead. Graypaw twitched his ears questioningly while
Runningwind crouched down. Fireheart gave him a tiny nod. Yellowfang was sheltering behind the
wide, split trunk. Instinctively the three cats separated, each moving toward the tree, one on either
side while Runningwind hung back. They crept over the soft forest floor, using all the tricks of basic
training, stepping lightly, keeping their bodies low. Fireheart was impressed with Graypaw’s crouch.
Then they leaped. Yellowfang yowled with surprise as the two cats landed beside her and pinned her
to the ground. She struggled free, spitting, and backed into a sheltered hollow at the base of the trunk.
Fireheart and Graypaw moved forward, blocking her way out.

 

“I knew ThunderClan would blame me!” she hissed, her eyes flashing with all her old hostility. 

 

“Where are the kits?” Fireheart demanded.

 

“We can smell their blood!” spat Graypaw. 

 

“Have you harmed them?” Runningwind hissed.

 

“I don’t have them,” snarled Yellowfang angrily. “I’ve come to find them and take them back. I
stopped because I smelled blood too. But they’re not here.” Fireheart, Runningwind, and Graypaw
looked at one another. “I don’t have them!” insisted Yellowfang. 

 



“Why did you run away, then?” Runningwind questioned.

 

“I know who has taken the kits,” she continued. “I smelled their scent near the nursery.”

 

“Copperleaf,” Fireheart said, dismayed.

 

“Not just him,” Yellowfang meowed. “Clawface- one of Brokenstar’s warriors. And as long as the kits
are with ShadowClan, they’re in great danger.”

 

“But surely even ShadowClan wouldn’t harm kits!” Fireheart protested.

 

“Don’t be so sure,” spat Yellowfang. “Brokenstar intends to use them as warriors.”

 

“But they are only a half moon old!” Graypaw gasped.

 

“That hasn’t stopped him before. He has been training kits as young as three moons since he became
leader. At five moons he sends them out as warriors!” 

 

“Surely they’d be too small to fight!” Fireheart protested. But in his mind’s eye he pictured the
undersize ShadowClan apprentices he had seen at the Gathering. They weren’t just small; they were
kits! His own brother had joined ShadowClan under Brokenstar’s rule. How could Copperleaf support
this?

 

Yellowfang hissed scornfully, “Brokenstar doesn’t care about that. He has plenty more kits to spare,
and if they run out, he can steal them from other Clans!” Her voice was filled with rage. “After all,
we’re talking about a cat who killed kits from his own Clan!”

 

Fireheart, Runningwind and Graypaw were stunned. “If he killed ShadowClan’s kits, why wasn’t he
punished?” Fireheart asked at last.

 

“Because he lied,” growled Yellowfang. Bitterness made her voice hard. “He accused me of their
murder, and ShadowClan believed him!” 



 

Fireheart suddenly understood. “Is that why you were driven out of ShadowClan?” he asked. “You
have to come back with us and tell all this to Bluestar.”

 

“Not before I have rescued your kits!” Yellowfang spat. Fireheart lifted his head and sniffed the air.
The rain had stopped, and the wind was dying down. The ThunderClan patrol would be well on its
way. They were not safe here. Graypaw still seemed shocked by Yellowfang’s accusation while
Runningwind was scenting the air.

 

“How could a leader kill kits from his own Clan?” he demanded.

 

“Brokenstar insisted on training them too hard and too young. He took two of the kits away for battle
practice.” Yellowfang took a deep, wheezing breath. “They were only three moons old. They were
already dead when he brought them back to me. They bore the scratches and bites of a full warrior,
not of apprentices. He must have fought them himself. There was nothing I could do. When their
mother came to see them, Brokenstar was with her. He said that he had found me standing over their
dead bodies.” Her voice cracked and she looked away.

 

“Why didn’t you tell her it was Brokenstar?” Fireheart asked in disbelief.

 

Yellowfang shook her head. “I couldn’t.”

 

“Why not?” Runningwind demanded.

 

The old she-cat hesitated. When she spoke, her voice was heavy with regret. “Brokenstar is
ShadowClan’s leader. Noble Raggedstar was his father. His word is law.” Fireheart looked away and
the four cats sat in silence for a moment.

 

Then Fireheart meowed, “We’ll rescue the kits together. Tonight. But we can’t stay here. I can smell
the ThunderClan patrol coming.” He paused. “If Tigerclaw is with them, Yellowfang doesn’t stand a
chance. He’ll kill her before we can explain.”

 

Yellowfang looked at him, alert and determined again. “There’s peat this way; it’ll be wet after the
rain,” she told him. “Our scents will be disguised there.” Together, they all hid from the approaching
ThunderClan patrol.



 

“Are we really going to try to rescue the kits from ShadowClan alone?” whispered Graypaw. 

 

Yellowfang answered him first. “I might be able to find us some help from inside ShadowClan. Not
all the cats support Brokenstar.” Fireheart pricked up his ears and Graypaw flicked his tail in surprise.
Runningwind tilted his head, whiskers twitching with intrugment. “When he became leader,”
Yellowfang explained, “Brokenstar forced the elders to leave the security of the inner camp. They had
to live on the boundary and hunt for themselves. These are cats who have grown up with the warrior
code. Some of them might help us.” 

 

Fireheart stared into her old eyes, thinking quickly. “And I might be able to persuade the ThunderClan
hunting party to help us too,” he meowed. “If I can speak to them before they see Yellowfang, I might
be able to make them believe her story. Graypaw, you wait at the dead ash, where we smelled the kit
blood, till one of us returns. Runningwind, you go with Yellowfang.”

 

Graypaw looked worried. “But do you really trust Yellowfang to bring back help?” he murmured to
Fireheart. 

 

“You must trust me,” growled Yellowfang. “I will return.” 

 

“I’ll make sure of it,” added Runningwind.

 

Graypaw looked at Fireheart, who nodded. Without another word Yellowfang sprang past the two cats
and disappeared into the bushes, Runningwind tailing after her. 

 

“Are we doing the right thing?” asked Graypaw. 

 

“I don’t know,” Fireheart admitted. “If we have, we are heroes and the kits are safe. If we are wrong,
then we are as good as dead.” Fireheart sprinted after the patrol, around brambles, past gorse, and
through nettles. The trail was easy to follow. The angry ThunderClan cats weren’t trying to disguise
their presence in ShadowClan’s territory. Overhead, the thick layer of cloud had finally rolled away.
Beyond the treetops, Silverpelt glittered across the night sky. The moon was just rising, but its cold
light couldn’t pierce the mist that clung to the shadowy undergrowth. Fireheart concentrated on the
scent from up ahead. He could smell Whitestorm. He sniffed again. Tigerclaw wasn’t with them. He
raced to catch up and skidded to a halt behind the band of ThunderClan cats. The warriors turned and
glared at him, fur bristling, ears flattened aggressively. Darkstripe was with the white warrior, as well
as Mousefur, Rosetail, and Willowpelt.



 

“Fireheart!” growled Whitestorm to his half-brother in surprise. “What are you doing here?” 

 

Fireheart gasped for breath. “Bluestar sent me!” he panted. “She wanted me to find Yellowfang
before-” 

 

Whitestorm interrupted him. “Ah!” he meowed. “Bluestar told me I might find a friend out here. Now
I understand what she meant.” He looked thoughtfully at Fireheart. 

 

“Is Tigerclaw nearby?” Fireheart asked, feeling a tingle of pride at their shared gaze. 

 

Whitestorm looked at him curiously. “Bluestar insisted she needed him to remain at camp, to protect
the remaining kits.”

 

Fireheart nodded quickly, relieved. He meowed urgently, “Whitestorm, I need your help. I can lead
you to the kits. Graypaw is waiting for me. We plan to rescue them tonight. Will you come?”

 

“Of course we’ll come!” Whitestorm exclaimed. The warriors flicked their tails with excitement. “It
will mean raiding the ShadowClan camp,” Fireheart warned. 

 

“And you’ll lead us there?” questioned Willowpelt. 

 

“No, but Yellowfang can. And she has promised to bring help from her old allies in the camp.” 

 

Mousefur glared at him and thrashed her tail angrily. “You have found Yellowfang?” she hissed. 

 

“I don’t understand,” meowed Whitestorm, puzzled. “The traitor is going to help rescue the kits she
stole?” 

 

Fireheart took a deep breath to calm himself, then looked steadily into Whitestorm’s eyes.
“Yellowfang didn’t take them,” he meowed. “Nor did she conspire with Copperleaf and Clawface.
She wants to help us rescue our kits.” 



 

Whitestorm stared back at him, then blinked slowly. “Lead the way, Fireheart,” he ordered. Graypaw
was waiting by the ash tree, pacing restlessly around its rotten trunk. He stopped as soon as he saw the
patrol emerge from the mist and twitched his whiskers in greeting. 

 

“Any sign of Yellowfang?” Fireheart asked.

 

“Not yet,” answered Graypaw. 

 

“Runningwind is with her,” Fireheart explained quickly, feeling Whitestorm stiffen beside him. “They
may be on her way back right now.” 

 

“Or she might have led Runningwind into a trap and be happily sharing tongues with her ShadowClan
comrades while we sit here like fools waiting to be ambushed!” meowed Graypaw. 

 

Whitestorm watched the two younger cats. His ears flicked uneasily. “Fireheart?” he prompted. 

 

“She will come back,” Fireheart promised. 

 

“Well said, young Fireheart.” Yellowfang stalked out from behind the ash tree and sat down. “You’re
not the only one who can sneak up on someone,” she meowed at Fireheart. “Remember the day we
met? You were looking in the wrong direction that time too.” Three other ShadowClan cats appeared
from behind the tree and settled themselves calmly on either side of Yellowfang. The ThunderClan
cats bristled, alert and suspicious.

 

Both Clans stared silently at each other. Fireheart fidgeted uncomfortably, unsure what to do now.
Eventually one of the ShadowClan cats, a gray tom, spoke. His long body was skinny, and his fur
looked dull. Fireheart recognized him as Ashfur. He glanced backwards at Willowpelt, but her
expression was flat. 

 

“We have come to help you, not to harm you. You have come for your kits; we will help you rescue
them.” 

 

“What’s in it for you?” asked Whitestorm warily.



 

“We want your help to get rid of Brokenstar. He has broken the warrior code, and ShadowClan is
suffering.” 

 

“So it’s that simple, is it?” asked Runningwind, suspicious. “We just drop into your camp, snatch the
kits, kill your leader, and go home.”

 

“You will not meet as much resistance as you think,” murmured the gray tom. 

 

Yellowfang stood up. “Let me introduce my old friends,” she meowed, weaving her way around the
ShadowClan cats. She brushed past the gray tom. “This is Ashfur; Brokenstar forced him to the
elders’ den after an injury. And this is Nightpelt, a senior warrior before Raggedstar was killed.” She
circled a battered black tom, who nodded at them. “And this is one of our elder queens, Hollyflower.
Her grandkit nearly died driving out WindClan.”

 

Hollyflower, a dark gray and white she-cat with blue eyes, meowed in greeting. “I do not wish to lose
any more kits,” she told them.

 

Whitestorm gave his chest a quick lick to smooth down his fur. “You are clearly skilled warriors if
you managed to creep up on us like that. But are there enough of you? We need to know what we’ll
face when we raid the ShadowClan camp.” 

 

“The old and sick of ShadowClan are slowly starving,” meowed Ashfur. “The casualties among our
kits are more than we can cope with. The other elders were too sick to come with us to fight.” 

 

“But if ShadowClan is a mess,” burst out Darkstripe, “how come you have shown so much strength
lately? And why is Brokenstar still your leader?”

 

“Brokenstar is surrounded by a small group of elite warriors,” answered Ashfur. “They are the ones to
fear, because they would die for him without question. The other warriors obey his orders only
because they are frightened. They will fight by his side as long as they think Brokenstar is going to
win. If they thought he would lose…”

 

“They would fight against him, not for him!” Darkstripe finished the elder’s words in disgust. “What
sort of loyalty is that?” 



 

The hackles of the ShadowClan cats began to rise. “Our Clan was not always like this,” Yellowfang
interrupted. “When Raggedstar led ShadowClan, we were feared for our strength. But in those days
our strength came from the warrior code and Clan loyalty, not from fear and bloodlust.” The old
medicine cat sighed. “If only Raggedstar had lived longer.”

 

“How did Raggedstar die?” asked Whitestorm curiously. “There were so many rumors at the
Gatherings, but no one seemed to know for sure.” 

 

Yellowfang’s eyes clouded with sorrow. “He was ambushed by a warrior patrol from another Clan.” 

 

Whitestorm nodded thoughtfully. “Yes, that is what most cats seemed to think. These are bad times
indeed, when leaders are picked off in the dark, instead of open and honorable battle.” 

 

Fireheart frowned, his mind racing over different battle plans. “Is there any way of taking the kits
without alerting the whole Clan?” he asked.

 

Hollyflower answered him. “They are very closely guarded. Brokenstar will be expecting
ThunderClan to try to take them. You won’t be able to steal them in secret. Open attack is your only
hope.”

 

“Then we must concentrate our attack on Brokenstar and his inner guard,” meowed Whitestorm. 

 

Yellowfang had a suggestion. “The ShadowClan warriors should lead me into the ShadowClan camp.
They could say they had captured me. We have to make sure Brokenstar and his warriors are out of
their dens. News of my capture will bring them into the clearing. Once they’re all out in the open, I’ll
give the signal for you to attack.” 

 

Whitestorm was silent for a moment. Then he nodded, his face grave as he committed his warriors to
the attack. “Very well, Yellowfang,” he meowed. “Please lead the way to the ShadowClan camp.” 

 

 



Yowls broke out as Fireheart launched himself forward at Yellowfang’s signal. Yellowfang,
Hollyflower, and Nightpelt were in a well-trodden, muddy clearing, wrestling with six vicious-
looking warriors. Willowpelt rushed forward to battle beside Ashfur, and Darkstripe joined his
mother. Runningwind slammed into the warrior named Boulder, and Whitestorm quickly locked
himself in battle with Blackfoot. Fireheart recognized Brokenstar in the middle of the battle. The
warriors around him looked hungry and battle-scarred, but Fireheart could see the hard muscles
pounding beneath their patchy fur. Around the edge of the clearing, groups of scrawny cats stared
uncertainly at the mayhem. Their skinny bodies seemed to recoil at the violence, while their dull eyes
looked on, shocked and confused. Out of the corner of his eye, Fireheart saw Runningnose back away
and hide beneath a bush.

 

His heart stuttered as he saw Copperleaf slip out of a den. A she-cat behind him that Fireheart
recognized as Dawncloud peeked out.  For a moment, he fretted he would have to fight his brother,
but then Copperleaf yowled viciously and launched himself at a black and white tom. He was
attacking his own clanmates! But, then, another gray tom- Cinderfur!- jumped at a brown tom. Some
of ShadowClan was fighting on ThunderClan’s side!

 

Fireheart leaped forward, grasping a brown tabby - Stumpytail - with his claws, but was shaken loose.
He tumbled over and the ShadowClan cat turned on him and gripped him with claws as sharp as
blackthorns. Fireheart managed to twist and sink his teeth deep into the cat’s flesh. The warrior’s yowl
told him he had found a tender spot, and he bit harder. The warrior screeched again, ripping himself
free, and ran off into the bushes. Fireheart stood up. A young ShadowClan apprentice leaped at him
from the edge of the camp, its soft kitten fur fluffed up with fear. Fireheart sheathed his claws and
batted him away easily.

 

“This is not your battle,” he hissed. Whitestorm already had Blackfoot pinned to the ground. He gave
him a vicious bite and the injured deputy raced away toward the camp entrance and out into the safety
of the forest.

 

“Fireheart!” Fireheart heard Copperleaf screech his name. “Watch out! Clawface is-” He didn’t hear
the rest. A heavily built brown cat crashed into him. 

 

Clawface! The cat who tried to kill Spottedleaf.

 

Rage surged through him and he flung himself onto the brown tom. Fireheart pushed the warrior to
the ground and pressed his head into the dirt. Training from Thistlestar flashed through his mind, and
he prepared to sink his teeth into Clawface’s neck. But before he could deal his death blow,
Whitestorm knocked him aside and grasped the ShadowClan warrior.

 



“ThunderClan warriors do not kill unless they have to,” he growled in Fireheart’s ear. “We just need
to let them know not to show their faces here again!” He gave Clawface a fierce bite that sent him
screaming out of the camp. Fireheart looked around wildly. Brokenstar’s warriors had gone. An angry
screech sounded from behind Graypaw. Graypaw leaped out of the way and Fireheart saw Yellowfang
gripping Brokenstar with muddy, bloodstained paws. His body bled from several wounds.

 

His ears were flattened against his head, and his whiskers were drawn back as he crouched, flattened
beneath Yellowfang’s powerful grasp. “I never thought you would be harder to kill than my father!”
he snarled up at her.

 

Yellowfang recoiled as if she had been stung by a bee, her face twisted suddenly by shock and grief.
She loosened her grip on Brokenstar, and instantly he threw her aside with a twist of his powerful
body. “ You killed Raggedstar?” Yellowfang wailed, her eyes wide with disbelief. 

 

Brokenstar eyed her coldly. “You found his body. Didn’t you recognize my fur between his claws?”
Yellowfang stared in horror as he continued. “He was a soft and foolish leader. He deserved to die.” 

 

“No!” hissed Yellowfang, her head dropping. Then she gave herself a shake. She looked up at
Brokenstar, arching her back. “And Brightflower’s kits? Did they deserve to die too?” she rasped.
Brokenstar growled and hurled himself at Yellowfang, forcing her onto her belly. Yellowfang didn’t
even attempt to struggle against his thorn-sharp claws. Fireheart saw with alarm that her eyes were
glazed with sadness. 

 

“Those kits were weak,” Brokenstar hissed, bending his face toward Yellowfang’s ear. “They would
have been no use to ShadowClan. If I hadn’t killed them, some other warrior would have.” A wail of
grief went up from a ginger tabby ShadowClan queen. Brokenstar ignored her. “I should have killed
you when I had the chance,” he spat at Yellowfang. “It seems I must have some of my father’s
softness. I was a fool to let you leave ShadowClan alive!” He lunged, teeth bared, ready to sink them
into her neck.

 

Fireheart was quicker. He jumped onto Brokenstar’s back before he could clamp his jaws shut.
Fireheart dug his claws into the matted tabby fur and pulled him off the exhausted queen, flinging him
to the edge of the clearing. Brokenstar twisted around in midair to land on his feet and looked into
Fireheart’s eyes, spitting viciously. 

 

“Don’t waste your time, meddie-kit! I’ve shared dreams with StarClan. You will have to kill me nine
times over before I join them. Do you really think you’re strong enough for that?” His eyes glowed
with confidence and defiance. 

 



Fireheart stared back at him. His belly tightened. Brokenstar was a Clan leader! How on earth could
he expect to defeat him? But gathering courage, he growled, “A leader as cruel as you wouldn’t have
nine lives left. How many times would I really have to kill you?”

 

Brokenstar hissed furiously before pausing. The watching ShadowClan cats had begun to pad slowly
toward their defeated leader, snarling and hissing with hatred. They were battered and half-starved,
but Brokenstar was outnumbered, and he seemed to realize this with a nervous flick of his tail. He
looked towards the nursery, where Copperleaf’s fur was bristling as he stared down a black and white
tom. Cinderfur, Dawncloud, and a young light brown she-cat Fireheart didn’t know were beside him,
standing protectively in front of the nursery.

 

“Copperleaf!” Brokenstar yowled. “Finchflight, my loyal warriors! Come here!”

 

The black and white tom backed away, turning towards Brokenstar with bright eyes. But then he
frowned, glancing around at his snarling clanmates as they surrounded his leader. Behind him,
Copperleaf growled.

 

“Never!” Copperleaf shouted. “You are not my leader!”

 

Shock and anger flashed across Brokenstar’s face. “Traitor!” he spat. He crouched and backed away
through the bushes. His eyes glittered menacingly from the shadows, his gaze finding Fireheart
through the crowd. “This isn’t over, half-kit,” he hissed before he turned and vanished into the forest
after his broken warriors who had already fled; Blackfoot, Stumpytail, Tangleburr, and Clawface.

 

Finchflight ran after him, and two other cats followed as well, one of them a solid brown apprentice
and the other a small mottled brown tabby she-cat.

 

“Applepaw!” Copperleaf yowled. “What are you doing?”

 

The she-cat paused, and the brown tom did as well. “Come on!” the brown tom hissed. “Leave these
traitors.”

 

Fury splashed across Applepaw’s features. “I would never betray my clan like you, father! ” she spat
with venom in her voice. “I’m glad you’re not my real one,” she added in a mutter before she sprinted
out of camp with the brown apprentice.



 

Copperleaf stared shocked, and Fireheart did as well. Copperleaf had kits! Was that why he had joined
ShadowClan? To be with his kits? But Copperleaf had left as an apprentice!

 

Fireheart looked to Whitestorm. “Should we go after them?” he meowed distantly, still stunned. 

 

The warrior shook his head. “I think they got the message that they are not welcome here.” 

 

Nightpelt, the ShadowClan warrior, nodded in agreement. “Leave them. If they dare to show their
faces here again, ShadowClan will be strong enough by then to tackle them alone.” The rest of
ShadowClan was huddled together in the ruins of their camp, as if numbed by the realization that their
leader had gone. It will take time to rebuild this Clan, Fireheart thought. 

 

“The kits are in here,” Copperleaf meowed, flicking his tail to the nursery.

 

Fireheart bounded forward with Mousefur and Whitestorm on his heels.

 

“Are they okay?” demanded Whitestorm, his tail twitching with anxiety.

 

“They’re fine,” replied Copperleaf. “Brightflower has been taking care of them. Most have only a few
scratches. But Brackenkit has a pretty nasty wound on his ear. It’s covered with cobweb though. Can
you take a look, Yellowfang?”

 

The old she-cat was licking her own wounds, but at Copperleaf’s call she raced to the nursery, where
Brackenkit was. Fireheart helped Copperleaf to lift out the rest of the kits. The last one was gray, like
the embers of an old fire. She mewled and squirmed as Fireheart placed her on the ground.

 

“Easy, Cinderkit,” he meowed gently. “We’ll get you home.” The little gray kit sniffed his paws, ears
pricking.

 

“Thornkit! Thornkit!” she meowed excitedly. “He smells more like Mama than the nice cat does!”
Thornkit squirmed in Copperleaf’s mouth, ears wide.

 



“Will Mama be here?” he asked. Copperleaf gently set him down.

 

“Don’t worry,” he meowed softly, eyes soft. “You’ll be home with your mother soon.”

 

“But Mama’s already here!” Brightkit meowed, head tilted with confusion. Brightflower slid from the
den, carrying Brackenkit in her jaws. She set the young kit down and gave Brightkit a lick.

 

“I’m sorry, little ones, I’m not your real mother,” she meowed gently. “But I’m sure your mother will
be very happy to see you.” Brightkit’s blue eyes blinked with confusion before Mousefur gathered her
and her littermates to her, comforting them with licks and caresses.

 

Yellowfang looked closely at the torn ear. “We need to stop this bleeding,” she meowed. Runningnose
stepped out of the shadows. His forepaw was coated in a layer of cobwebs, which he silently passed
to Yellowfang. She nodded her thanks and began to treat the kit’s wound. 

 

Nightpelt approached the group of ThunderClan cats. “You helped ShadowClan rid itself of a brutal
and dangerous leader, and we are grateful. But it is time you left our camp and returned to your own. I
promise your hunting grounds will be free of ShadowClan warriors as long as we can find enough
food in our own territory.” 

 

Whitestorm nodded. “Hunt in peace for one moon, Nightpelt. ThunderClan knows you need time to
rebuild your Clan.” He turned to Yellowfang. “And you, Yellowfang?” he asked. “Do you wish to
return with us, or stay here with your old comrades?” 

 

Yellowfang looked up at him. “I will make the journey back with you.” She glanced at a deep gash on
Whitestorm’s hind leg. “Spottedleaf will need some help tending to you and your kits. I trust
Runningnose to care well for ShadowClan.” 

 

“Thank you,” purred Whitestorm. He signaled to the ThunderClan cats with a sweep of his tail and
led them out of the clearing. Mousefur and Willowpelt helped the kits, who stumbled along,
exhausted and bewildered. Yellowfang walked close to the Brackenkit, lifting him by the scruff of his
neck every time he slipped. Fireheart, Runningwind, Darkstripe, and Graypaw followed them through
the brambles, past the camp scent-line and out into the forest. The moon was still rising in the quiet
sky as the ThunderClan party began the long trudge home, while around them showers of brown
leaves fluttered to the forest floor.



Fireheart and Tigerclaw Start Their Official Rivalry (#End Of Into
The Wild)

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

As the patrol settled back into camp, and Yellowfang assisted Spottedleaf in checking the patrol for
injuries, Bluestar spoke up suddenly, startling Fireheart.

 

“Where is Ravenpaw?”

 

“Yes,” Tigerclaw chimed in, “where is my apprentice? Strange that he should disappear along with
Brokenstar.” He looked meaningfully around the clan.

 

“If you think he might have been helping Brokenstar,” Fireheart meowed boldly, “then you are
wrong!” Beside him, Runningwind stared hard at Tigerclaw, frowning, his eyes expressing his
confusion. He wanted to see how Tigerclaw would react; if it was possibly true, what Ravenpaw had
said. Fireheart understood- even still, it was hard to imagine the great warrior he had looked up to in
his kithood could have murdered a respected and kind deputy like Redtail.

 

Tigerclaw stiffened, a menacing gleam in his yellow eyes.

 

“Ravenpaw is dead,” Fireheart went on, dropping his head as if weighed down with grief. “We found
his body in ShadowClan territory. From the scents around him, he must have been slain by a
ShadowClan patrol.” He looked at Bluestar. “I will tell you everything later,” he promised.

 

Yellowfang shot Fireheart a questioning look. Fireheart returned her gaze with a silent plea for her to
hold her tongue. She twitched her ears briefly in understanding and looked away.

 

“I never said that Ravenpaw was a traitor,” hissed Tigerclaw. He paused and allowed an expression of
sorrow to cloud his eyes before he turned to address the rest of the Clan. “Ravenpaw might have made
a fine warrior. His death has come too soon, and his loss will be felt by many of us for a long time.”

 

Empty words! thought Fireheart bitterly. What would Tigerclaw say if he knew that Ravenpaw was
safe, far beyond the forest, catching rats with Barley?



 

Bluestar broke the silence. “We will miss Ravenpaw, but we shall mourn him tomorrow. First there is
another ritual that must be performed- one, I know, that Ravenpaw would have taken pleasure in.”
She turned to Graypaw. “You have shown great courage tonight. Did he fight well, Fireheart?” she
asked.

 

“Like a true warrior,” Fireheart replied, preening with pride as he gazed at his apprentice.

 

Bluestar met his green-eyed gaze and gave a slight nod. Then she lifted her chin and fixed her eyes on
Silverpelt’s swath of stars. Her voice rang out, clear and measured in the hushed woods. “I, Bluestar,
leader of ThunderClan, call upon my warrior ancestors to look down on this apprentice. He has
trained hard to understand the ways of your noble code, and I commend him to you as a warrior in his
turn.” She looked down at Graypaw, narrowing her eyes. “Graypaw, do you promise to uphold the
warrior code and to protect and defend this Clan, even at the cost of your lives?”

 

Fireheart felt something stir within him, a fire that burned in his belly and rang in his ears, as he
watched his apprentice raise his head high proudly, and breathe out, “I do.”

 

“Then by the powers of StarClan I give you your warrior name: Graypaw, from this moment you will
be known as Graystripe. StarClan honors your bravery and your strength, and we welcome you as a
full warrior of ThunderClan.” Bluestar stepped forward and rested her muzzle on top of Graystripe’s
bowed head. He bent lower to give her shoulder a respectful lick, then straightened up and walked
over to join the other warriors.

 

Darkstripe greeted him with a friendly purr. Fireheart smiled, wondering if Bluestar purposefully
chose the half-brothers to share the same second half of their name. Meows of tribute sounded from
the crowd, and the voices of the Clan rose in the still night air to chant Graystripe’s new name.
“Graystripe! Graystripe!”

 

Cricketpaw and Featherpaw bounded up to Graystripe, Cricketpaw playfully nudging his side while
Featherpaw smiled, a sadness to his eyes- he must still be saddened over Ravenpaw’s disappearance.
From beside Longtail, Dustpaw glowered at Graystripe, jealousy burning in his gaze. But Willowpelt
pushed past him, purring furiously as she rushed to lick her son’s head.

 

Fireheart gazed around the clan, basking in the same pride as his apprentice. He had trained a warrior!
But, among the clan, Frostfur was quiet, staring at Graystripe with narrowed eyes before she leaned to
whisper to Speckletail. Fireheart frowned. Even grumpy Longtail was congratulating Graystripe!

“It is almost moonhigh,” meowed Bluestar. “In the tradition of our ancestors, Graystripe



must sit in silent vigil until dawn, and guard the camp alone while we sleep.” Graystripe nodded
solemnly.

 

As the rest of the Clan began to melt away back to their dens, Tigerclaw pushed past Fireheart. The
ThunderClan deputy slowed as he passed and hissed quietly into his ear, “Don’t think you can outwit
me, med-kit. Be careful what you tell Bluestar. Don’t just think that because you’re Thistlestar’s
favorite, that you can do anything you’d like.”

 

A cold shiver ran down Fireheart’s spine as he blinked bewildered. Fireheart hadn’t visited Thistlestar
in moons! And how did Tigerclaw even know about that? Did Tigerclaw know? And Thistlestar
wouldn’t play favorites anyway- he loved all of his kits equally! 

 

Was Tigerclaw threatening him because he knew Ravenpaw had told him about Redtail? Bluestar had
to know about Tigerclaw’s treachery! But as Fireheart turned to bound towards Bluestar as she padded
towards her den, Tigerclaw’s hiss stopped him. He whirled around, fur bristling.

 

“Must I repeat myself?” Tigerclaw growled. “Be careful what you tell Bluestar, or she might learn
about you and your sister’s little trips to the starless side of StarClan.”

 

Fireheart’s heart beat wildly as Tigerclaw turned away, slipping into the warriors’ den. Darkstripe was
waiting outside the den, staring expectantly at Fireheart. “Are you coming?” he meowed. He and
Darkstripe’s nests were beside each other, and, since Redtail’s death, Runningwind had moved to
Darkstripe’s other side. Creekflower was on Fireheart’s other side, although Fireheart noted she must
have slipped out for a midnight hunt because she wasn’t in her nest. Sandstorm and Cherryfur’s nests
were nearby.

 

Fireheart enjoyed sleeping beside all his friends, but the idea of staying in the same den as Tigerclaw
tonight… frightened him. Shaking his head to Darkstripe and fur fluffing out from both fear and
night-chill, Fireheart returned to Graystripe’s side in the middle of the clearing.

 

“I will join you, for tonight,” Fireheart meowed. “Two warriors watching camp is better than one,
especially with Brokenstar roaming free.” Graystripe nodded, briefly opening his mouth before he
remembered to close it.

 

Fireheart looked at the moon above his head. His orange coat glowed silver in the cold light. Around
him, the bushes and trees were draped in mist that brushed damply against his fur. Fireheart closed his
eyes and recalled his kittenhood, so long ago. The cool forest scents in his nostrils was much better
than the damp smell of the Dark Forest that haunted him still.



 

Then he opened his eyes with a jolt. Another pair of eyes was shining back at him from the warriors’
den. Tigerclaw!

Fireheart stared back without blinking. He was a warrior. He had made an enemy of the Clan’s deputy,
but Tigerclaw had made an enemy of him. Fireheart was not the same naive young cat who spent his
nights in the Dark Forest with his father and sisters. He was bigger, stronger, faster, and wiser. If he
was destined to oppose Tigerclaw, then so be it. Fireheart was ready for the challenge.

 

 

Copperleaf passed a vine tendril to Tallpoppy, helping her loop it around the nursery walls beside the
other woven vines. ShadowClan had been slow to return to the daily schedule they used to be a part
of, but thanks to Nightpelt’s gentle care, cats had been sent out on hunting patrols to begin to re-
strengthen their clan.

 

“We can worry about borders later,” Nightpelt was meowing as he directed Brackenfoot and Wolfstep
into hunting patrols. “We have ThunderClan’s word they won’t try anything, and WindClan…well,
they aren’t there anymore.”

 

“What about a leader?” Whitethroat asked. “Who will be our leader?” Runningnose, who had been
applying a new layer of poultice to Cinderfur’s scratches, stood tall.

 

“I will go and speak with StarClan immediately,” he meowed. He quickly finished applying his
poultice, instructed Cinderfur to take it easy for a while, before hurrying out of camp, tail streaming
behind him.

 

“Littlepaw! Wetpaw!” Nightpelt called. “Come here please!” The two apprentices rushed over,
curiosity in their eyes. “We are in need of more warriors, so for your bravery in fighting on
ShadowClan’s side, you will now be named Littlecloud and Wetfoot.” The two new warriors’ eyes
widened, purrs rumbling from their throats, as ShadowClan began meowing their new names with
hesitant approval. “You may head on a patrol with Nutwhisker and Archeye to make sure Brokenstar
and his friends have truly left.”

 

The two new warriors raced over to the older brown warrior and black-striped elder, their tails
twitching in both nerves and eagerness. Copperleaf felt a sting of melancholy that they couldn’t
receive a proper warrior ceremony under a leader, but at least they had not been made warriors under
Brokenstar’s rule.

 



“Copperleaf!” Wolfstep’s call made the ginger tom pause, passing off another tendril to Dawncloud
before turning his attention to the older warrior.

 

“Yes, Wolfstep?” he asked.

 

“Hunting patrol,” the gray tom meowed. “We need to catch a lot of prey - the clan needs it.”
Copperleaf nodded, touching his nose to Dawncloud’s ear, before hareing over to where Wolfstep had
Rowanberry and Ashheart waiting.

 

Anxiety made him take a deep breath. Rid of the disease that was Brokenstar, hopefully ShadowClan
would be okay.

 

 

Silently creeping through the shadows, the mottled she-cat slunk after the matted pelt of Brokenstar.
The comfort of ShadowClan’s marshes and tall pine trees disappeared as the stink of rats and Twoleg
stench reached her nose. An old, rotting fence greeted them, sharp nettles speckling the ground. She
winced as spikes pricked her paws, jerking her paw away. The sky above was an ugly dark blue,
twisting with gray clouds that slowly vanished as tiny white dots began to shine.

 

She twitched her tail, fearful, but squashed it down. A true warrior wouldn’t be afraid! The group of
cats stopped, and stood amongst each other. Applepaw scanned them all.

 

First was their leader, Brokenstar, and his deputy Blackfoot. Clawface, Tangleburr, and Stumpytail
were beside her father, Finchflight. And at Applepaw’s side was her friend- her mate- and older
apprentice, Brownpaw. She brushed against the brown tom’s pelt lovingly, taking and giving comfort.
The black and white pelt of her father slid up on her other side as Brownpaw meowed in her ear;

 

“We did the right thing.” He raised his nose in the air. “I can’t believe the clan would be so disloyal!”

 

“Which is why,” the smooth voice of Brokenstar interrupted. “I am proud of your loyalty.” The big
tom arrogantly lifted his head. “For your loyalty, the two of you are now Brownclaw and Applefur.”

 

“Congratulations!” Finchflight purred, nuzzling the newly named Applefur. “I’m happy for you - and
now that Copperleaf can’t keep you from me, I can truly be the father you need.”



 

Applefur recalled whenever she and her siblings saw Finchflight - it always ended with him and
Copperleaf hissing, spitting, and snarling at each other. She had always been irked that she could
never have a normal conversation with Finchflight without Copperleaf butting in. He had always been
so protective! Too protective, really. 

 

She snuck a glance at her father. Now though…Copperleaf wasn’t here to stop them!

Chapter End Notes

Lolling: Wetfoot, Littlecloud, and Brownclaw are all 10 moons, while Applefur and her sibs are
5 1/2 moons. So, Brownclaw and Applefur's relationship is the equivalent of a 16 year old and a
12 year old's relationship. If they were warriors/adults, the age gap really wouldn't mean
anything, but considering Applefur still is, in warrior cats terms, a KIT, it is clearly not okay.
While there is a genuine love between them, Brownclaw holds a LOT of power over Applefur-
she doesn't have a good idea of what relationships should be, considering her bio-parents and the
whole situation under Brokenstar's rule 'warping' how she and others view ages/kithood (as in, if
you're over 3 moons, you're not a kit, you're a warrior, to them). Applefur looks to Brownclaw
for guidance and in admiration, and Brownclaw, however unknowingly, manipulates her
admiration into a love and reliance on him. More will be explored on their relationship later, just
wanting to clarify that's it's one of the more gray but still not condoned relationships.



Creekflower Is Catnapped

“Hey, Cherryfur!” Fireheart called, bounding across camp. “Have you seen Creekflower? I haven’t
seen her in camp.” The ginger and white she-cat shook her head, eyes flicking around like she was
avoiding Fireheart’s gaze.

 

“I saw her leave earlier this morning,” Dappletail meowed from the nearby elder’s den. “Maybe she
went for a hunt?”

 

“She would have been back by now, though,” Runningwind pointed out.

 

“What’s going on?” Sandstorm asked, padding up.

 

“We don’t know where Creekflower is,” Fireheart explained. “She hasn’t been seen since this
morning.”

 

“Creekflower’s missing?” the pale ginger gasped.

 

“Of course she is!” Frostfur’s scathing yowl brought the whole camp’s attention to the issue. “She’s
gone to RiverClan like we all knew we would!”

 

Speckletail’s mutter, though quiet, still reached Fireheart’s ears. “All we have to do is wait for
Fireheart now!”

 

The red tom stiffened, then shook out his fur. Creekflower was more important than the gossiping
queens of the clan. He nodded to Cherryfur, then called Darkstripe over. As much as he didn’t want to
believe Frostfur, he knew they had to check RiverClan - just in case. Although, Fireheart wryly
thought. Creekflower isn’t Thistlestar’s biggest fan.

 

The three cats padded through the trees, heading towards their border with RiverClan. Darkstripe had
his jaws parted, and Cherryfur had her nose to the ground - however, she didn’t look very convinced
Creekflower would be this way.

 



Fireheart parted his jaws, feeling anxiety rising in him, before a strong scent of RiverClan hit his scent
glands. He whipped his head around, ears pricked, and spotted the RiverClan warrior Blackclaw on
patrol with his apprentice Heavypaw, Greenflower - and Airleap!

 

The red warrior raised his tail in greeting, meowing a hello. The RiverClan cats paused, and
Blackclaw shot them a challenging look.

 

“What are you doing?” he demanded, fur bristling.

 

“We’re looking for a missing clanmate,” Cherryfur explained. “Creekflower. Have you seen her?”

 

Greenflower shook her head as Airleap hesitantly meowed, “No. She’s not here.”

 

Fireheart’s tail drooped. There goes that idea.

 

“Do you have any other idea on where she’s at?” Greenflower gently asked, sympathy in her eyes as
she gazed at Fireheart. He was confused at the pity in her eyes, but shook his head.

 

“Well…” Blackclaw gave the three ThunderClan cats a jerky nod. “Hope you find her.” he flicked his
tail to his patrol. “Come on, let’s head back to camp.” Heavypaw trotted after his mentor, casting a
curious glance behind him at the ThunderClan cats. Greenflower gave Fireheart one last pity-filled
look before following.

 

“Airleap?” the brown tabby prompted when she saw the darker cat still at the border. “You coming?”
Airleap glanced from the RiverClan cats to the ThunderClan ones, before shaking his head.

 

“I’ll catch up,” he promised. “I want to hear more about Creekflower.” Greenflower nodded, looking
sympathetic once more, before hurrying after Blackclaw.

 

“Do you have any idea about where she’s at?” Airleap asked, worry deep in his eyes as he stared at
Fireheart. “Anything?” The red tom shook his head, shoulders dropping.

 



“Nothing,” he admitted to his brother. “Dappletail was the last one to see her - she left camp this
morning, but we haven’t seen her since!” Airleap gave a sigh of despair. Darkstripe was frowning,
eyes narrowed at Airleap, but he thankfully kept his mouth closed. Cherryfur, however, was shifting
uncomfortably. Fireheart glanced at her, then meowed;

 

“Cherryfur, what is it?” the ginger and white she-cat shifted, then glanced around.

 

“Well…” she began. “I guess I wouldn’t be breaking my promise if I told you, since you are her
family…”

 

“Told us what?” Darkstripe asked.

 

“The thing is,” Cherryfur twitched her whiskers. “Creekflower’s been seeing someone.” Fireheart
blinked, surprised. He hadn’t known Creekflower was interested in another cat… “And, well, she’s
been seeing a kittypet named Oliver.” Fireheart stared at Cherryfur, mouth agape, while Airleap’s eyes
widened with shock. Darkstripe looked horrified.

 

“ What?! ” he hissed. “She’s been consorting with a kittypet ?! Is she out of her mind?!” Cherryfur
glared at the dark tabby before meowing;

 

“We could go find Oliver - Creekflower usually only stays with him for a while, never this long.
Maybe…” She paused, eyes flicking to the side as something flashed in her gaze. “Maybe he knows
something.” Fireheart nodded, still caught off-guard at this revelation. He glanced at Airleap and gave
him a friendly nod.

 

“See you some other time?” he offered. His dark tabby brother nodded his head, looking troubled.

 

“Yeah,” Airleap meowed a quick goodbye and pelted back towards RiverClan’s camp.

 

“Well,” Fireheart sighed. “Cherryfur, please lead us to Oliver.”

 

“Will do,” she meowed, before bounding away towards Twolegplace. Fireheart followed closely after
her, Darkstripe lagging behind as he scowled and frowned, clearly upset. Fireheart hoped his best
friend wouldn’t make a commotion about his sister being mates with a kittypet.



 

The three cats arrived at what Fireheart presumed to be Oliver’s nest. Inside the garden was a growing
apple tree, and some bushes of flowers were dotted around. Cherryfur leaped up onto the fence, ears
and tail pricking with relief.

 

“Oliver!” she called. “We need to ask you something!” A yowl warned them before the white, fluffy
pelt of a kittypet appeared beside Cherryfur, his pelt bristling. Fireheart recognized the white tom, and
for a moment he couldn’t recall from where, before he remembered he and Creekflower had chased
this kittypet away when they were apprentices. Creekflower had been meeting Oliver for that long?!
And Fireheart had never noticed…?

 

“Oh, I’m so glad someone came!” he exclaimed, fur spiked and tail twitching with agitation. “They
took her! They took her!” Fireheart stiffened as Darkstripe frowned.

 

“Who?” Fireheart asked, frantic. “Creekflower?” Oliver had leaped down beside them, pawing the
ground, as Cherryfur whispered for him to take a deep breath.

 

“Yes!” he wailed. “These strange housefolk came after mine called them! I’ve never seen them
before! They snatched Creekflower and took her away!” He fearfully looked around. “I don’t know
where she could be!”

 

Fireheart inhaled a sharp gasp. Strange Twolegs? Where would they take Creekfower?

 

“Do you have any idea about how we can find out who these Twolegs are?” he frantically asked.
Oliver, his breathing a little more even now, slowly nodded.

 

“There’s Henry,” he meowed. “He knows everyone in Twolegplace. He’ll probably know who these
Twolegs were!”

 

“Can you take us to him?” Cherryfur asked.

 

“Yes!” Oliver meowed, shaking his fur. “He lives over here!” He darted off, and the patrol pelted after
him. “Henry! Henry!” Oliver called, bounding up onto another fence. “Henry! We need to ask you
something!”



 

“Whha?” a large brown tabby cat poked his head out of the open gate. “What do ya need, young ‘un?”

 

“Henry,” Oliver panted. “Creekflower was taken by some strange housefolk!” Henry’s ears pricked.

 

“Strange housefolk you say?” he meowed. “Did they have a big van with them?” Fireheart had no
clue what this ‘van’ was, but Oliver nodded his head. “Cages, too?” The white tom nodded again,
which caused Henry to frown and his fur began to bristle.

 

“Those aren’t housefolk young ‘un,” he meowed darkly. “At least, not normal ones.” Fireheart
exchanged an uneasy look with Darkstripe. “These housefolk catnap cats and send them away, deep
into the town - no one knows where.” Henry stared intently at each of the four cats. “No cat has ever
returned - whether it was from the catnappers, vicious dogs, or the gang living there.” He finished, his
voice grim, “No one has come back alive.”

 

 

Creekflower yowled, slamming her paws against the cage, mewing for help as she desperately clawed
at the strange silver ‘bars’ trapping her. Another cat, a matted tom with scary yellow eyes, hissed at
her to shut up.

 

“No need for that kind of behavior,” another voice meowed. Creekflower saw that this cat, for some
reason, was the only one out of a cage. She was a soft-furred, pretty cat with golden fur. “Hello,” she
meowed, coming up to Creekflower’s cage. “What’s your name?”

 

“C-Creekflower.” the brown tabby fearfully told her, feeling her voice quake.

 

“My name is Bell,” the golden she-cat meowed. Creekflower guessed Bell was around Spottedleaf’s
age as the she-cat sat down just outside of Creekflower’s cage, her bushy tail curled around her dainty
paws. “Don’t worry, you’re safe,” Bell meowed. “No one will hurt a pretty cat like you - in fact,
you’ll probably be one of the first sold! After your kits are born, of course.” Bell purred. “They’ll sell
just fine as well if they're as pretty as you!” Creekflower blinked, confused at what Bell meant by
‘sell’ and ‘sold’ before the dark place where all the caged cats were held came to a sudden stop,
making the cages rattle and slide around - which caused the cats inside to screech and hiss. Bell
leaped up onto one of the more sturdy cages.

 



“Everyone!” she commanded. “Please stay calm! The nice housefolk won’t hurt you.” Creefklower
gave the gold cat a doubtful look, but trusted her words as a shudder signaled one of the walls raising
up, allowing the Twolegs to clamber in. They began to lift the cages and carried them out, the cats
inside meowing fearfully. Creekflower gave a squeak of fear as her cage was suddenly lifted up, and
backed towards the end of the cages farthest from the Twolegs. He glanced around, fur spiked, before
relaxing as she spotted Bell following her. The Twolegs opened what she remembered to be a door,
and placed her on a wooden thing she remembered Oliver calling a table. Bell jumped up and rested
on top of the cage. The Twoleg made a sound that sounded like a laugh, and rumbled something,
petting Bell’s head before turning around and heading back out.

 

Creekflower gave Bell a confused look. “What did he say?”

 

Bell gave a small laugh, meowing, “Don’t worry. I’ll show you around; take you under my wing,
basically.” Creekflower frowned, feeling slightly uncomfortable, before looking round and spotting all
the little hiding places and potential escape routes - and that they were all blocked off. The brown
tabby sighed, seeing Bell hop down and use her nose to undo the lock clasp. The gold she-cat gave a
friendly purr, slipping inside the cage to wrap her tail around Creekflower.

 

“This way!” she meowed, leading her out. The two cats leaped down from the table onto the hard,
wooden floor. Creekflower pawed curiously at it before she became aware of Bell sticking very close
to her side. She frowned, but shook it off. She’ll let Bell show her around - better to get a good idea of
the place to plan an escape. She followed Bell into a room with a plush, soft floor. Towards one end of
it was a big, plush looking object. Creekflower started forward to investigate, but halted as Bell
flicked her tail to her muzzle.

 

“The Twolegs have to give you permission first,” she meowed. “Sometimes the newer cats decide to
tear up the couch, so they now must wait until given permission.”

 

Creekflower gave her a bewildered look. “Why not just keep them away from it?” Bell laughed before
saying;

 

“They’ll be better behaved then. The better behaved, the more likely you’ll lead a good life here,
and…” She glanced at Creekflower’s large belly. “And the more likely you’ll have plenty of kittens
who will get owners.” Creekflower frowned.

 

“My kits aren’t something to be owned,” she meowed, feeling heat rise in her fur. “They have a father
- his name’s Oliver, and I was with him before I was taken.” Bell sniffed, shaking her head.

 



“You’re in good paws here, and so will your kittens!”

 

Creekflower just stared at Bell, uneasy and concerned.



The Local Gang Drops In

Chapter Summary

ANOTHER ONE

FireAlder: 'Tis me! Been a while since I've posted a chapter, huh? Well, here ya go! Enjoy!

Fireheart sat in ThunderClan’s camp, eyes closed, as the clan clamored to know what they found out
about Creekflower. Darkstripe and Cherryfur flanked him on his right, while Oliver was shifting
nervously on his left. He heard Cherryfur explain about how when Creekflower got pregnant, she had
planned to raise them in Twolegplace - but not yet. Instead, she had been taken by evil Twolegs.

 

“I knew it!” Frostfur screeched triumphantly. “I knew Creekflower was a traitor like her siblings!
Fireheart will soon abandon ThunderClan too!”

 

“Frostfur raises a good point!” Tigerclaw’s commanding yowl made Fireheart tense, eyes narrowing
onto the tabby warrior. Smallear was nodding in agreement with the deputy, though Halftail was
furiously arguing with the other elder. Longtail shot Fireheart a suspicious look before adding his
opinion.

 

“They all have betrayed ThunderClan,” he meowed. “It’s only a matter of time before he does too!”
Fireheart saw Spottedleaf flinch back, gasping at her clanmates’ words. Yellowfang was glaring at
Frostfur and her supporters, looking like she was ready to spit fire at them. Mousefur, Dustpaw, and
Brindface were at the white queen’s side - though Brindleface looked rather reluctant. Sandstorm
gazed at her mother and aunt, confusion and conflict in her expression - Fireheart gave a sigh of relief
when she chose to not move from her spot.

 

“She did consort with a kittypet,” Darkstripe’s meow made Fireheart snap his head towards him, eyes
wide. “A true warrior would have found a mate inside the clan!” Fireheart stared at his friend,
shocked and upset, before Bluestar silenced everyone with a commanding yowl.

 

“While Creekflower was irresponsible with taking a mate outside of the clan,” she began, casting a
reassuring look at Oliver, who cowered behind Fireheart. “She is still our clanmate and is bearing kits.
And, like the warrior code says, we must never leave a kit in danger.” She swished her tail. “We’ll
send a patrol to rescue her - Fireheart.” The red tom snapped his head up. “You will lead it. Cherryfur,
Graystripe, and Mousefur will accompany you.”



 

“And me!” Spottedleaf demanded, looking worried sick for her daughter. “You’ll need a medicine cat
in case there are any injuries. Yellowfang can take care of camp while I’m gone.” Bluestar gave a nod.

 

“Prepare your traveling herbs,” the blue-furred leader meowed. “You leave immediately.”

 

 

The patrol crept slowly into Twolegplace, ears pricked and fur on end. The fences stretched high
above them, as Oliver guided them along the stone path. Strange, harsh, and acidic scents pierced
Fireheart’s nose, along with the stench of Twolegs. Mousefur’s lip was curled, a low growl in her
throat and her tail lashing slowly. A few cats- kittypets or strays, perhaps- would glance from their
perches before vanishing. They weren’t just in enemy territory; they were in a strange territory
unbeknownst to them.

 

Graystripe, from beside Fireheart, parted his jaws and hissed, “Someone’s following us!” The patrol
whipped around, fur bristling. Fireheart parted his jaws for a scent, and got a wisp of a faint cat scent,
blocked by the gross scent of ‘trash,’ as Oliver called it. With a yowl, Fireheart launched himself
towards a gray flash behind a giant green ‘trash’ holder.

 

“Ah! Stop, stop, it’s me!”

 

Fireheart jerked to a halt right before his claws could sink into the cat’s shoulders.

 

It was Cricketpaw and Featherpaw.

 

“What are you two doing here?” Mousefur demanded while Fireheart hopped off of Cricketpaw.

 

Cricketpaw squared her shoulders before meowing - with equal demand, “We want to go too! I want
to go on an adventure! And Featherpaw can be on missions too!” Beside her, Featherpaw raised his
head defiantly. Mousefur snorted, tail kinked in agitation, before Cherryfur turned to Fireheart.

 

“Your call, Fireheart,” she meowed. “What do you think?” The red tom casted a stern eye over the
two apprentices.



 

“I will allow you to join us,” he began, signing with his tail and paws with what he could remember.
“But, your mentors will decide your punishment when we return for disobeying orders and worrying
our clanmates.” Cricketpaw purred while Featherpaw moved his front paw upwards, ending semi-
above his head - the sign Fireheart recognized as Fireheart’s own name - before the apprentice
twitched his whiskers and gave a sharp nod - the sign for thank you.

 

Oliver took the lead, and took them the way he thought he saw the catnapper’s van go. Fireheart
respected the fluffy white tom’s determination to help them find Creekflower - he clearly did love her,
even if he was a little flutter-brained. Oliver glanced around as they reached a dark Thunderpath-like
place that Oliver called an ‘alleyway.’ The white tom’s fur was puffed up, blue eyes worried.

 

“I’ve never come this way before,” he admitted quietly. “Remember that gang Henry told you about?
There is a group of vicious cats that kill dogs for fun!” He shuddered as Cricketpaw gave a squeak of
horror. “They wear dog teeth on their collars.” Fireheart exchanged a grim look with Spottedleaf.
Clearly, they won’t be dealing with any ordinary kittypets if they run into this gang of cats. Oliver
slunk forward, leading them towards a Thunderpath. It was smaller than the one separating
ThunderClan and ShadowClan’s territory, but every once in a while a monster would race past.

 

“Okay,” Fireheart meowed. “We’ll go in groups. Spottedleaf and Graystripe, Cricketpaw and
Mousefur, Featherpaw and Cherryfur, and then Oliver and me.” Spottedleaf and Graystripe crept
forward first, ears pricked and fur spiked. One monster ran past, then another whipped around a
corner, making Graystripe back away. Spottedleaf rested her tail on her nephew’s back, giving him a
little nod, and together they raced over the hard, black surface to the other side before ducking behind
a stack of box-like things. Cricketpaw and Mousefur had an easier time than Spottedleaf and
Graystripe, only having to wait for a single monster to speed by before crossing safely to join their
clanmates behind what Oliver called ‘crates.’ Next was Cherryfur and Featherpaw.

 

The two cats had slunk forward, Featherpaw’s eyes wide and whiskers twitching.

 

“I think we’re good,” Cherryfur meowed. “Let’s go!” She took a step forward - before Featherpaw
bowled her over away from the Thunderpath. Cherryfur gave a yelp of surprise before a roar alerted
the cats to a large monster - larger than any Fireheart had ever seen. It was big and green with great
big black paws at the back and two smaller ones at the front. It gave a loud roar as the Twoleg inside
yowled something at them before continuing onwards. Cherryfur’s pelt was spiked, and Featherpaw
was shaking with fear, but they both managed to bolt over without another scare. Fireheart and Oliver
were quick to follow, skidding to a half beside the rest of the patrol.

 

“Everyone alright?” Fireheart demand, worried. “Cherryfur? Featherpaw?” The two gave a shaky
nod.



 

“Featherpaw told me he felt the monster’s vibration,” Cricketpaw meowed, whiskers twitching as she,
too, shook. “So he pushed Cherryfur away before the monster came!”

 

“Monster?” Oliver meowed. “You mean the tractor that just came by?” the cats nodded. “They don’t
come into town often, but there is a farm off in that direction.” He nodded towards where, Fireheart
presumed, WindClan’s territory was. It was hard to tell where everything was now!

 

“Let’s keep moving,” Fireheart meowed. “Creekflower has to be around here somewhere.” The patrol
headed out, poking a head into a garden, or sniffing the smoke-tinted air for any hint of Creekflower’s
scent - only to come up empty.

 

A shriek made the patrol freeze, spinning around to see a group of three Twoleg kits pointing and
squealing at them - before they began to run at them.

 

“Run!” Graystripe yowled. The patrol bolted down the gray sidewalk, and dove into the nearest
alleyway, chest heaving and eyes wide. Darkness surrounded them from the Twoleg den’s arching
roofs. A collection of boxes and crates littered one side of the alleyway, while the other was filled
with muck and grime, damp green moss growing on the sides of the stone den.

 

“Why…” Featherpaw whispered fearfully, voice coming in pants. “Why are there glowin’ eyes?” He
pointed a paw down the alleyway as the patrol turned around, hackles raised and fur bristling with
caution. It was true- cats with pelts so dark, the shadows hide them, only leaving their eyes visible.

 

“Let’s get ‘em!” Cricketpaw hissed, moving forward to pounce, before Fireheart flicked his tail out to
stop her.

 

“This isn’t our territory,” he reminded her, watching carefully as the cats remained unmoving. “And
those cats watching us aren’t attacking.” As Fireheart finished his words, a loud, commanding hiss
came from the group of cats. Suddenly, they lunged forward, fur bristling and claws unsheathed, their
intent clear as day on their faces.

 

“Scatter!” Fireheart called before the patrol could be pounced on. Cherryfur threw herself in front of
Cricketpaw and Featherpaw, fur on end and lips pulled into a snarl as she stared down a long-furred
tortoiseshell and white tom. Mousefur was grappling with a skinny yellow tom, while Graystripe and
Spottedleaf were surrounded by three other cats. Oliver had tried to help them by throwing himself
onto one of the cats, but was wrestled to the ground by a fourth. Fireheart was bowled over by a



battle-scarred, long-furred brown she-cat with one eye. He screeched a challenge and swiped at her
muzzle, causing her to hiss. The two of them rolled over in a tangle of claws and fur, spitting insults at
each other, before the she-cat pinned Fireheart to the ground. The red tom struggled to get free,
hurtling a curse, before he glared balefully at the brown cat.

 

“I am Fury!” the brown she-cat hissed, voice booming. The sharp pale yellow teeth on her collar
gleamed even in the shadows. “And you’re on our turf, little kitty!” Fireheart heaved his back legs up
and pushed her off, scrambling to his paws, and angrily lashed his tail.

 

“We had no idea this territory belonged to you!” he meowed.

 

“Then why are you here?” she sneered, dropping low to the ground and circling around him
dangerously.

 

“We’re looking for a lost clanmate,” Fireheart explained stiffly as his clanmates were slowly let go,
being backed towards him until the ThunderClan patrol were entirely circled. The two apprentices
were huddled between Cherryfur and Mousefur, while Graystripe, Spottedleaf, and Oliver were
grouped around them. “A pregnant brown tabby she-cat named Creekflower, with a white chest and
paws.”

 

“She has fluffy fur like mine,” Graystripe added. “Much more well-kept, and soft.” Fury gave a hum
of acknowledgment, her eyes narrowed.

 

“I know of a place where pretty cats like her end up,” she meowed off-handedly, tail tip flicking. “The
breeders, we call them, where she’ll be forced to have kittens only to have them stripped away from
her and given to housefolk.” She licked a paw. “My own mother was a breeder’s cat.”

 

“So you’ll help us find her?” Spottedleaf meowed, her amber eyes lighting up with hope. “My
daughter means so much to me!”

 

Fury only gave a snort of amusement, a vicious and ugly grin on her features. “No. Sucks to be you, I
guess, but you’ll never see your daughter again. Not if I have anything to say about it.” She nodded to
the cats with her. “Return to the attack, but leave the younger ones alive.” She nodded to Graystripe,
Cricketpaw, and Featherpaw. “They can be made into excellent BloodClan warriors.”

 



“What?!” Spottedleaf cried, pressing her flank to Fireheart’s, protectiveness flashing in her eyes as
she curled her tail around her son’s. “But my daughter-”

 

“Doesn’t matter!” Fury drawled. “Since she was stupid enough to let the breeders get her, she’s
clearly not worth saving. If I were you, I would try to survive the next five minutes.” Spottedleaf let
out a screech of anger before launching herself at the battle-scarred cat.

 

“Spottedleaf!” Fireheart screeched, rushing forward to defend his mother, before a large black tom
pounced on his back, pinning him back to the ground. Fireheart struggled to free himself, twisting
around to see where Spottedleaf was, and hissed as he saw Fury had the tortoiseshell pinned as well,
claws at her throat.

 

“Bye bye, forest kitty!” Fury mocked before raising a paw.

 

“No!”

 

“Don’t!”

 

The clan cats’ pleads fell on deaf ears as Fury unsheathed her claws. Fireheart swallowed. Dog teeth
covered her own claws. One swipe would kill Spottedleaf easily, assuming Fury didn’t leave her to
bleed to death.

 

“Wait.” A quiet yet piercing icy voice commanded. Fury froze, swiveled her head to the side, and then
reluctantly let Spottedleaf go, her one eye blazing with her namesake.

 

A small black tom, no bigger than Swiftkit and Lynxkit in the nursery, stalked out from the back of
the darkened alley. Behind him followed a towering black and white tom, bigger than any cat
Fireheart had ever seen, and a ginger cat with faded stripes. All three wore collars with dog teeth
embedded in them - like Fury and the other cats with her, Fireheart realized. The red tom was released
by the big black tom, and rushed over to his mother, nosing her to her paws, before they turned to face
the newcomers.

 

“Forest cats?” the black tom meowed softly, his sharp blue gaze flickering between them. “In my
territory? Well, isn’t this a surprise.” With a flick of his tail, the so-called BloodClan cats formed a
circle around the clan cats. The tom prowled forward, and his warriors parted with respectfully-
fearfully?- bowed heads.



 

“I once met some forest cats, a long time ago,” he said. “They attacked me without mercy…” He sent
an eye-flinching glare at the patrol. “So, why shouldn’t I return the favor?” he meowed silkily with a
small upturn of his lips. Featherpaw whimpered as Cricketpaw shook.

 

“Wait…” Spottedleaf whispered, staring at the small tom. Her eyes seemed to widen as she stared at
his paws. One of them was snow-white, standing out harshly amongst his dark midnight-black fur.
“Wait. I know you!”

 

The tom’s eyes narrowed onto her. “All cats of the city know me,” he meowed flatly. “They fear me.
But I never thought forest cats like you would spare much for beyond the forest.”

 

“When I was an apprentice,” the medicine cat began, the fur on her haunches sticking up in fear of the
small tom’s iciness. “I- I saw a tiny black kit with a white paw, just like yours, attacked by Tigerclaw -
Tigerpaw, at the time. His-... His mentor, Thistleclaw, had ordered him to attack the kit, but Bluefur
managed to stop them.” She shook her head, frowning. “I was horrified- No clan cat should ever
attack an innocent kit like that! Not only is it against the warrior code, but to attack a defenseless
being just like that? It’s just awful. I confronted Thistleclaw about it later, but he told me…” She
shook her head, eyes foggy with painful memories. Fireheart pressed himself against his mother. “I
suppose I can believe he’s capable of it now…”

 

The black tom’s blue eyes widened, before his face seemed to turn back into the coldest ice in leaf-
bare, eyes narrowed into slits and his mouth a thin, inexpressive line. His claws flexed into the
ground, as though hungry for blood.

 

“Oh?” the tom mewed, padding forward, closer to Spottedleaf. A low growl escaped Fireheart’s throat
before an icy glance from the tom stopped it. “And if this ‘warrior code’ is so important to you, then
why didn’t you stop them?” he asked softly, head tilted, as though both mocking and genuinely
curious. Spottedleaf gave a sigh.

 

“I was just a young apprentice then, and, well…” She looked away sadly. “Thistleclaw- or, well,
Thistlestar now was my elder, and… and my mate. How could I have spoken against him?” She shook
her pelt and looked back at the tom. “I was stunned and confused, but I’m sorry I did nothing. I never
would have let Tigerclaw kill you though, I would have intervened before then, or Bluestar would
have.” She stared with certainty at the tom. “She would never, ever let a young kit die under her
watch, and I can attest to it.”

 

The black tom was silent for a moment, cold and calculating, and perhaps curious if Fireheart was to
let himself be optimistic. His eyes scanned both the clan cats and his watching warriors, before he



asked;

 

“Why have you come here?”

 

“They’re looking for a pregnant she-cat,” Fury spoke up, but her mew was a disdainful huff. Fireheart
shot a glare at the brown cat as the black tom ordered;

 

“Bring the forest cats back to camp.”

 

Fireheart snapped his head around. “We can’t come with!” he protested. “We have to find my sister!”

 

The black tom only gave him a cold look, and meowed just as coldly as his glare, “I’m in charge here,
not some clan kitty. You’d do well to learn that.”

 

Fireheart hissed as a tortoiseshell tom approached him, but the cat lashed out with his paw, clawing
his cheek. Fireheart winced as it stung. For a moment, he wanted to leap at him, but they were so
outnumbered.

 

“Get moving, kitties!” spat the ginger tabby BloodClan warrior, swiping a paw out at Featherpaw,
who ducked and scrambled over to Graystripe’s side. Cricketpaw growled at the warrior, but
Cherryfur roughly shoved her to the middle of the group.

 

“Come on,” Cherryfur hissed in a whisper. “Just follow them for now, okay? Fireheart will have a
plan to get us out of this.” Fireheart frowned, heart thumping in his chest as a sea of cats pushed and
clawed at them, forcing them forward. Did he have a plan? His warrior training had never prepared
him for lawless cats like this .

 

He turned as he felt his mother’s soft tail on his shoulder. Her eyes glittered with worry, even as she
said, “It’ll be okay.”



Airleap Has A Worried Overload

Airleap’s heart pounded as he sprinted towards camp, his tail trembling. His sister was missing!
Creekflower was gone! She had been mates with a kittypet! He couldn’t believe it.

 

He bounded into camp, skidding to a halt. Blackclaw and Greenflower had already returned to camp,
sharing tongues with Mistyfoot, who was heavy with Blackclaw’s kits.

 

“Those poor kits,” Greenflower was mewing as a few of their clanmates joined them. “I do hope
Creekflower stays away from ThunderClan. I can’t imagine how they treat her and Fireheart just
because of their parents…”

 

Airleap ignored her, running towards the leader’s den. Inside, Thistlestar was speaking quietly with
Lightningfur. They both cut off, staring at him with narrowed eyes before Thistlestar raised himself
up with a light purr. “Airleap! What brings you here, son?”

 

A confused flicker of pride made Airleap smile, but remembered Creekflower quickly made his smile
vanish. “Creekflower, she’s-” he gasped for breath, watching as Lightningfur’s eyes narrowed. “She’s
pregnant and-”

 

“Creekflower’s pregnant?” Thistlestar interrupted, ears pricking and yellow eyes lighting up. A purr
rumbled in his throat. “That’s great news! My first grandkits. I would have thought Whitestorm would
be the first to have kits, but this is wonderful news!”

 

Lightningfur’s lips curled in obvious disgust. “Ew. Confining herself to the nursery with smelly,
messy, noisy little bags of fur? I always knew she was weak.”

 

“Oh, quiet you,” Thistlestar reprimanded her, gently knocking his shoulder into you. “Having kits is a
wonderful thing. Such brilliant young minds, ready and eager to please and be true warriors.”

 

“B-But she’s missing!” Airleap continued with a pant, even though he wasn’t really all that tired from
running. His long legs and strong lungs let him run much longer and faster than his short-legged,
plump RiverClan clanmates. Thistlestar jerked his head back towards Airleap, surprise in his yellow
eyes. “Cherryfur, her friend in ThunderClan- she says she’s in Twolegplace with a kittypet!”

 



“Ha!” Lightningfur snarked with a grin. “Good riddance!”

 

The pleased expression of Thistlestar’s face vanished. “What?” he growled, aghast. “My daughter got
with a kittypet? And ran away to live with Twolegs?”

 

“What did you expect?” Lightningfur mewed, smug. “She was always the most soft-hearted of us.
Never willing to get her paws dirty.”

 

“A kittypet for a daughter!” His lips pulled back in a snarl, rage flashing in his eyes. Airleap flinched
away. “I can’t believe this disgrace. No, she’s no daughter of mine. Not anymore. And after all I’ve
done for her…?”

 

Lightningfur curled her tail around her paws, raising her head proudly. With a purr, she said, “I’m
glad you’ve realized how awful she is, father. I always knew she was a kittypet at heart.”

 

Airleap glanced between his father and sister, a tremble running down his spine. “We- we need to go
help look for her!”

 

Lightningfur snorted and Thistlestar shook his head. “No. It was her choice to be so disloyal. I must
worry about RiverClan first. Twolegs have been fishing in our rivers, and it’s hard to get any fish for
the new mouths in camp.”

 

“Speaking of new mouths,” Lightningfur meowed. “When will I get an apprentice! You promised! I
didn’t get Whiteclaw, Heavypaw, or Shadepaw as an apprentice!”

 

“Hush,” Thistlestar meowed at her indignation. “I will give you one of Mosspelt’s kits. If I had given
you the others, the clan would have known as clear as day that I favored you.”

 

“But…” Airleap trailed off, horrified and stunned as he glanced between his kin. “Creekflower could
be in danger… You’re just going to let her go without trying…?”

 

Lightningfur growled, shoving her face in front of Airleap’s and making him shrink backwards.
“She’s a kittypet now, Airleap! A traitor. Do you want to go frolicking after a traitor?”

 



“W-well,” he stuttered. “N-no, but what about her kits? Aren’t they worth saving?” Thistlestar curled
his lip.

 

“Any kit tainted with kittypet blood is unworthy to the life of a warrior,” he meowed coldly. He
flicked his tail, clearly dismissing his son, and Airleap backed out of the den, frowning and ears flat.
The dark tabby padded away from the den, tail twitching, before he paused as RiverClan’s deputy,
Leopardfur, approached him.

 

“Patrol,” the spotted she-cat said with a scowl. “Silverstream, Grasswhisker, and Whiteclaw are
waiting.”

 

“Yes, Leopardfur!” Airleap hurried to answer, then sped away towards his patrol.

 

“Hi Airleap,” Silverstream meowed, raising her tail in friendly greeting. “Everyone ready?”
Grasswhiskered purred, nodding her head, while Whiteclaw gave a nod, shooting a glare at Airleap.
“Let’s go.”

 

Silverstream took the lead, with Whiteclaw padding at her side, so Airleap dropped back beside
Grasswhisker. Reeds crunched beneath their feet, and a bird chirping in the distance made his ears
perk. Beside him, Grasswhisker’s tail was curled, and a big smile was pasted on her face, a low purr
rumbling in her chest.

 

“Why are you so happy today?” Airleap asked, curious.

 

Grasswhisker peeked at Silverstream and Whiteclaw, before whispering excitedly to him, “Thistlestar
said we can be real mates now!” Airleap blinked, taking a moment to process what the tabby just said,
before he felt his stomach drop in disgust.

 

“What?” he hissed, green eyes wide with horror. Grasswhisker didn’t notice his dismay.

 

“I know right?” she meowed, purring. “For so long he said we couldn’t tell anyone we were mates,
but finally he’s said it’s okay now that everything’s settled dow-”

 



“But you’re younger than me !” Airleap protested, cutting her off. He glanced ahead to make sure
Silverstream and Whiteclaw weren’t listening. “You-you were just a kit when I met you! How long
have you been mates with him?” Grasswhisker tilted her head thoughtfully.

 

“Well, I always have liked him and he’s always liked me, but it wasn’t until I was his apprentice when
he said that we should be mates when we’re older.” Airleap’s intake of air made him choke. “Then
when I was a warrior, he said we were official mates, but we couldn’t tell anyone yet. But now that
I’ve been a warrior for a few moons, he says it’s okay cause less cats are angry with him! I’m so
happy!”

 

Airleap took a moment to look away from Grasswhisker, ears twitching as he remembered his mother.
He had always found it kinda weird his father had gotten with Spottedleaf when she was younger than
Whitestorm, Thistlestar’s eldest son. But he had never really questioned it that much. After all,
Frostfur, Speckletail, Robinwing, Tigerclaw and others had always told him Spottedleaf was the one
in the wrong- that Thistlestar was innocent for loving her. But now… He looked back at the brown
tabby. She may be a warrior, but she was so young! He was determined to get her to see this was
wrong!

 

“Grasswhisker, that’s not okay!” he meowed, whiskers twitching with concern. “He’s old enough to
be your father - your grandfather ! A senior cat like him shouldn’t have been mates with a kit! ” His
heart pounded painfully in his chest. He felt like a rabbit. Was this what Copperleaf and Creekflower
had felt like when they’d tried to convince Airleap that Thistlestar was bad?

 

Is he bad? Airleap questioned, confused. He’s my father, and he likes me, and I want to make him
proud, but he does such bad things…

 

Grasswhisker huffed, frowning, ears flat as she defensively said, “Well, I’m not a kit anymore! I’m a
warrior! So it doesn’t matter!” The tabby warrior then ran off, flashing past Silverstream and
Whiteclaw. 

 

“Grasswhisker-” Airleap called as she stormed off.

 

Whiteclaw whipped around and glared balefully at Airleap.

 

“Of course a ThunderClan cat would be mean to a RiverClan warrior!” the brown tom spat. “You
ThunderClan cats think you’re so high and mighty!”

 



“Whiteclaw,” Silverstream frowned. When the brown tom turned his attention to her, she flatly
meowed, “Shut up.” The silver tabby nodded to Airleap while Whiteclaw glared furiously at the
brown tabby. “Airleap, what happened?”

 

Airleap glanced between the pretty tabby and the brown tom, opened his mouth to tell them about the
horrible thing Grasswhisker just told him - surely he has to say something! - but then reluctantly
closed his mouth and shrugged, gazing shamefully down at his paws. Who would listen to him,
anyway? He was just dumb, clumsy Airleap, the weakling of Thistlestar’s kits, and bringer of bad
luck.

 

“Let’s just get on with the border patrol,” he muttered. Silverstream gave him a curious look while
Whiteclaw snorted and stalked in the direction Grasswhisker went. Silverstream shrugged before
nodding and following.

 

Airleap trailed after them, head bowed and eyes on the ground. Should he have told them about
Grasswhisker and Thistlestar? It was open knowledge now…

 

…but Grasswhisker had been a kit when they decided to become mates one day! That was wrong!
Grasswhisker wouldn’t even know what it meant to be mates! Airleap shook himself, concerned and
worried about Grasswhisker.

 

Will I be able to get her to see sense?



Creekflower’s Stressed, Spottedleaf’s Stressed, EVERYONE’S
STRESSED!

Chapter Summary

Two Chapters? Tonight? What?!?! XD

Here's another one for tonight! Enjoy!

Creekflower gazed around what Bell called the nursery ‘room’. There were two other she-cats there -
one had a super flat face and kept breathing heavily as though she couldn’t breath. Her tail was curled
around three little kittens. The other she-cat - tan with brown legs and a brown muzzle - was wide-
eyed and huddled inside something Bell called a ‘tent’ to keep her separated from attacking the other
cats.

 

“She’s rather insane,” Bell supplied, nodding towards the she-cat - a siamese is what Bell called her.
“Don’t talk to her. She’ll start spouting random nonsense!” Creekflower gazed at the siamese,
frowning. She didn’t look very insane. Her pelt was a little unkempt, yes, and her eyes were glazed
with fear and sadness, but she looked rather nice.

 

Creekflower stepped forward to go talk to her - dismissing Bell’s order - but the golden she-cat
stopped her.

 

“You must go to your bed!” she exclaimed. “Any day now you’ll give birth to beautiful kits!”
Creekflower scoffed.

 

“I have at least another half-moon or so before I give birth, surely…” She paused as she felt her
stomach turn and her muscles tensed. The Twolegs came in then, and without warning, snatched
Creekflower up. She wriggled and hissed, trying to free herself, but they set her on a table before she
could. They started touching and poking her, moving her in random places - making her feel very
uncomfortable. One Twoleg shoved something hard down her throat. The brown tabby choked before
she swallowed it. Another put something in her ears, wet and sharp that made her shriek, clawing
wildly, and slipped a pink collar around her neck.

 

The Twolegs placed her back down on the floor, and Creekflower darted away, fur fluffed up from
stress. The tabby shivered. She had felt so violated!

 



“Calm down,” Bell’s meowed came from her left. “They were just checking if you were okay!”
Creekflower vigorously shook her head.

 

“I just wanted to live a peaceful life with Oliver and my kits!” she wailed, ears flat. “Not to be stuck
in some Twoleg torture den!” Bell looked abashed.

 

“They’re not torturing you!”

 

“This life is pain!” the siamese yowled from the tent. “They force you to have kits just to take them
away again and again and again !” The siamese let out a howl of despair. Creekflower gasped. That
can’t be true! Surely that’s not true? It can’t be! She then felt a sharp pain in her lower stomach.

 

“Just wait until you meet Ferris!” the flat-face she-cat muttered. “He’s the meanest tomcat you’ll ever
meet, but the Twolegs love him for his silky coat!” She brushed her tail over her kits - with silky fur.
Creekflower realized that Ferris must be their father.

 

“Shut up!” Bell hissed. “You’re lucky to be bearing my father’s kits!”

 

Creekflower’s head spun. This is just like Thistlestar! she thought with dismay. This is what I was
trying to escape! I hate this! She yowled as she felt a sharp pain in her lower stomach again - and the
realization hit her.

 

“You’re giving birth!” Bell exclaimed with excitement.

 

 

Spottedleaf’s tortoiseshell pelt prickled uncomfortably as a BloodClan tom shoved her forward
roughly with his nose, sneering at her. Beside her, Fireheart let out a warning hiss. Spottedleaf shot
him a look, flicking her tail over his flank. She knew her son wanted to fight- the warrior blood in him
was strong- but now was not the time.

 

The ThunderClan cats- and Oliver- followed after the small black tom. He was still flanked by the two
larger cats, but the scrawny rogues seemed more scared of the tiny tom than of his guards. They hid
from Twolegs, sticking to alleyways, but they had to cross a few Thunderpaths to reach BloodClan’s
camp. It’s entrance was a long alleyway that opened into a clearing behind all of the Twoleg dens.



Boxes, old, soiled, and rotting, were stacked high, and multiple scared eyes watched from beneath a
large dumpster. A silver tin trunk- a trashcan- was knocked onto its side, and a batch of young kits sat
in its waste.

 

Cats were in every angle of camp, all of them scrawnier than the skinniest WindClan warrior, barely
more than skin and bones. Despite that, Spottedleaf saw muscles gleaning underneath their ragged fur,
and the hundreds of battle scars, ear nicks, and festering, infected bites told her these cats were no
stranger to war. Nearly all of them had collars, and almost all of them had at least one dog tooth or old
claw protruding from their collars. Some even had strange objects, like a large, sharp, rusty gray
Twoleg ‘nail,’ in place of fangs and claws.

 

Their fur was full of muck and dirt, so grimy one wouldn’t dare grooming themselves. It seemed only
the elite, the well-fed, like the black tom, his guards, and Fury, spent time caring for their pelts. A
huddle of cats sneezed, their noses bubbling with snot, and another cat laid limp- dead?- in the corner,
drool at their mouth. Spottedleaf couldn’t stop a gasp at the horrible condition these so-called warriors
were in. She would never let her own clanmates get so bad!

 

The BloodClan cats hissed and growled, rising to attention, as the forest cats entered their camp. Even
the little kits in the trash can rose with a loud growl, bitterness shining sharp in their eyes. A few, the
more sickly ones, cowered into the corners of camp, staring at their leader with wide, frightened eyes.

 

“Scourge!” one little tom-kit whispered as he darted under the dumpster.

 

“Who are they?” another young cat called, staring curiously at the clan cats, her patched tortoiseshell
pelt ruffled.

 

The black tom raised his tail, and the cats surrounding the ThunderClan warriors stopped. A few
bowed their heads. Spottedleaf uneasily pressed herself against her son. His head was raised high,
despite his frown, like a true warrior, confident even amongst a hostile stranger’s territory. She
couldn’t be more proud.

 

“You will remain here until I decide what to do with you,” the tomcat announced. “My cats know to
kill you if you dare to leave this camp, for they fear the name of Scourge.” He raised his head high,
dog teeth shining on his dark collar. Hisses and yowls from his warriors rose as they jeered at the
clancats.

 

Cherryfur stepped forward, her eyes wide. “You can’t keep us here!” she protested. “We need to find
our clanmate immediately! She’s bearing kits.”



 

Scourge’s eyes narrowed on the orange and white warrior. “I know where she-cat’s like her go,” he
meowed slowly, a coldness to his voice. “I’ll send a patrol there to see if they have any new cats.” He
glanced at the ginger tabby beside him, who nodded back at him respectfully. “Perhaps we’ll have
some new warriors among us soon.”

 

With a furious hiss, Mousefur shoved herself in front of Cherryfur and Fireheart. “We are the true
warriors!” she spat, dusky brown fur bristling. “And we don’t listen to kittypets! ”

 

With a quickness and decisiveness Spottedleaf had never seen before, Scourge bolted forward, his
front white paw lashing out. The sharp dog teeth caught on Mousefur’s cheek, cutting deep and
leaving a trail of bright red that made the she-cat recoil. “We aren’t kittypets!” Scourge hissed
viciously. “We have freed ourselves of housefolk.” The tom backed up with a low growl, and his
BloodClan warriors copied him.

 

For a moment, the distant, foggy, and yet somehow clear image of a tiny kitten getting thrown around
by Tigerpaw flashed in her mind. How could that kitten be the same as the one before her? She
remembered the fear in its eyes, the trembling of his small, fragile body. The way the jingling, golden
bell on his collar had been ripped off, and droplets of crimson littered the forest floor. She
remembered Thistleclaw jeering at the small kit, and at Bluefur, when she’d stepped in front of him.

 

She remembered running to Thistleclaw’s side and purring in relief when he’d reassured her. When
she thought that, Well, Tigerpaw hadn’t killed him; he was just scaring him off… Thistleclaw knows
what he’s doing. He always does.

 

Scourge flicked his tail as he continued, “In my territory, there is no such thing as warriors.” He raised
his head high, the black of his icy-blue eyes nothing more than slits. “Merely rogues who listen to me
to survive.” A chill made the fur on Spottedleaf’s spine rise. Scourge turned to his cats. “Watch them.
Do not let them leave unharmed if they try.”

 

Mousefur grunted when she tried to hiss, flinching to the side as her scar stung, and Scourge didn’t
even cast her a glance as he turned around. Spottedleaf’s heart thumped, and before she realized what
she was doing, she had stepped forward, yowling, “Wait!” As Scourge turned to look at her, both
impassive and annoyed, she continued with a lump in her throat, “Do you have any herbs so I can
treat her wound?” She nodded to Mousefur.

 

Scourge narrowed his eyes, glancing at Mousefur, then back to Spottedleaf. “Herbs? Never heard of
them.” With that, he strolled off to the tallest pile of boxes, his guards loyally at his sides.



 

As Spottedleaf blinked, bewildered, while Cricketpaw grumbled, “Maybe that’s why all your rogues
look half-dead.”

 

As some of the BloodClan cats dispersed, Fury and two others padded up to the ThunderClan patrol.
Oliver jumped and cowered behind Featherpaw as the two burly, large black and white tomcats
sneered at him. They reminded Spottedleaf, strikingly, of that barncat she always visited on her half-
moon trips. Barley was his name, and his black-patched white fur was the exact same as these two
brutes’. Not to mention their shiny blue eyes. But compared to Barley’s plump friendliness, these two
appeared as though they’d happily rip the warriors apart.

 

“We’ll show you to your box,” Fury purred sneeringly, her lips pulled back in a cruel smile. She
strolled past them, and the two big black and white, long-furred toms glared at them until they started
moving. Spottedleaf slowed to match Mousefur’s pace, sniffing at her cheek wound.

 

“Here you are! Home sweet home,” Fury mewed, raising her paw to gesture at a small brown box,
crooked and damp from recent rain.

 

“ That’s our den?” Cricketpaw meowed incredulously. “We can’t all fit in there!”

 

“You can’t? Well, too bad.” With that, Fury flicked her tail and strolled off.

 

“It’ll be cramped for all of us,” Mousefur complained, her lip curled in displeasure.

 

One of the big toms with a light blue tooth-studded collar hissed. “You’re lucky to get any box at all!”

 

The other tom, with an orange collar, snorted. “Don’t even think of escaping, forest kitties. We bite.”
With a chomp near Oliver that made him shriek, and a laugh from his comrade, the two rogues
wandered away, but stayed close enough to the box to be considered their guards.

 

“I can’t believe this!” Cricketpaw huffed. “Who treats other cats like this? Brokenstar?”

 

“Well,” Graystripe meowed hesitantly. “We are their prisoners…”



 

“We never treated Yellowfang like this,” Cherryfur said as she sniffed the corners of the box. "Even
Darkstripe showed her kindness."

 

“We have to escape,” Fireheart whispered, glancing around at all the BloodClan cats staring at them.
Featherpaw pressed against Fireheart’s side, eyes wide. Spottedleaf wondered how much he had
understood. She knew the deaf white tom and his sister had created their own language, and that
Featherpaw could read lips, but the BloodClan cats wouldn’t exactly sit down and speak slowly for
him.

 

Fireheart touched his nose comfortingly to Featherpaw’s ear while Cricketpaw fluffed her fur and
announced loudly, “We can fight our way out! We’re ThunderClan!”

 

“With this many cats?” Graystripe meowed, much quieter than his friend. “You’re insane!” But his
yellow eyes were bright, amused, and thoughtful. Spottedleaf wouldn’t put it past her energetic
nephew to join Cricketpaw in single-handedly fighting the entirety of BloodClan.

 

“There’s more cats than I’ve ever seen in any clan at once,” Mousefur murmured, staring warily at
their captors. “But they all seem malnourished and sickly.”

 

“And I don’t want your wound getting infected from their… less than cleanly camp,” Spottedleaf
meowed. Her whiskers twitched, and she spotted a small clump of ferns lodged in a dirty corner of
two Twoleg dens. She rose and padded over, ignoring the hisses and glowers from the BloodClan cats.
She sniffed the old ferns, crinkling her nose. With a sigh, she supposed they’d do. They weren’t
horsetail or marigold, but they would help keep the wound from getting infected for now.

 

She bit down on the fern’s stem, pulling it up. She chewed it lightly in her mouth. Chewing it into a
pulp would only infect the wound, but letting the fern’s juice flow would help the wound. She walked
back to the box, ignoring the stares and whispers from the BloodClan cats.

 

“What is she doing?” one tortoiseshell kit questioned. “Is she eating that leaf?”

 

“I guess that’s what living in the forest does to you,” her look-alike brother responded.

 



Spottedleaf pressed the fern against Mousefur’s cheek despite the brown she-cat’s grumbles. She
frowned, glancing around. The BloodClan cats stared with bug-eyed expressions, ears pricked and
coughs rumbling from their chests. To them, she asked, “Do you have any cobweb?”

 

The cats glanced at each other, perplexed, and one of the black and white toms growled. But the
young tortoiseshell she-cat wandered forward. “I can go get some! Just behind here.” She darted
behind the dumpster, squirming between all the other cats who hissed and swatted at her. The she-kit
reappeared, face full of cobwebs. As she trotted in front of Spottedleaf, her brother, with the same
patched pelt as hers, followed, frowning distrustingly at the ThunderClan cats.

 

The she-kit swiped at the cobweb sticking to her face. “Uhm-” she said. Spottedleaf purred, using a
claw to scoop the cobweb off her muzzle.

 

“Use your paws next time,” Spottedleaf told her. “Much less messy.” She glanced at Fireheart with a
sly smile. “I remember a certain ginger kit who would insist on sticking his head into the cobweb
stocks.”

 

Fireheart ducked his head, ears twitching embarrassedly, and Graystripe laughed. “Really?” the gray
tom meowed to his former mentor, amused.

 

Spottedleaf stuck the cobweb to the fern before pressing it against Mousefur’s cheek. She held it for a
moment, making sure it stayed. The little she-kit questioned curiously, “What are you doing?”

 

“I’m making sure the wound doesn’t get infected,” Spottedleaf replied, and noticed the sniffling,
drooling, wheezing, and wounded cats watching her with interest. She raised her voice. “Her cut will
heal, and, most importantly, she won’t die of infection.”

 

A few cats exchanged looks, frowning. Spottedleaf glanced around at all of them, then announced
loudly, “I’ll need some more herbs to help all of you.”



Copperleaf Plans A Rescue (And Is Short With His Dadkins)

Copperleaf crouched on the moorland, ginger pelt smooth and light green eyes wide. A brown-furred
rabbit nibbled on a nearby bush. He crept forward, signaling with his tail to the rest of his patrol as he
went. Dawncloud circled quietly around the rabbit, keeping as low as possible, while Tallpoppy and
Wetfoot crept closer on Copperleaf’s left. Oakpaw, recently reassigned to Wetfoot, slunk forward, ears
giving a minute twitch.

 

The rabbit’s head snapped up, its nose twitching, and it’s fear-scent permeated the air. Copperleaf
gave a yowl, and flashed forward. His patrol surged towards the rabbit, and it turned tail and fled.
Dawncloud streaked toward it, tail streaming out behind her, as the patrol hared after their fleeing
prey. Copperleaf felt his sides heave as he panted, feeling himself slow down. He glanced over to
Tallpoppy - her longer legs helped her catch up to Dawncloud, but like Copperleaf, she was gasping
for breath. Wetfoot had come to a halt, panting beside a heaving Oakpaw.

 

Dawncloud let out a grunt, lunging forward, but the tips of her paws barely grazed the rabbit’s fluffy
tail. She landed on the moorland with a huff, and Tallpoppy let out a curse as the rabbit wriggled into
a hole and disappeared. Copperleaf came to a stop by them as Dawncloud pulled herself up.

 

“You okay?” Copperleaf asked. Dawncloud nodded, shaking her fur.

 

“I can never catch one of those stupid rabbits!” she exclaimed, tail twitching with frustration.

 

“They’re just so fast!” Tallpoppy muttered as Wetfoot and Oakpaw trotted up to them.

 

“Why do we even bother hunting here if we can’t catch anything!” Oakpaw whined. Copperleaf gave
his son a lick on the head. Even though the brown tom and his littermates had been apprentices for
some time, they were still only just six moons. The ginger tom frowned. Blossompaw had been
reassigned to Cinderfur, Nightpelt’s chosen deputy, while Swamppaw was still apprenticed to
Russetfur - but Applepaw was no longer there.

 

His heart squeezed. Applepaw had run off when Brokenstar was driven out with the rest of his
warriors-turned-rouges - with Finchflight. He breathed out an angry sigh. He should have known the
desire to know your blood father would be present in his kits - it was, after all, what was happening
with some of his littermates.

 



“Now that leaf-falls here,” Wetfoot meowed, drawing Copperleaf’s attention. “It’s just going to be
harder to find prey - that’s why we hunt here!”

 

“But what use is the moorland if we can’t catch anything…” Copperleaf quietly repeated Oakpaw’s
words. He sighed. “It’s wrong to hunt on another clan’s territory - this is WindClan’s land.”
Dawncloud mewed an agreement, but Tallpoppy spoke up.

 

“But we need prey!” she meowed, whiskers twitching. “Our prey is poisoned with carrionplace
diseases.” Copperleaf couldn’t deny that.

 

“Come on,” he sighed, waving his tail to call Oakpaw from where he was sniffing the nearby heather
bushes. “Let’s get back to camp.”

 

The patrol plodded back, empty-pawed, and entered camp with their tails low. Copperleaf gazed
around the camp, taking in the still-fearful cats. Blossompaw and the newly-made warrior Baderfang
(who was only nine moons) were sharing tongues nearby - the latter had a scar curling down his
stomach. Badgerfang looked up and nudged Blossompaw with his nose before bounding up to the
returning patrol.

 

“Hi!” Badgerfang meowed. “Did you get anything?” Oakpaw gave a sad shake of the head.

 

“The rabbits are just too fast!” he meowed sadly.

 

“We’re not built to catch rabbits on the moorland,” Dawncloud added, curling her tail around her son.
Nearby, Nightpelt was conversing with Cinderfur, a frown on his muzzle. An idea began to take shape
in Copperleaf’s mind, and he padded over to his leader as it formed.

 

“Nightpelt,” he meowed. The old black tom pricked his ears, eyes fixed on the ginger tom.

 

“Yes, Copperleaf?” he meowed. “What is it?” Copperleaf took a deep breath, then meowed;

 

“I think we should bring WindClan back.”

 



Nightpelt stared at the ginger tom with wide eyes, then shook his head furiously. “No. Your patrol
couldn’t even catch any prey! Why would we bring them back and leave less hunting ground for
ourselves?”

 

“We can’t catch any prey because we aren’t built for moorland hunting!” Copperleaf objected. “We
aren’t WindClan warriors! We don’t know how to catch rabbits!” His fur fluffed up as another thought
hit him. “Plus, what if StarClan is angry with us? After all, we were the ones who drove WindClan out
- what if the reason our prey is poisoned is because of that?”

 

Cinderfur meowed, “I agree with Copperleaf.” He was frowning. “He makes a good point. We could
start hunting in the outer woods while we wait for our territory’s prey to become clean again - and if
we bring WindClan, we can redeem ourselves in StarClan’s and the other clan’s eyes.” He lowered his
eyes. “And our own,” he added quietly. Nightpelt lowered his head, eyes swimming with thought,
before he slowly nodded.

 

“You are both correct,” he meowed. “But what should we do about it? We have no idea where they
could have gone.”

 

“We could send a patrol with cats from the clans in the forest,” Copperleaf suggested. “Two from each
clan. It’ll show WindClan that we all care about WindClan being here, back with us, to complete the
four clans once more.”

 

“I’ll go,” Cinderfur offered, head rising.

 

“I’m willing to go too!” Tallpoppy added, padding up to Cinderfur’s side. Nightpelt nodded.

 

“Very well,” he decided. “The two of you and Copperleaf will visit the other two clans and tell them
about our plan.” He swished his tail. “And if they agree, you may head out immediately.” Copperleaf
nodded, padding over to Dawncloud and touching noses with her, before mewing a goodbye to his
three kits. Cinderfur was nuzzling Ashheart- the gray she-cat beginning to show signs of her
pregnancy- so Copperleaf joined Tallpoppy by the entrance tunnel.

 

“Ready?” he asked. As she nodded, Cinderfur padded over and gave them a nod. “Let’s go.” The
three cats exited camp, and headed to ThunderClan’s territory first. His fur prickled as they crossed
the Thunderpath, but it was silent, not a leaf rustling. Copperleaf was surprised that while they padded
through the forest - leaves turning red, orange, and yellow - they never met a single patrol. Maybe
they’re over by the RiverClan border. It was strange, Copperleaf reflected, that he instinctively still



knew how to traverse his old territory even though it'd been moons since he stepped foot on
ThunderClan land.

 

He breathed in the familiar scents, picking out the smell of rosemary and marigold. It reminded
Copperleaf of his mother. He pricked his ears. He could see Spottedleaf again! He hoped she wouldn’t
be mad at him for leaving so suddenly…

 

The scents of nearby cats hit his nose, and he led his clanmates down the ravine that led to
ThunderClan’s camp’s entrance. The familiar sight tugged at his heart strings, leaving a painful ache
behind at the memories he had here. He remembered the first time he’d climbed up the ravine,
following Lionheart’s lead.

 

He could even make out the individual cats’ scents as he stood in front of the camp, but, some, he
noted, he was unfamiliar with. New kits and apprentices, he was sure.

 

Copperleaf paused, glancing at Cinderfur. Copperleaf may have been born in ThunderClan, but
Cinderfur was ShadowClan’s deputy, so he should lead. Cinderfur nodded to him, his whiskers
twitching nervously, before they pressed through the entrance of camp.

 

Startled hisses and warning yowls sounded from the ThunderClan camp - first from the brown
apprentice who Copperleaf believed was named Dustpaw, and then he recognized Goldenflower
rushing to the nursery, and the elders Patchpelt and Smallear bristling near the entrance.

 

Cinderfur let his voice raise above them as he yowled, “We need to speak with Bluestar!” As gazes
landed on Copperleaf, some cats gasped while others hissed as they spotted him.

 

“Traitor!” he heard Darkstripe hiss from beside Longtail and Dustpaw. The ginger tom chose to
ignore their taunts - but it saddened him to see Darkstripe so hostile. He remembered playing hide-
and-seek and catch-the-mouse with him as kits - clearly Tigerclaw’s aggressive influence changed
him. I wonder how Fireheart has taken it… Copperleaf found himself wondering.

 

“Coward!” another cat, Mousefur, Copperleaf recognized. His older former denmate who would often
ignore or belittle him and his siblings, but had been best friends with Lightningfur. Fury and hatred
burned in her gaze as she stared at him, her lips pulled back in a snarl.

 

“Here to steal more kits?” Speckletail spat.



 

Frostfur darted out from the nursery, her eyes wide and white fur fluffed out so that the queen looked
twice as big. Familiar kit heads popped out behind her, but Goldenflower shoved them back into the
den. “You’ll never have them!” Frostfur yowled with so much conviction, it startled Copperleaf.

 

“Copperleaf!” Willowpelt’s sudden warm mew came from behind Sandstorm, who was frowning
suspiciously at Copperleaf. She pushed her way forward, and Rosetail shuffled through the crowd
after her, purring with a pleased expression on her face.

 

“What are you doing here?” Rosetail asked, brushing her muzzle to his. Copperleaf couldn’t help but
notice the gray hairs on her muzzle - had it really been that long since he’s seen his aunt?

 

“We need to speak with Bluestar,” he meowed. His gaze slid over the gathered crowd of ThunderClan
cats. Mostly everyone was here, it seemed, except for the cats he was hoping to greet. His family. “Is
she here?”

 

“I am,” the blue-gray she-cat emerged from her den and padded over. “What news do you bring?”
Copperleaf respectfully dipped his head.

 

“ShadowClan has decided to go and find WindClan - to bring them home,” he meowed. “And we
wanted to ask if ThunderClan and RiverClan could supply two warriors each to join Cinderfur and
Tallpoppy.” He nodded to his clanmates as he spoke. Bluestar looked thoughtfully at her visitors
before Tigerclaw shouldered himself through to stand beside her.

 

“How do we know this isn’t a plot to weaken us further?” he hissed threatenly. Copperleaf met his
smoldering amber eyes with his own level stare.

 

“ShadowClan has no desire to add to the reputation we already have,” he meowed shortly. “All we
want is to return the fourth clan to the forest.” He pricked his ears. “Is Fireheart here? Would he be
willing to help?” While Tigerclaw hissed in displeasure, Bluestar gave him a sympathetic look.

 

“I’m sorry,” she meowed. “But Fireheart has taken a patrol into Twolegplace.” 

 

Copperleaf’s eyes widened, his ears pricking in shock. He exchanged a perplexed glance with
Tallpoppy. At Copperleaf’s surprised look, Bluestar continued, “To rescue Creekflower and her kits



from some Twolegs. Her mate, Oliver, went with them.”

 

Cinderfur let out a gasp that was cut off as Tallpoppy stepped on his paws, glaring a warning at her
deputy. Copperleaf himself had to stop his own gasp from rising too. His loyal, obedient sister, with a
kittypet?

 

“Spottedleaf went as well,” Bluestar meowed to Copperleaf. The ginger tom knew disappointment
was in his eyes, but he blinked and shook himself, raising his head high.

 

“Are there any others who could help?” he asked. Bluestar scanned her clan with a calculating look.

 

“Runningwind. Sandstorm.”

 

The two warriors stepped forward, tails swishing. They exchanged uneasy glances. 

 

“The two of you will accompany Cinderfur and Tallpoppy.” The ThunderClan gave an amused twitch
of her whiskers. “Since Sandstorm’s apprentice has decided to sneak off with his sister, she won’t
have much to do right now.” Copperleaf recalled the pale ginger tabby warrior had received an
apprentice - rumors said he was deaf. Cricketpaw and Featherpaw must have gone after Fireheart’s
patrol- if Copperleaf had been an apprentice like them, he knew he would have. He prayed the two
apprentices would listen to his brother and not decide to run off again.

 

Copperleaf dipped his head to Bluestar. “Thank you,” he meowed, taking a few steps back. “We’ll be
back with WindClan in tow next time you see us.” Bluestar nodded gravely.

 

“I hope so.”

 

“Safe travels,” Willowpelt meowed, touching her nose to Copperleaf’s ear. “I’ll tell Spottedleaf you
said hello.”

 

Copperleaf’s whiskers twitched as he smiled. “Thank you,” he said. He touched his nose to Rosetail’s
as well, and turned to leave, knowing cats like Tigerclaw and Frostfur’s burning gazes were still
locked onto him. The sooner he left, the more at ease they would feel.

 



But he was stopped at the entrance as Whitestorm padded up to him. His yellow gaze bore into
Copperleaf, and Copperleaf felt his fur ripple with unease. It had been so, so long since he had talked
to his half-brother. The tom Copperleaf had always admired and wanted to be like. Loyal, noble and
honest. But would Whitestorm see him as that, when all he knew was Copperleaf left ThunderClan
for ShadowClan for… no reason? ThunderClan never knew about his friendship with Dawncloud.
Did they even know he had raised her kits as his own? Had the gossip between elders spread that far
yet?

 

“It’s good to see you again,” Whitestorm meowed slowly. “I’m… glad you didn’t go to RiverClan, at
least.” His eyes glazed, and the white warrior glanced to the side. “I’m sorry I couldn’t be a good
enough brother to you while you were here.”

 

“What?” Copperleaf meowed surprised, blinking. “No! You were a great older brother. You taught me
a lot. You taught me to be true to my heart.” He glanced at Cinderfur and Tallpoppy. His friends were
waiting patiently for him. “That’s why I left for ShadowClan. They needed help and… I wanted to
help them. I couldn’t sit in ThunderClan and do nothing. And now ShadowClan’s my home. But
you’ll always be my brother.”

 

Whitestorm’s whiskers trembled, and he touched his nose to Copperleaf’s forehead. “I’m glad. I
assumed the worst, but I can see you’re a true warrior. Go in peace, Copperleaf. I’ll miss you.”

 

“I’ll miss you too,” Copperleaf whispered. “I have missed you, brother. Keep Fireheart and
Creekflower in line for me, will you?”

 

Whitestorm purred, and said nothing as he walked to the side. Copperleaf raised his tail. Cinderfur
and Tallpoppy moved forward, slipping through the camp. Sandstorm shook her fur as her mother,
Brindleface, gave her one last lick, and Runningwind mewed a goodbye to his parents, One-eye and
Halftail, before he followed.

 

Copperleaf took the lead, remembering the quickest pathway to RiverClan territory, although not
everything was the same. Rocks and ferns had shifted, new flowers had grown, saplings had started to
sprout, and the patch of marigold Copperleaf had always collected for his mother as an apprentice had
been plucked clean.

 

He felt Sandstorm’s glare on him and the other ShadowClan cats, and heard her hiss of displeasure,
but Runningwind seemed good-natured as he trotted faster to walk beside Copperleaf. The light
brown tom sent him a friendly, but hesitant smile.

 



The five cats walked in silence, but as the river scent hit their nose, Runningwind groaned, whiskers
curling.

 

“Why do we have to go to RiverClan?” Runningwind complained. “Do we really need to get a couple
cats from them? There’s already four of us!” Copperleaf shook his head.

 

“We must present a united front to WindClan,” he explained. “It’ll show that we all want them to
return.”

 

“We get that!” Sandstorm muttered crossly, casting an angry look at the river as they crossed the
stepping stones. “But why RiverClan ?” Her mutter ended with a hiss as they spotted a RiverClan
patrol approach, parting through the reeds.

 

“What are you all doing on our territory?” Blackclaw challenged, lip curling and claws unsheathing.
His eyes flickered between the ThunderClan and ShadowClan cats with both confusion, fear, and
anger. Stonefur padded after him, looking more wary.

 

“We need to speak with Thistlestar,” Cinderfur said. “It’s important.”

 

At the name of RiverClan’s leader, both ThunderClan cats tensed and Sandstorm gave a low growl.
Copperleaf gave them a confused look - before it hit him. Thistlestar, his father , was in charge of
RiverClan - and ThunderClan had never been his biggest fan because of it.

 

Huh. Looks like this means I’m going to talk to my father for the first time… The ginger tom wrinkled
his nose with disgust. Talk to the cat who had gotten with his mother when she was just a kit? He had
enough of kit-lovers dealing with Finchflight. At least that tom was gone now.

 

Even if he is out there with my daughter…

 

“Alright,” Stonefur meowed, shooting a silencing look at Blackclaw. “Follow us.”

 

Blackclaw took the lead while Stonefur flanked them from behind. The two warriors were clearly
uneasy. The five ThunderClan and ShadowClan warriors outnumbered them, and they had no idea of
their intentions. But he was glad they were escorting them rather than fighting them.



 

As RiverClan camp appeared with the small rush of running water, Sandstorm gave another hiss.
Copperleaf shot her a placating look. He wasn’t excited to see his father either, but they were on a
diplomatic mission. Saving WindClan was more important than family drama.

 

Similar to ThunderClan, hisses and growls greeted them, but RiverClan seemed much more lax and
lazy, resting around camp, and fixing them with glares rather than leaping to their feet with anger and
fear. They were confident, cocky - they knew they could defend themselves. They were all well-fed
and round, and Copperleaf shifted uneasily, feeling the ache of hunger in his belly. He hadn’t eaten
today, and yesterday he had only eaten one small mouse, giving the bigger toad he had caught to
Dawncloud.

 

Copperleaf’s gaze flew to Thistlestar almost immediately. He had seen the tom plenty at Gatherings,
but this was the first time he had ever been so close to him. He seemed… like a normal warrior, or
leader, he supposed. Proud and looking like he was exactly where he should be, muscles rippling
underneath his pale gray and white pelt. White wrapped up his leg, reminding Copperleaf of Airleap’s
own white leg, and another splash of white covered some of his face. Yellow eyes, just like
Whitestorm’s, glimmered confidently. His fur was long and spiky, just like Lightningfur’s.

 

Speaking of, Copperleaf was startled to see his sister once more. She was right beside Thistlestar, as
they sat in the middle of camp. Leopardfur, the deputy, was on his other side, and two young warriors,
Grasswhisker and Vixenleap, sat nearby. Silverstream wasn’t far either, sharing tongues with
Whiteclaw.

 

It was strange to know what a terrible cat his father was, and yet to see him being so… normal.

 

What of Copperleaf resembled him? His pelt twitched uncomfortably. Was he anything like this tom
before him? He always thought he looked more like Spottedleaf, and found comfort in the thought.
But he supposed, perhaps, he had gotten his height and his bulk from his father, rather than his small
and dainty mother.

 

When Thistlestar’s gaze snapped to the patrol, Copperleaf steeled himself, raising his head
confidently. Thistlestar leaped to his paws, back fur raising while a growl left his throat. Power and
control radiated from him, reminding Copperleaf a lot of Brokenstar, and yet, also, of Bluestar.

 

“What are Th-” Thistlestar’s angry growl cut off as he seemed to do a double take at Copperleaf, his
eyes widening. “You! You’re-” Thistlestar paused, or hesitated perhaps, eyes flickering to the side as
though recalling something. “You’re my son!”



 

“Thistlestar,” Copperleaf mewed simply. He settled down with his tail around his paws.

 

“What are you doing here?” Thistlestar warmly meowed, seeming intrigued and completely ignoring
the other cats with him, as though Runningwind and Sandstorm’s glares meant nothing to him.
“Friendly visit?”

 

Copperleaf gave him a frosty look before coldly meowing, “I’m here to ask you to send two warriors
to help us bring WindClan back.” Thistlestar blinked, staring at Copperleaf with confusion, before he
frowned.

 

“Why would we care?” he growled. “We’re happy with the extra land to hunt.”

 

“But have you actually been catching anything?” the ginger tom asked cooly. Thistlestar’s silence was
all the answer he needed. “WindClan is the fourth clan in this forest,” Copperleaf continued. “No
other clan can catch moorland prey as well as WindClan. We must bring them back!” He nodded to
the ThunderClan cats - who looked uneasy and baffled at the glares and horrified looks they were
getting from the surrounding RiverClan cats. “ThunderClan and ShadowClan have already decided to
go.” He shrugged. “It’s up to you if you want it to be obvious to WindClan that RiverClan was the
only exception.”

 

Thistlestar’s eyes flashed with emotions, and his ruffled pelt smoothed. His lips pursed, and he
glanced at Leopardfur.

 

Lightningfur quickly spoke up the moment their father turned to his deputy, and Copperleaf wasn’t
surprised as his sister spat, “If WindClan was weak enough to get chased out of their own territory,
that’s their own fault!”

 

Thistlestar looked like he agreed, but Leopardfur frowned. “It’s true the extra hunting land hasn’t
actually provided us with much prey…” she said. “I don’t think WindClan is our problem, but if they
do manage to bring them back, and RiverClan was the only one not to… We might have an
unnecessary enemy in the future.” Lightningfur growled and glared at her, green eyes ablaze with her
typical Lightningfur fury. Copperleaf almost missed it.

 

Thistlestar closed his eyes for a moment before he opened them and nodded. “Very well,” he said in a
stony tone, as though still reluctant. “Two warriors may go.” He gazed around his clan. His warriors
glanced uncertainly at each other.



 

Suddenly, from behind the pretty silver pelt of Silverstream, a timid voice meowed bravely, “I-I
would like to go.”

 

Copperleaf snapped to the voice, eyes wide and ears pricked. He had forgotten, completely, that
Airleap was in RiverClan. His heart started beating. His brother! His other half. The half that
Lightningfur had corrupted. No, that wasn’t fair to his sister. Airleap liked Lightningfur better than
Copperleaf, that had always been the truth. Even if Lightningfur had treated him so poorly.

 

Silverstream was giving the brown tabby an encouraging nod, so Airleap padded forward until he was
by the group of cats. “I’ll go,” he offered, voice a little more steady. Thistlestar gave a nod of
approval, eyes glowing with pride, while Lightningfur looked disdainful, her lip curled. No change
there, obviously.

 

“Grasswhisker,” Thistlestar called. “You can go too.” The brown tabby she-cat jerked her head over,
looking surprised and disappointed.

 

“But,” she meowed, padding forward to stand beside her leader. “I don’t want to leave you!” The two
cats nuzzled each other, and Copperleaf got a horrible, sinking feeling in his gut. 

 

Oh no…

 

“I trust you,” Thistlestar mewed. “That’s why I want you to go on this mission.”

 

Grasswhisker’s whiskers twitched as she frowned. Behind her, her sister Vixenleap was frowning,
hard gaze locked on Thistlestar. She looked like she wanted to say something, but she said nothing.

 

Grasswhisker cast a glare at Airleap, petty anger flashing in her gaze. “And do I have to go with him
?” she complained, much like many young apprentices did. Hadn’t she been Thistlestar’s apprentice?

 

Copperleaf glanced between the she-cat and his brother, confused at her hatred of him. Did RiverClan
mistreat Airleap, like ThunderClan had? Or did this warrior in particular hate him? Copperleaf
couldn’t recall Airleap being at any gatherings. He had no idea how his RiverClan clanmates treated
him. At least Silverstream seemed like a friend of his.



 

Thistlestar blinked, glancing at Airleap too, who seemed to shrink, eyes glued to the ground.
Grasswhisker sniffed disdainfully, but Thistlestar meowed, “Airleap has volunteered. He’s a loyal
RiverClan warrior, and my son. I see no reason he can’t.”

 

Grasswhisker huffed. “Alright…”

 

“Let’s head out then,” Sandstorm interrupted, stretching as though carefree, but Copperleaf could see
tension in her muscles. She glanced at Runningwind. “Can’t wait to get back and tease Fireheart about
this - he’ll be agitated he missed out on this!” Runningwind snickered.

 

“I don’t know,” he meowed. “He’ll probably be glad to stay away from drama for a while!”
Copperleaf felt his whiskers twitch with amusement - before he suspiciously narrowed his eyes as
Thistlestar gave the two ThunderClan cats a calculating look.

 

“Sandstorm's right,” Copperleaf loudly meowed, taking Thistlestar’s attention off his ThunderClan
brother’s friends. “Let’s go.” He waved his tail and stood, turning to leave.

 

“Good luck,” Thistlestar offered. Copperleaf paused, craned his neck around to face Thistlestar - but
just to give him a nod of acknowledgement. He whipped back around to lead the chosen cats out of
camp.

 

“Take care, Airleap!” Silverstream called, Whiteclaw frowning beside her.

 

“I hope he falls off a cliff!” the tom muttered, and Silverstream glared at him, to which Whiteclaw
winced guiltily.

 

“Be safe, Grasswhisker,” Vixenleap meowed quietly.

 

“Are you sure you’re okay traveling with… ThunderClan?” a she-cat named Softwing padded up to
Airleap, glancing at Sandstorm and Runningwind with suspicion in her eyes.

 

“Uhm,” Airleap meowed, blinking. “I’ll be okay.”



 

“Tell us if they say one bad word to you,” another cat- Reedtail- growled, presumably in an attempted
whisper, as he shot a glare at the ThunderClan cats. “I’d love an excuse to tear their pelts off.”

 

“Uh.” Airleap backed away nervously, as though perplexed. “Ah-alright?”

 

He scrambled after the other cats, who had already slipped out of camp with Copperleaf waiting for
him. Copperleaf smiled at his brother, padding after him. The RiverClan cats seemed protective of
Airleap… weirdly so.

 

“It’s great to see you,” Copperleaf whispered to his brother.

 

Airleap glanced up at him, with familiar, sad green eyes. Nervousness ruffled his pelt and twitched his
white-tipped tail. “You too,” he meowed softly, picking up speed to stand beside Cinderfur. The gray
ShadowClan deputy shot him a friendly smile, and Airleap hesitantly returned it.

 

Copperleaf frowned sadly.

 

“Which way will we go first?” Runningwind meowed as they trekked up towards WindClan’s
territory.

 

“You should find WindClan’s camp first,” Copperleaf suggested. “You’ll be able to pick up their scent
from there and follow it.” He stopped. “From now on, it’s just the six of you.”

 

He gazed over them. Tallpoppy, young but experienced in hardships. Cinderfur, his best friend and
determined. Runningwind, speedy and clever. Sandstorm, instinctive and fiery. Grasswhisker…he
worried for her. She too was young - and naive. Hopefully she would have her head on straight for
this mission. And Airleap…his brother. His brother who he had failed. 

 

Copperleaf stepped forward, hope flashing inside him, and leaned his head forward. Airleap, after a
heartbeat, returned the gesture. The two nuzzled each other, and Copperleaf purred. A barely audible
purr vibrated from Airleap’s throat, before the long-limbed tom - was he taller than Copperleaf now? -
pulled back, staring at the ground still. Copperleaf’s heart ached, but he said nothing more. He
touched his nose to Cinderfur’s before backing away. Tallpoppy and Sandstorm began to trot over the



ridge into WindClan’s territory, Grasswhisker hesitantly following them. Airleap quickly turned and
followed, while Runningwind and Cinderfur waited for Copperleaf to speak before leaving.

 

With a deep, shaky breath, Copperleaf spoke.

 

“Good luck.”



A Scourgey Secret Is Spilled

Featherpaw’s ears twitched as he stared out at the scary, mangled cats with ragged pelts, stuffy noses,
and dog teeth-studded collars. He thought ShadowClan warriors were scary, living in the darkness of
the marsh, but these cats, they were far worse. It was clear they had no warrior code to hold them to
any sort of honor.

 

His sister pressed against his side, looking much more intrigued than Featherpaw was. Spottedleaf
was tending to one of the rogues who had a deep, infected scar, bubbly with puss, on his side.
Fireheart and Cherryfur stood protectively beside her, fur bristling as the other rogue cats watched
them with narrowed eyes. Oliver cowered in their box beside an upset Mousefur.

 

The young tortoiseshell rogue hopped behind Spottedleaf with bright eyes. Her identical brother
paced beside her, frowning with a twitching tail.

 

Cricketpaw meowed something to the tortoiseshell she-cat, and Featherpaw snapped to his mouth to
watch her speak. Her tail moved instinctively too, signaling some of their words. To him, it seemed
like she said, “You lived BloodClan all your life?”

 

BloodClan. Cats had been repeating it a lot here. He had never heard of it before, but it must be this
gang of cats’ group name.

 

The tortoiseshell turned back to Cricketpaw. She answered, speaking quicker than Cricketpaw did, so
that Featherpaw only caught, “Born in camp!”

 

Featherpaw startled as Graystripe slipped up onto his other side. He sent his friend a small smile,
which the fluffy gray tom returned. Graystripe twitched his tail and whiskers as he spoke to the
tortoiseshells. “Are you old enough to leave?”

 

The two siblings exchanged glances. The tom said something along the lines of, “What do you
mean?”

 

“In ThunderClan,” Graystripe explained, tail signaling. “Kits under six moons can’t leave camp
without a warrior or queen.”

 



The tom tilted his head with a frown. “We leave all time,” Featherpaw caught.

 

His sister continued, “Our parents-” and then she said two words he didn’t know. Their names
perhaps? He glanced at Cricketpaw as the tortoiseshell finished speaking something like “take us
missions outside.”

 

Cricketpaw smiled at him and she made a few gestures. The first one was an easy paw motion- Strike.
But the other was a lot more confusing, but she mouthed it to help him. He still wasn’t sure what a
Snapper was, but now he knew the names the she-cat had spoken. He glanced at the tortoiseshells and
hesitantly spoke, “What are your names?”

 

“Scraps,” the tom said, glancing at his sister, perplexed. The sister spoke her name too. Featherpaw,
once again, wasn’t sure what it meant, but it was something like “Gremlin.”

 

“I’m Featherpaw,” he mewed, fluttering his ears. “And this is Cricketpaw and Grayp- Graystripe,” he
corrected, testing his friend’s new name on his tongue.

 

Scraps and Gremlin exchanged looks again, before Scraps mewed something and pointed to his ears.
“Why does he do that?”

 

“Oh!” Cricketpaw said, twitching her whiskers. “He’s deaf.”

 

“Deaf?” Gremlin cocked her head curiously. Featherpaw nodded.

 

“He can’t hear you speak,” Cricketpaw explained, tail twitching and front paw moving. “But he can
still understand you if you talk slowly! We move our ears and tails to say words too.”

 

“Wow,” Gremlin meowed, blinking. “In BloodClan, a cat like that would have been killed.”

 

Featherpaw’s pelt bristled. “What?!”

 

“Well,” Gremlin said hesitantly, glancing at her paws. “We need to survive here. And to survive, you
can’t care for the weak, or you’re weak too. So BloodClan cats, we… We take care of ourselves, and



that’s it.”

 

“But Gremlin and I will always protect each other,” Scraps added protectively, pressing against his
sister’s side.

 

“In ThunderClan,” Graystripe started, his tail shooting upwards and bristling briefly in the signal for
their clan’s name. “We protect every cat, big or small, old or young, and strong or weak. That’s what
makes us true warriors.”

 

Cricketpaw nodded proudly, puffing out her chest. “That’s right. We’d do anything to save a clanmate.
And future clanmates! Our missing clanmate’s bearing kits, and the warrior code says we can never
abandon a kit in danger. We have to save her!”

 

Gremlin frowned, shuffling from paw to paw. Scraps’s whiskers twitched and he glanced around
almost nervously. Spottedleaf and Fireheart were applying some sort of poultice onto a mangly tom’s
bloodied, scabbed leg while Cherryfur chatted with two glaring but intrigued rogues. The two black
and white tomcats who were the clancat’s guards spat something taunting towards Oliver, who
squeaked and ducked further into the box. Mousefur hissed something back. And the scary she-cat -
Fury, Cricketpaw had said her name was - was arguing with another tom on top of Twoleg rubbish.

 

“Everybody’s distracted,” Scraps began.

 

His sister made that strange facial expression Featherpaw recognized as a ‘gasp.’ A sign of surprise.
“Scraps, we can’t!”

 

“You’d want to save me if I was trapped,” Scraps argued. “Why not help them?”

 

“Because they’re not my brother!” Gremlin mewed. “I don’t owe them anything.”

 

“Think of it like mom always tells us,” Scraps said. “They’ll owe us.”

 

Gremlin glanced at her paws again, frowning. “I guess…”

 



“Come on!” Scraps mewed. “Let’s go! I think I know where the breeder’s-” He said a word
Featherpaw didn’t know, “-is. Remember that-” Another word Featherpaw didn’t know, “-kitty Beach
came from there?” He bounded a few steps towards the exit of the strange BloodClan camp. “It’ll be
an adventure!”

 

“Oh, alright,” Gremlin conceded, standing up to walk after her brother. “I guess so.” But her tail
twitched eagerly, a light entering her eyes.

 

Graystripe exchanged an excited glance with Cricketpaw and Featherpaw, which Cricketpaw returned
with a small bounce before she darted after the two young tortoiseshells. Featherpaw followed, more
slowly, and Graystripe stuck to his side. He ducked his head nervously as one of the exit guards
glanced towards them.

 

The light gray she-cat narrowed her eyes. Her growl was obvious to Featherpaw, even if he couldn’t
hear it. “What are you doing?” she demanded.

 

“Hi, Minty,” Scraps greeted cheerily. “We’re going to help them rescue their friend!”

 

The three ThunderClan cats’ pelts bristled. “What are you doing!” Graystripe hissed, baffled.

 

Minty, too, blinked bewildered. “They’re our prisoners! You can’t just take them out of camp.”

 

“But you remember when you had Ash and Soot, right?” Scraps meowed. “All alone? Because Beach
got taken by the breeders, then-” A third word Featherpaw didn’t know, “to housefolk down by the
forest? You’re lucky he made it back.”

 

“Their… clanmate is expecting kits too,” Gremlin explained. “She’s all alone, in the breeder’s den.
Without her mate or her friends.”

 

Minty’s harsh expression seemed to soften. “Oh… I don’t know,” she mewed. She glanced towards
the leader’s den, who had a name Featherpaw knew meant ‘evil’ or ‘mean,’ but he still couldn’t grasp
what the tom’s name truly was yet. “I’ll get in a lot of trouble if I let the prisoners leave…”

 



Another guard’s ears twitched and he turned to them. “You’re letting the prisoners leave?” the tom
spoke, stepping closer. He was a pale sandy color, like Featherpaw’s new mentor, Sandstorm, but with
blue eyes. He recalled his mentor with a wince, feeling guilty that she had left without telling her
where he was going. He hoped she wasn’t fretting over him… but he knew he was in for the scolding
of a lifetime when he returned home.

 

“I know I shouldn’t, Beach,” Minty said. “But raising Ash and Soot without you was the worst
moment of my life.”

 

Beach frowned, glancing at the ThunderClan cats. “Well… I won’t stop you, if this is what you want.
Just don’t drag me down with you, Minty.” He touched his nose to her ear. “Fury already hates me.”

 

“Okay kits,” Minty meowed. “Be quick.”

 

“Thanks!” Scraps purred.

 

“Really,” Featherpaw meowed as he followed the scrappy tomkit, blinking slowly at her. “Thank
you.”

 

“This way!” Scraps called as he navigated with ease amongst the strange Twoleg pathways. Twolegs
bumbled about, but he seemed unafraid of them. Featherpaw crinkled his nose. Everywhere they
went, it smelled a different kind of horrible. Their camp was ridden with the stench of disease and
blood, rats and trash. But here stunk of Twolegs, their monsters, and smog.

 

Featherpaw’s fur bristled as he felt the repeated rumbles of monsters shooting past along the black
stone. He pressed himself against Graystripe’s side, taking comfort in the gray tom’s fluffy fur. For a
second, he missed Ravenpaw, and hoped the tomcat was doing alright.

 

“I think it’s this way,” Gremlin said, pointing her tail down an alley.

 

“This way’s quicker,” Scraps argued.

 

“That way has dogs!” Gremlin protested.

 



“So?” Scraps huffed. “They’ll be inside.”

 

Gremlin shook her head. “You don’t know that.”

 

Cricketpaw cut in, “Does it matter which way we go? Just get us there!”

 

“I’d like to go the way without dogs,” Graystripe suggested. “Let’s go Gremlin’s way.”

 

Featherpaw nodded. He remembered the foxes that tried to eat him in his kithood. He wasn’t eager to
meet their canine cousins.

 

Gremlin blinked gratefully at Graystripe. “See? They agree with me, furball! Let’s go.” She turned
into the alleyway. Her brother grumbled but followed after her.

 

Featherpaw shrunk as eyes glared down at him. The stray cats hissed and growled, but Scraps puffed
up his fur, shaking his neck as though to show his collar off. His two dog teeth laid claim to where he
was from. Featherpaw’s tail twitched. Was that how respected BloodClan was? Or… how feared they
were? He shivered.

 

“Hey!” Gremlin called. She pointed with her paw towards the top of one of the Twolegs’ den, as it
poked out from behind another. “There it is! See, I told you.” She raced forward.

 

“Wait up!” Scraps yowled, running after her.

 

Featherpaw exchanged shocked glances with his clanmates. They had been that close to where
Creekflower was held? And yet the BloodClan leader had refused to let them go? Cricketpaw sped
ahead, the swiftest of them all. Featherpaw followed, but skidded to a halt as he was met with a
Thunderpath.

 

“Cricketpaw!” he screamed, but his blue-gray sister had already sped over the Thunderpath, even as a
monster soared by, nearly nicking her tail.

 



“What?” she called back. “Come on! Just go fast! They aren’t that dangerous.” She stood beside
Gremlin and Scraps, who had been just as fearless- or perhaps reckless- as her.

 

“It’s okay,” Graystripe mewed, even as his fur prickled nervously, glancing as a red monster rumbled
by. “We can go together.”

 

Featherpaw crouched down at the path’s edge, heart beating hard in his chest as another gray monster
flew past. But then there was a pause, and he took a deep breath. The rumbles died down as the
monsters stopped in a line behind each other. Quickly, he tensed and rushed forward. Graystripe
matched him stride for stride.

 

He panted as his paws left the Thunderpath. Cricketpaw pressed her nose to his cheek, purring. “See?
It’s not that bad!”

 

“You’re crazy,” Featherpaw responded, whiskers and ears flopping downwards. His sister just
laughed.

 

“Come on, we’re almost there,” Gremlin urged them on. She padded forward, ducking around a
Twoleg who started babbling and reaching for them. Featherpaw hissed when it stretched its paw out
towards him, bolting away.

 

Gremlin and Scraps led them to a large, tan Twoleg den with a pointed red roof. Scraps sniffed the air.
“Yeah, this is the breeder’s place,” he meowed. “You can smell Ferris’s stench everywhere. He’s the
meanest of the breeder’s tomcats.”

 

“We can use the,” and then Gremlin said a word Featherpaw didn’t know, pointing up at a piece of the
den that was cut out, a small shine indicating something was there. Window, he learned.

 

Gremlin wiggled her haunches, then hopped up onto the ridge beside the window. Graystripe followed
her, then Featherpaw. There wasn’t enough room for Cricketpaw and Scraps.

 

“It’s open!” Gremlin mewed. The top half of the window had the strange sheen, but the bottom half
was some criss-crossing, thin gray material. “We can claw through this.”

 



Featherpaw scented the air. It reeked of Twolegs, yes, but he could also smell- “Creekflower!”

 

He couldn’t see the she-cat, but her warm scent- more milkier than usual- was there amongst other
scents of she-cat’s and kits. He shoved his claws into the silver mesh, helping Gremlin tug and pull at
it. It hurt his claws, tougher than he expected, but eventually one of the corners pulled out. Graystripe
shoved his nose against it, and it popped out further. Wiggling, he squeezed his head through.

 

“Ouch!” he yowled as he shoved his plump body through. “It hurts!” His long fur caught on the
wiring as he struggled to the other side, but he made it.

 

“You could make another cat out of all that fur!” Gremlin mused, whiskers twitching, as she stared at
the gray fur stuck to the mesh. Then she squeezed herself through, a lot easier. Featherpaw was pretty
average in size, but he was skinny, so it was easy for him, although he winced at the wires combing
through his pelt. Cricketpaw and Scraps followed them.

 

Cricketpaw sniffed the air. “It’s so weird!” she meowed. “This is what a Twoleg den is like on the
inside? It’s brighter and warmer than outside. And the floor is so strange.”

 

The floor was bare, slippery, cold yet wooden underneath their paws. Featherpaw sniffed it, curious.
But, once more, the scent of Creekflower entered his nostrils. “Creekflower’s here,” he said. “I can
smell her.”

 

Graystripe lifted his head. “Me too! But there’s a lot of other catscents too.”

 

“Kittens, too,” Cricketpaw agreed. “It’s like a nursery, but… bigger. And stranger.”

 

Suddenly, the four other cats beside Featherpaw all turned towards a big, dark wooden part of the
wall, startling him. He glanced about, trying to figure out what they had all seen, before he realized it
wasn’t what they’d seen, but what they’d heard. He flattened his ears self-consciously, recalling all of
Dustpaw’s taunting.

 

Graystripe darted over to the wooden wall. “Creekflower! We’re here to rescue you.”

 



A pause for response, but Featherpaw had no lips to read. But, through the small gap under the
wooden wall, he smelt Creekflower. He scrambled after Graystripe, nosing the bottom eagerly. He
caught a glimpse of Creekflower’s white paws. She smelled… a lot like Goldenflower and Frostfur
and all the other queens. Pleasant milk scent wafted off of her, nearly covering her fearscent. He could
smell kits, too, newborn, like how Cinderkit and Thornkit and them had smelled a few moons ago.
That scent was more distant, not as close to the wooden thing.

 

Another nearby scent- an unfamiliar she-cat- caught his nose, and he frowned. Beside him, his
clanmates and Creekflower continued talking, but he raised his head, smelling the air. The scent was
coming from under the wooden wall. It was coming from behind them.

 

Whipping around, Featherpaw yowled in alarm. His clanmates and the BloodClan kits jumped and
bristled, startled by his call.

 

Through a hiss, Featherpaw saw the golden she-cat snarl, “What are you mangy cats doing here?! I
thought I told you strays to keep your paws off my she-cats!”

 

“We’re here to rescue our clanmate!” Cricketpaw explained quickly. “We aren’t from BloodClan, we
promise!” She glanced at Gremlin and Scraps. “Well, they are, but they’re just kits-”

 

“We, we’re not!” Scraps protested. “We’re five moons old!”

 

“Can you help us?” Cricketpaw finished.

 

But the she-cat just hissed, even more enraged. “You think you can waltz in and steal my queens?
They’re perfectly safe here! And you’ll never see them again, you ugly beasts!” Instead of lunging
forward in attack, the she-cat stepped back, raised her head, and let out a loud caterwaul.

 

“What is she doing?” Gremlin mewed, patchy fur fluffed up as she glanced wildly around. She and
the others glanced back at the wooden wall- Creekflower must be saying something again.

 

Somewhere in the den, a thud’s vibrations reached Featherpaw’s paw pads.

 



“Run!” Featherpaw screamed. He sprinted forward, right as another one of the wooden walls opened.
Two Twolegs ran forth, eyes widening in surprise as they saw the cats. They yelled and gestured their
big paws around angrily at each other and the cats.

 

Featherpaw jumped onto the window, paws scrambling against the wall as he pushed himself up. He
shoved his head through the mesh, then stepped onto the ridge. He yowled as he felt something brush
his tail before he yanked it through. He turned back to see the ugly face of a Twoleg staring back at
him with its teeth bared.

 

Disregarding him, the Twoleg turned around and lunged its hand out at Scraps when the tomkit leaped
for the window. Scraps hissed and spit, clawing at the Twoleg, and it tossed him with a loud yelp,
clutching its paw. But it placed its back to the window, preventing Scraps from attempting to leave
again.

 

And the others!

 

Featherpaw watched as the other Twoleg perfectly grabbed his sister by the scruff, holding her up like
she was their mother or one of their fathers. Her body curled in on itself instinctively, even as she
kicked her hindlegs out. But Featherpaw recognized that sign. It meant ‘run.’

 

Fur bristling, Featherpaw was torn with indecision, right before he whipped around and bolted onto
the grass outside the Twoleg den.

 

 

Fireheart passed Spottedleaf the slightly wilted stems of marigold and rosemary - there wasn’t much
around to make a proper poultice out of, but his mother was making due. The tortoiseshell carefully
squeezed the juice from the flowers onto one of the BloodClan’s cat’s inflamed and infected leg.
Pounce, as the tom was called, was apparently one of the cats who were on thin ice because of this
injury - so Spottedleaf had made it her top priority to make sure these cats were healed and back to
full strength.

 

He twitched his ears, feeling a little torn. On one paw, he did feel bad for the BloodClan cats - no one
should have to live this way! But on the other…they were keeping them prisoner. And while they
were held captive here , who knows how far away Creekflower must be now !

 



“Fireheart,” Spottedleaf’s mew caught his attention and he pricked his ears, turning around to her. She
was picking up the scattered herb stems, leaves, and flowers that they had been able to find. “Could
you go find Scourge? I think it’s time we talk to him.”

 

Fireheart nodded, feeling uneasy, but gave a quick mew to Cherryfur and gazed around, almost
missing where the small tomcat was. The tom stood upon his tower of boxes, partially hidden behind
the big black and white tom called Bone. The red warrior rose and padded over to the BloodClan
leader, catching Cherryfur’s uncertain look as he went. Spottedleaf nosed her niece gently before
padding after Fireheart with the small pile of herbs in her jaws.

 

Scourge’s icy eyes flicked over to them as they approached, and Spottedleaf dropped the herbs before
beginning to meow, “Scourge, we-”

 

“I see you’ve done something with my clan,” he interrupted cooly, staring down at them. Spottedleaf
blinked, but gave a little nod, standing tall. Fireheart felt a flicker of admiration for his mother - she
was always proud to soothe other cats’ wounds, and would never feel ashamed of doing so.

 

“These ‘herbs’ you’ve used,” Scourge continued, an interested glint in his eyes. “They’ve soothed
their wounds, and their minds.” Spottedleaf nodded.

 

“There isn’t much to work with here,” she confessed. “But we made do - marigold for infection,
rosemary for inflammation, and thyme to ease stress.” Scourge’s eyes flicked between the two
ThunderClan cats, while Bone’s were narrowed. The small black tom had an air of guarded curiosity
as well as his initial suspicion.

 

“Tell me,” Scourge meowed slowly. “Why would you heal my clan? I’ve never met a warrior who
didn’t inflict pain - my warriors and I included.” He flexed his claws, a small, proud upturn to his lips,
but Fireheart detected the undercurrent of warning in the action as well. “Even my mother,” Scourge
meowed. “Told me tales of warriors being a scourge on the forest and those around it - including my
father.” He curled his lip at that but Fireheart frowned.

 

“Your father?”

 

Scourge rolled his shoulders, head raising with narrowed eyes, saying, “My mother described him as a
great gray warrior of the forest.” 

 



Spottedleaf frowned too, and Fireheart saw her glance at Scourge’s one white paw. He blinked. That
paw looked awfully similar to Airleap and Thistlestar’s… He chanced a look at Scourge once more.
And despite his small stature, his long limbs and slender coat looked similar to Whitestorm’s…

 

“A gray tom?” Spottedleaf repeated quietly, a sense of dread rising over them. “With a white paw?”
Scourge flicked an ear, perhaps surprised at her added detail, but gave her a small nod of affirmation.

 

“My mother said my sister had his amber eyes,” he meowed, eyes narrowed and slightly curious. He
rose, stepping down a box with a menacing air around him as his claws flexed once more. Bone
growled, eyes sharp on the ThunderClan cats. “Do you know this tom?”

 

Spottedleaf glanced at Fireheart, hesitant, then she confessed, “I think… your father might be
Thistlestar.”

 

Fireheart snapped his head toward his mother, mouth agape. “What? But Thistlestar wouldn’t have
gotten with a kittypet!” he protested, outraged - then cut himself off as Spottedleaf flicked him with
her tail, clearly warning him to be quiet.

 

“If we take Scourge’s age into account,” she explained softly, her eyes twinkling with emotions, not
quite focused on him. “Thistlestar would have probably met his mother sometime after Snowfur’s
death.” She hesitated, glancing down at her paws, before whispering softly, “When he was most
irrational and vulnerable.”

 

Scourge hissed, loud and angry enough that his cats below glanced up at them. His fur bristled, and,
despite his tiny stature, he seemed much larger and scarier than Fireheart remembered, his dog teeth-
claws flashing in moonlight.

 

“My own father ordered my death?” he snarled. Fireheart, with a jolt, realized what he meant, the air
leaving his lungs. He recalled how Spottedleaf had said Thistlestar ordered Tigerclaw to kill Scourge
when he was just a kit.

 

The black tom flicked his tail - an order for Bone to leave, which the tom followed obediently - and
curled his lip. “The reason I ventured into the forest as a kit was to find my father - and it seems like I
had!” he spat the last part out with venom. Anger made his eyes go from icy-cool to blood-lusty.

 



A silence fell between the three of them, aside from Scourge’s low growls, and Fireheart felt himself
reel from the information, heart beating, before it hit him.

 

“You’re my half-brother,” he whispered blankly. Scourge shot him a look, lip curled and blue eyes
narrowed.

 

“What?” he meowed flatly. Fireheart glanced at Spottedleaf, whose head was bowed, somber.

 

“Spottedleaf’s my mother, and…” He twitched an ear, gulping. “Thistlestar is my father.”

 

Scourge narrowed his eyes, and, despite his beating heart, Fireheart’s ears pricked hopefully as he
forced a smile. “That- that means Creekflower is your half-sister too!” He gazed wide-eyed at his
new-found kin. “You have to help us find her!” he pleaded. 

 

Scourge’s already narrowed gaze narrowed further into slits as he prowled forward, stepping down
one more box. He shoved his nose right to Fireheart’s, who tried not to flinch. Lips pulled back to
reveal his sharp, stained fangs, and unsheathing his long claws, Scourge growled, voice oddly soft in a
way that made the fur on Fireheart’s spine stand up:

 

“You think I care about kin?”



The Chosen Six Meet Some Trouble

“Careful on that rock Cinderfur!” Runningwind called as the ShadowClan deputy scaled the gray rock
in front of them. The tom gave a wave of his tail, acknowledging his words.

 

“What do you see?” Tallpoppy asked.

 

“There’s a hollow over there, I think,” Cinderfur puffed, signaling with his tail. “I can see a gap in the
heather.”

 

“Let’s check it out,” meowed Sandstorm. “It could be the camp.”

 

“That’s what I thought.” Cinderfur nodded, skidding down the rock to land beside them. “It’s
probably the only place up here that’s sheltered from the wind.” He waved his tail and padded
forward, Tallpoppy falling behind. Runningwind and Sandstorm began to follow, but staggered as
Grasswhisker pushed her way through to stalk after the two ShadowClan cats. The two ThunderClan
cats exchanged a look before simultaneously glancing back to Airleap.

 

The brown tabby’s ears were flat and his head was low, plodding along the moorland after them.
Runningwind frowned, glancing at Sandstorm - who was giving Airleap her best poker-face - before
he nodded her onwards and dropped back by his ex-clanmate.

 

“Hey,” Runningwind hesitantly meowed. “Haven’t seen you in a while.” Airleap’s head jerked up,
green eyes wide, before giving a hesitant nod.

 

“Yeah,” he meowed quietly. “I guess so.” The RiverClan tom pawed at the crackly moorland as they
neared the hollow. Runningwind spied Sandstorm racing past the other three cats and stopped at the
edge. Runningwind trotted forward with Airleap to gaze over what had caught his clanmate’s
attention. It looked as if a StarClan warrior had reached down from the sky, scooped a pawful of peat
from the plateau, and replaced it with a thick tangle of gorse that grew almost to the level of the
ground on either side. WindClan’s camp.

 

Runningwind sniffed. He could smell many scents, all WindClan, old and young, male and female,
and, in the background, the faint odor of fresh-kill that had long since become crowfood. The patrol
bounded down the slope and plunged into the bushes. The gorse tugged at his fur and scratched his
nose, making his eyes water. He could hear Sandstorm behind him, cursing as thorns snagged her



ears. Grasswhisker was muttering about how much she wished it were willow trees instead of gorse
before they managed to push themselves into a sheltered clearing.

 

The sandy ground had been trodden hard by generations of paws. At one end of the clearing stood a
rock, worn smooth by many windblown moons. 

 

“This is their camp, all right,” Tallpoppy murmured, eyes taking on a guilty sheen.

 

“I can’t believe Brokenstar managed to drive WindClan out of such a well-protected place!” meowed
Grasswhisker, rubbing her sore nose with one paw. Sandstorm shot her an angry look, and honestly
Runningwind couldn’t blame her. The ShadowClan cats with them looked upset and guilty enough
without her rubbing it in their faces too!

 

“Look,” Airleap’s quiet meow pointed them to see just how badly ravaged the camp was. Clumps of
fur littered the ground, and dried blood stained the sand. Mossy nests had been dragged out of dens
and torn apart. And everywhere, stale ShadowClan scents mingled with the smell of terrified
WindClan cats.

 

Runningwind shuddered, and got the feeling he wasn’t the only one. “Let’s find the scent trail out of
here,” he meowed. He began to sniff the air carefully and moved forward, following the strongest
scent. Sandstorm padded after him to a narrow gap in the gorse, and Airleap followed - but kept his
distance at Sandstorm’s sharp look.

 

“WindClan cats must be even smaller than I remember!” grumbled Tallpoppy as she squeezed
through after Airleap. Runningwind glanced at his companion, amused for a moment. The scent trail
was quite clear now- definitely WindClan, but mixed and pungent, as if made by many frightened
cats. Runningwind looked down. Drops of dried blood dotted the ground.

 

“We’re heading the right way,” he meowed darkly. Two moons of rain and wind had failed to wash
away the signs of suffering. Runningwind could clearly picture the defeated and injured Clan fleeing
from their home. With a surge of anger he bounded after Sandstorm, who was prowling across the
moorland with her nose to the ground. It hit Runningwind then that Sandstorm was an excellent
choice to find WindClan - she was one of the clan’s best hunters, so she was skilled at finding what
didn’t want to be found.

 

The trail led them to the far edge of the uplands, where they stopped to catch their breath. In front of
them the ground sloped away to the Twoleg farmland. Far in the distance, where the sun was
beginning to set, loomed the towering shapes of Highstones.



 

“I wonder if Nightpelt is there yet,” Cinderfur murmured.

 

“Nightpelt?” AIrleap meowed. “Why would he be there?”

 

“To receive his nine lives,” Tallpoppy meowed. Then added at their confused looks, “StarClan chose
him to be our new leader.” Runningwind nodded, glancing at the farm, before he froze. Ravenpaw
was down there. If they headed to the farm, the others would see him and begin to wonder what he
was doing there, and if any of them let Tigerclaw get wind of it…he desperately sniffed the air, and
was relieved to find the scent of WindClan leading away from the barn.

 

“Let’s go,” he meowed. “We still have a lot of ground to cover.”

 

The scent led them out of the field and onto a Twoleg path through a small copse of trees.

 

“Look!” Cinderfur meowed. Sun-bleached piles of prey bones lay scattered in the undergrowth.
Mossy bedding had been gathered beneath the thickest patches of brambles.

 

“WindClan must have tried to settle here,” Airleap meowed in surprise.

 

“I wonder what made them leave?” asked Sandstorm, sniffing the air. “The scent is old.”
Runningwind shrugged and the six cats followed the trail onward to a thick hedge. With a bit of a
struggle, they wriggled through onto a grass verge. Beyond a narrow ditch lay a wide earth track.
Tallpoppy leaped nimbly over the ditch and onto the hard red track. Runningwind looked around,
stiffening as he recognized a hard-edged silhouette in the distance. The barn. The scent was taking
them to the barn! 

 

Sandstorm leaped across the track and through the hedge on the far side. Runningwind chased after
her, quickening his pace to match his friend step for step, anxious that Ravenpaw would show. A dog
barked furiously from the Twoleg nest, but its vicious snarling soon faded into the distance. The
temperature plunged as the sun set, and frost began to form on the grass.

 

“Should we keep going?” asked Grasswhisker, twitching her thick pelt with a frown. Runningwind
lifted his nose and sniffed the browning fronds of some ferns. The smell of WindClan, sour with fear,
pricked at him. 



 

“We’d better keep going,” he suggested. Cinderfur nodded.

 

“We’ll stop when we have to.”

 

The cold breeze carried another odor to Runningwind’s nose- there was a Thunderpath nearby.
Airleap screwed up his face. He’d smelled it too. The warriors exchanged a look of dismay, but
pushed on. The stench grew stronger and stronger until they could hear the roar of Thunderpath
monsters in the distance. By the time they reached the hedge that ran alongside the wide gray path, it
was hard to make out the WindClan trail at all.

 

Airleap stopped and looked around, uncertainty showing in his eyes. Runningwind frowned, parting
his jaws, but received no whiff of WindClan’s scent. But Sandstorm was creeping through the
shadows beside the hedge until she reached a place in the hedge.

 

“Over here!” she called. “They went this way!” Runningwind darted over, and the rest of the patrol
hared after him.

 

“They sheltered here,” Runningwind meowed, imagining the terrified WindClan cats staring through
the hedge at the Thunderpath.

 

“This was probably the first time most of them had seen the Thunderpath,” Tallpoppy remarked as she
joined Runningwind by the hedge.

 

A monster roared past on the other side of the hedge, its night eyes glaring. The cats flinched as the
wind buffeted their fur even through the wall of leaves. When the noise had faded away, they sat up
cautiously and sniffed around the roots of the hedge.

 

“The trail seems to lead under here.” Sandstorm squeezed onto the grass verge that lay along the
Thunderpath. Cinderfur scrabbled through behind her. But on the other side of the hedge the scent
trail stopped abruptly.

 

“They must have either doubled back or crossed the Thunderpath,” Runningwind meowed, worry
beginning to creep up into his fur. “You look around here, and I’ll check out the other side.” He



fought to keep his voice calm, but exhaustion was making him desperate. Surely they couldn’t have
lost the trail now, after coming so far?

 

“Hey!” Sandstorm meowed snarkily, poking her head out of some bush and shooting Tallpoppy an
annoyed look. “Watch where you’re sticking your tail! It slapped me in the face!” Tallpoppy smirked,
amused.

 

“Watch where you’re sticking your face then!” she replied, sarcasm dripping from her voice.
Sandstorm snorted, ducking back down to her search, but Runningwind caught the glimpse of an
amused smirk on her face.

 

Shaking his fur out and feeling relieved some of the earlier tension between them had begun to die
down, Runningwind waited until the only sound he could hear was the pounding of blood in his ears.
Then he padded to the edge of the Thunderpath. It stretched ahead of him, wide and foul-smelling, but
silent. Runningwind darted out. The ground beneath his paws felt cold and smooth. He didn’t stop
until he reached the grass on the other side.

 

The air here was tainted by the acrid smell of the Thunderpath and its monsters, so Runningwind
headed toward the hedge. Still, there was no trace of the WindClan cats. His heart sank. Suddenly a
monster tore past, making Runningwind leap into the air with terror. He scrambled underneath the
hedge and crouched, trembling, frantically wondering what to do next.

 

“You okay?” Airleap’s worried voice greeted him. The RiverClan tom was also on this side of the
Thunderpath - he must have crossed it without him noticing.

 

“Y-yeah,” Runningwind meowed. “Just caught off-guard.” Airleap nodded, casting a wary look at the
hard surface in front of them - before he stiffened, nose in the air, and took a deep breath.
Runningwind glanced at him, eyes wide.

 

“You got something?” he asked. Airleap pricked his ears, eyes shining.

 

“WindClan!” he exclaimed. Runningwind parted his jaws once more, and he smelled it: the faintest
trace carried on the wind that the monster had stirred up. WindClan had been here! Runningwind
called as loudly as he could to the others. There was a pause, then the sound of paws pounding across
the Thunderpath to join them.

 



“Have you found it?” puffed Cinderfur.

 

“Not sure. I got a whiff, but I can’t pinpoint it.” Runningwind pushed his way through the hedge, the
rest of the patrol right behind him. He lifted his nose toward the open field ahead of them. 

 

“Have you any idea what’s over there?”

 

“No,” replied Grasswhisker. “I shouldn’t think any Clan cat has ever been this far before.”

 

“Except WindClan,” muttered Sandstorm darkly. Away from the confusing fumes of the Thunderpath,
the trail was suddenly clear. WindClan had definitely come this way. The six cats struck out through
the long grass, straight across the field.

 

“Runningwind!” Airleap sounded alarmed.

 

“What is it?”

 

“Look!”

 

Runningwind stopped and lifted his head. He saw a Thunderpath ahead of them arching high into the
air on massive stone legs, illuminated by the eyes of the monsters that moved along it. Another
Thunderpath ran below, veering off into the darkness.

 

Airleap nodded toward a tall thistle. “And smell this!”

 

Runningwind inhaled the scent. It was a fresh WindClan marker!

 

“They must have settled somewhere near here!” Sandstorm murmured in disbelief, sniffing the tall
thistle.

 



A pang of excitement twisted Runningwind’s stomach. All the cats looked silently at each other for a
moment. Then, without a word, they moved on toward the stinking Thunderpaths.

 

Tallpoppy spoke at last. “Why would WindClan come to a place like this?”

 

“I guess not even Brokenstar would want to follow them here,” Sandstorm answered grimly, padding
up to her side. Runningwind stopped. A thought was nagging at him.

 

Airleap paused beside him. “What is it?”

 

“If WindClan is hiding so near the Thunderpaths,” Runningwind meowed slowly, “they must be fairly
desperate not to be found. They’re more likely to trust us if we arrive in daylight than if we creep up
on them in darkness.”

 

“Does that mean we can rest?” asked Grasswhisker, sitting down heavily.

 

“Just until it’s light,” meowed Cinderfur. “We’ll find somewhere to hide and see if we can get some
sleep. Are you hungry?” Simultaneously, the other five cats nodded. “Alright,” the ShadowClan
deputy straightened. “Sandstorm, you take Tallpoppy and Grasswhisker for a hunt. Be careful of these
markers.” He nodded to the tall thistle. “We don’t want to spook WindClan.” The pale ginger she-cat
nodded, mewed something to Tallpoppy, before giving Grasswhisker the stink-eye - who glared right
back. Runningwind sighed. Looks like I was wrong about the tension dying down…

 

“Where shall we sleep?” Airleap looked around as the she-cats padded away, and Runningwind
noticed he seemed to be much more relaxed.

 

Cinderfur had already noticed a dark shadow in the ground up ahead. “What’s that?”

 

“A burrow?” Runningwind meowed, puzzled. “It’s too big for a rabbit. Surely there can’t be a badger
set here!”

 

“Let’s take a look,” Cinderfur suggested.

 



The hole was larger than a badger set, smooth and lined with stone. Runningwind sniffed it, then put
his front paws on its rim and peered cautiously inside. A stone tunnel sloped away, down into the
ground. 

 

“I can feel air flowing through it,” he meowed, his voice echoing away into the shadows. “It must
come up somewhere over there.” He ducked back out and pointed his nose toward the tangle of
Thunderpaths.

 

“Is it empty?” Airleap asked nervously.

 

“Smells like it.”

 

“Come on then.” Cinderfur led the way into the tunnel. After a few fox lengths, the slope leveled out.
Runningwind halted and sniffed the damp air. He could smell nothing but the fumes of the
Thunderpath. A roaring noise rumbled overhead. Runningwind’s paws trembled as the stone floor
vibrated. Was the Thunderpath above them? He fluffed out his coat against the relentless draft and felt
Airleap’s fur brush against him.

 

“Cinderfur?” Tallpoppy mew echoed around them. “We’re back.” Runningwind peered behind them.
At Tallpoppy’s paws were a couple small mice and a squirrel, Grasswhisker was carrying a water vole
and Sandstorm held a crow and robin. Tallpoppy dropped the squirrel at Cinderfur’s paws, and
Runningwind gratefully accepted Sandstorm’s crow - then frowned as Grasswhisker sat far away from
Airleap. The brown tabby she-cat shot a glare at her clanmate and Airleap shuffled his paws, looking
away from her. Runningwind straightened.

 

“Airleap!” he called. “Here, share this crow with me!” The brown tabby tom pricked his ears, looking
warily at Sandstorm - who’s expression was blank - and padding over to settle beside Runningwind.
The light brown tom nudged the crow over to the RiverClan tom, offering him the first bite, which
Airleap accepted gratefully.

 

After everyone had eaten, Runningwind crouched down and huddled beside Sandstorm, Airleap on
his other side. Cinderfur was curled up at Runningwind’s back with Tallpoppy in between him and
Sandstorm. Grasswhisker was nearby, but she wasn’t brushing pelts with anyone. Runningwind
closed his stinging eyes and thought of the gentle forest breezes and the rustling of the leaves.
Exhaustion fought briefly with a pang of longing to be at home in his den, before he gave in to the
blackness that swam into his mind.

 



When Runningwind opened his eyes again, gray light was glowing at the end of the tunnel. Dawn
must be near. Runningwind’s bones ached from the cold hard ground. He nudged Airleap, who
grunted and yawned. “Morning already?” he whined.

 

“Almost,” Runningwind answered, getting to his paws. Airleap stretched and stood up too, their
movement disturbed Sandstorm into raising her head and shook it crossly. Cinderfur was already up,
washing his fur, while Tallpoppy was blinking sleepily, nudging Grasswhisker awake.

 

“I think we should head that way,” Cinderfur meowed, craning his neck away from the light. “I think
this tunnel leads right under a Thunderpath. It might take us nearer to the...” His voice trailed off; he
had no words to describe the tangle of Thunderpaths they had seen last night. Beside him Sandstorm
nodded, and together they all began to pad wordlessly into the darkness.

 

Before long, Runningwind spotted light ahead of them. They quickened their pace until they were
racing up a short, steep slope that led them into a world filled with gray dawn light. They had come
up near the edge of a patch of barren, dirty grass. Thunderpaths enclosed it on two sides, and another
arched overhead. A fire burned in the middle of the grass. A few Twolegs lay around it.

 

One of them stretched and rolled over, and another grunted angrily in its sleep, but the noise and
stench from the Thunderpaths didn’t seem to wake them. Runningwind watched them warily, then
froze as something else caught his eye: dark outlines that flitted back and forth in front of the flames.
Cats! Could it be WindClan? 

 

“We must find Tallstar and speak with him,” he meowed.

 

“Then you think it is WindClan?” asked Tallpoppy.

 

“You smelled their marker- who else could it be?” Sandstorm replied.

 

Cinderfur looked at them all, his eyes shining with triumph. “We found them!”

 

Runningwind nodded. He didn’t point out that finding WindClan was only half their mission. They
still had to convince them that it was safe to return home.

 



Grasswhisker braced herself, ready to leap forward. “Let’s go!”

 

“Hang on,” Tallpoppy warned. “We don’t want to startle them.”

 

Just then, one of the Twolegs sat up with a jolt and began shouting at the ragged cats around the fire.
The noise roused the other Twolegs, who joined in with rough, angry voices.

 

The WindClan cats scattered. All caution forgotten, the six cats raced after them. Runningwind

could feel his fur prickle with fear as he and the others ran straight toward the fire and the Twolegs.
Every instinct told him to keep away, but he dared not lose sight of the fleeing WindClan cats.

 

One of the Twolegs staggered to its feet, looming up in front of him. Runningwind skidded, sending
up a spray of dust. Something exploded beside him, pelting him with hard-edged splinters, making
him wince as some shards pieced his thin coat. He glanced backward, checking for Sandstorm. He
was relieved to see his friend right behind him, her eyes wide with alarm and her fur standing on end.

 

They charged into the safety of the shadows beneath the soaring Thunderpath. Cinderfur and Airleap
were ahead of them, while Tallpoppy was shoving a shaken Grasswhisker forward. Ahead,
Runningwind watched the WindClan cats stop close to one of the Thunderpath’s great stone legs. And
then, one by one, the cats disappeared into the ground.

 

“Where did they go?” meowed Grasswhisker in amazement.

 

“Another tunnel?” Airleap suggested. 

 

“Come on, let’s find out,” Cinderfur meowed.

 

Cautiously, the six cats approached the spot where the WindClan cats had vanished. As they neared,
they saw a hole in the earth. Like their resting place on the previous night, the entrance was round and
lined with stone, sloping away into utter blackness.

 

“Halt!” a hiss made the six cats freeze. A ragged group of cats appeared from the bushes. “Don’t
move!” Runningwind’s eyes flickered between the cats - WindClan cats. There were five on this
patrol - a dark brown tom with amber eyes, a gray and white tom, a brown she-cat, a wiry gray tabby



tom with blue eyes, and a smaller gray she-cat - an apprentice. With a jolt Runningwind recognized
the gray tom.

 

“Tornear!” he called. “It’s me, Runningwind! I introduced you to Fireheart and Creekflower,
remember? At their first Gathering?” Tornear’s eyes narrowed, before he pricked his ears.

 

“Runningwind?” he warily asked. “What are you doing here?”

 

“We came to find you!” Sandstorm exclaimed. “Where’s Tallstar?” Tornear glanced at the dark brown
tom - Stagleap, if Runningwind recalled correctly.

 

“Runningpaw,” Stagleap rumbled. “Go fetch Deadfoot. He’ll decide what to do.” The gray apprentice
nodded, shot a curious look at the six cats, and darted into the tunnel. Stagleap gazed over his clans’
visitors and Runningwind did the same to his own cats. The brown she-cat he remembered was
Wrenflight - Onewhisker, Ashfoot, and Morningflower’s mother. The gray and white tom was
Aspenfall.

 

“Who all is with you?” Stagleap questioned.

 

Sandstorm answered, “Runningwind and I from ThunderClan. Airleap and Grasswhisker from
RiverClan, and,” she nodded to their ShadowClan companions, “Cinderfur and Tallpoppy from
ShadowClan.” At that, the WindClan cats stiffened and a low growl sounded from Aspenfall’s throat.
Tallpoppy glanced awkwardly at her paws, but Cinderfur padded forward, bowing his head.

 

“ShadowClan is no longer ruled by Brokenstar,” he proclaimed. “Nightpelt, soon to be Nightstar, is
our leader now, and he chose me to be his deputy.” Stagleap was still staring suspiciously at the
ShadowClan cats when a commanding mew rang out.

 

“Tallstar would like to hear this.” Runningwind snapped his head around to see Deadfoot, the
WindClan deputy, limp over, casting a cool look at the ShadowClan cats. “Follow me.” Runningwind
gave Cinderfur a shrug before they padded after the black tom.

 

The floor beneath his paws felt wet and slimy, and the sound of trickling water echoed around them.
As the tunnel leveled out, Runningwind pricked his ears and opened his mouth. The damp air smelled
rank and bitter- worse than the tunnel they had slept in. Here the Thunderpath fumes mingled with the



fear-scent of WindClan cats. It was too dark to see anything, but after a few paces Runningwind’s
whiskers sensed a turning in the tunnel. 

 

Ahead of them, the tunnel was lit by a narrow hole in the ceiling that led to the wasteland above.
Runningwind could see many cats huddled together in the gray light- warriors and elders, queens and
kits, all pitifully thin. A cold breeze blew relentlessly through the hole in the roof, stirring the thin fur
on the skinny bodies. Runningwind shuddered, for the breeze carried to him the stench of sickness
and crowfood.

 

Suddenly the tunnel shook as a monster roared overhead. The six cats, already tense, jumped, but the
WindClan cats didn’t react. They simply huddled with half-closed eyes, numb to their surroundings.

 

The noise died away. “Tallstar!” Deadfoot called. “We have some visitors!” Runningwind watched as
the nimble frame of WindClan’s leader slid from the crowd and stalked over, eyes narrowed and ears
low. From behind the black and white tom came another tom - this one with ginger fur and green
eyes. Runningwind blinked. Why was Fireheart here? Then he blinked again, realizing that the tom
wasn’t Fireheart - he wasn’t as lithe or lean as his best friend was. A kittypet collar sat upon his neck.
And - Runningwind sniffed the air - he didn’t smell like a tom. Not anymore at least. But, he thought
wryly. The resemblance is stupefying. From the bewildered look on his companions faces’, they too
were caught off guard by the Fireheart look-alike.

 

Tallstar sniffed the air, but Runningwind and his companions were downwind, their scents carried
away by the steady breeze. As the black and white cat walked toward them, Runningwind breathed in
the rank odor of crowfood that hung on his coat. He remained perfectly still, his eyes down, as
Tallstar circled them, sniffing their fur closely.

 

Finally Tallstar returned to his warriors. “I smell ThunderClan as well as RiverClan and
ShadowClan,” he growled. 

 

The warriors flattened their fur, but remained in a defensive line, shielding the rest of the cats. Tallstar
turned to face his visitors and sat down, curling his tail carefully around his paws. 

“I was expecting ShadowClan,” he growled. His eyes burned with hostility and he shot Cinderfur and
Tallpoppy baleful looks. “Why are you here?”

 

“W-we came to find you,” Airleap meowed bravely, his voice cracking with tension. “Nightpelt asked
the other Clan leaders to help bring you home.”

 



The WindClan leader’s voice was still wary. “That land is not safe for my Clan anymore,” he
meowed. There was a haunted look in Tallstar’s eye that sent a pang of sorrow through Runningwind.

 

“ShadowClan has driven out Brokenstar,” Cinderfur finally meowed. “He is no longer a threat.”

 

The warriors behind Tallstar turned and looked at one another. Murmurs of surprise rippled back
through the Clan.

 

“You must return as soon as possible,” Tallpoppy urged. “This was all Copperleaf’s idea. He was the
one who persuaded all of our clans to send us to find you!” Tallstar settled his gaze on the
ShadowClan cats, still wary, but his hostility was dying down. The ginger tom padded up to his side,
nosing his cheek as he went. Tallstar glanced at the tom, whispering with him, before nodding.

 

“We will return,” he meowed. Runningwind purred in satisfaction, but was concerned. He could

see how weak they were. This Clan would find the journey back to the uplands long and hard. 

 

“May we travel with you?” he suggested respectfully.

 

Tallstar’s eyes flashed. He knew the question was a tactful offer of help. He looked steadily at
Runningwind.

 

“Yes,” he replied at last. “Thank you.”

 

Runningw realized he hadn’t introduced himself. “This is Sandstorm,” he meowed, dipping his head
to his clanmate. “Cinderfur and Tallpoppy are from ShadowClan, and RiverClan sent Airleap and
Grasswhisker.” He shook his fur out. “And I am Runningwind. Sandstorm and I are warriors of
ThunderClan.”

 

Another monster roared overhead. The six cats flinched. Tallstar watched them with amusement and
flicked his tail. It must have been a signal, for the line of warriors behind him split up. 

 

“We shall leave at once,” he announced, standing up. “Are we all fit for the journey?” Tallstar asked
as the warriors began to move among the queens and elders.



 

“All except Morningflower’s kits,” replied a mottled brown warrior - Mudclaw, Runningwind’s old
friend. “They are too young and sick.”

 

“Then we must take turns carrying them,” answered Tallstar.

 

The WindClan cats shuffled forward, their eyes dull with pain and exhaustion. A tortoiseshell queen
was holding a tiny kit gently by the scruff of its neck. The little creature’s eyes were hardly open. Two
more were at her paws. Runningwind recognized Morningflower. Airleap padded hesitantly up to her.

 

“Can I help?” he asked, nodding to her two other kits. She blinked gratefully at him, and the brown
tom gently scooped up the tortoiseshell she-kit. Sandstorm had followed, and nodded to
Morningflower before picking up the gray and white tom. They didn’t even mewl, too weak to react.

 

“Ready?” called Tallstar.

 

Deadfoot looked around the Clan and answered for them. “Ready,” he meowed.

 

“Tallstar,” the ginger tom from before meowed. “I’m afraid I can’t go with you.” Tallstar gazed sadly
at the tom, leaning forward. The two of them brushed muzzles and stared deeply into each other’s
eyes.

 

“May StarClan be with you,” Tallstar meowed softly. The tom dipped his head. 

 

“And with you,” he replied. He meowed a goodbye to the rest of the clan before padding out of the
tunnel, and disappearing with a flick of his tail. Runningwind gazed curiously from the entrance to
Tallstar - who had that been?

 

Tallpoppy and Grasswhisker left the tunnel, turning and made their way back to the tunnel entrance
and waited while the WindClan cats emerged blinking into the daylight. Some of the elders blinked so
long, their faces screwed up against the weak sun, that Runningwind guessed they had not been
outside the tunnel for some time. Tallstar padded out of the tunnel last of all and walked to the head of
his Clan.

 



“Shall we take you back the way we came?” Runningwind asked him. “I believe it’s a shortcut.”

 

“Is it safe?” asked Tallstar. Runningwind saw the haunted look once more in the leader’s eyes.

 

“We met no trouble coming here,” Cinderfur meowed.

 

Tallstar flicked his tail decisively, as though he were brushing away any doubt. “Good,” he declared.
“You come with me, Cinderfur. Show me the way. Runningwind, travel beside the Clan. Tell my
deputy if you see trouble.” Runningwind nodded, and left Cinderfur with Tallstar and joined the other
cats.

 

As the Clan made their way under the Thunderpath arch, Runningwind could still smell the fire, but
when they padded out onto the patch of wasteland, the Twolegs were nowhere to be seen. Cinderfur
headed straight for the tunnel where the six of them had spent the night. Tallstar entered first, while
Runningwind waited at the back until all the Clan had disappeared inside. Sandstorm and Airleap
were still beside Morningflower, and Tallpoppy trotted alongside the three apprentices. Grasswhisker
was plodding along behind. Only Deadfoot remained.

 

“Are you sure it leads to daylight?” the black tom meowed warily.

 

“It just leads under the Thunderpath. Have you never used this tunnel?” Runningwind asked,
surprised.

 

“When our warriors cross the Thunderpath, they prefer to see where they’re heading,” growled
Deadfoot. Runningwind nodded, and the deputy added, “You go first.”

 

Runningwind padded down into the dark hole. He emerged to find the WindClan cats staring across
the field that led to the final Thunderpath. Runningwind saw Tallstar consult briefly with Cinderfur
before they set off into the long, frost-crisp grass. Runningwind walked with the rest of the Clan,
flanking one side while Deadfoot limped steadily on the other.

 

Before they were halfway across the field, it was clear that many of the cats were having trouble
keeping up the pace. 

 



“Tallstar!” yowled Deadfoot. “We need to travel more slowly!” Runningwind looked over his
shoulder and saw some of the cats falling farther and farther behind. Morningflower was among them,
the kit swinging from her mouth. Runningwind bounded over to her. She was panting heavily. It
couldn’t have been long since her kitting.

 

“Let me carry him,” Runningwind offered. “Just until you have caught your breath.” Morningflower
glanced warily at Runningwind, but her eyes softened when they met his. She put her kit down, and
Runninwind took it gently and walked next to her so that she didn’t lose sight of her precious bundle.
Sandstorm and Airleap blinked a hello at him, and he purred in response.

 

Tallstar slowed the pace, but only a little. In spite of his obvious exhaustion, and the fact that every rib
showed under his fur, he burned with a fierce energy that lent swiftness to his paws. Runningwind
could understand part of the reason for his urgency. The sun was steadily climbing above the horizon.
Some of the WindClan cats were sick, some old, and all of them were weak from hunger. If they were
going to cross the Thunderpath without losing any cats, they would have to do it quickly, before the
monsters came in their swarms.

 

By the time Runningwind, Airleap, Sandstorm, and Morningflower arrived at the hedge, WindClan
was gathered around its leader.

 

“We cross the Thunderpath here,” Tallstar announced above the noise of a monster racing past. The
WindClan leader squeezed under the hedge. Deadfoot, Cinderfur, and a younger warrior followed
him. Onewhisker! Morningflower leaned toward Runningwind and took hold of her kit. She had
stopped panting now, and as she took the kit from Runningwind she brushed her cheek gratefully
against his. He dipped his head to the tortoiseshell queen and followed Cinderfur under the hedge.

 

Tallstar and Deadfoot sat staring wordlessly at the wide gray path. Cinderfur stood beside them.
Tallpoppy and Grasswhisker gazed across the path. A monster sped past, whipping up stinging dust.
Through streaming eyes, Runningwind mewed a greeting to Onewhisker and turned his attention to
the Thunderpath. 

 

“We should try to get the Clan over in small groups,” he meowed. Cinderfur nodded.

 

“Runningwind and I will stay with any that need help.” He looked at the Clan leader. “If you agree,
Tallstar,” he added.

 

Tallstar nodded. “The strongest group will go first,” he meowed.



 

The other WindClan cats began to appear through the hedge. Before long the whole Clan was
clustered beside them, pressed against the sharp twigs, as far back from the Thunderpath as possible.

 

Runningwind and Cinderfur moved to the edge, watching for a break in the line of monsters. The
Thunderpath was much busier than it had been when they’d crossed last night. Onewhisker led the
first group forward, Tallpoppy at his side.

 

The cats beside him peered along the Thunderpath first one way, then the other. All was quiet, and the
group dashed safely over to the other side. Two warriors came next, accompanied by a pair of skinny
elders. 

 

“Now!” Runningwind ordered as a monster flashed safely past.

 

The four WindClan cats stepped out onto the empty Thunderpath. The elders winced as they padded
across on paws raw from the damp tunnel. Runningwind willed them on breathlessly as they neared
the other side.

 

A monster was zooming toward them.

 

“Look out!” Cinderfur yowled, and even the two elders bounded forward, fur bristling, and hurled
themselves onto the other side, a heartbeat before the monster raced past. Two larger groups crossed -
Grasswhisker in one of them - leaving just one more. Only once they were safely over would Tallstar
and Deadfoot cross. Morningflower and her helpers stepped up to Runningwind’s side. Behind her
trembled three very elderly cats.

 

“We’ll cross with you,” Cinderfur meowed. He looked at Runningwind, who nodded. “Tell us when
it’s safe to go, Runningwind.” Cinderfur leaned forward to take Morningflower’s kit, but she pulled
back, her ears flat. Runningwind looked deep into her frightened amber eyes and understood. She and
her kit would live or die together. Cinderfur must have understood as well, and nodded respectfully at
the queen.

 

“Now!” At Runningwind’s yowl, Cinderfur and Morningflower stepped out onto the Thunderpath,
Sandstorm and Airleap right at their heels. The elders crept out behind them with Runningwind beside
them. Time seemed to stand still as the elders hobbled slowly forward on stiff, battle-scarred legs. If a
monster comes now, we’re all fresh-kill, Runningwind thought.



 

The other side was still several rabbit leaps away.

 

“Come on,” urged Cinderfur. The elders tried to hurry, but one stumbled, and Cinderfur had to nose
him back onto his paws.

 

Runningwind heard the distant roar of a monster. “Go on ahead!” he hissed to Morningflower. “We’ll
bring the elders.” Morningflower stumbled forward. Her kit squealed as it bumped against the hard
ground. Airleap sped forward, gently nudging the queen back to her paws, while Sandstorm darted
forward. She set the kit down at Ashfoot’s paws before dashing back to the elders, tail streaming
behind her. Runningwind and Cinderfur pressed themselves against the elders’ scrawny bodies,
nudging them forward. The noise of the approaching monster grew louder and louder. Runningwind
chanced at glance up, relief flooding him, as he saw Airleap and Morningflower get to safety.

 

Runningwind grabbed the nearest elder by the scruff of the neck and dragged him forward, Sandstorm
doing the same to the second, looking desperate as they ever-so-slowly edged closer to the verge.

 

The monster raced closer.

 

Runningwind closed his eyes and braced himself.

 

There was a screech and an acrid smell that stung his throat, then a fading roar as the monster sped
away. Runningwind opened his eyes and looked around. Cinderfur was crouching in the middle of the
Thunderpath, unscathed, but staring with eyes as wide as full moons. Sandstorm was pressed
protectively up against the elder cowering between them; the other two trembled near the verge. The
monster was hurtling away from them, swerving across the Thunderpath. Thank StarClan! It had
missed them all.

 

Runningwind took a shuddering breath. “Come on,” he meowed to the last elder. Crowfur, he
recognized. “Almost there.”

 

Tallstar bounded across with Deadfoot and gathered his trembling Clan around him on the verge.

 

Onewhisker touched Runningwind’s nose with his own. “You would have died for us,” he murmured.
“WindClan will never forget that.”



 

Tallstar’s voice sounded behind them. “Onewhisker is right; we shall honor you all in our stories. We
must keep going,” he continued. “We have a long journey ahead of us.”

 

As the cats prepared to move off, Runningwind padded over to Morningflower. She was busy licking
her kits while Sandstorm and Airleap stood guard around them.

 

“Are they all right?” Runningwind asked.

 

“Oh, yes,” answered Morningflower.

 

“What about you?” asked Runningwind.

 

Morningflower didn’t answer.

 

Runningwind turned to Ashfoot, who answered his unspoken question.  “Don’t worry,” she meowed.
“I’ll take one of the kits next.” Airleap had slipped away and come back with a dipping mossball and
set it down by Morningflower. Ashfoot gave the tom a grateful nod as her sister began lapping the
water from the moss.

 

The Clan followed the hedgerow along the Thunderpath before turning away to join the track through
the woods. The scents here seemed to soothe the WindClan cats, but the journey had taken its toll;
they were traveling slower than ever. And when they reached the fence at the far side, it took all
Runningwind’s strength to help the weakest cats over.

 

The sun had passed its highest point by the time Runningwind spotted the Twolegplace in the
distance. He sniffed the air worriedly but there was still no scent of Ravenpaw. Runningwind felt a
stab of unease, and tried to ignore the nagging thought that maybe they should never have sent the
apprentice here alone.

 

Clouds billowed up over Highstones, becoming gray as they covered the sinking sun. A cold wind
ruffled the cats’ fur. Runningwind looked at the WindClan cats. He was tired too, and feeling the
effects of hunger. A glance at the rest of his companions told him they felt the same way.

 



“Tallstar,” Cinderfur called, looking just as concerned as Runningwind did. “Perhaps we should stop
soon and shelter for the night.”

 

The WindClan leader stopped and waited while the ShadowClan deputy caught up with him. “I
agree,” he meowed. “There’s a ditch here; we can shelter in that until sunrise.”

 

“Wait!” Sandstorm was quick to call. “We might be better sheltering in the hedgerow.” Runningwind
gave his clanmate a confused look. “There are rats in these ditches,” Sandstorm explained. “Fireheart
told me after he, Tigerclaw, Bluestar, Graystripe, and Ravenpaw came back from the Moonstone -
they barely survived a rat attack.”

 

Tallstar nodded. “Very well.” He turned to his Clan and announced that they would be spending the
night here. The queens and elders flopped down at once, despite the rain, while the warriors and
apprentices gathered to discuss hunting patrols.

 

Runningwind slid up the Sandstorm, who was busy licking the little tortoiseshell kit. “So…” he
began. “ Fireheart told you that, eh?” She barely spared him a look.

 

“Yes,” she meowed between licks. “He did. Your point?”

 

“Well,” Runningwind began. “The thing is, why didn’t he tell me?” He plopped down beside her and
gave a friendly nod to Morningflower and Airleap. “I’m his best friend!” Sandstorm gave him an
amused look.

 

“Darkstripe might beg to differ that fact,” she deadpanned. Runningwind rolled his eyes.

 

“Yeah, yeah, fine!” he groaned. “I’m his second best friend or something! The point is…”Hhe
grinned, mischievous. “Why did he tell you ? And not me ? Or Darkstripe ?” Sandstorm was suddenly
much more interested in the tortoiseshell fur in front of her, grooming a bit more intensely.

 

“I don’t know what you’re talking about,” she meowed cooly - but Runningwind could see the
embarrassed spiked fur along her back. Runningwind purred a laugh.

 

“I think you do!” he teased.



 

Sandstorm gave him an unimpressed look before ordering, “The queens and elders will be hungry.”
She gave him a pointed look. “Why don’t you go help feed them?” Runningwind gave a twitch of his
whiskers, mirth shining in his eyes, before he stood and padded away.

 

Tallpoppy and Onewhisker joined him for a hunting patrol, and they split up to sniff out any prey-
scent. Runningwind was tracking a thrush when a familiar scent reached his nostrils. Heart thumping
eagerly, he pricked his ears.

 

“Ravenpaw!” he called softly. “It’s me, Runningwind!” A nose poked from a bush, followed by a
black-furred face and green eyes alight with relief.

 

“Runningwind!” he called excitedly. “What are you doing here?” Runningwind glanced around before
answering.

 

“We were sent to retrieve WindClan,” he explained. “But, Ravenpaw, you need to be careful. Cats
from every clan are here - if one of them mentions you to another ThunderClan cat-”

 

“They’ll know you, Fireheart, and Graypaw are lying,” he murmured, eyes wide and a shiver of fear
making his fur stand up. Runningwind nodded before purring.

 

“By the way, Graypaw’s Graystripe now! He got his name after we drove out Brokenstar.” 

 

Ravenpaw pricked his ears, purring as well. “That’s great! Tell him congratulations from me, will
you?”

 

“Absolutely!” Runningwind parted his jaws. “Would you happen to know any of the good hunting
places around here?” Ravenpaw laughed.

 

“Of course!” he bounded away. “Follow me!”

 

 



When Airleap woke, it was past dawn. The gray rain clouds had begun to drift away. Tinged by the
rosy glow of the rising sun, they looked like blossoms floating across a pond. Airleap stared through a
gap in the roof and watched them as the WindClan cats stirred and helped themselves to the leftovers
of last night’s catch.

 

A short-tailed brown tom joined Airleap and gazed up at the clouds with him. Airleap jumped as a
curious yowl suddenly escaped the brown tom’s throat. The noise brought the other WindClan cats
crowding around them, murmuring and anxious.

 

“What is it, Barkface?” prompted Morningflower. “Has StarClan spoken to you?” Airleap realized
that this tom must be WindClan’s medicine cat. He tensed instinctively at the sight of Barkface’s
bristling fur, recalling his mother’s own sparse visions, as well as Mudfur’s more frequent ominous
ones that tended to involve Airleap. Or, at least, it felt like it.

 

“The clouds are stained with blood!” rasped Barkface, his eyes wide and glazed. “It is a sign from our
ancestors. There is trouble ahead. This day shall bring an unnecessary death.”

 

For a moment, none of the cats moved or spoke. Then Deadfoot growled, “Any of the Clans could see
those clouds. We can’t be sure that the message is for us.”

 

Hopeful mews spread through WindClan. Tallstar surveyed his Clan, then meowed calmly, “Whatever
StarClan has planned for us, today we return to our home. I can smell rain in the air. It’s time we set
off.” Airleap felt relieved at the leader’s practical tone. The last thing they - and he - needed was
hysteria at an ominous prophecy.

 

Tallstar led the way out into the chilly morning air. Airleap rejoined Morningflower and carried
Quailkit this time - Ashfoot was carrying Storkkit, while Sandstorm held Gorsekit in her jaws. He
shifted nervously as he met Sandstorm’s intense stare - why Fireheart was mooning over such a scary
she-cat, Airleap had no idea. But, he thought. I guess there are worse choices - much worse. At least
they do seem to like each other. Sniffing the air, Airleap realized the WindClan leader was right: the
wind carried the promise of rain, and soon.

 

“Shall we scout ahead?” Runningwind called from behind the brown tabby.

 

“Yes, please,” replied Tallstar. “Let me know if you see dogs, Twolegs, or rats. My Clan is stronger
this morning, but we had trouble with dogs on the way out. We must stay alert.” 

 



Airleap could see from the worried look in the leader’s eyes that Barkface’s warning had disturbed
him more than his confident words suggested. To be honest, Airleap was also very disturbed by them.
If it wasn’t meant for WindClan, who was it for? He shivered. There were cats from all four clans
here. Did it refer to one of them ? His eyes flickered from Sandstorm and Runningwind, over
Cinderfur and Tallpoppy, and landed on Grasswhisker. His ears flattened. Please, StarClan, don’t let
anyone get hurt!

 

By sunhigh, dark clouds had gathered once more, and the first drops of rain were beginning to fall.
The ground began to slope upward, and when Airleap pushed his way through a hedge, he recognized
the red dirt track that led away from Twoleg territory and into WindClan’s hunting grounds. His
spirits soared, and he met Morningflower’s excited gaze. Nearly there!

 

With Deadfoot leading, the cats began to file slowly through a leafy gap. Airleap followed close
behind the Morningflower - her pace had quickened. She clearly knew where they were. Airleap had
to sprint to catch up.

 

He followed the WindClan cats through the hedge and kept up with them as they bounded toward the
long slope that led to the uplands, and their home. At the foot of the slope, Deadfoot and his warriors
paused to wait for the rest of the Clan. They closed their eyes against the beginning rain but held their
heads high. Airleap could see their chests rising and falling as they

breathed in the familiar scents sweeping from the uplands. He took a moment to admire the way they
seemed to have a natural freedom around them.

 

As the Clan joined Deadfoot at the foot of the slope, the deputy got to his paws and Tallstar took the
lead. Without pausing, Tallstar began to follow a narrow sheep trail through the rough grass and
heather.

 

As the Clan neared the top, some of the warriors raced ahead again. At the brow of the hill, they made
proud silhouettes against the stormy sky, while the wind sent ripples through their fur. Ahead
stretched their old hunting grounds. Suddenly, two apprentices charged past Airleap and bounded
away into the familiar heather. The she-cat’s white pelt fluffed up with excitement and the dark gray
tabby’s tail waved back and forth.

 

Tallstar stiffened. “Wait!” he yowled. “There might be hunting parties from the other Clans here!” As
soon as they heard him, the apprentices skidded to a halt and pelted back to join the Clan, their eyes
still bright with exhilaration.

 

From a rock-strewn ridge, Airleap saw the dip in the ground that concealed WindClan’s camp. With a
purr of delight Morningflower took Storkkit from Sandstorm’s mouth and hurried toward the hollow.



Ashfoot swiftly followed with Gorsekit, and Wrenflight carefully took Quailkit from Airleap, purring
her thanks, before hurrying after her daughters. Tallstar flicked his tail and three warriors raced
forward to escort them as they disappeared over the edge and down into the camp.

 

The WindClan leader paused while the rest of his Clan rushed into the sheltering bushes below. He
turned to the regathered six cats, his eyes shining. “My Clan is grateful for your help,” he meowed.
“You have all proved you are warriors worthy of StarClan.” He turned to the ShadowClan cats. “And
we thank you, in particular, for starting this journey.” Tallstar dipped his head to Cinderfur, respect in
his amber eyes. Cinderfur lowered his head in return.

 

“ShadowClan has regained our respect,” the WindClan leader meowed.

 

“And we will forever remember to keep it.” Cinderfur replied. Tallstar twitched his ears.

 

“Tell Copperleaf that he has my personal thanks,” he meowed. “You said it was because of him, that
you were able to find us?” Tallpoppy nodded.

 

“He was, and we will.” she meowed, dipping her head. Tallstar rose to his full height.

 

“WindClan has come home,” he meowed, gazing over the six cats. “And it is time for you to return to
yours.”

 

Airleap felt a pang of disappointment. He’d wanted to see Morningflower settled in the nursery with
her kits. But Tallstar was right: there was no need for them to stay here any longer. Tallstar spoke
again. “There may be hostile hunting parties around. Onewhisker and Deadfoot will escort you to
Fourtrees.”

 

Runningwind bowed his head. “Thank you, Tallstar.”

 

Tallstar called to his warriors and gave them their orders. Then he turned his tired eyes once more to
the six cats. “You have served WindClan well. Tell your leaders that WindClan will not forget this.”

 

Deadfoot padded away in the direction of Fourtrees. Airleap padded after him, his companions in step
with him. Onewhisker was at their side. They stayed close together as they followed a narrow path



through a solid mass of gorse that provided good shelter against the rain.

 

Suddenly Onewhisker stopped and sniffed the air. “Rabbit!” he called out joyfully before charging
away into the gorse. Deadfoot stopped and waited. Airleap could see a glint in the deputy’s tired eyes.
There was a rush of pawsteps in the distance and the rustle of gorse, then silence.

 

A moment later Onewhisker returned with a large rabbit dangling from his jaws, and dropped the
fresh-kill on the ground. “Anyone hungry?”

 

They ate the rabbit gratefully. When he’d eaten his share, Airleap sat up and licked his lips. He felt
refreshed by the meal, but a weary coldness was beginning to nag at his bones, and his paws felt sore.
If they followed the route they’d come, past Fourtrees, everyone still had a long way to go. What if
they took a shortcut through RiverClan’s hunting grounds? Would RiverClan be okay if he led the
other clans through their territory? After all, they were on a mission that had been agreed to, by all the
Clans. Could RiverClan really object if the other clan cats passed through their territory? It wasn’t as
if they were going to steal prey.

 

Airleap looked around at his companions and meowed tentatively, “You know, it’d be quicker for
ThunderClan and ShadowClan if we followed the river.”

 

Grasswhisker looked up from washing her paw, eyes narrowed. “But that would mean crossing into
RiverClan territory.”

 

“We could follow the gorge,” Airleap explained. “RiverClan doesn’t hunt there; it’s too steep for us to
get down to the river.”

 

Tallpoppy gently rested a damp paw on the ground. “Even my claws ache,” she murmured. “I
wouldn’t mind taking a shorter route.” She turned her green eyes hopefully to the WindClan deputy.

 

Deadfoot looked thoughtful. “Tallstar ordered us to travel with you to Fourtrees,” he meowed. 

 

“If you don’t want to come with us, we’ll understand,” Runningwind answered quickly. “We’ll only
be in RiverClan territory for a blink. I can’t see us meeting any trouble.”

 



“After all,” Cinderfur meowed, nodding. “This was agreed to by all the clans.”

 

Sandstorm nodded, but Deadfoot shook his head. “We couldn’t let you go into RiverClan territory
alone,” he meowed. “You’re exhausted. If you did meet trouble, you’re in no state to deal with it.”

 

“You won’t meet anyone!” Airleap had convinced himself and was determined to convince Deadfoot
too. “RiverClan wouldn’t attack us.” He glanced at Grasswhisker. “We’re RiverClan, and you’re with
us.”

 

Deadfoot gazed at him with wise old eyes. Onewhisker licked the last traces of fresh-kill from his lips
and remarked, “It’ll mean we’ll be home before moonrise!”

 

“You just want to make sure you get a good nest in your den!” Deadfoot retorted. His voice was stern
but there was a good-natured gleam in his eye.

 

“Then we’re going through RiverClan territory?” Grasswhisker asked dubiously.

 

“Yes,” decided Deadfoot. He changed direction and led the cats along an old badger trail that took
them away from the barren uplands. Soon they were in RiverClan’s territory. Even through the wind
and the rain, Airleap could hear the roaring of the river as it crashed and thundered somewhere up
ahead.

 

The cats followed the trail toward the noise. The path shrank until it was little more than a narrow
strip of grass on the very edge of a deep gorge. On one side the land stretched upward, steep and
rocky; on the other it plunged straight down. Airleap could see the far side of the gorge only a few fox
lengths away. The space looked tantalizingly narrow, and Airleap wondered if he could leap the gap.
Perhaps if he weren’t so tired and hungry...or so scared. His paws prickled with fear at the thought of
falling, but he couldn’t resist peering over the side.

 

Beneath his paws, the ground dropped away in a sheer cliff. Ferns clung to tiny ledges, their leaves
glistening, not from rain, but from the spray of the swollen torrent that foamed at the bottom of the
gorge. Airleap pulled back from the edge, the fur along his spine bristling with fear. Ahead of him the
other cats plodded steadily on, heads down. They would have to follow this path until they could cut
away from it, through the small strip of forest that stood between them and ThunderClan territory.
Airleap stumbled as he hurried to catch up.

 



Deadfoot’s ears were pricked and his tail flattened so that it almost dragged along the ground.
Onewhisker was clearly nervous too; he kept looking sharply up the slope beside them as if he could
hear something. Airleap could hear nothing but the roaring of the river. He glanced anxiously over his
shoulder, his eyes darting from side to side. The WindClan cats’ wariness was making him uneasy.

 

The steep slope began to flatten out until they could move farther away from the cliff edge. The rain
was still driving into their faces, and the darkening sky told Airleap that the sun was setting, but it
would not be long now before they reached the forest. There would be more shelter there. The thought
of food and a dry nest cheered Airleap.

 

Suddenly a warning yowl rumbled in Deadfoot’s throat. Airleap stiffened and tasted the air. A
RiverClan patrol. He frowned, relaxing as he caught his clanmates, Reedtail and Owlfur’s scents -
then a screech sounded from behind him, and he spun around to see a dark RiverClan warrior
charging toward him. Airleap’s fur stood on end with horror. The deep gorge with its raging waters
was still dangerously close, and the cat attacking him was Whiteclaw.

 

He shrieked as the brown tom slammed into him, cutting his yowl off. He staggered backwards,
alarmed and confused. Why was Whiteclaw attacking him? The RiverClan tom lashed out with his
claws, and Airleap barely ducked in time. Glancing up, he saw Whiteclaw’s slash had thrown him off
balance - in a daze, Airleap reacted on instinct. He cracked his paws against the brown tom’s head,
making him stagger backwards. Airleap’s heart lurched as he saw the rocky edge of the gorge
crumble. He choked out a warning yelp and lunged forward, paws outstretched - but only managed to
claw uselessly at the sandy edge as Whiteclaw plummeted to his death.

 

His wide eyes stared back at Airleap as he plunged into the current below, head vanishing under the
water.

 

Airleap cried out, his wail echoing along the gorge, as a patrol of RiverClan cats scrambled to the
edge of the gorge. Far below, through the deafening spray, he saw the dark head of Whiteclaw sink
beneath the foaming water.

 

With a cold feeling of horror, Airleap recalled the words of the WindClan medicine cat: “This day

shall bring an unnecessary death.” He shakily rose to his paws, ears flat, and backed away from the
ledge. He snapped his head up, eyes wide with fear, as he met the furious look of the rest of
Whiteclaw’s patrol - Leopardfur, Piketooth, Reedtail, and Owlfur.

 

“Murderer!” Piketooth spat, lips drawn into a vicious snarl. Airleap squeaked in protest.

 



“I-I didn't mean too!” he sputtered. “H-he attacked me and-”

 

Reedtail snorted. “ He attacked you ?” he sneered. “Likely story! All I saw was you shoving him into
the gorge!” Airleap shook his head in denial, frantically looking around. Onewhisker and Deadfoot
looked startled from beside a shocked-looking Runningwind and Sandstorm. Cinderfur and
Tallpoppy’s fur was fluffed up, eyes wide, while Grasswhisker… Grasswhisker! She could vouch for
him!

 

“He did!” Airleap meowed desperately. “Grasswhisker saw it! She can confirm it!” The brown tabby
she-cat looked caught off-guard, and glanced between Airleap, the other journeying cats, the gorge,
and the RiverClan patrol. She then shot Airleap an angry look.

 

“You pushed him in!” she hissed, fur bristling. “Whiteclaw was your clanmate and you just tossed
him in like he was nothing!” Airleap gaped, looking like she just smacked him.

 

“But-but,” he gazed frantically at the others, a silent plea for help. Deadfoot limped forward, head
raised and eyes narrowed.

 

“We were all here,” he meowed lowly. “And I can assure you - Whiteclaw attacked first.” H

e blinked encouragingly at Airleap. “Airleap was simply defending himself.” Leopardfur curled her
lip, glaring at the WindClan deputy.

 

“I would take the word of my clanmate,” she meowed cooly. “Over a deputy from another clan.”
Deadfoot let out a low growl.

 

“Not to mention,” Owlfur interjected. “Grasswhisker is our leader’s mate - she knows what she’s
talking about.” Onewhisker looked bewildered, eyes glancing from Grasswhisker to the other
RiverClan cats.

 

Leopardfur turned to Airleap, hissing, “After all RiverClan’s done for you…” She lashed her tail as
Airleap fearfully backed away. Runningwind slunk up to Airleap’s side, pressing reassuringly against
his fur. “Now I can see why ThunderClan treated you the way they did!” Sandstorm blinked, shooting
a confused look at Runningwind and meeting the ShadowClan and WindClan cats’ equally confused
eyes.

 



“What’s she talking about?” Runningwind breathed into his ear. “I know some of the clan gossiped,
but I didn’t know it was that bad…” Airleap flattened his ears, feeling guilty. RiverClan was under the
impression that he and his littermates had been treated terribly in ThunderClan because of who their
father was - Copperleaf, Lightningfur, and his own defection had only solidified that belief. And now
that Creekflower had gone missing, it was basically the gospel truth now!

 

“Airleap didn’t mean too!” Runningwind took a bold step forward. Leopardfur hissed at him.

 

“I’m even less inclined to believe a ThunderClan warrior than a WindClan deputy!”

 

Runningwind hissed back. “Fine!” he spat, lashing his tail as anger burned in his eyes. He turned back
to Airleap.

 

“Would you like to come back to ThunderClan with Sandstorm and me?” he offered, resting his tail
on Airleap’s shoulders. Airleap snapped his head up, surprised. “Bluestar will take you back,”
Runningwind continued. “And when Fireheart comes back from Twolegplace, I’m sure he and
Creekflower will be happy to see you too!”

 

Airleap took a moment to think. Going back to ThunderClan…he could see his family again.
Spottedleaf, Willowpelt, Whitestorm, Rosetail, Fireheart, Creekflower…they would all be there. He
flinched. But so would Frostfur and her heckling, Speckletail’s harsh gossip, and Smallear’s
judgmental stares.

 

He violently shook his head. “I can’t!” he whispered to Runningwind. “ThunderClan hates me!”
Runningwind looked sad, but gave a little nod. He touched his nose to Airleap’s ear.

 

“I understand,” he meowed. “But remember this: Not all of us do.” Airleap met the brown tom’s gaze
and nodded slowly.

 

“But where else will you go?” Cinderfur asked.

 

“Not with RiverClan, that’s for sure!” Leopardfur snarled. Airleap flinched - then stared in surprise as
Deadfoot limped forward.

 



“Since some cats ,” the black tom shot a glare at the RiverClan cats, “can’t see the good things in
front of them, I have an offer.” He turned to Airleap. “I extend an invitation to join WindClan.” 

 

Airleap’s mouth dropped open. What?

 

“I’ve seen what a kind and compassionate warrior you are,” Deadfoot meowed. “You helped
Morningflower without question, and stuck by her even when a monster was roaring straight for the
both of you. I’m sure Tallstar will agree with me.” Airlap stared at the WindClan deputy, then glanced
at Runningwind. The tom still looked sad, but gave a nod of encouragement. From a little ways
behind him, Sandstorm’s gaze looked a little less intense as she eyed him. She, too, gave a small nod.

 

Encouraged, Airleap inhaled deeply, then nodded to Deadfoot. “I accept.” Leopardfur hissed, and her
patrol echoed her as Deadfoot and Onewhisker took up positions on either side of the brown tabby.
Glancing over his shoulder, he saw Grasswhisker glaring at him, a pleased glint in her eyes, and
hastily looked away. Cinderfur and Tallpoppy were making their way back to ShadowClan territory -
but his ThunderClan friends were still watching him. Runningwind looking concerned and
Sandstorm…she was glaring furiously at Grasswhisker. He quickly turned back to the moorland, wary
about his decision now. What kind of clancat was he, switching from clan to clan, unwanted by all of
them? Would he be better off a loner?

 

Would WindClan be any better than ThunderClan - or RiverClan?



Scourge Saves The Day (Begrudgingly)

Chapter by LollingCat

“You think I care about kin?” Scourge growled, leering forward.

 

Fireheart’s jaw dropped in surprise, as though he couldn’t fathom not caring about kin. “But- she’s-
she’s your sister! How can you not care for her?”

 

“Care for a cat I’ve never known?” Scourge sneered, tail lashing behind him. “I care not for any cat.
Why would I make exceptions to foolish things like shared blood? Your sister is as good as dead,
trapped in the breeder’s den. Face it now, weak forest cat, for your emotions blind you to the truth.
This is my territory. My rules.”

 

Fireheart’s body twitched once, body tense, lips curling back to reveal his sharp fangs, before he
lunged forward with a screech. Scourge ducked easily under him, jumping down to the hard floor
below. Fireheart stumbled into the boxes, yowling as one slipped beneath him, sending him tumbling
down. Scourge leaped forward, pinning him down, but Fireheart kicked out with his hindlegs,
knocking Scourge away.

 

“Wait!” Spottedleaf yowled, darting towards her son and the BloodClan leader. “Stop!”

 

They heeded her nothing, lunging once more at each other with identical furious hisses. BloodClan
cats around them stared, watching with curiosity. Bone rushed forward, but paused when Scourge
hissed at him.

 

“This is my battle.”

 

Scourge shot his paw out, reinforced claws ripping a clump of ginger fur out. Fireheart hissed, sinking
his teeth into Scourge’s shoulder, but the small tom jerked to the side and lashed out once more,
nearly piercing Fireheart’s eye out. Fireheart stumbled backwards, fur bristling.

 

Cherryfur and Mousefur came running over, but the two long-haired black and white - Ice and Snake,
Spottedleaf heard them called - leaped at them, snarling and warning them to stay back. Spottedleaf’s
tail fluffed up, glancing wildly around as the two brothers stormed at each other once more. Firheart
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was bigger and stronger, but Scourge dodged his strikes so easily it didn’t matter, his dog claws
making up for his lack of physical strength.

 

“Stop it!” Spottedleaf commanded once more, jumping forward and knocking into Fireheart. Her son
yowled in surprise, stumbling on his paws. Scourge hissed, teeth bared as he glared at Spottedleaf,
crouching down and ready to pounce on her. “Stop!” she repeated once more, glaring back at him.
“Both of you! You’re acting ridiculous.”

 

Fireheart ducked his head, anger in his green gaze still, but Scourge just curled his lip. “You aren’t my
mother,” he reminded her with a growl. “I take no orders from you.” He leaped forward, claws
outstretched, and Fireheart jumped forth, smacking his head with his front paw.

 

Spottedleaf raised her head higher, unphased. “This battle is pointless, and only results in more
wounds.” She stared pointedly at the bite Fireheart had left in Scourge’s shoulder. “Fireheart, go.” She
flicked her tail.

 

“But-”

 

“Go!”

 

Fireheart dipped his head, eyes wide, before he turned and scuttered off, tail between his legs.
Cherryfur rushed to greet him while Mousefur snarled at their guards. Oliver watched wide-eyed from
the box.

 

Spottedleaf turned her stern gaze back to Scourge, unflinching even as he shoved her nose in her face,
spitting. Her heart stuttered fearfully, but she shoved it down.

 

“You don’t get to choose my battles, she-cat!” he snapped. “I would have put him in his place, and
now I’ll put you in your place!”

 

“You have a wound on your shoulder,” she meowed calmly. “Let me put some poultice on it.”

 

Scourge faltered, eyes briefly blinking in surprise, before he let out a low snarl. “I don’t need your
pathetic herbs, forest cat. I don’t fix wounds, I make them.”



 

“Leaving that bite open like that is bound to get infected,” Spottedleaf pointed out. “Do you really
want to deal with an infected shoulder or would you rather stay healthy and strong?”

 

Scourge’s ear twitched thoughtfully even as he kept his lips pulled back in a snarl. His eyes flickered
over to Pounce and the other rogues with leaves stuck to their fur. They chatted happily amongst
themselves in small murmurs, eyes occasionally flicking over to Spottedleaf. She waved her tail at
them, and Pounce returned it.

 

Scourge stepped back, expression cooling as his fur smoothed. “To heal your enemies is foolish,” he
commented.

 

“I’m a medicine cat,” Spottedleaf meowed. “It is my duty to be ‘foolish.’ I refuse to leave any cat hurt
when I could help them, enemy or not.”

 

“Very well,” Scourge growled. “Be foolish. Put your… herbs on my wound. The stronger I’ll be to
kill your son later.” He narrowed his eyes.

 

Spottedleaf knew he was trying to push her into anger, so she merely nodded with a slow blink.
“Thank you,” she said, turning to pick up her bundle of herbs. It seemed one of them had stepped on
them during their fight. She huffed, annoyed. “Such poor condition… Doesn’t the Twolegplace let
anything grow in its graylands?”

 

Scourge settled down, sitting with his tail curled over his paws as he watched her. She smoothed out
the petals of marigold, sniffing them and pulling out the rotten ones, before she chewed the stem and
petals together into a light pulp. She smushed it onto a leaf, then picked it up. Scourge moved away
from her before he stopped himself. She pressed the poultice gently onto his shoulder.

 

A hiss from the tiny tom made her whiskers twitched, amused. “Are you a kit or a warrior?”

 

He glared his icy glare at her. “It’s not a smart idea to taunt me,” he meowed lowly. “After all, I could
kill you with just one swipe.” He flexed his claws threateningly.

 

Barely glancing at his claws, she nodded. Unbothered, she agreed, “You could.”



 

Scourge’s eyes widened an inch in surprise, his ears flicking forwards, before he leveled out his
expression. He glanced away, slitted eyes locked onto a piece of trash as he remained silent.
Spottedleaf pressed the poultice down harder. This time, he didn’t hiss, and she reached for the
cobweb the little tortoiseshell kit had gathered for her. She picked it up with a claw, then rubbed it
over the leaf and his fur.

 

She frowned. “Your collar makes this difficult,” she said as she dipped her paw down to avoid
scraping it on the dog tooth.

 

Scourge’s whiskers twitched as his gaze flicked to her, but he said nothing. Spottedleaf finished her
work silently, brushing off the residue on the cold ground below. “There,” she said. “Don’t take it off
until it’s been a day at least, and make sure to keep it away from grime.” Wrinkling her nose, she
glanced around at the trash-infested camp they lived in. Kits were playing in the Twoleg waste like it
was moss.

 

“I do what I want,” Scourge mewed.

 

“Alright,” Spottedleaf said. “But it’d be a waste of my work.”

 

Scourge stood, stretching out his leg with a frown as he sniffed the bandaged wound. “Your herbs’
effectiveness is to be determined,” he stated coldly. He flicked his tail. “Go back to your den and rest,
for you might not get a chance later. Tomorrow, I will tell your forest cats my verdict.”

 

Spottedleaf’s whiskers twitched, wanting to argue that they’d spent too much time here already. Her
daughter could be dead, for all she knew! But she knew it’d only anger the BloodClan leader, so she
dipped her head. “Of course.”

 

She scooped up what was left of her measly herbs and trotted back to the box. Fireheart perked up.
“Did he threaten you?” he demanded. “He looked like he wanted to kill you.”

 

“He looks like he wants to kill everyone,” Cherryfur mused. Oliver nodded, his fur fluffed up and
blue eyes wide.

 



“He threatened me no more than you,” Spottedleaf meowed, sniffing her son’s pelt. Thankfully, aside
from a small nick in his ear, Scourge had only pulled pawfuls of fur out of Fireheart’s pelt. For once,
she was grateful for Thistlestar being her kit’s father. His thick fur had been inherited by Fireheart,
allowing him protection.

 

The thought of her former mate made her heart ache. To think he had also sired kits with a kittypet.
And so soon after his Snowfur’s death! For a moment, she wondered how sad he must have been to
seek out comfort from cats he so viciously hated. Kittypets were worthless slobs to him. Her heart
ached for him but she quickly shook the feeling away.

 

He sought comfort in you , she reminded herself. When you were no more than a kit. He should have
handled his emotions on his own, rather than throwing them on some little kit… Imagine it had been
Willowkit or Redkit instead of me… I never would have let him touch them like he did me. A shiver
made her pelt fluff. Featherwhisker had helped her think clearly about her relationship with
Thistlestar; how bad it was. But sometimes… she still yearned for his loving touch.

 

It wasn’t always loving…

 

“Spottedleaf?” Fireheart meowed, blinking at her. “Are you okay? You seem distracted.”

 

She ruffled her pelt, smiling at her son. He was so innocent. Creekflower and Copperleaf had
understood their mother’s situation even from a young age, try as she might to protect them from
knowing the horrors of the truth. But Fireheart… She had made sure he remained pure. She
remembered his big kit eyes, always so curious, always wondering why he had no father, and she
never had an answer that would satisfy him.

 

“I’m alright,” she said. “Just worried for Creekflower.” She turned to Mousefur. “Is your scratch
okay?”

 

Mousefur grunted. “‘S fine.”

 

Spottedleaf sniffed it for good measure and nodded. “Well,” she began. “Scourge said we have to wait
until tomorrow to-”

 

A loud yowl interrupted her, and every cat in camp jumped, the BloodClan cats hissing and spitting
furiously. The ThunderClan cats turned to see a white cat streak into camp.



 

“Featherpaw!” Cherryfur called out, shocked. “Where did you-”

 

“They took them!” Featherpaw screeched, halting as he stopped in front of Fireheart and Spottedleaf.
His paws jerked and whiskers twitched, making Spottedleaf briefly think he might be having some
sort of seizure, before she recalled he had his own language to make up for his deafness. “They- they-
thoug- tool- Two-!” He gasped for breath, struggling to form the right words with his mouth.

 

“Featherpaw, what’s wrong? What happened?” Fireheart said, glancing wildly around. His eyes
widened, and Spottedleaf realized at the same time as him that they were missing some cats. “Where
are Graystripe and Cricketpaw?”

 

Featherpaw attempted to stutter out some more words, tail twitching frantically. Spottedleaf moved
forward to press her nose to his cheek. “It’s alright, take your time, catch your breath,” she told him,
pulling back so she could read his lips. Recalling what few signs she had learned, she fluttered her
ears.

 

As Featherpaw gasped for breath, Scourge came forth with a mean glower, Bone and a ginger tabby
cat at his sides. “What is the meaning of this?” he demanded with a growl. He glanced around
furiously. “Who let this cat sneak out of camp?”

 

His eyes bore into the guards in front of the entrance. Their fur prickled and they glanced at each
other with wide eyes. One she-cat ducked her head, staring away. Beside her, a sandy-colored tom’s
tail twitched, and he stepped forward. “It was Minty!” the pale ginger tomcat called. “You know she
has a soft spot for kits. She must have let them go! It was her fault.”

 

The gray she-cat whipped her head around to stare at him, shocked. “Beach!” she gasped. “You-”

 

With a vicious yowl, Scourge launched forward, tackling into Minty. He shoved the she-cat to the
ground, spitting in her face. “You dare disobey my orders!” he snarled. “You’ll see what happens!”

 

“W-wait! I’m sorry, I-”

 

Scourge sank his teeth into the side of her neck and Minty screeched, limbs stuttering.



 

Spottedleaf gasped in shock, rushing forward. “Get off of her!” she screamed. Scourge let go,
stepping back and letting Minty scramble to her paws. Blood dripped from the opened flesh, coating
her gray pelt. She pelted backwards, running into Beach who stared down coldly at her with blue
eyes.

 

“You…” Minty whispered, fear in her eyes. She trembled, then turned and darted out of the camp
entrance, stumbling.

 

Spottedleaf started to chase after her, but Scourge darted in front of her. “You’re going nowhere,” he
growled. “She will live as a traitor, outcasted from BloodClan. If she doesn’t die from her wound, my
cats will slaughter her later.”

 

Spottedleaf shook with rage, and fear, unable to form words to express herself.

 

“Now,” Scourge meowed, raising his paw to lick it as he approached Featherpaw. “Why have you
returned when you were free?”

 

Featherpaw’s snow-white fur puffed out, making him look twice his size- and bigger than Scourge.
Yet it was clear that Featherpaw was full of fear, while Scourge was full of malice. Featherpaw
stepped back, partially hidden underneath Spottedleaf. Quakes wracked through his body.

 

“Speak,” Scourge growled, stepping closer.

 

Featherpaw opened his mouth, but nothing came out, and he twitched his ears.

 

“He can’t,” Spottedleaf meowed. “He’s deaf, but-”

 

Scourge cut her off with a hiss before she could explain that Featherpaw could talk, he just struggled
to understand what others were saying sometimes. “Deaf?” he snarled. “You let a deaf cat walk
amongst you. First healers, now this? Forest cats truly are weak. It seems my mother was a liar.” His
cats around him growled in agreement.

 

“He’s not weak!” Cherryfur protested, orange and white fur bristling.



 

“Featherpaw,” Spottedleaf meowed slowly, staring down at him. “What’s wrong?”

 

His body twitched, one paw raising, then another. “Cr- Cricketpaw,” he said. “We- snuck out- and-
the- Gremlin and Scr- Scrass- Scraps-”

 

“Gremlin?” a tortoiseshell she-cat, one from the patrol that had first attacked them, stepped forward,
eyes narrowed. “Scraps? My kits? What have they done now?”

 

Featherpaw’s mouth opened and closed, wordlessly, as he made a few more gestures. Fireheart’s ears
pricked. “They snuck out?” he translated, eyes widening. “To find Creekflower?” Featherpaw nodded
frantically.

 

“Twolegs,” Featherpaw meowed, gulping. “They st-stooo- Like Frostfur’s kits!”

 

“Stole,” Fireheart repeated slowly, fiery fur fluffing out. “They’ve been captured by Twolegs!”

 

“We have to go save them!” Cherryfur meowed.

 

“Now!” Mousefur hissed, stepping forward with a lash of her tail. “Before they’re taken away
forever!”

 

“You’re not going anywhere,” Bone yowled, stepping in front of Fireheart when he rushed forward,
flicking his tail. The guards fanned out in front of the entrance. “You’re our prisoners! Right, Brick?”

 

“Yeah!” the tabby cat snarled. “You think you own this town like you own the forest? Think again,
forest kitties!”

 

“Wait,” Scourge meowed. “Two of our warriors have been taken as well.” Spottedleaf blinked. He
counted those little tortoiseshell kits as his warriors? They were hardly more than five moons! Who
was he- Brokenstar? “Strike and Snapper are one of my finest and most loyal rogues. I knew their kits
would make excellent warriors. It’d be a shame to let them go to waste.”

 



“But nobody escapes the breeder’s den!” a scared tomcat called.

 

“They’re as good as dead,” another agreed.

 

“I escaped,” Beach called.

 

“Well, yeah,” the tomcat said. “But you’re a tom! They let their toms run wild.”

 

“Fury did too,” a she-cat said, glancing at the scowling she-cat.

 

Fury hissed. “I was sold to housefolks. They are the ones I ran away from. The breeder’s den is a she-
cat’s worst nightmare. Let the clankitties and the pathetic kits suffer there. We shouldn’t even waste
our breath talking about this!”

 

“I made an order,” Scourge yowled. “And it is to be followed! Bone, Brick, Snag, Claw- you may
come with me. Soot, Ricky, Tess, you scout the area for those annoying breeder tomcats. Keep them
away- kill them if you can. They’ve been pests to our turf for far too long.” He glanced at Fury. “Fury,
you will be in charge of camp while I’m gone. Ice and Snake, guard that forest she-cat.” He flicked
his tail at Mousefur.

 

Mousefur’s pelt bristled. “What!”

 

“You will remain here, as our prisoner,” Scourge said menacingly. “In case your friends get any ideas.
If we don’t return by sunrise, kill her.” Ice and Snake nodded.

 

“Kill her!” Fireheart yowled in surprise. “How could you be so savage?”

 

Scourge growled. “My territory, my rules,” he spat once more. He walked towards the entrance, his
chosen cats flanking him. He flicked his tail. “Now, are you coming, brother , or will you cower like
the mouse you are?”

 

Fireheart’s teeth bared, pelt pricking, as he stormed after him. Cherryfur charged after him. Oliver
meowed, “Wait! I’m coming too!” before sprinting off as well. Spottedleaf glanced down at



Featherpaw.

 

“I have to go save Creekflower,” Spottedleaf told him. “She’s my daughter. Stay here, with Mousefur.
Keep her company.”

 

Featherpaw shook his head fiercely. “No. I- I need to save Cricketpaw. She’s my sister.”

 

Spottedleaf blinked. “Very well. But stay out of harm’s way the best you can.” She turned and
followed after the rescue patrol, Featherpaw at her heels. Mousefur let out an enraged howl, but Ice
and Snake jumped in front of her, snarling. Spottedleaf winced, and hoped they wouldn’t be too rough
to her. But she was sure Mousefur could handle her own - so long as she held her tongue.

 

Spottedleaf was panting by the time they crossed their second Thunderpath. She tried to keep up on
her battle training, but with so many fights recently, she focused more on replenishing her stocks and
making sure no warrior was hiding their injuries, as they so often liked to do, her son and their leader
included.

 

Featherpaw pointed with his tail to a part of the Twoleg den’s wall. “We broke in there-ere!” he
stammered, panting for breath as well.

 

“They’ve closed the window now,” one of the BloodClan cats, a pale tom, mused. From the claw
marks marring his sides, Spottedleaf would guess he was Claw. And the tom beside him with his tooth
jutting out from his lower lip must be Snag. “We’ll have to find another way in.”

 

“It could take hours before a housefolk opens the door,” Brick complained, whiskers twitching as they
frowned.

 

“The tomcats get in and out somehow,” Scourge growled. “We only need to find out how.”

 

“They probably just yowl until one of the ugly beasts opens the door for them,” Snag mused with an
air of disgust. “That’s what all house kitties do.”

 

“Would it work if we did that?” Cherryfur asked. “Would the, uh, housefolk open the door if we
yowled?”



 

The BloodClan cats exchanged glances. “It could work,” Bone mewed optimistically.

 

“But it’d also alert other cats to our presence,” Fireheart pointed out.

 

“What do we care of them?” Scourge growled, glaring at Fireheart hatefully. “Let them come. We’ll
tear them to shreds and teach them a lesson for taking prized future BloodClan warriors.”

 

His warriors yowled in agreement, flexing their claws with blood-thirsty grins. It made Spottedleaf’s
pelt prickle uneasily. Claw trotted over to the so-called door, plopping down in front of it. “Well, this
will be humiliating,” he murmured before he raised his claws and scratched desperately at the wood.
Raising his head to the sky, he howled like a dog. He stopped, then did it again, and then a loud shout
came from inside. Claw paused, ears pricked.

 

“Hey!” a voice called. “What are you doing! Trynna steal my she-cats?”

 

Three tomcats came flying from a nearby fence, all angry. Their leader was a cat that looked
strikingly like Copperleaf with his light orange-ginger tabby pelt and green eyes. But he was fat, with
twisted whiskers and a blue collar around his neck. His lips pulled back in an ugly sneer.

 

“Ferris,” Scourge mewed coldly. “Great to see you again. I believe you have something of ours?”

 

“Ain’t nothing yours Scourge!” Ferris yowled. “Everything in this den’s mine! Now scat!” The tomcat
launched himself at Oliver, who screamed and barrelled into Cherryfur in his attempt to get away.
Bone jumped forward and batted Ferris away easily with his paw, but the plump tomcat rolled back
onto his feet and lashed his claws out.

 

Claw yelped right as the door to the Twoleg den swung open, a tall male Twoleg staring down at
them. “It’s open!” Claw shouted. “Go, go, go!” He darted into the den, under the Twoleg’s legs. The
Twoleg yelled, jumping and leaning down to swat at them.

 

Heart pumping fast, Spottedleaf shot forward. The Twoleg kicked her in the side and she went flying.
She stumbled onto her paws, gasping for breath as he side ached. Her claws dug helplessly into the
smooth, wooden floor below. Scourge and Fireheart rushed in after her, followed by a skittish Oliver



and a startled Featherpaw. Bone leaped at the Twoleg, biting his ankle with a furious hiss. Outside,
Brick, Snag, and Cherryfur were locked in battle with the three tomcats.

 

Featherpaw raced forward to another door. He scratched frantically at it. “Creekflower, Creekflower!”
he meowed. “We’re here! Cricketpaw! Graystripe! Gremlin, Scraps!”

 

Claw and Spottedleaf joined him. Spottedleaf shoved her nose to the bottom of the door, and gasped
as she scented Creekflower. And the milky scent of kits! She had given birth! It was far too early, was
it not? Spottedleaf had only suspected her daughter was pregnant recently! Yellowfang had confirmed
it for her, then Cherryfur, but Creekflower must have hid it well.

 

“Featherpaw?” Creekflower’s voice came. “Spottedleaf!” Her joyous cry became louder as she
approached the door. Distant mewls of hungry kits filled the air. “And- who is with you?”

 

“Cats from a clan in Twolegplace,” Spottedleaf answered. Featherpaw shot her a confused look,
before sniffing for Creekflower’s scent. “Are the others with you?”

 

“Yes, but-”

 

“Creekflower!” a feminine, high-pitched voice with a similar accent to Ferris’s yowled. “Night and
Cloud are looking very hungry, what are you-” A gasp. “Those dastardly cats! Creekflower! Get away
from them! Back, back!”

 

Creekflower hissed. “They’re my clanmates! And they’re here to save me! You can’t stop me from
leaving this terrible place!”

 

“Yes I can!” the voice argued back. “It’s dangerous out there for a pretty she-cat like you! This is for
your own good!”

 

“Leave my daughter alone!” Spottedleaf yelled, scratching at the door. She glanced up at the strange
silver branch protruding from the door. “The Twolegs use that to open the door, right?” Claw nodded.
“Then let’s get it!”

 

Claw’s eyes lit up and he crouched down. “Here! Jump on my back!”



 

Spottedleaf did so eagerly, glancing behind to see Fireheart and Scourge snarling at a second Twoleg.
“Oliver!” she called, balancing on Claw’s back as the pale tom grunted. The fluffy kittypet came
speeding over.

 

“Is Creekflower there?” he mewed anxiously. “I can smell her! She smells afraid.”

 

“Oliver!” came Creekflower’s relieved shout. “You’re here!”

 

“Stay away, you mangy tom!” the other voice snarled.

 

“He’s not mangy!” Creekflower hissed. A shriek sounded, and Spottedleaf could easily imagine her
tabby daughter leaping at the other kittypet.

 

“Oliver, jump onto my back and pull on that branch!” Spottedleaf ordered.

 

Oliver stared nervously up. “The handle? I- I don’t know if I can. Normally, my housefolk just…”

 

“Do it, quick!” Claw spat as he panted. Spottedleaf wobbled on top of him. After a moment’s
hesitation, Oliver clambered onto Claw and then Spottedleaf. Spottedleaf grunted with exertion as the
heavy tom balanced precariously on her. His paws wrapped around the handle.

 

Beneath them, Claw yowled as he tumbled to the side. Spottedleaf yelped as they came crashing
down. Featherpaw jumped out of the way. “Oh no!” Oliver called.

 

“Wait! It’s open!” Claw pointed at the small crack in the door. Scrambling to her paws, Spottedleaf
burst forth. The door slammed open with her velocity, and her eyes squinted to adjust to the harsh
brightness. Around them, the room was filled with strange Twoleg contraptions. Some looked soft and
welcoming, like a mossbed, while others looked scary and entrapping like an enclosed area with a
dark-pointed pale she-cat inside it.

 

“Creekflower!” Spottedleaf yowled as she raced forward. Her daughter had pinned a golden-furred
she-cat to the ground.



 

“Mother!” Creekflower cried in relief, rushing over. They met each other, brushing their muzzles and
purring as loud as a monster’s rumble. “Oliver!” Creekflower mewed as her mate rushed over,
shoving his face into the crook of her shoulder. Creekflower purred and licked his head. “I missed you
so much.”

 

“I’ve never been more terrified than when I lost you.” Oliver’s voice cracked with terror. “I thought I
could give you a peaceful life- instead I’ve given you this.” He gestured around them.

 

“It’s not too bad,” Creekflower admitted. “It’s warm and cozy and soft with no foxes or dogs to eat
my kits, but… but the idea of staying trapped in here forever, having kits over and over with toms I
don’t know or like, only to have them stripped away from me… I couldn’t bear it.”

 

The golden-furred she-cat shrieked. “How dare you! This life is perfect! You’ve ruined everything!”

 

Creekflower ignored her. “Come on! We have to save our kits. And the other queens! I can’t leave
them trapped here.”

 

“I’ll go see if I can get them out,” Claw mewed.

 

“Pebbles isn’t in a cage,” Creekflower explained. “But they’ve locked Briar in that tent because she’s
tried to escape before.” She flicked her tail towards the dark-pointed she-cat, who stared owl-eyed
back at them. Claw nodded before rushing off to her.

 

“Where is Cricketpaw?” Featherpaw mewed anxiously.

 

“In the back,” Creekflower said. “Just behind that- that couch thing.”

 

Featherpaw darted off in the direction she pointed, completely barreling over the golden-furred she-
cat when she tried to stop him. Creekflower turned and raced towards a small nest of strange, soft,
colorful materials. Inside were squirming newborn kits. No more than a day or two old certainly.
Their eyes were shut closed, their muzzles and bellies pink, and their ears flat against their heads.

 



Oliver breathed out. “They’re adorable.” He stared in shock down at them. “I- I didn’t know kits
could be so small. I thought they were just smaller cats.”

 

Spottedleaf shot him an incredulous look before she shook her fur. “Come on! Let’s get them to safety
before we don’t have the chance.” She reached down and grabbed a dark brown she-kit with black
stripes, her muzzle and paws white. She protested as she was removed from the warmth of her
siblings.

 

“But- how!” Oliver meowed. “How do I- what if I hurt them- I don’t-”

 

“Just pick them up by the scruff,” Creekflower explained, reaching down to grab the lighter brown
tabby she-kit that looked just like her mother. “Like this,” she muttered through the bundle. “You
won’t hurt them, I promise.”

 

Hesitating once more, Oliver slowly leaned down and grabbed the fluffiest of the bunch, a bright
white tom just like him. The tom-kit screeched vehemently, wiggling like a worm. Spottedleaf purred
at Oliver’s startled expression.

 

“It’s alright,” Spottedleaf said. “Some kits just like to complain.” She glanced at Creekflower
mischievously. “I know some kit who did.”

 

Creekflower snorted. “That was Lightningfur, not me!”

 

“Oh, you’d be surprised, my little flower,” Spottedleaf mused, recalling Creekflower’s tiny kit mewls
of displeasure.

 

“Are those kits?” came Fireheart’s surprised mew as he scrambled over to them. Scourge followed
behind him, a blood spray on his muzzle. “You gave birth!”

 

“I did,” Creekflower agreed as the kit in her mouth squealed. “Now quick, pick one up and let’s go!”
She hopped down from her nest, tail bristling as she rushed towards the door. Oliver scrambled after
her.

 



Fireheart grabbed the white and pale gray patched tom-kit and followed after his sister. Spottedleaf
stared at Scourge. “Well?”

 

He glared back at her with a frown. “What?”

 

She nodded to the small, squirming white tom-kit with a dark gray face, paws, and tail. “He needs
someone to carry him. He’s too young to walk.”

 

Scourge’s lip curled in disgust and his fur bristled. “I am here for my warriors , not your kits !”

 

Spottedleaf sent him a dark look. “Your warriors are kits,” she growled through the dark brown kit’s
fur. “Now pick him up before a Twoleg does!”

 

Scourge glared at her, and she glared right back before he growled and ducked his head down. He
snapped his teeth around the tom-kit, who squealed in pain as he was jerked upwards. Spottedleaf
would have reprimanded him, but a Twoleg had entered the room. Heart beating, she launched herself
forward, paws thudding on the ground. The she-kit in her mouth squirmed and mewled.

 

The Twoleg yelled as Featherpaw darted past him, Graystripe and Cricketpaw at his sides. The two
tortoiseshell kits - Gremlin and Scraps - followed, with Scraps swatting at the Twoleg’s outreached
hand. Claw was running beside a large, long-haired gray she-cat with matted fur and a flat face. A
tortoiseshell kit swung from his mouth, and another from hers as well. Another one, certainly no more
than one moon with its blue eyes and waddling paws, chased after them. The dark-pointed she-cat ran
forth with frantic eyes, snatching the third kit up and bolting for the exit.

 

The other Twoleg was in the main room still, something in its paw as it pressed it against the side of
its face. It shouted loudly, kicking out at Bone and Cherryfur as they kept themselves in front of the
door, hissing and spitting as the Twoleg kept reaching for the knob to close it.

 

Spottedleaf ducked between the legs of the shorter Twoleg. Scourge flew past her, quicker on his feet.
Spottedleaf panted to keep up with him, then let out a startled, muffled yowl as something pressed
against her sides painfully. Then her legs were off the ground and she twisted around to see the
Twoleg had picked her up with its long paws. It shook her roughly, but she dug her teeth into the
kitten’s scruff desperately with a warning growl. Yelling at her, the Twoleg shifted her in its grip and
then grabbed the kit with its paw. Spottedleaf lashed out, her claws drawing blood from its paw, but it
jerked its paw backwards.

 



The kit was ripped forcefully out of her mouth, the taste of blood and fur in her mouth as the tabby
she-kit screeched in pain.

 

“No!” Spottedleaf snarled, lashing out once more. The Twoleg yelled as her claws dug into its arm,
then it tossed her to the ground. She landed with a thud, jumping to her paws. She leaped forward
furiously, but the Twoleg’s heavy foot came flying. She twisted and gasped for breath as the side of
her face lit up with pain, making her eye water. She blinked her left eye rapidly, vision going blurry
and black-splotched. She stumbled backwards as the yelling and yowling around her only got louder.

 

“Spottedleaf!” Cricketpaw’s yowl reached her ears as the blue-gray she-cat ran up to her. “Run! More
Twolegs are here!”

 

Turning with a heaviness in her heart as she heard the little kit screamed for its mother, she ran for the
door. Chaos was around her. Two more Twolegs were approaching with strange, long objects in their
hands.

 

“Nets!” shouted Snag. “Scatter!” He bolted away, onto the Thunderpath outside. Brick followed after
him.

 

Spottedleaf watched in horror as one of the nets slammed over Scourge. With a vicious yowl, the tom
flew into a frenzy. He slammed against the net, and the Twoleg called out to its friends. They rushed
over, but Scourge had wormed his way out already, hissing and spitting. But the kitten-

 

It was still in the net!

 

The Twoleg raised the net high up when Fireheart leaped for it. The other Twoleg slammed its net
against his side, and he flew, tumbling, to the ground, rolling over on his side. His kit flew from his
mouth. Fireheart bolted for it, but the Twoleg scooped it up and threw it into the net with the other.
The Twolegs shouted at each other, as though arguing, before backing up into the den. Spottedleaf
turned and watched as they slammed the door shut.

 

“No!” Creekflower screamed. “My other kits! They’re still in there!” She ran to the door and
scratched at it wildly. A Twoleg face appeared in the window, sneering out at them.

 

“Creekflower!” Cherryfur yowled. “We have to leave before they get the rest of your kits!” She
nodded to the small light brown she-cat at her paws. Oliver stood beside them, fur fluffed up and eyes



wide as a white kit squirmed in his grip.

 

Creekflower glanced once more at the door, hesitating, but then the knob turned and she jumped. She
turned and bolted forwards, snatching the brown tabby she-kit up quickly. Spottedleaf followed after
her daughter, the rest of her clanmates, and the BloodClan cats as they soared across the Thunderpath.
When they reached the other side, Creekflower paused, and so did Oliver and Spottedleaf.

 

The small white tom-kit and light brown tabby she-kit wiggled and mewled their complaints,
demanding their parents set them down. But Creekflower just stared back at the breeder’s den, misty-
eyed. Oliver’s tail dropped. Spottedleaf blinked at the both of them, grief striking her heart. Gently,
she pressed her muzzle against Creekflower’s cheek, and laid her tail over Oliver’s shoulders.
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Creekflower trudged forward, head bowed, as she followed after the strange gang of kittypets and
rogues. Cherryfur and Spottedleaf pressed against her sides comfortingly, and Oliver trotted behind
her. A dull grief ached at her as her kits’ mewls reached her ears. When they had been born, she had
never been more terrified. Away from her clanmates, away from any medicine cat, and she had given
birth to five kits. Large litters must be genetic.

 

But now she only had two. Little Lizardkit squirmed in her grip, swinging to and fro. She was hungry
for milk. They had been walking for a while now, but the ‘entrance’ to BloodClan’s camp stretched to
a halt. Unfamiliar, sharp, and disgusting scents filled her nostrils as she gazed around at their excuse
of a camp. Cats glared at her from every corner.

 

“Cherryfur!” came the sharp mew of a cat familiar to Creekflower - Mousefur. The dusky brown cat
sprinted forth to greet the ThunderClan cats. “Fireheart.” Mousefur nodded to the tom then her gaze
locked on Creekflower. Her lips twitched in a curl but she questioned, “Are the kits okay?”

 

Creekflower’s gaze flickered to the ground as a stab of pain shot through her chest. Were they? She
had no idea. They would be locked in the breeder’s den forever. Or, as Bell told her, they would be
‘sold’ to ‘housefolk’ who would make them into ‘fine housecats.’

 

“We saved two of them,” Spottedleaf explained softly.

 

Mousefur blinked before she ducked her head. “I am… sorry for your loss,” she told Creekflower and
Oliver, backing away respectfully.

 

“Scraps! Gremlin!” a harsh voice snarled as two lean tortoiseshell cats stormed forth. The two glared
down at their kits. “You are in a lot of trouble for sneaking prisoners out of camp,” the she-cat hissed,
teeth bared. “Go back to your den and stay there . You will not eat for three days, nor will you leave
camp.”

 

The two kits ducked their heads, but Cricketpaw jumped forth. “You can’t do that! They were trying
to help us.”

 



“They are my kits ,” the she-cat snarled. “And they broke the rules. I will not let it go unpunished.”

 

“Stick your nose somewhere it does belong, forest kitty,” the tom added with a sneer. “Like a thistle
bush.” He turned, flicking his tail, and Gremlin and Scraps scrambled after him and his mate.

 

Featherpaw reached out to brush Scraps’s tail, and he paused, glancing back at him. “Thank you,”
Featherpaw whispered, blinking slowly. “Thank you… much.”

 

Scraps smiled and nodded before continuing after his family.

 

“Is everyone okay?” Fireheart asked as they settled down near a moldy box. A few BloodClan cats
made a circle around them, glaring untrustingly. Creekflower set her kit down and curled her tail over
her. Oliver placed the fluffy tom-kit down too and pressed against her side, burying his muzzle in her
thick fur. Creekflower glanced around, and noticed the other queens lingering.

 

She nodded to Pebbles and Briar, and gestured to the spot next to her. Pebbles, the long-furred gray
she-cat, blinked gratefully, and picked up her littlest kit- Rocket- and trotted over. Briar nudged the
other two- Bubbles and Opal- over as well. Briar jumped as a black and white tomcat sneered at her.
The skittish dark-pointed she-cat ducked behind Pebbles.

 

“A Twoleg got me good in the eye,” Spottedleaf mewed, blinking said watery eye. “But I’ll be okay.”

 

“That Ferris tom got me on the shoulder,” Cherryfur said before grinning. “It’ll make a nice scar.”

 

“They ruined my fur,” Graystripe whined as he licked his shoulder fur. It stuck out in a lot of places,
and a patch was missing around his neck. “They started, like, cutting it off for some reason before I
scratched ‘em.”

 

Pebbles snorted. Creekflower wasn’t sure if it was on purpose, or just because her severely squished
face made it difficult to breathe normally. “Gives ‘em easier access to y’er neck,” she growled out,
giving her tortoiseshell kit a quick lick. “That’s where they like ta prick ya with needles.”

 

“And grab you,” Briar added with wide eyes. “Like you’re a little kitten and they’re your momma.
But they’re not! They’re not your momma!” She jumped suddenly, glancing around wildly as though



the Twolegs would reappear.

 

Mousefur curled her lip. “Twolegs are hideous, monstrous creatures.”

 

“They’re not all bad!” Oliver protested. “They give me belly rubs and creamy milk. They’ve never
been mean to me.”

 

“They stole your kits,” Mousefur growled.

 

Oliver winced, ducking his head, and Creekflower felt like her heart was stabbed as she pressed
Lizardkit and Cloudkit closer to her. “Not my housefolk…” whispered Oliver. “They… didn’t know.”

 

“I had kind housefolk once,” Pebbles hissed, a yearning look in her eyes as she gazed away. “But then
one day they gave me to the breeders, and that was it.”

 

“ Housefolk are cruel, cruel creatures,” the cold voice of Scourge spoke as he padded up behind them.
Creekflower jumped, staring at the tiny BloodClan leader. A shiver went up her spine as she gazed at
the dog claws shoved over his own claws. “Never to be trusted.”

 

Briar pressed herself behind Creekflower and Pebbles, wrapping her paw around one of the kits and
pulling them close. She shivered with fear, and Creekflower flicked her tail tip against her back as a
sign of comfort. Featherpaw, too, backed away, ducking his head with wide eyes. Cricketpaw bristled
beside him, eyes nervous as she eyed Scourge and the three big, scarred cats behind him. A growl left
Fireheart’s throat, surprising Creekflower.

 

If even her brother hated and feared this small tom, then he must be powerful and dangerous.

 

But Spottedleaf stepped forward with a bow of her head. “Thank you for helping me find my kit,” she
meowed, blinking gratefully at Scourge. “My clanmates’ wounds will heal, so I will tend to yours
now. I can see Claw has a bad wound on his tail there.” She nodded to the brown tom.

 

Claw’s ears pricked and he smiled, bowing his head back to her. “Thanks.”

 



Scourge narrowed his eyes, glancing between his cats and Spottedleaf, before he nodded. “Do
whatever you want, healer,” he growled. “I’ll consider it payment for the trouble you put us through
rescuing your pitiful kin.”

 

Creekflower’s heart thudded in her chest as she cleared her throat nervously, raising her head. She
shouldn’t push her luck, but… “Are… are we going back for the others? I can’t just- I can’t just leave
Nightkit, Oatkit, and Stormkit behind in that horrible place.” Where they’d be stripped of their
clannames. Bell had continually referred to them as Night, Oat, Storm, Lizard, and Cloud, ignoring
when Creekflower would protest. She had claimed that they ‘wouldn’t be kits forever’ so they were
‘such silly names.’ She wouldn’t listen when Creekflower tried to explain their significance.

 

“Once your kits are taken,” Pebbles began, breaths broken by snorts. “You never get them back.”

 

Briar’s pale fur fluffed out, eyes wider than an owls. “It’s true!” she shrilled. “My kits were taken last
week. And then moons before that, they took my other litter, and moons before that, another… They
took my first litter away before they could even walk!” She squeezed her eyes shut. “Oh, my little
Sasha, how I miss her so…”

 

Pebbles’s laid her tail against Briar’s back, blinking supportively. “I’m grateful I made it out with one
of my litters, at least.” Her kit, Rocket, mewed at her paws.

 

“Well…” Oliver meowed timidly. “At least they’ve been sold to good housefolk, maybe?”

 

“Maybe,” Pebbles agreed hesitantly. “I like to think that.”

 

“Or maybe not,” Scourge interrupted with a growl, claws flexing. “Unwanted kits are thrown away, to
the streets, where they starve to death if they don’t learn to survive. Or, if they're lucky, they're thrown
to the river, where they drown swiftly, and need not know the struggle of living.”

 

Creekflower let out a small mewl of terror, eyes wide, as she leaned her muzzle down to pull Cloudkit
against her. Lizardkit meowed in protest as her bigger brother flopped over her.

 

“You forest cats may be soft enough to care for such pitiful things,” Scourge continued. “But here in
the city, only the strongest survive.” The ginger tabby cat behind him growled in agreement.

 



A choked, terrified sound escaped Oliver as he shoved his head against Creekflower’s shoulder. “I’ll
never get to see my other kits,” he meowed mournfully. “I’ll never even know if they’re okay.”

 

“They’ll be okay,” Creekflower whispered back, touching her nose to his forehead as her chest ached.
“They’re strong… like… like LionClan warriors.”

 

Silence washed over them as Creekflower groomed her mate comfortingly. The cold eyes of Scourge
and his warriors made her pelt prickle uncomfortably. Fireheart stepped forward, twitching his
whiskers with a frown before he slowly dipped his head to Scourge. “Thank you for your…
hospitality,” Fireheart meowed. “But we must be getting on our way back to the forest after
Spottedleaf tends to the wounded.”

 

Scourge’s icy pale blue eyes narrowed, ear twitching. “I would still consider you our prisoners,” he
said darkly. “But the sooner you’re out of my hair, the better.”

 

Claw stepped forward. “Wait,” he meowed. “You’re all exhausted. Those kits’ eyes aren’t even open
yet.” He gestured towards squirming Lizardkit and Cloudkit. Their mewls told Creekflower they were
hungry. She needed to feed them soon. “They can surely stay a night and then be on their way.” His
warm amber eyes gazed hopefully at Scourge.

 

A scarred she-cat, one-eyed, hissed in protest, standing atop the dumpster near the tortoiseshell
family, but Scourge exchanged a glance with the big black and white tom with the multi-colored
collar beside him. Tail tip twitching, Scourge meowed, “Until the sun rises, they may stay, but they
will be confined to camp.” He turned to his watching warriors with a sharp hiss. “And if I find out any
of you have pity enough to give them a mouse, you will face a fate worse than Minty’s!”

 

Creekflower shifted guiltily as she heard Cricketpaw’s stomach growl nearby. She had eaten the
pellets the Twolegs had given her, and her belly was full now. But she needed to, for her kits.

 

Spottedleaf dipped her head to Scourge once more. “Thank you.” She turned to the others, blinking
warmly, before she made her way over to Claw, sniffing his wound.

 

Scourge glowered silently at them before he turned, flicking his tail for his two right-paw-cats to
follow him. They flanked him loyally. Briar trembled as he left, squeezing her eyes shut and mewing,
“They’re gonna kill us in our sleep!”

 



“It’d be a waste to kill us now after they’ve saved us,” Pebbles muttered logically. She stood up and
shook her fur. She leaned down to grab her tortoiseshell kit.

 

“Mama!” Opal protested with a squeal. Pebbles trotted over to the box and plopped down inside it.
Bubbles followed, wobbly, at her heels, and Briar snatched up Rocket and darted over, shivering as
she shoved herself inside.

 

“Creekflower,” Fireheart meowed. “You join them. You’ll be protected from the cold and we’ll sleep
outside to guard you and the kits.”

 

Creekflower nodded gratefully. She gently picked up Cloudkit and watched as Oliver nervously did
the same for Lizardkit. They walked over to the box and curled up beside Pebbles. She laid down on
her side, placing Cloudkit next to her belly. The fluffy tom twisted over himself and then quickly
latched onto her. Oliver gingerly placed Lizardkit down and the she-kit stretched herself out to reach
Creekflower’s teat. As they suckled, she felt the absence of her other kits hit her harder.

 

Oh, my kits, she yearned. I pray to StarClan you’re safe. She had only known them for a day, but yet
she remembered them so clearly. Nightkit’s soft dark brown fur, with stripes even darker, and her loud
protests whenever Cloudkit had clambered over her. And quiet little Oatkit, who she almost thought
dead until he wiggled his white and pale gray paws. His brother Stormkit, with his bright white pelt
and dark gray face, had stepped on his tail and Oatkit hadn’t even squealed.

 

She missed them dearly already.

 

Oliver pressed his back to her flank, his blue eyes flickering nervously about as the ThunderClan cats
settled down in front of the box. The BloodClan tom, Claw, settled down with them too, meowing
amicably to Fireheart. Creekflower saw Gremlin sneak over too, saying something to Graystripe,
Cricketpaw and Featherpaw before her mother yelled at her to come back. The she-kit scrambled
away, patched fur fluffed.

 

Creekflower laid her head down on her paws, gazing at her kits as they suckled hungrily at her belly.
She breathed in their scent deeply as she closed her eyes. Sleep didn’t come easy, what with the
hissing and snapping of BloodClan cats at one another.

 

But at some point she must have drifted off, because when she opened her eyes, the blackness of night
had turned into dull, gray-orange light.

 



“Get up,” a sharp voice hissed. “You’ve overstayed your welcome.”

 

“Ow!” Graystripe protested as the one-eyed she-cat stabbed her claw into his furry side.

 

“It’s barely even morning,” Cricketpaw mumbled as she stretched next to a tiredly blinking
Featherpaw.

 

Mousefur, who was already up with her claws out, glared daggers at the she-cat. “The sooner we
leave the better.”

 

“Glad we can agree on something,” the she-cat sniped back. Another skinny tomcat swiped at
Featherpaw’s ears with a sneer.

 

“Wake up, freaks!” the tom snickered. “Time to go home to your cozy wittle forest.” Other cats
laughed and jeered behind him, but some, Creekflower noted, had an envious gleam to their eyes.

 

Spottedleaf slowly rose. “Come on now,” she meowed softly as she nosed Cherryfur to her feet.
“They’re right. Scourge said we must leave before the sun has risen, and it has already done so.”

 

“I can’t even see it!” Cherryfur protested, gazing up at the sky. “All these dumb gray Twoleg dens
have hidden it!”

 

“I’m eager to get back to ThunderClan,” Fireheart meowed. He glanced back at Creekflower with soft
eyes. “The sooner these kits get into the safety of the nursery, the better.”

 

Creekflower nodded, then hesitated as Oliver rose beside her. “Wah?” He blinked his eyes repeatedly
as he adjusted to the light. He stretched out with a big yawn. “Where-...?” As he came to, he froze,
stiff as a log, gazing around. Then his gaze snapped to Creekflower and their kits, and he softened. He
ducked his head down to press his nose to Cloudkit, who mewled. He was already suckling once
more.

 

Then she glanced at Pebbles and Briar. It didn’t seem as though Briar had slept a whisker. “Will you
be coming with us?” Creekflower asked gently. She had only known these she-cats a day, but they had



suffered far more than her. Creekflower had only lost one litter. They had lost many. She couldn’t
abandon them.

 

Mousefur hissed sharply. “Take in kittypets!” she snapped. “Are you insane! This little rescue mission
for your kittypet kits was bad enough!”

 

Creekflower shrunk, shame making her heart beat fast. She hadn’t thought about what her clanmates
might think when she returned home. Would they refuse to let her back? No, Bluestar wouldn’t. She
still respected Spottedleaf, so she wouldn’t throw Creekflower out like that. But she would be
disappointed, and the thought made Creekflower deeply upset.

 

Her clanmates would think she was just like Thistlestar, and that was the last thing she ever wanted.

 

Fireheart’s ginger fur bristled as he rounded on Mousefur. “They are ThunderClan kits!” he said. “No
matter their father. They belong with us.”

 

Mousefur curled her lip. “Sure,” she responded. “They have ThunderClan blood. But will they ever
truly be ThunderClan warriors?” Something flashed in her gaze as she glanced back at Creekflower,
something pained and full of hurt. “Your family is full of cowards and traitors.”

 

Lightningfur , she realized. She’s thinking of Lightningfur. It was easy to forget the two were ever
friends.

 

“Enough bickering!” the one-eyed she-cat snapped. “Get moving or I will order you torn to shreds!”
Cats around her unsheathed their claws, looking more than happy to.

 

Creekflower quickly swung onto her paws, wincing as Cloudkit yelled in protest. “Let’s move,” she
meowed. “Now.”

 

“We aren’t taking those kittypets with us,” Mousefur growled.

 

“Why not?” Cricketpaw argued with a frown. “We can’t just leave them here.”

 



“We’ll be fine,” Pebbles interrupted it with a heavy, raspy breath. Her tail tip twitched. “I’d rather stay
out of y’er affairs. Thanks for rescuin’ us an’ all, but I can make it from here.” She glanced at Briar.
“Who knows? Perhaps… perhaps we’ll find some genuine nice housefolk ta settle down with.” Briar
nodded, whiskers twitching.

 

“I couldn’t ever live in the forest,” she meowed. “Why, I- I’ve never even seen such a thing! It sounds
so big and scary, with the owls and the foxes and the mice. And the trees! I’ve heard they’re taller
than buildings.”

 

“The mice?” Graystripe snorted quietly to Cherryfur. “She’s scared of the mice?”

 

“Well, that’s settled,” Fireheart meowed. He dipped his head to them. “I hope you… find some nice
housefolk to live with, then. We’ll be off now.” He turned to the she-cat.

 

She huffed. “Finally. Scourge!” she yowled. “The mangy forest kitties are leaving. Want us to claw
their pelts off as a warning, or are we letting them go peacefully?”

 

“Let them go,” his voice came as he appeared from his tower of boxes. He jumped down gracefully,
his two warriors following after him. He narrowed his eyes once more as he stopped in front of
Fireheart. “I think they know they can’t hurt us.” He raised his head challengingly. “After all,
ThunderClan owes us now, for saving their precious little kits.”

 

Fireheart’s tail bristled, but Creekflower watched as he willfully smoothed it, raising his head as well.
His green eyes burned as he spoke, “Yes. And you owe us for saving yours.”

 

Scourge snorted. “Like we actually cared for them. Kits live and die, come and go. It would have been
a shame to lose them, but there are always more kits starving on the streets to choose from.” Then he
paused, tail twitching as a thoughtful expression passed over his face. “And, perhaps, one of those
starving kits may be yours.” He narrowed his eyes back on Fireheart with a smug smirk. “You
wouldn’t like us to pass them up, would you, brother?”

 

Creekflower’s head jerked, wide eyed, as she stared at Fireheart. Brother? What was Scourge talking
about? Fireheart stiffened, teeth gritting, before he bowed his head. “No,” he growled in admittance.
“...ThunderClan owes you.”

 



Scourge purred, but it was mocking. “Good,” he said. “Then I’ll keep an eye out for those little
kittens, assuming they ever see the light of day. And perhaps they’ll be able to see their mother one
day again. But only if ThunderClan knows their place.”

 

Creekflower’s heart beat as she realized the BloodClan leader was offering, albeit in a threatening
way, to keep an eye out for the kits. Mousefur hissed through her teeth in displeasure, but Fireheart
just nodded with stony eyes.

 

Spottedleaf stepped forward once more, blinking softly at Scourge. “We would be so ever grateful if
you found my daughter’s missing kits,” she meowed politely. “It’d mean the world to me to know
they were safe.”

 

Scourge’s tail twitched as he stared blankly at her. He blinked then turned his head away, swishing his
tail behind himself. “Brick, Fur-” he began then paused, eyes narrowing onto the one-eyed she-cat as
she unsheathed her claws gleefully, looking eager. He turned instead to Claw. “Claw. You and Brick
will escort these cats back to the forest. If they try anything, they can rest assured their kits will be as
good as dead.”

 

The ginger tabby dipped their head to Scourge. “Of course, sir,” they meowed, then turned to the
ThunderClan cats with a sharp coldness in their dark eyes. “Come on,” they growled.

 

Creekflower turned to pick up Cloudkit while Oliver gently grabbed Lizardkit, his white fur pricking
as the BloodClan cats stared at them. Creekflower brushed her pelt against his, purring softly to
reassure him. Cherryfur stepped up to Creekflower’s other side, smiling kindly at her. Creekflower
was happy to have her best friend’s support once more.

 

“Wait!” came the mew of Gremlin as she scrambled over to Featherpaw and Cricketpaw. “I just
wanna say bye first!”

 

“Me too,” Scraps agreed as he darted over.

 

“Gremlin! Scraps!” their mother yowled angrily, glowering down at them. Their father hissed beside
her.

 

Gremlin winced but pressed her nose to Featherpaw’s, then Graystripe’s when he walked over.
“Thank you for the adventure,” Gremlin quickly mewed. “I’ll miss you guys.” Creekflower’s ears



twitched at the strange and unfamiliar word.

 

“Yeah,” Scraps said as he nodded to Cricketpaw. “It was totally cool.”

 

“Maybe we’ll see each other again one day,” Gremlin said optimistically.

 

“Maybe,” Graystripe agreed.

 

“This is ridiculous,” the tortoiseshell mother hissed. “Get over here you pests! Or do you need a few
more clawings before you learn to listen to your mother?” The two older kits backed away from the
ThunderClanners, ears flattened fearfully, but Scraps smiled at them. He paused, then fluttered his
ears in the way that meant ‘Featherpaw.’ He waved his tail and then turned, dashing away to his
parents with his sister at his side.

 

Featherpaw’s lips curled in a smile. “Bye!” he called, waving his tail back.

 

“Adorable,” Brick spat, deadpan. “Now go!” They swiped their paw out at Featherpaw, who jumped
and ran over to Mousefur. Cricketpaw hissed at Brick, but Claw stepped forward.

 

“Don’t fight them,” Claw said with a frown. “It’s pointless.” He flicked his tail and walked towards
the camp entrance. A sandy-colored tom with long limbs and a ginger she-cat sat guarding it, and
watched as Claw led the ThunderClan cats past with Brick bringing up the rear.

 

“I know a shortcut to the forest,” Claw meowed as they padded alongside a Thunderpath.
Creekflower’s fur rose as a monster flew passed. Cloudkit squealed just as loudly as it did. A few
Twolegs ambled about, but paid the cats no attention. The harsh stone underneath her paws quickly
made her pads sore, nothing like the grassy forest floor she was used to. At least in the Twoleg den, it
was soft too. “I used to visit my sister Hattie down there from time to time.”

 

Creekflower’s ears pricked at the familiar name. She glanced at Oliver questioningly. Oliver nodded
to her, Lizardkit bouncing with the movement. “I know Hattie,” Oliver muttered through the fur in his
mouth. “She lives a few dens down from mine, right by the forest border.”

 



Claw smiled at him. “That’s cool,” he meowed. “So I guess we’ll head there then, huh? It’ll be good
to see her again.”

 

From behind Creekflower, Brick hissed. “And you haven’t told Scourge about her?”

 

“Why would I?” Claw shrugged. “She’s not BloodClan material, Brick. All the cats down there are
plump and overfed. Just look at him.” He nodded towards Oliver, who fluffed his fur out self-
consciously.

 

“I’m just fluffy!” he protested. “Not fat.”

 

Creekflower brushed her shoulder against his. “I like your fluff.” Oliver glanced shyly back at her
with a smile. From the corner of her eye, Creekflower saw Mousefur gag.

 

“Overfed means they have plenty of food to steal,” Brick growled, tail twitching back and forth,
agitated. Creekflower felt a twinge of sympathy. Their ribs showed easily without a thick pelt to hide
them.

 

“True,” Claw agreed with a frown. He began trotting casually over a Thunderpath and Creekflower’s
heart stuttered in his chest. Was he crazy!

 

While Fireheart paused at the black path’s edge, Cricketpaw bounded after Claw without fear.
Featherpaw hesitated before he followed after his sister, glancing down the Thunderpath. Fireheart
glanced back at his clanmates as they all paused at its edge.

 

“Move!” Brick spat, biting at Creekflower’s tail. She jerked it away from them, glancing back at them
with a hiss. Cloudkit mewled fearfully in her grip. She growled before she turned and bolted across
the Thunderpath, heart thundering in her chest.

 

“Creekflower!” Cherryfur and Oliver called as they chased after her. Fireheart, Spottedleaf,
Graystripe, and Mousefur followed after, and Brick strolled after them.

 

“Here, we won’t have to cross another road if we climb up this way,” Claw meowed as he tensed his
haunches, then jumped onto a strange silver cylinder that wobbled under his weight. Then he dug his



claws into a wooden stick sitting against the Twoleg den and climbed up onto the top of it.

 

Ever the adventurer, Cricketpaw was the first to climb after him, then Fireheart, then Featherpaw.
Oliver hesitated at the bottom as Cherryfur leaped up. “What if I drop her?” he worried.

 

“I’ll take her,” Graystripe meowed, stretching his neck out. Oliver handed Lizardkit over, and
Graystripe leaped up with some effort, then clawed his way up. Creekflower had to admit she was
nervous too, that she might drop Cloudkit, but she jumped up without problem, and her claws dug in
with ease.

 

Oliver, Spottedleaf, Mousefur, and Brick soon joined them, with Oliver taking Lizardkit from
Graystripe once more. Staring out at the Twolegplace, Creekflower felt a sense of awe and fear. It was
so large that she couldn’t see the end of it behind her. Twolegs, cats, rats, and even dogs appeared and
disappeared around dark corners, and monsters soared across Thunderpaths or remained dormant
along the sides of the paths. It was sort of like the forest, in a way, with so much happening inside its
domain.

 

But as she gazed the direction they were heading, she could see the green tops of trees, and her heart
leaped upwards in relieved joy. Finally, a safe and familiar place where she could be at peace… Or
could she?

 

She walked after Claw nervously as he led them along wobbly, flat branches of smoothed wood. They
felt like they were going to collapse underneath her, but they didn’t.

 

“I can see Smudge’s den!” Oliver called out, his eyes shining brightly and his tail raised eagerly. “My
den’s not far!”

 

“And neither is Hattie’s,” Claw added with a smile. “Let’s get down now. We’ll be safe here.” He led
them down the Twoleg den. It was a lot harder getting down then up, and Creekflower whispered an
apology to Cloudkit as she dug her teeth into his scruff to keep him from falling out of her grip.

 

Oliver broke into a sprint when they hit the ground. “Oliver!” Creekflower called around Cloudkit’s
fluff. “Wait up!” She ran after him despite her exhaustion and sore paw pads. She heard her clanmates
bound after her and felt a beat of exhilaration. She was almost home!

 



Oliver leaped upwards onto a fence, and Creekflower saw a familiar blooming tree behind it. His
garden. Bracing herself, she jumped upwards as well, digging her claws into the fence. Purring she
jumped down into the garden, setting Cloudkit down. The tom-kit let out a loud mewl of complaint.

 

Fireheart and Cherryfur dropped down next to Creekflower. “This is Oliver’s den, isn’t it?” Cherryfur
meowed, gaze flickering around. “It sort of smells like dog.”

 

“He’s inside right now,” Oliver said as he panted, eyes bright. “I’ve never been happier to be home!”
He purred in relief.

 

Creekflower smiled, purring as well in the safety of Oliver’s garden. Apples littered the ground, and
birds twittered in a small ‘fountain’ of water, as Oliver called it. The smell was comforting.

 

“And have you forgotten we’re not?” Mousefur growled as she stayed on the fence, tail lashing back
and forth. Brick appeared beside her, their eyes narrowing onto the garden. A prick of worry stabbed
at Creekflower’s chest. BloodClan knew where Oliver lived now.

 

Oliver paused, his happy purr ending. He glanced at Creekflower with big, sad blue eyes. “I-... I have
to stay with my housefolk, Creekflower,” he meowed apologetically. “I know you can’t because
they’ll call the breeders again but…” he trailed off, glancing at his paws.

 

“I wish I could,” Creekflower meowed, pressing her muzzle against his. “But after what they did, and
knowing I’d lose my kits if I stayed… I can’t, Oliver. I have to go home to ThunderClan.”

 

“Can she stay with me?” Oliver asked, pointing towards the little light tabby she-kit squirming in the
grass. “Lizardkit- she looks just like you. I’d have a piece of you with me forever… And you’d have a
piece of me.” He looked down at Cloudkit with a small smile.

 

The idea of Lizardkit leaving her sights filled Creekflower with anxiety. “I can’t take that chance,”
she meowed quietly.

 

Oliver bowed his head solemnly, but Spottedleaf stepped forward. “Perhaps,” she began. “Oliver
could visit ThunderClan to see his kits.”

 



Mousefur hissed, glaring at the medicine cat. “And make all of ThunderClan kittypet-lovers? No
thanks!”

 

“We need to get going,” Fireheart interrupted, glancing at the sky. “Before ThunderClan starts to
worry.”

 

“Right,” Creekflower agreed, turning back to Oliver. “I… I guess this is goodbye. I don’t know if I’ll
ever get to see you again.” Oliver blinked slowly as he nodded, eyes full of grief. But he leaned his
head forward and nuzzled her. She purred quietly as he nuzzled him back, drinking in his scent.

 

“Goodbye,” he meowed, then leaned down to rasp his tongue over Cloudkit’s fur, then Lizardkit’s.
“Goodbye, Cloudkit. Goodbye, Lizardkit. I’ll always love you.”

 

Creekflower couldn’t bare it anymore and picked up Lizardkit. Spottedleaf stepped forward and
grasped Cloudkit’s scruff gently. Spottedleaf brushed her pelt against Creekflower’s as they padded
towards the fence, then leaped. Creekflower paused as she balanced on the fence, glancing back. Her
heart clenched as Oliver stared after her with big, watery eyes. Claw padded over to him, placing his
tail tip on the white kittypet’s shoulder with a sympathetic smile.

 

“Good riddance,” Brick sneered as the ThunderClan cats leaped down from the fence. They passed
another Twoleg den ahead, and then the green grass of the forest they called home greeted them. The
ache in Creekflower’s heart faded slightly as her tail rose. Her home. She was home!

 

She didn’t feel tired from their earlier run at all now, and broke into a sprint. Cherryfur ran beside her,
and Cricketpaw bolted ahead of the patrol. Featherpaw and Graystripe quickly took chase, jumping
around and pouncing near each other like young apprentices once more. It made Creekflower
energetic- she remembered chasing Firepaw and Copperpaw like that.

 

As they passed the familiar trees, her heart beat and her nostrils flared as the scents of her clanmates
reached her nose. Soon, the ravine of camp appeared, and she grinned. Lizardkit chirped, hungry once
more, as she jumped down the ravine. At the entrance, the familiar gray fur of Willowpelt was
washing her fur, lazily guarding the entrance. But her gaze snapped up to them as they approached,
blue eyes widening. She leaped onto her feet.

 

“Creekflower!” she gasped, darting forward.

 



Purring, Creekflower slammed her head against her neck, nuzzling like crazy as she greeted her
practical second mother. Willowpelt licked her forehead rapidly.

 

“And whose this little cutie?” Willowpelt meowed with purr as she nosed Lizardkit. Her attention
turned towards Spottedlead and she smiled. “Spottedleaf! So glad to see you safe, sister. Yellowfang
has been driving me crazy!”

 

Spottedleaf purred as she passed by Willowpelt, pelts brushing, unable to speak as Cloudkit let out a
loud scream, hungry. Creekflower heard cats in camp start murmuring, and her heart beat fearfully,
but she pressed on with Cherryfur by her side. As she walked into camp, her tail trembled.

 

Would they hate her?

 

“Creekflower!” came the yowl from Rosetail as she jumped up from beside the elders. “You’re okay!”
Rosetail’s eyes caught on Cricketpaw slinking behind Creekflower, head bowed. “And you! Don’t
think you’re getting off without elders duty! You made me age twice as fast.” She glared sternly down
at her blue-gray apprentice, whiskers twitching on her grayed muzzle.

 

“Creekflower?” To Creekflower’s surprise, ginger-and-black Lynxkit perked up from beside the fresh-
kill pile beside her brother, Swiftkit. They had outgrown the nursery, often playing with their half-
siblings Longtail and Cherryfur. Because of that, Creekflower and Cherryfur had played many games
with them.

 

Whitestorm nearby raised his tail, yellow eyes gleaming. “You’ve returned!”

 

Brindleface poked her head out of the nursery. “And you’ve kitted!”

 

In front of the nursery, with only two of her four kits tussling in front of her, Frostfur narrowed her
eyes at Creekflower with a frown. Speckletail, lounging nearby with a round belly, moved to her feet,
staring at Creekflower and the patrol entered camp. Tigerclaw sat at the bottom of Highrock, watching
over the clan, and, as his eyes landed on Creekflower, his whiskers twitched.

 

“Is Bluestar in camp?” Fireheart asked as he stepped towards Tigerclaw, dipping his head to him. “We
have news.”

 



Tigerclaw narrowed his eyes, but cocked his head towards the Highrock. From the leaders’ den, the
graying pelt of Bluestar appeared, sunlight catching on it. She stared down from Highrock with cool
blue eyes, but they were nothing like Scourge’s. She leaped down, raising her tail in greeting.
“Fireheart,” she meowed. “You have returned, successfully, with Creekflower I see. Welcome back.”
She nodded to Creekflower, who quickly dipped her head respectfully back.

 

Lizardkit mewled in her grip. Brindleface darted forth, ears pricked. “They’re hungry!” she mewed.
“They need to be fed. Come with me. I’m nursing my kits now.” She turned and gestured with her tail
for Creekflower to follow. Awkwardly, Creekflower followed after her, Spottedleaf following with
Cloudkit. As they passed Frostfur, Creekflower dipped her head deeply to her. The frosty-white she-
cat stared at her with narrowed eyes. Cinderkit and Brackenkit squealed at her paws as they tumbled
over each other, nearly bumping into Creekflower as she passed but not realizing.

 

It had been so long since Creekflower had been inside the nursery. The last must have been when
Featherpaw and Cricketpaw were kits, moons ago. But it hadn’t changed, aside from a few new kitten
scratches in the bramble walls and askew mossbeds. Goldenflower, Lynxkit and Swiftkit’s mossbed
seemed abandoned, their scents stale, and Brightkit and Thornkit were huddled near it, with Brightkit
grooming her brother’s head. The tom-kit jumped fearfully as Creekflower entered.

 

“Intru-” he trailed off as he drank in Creekflower’s scent. “Oh.” He shifted nervously and glanced
around.

 

“It’s alright,” Brightkit meowed. “It’s just Creekflower. You remember her. Her brother rescued us
from ShadowClan, remember?” Thornkit slowly nodded before ducking his head.

 

And there was a new batch of kittens, all gray, squirming in Brindleface’s nest. She must have given
birth sometime right before or after Creekflower left. Brindleface quickly curled around them, purring
and watching as they squirmed to her belly. Creekflower remembered being a kit herself when
Brindleface had nursed Sandkit. It was odd to think she would be raising her own kits alongside the
older queen.

 

“You can use Goldenflower’s nest for now,” Brindleface meowed. “Lynxkit and Swiftkit are being
apprenticed soon, and they’ve taken to sleeping in the apprentices’ den, much to Dustpaw’s
annoyance.”

 

Nodding, Creekflower settled down in the nest, awkwardly smiling at Brightkit and Thornkit.
Brightkit smiled back, blue eyes bright, while Thornkit was more timid. Spottedleaf slipped into the
den, placing Cloudkit down beside Lizardkit, then sniffed the kits, checking them over.

 



“They’re quite beautiful,” Brindleface commented, smiling.

 

“Uh, thank you,” Creekflower meowed, her heart heavy as she thought of her other kits. They were
quite beautiful too. “Yours are- they’re beautiful too. They’ll be fine warriors.”

 

Brindleface purred, glancing down at her kits. “I do hope so. They’ve got Whitestorm’s blood, you
know,” she meowed. “None of his white, though.”

 

“You and Whitestorm are mates?” Creekflower meowed, surprised. She always thought Whitestorm
only had eyes for Willowpelt. …And Tigerclaw.

 

Brindleface shook her head. “Oh, no no. I don’t really do mates.” She glanced at the nursery entrance
and lowered her voice. “Frostfur was always the one trying to get me with the toms. But I’ve never
really liked any of them that way. I think I like raising my kits by myself just fine. Whitestorm’s okay
with that, too. I only asked him for kits this time because… well, maybe they’d be healthier with
warrior blood in them.”

 

The speckled gray she-cat glanced at Spottedleaf with a worried frown. “Oh, do you think my kits are
okay? Yellowfang’s been telling me they’re okay all night, but I’m worried. Doesn’t the darkest kit
look a little slow? I don’t think he’s eating as much as his siblings.” She shifted nervously to nose the
small kit.

 

Spottedleaf moved to check the kit, nudging him with her paw. The kit let out a loud mewl of
complaint before latching back onto Brindleface’s teat. “I think he’ll be okay,” Spottedleaf mewed.
“Did you hear that big meow? A lethargic kit wouldn’t be so loud. And he latched on just fine. But if
you think anything’s wrong, just tell me okay?” She blinked reassuringly at the gray queen.

 

Brindleface blinked slowly back. “Thank you, Spottedleaf. I’m just worried. Finchkit seemed fine but
then she just… I woke up and she was gone.”

 

Spottedleaf blinked in understanding while Creekflower pricked her ears. Finchkit? She didn’t
remember any kit named that in the nursery… although it had been so long since her kithood… And
she knew it was very uncommon for cats to have litters of one. Even Willowpelt had had other kits,
but they’d all died before Creekflower really knew them. Perhaps Sandstorm had had a sister who’d
passed so early on that Creekflower hadn’t even remembered her.

 



Will that happen to me? she thought, curling her tail around her two kits. Will I forget Nightkit,
Stormkit and Oatkit as time goes on?

 

“I know what it’s like,” Creekflower meowed hoarsely. “I mean- they didn’t die but… I had three
other kits. They… The Twolegs took them away. I’ll never see them again.”

 

“Oh,” Brindleface said softly. “I’m… sorry.” She glanced away, staring at the bramble wall. “I…” She
trailed off, and didn’t continue.

 

“They got stolen?” Thornkit whispered. “Can’t… Didn’t Fireheart save them…?”

 

Creekflower shook her head. “He tried. We tried. But we couldn’t save them all.”

 

A silence washed over the nursery before Spottedleaf spoke, “I’m going to go make sure Yellowfang
hasn’t reorganized my entire herb supply while I was gone.” She gave Creekflower a quick lick to her
head before she left the den, leaving Creekflower alone with Brindleface.

 

Creekflower shifted nervously. It felt odd, being in the nursery, and nursing her own kits. She’d never
imagined being a queen herself, nevertheless alongside Brindleface and… Frostfur. She frowned,
staring down at her kits, suckling at her belly. Would the queen berate her kits and gossip about them
like she had done for Creekflower and her siblings? She could see the she-cat’s white tail at the
entrance.

 

A flash of gray and ginger-brown fur came tumbling into the nursery. Cinderkit nipped at
Brackenkit’s ears, growling as she pinned him down. “Gotcha, ShadowClan warrior!” she roared,
swatting at his face. Panting, Brackenkit swatted back at her.

 

“No you don’t!” He kicked his back legs at her soft stomach, making her yelp. He pushed her off and
lunged for her shoulder. Unease wormed at Creekflower’s belly as she recalled when Firekit and
Lightningkit would fight- with claws. But the two kits’ claws were sheathed as they batted each
other’s paws. Eager, Brightkit launched herself forward, biting at her sister’s tail. Thornkit nervously
followed.

 

“Kits!” Frostfur yowled. “Get out of there. You’ll disturb Brindleface’s kits! They’re nursing.”

 



“Sorry mama,” Brackenkit apologized, backing off from his assault on his sister.

 

“Come outside and play!” Frostfur ordered. “If you’re going to play rough, you’ll do it outside!”
Thornkit immediately darted to his mother’s side, with Brightkit close behind.

 

“Coming mama!” Brackenkit meowed, ears pricking as he padded after his siblings.

 

“Hi!” Cinderkit’s squeak caused Creekflower to jerk her head around. The kit was peering over
Creekflower’s brown tabby fur, blue eyes wide with owl-eyed curiosity.

 

“Are they your kits?” she asked. Creekflower felt a purr well up in her throat at the kit’s sweet
personality.

 

“Yes, they are,” she replied, gently nudging Cloudkit’s chin off his sister’s head.

 

“What’re their names? Can I play with them? Or are they too small? I bet they're too small to play
right now. Mother says I can’t play with Brindleface’s kits yet either ‘cuz they’re too small.”

 

Creekflower huffed a laugh. Cinderkit’s rapid-fire questions reminded her of how she and her
littermates would pester others.

 

“This is Cloudkit.” She nosed her son’s fluffy white pelt. “And this is Lizardkit.” She licked her
daughter’s tabby back. Cinderkit peeked at them, taking a step forward as if to move closer, before
she stopped. “It’s okay,” the brown tabby meowed. “You can come closer.” Cinderkit’s tail flicked
happily and she picked her way around the nest and settled down in front of the new kits, leaning
down to sniff their kit-soft fur.

 

“He’s really fluffy!” she piped up, motioning to Cloudkit. “Why does he have a white pelt? You don’t.
Shouldn’t he have a brown one?” Creekflower adjusted herself in her nest, gazing sadly at her son.

 

“He got his fur from his father,” she explained. “He also had a fluffy white pelt, and blue eyes.”
Cinderkit pricked her ears.

 



“Like me!” she squeaked. “I have blue eyes!” Creekflower nosed the kit’s ear, purring.

 

“Yes you do,” she meowed. “And they are very beautiful eyes.” Cinderkit was the one purring now.
She carefully investigated Lizardkit, sniffing her brown fur, before her pelt fluffed up as Frostfur’s
yowl made them both startle.

 

“Cinderkit!” the white queen screeched. “What are you doing?” The little gray kit looked confused.

 

“I was just saying hi to my new friends!” she meowed. “Their names are Cloudkit and Lizardkit, and
when they’re bigger Creekflower says I can play with them-”

 

“You are going to be an apprentice any moon now!” Frostfur meowed crossly. “You won’t have time
to - to fraternize with those abominations!” Creekflower snapped her head over to Frostfur, fury
welling deep inside her. How dare she insult her kits! Insulting Creekflower herself, the new queen
could take. But her kits? Her kin? That was where she drew the line.

 

Frostfur grabbed Cinderkit’s scruff and stalked out of the den. As Creekflower opened her mouth to
challenge the white queen, an excited yowl came from outside.

 

“Runningwind! Sandstorm!”

 

The call seemed much too exciting for your average welcome back to a hunting patrol. Had
something happened? Creekflower hesitated, glancing down at her kits, before Brindleface nosed her
shoulder.

 

“Sorry about Frostfur,” she apologized. “She’s only been worse since Lionheart’s death. I’ll nurse
your kits,” she offered. “I see that look in your eyes - You go and see what’s going on!”

 

Creekflower gave the older queen a grateful nod before she stalked past Frostfur with a cool look.
Cinderkit dashed past her, looking excited as Creekflower spotted Runningwind and Sandstorm
surrounded by their clanmates. She curiously tilted her head. Had they been on a hunting patrol? No,
that wasn’t right - they had no prey with them. She padded up to her red-furred brother, licking his ear
as she settled beside him.

 



“What did we miss?” Fireheart called.

 

“Runningwind and Sandstorm were sent on a mission with cats from the other clans to return
WindClan,” Bluestar explained, looking relieved that the last two unaccounted for warriors were
home safe.

 

“And we did,” Sandstorm began. She and the brown tom exchanged an anxious look. “But there was
trouble as we were coming home.” Bluestar narrowed her eyes.

 

“Continue,” she meowed.

 

“We were coming back along the gorge in RiverClan territory,” Runningwind explained. “We had
Tallpoppy and Cinderfur, Grasswhisker and Airleap, and Deadfoot and Onewhisker with us.” Cats
from all four clans! That was unheard of. “Airleap was attacked by Whiteclaw, and…” he trailed off,
shooting a sympathetic look at two of Airleap’s littermates. “Airleap was only defending himself.
Whiteclaw instigated it. Airleap knocked his paws into Whiteclaw and accidentally pushed him into
the gorge.”

 

Creekflower inhaled sharply as Fireheart stiffened. They both stared at each other. Airleap had killed
someone?

 

It was an accident. It had been an accident. Their brother would never kill in cold blood - Creekflower
never thought he would! Oh Airleap… she thought, concerned. Are you okay? What has Lightningfur
and Thistlestar done to you?

 

“What happened after?” Fireheart asked, tail twitching anxiously. Sandstorm touched noses with him.

 

“Leopardfur was leading the patrol Whiteclaw was on. They…they banished him. They wouldn’t
believe it was an accident.” She curled her lip. “It was because of Grasswhisker, really,” she hissed
angrily. “That snooty little furball actually said that Whiteclaw had a good reason for attacking
Airleap!” Her ears flattened against her head, and Fireheart rested his chin on top of her head briefly.

 

“We tried to defend him,” Runningwind meowed hollowly. “We saw what happened - so did
Deadfoot. But Leopardfur wouldn’t take any of our words seriously.”

 



“Where is Airleap now?” Creekflower worriedly asked. “Is he alright?”

 

“I think so,” Sandstorm meowed - was it Creekflower’s imagination or did the pale ginger she-cat’s
words sound a little stilted as she stared at her? The warrior’s gaze seemed guarded. “Deadfoot
offered Airleap a place in WindClan - he was very helpful on the mission.”

 

The brown tabby queen felt her muscles relax. Finally . All of her littermates - barring Lightningfur -
were away from Thistlestar and his influence. Airleap would be safe in WindClan - she had a feeling
they wouldn’t bully him like ThunderClan did, and he wouldn’t be so scared like he was in RiverClan
what with Thistlestar watching his every move.

 

“Well, well, well,” Frostfur’s snide meow had cats turning their heads. The white queen was looking
triumphant and angry. “Looks like no clan wants such a freak!” Fireheart’s hiss was instant and
Creekflower felt a growl rise in her throat. First her kits, and now Airleap! Would Frostfur ever let go
of that stupid notation of being cursed?!

 

Beside Frostfur, Speckletail’s whiskers twitched as she narrowed thoughtfully onto Fireheart and
Creekflower. Patchpelt and Goldenflower traded murmurs, and Tigerclaw raised his head almost
smugly at Frostfur’s proclamation.

 

“Frostfur,” Bluestar meowed, glaring at her. “Need I remind you of our conversations about your
former apprentice?” The white she-cat winced, still scowling as she bowed her head.

 

Fireheart, glaring sharply at Frostfur, stalked over to Runningwind. “By the way, your kits smuggled
themselves onto my patrol.” He nosed his friend, amusement washing away his anger. “Hope you
didn’t mind.” Runningwind let out a low, amused purr before scanning the camp.

 

“Cricketpaw! Featherpaw!” he called. “Where are you? I want to talk to you!” His two kits slowly
peeked out from the apprentices’ den, and slunk out with their tails down.

 

“Well?” their father prompted. The two littermates couldn’t see it, but Runningwind’s eyes were
shining with mirth. “What do you say to your mentors and clanmates?” Cricketpaw kicked at the
ground while Featherpaw shuffled his paws, glancing up at their father. Runningwind signed his
words, and Featherpaw nodded glumly.

 

“We’re sorry,” he meowed. He nudged his sister, who shook herself.



 

“Yeah, we’re sorry,” she muttered.

 

“For what?” Runningwind asked.

 

“For sneaking out of camp,” Featherpaw meowed. Runningwind nodded his head, then nuzzled his
two kits.

 

“On one paw,” he meowed. “You made me freak out. But on the other…” He licked their heads. “I’m
very proud of you!” 

 

The two apprentices perked up immediately, purring as they nuzzled their father. 

Creekflower sighed. StarClan help her if her kits were as troublesome as those two! She sneaked a
look at Fireheart, who was meowing something to Sandstorm. Then again… she thought, amused.
This is my family we’re talking about. Causing trouble is in our blood!

Chapter End Notes

Thornkit: *Vietnam War Flashbacks*



Running with the Wind

Airleap’s brown and white fur prickled as he walked alongside Deadfoot and Onewhisker. The wind
of the moors pressed against him, making him nearly as cold as the chilly rivers of RiverClan, except
at least he didn’t have to deal with being wet too. His RiverClan clanmates… former clanmates… had
called him a drypaw, but he just preferred keeping his paws on solid ground.

 

His tail trembled as his chest squeezed in anxious pain. “Are you sure Tallstar will let me join?” he
mewed nervously, voice pinched. “I… I’m not a very good warrior, if that wasn’t obvious enough.”
ThunderClan hated him, and now RiverClan did too…

 

Onewhisker glanced at him, whiskers twitching. “Of course he will!” he said. “You helped bring us
home and carried Morningflower’s kits. Isn’t that what a warrior’s supposed to do- help his
clanmates?”

 

“It’s true,” Deadfoot continued. “Tallstar will see you for what you’ve done, not what others claim
you’ve done.”

 

What I’ve done isn’t very good… he thought privately, white tail tip twitching.

 

Deadfoot raised his head, sniffing the air. “Our scent is… so stale,” he meowed. “It reeks of
ShadowClan and RiverClan here.”

 

“Sorry,” Airleap immediately blurted out in apology, bowing his head down. “I promise I never
hunted here.” He didn’t go on many hunting patrols. Leopardfur had said it was because he was such
a poor fisher that it was pointless. But Softwing and Silverstream would tell him he was good at
hunting in the thick undergrowth of RiverClan’s territory. It could be mushier, muddier, than
ThunderClan, but it was still the same fern-infested land.

 

Deadfoot glanced at him, whiskers twitching. “Don’t worry,” he said. “I believe you.”

 

Onewhisker’s tail suddenly shot up. “There’s camp! I can see Tall Rock.”

 



The WindClan warrior darted forward with sudden speed, and Deadfoot bounded after him,
unhindered by his lame paw. Airleap startled as they raced away. Their camp? He couldn’t see it
anywhere! It was strange on the open moors, without trees encasing his every side. It was so… open.
You could see so far and the wind blasted against his pelt.

 

Taking a deep breath and fearful of being left behind in the dust, he lurched forward, panting as he
chased after the WindClan warriors. He had gotten plumper feasting on RiverClan’s plentiful bounty
of fish, as well as staying in camp so much since Leopardfur rarely permitted him to do much. His
blood pumped loudly in his ear drums as he forced himself to go faster and faster. He hadn’t been
running long, yet he already felt the ache, watching as Deadfoot and Onewhisker got further away.

 

I can’t lose sight of them! He sucked in another breath and then pushed forth with his hindlegs,
bounding across the moorland and flinching as tall grass whapped him in the face. Then he finally
saw the movement of many cats, and the blowing wind carried WindClan cats to him. The camp! He
remembered it from days earlier but it still surprised him to see the land suddenly dip down into the
ravine. It seemed so alive now, with cats bustling to and fro.

 

He paused at the top, staring down. It was so open and exposed! Any cat could leap in, although the
small tunnel that signified the entrance was a much safer way inside. But there weren’t any guards or
carefully woven thistles and bracken as walls! How could they feel safe without any trees towering
over them?

 

His nose twitched as the breeze carried the stronger scent of the WindClan cats to him, as well as the
smell of fresh-kill, and even distant prey. WindClan warriors below also twitched their noses and
many glanced up, locking their eyes on him. Some of their pelts bristled, but others tilted their heads
curiously, unafraid of him.

 

I’m not very scary, he thought, thinking of his sister Lightningfur. Or intimidating, like Thistlestar.

 

“Airleap!” Onewhisker yowled from the bottom of camp, by the tunnel entrance. “Come on. Deadfoot
is fetching Tallstar.”

 

Pelt ruffled nervously, Airleap paced along the edge of the camp, reaching the entrance and ducking
his head to walk through it. The scent of dirt and dust filled his lungs. Perhaps WindClan wasn’t
protected by trees, but the wind carried so much scent here, it hardly mattered. They could smell an
enemy warrior from a mile away.

 



WindClan eyes remained on him as he entered, making him stare anxiously at the ground, shuffling
his paws. They must be wondering why he was here. Did they already hate him? Think him weird and
strange? He had been casted out from his clan for killing his own clanmate. His whiskers trembled as
he recalled Whiteclaw plunging to his death. Airleap still felt horrified. Whiteclaw may have hated
him, but he was a young and loyal warrior who didn’t deserve death. Silverstream’s own little foster
brother!

 

Silverstream must hate him now too. His only real friend…

 

The only real friend who wasn’t one of his littermates, anyway…

 

“Airleap,” came the calm, aged voice of Tallstar as the tall-limbed, boney black and white tom
approached him, Deadfoot hobbling beside him. “Deadfoot said you wish to join WindClan?”

 

Startled gasps broke out from the clan, whom turned to murmur and whisper to each other, their ears
pricked and gazes locked on the brown and white tabby tom. Airleap squirmed under their intense
gazes, shuffling his paws once more. He pawed at the dry, dirt ground. “I- yes?” he squeaked,
uncertain. “I- I don’t mean to impose on you at all, a-and if you want me to go, I will! But, it’s just- I
have nowhere else to turn to… RiverClan has cast me out…”

 

The murmurs turned more critical, eyes narrowing in suspicion. “Deadfoot said there was a mishap at
the border,” Tallstar meowed, tipping his head to the side. “A RiverClan warrior died?”

 

“Yes…” Airleap whispered, closing his eyes shut in pain. “Whiteclaw, he… I don’t know- he attacked
me. I- I guess he thought I was an enemy warrior- I was with the others and all; their scents must have
covered mine…” He opened his eyes and stared at his brown paw and one white paw. “We were right
next to the gorge and I-” He shook fiercely once more, and Onewhisker frowned at him, eyes full of
concern. Pity, Airleap’s mind hissed harshly as he recalled his former RiverClan clanmates’ looks. All
you are is a pitiful, miserable little creature. They never respected you because there was nothing
worth respecting, you writhing worm of a warrior.  

 

“I didn’t mean to!” he protested immediately in a wail before he could continue his story. “I- I swear
it was an accident! I didn’t even realize it was him, or- or that we were so close! I’m sorry, I really
am, I promise!” He dropped to the ground, trembling with little whimpers and gasps as recalled his
clanmates’ fury, especially Grasswhisker’s and Leopardfur’s. Grasswhisker! He’d failed her. He
wanted to help her, but she hated him! Why wouldn’t she? And then he’d murdered the deputy’s
apprentice- practically her son! Why, why would anyone like him? StarClan hadn’t forsaken him- he
had forsaken StarClan by being so pathetic!

 



“I believe you,” Tallstar said in a soft, firm voice, blinking down at him.

 

“He’s… had a hard time, I think,” Onewhisker spoke hesitantly. “He wasn’t- he wasn’t like this when
we were apprentices. I mean- he was nervous and stuff, but he was kind of abrasive and…” He
glanced apologetically at Airleap. “Whiny. Like Lightningfur, Thistlestar’s daughter.” He glanced
around nervously at his gathered clanmates, clearing his throat, then spoke loudly, “But you all saw
him on our quest home. He helped all of us, without complaining once. He helped us because he
wanted to, not out of any obligation. You saw how Grasswhisker whined. Even Runningwind huffed a
few times too. And now RiverClan’s unfairly thrown him out over a tragic misunderstanding. We
can’t just abandon him to… to ShadowClan, can we?”

 

Airleap shivered at the idea. ShadowClan… well, it was no secret they had the nastiest attitudes of the
clans in the forest. But he knew cats like Cinderfur could be kind just as any other clan cat. No, what
scared Airleap most about ShadowClan was Copperleaf. If his brother knew of what Airleap had
done, what he had become… There would be no more warm, yearning glances at Gatherings. He
would be ashamed he had ever called Airleap his favorite sibling. Perhaps he already was.

 

“Of course we can’t!” came the hot protest of Morningflower as the tortoiseshell queen rushed
forward, frowning at her clanmates. “Tallstar, you must let Airleap at least stay with us until he finds
his footing again! He carried my kits. You saw how sickly they were- Barkface was concerned they
wouldn’t make it another day!” Her eyes were wide with horror as she thought of her weak kits. “But
now they’re safe, in camp, and they have a fighting chance. That’s more than I could ever ask for.”
She turned to Airleap and blinked gratefully. “Thank you, truly.”

 

Airleap tensed, blinking bewildered at her. He didn’t feel like he had done anything worth thanking.
“Uh- uhm,” he mumbled. “Of- of course? I just…” He shrugged helplessly. Wouldn’t any decent
warrior help a queen with her kits? Especially since they were so small, their ears still folded and eyes
shut tight, and they looked so ill… Their mews had been so weak that even now it still made Airleap’s
chest ache. “Are they okay?” he asked, concerned.

 

Morningflower blinked warmly at him. “Two of them aren’t doing the best,” she admitted. “But now
we have proper herbs, and plenty of rabbits to catch. Barkface says they’ll make it if I eat enough to
give them more than enough milk.”

 

“That’s good,” Airleap said, tail tip twitching. I’m not a good hunter, he thought. WindClan won’t
accept me because they need good hunters…

 

“We’ve lost warriors,” an elderly black tom said as he stepped forward, wobbling on his back leg.
“We need more if we are to provide for our kits and youngin’s.” He glanced towards the three



apprentices that huddled together. They looked like older apprentices, perhaps ten to twelve moons
old, but their eyes were hollow, their pelts fluffed up, and ribs showing on their sides, just like the rest
of their clanmates.

 

“Having a well-fed cat to hunt and patrol our borders would be useful,” another warrior spoke. An
older light brown she-cat with a paler patch above her nose and kind blue eyes. “We’re half-starved to
death, Tallstar, and none of us have been running much trapped in those Twoleg tunnels.”

 

A low growl came from a dark brown tom - Mudclaw. Airleap remembered his sour attitude from
when they were apprentices. He prowled forward with narrowed orange eyes. “Have we forgotten his
history?” he snarled. “This… tom is bad news. The son of a ThunderClan medicine cat and an exiled
ThunderClan warrior turned RiverClan’s leader? We take him in, we take in all of ThunderClan and
RiverClan’s problems too.”

 

Airleap ducked his head, guilty. Mudclaw spoke the truth.

 

“And his brother is in ShadowClan!” another warrior hisses, unsheathing their claws as their eyes
burned with fury. “The clan who chased us out!”

 

Growls of angry agreement rang out, and Airleap stepped back. “I’m sorry, I’ll just g-”

 

“You forget,” a wiry gray tabby - Tornear - stepped forward, glancing at his brother, “that Copperleaf
was the one who had the idea to come find us and return us home. We owe having our territory back
to him, and to ThunderClan for chasing Brokenstar out. Why not honor that by accepting Airleap as
one of our own?” He dipped his head respectfully to Tallstar.

 

Mudclaw hissed. “You can’t be serious!”

 

Tallstar raised his tail for silence, and the gathered cats fell into a hush. “It is true,” he began. “That
we are desperate for healthy warriors. And it is true we owe the clans for returning us home.”

 

“They chased us out!” a warrior spat angrily. “We don’t owe them anything.”

 



“They owed us,” Tallstar continued, unperturbed. “And they repaid that debt by finding us. Now it is
our time to return it. Airleap,” he said, standing tail. “Do you promise, underneath StarClan’s sky, to
remain completely loyal to WindClan, and to uphold the warrior code and protect your clanmates
even at the cost of your own life?”

 

A tremble ran down his body. He didn’t have this in RiverClan. In RiverClan, he just showed up, and
never left. He swore no oath. Taking a deep breath, he said, “I do.” Stronger, he repeated, “I do.”

 

Tallstar stared down at him. “Then,” he said. “Welcome to WindClan.”

 

His breath left him, a momentary relief and happiness overwhelming him. Cats glanced at each other
warily, perplexed, but then, beside Airleap, Onewhisker slowly and softly chanted, “Airleap,
Airleap…” He glanced at his clanmates hesitantly.

 

Immediately, Morningflower followed loudly, then Ashfoot, Deadfoot, and a few others. “Airleap,
Airleap!”

 

He timidly smiled, feeling unworthy and ashamed of the happiness he felt. He felt… accepted, even
though he knew he wasn’t. Mudclaw and cats near him were glaring at Airleap unhappily, their
mouths shut as their clanmates yowled his name.

 

Perhaps he would never truly be worthy of WindClan’s acceptance, but he would do his best to
provide for them. Or at least for Morningflower and her kits, so they might survive and grow up to be
proud WindClan warriors.

 

“Thank you,” he mewed. “Thank you. I’ll… I’ll do my best to help. What… What do you need
done?” He glanced around the camp. Warriors were beginning to resume clearing out debri from the
battle, old moss and crow-food. Others busied about from den to den, checking for anything
suspicious.

 

“A hunting patrol would be useful,” Deadfoot said. “We need prey for our weak. Ashfoot, take
Airleap and…” He searched through his clanmates for a cat who looked strong and healthy. “And
Wrenflight down to the rabbit burrow near the barn. There was a new nest of baby rabbits before we
left. Hopefully ShadowClan and RiverClan haven’t scared them away.”

 



Ashfoot nodded, flicking her tail to Wrenflight, a brown she-cat. The two of them padded up to
Airleap. “Come along,” Ashfoot meowed. “The quicker we get to those rabbits the better.”

 

Airleap made a sound in the back of his throat as he followed after the two she-cats. “I- I don’t know
how to catch rabbits,” he said nervously. “I don’t know how useful I’ll be.”

 

“They should still be babies,” Ashfoot meowed reassuringly. “Don’t worry. It’s like catching a
squirrel, I’m sure.”

 

“Except they can’t climb trees!” Wrenflight purred, kinking her tail.

 

Airleap swallowed his nerves as he padded after the two confident she-cats. This was when WindClan
would regret their decision, when they realized he couldn’t hunt, that he was just a plump, lazy, good
for nothing-

 

His nostrils flared as unfamiliar catscent hit his nose. He stiffened, fur bristling, as he smelt multiple
cats, carried easily along the breeze through the tall grass. “Intruders!” he yowled. “There’s- there’s a
group of cats nearby!”

 

Ashfoot and Wrenflight screeched to a halt in front of him, tossing their noses to the air and pricking
their ears. “I smell it too,” Ashfoot growled. “Three cats.”

 

“Wait,” Wrenflight meowed, wrinkling her nose curiously. “Something smells familiar about them…”

 

“Probably more ShadowClan warriors hunting on our land,” Ashfoot hissed, gray pelt prickling. “We
don’t have scent markers up yet- they don’t know we’ve returned and think they can get away with
it.” She stalked forward. “I smell rabbit nearby too. They are hunting!”

 

Airleap dropped down beside her. It seemed the tall grass was good for more than smacking him in
the face and stabbing his eyes. He prowled forward, pricking his ears. “I hear movement. Pawsteps!
They’re chasing the rabbit.”

 

“Oh, no they don’t! That’s our prey!” With a vicious yowl, Ashfoot ran forward.

 



“Ashfoot, wait!” the older she-cat warned, chasing after her clanmate. Airleap sprinted after them,
ignoring the exhaustion in his limbs from his earlier run.

 

He broke through the tall grass, watching as Ashfoot barreled into a brown and gray cat. Fight or
flight kicking in, Airleap leaped at a gray and white tom, easily knocking him over and pinning him
with his size.

 

“Get off him, you brute!” a snarl from behind him signified a third cat jumping towards him. A dark
brown tom with sharp eyes and even sharper claws. Airleap tensed, waiting for impact, but then
Wrenflight slammed into his side. The tomcat screamed and writhed underneath her, lashing out
desperately with his claws.

 

“Stagleap, stop!” Wrenflight commanded. The tom below her suddenly stopped, staring up at her with
wide eyes.

 

“Wrenflight?” he meowed in a quiet voice. “Wrenflight!” With a joyous cry, Stagleap surged upwards,
bonking his head against Wrenflight’s chin. A giant purr rumbled from his throat. “Oh, it’s you, it’s
really you!” He licked her face repeatedly.

 

Ashfoot gasped, stepping back from the cat she had attacked. “Sorrelshine! Is that you? I’m so sorry I
attacked you!”

 

“It’s alright,” the brown and gray she-cat said, eyes shining. “I’m glad to see you again!” She butted
her head against Ashfoot, then wrinkled her nose. “You smell odd.”

 

“Get off me!” the cat beneath Airleap growled.

 

Airleap quickly scrambled off him. “I’m so sorry,” he meowed. “I didn’t know.”

 

The gray and white tom hissed at him, fur bristling. “What’s this RiverClan cat doing here?”

 

“He’s with us now,” Ashfoot explained. Then she raised her tail, purring happily. “Come on!
Everyone’s back in camp. You have to come with us! Morningflower had her kits, dad.” She glanced
with a smile at Stagleap.



 

His eyes lit up. “She did? Are they all alright?”

 

“Barkface says they’ll be okay,” Airleap answered, tail twitching anxiously as he recalled the little
kits. “Morningflower just needs a lot of prey.” He ducked his head as the three WindClan cats who
stayed behind glared suspiciously at him.

 

“We’ve caught some baby rabbits,” Sorrelshine meowed. “Pigeonflight buried them over there.” She
jerked her head to the side.

 

“Great!” Wrenflight purred. “Let’s grab them and go. Deadfoot will be happy to see you two too.”
She blinked kindly at Sorrelshine and Pigeonflight. The two cats smiled, exchanging eager glances.
The two bounded off, digging at the ground in the distance before they returned.

 

Airleap hung back awkwardly as the WindClan cats gathered together, trading tales and nuzzles. He
padded nervously at the back of the patrol, feeling out of place as he always had. As they entered
camp, he hung back while Deadfoot yowled in joy, rushing towards his siblings. He nuzzled
Sorrelshine and Pigeonflight excitedly.

 

“I was so worried you’d be killed by ShadowClan cats!” he exclaimed.

 

“They were everywhere,” Pigeonflight meowed, then glared at Airleap. “And so were RiverClan
cats.”

 

“He helped us come home,” Onewhisker defended as he padded up towards Stagleap. He touched his
nose to his father’s.

 

“Come see Morningflower’s kits!” Ashfoot meowed, urging her father towards the nursery. “They’re
adorable!”

 

As cats clamored around the former loners, Airleap shuffled his paws, glancing at the entrance. He
could hear mewling from the nursery as the kits were disturbed. They sounded hungry. And he hadn’t
caught a thing. He was useless once more.

 



“Wanna go on a hunting patrol?” Onewhisker meowed as he stayed behind, watching his sisters rub
against their father lovingly.

 

“You don’t wanna stay with your dad?” Airleap said, whiskers twitching.

 

Onewhisker raised a brow. “Do you?”

 

As Airleap thought of Thistlestar, he hesitantly shook his head. It wasn’t that he hated his dad… But
learning he was mates with Grasswhisker left a sour, squirming feeling in his belly. Thistlestar always
loved Lightningfur better than him anyway, like everyone else did. He shook his head. “No. Is… Is
Stagleap…?” he trailed off.

 

“Is he a bad dad?” Onewhisker finished. “No. He’s a good dad. I just… I’m not as close to him as my
sisters, you know?”

 

“Oh,” Airleap said, blinking. “Yeah. I… I do.”

 

Onewhisker smiled, then called, “Hey, Aspenfall! Plumclaw. Let’s take over the hunting patrol.”

 

Grunting, the small dark gray she-cat named Plumclaw padded over with a scowl. A lighter gray and
white tom followed after her, his tail swaying to and fro. “Sounds good to me,” Plumclaw growled.
“I’m aching to sink my claws into something.”

 

Aspenfall cast Airleap a cautious glance as he passed, following Plumclaw closely through the tunnel.
Onewhisker trotted after, and Airleap glanced behind towards the nursery before following after the
patrol.

 

He hurriedly sped up to catch the fast-moving patrol until they reached the crest of a hill. Airleap
pricked his ears and opened his mouth, tasting the air. It was, the brown tabby admitted, easier to
scent prey on the moor - the open moorland made it easy for scent to float to his nose.

 

“There,” Aspenfall hissed, twitching his tail over by some heather bushes. A young brown rabbit was
nibbling on the moorland grass. Airleap instinctively dropped into a crouch, ears still and tail low as



he prowled forward. His heart beat faster as he neared his target - maybe if he impresses the patrol,
they’ll like him a bit more!

 

Airleap wiggled his hunched, excited - before the wind changed.

 

It was now blowing from behind him - right to the rabbit. He flattened his ears and lunged forward as
the rabbit bolted. Airleap grunted as his paws grazed the rabbit’s bop tail and his tail drooped as the
animal dove into a near-by rabbit hole.

 

“Just what I expected!” Plumclaw’s scathing mew made Airleap flinch. “A medicine kitty can’t catch
a simple rabbit! Don’t you know to stay downwind, or did ThunderClan and RiverClan not teach you
anything useful?”

 

Airleap pulled himself up, shaking his pelt, but couldn’t stop the familiar rising shame and
uselessness. He had made a complete fool of himself! And now WindClan would think he was
useless…just like ThunderClan and RiverClan did.

 

He glanced at the patrol, ears flattening as he took in their expressions. Plumclaw was sneering, her
eyes narrowed into slits of dislike. Aspenfall was looking at him with pity in his eyes - before
glancing at Plumclaw and shaking his head with a roll of his eyes.

 

Onewhisker, however, was trotting down the slope to meet him, his friendly amber eyes blinking with
warmth.

 

“Don’t worry, we’ve all missed a catch!” he meowed, butting his head in a friendly gesture against the
brown tom’s shoulder. “I remember missing a rabbit after I became a warrior. I was so embarrassed!
What kind of warrior missed a rabbit?” He touched his nose to Airleap’s. “What’s important is to
learn what we did wrong, and right it.” He glanced around, nose in the air. “Come on, I’ll teach you.”

 

Missing the glare Onewhisker shot at Plumclaw and Aspenfall, Airleap padded after the tabby
warrior. He nervously flicked his tail, spying the other two cats turning around to hunt in the opposite
direction. He was a little thankful for that.

 

“First things first,” Onewhisker meowed. “We have to stay downwind at all times. To do that, we
must be aware of the wind.” He twitched his nose. “Feel those little shifts the wind makes?” Airleap
paused, stilling his whiskers. He nodded. The wind brushed gently against his muzzle. “We use those



shifts to let us know which way to move before the wind does. Here,” Onewhisker suggested. “Let’s
try it out.” Airleap twitched his ears, feeling nervous, but his excitement was returning. Onewhisker
was a good teacher. Didn’t he have an apprentice? 

 

I think he does, Airleap thought as he adjusted his paws. Whitepaw, right?

 

“Which way will the wind move next?” Onewhisker meowed quietly from his side. Airleap stood
very still, letting the wind brush against him, rippling his fur. He exhaled gently, before pricking his
ears.

 

“Highstones.” Airleap meowed just as softly.

 

“Nice,” his new friend purred. “Now we move on to how we physically hunt.” He tipped his head. “I
saw you were using the forest technique. That works in the forest, but out here we use something
else.” Airleap nodded, ready to learn and prove himself. “Instead of creeping all the way up to a
rabbit, we train to better our speed. That’s our main tool out here - speed. You probably won’t be able
to catch a rabbit on your own for a bit - until you have your speed up that is.” Airleap nodded again.

 

“What will I have to do?” he asked. Onewhisker curled his tail around his paws.

 

“I would suggest joining the apprentices’ in their training - they do a lot of exercises to get their
stamina up and their speed going. That would be a good place to start.” Onewhisker nosed Airleap’s
shoulder. “Until then, I would suggest hunting in twos or threes. Ready to try it out?” Airleap
determinedly nodded.

 

“Ready.”

 

Onewhisker parted his jaws and immediately identified a large rabbit. “Keep low,” the pale brown
tabby hissed, ears flattening as he lowered himself to the ground. Airleap followed suit, barely daring
to breathe. “Now we creep forward a little bit,” Onewhisker meowed softly as they slunk forward.
“Stay here,” he instructed, nodding slightly to the moor’s grassland. “I’m going around it.” Airleap
nodded, understanding his friend’s plan. Onewhisker would ensure the rabbit could not escape into
the rabbit hole nearby as Airleap went to catch it - and if he missed, Onewhisker would be there to
correct that miss.

 



Airleap watched with baited breath as Onewhisker slunk around the rabbit, who looked oblivious to
the danger it was in. Airleap paused, feeling the wind shift - then he quickly and quietly moved to the
right, managing to barely keep his scent from drifting towards the rabbit. Onewhisker slowly raised
his tail in signal. Immediately, Airleap rushed forward, remembering Onewhisker’s advice - speed is
key . He hared towards the rabbit, which whipped around to stare at him in fear, before bounding
away. Airleap pushed himself harder, eyes narrowing as his paws thundered across the grassland. The
rabbit was getting close to the burrow, but skidded and frantically tried to swivel around as
Onewhisker popped out of the tall grass and sped towards it. It squealed in fear as it bolted away from
the pale tabby and rushed back towards Airleap. The brown tom gave a mighty leap and landed on the
rabbit’s back, delivering the death blow before it could make a sound.

 

Airleap, panting hard, bent down to sniff the rabbit, feeling pride and pleasure swell in him. He did it!
He caught a rabbit! He swiveled his excited green eyes to Onewhisker, who was purring.

 

“That was awesome!” he meowed. “I’ve never seen anyone jump like that before!” Airleap ducked
his head.

 

“Thanks,” he meowed, ears pricked. “I’ve always been able to jump like that.”

 

“Well it’s a very useful skill!” Onewhisker purred. “Let’s get back to camp. I think Morningflower
will be happy to have your first catch!” Airleap purred, bending down to grasp the rabbit in his jaws,
before trotting after his friend.

 

When they emerged in camp, they were met by Deadfoot, Plumclaw, and Aspenfall. The deputy
admired the rabbit in Airleap’s mouth.

 

“Nice catch,” he meowed, limping forward to sniff the prey. “It’s big enough to feed the queens and
apprentices!” Airleap set the rabbit down, feeling bashful.

 

“Onewhisker really helped me out,” he meowed. “He’s a great teacher.” Onewhisker now looked
embarrassed. Deadfoot nodded to the young warrior.

 

“Good,” he meowed. “That is what clanmates do.” he nodded at Airleap. “You may take the rabbit to
Morningflower and Ashfoot.” he limped away towards Tallstar, bypassing Plumclaw and Aspenfall.

 



“Wow, Airleap!” Aspenfall gasped. “That is a good catch!” Airleap exchanged a confused look with
Onewhisker as Plumclaw grudenly growled;

 

“I guess it’s acceptable.” She sniffed. “Come on Aspenfall, Mudclaw wanted us for a border patrol
next.” The dark gray she-cat stalked off, with Aspenfall trailing behind. Onewhisker frowned at them
before rolling his eyes.

 

“Let’s go see my sisters!” he meowed. “They’ll love that rabbit!” Airleap picked up his catch again
and trotted after Onewhisker, wriggling into the slightly damaged nursery.

 

“Morningflower!” the pale tabby called. “Guess what!” Airleap emerged into the den, and
immediately spotted Morningflower curled around her kits with Ashfoot grooming her sister nearby.
The tortoiseshell queen perked up.

 

“Rabbit?” she asked, delighted. “Oh, Airleap! Is that your first catch?” Airleap, mouth full of rabbit,
gave a shy but happy nod.

 

“That’s great!” Ashfoot purred as the brown tom set the large rabbit down.

 

“Thanks Airleap,” Morningflower purred. “Here, you and Onewhisker can share with us.” Airleap
blinked, surprised. He had never been invited to eat with someone else…whenever he did eat with
another, it was usually because they just happened to be there.

 

He settled down beside Morningflower, Onewhisker at his side, before they began to eat. As Airleap
listened to the three littermates chatter and engaged Airleap himself in conversation, he felt himself
relax and actually joined in on the banter. Morningflower’s three kits were snoozing away by their
mother’s belly, and Airleap had never felt happier.



Cinderkit Is A Missle of Fluff

Fireheart lazed in the nursery, content to watch his niece and nephew nap against their mother’s white
belly fur. He licked some ruffled fur off of Lizardkit’s brown pelt before glancing around the nursery.

 

Brindleface had recently been concerned about her kits - they had been feeling slightly unwell.
Ashkit, Elderkit, and Tulipkit  - the three toms - were the ones feeling unwell, while Fernkit had been
the only one feeling alright.

 

Nearby Brindleface was Speckletail with her new kits - Snowkit and Mistlekit. Smallear, even though
he was an elder, had fathered them. There was some talk, of course - mainly from Frostfur - but it
wasn’t really unusual, seeing as Speckletail herself was as old as the other elders. After all, Patchpelt
had fathered Goldenflower’s first litter - Swiftpaw and Lynxpaw - as an elder.

 

Goldenflower herself was also back in the nursery with a moon until she had Tigerclaw’s kits.
Fireheart shifted, frowning. He wondered what kind of father Tigerclaw would be. Would he be stern
but encouraging like Thistlestar? Or would his external aggressiveness affect any relationship he and
his kits had?

 

Fireheart was shaken out of his thoughts as Sandstorm’s pale ginger head appeared from the entrance.

 

“Fireheart?” she called quietly. “Bluestar wants to see you.” He blinked, exchanged a curious look
with Creekflower, before he hauled himself up.

 

“Alright,” he meowed, frowning slightly at the sharp look Sandstorm gave his sister. Sandstorm,
while she remained courteous to his sister, was also disproving of her affair.

 

“Graystripe too,” the ginger she-cat meowed. Fireheart nodded, gave his sister a lick on the ear, and
slid out of the den after Sandstorm. Almost immediately he spied his former apprentice lounging
outside the warriors’ den and called his name. The gray tom’s ears perked before he scrambled up and
bounded over.

 

“What’s up?” he meowed.

 



“Bluestar wants to see the two of you,” Sandstorm explained. “And before you ask, no, she didn’t tell
me why.” Graystripe wrinkled his nose playfully, but nodded. Behind Graystripe, the two newest
apprentices were playing - Swiftpaw had been apprenticed to Longtail and his sister, Lynxpaw, to
Whitestorm. Nearby the play fighting littermates sat Dustpaw, who was looking mopey. Fireheart
didn’t blame him. If he was still an apprentice for as long as the brown tom had been, he’d’ve been
irritated too!

 

“See you later?” Fireheart asked Sandstorm.

 

“Sure,” she meowed. “But not until later. I’m due for a hunting patrol soon.” Fireheart touched noses
with her.

 

“Catch me a vole?” he meowed hopefully. Sandstorm shook her head, but sighed with a tinge of
fondness.

 

“You and your vole obsession!” she purred. “I’ll find one, don’t worry!”

 

“Those voles better watch out!” Graystripe joked. “They won’t see you coming until you’re on top on
‘em!” Sandstorm swatted the younger tom, but looked amused.

 

“See you later!” she called as she bounded off. Fireheart watched her go before turning to Graystripe -
who was looking mischievous.

 

“Are you two-” he began, before Fireheart slammed his tail over his mouth.

 

“Bluestar’s waiting,” he meowed. “No time to talk!” he trotted away, feeling his pelt burn with
embarrassment, and heard Graystripe follow him, chortling with laughter.

 

“Bluestar?” Fireheart called. “You wanted to see us?” Bluestar raised her head.

 

“Yes, come in!” she meowed. Fireheart and Graystripe settled down in front of her. “As you are
aware, Thistlestar has been pushing against our borders for some time now,” the blue-gray leader
meowed. Fireheart gave an uncomfortable twitch of the ear. “We will need to prepare ourselves for an
attack from RiverClan, so we need to start training more warriors. Fireheart and Graystripe, Frostfur



tells me two of her kits are almost ready to begin their training. I want each of you to take a kit as
your apprentice.” Fireheart felt stunned. What an honor! He couldn’t believe Bluestar had suggested
it- especially so soon after he finished mentoring Graystripe.

 

Graystripe raised his head. “What about Frostfur’s other two kits?”

 

Bluestar looked sympathetic. “Thornkit was…shaken during his captivity in ShadowClan.” Fireheart
recalled that he never really saw the young tomkit leave the nursery without his mother beside him.
Thornkit was always meowing about the walls and patching them obsessively… “Brightkit has
requested to wait with him as he recovers from his trauma.” Fireheart felt sympathy well up in him
too. ShadowClan must have hit Thornkit hard…and Brightkit showed incredible loyalty in selflessly
delaying her own ceremony.

 

“Thank you Bluestar,” Fireheart meowed, dipping his head to his leader.

 

“We’re honored!” Graystripe meowed, yellow eyes alight with excitement. Bluestar purred.

 

“Get something to eat,” she ordered. “Then rest. We’ll have the naming ceremony for the kits at
moonhigh.”

 

 

Cinderkit ran in circles around her brother, Brackenkit, narrowly avoiding giving him whiplash as her
tail flew by. She was going to be an apprentice! And Brackenkit too!

 

She skidded to an abrupt halt as her eyes caught on Brightkit and Thornkit, huddled together. Thornkit
and Brightkit weren’t going to be with her and Brackenkit in the apprentices’ den for a few more
moons…

 

She shook her fluffy gray fur out. Okay, so her other two littermates weren’t joining - yet ! In a few
moons, they probably would! She squeaked and darted past Creekflower, mewing a happy “Hi!” as
she flew by.

 

Then she collided with her mother’s white pelt.



 

“Oof!” she squealed, tumbling to her paws. “Sorry mom!” she apologized, ears twitching happily.
Forstfur bent down and gently smoothed her pelt with gentle licks.

 

“You need to be more careful, Cinderkit!” she scolded as she finished grooming her daughter. She
huffed, turning to Speckletail and murmured, almost too quiet for Cinderkit’s ears to hear, “I just hope
her mentor can rein her in! Imagine if she behaved this way at a Gathering!”

 

Cinderkit frowned, tail lowering, and feeling slightly hurt at her mother’s dismissive tone. Why did
her mother not like her playing? She peeked out of the nursery and spotted Fireheart and Graystripe
disappearing into Bluestar’s den. She pricked her ears, excitement taking hold once more.

 

Fireheart was called into Bluestar’s den! And it was almost her apprentice ceremony… She perked
right back up. Maybe Fireheart will be her mentor! He had recently finished training Graystripe, but
maybe Bluestar would give him another one! Maybe he’d be her mentor! She wiggled excitedly at the
entrance of the nursery, watching as the clan ambled on.

 

Then, she shot out of the den, mewing happily that the rain had stopped just in time for her ceremony.
The moon shone above the trees, turning the wet branches silver.

 

“You know, you never shared the story of Creekflower's rescue with us!” The cheery voice made
Cinderkit prick her ears, eyes shining with curiosity as she saw Halftail settling down beside
Fireheart, the tom having just walked out of the leader's den. “You must come and share the story with
the elders one night.” Cinderkit gave an excited jump. She wanted to hear about the rescue mission
too! Would she be allowed to listen to elders’ tales once she was an apprentice, or was that only for
kits?

 

“Cinderkit, come on!” Frostfur ordered, nudging her towards Highrock with Brackenkit solemnly
following. Thornkit and Brightkit were out of the nursery too, and Cinderkit felt a little bad at the
upset look on her brother’s face. She meowed a quick bye to the littermates she was - temporarily -
leaving behind and joined her mother and brother beneath Highrock. The white queen twisted her
head and licked behind their ears. Cinderkit shook her head impatiently. She was going to be an
apprentice! She didn’t need her mother fussing over her anymore!

 

She saw Lynxpaw sitting beside Dustpaw, who was staring at Fireheart and Graystripe with raw
jealousy in his eyes. The brown tom leaned toward Lynxpaw and whispered, loud enough, at least, for
Cinderkit to hear, “I feel sorry for Fireheart’s apprentice. Imagine a Clan cat being trained by a meddy
kit!”



 

Cinderkit refrained from hissing. What was wrong with being Spottedleaf’s kit? Spottedleaf was so
kind - especially compared to Yellowfang! And Fireheart and Creekflower were so nice! Creekflower
had promised her that when Cloudkit and Lizardkit were older she could play with them, and
Fireheart helped rescue her and her littermates from ShadowClan! If they were cursed like her mother
always said they were, why would they do such nice things? It didn’t make sense! Her mother must
have moss in her brain.

 

In front of Cinderkit sat Bluestar, looking as calm and serene as ever. The gray she-kit stared at her
leader with awe. When I’m older, I want to be just like Bluestar! Her blue eyes gazed around until
they landed on two cats standing off to Bluestar’s side. She shivered with excitement. It was Fireheart
and Graystripe! She was right!

 

On Bluestar’s other side was Tigerclaw, who looked disapproving. Cinderkit frowned. Tigerclaw’s
always so grumpy! She thought, before shaking her head and turning her attention back to Bluestar
when the clan leader began speaking.

 

“This moonhigh, we gather together to name two new apprentices. Come forward, you two.”

 

Cinderkit darted from her mother’s side into the clearing, her fluffy tail held high and her blue eyes
wide. The Brackenkit came forward more slowly. His ears were pricked, and he frowned with
seriousness as he walked to the foot of the Highrock. Cinderkit rolled her eyes. Wasn’t her brother
excited? She sure was!

 

“From this day forward,” Bluestar meowed, gazing down at the little gray kit, “until she has earned
her warrior name, this apprentice will be called Cinderpaw.”

 

“Cinderpaw!” The newly named apprentice couldn’t help mewing her new name out loud. She was
Cinderpaw! A kit no more, but an apprentice! A quietening hiss came from Frostfur, and Cinderpaw
ducked her head apologetically.

 

“Fireheart,” meowed Bluestar. Cinderpaw’s eyes lit up. Fireheart was going to be her mentor! “You
are ready for your next apprentice. You will begin Cinderpaw’s training.” Happiness swelled in
Cinderpaw’s chest. “Fireheart, I expect you to pass on everything I taught you to this young
apprentice.” Cinderpaw saw Fireheart nod, looking as pleased as she did. He padded forward, and she
hurried to touch noses with him. In her clumsiness, they nearly squashed their noses together.
Cinderpaw stilfied an embarrassed mew, and thankfully Fireheart just gave her an amused twitch of
the whiskers.



 

“And this apprentice”- Bluestar turned her gaze toward Cinderpaw’s brother- “will be known as
Brackenpaw.” Brackenpaw didn’t move or make a sound. “Graystripe, you will train Brackenpaw.
Fireheart was your mentor, and I know he has trained you well.” Fireheart looked embarrassed at the
praise his own former mentor gave while Graystripe straightened his shoulders, pride alight in his
eyes. He stepped forward and touched his new apprentice’s nose with his own. Brackenpaw returned
the touch politely. Cinderpaw purred. His eyes, which shone like stars, gave away the fact that her
brother was just as excited as her!

 

“What?!” Frostfur’s screech was furious, making Cinderpaw jump. Her mother looked so different!
Her white fur was fluffed up and her lips were pulled back in a snarl of rage. Her blue eyes looked
crazed. She’d never seen her mother so angry! Cinderpaw took a hesitant step back.

 

Her mother was kind of…scaring her.

 

“That cursed family can’t mentor my kits!” the white queen yowled. “They’ll taint them! They’ll get
them killed like they did Lionheart!” Cinderpaw blinked, suddenly confused. Yeah, Lionheart
mentored Copperleaf - the ginger tom who helped take her and her littermates to ShadowClan - but he
had also been very nice! He made Brackenpaw’s ear feel better when it hurt! He stood guard nearby
when they felt scared! Why would he have gotten Lionheart killed if he was nice? That just made no
sense.

 

“Silence!” Bluestar demanded with a hiss, eyes flashing with anger. “Do you dare question my
choice?” Cinderpaw eyed her mother, who snarled back at their leader, but she reluctantly closed her
mouth, pelt bristling with rage still. Cinderpaw stared sadly at her mother. Why was she so against
Fireheart and Graystripe being her and Brackenpaw’s mentors?

 

She glanced up at Fireheart, shaking off her mother’s strange behavior and feeling that sense of pride
well up once more. Fireheart, one of the clan’s best warriors, was her mentor! He had been trained by
Bluestar herself, the cat Cinderpaw wanted to be when she grew up! There was nothing to stop her
from achieving her life-long dream…

 

To become a warrior!



Graystripe, No. Graystripe, NO! GRAYSTRIPE, NO!

Chapter by LollingCat

“Another day of sunshine!” Fireheart purred to Graystripe and Sandstorm, his flame-colored pelt
glowing in the weak morning sun. Thanks to the fine weather, they were all plump and well-fed from
easy hunting. Now, the three warriors walked along the short trail to the sandy hollow where their
apprentices, Cinderpaw, Brackenpaw, and Featherpaw would be waiting.

 

“Let’s hope it stays clear for the rest of leaf-bare,” Graystripe meowed. Sandstorm knew how much
the thick-coated young tom hated rain- when Graystripe’s fur got wet, it clung to him and stayed
damp long after Sandstorm’s fine shorter fur had dried off. The warriors arrived at the edge of the
hollow just as Cinderpaw pounced on a pile of frosty leaves, sending them flying in all directions. She
leaped and twisted to catch one as it fluttered back to the ground.

 

Sandstorm traded glances with Fireheart and Graystripe, amused. “At least Cinderpaw will be
warmed up and ready for today’s assignment,” Graystripe observed. 

 

Brackenpaw jumped to his paws and looked up at his mentor, his eyes wide. “Good morning,
Graystripe,” he meowed. “What is today’s assignment?” Featherpaw blinked warmly at Sandstorm as
she approached.

 

“A hunting mission,” Graystripe told him. He padded down into the hollow, followed by Fireheart. 

 

“Where?” mewed Cinderpaw, dashing toward them. “What are we going to catch?”

 

“We’re going to Sunningrocks,” Fireheart replied, suddenly sharing her enthusiasm. “And we’ll catch
whatever we can.”

 

“I’d like to catch a vole,” declared Cinderpaw. “I’ve never tasted vole.”

 

“I’m afraid everything we catch today goes straight back to the elders,” Graystripe warned. “But I’m
sure if you asked one of them nicely, they’d be happy to share.”
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“Okay,” mewed Cinderpaw. “Which way is Sunningrocks?” She bounded up one side of the hollow
and peered into the forest, her tail sticking straight up. 

 

Sandstorm glanced at her apprentice. She raised her paw and made a circular motion, her ears and tail
lax. Featherpaw’s eyes brightened as he nodded. “This way!” he meowed, leaping up the opposite
side from eager Cinderpaw.

 

“Okay.” Cinderpaw raced down the slope, across the hollow, and up to Featherpaw’s side, sending
fallen leaves flying everywhere. Graystripe leaped up and caught one as it drifted past his nose. He
pinned it to the ground with a purr of satisfaction and saw Brackenpaw staring at him.

 

“Er, never miss a chance to practice your hunting skills,” Graystripe told him quickly. Sandstorm’s
whiskers twitched, torn between amusement and disapproval at the young tom. He was barely older
than an apprentice himself. But, to be fair, Sandstorm was a fairly young warrior to have had an
apprentice too.

 

“Stay close to Featherpaw!” Fireheart called as Cinderpaw sped after the older, white-furred
apprentice, following along the familiar scent-trails to Sunningrocks. Brackenpaw trotted slowly after
the two running apprentices, gazing around the forest with studying eyes.

 

“Reminds me of you as an apprentice,” Fireheart continued in a purr, glancing at Graystripe.

 

The tom smirked. “I was a pawful, wasn’t I?”

 

“You still are!” Fireheart meowed, bumping his shoulder against his friend’s.

 

Sandstorm smiled. “I remember Tigerclaw calling you a pawful as well,” she mewed to her fire-
colored denmate. “Back when he would take you and Darkstripe to train together.”

 

“Hey, Whitestorm had some complaints about you too!” Fireheart laughed. “I remember a few snotty
comments here and there myself.”

 

Sandstorm’s pale pelt prickled in embarrassment, and a touch of irritation. She wasn’t snotty… But
she may have been around Frostfur, Speckletail, and Robinwing too much sometimes when she was



younger. And sometimes her denmates had just been plain mouse-brained!

 

The sun was above the trees by the time they emerged into open territory. Ahead of them, a slope of
rock rose out of the soft earth, its smooth surface lined with cracks. The cats had to narrow their eyes
as they looked at it. After the shade of the woods, the flat rock face reflected the sun with dazzling
glare.

 

“This is Sunningrocks,” Fireheart announced, blinking. Featherpaw already sat proudly atop of the
jutting, smooth rock, Cinderpaw bouncing below.

 

“Mrrrrr! It feels nice!” mewed Cinderpaw as she placed her paws on the warm stone.

 

Sandstorm realized she was right. The stone felt comfortingly warm and smooth after the ice-cold
forest floor. They rested at the top, where the far side fell away steeply to the forest. Sandstorm
listened for the gentle bubbling of the river that followed the RiverClan border, flowing down from
the uplands. It touched the Sunningrocks before turning to run deeper into RiverClan territory. She
could barely hear it- perhaps the water was low after the dry weather. Sandstorm stretched out,
enjoying the warmth of the rock beneath her and the soft heat of the sun on her pelt. She closed her
eyes, feeling proud to be lying here, a place where generations of ThunderClan cats had come to
warm themselves, and which they had battled hard to keep. Fireheart joined her, brushing his ginger
pelt against hers. Her heart stuttered briefly, but she pushed the feeling away.

 

“Come on,” Fireheart meowed to the three apprentices. “Make the most of the sun while it’s here.
There are enough cold, damp days ahead of us.” The three apprentices lay down beside their mentors
and purred as the warmth seeped into their fur.

 

“Is this where Redtail died?” asked Brackenpaw.

 

Sandstorm felt Fireheart tense beside her, and she cast him a curious frown. “Yes,” Fireheart answered
cautiously.

 

“And where Tigerclaw avenged his death by killing Oakstar?” Cinderpaw piped up. 

 

Fireheart’s fur prickled, and Sandstorm tilted her head, blinking. On his other side, Graystripe shifted
with a frown. But Fireheart replied simply, “This is the place.”



 

The two younger apprentices fell silent and looked down the slope in awe while Featherpaw’s blue
eyes stared sullenly at the pile of boulders where Fireheart had told her the rocks had fallen during the
battle but, miraculously, had not hurt anyone. Sandstorm stood up and walked over to her apprentice,
brushing her tail over his shoulder. He startled, then smiled up at her sadly.

 

Sandstorm had never known her father, but if she had lost her mother, Brindleface…

 

The familiar scent of vole filled her nostrils. At the same time, Fireheart pricked his ears. “Hush,” he
hissed. “What can you hear?”

 

The apprentices strained their ears forward. “I think I can hear some scrabbling,” Brackenpaw
whispered.

 

“It might be a vole,” murmured Graystripe. “Can you tell where it’s coming from?”

 

“Over there!” mewed Cinderpaw, leaping to her paws. The scrabbling noise became more furious and
then disappeared.

 

“I think it heard you,” Fireheart remarked. Cinderpaw looked crestfallen. Brackenpaw purred with
amusement at his sister’s clumsiness while Featherpaw smiled, happier this time.

 

“Never mind,” meowed Graystripe. “Now you know that it’s better to creep up slowly, especially on
voles. They’re fast!”

 

“Sit still and listen,” Fireheart advised. “Next time we hear something, work out where it is and then
begin to move toward it very slowly. A mouse could probably hear even the rustling of your fur, so let
him think it’s just the wind blowing across the rock.” 

 

The cats remained where they were, no one daring to move until they heard the scrabbling sound
again. His ears pricked, Fireheart rose and crept forward, placing each paw noiselessly in front of the
other until he reached the edge of a small crack that ran across the rock face. He paused. The
scrabbling noise continued. Fireheart lunged forward and reached down into the crack with a forepaw.
He scooped out a fat vole that had been hiding in the shadows and flung it onto the bright stone. It
squealed as it landed, but the hard ground stunned it and Fireheart finished it off quickly.



 

“Wow!” mewed Cinderpaw. “I want to do that!”

 

“Don’t worry; you’ll have plenty of chances. For now, let’s get back to the forest,” meowed
Graystripe.

 

“Aren’t we going to catch anything else?” Cinderpaw protested. 

 

“Did you hear that vole squeal?” meowed Fireheart. Cinderpaw nodded. “Well, so did every other
creature around here. The prey will be hiding for a while. I should have caught it and killed it before it
could make a sound.” 

 

Graystripe’s whiskers twitched with amusement. “I wasn’t going to say a word,” he purred.

 

“I was,” Sandstorm meowed, tail curling. She raised her head haughtily. “And I would have jumped
higher too.”

 

Fireheart’s whiskers twitched. “Oh, really?”

 

“Yes-”

 

“Like this?!” The tom suddenly launched forward, pouncing on Sandstorm. The sandy-colored
warrior gasped as Fireheart’s weight off-balanced her, but then she let herself go dead. She saw
Featherpaw leap out of the way as they rolled to the side. As Fireheart fumbled with her limp body,
she sprang forth and shoved him down, pressing her paws firmly against his side.

 

“Pinned ya!” she called proudly. She stepped off, smirking at the two apprentices as they watched
with awed eyes. “And that’s how you take down an e-”

 

Behind her, Fireheart grabbed her hindleg and yanked. She stumbled to the side as he jumped up and
shoved her playfully to the ground. She kicked out with her legs, hiding him in his haunches and
tripping him. She quickly leaped up and pinned him once more.

 



Smirking once more, she announced, “Pinned ya again.”

 

Graystripe laughed as Fireheart sulked. “Alright, lovebirds, we’re teaching them to hunt, not fight.”

 

Sandstorm’s pelt prickled hotly as she stepped off of Fireheart. “We are not lovebirds,” she protested
while Fireheart abashedly licked his chest fur. Fireheart was a great friend, but a mate? That was an
absurd idea. He had always been the annoying, older, know-it-all, bossy med-kit. Him and his sister
both!

 

And now Creekflower was stuck in the nursery, suckling half-kittypet kits. What respectable warrior
would take a kittypet for a mate?

 

Cinderpaw giggled so Sandstorm glared at her, but the fluffy gray she-cat wasn’t cowed. Featherpaw
padded towards Fireheart, meowing, “Don’t forget your vole!” His ears fluttered and one paw raised
instinctively to make a swirling motion.

 

“Right,” Fireheart said quickly, darting over to grab the dead vole in his mouth.

 

“Come on!” Featherpaw mewed eagerly, darting forward and beckoning the younger apprentices to
follow. Cinderpaw bolted after him and Brackenpaw followed more slowly. Sandstorm smiled. She
was glad to see her apprentice so happy with his younger denmates. After Ravenpaw had died, he’d
always seemed more sullen next to his peppy sister, Cricketpaw. She knew Dustpaw wasn’t the
friendliest towards the deaf tom, so he must enjoy having more kinder denmates. Soon, though, he
would join his friend Graystripe in the warriors’ den. A flutter of pride had Sandstorm raising her tail
high. Her first apprentice! A warrior!

 

Together the cats headed down the slope and began to trek onward through the forest. After the open
warmth of Sunningrocks, the woods seemed chilly, even though sunhigh was approaching. Sandstorm
smelled fresh markers at the RiverClan border, and a low growl left her throat instinctively as she
thought of their neighboring clan. Beyond them the ground sloped down to meet the river. A leaf
fluttered down toward Brackenpaw. The young cat immediately leaped up and caught it between his
paws. He landed, looking pleased with himself.

 

“Well done!” called Graystripe. “You’ll have no trouble with voles!” Brackenpaw looked doubly
pleased.

 



“Nice catch, Brackenpaw!” Cinderpaw mewed. She nudged her brother’s shoulder with her nose
before turning to stare down the wooded slope.

 

“The river’s quiet today,” Fireheart mumbled through his mouthful of vole. Sandstorm was surprised
his mouth wasn’t watering already, holding his favorite piece of prey like that.

 

“That’s because it’s frozen,” mewed Cinderpaw excitedly. “I can see it through the trees!”

 

Fireheart dropped the vole. “Frozen? Completely?” He stared down the wooded slope, and Sandstorm
did the same. The river glittered at the bottom, frosty and still. Could Cinderpaw be right?

 

Sandstorm’s tail twitched briefly as she recalled the old but kind warrior Thrushpelt’s death. Frozen
water could be deadly. A glance at Fireheart confirmed the tom was thinking as much, his body tense.
But, beside him, Graystripe and Featherpaw both traded excited looks. They had never seen the river
frozen over before.

 

“Can we have a look?” asked Cinderpaw. Without waiting for an answer, she bounded past the
scentmarkers.

 

“Cinderpaw!” Sandstorm called in panic. Fireheart jerked forward after his apprentice as they saw the
small gray cat disappear into RiverClan territory. They couldn’t call after her now- they didn’t want to
alert any RiverClan patrols that might be in the area. But they had to get her back. Leaving the vole
where he’d dropped it, Fireheart tore after Cinderpaw, Graystripe, Sandstorm, Featherpaw and
Brackenpaw close behind him. They caught up with Cinderpaw at the edge of the river. It was almost
totally frozen, apart from a narrow channel of dark water that flowed swiftly between two wide
fringes of ice. Sandstorm remembered Whiteclaw with a shudder. She was about to suggest they leave
when she noticed Graystripe’s ears were pricked.

 

“Water vole,” the gray warrior hissed. Sure enough, a small vole was scampering along the ice, near
the bank. Sandstorm saw Fireheart glance at Cinderpaw and Brackenpaw, as though afraid that they
might try to catch this tiny piece of prey. But neither apprentice moved. Sandstorm felt relieved for a
moment, and then her heart lurched as Graystripe dashed out onto the ice at hunting speed.

 

“Come back!” Fireheart hissed to his former apprentice. It was too late. The ice beneath Graystripe’s
paws gave a terrifying crack and broke. With a startled yowl, Graystripe fell into the water. He
paddled madly for a moment before disappearing into the cold, dark depths of the river.

 



Brackenpaw stared in horror and Cinderpaw gave a desperate mew. Sandstorm didn’t quiet her. She
was rigid with fear, staring into the water after the younger warrior. Was Graystripe trapped
underneath the ice? Fireheart seemed even more terrified than her, his body shaking.

 

Sandstorm ran towards the edge of the river, staring down into the icy water. The dark water made it
impossible to see where Graystripe might be. Passing her, Fireheart stepped onto the ice. But the
moment his paws touched, he slipped. He jumped back onto the bank. Panic swarmed his wide eyes.

 

“There!” Featherpaw called, following along the river. He pointed with his paws. A drenched gray
head appeared in the water farther along. Sandstorm saw that Graystripe was being carried downriver,
turning and bobbing in the freezing waters. His paws thrashed helplessly, all his instincts to swim
thwarted by the fierce current. Fireheart and Featherpaw bounded along the bank, forcing their way
through the bracken, but Graystripe was swept farther and farther away.

 

Suddenly Sandstorm heard a yowl from the opposite bank and stopped. A slender silver tabby had
leaped onto the ice farther downstream. She padded lightly over the frozen sheet and slid into the
river ahead of Graystripe. Amazed, Sandstorm watched the RiverClan warrior- Silverstream!- swim
strongly against the current, holding her position in the icy water with confident churning paws. As
Graystripe was swept past, the tabby grabbed a mouthful of his fur between her teeth. But to
Sandstorm’s horror, Graystripe’s weight pulled both cats under. She ran behind Fireheart and
Featherpaw as they yowled for their friend, her eyes fixed on the river. 

 

Where were they? Then a silver-striped head appeared amid the rolling waters, pushing through the
waves. Silverstream was swimming against the current, dragging Graystripe with her. Sandstorm
could hardly believe that such a slender cat could swim with such a weight. The tabby she-cat
grabbed the ice on ThunderClan’s side of the river with her forepaws, her neck craning awkwardly as
she held Graystripe between her teeth. Slipping and sliding, she hauled herself out of the river.

 

Graystripe hung limply in the water, twisting and turning as the current dragged at his fur, but
Silverstream kept a firm grip. Fireheart, Featherpaw, and Sandstorm slid down the bank, raced across
the ice, and skidded to a halt beside them. Without a word, Featherpaw reached forward and took hold
of Graystripe in his teeth. Together the two cats heaved his soaking body out of the water and dragged
him to the safety of the riverbank. Featherpaw shoved his muzzle against his friend’s fluffy, wet fur
while Fireheart bent over his former apprentice to see if he was breathing. Sandstorm held her breath,
then felt dizzy with relief as she saw Graystripe’s slick gray flank rising and falling. Graystripe
coughed and spluttered and spat out a mouthful of river water. Then he lay still.

 

“Graystripe!” Fireheart meowed urgently.

 



“I’m okay,” wheezed Graystripe. His mew was breathless, but reassuring. Fireheart sighed and sat
down while Featherpaw curled up against his friend, already licking his soggy fur.

 

Sandstorm stared closely at the silver tabby warrior. The scent of RiverClan was strong on her. She
wondered if traitorous Lightningfur’s scent clung to her pelt too- it was hard to tell amongst the other
catscents. She narrowed her eyes, the fur on her spine raising now that the danger was over.

 

Silverstream returned her gaze coldly, shook herself, and sat down, her sides heaving as she got her
breath back. Water streamed from her glossy fur as if her pelt were made from duck feathers.

 

Graystripe turned his head and looked at his rescuer. “Thanks,” he croaked.

 

“You idiot!” she spat, flattening her ears. “What are you doing in my territory?”

 

“Drowning?” replied Graystripe. The silver tabby flicked her ears, and Sandstorm saw a glimmer of
amusement in her eyes.

 

“Can’t you drown yourself in your own territory?” 

 

Graystripe’s whiskers twitched. “Ah, but who would rescue me there?” he rasped. 

 

There was a tiny mew behind the warriors. They turned to see Cinderpaw crouching by a clump of
grass farther up the bank. “Where’s Brackenpaw?” Fireheart asked.

 

“Just coming,” answered Cinderpaw, pointing with her nose. Her brother was creeping nervously
along the bank toward them.

 

Fireheart turned back to Silverstream, bowing his head. “Thank you,” he mewed. “I don’t know what
I would have done if… if he drowned like…” His voice trailed off, then he shook his head.
Sandstorm’s whiskers twitched as she glared at the pretty tabby she-cat. Just seeing a RiverClan cat
made her itch for battle. Remembering Grasswhisker’s bratty attitude as they cast poor Airleap out
left a bitter taste in her mouth still.

 



Fireheart nudged Featherpaw to his paws and mewed to his friend, “Look, Graystripe, we’ve got to
get out of here.”

 

“I know.” Graystripe pushed himself to his paws and turned to Silverstream. “Thanks again.” 

 

She dipped her head graciously, but hissed, “Hurry, go now!” She looked over her shoulder. “If
Thistlestar knew that I’d rescued a ThunderClan intruder he’d shred me for kit bedding!”

 

“Why’d you save me then?” teased Graystripe.

 

The tabby looked away. “Instinct. I couldn’t watch any cat drown. Now go away!” 

 

Featherpaw finally stood up, blinking his eyes of his panic. “Thanks,” the white tom meowed slowly,
tail kinking as he blinked warmly. “I’d have missed this furball if he’d drowned.” He nudged
Graystripe. His friend hadn’t even shaken the icy water from his fur and he was soaked to the skin.

 

“Come on,” Sandstorm snapped, only growing more agitated the longer she was beside the RiverClan
warrior. “Let’s get back to camp. You’re freezing!”

 

“Okay, I’m coming!” Graystripe meowed. But before he followed his fellow ThunderClan clanmates
up the slope, he turned back to the silver she-cat. “What’s your name? Mine’s Graystripe.”

 

“Silverstream,” she replied, and bounded away, back onto the ice and over the channel of water to the
far side.

 

Fireheart, Sandstorm, and Graystripe led their apprentices through the bracken, toward the border.
Sandstorm couldn’t help noticing that Graystripe looked back over his shoulder more than once.
Cinderpaw noticed too. The little gray cat glanced up, mischief dancing in her eyes. “What a pretty
RiverClan cat she was!”

 

Graystripe gave her a playful cuff around the ear and she ran on ahead. “Stay with us,” Fireheart
warned in a loud hiss. Sandstorm agreed silently, glaring at the young she-cat. They were still in
RiverClan territory. Fireheart, too, flashed Cinderpaw an angry look as she stopped and waited for
them.



 

“You shouldn’t have run off like that!” Sandstorm hissed. “You’ve been an apprentice for a quarter-
moon now, and yet you still don’t know the borders? Have you been listening to your mentor at all, or
has he not been teaching you anything?”

 

Cinderpaw shrunk, blue eyes wide as her tail curled between her legs. “No! He- he has! I just- I
didn’t-!”

 

“Sandstorm,” Featherpaw, to his mentor’s surprise, meowed calmly. Sandstorm jerked her gaze to her
apprentice, fuming still. He blinked slowly at her. “I ran off too, once.”

 

“I know,” Sandstorm growled lowly, narrowing her eyes. “And you’re still on nest cleaning duty
because of it!” He could be a warrior by now if he and his sister hadn’t run off like that. For a queen
with a kittypet mate of all things! ThunderClan warrior or not, it left a sour taste in Sandstorm’s
mouth.

 

“They’re apprentices,” Fireheart finished Featherpaw’s thought for him, even though Sandstorm could
see his pelt fluffed up in anger too. “We all do dumb things when we’re apprentices. What matters is
that now she knows not to do it again. …Right, Cinderpaw?”

 

Cinderpaw blinked before slowly nodding her head. “Uhm, right, Fireheart… Sorry, Graystripe…”

 

Through chattering teeth and an icy pelt, Graystripe whiskered, “I-I-It’s alright, it wasn’t your fault.”

 

“Not her fault!” Sandstorm hissed. “How are we going to explain this to the clan? We have no fresh-
kill for the elders, and a soaked ThunderClan warrior! What will the clan think that a RiverClan
warrior had to save one of us?”

 

“Again,” Fireheart murmured distantly, glancing back at the river.

 

“I’m surprised she did…” Featherpaw meowed softly, whiskers twitching as he signaled his words
too. “I didn’t think parent-killers like RiverClan knew how to be kind…”

 



Heart softening, Sandstorm trotted forwards to brush her pelt against her apprentice’s. Losing his
father Redtail, then his best friend Ravenpaw- he would have been broken if he lost Graystripe too.
She was proud of the tom for being as strong as he was to run off on stupid missions like saving
Creekflower, even if she would never approve of said missions.

 

“The stream near the training hollow is still running with water,” Brackenpaw meowed thoughtfully
from the back.

 

“What?” asked Fireheart, puzzled out of his gloomy thoughts.

 

“The Clan will probably assume that Graystripe fell in there,” continued the young apprentice. 

 

“We could say he was showing us how to catch fish,” Cinderpaw added.

 

“I’m not sure any cat would believe Graystripe would get his paws wet on purpose in this weather,”
Fireheart pointed out.

 

“Well, I don’t want the rest of the Clan to know I had to be rescued by a RiverClan cat!” meowed
Graystripe with a flash of his old spirit.

 

“And we can’t let them know we were in RiverClan’s territory again.” Fireheart nodded. “Come on,”
he meowed. “Let’s run the rest of the way; it’ll help Graystripe warm up.” 

 

The cats raced across the RiverClan border and past Sunningrocks. As the sun began to dip behind the
treetops, they arrived back outside the camp. Graystripe’s fur had dried a little, but frozen droplets
hung on his whiskers and tail. Fireheart led the way through the gorse entrance. Sandstorm felt her
heart sank when he saw Tigerclaw sitting in the clearing watching them. The deputy had fixed his
sharp eyes on Fireheart. As much as she admired the deputy, she knew how hard he could be,
especially on cats like Fireheart, who were born of broken codes and forbidden love.

 

Sandstorm could understand why Tigerclaw hated cats like Creekflower- cats who chose to break the
code- but, the older she got, the more she realized that Fireheart didn’t choose to be born to a
ThunderClan traitor and medicine cat. She could only hope, though, that he didn’t turn traitor like the
rest of his ‘cursed’ family did. The thought of Fireheart abandoning her for RiverClan of all clans- or
perhaps that wicked BloodClan he’d told her about- made her heart squeeze painfully.



 

“No fresh-kill?” he growled. “I thought you were meant to be teaching these two how to hunt today.
You look half-drowned, Graystripe. You must have fallen into a river to get that wet.” His nostrils
flared and he drew himself up to his full height. “Don’t tell me you’ve been into RiverClan territory
again!”

 

Fireheart lifted his head, about to speak, but Cinderpaw beat him to it. “It’s my fault, Tigerclaw.” She
stared boldly up at the great tabby. “We were hunting on the frozen stream by the training hollow, on
the bend by the deep pool. Even that bit was frozen. I slipped and Graystripe came to help me, but the
ice wasn’t thick enough for him and it cracked and he fell into the water.” Tigerclaw looked into her
clear, bright eyes as she added, “It really is deep there. Fireheart had to pull him out.”

 

Sandstorm saw Fireheart cringe. But Tigerclaw nodded and looked at Graystripe. “You’d better get
yourself to Spottedleaf before you freeze to death.” The ThunderClan deputy stood up and stalked
away, and Fireheart breathed a sigh of relief, which made Sandstorm frown.

 

Graystripe didn’t hesitate. The long run home hadn’t stopped his teeth from chattering. He bounded
away to Spottedleaf and Yellowfang’s den. Brackenpaw glanced at Cinderpaw and padded off to his
nest, his tail drooping with exhaustion. 

 

Fireheart looked at Cinderpaw. “Aren’t you even a bit frightened by Tigerclaw?” he asked. 

 

“Why should I be?” replied Cinderpaw. “He’s a great warrior. I admire him.”

 

Sandstorm frowned at her denmate. “Tigerclaw’s our deputy,” she meowed. “He can be harsh,
sometimes, but he’s a good deputy.”

 

Fireheart glanced away, and Featherpaw stared curiously at his honorary uncle. “Yeah…” Fireheart
said slowly. “I guess he is.” He turned to Cinderpaw with a frown. “You lie very well,” he growled
sternly.

 

“Well, I try not to,” mewed Cinderpaw. “I just thought the truth wouldn’t be very helpful here.”

 

Fireheart shook his head slowly. “Go and get warm.”



 

“Yes, Fireheart!” Cinderpaw dipped her head and charged after Brackenpaw.

 

“And you can go tend to the elders,” Sandstorm told her apprentice sternly, curling her paw in the
signal for elders.

 

Featherpaw’s whiskers twitched. “I’ll go fetch Cricketpaw,” he meowed, turning and darting towards
the apprentices’ den.

 

As Fireheart turned and padded towards the fresh-kill pile, Sandstorm followed. The ginger tom
seemed lost in thought as he grabbed a small mouse, thrush and vole. Sandstorm stared at the pile.
They hadn’t caught anything- did they deserve to eat? Shaking her pale pelt out uncomfortably, she
settled down beside Fireheart as he laid beside a nettle clump. The tom gnawed on his mouse more
than he ate it.

 

Sandstorm was about to ask him what was wrong before a loud sneeze made them both look up.
Graystripe was heading toward them. “How are you?” Fireheart asked as Graystripe arrived, smelling
of one of Spottedleaf’s herb concoctions. Graystripe sat down heavily and coughed.

 

“I’ve saved you some food,” Fireheart meowed, pushing a plump thrush and a vole toward his friend.

 

“Yellowfang says I have to stay in camp. She says I have a chill,” Graystripe meowed thickly. 

 

“I’m not surprised. What did she dose you with?”

 

“Feverfew and lavender.” Graystripe layed down and began to nibble at the thrush. “This’ll be enough
for me,” he mumbled. “I’m not very hungry.” 

 

Sandstorm and Fireheart glanced at the younger gray tom in surprise. They’d never known the tom to
refuse food. “You sure?” Fireheart asked. “There’s plenty here.” Graystripe stared down at the thrush
and didn’t reply. Sandstorm and Fireheart exchanged glances. “Are you sure?” Fireheart repeated.

 

“What?” Graystripe turned his faraway gaze on Fireheart. “Uh, yeah,” he meowed. He must have a
fever, Sandstorm decided, her tail tip twitching. Oh, well, at least all he is is sick, and not drowned… I



guess Silverstream isn’t that bad, for a RiverClan cat.

 

 

Silverstream padded through the reeds as they brushed against her wet pelt. Her stroll through the
territory had been cut short by the young ThunderClan tom who’d- for whatever reason- thrown
himself in the frozen river. He was lucky she managed to pull him out. If he’d gotten stuck under an
ice patch… Who knows if he’d have drowned or frozen to death first.

 

And his smug smile! How could he be so dopey after his dip in the ice-cold water? Even his
clanmates, Fireheart and that deaf white apprentice, were more distraught than him.

 

But her tail tip twitched upwards as she thought of his cunning words… And his endearing smile. It
was nice, compared to the battle-lust that had seemed to take over RiverClan. Now that Airleap was
gone, every cat was even more snappy with each other since the death of Whiteclaw. She missed
Airleap’s polite nervousness, but not all that much. And Whiteclaw… she was sad to see her little
foster brother had died so tragically, but that was the life of a warrior.

 

(It had been annoying when he’d pad after her and puff his chest out as he’d tried to impress her.
Unfortunately for his little crush, she’d only ever see him as her baby brother, related by blood or
not.)

 

Even her father, the great leader of RiverClan, Crookedstar, was dead.

 

It made her feel… Alone. In camp. Of course, she had Lightningfur. Lightningfur, despite her attitude,
understood her. They both had powerful fathers after all (although, sometimes, Thistlestar creeped her
out when he stared at her too long…), and they were pretty, strong she-cats whom the toms yearned
for. The attention was wonderful.

 

But still. The daily life of a warrior could be… boring. She and Lightningfur both agreed on that. But
while Lightningfur wanted battle, Silverstream wasn’t sure what she desired.

 

Now, though, the drooping, icy-wet dark gray-furred face of a ThunderClan warrior was etched into
her mind. Lightningfur wouldn’t like it… but then again, Lightningfur didn’t like anything past
fighting, her father, and Silverstream. Sometimes Silverstream wondered if she ever even liked her
own brother, Airleap.



 

Her ears pricked as raised voices reached her the closer she came to camp. She picked up speed,
trotting into camp over the frozen stream outside it. The giant, burly gray and white form of
Thistlestar, with his fur spiked out in all directions, was snarling down at the spotted deputy,
Leopardfur.

 

Blinking, Silverstream quickly made her way over to a smug Lightningfur. “What’s going on?” she
asked the dark tortoiseshell warrior.

 

“Leopardfur messed up,” Lightningfur replied, obviously pleased as her tail curled. “She went
hunting on one of those Twoleg dens on the river, and now Mosspelt’s caught.”

 

“I’m going back to get her!” Leopardfur protested against Thistlestar’s rage. “It was my fault, I know,
but I have to get her back.”

 

“That’s right, you do!” Thistlestar snarled, tail lashing. “I can’t believe my own deputy would be so
idiotic!”

 

“We needed the fish,” she argued quietly. “I’m sorry, I misjudged-

 

“We should have never let WindClan come back!” Thistlestar hissed. “Now that the Twolegs are
hunting our fish… It’s even led my once respected warriors to foolishness!” Growls of agreement
rang out, whispers of hatred towards the returned. “Now we must save one of our own because of
your mistake! Don’t think I’ll let you go on this rescue mission alone, either.”

 

Before Thistlestar could continue, the black tom named Frogleap stepped forward, amber eyes wide
and his striped tail fluffed up. “I’m going!” Frogleap yowled desperately. “She’s expecting my kits!”

 

Thistlestar nodded to the frantic tom. Silverstream was surprised to see sympathy in his great,
intimidating and often cold gaze. “Of course,” he meowed curtly. “I only wish I was there to save-”
He cut himself off, shaking his fur. Grasswhisker slipped up to his side beside him, eyes wide. She
pressed her pink nose against his shoulder, but he didn’t acknowledge her, a frown on his face.
“Lightningfur!” he barked next, turning to his daughter. “I trust you to save Mosspelt and her unborn
kits.”

 



Lightningfur stepped forward, green eyes gleaming with pride. “Of course, father,” she mewed. She
turned to the silver tabby beside her. “Silverstream, are you coming with?”

 

Once more, Silverstream blinked, startled. She had already done one rescue today! But her clanmates
couldn’t know she saved ThunderClan cats on their territory. So instead she nodded.

 

“I expect the four of you to return with Mosspelt, safe and unharmed, before the sun sets,” Thistlestar
growled, gazing at the four chosen warriors. “If not, I’ll send another patrol, and you four will face
punishment. Though, don’t expect you’re exempt from yours.” He glared once more at Leopardfur.
Her fur bristled briefly, an unpleased expression on her face, before she smoothed it.

 

“Yes, Thistlestar,” she meowed, bowing her head down.

 

“Come on!” Lightningfur yowled, darting forward. “Let’s go teach that Twoleg what-for!”

 

While Silverstream padded after her friend, purring in amusement, Frogleap glared at the
tortoiseshell. “Leopardfur knows the way,” he said. “Let her lead.”

 

Lightningfur curled her lip irritatedly, but let Leopardfur pass her as they exited camp. “We’re going
to save Mosspelt,” Leopardfur told them determinedly, her tail tip twitching.

 

“How could you let this happen?” Frogleap said, voice full of worry and panic, as they followed
Leopardfur towards the riverbank. His tail wouldn’t stop twitching.

 

“I didn’t know she was pregnant,” Leopardfur meowed, blinking at her friend guiltily. “After the last
time we stole fish from the Twoleg, we thought we could do it again, even though we knew it was
risky… The Twoleg trapped her in some kind of… web attached to a stick.”

 

The sound of distant, terrified yowling reached Silverstream’s ears. “That must be her,” she said
softly, sympathetically. Leopardfur nodded as they all reached the riverbank. They crouched down
behind the ferns along the shore. They stared at the calmly rocking Twoleg den, floating on the river.
Low cries sounded through its thin walls. Mosspelt sounded frightened, but

still angry enough to fight. Silverstream felt a glimmer of hope for her captured clanmate.

 



“How do we get her out?” Frogleap asked with clear panic in his voice.

 

Silverstream glanced at the water-den. “The wall is thin enough to bend,” Leopardfur mewed. “If we
can get our noses through the gap at the bottom, we’ll be able to squeeze underneath.”

 

Silverstream squinted past the den, her pelt prickling nervously. “There’s a monster here.”

 

Leopardfur followed her gaze. A Thunderpath monster sat silently on the shore a tree-length from the
den.

 

“It’s asleep,” Leopardfur told him.

 

“Where’s the Twoleg?” Lightningfur asked in a hiss, raising her nose to the air and sniffing. Her claws
curled into the soft dirt beneath. As she spoke, it emerged from the front of the den and

stalked toward the monster.

 

“Quick!” Leoaprdfur yowled. The dark-spotted golden she-cat dived forward and ran to the den wall.
She pushed a paw underneath, and the wall bended with ease. She made a gap and thrust her muzzle
through, then scrambled underneath and burst into the den. Silverstream followed close behind,
blinking to adjust to the weirdly orange gloom as Frogleap and Lightningfur wriggled after her.

 

“Leopardfur!” Mosspelt hissed from a corner of the den. She was still trapped in the webbing. “I can’t
get out.” Leopardfur darted toward her and examined the webbing, Silverstream could see that,
following the threads until she found where they were bunched together, they were together tied by
some kind of thick vine. If they could break through that, they could open it.

 

“Watch out for the Twoleg,” Leopardfur told Lightningfur.

 

Lighningfur’s pelt bristled. “Watch out for the Twoleg! You can’t put me on simple guard duty. I’ll
shred that Twoleg! See if it likes trapping cats after I drag my claws through its face!”

 

Leopardfur hissed. “No! We can’t take on a Twoleg. You can hurt it all you want, but they always
come back with more of them, and more traps!” She lashed her tail. “We have to watch out for it, and
if it comes near, we’ll have to fight it, but only then!”



 

Lightningfur spat angrily. “Fine! Frogleap, you go watch then.”

 

“What?” Frogleap meowed, aghast. He crouched down beside Mosspelt, amber eyes wide. “I’m not
leaving Mosspelt!”

 

Lightningfur growled, then turned to Silverstream, who nodded. “I’ll keep an eye on it.”

 

“At least somebody listens to me!” she heard Lightningfur huff as she walked over to the wall, peering
through the gap at the bottom. Behind Silverstream, she heard Leopardfur and Lightningfur hiss once
more at each other before they and Frogleap began gnawing at the strange webbing.

 

After a moment, Leopardfur spoke, “Where’s the Twoleg?”

 

“Beside the monster,” Silverstream replied, watching as the Twoleg toyed with something in its
hands. She kept her ears pricked as she listened to Leopardfur, Lightningfur, and Frogleap bite and
claw at the webbing, struggling and panting at the effort.

 

The Twoleg moved a part of the monster, the top of half of its body disappearing inside.
Silverstream’s pelt prickled in horror, but the Twoleg reappeared, unharmed, like it hadn’t just entered
the monster’s belly. Then, it closed the opened part of the monster and turned around, walking
towards the den.

 

Alarmed, Silverstream called out, “The Twoleg’s coming!” She turned and saw Leopardfur struggling
with the mess of webbing. Mosspelt was nosing her way forward out of the tangled webbing while
Frogleap used his claw to lift part of it up. Lightningfur paced, agitated, around them. Silverstream
began backing away from the Twoleg as its eyes caught on her, her hackles high and a low growl
rolling in her throat. When she glanced back, Mosspelt had sprung from the webbing, kicking out
with her hindlegs to throw off the last folds of the webbing.

 

“Let’s get out of here.” Leopardfur nodded the others toward the gap beneath the den wall.
Silverstream pushed it open with her muzzle and held it while Mosspelt squeezed her way out.
Frogleap followed quickly after his mate, fretting over her the entire way.

 



“Without a fight?” Lightningfur growled unhappily as she passed Silverstream, squeezing under the
wall. Silverstream quickly followed her friend.

 

“Better to not risk a fight and get caught like Mosspelt,” Silverstream advised the upset she-cat. She
could hear the Twoleg now, its massive paws crunching over the pebbles. She saw it at the edge of the
den, but it whipped around when it saw the five cats running away. With a loud howl, it jumped
forward, its giant, deformed paw stomping right next to Silverstream and Lightningfur.

 

“Run!” Leopardfur called from ahead beside Mosspelt and Frogleap. Silverstream started towards
them, but then Lightningfur let out a caterwaul.

 

“I’m no coward!” she snarled as she launched forward, locking onto the pelt of the Twoleg’s leg.
Silverstream aborted her movement, standing still as she watched her friend bite at the Twoleg. It
kicked it’s long leg out, swatting its large paws at the dark brown and orange tortoiseshell.

 

“Silverstream, come here!” Leopardfur called once more. “It’s too dangerous! It might have another
web!”

 

“Help me!” Lightningfur said as the Twoleg pulled her off. “Let us show this Twoleg never to mess
with RiverClan again!”

 

Bunching her muscles, Silverstream rushed forward. Fighting had never been her favorite in training,
but Lightningfur was right- this Twoleg needed to be shown whose territory it was hunting in. With a
furious snarl, she leaped forward, lashing out with her claws as the Twoleg leaned down to grab
Lightningfur. She felt its flesh tear beneath her claws and, with a yelp, it shrank back and stared at her
in shock. In its hesitation, Lightningfur nipped once more at its ankles. The Twoleg kicked out with a
yell, then turned and ran onto its den. Lightningfur and Silverstream chased after it.

 

“That’s right!” Lightningfur yowled victoriously. “And keep your dirty paws out of my river!”

 

“Lightningfur!” Leopardfur meowed reprimandingly as she glared at the she-cat from the safety of the
bed of reeds. “Silverstream! How dare you disobey my orders! That was incredibly foolish and
dangerous!”

 

Lightningfur curled her lip at the deputy. “Your orders got Mosspelt captured. So why should I listen
to them?” She raised her tail haughtily. “Right, Silverstream?”



 

The silver tabby blinked, glancing between her two clanmates. Slowly, she said, “Leopardfur’s right-
it was dangerous.” As Lightningfur bristled, she ducked her head. “ But ,” she continued, “now,
surely, that Twoleg knows not to mess with us. So Lightningfur was right too. Just reckless.”

 

Lightningfur humphed, but nodded, pleased. She padded forward, strutting past Leopardfur. “I guess
we’ll just see what Thistlestar has to say about your cowardice and my bravery, hm?”

 

Leopardfur’s lips curled back, fangs baring. “I’ve never seen a more insolent and disrespectful warrior
in my life!” she snapped. “You think you’re high and mighty as the leader’s daughter, but you forget
your father was a ThunderClan exile and your mother a medicine cat! If it wasn’t for Thistlestar, don’t
think we wouldn’t have cast you out with your traitorous, cowardly brother!”

 

As Lightningfur whipped around with a furious, rageful snarl, Silverstream gasped. “Lightningfur is
our clanmate!” she defended, rushing up to stand beside her best friend. “Who cares about her past?
She can’t choose who she was born to.”

 

Leopardfur growled, deep and guttural in her throat as she stared coldly at the two young she-cats.
“It’s not her past I care about.” With that, she turned around and walked over to Mosspelt and
Frogleap, who watched with widened eyes. “Are you hurt?” She nosed Mosspelt’s shoulder.

 

Mosspelt raised her hindleg. “I think it’s sprained, but I’m okay.”

 

“I’m sorry,” Leopardfur murmured.

 

“Don’t be,” Mosspelt responded. “The clan needed to be fed, and that Twoleg was stealing all our
fish. Come on, let’s get home.”

“Yeah,” Leopardfur agreed, casting one last angry look at Lightningfur and Silverstream. “Let us go
home.”



Feathery Fluff

Chapter by LollingCat

Featherpaw licked his paw and ran it over his ear, lazing in the sunlight that warmed his pelt from the
frosty chill drifting through camp. Cats ambled to and fro, many hunting patrols returning with very
little. The elders huddled together, and Thornkit and Brightkit listened to their tales eagerly to ignore
the cold. Brindleface’s kits, Tulipkit and Ashkit, poked their tiny, pink noses out of the nursery before
quickly ducking back inside where they could snuggle against the queens. Goldenflower rested just
outside the nursery, her belly plump and round, while Tigerclaw offered her the last vole from the
fresh-kill pile, which she kindly turned down.

 

Cinderpaw was practicing her newly-learned hunting skills with Lynxpaw, who purred and corrected
the younger she-cat when she got overzealous. The older apprentice, Dustpaw, passed them, a sour
look in his face as his tail flicked back and forth. Training with Darkstripe must not have gone well
today.

 

Featherpaw shifted and stretched, glancing around for his mentor, Sandstorm. Today had been a lax
day for him, unusual for his normally stern and punctual mentor. She was on the dawn patrol today,
he thought. She deserves some rest. …Do I?

 

He hadn’t been catching much recently. It was too cold for the prey to come out and run around.
Instead, they hid underneath where he couldn’t see nor sense them. While tensions were high with
RiverClan currently, there weren’t any border scuffles for him to prove his fighting skills on- if his
clanmates would even let him fight.

 

His gaze slid back to Dustpaw as his sneering denmate approached. His mouth was just closing at the
tail end of a sentence. Ah, frog-guts, he scolded himself. I didn’t know he was speaking to me!

 

He opened his mouth as he apologetically began, “Sorry, can you-”

 

But then a flash of blue-gray passed him, and his sister, Cricketpaw, snarled viciously at Dustpaw.
“Mind your own business!” Featherpaw caught as her mouth moved rapidly. “Just because you’re
upset you aren’t a warrior yet doesn’t mean you can go around harassing my brother! At least he has
an excuse for not being a warrior yet, so what’s yours , you bully?”

 

Featherpaw winced as he realized what Dustpaw had been saying. Said tom bristled indignantly,
glaring at Cricketpaw fiercely. “And what’s yours?” Dustpaw snapped back. “Your friend became a
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warrior before you too! Clearly, you aren’t as good as that… gluttonous bag of fur either!”

 

“At least I’m not a bitter, jealous tom who gets upset when others do better than me!” Cricketpaw
lashed her tail, raising her head high. “I’m proud of Graystripe for becoming a warrior so soon! He
earned it! He was brave and strong during the battle to drive Brokenstar out. More than I can say for
you!”

 

Dustpaw’s amber eyes flashed. “I didn’t even get a chance!”

 

As Cricketpaw opened her mouth, teeth bared, Featherpaw surged forward, bumping his shoulder into
hers. He blinked his light blue eyes at her slowly when she stared, confused, at him. “Let’s go,” he
meowed, flicking his tail to the side abruptly. “I’m hungry.”

 

He turned and trotted towards the fresh-kill pile. As he brushed past his sister, he could feel her growl
as she shot a glare at Dustpaw, following after him. As they walked, he saw Cricketpaw tense, fur
bristling, as she glanced back again. Dustpaw must have shouted something, but, for once,
Featherpaw was thankful for his deafness. It let him ignore most of Dustpaw’s insults.

 

He glanced at his sister, moving his paw upwards, twisting his ears, kinking his tail, and opening his
mouth to say, “You shouldn’t care so much what he says.”

 

Cricketpaw huffed as they settled down near the fresh-kill pile, but took nothing from it. She stretched
her whiskers forward and pointed her paw at her head, then dragged her paw across the ground,
flicking dirt and dust away. Featherpaw purred as he recognized her saying, “Dustpaw is a mouse-
brain.”

 

Featherpaw signaled Dustpaw’s name again, then curled his lips in a snarl, whiskers twitching, as he
explained, “Dustpaw’s just angry.”

 

Cricketpaw frowned, tilting her head. She took a moment before she signaled, moving her paws and
ears mostly. “I know. But it annoys me that everyone,” she gestured to the clan around them, “thinks
you can’t be a warrior because you are deaf.” Her blue fur fluffed up indignantly. “I mean, you helped
rescue Creekflower and her kits, didn’t you! That’s warrior enough!” She finished her sentence with a
paw slammed angrily against the ground, claws unsheathing briefly.

 



Featherpaw blinked sadly as he shrugged. He straightened his tail and raised a paw as he continued, “I
have more to prove… It’s okay.” He gestured towards the fresh-kill pile. “Let’s go eat.”

 

Cricketpaw nodded, beginning to stand before she paused, glancing around. She turned back to
Featherpaw. “Where’s Graystripe?” She ran her tail down her spine. “He usually eats with us.”

 

Featherpaw looked around for their furry friend. It was odd not to see the tom already munching
down on a vole or two. His eyes landed on the fire-colored pelt of Fireheart as the warrior padded
towards the elders’ den. Graystripe, when he wasn’t on patrol or with Featherpaw and Cricketpaw,
often hung out with his former mentor. Featherpaw hoped he would stay close with Sandstorm, too.
She was a great mentor, despite her sharp tongue.

 

He surged forward, raising his tail in greeting to the older tom. “Fireheart!” he meowed aloud.
Fireheart paused, blinking his green eyes at the smaller white tom. “Have you seen Graystripe?”

 

Fireheart scanned camp briefly, frowning, before he shook his head. “No, I haven’t. I was just going
to take Cinderpaw and Brackenpaw hunting, actually. To see how they fair with a moon of training
now.”

 

Cricketpaw’s dark red-amber eyes lit up. “Can we come with?”

 

Featherpaw nodded. He was itching to hunt and contribute to the clan. To prove himself.

 

“Well,” Fireheart began. “If it’s okay with your mentors.” He looked behind them to where Rosetail
was lounging beside Dappletail and Mousefur, grooming Dappletail’s mottled gray, white and golden
pelt. Mousefur seemed distant, staring out at the sky as the two elderly she-cats talked beside her.

 

Cricketpaw yowled out, “Rosetail!” The orange-tailed she-cat jerked, staring at her energetic
apprentice as she bounded over. Featherpaw watched as his sister animatedly spoke to her mentor.
“Can we go hunting with Fireheart and the other apprentices?”

 

Rosetail smiled. “I don’t see why not,” she meowed, then glanced at Featherpaw. “And don’t worry,
I’ll tell Sandstorm where you are.” Featherpaw blinked gratefully at the old tortoiseshell warrior.

 



“Yay!” Cricketpaw called out excitedly, skipping back over to Fireheart. “Thank you!”

 

“But be careful!” Rosetail yelled back, her wide mouth telling Featherpaw so even though he couldn’t
hear her. “Don’t step on any thorns again!”

 

Featherpaw purred, amused, as Cricketpaw huffed light-heartedly. “I won’t!”

 

“Brackenpaw!” Fireheart called into the elders’ den, and the golden-brown tom slipped out. “We’re
going hunting.”

 

Brackenpaw nodded, turning back and mewing something Featherpaw couldn’t catch to Patchpelt,
Smallear, Halftail, and One-eye inside. He padded over to Fireheart’s side, nodding politely to
Featherpaw. Featherpaw smiled and dipped his head back to the younger apprentice.

 

Fireheart called for Cinderpaw next. The gray she-cat bounced up from underneath where Lynxpaw
had her pinned, darting over to her mentor with shining blue eyes. “Are we going hunting?!” she
asked eagerly. Fireheart nodded and Cinderpaw squealed excitedly.

 

“Good luck,” Lynxpaw meowed to the energetic apprentice. She glanced at Featherpaw, something
flashing in her green eyes. “Stick to your brother’s side, and maybe you’ll catch something.” Her tail
tip twitched before she turned and padded away towards a sulking Dustpaw. Beside Featherpaw,
Cricketpaw shifted and glared at the orange and black patched she-cat’s back.

 

“Come on, let’s go!” Cinderpaw announced as she bounded towards the camp entrance.

 

“Race you!” Cricketpaw called as she zipped past the fluffy gray she-cat.

 

“Wait for me!” Featherpaw yowled, ears twitching backwards, as he chased after his denmates.
Brackenpaw glanced at Fireheart before the tom nodded, and Brackenpaw ran after them. The four of
them scaled the ravine with practiced ease, and Featherpaw jumped past his sister on the final rock.

 

He laughed as he saw Cricketpaw howl in faux rage, storming after him. But Brackenpaw came
soaring past her too, a blur of golden-brown fur. Cinderpaw was neck and neck with the blue-furred
apprentice, and Cricketpaw panted as she attempted to pull ahead. Featherpaw smiled, dipping to the



side to avoid running into a tree. Then he realized he wasn’t sure where Fireheart planned to have
them hunt. Where would prey be most plentiful?

 

He knew Longtail and Cherryfur had taken Swiftpaw on a patrol near Sunningrocks, and that, by now,
someone surely must have hunted at Owl Tree, where prey was most abundant in the morning, despite
the owls and birds above. Snakerocks would be too dangerous for young apprentices like Cinderpaw
and Brackenpaw. The Training Hollow?

 

But, no, Dustpaw had been training with Darkstripe this morning. They would have scared all the
prey away. So, then, it would be best to head towards Fourtrees. A rabbit had strayed from
WindClan’s territory recently and made a burrow in the woods. Hopefully, it had babies somewhere.

 

Veering to the right, he sped towards the gap of forest before Fourtrees, sniffing the air for scents. The
scent of mouse and vole was faded, but squirrel and rabbit was much stronger. They would have a
good hunt here, if Cinderpaw and Brackenpaw had been taught how to catch squirrels.

 

He startled as a flash of dark gray sped past him, a tail brushing his shoulder as Cinderpaw suddenly
pulled ahead of him. The she-cat raised her head in a victorious yowl, and Featherpaw’s ears twitched
despite not being able to hear it. If she was too loud, she would scare all the prey away!

 

Bunching his muscles, he leaped forward, knocking into her side. She yelped and tumbled to the side
as he easily pinned her. She stared up at him indignantly. Her mouth moved as she rapidly protested,
“Hey! That’s cheating!”

 

“Shush!” he said, moving his paw over his mouth as he stepped off her. “Quiet, or you’ll scare the
prey away.”

 

She blinked owlishly, glancing around. “Oh! Oops.” She stood up, licking her shoulder fur,
embarrassed, as Brackenpaw and Cricketpaw caught up with them. “I was too focused on the race- I
forgot we were supposed to be hunting!” Then, she blinked again, staring at Featherpaw. “How did
you know I was being loud? I thought you couldn’t hear.”

 

Featherpaw’s white pelt prickled self-consciously, but he knew Cinderpaw bore no ill will with the
question. Just genuine curiosity. “I can still see your mouth move,” he explained.

 



“Oh, yeah!” Cinderpaw meowed, tail raising amicably. “That makes sense.” She glanced at
Cricketpaw. “I always see you two making these strange gestures to each other. What’s that about?”

 

“It’s how we talk,” Cricketpaw said, whiskers twitching. “Featherpaw can understand easier when we
speak without words.”

 

“That’s so cool!” Cinderpaw squeaked, eyes shining. Brackenpaw pricked his ears, intrigued. “Can I
learn?”

 

Featherpaw purred, tail kinking as warmth spread through him. “Of course!”

 

“But it’ll have to be a lesson for another day,” Fireheart’s voice interrupted them, smiling, as he
fluttered his ears in the way that meant Featherpaw’s name. “Instead, Featherpaw can show you how
he and Cricketpaw hunt together as a team.” He nodded to the white tom.

 

“Right!” Cricketpaw meowed, puffing out her chest. “You can learn from the masters!”

 

Featherpaw opened his mouth and scented the air. A squirrel smelled close by, but a glance at the trees
told him it was nibbling on an acorn high above in the branches. His body instinctively strained and
swiveled his ears, but it was as silent as ever. Instead, he crouched low, spreading his paws across the
ground. A light vibration echoed across the forest floor as Cinderpaw shuffled, watching with eager
eyes. Then more soft pawsteps as Cricketpaw moved beside him, her pink nose twitching. Her body
tensed, eyes narrowing, as she abruptly crouched down.

 

“There,” she whispered, mouth barely moving, so that Featherpaw only knew what she was saying
because she had rotated her ears forward. Or, perhaps, she had not spoken at all, merely mouthing the
words.

 

His sister started slinking forward, flicking her tail in a gesture for him to circle around. He started
moving the opposite direction, his eyes searching for what she had spotted. Soon, he saw it- a small,
baby hare hiding amongst the tall grass, its back against a young, growing tree. It must have seen the
cats nearby, as it was stiff, its ears pointed upwards and its eyes unblinking. Hoping that the cats
would not see it, no doubt.

 

Unlucky for it, its fate was already sealed.



 

Featherpaw crouched lower, hiding his bright white pelt in the undergrowth. He was glad Whitestorm
had taken the time to help him hide with a white pelt. The leaf-bare snow had melted away once
more, despite the frost littering every surface and the cold that made his pelt ruffle. He remembered
the frozen river Graystripe had fallen into with a shiver. Even without snow, leaf-bare could be
deadly.

 

The deaf apprentice slowed as he made it all the way behind the rabbit, a few fox-tails away. He
crouched low against the ferns, taking one more step forward. He winced, suddenly, as he felt his paw
pads rub against something sharp. He pulled his paw back, glancing at his pads, but there was only a
small droplet of blood that he quickly shook away. He stepped over the thistles on the ground this
time, and, finally, he was in place. He glanced up and made eye contact with his sister, who was much
more hidden with her dark blue-gray pelt amid the forest floor. Even though the young rabbit was
staring right at her, it had no idea she was there.

 

He twitched his ears to the side, signaling. “Go,” he said without speaking.

 

Cricketpaw immediately burst forth, startling the rabbit. It bolted away from her, legs kicking out with
ferocity to survive. It started heading to the left, but Cricketpaw leaped to the side and steered it
towards Featherpaw. He stayed as still as a rock. The rabbit kit nearly surged past him, but, with a
flash of his paw, he slammed against its head and sent it careening to the ground. Stunned, its legs
floundered helplessly in the air. Featherpaw jumped forward, pressing his paws to its haunches, as his
head dove instinctively down. He snapped his fangs around its throat and yanked, then twisted.

 

The rabbit cried out desperately once, then went silent, then limp. Its breathing became shallower,
then nothing.

 

Proudly, Featherpaw raised his head, their kill dangling from his mouth. Raising his tail high, he
trotted over to Fireheart and the apprentices, Cricketpaw trotting happily at his side.

 

“And that’s how you catch a rabbit!” Cricketpaw meowed.

 

“Wow,” Cinderpaw breathed, and Brackenpaw nodded in agreement.

 

“It’s rare to catch a rabbit, even one so young,” Fireheart said. “They rarely stray from WindClan’s
territory, and when they do, we don’t often have the techniques to catch them. But Cricketpaw and
Featherpaw work flawlessly together. We use this method of hunting together to catch squirrels



primarily. They often climb up the trees, so one cat tends to stop them from doing so while the other
lies in wait to catch them.”

 

Brackenpaw nodded once more. “It’s an effective strategy,” he said.

 

“I want you and Cinderpaw to practice it together,” Fireheart explained. “Brackenpaw, I think you’ll
do better lying in wait.” Cinderpaw grinned, abashed, as she stopped wiggling in excitement.
“Featherpaw, Cricketpaw, you two can go hunt further along. I have a feeling we’ll end up scaring
most of the prey away from here, and we need to bring something back to camp.”

 

Featherpaw nodded while Cricketpaw meowed, “Of course! Come on, Featherpaw. And good luck,
you two!” She waved her tail as she bounded off, Featherpaw trailing after her. “Let’s hunt down by
the Thunderpath,” Cricketpaw suggested. “Nobody ever hunts there.”

 

“Because there’s never any prey there!” Featherpaw purred lightly, shaking his head as he gestured
some of his words. “The monsters scare them all away.”

 

Cricketpaw twitched her whiskers forward. “There’s always some mice hidden away.” She hopped
over a fallen log. “Plus, it reminds me of our adventures in Twolegplace!”

 

Featherpaw’s ears raised and he signaled, “Maybe one day we’ll see…” He paused, thinking.
Frowning, he slowly spoke out loud, “Scr-ah-pss ‘n’… Grem’in?” Not having a gesture associated
with the two BloodClan cats made it harder to remember their names. Plus, it’s not like he had seen
anyone say their names recently either…

 

Cricketpaw nodded. “That'd be cool.” She waved her paw in the air, but Featherpaw abruptly paused,
then crouched down. Cricketpaw blinked then followed suit, glancing around. Featherpaw slowly
raised one paw up and fluttered his ears and tail.

 

“Bird,” he silently told her.

 

A fat but small, black swift sat pecking at the ground amid the grassy land. It was strange to see a
swift in leaf-bare, but the recent warmer weather must have drawn it back. He slowly made his way
forth. With birds, there was no directing them towards another cat. They could fly away with ease.
You only got one chance.



 

As he passed, Cricketpaw brushed her shoulder against him in the way that meant ‘Good luck.’ He
padded quietly forward, tail stiff and paws raised high to avoid disturbing the undergrowth. The swift
fluttered once, moving to a new spot as it picked up a tan seed. Featherpaw stalked it until he paused,
close enough to wiggle his haunches in anticipation. He bunched his muscles and then leaped. As his
shadow passed over the bird, it startled, but it was too late. He slammed down on its wings as it
attempted to fly away. He jerked his head down and ended its chirps as swiftly as its name.

 

“Good job!” Cricketpaw meowed, mouth moving as she raised her tail high. Featherpaw smiled
around his mouthful of feathers, trotting over. “Go bury it with our rabbit- I’ll see if I can catch
something else!”

 

Featherpaw nodded and walked off, sniffing with his nose until he found where they left their rabbit
underneath a pile of leaves. He scraped the leaves and branches away, then placed his bird there as
well. He placed the branch back over and dug up some dirt to mask its scent. Then, he turned and ran
back towards Cricketpaw.

 

To his surprise, he met her on his way, as his sister was already proudly holding another baby rabbit in
her mouth. “Wow!” he exclaimed, tail shooting up and whiskers twitching. “Already?”

 

“I told you there were a lot of prey near the Thunderpath!” she purred happily.

 

“I’ll wait for you as you bury it.” He mimicked digging at the ground. Cricketpaw nodded and darted
off. Featherpaw sat patiently before she returned. He touched her nose in greeting, then they headed
off together. They didn’t scent or see any prey until they reached the Thunderpath itself. Featherpaw
wrinkled his nose as its stench hit his nose, but there was also the stench of death. He glanced around
until he spotted a squished squirrel half on the black Thunderpath. He approached it cautiously.

 

“Why don’t monsters eat their kills?” Cricketpaw wondered, her ears twitching and paw briefly
dragging across her neck. She stepped onto the rough surface of the Thunderpath, padding around the
dead squirrel curiously.

 

Featherpaw shrugged in a simple ‘I don’t know.’ He tilted his head. “Maybe they’re actually like prey,
and eat the grass and seeds and worms.” He made a few, quick gestures with his paw and tail.

 

Cricketpaw wrinkled her nose. “But they’re so big! And they kill a lot.” She paused, ear flicking as
she continued, “Should we take this squirrel?”



 

Featherpaw shook his head. “It’s too flattened. It’s no use even trying to get it off the path.” He
scrunched his nose and placed his paw in front of it. “Plus, it smells awful.”

 

Cricketpaw wrinkled her nose in agreement. Featherpaw stood up and wandered away from the path,
feeling unease by both the stench and the fear of lurking monsters. He glanced back to see Cricketpaw
still on the Thunderpath, poking at the squirrel. Taking a breath, he yowled to her, “Come on!”

 

She startled, then smiled and bolted off the path with a grin on her face. “I think we can hunt better
than that monster!” she mouthed as she pranced beside him. “Do you smell that mouse?”

 

“Over this stench?” He glared back at the Thunderpath, then opened his mouth to smell the air. “...I
do.”

 

Cricketpaw smiled, then slunk into the forest, sniffing the air as she tried to pinpoint the mouse.
Featherpaw remained still, stretching his paws across the grassy floor. Tiny scuttles echoing along the
floor made his tail twitch. He walked over to his sister and nodded in a direction. She blinked in
understanding and followed him quietly. She sniffed the air, then stopped. Ahead of them, four or five
tiny field mice darted in and out from the roots of a tree.

 

They glanced at each other, then Cricketpaw grinned mischievously. She leaped forward without
warning, landing straight on one of the field mice. The others squeaked and squealed, darting away,
but Featherpaw jumped and swatted one of them. As it rolled, he reached down and snapped his teeth
around it.

 

He glared light-heartedly at Cricketpaw as she stood proudly with two mice hanging from her mouth
by their tails. He dropped his and signaled, “We could have gotten more!”

 

“But we wouldn’t be able to carry them all. Let’s head back.”

 

Featherpaw reluctantly agreed, following after her. It was a longer walk back to their pile, but when
they made it, Fireheart and the other apprentices’ scents had started to fade away. They must have
returned to camp by now. They dropped their mice and started digging up their bird and rabbits. As he
pulled out their last baby rabbit, Featherpaw paused.

 



He turned around as the vibrations of pawsteps reached his own. He scented the air and curled his tail
as familiar ThunderClan scents reached him. “Hi, dad!” he called out as the brown tabby pelt of his
father appeared, followed by three other cats.

 

Cricketpaw turned too, blinking in surprise. “Hey,” she meowed. “Patrol?”

 

“I joined Longtail and Cherryfur and we headed over to the ShadowClan border,” Runningwind said.
Cherryfur meowed a friendly greeting while Longtail merely nodded. Swiftpaw bounded up behind
them, amber eyes bright.

 

“Woah!” he exclaimed, mouth moving a bit quicker than Featherpaw would like. “Didja catch all of
that?” He nodded to the pile.

 

Cricketpaw puffed out her chest. “Yep!” Boasting, she continued, “And we would have caught more if
we could carry it!”

 

“That’s wonderful!” Runningwind purred, nuzzling Featherpaw’s head. “The clan needs prey.” He
smiled proudly. “You’ll be warriors in no time with catches like this!” Something glistened as he
licked Cricketpaw’s forehead. “You look so much like Redtail.” Featherpaw’s whiskers twitched. His
sister was blue- he was deaf, not blind, and he knew those colors were opposite each other. “Even if
you don’t have his blood, you have his spirit.”

 

While Cricketpaw ducked her head, embarrassed, Cherryfur suggested, “Why don’t we help them
carry their catch back to camp?”

 

“Only if I get to say I caught the bird!” Swiftpaw meowed. Longtail gently whacked him with his
striped tail, glaring sternly at his half-brother and apprentice.

 

“A true warrior only takes credit for their own catches,” he growled.

 

Swiftpaw dipped his head, giving a quick lick to his white and black chest. “I was only joking!”

 

“Joke less,” Longtail reprimanded. “The clan is struggling this leafbare.”

 



“Oh, knock it off.” Cherryfur rolled her eyes. “It’s good to have a little humor.”

 

Longtail’s whiskers twitched. “I suppose.”

 

“You’re spending too much time with Darkstripe!” Cherryfur continued, bumping her shoulder
playfully against her brother’s. “And Tigerclaw! Those two never joke. I guess they passed it down to
you!”

 

Longtail’s pelt twitched and he glanced at his sister with half-narrowed eyes. Under his breath, he
muttered, mouth moving only slightly so that Featherpaw had a hard time understanding his words,
“You spend too much time with that half-clan kittypet-lover…”

 

Cherryfur’s ginger and white fur bristled, but Runningwind raised his tail for silence. “Let’s head
back to camp,” he meowed sternly. “You can argue there. For now, like Longtail said, the clan needs
prey.”

 

“Yeah,” Swiftpaw meowed. “Frostfur had been meowing about an empty belly all day!” He hopped
over and picked up the swift. Around it, he mumbled something like, “Like she still can’t hunt herself
even though her two kits are well past apprentice age!”

 

“Thornkit’s still scared to leave camp,” Cherryfur replied. “Give them some time. We have plenty of
apprentices.”

 

“And kits!” Longtail humped as he picked up the three mice. Featherpaw grabbed his rabbit, and
Cricketpaw did the other. The patrol began to set off, following Runningwind back to camp. “The
nursery’s overflooding with ‘em and they’re all getting sick!”

 

“I hope you’re not implying they're a waste of fresh-kill,” Cherryfur growled lowly, sending a
warning glance at her brother.

 

Longtail shook his head. “Of course not!” He shifted the mouse tails to the side to speak more
comfortably. “But we could do without the kittypet kits taking our resources… They have a kittypet
father they could bother instead!”

 



“His housefolk took Creekflower to a breeders’!” Cricketpaw protested, blue fur bristling. “She and
her kits wouldn’t live a good life there!”

 

“Whatever,” Longtail huffed, rolling his eyes. “The Twolegplace isn’t any of my problem, nor the
clans.”

 

Featherpaw glanced at his paws as they walked and argued. Of course, he didn’t think Creekflower
and his kits were a waste of resources… But he couldn’t help but feel like he was. He had caught his
share this time, but what if his deafness hindered him more in the future…? Would there be a time
when his clan cast him out because he couldn’t provide? Bluestar was a fair and just leader, but…
Featherpaw couldn’t help but feel that a cat like Tigerclaw, Darkstripe, Longtail, Frostfur, Speckletail,
or Dustpaw would want him out of the clan. He felt a bit guilty thinking it, though- they were his
clanmates! Even now, he knew, walking alongside Longtail, that Longtail would never hurt him,
but…

 

He’d heard Longtail whispering with Darkstripe before about how a deaf cat could never be a true
warrior.

 

What if he was right?

 

As they entered camp, he felt his anxious thoughts dissipate as cats meowed appreciatively at their
kills.

 

“A good catch from all of you,” Whitestorm purred as he approached. “The queens have been waiting
for a fresh catch.”

 

“Actually,” Runningwind meowed proudly, kinking his tail and raising his head high. “Featherpaw
and Cricketpaw caught all of this by themselves!”

 

Cinderpaw ran forward, her fur a bit ruffled from her earlier training. “Woah! Brackenpaw and I only
managed to catch a squirrel together!”

 

“We couldn’t find anything else,” Brackenpaw added.

 



Featherpaw spotted his mentor, Sandstorm, sitting in front of the warriors’ den. She blinked warmly at
him, a bit surprised. “Impressive,” she called. “Even I only caught three mice yesterday.” And
Sandstorm was known as one of the best hunters in the clan!

 

Featherpaw ducked his head, a purr rumbling in his throat.

 

When he glanced back up, he saw Dustpaw scoffing from beside Lynxpaw, who was regarding them
with a frown. “There’s no way Featherpaw caught anything!” Dustpaw said. “Cricketpaw probably
caught it all and lied.”

 

“Nonsense!” Rosetail called, standing up and glaring at the younger tom. “Are you calling my
apprentice a liar?”

 

Dustpaw cowed a bit, glancing away from the elder she-cat. He didn’t answer, tail tip flicking back
and forth in irritation. Lynxpaw leaned down and whispered something in his ear, which unfortunately
blocked Featherpaw from reading what she was saying. But whatever she said made Dustpaw nod and
smirk.

 

Featherpaw jerked back to attention as his leader, Bluestar, suddenly appeared in front of them,
padding forth with elegance despite the small crust of snot on her nose. A slight rasp followed her
voice as she spoke, “All cats old enough to catch their own prey gather beneath the Highrock!” She
bounded up the rocks until she sat at the top.

 

Blinking, Featherpaw turned to Cricketpaw. “Do you know what this is about?” he signaled.
Cricketpaw shook his head.

 

“Maybe she’s finally making Thornkit and Brightkit apprentices?”

 

Runningwind quieted them, settled down beside them. Sandstorm sat at their other side. They all
stared up at their leader as she spoke. “As you know,” Bluestar began. “Leafbare has been hard for us.
Many have caught sickness, and the prey has been few and far between. We are lucky the snow has
been little, or else we’d be trudging through it with wet pelts all the time.

 

“But,” she continued. “Despite the leafbare weather, two of our apprentices have managed to come
back with enough prey to feed all of the queens, kits, and elders. And for that, I believe they are
worthy of their warrior names.”



 

Cricketpaw gasped, jaw dropping. Featherpaw shared an expression much like his sister’s. A tremble
wracked his body, and he wasn’t sure if it was from excitement or anxiety. He stared up at Bluestar
with wide eyes.

 

“I, Bluestar, leader of ThunderClan, call upon our warrior ancestors to look upon these two brave
apprentices,” their leader announced. Her eyes landed on Featherpaw. “They have worked harder than
most and proven themselves worthy of warriorhood. Cricketpaw, do you promise to uphold the
warrior code, and defend your clanmates, even at the cost of your life?”’

 

Cricketpaw’s dark eyes flashed as she proudly raised her head. “I do.”

 

“Then, by the powers of StarClan, I give you your warrior name: Cricketheart.” Bluestar paused as
Cricketheart preened her fur. “StarClan honors your spirit and your boldness, and we welcome you as
a full warrior of ThunderClan.”

 

Cricketheart bowed her head respectfully, and Featherpaw stepped forward, nervously, as he knew
what was to come. He couldn’t believe it!

 

“Featherpaw,” Bluestar meowed, blinking slowly at him. “Do you promise to uphold the warrior code,
and defend your clanmates, even at the cost of your life?”

 

Featherpaw took a deep breath, ears twitching. “I- I do.” He swallowed the thickness in his throat.

 

“By the power of StarClan,” Bluestar said. “I name you Feathercloud, for your dedication and your
persistence. May StarClan see how you’ve risen to all challenges, and become a warrior despite the
hardships. We welcome you as a full warrior of ThunderClan.”

 

Feathercloud bowed his head deeply, tail trembling. Around him, the world was still silent, but as he
looked at all of his clanmates, he saw their mouths open wide as they yowled their names. It was
almost odd to see his name become something else in their mouths. Cloud, he thought. Like in the sky,
where the birds fly high… I think it suits me, and my white pelt.

 

He purred as Runningwind butted his head against his son’s shoulder, licking his fur happily. Then,
Sandstorm touched her nose to his ear, and he glanced up at her to see pride shining in her pale green



eyes. Cricketheart laughed as Cinderpaw and Brackenpaw bounced around her, and Graystripe
appeared from behind them.

 

“Congratulations!” he purred. “You can take the nests next to me!”

 

Feathercloud bonked his head against his friend’s shoulder. He was finally a warrior alongside him!
For a moment, briefly, his heart ached for Ravenpaw. If only he could have been a warrior with them
too. He glanced around once more, and his gaze landed on Ravenpaw’s brother. Dustpaw glowered at
him before turning to Lynxpaw. Feathercloud read his lips as the tom snarled, “He can’t even hear his
warrior name, so why should he get one?!”

 

Feathercloud, to his own surprise, felt he didn’t feel upset at Dustpaw’s words. Maybe he felt bad that
Dustpaw still wasn’t a warrior… But the fact that Feathercloud was a warrior before him had to mean
something! Perhaps he really could be helpful to his clan!

 

He soaked up the praise as his clanmates cheered around, but they silenced as Rosetail stepped
forward, dipping her head up at Bluestar.

 

“Bluestar,” Rosetail meowed calmly. “I would like to request to retire to the elders’ den. Now that my
apprentice is a warrior, there’s no need for me to tire my old bones any more…”

 

Bluestar blinked in surprise before she coolly nodded. “Of course. You have served ThunderClan
well, and now ThunderClan will serve you in honor and respect.”

 

Quickly, Feathercloud rose his voice to match his sister as they yowled out, “Rosetail! Rosetail!”

 

The elderly tortoiseshell bowed her head to her clanmates as Dappletail and One-eye came to greet
her. “We’ve already got a nest for you!” One-eye purred. “Right next to us and Halftail.”

 

“Thank you,” Rosetail meowed, voice weary but warm. Cricketheart bounded over to her former
mentor, dipping her head in the utmost respect.

 

“Thank you,” Cricketheart said. “For being the greatest mentor ever. I can only hope I make you
proud.”



 

“Oh, Cricketheart.” Rosetail blinked warmly at the young she-cat. “You already have.”



The Monster Came In - LIKE A WRECKING BALL!!!

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

The rain continued through the night and into the next morning. But by sunhigh, the clouds began to
clear. A somber air hung over the clearing as the Clan waited for news of their sick leader.

 

Cinderpaw lounged outside the apprentices’ den with Brackenpaw, feeling bored. Fireheart had given
the siblings a day’s rest from training. She saw Fireheart creep out from the patch of brambles by the
boundary wall, where he’d sheltered since dawn. He padded over to Bluestar’s den in the side of
Highrock. There was no sound from inside. Bluestar’s sickness had only gotten worse - thankfully, it
wasn’t deadly greencough… yet.

 

The gray apprentice curiously watched as her mentor turned away from his own former mentor’s den,
running into Willowpelt carrying food to the nursery. Goldenflower had recently given birth to two
little kits - a dark tabby tom like Tigerclaw, and a mottled tortoiseshell she-kit. Cinderpaw twitched
her whiskers, recalling how Tigerclaw had demanded to name the tom. She tipped her head
questioningly to one side. Cinderpaw pricked her ears, eager to hear any new news on Bluestar.

 

“Nothing to report, I’m afraid.” Fireheart shrugged. Suddenly the lichen at Bluestar’s den twitched
and Frostfur burst through. She raced across the clearing to the medicine den and reappeared within
moments with the medicine cats behind her. Cinderpaw scrambled to her paws as Fireheart bounded
over to Bluestar’s den just as the three she-cats pushed through the hanging lichen. He stopped
outside and sat down. Frostfur peered out as Cinderpaw padded closer.

 

“What’s wrong?” Fireheart asked, his voice trembling. Cinderpaw blinked. She had never heard her
mentor sound so…afraid.

 

Frostfur closed her eyes. “She has greencough,” she told him bleakly, for once without her usual glare
or sneer whenever she was around Fireheart or his family. “Stand watch and make sure no one comes
inside.” She ducked back inside.

 

Fireheart sat motionless. Cinderpaw was just as frozen. Shock made her fur bristle. Greencough!
Bluestar was in danger of losing a life.

 

Not only Bluestar, but so were all the other cats who had fallen ill! Mousefur had been streaming with
a cold, and Swiftpaw started coughing during training the other day. But neither of them were as bad



as Mistlekit and Patchpelt! The two cats had been moved to the medicine den to be moderated, and
Cinderpaw felt her heart twist with worry and sympathy for the little Mistlekit. She was so young and
so small! How would she be able to survive?

 

A sharp yowl outside the camp made him turn and look toward the gorse tunnel. Longtail exploded
into the clearing and skidded to a halt beside Fireheart. 

 

“I’ve come from Tigerclaw,” he panted. “I have a message for Bluestar.”

 

“She’s sick,” Fireheart replied. “You can’t go in.”

 

Longtail flicked his tail impatiently. “Tigerclaw needs to see her at the Thunderpath. It’s very urgent.”

 

“What’s wrong?”

 

Longtail glared at him. “Tigerclaw asked for Bluestar,” he sneered. “Not a cursed med kitty
pretending to be a warrior!” Cinderpaw stifled a gasp of outrage as Fireheart’s green eyes blazed with
fury and he unsheathed his claws.

 

“Bluestar can’t leave the camp,” he growled. He flattened his ears and moved so that he blocked the
entrance to his leader’s den.

 

“Fireheart is right.” Yellowfang’s rough meow sounded behind him. She had come out of Bluestar’s
den. Longtail looked at the medicine cat, shrinking beneath her orange gaze. 

 

“Tigerclaw has found evidence of ShadowClan warriors in our territory,” he meowed. “They’ve
invaded our hunting grounds!” Cinderpaw’s fur fluffed up with anger. How dare they! ThunderClan
had promised to leave them alone for a while to recover from Brokenstar - and this is how her clans’
efforts were repaid?

 

But Yellowfang wasn’t interested in Longtail’s report. She turned to Fireheart, her eyes filled with
urgency. “Fireheart,” she meowed. “Tell me, do you know whether there is any catmint in the
Twolegplace?”

 



“Catmint?” Fireheart echoed. He narrowed his eyes before shaking his head. “No, I don’t.”

 

“I know where to find some!” Creekflower called from across camp, hurrying over to her brother.
“There was some by Hattie’s den - Claw’s sister, remember?” Fireheart’s eyes lit up.

 

“That’s right!” he meowed. “In the nest beside hers!”

 

“Good,” replied Yellowfang. “I need as much as you can carry, and fast.”

 

“What about Tigerclaw?” demanded Longtail.

 

“Tigerclaw will have to deal with it on his own for the moment!” Yellowfang snapped. Cinderpaw
bounded up.

 

“I can help!” she mewed excitedly. Fireheart signaled her to be quiet with an urgent flick of his tail.
Longtail ignored the apprentice. 

 

“ShadowClan could be in our territory by now!” he hissed.

 

Cinderpaw’s eyes widened at the possibility but she held her tongue, intent on learning more.

 

Yellowfang paused to think. “Where’s Whitestorm?” she asked.

 

“Patrolling Sunningrocks with Lynxpaw and Mousefur,” Longtail answered.

 

Yellowfang nodded. “With Bluestar sick and Fireheart fetching catmint, we can’t risk sending any
more warriors out of the camp. If ShadowClan is in our territory, they might attack here. They’ve
done it before,” she reminded him grimly. Cinderpaw shivered at the faint memory. Hiding in the
nursery, pressed against her littermates as Blackfoot reached in to snag her, her denmates Lynxkit and
Swiftkit cowering in fear… She shook herself, snapping out of the scary, distant memory.

 



“If I’m quick getting the catmint,” Fireheart put in, “I could meet Tigerclaw afterward and bring back
his message for Bluestar.”

 

Longtail’s eyes flashed with mistrust. “But he wants Bluestar to see the evidence for herself.
ShadowClan has left the remains of fresh-kill on our side of the Thunderpath!”

 

Yellowfang silenced him with a growl. “Bluestar doesn’t need to see the evidence,” she rasped. “The
word of her deputy ought to be enough.”

 

“Tigerclaw just needs to be told that Bluestar can’t come,” meowed Fireheart. “I’ll take the message
to him after I’ve fetched the catmint. Where is he?”

 

“I’ll go!” Longtail spat. “Do you think you’re a better messenger than me because you’re older?” 

 

But Yellowfang had no time for quarrels. “The Clan will need protecting while Fireheart is gone!” she
hissed at Longtail, flattening her ears. “Isn’t that duty important enough for you? Now, where is
Tigerclaw?”

 

“Beside the burned ash tree that overhangs the Thunderpath,” Longtail replied sulkily.

 

“Right,” Yellowfang growled. “Go now, Fireheart! Quickly!”

 

As Fireheart sped away across the clearing, Cinderpaw sprinted after him. “Fireheart,

wait!”

 

“Go back to your den, Cinderpaw,” he meowed over his shoulder without slowing down.

 

“But I could go and give Tigerclaw the message while you get the catnip!”

 

Fireheart stopped in his tracks and turned to face his young apprentice. “Cinderpaw, if there are any
ShadowClan warriors around, you need to stay in camp.” Cinderpaw felt her heart plummet, and she
knew she must look crushed. 



 

“Go back to your den,” he growled. Without waiting to see her reaction, he turned and charged out of
the camp. Cinderpaw stared after him, ears flat. She glanced around camp. Creekflower had returned
to the nursery, hushing her young kits. Yellowfang had rejoined Spottedleaf and Frostfur in Bluestar’s
den, while Longtail was pacing in a circle, agitated. She began to back away to the dirtplace, holding
her breath and keeping her eyes fixed on the pale tabby warrior until she reached the dirtplace
entrance. She immediately spun around and dove through - then crashed right into some blue fur.

 

“Pah!” she spat, righting herself as she quickly saw who she ran into.

 

It was Cricketheart.

 

“Cinderpaw?” the new warrior blinked, before narrowing her eyes. “Aren’t you supposed to be in
camp? I could hear what was going on in camp thanks to all that yelling.” Cinderpaw was breathing
hard, and decided to throw caution to the wind - she could trust Cricketheart, couldn’t she?

 

“I have to meet Tigerclaw!” she protested. “ShadowClan is hunting on our turf!”

 

Cricketheart gazed at her for a moment before poking her head through the dirtplace entrance.
Cinderpaw’s gray fur bristled as she second-guessed her decision to tell the older she-cat for a split-
second - before the blue warrior hissed, “This way!”

 

Cinderpaw pricked her ears, and pelted after Cricketheart as they slipped out of the back of the
dirtplace. “He’s at the Thunderpath!” she called, and Cricketheart nodded, tail flicking as they rushed
through the forest. Cinderpaw panted as she tailed after Cricketheart. The she-cat was slower, but she
knew the way to the Thunderpath better than Cinderpaw.

 

As they reached the hard, dark path, Cinderpaw stuttered to a halt, instinctively wary of the
Thunderpath of which many cautionary nursery tales had been told to her.

 

“Where’s Tigerclaw?” Cricketheart wondered as they padded forward. Cinderpaw spied the old
twisted tree nearby.

 

“He’s supposed to be here,” Cinderpaw meowed, glancing around as they padded even farther
forward. The Thunderpath loomed between the trees as they reached closer.



 

“Tigerclaw?”

 

“Tigerclaw! We have news!”

 

“Perhaps he went over to ShadowClan himself,” Cricketheart meowed. Then, to Cinderpaw’s
surprise, she darted forward, straight onto the Thunderpath, as though it was merely another part of
the forest. Cinderpaw startled, but quickly followed after the confident warrior.

 

But as her paws stepped upon the hard, rough surface of the Thunderpath, a sudden rumbling reached
her, making her body shake. Her fur bristled immediately, her skin itching as her breathing hitched. A
loud roaring reached her ears as a bright, yellow light washed over Cricketheart’s blue fur, making her
almost seem green.

 

As Cinderpaw opened her mouth in an air-splitting screech, abruptly attempting to turn around, the
silver face of a growling monster flashed in front of her. For a moment, her heart felt as though it was
going to burst out of her chest in primal terror, and then she felt -

 

She felt nothing.

 

 

She snuggled deeper into her housefolk’s lap, purring happily. She finally had a home! And not just
one housefolk, but two! She purred harder as the female housefolk gently petted her.

 

Cody and her housefolk were in the ‘big gray beast’ that they had ‘driven’ to the ‘den of many cages.’
Cody hadn’t figured out exactly what place that was, but it was full of other cats yowling all day and
night. She rolled onto her back, purring as the female scratched behind her ear. It was blissful, and she
closed her eyes in glee.

 

Then the female suddenly screamed, making Cody bolt upright, fur pricked and ears flat as her body
shook - the gray beast was swerving and screeching before a loud, audible ‘THUD’ was heard. She
whimpered and jumped off the female’s lap, and instantly regretted it as she was tossed around, the
gray beast shaking underneath her paws. She yowled in fear as the beast came to an abrupt stop and
the female frantically opened the side of the beast.



 

Cody leaped out, fur fluffed and breathing heavily. What had happened? Why did the gray beast
scream? The female had stepped out, but was frozen at the side of the beast. Cody saw her yowling
loudly at the male and fearfully backed away, wishing that her mom and siblings were with her.

 

The tabby shook out her fur, and on the big, hard black stone she saw two cats lying on the ground.
Cody panicked and ran over to them, hoping for the other cats to tell her what was wrong. She saw
the smaller gray one twitching, and silently hoped she and the other blue-furred kitty were alright.
The gray cat’s back leg didn’t look right, mangled, while the other was completely still, head slightly
twisted in a way that must be uncomfortable, and her hind-area seemed unnaturally flattened, dark
liquid pooling from her underneath flank and tail.

 

The young kit shook, tensing fearfully as the stench of blood hit her nose. She’d never smelt it so
strongly before! She backed away, shaking with horror, before she turned and bolted into the bushes,
squealing as burrs stuck to her fur. They pricked at her fur and the thickness of the bush made her trip,
landing on her muzzle painfully.

 

Distantly, she heard her housefolk calling for her, but she was too scared to go to them. She had no
idea what was happening! She trembled as she recalled the blue-furred cat’s still body and
whimpered.

 

She froze as a big dark tabby tom emerged from the forest and she held back a squeak of fear. He
looked scary! The tom stalked towards the hard surface, looking triumphant for some reason, before
he paused, staring at the black surface. A rustle alerted Cody to another cat’s presence, and a flame-
colored tom exploded from the bushes. She watched with bated breath as he approached the dark
tabby, meowing something she couldn’t hear, before he pelted to the surface’s edge. Cody struggled a
bit in the bushes, fearful that the scary tom would hear her, but to her relief he was too busy staring at
the two cats still lying on the surface. She crept closer and poked her head out of the bushes, ears
pricked as she warily watched the two toms.

 

Her housefolk were gone, as was the big gray beast. Cody breathed a sigh of relief. They wouldn’t be
able to hurt those two poor cats again! She peered at the younger of the two toms. Tentatively, the tom
stretched his head forward and sniffed the gray she-cat’s flank. Her hind leg was still twisted and
glistening with blood. The red tom was trembling so much, it looked like he could hardly stand! He
must be close to the gray cat. Cody then tensed as the gray cat’s side moved. She was still breathing!
The tom looked up at the dark tabby before stepping over to the blue-furred cat.

 

She was still lying unmoving.

 



“Cricketheart?” the red tom meowed softly. Cody tilted her head. Cricketheart? She wondered. Is that
her name? She shuffled closer as the dark tabby spoke. That’s a strange name…

 

“She’s dead.” he growled, leaning down to sniff Cricketheart’s blue fur. The red tom blinked, looking
stupefied, before he also sniffed Cricketheart’s fur. His tail drooped, and Cody felt her heart pang with
guilt. It was her housefolk who killed Cricketheart! How could they? She frantically looked over at
the gray she-cat, still breathing, but it was erratic.

 

“Cinderpaw, however,” the dark tabby growled. “Is still alive.” He fixed his amber stare on the dark
red tom. “What were they doing here?”

 

“They came to find you,” the red tom whispered.

 

“You mean you sent them here?”

 

The younger tom’s eyes widened with surprise, looking vaguely offended. 

 

“I told Cinderpaw to stay in camp!” he protested. “She and Cricketheart must have come by
themselves.” 

 

The dark tabby snorted. “We must get them home.” He bent down with his mouth open, reaching for
the small, crumpled body, but the red tom dipped his head and picked up the young she-cat by the
scruff of her neck before he could touch her. He began to drag Cinderpaw into the woods as gently as
he could, her body hanging limply between his front paws. They moved slowly by Cody’s bush, and
the tabby kit held back a sob at Cinderpaw’s limp form.

 

A black tabby came bounding up to them. “I’ve checked Snakerocks again, Tigerclaw. There’s no
sign of Shadow-” He broke off when he saw Cinderpaw dangling from the red tom’s mouth.
“Fireheart? What’s happened?”

 

The red tom, Fireheart, didn’t respond nor wait to hear Tigerclaw’s - the scary dark tabby, Cody
assumed - answer. He stumbled away through the trees with his precious burden. Her body was
damaged and bleeding and she made no sound as she dangled from his jaws. Her hind paws scored a
shallow trail through the leaves as, carefully, Fireheart carried her home.

 



Cody watched as the black tabby came up to Tigerclaw’s side, gapping at Cricketheart’s dead body,
before moving to gently drag her off the hard surface. The dark tabby tugged at her scruff, and her
front half surged upwards with her, but her flattened hindquarters stuck to the hard surface. The
striped tabby named Tigerclaw dug his claws underneath her legs and yanked until her body moved.
The dark tabby, holding onto her scruff, struggled to carry her at first, the dead she-cat’s weight - her
deadweight , Cody numbly thought - was more than Cinderpaw’s, but the tabby managed to drag her
off the surface. Tigerclaw stared hard at the she-cat, amber eyes carefully blank, before he gave the
tabby a sharp nod and took Cricketheart’s weight onto his back.

 

“Let’s get back to camp, Darkstripe,” he growled. “Bluestar will want to hear this.” The black tabby,
Darkstripe, dipped his head before padding after the dark tabby. Cody watched them leave, still
shaking, before she cautiously stepped out of the bushes, wincing as her fur snagged against the
thickets.

 

Should she leave? Go find another housefolk? But what if they were the same as her old ones? What
if they hurt a cat? She stared after the two big forest cats, and decided to follow them. Maybe they
could help her?

 

They moved far quicker than her, despite the weight they carried, and Cody panted as she sped up her
tiny legs to keep after him. The forest was full of weeds and roots and bracken that tangled
underneath her paws, nothing like the smooth, shiny floor of the cage she had lived in for most of her
kithood.

 

Her legs ached as she made it to a large dip in the ground, with rocks attached to the big drop. She
swallowed, before carefully lowering herself down the rocks, jumping from surface to surface, and
breathed out a sigh of relief when her paws touched stable ground. She cautiously wiggled through
the brambles, wincing as she felt some stab into her fur, before she peeked out into a large, open area.

 

There were so many cats!

 

And they were all staring with horror at Cricketheart’s inert body as Cinderpaw was taken to a hole in
the wall, where a big, scary gray she-cat with matted fur was looking over the younger cat. A brown
tom was hovering over Cricketheart’s body, breathing heavily, while a white tom was staring at her
body, blue eyes wide with horror. An elderly she-cat with a red tail was staring down at the body with
shock.

 

A loud wail echoed from nearby the hole in the thicket walls as a pretty white she-cat with blue eyes
paced in front of the dark gray she-cat tending to the motionless Cinderpaw. “My baby’s dead!”

 



“She’s not dead yet,” the dark gray she-cat snapped. “Stop crowdin’ me!” The dark gray she-cat
ducked into her den and then reappeared with a strange green bundle. The white she-cat did not leave,
placing herself directly beside Cinderpaw.

 

“How could this have happened?” another small, light gray she-cat meowed as she stared at the
awkwardly angled blue-gray she-cat, dead on the ground. Another golden and gray dappled she-cat
padded up and pressed against the orange-tailed she-cat.

 

“Is she really dead?” the young white tom lying beside Cricketheart and the mourning brown tabby
tom questioned, staring down at the body as thought numb.

 

The old gray she-cat with the colored tail wailed loudly, so loud Cody almost missed it when a pretty
brown she-cat gasped and exclaimed:

 

“Who’s that?”

 

Cody squeaked as the whole group of cats turned their attention to her, looking startled. Some of them
hissed, others gasped and blinked, bewildered. Cody stumbled backwards, heart beating. But surely
these cats wouldn’t hurt her! They were the same species after all. She shook as she crept out of her
hiding place, before yowling hysterically, “I’m sorry! My- my housefolk hit them with their big gray
beast, and- and they left me behind and now I don’t know where they are but I don’t wanna go back to
them, they killed her and hurt her!” Her meow became a sob. 

 

The big black-striped brown tom from earlier, Tigerclaw’s lip curled, glaring down at her with open
disgust. “A kittypet kit!” he spat. “Get out of our camp, you runt!” Cody reared back at his harsh
words, ears flattening against her head, before the red tom, Fireheart, Cody recalled, whirled around
and hissed in the tom’s face.

 

“She’s a kit!” He lashed his tail as the two toms balefully glared at each other. “She’s just seen
something traumatic, and is distressed! She looks only a little older than Creeklfower’s kits! We can’t
just toss her to the owls and badgers!” Tigerclaw sneered at Fireheart, and Cody got the idea that
those two didn’t like each other.

 

“She can go back to her kittypet kin!” Longtail snapped, glowering at Fireheart and then the brown
tabby she-cat with a white chest and paws. “We’ve got enough muddled blood in camp already!”

 



“Don’t you dare insult my kits!” the brown tabby hissed.

 

Cody trembled, breathing rapidly as the forest cats erupted into snarls and hisses. Scared, she turned
and stumbled towards the cliff she’d had to climb down. She stared up- it seemed taller now that she
was at the bottom.

 

“Wait!” Cody turned as the brown tabby darted towards her, eyes wide. “It’s dangerous out there.
Come, stay in camp!”

 

“B–But they hate me!” she squeaked. “I-I shoulda just-t stayed with my housefolk! E-even if they did
hurt those kitties.”

 

“They’re just… A clanmate has died and another is close,” the brown tabby meowed. “And then a
little kit appears. They’re confused and upset.”

 

Cody sniffled but nodded, quaking as she turned to the kind she-cat. The she-cat grabbed her scruff
and took her back to camp, gently setting her on the ground. The ginger tom, Fireheart, blinked
warmly at them, and the light gray she-cat padded close too, smiling nicely. Cody felt a little better,
but then the powerful Tigerclaw hissed once more.

 

“We don’t need another mouth to feed, another kittypet to pamper,” he spat. But, as he stepped
forward with his long, scary claws unsheathed, a pretty tortoiseshell appeared from a lichen-covered
den above a pile of rocks.

 

She meowed, loudly, pausing Tigerclaw in his tracks, “Bluestar is still unwell.” She gazed softly at
Cody, and Cody decided she liked this pretty cat. “She was awake a little bit ago, and she gave her
blessing for this kit to stay with us for now. After all,” she threw Tigerclaw a hard glare, “the warrior
code says we must never abandon a kit - no matter where they came from.” The dark tabby growled
lowly, but conceded, stepping away from the brown tabby and Cody. The pretty tortoiseshell padded
over to Cody and gently touched noses with her. Cody felt relieved.

 

“Come on,” she meowed gently. “My daughter, Creekflower,” she nodded to the brown she-cat, “has
some kits that are around your age.” Cody perked up slightly, feeling eager to meet them. At the place
of many cages, she didn’t get to play with any other kits, even though she could hear them. She
padded tiredly after the pretty cat to a place that smelled of milk. A nursery?

 



Inside were many cats, older and younger than Cody. A gray speckled cat was curled protectively
around three kits, and a couple of them mewled before coughing. A golden she-cat slept peacefully
with her tail laying over her two teeny tiny kits. A pale golden tabby she-cat shot Cody a cold look
before nuzzling her one white kit. Two cats who seemed young, but not kit-young, huddled in a nest
together. The golden-brown tom stared at Cody with wide eyes, but the ginger tabby and white she-
cat blinked curiously.

 

Creekflower settled into her nest with her two sleeping kits beside her. One was a fluffy white tom
and the other a brown tabby. At the pretty tortoiseshell cat’s nod, Cody tentatively padded forward
and meowed a quiet hello. Creekflower raised her head, blinking in welcome.

 

“Here, you can sleep with Cloudkit and Lizardkit if you'd like,” the brown queen meowed softly. “I’ll
introduce you when they wake up.” Cody purred gratefully, curling up beside the two other kits,
feeling exhausted. The smell of milk, even though she had weaned off of it, comforted her, and
Cody’s eyes fluttered shut before she drifted off to sleep.

Chapter End Notes

Lolling: if ur like "where the heck did Cody come from???" she's there because we love her and
also bcus i believe it used to be a rumor/headcanon way back when that it was Cody's housefolk
who hit Cinderpaw (as well as her housefolk being vets?). not sure why, but its cool lol



Frostfur Delivers Her Verdict

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

“She’s hurt very badly,” Yellowfang meowed, her eyes dark with concern as she sniffed Cinderpaw’s
injury. “But I think I might be able to save her.” It was a tiny hope, like a single sparkling dewdrop
clinging to her pelt. Frostfur felt it glisten for a moment before Yellowfang went on: “I can’t promise
anything.”

 

“But you have to fix her leg!” Frostfur wailed, trembling. “What if- what if-” She gasped, unable to
think of the horrible possibilities happening to her precious kit, whom lay curled, lifeless, except for
the slow rise of her chest, between her and Yellowfang.

 

“I’ll do my best,” Yellowfang promised. “So will Spottedleaf.”

 

Frostfur hissed, her claws curling into the ground below. Spottedleaf! It wasn’t that Frostfur didn’t
think she was a good healer- but was she blessed by StarClan to save her baby? It was no secret that
Spottedleaf and her family were wrapped in misfortune, full of liars, cowards, traitors, and kittypet-
lovers. A family like that, well… It was improper. It was clear, to Frostfur, that StarClan above held a
grudge towards the code-breaking medicine cat.

 

And what if, because of that, Spottedleaf’s touch would only hurt young Cinderpaw? Taint her with
her foul curse that StarClan has rightfully given her?

 

“Don’t let that wrench touch my kit!” Frostfur exploded, white fur bristling. What had ThunderClan
come to, that Frostfur would rather a former ShadowClan cat tend to her kit than her own clanmate?
But Yellowfang had never upset StarClan. She had been a true and honest medicine cat, sticking to the
code like a good cat should. “If she even looks at my kit and upsets her-”

 

“Frostfur!” Yellowfang interrupted, glaring at her. Then, she took a deep breath, closing her eyes
before opening them. “Your yelling will upset Cinderpaw. Go; I will fetch you when she’s better.”

 

“But-”
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“Do you want me to save her life or not?” Yellowfang snapped. Frostfur shrunk backwards, closing
her mouth. Huffing, she turned and walked out of the medicine den, but not before she nearly crashed
into a certain ginger tom walking in. Fireheart blinked at her, politely ducking his head, but Frostfur
snarled at the sight of his face. He looked a lot like his mother.

 

“You never should have been Cinderpaw’s mentor!” Frostfur yelled, watching in glee as the tom at
least had the decency to wince, staring at Frostfur with wide, guilty eyes. Frostfur stormed past him,
roughly shoving him to the side. How dare he? How dare he!

 

Fireheart was just like his siblings! A traitor! Her heart burned as she thought of Bluestar’s favorite
little apprentice. She thought, out of all of his siblings, he was the one who could amend for his
mother’s mistakes. But, instead, he got her precious, sweet little daughter killed!

 

What if he got Lionheart killed too? she thought, heart yearning for her beloved, noble, handsome
mate. He and his ShadowClan-traitor brother? Her claws briefly slid out at the thought. She had
always pondered the idea that they had played a part in Lionheart’s death, unintentional or not, but,
now, the idea only seemed more solidified.

 

Death and misfortune follows them wherever they go!

 

And now Fireheart was with her daughter in the medicine den. What if just his presence decreased her
chances of survival? Would StarClan really be so cruel to her?

 

Tensed, Frostfur waited at the entrance of the medicine cat den, pricking her ears. She could hear
Yellowfang speaking.

 

“Bluestar is very sick and I can do no more for her. StarClan must decide her fate now.” Yellowfang
paused before Frostfur heard her speak to Fireheart again, her voice gentle. “Go and sit with
Bluestar,” Yellowfang meowed. “She was asking for you earlier. I will take care of Cinderpaw.”

 

Frostfur’s white fur prickled. Why did Bluestar ask for Fireheart, and not her? She was just as
important to Bluestar as him! Bluestar had been her mentor, and Frostfur had been her first apprentice.
In fact, Frostfur was sure she had gotten her warrior suffix in honor of Blusestar’s!

 

As Fireheart pushed his way through the fern tunnel, Frostfur quickly turned around, her tail tip
twitching in barely concealed anger. Fireheart passed her slowly, bowing his head with sadness in his



eyes. Frostfur growled, lips twitching to bare her teeth at him, but he walked passed, towards
Bluestar’s den, without responding. She saw him hesitate as his gaze landed on Tigerclaw nearby. The
deputy was near the crowd surrounding Cricketheart’s body.

 

Fireheart continued towards Bluestar’s den, where Longtail was sitting on guard outside. Longtail
glanced sideways at the ginger tom but didn’t try to stop Fireheart as the older warrior pushed through
the lichen. After a moment, Goldenflower slipped out of the den, padding towards the nursery.
Frostfur’s heart burned as she padded forward, staring at her leader’s den. She felt she had the right to
enter, to barge in and force Fireheart away from her sickly, possibly-dying former mentor.

 

But the fear of Bluestar being angry at her stopped her in her tracks. Bluestar always defended
Spottedleaf and her kits. Frostfur’s ears felt hot as she recalled how Bluestar had berated her for being
upset at Airleap unfairly becoming a warrior despite not passing his assessment.

 

Why does she like them more than me? her heart whined, feeling upset at Bluestar’s dismissal of her
opinions. Doesn’t she know StarClan has forsaken them? StarClan could never respect code-breakers
and half-bloods and kittypet-lovers like them.

 

“How could this happen?” The wail tore Frostfur’s attention towards the cats gathered around
Cricketheart. Runningwind was trembling, gasping for breath as he stared down, horrified, at his
daughter. He paced briefly before settling down beside Feathercloud, burying his muzzle into
Cricketheart’s blue-furred shoulder. Feathercloud stared down at his sister numbly. Frostfur wondered
if the poor young tom even knew what happened, considering he couldn’t hear anything. She was
surprised he had even become a warrior- it must be because of Bluestar’s pity again.

 

Rosetail and Dappletail were pressed against each other, with One-eye resting her tail on Dappletail’s
shoulder. Frostfur’s heart ached for the elders. They didn’t deserve this sorrow. But they shouldn’t
have gotten so attached to a she-cat like Cricketheart, who was born to a family of misery. After all,
who thought having two toms as fathers would result in well-raised kits? Kits needed their mother,
and Dappletail had retired when the kits were weaned, letting Redtail take her place in the nursery.

 

It was a shame to see the peppy apprentice lifeless. Frostfur would have thought it would be her deaf
brother.

 

And what if my sweet little Cinderpaw dies too? Frostfur clenched her eyes and took a deep breath.
She opened them when a timid voice reached her ears.

 



“Mama?” came the soft voice of wide-eyed Thornkit as he padded towards her, Brightkit on his tail.
They may still be kits by name, but they were as tall as her. She had always been a smaller than
average cat, and it seemed Thornkit had inherited his father’s size and bulk, while the rest of his
siblings landed somewhere in-between. “Is Cinderpaw gonna be okay?” He lowered his voice, casting
a glance towards Tigerclaw who was speaking in low murmurs with Darkstripe. “Did… Did the
ShadowClan cats get her…?”

 

“No,” she answered, reaching out and pulling her lovely kit closer. She licked the top of his forehead,
fluffing out the tuft on his head so that he might look more like Lionheart. “No,” she repeated her
voice cracking as she blinked away her grief and glanced back at the medicine den. “It… It wasn’t
ShadowClan’s fault. It was Fireheart’s.”

 

Thornkit stared up at her with owly eyes. Brightkit gasped beside him. “Fireheart?” she squeaked.

 

“Yes,” Frostfur meowed, tightening his paw around Thornkit’s shoulders. “Oh, it’s just awful!” She
pressed her nose against Thornkit’s head comfortingly. “If he had been a better mentor, if he had
stopped her from leaving camp, taught her not to be so- so reckless! …Maybe she wouldn’t have run
out on that Thunderpath.” Fury made her tremble, jaw locking. She stared deep into Thornkit and
Brightkit’s eyes both. “Listen to me,” she said. “You must promise me to stay away from that
accursed family, okay? StarClan has forsaken them and anyone they associate with. They’re trouble.
Born of lies and deceit.”

 

“But- but-” Brightkit protested, tail twitching in uncertainty. “Spottedleaf’s so nice! She gave me
those herbs that stopped my stomach from hurting.”

 

“She’s a nice cat,” Frostfur agreed. “But she’s ruined her own life, and now she’s ruining others, even
if she doesn’t mean to. I remember when we were both just apprentices together. She was sweet then
too, but she… Well, there was always something wrong with her. She spent too much time with
Thistlest- ah, Thistleclaw, at the time. It was no wonder he became infatuated with her. Just… stay
away from her, and her family, can you promise me that?”

 

Thornkit slowly nodded, his body stiff, but Brightkit gazed at her paws, shuffling. “Are they really
that bad…?”

 

“I’ve told you about their family,” Frostfur affirmed quietly. “They’re disloyal to ThunderClan. It runs
in their blood.”

 



“I promise,” Brightkit whispered softly, slowly looking up and blinking her bright sky-blue eyes at
Frostfur.

 

“Oh, thank you,” Frostfur breathed in relief, moving over and pulling Brightkit close to her, nuzzling
her cheek. “Maybe then you won’t end up like Cinderpaw.” Brightkit nodded numbly.

 

Frostfur stayed with her kits until the rustling of lichen alerted her to movement from Bluestar’s den.
Her gaze snapped to Highrock, watching as Bluestar padded forth from the den, her nose still crusted
with snot, her fur dusty and unkempt, and her eyes dull. She leaned on Fireheart for support, and a
bubble of hot emotions burst inside Frostfur, making her squirm as she glared at the cursed tom.

 

He’s to blame for my poor, poor Cinderpaw!

 

Bluestar paused for a moment, eyes flitting over her clan, before she nodded to Fireheart. The tom
stepped away, bowing his head respectfully, while Bluestar raised hers as she addressed the clan.

 

“We have faced a tragedy today,” she rasped out, breath heavy. “We must pray to StarClan for
Cinderpaw to recover, and mourn Cricketheart for her tragic death. She shall join the ranks of
StarClan younger than most, but as a proud warrior of ThunderClan. She served her clan well.”

 

Served her clan well! Frostfur thought angrily, but she kept her mouth shut as she waited for Bluestar
to continue. She barely served her clan at all, going off to save Creekflower and her half-blooded kits!
All they do is take away prey for my kits, and Brindleface’s too! She couldn’t understand why her
sister was friends with the brown tabby she-cat now. After all, Elderkit was practically half-dead in
the medicine den, and Frostfur was sure it was because Brindleface spent too much time nursing
Creekflower’s kits for her, or vice versa!

 

That must be why Mistlekit’s sick too, Frostfur thought, thinking of her friend Speckletail’s young dark
tabby kit, who had barely even opened her eyes. Brindleface nursed her and Snowkit once when
Speckletail was out. She must have nursed Creekflower’s kits at the same time too!

 

Creekflower’s kits were half-kittypet, half-cursed. Of course they were more prone to illness than
pure, warrior-blooded kits like Brindleface’s and Speckletail’s. And now they’d passed their illness
onto their kits! They were a threat to the clan’s future; how could the others not see that?

 



“Those who would like to speak in honor of Cricketheart may do so.” Bluestar bowed her head to the
cats gathered around Cricketheart’s dead body. Spottedleaf was placing lavenders and mint leaves
around her, as well as grooming her with her paw as best she could. But nothing could hide the
hideousness of Cricketheart’s deformed body, twisted and mangled. She looked like prey flattened on
the Thunderpath, something no one would ever spare a second glance at.

 

Frostfur spotted Brackenpaw lurking behind Feathercloud, his head dipped mournfully towards his
deceased denmate, and frowned. She would have to speak to her son about being friends with
Feathercloud.

 

Rosetail slowly raised her head, grief making her legs briefly quake. “She was a brilliant apprentice,”
she began. “The best I’d ever had. She was loud and playful and spirited, and I wouldn’t ask for
anything different of her. She… she had a bright future ahead of her.” She sat back down, pressing her
nose to Dappletail’s, who blinked as she stared down solemnly at Cricketheart.

 

Runningwind shakily rose next. “I…” he said before stopping, mouth hanging open as he stared at his
daughter’s body. He closed it and then swallowed. “She-... I remember when she was just a kit,
always bounding around my and Redtail’s paws… She was so curious and eager and… She really lit
up our lives. Even… even after Redtail’s death, she remained so happy, a beacon of light amid the
darkness. And now…” He bowed his head. “I can’t imagine life without her happy smile… May she
rest peacefully in StarClan.”

 

Feathercloud glanced up, finally, and he slowly raised his paw to his heart. “She was my best friend,”
he said hoarsely aloud. Frostfur was surprised at how clearly he had spoken.

 

The thick-furred form of Graystripe padded up to Cricketheart’s body, stepping between Feathercloud
and Brackenpaw. He blinked at Cricketheart’s mangled corpse, as though seeing it for the first time.
“She was always up for anything,” Graystripe meowed. “I never had a better adventure than with her.
I’ll honor her spirit forever.”

 

A silence washed over the clan as they all bowed their heads for Cricketheart. Frostfur frowned,
pulling Thornkit and Brightkit closer to her, wrapping her tail around Brightkit and resting her head
on Thornkit. Her gaze locked on Brackenpaw as her son closed his eyes, dipping his head low.

 

Frostfur found herself unable to mourn for young Cricketheart. After all, her baby was in the
medicine den with a twisted, flattened leg, and nobody seemed to care about her. So why should she
care about their kit? Her kit had a chance to live! That was more important!

 



As the vigil went on, the night growing darker and snowflakes beginning to flit from the sky, her eyes
flew to Fireheart as the tom moved away from his sister, Creekflower. Her two little kits sat at her
paws, eyes blinking in confusion as they stared at the mourning cats. Fireheart padded towards the
medicine cat den, paws crunching through the thin layer of snow that had formed. Frostfur’s pelt
prickled, eyes narrowed as she stood up.

 

She nudged Thornkit’s head. “Go to Speckletail,” she whispered. Thornkit blinked up at her but
nodded obediently as he stood and trotted over to the old nursery queen, who sat in front of the
nursery, watching the vigil silently. Brightkit followed after her brother. Frostfur watched until they
made it safely to Speckletail, then slinked over to the medicine cat den. She angled her head to peer
into the fern tunnel leading inside, and saw the back of Fireheart.

 

“Yellowfang,” the tom called.

 

“Hush!” Frostfur could hear the sound of a bracken nest moving as Yellowfang spat quietly. “She’s
sleeping at last. She’s had a hard night. I couldn’t give her poppy seeds to ease the pain until she’d
recovered from the shock.”

 

“But she’s going to live?” Fireheart questioned.

 

“I can’t be for sure for a few days. She’s hurt inside, and one of her hind legs is badly broken.”
Frostfur’s body trembled at Yellowfang’s words, her jaw clutching painfully.

 

Her baby. Her sweet, sweet little kit. Her precious darling. She couldn’t bare to hear what had become
of Cinderpaw.

 

“But it’ll mend, won’t it?” Fireheart pleaded. “She’ll be training again by newleaf?” Frostfur curled
her lip. Was all Fireheart worried about whether or not he’d still have an apprentice?

 

There was a short quiet before Yellowfang answered, “Fireheart, whatever happens, Cinderpaw will
never be a warrior now.”

 

Frostfur’s head spun. She felt dizzy from the long, exhausting day of staring at Cinderpaw’s limp
body and watching Fireheart’s every move. This devastating news sapped the last of her hope.
Cinderpaw was her beloved daughter! Memories of her naming ceremony pricked like cruel thorns in
Frostfur’s side- Cinderpaw had been so excited, even if she had gotten a less than optional mentor.



 

“Does Frostfur know?” came Fireheart’s croaky mew. Frostfur’s fur bristled, her lip curling as her
body trembled. She wanted to scream, but she held her tongue. Alerting them to her presence would
only mean she couldn’t hear more of their conversation.

 

“...No. She left before dawn. She’s back in the nursery now; there are other kits to tend to. I’ll ask one
of the elders to sit with Cinderpaw. She needs to be kept warm.”

 

“I can do that.” Fireheart moved away, towards Cinderpaw, who lay around the corner, letting Frostfur
see the wall of the medicine cat den instead. Frostfur felt rage worm fiercely inside her belly. That
was her kit! He needed to stay away from her! Her claws dug into the ground as she thought about
leaping forth and ripping Fireheart away from her baby. She remembered when she had to chase his
friend- her own little brother- Ravenpaw away from her kits once. He had been a danger, twisted by
Graystripe and Feathercloud’s friendship, and sharing secrets as ShadowClan’s spy, as Tigerclaw had
told her.

 

Will my babies ever be safe? she thought, horrified. Or will danger always lurk around every corner?
Perhaps she never should have let Cinderpaw and Brackenpaw become apprentices.

 

“You need to get some sleep,” Yellowfang rasped. “Leave Cinderpaw to me.” But Fireheart didn’t
move. Instead, he said something that made Frostfur’s breath catch.

 

“Bluestar lost another life,” he blurted. Yellowfang was silent, and Frostfur prayed they hadn’t heard
her gasp. “You know, don’t you?” Fireheart murmured.

 

“That this is Bluestar’s final life? Yes, I know. A medicine cat can tell these things,” Yellowfang
answered. 

 

“Will the rest of the Clan be able to tell as well?” Fireheart asked.

 

“No. She will be no weaker in this life than she was in any of her others. Now,” Yellowfang ordered,
“do you want some poppy seeds to help you sleep?” Frostfur could see a flicker of Fireheart’s ginger
ear as he shook his head.

 



“I’ve got to go see Cricketheart off once more,” he meowed, and Frostfur scrambled away from the
entrance as she saw him start to approach. Her heart beat rapidly, and, for a moment, her body
instinctively tried to act casual, to lick her paw and wipe it over her ear.

 

Then she remembered everything she heard.

 

Everything Fireheart had done.

 

Everything her precious Cinderpaw was suffering through.

 

Because of him.

 

It’s all because of her.

 

As Fireheart padded out of the den, gaze downcast and tail dragging, Frostfur exploded.

 

“ You! ” she screeched. Fireheart startled, blinking like a kit caught in the fresh-kill pile. Her lips
pulled back to bare her shining fangs, and her claws dug into the ground to keep her from lunging at
him while her tail lashed furiously behind her. “You filthy, cursed, born of lies traitor! ”

 

“Wh-what?” Fireheart stuttered out, taking a step back.

 

“Don’t play naive!” she spat. “Stay away from my daughter! I won’t let you destroy her life anymore
than you already have.”

 

“I-” Fireheart began.

 

“You’re cursed,” Frostfur declared loudly, raising her head and glaring out at the crowd as her
clanmates stared at them. Rosetail and Dappletail had already begun lifting up Cricketheart, but had
paused at Frostfur’s outburst.

 



Good, Frostfur thought. They need to know what has become of ThunderClan!

 

“I’m not cursed,” Fireheart protested weakly, shrinking away as he stared in puzzlement at her.

 

“Oh, you’re not, are you?” Frostfur growled, and she stalked to the left, then to the right, prowling as
though she was going to leap at him. From behind, Yellowfang slipped from the medicine cat,
scowling.

 

“Be quiet!” the grizzly she-cat snapped. “You’ll disturb-”

 

“No!” Frostfur howled. She whipped around and stuck her face right in front of Fireheart’s. “Not until
this disgrace of a ThunderClan warrior learns to stay away from my kit and my family! He’s cursed!”
she declared once more. She turned to the clan again, not sure if she was glad or relieved that Bluestar
was nowhere to be seen. “No- she’s cursed!” She pointed at Spottedleaf, who sat daintily yet stunned
beside Cricketheart’s body. “This is all her fault!”

 

Panting for breath as her rage made her tremble, she continued, “If she never had those kits, none of
this would have happened. Lionheart would still be alive. Cinderpaw wouldn’t be crippled. Even
Cricketheart would be alive!”

 

Brindleface stepped forward, having come out of the nursery at the commotion. Her eyes shone with
emotion as she stared at her sister. “Frostfur,” she spoke softly, “what are you talking about? This
wasn’t anybody’s fault. Except the Twolegs and their monster.” From behind her, the small face of a
brown tabby kit poked out, a pink collar around her neck.

 

“Look at that!” Frostfur called, gesturing to the little kit behind Brindleface. “We wouldn’t have to
care for that kittypet if it weren’t for Creekflower !” She sucked in a deep breath, glaring at the
beautiful brown tabby and white she-cat, who stared stunned at her. “Can’t you see that all of
Spottedleaf’s kits are cursed? StarClan has forsaken her for her actions! A medicine cat should never
take a mate, should never have kits, and yet she broke both rules and we allowed her to! And now
StarClan has seen it fit to punish us!”

 

“StarClan’s got nothin’ to do with curses,” Yellowfang hissed, but her voice was quiet, a sort of
broken sound that Frostfur wouldn’t expect from the normally hot-tempered medicine cat.

 



“Do they?” Frostfur meowed coldly. “Then tell me why Spottedleaf’s mate, a once respected and
honorable warrior of ThunderClan, somehow turned rogue, went to RiverClan of all clans, and
became leader of our enemies!” She could see cats start to murmur. Longtail had turned sharply to
Dustpaw and whispered something in the tom’s ear, and beside them, Lynxpaw stared grimly ahead.
Swiftpaw glanced at his mentor with wide eyes.

 

“Thistlestar was no respected warrior!” Creekflower spat, leaping to her feet and bristling. “He only
convinced you all-”

 

“You dare speak ill of my mentor?” Tigerclaw suddenly snarled, standing as well. “He never would
have betrayed ThunderClan if we hadn’t cast him out!”

 

“He’s your father,” Longtail called out, eyes narrowed on Creekflower. “You would know all about
abandoning your clan. Maybe Frostfur is right, and StarClan has decided your kin isn’t welcome. And
who would disagree?” From behind him, Cherryfur gasped, staring at her brother in shock.

 

“Creekflower! The kit of a medicine cat and a RiverClan leader!” Frostfur called, feeling invigorated
by Tigerclaw and Longtail’s support. “She fell in love with a kittypet , gave birth to a kittypet’s kits,
ran away from her clan for a kittypet , and yet, when she came crawling back, we still accepted her
into the clan! Her and her kittypet kits, like we didn’t have plenty of mouths to feed! And now our
nursery is riddled with diseases; diseases her kits must have carried with them!”

 

Creekflower’s expression had fallen, her previously furiously fluffed tail dropping to the ground as
she stared, dazed, ahead. Cherryfur rushed over to her friend, while Sandstorm took a few steps away
from the brown tabby queen, her tail tip twitching as she stared with a frown.

 

“And have we all forgotten about Lightningfur?” Frostfur snarled, dragging her claws across the
ground. “Speckletail knows how disrespectful of an apprentice she was. She never had a shred of
loyalty towards ThunderClan!” She rounded on Mousefur, staring down the dusky-brown she-cat as
she sat right outside the warriors’ den. “And did she hesitate? Did she hesitate to attack you, to attack
Speckletail, to attack her own siblings, and her own clanmates?” As Mousefur gazed at the floor,
Frostfur turned to her other clanmates once more. “She, at least, had the decency to be upfront about
her disdain, her hatred, her darkness that she was born with.

 

“Unlike Airleap and Copperleaf!” the white-furred queen spat, pacing around her clanmates now. “I
was Airleap’s mentor! I remember how much of a coward he was. He didn’t deserve to be made a
warrior!”

 



“You weren’t his only mentor!” the retired warrior Halftail snapped, stepping forward as he glared at
her. “He was nervous, and he’d just lost two mentors!”

 

“And his first mentor got killed by his father!” Frostfur argued. “Do you really believe it’s only mere
coincidence that so much misfortune could occur to one cat- no, one entire family ? That it’s just
normal?”

 

“It’s not,” Dustpaw raised his voice in agreement. “It’s not normal!” He glared enviously at
Feathercloud. The deaf tom wasn’t even paying attention, staring at his sister and pressed against his
father’s side.

 

“No, it’s not,” Frostfur repeated, raising her tail proudly as other cats meowed their agreement. She
wasn’t alone. Other cats understood what a bane Spottedleaf’s family was to the clan. “Copperleaf
never even cared for us either, just like the rest of his siblings. Running to Brokenstar , of all cats.
Having kits with a ShadowClan cat- did you all even know about that?” She gazed around, and
watched as realization dawned in some of their eyes.

 

“I thought he was weirdly protective of those apprentices,” Whitestorm murmured, tail swaying back
and forth. “But he’s not bad, Frostfur. Cursed, maybe, but he’s a good cat, and he doesn’t deserve this
slander.” Beside him, Willowpelt ducked her head, staring terrified at her paws.

 

“Please, Frostfur,” Spottedleaf finally spoke up, quietly, and with eyes so broken and horrified that
Frostfur felt bad for a moment. Spottedleaf was kind. But she brought this upon herself. If she didn’t
want this, she shouldn’t have broken the code. Then Frostfur’s mate and kit would be okay.

 

It was all her fault, and it always would be.

 

“You can hate me all you want,” Spottedleaf continued. “But please, please don’t drag my kits into
this… They’re…” Spottedleaf hesitated.

 

“Innocent?” Frostfur broke off into a harsh, quick laugh, bitter yet pleased as she glared at
Spottedleaf. “You can’t even bring yourself to say it! You know it’s true! Your family is cursed
because of what you’ve done.”

 

“It’s not her fault,” Creekflower spoke up once more, her voice weak and quiet, and her glare almost
distant. “It’s Thistlestar’s. He’s the bad one- the one who manipulated a kit into loving him. The one



who betrayed ThunderClan for RiverClan. Don’t we all know that?” She gazed sadly around at her
clanmates.

 

“Of course we do!” Cherryfur affirmed, fur fluffed as she glared at her clanmates.

 

“Thistlestar is ThunderClan’s enemy,” Sandstorm quietly agreed with a nod.

 

“He wouldn’t have to be,” Tigerclaw muttered. Beside him, Darkstripe glanced at him and shuffled
his paws, a dark frown on his face.

 

“I remember when he was a loyal and true warrior,” Smallear added in a raspy voice. “He would have
made a strong leader.”

 

“And he is,” One-eye agreed darkly. “Of RiverClan.”

 

“Why do we have to blame anyone?” came the broken, squeaky voice of Fireheart. Frostfur whipped
around to glare at him. “Why- why do either of them have to be wrong? Can’t- aren’t we all
clanmates? Isn’t that what’s important? StarClan wouldn’t… We’re loyal. StarClan wouldn’t… curse
us.”

 

Frostfur padded slowly up to him, her sharp blue eyes locked on his wide leaf-green ones. “You got
Cricketheart killed,” she said simply. “You got Cinderpaw hurt- no, more; you ruined her life. So,”
she raised her head high, “ tell me how you’re not cursed.”

 

Fireheart didn’t answer.

 

“Frostfur,” a cool voice mewed, making Frostfur tense. She turned and stared up at her leader, who
stood upon Highrock, staring down at her. Not glaring, just staring. Frostfur couldn’t tell if it was
better or worse. Her dark gray nose was caked with snot still, and her ribs showed.

 

She lost a life, Frostfur recalled. Was it because Fireheart was with her? …Did Fireheart do
something to her? A shot of panic made the fur on her spine bristle. She thought Fireheart was only
obviously causing harm- but what if he was intentionally doing so? What if he hurt Bluestar, took her



life? He knew medicine cat knowledge. Spottedleaf would blindly trust him to care for Bluestar. What
if he fed her the wrong herbs on purpose?

 

“I will not allow you to spread panic amid my clan,” Bluestar spoke firmly. “If StarClan had a
problem, they would tell us so. They wouldn’t curse kittens from birth. The idea is absurd and I’m
ashamed you’d even humor it.”

 

Her pelt felt hot with rage and embarrassment at her leader’s misguided scolding. Couldn’t she see
that Frostfur was right? Or had her attachment to Fireheart and friendship with Spottedleaf blinded
her? She stared up at her leader, her jaw clenched so tight it hurt, and she forced her claws to sheathe.

 

“The same goes for the rest of you,” Bluestar said, gazing out at her clanmates. “This was supposed to
be a vigil for a fallen warrior. But where is your respect? Instead you’ve chosen to argue amongst
yourselves and place blame where it does not belong, to cats whose lives you can only assume you
know. I am ashamed of all of you. What would the other clans think of our disunity?”

 

“I’m sorry, Bluestar,” Spottedleaf murmured, blinking sadly up at her leader.

 

“You have nothing to apologize for, Spottedleaf,” Bluestar said. “The only one who should apologize
is Frostfur, for her slander towards our medicine cat, and disrespect to a deceased warrior.”

 

“I won’t,” Frostfur said stonily, body tense as she stared up at her leader- her former mentor, her heart
beating rapidly. “I’ll- I’ll apologize for ruining Cricketheart’s vigil, though. She was an innocent
warrior who didn’t deserve this fate.” She cast a pointed glance at Fireheart. “If only someone could
have stopped her.”

 

“Frostfur,” Bluestar repeated in a low, warning growl.

 

Frostfur bowed her head. “I’m sorry, Bluestar, but… I can’t forgive them for what they’ve done to my
family. If… If Spottedleaf had never broken the code, none of this would have happened.” Without
waiting for a response, she moved towards the nursery, keeping her head low. Speckletail nodded to
her as she stopped.

 

“Brightkit, Thornkit, come along now,” Frostfur meowed silkily despite her strained voice. “I think
we all need some sleep. It’s been a scary day, hasn’t it?”



 

Brightkit and Thornkit traded looks before Thornkit dipped his head and said, “Yes, Mama.”

 

Frostfur slipped into the nursery, pausing as her eyes caught on the light shine of a silver tag, resting
upon the collar of a tiny kit. “Stay away from my kits,” she hissed at the kittypet, who squeaked and
scrambled over to the pile of gray kits. Frostfur was disgusted to see the white pelt and brown tabby
pelt amid her sister’s kits. She was tempted to rip them away from the three speckled gray kits, but,
she was tired.

 

Instead, she plopped down beside Speckletail’s nest, where a small, sleeping white tom-kit was.
Thornkit and Brightkit quickly scrambled beside her. Thornkit moved gingerly over her paws,
circling, before he laid down beside her, taking up the other half of the nest, while Brightkit laid down
off of the nest. Hopefully, Creekflower would sleep in the warriors’ den instead tonight. The nursery
was overcrowded, even with more and more sick kits spending the night in the medicine cats’ den.
Even now, she felt irritated as she felt Goldenflower’s gaze on her back. She wasn’t sure where the
golden-furred queen agreed with her or not, but she was sure she heard everything.

 

If she was smart, she’d listen to Frostfur’s warning.

 

They all would.

Chapter End Notes

Lolling: i love Frostfur sm (canon and BT vers)
also ironically i do kinda ship her and Spotted in canon/fanon/different context
also also wanna make art/animation of insane/evil/bratty Frostfur but will prob never find the
motivation to lol



Runningwind Faces The Truth

Chapter by LollingCat

Graystripe felt numb as he curled in his nest, his back pressed against a frozen Feathercloud. His eyes
stared, wide and unblinking, at the bramble wall. His clanmates around him slumbered, save for the
guards of the night, Darkstripe and Cherryfur, as well as Runningwind, who chose to sleep outside in
the cold. Tigerclaw and Fireheart were missing from the den as well, and Graystripe had no doubt
Fireheart was lingering in the medicine cat den- that is, if Frostfur hadn’t chosen to stay there instead.

 

Her words haunted him, making him shiver and shift, pressing more against Feathercloud who didn’t
budge an inch. He was Spottedleaf’s kin, through her sister Willowpelt. Not only that, but he was
Fireheart’s former apprentice and friend. Did she and his clanmates really believe he was cursed just
because of that?

 

Did Cricketheart die because she was cursed? As Redtail’s daughter, even if not by blood, would she
carry the alleged curse? His heart aches at the thought of his deceased best friend, but he shoved the
painful emotions away, not wanting to feel them.

 

Oh, Silverstream, he thought with a wistful sigh, thinking of the pretty she-cat he had begun seeing at
the border. I wish you were here… Breathing in her sweet fishy scent, feeling her soft, silky fur, her
purr rumbling against him as they laughed at the most ridiculous of things… He was never as happy
as when she was with him. She’d tell him he was a goofball for thinking he might be cursed. Cursed!
How mouse-brained. Bluestar was right; it was an absurd idea. What reason would StarClan have to
hate him? He’d never done anything wrong, except maybe take a few more mice from the pile than he
should have!

 

He hid his smile in his tail as a purr threatened to explode out of him at the thought of his RiverClan
sweetheart. Were they mates? He wasn’t sure yet, and the idea made him giddy with nerves and
excitement. Perhaps, next time they met, he could ask-

 

His ears pricked as the entrance of the den rustles, soft paws padding in. He glanced up and saw
Fireheart slip into the den, his head low and tail drooping. He walked silently to his nest, circled once,
and settled down to wash. Graystripe raised his head.

 

“You’re back, then?” Graystripe questioned softly. Fireheart stopped washing himself and glanced at
Fireheart. Graystripe swallowed the lump in his throat. “You tried to warn Silverstream off,” he said
quietly, recalling what Silverstream had told him at their last meeting. From the edge of the den,
Graystripe saw Willowpelt shift, cracking an eye open before she closed it again.
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“Stay out of it, will you?” Graystripe continued, quieter. “I’m going to keep on seeing her, whatever
you do or say.”

 

Fireheart snorted, and flashed a resentful glance at his former apprentice. Instead of answering, the
ginger tom moved and curled up in Creekflower’s empty nest instead. Graystripe’s eyes flickered to
Cricketheart’s empty nest beside him and Feathercloud’s, but he quickly averted his gaze, trying not
to think about how it’d never be filled again. He shoved his head against Feathercloud’s shoulder and
forced himself to drift off to sleep, dreaming about Silverstream’s pretty face.

 

 

Runningwind sat outside the warriors’ den as sun shined down on his pelt, making the snow beneath
his paws wet slush. He licked his paw and ran it over his head, taking soft breaths to ward off the
chill. But it wasn’t the chill that ached his heart.

 

He swallowed the lump in his throat, blinking blurry eyes as he watched Willowpelt leave with
Sandstorm and Mousefur on the dawn patrol. He was supposed to go today, but…

 

Cricketheart’s body wouldn’t leave his mind.

 

Neither would Redtail’s.

 

His chest ached so badly that he considered going to ask Spottedleaf or Yellowfang for poppy seeds.
Their deaths were so sudden, without any warning, right after he was his happiest… When
Cricketpaw had been apprenticed, and then when she’d earned her warrior name…

 

They’re cursed, Frostfur’s words echoed in his ears and he immediately bristled, hissing and curling
his claws into the snow below. They weren’t cursed! StarClan wouldn’t be so cruel. It was RiverClan
who had taken Redtail’s life away, and the Twolegs and their monster who had taken Cricketheart’s.
Anger bubbled strongly in his chest as he thought about dragging his claws through a RiverClan cat’s
pelt, preferably Thistlestar for all the trouble he’d caused.

 

His ears twitched as he spotted his friend, Fireheart, padding towards him. Runningwind felt another
prick of grief stab at his heart as he recalled sweet, bouncy Cinderpaw lying broken in the medicine
cat den. She and Cricketheart had been quick friends.



 

“How is Cinderpaw?” Runningwind asked as his ginger-furred clanmate settled beside him.

 

Fireheart hesitated, then said with a crack to his voice, “They say she won’t be able to become a
warrior…”

 

Runningwind’s eyes widened and he gaped. “Well… Isn’t Deadfoot deputy of WindClan? He has a
lame paw. Surely… Surely if he was a warrior, then Cinderpaw can be too.”

 

Fireheart shrugged weakly. “I don’t know,” he sighed. “I guess Cinderpaw’s injury is just… worse
than his.”

 

Runningwind rested his tail across Fireheart’s shoulders sympathetically. So much grief in one
night… And yet, glancing around camp, clan life went on. Even Creekflower was letting the kits
chase her tail, just outside the nursery, while Brindleface groomed herself beside the younger queen.
The elders were sharing day-old fresh-kill underneath an overhanging oak, and Dustpaw and
Swiftpaw huddled together in the apprentices’ den entrance, waiting for their mentors.

 

Runningwind felt Fireheart tense as they saw Graystripe plowing through the melting snow toward
them. The gray warrior seemed unbothered by it, protected from its damp chill by his thick pelt. His
face was shadowed with sorrow. “Have you heard about Bluestar?” he asked as he neared. “She lost a
life to greencough.”

 

Runningwind’s ears twitched. Fireheart had told him this morning. Fireheart flicked his ears
impatiently. “I know,” the tom snapped sourly. Runningwind could see grief in his eyes. “I was with
her.”

 

“Why didn’t you tell me?” mewed Graystripe, shocked.

 

“You weren’t exactly in a friendly mood last night, if you remember. Anyway, if you weren’t always
off breaking the warrior code, you might know what was going on in your own Clan,” he snarled.
Runningwind startled, glancing at the younger, fluffy tom. What did Fireheart’s accusation mean?

 

Graystripe’s ears twitched uncomfortably, casting a worried glance at Runningwind. “I’ve just seen
Cinderpaw,” he meowed to Fireheart. “I’m sorry she’s so sick.”



 

“How is she?” Fireheart asked, though his eyes were dull.

 

“She looked bad, but Yellowfang said she’s pulling through,” replied Graystripe. Fireheart stared
anxiously across the clearing and stood up.

 

Graystripe meowed, “She’s asleep now. Frostfur’s with her, and Yellowfang doesn’t want anyone else
disturbing her.” Fireheart flinched involuntarily and Runningwind frowned too.

 

Fireheart turned to Graystripe but Graystripe was trudging across the snowy clearing toward the
nursery. Fireheart glared after his former apprentice, surprising Runningwind. He tilted his head,
wondering what was up with the two.

 

Runningwind noticed Speckletail, the oldest queen from the nursery and the mother of Mistlekit who
had whitecough, approach them, though she only looked at Runningwind. “Is Tigerclaw inside?” she
asked, pointing with her nose to the warriors’ den.

 

Runningwind shook his head.

 

Speckletail mewed, “There’s greencough in the nursery. Two more of Brindleface’s kits are sick.”

 

“Greencough!” Fireheart gasped. “Will they die?”

 

Speckletail glanced at the tom with pursed lips, a light glare to her eye, and she turned back to
Runningwind. “They might. But leaf-bare always brings greencough,” Speckletail said.

 

“Surely there’s something we can do!” Fireheart protested.

 

“Yellowfang will do what she can,” answered Speckletail, and Runningwind noticed how her tail
twitched, still avoiding Fireheart’s gaze. And how she didn’t mention Spottedleaf. “But in the end, it’s
up to StarClan.”

 



A new flash of grief flared in Runningwind’s belly as Speckletail turned away and padded back to the
nursery. How could the Clan tolerate these tragedies? Runningwind turned back to his friend, only to
see that Fireheart had raced towards the gorse tunnel and into the forest. Runningwind blinked,
startled, before he leaped to his feet and dashed after his clanmate, wondering what had upset him.

 

At first, Runningwind tailed Fireheart to the training hollow, but as the voices of Whitestorm,
Brackenpaw, and Lynxpaw came from the hollow, Fireheart suddenly veered away. Fireheart didn’t
stop running until they were beneath Tallpines, his sides heaving as he panted.

 

“Fireheart!” Runningwind murmured loudly as he came to a stop beside the tom, not as exhausted.
Fireheart glanced at him in surprise, like he hadn’t noticed him. “What’s wrong?”

 

Fireheart dropped his head, sitting down abruptly. “I just can’t take it!” he meowed. “First
Cricketheart dies, and Cinderpaw will never be a warrior- her dream!- and then Frostfur-” He broke
off, glancing away sadly. “Bluestar lost a life. And now we might lose kits to illness? What if
Cloudkit and Lizardkit catch the illness?”

 

Runningwind blinked empathetically. A lot had happened in the span of a day. The grief was still raw
and it burned at Runningwind’s throat. “I know,” he agreed in a hoarse voice, settling down beside his
friend. A part of him wanted Darkstripe on their other side, for the trio to be back together again, but
he knew the dark tabby would be padding after Tigerclaw right now. The thought of the deputy made
Runningwind shiver.

 

Ravenpaw’s words still haunted him. He remembered being filled with such anger when Ravenpaw
had claimed Tigerclaw murdered Redtail.

 

Were they true?

 

He rested his chin on Fireheart’s shoulder, pressing close against him. “We just… have to deal with it,
I guess. And move on.”

 

“ How? ” Fireheart cried. “How can you go on, knowing you’ll never see Cricketheart again?”

 

Runningwind shut his eyes closed, tight. “I’ll see her one day,” he meowed. “Her and Redtail.”
Fireheart’s body twitched. “In StarClan. But… until then, I still have Feathercloud to care for, don’t I?



And Mousefur. And you.” His heart ached once more as he recalled how his son had refused to budge
from his nest today, unmoving like a cold boulder.

 

“...I still have Creekflower,” Fireheart meowed slowly. “And Spottedleaf, and you and Darkstripe,
Graystripe… Sandstorm. And… Cinderpaw’s not dead.”

 

“Yeah,” Runningwind agreed. “We have our clan.”

 

“But our clan doesn’t even like us- like me .” Fireheart’s voice sounded so broken.

 

“That’s not true,” Runningwind protested, albeit a bit weakly. “Frostfur’s just… hysterical, over her
daughter, and the rest of the clan’s catching it like a disease.”

 

“What if we are cursed,” Fireheart meowed numbly. “I feel cursed. Maybe you shouldn’t be my
friend. Then you wouldn’t be cursed too.”

 

Runningwind lifted his head and bristled. “I already chose to be Redtail’s mate,” he said firmly. “And
I’m not taking that back. I raised our kits. I loved him. I love him. If that means being cursed, then so
be it.”

 

Fireheart met his gaze, blinking sorrowful green eyes. “Redtail…” he meowed slowly. He swallowed,
glancing away. His claws briefly slid out, startling Runningwind. “Runningwind,” Fireheart said, “do
you remember how Ravenpaw said Tigerclaw killed Redtail?”

 

Runningwind stiffened. “I’ve never forgotten it,” he said hoarsely. Try as he did to forget, he couldn’t
stop staring at Tigerclaw and wondering if the powerful deputy had started down the same path as his
former mentor. “But… Ravenpaw was mistaken, surely. Shaken from the battle. You know that, don’t
you?” he pressed, wondering who, exactly, it was he was trying to convince.

 

Fireheart glanced away, his mouth a thin line and a furrow to his brows. “Tigerclaw said ShadowClan
warriors were hunting on our territory, that he found their fresh-kill by the Thunderpath,” Fireheart
continued. “That’s why… That’s why Cricketheart and Cinderpaw went down there, even though I
told Cinderpaw not to. Longtail said Tigerclaw only wanted Bluestar to see.”

 



“Fireheart,” Runningwind said, feeling his stomach squirm uncomfortably with distant fear. “What
does that have to do with anything?”

 

Fireheart stared at him. “What if it was a trap?”

 

A sharp intake of breath escaped Runningwind’s lips as his eyes widened. “Fireheart. That’s- No.
Tigerclaw wouldn’t kill Bluestar. He respects her. Even if he wanted to, she has nine lives!”

 

“Not anymore,” Fireheart meowed. “She hasn’t had nine lives for a long time. And Tigerclaw, as her
deputy, surely knows that. What if- what if he was hoping the monster would flatten her instead?
Even StarClan couldn’t heal her wounds then.”

 

Runningwind stepped back, feeling the world spin around him. “No. No!” He stared in horror at the
ground below him. “That can’t be true. That means… that means he got Cricketheart killed. He
wouldn’t kill an innocent clanmate!”

 

Fireheart blinked. “I didn’t see any of the fresh-kill Tigerclaw claimed there was,” he continued. “And
there wasn’t any ShadowClan scent…”

 

Runningwind scrunched his eyes shut. His head hurt. “No,” he whispered. “He can’t have killed them.
I can’t- to think that their murderer has been a cat I respected, I looked up to… Our deputy?” He
trembled as his heart pounded. He stared at Fireheart with wide, horrified eyes. “That he just walks
freely among us, after what he did to Redtail and Cricketheart?” He sucked in a deep, pained breath.
The world felt like it was collapsing around him. “Fireheart, I can’t-”

 

“I’m sorry,” Fireheart apologized, stepping forward and blinking warmly. “It’s- I should have known
it’d be a lot… I guess I don’t truly know if Tigerclaw killed them, but I… I can’t help but feel it’s
right.”

 

“No,” Runningwind meowed. “Thank you for telling me… I’d rather know than not… Because what
if he is…? What if he is, and he kills Feathercloud or Mousefur next, and I never knew to watch out
for them…?” He shook his head. “What can we even do? Tell Bluestar?”

 

Fireheart shifted his paws uncomfortably. “I don’t know,” he admitted. “I mean, it’s really only
speculation… But I trust Ravenpaw. And I trust what I saw… But would Bluestar believe us? …



Especially after what Frostfur said? Would anyone believe us, or would we just be… traitors
spreading lies?”

 

Runningwind looked away, ears flat, recalling how Speckletail refused to talk to Fireheart, even
though he was right there. He trusted his clanmates, but would they trust him ? …What had become of
ThunderClan? It felt like he had simply blinked and then, suddenly, it wasn’t the clan he remembered
from his kithood anymore.

 

“Maybe we can’t confront Tigerclaw yet,” he murmured, ears twitching. “But we can still protect our
clan. Greencough’s spread like wildfire in the nursery, and the elders’ den too. And I saw a few
apprentices coughing as well. We can help our clan by helping Yellowfang and Spottedleaf, and worry
about Tigerclaw later, right?”

 

Fireheart blinked, something clearing in his gaze as certainty set in. Face grim with determination, the
ginger tom nodded.

 

“Right.”



The Main Characters Galivant Off Into The Unknown

“Thank you, Brackenpaw,” Yellowfang meowed, sniffing the new stems and leaves of catmint. “This
will help a great deal.” The ginger apprentice nodded, eyes darting over to the still form of his sister.

 

“Fireheart and Runningwind brought it back to camp.” 

 

Yellowfang huffed. “Then tell them I said thanks.”

 

Brackenpaw simply nodded, before hesitating. He shuffled his paws and quietly asked, “Will she be
okay?”

 

Yellowfang eyed the young tom, feeling her heart twist with sympathy. She had briefly used
StarClan’s supposed ‘gift’ to investigate just how bad Cinderpaw’s injury had been - and instantly
regretted it. The sheer pain that came from the leg being angled like that…it was indescribable. Even
now, she could feel the dull ache in her leg.

 

The gray she-cat sighed. “I’m afraid I can’t be completely sure right now,” she meowed gruffly. “But
she’s a strong, young cat - I’m sure she has the strength to pull through.” Brackenpaw frowned
dubiously but nodded. He twisted around, eyes lingering for a moment on the five sick kits in the
medicine den. Mistlekit was the worst off, with Elderkit not far behind. The newcomers - Snowkit,
Tulipkit, and Ashkit - had all caught the greencough that invaded the nursery.

 

Brackenpaw hesitated, mouth opening, before quietly asking, “Is it true Spottedleaf’s family is
cursed?”

 

Yellowfang immediately frowned, and knew she must tread carefully. While young, Spottedleaf was a
gifted medicine cat and a kind one in general. Out of everyone in camp, Yellowfang would not have
expected her to be the object of malicious gossip.

 

Unfortunately, that was usually the case with cats like Frostfur and Speckletail fear mongering with
their paranoia and need for drama.

 



But the old medicine cat couldn’t say that to Brackenpaw - for one, his mother was one of those fear
mongering morons.

 

She eased herself onto her hunches, pinning Brackenpaw with a critical eye. “You want my opinion?”
Brackenpaw frowned, before nodding. He does that a lot, Yellowfang noted dryly. The ginger
apprentice seemed to stay quiet a lot more than his other littermates - never really talking.

 

Unlike Cinderpaw…

 

She snapped out of that train of thought and sharply flicked an ear.

 

“Now, I don’t claim to know everything about StarClan, nor do I think I know why everything that’s
happened happens.” She licked a paw and drew behind her ears. “But I do know that StarClan doesn’t
control everything in the forest. We wouldn’t have free-will then, after all - would you want a bunch
of dead cats you don’t know planning out every move you make?”

 

At Brackenpaw’s head shake she continued, “Some cats,” like your mother, she snidely thought, “like
to use StarClan to justify their actions or their beliefs. They say that because of one thing StarClan
decided moons upon moons ago, any action against that is blasphemy. Nevermind the circumstances.”
And the circumstances around Spottedleaf’s kits is certainly important to remember, Yellowfang
angrily thought. It irked her how cats in ThunderClan purposely overlooked Thistlestar’s disgusting
acts in favor of blaming the younger, more naive she-cat.

 

“Circumstances?” Brackenpaw asked.

 

“Always take into account the circumstances surrounding someone’s choice,” she meowed wisely.
“You never know what influenced them to make that choice then.” Brackenpaw blinked, then nodded
in understanding.

 

“Now, do I believe Spottedleaf’s family is cursed?” Yellowfang licked her muzzle. “Short answer: no.
Sometimes families are dealt a bad batch of herbs. It’s a fact of life - it’s just unfortunate that her
family has been a victim to so much sorrow and hate.” Brackenpaw looked thoughtful as the gray she-
cat went on.

 

“Long answer? Spottedleaf was very young when she had her kits - a couple moons older than you
are now. In fact,” Yellowfang frowned angrily, “she was pregnant with them at your age.”



 

“Nine moons?” he gasped.

 

“Yes, about nine moons, maybe ten,” Yellowfang meowed. And it was awful that that wasn’t even the
youngest cat she’d known to be pregnant, as she recalled how helpless she was to keep Finchflight
from padding after Dawncloud, not with Clawface and others supporting it so disgustingly. “Cats
around here say that she should’ve known better, but think about this: say Goldenflower developed an
interest in you right now.”

 

Brackenpaw squeaked, eyes wide. “But she’s so much older than me!”

 

“Exactly,” Yellowfang meowed. “You know that’s not good. Now, Spottedleaf had Thistlestar
interested in her at your age - but he convinced her it was alright for them to be mates.”

 

“Even though he was super old?” Brackenpaw asked, bewildered.

 

“Correct,” Yellowfang meowed. “Imagine Goldenflower convinced you it was okay, and you went
along with it because you trusted her and believed she had your best interests at heart.”

 

“But Thistlestar didn’t…” Brackenpaw murmured, eyes lighting up in realization. Yellowfang gave a
satisfied twitch of her whiskers. He got her point. “So, Spottedleaf shouldn’t have become mates with
Thistlestar,” Brackenpaw concluded. “But she also thought he really cared for her!”

 

Yellowfang gave a rare throaty purr and nodded. “You’ve got a clever head on those shoulders! Make
sure to never lose it - like some cats I could mention.” She muttered the final part out of the
apprentice’s earshot.

 

Brackenpaw purred and nodded. “Thanks Yellowfang!” He touched his nose to her shoulder before
padding out of the den. Yellowfang gazed after him, hoping he would use that good head to some
good use, before Spottedleaf walked inside the den, a bundle of borage in her mouth.

 

Yellowfang’s ears pricked. At last! The two of them had put their heads together and come up with a
stronger cure for greencough - theoretically, at least. Along with catmint, they would have the kits and
the elder Patchpelt eat borage and feverfew. It should help their fever go down, and fight off the
sickness.



 

Theoretically.

 

“I’ll get the feverfew,” Yellowfang meowed. “Brackenpaw left the catmint here.” She pointed to the
pile of minty herbs. “We’ll get started right away.” Spottedleaf dropped her bundle of herbs and
nodded determinedly as Yellowfang pawed out their supply of feverfew. She divided the pile into six
others, then moved on to help Spottedleaf add the catmint and borage in. Spottedleaf picked up
Patchpelt’s pile and dropped it at his paws, meowing softly for him to eat them. The elder gave her an
appraising look, frowning, before he reluctantly lapped up the herbs. Yellowfang gave the five smaller
piles to the sick kits, noting Snowkit had immediately nodded off after eating his. He’d probably be
better in the morning - he may be small, but he had a strong body. His sister though…

 

She frowned when Mistlekit didn’t eat hers, her breathing heavy. Yellowfang gently nudged her side,
licking her head, before nosing the herbs to her. She gave an encouraging purr as the little kit lapped
up the herbs before coughing. Her body spasmed as she hacked and Yellowfang felt her pain too. Her
chest tightened, and her fur felt warm - very warm. The gray medicine cat flattened her ears. If they
didn’t act soon…she glanced at the other kits. Elderkit was still in the same position as Mistlekit.

 

If they didn’t find a stronger cure soon, the two little kits would die come midnight’s chill.

 

A rustle from the medicine den entrance alerted Yellowfang to Fireheart’s arrival.

 

“Is Cinderpaw awake?” he meowed quietly, padding in and curling his tail around his paws.
Spottedleaf licked his ear before answering.

 

“She’s not awake yet.” The younger medicine cat frowned, troubled, and Yellowfang knew she looked
the same. “Patchpelt has greencough now.” Fireheart blinked, a deep concern etched into his face, and
Yellowfang appreciated how he was able to grasp the gravity of the situation.

 

“I’ve come up with a new mixture,” she gruffly meowed, sniffing Elderkit’s spotted pelt. He reeked of
sickness. “But I can’t help but feel…” She trailed off with a frown. She was missing something.
Something Sagewhisker had suggested to her many, many moons ago, when she was still her
apprentice…

 

Her ears flew up.

 



Of course! How could she have forgotten?

 

“We’re missing echinacea,” she reported. 

 

“Echinacea?” Spottedleaf asked, blinking. “What is that?”

 

“A purple-pink flower Sagewhisker and I used to get from the outerwoods on the outskirts of
ShadowClan territory,” Yellowfang explained, tail flicking around. “We need to get some for the
mixture - I’m sure if we use it, they will get better.” She stared at the weakening Mistlekit and
Elderkit. “They all will get better.” Ashkit and Tulipkit were stronger after their first dose, and may
recover, but Yellowfang would rather play it safe then sorry. It would be better to get echinacea and
not need it, then not get it and regret it.

 

“I could grab Runningwind and Darkstripe,” Fireheart offered. “And we could go get some.”

 

Spottedleaf nodded with approval. “If Yellowfang thinks it’s important, then we must get it. Cats’
lives matter more than borders.”

 

“I would suggest bringing one or two more warriors with you, just to be safe,” Yellowfang meowed.
“It’s not just ShadowClan near the outwoods that could catch you - there was a group of rogues that
used to terrorize ShadowClan land ever since I was a kit - it stopped when Raggedstar killed their
leader, but I wouldn’t put it past them to try somethin’.”

 

Fireheart nodded, a determined scowl on his face - which made him eerily similar to his mother -
before meowing, “We’ll be careful.” He darted out of the den, tail streaming behind him. Yellowfang
exchanged a glance with Spottedleaf and knew, without a doubt, Fireheart would succeed.

 

He never gave up his missions. He would fight tooth and claw to bring the much-needed echinacea
back to ThunderClan for the sick.

 

Yellowfang glanced back to Mistlekit and Elderkit, huddled together.

 

He would bring it back to save the weak and helpless - it was part of who he was.

 



 

Sandstorm laid beside Cherryfur, watching as the young Cloudkit and Lizardkit chased the kittypet kit
Cody around, purring and squealing with laughter. Creekflower was with them, meowing about how
much help Cody had been lately.

 

The ginger she-cat frowned. It was true that the kittypet kit had been helping distract the younger kits
from the dower mood of the clan - and not just the mood surrounding the greencough outbreak.

 

Sandstorm gazed at Creekflower through slitted eyes.

 

Fireheart’s sister.

 

Spottedleaf’s daughter.

 

Ex-mate to a kittypet.

 

And mother to his kits - and now fostering another.

 

Sandstorm couldn’t help but agree with Frostfur.

 

Spottedleaf’s family was cursed.

 

How else would everything that had happened be explained? Lightningfur betraying them to
RiverClan, Copperleaf joining ShadowClan and stealing his birthclan’s kits, Creekflower gallivanting
off with a kittypet and Airleap… She paused there.

 

Airleap had been a victim of circumstance. She knew it had been wrong of him to leave his clan, but
to be honest, he wasn’t very happy when he was in ThunderClan - or RiverClan, for that matter,
considering how they treated him over a misunderstanding.

 



And Fireheart… He at least tried to overcome the curse as much as he could. He at least fought to
show others he was more than a cursed bloodline - and Sandstorm did see him as more than his blood.
He was clever, kind, and extremely loyal - to his clan, and his family.

 

Speak of the boars… Sandstorm thought as Fireheart came dashing over with Runningwind and
Darkstripe flanking him. Their alert and serious expressions put her on guard.

 

“What’s going on? Has something happened?” she demanded, scrambling to her paws, fur spiked.
Was something attacking? A fox? A badger? Enemy cats? She became worried for her younger half-
siblings and cousins - Elderkit, Ashkit, and Tulipkit were far too small and too sick to move safely,
and Cinderpaw’s fate was still unclear - let alone how they would be able to protect Brackenpaw,
Thornkit, Brightkit, and Fernkit. They had too many young cats in the clan to protect them all easily.

 

“We need to go to the outerwoods by ShadowClan territory,” Fireheart explained. “There’s a herb
there that can help with the greencough remedy - echinacea.”

 

“I’ll come,” the pale ginger she-cat announced. Her siblings’ lives were on the line - of course she
would help!

 

“Me too!” Cherryfur exclaimed, fur bristling. “We’ll need to go quickly! Who knows how long they’ll
hold out for!” Creekflower glanced regretfully at her paws.

 

“I would volunteer too, but…” She looked at her kits as Cloudkit squealed, Lizardkit pouncing on
him while Cody jumped around them excitedly. “I must stay behind this time.” She nuzzled Fireheart
before meowing, “I’ll let the other queens know we may have a cure. Brindleface and Speckletail will
be relieved to hear it.”

 

“Thank you,” Fireheart meowed. “Come on!”

 

“Shouldn’t we tell Bluestar or Tigerclaw?” Darkstripe interrupted as they started heading towards the
entrance. He cast a glance around, looking for their leader or his former mentor with a worried frown.

 

“Spottedleaf went to tell Bluestar,” Fireheart explained. “She’ll understand.”

 



“But what about Tigerclaw? He needs to know,” Darkstripe protested.

 

“Oh, come on!” Cherryfur huffed. “The longer we wait, the more time for the kits to pass away!
Haven’t you seen how sickly Mistlekit is? I haven’t seen her move once since she’s been in there!”

 

Darkstripe frowned, glancing at his paws. “No, I-... haven’t been inside the medicine den. I don’t want
to catch greencough.”

 

“Fair enough,” Runningwind meowed, blinking sympathetically at his friend. “I even saw Mousefur
sniffling today. This snow isn’t good for anyone.” He kicked a pile of wet, mushy slush away.
Sandstorm wished the snow was powdery and soft instead. Then her coat wouldn’t be so cold and wet
all the time. It was like the sun and leafbare were arguing with each other, unsure which would stay
and when.

 

“Let’s go,” Fireheart meowed once more, padding towards the entrance. He nodded to Whitestorm as
they passed. The white warrior blinked, friendly but confused.

 

“Where are you heading?” he asked of his half-brother.

 

Sandstorm stepped up to her former mentor, touching her nose to his shoulder respectfully. “We’re on
a mission to fetch echinacea, on the edges of ShadowClan’s territory. Yellowfang and Spottedleaf
need it for the kits.”

 

“They’re worried they won’t make it through the night,” Fireheart added.

 

Whitestorm’s yellow eyes flashed. “Well, go quickly then. And carefully. ShadowClan may be our
friends right now, but they’re still an enemy clan. And…” He hesitated, shuffling his paws, an
uncharacteristic look to the powerful tom. “Tell me if you see Copperleaf. He wasn’t at the last
Gathering.”

 

Fireheart blinked understandingly as they thought of their brother. Sandstorm’s pelt prickled uneasily.
Copperleaf, though he was good-spirited, was a traitor to ThunderClan. “Of course. Though, I hope
we won’t meet any ShadowClan cats.”

 



“Good luck,” Whitestorm called as the patrol headed off. Sandstorm pushed herself to the front,
matching paw for paw with Fireheart as they ran. Runningwind, true to his name, darted ahead
swiftly, while Cherryfur and Darkstripe followed behind Sandstorm and Fireheart respectively.

 

It wasn’t long before they reached the Thunderpath.

 

Sandstorm carefully studied the hard, black surface of the Thunderpath. She swallowed as the image
of what Cricketheart and Cinderpaw’s bodies must have looked like on it flashed in her brain. She
remembered what Cricketheart’s body looked like when Darkstripe and Tigerclaw had brought it back
to camp - Feathercloud had been horrified. She frowned, feeling sympathetic. The white tom had
refused to leave camp ever since the accident, grief-stricken at the loss of his sister and best friend.

 

Fireheart slunk forward, ears pricked, as he listened for any incoming monsters. He raised his tail in
signal.

 

Together with Cherryfur, Sandstorm darted across, heart thumping, fearful a monster would come out
of nowhere to hit her. She skidded to a stop as she reached ShadowClan’s territory and glanced behind
her, feeling relieved when she saw Cherryfur beside her, with Fireheart, Runningwind, and Darkstripe
just a couple mouse-lengths away.

 

“Everyone ready?” Fireheart asked. When the patrol gave their meows of affirmation, he led them
away, moving quickly towards the outskirts of ShadowClan territory. Sandstorm felt her ginger fur
prickle. They had to be careful. While ShadowClan was under new leadership, they couldn’t let
themselves get caught by a patrol - that would lead to having to tell them why they were here.

 

And they couldn’t reveal why ThunderClan needed the echinacea.

 

It would make them look weak.

 

The patrol darted along a row of bushes separating ShadowClan land from a cluster of Twoleg dens,
along with a smaller, light gray Thunderpath-looking strip of land. Runningwind froze, sniffing the
air.

 

“Patrol!” he hissed, fur bristling.

 



“Into the bushes!” Cherryfur whispered. Darkstripe was the first to dive into the nearby bushes,
pulling his tail in after him. Sandstorm and Runningwind slid in after him with Cherryfur not far
behind. Fireheart slithered in last, and slowly pulled himself to the front to see. Sandstorm crept up
next to him.

 

Sandstorm recognized the cat leading the patrol.

 

It was Tallpoppy!

 

The long-legged tabby was sniffing around, clearly on the hunt for prey, while three other cats were
nearby. With a jolt Sandstorm saw the light ginger pelt of Copperleaf - Fireheart’s brother.

 

The brother who had up and left ThunderClan without a single word, and now had a mate and kits.
She frowned, eyes narrowed angrily onto him. While Frostfur wasn’t always the most reliable for
facts, it was pretty much widely accepted in ThunderClan that Copperleaf had gotten into a half-clan
relationship with Dawncloud, and had left the clan because of that and sired her kits.

 

A white tom bounded up to Copperleaf, meowing something, and Sandstorm recalled he was one of
Copperleaf’s kits - last Gathering, he and his littermates had been announced as full warriors.
Blossomtail, Swampfur, and Oakfur.

 

Oakfur, a brown tabby tom, was the fourth cat on the patrol, and was getting very close to their hiding
spot…

 

Sandstorm stiffened as the brown tom brushed past the bushes, barely missing stepping on
Runningwind’s tail. She thanked StarClan that the new warrior was too intent on scenting for prey to
notice Runningwind’s sharp inhale.

 

“They’ll find us if we don’t move!” Darkstripe hissed into Fireheart’s ear, whiskers twitching with
nervousness. Fireheart’s tail twitched as he chastised the dark tabby to be quiet - before Sandstorm
saw Copperleaf’s ears prick. She held back a squeak of alarm as he slowly turned around and met his
brother’s wide green eyes dead-on.

 

“Fox-dung,” Sandstorm cursed, lip curling.

 



“We’re screwed,” Cherryfur groaned, head dropping to her paws dramatically.

 

“Hey, Tallpoppy!” Copperleaf called, turning back to the patrol leader. “I think I smelled a thrush or
sparrow over there. I’m gonna go hunt it.” He waved his tail to the patrol’s hiding spot. Sandstorm
tensed, staring at him, confused. Wasn’t he going to give them away? Report them to his leader?

 

“Really?” Oakfur popped up from behind a cluster of rocks, a lizard and mouse in his jaws. “I didn’t
smell anything over there with all those lilacs!” Copperleaf purred.

 

“You’ll get used to them!” He licked his son’s ear. “Why don’t you go find Blossomtail? He went that
way earlier.” He pointed with his nose in the opposite direction of the patrol. “I’ll catch up in a bit.”

 

“Alright,” Tallpoppy meowed. “Good luck hunting!” She and Oakfur trotted away, following
Blossomtail’s scent trail. Copperlead stood there for a moment, looking after them, before turning
back to the bushes and crouching down in front of Fireheart, whiskers twitching with amusement.

 

“You know Fireheart,” he meowed casually. “Your hiding skills may need a little more practice.” He
stared at the edge of the bushes, and Sandstorm followed his gaze.

 

Fireheart’s tail was sticking out of the bushes.

 

The pale ginger she-cat closed her eyes and sighed.

 

Why was she so fond of Fireheart again?



Copperleaf Tries To Knock Some Sense Into Fireheart (Will It Work?
We Don’t Know)

Chapter by LollingCat

Copperleaf paced back and forth in front of the nursery. Ashheart laid outside it, grooming her pelt.
Her quarter moon old kits rested inside, sleeping quietly for once. Thankfully, Darkflower and
Scorchwind had taken their older kits out for a stroll, as to not bother the little ones. Ashheart watched
her pale ginger clanmate trot to and fro with half-lidded eyes, her tail tip twitching lazily.

 

“What’re you still worrying about?” she meowed as Copperleaf lashed his tail.

 

Copperleaf paused. What wasn’t he worrying about? Cats were falling sick left and right, and, despite
his best efforts helping Runningnose, he had never been as interested in the medicine cat den as
Fireheart had been. And it didn’t help that he was often at Nightstar and Cinderfur’s side, advising
them alongside their other trusted warriors. Nightstar had been an elder before he was thrust into an
unsteady leadership. With Brokenstar still out there… lurking… waiting…

 

Copperleaf shivered, thinking painfully of Applepaw. She wasn’t just out there with Brokenstar, but
her biological father, Finchflight, as well. It left a sour taste in his mouth, fearful for what the tom
might teach his daughter, considering his relationship had started with Dawncloud when she was
younger than Applepaw would currently be.

 

And he wasn’t sure if he was more or less worried that Brownpaw was with Applepaw too. He knew
the tom and Applepaw had been close, and it worried him. Applepaw had only been a kit, and
Brownpaw had clearly taken an interest in her as more than a good friend.

 

“I’m just worried about the kits,” he responded. “I remember when Blossomtail got sick. I couldn’t
stop worrying. I only hope your kits stay well too.”

 

Ashheart purred warmly, whiskers twitching. “Ever the nursery tom, eh?” she mused. “Even now that
Dawncloud’s a warrior again, you still can’t stop poking your head in.”

 

“Sorry,” Copperleaf apologized. “I just-... Don’t want any of them to meet the same fate as the other
kits under Brokenstar’s rule.”
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Ashheart’s amusement dimmed a little, and she blinked understandingly with a small nod. Softly, she
spoke, “I know. But I trust that StarClan will keep us safe.”

 

Copperleaf glanced around at the quiet camp, mouth pursed and whiskers twitching. StarClan could
only do so much. He trusted his clanmates, but, even now, he still worried… Brokenstar was only
allowed to get so powerful because cats agreed with him. Without his supporters, Brokenstar was
nothing. It was only thanks to ThunderClan’s help that they could drive him and his followers out.

 

Some cats still in Nightstar’s ShadowClan whispered about how stronger they were under
Brokenstar’s rule. He could see Whitethroat and Wetfoot trading murmurs, glancing towards the
leaders’ den, and Newtspeck was nervously pacing in front of a frowning Russetfur. Deerfoot
watched them nearby, tail tip flicking uneasily.

 

Thankfully, he didn’t think any of them had interest in training kits too young, nor did they have any
desire to be mates with young apprentices or kits like Finchflight had. Although, it still made
Copperleaf uneasy that they had so easily let Finchflight pursue Dawncloud, all because she had been
made a warrior despite still being as young as a kit.

 

Copperleaf settled down beside Ashheart, curling his tail over his paws as his ears twitched anxiously.
“I’m also worried about our borders,” he confessed. “We don’t need to patrol ThunderClan’s as much
right now, but WindClan is still so angry at us, and you remember how Cinderfur said he saw a
strange kittypet with teeth in his collar on our territory. Not to mention, I’m sure I caught a whiff of
Brokenstar’s scent down by the Carrionplace.”

 

“Let’s hope he stays there, then,” Ashheart meowed. “He can rot away with all the other crow-food.”

 

Copperleaf snorted, amused. “If only.”

 

“But I was already on dawn patrol!” a protesting voice called out, drawing Copperleaf’s attention to
where the gray pelt of their deputy, Cinderfur, was organizing patrols. Tallpoppy was behind him, tail
twitching as she waited impatiently.

 

“Ah, sorry, Littlecloud,” Cinderfur meowed apologetically in a raspy voice. He sniffled, taking a deep
breath as he glanced around. “Uhm, Brackenfoot?”

 



The old dark ginger tom pricked his ears, blinking. Nutwhisker and Rowanberry had been trying to
convince their father to retire to the elders’ den alongside his mate, Brightflower, but the tom had
stubbornly refused, insisting that he still had some warrior left in him. On shaky limbs, the tom slowly
pushed himself up. “I can-”

 

Runningnose sped over, a bundle of herbs in his jaws that he dropped at Brackenfoot’s feet. “Erm,
actually,” the gray and white tom interrupted. “I need him to stay in camp right now, if that’s okay,
Cinderfur. His joints have been aching from the cold.”

 

Brackenfoot’s face hardened. “I’m good enough for a hunting patrol,” he protested.

 

“That’s alright,” Copperleaf spoke up, standing and padding over to his clanmates. He dipped his
head respectfully to Brackenfoot. “I’ve been meeting to get out of camp. I’ve been cooped up all day.
You wouldn’t mind if I went on the patrol instead of you, would you?”

 

Brackenfoot blinked, studying him untrustfully. He was one of the cats who’d never been completely
certain of the ThunderClan-born tom. But the old tom rolled his shoulders and sat back down on his
haunches with a weary sigh. “I suppose.”

 

Copperleaf glanced at Cinderfur for permission, and the gray tom blinked gratefully at him, giving
him a nod. Copperleaf smiled, then raised his voice to call out for his kits. “Oakfur! Blossomtail,” he
meowed. Oakfur poked his head out of the warriors’ den, blinking, while Blossomtail glanced over
from where he and Badgerfang were grooming one another. “Let’s head out with Tallpoppy on a
hunting patrol.”

 

Oakfur nodded and slipped out from the warriors’ den, shaking his pelt as the cold air hit him.
Meanwhile, Blossomtail reluctantly pulled himself away from Badgerfang. The white tom brushed his
muzzle against the black and white tom, who rested happily on the wet snow. It must feel good on the
ugly scar that ran down his chest and belly. Badgerfang laughed and purred, swatting at Blossomtail.

 

“Bring me back a toad!” Badgerfang called as Blossomtail bounded away, tail high. Copperleaf
purred as he bumped his forehead against his son’s. Blossomtail also gave his brown tabby brother a
friendly shove. Copperleaf glanced around, finding Dawncloud sharing tongues with her daughter,
Swampfur.

 

He quickly darted over, meowing a hello to the two she-cats.

 



“Hunting patrol?” Dawncloud questioned, glancing curiously behind him.

 

Swampfur yawned beside her, stretching out her ginger front leg while the white fur on her back
spiked. “I’d join you if I hadn’t done night patrol and dawn patrol,” she grumbled and rubbed the scar
on her throat.

 

“Cinderfur’s been sick lately,” Copperleaf meowed. “He keeps forgetting who's done what in-between
all his coughing.”

 

“I hope he gets better soon,” Dawncloud said worriedly.

 

“Me too,” Copperleaf agreed. “Anyway, just wanted to say goodbye before I head off. You want a
squirrel or a frog today?”

 

Dawncloud smiled shyly. “Oh, whatever you catch is fine, you know that.”

 

“Squirrel it is!” Copperleaf purred. “I know it’s your favorite.” He licked his friend’s cheek lovingly.
“See you later, Dawncloud.”

 

“Ewww.” He turned to see Oakfur exaggeratedly gagging, staring at his parents in mild yet playful
disgust, while Blossomtail’s yellow eyes shone with glee.

 

“I’ll catch something for you too, mom!” Blossomtail called out. He bounced on his feet as he turned
to Tallpoppy. “Let’s go, let’s go!”

 

Tallpoppy’s whiskers twitched in amusement. “Careful with that enthusiasm,” she advised. “Or you’ll
scare all the prey away before we even step outside!” The young warrior ducked his head with a grin,
but stopped moving his paws so wildly.

 

Copperleaf smiled, pleased and content as he followed his sons and friend out of ShadowClan camp.
The snow mixed unpleasantly with the muddy marshland of ShadowClan’s forest, but it wasn’t
anything he wasn’t used to after living most of his life in ShadowClan. Sometimes, ThunderClan felt
like a distant memory. His pelt would need a good cleaning after their hunt, though.

 



“Where are we hunting?” Oakfur asked quietly, ears pricked.

 

“Down by Twolegplace,” Tallpoppy answered. “So be wary of any rogues.”

 

Oakfur nodded while Blossomtail playfulled clawed at the air. “If I see any rogues, they’ll start
running when they see my claws!”

 

“Hush,” Copperleaf reprimanded, flicking his tail over the white warrior’s ears. Blossomtail bowed
his head guiltily.

 

“Sorry.”

 

“Save your energy for the hunt,” Copperlead continued, scenting the air. “I smell a lizard nearby.”
Blossomtail’s eyes gleamed and he crouched down in preparation, tail waving back and forth.

 

But it was Oakfur who spotted the lizard first. The brown tom quickly dropped down, padded
forward, and lashed out with a paw, digging his claws into the lizard’s scales before it could run.

 

“Good catch!” Copperleaf purred.

 

Oakfur’s whiskers twitched. “Thanks, dad.”

 

Copperleaf’s nose twitched as the scent of Twolegplace wafted through the forest. The forest thinned
and a small, gray Twoleg path stretched along beside Twoleg fences. Tallpoppy crept forward,
watching the fence for any stray cats. Once, Copperleaf had seen a fluffy white tom with a blue collar
padding along the fence, staring out at the forest as though searching for something.

 

“Mouse!” Blossomtail called, darting forward and pinning the brown rodent beneath his claws. He
leaned down and gave it a swift bite.

 

Tallpoppy cast him a look. “Good catch, but you’ve definitely scared off every other prey.”

 



Copperleaf’s ears twitched as a strange rustling reached his ears. He opened his mouth to scent the air,
and frowned when he caught the birch-y scent that commonly belonged to ThunderClan. They
weren’t close enough to the ThunderClan border for the scent to travel that far.

 

Blossomtail placed his mouse on the ground as he hopped over to Copperleaf. “Do you think we’ll
see that strange kittypet Cinderfur saw?” He stared eagerly through the trees at Twolegplace.

 

Copperleaf’s whiskers twitched, glancing around. “Probably not.” Blossomtail darted off, padding
along the pathway.

 

Now that he had scented the ThunderClan smell, it only seemed more stronger. He watched as Oakfur
trotted past a bush, his ears and nose pricked while the lizard hung from his mouth. He walked over to
Blossomtail’s disregarded mouse and gently picked it up.

 

Copperleaf’s eyes caught on a strip of bright, fiery ginger poking out from the back of the bush, and
he barely suppressed a gasp. He gazed firmly into the bush, and it wasn’t long before he caught the
slightest movement of hidden cats. Green eyes briefly met his.

 

“Hey, Tallpoppy!” Copperleaf called, turning back to his patrol leader. “I think I smelled a thrush or
sparrow over there. I’m gonna go hunt it.” He waved his tail to the ginger cat’s hiding spot.

 

“Really?” Oakfur popped up from behind a cluster of rocks. “I didn’t smell anything over there with
all those lilacs!” Copperleaf purred.

 

“You’ll get used to them!” He licked his son’s ear. “Why don’t you go find Blossomtail? He went that
way earlier.” He pointed with his nose. “I’ll catch up in a bit.”

 

“Alright,” Tallpoppy meowed. “Good luck hunting!” She and Oakfur trotted away, following
Blossomtail’s scent trail. Copperlead stood there for a moment, looking after them, before turning
back to the bushes and crouching down in front of the bush, whiskers twitching with amusement.

 

“You know Fireheart,” he meowed casually. “Your hiding skills may need a little more practice.”

 



There was a tenseness before his brother finally crept out. There was a guilty twitch to his whiskers.
Familiar scents flooded his nose as Darkstripe followed closely after Fireheart, glaring with fury at
Copperleaf and sticking close to Fireheart’s flank. Runningwind, Sandstorm, and Cherryfur padded
after them. Runningwind seemed wary while Sandstorm’s pale fur bristled and Cherryfur’s tail
twitched back and forth nervously.

 

“Now what is a ThunderClan patrol this big doing on ShadowClan’s territory?” he said, raising his
head high. He may have sent his patrol away so they felt more comfortable, but he would defend his
territory if he needed to. Not that he thought Fireheart and Runningwind were the type to fight
ShadowClan for no reason. The other three, though… Copperleaf couldn’t speak for Cherryfur, as he
didn’t know her much, but Darkstripe and Sandstorm were both ‘fight-first-questions-later’ types.

 

“It’s none of your business, traitor!” Darkstripe spat, fur bristling and teeth bared.

 

Cherryfur’s pelt suddenly pricked, and she shoved Darkstripe roughly. “Antagonizing the enemy
warrior on their own territory, what a wonderful idea!” she snapped. “Can you quit it with the traitor
stuff? He probably had a good reason for leaving anyway.” She glanced away and, loudly, under her
breath, she said, “With toms like you, who wouldn’t want to leave?”

 

Copperleaf blinked as he studied the agitated ThunderClan warriors. “I believe I did,” he answered,
knowing he had left ThunderClan abruptly and without explanation. He recalled Whitestorm’s words
and Frostfur’s accusations when he had entered ThunderClan to ask for cats to help rescue WindClan.

 

Fireheart glanced at him with curious eyes, but Copperleaf didn’t elaborate until Darkstripe hissed
out, “Oh? And what would that be? To father ShadowClan kits?” The black-striped tabby tom curled
his sharp claws into the ground below.

 

Copperleaf smiled, glancing back towards where his sons had left on patrol. “I didn’t father any
ShadowClan kits,” he corrected, turning back and seeing the ThunderClan cat’s perplexed looks. “But
I did raise them.” He looked at his brother once more. It felt wrong to keep him in the dark but… “I
left ThunderClan to protect the apprentices- no, the kits- of ShadowClan under Brokenstar’s rule. It’s
not my place to say exactly what happened, but there was… one apprentice who suffered a fate
similar to our mother’s” He blinked warmly at Fireheart. “I couldn’t leave her all alone when I
understood what she was going through.”

 

Recognition and understanding flashed through Fireheart and even Sandstorm’s eyes, even as she
frowned at him. Runningwind shifted impatiently, glancing at his paws. “Thank you for telling us,”
Fireheart meowed. “I’m glad to know you didn’t leave to… Well, betray ThunderClan, I guess.”

 



“He still betrayed us by leaving,” Darkstripe grumbled unhappily.

 

“Now,” Copperleaf said, ignoring Darkstripe’s complaints. “What are you doing on ShadowClan’s
territory, again?”

 

“We’re looking for a herb,” Fireheart admitted, and Darkstripe growled, casting him a look. Even
Sandstorm did too, looking uncomfortable as she eyed Copperleaf with distrust. “Yellowfang said we
could find it at the edge of ShadowClan’s territory, near the Twolegplace. We mean no harm to
ShadowClan, we just need the herb, then we’ll be on our way.”

 

And they didn’t want to just ask for it or they’d be admitting a weakness, he thought. That they were
sick enough to be desperate enough to enter another clan’s territory for herbs. But ShadowClan was
sick too. Could they spare any herbs for ThunderClan? What if ThunderClan kits were ill? The
thought made him uneasy. No kit should suffer, regardless of their clan.

 

“What herb do you need?” he asked. Not catmint, hopefully. Runningnose couldn’t spare any with
Cinderfur and some others catching greencough.

 

“Echinacea,” Fireheart said. “It’s purple and pink with open petals. Yellowfang said they grew in
marshy places.”

 

“Ah!” Copperleaf’s ears pricked. “Those flowers. Yes, I know where to find some. Runningnose
mentioned them once.” And he had plenty in his stores, if Copperleaf recalled. Relief filled him. They
could spare some echinacea.

 

Runningwind’s head jerked up hopefully. “Will you show us?” he said anxiously.

 

Copperleaf hesitated, but only for a moment. He nodded. “This way.” He turned and trotted along the
broken-down pathway alongside the Twoleg fence.

 

“Be quiet and careful,” Copperleaf meowed. “Aside from ShadowClan finding you, there’s rogues
around here. Strange cats with teeth and fangs in their collars. They’re not kittypets though, I don’t
think.” Fireheart jerked his head up, eyes wide, and Copperleaf chuckled. “Crazy, right?”

 



Fireheart awkwardly laughed, a small huffing sound. “Well, funny story, but… we’ve actually met
them before.”

 

Copperleaf paused, staring at his brother. “What? When? How? Are they dangerous?” His claws
briefly twitched out of his paws. Would they be a threat to his clan?

 

“They’re rude,” Cherryfur huffed. “Like a certain tom I might mention,” she added, grumbling, with a
glare at Darkstripe. Darkstripe bristled, growling.

 

“Creekflower was… taken by Twolegs,” Fireheart explained. “And we went to rescue her.” He flicked
his tail towards Cherryfur. “There, we met BloodClan. They’re not kittypets, but they wear collars,
and the teeth and claws on them are like their prizes, I think.”

 

“They’re very aggressive about it,” Cherryfur meowed with a frown. “They enjoy fighting, amongst
themselves and their enemies.”

 

“But they helped us,” Fireheart continued. “We saved Creekflower and her kits-”

 

“You’re conveniently leaving out the fact that her kits are a kittypet’s kits,” Darkstripe spat.
“Creekflower got with a kittypet and now we’re raising her kits.” His tail lashed, and, beside him,
Sandstorm nodded angrily.

 

Copperleaf blinked. He had forgotten that fact in the rush to save WindClan. “A kittypet? I wouldn’t
have expected that from Creekflower.” She had always been a stickler for the rules compared to
Lightningfur. Especially compared to Lightningfur.

 

“Yes,” Fireheart confirmed slowly, glancing at his clanmates warily. “They are… But there’s more.”
Fireheart took a deep breath before continuing. “Their leader, Scourge… He’s our half-brother.”

 

“Half-brother?” Sandstorm gasped in shock, eyes wide. Beside her, Darkstripe and Runningwind both
jerked their heads to stare at their clanmate in surprise.

 

“You never told us that!” Runningwind meowed.

 



Fireheart ducked his head. “I… guess I forgot to, between everything else.”

 

“Half-brother?” Copperleaf echoed, bewildered. Spottedleaf obviously hadn’t had any other litters,
but Thistlestar… “Do you mean he was Whitestorm’s brother or something?” He thought he would
have heard something about Snowfur having other kits, much less a warrior abandoning the clan.

 

Fireheart shook his head. “No, he’s younger than Whitestorm, but older than us. He’s… Thistlestar,
he…” Fireheart danced on his feet nervously, and Runningwind brushed his shoulder against his
friend’s supportively. “He mated with a kittypet, or a rogue or something, and he had another litter.
They grew up in Twolegplace and… Scourge is one of them.”

 

Copperleaf’s ears twitched as he absorbed the information. It… wasn’t that surprising. Thistlestar
wasn’t a good tom. He scrunched his nose. “Of course Thistlestar would abandon his kittypet kits. He
wouldn’t want to look bad, would he?”

 

“It wasn’t his fault!” Fireheart burst out, sounding desperate. “It was just after his first mate, Snowfur,
died, and before he loved Spottedleaf. Of course he wasn’t thinking straight! Can’t you imagine how
distraught and alone he felt? He must have sought solace in them or something and… Maybe he never
even knew he had kits with them!”

 

Copperleaf’s whiskers curled, staring at his brother in confusion. He knew when they were younger,
he had admired Thistlestar. But, surely, he still didn’t think so fondly of their horrid father…?

 

“Fireheart,” Copperleaf started slowly. “You still don’t… Thistlestar isn’t a good cat, you know that
right? He’s done a lot of bad things.”

 

“He’s our father,” Fireheart protested, fur bristling defensively. “He cares for us.” Sandstorm and
Cherryfur traded disbelieving looks.

 

“He used to be a good cat,” Darkstripe added in a mutter. “That’s what Tigerclaw says. Before he had
kits with a medicine cat. It ruined him.” Fireheart frowned at his friend.

 

“Before he had kits with an apprentice ,” Copperleaf corrected sternly. Why did everyone always
insist on focusing on Spottedleaf being a medicine cat, rather than an apprentice? For StarClan’s sake,
she had trained as a warrior before she was a medicine cat anyway! That’s when she tried to end their
relationship, too, from what little he could glean from Spottedleaf’s closest confidants like



Willowpelt, Redtail, and Featherwhisker, seeing as she never liked to speak of it herself. She upheld
the code the best she could, but even then, it didn’t matter with creeps like Thistlestar.

 

“He’s RiverClan’s leader now anyway,” Copperleaf continued. “Even if he was a good cat, he’s your
enemy. RiverClan has attacked ThunderClan under his orders plenty of times.”

 

“But he’s only our enemy because of that!” Fireheart meowed hotly. “If he had been ThunderClan’s
leader, everyone would still love him.”

 

Copperleaf’s shoulder fur rose. Before he could snap something about how Thistlestar would still be
an awful cat on the inside, Sandstorm hissed angrily.

 

“He attacked me when I was an apprentice!” she argued, glaring at Fireheart. “I know he’s your
father, but he’s RiverClan! He doesn’t care for ThunderClan anymore.”

 

Fireheart cowed for a moment, ducking his head and flinching away from Sandstorm’s wrath. “But I
saved you, remember?” he said, wide-eyed. “Thistlestar never would have attacked you if he knew
you and I were friends.”

 

Cherryfur snorted. “Oh, so he’s disloyal to his current clan then? Disloyal to ThunderClan, disloyal to
the warrior code, disloyal to his mates… What isn’t he disloyal too?” She shook her head. “I’m sorry
Fireheart. I’ve never personally met Thistlestar, but just seeing him at Gatherings is enough to tell me
how sleazy that tom is.”

 

“He’s not like that!” Fireheart snapped, fur pricking out on all sides. His eyes seemed wild and his
claws uncurled. “He- he loves us, he really does!” He looked desperately at Copperleaf.

 

“He loves us, sure,” Copperleaf meowed lowly. “But is that enough to excuse the harm he’s done?”

 

Fireheart opened his mouth to protest, then paused, eyes flicking to the side in thought. He opened his
mouth once more, squeaking out, “He doesn’t… want to, he just- he has no choice…”

 

“He’s RiverClan’s leader,” Sandstorm muttered bitterly. “I’d say he has a lot of choice.”

 



Copperleaf waited for Fireheart to protest more, but his ginger brother was staring at his paws, his
claws dug into the ground. Runningwind cleared his throat, stepping forward hesitantly. He dipped his
head politely to Copperleaf.

 

“I believe we came here for echinacea,” he said softly, eyes flickering to his upset yet stubborn friend.
“Not an argument. Let’s just… get on, shall we?”

 

Copperleaf’s tail tip twitched. For a moment, he felt tempted to turn Fireheart away until he came
back and said how awful Thistlestar was for what he did to Spottedleaf, to them and their siblings, to
Whitestorm, and even to that Scourge cat’s parent. Just how many kits could Thistlestar abandon
without remorse, only to claim he truly loved them? Copperleaf would even argue he hurt Tigerclaw
in his abandonment, although he was sure the fierce and temperamental deputy would claw him to
shreds if they ever met.

 

But he would never let any kit in any clan suffer from sickness just because he wanted his brother to
‘see the light’ so to speak.

 

So he nodded his head and turned around. “Right. Just this way, then.”



Runningwind and Fireheart Spill The Beans (And Not Just To Their
Friends!)

Darkstripe cursed as a hedge branch jabbed into his side. The StarClan-forsaken hedge was the only
thing that had blocked their way into the outerwoods, but of course there was no way to get there
unless they struggled through the hedge itself.

 

The dark tabby hissed again when he spotted the traitor carefully raise a branch higher so Fireheart
and the rest of the patrol could dart past. He growled. What would Tigerclaw say about following a
traitor into territory they didn’t know? Into territory said traitor has been in before?

 

“This is ridiculous!” he muttered, glaring angrily at Copperleaf.

 

“What is?” The meow of Cherryfur from behind him made him flatten his ears.

 

“Listening to a traitor, that’s what!” he growled, agitated, especially from the earlier argument. “How
do we know he isn’t leading us into a trap?!” Especially after Copperleaf had got upset at Fireheart. It
was understandable that Fireheart missed his father! Thistlestar had been an honorable warrior once.
Even Tigerclaw spoke fondly of him! Or used to, anyway. Darkstripe could only wish he knew his
father…

 

Cherryfur just rolled her eyes. “Yeah, sure, like Copperleaf would tell his patrol to go the complete
opposite direction we were just to lead us into an ambush.” She swatted him with a paw before
quipping, “You’re such a ray of sunshine with that overly-optimistic personality of yours!”

 

Darkstripe glared at her. “It’s stupid to follow an enemy warrior into unknown territory!” he hissed,
flinching when a sharp twig poked the side of his muzzle. “It Tigerclaw were here-”

 

“Well, Tigerclaw isn’t here,” Cherryfur snapped, amber eyes sparking. “So suck it up!”

 

Darkstripe whipped his head forward, angry and inwardly groaning as they finished wriggling
through the hedge and emerged into the outerwoods. His ears were flat to his head as Copperleaf
waved his tail.

 



“The echinacea is this way!” he called, trotting over to a thick part of the forest. Fireheart padded after
him, mouth slightly open for any scent. Darkstripe parted his too, but immediately closed it. How
would he be able to find any? Out of all of them, Fireheart knew the most about herbs - he would
probably find them without their help.

 

The rest of the patrol, however, did not share this train of thought. Sandstorm was nosing around
some tree roots, pale green eyes roaming for any sign of the purple-pink flower. Runningwind had
jumped into the trees to gain a vantage point, ears pricked and eyes sharp as he gazed around the
forest. Cherryfur prowled around the ground, sticking her head into bushes before reemerging with a
shake of her head. Copperleaf was describing what echinacea smelled like to Fireheart. 

 

“...kinda like a muskrat, have you ever seen one?”

 

Darkstripe narrowed his eyes at the light ginger tom as Fireheart tipped his head.

 

“Once, maybe,” he meowed thoughtfully. “They’re rare in the forest - they prefer the marshes to the
trees.”

 

“Aha!”

 

Sandstorm’s exclamation made everyone jump - Runningwind nearly toppled out of his tree, fur
bristling and eyes wide as he dug his claws into his branch.

 

“For StarClan’s sake, Sandstorm!” the brown tabby gasped, scrambling down from the tree. “You
nearly scared me outta my fur!” The pale tabby she-cat shot him an exasperated look before
meowing;

 

“Well, next time I find some echinacea, I won’t tell you!” Everyone perked up.

 

“You found some?!” Cherryfur asked, eyes glowing.

 

“A few,” Sandstorm replied, turning back and padding behind a tree. She came back around with a
few flowers in her jaw. “There weren’t that many,” she mumbled through the herbs.

 



“Look!” Runningwind popped out of a bush with some more of the purple-pink flowers in his mouth.
“Here’s some more!”

 

“Fireheart has some over here!” Copperleaf called, trotting after his red-furred brother. Fireheart, too,
had a bundle of flowers in his jaw.

 

Sandstorm, Runningwind, and Fireheart all piled their finds together before Fireheart rolled them into
a bundle to carry. Darkstripe briefly admired the quick and precise way his friend handled the rolling
before Cherryfur volunteered to carry them.

 

Good, the black tabby thought as Cherryfur grasped the bundle in her jaws. Maybe with the echinacea
in her mouth, she’ll shut up for once! That hope was immediately quelled when Cherryfur bounced up
to his side.

 

“Come on, Darkstripe!” she cheekily meowed, muffled by the herbs. She bumped her shoulder with
his. “Quit looking like a sourpuss and cheer up! We’ve got the herbs now!” Darkstripe glared at her,
before shooting it at Copperleaf.

 

“Why would a traitor help us ?” he hissed. “Tigerclaw would never have allowed help from a traitor!”

 

“Darkstripe,” Sandstorm snapped. “It doesn’t matter! Copperleaf helped us get the herbs - that’s what
matters right now. Now quit whining and let’s get back to camp!” Darkstripe saw the questioning look
Fireheart gave him, but elected to ignore it. He couldn’t blame Fireheart for accepting his brother’s
help without question, but surely he had to see how dangerous it was! How did they know Copperleaf
wouldn’t lead them into a trap? He had abandoned his clan after all! Darkstripe narrowed his eyes.
Yes, he left to protect the young of ShadowClan, or so he said, but he really shouldn’t have been so
concerned! His loyalty was to remain with ThunderClan, and ThunderClan alone! ShadowClan’s
problems were their own, unless you made it your problem - which Copperleaf had.

 

Darkstripe irritably swished his tail as they crept past Twolegplace, the loud roar of some monsters on
the Thunderpath reaching their ears. He briefly recalled how Cricketheart and Cinderpaw’s bodies had
looked, lying inert on the ground. A shiver ran down his back, a beat of fear in his heart, but he
shoved it away. Tigerclaw wouldn’t be so cowardly.

 

The black tabby then slammed into Runningwind, who stood stock-still, fur fluffed and eyes wide
with horror. Darkstripe stared incredulously at the brown warrior. What was he doing?

 



“Runningwind?” Fireheart asked, looking concerned. Cherryfur’s head was tilted and Sandstorm’s tail
flicked as she glanced towards the large Thunderpath still many lengths away. Copperleaf looked
confused. “What is it?”

 

Runningwind frowned, eyes stuck on a monster as it stormed past, before flickering between the cats
on the patrol. He leaned over to Fireheart and harshly whispered into his ear, “We should tell them.”
Darkstripe frowned. Tell us what? “About Tigerclaw. We might not get another chance!” Another
chance for what? Darkstripe angrily thought. And what about Tigerclaw?

 

Fireheart looked thoughtful, eyes darting to Copperleaf before he whispered something to
Runningwind. The brown tom nodded. The red tom straightened his shoulders before turning around.

 

“There’s something we need to tell you…” he began. He glanced at Copperleaf. “Is there somewhere
we can talk? Privately?” Copperleaf still looked confused, but nodded.

 

“This way,” he meowed. Darkstripe sat for a moment, uneasy. What was with all this secrecy? He
shook himself before following the rest of the patrol a little ways into Twolegplace. The dark tabby
wrinkled his nose as they ducked through a hole in one of the nests.

 

“What is it?” Cherryfur meowed, a little muffled as she cast a wary glance at Copperleaf. Darkstripe
was pleased she, at least, didn’t want the traitor listening to potential ThunderClan secrets either.
Cherryfur dropped the bundle of herbs at her paws. Runningwind seemed to steady himself before he
finally blurted out his thoughts.

 

“Redtail wasn’t killed by Oakstar.”

 

The patrol froze.

 

Darkstripe blinked.

 

What?

 

Darkstripe sputtered. “How do you know?”

 



“Ravenpaw saw what happened,” Fireheart explained. “He told me that Oakstar died under the
rockfall - all of his lives must have been taken away from injuries that bad…” Cherryfur shuddered at
the thought, and Darkstripe couldn’t blame her. To lose all nine lives just like that…in so much
pain…

 

He shook himself. How did they know this was the truth? Why would Tigerclaw of all cats lie about
that? Tigerclaw was their deputy!

 

Fireheart took a deep breath. “Redtail was killed afterwards…by Tigerclaw.”

 

“What?” Darkstripe yelped, yellow eyes wide with denial. “That can’t be true! Tigerclaw’s a loyal
warrior-”

 

“ Was ,” Cherryfur muttered darkly, narrowed eyes staring at the bundle of herbs at her paws.

 

Just like Thistlestar. The thought made Darkstripe’s mind whirl.

 

Copperleaf stared, troubled, at Fireheart and Runningwind. “Was Tigerclaw acting on his own? Or is
he part of a larger plot? He was Thistlestar’s apprentice.” Darkstripe glared at the light ginger tom.

 

“ Tigerclaw wouldn’t betray ThunderClan!” he hissed. Unlike you!

 

“Killing Redtail is betraying ThunderClan!” Sandstorm pointed out. Darkstripe snarled at her.

 

“How do we know Ravenpaw was telling the truth?” he asked, a little desperate. Had his best friends
gone mad? “Ravenpaw’s dead! ”

 

His body flinched instinctively when Fireheart suddenly pressed his nose to Darkstripe’s ears.
Darkstripe frowned and glared at his friend as Fireheart said quietly, “Ravenpaw isn’t a liar. I know
he’s telling the truth.” Fireheart hesitated, gaze flickering away. “If… you want to,” he started slowly,
“you can ask him yourself. He’s not dead.”

 



Darkstripe’s head shot up in surprise, and he saw Cherryfur’s and Sandstorm’s do the same, their eyes
wide. “What?” Darkstripe floundered. Ravenpaw? Alive? But he had been killed by ShadowClan!

 

Fireheart traded a look with Runningwind. “We lied about his death,” he explained. He glanced
pleadingly at Cherryfur and Sandstorm. “I had to, to keep him safe. Tigerclaw, he-... Tigerclaw knew
Ravenpaw knew he killed Redtail, and Tigerclaw feared Ravenpaw would tell… and Ravenpaw did
tell us. Tigerclaw must have suspected. Must still suspect so. It’s… why he’s been even more cold to
me, lately.”

 

Darkstripe could remember a time when they were kits and Tigerclaw was begrudgingly nice to
Fireheart and his siblings. At that point, Tigerclaw didn’t know or suspect they were cursed. They
were merely his former mentor’s kits. Darkstripe remembered thinking Tigerclaw was scary, but also
awe-inspiring.

 

Little Darkkit could never imagine he would become one of Tigerclaw’s closest confidants after
having been his apprentice. They were friends, even, if Tigerclaw was the type of cat to have friends
past Whitestorm. Darkstripe had to make sure it stayed that way, that he never fell out of Tigerclaw’s
favor. After all, the tom had so much hope for Darkstripe’s future. That, one day, Tigerclaw could be
leader, and Darkstripe, just maybe, could be his deputy.

 

The idea made Darkstripe’s paws tingle with apprehension.

 

“Tigerclaw wanted Ravenpaw dead because of that,” Fireheart continued. He glanced at Darkstripe
and narrowed his eyes. “I… overheard him talking to you and Longtail, just after Brokenstar’s
ShadowClan attacked. You all were convinced he was a ShadowClan spy, and… it sounded like you
all agreed he should die.”

 

Darkstripe’s pelt bristled as he recalled that conversation. “I didn’t want to kill Ravenpaw!” he
protested wildly. “I just- Tigerclaw thought it was best and- he was telling ShadowClan all our
secrets! How else would ShadowClan have-”

 

“No, he wasn’t,” Copperleaf interrupted with a frown. “Brokenstar trusted me as one of his closest-
his guard. I would have known if we had a spy in ThunderClan.”

 

“Besides,” Sandstorm said, a touch wary as she stared at Copperleaf. “It would make more sense that
you were revealing ThunderClan’s secrets, wouldn’t it?”

 



Copperleaf dipped his head. “It’s true, I revealed a few secrets, to gain Brokenstar’s trust… But
nothing that I thought would hurt the future of ThunderClan. Just things like the layout of camp.”

 

Darkstripe growled. “You truly are a traitor.”

 

Copperleaf stared calmly at him. “But it sounds like Ravenpaw wasn’t.”

 

Darkstripe kept his mouth shut, glaring at the ShadowClan warrior.

 

“What do we do now?” Cherryfur spoke up, frowning. “If Tigerclaw really did kill Redtail, I mean,
then how do we reveal his crime?”

 

“Crime s ,” Runningwind suddenly spat, fur bristling. Immediately, Adderfang’s death flashed
through Darkstripe’s mind, and his heart raced as he tensed. But Runningwind didn’t mention
Adderfang as he continued. “He set a trap on the Thunderpath for Bluestar,” he said, grief and anger
warring in his eyes. “But Cricketheart and Cinderpaw got caught in it instead.” Cherryfur let out a
small gasp. Runningwind glanced away, staring angrily at the old, overgrown Twoleg garden around
them. “That’s why I wanted to tell you this. Hearing those monsters roar…” Runningwind clenched
his eyes shut and Fireheart pressed his shoulder against his comfortingly. “I don’t want to believe
Tigerclaw is a murderer anymore than you do.” Darkstripe looked away when Runningwind stared at
him. “But I can’t stop thinking about it… What if he is?”

 

“How do you know he set the trap?” Copperleaf asked curiously. Darkstripe suddenly wanted to claw
his face. Why did Fireheart and Runningwind think he deserved the right to know about Tigerclaw
apparently being a traitor? All Copperleaf would do is tell ShadowClan, and then where would they
be? ShadowClan would think ThunderClan was weak, accusing one another like this!

 

“He said ShadowClan had hunted over the border,” Fireheart meowed. “That he found fresh-kill with
their scent. But there wasn’t anything at all, not even scent over the border.”

 

“We’ve been careful not to step over borders,” Copperleaf affirmed. “We can’t afford another war.
Although I can’t speak for every cat in ShadowClan, I know my patrols haven’t gone a whisker over
the border.”

 

Darkstripe hissed. “Like I’d believe a traitor’s words.”



 

“But don’t you believe in your clanmates?” Copperleaf pressed, glancing at Fireheart and
Runningwind. Darkstripe glanced at Fireheart, a cat he’d once considered his brother. No, he still did,
they just… hadn’t hung out much, and… Well, it didn’t matter. He trusted Fireheart… But shouldn’t
he trust Tigerclaw more? He was their deputy, his mentor…

 

If Tigerclaw had killed Redtail, it must’ve been for a good reason.

 

Right?

 

“We should confront Tigerclaw, shouldn’t we?” Sandstorm questioned. “Or tell Bluestar?”

 

Darkstripe frowned at Sandstorm. “You can’t seriously believe Tigerclaw is a murderer - a traitor to
ThunderClan. He’s always had ThunderClan’s best intentions in mind! That’s why he’s deputy.”

 

The pale-colored she-cat hesitated with a frown, glancing warily at Fireheart. “It makes sense,” she
said slowly. “Tigerclaw is Spottedleaf’s kin through his mother, Leopardfoot.”

 

Runningwind cut her off with a hissed gasp. “You can’t seriously be implying Tigerclaw is evil just
because of Spottedleaf’s so-called curse!”

 

Sandstorm’s tail tip twitched, but she held her ground. “I’m not saying just because of that,” she
meowed. “But… Spottedleaf’s nephew killing Spottedleaf’s brother and then her niece is kind of
like… StarClan has cursed them.”

 

Fireheart gaped at his clanmate, before he sadly looked away, gaze on the ground. Darkstripe’s heart
ached for his best friend for a moment, before he shoved the feeling away, fluffing out his thick pelt.
Who cared if they were cursed? Tigerclaw wasn’t evil! He was a loyal, proud, and strong warrior of
ThunderClan!

 

“Spottedleaf isn’t cursed!” Cherryfur snapped in protest, ginger and white tail bristling. “Are we all
really going to listen to Frostfur , of all cats?! I wasn’t aware she communicated with StarClan!”

 



Copperleaf glanced between all of the bristling ThunderClan cats with confusion. He frowned. “How
is Spottedleaf cursed?”

 

Cherryfur huffed, scraping the ground with her paw. “It’s just something Frostfur’s been yowling
about. Except now cats are starting to believe her, and it’s ridiculous.”

 

Darkstripe’s pelt twitched and he shifted, staring at his paws. He was Spottedleaf’s kin, too, and he
certainly felt cursed sometimes… But it wasn’t fair! He hadn’t done anything. It wasn’t his fault his
mother was her sister.

 

But Tigerclaw was her kin too. And he was a brave and powerful and strong warrior. And if he could
be deputy despite the curse, then so could Darkstripe.

 

Darkstripe just had to keep believing that. Otherwise, what would that mean for pitiful him?

 

Adderfang’s startled, dying face flashed in his memories.

 

Copperleaf stared at the varying expressions on the cats. Fireheart’s sad, accepting one, Sandstorm’s
frowning, stubborn one, Cherryfur’s frustrated, indignant one, Runningwind’s upset, solemn one,
and… Darkstripe wondered what he looked like. Conflicted, maybe? Angry, definitely.

 

What he wouldn’t give to just give Copperleaf a tiny scratch. But then Fireheart would be upset.

 

Why do I care what Fireheart thinks? Darkstripe wondered. Tigerclaw’s opinion is the only one that
matters.

 

“Well, she’s not cursed,” Copperleaf said firmly. “And neither am I.” Copperleaf turned around and
began padding towards the exit, a gap in the hedges. “I’ll keep an eye out for anything suspicious,
Fireheart, so long as you keep an eye out for Brokenstar. But I have to return to ShadowClan now, or
my patrol will wonder where I’ve gone. You clearly have your own problems to sort out, anyway.”

 

Fireheart stood up, blinking. “Goodbye, brother,” he meowed. As Copperleaf slipped away,
Darkstripe hissed.

 



“I can’t believe you’d tell an enemy warrior that our deputy is a murderer!”

 

Fireheart ducked his head. “Copperleaf was once ThunderClan,” he said. “Redtail was our uncle. He
deserved to know the truth.”

 

More than me? Darkstripe thought. Redtail was my uncle too. Why didn’t Fireheart tell me earlier?
Even if his accusations are absurd, I deserve to know more than a ShadowClan cat, surely… Or is
Tigerclaw right? And Fireheart is a traitor, because he trusts Copperleaf even though he shouldn’t.
Does he discuss ThunderClan secrets with Lightningfur too? The idea was even worse than Fireheart
talking with Copperleaf. At least Copperleaf was honest, but Lightningfur was just as bloodthirsty as
her father.

 

“I can’t help but agree with Darkstripe,” Sandstorm murmured. “He may be your brother, but he’s still
a ShadowClan warrior.”

 

“A ShadowClan warrior who wanted to rescue WindClan,” Cherryfur pointed out. She started trotting
towards the gap, the petals of echinacea poking out from her mouth. “I think he’s got a good heart. He
helped us gather echinacea without question, after all.”

 

Darkstripe growled before he followed after Cherryfur, his tail twitching uncomfortably. Sandstorm
followed immediately after him, but he could hear Fireheart and Runningwind trade whispers, and
something twinged, tight and painful but brief, in his chest.

 

Do they still like me? he wondered. Are we still friends?

 

His muzzle twitched, his fangs biting onto his lip, and he relished in the pain that sprung forth. A tiny
speck of blood warmed his mouth, but tasted bitter.

 

Who cares about friends? he internally growled, despite glancing back and feeling relieved as he saw
Fireheart and Runningwind following after them.

 

How can they think Tigerclaw is bad?

 



 

The tortoiseshell tom held his breath as the forest cats grabbed the strange, pink-purple flowers. One
of them angrily stormed off after the calmer ginger and white she-cat. Two of them lingered behind,
one of which the tortoiseshell tom recognized, although he seemed much more downcast than the
fiery determination that had been on his face before.

 

“Do you think they believed us?” the ginger tom, Fireheart, murmured. “What if they tell Bluestar
what we said?”

 

“I don’t think that’d be too bad,” the other cat, a light brown tabby tom, replied. “With all of us,
surely Bluestar would believe us?”

 

“What if she thinks we’re cursed too?” Fireheart said quietly. “Tigerclaw is her deputy. He wouldn’t
be so if she didn’t trust him.”

 

The other tom sighed. “I guess we can only wait. Come on, let’s go before the others leave us behind
and Copperleaf’s patrol finds us lurking.”

 

Fireheart’s whiskers twitched. “ That wouldn’t be good.”

 

The two warriors padded off into the forest, leaving the abandoned, old housefolk garden behind. The
tortoiseshell tom waited a moment, heart beating, before he squeezed his way out of the fence. Bushes
had grown into it, and it scraped against his pelt. He gasped as he popped out, wincing as his collar
caught briefly on a branch. It snapped back at him, one of the dog teeth his mother had given him
pulling out and leaving a hole in his collar behind. He frowned, staring at the tooth on the ground as a
pit of fear briefly opened in his chest.

 

His mother wouldn’t be happy about that.

 

Shaking his fear away, he shot towards the front of the overgrown garden, slipping through a crack
between the dusty housefolk den wall and the aging white fence. He blinked as the sunlight phased
through the overhanging trees. Taking a deep breath, he raced forward until the familiar sounds of
cars and housefolk chatter greeted him.

 



He avoided the roads for the most part, letting his paws instinctively guide him deeper into the city.
Stray cats avoided him as they caught sight of his studded collar, but he had to swerve to avoid a
lunging dog on a leash. He leaped up onto the big brick wall, pausing as he took in BloodClan’s
camp, before darting down and nearly running right into his sister.

 

“Hi Scraps!” Gremlin greeted him with a purr. She then tilted her head. “What’s the matter?”

 

“Scraps!” Fury’s angry yowl made them both jump. “Where are those dumb herbs Scourge told you to
get? Are you really so mouse-brained that you can’t follow a simple order?” Scraps shook himself,
eyes darting around nervously, when Claw padded up with a frown.

 

“Fury, go back to your own duties,” he dismissed her with a flick of his tail. “Scraps, what has you so
frazzled?” Scraps inhaled a deep breath.

 

“I need to speak with Scourge.”

 

Claw gazed at the tortoiseshell tom before giving a sharp nod.

 

“Wait here.” The tom turned and lopped towards Scourge’s den, poking his head inside with a faint
mew. Scraps shuffled his paws, nervous once more. How would Scourge react to the news Scraps
had? Would he be pleased? Or would he dismiss it and punish him for not fetching those herbs?

 

Scourge came out of his den, stalking towards Scraps and his sister with Bone and Brick at his side.
The tortoiseshell tom steeled himself for the incoming conversation. BloodClan’s leader did not look
pleased.

 

“Speak,” the black tom meowed, contempt in his voice.

 

It all came out in a rush.

 

“There’s a cat in ThunderClan named Tigerclaw who's been killing other clancats!” he blurted out
with a heavy pant. “I overheard Fireheart and his friends talking about it - he killed his deputy during
a battle against another clan, wanted to kill another cat - an apprentice, I think - and he lured two
other cats into a trap on the road! I think they said one was Cinderpaw and the other was-” Scraps felt



his voice break but he pushed on, “-was Cricketpaw - Cricketheart. Cinderpaw was severely injured
and Cricketheart….died.” Scraps watched as Scourge’s eyes narrowed, silent but contemplative. Was
that a flicker of recognition in his icy gaze? Scraps chanced a look at Gremlin, and saw her horrified
expression.

 

Poor Cricketheart… he thought sadly. What about Featherpaw? Or Graystripe? Are they alright?
Secretly Scraps had admired the clancats he had briefly met - their willingness to risk their lives for
one another and to stand up to cats as scary as Scourge was incredible!

 

“This Tigerclaw,” Scourge meowed softly, eyes burning with undisguised hatred, “sounds like a
coward. Killing in the shadows or luring tiny ,” he spat out the word, something hot burning in his
usually cold gaze, “kittens into traps.” He lashed his tail. “A true warrior kills where all can see.” He
flexed his claws and Scraps had to suppress a shiver as he saw the red stains along the dog teeth
shoved into his claws. Scraps nodded when his leader’s gaze fell on him. Of course! Where was the
glory in a hidden kill?

 

“We will keep an eye on ThunderClan and this Tigerclaw,” Scourge announced, his blue eyes
narrowing thoughtfully. “We will see what he plans to do with the forest clans. Perhaps it could be of
benefit to us.” Scraps pricked his ears and exchanged a delighted look with Gremlin. Maybe they
could help Fireheart with Tigerclaw! They could help avenge Cricketheart’s death!

 

Fury growled as she prowled forward, then spat, “And what of those ThunderClan kitties you were
supposed to ‘keep an eye on’?” Scourge barely spared her a glance, eyes cool.

 

“Those kittens are probably dead by now,” he meowed monotonously. “They are none of my concern
anymore.”

 

Scraps traded another look with Gremlin, this time sadly. Those poor tiny kits…

 

One had been a dark brown tabby with white paws and muzzle.

 

Another had been white with dark gray paws and muzzle.

 

The final one had been off-white patched with pale gray.

 



Scraps felt sorry for Creekflower and Oliver, remembering the loving couple and wishing that his own
parents had been as affectionate as them. They only got to know their other two kits - the only
survivors.

 

If only the others had survived…



Airleap Finally Gets A Break

Chapter by LollingCat

“You hopped like a rabbit when that beetle bit you!” Onewhisker laughed as he trotted alongside
Airleap and Ashfoot.

 

Airleap’s whiskers twitched and he ducked his head abashedly, but he purred, amused. “Like you’re
one to talk!” Airleap meowed. “I saw you trip over your own paws when that rabbit popped out of the
burrow.”

 

“That was a disastrous hunting patrol,” Ashfoot commented, smiling. “I’m surprised we managed to
bring any prey back at all.”

 

“Good thing we did,” Onewhisker meowed, glancing ahead at their clanmates. Specifically, one
black-furred elder. “Or Crowfur would have bitten our ears off for sending him to a Gathering
hungry!”

 

The three purred in amusement, whiskers twitching. Airleap’s smile dimmed as the scents of other
clans reached his nose, the Great Rock rising above the rest of the Gatheringplace. He slowed down
his pace, dreading being amongst the other clans. Their stares, their whispers… He couldn’t bear it. It
would be his first Gathering as a WindClan warrior now…

 

“Move it,” snapped Mudclaw from behind him as the brown tom shoved past, rushing forth into the
crowd.

 

Airleap flinched away while Ashfoot huffed. “Don’t mind him, Airleap,” Ashfoot meowed. “He’s just
extra twitchy because he’s worried about Sorrelshine.”

 

“How a cat like him got with a bubbly sweetheart like Sorrelshine is beyond me,” Onewhisker
snorted. “But their kits are cute.”

 

Airleap smiled again, relaxing. “I know. Gorsekit, Storkkit, and Quailkit wouldn’t stop bothering
them. Morningflower had her paws full distracting them from the newborns.”
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Ashfoot chuckled with a grin, eyes twinkling as she glanced at Airleap. “I’m sure she’s glad to have
you helping, ever since her mate Cloudrunner passed. The kits adore you, Airleap.”

 

Airleap ducked his head, trying to hide his own grin as his whiskers twitched and his pelt went hot.
“Oh, I dunno, I don’t do any more than you, and you're their aunt…”

 

“Well, consider yourself their uncle then, Airleap,” Onewhisker meowed. “‘Cause they like you a lot
more than me!” Onewhisker laughed light-heartedly.

 

The three of them quieted down as Tallstar raised his tail. They stood and waited as they stared out
into the land surrounded by Fourtrees. ThunderClan, ShadowClan, and RiverClan were already
mingling. Airleap gulped, limbs briefly trembling, but Ashfoot brushed his shoulder against his and
he shot her a smile. Taking a deep breath, he raised his head as high as he could manage, keeping his
gaze straight. He followed closely after Onewhisker as they padded into the clearing.

 

“I’m gonna go talk to Fireheart,” Onewhisker said. “Why don’t you come with me? I’m sure your
brother’d like to see you.”

 

The idea of meeting his sibling and seeing Fireheart’s disappointed or upset face made Airleap shake
his head. “N-no, I’m okay,” he meowed. “I’ll just stay with Ashfoot, if that’s okay.” He glanced at the
gray she-cat questioningly.

 

Ashfoot smiled. “Of course! I was going to hang back anyway. Talking with ShadowClan leaves a
bitter taste in my mouth, still.”

 

“Eh, they’re not all that bad,” Onewhisker said, shrugging. “Cinderfur’s nice. I haven’t talked with
Copperleaf in awhile though.” He touched his nose to his sister’s cheek. “See you later!”

 

As Onewhisker walked away, into the crowd of ThunderClan cats, Ashfoot turned and padded
towards Deadfoot, who was already sitting in the deputies’ usual spot. Tigerclaw and Leopardfur, to
Airleap’s horror, were conversing nearby, but Cinderfur was still amid his ShadowClan clanmates.
Airleap kept his head low, standing behind Ashfoot and eying Tigerclaw and Leopardfur with fear.
Leopardfur hated him, and why wouldn’t she? He killed her apprentice and practical son. And
Tigerclaw… That tom always terrified him. He could still remember the harsh training that the
ThunderClan deputy had pitted him against Darkstripe.

 



“Hey, Ashfoot, Airleap,” Deadfoot meowed in greeting, nodding his head. “It’s good to be back, isn’t
it?” He gazed out at the clearing.

 

“It is,” Ashfoot agreed. “Even though the other clans can be a nuisance, I missed Gatherings.”

 

Airleap stared at his paws, feeling awkward. He’d never liked Gatherings. They were always so much
pressure. Don’t say this, but do say that, don’t give anything away but try to get information from the
other clans, and raise your head high but don’t attract unwanted attention. It was all so confusing. As
apprentices, Copperleaf had always loved them as it was a chance to talk to other clans, but
Lightningfur had agreed they were pointless. The clans were meant to fight, not talk nice.

 

“WindClan has been doing good these past moons since our return,” Deadfoot continued. “We’ve
grown a lot and our kits are thriving. The other clans will see that. ShadowClan won’t dare mess with
us.”

 

“Will RiverClan and ThunderClan?” Airleap meowed quietly, casting a nervous glance at the chatting
deputies. What if they were conspiring against WindClan? No, he told himself. RiverClan and
ThunderClan hated each other. But what if they wanted to chase Airleap out from WindClan too?
Because he’d reveal all their secrets to his new clan? Not that he’d ever known any secrets…

 

“ThunderClan has been our friends these past moons,” Deadfoot answered. “But RiverClan… They
have been quite rude at the border.”

 

“Yeah!” Ashfoot agreed. “Just yesterday, Greenflower snarled at me for asking how the prey was
running!”

 

Deadfoot lowered his voice, glancing at his fellow deputies. “Leopardfur turned her nose up at me
when I approached.”

 

“I’m surprised she’s talking to Tigerclaw, of all cats,” Ashfoot meowed. “Everyone knows
ThunderClan and RiverClan hate each other with a passion.”

 

“If a WindClan cat was leading ShadowClan against us, I sure would be,” Deadfoot agreed, tail tip
twitching.

 



“Thistlestar isn’t the nicest cat, either,” Airleap whispered, glancing fearfully up at the Great Rock.
Thistlestar lounged on the boulder like he owned it, tail tip lazily flicking up and down as his half-
lidded yellow eyes bore into the cats below. Tallstar, Bluestar, and Nightstar had yet to join him.

 

“You would say that about your own father?” a hiss came from behind him and Airleap, well, leaped
into the air, fur bristling. Behind him and Ashfoot, Lightningfur had snuck up, green eyes glaring like
death at him as her teeth bared back. “After everything he did for you? You truly are an ungrateful
coward.”

 

“L-Lightningfur!” Airleap squeaked. “I’m sorry, I-”

 

Ashfoot hissed, stepping in front of him. “After Thistlestar let him be kicked out of his own clan
without raising so much as a whisker? Of course Airleap wouldn’t like your precious leader!
Thistlestar is a scourge to the clans.”

 

Lightningfur snorted as though amused. “Like a lowly WindClan cat would know anything.
Thistlestar is the strongest leader in all the forest. Only a weakling like my brother would run away
from that.”

 

Deadfoot and Ashfoot both snarled, brushing their pelts against Airleap’s brown and white own as he
cowed. He bowed his head to his sister, burning with shame. He was so pathetic. What cat ran away
from the clan that gave them everything? RiverClan had welcomed him with open paws, even if they
didn’t really want a weak cat like him, and how had he returned their kindness? By killing a respected
young warrior of theirs.

 

“Thistlestar isn’t noble,” Deadfoot growled. “He’s a tyrant who only cares about himself. How soon
do you forget what he did to your own mother? WindClan would never let a tom pad after kittens like
that.”

 

Lightningfur rolled her eyes. “Oh, who cares about our mother? She’s just some medicine cat. It’s all
in the past, anyway, so why care about it now?”

 

“Spottedleaf loved us!” Airleap protested, surprised.

 

Lightningfur sent him a dirty glare. “You really think she loved a cat like you? You only ever went
whining to her. Like a mother could love an annoying gnat like that.”



 

“Airleap’s not annoying!” Ashfoot snapped. “You’re just an arrogant, self-absorbed cat who only
cares about hurting other cats because you think it makes you better than others!”

 

Lightningfur’s ears twisted backwards and her lip curled up, revealing her sharp, shining fangs. “You
say that like you’ve never hurt a cat in your life. We’re warriors! What do you think we do? Sit
around and hide like rabbits?” She snorted, then narrowed her eyes. “RiverClan isn’t happy you’re
harboring Whiteclaw’s murderer,” she spat. Airleap winced, wishing a hole would appear and
swallow him hole and never let him out. He deserved to rot away. Poor Whiteclaw… He didn’t
deserve that fate. Airleap could still see his horrified face as he fell into the ravine below.

 

“Airleap didn’t murder Whiteclaw,” Deadfoot said slowly. “Whiteclaw attacked him, and Airleap
defended himself. Perhaps you and your clanmates should learn to sheathe your claws, instead of
unsheathing them.”

 

Lightningfur laughed sharply. “What a ridiculous thought! You truly are the perfect clan for Airleap.”
She stared down at Airleap and said in a low, dark voice, “Our father has never been more
disappointed in any of his kits.”

 

With that, the tortoiseshell she-cat whipped around and stalked angrily off into the crowd, shoving a
ShadowClan warrior to the side. Airleap stared at his paws, wishing he had never gone to this
Gathering.

 

“Don’t listen to her,” Ashfoot meowed, nudging him with her nose. “She can’t think of anything but
herself and her pride. You’re a kind cat, Airleap, and you’re WindClan.”

 

“After all,” Deadfoot continued with a smile. “You’re Air leap, aren’t you? It’s like you were named
to be one of us.”

 

Airleap smiled shakily, but he couldn’t feel it was true. Perhaps he was Air, but he had never truly
earned the Leap of his name. He wasn’t anything but half of a warrior, if even. WindClan would see
that soon.

 

He glanced up as footsteps approached. Leopardfur and Tigerclaw padded closer, and Cinderfur was
appearing from the crowd. Up above, Tallstar and Nightstar had climbed the Great Rock.

 



“The Gathering is beginning,” Ashfoot murmured into his ear. “Let’s gather with the others.” She
brushed her muzzle against Deadfoot’s before walking towards the cluster of WindClan cats. Airleap
quickly darted after her, sticking to her side like a burr. It made him feel bad- like an annoying gnat-
but he’d feel terrified if he was by himself.

 

As they neared Mudclaw and Ryestalk, a voice called out, “Airleap! Wait!”

 

Airleap jumped again, startled. He glanced behind to see a pretty tortoiseshell and white she-cat
running towards him, amber eyes wide. His heart leaped into his throat. Spottedleaf. His mother.

 

He couldn’t bare to think of how disappointed she was in him.

 

“I want to talk with you-”

 

But Airleap turned around and bolted into the crowd, hiding himself behind Mudclaw and Ryestalk,
who both cast startled, confused glares at him. Ashfoot quickly joined them, mumbling a half-
apology, half-greeting to their clanmates, and glancing at Airleap confused too.

 

Bluestar’s yowl sounded from the Great Rock. Airleap let out a breath of relief as Spottedleaf paused
in her advance towards the WindClan cats. She hesitated, and then his mother turned around and
padded back towards Yellowfang and the other medicine cats. If he learned that his mother was upset
at him, that she maybe didn’t love him anymore, that she thought he was a traitor and a coward… He
wanted to go on believing that she still thought of him as her baby.

 

Airleap shuffled to his paws, raising his head to stare over the shorter Mudclaw’s head. Bluestar stood
on the opposite side of the boulder from Thistlestar, her tail tip twitching vexedly. Tallstar sat calmly
beside her, while old Nightstar was in the middle, gazing wearily out at the clans.

 

“RiverClan has been hunting at Sunningrocks,” Bluestar began angrily, shocking Airleap. Gatherings
were supposed to be peaceful. “Our patrols have scented your warriors many times, Thistlestar.
Sunningrocks belongs to ThunderClan!”

 

Thistlestar glared back at Bluestar, gaze steady. “RiverClan has every right to Sunningrocks,”
Thistlestar growled. “Especially with the ThunderClan warrior you’ve sent to spy on our territory!”

 



Bluestar looked taken aback. “Warrior?” she echoed. “Have you seen him?”

 

“Not yet,” Thistlestar hissed, claws curling into the rock below. “But we find his scent so often, it
won’t be long before we do.” Airleap tensed, knowing what Thistlestar would do to the so-called
ThunderClan spy. What ThunderClan warrior would be mouse-brained enough to step foot in
Thistlestar’s territory? Or was ThunderClan truly spying on RiverClan and Bluestar’s shock was just
an act?

 

For a moment, Airleap fearfully thought, ThunderClan is coming to kill me for abandoning them! But
then he remembered he wasn’t in RiverClan anymore. Whatever quarrel they had with RiverClan, it
wasn’t because of him.

 

Tigerclaw’s deep growl sounded from beside the other deputies as he stood. “We have scented
ShadowClan in our territory as well as RiverClan this past moon. And not just one warrior, but a
whole patrol, always the same cats!”

 

The ShadowClan leader’s eyes flashed indignantly. “ShadowClan has not been in your territory.
Clearly your warriors can’t tell the difference in the scents of cats outside their own Clan. You have
been smelling the scent of rogue cats. They have been stealing prey from our territory as well!” But
Nightstar wasn’t done. He continued with a glare at Bluestar, “We’ve also smelt ThunderClan on our
territory! Don’t think we wouldn’t notice just because you were lurking along the edges of
Twolegplace.”

 

Were all of the clans trespassing? Airleap blinked in surprise. They had even found ShadowClan
scents on WindClan territory, but would Tallstar mention it? ShadowClan was always disrespecting
the borders, it seemed.

 

Tigerclaw snorted in disbelief and Nightstar glared down at him. “Do you doubt the word of
ShadowClan, Tigerclaw?” The crowd murmured uncomfortably as Tigerclaw stared back at Nightstar
with unconcealed disgust.

 

For the first time, Tallstar spoke, his tail twitching uncertainly. “My warriors have also found strange
scents in WindClan territory. They seem to be ShadowClan.”

 

“I knew it!” Tigerclaw snarled. “RiverClan and ShadowClan have united against us!”

 



“Us? What do you mean by us!” spat Thistlestar as he glared down at Tigerclaw. Was that disapproval
in his gaze? For a moment, Tigerclaw’s gaze flickered to his paws, like he was shying away, before
the powerful tabby warrior bristled and stared back up at the RiverClan leader with renewed fury. But
Airleap had noticed the small action, so similar to his own nerves, and he was so startled he could
hardly focus as the argument continued. Tigerclaw, worried ? “I think it’s you and WindClan that
have formed the alliance! Is that why you’re so satisfied to have them back, even though we lost
needed hunting lands during a harsh leaf-bare? Do you want to invade the rest of the forest and take
our hunting lands for your own instead?”

 

Tallstar’s black and white fur bristled. “That’s not why we returned, and you know it. We have kept to
our own hunting grounds these past moons.”

 

“Then why have we found strange warrior scents in our territory?” Thistlestar growled, stepping
forward. “If they aren’t ShadowClan, they must be WindClan!”

 

“They don’t belong to WindClan!” hissed Tallstar. “They must be rogue cats, as Nightstar says.”

 

“But rogue cats would be a convenient excuse for invading our territories, would they not?” Bluestar
murmured. She stared dangerously at the RiverClan and ShadowClan leaders. Thistlestar raised his
hackles and Nightstar arched his back. With a flash of alarm, Airleap saw Tigerclaw stand up and
stalk toward the Great Rock, every muscle tensed. Would the leaders really fight at a Gathering? At
that moment a shadow fell over the valley. The cats fell silent as they were plunged into blackness.
Airleap looked up, trembling. A cloud had covered the full moon, completely blocking out its light.

 

“StarClan has sent the darkness!” Airleap recognized the meow of his former mentor Halftail, a
ThunderClan elder.

 

The ShadowClan medicine cat yowled in agreement, “StarClan is angry. These meetings are meant to
be held in peace.”

 

“Runningnose is right!” It was Yellowfang. “We shouldn’t be fighting among ourselves, especially
during leaf-bare. We should be worrying about keeping our Clans safe!” Her voice echoed in the
frightened silence. “We must listen to StarClan.” 

 

Tallstar spoke up, a dim silhouette on top of the Great Rock. “This Gathering is over, by the will of
StarClan.” The crowd murmured in agreement. The air was thick with the scents of fear and hostility.
The leaders slowly slipped off the rock, glaring at one another.



 

Airleap shivered as Tallstar approached. He could feel the glares of ShadowClan and RiverClan on
him, like they were mad at just him, as though he was the cause of all their problems. And what if he
was?

 

“Well,” Ashfoot meowed beside him. “I’m glad that’s over. Let’s head home. I’m sure Gorsekit will
be eager to hear what happened from you.” She bumped Airleap lightly with a smile.

 

Airleap swallowed the nervous lump in his throat. He could imagine the young ginger tom-kit
bouncing at his paws, closely followed by his siblings. He would squeak and shrill and sound so
ferocious as he insulted RiverClan and ShadowClan, insisting he was big enough to fight them.
Storkkit would knock her paw against Gorsekit’s head and talk sense into him, while Quailkit would
chew on something he wasn’t supposed to, like a rock.

 

Airleap smiled hesitantly. “Yeah… Let’s go home.”



Creekflower Adopts Cody

Chapter Summary

Let's have some happy-fun-times huh?

“Lizardkit, catch!” Cloudkit squeaked, batting a mossball at his sister. The bundle of green flew over
the younger Snowkit’s head, who wobbled a bit, blinking in slight confusion, before he mewed and
tried to catch it before the brown tabby kit could.

 

Creekflower smiled as Lizardkit bounded up and caught the ball in her forepaws, pinning it to the
ground with a purr of delight. Snowkit tottered over with a happy meow, and pawed at the ball after
Lizardkit released her prey and nudged it over to the younger tom.

 

“Pass it here, Snowkit!” Cloudkit called, tail swishing with excitement. “Pass it over here!” Snowkit,
however, seemed oblivious to his playmate’s call - until Lizardkit pawed at his shoulder and nodded
towards her brother. He pricked his ears before swatting the mossball to Cloudkit, who crowed with
laughter as he knocked it out of the air. The older white tom passed it to Lizardkit, who then flung it at
Snowkit with a warning of, “Moss incoming!”

 

Snowkit hadn’t seemed to hear her, but the fast-approaching mossball was enough warning for him to
try to catch it in his teeth. He squeaked as it hit his face, but shook his pelt and purred as he proudly
held up his catch. It was as big as him.

 

Creekflower purred, watching the three kits play. Cody was beside her, ears pricked and smiling -
clearly desiring to join the game. But her nervous tail flick showed she was still feeling too shy and
hesitant to approach. Creekflower laid her tail over the kit’s back, reassuring her. If Cody didn’t feel
up to approaching the other kits yet, that was her choice. Creekflower wasn’t going to push her into it.

 

Nearby, two of Brindleface’s kits were tussling rather roughly. Ashkit had his sister, Fernkit, pinned to
the ground, growling as he savored his victory. Fernkit huffed before kicking her brother’s stomach,
knocking him off her. Creekflower briefly contemplated asking the two to take their game outside
where Thornkit and Brightkit were when the tom nearly slammed into the tiny Mistlekit, who laid in
her mother’s empty nest, still weak but slowly recovering. In Bridleface’s nest were Elderkit and
Tulipkit, also recovering from their death-defying bout of sickness.

 



Creekflower eyed Goldenflower’s nest where her two tiny newborns slept. Tawnykit’s tortoiseshell
pelt meshed beautifully with her brother’s dark tabby pelt, so small that they looked like one kit
together. Creekflower remembered when her kits had been that small. It felt like it had been so long
ago, when in reality it had only been two moons ago. Their mother had gone on a walk with their
father, Tigerclaw, and the other queens were all outside the nursery. The brown tabby queen could
faintly hear Speckletail chatting with her mate, Smallear, and the other elders. Frostfur and
Brindleface had gone on patrol earlier that day, leaving Creekflower as the only queen in the nursery -
something that Frostfur had highly objected to, but Brindleface had managed to get Frostfur to
comply. Begrudgingly.

 

The brown tabby she-cat stretched her forelegs, feeling more relaxed and safe here than anywhere
else.

 

Thistlestar’s evil eyes were nowhere to be seen.

 

No pressure to growl at other clans at the border.

 

Nothing but cute kits and friendly chatter to be amused by.

 

But it was also a tad bit overwhelming…

 

Creekflower knew it was probably due to her being a young cat when she became a queen, and
watching over all these kits could be quite the hassle - especially kits like her own son Cloudkit, who
has attempted to sneak out of camp multiple times.

 

Out of the corner of her eye, she spotted Ashkit being flung off of Fernkit once again, and tumbled
right into Cody. The former kittypet kit jumped slightly, the bell on her collar jingling. She turned
with her mouth open as if to ask if the younger tom was okay, but Ashkit’s snarl made her freeze.

 

“Get your kittypet stench away from me!” his hiss made Cody flinch, and Creekflower snapped her
head around, a stern reprimand on her mouth.

 

“Ashkit!” The tom whipped his head towards her, looking startled at her sudden growl. “We do not
talk to anyone like that!” The tabby queen pulled Cody close to her, and waved a paw for all the kits
to pay attention. Snowkit had to be gently nudged by Lizardkit to pay attention.



 

“We never treat anyone like they don’t matter,” she meowed, fixing a stern eye on Ashkit. “No matter
where we come from, we are all cats, and deserving of kindness and respect. Understand?”

 

“Yes mother!” Lizardkit immediately agreed as Cloudkit nodded his head, looking slightly impatient
to get back to their game. Snowkit glanced between his friends and Creekflower, looking a tad bit
bewildered, before nodding obediently with them. He began batting at Lizardkit’s tail as Mistlekit
peered up from her mother’s nest and meowed in a weak voice;

 

“Otay.” She curled back up in the mossy bedding. Elderkit blinked curiously at Creekflower before
adding his agreement too. Fernkit tilted her head, staring at Creekflower almost blankly, but slowly
nodded. Her brother, Tulipkit, frowned but followed Fernkit’s lead, tail twitching. Ashkit just glared,
much like his aunt Frostfur, up at Creekflower, until his speckled gray sister bumped his shoulder.

 

“Just agree,” Fernkit whispered.

 

“Okay…” Ashkit muttered, ears flat and casted a small glare at Cody before dashing outside, Fernkit
on his heels. Tulipkit, the least sick of Brindleface’s other two kits, followed after his siblings while
Elderkit padded over to Mistlekit and settled down beside her, pressing against her shivering pelt and
licking her ears as the younger kit sniffled.

 

“Why don’t you three go outside to play too?” Creekflower suggested to the last three kits. “I think
Mistlekit and Elderkit will appreciate the quiet time to rest.”

 

“Okay mom!” Lizardkit meowed, turning to nudge Snowkit out the den. “Let’s go play catch-a-leaf!”
Cloudkit meowed in excitement and charged out of the den, his playmates just behind.

 

Creekflower sat herself beside the nursery entrance so she could keep an eye on the kits - outside as
well as inside. Cody had padded after her, laying down at her side, tail low and ears twitching. She
was very quiet.

 

“What’s wrong?” Creekflower asked quietly, spying the now-sleeping Elderkit and Mistlekit curled
up together.

 

“Everyone just…” Cody ducked her head. “They all hate me.” Creekflower frowned.



 

“Now that’s not true,” she assured the kit. “Cloudkit and Lizardkit love you like their own sibling.
Snowkit’s been asking me if he could play with you some day.” Cody glanced up at her, a frown still
on her face, before sighing.

 

“I don’t even have a clan name - I’ll always just be Cody the lost kittypet to them.” Creekflower
gazed thoughtfully at Cody.

 

“You could have a clan name,” she meowed slowly. “In fact, I’ll give you one right now if that’s what
you want!” Cody stared at her, wide-eyed.

 

“Really?” she meowed hopefully.

 

“Of course,” Creekflower meowed. “How about…” She pricked her ears. “Cliffkit?”

 

“Cliffkit,” Cody tried the name on her own tongue. She gave a happy bounce and meowed, “Yes! I’m
Cliffkit!” Then she hesitated. “How will the clan know that’s my name now? What if they never call
me it?”

 

Creekflower pricked her ears. “Wait here,” she meowed and slipped out of the den, trotting over to
where Bluestar was washing. “Bluestar!” she called, padding up to her leader. The blue-furred leader
pricked her ears.

 

“Yes Creekflower?” she prompted. “What is it?”

 

“Cody would like to have a clan name,” the brown tabby meowed firmly. “In fact, we’ve already
found one for her - Cliffkit.” At Bluestar’s frown she pressed on. “Please? It would mean so much to
her!”

 

Bluestar’s eyes slid to the nursery, where Cody’s bright pink collar gave away her watching them. The
ThunderClan leader gave a slow nod.

 

“Thistlestar and Nightstar both worried me at the last Gathering,” Bluestar meowed thoughtfully.
“And we do need more warriors to prepare for any eventualities.” She drew herself up. “Very well. I



will call a meeting now.”

 

Creekflower purred and dashed back to Cody, licking her soft fur to clean it up before her big
moment.

 

“Let all cats old enough to catch their own prey, join beneath Highrock for a clan meeting!”

 

The clan all exchanged startled looks, confused by Bluestar’s sudden call, but gathered in the center
of camp. Creekflower pinned the other kits with a stern mew of “Behave,” before guiding Cody to the
front of the crowd where Bluestar stood. She briefly heard Longtail hiss at Cody and shot him a glare
before halting. Cody was nervously shuffling her paws, blinking up at Bluestar with hopeful eyes.

 

“It is time to formally welcome this kit as one of our own,” the ThunderClan leader announced. Some
cats gasped in shock while others exchanged dark mutters. However, Creekflower also spotted some
of her friends pricking their eats, purring encouragement at Cody.

 

“Cody,” Bluestar meowed, gazing at the kit. “Creekflower has told me what you now wish to be
called, is it your desire to take on your clan name and faithfully serve this clan when you reach six
moons?”

 

Cody took a deep breath and meowed, “Yes. It is.”

 

“Then by the powers of StarClan,” Bluestar continued. “You are now Cliffkit. You will bear this name
until the time has come for your apprentice ceremony. We welcome you as a member of this clan.”

 

Cliffkit raised her head, a purr rumbling in her throat, as Creekflower became the first to call her
name.

 

“Cliffkit!” she purred.

 

“Cliffkit!” Cherryfur yowled louder.

 



“Cliffkit! Cliffkit!” Cloudkit, Lizardkit, and Snowkit all rushed towards the newly-named kit, happy
mews and purrs as they bundled her over, becoming a pile of rumbling fur. Snowkit was babbling,
looking a little confused at what’s going on, but seeing his friends happy must have made him happy
too.

 

Longtail’s voice rose from the clamor. “Have you forgotten so soon about her kittypet heritage?” he
growled with a sneer. “Her collar will bring her Twolegs running into our forest!” Creekflower
glowered at the pale tabby tom.

 

“Cliffkit,” Creekflower meowed when the she-kit ducked her head shamefully. “Would you like to
take your collar off?” Cliffkit raised a paw to her pink collar, and gave a determined nod.

 

“Yes, please!” she meowed. Creekflower inspected the collar, recalling the motions it took to take her
own dreadful collar off, and gave a gentle yank to the flap part. It came loose and the grip it had
around Cliffkit’s neck lessened, giving way, and Creekflower gave one final tug to free the little kit
from its grasp. The pink collar fell to the ground with a thud , and Cliffkit stretched her neck, purring
even louder as the light breeze blew across her free neck.

 

Creekflower smiled as Cliffkit bounded back to her playmates, purring and cheering as loud as they
were.

 

She had never felt as happy as she did now.



Brokenstar Gets Rekt

Chapter by LollingCat

Fireheart padded towards the camp entrance where Sandstorm and Mousefur were already waiting at
the foot of the slope. Fireheart raised his tail in greeting, happy to see Sandstorm on his patrol.

 

“Hi,” Sandstrom greeted him. Mousefur nodded to him.

 

Whitestorm emerged from the gorse tunnel. “Is the dawn patrol back yet?”

 

“No sign of them,” answered Mousefur. But as she spoke, Fireheart heard the rustle of undergrowth
above them. Out of the bushes came Willowpelt, Runningwind, Darkstripe, and Dustpaw.

 

“We’ve patrolled the entire RiverClan border,” Willowpelt reported. “No sign of any hunting parties
so far. Bluestar’s patrol will check the area again this afternoon.”

 

“Good,” replied Whitestorm. “We’ll take the ShadowClan border.”

 

“Hopefully they’ll have the same good sense as RiverClan and stay away,” growled Darkstripe,
flexing his claws. Fireheart nodded in agreement with his friend. He wouldn’t want to hurt his
brother’s clanmates, not after the kindness Copperleaf had shown them in giving them echinacea.
“After last night, they must know we’ll be looking out for them.”

 

“I hope so,” growled Whitestorm. He turned to his patrol. “Are you ready?” 

 

Fireheart nodded. Whitestorm flicked the tip of his tail and leaped away into the bracken. Fireheart
followed Mousefur and Whitestorm. They kept up a fast pace as they climbed out of the ravine.
Sandstorm was right behind Fireheart; he could feel her warm breath as she scrambled up the
boulders. They had not even reached Snakerocks when Fireheart picked up a sinister, familiar scent.
He opened his mouth to warn the others but Mousefur spoke first.

 

“ShadowClan!”
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The four cats stopped to smell the rank stench. “I can’t believe they’ve come back already!”
Sandstorm murmured. Fireheart noticed the fur quiver along her spine.

 

“The scent is recent.” Whitestorm’s eyes glittered with fury. “I had hoped Nightstar might bring some
honor to his Clan. But I suppose the cold winds beyond the Thunderpath blow over every
ShadowClan cat’s heart.”

 

Fireheart frowned, thinking of Copperleaf. Not every ShadowClan cat was bad. He turned away and
began pushing his way into a thick patch of bracken. He rubbed his teeth along the fronds to pick up
the scent that hung there. It was ShadowClan all right. The smell was familiar. Very familiar. Fireheart
paused. The scent belonged to a ShadowClan warrior he had encountered before, but which one?
Fireheart pushed onward, hoping more scent-markings might jog his memory. Now he could smell
something else. Fireheart looked down. On the ground, among the bracken stems, lay a pile of rabbit
bones. Clan cats normally buried the bones of their prey as a sign of respect for the life they had
taken. Suddenly aware of what this might mean, Fireheart picked up a mouthful and wove back
through the bracken. He dropped them at Whitestorm’s paws. Whitestorm stared at the bones in fury.

 

“Rabbit bones? The warriors who left these want us to know they’ve been hunting on our land!
Bluestar must know about this immediately.”

 

“Will she send a battle party against ShadowClan?” asked Fireheart. He had never seen his half-
brother so angry.

 

“She should!” hissed the great white warrior. “And I’ll lead it myself if I can. Nightstar has betrayed
our trust, and StarClan knows he must be punished.” Gathering the bones, the patrol raced back into
camp, leaping down the ravine.

 

“Bluestar!” Whitestorm flung the rabbit bones down in the middle of the camp clearing.

 

“Bluestar has already left on patrol,” Tigerclaw told him, stepping out from the shadows. Halftail and
Frostfur came hurrying from their dens to find out what was going on. Whitestorm stared at
Tigerclaw, still furious.

 

“Look at these!” he spat. Tigerclaw didn’t need to be told what they meant; their scent carried the
whole story. His eyes began to burn with anger. Fireheart hung back at the edge of the clearing and
watched the two great warriors. The evidence was certainly ominous, but the discovery of the bones



had filled his mind with questions, not anger. It was only three moons since ShadowClan had driven
out their cruel leader, with the help of ThunderClan. How could that same Clan possibly be ready to
risk war with ThunderClan?

 

Tigerclaw clearly had no such doubts. Already he was calling Darkstripe and Runningwind to him.
Runningwind approached the deputy cautiously, gazing at him with the same uncertainty Fireheart
felt. But Darkstripe was bristling with his teeth bared already. Had he truly forgotten so quickly about
Copperleaf’s help?

 

“Willowpelt and Mousefur will join us too!” Tigerclaw announced. “We’ll find a ShadowClan patrol
and leave them with some wounds that’ll remind them to keep out of our territory in the future.”
Whitestorm nodded.

 

“Can I come?” Sandstorm meowed. She had been pacing excitedly behind the white warrior. Now she
stopped and looked at her former mentor with glittering eyes.

 

“Not this time,” Whitestorm told her. Frustration flickered across her face. “We need warriors to stay
and guard camp.”

 

“But what about Fireheart?” she meowed. “He found the bones.”

 

Tigerclaw narrowed his eyes, his hackles raised. “ Fireheart can stay here and tell Bluestar when she
arrives,” he hissed contemptuously.

 

“You’re going to leave before she gets back?” Fireheart asked.

 

“Of course,” Tigerclaw spat. “This needs to be settled now!” He turned to Whitestorm and flicked his
tail. Fireheart watched as the two warriors charged out of the camp, Darkstripe, Willowpelt,
Runningwind, and Mousefur close behind. He could hear their paws pounding the frozen earth as they
headed for the side of the ravine. Fireheart was suddenly aware how empty the camp was.

 

As Frostfur and Halftail came forward and began sniffing the rabbit bones, he meowed, “Who went
with Bluestar?”

 



Frostfur looked up, glaring at him with clear contempt in her eyes. “Graystripe, Longtail, and
Swiftpaw.”

 

He glanced around camp. “And where are Feathercloud and Cherryfur?”

 

“Cherryfur went out on a hunt,” his sister Creekflower answered from the nursery entrance, her tail
curled around Cloudkit, Lizardkit, and Cliffkit. Cloudkit was trying to rush past her, staring with
intrigue at the bones. “And Feathercloud… He must still be in the warriors’ den.”

 

A cold wind ruffled Fireheart’s fur. He hoped that was what made him shiver. He, Sandstorm and
Feathercloud were the only warriors left in camp. “Will you check the apprentices’ den to see if
Dustpaw’s there?” Fireheart asked Sandstorm. She nodded. While she bounded across the clearing,
and poked her head into the den, Fireheart darted over to the warriors’ den. Inside, he could see the
unkempt white pelt of Feathercloud curled up in the corner.

 

He nudged the young tom’s shoulder, and Feathercloud jerked to awareness, blinking at Fireheart with
dull eyes. “Tigerclaw has taken a patrol to ShadowClan,” Fireheart explained, swiping his claws first,
then twitching his tail quickly. “We need you to help guard camp.”

 

Feathercloud stared at him as though uncomprehending. But then he blinked his eyes rapidly and
slowly rose from his nest. A clump of old moss slipped off his haunches and fell to the ground, and
dust stuck to his formally pristine, snow-white pelt. “Okay,” the deaf tom meowed hoarsely.

 

Fireheart backed out of the warriors’ den with Feathercloud slowly following behind him.

 

“He’s there,” Sandstorm called to Fireheart, ducking out of the apprentices’ den. “Asleep, with
Brackenpaw and Lynxpaw.”

 

Yellowfang came padding out of her den and lifted her head. Fireheart relaxed a little at the familiar
sight of the old medicine cat. He narrowed his eyes, ready to greet her. But as Yellowfang tasted the
air, her eyes clouded with fear. With slow, stiff steps, she approached the rabbit bones and carefully
sniffed each one. Fireheart watched her, wondering why she was so interested in the old bones. At last
she looked up and stared into Fireheart’s eyes.

 

“Brokenstar!” she rasped, in a voice choked with horror.



 

“Brokenstar?” Fireheart echoed. Then it hit him. That was why the scent in the bracken had been so
familiar. It was Brokenstar’s scent. “Are you sure?” he meowed urgently. “Tigerclaw has already left
for ShadowClan territory.”

 

“ShadowClan isn’t to blame for this!” cried Yellowfang. “This is Brokenstar and his old warrior
friends. I was ShadowClan’s medicine cat. I was there at their kitting. I know their scents as well as I
know my own.” She paused. “You must find Tigerclaw and stop him. He will be making a terrible
mistake if he attacks them!”

 

The blood roared in Fireheart’s ears, making him dizzy. What should he do? “But if I left, I’d only
leave two warriors to guard camp!” he meowed breathlessly to Yellowfang. And Feathercloud had
never been in a battle before. The tom hadn’t been the same since his sister’s death; would he still
recall all of his warrior training well? “What if Brokenstar attacks the camp while I’m gone? He’s
done it before. He might have left the bones as a trap so that our camp was left unguarded.”

 

“You must tell Tigerclaw before he-” Yellowfang pleaded, but Fireheart shook his head.

 

“I can’t leave you all alone.”

 

“Then I shall go!” Yellowfang hissed.

 

“No! I’ll go!” meowed Sandstorm. Fireheart looked from one cat to the other. He couldn’t afford to
send either- their strength and training were needed here to protect the Clan. But Yellowfang was
right; innocent blood couldn’t be shed. Brokenstar was the invader here; ThunderClan had no quarrel
with ShadowClan. He would have to send another cat. He closed his eyes and thought hard. The
answer came in a moment.

 

“Brackenpaw!” Fireheart hissed, opening his eyes wide. He called the apprentice’s name out loud.
The young cat pushed his way out of his den and padded across the clearing toward Fireheart.

 

“What is it?” he asked, blinking the sleep from his eyes.

 

“I have an urgent mission for you,” Fireheart told him. Brackenpaw shook himself and stood taller.



 

“Yes, Fireheart,” he mewed.

 

“You must find Tigerclaw. He’s taken a raiding party to attack a ShadowClan patrol. Stop him and tell
him that it was Brokenstar who has been invading our territory!” Brackenpaw’s eyes widened with
alarm, but Fireheart went on: “You might have to cross the Thunderpath. I know you haven’t been
trained….” Images of Cricketheart’s flattened body and Cinderpaw’s mangled leg flashed in
Fireheart’s mind, but he forced them away. He looked deep into Brackenpaw’s eyes. “You must find
Tigerclaw,” he repeated, “or there will be a war between the Clans for no reason!”

 

Brackenpaw nodded, his eyes calm and filled with purpose. “I’ll find him,” the tabby apprentice
promised.

 

“May StarClan go with you,” Fireheart murmured, reaching forward to touch Brackenpaw’s flank
with his nose. Brackenpaw turned and sprinted out through the gorse tunnel. Fireheart watched him
go, struggling to keep calm. Cricketheart and Cinderpaw…the Thunderpath…the images kept
flashing back. Beside him, Fireheart could see Feathercloud thinking the same thing, posture
slumping. Fireheart shook his head to clear it. There was no time to worry now. If Brokenstar was in
ThunderClan territory, the camp had to prepare for an attack. 

 

“What’s happening?” Dustpaw had emerged from the apprentices’ den. Fireheart glanced at him, ran
to the head of the clearing, and scrambled up onto the Highrock. The clearing seemed a long way
below his trembling legs. He swallowed hard and began the customary call. “Let all cats old enough
to…” But the words were taking too long! “The camp is in danger. Come here now!” he yowled
urgently. The elders, queens, and Spottedleaf rushed from their dens, followed by their kits. They
looked bewildered when they saw Fireheart on top of the Highrock. Cinderpaw limped out of the fern
tunnel and looked up at Fireheart with a strong, bright gaze. When Fireheart saw her, the camp
suddenly stopped swaying beneath him.

 

“What’s going on?” demanded One-eye, the oldest ThunderClan cat. “What do you think you’re
doing up there?”

 

Fireheart didn’t hesitate. “Brokenstar is back. He might be in ThunderClan territory right now. All our
other warriors are out of the camp. If Brokenstar attacks, we must be ready. Kits and elders stay in the
nursery. The rest of you must be ready to fight-”

 

A menacing yowl from the camp entrance cut short Fireheart’s speech. A lean dark brown tabby with
matted fur and torn ears strode into the camp. His bristling tail was bent in the middle like a broken
branch.



 

“Brokenstar!” Fireheart gasped, instinctively unsheathing his claws as every hair on his body stood on
end. Seven mangy warriors prowled in behind their leader, their eyes glittering with hatred.

 

“So there’s only two warriors and a deaf kitty left!” Brokenstar hissed, his lips drawn back in a snarl.
“This will be easier than I thought!”

 

Yellowfang, Dustpaw, and Sandstorm rushed forward in a defensive row, and the queens and
Feathercloud lined up behind them. Spottedleaf darted into her den, eyes wide. Fireheart saw
Cinderpaw hobbling to join them, but Dustpaw spat angrily at the small gray cat as she neared, and
Cinderpaw scrabbled clumsily away, ears flat, back into Spottedleaf’s den. The elders grabbed the
kits, bundled them into the nursery, and squeezed inside after them. Brindleface picked up Cloudkit in
her jaws and pushed him in last. She tugged at the brambles with her paws, ignoring the thorns, and
covered the entrance before turning to join the rest of her Clan in the clearing.

 

Fireheart leaped down from the Highrock and raced to Yellowfang’s side. He arched his back and
hissed at Brokenstar, “You lost the last time we fought, and you’ll lose again!”

 

“Never!” Brokenstar spat back. “You might have taken my Clan away from me, but you can’t kill me-
I have more lives than you!”

 

“One ThunderClan life is worth ten of yours!” Fireheart growled. He gave a warrior’s yowl and the
clearing exploded into battle. Fireheart leaped straight for Brokenstar and grasped the dark brown
tabby with his claws. Life as an outlaw had treated the former Clan leader harshly- Fireheart could
feel the ribs of the flea-bitten tom beneath his fur. But Brokenstar was still strong. He twisted around
and sank his teeth into Fireheart’s hind leg. Fireheart yowled and hissed with rage, but kept his grip.
Brokenstar struggled forward, scrabbling with his paws on the frozen ground. Fireheart felt his claws
raking along Brokenstar’s bony flanks as the rogue warrior ripped himself free.

 

Fireheart lunged after him, but other claws were grasping at his hind leg. He looked over his shoulder
to see who it was. Clawface crouched there, staring at Fireheart with narrowed, mocking eyes. But
then his eyes flickered, catching on something else, and he bolted past Fireheart. Fireheart yowled in
surprise, startled. Then he saw what had caught Clawface’s eye. Thornkit and Brightkit weren’t inside
the nursery. Brightkit had lunged at a smaller brown she-cat while her brother daddled behind her.
Fireheart rushed after the rogue.

 

“Thornkit! Brightkit!” he yowled in warning. Thornkit turned around and his blue eyes widened in
panic as he saw Clawface racing towards them. His whole body tensed.



 

“We can do it, Thornkit!” Brightkit meowed. “We can prove we should be apprentices!” But Thornkit
didn’t move, and Clawface reached him. He and the other rogue tackled the kits, and Brightkit let out
a loud squeal of pain.

 

Fireheart collided into Clawface’s back as he nearly sank his teeth into Thornkit’s neck. He barrelled
the tom to the ground. As he twisted around and threw himself on top of the scrawny brown tom,
Fireheart glimpsed a flash of tortoiseshell fur out of the corner of his eye, and saw Spottedleaf racing
through the battle, herbs in her mouth but her claws unsheathed as she swatted at a passing rogue.
Fireheart hardly noticed the pain in his leg as he tore it free from Clawface’s grasp and flew at him.
The tom reared up and flailed his wide front paws. Thorn-sharp claws caught Fireheart behind his ear.
Pain ripped through him like fire, and he staggered. Clawface was on him in an instant, pinning
Fireheart to the ground and sinking his teeth into the back of his neck. Fireheart screeched in agony,
“Help me!” Suddenly the weight was wrenched off his back. Fireheart sprang to his paws and spun
around.

 

Frostfur!

 

Fireheart had never seen the white queen so vicious. She dug her claws deep into Clawface’s throat as
she screamed, “Stay away from my babies!” Then her fangs lunged for his throat. With a spasm, the
dark-furred rogue went limp. Frostfur stood over him, heaving breaths. Then, she turned to Thornkit
and Brightkit with fury in her eyes.

 

“What were you doing outside the nursery?!” she snarled. “You could have been killed!”

 

“Get them to the apprentices’ den,” Fireheart suggested. “The nursery is already covered, and
Lynxpaw will be there to-”

 

“Don’t tell me what to do, cursed!” Frostfur snarled as she whipped around and slashed his claws at
him. Fireheart managed to jump backwards, out of the way, her claws only nicking his whiskers. He
stared, shocked, at her, as she turned and roughly grabbed Thornkit by the scruff. The tom was as big
as her, and dragged along the ground as she ran across camp towards the nursery. Brrightkit tailed
after her mother, blue eyes wide.

 

Fireheart turned to stare at the other brown rogue. The young she-cat had stopped her attack, staring at
Clawface’s dead body. She blinked and glanced at Fireheart, her fur ruffling. She looked familiar to
Fireheart, but he couldn’t recall exactly why.

 



“Fireheart!” a voice called out, and Fireheart turned to see Graystripe bounding towards him from the
entrance.

 

“Is Bluestar with you?” he called out urgently. Graystripe shook his head.

 

“She sent me back to fetch Tigerclaw,” he replied. “We found bones. Bluestar recognized
Brokenstar’s stench and guessed he must be leading the rogue cats.”

 

A hiss sounded nearby and two cats crashed into Fireheart. He leaped out of the way. It was
Feathercloud battling with another of the attacking cats. The warrior was fighting with all the power
of StarClan. Hate shone in his eyes as he struggled. Fireheart held himself back- Feathercloud didn’t
need his help. A moment later the rogue warrior was sent screeching away, through the bracken camp
wall. Feathercloud chased after him, but Fireheart darted in front of him. The tom skidded to a halt by
the bracken wall and turned, his sides heaving and his white fur stained with his enemy’s blood.

 

“You have given him enough wounds to remember you!”

 

Two more rogue warriors screeched past Fireheart and headed for the camp wall. Dustpaw and
Lynxpaw chased after them and Dustpaw managed to give the mottled tabby a fierce bite before he let
him scrabble out of the camp. Lynxpaw snapped her teeth around the black and white warrior’s tail,
causing him to screech loudly, before he darted out of camp. 

 

Only Brokenstar and one warrior left, Fireheart thought. Sandstorm had the last rogue warrior-
Stumpytail, Fireheart recalled sadly- pinned to the ground. The tom was lying motionless beneath her.
Watch out! thought Fireheart, remembering his favorite trick of letting an enemy think he had won.

 

But Sandstorm was not deceived. When Stumpytail leaped to his paws, she was ready. She sprang off
him, and then lunged, grasping the warrior with her claws to flip him over and rake his belly with her
hind legs. Only when he squealed like a kit did she let go of him. The rogue tore out of the camp
entrance, still wailing. There was an eerie moment of stillness. The ThunderClan cats stood in silence
and stared at the blood and fur that was scattered around the clearing. In the middle lay Clawface’s
body.

 

Where was Brokenstar? Fireheart spun around in alarm, scanning the camp. Could he have broken
into the nursery? He was about to spring toward the bramble den when a wretched howl from
Yellowfang’s den tore the air. Fireheart tore across to the fern tunnel. 

 



Cinderpaw! He raced into the den, expecting the worst, but saw instead his mother Spottedleaf had
Brokenstar pinned, lying in a heap on the ground, underneath her paws, but there was no malice or
anger in her gaze. Yellowfang was beside her. Brokenstar’s eyes were closed and bloody. Fireheart
saw his sides heave once, and stop moving. He recognized from the deep stillness in the rogue
warrior’s body that Brokenstar was losing a life. Yellowfang’s claws were unsheathed and glistened
red. Her face was twisted and her eyes glazed. Suddenly Brokenstar gasped and began to breathe
again, and Spottedleaf moved one paw off, but kept the other firmly on his shoulder. Fireheart waited
for Yellowfang to lunge at him with another killing bite, but she hesitated. Brokenstar didn’t get up.
Fireheart ran to the medicine cat’s side.

 

“Is this his last life? Why don’t you finish him off?” he urged. “He murdered his father, banished you
from your Clan, and tried to kill you.”

 

“It’s not his last life,” Yellowfang rasped, “and even if it were, I couldn’t kill him.”

 

“Why not? StarClan would honor you for it.” Fireheart could not believe her words. The name
Brokenstar had always made this old she-cat bristle with rage.

 

Yellowfang dragged her gaze from Brokenstar, sadly meeting Spottedleaf’s sympathetic gaze, and
then looked at Fireheart. Her eyes clouded with pain and grief as she murmured, “He is my son.”

 

Fireheart felt the ground lurch under his paws, like the world had changed entirely for him.
Brokenstar… was like him? “But,” he glanced at Spottedleaf with confusion, “medicine cats are
forbidden from having kits,” he blurted out. He could never hold it against his mother, of course, but
if every medicine cat was breaking the code…

 

Did it even matter?

 

“I know,” answered Yellowfang. “I never intended to have kits. But then I fell in love with
Raggedstar.” Her voice was thick with sorrow. Suddenly Fireheart thought back to the battle when
Brokenstar was driven out of the ShadowClan camp. Just before he fled, the cruel leader had told
Yellowfang that he had murdered his father. Yellowfang had been devastated, and now Fireheart
understood why. 

 

“There were three kits in my litter,” Yellowfang went on. “But only Brokenstar survived. I gave him
to a ShadowClan queen to bring up as her own. I thought that losing two of my kits was punishment
from StarClan for breaking the warrior code. But I was wrong. My punishment wasn’t that two of my
kits died. It was that this one survived!” Yellowfang looked in disgust at Brokenstar’s bleeding body.



“And now I cannot kill him. I must accept my fate, as StarClan wishes it.” Yellowfang staggered, and
Fireheart thought she was going to collapse. He pressed his body against her flank to support her.

 

“I could never kill my own kits either,” Spottedleaf said softly, eyes gleaming as she gazed at
Fireheart. “I could never even raise my claws against them… You were brave, Yellowfang.” She
glanced down at Brokenstar’s bloodied face.

 

Fireheart gulped and whispered, “Does he know you’re his mother?”

 

Yellowfang shook her head. Brokenstar began to wail pitifully. “I can’t see!”

 

Fireheart realized with horror that the rogue cat’s eyes had been scratched beyond repair. Fireheart
cautiously approached him. Brokenstar lay still. Fireheart poked him with a forepaw and Yellowfang’s
son moaned again. “Don’t kill me,” he whined. Fireheart backed away, feeling a shudder of revulsion
at the warrior’s fear.

 

Yellowfang took a deep breath. “I will see to him.” She walked over to her wounded son, and
Spottedleaf moved away. Yellowfang grasped him by the scruff of his neck, and dragged him to the
nest that Patchpelt had left. Fireheart let her go. He wanted to check that Cinderpaw was all right. He
caught sight of a dark shape moving inside the split rock where Yellowfang slept. 

 

“Cinderpaw?” he called. Cinderpaw poked her head out. “Are you okay?” Fireheart asked.

 

“Have the rogue cats gone?” she whispered.

 

“Yes, except Brokenstar. He’s badly injured. Yellowfang’s seeing to him.” He waited for Cinderpaw’s
shocked reaction, but she just shook her head slowly and stared at the ground. 

 

“Are you okay?” Fireheart repeated.

 

“I should have fought alongside you.” Cinderpaw’s voice was choked with shame.

 

“You would have been killed!”



 

“That’s what Dustpaw said. He told me to go and hide with the kits.” The small cat’s eyes were full of
despair. “But I wouldn’t have minded being killed. What good am I like this? I’m just a burden on this
Clan.”

 

Fireheart felt a thorn-sharp pang of pity. Spottedleaf spoke before him, meowing, “You’re no burden,
Cinderpaw. You’re more helpful than you believe.”

 

Cinderpaw glanced at her questioningly, disbelief evident in her eyes. Before either he or Spottedleaf
could speak, Yellowfang’s rasping mew sounded from the bracken. “Cinderpaw,” she called. “Fetch
me some cobwebs, quickly!”

 

Cinderpaw turned at once and disappeared inside the rock, returning a moment later with one paw
wrapped in a swathe of cobwebs. As quickly as she could, she scrambled awkwardly over to
Yellowfang and thrust the cobwebs inside the nest.

 

“Now get me some of that comfrey root,” ordered Yellowfang. As Cinderpaw limped back to the split
rock, Fireheart turned to leave. There was nothing more he could do here. He must find out how the
rest of the Clan was. Hardly any cat had moved in the camp clearing.

 

Fireheart padded straight to Dustpaw and meowed, “Yellowfang is tending to Brokenstar’s wounds.
Cinderpaw’s helping her.” He ignored Dustpaw’s gasp of disbelief. “Go and guard him.” Dustpaw ran
to the tunnel and disappeared inside. Fireheart went over to Graystripe. The gray warrior stared
solemnly over the camp, Clawface’s body in the middle of it all.

 

“You okay?” Fireheart mewed, wondering why his friend had returned without the rest of his camp.
Where was the rest of his patrol- where was Bluestar?

 

Graystripe blinked at him. “I…” He glanced back at the camp. “I’m alright.” His former apprentice
stood and trotted over to Feathercloud, who was licking a wound on his shoulder. Both toms seemed
downcast.

 

“That was exciting!” Lynxpaw’s mew rose through the silence. The black and orange she-cat was
nearby Frostfur, Thornkit and Brightkit. Her pelt was fluffed out and her eyes shone. “Is that what
being a warrior is like?”

 



The sound of paws pounding through the gorse tunnel broke into his thoughts. Bluestar came rushing
into the camp, followed by Longtail and Swiftpaw. Fireheart felt his shoulders droop with relief at the
sight of his Clan leader. She looked around at the blood-spattered clearing, her eyes wide, until her
gaze rested on Clawface’s body. “Brokenstar attacked?” she meowed. Fireheart nodded. “Is he dead?”

 

“He’s with Yellowfang,” Fireheart answered, forcing out the words in spite of his exhaustion. “He’s
been wounded- his eyes.”

 

“And the other rogue warriors?”

 

“We chased them off.”

 

“Are any of our Clan badly hurt?” Bluestar demanded, looking once more around the clearing. The
cats shook their heads. “Good,” she meowed.

 

“Lynxpaw, Swiftpaw, take this body out of the camp and bury it. No elders need be present. No rogue
deserves to be buried with the honor of StarClan ritual.” Swiftpaw and Lynxpaw began to drag
Clawface toward the tunnel. “Are the elders safe?” Bluestar asked.

 

“They’re in the nursery,” Fireheart told her. As he spoke a rustling sounded from the bramble den, and
Halftail appeared, followed by the other kits and elders. Fireheart saw Cloudkit tumble out and
scamper excitedly across the clearing to Creekflower. She greeted him with a brisk lick, and the kit
turned to watch Clawface’s body as it disappeared away through the tunnel.

 

“Is he dead?” Cloudkit asked curiously. Lizardkit, Cliffkit, and Tulipkit followed after him, equally as
curious. “Can I go and see?”

 

“Hush,” whispered Brindleface from beside Creekflower, who tucked her tail around him. Brindleface
pulled Tulipkit close to her. Cliffkit settled down beside Creekflower, eyes wide, while Lizardkit
wandered over to where Spottedleaf was tending to Feathercloud’s shoulder.

 

“Where’s Tigerclaw?” Bluestar asked.

 



“He’s taken a party to attack a ShadowClan patrol,” Fireheart explained. “We found bones on our
patrol. They smelled of ShadowClan so Tigerclaw decided to attack. I sent Brackenpaw to stop him
when Yellowfang realized it was Brokenstar’s scent on them.” 

 

“Brackenpaw?” meowed Bluestar, narrowing her eyes. “Even though he might have to cross the
Thunderpath?”

 

“There would only be two warriors left in camp if I went. That wouldn’t be enough to guard camp
from Brokenstar’s rogues. There was no one else I could send.”

 

Bluestar nodded, the concern in her eyes giving way to understanding. “You didn’t want to leave the
camp unguarded?” she meowed. “You did well, Fireheart. I think Brokenstar hoped to lure all our
warriors away from the camp. We found bones, too.”

 

“Graystripe told me.” Fireheart looked around for his friend, but Graystripe had disappeared. 

 

“Send Yellowfang to me when she’s finished with Brokenstar,” Bluestar ordered. She pricked her ears
at the noise of more paws in the gorse tunnel. Tigerclaw came racing into the camp, followed by
Whitestorm and the rest of the raiding party. Fireheart craned his neck to peer around the warriors
until he saw Brackenpaw, right at the back. The young apprentice looked exhausted but unhurt.
Fireheart let out a quiet sigh of relief.

 

“Did Brackenpaw reach you before you found a patrol?” asked Bluestar, walking over to her deputy.

 

“We hadn’t even entered their territory,” Tigerclaw answered. “We were just about to cross the
Thunderpath.” His eyes narrowed. “Was that Clawface they were burying?” Bluestar nodded. “Then
Brackenpaw was right,” meowed the deputy. “Brokenstar was planning to attack the camp. Is he dead
too?”

 

“No. Yellowfang is tending to his wounds.”

 

“Surely not!” Mousefur exclaimed, exchanging a glance with Runningwind beside her. 

 



Tigerclaw’s face darkened. “Tending to his wounds?” he snarled. “We should kill him, not waste time
making him better!”

 

“We’ll discuss that once I’ve spoken to Yellowfang,” meowed Bluestar calmly.

 

“You can discuss it with me now, Bluestar.” Yellowfang padded into the clearing, her head drooping
with exhaustion.

 

“Have you left Brokenstar alone?” growled Tigerclaw, his amber eyes flashing.

 

Yellowfang raised her head and looked at the dark warrior. “Dustpaw is guarding him. And I’ve given
him poppy seeds, so he’ll sleep for a while. Brokenstar is blind now, Tigerclaw. There’s no way he’ll
try to escape. He’d die of hunger in a week, if a fox or a gang of crows didn’t kill him first.”

 

“Well, that makes it easier,” Tigerclaw snarled. “We won’t have to kill him ourselves. We can let the
forest deal with him.”

 

Yellowfang turned to Bluestar. “We cannot let him die,” she meowed.

 

“Why not?” Fireheart held his breath as he watched the leader’s eyes flick from Yellowfang to
Tigerclaw and back again. He wondered if Yellowfang was going to tell Bluestar that Brokenstar was
her son. 

 

“If we did, we would be no better than he is,” replied Yellowfang calmly. Tigerclaw’s tail flicked in
anger.

 

“What do you think, Whitestorm?” Bluestar meowed before Tigerclaw could speak.

 

“It will be a burden on our Clan to look after him,” Whitestorm answered thoughtfully. “But
Yellowfang is right- if we send him out into the forest, or kill him in cold blood, StarClan will know
we have stooped as low as he.”

 



One-eye stepped forward. “Bluestar,” she meowed in her croaky old voice. “In the past we have
sometimes kept prisoners for many moons. We could do it again.” Fireheart remembered that
Yellowfang herself had been a prisoner when she first came to the camp. He waited for the medicine
cat to remind Bluestar of this, but she said nothing.

 

“So you would really consider keeping this rogue inside our camp?” Tigerclaw’s eyes blazed with
rage as he challenged his leader. With a pang, Fireheart couldn’t help agreeing with the dark warrior’s
words. The thought of killing Brokenstar appalled him- he knew better than any of these cats what
that would mean to Yellowfang- but Brokenstar was a fearsome enemy, even without his sight.
Keeping him in the camp would be difficult and dangerous for all the members of the Clan.

 

“Is he really blind?” Bluestar asked Yellowfang.

 

“Yes, he is.”

 

“Has he other wounds?”

 

Fireheart replied this time. “I clawed him pretty badly,” he admitted. He looked over to Yellowfang
and was relieved when the old she-cat dipped her head just enough for him to know she forgave him
for wounding her son.

 

“How long till they heal?” asked Bluestar.

 

“About a moon,” Yellowfang answered.

 

“Then you may nurse him till then. After that we will discuss his future again. And from now on, he
will be known as Brokentail, not Brokenstar. We cannot take away the lives that StarClan gave him,
but this cat is no longer a Clan leader.” Bluestar looked questioningly at Tigerclaw. His tail twitched,
but he didn’t speak. “It is decided,” Bluestar meowed. “He stays.”

 

Unhappy growls erupted from many cats around camp, but none of them argued with their leader.
Tigerclaw turned and called for a hunting patrol from the unscathed raiding party, as they needed
fresh-kill, especially with wounded cats.

 



Fireheart limped over to the clump of nettles and began to lick his wounds. He would go and see
Yellowfang and Spottedleaf later, when they had finished tending to the other cats. The weak rays of
the setting sun threw long shadows across the clearing. On Bluestar’s orders, Longtail went to relieve
Dustpaw of his guard duty. Fireheart’s stomach growled, but the fresh-kill pile was bare. He looked
up at the sound of pawsteps, but it was only Lynxpaw and Swiftpaw returning from their burial duty.
The two cats padded over to Bluestar, who was sitting beneath the Highrock with Whitestorm.
Fireheart pushed himself to his paws and walked over to join them. With a flick of his tail he
beckoned to Dustpaw, who was licking his own scratches beside the tree stump. Dustpaw flashed him
a doubtful look but got up wearily and followed him.

 

“We’ve buried Clawface,” meowed Lynxpaw.

 

“Thank you,” Bluestar replied. The ThunderClan leader glanced at Swiftpaw, then Lynxpaw. “You
may go.” The black-and-white apprentice dipped his head and headed for his den while Lynxpaw
lingered, hesitating to follow her brother. Fireheart signaled to Dustpaw again to come closer. The
tabby apprentice narrowed his eyes and padded forward to stand in front of Bluestar. 

 

“Bluestar,” Fireheart began hesitantly, “Dustpaw fought like a warrior when Brokentail attacked. We
would have been in much more trouble without his strength and courage.” Dustpaw’s eyes widened
and Lynxpaw gasped behind them. A purr rumbled from Whitestorm’s throat.

 

“Is that so?” Whitestorm meowed, smiling at the brown tabby.

 

The entrance rustled as Tigerclaw and the hunting party trotted into the camp at that moment, carrying
plenty of fresh-kill. Bluestar nodded at Tigerclaw and then turned to face Dustpaw. “It makes me
proud to know that ThunderClan has such fine warriors,” she meowed. “It’s time you took your
warrior name. We shall have the naming ceremony now, while the sun is setting, and then we can
eat.”

 

Dustpaw looked excitedly at Lynxpaw.

 

“Lucky,” the she-cat said, a smile on her face but her voice guarded. “I fought just as hard as you.”

 

Fireheart lifted his chin and purred. Bluestar called to the Clan, and Fireheart felt even happier when
he saw Graystripe appear from the warriors’ den. He hadn’t left the camp to visit Silverstream once
more after all. The Clan gathered around the edge of the clearing. Elders and queens sat with the
apprentices and kits on one side; Fireheart waited with the warriors on the other. He looked at
Cloudkit, Lizardkit, and Cliffkit nestled beside Creekflower. The kits’ eyes shone with excitement,



and Fireheart felt a rush of pride that his kin-kits could see him sitting with the Clan warriors.
Bluestar stood in the center with Dustpaw. The last arc of sun glowed pink on the horizon. The Clan
waited silently as it dipped out of sight, leaving the darkening sky pricked with stars. Bluestar looked
up and fixed her eyes on the brightest star in Silverpelt.

 

“I, Bluestar, leader of ThunderClan, call upon my warrior ancestors to look down on this apprentice.
He has trained hard to understand the ways of your code, and I commend him to you as a warrior in
his turn.” She gazed down at Dustpaw in front of her. “Dustpaw, do you promise to uphold the warrior
code and to protect and defend this Clan, even at the cost of your life?”

 

Dustpaw stared back, his eyes gleaming. “I do,” he replied, his voice strong and low. 

 

“Then by the powers of StarClan I give you your warrior name: Dustpaw, from this moment you will
be known as Dustpelt. StarClan honors your bravery and your honesty, and we welcome you as a full
warrior of ThunderClan.” She touched his head with her muzzle, and he gave the leader’s shoulder a
respectful lick before joining the other warriors. The voices of the Clan rose in tribute, sending clouds
of misty breath into the night air. As one they chanted his new warrior name.

 

“Dustpelt! Dustpelt!”

 

“In the tradition of our ancestors,” meowed Bluestar, raising her voice, “Dustpelt must sit in silent
vigil until dawn, and guard the camp alone while we sleep. But before he begins his vigil, the Clan
will share a meal. It has been a long day and we have reason to be proud of these cats who defended
our camp against the rogues. Fireheart, StarClan thanks you for your courage. You are a great warrior,
and I’m proud to count you as a member of my Clan. Feathercloud and Sandstorm, your courage and
ferocity will forever be remembered.” The cats meowed again. A purr burst from Fireheart’s throat as
he looked around at his Clan. But not all his clanmates echoed his or his friends’ names with respect.
There was hesitance in their gazes, and outright hostility in some. Fireheart’s heart sank, but he tried
to focus only on Bluestar’s praise.

 

He had defended camp well. Surely that showed he was more than his curse?

 

“Good job, Fireheart!” Runningwind came bounding up, Darkstripe behind him. Runningwind
bumped his shoulder against Fireheart’s. “I feel foolish following Tigerclaw now.”

 

“Tigerclaw was doing what he thought was right,” Darkstripe grumbled, but his eyes shone happily
when he gazed back at Fireheart. He touched his nose to Fireheart’s cheek. “I hope you clawed those
rogues good for me. I’d have loved to give them a piece of my mind.”



 

Fireheart purred, glad for his friends’ support, especially as the rift between him and Darkstripe had
seemed to grow. “Sandstorm and Feathercloud were essential too,” he meowed, glancing at where
Mousefur and Willowpelt were talking to the sandy-colored warrior. Graystripe was still curled beside
Feathercloud.

 

Runningwind’s eyes glistened. “I’m proud of my son,” he meowed. “And I just know Redtail is too…
If only it hadn’t been an attack from Brokenstar that got him out of his nest.”

 

Fireheart nudged his friend. “Go talk to him,” Fireheart suggested. “Tell him how great he did. Maybe
that will help him out of his thoughts.” Runningwind nodded and took off towards Feathercloud.
Fireheart turned to Darkstripe with a smile. “And I suppose you’re quite happy Dustpelt is finally a
warrior?”

 

Darkstripe purred, casting a glance towards his former apprentice, who was proudly sharing a squirrel
with Longtail and Whitestorm. “He deserved to be made a warrior a long time ago,” he meowed with
a light huff. “I’m not sure what Bluestar was waiting so long for.”

 

“She must have been wanting him to prove himself,” Fireheart said with a shrug. “Like Graystripe did
in the battle to drive out Brokenstar, and how Cricketheart and Feathercloud caught so much prey
without being asked.”

 

Darkstripe grunted, frowning. “I guess.” He glanced towards Swiftpaw and Lynxpaw. “I sure hope she
isn’t expecting every apprentice to do something grand now.”

 

Fireheart’s whiskers twitched. He was sure Bluestar would be fair to all the apprentices- she always
was, wasn’t she? She didn’t hold Fireheart or his siblings back at all for being a medicine cat’s kit,
after all, nor for his siblings’ unfortunate treachery.

 

His ears perked as he caught Lynxpaw’s angry whisper to her brother.

 

“I did just as much as Dustpelt!” she meowed. “Why wasn’t I made a warrior as well?”

 

“He’s older,” Swiftpaw pointed out with a shrug. “Older than Graystripe, even.”



 

Lynxpaw sighed, staring down at her claws. “But if I could handle myself in battle like that, why do I
need to keep training? It’s not fair.”

 

Swiftpaw nudged his sister light-heartedly. “Hey, we’ll be warriors in no time!” he purred. “Just you
watch!”

 

“We just have to prove it,” Lynxpaw murmured, eyes flashing as she glanced towards Dustpelt.

 

Fireheart frowned, but turned back to Darkstripe. “Why don’t we go share a vole?”

 

Darkstripe shrugged, standing up. “Sure. We haven’t eaten together in awhile, have we?”

 

Fireheart smiled. “No, we haven’t.”



Darkstripe Needs To Use His Braincells And Lightningfur Gets More
Murder Time

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Darkstripe dragged his tongue along his back leg, ear twitching as the clan murmured around him.
Longtail and Dustpelt, both his former apprentices, sat on either side of him, washing as well. Their
bellies grumbled, empty after a long night, and for Dustpelt especially- his vigil had been on a colder
night than usual. But now the morning sunshine was out to warm their pelts.

 

He paused in his morning wash as he heard Bluestar call from the Highrock. The Clan cats began to
creep from their dens and pick their way through the snow to hear their leader’s words. Darkstripe
shifted into a sitting position, curling his tail around his paws. He spotted Fireheart settling himself
into one of the bare spots, and wondered if he should join him. His little brother, Graystripe, was on
the other side of the clearing, instead of following Fireheart around as usual. Darkstripe had noticed
the former mentor-apprentice duo seemed strained, recently, and it made him feel better that he was
close to both his apprentices still. But he also noticed Graystripe looked tired, gazing up at Bluestar
like she wasn’t really there.

 

Bluestar began to speak. “I wanted to make sure you all know that Brokentail is in the camp.” None
of the cats uttered a noise. They knew already. The rumor had spread through the camp like a forest
fire. “He is blind, and harmless.” Darkstripe snorted his displeasure, and Longtail let out a low growl
beside him, and Bluestar nodded to acknowledge their fears. “I am as concerned as you are for the
safety of our Clan. But, StarClan knows, we cannot turn him out to die in the forest. Yellowfang will
nurse him until his wounds heal. Once they have, we’ll discuss this again.” Bluestar looked around,
listening for voices from the crowd, but no cat spoke, so she leaped down from Highrock.

 

As the cats dispersed, Darkstripe noticed that Tigerclaw was walking toward him. Immediately,
Darkstripe leaped to his paws, ears pricked. He dipped his head to the deputy. Tigerclaw let out a
displeased growl. “Letting a former clan leader whose attacked our very camp stay in camp is an
absurd decision.”

 

Darkstripe nodded, glancing towards the medicine cat den with a beat of worry and fear in his heart.
“He may be blind, but he’s not harmless,” he agreed.

 

“Can’t you convince Bluestar to let us throw him out?” Dustpelt spoke up, his pelt prickled. “I saw
how he fought during the battle. He and his rogues didn’t care about hurting kits!”

 



“I heard what happened to Thornkit,” Longtail meowed, eyes wide. “Frostfur says Clawface almost
killed Thornkit before she killed him!”

 

“The queens have been panicked since the attack,” Tigerclaw growled, claws curling into the ground.
“And it’s no wonder. How can they feel safe knowing they have a kit-murderer in the heart of their
camp?”

 

“I don’t see how Bluestar can agree to nurse him,” Dustpelt huffed. “ He’s no kit! He’s a full grown
cat. It was his choice to attack ThunderClan, and he got what was coming to him!”

 

“Bluestar says it’s because we’d be just as bad as Brokentail,” Longtail retorted, then his eyes
narrowed with a snort. “But how can we, when he’s murdered innocents, and we’d be murdering the
tyrant that killed them?”

 

Darkstripe nodded in agreement, his pelt ruffling in anger at the idea of Brokentail staying in camp.
He shot another glance towards the nursery, a low growl building in his throat as his claws slid out.
“Would anyone disagree with us if we walked in there and killed him while he was asleep on poppy
seeds? That seems more than merciful to me.”

 

Dustpelt and Longtail both let out quiet hisses of agreement, but Tigerclaw flicked his tail. “They
wouldn’t,” he said. “But we can’t. Bluestar’s word is law. For now, we can only wait until a moon has
passed, and then we can toss him out for the foxes to eat.” Darkstripe let out an annoyed growl.

 

“A moon is plenty of time for Brokentail to kill all our kits,” Dustpelt meowed, his fur bristling and
his eyes widening as he glanced at the nursery. “He only needs to get into the nursery once!”

 

“Then we’ll do everything to prevent that,” Tigerclaw affirmed. Darkstripe admired the way he held
his head high. “I want one of you three to be guarding him at all times. Dustpelt, you may go take first
watch.” Dustpelt nodded and immediately sprinted off, his tail fluffed out. “Longtail, you go tell the
queens that they’re to always have at least two of them guarding the nursery.” Longtail dipped his
head and stalked off towards the three queens- Brindleface, Goldenflower, and Speckletail- who were
sitting outside the nursery and watching some of the kits play.

 

“And me?” Darkstripe asked eagerly, tail flicking to and fro behind him.

 



Tigerclaw’s eyes studied him for a moment, and Darkstripe tried his best not to squirm under his
former mentor’s sharp amber gaze. “Darkstripe,” Tigerclaw began, and Darkstripe’s heart thudded,
knowing Tigerclaw must have an important task for him. “You are my most trusted warrior in the
clan.”

 

Darkstripe’s eyes widened, and he bit his tongue to stop himself asking, “What about Whitestorm?” 

 

“I know you’ve seen how Bluestar has grown soft,” Tigerclaw growled, his eyes darting over to
where Bluestar was talking with Fireheart, who dipped his head to her and walked towards
Graystripe. “She was always a more… lenient leader than most, but now it seems she’s become weak
in her old age. I believe it’s because of her closeness with Fireheart.”

 

Darkstripe blinked. “Fireheart?” he echoed. It was true the two were unusually close, but they were,
just like Darkstripe with Longtail and Dustpelt, former mentor and apprentice. Plus, Bluestar had
always been kind to Spottedleaf and her kits. Darkstripe could remember that much from his time in
the nursery. It was something that had made him remember he wasn’t Fireheart’s real brother, as a kit,
because the clan’s deputy hadn’t favored him like that.

 

Except, now the current clan’s deputy did favor him. Tigerclaw said he was his most trusted warrior.

 

He perked up, listening more excitedly now.

 

“Fireheart is a medicine cat’s kit,” Tigerclaw explained. “It’s no surprise that he was born weak-
hearted. He could never be a true warrior like us.”

 

Darkstripe frowned, but slowly nodded. It wasn’t that he thought Tigerclaw was wrong… But it just
didn’t feel right to think that about his friend, either…

 

“I don’t believe in curses,” Tigerclaw continued. “But there’s some truth to Frostfur’s hysteria. Cats
without pure warrior blood in their veins just aren’t as strong as those who do. And their softness has
infected the clan like greencough. How many kittypets will we take in, just because Bluestar pities
Creekflower? How many times will a warrior betray us, only for Bluestar to sit back and do nothing
because they are Spottedleaf’s kit? How many times will she give praise to Fireheart, instead of the
cats who deserved it, like Sandstorm and Dustpelt?”

 



Darkstripe shot a glance towards where Cliffkit was hesitantly swatting at a mossball. Snowkit ran
after the ball, stumbling over his paws, and Mistlekit darted forth to her brother’s side, nudging him
back to his feet. Elderkit hovered behind them.

 

It was clear that the kittypet kit would never be a true and strong warrior. She was far too timid, and a
waste of fresh-kill.

 

“Darkstripe,” Tigerclaw meowed, catching his attention once more. Darkstripe focused intently on his
deputy as the powerful tabby stared down at him. “I want you to keep an eye on Fireheart. I have
reason to suspect he’s been lying to the clan. After all, how else would Brokentail have known to
attack camp precisely at that moment?”

 

A bolt of panic shot up Darkstripe’s spine, his heart thumping, and he stared in horror at his former
mentor. “You don’t believe Fireheart had something to do with that, do you?” Darkstripe gaped. “He
attacked Brokentail, after all!”

 

“But Yellowfang was the one to blind him,” Tigerclaw meowed firmly. “And whose word do we have
to believe except Fireheart’s that he actually attacked Brokenstar?”

 

Darkstripe glanced back towards the medicine cat den. “We could ask Dustpelt… He must have saw.”

 

Tigerclaw was silent for a moment before he grunted. “I suppose. But he might feel loyal to Fireheart
in that moment because Fireheart was the one to advocate he be made a warrior. That’s why I see you
as my most trusted, Darkstripe. I know you won’t fail me, or betray me.”

 

But I’m Fireheart’s friend, Darkstripe thought. Doesn’t that mean he made me soft too?

 

As though reading his mind, Tigerclaw asked him, “You are close to Fireheart. He trusts you. Has he
ever told you anything… suspicious?”

 

Darkstripe opened his mouth, hesitating. It felt wrong to talk about his once-best friend like this but…
Tigerclaw was deputy. Tigerclaw thought he was important. Darkstripe steeled his weak emotions (
those must be from Fireheart, he thought) away and reported to Tigerclaw, “I think… Fireheart might
be compromised… I don’t think he’s doing it to hurt the clan on purpose, but… He’s lying to the clan,
and… he’s making us- his friends- lie too.”



 

There was a gleam in Tigerclaw’s eyes and he prompted, “What has he lied about?”

 

“He lied about Ravenpaw dying,” Darkstripe said.

 

Tigerclaw’s pupils widened, and his shoulders tensed. In a furious but quiet hiss, he said, “Ravenpaw
is alive?!”

 

Darkstripe flinched away at his anger. “Yes,” Darkstripe confirmed. “But there’s more. Fireheart has
been saying that… Ravenpaw told him that you… killed Redtail.”

 

Tigerclaw, once more, was silent for a moment, his claws sliding back into their sheaths, and his eyes
slowly narrowing. Then he snarled, “And you believed him? Over me? Your clan deputy?” Tigerclaw
snorted, rolling his eyes. “Redtail was a weak warrior anyway, just like Bluestar is now, and never
would have been fit to lead. His death was an opportunity for a stronger warrior to lead.” Tigerclaw
flicked his tail irritatedly. “First, it was Lionheart, and now me. Isn’t it better that I’m deputy, rather
than them?” He glared harshly at Darkstripe, and Darkstripe quickly nodded.

 

“Of course.”

 

“And it seems all the clan is growing soft-hearted with claws like mice,” Tigerclaw added as he
glanced around the clan with narrowed eyes, before he turned back to Darkstripe and glared him
down. “Are you, too, a mouse?”

 

Darkstripe swiftly shook his head. “Of course not! I’m loyal to you, Tigerclaw. You’ll lead this clan to
greatness, I know it.”

 

“Good,” Tigerclaw meowed, and Darkstripe straightened at the praise, heart beating in joy. “Then
we’ll need to do something about that traitor, Ravenpaw, won’t we? After all, he conspired with
ShadowClan before Fireheart faked his death, hadn’t he?”

 

Darkstripe’s eyes widened as a sudden connection flashed in his mind. Before he could stop himself,
he blurted out, “Copperleaf! Fireheart and Copperleaf must have been working together. When we
went to go get that herb for the kits, we met Copperleaf, and he helped us! Why else would he have
helped us, if he hadn’t been working with Fireheart?”



 

Tigerclaw let out a furious growl, eyes blazing. “It seems this goes deeper than I thought. I could only
assume he was attached to his ShadowClan brother still. But you have proof that he was working with
Copperleaf?”

 

Darkstripe nodded. “Yes. Cherryfur, Runningwind, Sandstorm, and I all saw it. Fireheart even told
Copperleaf what Ravenpaw said.”

 

Another angry growl from Tigerclaw. “All of those cats… are close to him. Close enough that they’d
lie for him. I’m glad at least you have enough sense in your head to tell me the truth.” Darkstripe
nodded once more, feeling grim. Could it really be that Fireheart was conspiring with ShadowClan?

 

“And how do we know he still isn’t in contact with Lighningfur and Airleap?” Tigerclaw continued,
eyes narrowed. “A sibling in each clan… How coincidental. And with Thistlestar being
Lightningfur’s father, and Copperleaf being close with Cinderfur, ShadowClan’s deputy… And of
course, Fireheart and Bluestar… And I saw Airleap talking with Deadfoot at the last Gathering.
They’re all close to the leaders and deputies of their clan. Isn’t that… suspicious?”

 

“You don’t think they all want to become leaders of the clans and then…” And then what? Darkstripe
paused. “And then merge the clans into one?”

 

“With them as leaders, who could stop them?” Tigerclaw growled. “I’m not sure of what they want,
but they surely don’t want anything good for any of the clans.”

 

“We have to stop them,” Darkstripe meowed. “I mean- Fireheart- his siblings must be making him do
this, so perhaps I could convince him or-”

 

“Don’t let him know you're onto him!” Tigerclaw snapped. “He wants you to blindly trust him. He’s
fooling you like he’s fooling all of the clan.”

 

Darkstripe kept his mouth shut, pelt burning with indecision, a divided loyalty in his heart. “What
about Thistlestar?” he said hesitantly. “You always said Thistlestar was a noble warrior. Perhaps if we
can’t trust Bluestar, we could trust him? We need a leader on our side.” But even the thought of
trusting a RiverClan cat made his lip curl in disgust.

 



Tigerclaw’s upset hiss startled him. “Thistlestar lost my loyalty when he favored his kin over actual,
worthy warriors,” he snapped. “Lightningfur is a whiny, withering brat. Why he would choose her
over me-” Tigerclaw cut himself out, pelt suddenly smoothing. “I’ve seen the truth. Thistlestar can’t
be trusted. He’ll always go running to his kits. More than anything, I’m sure he’s the reason they even
desire leadership.”

 

“So…” Darkstripe slowly meowed. “We can’t trust anyone?”

 

Tigerclaw nodded. “You can’t trust anyone but me.”

 

 

As the crowd dispersed, Fireheart noticed that Bluestar was walking toward him. “Fireheart,” she
meowed. “One thing concerns me. You still haven’t settled things with Graystripe. I’ve not seen you
eat together for days. I told you before, there’s no room for fighting within ThunderClan. I want you
to hunt together today.”

 

Fireheart nodded. “Yes, Bluestar.” That was fine by him. And after yesterday’s battle, he felt hopeful
that Graystripe would like the idea too. As Bluestar walked away, Fireheart scanned the clearing,
hoping that Graystripe hadn’t disappeared again. No, there he was, helping to clear the snow from the
nursery entrance.

 

“Hey, Graystripe,” Fireheart called. Graystripe carried on with his work. Fireheart bounded over to
him. “Do you want to go hunting this morning?”

 

Graystripe turned to face him, his eyes cold. “Are you making sure I don’t disappear again?” he
snarled. 

 

Fireheart was startled. “N-no, I just thought…after yesterday…the battle…”

 

“I would have fought like that in any battle. That’s what Clan loyalty is about!” Graystripe’s meow
was harsh with anger as he went back to pushing snow.

 

Fireheart’s hopes plummeted. Had he lost his friend’s trust forever? He turned away, tail down, and
began to trudge through the snow toward the camp entrance. He called over his shoulder, “Bluestar



told me to go hunting with you this morning, actually, so you can explain to her why you’re not
coming.”

 

“Oh, I see, you were just trying to please Bluestar, as usual!” Graystripe hissed. Fireheart stopped and
whipped around, ready to throw back a retort, but he paused when he saw that Graystripe was
crossing the clearing toward him, shaking snowflakes from his wide shoulders. “Come on, then,”
Graystripe growled, leading the way through the gorse tunnel.

 

It was a slow climb out of the ravine, with the boulders covered in snow. When they reached the top,
the icebound forest stretched before them. Graystripe charged away at once, his face set with grim
determination. Fireheart followed him. As he tracked a mouse around the roots of an oak tree he saw
Graystripe racing after a rabbit that had been foolish enough to stray from its burrow. Graystripe
pelted furiously after the creature until he finished it off with a well-aimed pounce. Fireheart sat and
watched as Graystripe padded back to him and dropped the rabbit at Fireheart’s paws.

 

“That should feed a kit or two.” He grunted.

 

“You don’t have to prove anything to me,” Fireheart told him.

 

“No?” Graystripe answered bitterly. His eyes met Fireheart’s, cold and angry. “Maybe you should
start acting as if you trusted me, then.” He turned away before Fireheart could reply.

 

By sunhigh Graystripe had caught more than Fireheart, but both cats had done well. They returned to
the camp, their jaws heavy with fresh-kill. They padded into the clearing and dropped their prey in the
usual place. The spot had been empty so far. Fireheart wondered if they should go out again. The
snow was heavier now, and a cold wind was beginning to blow through the ravine. Fireheart was
studying the darkening sky when he heard Brindleface’s worried meow near the nursery. He bounded
over to see what was wrong.

 

“What’s the matter?”

 

“Have you seen Cloudkit?” she demanded. 

 

Fireheart shook his head. “Is he missing?” His paws prickled as Brindleface’s rising panic began to
infect him.



 

“Yes. So are Lizardkit and my other kits. I only closed my eyes for a moment. I just woke up and I
can’t find them anywhere! I was supposed to be watching them for Creekflower. It’s too cold for them
to be out. They’ll freeze to death!” The queen swayed on her paws. Alarm shot through Fireheart as
he pictured the last time a young cat had disappeared from the camp. It had been Cricketheart and
Cinderpaw.

 

“I’ll find them,” Fireheart promised. He automatically looked around for Graystripe. The wind was
rising and the snow was growing thicker- he didn’t want to search alone. Fireheart rushed to the
warriors’ den and pushed his way inside, but Graystripe wasn’t there. Sandstorm was just waking up.

 

“What’s wrong?” she meowed, seeing Fireheart peering around the den.

 

“Brindleface and Creekflower’s kits are missing.”

 

“Cliffkit too?” Sandstorm scrambled to her paws, instantly awake.

 

“I’m not sure,” Fireheart said. He searched through his memory of this morning and thought he
recalled seeing Cliffkit playing with Snowkit nearby Speckletail. “I don’t think so. I was looking for
Graystripe so we could look for them together, but he isn’t here,” Fireheart meowed, his words
tumbling out in a rush. He felt a stab of rage that Graystripe was missing yet again- right after
accusing Fireheart of not trusting him!

 

“I’ll come with you,” Sandstorm offered. Fireheart blinked.

 

“Thanks,” he meowed gratefully. “Come on. We should tell Bluestar before we leave.”

 

“Runningwind can tell her. Is it still snowing?”

 

“Yes, and it’s getting heavier. We’d better hurry.” Fireheart looked at Runningwind’s sleeping form.
“You wake him. I’ll tell Brindleface we’re going and meet you by the entrance.” He bounded away,
back to the nursery. Brindleface was still sniffing around in search of scents.

 

“Any sign?” Fireheart asked.



 

“No, nothing.” Brindleface’s voice was trembling. “Frostfur’s gone to tell Bluestar!”

 

“Well, don’t worry. I’m going out to look for them,” he reassured her. “Sandstorm’s coming with me.
We’ll find them.” Brindleface nodded and carried on searching. Fireheart and Sandstorm arrived at
the gorse tunnel together and hurried out into the woods. Outside the camp, the wind felt even fiercer.
Fireheart narrowed his eyes and hunched his shoulders against the blizzard. 

 

“It’s going to be hard picking up a scent through the fresh snow,” he warned Sandstorm. “Let’s start
by checking to see if they’ve climbed up to the forest.”

 

“Okay,” meowed Sandstorm.

 

“You take that side.” Fireheart pointed with his nose. “And I’ll take the other. Meet you back here.
Don’t be long.” Sandstorm bounded away, and Fireheart leaped over a fallen tree, heading toward the
trail the Clan followed most often. The sides of the ravine were even more thickly coated than they
had been that morning, and slippery now where the snow had frozen into ice. Fireheart stopped and
lifted his head, his mouth open, but he could find no scent of the kits. He looked in vain for pawsteps-
would their trail already be covered by fresh snow?

 

He trekked along the bottom of the slope but found no sign of any cats, let alone lost kits. The wind
blew until Fireheart could hardly feel the tips of his ears. No kits could survive in this weather, and it
wouldn’t be long before the sun began to set. He had to find them before nightfall. Fireheart raced
back to the camp entrance. Sandstorm was waiting for him, her fur striped with small ridges of snow.
She shook them off as she saw him coming.

 

“Any sign?” Fireheart meowed.

 

“No, nothing.”

 

“They can’t have gotten far,” Fireheart pointed out. “Come on, let’s try this way.” He headed toward
the training hollow. Sandstorm battled after him. The snow was getting deeper, and she sank up to her
belly with every step. The training hollow was empty.

 



“Do you think Bluestar realizes how bad the weather is out here?” asked Sandstorm, raising her voice
against the wind.

 

“She’ll know,” Fireheart called back to her.

 

“We should go back and get help, join up with another search party,” meowed Sandstorm. Fireheart
looked at the shivering warrior. It was not just the kits who might freeze out here. Perhaps Sandstorm
was right.

 

“I agree,” he meowed. “We can’t do this by ourselves.” As they turned toward camp, Fireheart
thought he heard a tiny squeal through the wind. “Did you hear that?” he called.

 

Sandstorm stopped and began sniffing the air furiously. Suddenly she lifted her head. “That way!” she
meowed, pointing with her nose to a fallen tree. Fireheart leaped toward it with Sandstorm right
behind him. The squealing grew louder until Fireheart could make out several little voices. He
scrambled up onto the log and looked down the other side. Huddled in the snow were three small kits.
Fireheart felt a rush of relief until he realized Cloudkit was not with them. 

 

“Where’s Cloudkit?” he yowled.

 

“Hunting,” squeaked Fernkit. Her voice trembled with cold and fear, but there was a note of defiance
in it. Fireheart lifted his head.

 

“Cloudkit!” he called, peering through the snowflakes.

 

“Fireheart, look!” Sandstorm was on top of the log. Fireheart spun around. A bedraggled white shape
was struggling through the snow toward them. Cloudkit! Every step was a massive leap for the tiny
kit- the snow was as high as he was. But he kept coming, and in his mouth he carried a small, snow-
encrusted vole. A surge of relief and fury shot through Fireheart. He left Sandstorm with the others
and bounded through the snow to scoop up the kit by the scruff of his neck. Cloudkit grunted in
protest but refused to drop the vole that dangled from his mouth. Fireheart turned to see Sandstorm
nudging the others toward him. They stumbled ahead of her, sinking up to their ears in the deep snow,
but she kept pushing them on. Cloudkit squirmed in Fireheart’s mouth. Fireheart dropped him back
into the snow. Cloudkit looked up at him, proudly holding his catch. Fireheart couldn’t help feeling
impressed. In spite of the snow and wind, Cloudkit had caught his first prey!

 



“Wait there,” he ordered, and dashed back to help Sandstorm. He picked up Fernkit who was mewling
pitifully, and began nosing Ashkit forward. Lizardkit stumbled between Sandstorm’s paws, dropping
something that was in her mouth.

 

“The horsetail!” Lizardkit called out. She shoved her face into the snow and pulled the frosted green
plant back out. It looked so shriveled up that Fireheart could hardly tell it was horsetail.

 

“Why do you have that?” he questioned, worrying that she had stolen it from Yellowfang’s stocks.

 

“Spottedleaf needed herbs,” Lizardkit squeaked. “So I got some.” She broke off with a powerful
sneeze, followed by a shiver. Fireheart grunted as he picked her up and plopped her beside her
brother, who held just as tightly onto his catch as her. The bedraggled group struggled back to the
camp.

 

Brindleface and Creekflower were waiting outside the gorse tunnel. Bluestar stood beside them, her
eyes narrowed against the driving snow. As soon as they spotted Fireheart’s party, they rushed
forward to help. Bluestar scooped up Cloudkit and Brindleface grabbed Ashkit; then they turned and
raced into the shelter of the camp with Fireheart and Sandstorm hurrying behind. Once in the clearing,
the four cats dropped their frozen bundles onto the ground. Fireheart shook the snow from his fur and
looked down at Cloudkit, who was still stubbornly clinging to his catch, and Lizardkit, who did the
same for her frostbitten horsetail. 

 

Bluestar glared at the four kits. “What did you think you were doing out there? You know it’s against
the warrior code for kits to hunt!” Brindleface’s two kits and Lizardkit shrank under their leader’s
angry gaze, but Cloudkit looked back at her with round blue eyes.

 

He dropped his vole and mewed, “The Clan needed fresh-kill, so we decided to catch some.”
Fireheart flinched at his boldness.

 

“Whose idea was it?” Bluestar demanded.

 

“Mine,” Cloudkit announced, his head still unbowed. 

 

Bluestar fixed her eyes on the defiant little kit and yowled, “You could have frozen to death out
there!”



 

Cloudkit was startled by the anger in her voice and dropped into a crouch. “We did it for the Clan,” he
mewed defensively. Fireheart held his breath as he waited to see what Bluestar would do next.
Cloudkit had broken the warrior code. 

 

“Your intention,” Bluestar meowed slowly, “was good. But it was a foolish thing to do.” Fireheart felt
a flicker of hope. Then he cringed as Cloudkit piped up again. 

 

“I caught something, though.” 

 

“I can see that,” replied Bluestar coldly. She gazed at all four kits. “I shall leave it to your mother to
decide what to do with you. But I don’t want to find you doing anything like this again. Do you
understand?” Fireheart relaxed a little as Cloudkit nodded with the others. “Cloudkit, you may add
your catch to the fresh-kill pile,” Bluestar added. “Then all four of you go straight to the nursery and
get yourselves dry and warm.” Fireheart felt surprised. Was that a motherly tone he detected in the
ThunderClan leader’s voice? 

 

“Can I give Spottedleaf my horsetail?” Lizardkit meowed timidly, voice muffled by her herb.

 

Bluestar glanced down at the crumpled herb. “I’m not sure it’ll be much use to her, frosty as it is.”

 

Lizardkit ducked her head, eyes sad, and Creekflower gave her a quick lick.

 

“Any herb is useful,” came Cinderpaw’s voice as the gray she-cat hobbled up. “Although I think
that’s feverfew, not horsetail.” Lizardkit blinked up at her. “But that’ll be more useful if you’ve caught
a cold!” Cinderpaw purred, then leaned down to grab the feverfew from Lizardkit, who perked up.

 

“Thank you,” Lizardkit squeaked.

 

“Of course,” Cinderpaw meowed. Lizardkit turned and followed Brindleface’s kits as they stumbled
toward the nursery, followed by their mother, while Cloudkit picked up his vole and trotted off toward
the pile of fresh-kill, with Creekflower trailing after him worriedly. The proud tilt of his head made
Fireheart’s paws prickle with worry, but as Bluestar watched him go, Fireheart thought he detected a
glint of admiration in his leader’s eyes.



 

“Will that herb really be useful?” Fireheart questioned, frowning. It was too shriveled to have any
juice left.

 

Cinderpaw shrugged. “Probably not. But it’s the thought that counts.” Then she started walking back
towards the medicine cat den.

 

“Well done, you two,” Bluestar meowed, turning her attention to Sandstorm and Fireheart. “I’ll send
Longtail out to retrieve the other search party. You should go to your den and try to warm up too!”

 

“Yes, Bluestar,” Fireheart answered. He turned to leave with Sandstorm and saw Bluestar pad over to
Creekflower as the queen dragged Cloudkit back to the nursery. Creekflower paused, having Cloudkit
run ahead with Brindleface, while Bluestar started explaining something to Creekflower. His sister
seemed nervous, and Fireheart was tempted to walk over and comfort her, but he knew she could
handle himself.

 

He made his way to the warriors’ den and settled down beside Sandstorm and Feathercloud, who had
still remained in his nest since this morning. His bony spine rubbed uncomfortably against Fireheart,
and he glanced worriedly at the white tom, but the deaf warrior was fast asleep. Fireheart remained in
his nest all afternoon, while Sandstorm ended up leaving at some point.

 

As evening came, hunger drew Fireheart from the den. He picked a thrush from the pile of fresh-kill
and settled down by the nettle clump to eat it. It was dark now, and the snow had eased. Once his eyes
had adjusted to the night, Fireheart could see the camp entrance clearly. He spotted Graystripe as soon
as he appeared, and watched him walk to the pile of fresh-kill. The gray warrior was carrying prey.
Perhaps he’d just been hunting after all. Graystripe dropped most of his catch onto the pile. He kept a
large mouse for himself and took it to a sheltered spot near the camp wall. Fireheart’s brief hope
faded. The distracted look in Graystripe’s eyes told him that his suspicions were right- Graystripe had
been with Silverstream. Fireheart got to his paws, grabbed a mouse, and padded into the den. He
nudged Feathercloud’s side, and the tom raised his head.

 

Fireheart laid the mouse at his paws and pointed to his mouth and mouthing eat. Feathercloud stared
at the mouse for a moment before he slowly took a bite out of it. Satisfied, Fireheart went to his nest,
a few mossbeds away from the tom. He had no trouble falling into a deep sleep.

 

And as he slept, he dreamed again. The snowy forest spread out around him, glowing white beneath
the cold moon. Fireheart stood on a tall, jagged rock. Beside him stood Cloudkit- a fully grown
warrior, his thick white pelt rippling in the wind. Frost sparkled on the stone beneath their paws.



 

“Watch!” Fireheart hissed to Cloudkit. A wood mouse scuttled around the frozen roots of a tree.
Cloudkit followed his gaze and leaped silently from the rock onto the forest floor. Fireheart watched
the white tom prowl toward the prey. Suddenly he smelled a scent, so very unfamiliar and strange that
it made his fur quiver. He felt warm breath on his ear and turned sharply. A fluffy, long-furred, light
brown she-cat with amber eyes was standing beside him. Her amber eyes stared him down firmly,
making him nervous. 

 

“Fireheart,” the unfamiliar she-cat meowed. “I have a warning for you from StarClan.” Her tone was
somber and her eyes burned into his. “A battle is coming, Fireheart. Beware a warrior you cannot
trust.”

 

The squeal of a mouse made Fireheart jump and look around. Cloudkit must have made his kill. He
turned back to the unfamiliar she-cat but she had disappeared. Fireheart woke up with a start and
turned to the nest beside him. Graystripe was curled up, fast asleep, his nose tucked under his thick
tail. The she-cat’s words echoed in Fireheart’s mind: “Beware a warrior you cannot trust!”

 

He shivered. The bitter cold of the forest seemed to cling to his fur even here, and the strange, birdy
scent from the she-cat lingered in his nostrils. Graystripe stirred beside him, muttering in his sleep,
and Fireheart flinched. He knew he wouldn’t go back to sleep again, but he stayed in his nest and
watched his former apprentice sleeping until the dawn light began to shine through the walls of the
den. As the den grew lighter, Willowpelt woke up. Fireheart watched as she rose and stretched, then
pushed her way out of the den. He gave a last glance at Graystripe’s sleeping form, and followed her.

 

“It’s stopped snowing,” he meowed, desperate to break the ghostly silence that enfolded the
snowbound camp. His voice echoed around the clearing, and Willowpelt nodded. A rustling noise
accompanied the scent of Tigerclaw and Runningwind as they emerged from the den. They settled
themselves beside Willowpelt to wash. Ready for the dawn patrol, Fireheart thought. He wondered if
he should offer to join them, since he could do with a run through the woods, but part of him wanted
to stay behind and keep an eye on Graystripe. The she-cat’s words still lay heavy in his heart. He
couldn’t shake off the idea that Graystripe was the warrior he could not trust. Graystripe insisted his
relationship with Silverstream didn’t change his loyalty to the Clan, but how could it not? He was
breaking the warrior code just by seeing her!

 

Suddenly Tigerclaw lifted his head as though he had smelled something. Fireheart tensed. His ears
twitched- he could hear paws crunching through the snow in the distance, moving fast. The breeze
carried the scent of WindClan. The pawsteps grew louder. As one, the warriors stiffened- a cat was
rushing toward them through the gorse tunnel. Tigerclaw arched his back and hissed as Onewhisker
burst into the clearing. The WindClan warrior skidded to a halt in front of them, his eyes filled with
dread.

 



“ShadowClan and RiverClan!” he gasped. “They’re attacking our camp! We’re outnumbered and
fighting for our lives. Tallstar refuses to be driven off this time. You must help or my Clan will be
wiped out!”

 

 

Her tail swished through the air, eager to draw blood. She locked her glittering green eyes onto her
father, watching and waiting for his signal. They would wait for ShadowClan to attack first, then
surprise the pathetic cats of WindClan with a double-pronged attack. They weren’t trying to drive
WindClan out - just sending a message that both clans will continue to hunt on the moor.

 

Both of their clans were hungry, and sick.

 

Thistlestar’s yellow eyes were pinned to the battle going on below them in WindClan’s camp. He then
raised his tail, and dropped it.

 

RiverClan surged forward, pouring down into the dip and charging right into WindClan’s camp.
Lightningfur savored the cowards’ yowls and screams of fear before she wildly gazed around,
searching for one cat in particular.

 

She found him. The little, cowardly traitor .

 

She shot forward, like a bolt of lightning, and leaped, claws outstretched.

 

Her eyes were locked on a brown tabby tom.
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Lightningfur slammed into Airleap, bowling the tom over and pinning the pathetic snail to the ground.
She sunk her claws into his shoulder, lip curling as he yelped and yowled for help.

 

How pitiful.

 

“This will teach you,” she hissed into his ear, “what happens to those who betray me.” She leaned
forward to snap at his neck - but someone slammed into her side, tearing her off Airleap. Lightningfur
spun around, spitting as she recognized the WindClan queen, Morningflower.

 

The tortoiseshell queen snarled at her, ears flat and eyes narrowed. Lightningfur hissed, lip curling as
Runningbrook and Whitetail joined their clanmates, standing flank-to-flank to prevent Lightningfur
from touching Airleap again.

 

“Look at you, hiding behind others again, you coward!” the RiverClan she-cat yowled.

 

“Leave him alone!” Whitetail spat, green eyes flaring. Lightningfur snarled and launched herself at
the white she-cat, bowling her over, and the two cats began tussling, hissing and spitting furiously.
Lightningfur dug her claws into Whitetail’s shoulder, savoring her yowls of pain, until she was
violently torn off her and flung aside.

 

She whipped around and stared.

 

Airleap was standing in front of her, looking terrified but determined.

 

He had attacked her.

 

He had attacked her.

 



He had attacked her.

 

How dare he.

 

Lightningfur snarled and lunged at him, intent of making him pay for everything, when another
WindClan warrior charged at her. Wrenflight leaped to Airleap’s aid, but Lightningfur didn’t back
down.

 

She drew her claws through the air, slashing into Wrenflight’s neck, and stared coldly as the
WindClan she-cat fell to the ground, twitching and convulsing.

 

“Wrenflight!” Tallstar’s screech of horror and rage made her smirk, pricking her ears as she heard
Morningflower and Ashfoot echoing it. That’s right, she recalled. Wrenflight is Tallstar’s half-sister.
And she’s Morningflower and Ashfoot’s mother.

 

That train of thought was cut off when the three vengeful cats all rushed her. The RiverClan she-cat
braced herself, but purred when Silverstream jumped in beside her, Vixenleap not far behind.

 

They could take them.

 

Lightningfur and Silverstream met Ashfoot’s vicious swipe while Vixenleap tackled Morningflower.
Tallstar had been accosted by ShadowClan’s leader, Nightstar, as well as Thistlestar. Lightningfur
briefly saw Deadfoot sprinting to his leader’s air and tackling Nightstar, leaving Tallstar to turn his
full fury onto her father.

 

She ducked and dodged around Ashfoot, swiping at her side as Silverstream jabbed at her muzzle.
She grinned as Ashfoot’s eyes took on a panicked edge, before the gray she-cat pricked her ears and
yowled;

 

“Onewhisker!”

 

Lightningfur swiveled her head around and saw Onewhisker charging into camp with a patrol of
warriors at his heels - ThunderClan had arrived.

 



Their arrival had evened the numbers for a while, so now the second party was needed. Leopardfur’s
patrol dove from the heather and attacked with Cinderfur’s patrol just behind. Lightningfur heard
Tigerclaw’s battle cry ring out, and a moment later Whitestorm exploded into the clearing, followed
by Graystripe, Runningwind, and the rest of the ThunderClan warriors who did not arrive with
Tigerclaw.

 

She hissed. They would not lose this battle! She zeroed in on her next target - Runningwind - and
bunched her muscles to attack him, but paused as she heard Tigerclaw call a name.

 

“Fireheart!” the dark tabby warrior yowled. She twisted her head and saw the warrior at the other end
of the clearing. The fighting was thick up there, with cats from all Clans battling together. She saw her
fiery-pelted brother charge through to the ThunderClan deputy - but Lightningfur stiffened when she
saw Leopardfur grasp his hind leg, pulling him down.

 

“You!” hissed the RiverClan deputy. “The traitor’s brother!” Fireheart threw her off and flipped over
onto his back. Lightningfur inhaled a sharp gasp - he’d exposed his soft belly. Leopardfur didn’t waste
a moment. She reared up and came down on Fireheart with all her might. He screamed in agony.
Lightningfur began dashing across the camp, and saw Tigerclaw at the side of the clearing, watching
her brother struggle and suffer with cold, expressionless eyes.

 

“Tigerclaw,” Fireheart howled. “Help me!”

 

But Tigerclaw didn’t move. He just stared as Leopardfur clawed Fireheart again and again.

 

Sheer rage made Lightningfur run faster and she lunged on top of Leopardfur, digging her claws into
her shoulders, before tearing her off her brother.

 

The tortoiseshell saw a look of shock on Tigerclaw’s face as she attacked the RiverClan deputy.
Fireheart struggled to his paws and shot a glare at Tigerclaw, eyes burning with pain and rage.
Lightningfur shared in her brother’s anger. How dare Tigerclaw just stand there and let her brother
fend for himself!

 

Tigerclaw met their gaze with a look of undisguised hatred, and leaped away into the thick of the
battle. Lightningfur curled her lip.

 

Thistlestar will be hearing about this.



 

“You little traitor! ” Leopardfur screamed, as she scrambled to her paws. Her chest was heaving as
she bared her teeth at Lightningfur.

 

The tortoiseshell met her eyes cooly. “Warriors aren’t meant to kill in cold blood,” she meowed
haughtily. Wrenflight’s convulsing body flashed into her mind, but she pushed it away. That wasn’t in
cold blood - she had been in her way of teaching Airleap a lesson. “It’s against the warrior code.”

 

Leopardfur snarled, but her tail twitch alerted Lightningfur to her acknowledgement of Lightningfur’s
words. The RiverClan deputy shot Fireheart a look of rage before turning and plunging back into the
fight.

 

“Thanks,” Fireheart meowed. Lightningfur shrugged.

 

“We’re kin, we’re meant to help each other,” she tossed her head. “Never attack.” She briefly saw
Fireheart’s eyes flash with guilt, but didn’t bother reassuring him. He knew exactly what she was
talking about - maybe it will stick in his head better this time.

 

With a nod she charged back into the fight, careful to attack only WindClan cats while Fireheart was
in viewing range. She didn’t bother to catalog the cats she came across, keeping one eye on her red-
furred brother. Her eyes widened as she saw Silverstream attack him. The she-cat’s face was twisted
with battle rage as she reared up at him. Blood was dripping into her eyes, and Lightningfur could tell
that she hadn’t recognized him. She drew back a paw as she prepared to swipe him. Lightningfur then
heard a familiar yowl. 

 

“Silverstream! No!”

 

Graystripe , thought Lightningfur. Silverstream hesitated, shook her head, and recognized Fireheart
with a muted gasp. She dropped back down to all four paws, her eyes wide with shock.

 

Fireheart reacted instinctively. He leaped onto the back of the RiverClan she-cat and pinned her to the
ground. She didn’t struggle as he drew back his head and prepared to give her a vicious bite on her
shoulder. Lightningfur saw Graystripe was watching in horror from the edge of the battle, a look of
pain and disbelief in his eyes. Fireheart stopped, sheathed his claws, and loosened his grip on
Silverstream. The she-cat slipped away from him and disappeared into the surrounding gorse. Both
Lightningfur and Fireheart stared as Graystripe raced after her.



 

Lightningfur narrowed her eyes, looked around, and her eyes met Darkstripe’s on the other side of the
clearing. Lightningfur growled. One of Tigerclaw’s lackeys. Just how much had Darkstripe seen? He
might report to Tigerclaw that Fireheart let Silverstream go! That could ruin her brother’s standing in
ThunderClan, and their father’s plans! 

 

She darted across camp and rammed into the black tabby. With a challenging yowl, they dove into a
tussle. While Darkstripe was a good fighter, he was nothing compared to Runningwind’s speed or
Fireheart’s cleverness - especially compared to Thistlestar’s might and Mapleshade’s slyness.

 

He was truly a pathetic opponent.

 

“Retreat!” Nightstar’s yowl had Lightningfur snap her head around. The ShadowClan leader was
racing away from Fireheart and Runningwind. Instantly his warriors stopped fighting and, like their
leader, backed into the gorse that surrounded the camp.

 

The RiverClan warriors were left alone to fend off ThunderClan and WindClan.

 

Lightningfur snarled. “Cowards!” she screeched, eying the nearby Nutwhisker dragging the dead
body of Ashfur away. Darkstripe wriggled out of her grip and ran away from her. She smirked as she
spotted his tail between his legs.

 

Out of the corner of her eye, she spotted Tigerclaw approaching Thistlestar. She watched it with an air
of curiosity, noting that Fireheart and herself were the only two witnesses. Everyone else was still
locked in battle.

 

“I always thought of you as the greatest ThunderClan warrior,” Tigerclaw growled, pacing back and
forth in front of Thistlestar. The big gray tom eyed his former apprentice cooly, but a frown marred
his face. “But now,” Tigerclaw stopped his pacing, “now I know you are no better than Pinestar,
running away for a new life.” Lightningfur felt a flicker of outrage on her father’s behalf - Thistlestar
had never abandoned his kits! If anything, Copperleaf, Airleap, and Creekflower all abandoned him!
She and Fireheart were the only ones who were truly with him!

 

But then she gasped. Tigerclaw had flung himself at Thistlestar, knocking the tom off his paws, and
sank his teeth into the RiverClan leader’s neck. Lightningfur started forward, intent on coming to her
father’s aid, but froze as Thistlestar convulsed once, before lying still.



 

He was losing a life.

 

All because of Tigerclaw.

 

Why. Why had Tigerclaw done this? He was supposed to be loyal to them! He was supposed to
become ThunderClan’s leader and make Fireheart deputy! This- this was traitorous !

 

She chanced a glance at Fireheart. He too shared her aghast expression, green eyes wide with horror
as their father’s body still remained inert. She desperately searched for any sign of life. He had nine of
them; surely it shouldn’t be taking this long?

 

Lightningfur barely noticed Tigerclaw padding calmly away, satisfaction in his amber eyes.
Lightningfur shot forward and pawed at her father’s shoulder.

 

“Thistlestar?” she meowed. “Thistlestar, wake up!” She felt like screeching her rage to the stars. This
wasn’t supposed to happen!

 

A choked gasp brought her back to the present. Thistlestar’s body heaved as he pulled himself to his
paws. “Lightningfur?” his voice croaked.

 

“I’m here,” she immediately reported.

 

“Are you alright?” he asked. “And Fireheart?” She nodded.

 

“I’m not hurt,” she meowed. “And Fireheart…” She glanced around. Her only loyal sibling was
gazing around WindClan’s camp, checking in on his friend’s positions. “He’s alright too.” She curled
her lip. “But I have something to tell you,” she growled as Thistlestar rose to his paws.

 

“Not now,” he meowed sharply. “We must retreat.” Lightningfur swiveled her head around. Retreat?
Did those words just come out of his mouth?

 



“What?” she gasped. “Retreat? Why?!” Thistlestar fixed her with a look.

 

“Sometimes you must play the long game, my daughter.” He casted a furious glare at Tigerclaw, who
was fighting Frogleap. “So for now, we retreat. But the battle is not yet over.” Lightningfur kinked her
tail in frustration, but did not argue as Thistlestar called for a retreat.

 

The RiverClan warriors all struggled out of WindClan and ThunderClan’s grapes, and pelted out of
camp. Lightningfur followed her father through the heather, silently growling.

 

They would finish this battle later.

 

 

“RiverClan, retreat!”

 

Airleap watched as the RiverClan cats vanished over the moor, dragging the body of Emberdawn with
them. In a heartbeat, the WindClan camp fell silent apart from the howling of the wind above the
gorse. Airleap stared around him. The ThunderClan warriors were tired and battered, but the
WindClan cats looked far worse. Every one of them was bleeding, while some lay unmoving on the
frozen ground. Airleap’s heart ached as he recognized Wrenflight and Doespring. They had been so
kind to him. Barkface, their medicine cat, wasted no time in rushing from one cat to another, attending
to their injuries.

 

Tallstar limped toward Tigerclaw, blood dripping from his cheek. Tallstar spoke quietly to Tigerclaw.
Airleap couldn’t hear the words they shared, but he could guess by Tallstar’s bowed head that his
leader was acknowledging the debt he owed to ThunderClan. Tigerclaw sat up straight and accepted
the thanks with his chin held high.

 

Airleap padded towards Morningflower as she dipped into the nursery, his tail dragging. “Are the kits
okay?” he meowed, poking his head in. Sorrelshine was curled around her three mewling kits, while
Gorsekit, Quailkit, and Storkkit hid in the back with wide eyes.

 

“Yes, they’re alright,” Sorrelshine replied as Morningflower sniffed her kits.

 

“Is the fighting over Mama?” Storkkit squeaked. “Did we win?”



 

“We won,” Morningflower said softly.

 

“Airleap.”

 

The voice startled Airleap, so much so that his body jerked and his fur bristled, claws sliding out. But
it was just his brother, Fireheart, padding towards him, blood dripping from bite marks on his
shoulders. Airleap felt a stab of grief. Even his brother was injured, and all Airleap had was some
scratches down his side from Lightningfur…

 

“Fireheart,” Airleap responded quietly, avoiding his brother’s strong green gaze.

 

“Are you alright?” Fireheart asked. “Leopardfur was looking for you, I think. She didn’t get to you,
did she?”

 

Airleap shivered, a chill dragging down his spine. Leopardfur was looking for him. Of course, he
killed Whiteclaw. Was it for better or worse that Lightningfur had found him instead? “No,” Airleap
whispered hoarsely. “She didn’t.”

 

He glanced up as he heard Fireheart pad closer. His brother leaned his head down, and Airleap
winced, before stilling himself as Fireheart pressed his nose to his cheek. “It’s good to see you again,”
Fireheart purred. Then he glanced inside the nursery. “And you as well, Morningflower. I heard from
Sandstorm that you had kits.”

 

Morningflower nodded, smiling at her old friend, while Sorrelshine glared at the ThunderClan tom,
tense and protective of her little ones.

 

“I’m Gorsekit!” the ginger tom-kit announced, jumping forth and fluffing his fur out in a way that
Airleap supposed was to be menacing. “And you better think twice before you hurt my siblings,
ShadowClan meanie!”

 

Morningflower purred in amusement while Airleap chuckled nervously. Morningflower liked her
son’s head. “That’s no ShadowClan cat, Gorsekit,” Morningflower meowed. “Drink his scent in, kits.
That’s the smell of a ThunderClan warrior.” The three kits obediently padded forward to sniff at



Fireheart, who smiled down at them. “This is Fireheart. We were friends as apprentices. He’s
Airleap’s brother.”

 

“Uncle Airleap’s brother?” Quailkit mused, blinking up at the fire-colored tom. “Then he must be
good too!”

 

Airleap’s heart clenched as he watched the kits immediately dart under Fireheart’s pause, poking and
prodding and sniffing him. Did the kits trust him that much that they’d trust his kin too? At first, it
made him feel happy, but then, he thought about them meeting Lightningfur… Would she hurt them,
if he knew he cared about them?

 

Fireheart laughed as Storkkit stood up to sniff at the wound on his shoulder. She wrinkled her nose.
“It smells weird!”

 

“Willowpelt put poultice on it for me,” Fireheart answered. “So it wouldn’t get infected.”

 

Sorrelshine’s kits squealed loudly. Their cries were no more than mewls, not yet forming words,
although once or twice Sorrelshine had claimed they had said mama. Fireheart’s attention was pulled
to them, and the brown and gray she-cat bristled. But Fireheart just smiled and said softly, “They’re
very cute.”

 

Sorrelshine nodded stiffly. “They are.”

 

“Have you named them yet?” he meowed curiously. “They look the same age as Goldenflower’s kits.
They’ll be apprentices together then.”

 

Sorrelshine blinked, her fur flattening. “Give Goldenflower my congratulations, then,” Sorrelshine
meowed. She glanced at her kits. “Mudclaw and I were thinking Robinkit for the brown and gray she-
kit, and Rushkit for the tom-kit, you know, after birds. But I named this she-kit Tawnykit, for her
pelt.” She brushed her tail over the squealing kit, a vibrant brown with a darker back and some golden
highlights throughout her fur, and a lighter tail tip. She was a beautiful kit.

 

Fireheart blinked. “Goldenflower’s named her she-kit Tawnykit too.”

 



Sorrelshine purred, a smile breaking out on her face. “Really? We both liked the name. I didn’t think
she’d end up using it though.”

 

“Won’t it get confusing, having two Tawnykits?” Airleap meowed.

 

“We’ve had plenty of Whites in the clan at the same time,” Sorrelshine replied. “Once they earn their
warrior names, they’re all unique.”

 

“I suppose that’s true,” Fireheart said.

 

A sudden hiss made them all stop. Mudclaw had padded towards the nursery and stared at Fireheart
with fury. “Leave our kits alone, ThunderClan scum!” he snarled in Fireheart’s face.

 

“I wasn’t doing anything,” Fireheart started in protest, bowing his head and backing out of the den,
but Mudclaw just growled.

 

“You may have helped our clan now,” Mudclaw snapped. “But don’t think you’re not the same as
ShadowClan and RiverClan! The other clans are our enemies. Stay out of our nursery.” Fireheart
dipped his head and backed away, not wanting a confrontation, while Airleap cowered when Mudclaw
turned an angry glare on him.

 

“Inviting other clans into our nursery,” Mudclaw muttered darkly. “I knew you were trouble, clan-
hopper. Clearly, you have no concept of clan loyalty.” He shoved his way past him, into the nursery,
greeting Sorrelshine with a sudden purr. “Are the kits alright? That tom didn’t hurt them?”

 

“I would have clawed him if he laid a claw on them,” Sorrelshine huffed in response, smiling good-
naturedly as she rubbed her head against his. Airleap shifted awkwardly at the happy couple, before
turning to Morningflower as she corralled her kits to her. He glanced outside.

 

“They’ll be starting Wrenflight’s vigil soon,” he whispered softly to her. Onewhisker already laid at
his mother’s side, shaken. “I can watch the kits then.” Morningflower nodded gratefully, blinking with
grief in her eyes.

 



Airleap backed out of the den and padded after his brother Fireheart despite himself. It surprised him
that Fireheart wasn’t… angry at him. Didn’t question why he was in WindClan. Didn’t call him a
traitor. Didn’t… hate him…? He hesitated behind his brother. ThunderClan was gathering at
Tigerclaw’s call.

 

But the deputy hesitated as his clanmates gathered, and cast his gaze out towards the direction of the
Twoleg barn, far in the distance. The powerful tabby narrowed his eyes, and Airleap shivered,
intimidated just by his presence.

 

“What is he looking at?” Airleap meowed fearfully, glancing in the same direction. Had some
ShadowClan or RiverClan cats lingered? Did they plan to attack again?

 

But whatever it was, Tigerclaw had turned away already, padding after his clanmates with an irritated
flick of his tail. In front of Airleap, Fireheart frowned, glancing that way too. “That’s where Barley’s
barn is…” Fireheart shook his pelt out. “I’ve gotta get going. See you at the next Gathering?” He
turned hopefully to Airleap, green eyes shining with warmth.

 

Airleap blinked, surprised. “Uhm… Sure. If Tallstar brings me.” Fireheart smiled, then bounded after
his clanmates, tail waving goodbye. He watched as the ThunderClan cats disappeared into the snowy
moore, then turned towards his clanmates. They had all gathered around Wrenflight and Doespring.
Tallstar, Onewhisker, Ashfoot and Stagleap sat beside her, while Ryestalk, Mistmouse, Tornear, and
Plumclaw laid near Doespring.

 

Airleap didn’t know if he should approach or not. Both she-cats had been kind to him, but he hadn’t
been particularly close to them, not like he was with Morningflower, Ashfoot, Onewhisker, Deadfoot,
Runningbrook, and Whitetail. He considered them friends, and, to his surprise, they considered him
friends too. But Wrenflight had given his life to protect him from Lightningfur…

 

Once again, it was his fault someone was dead… Cats always died or got hurt around him…
Thrushpelt, Halftail, Swiftbreeze, Whiteclaw, and now Wrenflight…

 

It was like he was cursed.

 

“Oh, Doespring,” sighed Mistmouse, Doespring’s mother. The old brown she-cat bowed her head.
Ryestalk pressed against her mother, sadness in her gaze. “You were too young…” Slowly the warrior
rose. “Tallstar,” she meowed. “I have a request.”

 



Tallstar blinked, raising his head and gazing curiously at his senior warrior. “Yes, Mistmouse?”

 

“I have lived a long life,” Mistmouse began. “I think it’s time I retire to the elders’ den.”

 

Tallstar bowed his head to the she-cat. “Of course, if that is your wish. StarClan give you many
seasons of rest for your service.”

 

Stagleap walked over and nuzzled his mother. Mistmouse let out a lofty sigh. “I did not believe I
would live to bury my own daughter…”

 

Airleap winced. He felt like an outsider to their grief. He settled himself awkwardly on the edges of
camp, watching as the WindClan cats groomed their deceased and Barkface finished tending to the
injured and moved onto grabbing flowers for Wrenflight and Doespring.

 

Airleap glanced up as Morningflower padded over, Gorsekit hanging from her mouth by his scruff
and Quailkit and Storkkit padding silently beside her. Storkkit’s eyes were owlish, locked on the
cluster of cats around their deceased clanmates. Morningflower placed Gorsekit at Airleap’s feet.

 

“Stay with Airleap, okay?” Morningflower mewed quietly to her kits. “You can see grandma later.”

 

“Is Wrenflight… dead?” Storkkit whispered softly as she curled up beside Airleap’s singular white
paw.

 

Morningflower nodded, eyes full of sorrow. “Yes… She died protecting WindClan. She’s with
StarClan now. You can tell her goodbye one last time when Barkface is done preparing her body for
her vigil.”

 

“I wanna see her now!” Gorsekit whined, his face an angry pout. “She promised she’d catch me a
rabbit; a big one!”

 

Morningflower blinked, as though trying to chase off the sadness pooling in her eyes. “Stagleap will
have to catch it for you instead. Now, behave, kits, will you? It’s a time of respect and quiet for our
lost clanmates.” She touched her nose to Gorsekit’s forehead, then Quailkit’s ear before she turned to
Airleap. “Thank you,” she said once more. Airleap just blinked back at her as she turned around and



padded off towards Onewhisker and Ashfoot. Whitetail and Deadfoot had joined the two already, with
Deadfoot pressed comfortingly against his mate’s side and Whitetail murmuring something softly to
Onewhisker, their tails curled together.

 

“Is she really gone?” Storkkit said. “Forever and ever? We’ll never see grandma again?”

 

Airleap’s heart ached for the little tortoiseshell kit, and he leaned down to lick her forehead. “I lost my
grandmother once too,” he recalled sadly. “It was the day I left my birthclan… I’ll never forget that
grief.”

 

“Did you ever see her again?” Storkkit asked, staring up at him with sad, innocent blue eyes.

 

“No,” he answered, voice choking on grief. “But… but her words stayed with me forever. And… and
one day, I’ll see her again in StarClan.” If I deserve to be in StarClan, he thought bitterly of himself.
“And I know that Wrenflight will always be watching over you three. So stay strong for her, okay?
She’ll want you to be big, great warriors, and protect WindClan just like her.”

 

“Yeah!” Gorsekit agreed, puffing out his fur. “We’ll be the greatest warriors ever!”

 

Quailkit shoved his brother. “Shush! Mama said to be quiet.”

 

Gorsekit pouted once more, but Airleap reached over and pulled tom tom-kit close. Gorsekit mewled
in protest, playfully trying to bite at his paw, but Airleap nipped at his ear and whispered, “Shhh.
Quailkit is right. You can play tomorrow. For now… We mourn the lost.”

Chapter End Notes

Lightningfur: *attacks Airleap*
Lightningfur @ Fireheart: "we dont attack kin"
Lightningfur: *kills Wrenflight*
Lightningfur @ Leopardfur: "we dont kill in cold blood"
Lightningfur: *is a traitor*
Lightningfur @ Tigerclaw: "you're a traitor!"
Lightningfur: *attacks Darkstripe and Runningwind*
Lightningfur @ Fireheart: "you better not hurt my bestie Silverstream!"



Lightningfur, defending Thistlestar: "he's never abandoned us!"
Thistlestar: *literally abandoned/disowned Airleap and Creekflower*



Darkstripe Is Feeling Sus & Jelly About His BFF and Little Bro (#End
of Fire & Ice)

Darkstripe’s pelt bristled, fur fluffing up as he followed his clanmates through ThunderClan’s forest.
His paws skimmed the cool grass, but he barely paid it any mind.

 

Fireheart had let that RiverClan cat - Silverstream - go! She was an enemy warrior, he was supposed
to show no mercy! So why did he let her go?

 

His fur spiked even more.

 

Was Fireheart truly a traitor, like Tigerclaw believed?

 

Or…Darkstripe grasped onto his next thought. Has Fireheart just lost his way? The black tabby
frowned. He wouldn’t put it past traitors like Thistlestar and Copperleaf to lead Fireheart away from
the warrior code - they had spat on it with their actions!

 

Yes, that must be it! Darkstripe desperately thought. Fireheart is a good warrior, and loyal to
ThunderClan - to Bluestar! But… The tabby twitched his tail. He has always wanted to know his
father. I can see Thistlestar using that to gain ThunderClan secrets - like the way Copperleaf was
allowed to hear Ravenpaw’s ridiculous claim.

 

Darkstripe slowed his pace as they neared camp. Conversing with his ShadowClan sibling, being
friendly with kittypets, and now saving a RiverClan warrior…

 

Fireheart had truly lost his way.

 

The black tabby caught up to Tigerclaw as the patrol poured back into camp. He leaned towards the
dark tabby and whispered, “I saw Fireheart let Silverstream go - he didn't even give her a scratch.”

 

Tigerclaw growled, tail lashing, before meowing, “Lightningfur also saved Fireheart from
Leopardfur’s attack.”

 



Darkstripe’s eyes widened. That must have happened before she attacked me! Tigerclaw stalked off
towards Fireheart, his eyes shining with spiteful satisfaction. Darkstripe hurried after him as
Tigerclaw flattened his ears and drew back his lip in a snarl as he looked down at Fireheart. “You let a
RiverClan she-cat escape!”

 

Fireheart took a deep breath, his eyes narrowing, before raising his head with a challenge. 

 

“She escaped, yes, like Thistlestar escaped from you.” Was it Dakrstripe’s imagination, or did
Fireheart send a burning glare at the deputy? “Why? Did you want me to kill her?” The two toms
stared steadily at each other, Fireheart’s green eyes blazing while Tigerclaw’s burned.

 

Tigerclaw’s tail lashed the cold ground. “Darkstripe says you didn’t even scratch her.”

 

Fireheart sent a quick glance at Darkstripe before shrugging. “Perhaps Darkstripe should chase after
the she-cat and ask her if it’s true!”

 

Darkstripe twitched, but remained silent as Tigerclaw spoke. “He doesn’t need to. Darkstripe tells me
your young gray friend chased after her. Perhaps he’ll be able to tell us how badly she was scratched.”
Darkstripe frowned at that - it ruffled his fur to hear Graystripe, his little brother, being accused of
being a traitor - but…he has been missing from camp a lot, and since Graystripe did chase after
Silverstream with a panicked look in his eyes…

 

Darkstripe shivered. 

 

It reminded him a lot of Willowpelt and Ashfur.

 

It was never completely confirmed for him, but it was the common consensus that Ashfur, a
ShadowClan warrior, was Graystripe’s father. The black tabby was happy that nobody ever told
Graystripe about the rumor, but he was horrified that he might be repeating it.

 

Graystripe then appeared, squeezing through the camp entrance.

 

“Look who’s back,” sneered Tigerclaw. “Do you want to ask him how the she-cat is? No, wait, I can
guess his answer. He’ll just tell me he didn’t manage to catch up with her.” Not bothering to disguise



the scorn in his eyes, Tigerclaw stalked away. Darkstripe hesitated, glancing at Fireheart - who’s eyes
darted between him and Graystripe - before hurrying after Tigerclaw. 

 

“I need to report to Bluestar,” Tigerclaw growled.

 

“Will you tell her about Fireheart?” he asked, uneasy. Tigerclaw flicked his tail.

 

“Not yet,” he meowed quietly. “We don’t have any solid proof - yet.” He turned his amber gaze onto
Darkstripe. “That is where you come in. I want you to keep an eye - both of them, for that matter - on
Fireheart, and everyone else who he is close to. His sister, Runningwind, Cherryfur, Sandstorm,
Graystripe - all of them. Even,” Tigerclaw shot a look at the medicine den, “Yellowfang and
Spottedleaf.” Darkstripe gaped at the deputy. How would he be able to do all that?! “They may be the
clans’ only medicine cats,” Tigerclaw meowed, seeing Darkstripe’s incredulous expression. “But we
have to be sure they aren’t a part of this plot.”

 

Darkstripe shuffled his paws. “What about- what about Cinderpaw?” he quietly asked. “She’s
Fireheart’s apprentice - like Graystripe was.” If they were going to keep an eye on Fireheart and his
friends, shouldn’t they also observe his current apprentice?

 

Tigerclaw flicked his tail, contemplative. “Perhaps,” he mused. “But, she is still young. Not yet set in
a certain way.” He eyed the medicine den again. “For now, we won’t. But if she still associates with
Fireheart even after what she’s been through, she will have to join them.”

 

Darkstripe nodded, but still felt unsure. He still believed that Fireheart wasn’t a willing accomplice of
Thistlestar’s - more like an unknowing one. And Fireheart’s friends, Darkstripe’s friends…they must
just be caught up in it too.

 

It’s all Thistelstar’s fault, Darkstripe angrily thought as he padded over to sit with Longtail and
Dustpelt. If he hadn’t gotten into Fireheart’s head, Tigerclaw wouldn’t be suspicious! In fact, a sudden
stroke of inspiration struck, maybe it was Thistlestar who had Ravenpaw conspire with ShadowClan!
He probably reported straight to Copperleaf, and that traitor told Brokentail, which resulted in
ShadowClan attacking us while our best fighters were out of camp!

 

Darkstripe settled down beside his former apprentices, tail twitching as he glanced warily at where
Runningwind and Cherryfur sat, licking their wounds. Sandstorm, lounging beside them, looked
relatively unharmed. Creekflower padded by them, pausing to mew something to them, to which
Cherryfur nodded. Sandstorm’s ear twitched but she mewed something back.



 

“Thanks!” Creekflower’s mew drifted over to Darkstripe. “Cloudkit, Lizardkit, and Cliffkit would be
glad to have you two watch them.” Creekflower waved her tail at Fireheart, who was still conversing
with Graystripe in hushed, rushed whispers - but the fire-pelted tom paused enough to raise a paw
back to his sister.

 

The black tabby frowned. They were ‘Fireheart’s group’. While they all stepped up to take a lead
when needed to, they all pretty much differed to Fireheart when a decision needed to be made.

 

I used to be with them… he sadly thought. But now… He felt a bit outcasted. He chanced a glance at
Fireheart again, seeing his kit-hood friend leading Graystripe over to where the rest of their group sat.
The red tom purred, settling down beside Sandstorm, while Graystripe plopped down on
Runningwind’s back, making the brown tom exclaim, “Hey!” before the group dissolved into
laughter.

 

Darkstripe couldn’t help but feel replaced - especially by Graystripe. It was as if his little brother had
taken his spot as Fireheart’s closest friend.

 

“You know what Frostfur’s been saying, right?” Dustpelt meowed. Longtail nodded, and Darkstripe
twitched an ear in acknowledgement. Who didn’t? That gossip still bothered him. “My sister still says
that Fireheart’s cursed, and that’s why Brokentail’s staying in camp - because Fireheart’s conspiring
with him! Copperleaf was in Brokentail’s inner circle after all - and he’s also Fireheart’s brother.
Who’s to say he isn’t helping his ShadowClan kin plot against ThunderClan?”

 

“Absolutely,” Longtail agreed, mew darkening. “It makes sense - maybe even Lightningfur and
Airleap are in on it. Maybe they’re all working together to bring ThunderClan down from the inside!”
He casted a frown at Fireheart’s group. “I’ve tried to talk sense into my sister, but she’s just…” He
shook his head. “Stubborn. She doesn’t believe in curses.”

 

“What about you, Darkstripe?” Dustpelt asked, turning to his former mentor.

 

The black tabby felt conflicted. What his former apprentices said were true - that’s what Tigerclaw
had told him, anyway - but at the same time…

 

“It is suspicious,” he meowed slowly. “But he did help take Brokentail down. Why would he remove
him from a position of power when it would benefit him for Brokentail to stay in power?” The other
two toms frowned while Darkstripe eyed his red-furred friend as he left his group and padded over to



where Yellowfang and Spottedleaf were working on the more injured cats - little Cinderpaw was
hobbling around, a pawful of cobwebs in her paw and mouth full of marigold.

 

Fireheart briefly meowed to Yellowfang, who nodded, and the warrior vanished into the medicine den
and reemerged with a bundle of horsetail in his jaws. He padded over to his mother and replenished
her pile, nuzzling her cheek with a purr before she gently licked his ear.

 

Darkstripe felt confusion well up in him once more.

 

Just what side was Fireheart on? Was he helping his father - or being coerced into it?

 

 

Copperleaf padded back and forth, back and forth, in the middle of camp, his tail tip twitching to and
fro, spiked along the spine. His breaths came in deep, then short, sporadic like his thumping heartbeat.
“Do you think they’re all right?” he meowed. “Do you think they’re hurt? Oh, I knew this battle was a
bad idea! We aren’t that short on prey!”

 

Dawncloud, who was watching her friend’s pacing camly, sitting in a patch of soft fronds with her
paws tucked underneath her body, twitched her whiskers at him. “Tell that to Ashheart and
Darkflower. They’ve been worried about their kits not getting enough food, especially since Rubblekit
caught greencough too.”

 

“Then we need more herbs, not prey!” he protested, casting a worried glance towards the medicine cat
den. There were more cats than he had ever seen before inside that den. Cinderfur was amongst them
although he had chosen to go fight despite being sick, along with the aforementioned Rubblekit, and
the warriors, Newtspeck, Whitethroat, and Littlecloud. And now that Brackenfoot had finally retired
to the elders’ den, he and his mate, Brightflower, had caught the sickness too. Crowtail, the small,
black tabby elder, had already passed to the illness, and it left ShadowClan devastated. Copperleaf
hadn’t known Crowtail well, but she’d loved the kits and was always ready with a story for them.

 

Other cats were falling sick too, and it made Copperleaf’s pelt bristle. Especially as he had been
feeling a little stuffy lately. But he couldn’t afford to be sick; with so many warriors ill, they needed
more to hunt and patrol. Not waste time fighting battles against the very clan they had rescued!

 

“Think logically, Copperleaf,” Dawncloud meowed softly. “With so many cats sick, there aren’t
enough warriors to hunt and bring back prey for the sick.”



 

“But how would hunting on more land get us more prey if our numbers stay the same?”

 

“Nightstar’s hoping that with more prey available, they’re more likely to come hopping into our
paws,” Dawncloud explained.

 

Copperleaf snorted in disbelief. “We could hardly catch rabbits before. What makes it different now?”

 

Dawncloud sighed, shaking her head. “I don’t know, Copperleaf. He’s just desperate. We all are.” She
shifted, turning to lay partially on her side. She had gotten skinnier over the past moon, giving all her
prey to their kits. Copperleaf cast a glance at his own sides, seeing his ribs greet him. He had been
doing the same…

 

But with their younger warriors healthier, then surely they could catch more prey and fend off the
sickness better!

 

Copperleaf stopped pacing as his stomach growled, realizing he had made himself hungry. He sat
down in front of Dawncloud, curling his tail over his paws. His eyes strayed to the fresh-kill pile, and
saw only one measly frog that nobody had touched for the entire day. The rest of the fresh-kill had
already gone to the elders and queens.

 

Tallpoppy had taken a patrol out earlier to hunt, but it had only been herself and Wetfoot, as every
other warrior was at the battle against WindClan. Copperleaf wished he had gone with them now, but
Nightstar had ordered him to stay and guard camp alongside Dawncloud. Copperleaf dug his claws
into the snowy dirt below, kneading it and trying to find comfort in the action. How long would the
battle take? What would they lose just to gain hunting rights in a territory that wasn’t theirs?

 

“Everything will be okay,” Dawncloud said, blinking warmly at him. “Have faith in your clanmates.”

 

“I do,” Copperleaf grumbled. “But I also have faith in WindClan to not let themselves be pushed
over.”

 

“They can’t win against ShadowClan and RiverClan,” Dawncloud pointed out.

 



Copperleaf let out a displeased hiss. “I can’t believe Nightstar would work with Thistlestar… That
tom is as bad as Brokenstar.”

 

“Nightstar didn’t have any choice,” Dawncloud said. “It’s not like ThunderClan is interested in
hunting territory right now. They seem to be doing pretty okay this leaf-bare.”

 

Copperleaf sighed, dipping his head. This leaf-bare was worse than he could remember. It was like it
never ended! One day, the snow started melting and the sun was shining, and the next, a blizzard! He
shivered as he recalled that blizzard. It had taken the elder Featherstorm’s life. Dawncloud had been
devastated at her mother’s death, but had bounced back surprisingly quickly. Copperleaf had a feeling
they were never the closest pair.

 

After all, what mother let a tom as old as her get with her daughter without protest?

 

Scorchwind had been angrier since his mother’s passing as well. He was on the battle patrol, and
Copperleaf feared his rage would blind him in the fight.

 

His ears pricked as he heard ferns rustle. Light pawsteps and the sound of snow crunching turned his
attention to the entrance of camp. Dawncloud stood as well, curious, and Archeye and Poolcloud,
elders who had put themselves on guard duty, leaped to their feet, eyes locked on camp warily. The
scent of blood wafted into the air.

 

But it was only the returning battle patrol. Nightstar pushed through first, blood dripping from a bite
on his hind leg. Cinderfur limped in behind him, and Wolfstep padded in after. Copperleaf’s heart
dropped as he saw Ashfur’s body being dragged by Wolfstep. The tom had been excited for battle,
after being forced to the elders’ den too early by Brokenstar for being permanently wounded on his
hindquarters. It seemed his injury had left him vulnerable in this fight. He had always been a
humorous tom who got along well with Copperleaf despite his ThunderClan blood. Copperleaf would
miss him.

 

Fernshade, Nutwhisker, Rowanberry, and Deerfoot followed next, with Nutwhisker being supported
by the other three, his injuries great. Runningnose darted from his den with a bundle of herbs and
approached him first. Russetfur, Scorchwind, and Flintfang lagged behind the others, wincing and
panting, scars marring their pelts.

 

Copperleaf’s heart stopped for a moment. Where were his kits? But his worry passed in a moment as
he saw Swampfur’s ginger and white face push through the camp entrance. He rushed forth,



Dawncloud at his side. He rubbed his cheek against hers, breathing in her scent with relief. The last
time she and her siblings had been in battle… He shivered at the thought.

 

“Are you hurt?” he questioned, darting around her to check for injuries. The wound on her neck from
her battle as a too-young-apprentice was, thankfully, untouched. His gaze caught on her ear. “Your
ear!”

 

“It’s just nicked, dad,” Swampfur replied, stepping away abashedly. “I stayed away from most of the
fighting…” She turned her gaze behind her as three more cats pushed through. “You should be more
worried about-”

 

“Blossomtail!” Dawncloud yowled in horror, darting forward to her son. Badgerfang and Oakfur were
on either side of him. The white tom grinned at his mother, but the image was unsettling as blood
dripped down his face, so much so that his right eye was shut. His entire ear had been ripped off, and
a mean scar of three claws dragged down the side of his face.

 

“What happened?” Copperleaf stared, aghast. His gaze flickered to Badgerfang and Oakfur, but both
toms seemed uninjured, not a scratch on them.

 

A growl came from behind him, and he turned to see Scorchwind step closer to him. “Doespring
attacked him,” he answered. His claws slipped out of his blood-stained paws. “Don’t worry; I took
care of her.”

 

“Oh!” Dawncloud cried, pressing her face against Blossomtail’s shoulder.

 

“I’m okay, mom,” Blossomtail comforted her, nudging her with a small smile. “Doesn’t hurt a bit, I
swear!”

 

Badgerfang huffed beside him, casting him a disbelieving glare. “Don’t lie! The moment
Runningnose’s done tending to Nutwhisker, I’m confining you to the medicine cat den myself! Were
you crazy, attacking a senior warrior like that? She and Larksplash had just killed Ashfur, for
StarClan’s sake!”

 

“Why’d you think I attacked them?” Blossomtail grumbled, rolling his one open eye. Then he grinned
again and playfully shoved Badgerfang. “Hey! It’ll be just like old times, but instead of you being in



the medicine cat’s den, I’ll be, and then you’ll have to cuddle me and give me prey and visit me every
day and-”

 

“Oh, shush!” Badgerfang tried to say sternly, but a purr rose from his throat as he nudged the white
tom. He stuck out his tongue. “You won’t get pampered by me for your stupidity!”

 

Blossomtail laughed, but wobbled on his leg as he moved forward, suddenly wincing and cutting off,
his face contorting in pain. Oakfur quickly caught his brother. “Come on,” Oakfur meowed. “Let’s get
you to Runningnose before you keel over and die.”

 

“I’m not that injured,” Blossomtail protested, but let Oakfur and Badgerfang guide him away towards
Runningnose. Dawncloud followed after them, worry evident in her amber eyes.

 

Copperleaf turned to Scorchwind, blinking gratefully at him. “Thank you for saving Blossomtail.”

 

Scorchwind grunted gruffly. “Of course.” Not saying anything else, Scorchwind turned and padded
off towards the nursery, where Darkflower was nursing his young kits.

 

Copperleaf turned to his daughter. Swampfur was gazing blankly at the ground. “Are you alright?” he
asked once more. Swampfur jerked, blinking a few times as she glanced up at him.

 

She shrugged. “Yeah,” she meowed. “Yeah, I am. Just…” She raised her paw, brushing against the
old, pinkish wound on her neck. Her white fur had grown over the scar for the most part. She smiled
at Copperleaf. “I’m alright.”

 

She turned and padded towards the warriors’ den. Copperleaf debated following after her, but
Nightstar’s call came from the Clanrock.

 

“ShadowClan!” Nightstar began, gazing down at his injured clan. “We have lost the battle against
WindClan. ThunderClan came to their aid. It seems they are allied now, so we must be wary at our
shared border. ThunderClan once helped us, but that does not mean they will always be friendly. But
don’t let this defeat scare you. We are still strong, and we will thrive, no matter what hardships we
face. That is why we live in the coldest, muddiest part of the forest.”

 



A few cats let out yowls of agreement, while others remained silent, downcast. Copperleaf felt a
shiver run down his back, not just from fear for his clan’s survival, but from the chill of leaf-bare. He
cast a glance towards the nursery. Ashheart sat in front of it as Scorchwind slipped past her, inside to
Darkflower, Rowankit, Cedarkit, and Lavenderkit. Turtlekit and Quietkit stood at Ashheart’s paws.
They had been playing earlier, but the arrival of their injured clanmates had silenced them, and they
watched with wide eyes.

 

Copperleaf felt his heart ache for them. He would do everything to make sure the kits of his clan had a
future.



ALLEGIANCES #3

ThunderClan

 

Leader

Bluestar - Blueish gray she-cat, blue eyes (Lives: 1/9)

Deputy

Tigerclaw - Dark brown tabby tom, amber eyes

Medicine Cats

Spottedleaf - Dark tortoiseshell she-cat with a distinctive dappled coat, amber eyes

Yellowfang - Dark gray she-cat with a broad, flattened face, formerly of ShadowClan

Prisoner

Brokentail - Long-haired dark brown tabby tom, formerly of ShadowClan (Lives: 2/9)

Warriors

Whitestorm - Snowy-white tom, yellow eyes

  Apprentice: Lynxpaw

Willowpelt - Slender, very pale silver-gray she-cat, unusual blue eyes

Runningwind - Lean light brown tabby tom with a scar on his side, amber eyes

Mousefur - Small dusky brown she-cat, yellow eyes

Darkstripe - Black tabby tom, yellow eyes

Fireheart - Flame-colored tom, green eyes

  Apprentice: Cinderpaw

Sandstorm - Pale ginger tabby she-cat, pale green eyes

Longtail - Pale tabby tom with a long tail, yellow eyes

  Apprentice: Swiftpaw

Cherryfur - Ginger and white she-cat, amber eyes

Graystripe - Gray tom with gray stripe on back, yellow eyes

  Apprentice: Brackenpaw



Feathercloud - Deaf white tom, blue eyes

Dustpelt - Dark brown tabby tom, amber eyes

Apprentices

Swiftpaw - Black and white tom, amber eyes

Lynxpaw - Ginger she-cat with black patches, green eyes

Cinderpaw - Dark gray she-cat, pale blue eyes, injured hindleg

Brackenpaw - Golden-brown tabby tom, amber eyes

Queens

Frostfur - Pure white she-cat, dark sky-blue eyes

Brindleface - Pale gray tabby she-cat with dark flecks, green eyes

Creekflower - Brown tabby she-cat with white chest & paws, green eyes

Speckletail - Pale golden tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Goldenflower - Pale ginger tabby she-cat, yellow eyes

Kits (Oldest to Youngest)

Brightkit - Ginger and white she-cat, blue eyes

Thornkit - Golden-brown tabby tom, pale blue eyes

Cliffkit - Soft-furred brown tabby she-kit, blue eyes, formerly a kittypet

Cloudkit - Fluffy white tom, blue eyes

Lizardkit - Brown tabby she-cat with white chest and paws, green eyes

Ashkit - Pale gray tom with darker flecks, blue eyes

Fernkit - Pale gray she-cat with darker flecks, pale leaf-green eyes

Elderkit - Dark gray she-cat, yellow eyes

Tulipkit - Light gray tom with darker flecks, amber eyes

Mistlekit - Dark tabby she-cat, green eyes

Snowkit - Deaf snow-white tom, blue eyes

Bramblekit - Dark tabby tom, amber eyes

Tawnykit - Dark mottled tortoiseshell she-cat, green eyes

Elders



Smallear - Gray tom, amber eyes

Halftail - Big dark brown tabby, yellow eyes

One-eye - Pale gray she-cat with a wounded eye, yellow eyes

Patchpelt - Small black and white tom, amber eyes

Dappletail - Tortoiseshell and white she-cat with a graying muzzle, amber eyes

Rosetail - Gray tabby she-cat with an orange tail, green eyes

 

RiverClan

 

Leader

Thistlestar - Large gray tom, white belly, right front paw white, yellow eyes (Lives: 8/9)

Deputy

Leopardfur - Dappled golden tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Medicine Cats

Mudfur - Mottled light brown tom

Warriors

Voleclaw - Gray tom

Owlfur - Brown and white tom

Beetlenose - Crow-black tom

Piketooth - Skinny dark brown tabby tom

Softwing - White she-cat with tabby patches

Rippleclaw - Black and silver tabby tom

Mallowtail - Tortoiseshell and white tabby she-cat

Reedtail - Pale gray tabby tom with a long, thin tail

Skyheart - Pale brown tabby she-cat, green eyes

Blackclaw - Black tom

Petaldust - Tortoiseshell she-cat

Loudbelly - Dark brown tom



Frogleap - Gray tom with a striped tail

Greenflower - Brown tabby she-cat with white splash under her chin and one white hind paw

Stonefur - Blue-gray tom, blue eyes

Lightningfur - Brown and red tortoiseshell she-cat, green eyes

Silverstream - Silver and black tabby she-cat, blue eyes

Grasswhisker - Brown-striped tabby she-cat

Vixenleap - Black she-cat

Shadepelt - Very dark gray she-cat

Heavystep - Thickset brown tabby tom

Apprentices

N/A

Queens

Mosspelt - Tortoiseshell and white she-cat, blue eyes

Mistyfoot - Pale blue-gray she-cat, blue eyes

Kits

Dawnkit - Very pale gray she-cat, blue eyes

Woodkit - Gray tabby tom, dark blue eyes

Robinkit - Brown and ginger tom, green eyes

Reedkit - black tom, blue eyes

Primerosekit - very pale cream-brown she-kit with white paws, pale amber eyes

Pikekit - dark gray tom with dark mottled markings like a fish, blue eyes

Perchkit - small black tom with blue eyes

Elders

Fallowtail - Brown she-cat

Graypool - Dark gray she-cat with memory problems, yellow eyes

Cedarpelt - Large mottled brown tabby tom with short tail and a torn ear

 

ShadowClan



 

Leader

Nightstar - Black tom (Lives: 1/1)

Deputy

Cinderfur - Thin gray tom

Medicine Cats

Runningnose - Small gray and white tom

Warriors

Russetfur - Dark ginger she-cat

Deerfoot - Brown tom

Nutwhisker - Brown tom, amber eyes

Rowanberry - Cream and brown she-cat, amber eyes

Wolfstep - Gray tabby tom with white front paws, tail-tip, and torn ear, green eyes

Newtspeck - Black and ginger tabby she-cat

Fernshade -  Slender tortoiseshell she-cat, yellow eyes

Flintfang - Gray tom with very thick fur on his paws

Copperleaf - Pale ginger tom, all paws white, green eyes

Dawncloud - Small pale ginger tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Tallpoppy - Long-legged light brown tabby she-cat

Whitethroat - Small black tom with a white chest and paws

Wetfoot - Gray tabby tom

Littlecloud - Small brown tabby tom

Badgerfang - Small, fluffy black tom with white stripes and a scar on his belly, green eyes

Swampfur - White she-cat with ginger patches and a scar on her throat and a nick in her ear, green
eyes

Blossomtail - White tom with a ripped off ear and scars on the side of his face, yellow eyes

Oakfur - Brown tabby tom, amber eyes

Apprentices



N/A

Queens

Ashheart - Pale gray she-cat, blue eyes

Darkflower - Black she-cat

Kits

Rubblekit - Pale gray tabby tom

Quietkit - Brown tabby she-cat

Turtlekit - Gray, brown, and white tortoiseshell she-cat

Rowankit - Dark ginger she-cat

Cedarkit - Dark brown tom

Lavenderkit - Very pale gray tom with darker spots

Elders

Poolcloud - Gray and white she-cat

Archeye - Gray tabby tom with black stripes and patchy fur

Hollyflower - Dark gray and white she-cat, blue eyes

Brightflower - Orange tabby she-cat with a broad, flattened muzzle

Brackenfoot - Pale ginger tom with darker legs

 

WindClan

 

Leader

Tallstar - Large black and white tom, amber eyes (Lives: 2/9)

Deputy

Deadfoot - Lean black tom with a twisted left paw

Medicine Cats

Barkface - Short-tailed dark brown tom

Warriors

Stagleap - Dark brown tom, amber eyes



Meadowslip - Pale gray she-cat

Aspenfall - Gray and white tom

Plumclaw - Small dark gray she-cat

Ryestalk - Gray tabby she-cat

Larksplash - Tortoiseshell she-cat

Tornear -  Wiry gray tabby tom, blue eyes

Mudclaw - Mottled dark brown tabby tom, amber eyes

Onewhisker - Pale brown tabby tom, blue eyes

Ashfoot - Broad-faced gray she-cat, blue eyes

Pigeonflight - Pale gray tom with white patches

Airleap - Brown tabby tom, one white paw, green eyes

Whitetail - Small white she-cat

Webfoot - Dark gray tabby tom

Runningbrook - Light gray tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Apprentices

N/A

Queens

Morningflower - Tortoiseshell she-cat, amber eyes

Sorrelshine - Brown and gray she-cat

Kits

Gorsekit - Ginger and white tom, blue eyes

Storkkit - Tortoiseshell she-cat, blue eyes

Quailkit - Gray and white tom, blue eyes

Tawnykit - Golden-brown she-cat, amber eyes

Robinkit - Light brown she-cat, blue eyes

Rushkit - Light creamy-brown tom, pale amber eyes

Elders

Whiteberry - White tom



Crowfur - Black tom

Mistmouse - Light brown she-cat

 

BloodClan

 

Leader

Scourge - Tiny night-black tom with one white paw, icy-blue eyes

Right-Paw Cats

Bone - Large black and white tom

Brick - Ginger tabby cat (they/them)

Members

Claw - Gray and white tom

Fury - Battle-scarred, long-furred brown she-cat with one eye

Strike - Tortoiseshell she-cat, mate to Snapper

Snapper - Long-furred tortoiseshell and white tom, mate to Strike

Willie - Brown tabby tom with lighter muzzle, mate to Minty

Tess - Blue-gray she-cat with a raindrop-shaped marking on her forehead 

Beach - Pale ginger tom, yellow eyes

Pounce - Yellow-brown tabby tom with a pale spot on his chest, a lazy eye, and one tooth sticking out

Minty - Light gray she-cat, mate to Willie

Snipe - Reddish-brown and black tom

Howl - Huge brown tabby tom

Ash - Lean gray tom

Soot - Lean gray tom

Mack - White tom

Blizzard - Skinny black and white tom, mate to Blaze

Crow - Huge black tom

Smog - Gray tabby tom



Blaze - Ginger she-cat, mate to Blizzard

Amber - Ginger she-cat

Ice - Fluffy black and white tom

Snake - Fluffy black and white tom

Ricky - Skinny yellow tom

Gremlin - Tortoiseshell she-cat

Scraps - Tortoiseshell tom

 

Cats Outside the Clans

 

Kittypets/Housecats

Oliver - Plump white tom, blue eyes

Henry - Fat brown tabby tom

Nutmeg - Brown tabby she-cat

Quince - Gray she-cat

Smudge - Black and white tom, amber eyes

Hattie - pretty brown tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Violet - Small, pale orange tabby she-cat with a white underbelly, blue eyes

Bell - Pretty golden-furred she-cat, blue eyes

Ferris - Silky ginger tom, green eyes

------

Macaroni - Gray and cream she-cat, amber eyes

Shadow - Dark gray tom, amber eyes

Sheldon - Silver tabby tom, green-ish eyes

Tommy - Orange tabby tom, green-yellow eyes

Tweetie - Tortoiseshell she-cat, green-yellow eyes

Axel - Fluffy brown and white tabby tom, light green eyes

Prince - Black tom, yellow eyes



Gizmo - Fluffy dark dark brown tom with darker face and legs, amber eyes

Lost - White she-cat with brown patches all over, amber eyes

Minni Me - White tabby she-cat with a brown back and a white lighting stripe, brown tail, pale amber
eyes

Reggie - Dark brown tabby trans female, white splotch on right side of muzzle, white chest, white
front paws, and white back legs, amber eyes

Uno - Dark brown non-binary tabby she-cat, white splotch on left side of muzzle, white chest, white
front paws, and white back legs, amber eyes (She/they)

Chief - Brown tabby tom, white muzzle, one white back leg, white chest and belly, green eyes

 

Loners/Barn cats

Ravenpaw - Black tom with white tipped tail & chest, green eyes, formerly of ThunderClan

Barley - Black and white tom, amber eyes

Whiskers - Ginger and white tom, blue eyes

 

Rogues/Strays

Socks - Tuxedo black and white tom, blue eyes

Ruby - Long-furred gray she-cat, yellow eyes

Blackfoot - Large white tom with jet-black paws

Tangleburr - Gray and brown she-cat

Finchflight - Black and white tom with a nick in his ear

Stumpytail - Brown tabby tom, dark amber eyes

Mogli - Skinny brown tom, green eyes

Snag - Huge, thick-furred ginger tabby tom, amber eyes

Brownclaw - Brown tom, orange eyes

Applefur - Mottled brown she-cat, green eyes

Briar - Female Siamese, blue eyes

Pebbles - Gray she-cat with flat face, amber eyes

Opal  - Tortoiseshell kit, green eyes (she/they)



Bubbles - Tortoiseshell kit, amber eyes (genderfluid; any prns)

Rocket - Dark gray kit, amber eyes (he/they)



Cherryfur Tells Darkstripe To Chill Out

Chapter by LollingCat

Darkstripe padded away from Tigerclaw, Longtail, and Dustpelt, heading towards the fresh-kill pile.
He grabbed a small squirrel and glanced around. He hesitated- he should join Tigerclaw and his
former apprentices once more, but they were talking about Fireheart being cursed and a traitor again.
The conversation only made Darkstripe feel worse and more certain that Fireheart was woefully
involved in a scheme against ThunderClan.

 

The fire-colored tom was pressed against Graystripe’s side, Runningwind grooming himself next to
the pair. Darkstripe felt jealousy worm inside him as he saw Fireheart murmur something comforting
to Graystripe. Tigerclaw wanted him to keep an eye on Fireheart and his friends, so why not start
now?

 

Darkstripe padded over to the three, and Runningwind glanced up, tongue still out. He blinked at
Darkstripe, giving him a small nod before returning to his wash. Darkstripe settled by his side, taking
a bite out of his squirrel. He chewed loudly, and it caught Fireheart’s attention. His friend turned away
from Graystripe and smiled brightly at Darkstripe.

 

“Darkstripe! Hey,” Fireheart meowed. “Good hunting today?”

 

Darkstripe grunted, giving a small nod. “We caught enough,” he replied. He had been on a hunting
patrol earlier with Willowpelt and Mousefur. It had been nice to hunt with his mother, but Mousefur
had been curt with him as always.

 

Fireheart smiled, but turned his attention away. He was staring at Tigerclaw, his ears strained, and
Darkstripe felt a stab of panicked worry. Was he eavesdropping on the deputy? Tigerclaw was right!
Fireheart was spying on them. But then Darkstripe heard Fireheart’s name slip from Dustpelt, and he
realized Fireheart was trying to hear what they were saying about him. He shifted awkwardly.

 

Longtail caught Fireheart’s eye.

 

“What are you staring at, med-kitty?” hissed the tabby warrior. “ThunderClan only wants loyal cats.”
Deliberately he turned his back on Fireheart.
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Fireheart sprang to his paws at once. “And who gave you the right to question our loyalty?” he spat.
Longtail ignored him. “That does it!” Fireheart mewed in a fierce undertone to the other three toms.
“It’s obvious that Tigerclaw is spreading rumors about me.” Darkstripe tensed, watching as
Runningwind glanced at him.

 

“But what can you do?” Graystripe sounded resigned to the deputy’s hostility.

 

“I want to talk to Ravenpaw again,” Fireheart meowed. “He might remember something else about
the battle, something I could use to convince Bluestar.”

 

“But Ravenpaw lives at the Twoleg farm now. You’d have to go all the way across WindClan
territory. How would you explain being out of the camp for so long? It would only make Tigerclaw’s
lies seem like the truth.”

 

Darkstripe frowned. It sounded like Fireheart truly believed Ravenpaw. But his heart beat fast too.
Fireheart was going to tell Bluestar! And with Graystripe, Runningwind, Cherryfur, Sandstorm, and
Creekflower backing him, wouldn’t she believe him? But Tigerclaw was her deputy! Tigerclaw was
the greatest warrior in ThunderClan! Who would Bluestar believe?

 

Who is telling the truth, anyway? whispered a thought quietly at the back of Darkstripe’s mind, that he
quickly shook away.

 

“I’ll go tonight,” Fireheart mewed softly. “After the Gathering, I’m going to slip away. If I bring back
fresh-kill, I can say I’ve been hunting.” Darkstripe bit his tongue, not certain of what he even wanted
to yell anyway. But seeing his little brother and former best friend-slash-brother conspiring to lie to
the clan like this… It just rubbed him the wrong way.

 

“You’re taking a big risk,” mewed Graystripe, giving Fireheart’s ear a quick and affectionate lick.
“But Tigerclaw is my problem too. If you’re determined to go, then I’m coming with you.”

 

“And don’t think you can get rid of me, either!” Runningwind announced, a flash of hot emotions in
his eyes. A low growl flowed from his throat. “Not after what he’s done to my family. I’ll do
everything to make sure Bluestar casts him out.”

 

Darkstripe couldn’t help but gasp softly in shock at Runningwind’s anger. He clamped his mouth shut
as Runningwind, Fireheart, and Graystripe glanced at him. “Are you coming too?” Fireheart asked.



 

Darkstripe’s heart pounded as he slowly shook his head. What did he say? What did he do? They were
conspiring against Tigerclaw! Against all of ThunderClan! “No,” he said slowly. “It… will look
suspicious if so many of us leave.”

 

“That’s true,” Graystripe meowed, nodding, and Fireheart did too, while Runningwind frowned,
giving Darkstripe a narrow-eyed stare. But then his gaze turned away, and Darkstripe let his pelt lie in
relief. He turned back to his squirrel, even though he didn’t feel hungry anymore. Snowflakes littered
his black pelt, but he made no move to shake them off.

 

Soon, Bluestar called for the Gathering patrol, and Darkstripe stiffly stood up. Fireheart and
Graystripe walked together, while Runningwind went over to his sister, Mousefur. Darkstripe quickly
darted over to Tigerclaw, feeling his haunch fur bristle.

 

“Tigerclaw!” he called quietly. Tigerclaw glanced at him questiongly and slowed, nodding for
Whitestorm to go on ahead. Whitestorm waved his tail at them before trotting over to Bluestar’s side.

 

“What is it?” Tigerclaw murmured.

 

“It’s Fireheart,” Darkstripe replied. “He, Graystripe and Runningwind plan to sneak out of the
Gathering and visit Ravenpaw. They want him to tell him about the battle where you- where Redtail
died so they can tell Bluestar!”

 

Fury flashed in Tigerclaw’s eyes, and, if Darkstripe looked closer, worry. A guttural growl escaped
Tigerclaw’s throat as he cast a wrathful glance Fireheart and Graystripe’s way. “I knew it,” Tigerclaw
snapped. “He’s truly a traitor, trying to get his own deputy exiled based on the words of a sneaking
apprentice, just so he can become deputy instead, I’m sure. Bluestar trusts him enough to make him
so.”

 

“What are you going to do?” Darkstripe questioned fearfully, eyes wide.

 

Tigerclaw’s fur smoothed, and he stared ahead. “What I should have done a long time ago,” he
growled quietly. “You keep doing what you’re doing- watch Fireheart like a hawk, but let him go.”

 

Darkstripe gasped. “Really? But-”



 

“We need proof that he’s really a traitor,” Tigerclaw meowed. “If you see him leaving, and Graystripe
and Runningwind too, that’s more than enough.” Tigerclaw blinked almost warmly at him then.
“You’re doing a good job pretending to be Fireheart’s friend.”

 

Darkstripe ducked his head. For a moment, his heart soared at the praise- and then it plummeted to his
paws as he realized he wasn’t pretending. Or… was he? Was Fireheart really his friend, anymore?
They used to be brothers. Darkstripe could still recall being in the nursery together, both of them
pressed against Willowpelt’s belly for milk when Spottedleaf- then Spottedpaw- was away.

 

The rest of the walk to Fourtrees was silent, nothing but Darkstripe’s spiraling thoughts and thumping
heartbeat to keep him company. The snow had stopped and the clouds had cleared away by the time
the ThunderClan cats reached Fourtrees. The snow-covered ground seemed to glow in the white light
of the full moon, and frost glittered on every twig and stone. A breeze blew toward them, ruffling the
surface of the snow and bearing the scent of many cats. 

 

Darkstripe stood beside Tigerclaw and watched as Fireheart fell in behind Bluestar, who had already
dropped into a crouch to creep the last few tail-lengths to the top of the slope and peer down into the
glade. A rock reared up in the center of the clearing between the oaks, its jagged outline black against
the snow. As Darkstripe waited for Bluestar’s signal to move, he watched the other Clan cats greeting
one another below. He could not help noticing the glares and raised hackles as WindClan faced the
cats of RiverClan and ShadowClan. Clearly none of them had forgotten the recent battle; if it weren’t
for the truce, they would be clawing one another’s fur.

Darkstripe recognized Tallstar, the leader of WindClan, sitting near the Great Rock, with his deputy,
Deadfoot, beside him. Not far away, Runningnose and Mudfur, the medicine cats of ShadowClan and
RiverClan, sat side by side, gazing at the other cats with eyes that reflected the moon.

 

Darkstripe took a few steps nearer to Fireheart and Graystripe, but stopped as Fireheart’s words
reached his ears, whispered to the fluffy gray tom.

 

“If you’re going to talk to her, be careful who sees you.”

 

Darkstripe quickly followed Graystripe’s excited yellow gaze. It was locked on the beautiful black-
and-silver tabby pelt of Silverstream, rippling in the moonlight. “Don’t worry,” Graystripe meowed.
His front paws were kneading the hard ground as he waited.

 

Darkstripe felt his heart stop. He had thought Tigerclaw was merely making a jab at his little brother.
But it couldn’t possibly be true, could it? That Graystripe was meeting with a RiverClan she-cat? Was



mates with a RiverClan warrior?

 

“Bluestar,” Darkstripe heard Whitestorm murmur to Bluestar, “what are you going to say about
Brokentail? Will you tell the other Clans that we’re sheltering him?” Darkstripe waited tensely for
Bluestar’s answer. Brokentail had once been Brokenstar, leader of ShadowClan. He had murdered his
own father, Raggedstar, and stolen kits from ThunderClan. In retaliation, ThunderClan had helped
Brokenstar’s own Clan to drive him out into the forest. Not long after, Brokenstar had led a band of
rogue cats to attack the ThunderClan camp. In the battle, Yellowfang, the ThunderClan medicine cat,
had scratched his eyes, and now Brokentail was a prisoner, blind and defeated. Even though the
former leader had been stripped of his StarClan-given name, and was kept under close guard,
Darkstripe knew that the other Clans would expect ThunderClan to have killed him, or driven him out
to die in the forest. They wouldn’t welcome the news that Brokentail was still alive. Darkstripe and
many other ThunderClan cats didn’t already.

 

Bluestar kept her gaze fixed on the cats in the clearing below. “I will say nothing,” she replied to
Whitestorm. “It doesn’t concern the other Clans. Brokentail is ThunderClan’s responsibility now.” 

 

“Brave words,” growled Tigerclaw from where he sat on the other side of Bluestar. “Or are we
ashamed to admit what we’ve done?”

 

“ThunderClan has no need to be ashamed for showing mercy,” Bluestar retorted coolly. “But I see no
reason to go looking for trouble.” Before Tigerclaw could protest, she sprang to her paws and faced
the rest of the ThunderClan cats. “Listen,” she meowed. “No cat is to talk about the attack by the
rogue cats, or mention Brokentail. These are matters for our Clan alone.”

 

She waited until meows of agreement came from the assembled cats. Then she flicked her tail to
signal that the ThunderClan cats could join the other Clans below. She raced down through the
bushes, with Tigerclaw just behind her, his huge paws scattering snow. Darkstripe bounded after
them. As he slid out of the bushes into the clearing he saw Graystripe dart off to the side, towards the
edges of Fourtrees. From the crowd of RiverClan cats, Silverstream vanished after him.

 

Darkstripe stared in disbelief for a moment before he turned around, intent on reporting to Tigerclaw.
He would know what to do with his codebreaking little brother. He rushed forward, only to come to a
halt as he nearly bashed into Cherryfur. The ginger and white she-cat blinked at him, stepping
backwards, and cast a glance towards where Graystripe had disappeared.

 

“What are you doing?” Cherryfur questioned with a frown.

 



Darkstripe’s pelt bristled. She had seen the same thing he had! What was she talking about? “I’m
going to tell Tigerclaw that Graystripe is sneaking off with a RiverClan warrior,” he hissed.

 

Cherryfur’s frown deepened, whiskers twitching. “Why would you do that?”

 

Darkstripe gaped at her, mouth hanging open for a moment, before he blinked rapidly and fluffed out
his fur. “You saw it too! Why wouldn’t you? Graystripe is disloyal! Revealing ThunderClan secrets!”

 

Cherryfur sniffed, rolling her eyes. “Do you really think Graystripe, your own half-brother, would
really do that?”

 

Darkstripe growled. “He could be blinded by his foolish love. Tigerclaw will set him straight.”

 

Cherryfur fluffed out her fur, glaring at him. “You know Tigerclaw killed Redtail, Cricketheart, hurt
Cinderpaw, and wanted to kill Ravenpaw too!” she exclaimed, and Darkstripe’s heart skipped a beat,
glancing around frantically to make sure no one heard. Was she crazy? “How can you trust him?”

 

Darkstripe opened his mouth to retort back how she could trust Graystripe , but his mind flashed
elsewhere. What Tigerclaw said earlier, about Ravenpaw… It reminded him a lot of when Tigerclaw-
in the battle against RiverClan- when Adderfang-... Before he could think about it, from his mouth
slipped, “And Adderfang.”

 

“What?” Cherryfur blinked at him, startled.

 

Darkstripe quickly shook his pelt out. “Nothing! Tigerclaw is the greatest warrior of ThunderClan. He
would never betray us.”

 

Cherryfur’s eyes narrowed on Darkstripe. “Tigerclaw killed Adderfang?”

 

“He didn’t!” Darkstripe spat. “It-... was just an accident during battle. It happened so long ago that it
doesn’t matter, anyway.” Not wanting to talk with the infuriating she-cat anymore, he shoved past her,
roughly, so she would get his point.

 



But Cherryfur followed him anyway. In her annoying voice, she chattered on, “Really? All you ever
do is pad after Tigerclaw. Don’t you have any thoughts of your own?”

 

Rage made Darkstripe whip around, thrusting his face in front of Cherryfur with his teeth bared. To
her credit, Cherryfur didn’t flinch, her own fur fluffing. “You don’t-” Darkstripe began fiercely, but a
shrill yowl cut him off. Both of them glanced up to see the four leaders atop the Great Rock. They
exchanged displeased glances, their lips both curled, before Darkstripe whipped around and stomped
over to Longtail’s side. Cherryfur followed him, settling down with a glare beside them.

 

Of course Cherryfur would protect Graystripe, Darkstripe thought angrily. She protected Creekflower
when she was seeing a kittypet. And look where it ended up! Creekflower without a mate, and most of
her kits lost or dead, and nursing a kit that isn’t even hers! Is that what Cherryfur wants for
Graystripe? Heartbreak and disloyalty?

 

“Hi, Darkstripe, Cherryfur,” Longtail meowed, blinking warmly at his former mentor and sister.
Darkstripe grunted in acknowledgement, still on edge from Cherryfur’s insult, while Cherryfur
nodded to her brother curtly before glancing away, her shoulders tense. Longtail glanced perplexedly
between them.

 

Tallstar began by announcing how his cats were recovering after the recent battle against RiverClan
and ShadowClan. “Wrenflight and Doespring have died,” he meowed, “but the rest of our warriors
live to fight another day,” he added meaningfully. Nightstar flattened his ears and narrowed his eyes,
while Thistlestar let out a threatening growl from deep in his throat. Darkstripe’s fur prickled. If the
leaders started to fight, their cats would fight too.

 

“Of course they want to fight again,” Cherryfur muttered beside him, and Darkstripe glared at her.
“Even under a full moon truce!”

 

Had it ever happened at a Gathering? he wondered to himself. Surely not even Nightstar,
ShadowClan’s bold new leader, would risk the anger of StarClan by breaking the sacred truce! As
Darkstripe apprehensively watched the bristling cats, Bluestar stepped forward.

 

“This is good news, Tallstar,” she meowed smoothly. “All of us should rejoice to hear that WindClan
grows strong again.” Her blue eyes glowed in the moonlight as she glanced at the leaders of
ShadowClan and RiverClan. Nightstar turned away from her gaze but Thistlestar met it with a glare.
It had been ShadowClan, under Brokenstar’s cruel command, who had first driven WindClan away, so
that they could extend their own hunting grounds. RiverClan had taken advantage of their exile to
hunt in the deserted territory. But after Brokenstar’s exile, Copperleaf had convinced the other leaders
that the life of the forest depended on all four Clans, and that WindClan should return.



 

“ThunderClan’s cats are also recovering,” Bluestar went on. “And since the last Gathering one of our
apprentices has become a warrior. He will now be known as Dustpelt.” Yowls of approval came up
from the mass of cats below the Great Rock- mostly, Darkstripe noticed, from ThunderClan and
WindClan. Darkstripe caught a glimpse of Dustpelt, sitting with his dark brown head raised proudly.
Darkstripe couldn’t help but share in it, preening at his apprentice’s success.

 

“He deserved to be a warrior many Gatherings ago,” Darkstripe huffed to Longtail, but it was
Cherryfur who responded.

 

“He needed to learn to be nicer to his own clanmates first,” Cherryfur sniffed disdainfully. “Even now,
he still picks on Feathercloud. The tom’s grieving, for StarClan’s sake!”

 

Darkstripe let out a displeased growl, glaring at Cherryfur. “That’s my apprentice you're talking
about,” he growled. “You better watch your tongue.”

 

“Teach your apprentice to watch his tongue first,” Cherryfur shot back. “Or I’ll do it for him!”

 

“Quiet!” Longtail suddenly meowed, brushing his tail against Darkstripe’s shoulder. “Rosetail is
glaring at us!” Darkstripe glanced towards the cluster of elders and saw that Rosetail was, indeed,
glaring at them, along with Halftail and the WindClan elders, Crowfur and Whiteberry.

 

Darkstripe ducked his head, slightly shamed, and turned his attention back towards the leaders. His
pelt bristled hotly, his claws curling into the soft snow below, as he felt Cherryfur shift beside him. It
was Cherryfur’s fault! She was the one making snide comments under her breath.

 

Thistlestar and Nightstar’s reports flew by quickly, with only Emberdawn and Ashfur’s deaths and
Shadepelt and Heavystep’s new warriorship to report. As the Gathering came to an end, Darkstripe
instinctively looked around for Tigerclaw, but his gaze caught on Fireheart slinking away with
Graystripe and Runningwind.

 

His heart stuttered and his fur rose.

 

They were sneaking away to meet Ravenpaw.



Just Keep Breathing

Chapter by LollingCat
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Tigerclaw waved his tail to Leopardfur as he slunk back towards the ThunderClan crowd. They would
be leaving soon, and he had done all he could to win Leopardfur over to his ideals. It would be
essential, in the uncertain future, to have the RiverClan deputy on his side, especially if he didn’t want
Lightningfur to gain power in RiverClan. The idea of it made his fur prickle and his lip curl, but he
smoothed his fur out as he saw Darkstripe bolting towards him.

 

“They’re sneaking away!” Darkstripe panted, flicking his tail towards where Graystripe,
Runningwind, and Fireheart were suspiciously lurking near the edges of Fourtrees. “Should we tell
Bluestar, and let her see for herself?”

 

“No,” Tigerclaw growled. “They can just lie right now, can’t they? We have to let them go to
Ravenpaw. You go keep Cherryfur and Sandstorm away from them. Willowpelt and Rosetail too, for
that matter. They’re too close to Fireheart, as his family.”

 

Darkstripe’s neck fur prickled, eyes wide, but he ran off at Tigerclaw’s command, quickly locating
Cherryfur and Longtail. Tigerclaw turned back to the trio, and growled as he saw Sandstorm had
already approached Fireheart.

 

How much did Fireheart and his goons already know? If all of them spoke against Tigerclaw…
Tigerclaw shook the thought off. He had the support of most of the clan. A few cats couldn’t hurt him,
much less the cursed kin of Spottedleaf. Tigerclaw had been plotting this for moons . He needed to be
leader. He deserved to be leader.

 

And he didn’t need Thistlestar’s support to do it.

 

He cast a nasty glare up at the RiverClan leader who had abandoned him and used him just to make
his own kin more powerful.

 

But he needed to focus on the now. His gaze went to Whitestorm and he smiled, padding over to his
loyal friend. Whitestorm grinned as Tigerclaw approached. “How’s it going?” Whitestorm meowed.
“Were Leopardfur, Cinderfur, and Deadfoot rude again?”
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Tigerclaw grunted. “Cinderfur sneezed a few too many times in my direction, but they were as stony
as ever.”

 

Whitestorm laughed. “You fit right in!”

 

Tigerclaw shouldered his clanmate playfully. Would he support me or his half-brother if he knew the
truth? Tigerclaw wondered. Would he abandon me, just like his father? Whitestorm would never
approve of killing a clanmate, Tigerclaw knew, but he would surely support Tigerclaw as leader if that
little fact stayed quiet.

 

He glanced once more towards where Fireheart, Graystripe, and Runningwind had disappeared, with
Sandstorm padding back to the others with a frown on her face. She paused as Tallpoppy approached
her, meowing amicably. Tigerclaw’s tail twitched.

 

“I’m going to do some midnight hunting on my way back,” Tigerclaw meowed to Whitestorm. “For
Goldenflower,” he clarified. It was good to have a… mate, of sorts, and kits. “Tell Bluestar not to wait
up for me.”

 

Whitestorm purred, glancing into the crowd of ThunderClan cats as they gathered around Bluestar. “I
should do the same for Willowpelt,” he said thoughtfully. “I’m thinking about asking her to be my
mate soon!”

 

A twitch of jealousy stabbed at Tigerclaw’s chest uncomfortably, but he just nodded with a polite
smile. “I’m sure she’s paws over head for you already,” he said, then touched his nose to
Whitestorm’s shoulder.

 

“Safe hunting!” Whitestorm meowed as he trotted over to Willowpelt.

 

Tigerclaw raced off towards where Fireheart and his friends had vanished, sliding into the shelter of
the bushes and creeping up the slope. His nose twitched as their scents flooded his nose. They were
still close by. He slowed down, crouching and watching as he prowled forward. He saw a flash of
ginger fur as Fireheart paused, staring back towards where Tigerclaw was hidden. But the tom did not
see him, and raced ahead with Runningwind and Graystripe at his sides. They bounded over the rim
of the hollow and ran towards the moorland. Beyond that was the Twoleg farm where Barley lived.

 



Where Ravenpaw lived.

 

Tigerclaw growled, claws curling out as he recalled his meak, paranoid apprentice. He had hoped that,
while the tom had been a nervous, bubbling wreck, he wasn’t a blabbermouth. But his closeness with
Fireheart and Graystripe, and Feathercloud especially… It had worried him. It’s why he needed
Ravenpaw gone. It had been a stroke of good luck that ShadowClan had killed him.

 

Except now Tigerclaw knew Fireheart had lied and played the whole clan for a fool.

 

Tigerclaw stayed low as he waded through the tall grass and mounds of snow in WindClan’s territory.
As they approached the barn, Tigerclaw couldn’t stop his tabby pelt from bristling. Scents of mice and
rabbits wafted in the air, along with the soft scent of that loner Barley. A few WindClan cat scents
lingered around too. Ravenpaw’s scent, if it was here, must have changed from his soft life as a
practical kittypet now.

 

Tigerclaw waited as Fireheart and Runningwind sniffed warily at a path where the snow had been
trampled down by Twolegs. Lights shone from the nearby Twoleg nest, and a dog was barking in the
distance. Graystripe slipped through the fence and padded up to his clanmates. The icy wind had
flattened his gray fur against his body.

 

“Smell anything?” he asked. Fireheart lifted his head to taste the air, and brightened.

 

“This way,” he mewed. He crept along the path, Graystripe and Runningwind close behind. Tigerclaw
waited a moment before stalking after, the hard surface icy under his paws. Fireheart paused at the
bottom of the barn door, where the wood had rotted away. Tigerclaw could smell it now. A scent he
had almost forgotten, underneath the strong smell of hay, but was still tinged with the forestlands of
ThunderClan. Ravenpaw.

 

“Ravenpaw?” Fireheart whispered. Then, louder, “Ravenpaw?”

 

“Fireheart, is that you?” A surprised mew came from the darkness on the other side of the door.
Tigerclaw made certain to hide himself behind a barrel.

 

“Ravenpaw!” Fireheart squeezed through the gap, Graystripe following with more difficulty, while
Runningwind paused. The tabby tom raised his head, sniffing the air, and cast a sharp glance around.
Tigerclaw ducked behind the barrel and waited with twitching ears until he heard the sound of



Runningwind’s paws crunching against snow and his pelt brushing against wood. Then, he poked his
head out. The trio had entered the barn.

 

Tigerclaw growled softly. He couldn’t enter. Attacking was foolish against four to five cats, even if
two were loners. Confronting them would only let them turn on him. Who’s to say the goody-two
paws wouldn’t decide to kill him? Runningwind certainly seemed angry enough at him these past
days. Tigerclaw hadn’t enjoyed Runningwind glaring down his spine on yesterday’s hunting patrol.
Whitestorm had gotten curious and questioned Tigerclaw why the tom seemed to hate him suddenly.

 

Tigerclaw could only answer that perhaps Runningwind was angry he wasn’t letting Feathercloud on
any patrols. But the tom was deaf, and useless now that his sister was dead. He couldn’t catch nearly
as much prey without her. Or, well, Tigerclaw assumed so. The tom hadn’t done much of anything but
mope. Hopefully Feathercloud was starve and rot away. It’d be one less problem for Tigerclaw.

 

“Welcome,” Tigerclaw heard Ravenpaw mew. His meow was deeper, steadier, with a low, pleased
rumble to it. “It’s good to see you.”

 

“It’s good to see you,” Graystripe meowed. 

 

“Well, what’s going on here?” Another cat’s meow interrupted them. Tigerclaw recognized the low
drawl of Barley’s voice.

 

“Hi, Barley,” Fireheart meowed. “We need to talk to Ravenpaw.”

 

“So I see,” Barley mewed. “And it must be important, to bring you across the moors in this weather.”

 

“Yes, it is,” Fireheart agreed. “Ravenpaw, we haven’t any time to waste.”

 

“You know you can talk to me as much as you want.”

 

“I’ll leave you to it, then,” Barley offered. “Feel free to hunt. We’ve plenty of mice here.”

 

“Hunt? Really?” meowed Graystripe.



 

“Of course,” mewed Ravenpaw. “Look, why don’t you eat first? Then you can tell me why you’re
here.”

 

“We don’t have time to hunt,” Runningwind protested. “Every minute we’re away is another minute
Tigerclaw gets suspicious.”

 

Tigerclaw narrowed his eyes, pelt pricked and claws hungrily digging into the ground. Tigerclaw was
more than suspicious. He knew the truth of their actions. They were plotting to destroy him. But he
wouldn’t let them destroy the destiny he had made for himself.

 

“Tigerclaw?” Ravenpaw repeated, and Tigerclaw was pleased to hear the tint of fear in his voice. If
Tigerclaw couldn’t command respect from the sniveling coward, at least he made him afraid. Fear
was as powerful as respect. “Well… alright. What do you need to know?”

 

“The battle at Sunningrocks,” Runningwind meowed firmly. “Where Oakstar and Redtail died.”

 

“I know Tigerclaw killed Redtail,” Ravenpaw insisted. “I was there, and I saw him do it.” Tigerclaw’s
body twitched, claws aching to dig into Ravenpaw as he heard those words. He would ruin
everything!

 

“Tell us everything you remember,” Fireheart urged.

 

Barley interrupted. “I think I’ll go fetch us some mice myself,” the loner meowed, and Tigerclaw
backed out of the way for Barley to pass without seeing him, but the tom didn’t leave through the barn
door, and Tigerclaw frowned, glancing around cautiously as Ravenpaw continued his story.

 

“I’d been wounded in the shoulder,” Ravenpaw began, the confidence in his voice beginning to ebb
away into fear, “and Redtail… told me to hide in a crack in the rock until it was safe to get away. I
was just going to make a dash for it when I saw Redtail attack a RiverClan cat. I think it was that gray
warrior called Stonefur. Redtail knocked Stonefur off his paws, and looked as if he was about to sink
in his claws for some serious injury.”

 

“Why didn’t he?” Graystripe put in.



 

“Oakstar came out of nowhere,” Ravenpaw explained. “He sank his teeth into Redtail’s scruff and
pulled him off Stonefur.” His voice shook. “Stonefur ran away.”

 

“What next?” Fireheart prompted gently. 

 

“Redtail spat at Oakstar. He asked him if RiverClan warriors were unable to fight their own battles.
Redtail was brave,” Ravenpaw added. “The RiverClan leader was twice his size. And then…then
Oakstar said a strange thing. He told Redtail, ‘No ThunderClan cat will ever harm that warrior.’”

 

Tigerclaw recalled when Oakstar had said that. He hadn’t thought much of it, but now that Ravenpaw
said it, it did seem strange…

 

“What?” Graystripe exclaimed. “That doesn’t make sense. Are you sure you heard him right?”

 

“Positive,” insisted Ravenpaw.

 

“But the Clans fight all the time,” meowed Fireheart. “What’s so special about Stonefur?”

 

“I don’t know,” Ravenpaw responded.

 

“So what did Redtail do after Oakstar said that?” asked Graystripe.

 

“He flew at Oakstar. He bowled him right off his paws and underneath a rocky overhang. I…I
couldn’t see them, though I could hear them snarling. And then I heard a rumbling sound, and the
rock collapsed on top of them!” He stopped, shivering. 

 

“That was when I went looking for you,” Fireheart meowed thoughtfully. “After Tigerclaw told me to
go find you… but when I did you were already running away.” Tigerclaw had been hoping Fireheart
would find Ravenpaw and they would both leave… leaving him alone with Redtail. Unfortunately,
that had not been the case. Tigerclaw was lucky enough Fireheart hadn’t seen him.

 



“I heard a screech from Oakstar and I saw his tail sticking out from under the rocks.” Ravenpaw
paused. “Just then I heard Tigerclaw behind me. He ordered me to find you and go back to the camp,
but I’d only gone a little way when I realized I had no idea if Redtail was okay after the rockfall. So I
crept back, past all the RiverClan warriors that were running away. And when I got to the rocks,
Redtail was charging out of the dust. His tail was straight up and his fur stood on end, but he was all
right, not a scratch on him that I could see. And he ran straight into Tigerclaw, who was in the
shadows.”

 

“And was that when-” Graystripe began.

 

“Yes. Tigerclaw grabbed Redtail and pinned him down. Redtail struggled, but he couldn’t break free.
And…” Once more, Ravenpaw paused, swallowing a deep breath. “Tigerclaw sank his teeth into
Redtail’s throat, and it was all over.” Tigerclaw recalled the moment with glee. Killing Redtail was
easy enough- the tom foolishly trusted him since he had once saved the tortoiseshell from a hawk as
an apprentice. Redtail’s death wasn’t much in Tigerclaw’s eyes; he was a fine and noble warrior, but
he was weak-hearted, and in the way of Tigerclaw’s path to glory. He had to go.

 

And so had Oakstar, Tigerclaw recalled. He had been in the way of Thistlestar rising to power. It was
mere luck that the rocks had gotten him, and taken all of his lives. Tigerclaw was lucky no RiverClan
cat wanted to tell the tale of their leader’s loss- it was too bitter and heavy for them…

 

Or, perhaps, Thistlestar had forbidden them to talk about it.

 

“So Oakstar died when the rocks fell on him. It was an accident,” Fireheart murmured. “No cat killed
him.”

 

“That still doesn’t prove that Tigerclaw killed Redtail,” Graystripe pointed out. “I don’t see that any
of this helps us at all.” 

 

Fireheart’s mew was excited, and it made Tigerclaw bristle. “Yes, it does. If we can prove the rockfall
story, it shows that Tigerclaw was lying when he said Oakstar killed Redtail, and when he claimed to
have killed Oakstar in revenge.”

 

“Just a minute,” Graystripe interrupted. “Ravenpaw, at the Gathering you didn’t say anything about
falling rocks. You made it sound as if Redtail killed Oakstar.”

 



“Did I?” Ravenpaw meowed. “I didn’t mean to. This is what really happened, I promise.”

 

“And that’s why Bluestar wouldn’t listen to us,” Fireheart went on eagerly. “She couldn’t believe that
Redtail would have killed a leader. But Redtail didn’t kill him. Bluestar will have to take us seriously
now!” Fireheart continued gently, “Is there any more you can tell us, Ravenpaw?” Ravenpaw didn’t
say anything, so Tigerclaw assumed he had shaken his head as Fireheart spoke, “This means so much
to the Clan. Hopefully now we stand a chance of convincing Bluestar that Tigerclaw is dangerous.”

 

“If she listens,” Graystripe pointed out. “It’s a pity you told her Ravenpaw’s first story,” he added to
Fireheart. “Now he’s changed everything, she won’t know what to believe.”

 

Yes , Tigerclaw thought, narrowing his eyes. And it’s not the first thing you’ve lied about… Sneaking
off with Copperleaf, your ShadowClan brother, for one, and about Graystripe’s little chats with that
RiverClan cat. And Ravenpaw’s death as well.

 

“But he hasn’t changed everything,” Fireheart protested. “We misunderstood, that’s all. I’ll convince
Bluestar somehow,” he added. “At least we know the truth now.”

 

Tigerclaw heard purrs echo from inside, and light murmurs. It was quiet for a moment, and then
Fireheart spoke. “It’s time we were on our way,” he meowed.

 

“Take care,” Ravenpaw mewed. “And watch out for Tigerclaw.”

 

You’d do well to listen to him for once, Tigerclaw thought, quickly backing away from the barn door
and darting to hide behind a pile of boxes full of strong smelling feed.

 

“Don’t worry,” Fireheart assured Ravenpaw. “You’ve given us what we need to deal with him.” Has
he really? Tigerclaw thought, suppressing a growl as he watched Fireheart and Graystripe slip out
from the door. Runningwind followed more slowly, head bowed with a frown etched into his face.

 

“It’s freezing out here!” Graystripe grumbled as they bounded down to the fence at the edge of the
Twoleg farm. “We should have taken a couple of those mice to feed the Clan,” he added.

 



“Yeah, right,” Fireheart retorted. “And what would you tell Tigerclaw when he asked you where you
found such fat mice in this weather?”

 

I’d already know, Tigerclaw thought as he watched the trio disappear further into the moorlands.
Tigerclaw could follow them, and reveal to Bluestar where they went, and spin it as though they had
been conspiring against ThunderClan. He’d tell Bluestar all their lies.

 

Or he’d just kill them.

 

But, it’d be difficult to kill three cats.

 

So why not kill one?

 

Tigerclaw grinned wickedly as he turned back to the barn. How would Bluestar believe Fireheart if
his only source was dead? He could truly paint Fireheart as a liar then. Bluestar would believe
Ravenpaw had died back when Fireheart had said he did, at the paws of Brokentail’s ShadowClan,
and no cat would be any the wiser.

 

Tigerclaw glanced around. The entrance in the rotting wood was much too small and risky to go
through. Ravenpaw would see him and run before Tigerclaw could fit all the way through. But there
had to be another entrance in, if Barley’s leaving was any indication…

 

He padded around the expanse of the barn for a moment, and his eyes caught on an open square in the
barn. Purring with quiet delight, he jumped onto a box and then dug his claws into the wall. He hefted
himself up and grabbed onto the white edge, pulling his body weight with him. He stepped onto the
wooden floor and noticed that it rose above the rest of the barn. He glanced down and saw his former
apprentice grooming himself in a pile of hay as though nothing was amiss.

 

The black tomcat looked far sleekier and better fed than when Tigerclaw had seen him, nothing like
the scrawny, trembling apprentice of ThunderClan. He was still skinny, granted, with long limbs, but
there was no muscle to them, Tigerclaw noted. Pampered from an easy life of fat mice in the barn.

 

Tigerclaw crept forward, his heart beating a few paces too fast as images of how this could go wrong
flashed in his mind, but he pushed them all away. Ravenpaw would be far easier to kill than Redtail.
With silent grace, he leaned over the wooden platform, digging his claws into the creamy wood,



before he tensed his muscles and leaped down, landing with a thump into the block of hay. Dust
puffed out around him and Ravenpaw leaped to his paws.

 

“Hello,” Tigerclaw purred in greeting, smirking.

 

“Tigerclaw!” Ravenpaw yowled so loudly that Tigerclaw was afraid Fireheart would hear and come
running back. His green eyes dilated with pure horror and his night-black pelt bristled, white tail tip
shooting up into the air. “Wh-what- how- I- no!”

 

Tigerclaw stepped forward, and was pleased to see the tom trip over his own paws in his hasty attempt
to run away. “I’m here to keep my promise, Ravenpaw,” Tigerclaw meowed steadily, voice low.
“You’d do best not to struggle.”

 

“No!” Ravenpaw screamed again, getting his paws underneath him and jumping away.

 

But Tigerclaw sprang forth, long claws outstretched. He slammed onto Ravenpaw’s back, shoving the
smaller tom to the ground so roughly his head banged against the wooden floor and a slurred gurgle
escaped his lips. Tigerclaw surged downward, fangs snapping around Ravenpaw’s neck and quickly
beginning to sink in, but to his surprise Ravenpaw suddenly spasmed underneath him. One of his
paws lashed upwards, clawing at Tigerclaw’s face and making him jerk away precautionarily.

 

“Let go of me!” Ravenpaw screamed, wiggling fiercely underneath him until he got another paw out
and bucked at Tigerclaw’s leg, attempting to knock him over but Tigerclaw steady himself with a
grunt.

 

“Hold still, you little worm!” Tigerclaw snarled, slamming his paw against Ravenpaw’s shoulder and
ripping his claws through his black pelt with ease. Ravenpaw let out a deafening scream, and
Tigerclaw heard the sound of bird wings startle into flight.

 

Tigerclaw raised his other paw and sank his claws into the soft flesh near Ravenpaw’s chest, dragging
his claws downward. Ravenpaw shrieked and kicked out with his hindlegs, stopping Tigerclaw before
he could get too deep. Tigerclaw growled in irritation, swatting his claws against Ravenpaw’s ears and
feeling satisfaction as multiple chunks of it went with his claws and warm blood spilled, dribbling
swiftly down Ravenpaw’s face and eliciting another shrill shriek from the tom.

 



One of Ravenpaw’s flailing claws nicked Tigerclaw’s leg and Tigerclaw roared in rage, slamming
Ravenpaw to the ground once more as the black cat tried to scramble away, stumbling to the side.

 

“Stop! Stop!” Ravenpaw screamed. “I’m s-urgh- sorry!” He choked on his saliva or blood, or perhaps
both, as Tigerclaw sank his claws into his haunches to keep him still. “I’ll tell them it was all a-a lie!”

 

Tigerclaw snapped his fangs around his neck once more, refusing to budge even as Ravenpaw’s claws
flew to his chest, pulling tufts of his dark brown fur out. He locked his jaw tight, letting it sink further
and further as he felt Ravenpaw’s flesh and muscles and bones tense against his might.

 

“I’ll do anything!” Ravenpaw begged through struggling gasps, desperately grabbling at Tigerclaw’s
shoulder and chest with his paws, getting weaker with every breath. ”Just, please, don’t ki-”

 

Tigerclaw held for a moment, his fangs deep into his throat. Ravenpaw’s eyes lolled back and his
eyelids fluttered, his body going limp like prey. When he was satisfied Ravenpaw wasn’t merely
faking- like the tom would be smart enough too- he let go, moving his jaw to get rid of the ache it
took to keep it latched around Ravenpaw’s throat. The young tom dropped weightless to the floor.

 

He reached out and plucked the dark fur in Ravenpaw’s claws out with his own, huffing. Ravenpaw
had barely laid a scratch on him, although he put up a better fight than Tigerclaw would have
expected. He was still the measly apprentice Tigerclaw remembered. Well, the disgrace of an
apprentice was gone now. Tigerclaw flicked the tufts of fur away, giving his chest a few quick licks to
clean himself of blood. He’d clean himself off in RiverClan’s river on the way back, then catch a vole
for Goldenflower like he said he would. She liked voles, didn't she? Or was it moles?

 

He smirked, feeling pleased as he padded away from Ravenpaw’s dead body. He ran his tongue along
his muzzle, the taste of blood warming his mouth.

 

A successful kill always made him giddy.

 

 

Barley trotted through the wheat fields, four mice hanging from his mouth by their tails, bouncing as
he went. The snow didn’t bother him with his thick, long black and white pelt, but he knew it chilled
Ravenpaw. Hopefully some fresh mice would help warm his friend’s belly. He smiled at the thought.
Ravenpaw reminded him a lot of his sister, Violet, and it was nice to have some good company for
once.



 

The tomcat had been so terrified when he first arrived, and so nervous, always leaping at every sound,
and apologizing for every possible slight. It took a while for him to warm up to Barley, and, to be fair,
for Barley to warm up to the permanent newcomer, but now, Barley wouldn’t trade Ravenpaw for any
cat in the world. He loved waking up from his nest in the morning to see the black tom curled up
beside him, and feeling his pelt brush against his own. He loved hearing Ravenpaw’s laugh, like it
was something just for him, so timid and yet so lively. It was like he had the entire world in front of
him.

 

He could only hope Ravenpaw felt the same way.

 

The thought of the tom made Barley’s heart sped up, and he raced towards the barn, tail high. He
wondered if Ravenpaw’s friends would still be there. They seemed familiar to Barley but, if he was
honest, he couldn’t exactly remember every clan cat who stopped by’s name. Very few gave him
much courtesy, honestly.

 

He wriggled through the rotting wood beneath the barn door, squeezing through with his thick fur
tugging at the wood. “Ravenpaw!” he announced when he popped through, the mice thumping against
his chin. “I caught some-”

 

He broke off as the sharp, tangy scent of blood filled his nostrils. He dropped his prey immediately,
eyes widened and pelt prickling, as his eyes adjusted to the darkness of the barn. His breath caught in
his throat, and it felt like the wooden floor had vanished beneath him.

 

In front of him, Ravenpaw laid in a pool of blood, unmoving.

 

“Ravenpaw!” Barley screamed, rushing forward. His friend’s claws were outstretched, and tufts of his
own fur were everywhere around him, along with a few other dark-colored patches (black too?
Brown? Barley couldn’t focus). The tips of his ears had been torn to shreds, leaving half like those
cats with clipped ears Barley used to see on the streets upon occasion. Red flesh shined through black
fur in multiple places, most notably around his chest and neck.

 

Barley dropped to Ravenpaw’s side, pressing against his back- the only place not stained with blood.
Blood still seemed to flow, slowly but steadily, from his wounds, and the scents in the air were so
angry and fresh and bloody and ThunderClan -

 



Barley let out a strangled gasp as he shoved his nose against Ravenpaw’s fur to block the scents out.
“Ravenpaw,” he squeaked, voice trembling as he, too, trembled. “Ravenpaw,” he repeated weakly.
“What did they do?”

 

His body was still warm. Still bleeding. Still there, not yet stiffened. His eyes were half shut, a small
glimmer of his eye showing, and his maw was open, as if in a scream. Why hadn’t Barley heard his
screams? Why, why, why?

 

Wailing, Barley placed a paw onto Ravenpaw’s side, as if trying to cradle him close. After all, it may
be the last time Barley ever held him- and he was dead. Dead, dead, dead… Barley whimpered and
moaned in despair. This was worse than his time in BloodClan. Far, far worse. He’d never loved a cat
like that only to lose them so suddenly. What would he do without Ravenpaw? Life would be so bleak
and barren…

 

Barley didn’t know how long he remained at Ravenpaw’s side. But he did know when he felt his paw
move, raising up. His ears twitched, and he glanced up, perplexed. It was only a small shift, but he
stared blearily at his own paw, resting on Ravenpaw’s side.

 

And then his paw went down.

 

And so did Ravenpaw’s side.

 

Barley jerked up onto his paws, staring wide eyed at Ravenpaw’s body.

 

Was he-? No, wait- it couldn’t-

 

A heartbeat passed. And then another one, rapidly, quicker, and then three, four, five, six-

 

Ravenpaw’s side raised up, minutely, barely visible, but it was there.

 

Ravenpaw was breathing .

 

Ravenpaw was alive.



 

Barley sobbed in relief before it broke off painfully.

 

Ravenpaw was dying.

 

His gaze darted around rapidly. What could he do to save his friend? Was he already too far gone?
Had it been any other cat, Barley would have forsaken them to death. But this was Ravenpaw . His
Ravenpaw. He had to save him. But how? Stop the bleeding, obviously. But what herbs did he have-?

 

The healer cats, the thought shot through his mind like a bolt of lightning. The healer cats that always
came by every half-moon. Each clan had one. But how could he find WindClan’s healer?

 

But he had to try. He had to.

 

Hesitating a moment, gaze flickering to Ravenpaw’s barely alive body, Barley burst out of the barn,
yowling like mad into the air as he streaked towards WindClan’s territory.

 

“Help! Help! Anybody, help!” he yelled into the wind, barrelling through the snow. The musky scent
of WindClan reached his nose. WindClan was a friendly clan, but they got upset whenever he crossed
their border and hunted their rabbits by accident. Now, though, Barley didn’t care.

 

“Please!” he cried as he ran blindly through their territory. A rabbit bounded away from him, and he
wailed once more.

 

“Hey!” came an angry yowl. “That was my rabbit!”

 

Barley whipped around to see a light gray tabby she-cat rushing toward him with a scowl. Relief
swept through him. “Please!” he begged, running towards her. She stopped, startled and bewildered.
“My friend is dying; you have to save him!”

 

“I- what?” she meowed, blinking. Two other cats appeared from the tall grass, stalking forward with
shocked eyes. Barley recognized one of them as Deadfoot, the… whatever of WindClan. He just
knew he was a respected warrior.



 

“Please, there’s no time! He was attacked and-” He shuddered in horror. “Please! Your healer cats!
They must help him!”

 

“Tornear,” Deadfoot suddenly barked, turning to the gray tabby beside him. “Quickly, fetch Barkface,
now, and meet us at Barley’s barn.” Tornear nodded and shot off quicker than Barley had ever seen
any cat. Deadfoot turned to Barley. “Take us to your friend. We’ll see what we can do.”

 

“Oh, thank you!” Barley cried in relief. He bolted off, not glancing back to make sure if the WindClan
cats were following him. His paws ached by the time they reached the barn, and he shoved his way
inside, rushing to Ravenpaw’s body.

 

He placed his head on his side, ear pressed against his skin. Could he hear a heartbeat? Faint, yet
rapid, pumping blood? Barley hoped so. Or perhaps it was only his own blood pumping like mad
through his eardrums. He couldn’t tell anymore.

 

He heard the she-cat gasp behind him. “What happened?” she meowed.

 

“I don’t know,” Barley admitted weakly, voice cracking. “Just… help him, please.”

 

“Of course,” Deadfoot meowed, padding towards Ravenpaw. “We have to stop the bleeding.
Runningbrook?” The she-cat snapped out of her stupor, staring at the black tom with a frown. “Place
your paws on the bite mark on his neck. Barley, you do the same. It looks like there’s two, and it's
hard to tell which is worse.”

 

Barley quickly placed his paws on Ravenpaw’s neck, and Runningbrook’s white paws joined him, her
eyes wide and mouth open in shock still. Her nose twitched and her body trembled and Barley pressed
against her, exhausted from running and yet awake with terrified adrenaline. He watched as Deadfoot
pressed his own paws against the wound on Ravenpaw’s chest, frowning.

 

“There isn’t much else we can do until Barkface gets here,” Deadfoot informed him. Barley let out a
choked cry. A moment of silence passed before Deadfoot commented quietly, “He… looks familiar…
And I can smell ThunderClan in the air. Is… is this cat from ThunderClan?”

 



Barley sniffled, his arms trembled as blood gushed past his toes. The smell was so awful. He’d never
smelt so much blood since… since his time in BloodClan.

 

“He used to live in ThunderClan,” Barley said. “And his ThunderClan friends came to visit him today
and… I don’t know what happened. They seemed like nice cats.”

 

Runningbrook raised her muzzle to sniff the air. “Uhm, it smells like Fireheart,” she meowed.
“Airleap’s brother. And… Runningwind, I think. I met him two Gatherings ago. We were joking
about our names… But surely he wouldn’t…” She broke off uncertainly, staring at Deadfoot, who
frowned.

 

“I can smell Tigerclaw,” Deadfoot meowed, head tilted in confusion. His eyes flicked about to the
tufts of fur littering the ground.

 

Barley stiffened, recalling the name immediately. “Tigerclaw?” he repeated. Ravenpaw had woken up
many a nights, panting and screaming, or other times, as quiet and stiff as a mouse, not saying a word.
But Barley knew it was because of that tom, even if he didn’t know the whole story. “Ravenpaw…
didn’t like to talk much about him, but I do know he was always… afraid of the tom…” He frowned.
“And… Tigerclaw- he wasn’t with the other three.”

 

“It- you don’t- Deadfoot, you don’t think Tigerclaw killed, uh, Ravenpaw?” Runningbrook glanced
with wide, fearful eyes, between Ravenpaw and Deadfoot.

 

Barley stifled a gasp of sorrow. “He’s not dead!” he yowled. “He’ll- he’ll live! He has to!”

 

Runningbrook jerked back, ears flat against her skull. “O-of course. I didn’t mean to say…” She
trailed off, glancing back down at Ravenpaw with a look of uncertainty.

 

“He’s alive!” Barley wailed.

 

Just then, pawsteps pounded against wood, and Barley looked behind him to see three cats rush forth.
The one in front was a dark brown tom with a short tail and a bundle of green in his jaws. He nearly
shoved Barley away as he leaned down, brows furrowed with worried concentration. He spat out his
herbs while the other two warriors circled around them, sniffing and gazing around puzzledly.

 



“He’ll live, right?” Barley demanded of the healer cat as he bit into a strange petal and let the juice
trickle into Ravenpaw’s wound. “He’ll be okay?”

 

The tom didn’t respond as he moved onto the next herb. He shoved it towards Deadfoot. “Chew,” he
ordered, and Deadfoot obediently did so. The tom turned back to Ravenpaw, grabbing onto flower-
thing and shoving it against the bite wound on Ravenpaw’s shoulder.

 

“Leaves, now!” the healer cat shouted at the staring warriors, making them jump. “Big ones, or-
anything! We need to stop this cat from losing blood, and fast! Cobweb too!” The two warriors and
Runningbrook nodded and rushed off quickly.

 

Deadfoot spat out the herb he had chewed and Barkface scooped it up with his paw, splatting it onto
another light-colored petal. Then he picked it up and smeared it against Ravenpaw’s chest wound
once more.

 

“Will he be okay?” Barley demanded once more, unable to take the worrying.

 

Barkface turned grimly to him after a second, his face stony. “It’s more than just blood loss that’s his
problem,” the healer cat meowed. “That bite wound’s deep- a killing bite. It’s done to crush
windpipes, cut off their air supply. Break bones, even.” He glanced down at Ravenpaw. “There’s not
much I can do for him. The only thing he can do for a chance to live is keep breathing. If he stops…”
Barkface’s face went dark, and he turned back towards Barley.

 

“If you want my honest opinion,” Barkface said slowly. “He won’t make it to sunrise.”
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Lightningfur Tattles On Tigerclaw

Lightningfur stalked through the Place of No Stars, growling as her tail kinked with displeasure. With
how busy RiverClan had been after the battle, she had not been able to report Tigerclaw to Thistlestar
- until tonight.

 

Mapleshade must have been on the same wavelength as her.

 

She pushed her way through some of the spiny bushes and held her head high as she padded over to
her father, Mapleshade, and Silverhawk.

 

“I need to tell you something,” Lightningfur immediately hissed. She lashed her tail. “It’s about
Tigerclaw.” A growl came from Thistlestar’s throat, ears flattening. Mapleshade lashed her tail while
Silverhawk’s lip curled.

 

“What is it?” Thistlestar meowed.

 

“During the battle,” Lightningfur began pacing. “Leopardfur attacked Fireheart.” Thistlestar’s eyes
narrowed. “Tigerclaw also saw it happen,” Lightningfur continued. “But when Fireheart asked him
for help, he just sat there and watched Leopardfur maul him!”

 

Mapleshade frowned as Silverhawk tilted his head.

 

“Is Fireheart alright?” the tortoiseshell asked.

 

Lightningfur nodded. “Last I saw him, he was - thanks to my interference,” she said smugly.
Thistlestar gave a nod of approval.

 

“You were right to stop Leopardfur,” he rumbled. “And as for Tigerclaw…” He growled. “He has
truly betrayed us - which is unfortunate.”

 



“He’s become a loose stone,” Silverhawk finally meowed. “We may need to rethink our strategy if
ThunderClan is to be ours.”

 

“I think it’s time we replace Tigerclaw,” Mapleshade murmured softly. “With Fireheart.”

 

Thistlestar huffed. “How is it that only kits of mine who are successful are Fireheart and
Lightningfur?” he muttered, rising to his paws before slowly pacing. “Creekflower’s a kittypet lover, I
barely ever see Copperleaf and he seems uninterested in actually leading, and Airleap is a cowardly
traitor - which makes him perfect for those weak WindClanners.” Lightningfur let out a pleased purr
at that. “I am pleased with Whitestorm’s position in ThunderClan,” the gray tom went on. “But,
unfortunately, he is a little too close to Bluestar for my liking - he always was. It’s made him soft. He
has no ambition. No fire .”

 

“I’ll try to talk to Fireheart soon,” Lightningfur promised. “It should be rather easy.” She didn’t bother
to clarify what she meant, and the other three cats already knew not to try to get it out of her.

 

Lightningfur had…befriended? Was that the right word? She mentally shrugged. She had befriended
Silverstream, and the silver tabby had confided in her about her affair - with Graystripe, Fireheart’s
most recent apprentice.

 

Lightningfur had…neglected to tell Thistlestar about it. Who cares if Silverstream was all lovey-
dovey over some ThunderClan tom? Especially if he had been trained by her brother?

 

“Good,” Mapleshade purred. “Until next time then.” Lightningfur felt the Dark Forest beginning to
drain away, and she woke up, blinking, in her nest. She rose to her paws, stretching, before slipping
out of the den. She spotted Grasswhisker disappearing into her father’s den, and curled her lip in
disgust. Shaking her father’s mate out of her mind, she settled down and began washing, waiting for
Silverstream to wake up.

 

She eyed the nursery as the kits tumbled out to play. Mistyfoot’s kits - Reedkit, Primerosekit, Pikekit,
and Perchkit darted around the older Dawnkit, Robinkit, and Woodkit. She paused her washing,
watching as Robinkit and Pikekit began wrestling, growling and baring their fangs as they fought.

 

The tortoiseshell twitched an ear. Soon, one of these kits would be her apprentice - and her next step
to becoming deputy. She let her gaze roam over the kits once more, considering each of the kits’
personalities.

 



Reedkit was energetic and already showing to be a smart little kit - he would be nice to train, but
unfortunately, Leopardfur had already been chosen to be his mentor.

 

Primrosekit, in Lightningfur’s opinion, reminded her a bit too much of Creekflower - strutting around
and demanding everyone to pay attention to her. She was a flat-out no .

 

Same with Perchkit. The tom, while curious, preferred to explore and play-hunt instead of play-
fighting - she wanted an apprentice who wanted to fight !

 

As for Dawnkit and Woodkit…she hadn’t really been paying attention to them, so they must not be
that great. Unlike their sibling Robinkit, or Mistyfoot’s son, Pikekit.

 

Both toms were spunky and hard-headed - definitely into a good fight. She twitched her whiskers as
the two kits in question remained locked with each other, growling and snarling like they were in real
battle, only to occasionally break off into a playful, giggly squeal.

 

Yes, Lightningfur decided. I want to mentor Robinkit or Pikekit.

 

Her pleased thought was dashed as Leopardfur walked by - Lightningfur glared at her back as the
spotted she-cat padded up to Frogleap. Her lip curled as the scene of the great deputy ripping into her
brother crossed her mind again.

 

One thing was for certain - Lightningfur would make Leopardfur pay for that!

 

More warriors slid out of the den, waking up as the sun rose and the dawn patrol gathered.

 

“Lightningfur,” Leopardfur ordered. “You’ll be on a hunting patrol today with-”

 

“Actually,” Lightningfur interrupted. “I’m going on a border patrol with Silverstream today.” 

 

Leopardfur hissed, fur bristling, as she snarled, “You can’t do that today-”

 



“My father is leader - I can do whatever I want!”

 

Leopardfur gave a threatening growl, then spat, “Just stay away from the ThunderClan border!” She
lashed her tail as suspicion glittered in her eyes. Lightningfur sneered.

 

“You can’t tell me what to do!”

 

The tortoiseshell walked off, feeling smug at the look of utter hatred crossed Leopardfur’s face, before
calling for Silverstream.

 

The silver tabby poked her head out of the den before she slipped out and padded over, casting a
curious glance at Leopardfur’s upset expression.

 

“This,” Leopardfur growled, “is how disloyal warriors behave.” She turned and stalked off to
Thistlestar’s den, tail whipping back and forth. Lightningfur didn’t think anything of it as she and
Silverstream left camp - and headed towards the border with ThunderClan.

 

“So Silverstream,” Lightningfur meowed. “Will you be seeing Graystripe today?” She inwardly
gagged at the thought and rolled her eyes as Silverstream’s expression turned gushy.

 

“Not today,” she sighed. “But in a couple days - Graystripe’s helping Fireheart with something at the
moment, so we decided to move the next meeting out a few days.” Lightningfur frowned at the wait,
but nodded.

 

“I need to speak with my brother - Fireheart,” she explained. “I need you to ask Graystripe to tell
Fireheart to meet up with me that day.” Silverstream looked surprised, but nodded.

 

“Sure, what are friends for?” She laughed, smiling. “I’ll make sure Graystripe knows.” Lightningfur
gave a little nod of acknowledgement before pausing.

 

“Look at that,” she meowed, pointing with a paw. “The river’s thawing.” Silverstream’s ears pricked.

 



“Newleaf’s coming soon,” Silverstream purred. “That’s good - I missed having a nice fat trout.”
Lightningfur licked her lips at the thought.

 

“Shall we try a paw in fishing then?” she meowed slyly. Silverstream purred.

 

“Let’s!”

 

The two she-cats darted to the river, coming to a halt at the edge, and remained frozen, waiting for
their first catch for the coming newleaf.

 

 

A roar rose in her ears, making her jump. She whirled around, breathing hard. What was that? It
didn’t sound like a cat - like any living creature she had seen.

 

She cautiously took a step forward, then another, before she was slowly pacing through the black
forest. Her paws stepped on something wet, and she jumped back, amber eyes wide. What had she
stepped in? She stared hard in front of her, narrowing her eyes, before she saw the trickling water in
front of her.

 

She frowned. Was it water? She sniffed the water and nodded - definitely water. She raised her head
up to the sky and shuffled nervously.

 

Where were the stars?

 

She shuddered. Was she…in the Dark Forest? The place Thistlestar had taken her once, so long ago?

 

Spottedleaf… A whisper reached her ears. She jumped up and stared around, fur on end.

 

“Spottedleaf,” the voice was clearer, and nearer. “I have a message for you.” The tortoiseshell
snapped her head around and met the steady gaze of a brown tabby she-cat.

 



“A message?” Spottedleaf asked. “Who are you?” The she-cat gave a sad tilt of her head.

 

“Someone who lived in ThunderClan long ago,” was her only reply. “But remember this.” The she-
cat’s voice lowered into a whisper. “Water can quench fire. Beware, Spottedleaf, beware…”

 

The trickle of water behind her suddenly grew, slopping at her paws as the medicine cat scrambled to
get away.

 

“Wait!” she called. “Water? But the other prophecy Featherwhisker gave me-” She broke off with a
gasp as the water rose even further, making her thrash her paws as she fought to keep her head above
the water. She wildly looked around for the mysterious brown she-cat, but she was nowhere to be
found.

 

Spottedleaf coughed as the water splashed into her face, choking her. She flailed around, frantic to
find some relief, before the water rose once more and she was pulled under with a yowl of terror.

 

“No!” Spottedleaf yelped, bolting awake in her mossy nest, sides heaving as she trembled, eyes wide
with fear.

 

“Spottedleaf?” Cinderpaw’s mew gave her something to cling to. The gray she-cat laid nearby, blue
eyes worried. “Are you okay?”

 

Spottedleaf glanced at Yellowfang’s nest, seeing the gray she-cat still snoring away.

 

“What’s wrong?” Cinderpaw asked quietly.

 

Spottedleaf answered, voice breathless with awe and fear, “StarClan has given me a prophecy.”



Lightningfur Wants Fireheart To Commit Murder (Then
Begrudgingly Changes Her Mind)

Chapter by LollingCat

Fireheart triumphantly headed back to ThunderClan camp, dragging his freshly caught rabbit along
with him. Graystripe, Sandstorm, and Brackenpaw followed behind, their own kills in their maws. As
he entered camp, he headed towards the fresh-kill pile, which was swelling again after the morning
patrols. Bluestar was standing beside it.

 

“Well done, Fireheart,” she meowed as he brought the rabbit to the pile. “Will you take that straight to
Yellowfang and Spottedleaf in their den?”

 

Warmed by his leader’s approval, Fireheart hauled the rabbit across the clearing. A tunnel of ferns,
brown and brittle now, led to the secluded corner of the camp where the ThunderClan medicine cats
had their den inside a split rock. Ducking under the ferns, Fireheart saw Yellowfang lying in the
mouth of her den with her paws tucked under her chest. Cinderpaw sat in front of her, her smoky gray
fur fluffed up and her blue eyes focused on the medicine cat’s broad face. Spottedleaf was organizing
some herbs behind them, a furrowed frown on her face.

 

“Now, Cinderpaw,” came the old cat’s rasping mew. “One-eye’s paw pads are cracked because of the
cold. What are we going to do for her?”

 

“Marigold leaves in case of infection,” Cinderpaw replied promptly. “Ointment of yarrow to soften
the pads and help them heal. Poppy seed if she’s in pain.”

 

“Well done,” purred Yellowfang. Cinderpaw sat up even straighter, and her eyes shone with pride. As
Fireheart knew only too well, the medicine cat didn’t give praise lightly. “Right, you can take her the
leaves and the ointment,” meowed Yellowfang. “She won’t need the poppy seed unless the cuts get
worse.”

 

Cinderpaw stood up and was on her way into the den when she caught sight of Fireheart standing by
the tunnel. Mewing in delight, she hurried over to him with an awkward, lurching gait. Regret stabbed
at Fireheart, sharp as a claw. Cinderpaw had been a ceaseless bundle of energy before the
Thunderpath accident that crushed her leg. Now she would never run properly again, and had had to
give up her dreams of becoming a ThunderClan warrior. But the Thunderpath monster had not
crushed her bright spirit. Her eyes were dancing as she reached Fireheart.
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“Fresh-kill!” she exclaimed. Spottedleaf paused, glancing up and staring at her son. “Is that for us?
Great!”

 

“About time too!” grumbled Yellowfang, still sitting inside her den. “Mind you, the rabbit’s very
welcome,” she added. “We’ve had half the Clan in here since sunrise, complaining about some ache
or other.”

 

Fireheart carried the rabbit across the clearing and dropped it in front of the medicine cat. Yellowfang
poked it with one paw. “It might have a bit of flesh on its bones for once,” she remarked grudgingly.
“All right, Cinderpaw, take the marigold leaves and the yarrow to One-eye, and hurry back. If you’re
quick there might be some rabbit left.”

 

Cinderpaw purred and brushed Yellowfang’s shoulder with the tip of her tail as she went past her into
the den. Spottedleaf smiled as the apprentice went. “She reminds me a lot of myself at her age,”
Spottedleaf said quietly.

 

Softly, Fireheart mewed, “How’s she doing? Is she settling down?”

 

“She’s fine,” snapped Yellowfang. “Stop worrying about her.”

 

“She’s the same energetic cat she was before the accident,” Spottedleaf added more gently.

 

It wasn’t an accident, Fireheart thought bitterly, his claws twitching into the ground below. Fireheart
wished he could stop worrying about Cinderpaw. Cinderpaw had been his apprentice. He could not
help feeling that he had been partly responsible for her accident and Cricketheart’s death, cursed or
not. He should have stopped them from going to the Thunderpath.

 

Then he brought himself up short, remembering exactly how the accident had happened. Tigerclaw
had asked Bluestar to meet him by the Thunderpath, but Bluestar had been too ill to go. Few warriors
were in the camp; Fireheart himself had been about to leave on an urgent mission for catnip to treat
Bluestar’s greencough. He had told Cinderpaw not to go meet Tigerclaw instead of him, but
Cinderpaw had ignored his order. Cricketheart had taken the apprentice to the Thunderpath instead,
though Fireheart had been unaware. The accident had happened because Tigerclaw had placed his
scent marker too close to the edge of the Thunderpath. Fireheart suspected that it was meant as a trap
for Bluestar, and Tigerclaw was responsible.

 



He felt a new surge of determination to bring Tigerclaw’s guilt into the open. For the sake of Redtail,
murdered; for Cricketheart, dead; for Ravenpaw, driven from the Clan; for Cinderpaw, crippled. And
for all the Clan cats, both now and to come, who were in danger from Tigerclaw’s greed for power.

 

He opened his mouth to bid goodbye to Yellowfang and Spottedleaf, but the glazed look in
Spottedleaf’s eyes as she stared at him stopped him. He blinked, fur ruffling at his mother’s worried,
lost look. “Is something wrong?” he meowed nervously.

 

Spottedleaf seemed to snap back to reality, blinked at him before frowning and trading a look with
Yellowfang. Then, she sighed, dipping her head. “I’ve… received a worrying omen from StarClan…”

 

The ginger fur around Fireheart’s shoulders bristled as he gasped. “What is it about? Have you told
Bluestar?”

 

Spottedleaf shook her head. “Only Yellowfang knows,” she said, and glanced at the older she-cat for
guidance, frown still etched into her muzzle.

 

Yellowfang brushed her tail against the tortoiseshell’s flank. “I think you should tell him,” the elder
medicine cat rasped. “Ain’t much else we can do with it but repeat it, right?”

 

Spottedleaf slowly nodded, taking a deep breath. “StarClan told me… that water will quench fire.”
She shivered, colorful fur twitching. “I’m worried that fire is you, Fireheart.”

 

Fireheart felt a chill run down his spine, but he smiled to reassure his mother. “Don’t worry,” he said
firmly. “I’m sure I’ll be okay. Perhaps StarClan means to send you a good message, that there will be
a fire, but a storm will come to put it out?” he suggested.

 

Spottedleaf frowned, disbelieving, but nodded. “Yes… perhaps.”

 

He leaned forward and touched his nose to hers, forcing a purr even as he felt his heart thump
fearfully in his chest. Could water mean RiverClan? he thought. Will RiverClan hurt me? Thistlestar
wouldn’t let them! …But Leopardfur surely wanted me dead…

 



“I’ll come see you later,” he promised his mother, blinking warmly at her. Spottedleaf smiled at him,
though Fireheart could tell it was forced. He gave Yellowfang a nod goodbye before he turned and
padded out of the den. He glanced around the cats lounging around in camp, hoping to find
Graystripe. Graystripe could have him meet Silverstream, and perhaps they could find evidence for
Tigerclaw killing Redtail. Bluestar would surely believe Fireheart then.

 

But Graystripe wasn’t in camp. Fireheart knew he wasn’t on a patrol again, not so soon after his
hunting patrol had returned… He must have already snuck out to see Silverstream. Fireheart sighed,
trying not to feel irritated at his former apprentice.

 

He trotted over to the fresh-kill pile, grabbing a small shrew for his growling belly. He glanced
around. He could sit with Sandstorm, but the sandy-colored warrior was beside Mousefur, the two
trading strangely excited mews, uncharacteristic for both of them. Fireheart hadn’t thought them
friends, but he decided not to disturb them.

 

Instead, he walked over to Runningwind. He was sharing tongues with his son, Feathercloud, who
was outside of the warriors’ den for once. The white tom was staring at his mouse, not a single bite
taken out of it. Brackenpaw lazed beside Feathercloud, grooming himself with his tail tip leisurely
flicking to and fro.

 

“Hello,” Fireheart greeted as he plopped down beside Runningwind. The tabby tom smiled at him.

 

“Hey yourself, Fireheart,” Runningwind meowed. “How was hunting this morning?”

 

“Good,” Fireheart purred, glancing around to see most of the clan had started eating from this
morning’s hunt. In fact, the mouse Feathercloud was eating- or supposed to be eating- was one that
Brackenpaw had caught. “I caught a rabbit. I gave it to Yellowfang and Spottedleaf.”

 

“That’s good,” Runningwind replied. “I’m glad it’s starting to get warmer finally.” He glanced at
Feathercloud, nudging his son with his nose. “I was thinking about hunting later. Feathercloud, did
you want to come with? There’ll be plenty of prey out.”

 

Feathercloud blinked at Runningwind, then shrugged, twisting his left ear around in a silent,
“Maybe.”

 



Brackenpaw pricked his ears, pausing in his wash. He bumped his back against Feathercloud’s side.
Then, he gestured with his paw and twitched his whiskers, tail, and ears, as he said without speaking,
“Graystripe said he’d take me hunting later; perhaps I could go with you instead! We haven’t hunted
together before, have we? It’d be fun!”

 

A flicker of sorrow flashed across Feathercloud’s face as he dipped his head, staring at his paws. His
toes curled, and one paw flew to his chest, in the way that Fireheart recognized as, “Cricketheart…”

 

Fireheart winced, heart clenching in grief at the reminder of the young she-cat’s passing.
Runningwind’s face fell as well, and Brackenpaw’s eager expression mellowed too.

 

But instead of going silent, the golden-brown apprentice continued, signing, “Cricketheart and you
made a really great hunting pair.” Feathercloud blinked at Brackenpaw, startled. Brackenpaw
continued to sign, but hesitated at a few words, opting to speak instead. “I remember when you two
showed Cinderpaw and I how to hunt a rabbit. I was so excited to try that move with Cinderpaw…
But I never got to.” Fireheart felt another stab of grief at his heart, but Brackenpaw spoke on with a
somber smile. “So… It’d be nice if you could try it with me.”

 

Feathercloud stared at Brackenpaw for a long while, before he slowly nodded, and meowed out,
“Yeah. Sure. That’d… be nice.” His whiskers twitched and he dipped his head down to take a bite out
of his mouse. His lips twitched into a nervous smile as Brackenpaw purred happily.

 

“That’s okay with you, right, Runningwind?” Brackenpaw asked, glancing over Feathercloud’s
shoulder.

 

“Of course!” Runningwind said eagerly, eyes bright. “I’ll hunt another day so you two can hunt
together without me bumbling along. I’ll tell Graystripe for you.”

 

Brackenpaw smiled. “Thank you.”

 

Fireheart smiled, pleased to see Feathercloud happy. He woofed down a few bites of his shrew before
sharing tongues with Runningwind, purring himself. But, his fur twitched, and he glanced around to
see Tigerclaw glaring at him. He met the deputy’s amber gaze, glaring back, and Tigerclaw looked
away first, his lip curled in displeasure as Darkstripe padded up to him with a mouse, offering it to his
former mentor. Fireheart watched as Tigerclaw accepted the mouse, but turned to speak with
Whitestorm while Darkstripe awkwardly waited beside him.

 



Bluestar’s call grabbed the attention of all the cats in camp, as she called them to gather beneath the
Highrock. Fireheart blinked, wondering what was going on today. He turned to Runningwind. “Do
you know what’s happening?” he asked.

 

Runningwind shook his head. “Dunno.” He stood up, stretched his limbs, and padded closer to the
cluster of their clanmates. Fireheart stayed by his side, gazing up at Bluestar. His leader’s gaze was
towards the nursery, and Fireheart watched as Frostfur paced nervously outside it. Brindleface was
beside her, giving a few licks to Brightkit’s forehead. Thornkit stuck to his mother’s side while
Brightkit wiggled on her paws excitedly.

 

Fireheart smiled as he realized what was happening. Finally! Brightkit and Thornkit were becoming
apprentices. They were long overdue, he thought, as he glanced at Brackenpaw. The tom was staring
at his siblings with pride and happiness. Cinderpaw scurried over from the elders’ den to sit beside
her brother.

 

Brindleface was the one to nudge Brightkit and Thornkit forward, while Frostfur fussed behind them,
her face wide with worry, unlike the excitement she had had during Cinderpaw and Brackenpaw’s
ceremony.

 

Thornkit sprang impatiently to his paws as Bluestar spoke. “Yes, come forward, both of you,”
Bluestar invited warmly. Thornkit dashed forward and skidded to a stop at the foot of the Highrock.
Brightkit followed more sedately, a pleased smile on her face.

 

Fireheart closed his eyes for a moment. Not long ago, he had been given Cinderpaw as his apprentice.
He half wished that he could be mentor to one of these kits, but he knew that if Bluestar had chosen
him for this honor, she would have already told him to expect it. Perhaps she would never choose him
again, he thought with a pang that chilled his heart, after he had failed Cinderpaw so badly.

 

“Mousefur,” meowed Bluestar, “you have told me that you are ready to take on an apprentice. You
will be mentor to Thornpaw.” Fireheart watched as Mousefur stepped forward and went to stand
beside Thornkit, who scampered up to meet her with wide eyes. “Mousefur,” Bluestar went on, “you
have shown yourself a brave and intelligent warrior. See that you pass on your courage and wisdom to
your new apprentice.”

 

While Bluestar spoke, Mousefur looked just as proud as the newly named Thornpaw. The two of them
touched noses and withdrew to the edge of the clearing. Fireheart could hear Thornpaw meowing
eagerly, as if he was already plying his mentor with questions. Brightkit was still standing beneath the
Highrock, looking up at Bluestar. Fireheart was close enough to see her whiskers quivering with
anticipation.



 

“Sandstorm,” Bluestar announced, “you are free to take a new apprentice now that Feathercloud has
become a warrior. You will be mentor to Brightpaw.”

 

Fireheart stared with surprise as the slender pale she-cat, who had been seated beside Mousefur and
Cherryfur, stood up and padded over to Brightpaw. The she-kit waited for her with her eyes shining.
“Sandstorm,” meowed Bluestar, “you are a warrior of great skill. I know that you will pass on all you
know to this young apprentice.”

 

“Of course,” Sandstorm purred. “Welcome, Brightpaw.” She bent to touch noses with her, and
escorted her back to the assembled cats. The other cats began to gather around, congratulating the two
new apprentices and calling them by their new names. Brackenpaw and Cinderpaw were the first to
rush forth, while Frostfur hung back, staring at her kits with strangely hollow eyes, her white fur
prickled.

 

But Lynxpaw was the first to reach Thornpaw’s side, bumping his shoulder with a smile. “Welcome to
the life of an apprentice,” she meowed, voice almost a touch bitter. “Better get used to it, because
you’ll be one for a while.”

 

Swiftpaw jumped to his sister’s side, greeting Brightpaw with a happy meow. “You can take the nests
next to mine!” he exclaimed. “The sun shines through the bracken- you’ll like it!”

 

As he went to join them, Fireheart caught sight of Graystripe at the back of the crowd, beside the
tunnel. His friend must have returned to camp unseen while the rest of the Clan were listening to
Bluestar. To his surprise, Graystripe beelined straight for him.

 

“What is it?” Fireheart questioned as the fluffy tom came to a stop in front of him.

 

“Lightningfur wants to see you,” Graystripe meowed, startling Fireheart.

 

“What?” Fireheart exclaimed, glancing around. Everyone was too distracted by Thornpaw and
Brightpaw’s apprenticeship to notice their conversation. Still, Fireheart kept his voice to a whisper.
“What do you mean?”

 



“Silverstream told me to bring you to our meeting place,” Graystripe explained, lowering his voice
too. “Lightningfur wants to talk to you, I guess.”

 

Unease made Fireheart shift his paws. It’s not that he didn’t want to talk to his sister- he did!- but…
Why would she want to talk to him? And… why would she not have Mapleshade pull him to the Dark
Forest instead? …He hadn’t been to the Place of No Stars in forever… and the idea of going back
unsettled him, even if it meant he could see his father and sister again…

 

But, then, a thought crossed his head.

 

He could ask Silverstream about the battle at Sunningrocks where Oakstar and Redtail died!

 

Swallowing his uncertainty, Fireheart nodded. “Alright. Take me to them, then.”

 

Graystripe nodded too, glancing around nervously at how many cats there were in camp. It made it
harder to sneak out. But they didn’t have to sneak out. Fireheart turned to the nearest warrior-
Willowpelt- and meowed, “Graystripe and I are going hunting. Tell Tigerclaw if he asks, will you?”

 

Willowpelt blinked, then smiled. “Of course.” She touched her nose to Graystripe’s ear with a light
purr. “Have fun.”

 

“We will, mom,” Graystripe meowed back, ducking his head in embarrassment or shame, or perhaps
both. He turned and padded off, and Fireheart followed after him. “Did you have to tell Willowpelt?”
Graystripe snapped, fur bristling as they exited camp. “I don’t want her to suspect…”

 

Fireheart blinked at his former apprentice’s sudden harsh tone. “I don’t think she’d be that
disapproving,” Fireheart said slowly, recalling the rumors of her and ShadowClan’s Ashfur. He
remembered how they’d fought together against Brokenstar- Brokentail, he corrected. “She’s a good
cat.”

 

“Yeah but…” Graystripe trailed off, then huffed. “Whatever. It’s not like I’m doing anything wrong, I
just don’t want her to think I’m a traitor or anything that Frostfur says.” Fireheart frowned. Graystripe
was doing something wrong but… Well, so was Fireheart, agreeing to meet his RiverClan kin like
this. But it was for a good cause. He needed to reveal Tigerclaw’s crimes!

 



As they approached the RiverClan border, Fireheart frowned. “Shouldn’t we be going towards
Fourtrees?” he said, glancing at his former apprentice with a hint of disapproval. “I thought I told you
to only meet her there.” It’d be harder for them to be spotted or scented.

 

“Silverstream had to go fetch Lightningfur,” Graystripe offered, his fur bristling as he sent a glare at
Fireheart. “She wasn’t sure if I’d be there and Lightningfur didn’t want to wait around, is what she
said. I’m not mouse-brained; I know meeting on RiverClan territory is dangerous.”

 

Fireheart said nothing. He crouched at the edge of the forest and looked out toward the frozen river.
The wind made a rustling sound in the dry reeds that poked up through the ice and snow. Beside him,
Graystripe sniffed the breeze, alert for the scent of other cats. “I can smell RiverClan cats,” he
whispered. “But the scent’s old. I think we can cross safely.” Fireheart realized he was more worried
about cats from his own Clan seeing them than meeting an enemy patrol. Already Tigerclaw
suspected him of treachery. If the deputy found out what they were doing now, they’d be crowfood.

 

“All right,” he whispered back. “Let’s go.” Graystripe led the way confidently across the ice, keeping
his weight low over his paws so that he didn’t slip. At first Fireheart was impressed; then he realized
that Graystripe had been crossing the river secretly for moons now, to go and meet Silverstream. He
followed more cautiously, half expecting the ice to crack under his weight and plunge him into the
freezing dark water below. Here, downstream of the Sunningrocks, the river itself was the boundary
between the two Clans. Fireheart’s fur prickled as he crossed, and he kept glancing back to make sure
that no cat from his Clan was watching. Once they reached the far bank, they crept into the shelter of
a reed bed and sniffed the air again for signs of RiverClan cats. Fireheart was conscious of
Graystripe’s unspoken fear; every muscle of the gray warrior’s body was tense as he peered through
the reed stems.

 

“We can ask Silverstream about Oakstar while we’re here,” Fireheart meowed softly. “We need to talk
to a RiverClan cat, and Silverstream’s more likely to help us than any of the others.”

 

He was just as apprehensive as his friend. They were surrounded by scents of RiverClan, though none
of them were fresh. To Fireheart, it felt as if he were a kit in the Dark Forest for the first time again,
lost in a frightening and unfamiliar place. Using the reeds for cover, the two cats began to work their
way upstream. Fireheart tried to step lightly, as if he were stalking prey, his belly skimming the snow.
He was uncomfortably aware of how his flame-colored coat stood out against the white surface. The
scent of RiverClan cats was growing more powerful, and he guessed the camp must be nearby.

 

“How much farther?” he mewed softly to Graystripe. He realized he had never been to RiverClan
camp before, the place where his father and sister resided. It made his fur stand on end.

 



“Not far. See that island up ahead?”

 

They had come to a place where the river curved away from ThunderClan territory and grew wider.
Not far ahead a small island surrounded by reed beds showed above the frozen surface. Willow trees
stooped low from the banks of the island, the tips of their overhanging branches trapped in the ice.

 

“An island?” Fireheart echoed in amazement. “But what happens when the river isn’t frozen? Do they
swim across?”

 

“Silverstream says the water’s very shallow there,” Graystripe explained. “But I’ve never been right
into the camp myself.” Beside them, the ground sloped gently upward, away from the reedy shore. At
the top, gorse and hawthorn grew thickly, with the occasional holly showing green and shiny under its
coating of snow. But there was a bare expanse of shore between the reeds and the sheltering bushes,
with no cover for prey or cats. Graystripe had been moving forward in a low crouch; now he lifted his
head, scenting the air and looking warily around. Then, without warning, he sprang away from the
reeds and dashed up the slope. Fireheart raced after him, his paws skidding in the snow. Reaching the
bushes, they plunged between the branches and stopped, gasping for breath. Fireheart listened for the
yowling of an alerted patrol, but no sound came up from the camp. He flopped down on the dead
leaves and puffed out a sigh of relief. 

 

“We can see the entrance of the camp from here,” Graystripe told him. “I used to wait here for
Silverstream.” Fireheart hoped she would come soon. Every moment they spent here increased their
chances of discovery. Shifting his position so he had a good view of the slope and the island camp, he
could just make out the silhouettes of cats moving around. He was so intent on trying to peer into the
thick bushes that screened the island that he didn’t see the tabby- Skyheart, he recognized- who was
padding past their hiding place until she was barely a tail-length away. She carried a small squirrel in
her jaws, and her gaze was fixed on the frozen ground. Fireheart froze into a crouch, ready to spring
out if the cat spotted them, and tracked her with his gaze as she passed.

 

Luckily, he thought, the scent of the prey she was carrying must have masked the scent of
ThunderClan intruders. Suddenly he realized that a group of four cats, led by Leopardfur, the
RiverClan deputy, had emerged from the camp. Fireheart tensed, heart beating fearfully as he recalled
how Leopardfur had tried to kill him during the battle to protect WindClan. She hated him, not just for
being from an enemy clan, but for being the brother of Airleap, the cat who had- accidentally- killed
Whiteclaw. He wondered how she treated Thistlestar and Lightningfur, then, as the father and sister to
Airleap.

 

If she discovered Fireheart and Graystripe now, she wouldn’t even give them a chance to explain what
they were doing on this side of the river. To Fireheart’s relief, the patrol didn’t come their way. Instead
they set off across the frozen river toward the Sunningrocks- off to patrol the border, Fireheart



guessed. At last a familiar silver-gray shape appeared from the camp entrance. The pretty, lean, sharp-
furred tortoiseshell pelt of Lightningfur followed her, tail lashing.

 

“Silverstream!” purred Graystripe. Fireheart watched the RiverClan she-cat stepping delicately across
the ice toward the bank. She was certainly beautiful, he realized, with a finely shaped head and thick,
sleek fur. No wonder Graystripe was captivated by her. Graystripe rose to his paws, ready to call out
to her, but Lightningfur growled first.

 

“Finally!” she snapped, darting over towards the ThunderClan cats’ hiding place. “It only took you
forever.”

 

Silverstream slipped through the branches after her clanmate until she reached the space where the
young ThunderClan warriors were crouching. She pressed herself against Graystripe, purring loudly,
and the two cats rubbed their faces together with obvious delight.

 

Lightningfur scrunched her nose up in obvious disgust, tail twitching. “Let’s leave the lovebirds to
their own,” she huffed, turning to Fireheart. “I-

 

“Wait,” Fireheart interrupted. “I want to ask Silverstream something.”

 

Lightningfur blinked at Fireheart like he had grown another head. “What could you possibly want to
talk to her about?”

 

Fireheart had not spoken to Silverstream since he had let her escape in the battle. He guessed she was
remembering that, too, for she dipped her head graciously toward him, with no trace of the defensive
hostility she had shown when he had tried to discourage her from seeing Graystripe at the start of
their relationship. “Yes, Fireheart?”

 

“What do you know about the battle at the Sunningrocks, where Oakstar died?” Fireheart launched
straight in. “Were you there?” He hadn’t seen her amongst the RiverClan warriors, but he hadn’t been
there very long.

 

“No,” Silverstream replied. She looked thoughtful. “Is it very important?”

 



“Yeah,” Lightningfur agreed with a snark to her voice. “It’s the battle that let Thistlestar become
leader! What more is there to care about? We have more important things to talk about.”

 

“It’s important,” Fireheart said. “Could you ask some cat who was? I need-”

 

“I’ll do better than that,” Silverstream interrupted him. “I’ll bring Mistyfoot to talk to you herself.”
Fireheart exchanged a glance with Graystripe. Was that a good idea? “It’s okay,” meowed
Silverstream, as if she guessed what was worrying him. “Mistyfoot knows about me and Graystripe.
She doesn’t like it, but she won’t give me away. She’ll come now if I ask her.” 

 

Fireheart hesitated, then dipped his head in assent. “All right. Thanks.” He had hardly finished
speaking before Silverstream turned and slid out of the bushes again. Fireheart watched her bounding
through the snow toward the camp.

 

“Isn’t she great?” Graystripe murmured. Fireheart said nothing, but settled down to wait, glancing at
his agitated sister. Her tail lashed back and forth, a scowl on her face.

 

“You’re hardly ever in the Dark Forest anymore,” she began in a furious huff, glaring at him. “And
now that I get a chance to talk to you, you don’t even want to, and you’ve brought your bumbling
apprentice with you!”

 

“The Dark Forest?” Graystripe repeated in confusion. “What’s that?”

 

“Nothing,” Fireheart quickly replied, fur fluffing. “And don’t insult Graystripe like that. I need some
important information about the battle at Sunningrocks. ThunderClan might be in danger.”

 

Lightningfur rolled her green eyes. “There’s been hundreds of battles at Sunningrocks. What makes
the one where Oakstar died anymore important?”

 

“Well,” Graystripe began hesitantly, frowning at Lightningfur in distrust and distaste. “It’s one where
a deputy died, and a leader lost all nine lives. I’d say it’s pretty important. I’m surprised RiverClan
hasn’t talked about it more.”

 



“Why talk about a leader who was so lame he died nine times all at once?” Lightningfur sneered.
“Thistlestar was destined to be leader; that just proved it.”

 

Fireheart blinked. He hadn’t thought of it that way. Had StarClan truly intervened and killed Oakstar
so that Thistlestar could be leader? But… Did StarClan know Thistlestar walked with Mapleshade
and Silverhawk in the Place of No Stars? And if StarClan intervened, did they want Tigerclaw to kill
Redtail too?

 

No, Fireheart thought, shaking the thought away. Oakstar’s death was an accident that Tigerclaw took
advantage of to kill Redtail.

 

He was getting more nervous with every moment that passed and Silverstream didn’t return.
Lightningfur fidgeted angrily beside him, examining her claws and flexing them with a scowl and
growls. If he and Graystripe stayed in RiverClan territory for much longer, some of the RiverClan cats
were bound to find them. They would be lucky to escape with their fur intact. 

 

“Graystripe,” he began. “If Silverstream can’t-” 

 

Just then he saw the silver-gray tabby crossing the ice from the camp again, with another cat behind
her. They raced up the slope, and Silverstream led the way into the bushes. The cat she brought with
her was a slender queen with thick gray fur and blue eyes. For a heartbeat, Fireheart thought she
looked like someone else, but then he recalled that this was Mistyfoot! He hadn’t seen her or Stonefur
in forever.

 

When Mistyfoot saw Fireheart and Graystripe she stopped dead. Her fur began to rise suspiciously
and she flattened her ears against her head. “Mistyfoot,” meowed Silverstream quietly, “these are-”

 

“ThunderClan cats!” hissed Mistyfoot. “What are they doing here? This is RiverClan territory!”

 

“Mistyfoot, listen…” Silverstream went over to her friend, and tried to nudge her toward Fireheart
and Graystripe. Mistyfoot stood her ground; Fireheart couldn’t help feeling daunted by the look of
blank hostility in her eyes. Had he been stupid to think that even his old RiverClan friend would help
him?

 

“I kept your secret about him,” Mistyfoot reminded Silverstream, jerking her chin at Graystripe. “But
I’m not going to keep quiet if you start bringing the whole of ThunderClan here.”



 

“Don’t be ridiculous,” Silverstream retorted.

 

“It’s all right, Mistyfoot,” Fireheart put in quickly. “We haven’t taken any of your prey, and we’re not
here to spy. We need to speak to a cat who fought in the battle at Sunningrocks, where Oakstar died.”

 

“Why?” Mistyfoot narrowed her eyes.

 

“It’s…hard to explain,” Fireheart mewed. “But it’s nothing that could harm RiverClan. I swear that by
StarClan,” he added. But Mistyfoot didn’t relax, her eyes darting suspiciously to Lightningfur, who
sat as coldly and glare-y as ever.

 

“You know how suspicious this looks, right?” Mistyfoot growled. “It only proves everything
Leopardfur says about you.”

 

Lightningfur sniffed, rolling her eyes. “Like I care what Leopardfur thinks of me. What? Am I not
allowed to talk to my brother now or something? He wasn’t the one who killed Whiteclaw.” She
flicked a clump of snow away as though bored. “Besides, you’d want to see Stonefur if he joined
ThunderClan or something, so don’t even try to bother me with your rabble.”

 

Mistyfoot eyed Lightningfur, eyes narrowed, but she turned to Fireheart and gruffly meowed, “You
want to know about the battle where Oakstar died?”

 

“Yes,” Fireheart said, putting as much earnesty as he could into it.

 

Finally, the young queen seemed to relax, and this time she let Silverstream urge her forward until she
was sitting beside Fireheart. Graystripe stood up, ducking his head to avoid the low-hanging branches.
“If you two are going to talk, Silverstream and I will leave you to it.” Fireheart opened his mouth to
protest, alarmed at the idea of being left alone in enemy territory. But Graystripe and Silverstream
were already slipping out of the bushes. Just before they vanished among the tough hawthorn
branches, Graystripe looked back.

 

“Oh, Fireheart,” he meowed quietly, “before you go back, make sure you roll in something strong, to
hide the RiverClan scent.” He blinked in embarrassment. “Fox dung is good.”



 

“Wait, Graystripe-” Fireheart jumped to his paws. But it was no use. Graystripe and Silverstream were
gone.

 

“Don’t worry,” meowed Mistyfoot behind him. “I won’t eat you. You’d give me a bellyache.
Lightningfur would sooner do it anyway.” Lightningfur snorted beside her, tail tip flicking to and fro.

 

“He’d taste like catmint from all the time he’s spent in the medicine cat’s den,” Lightningfur mused.
Fireheart’s whiskers twitched.

 

“So I’d taste good?” he said.

 

“You’d make me sick,” Lightningfur snapped back, apparently still irritated, while Mistyfoot’s lips
twitched into a smile.

 

“You do smell better than most ThunderClanners,” Mistyfoot said. Fireheart gave his pelt a quick
sniff. He smelled the same as always, to himself. “You always have.”

 

“Thank you?” he meowed. Did everyone think he smelt nice? Did Sandstorm think he smelt nice?

 

Mistyfoot licked her paw and drew it slowly over one ear, keeping her eyes fixed on his face. “All
right,” she meowed at last. “I fought in the battle. What do you want to know?” Fireheart paused for a
moment, putting his thoughts in order. He would have only one chance to find out the truth; he
mustn’t make any mistakes. “Get on with it,” growled Mistyfoot. “I’ve left my kits to come and talk
to you.”

 

“It won’t take long,” Fireheart promised. “What can you tell me about the way Oakstar died?”

 

“Oakstar?” Mistyfoot looked down at her paws. After a deep breath, she lifted her eyes to Fireheart
again. “Oakstar was my father; did you know that?”

 

Firheart paused. “I had forgotten,” he mewed, ducking his head. “I’m sorry. They say he was a brave
warrior.”



 

“He was the best and the bravest,” Mistyfoot agreed. “And he should never have died. It was an
accident.” Fireheart felt his heart begin to race. This was exactly what he needed to know! Beside
him, Lightningfur snorted, liking her paw with her claws out. An oddly amused look flicked across
her eyes.

 

“Are you sure?” he asked Mistyfoot. “No cat killed him?” Lightningfur cast him a curious glance.

 

“He was wounded in the battle, but not enough to kill him,” meowed Mistyfoot. “Afterward, we
found his body under some fallen rocks. Our medicine cat said that was what killed him.”

 

“So no cat was responsible…” Fireheart muttered. “Ravenpaw was right.”

 

“What?” both Lightningfur and Mistyfoot said. The blue-gray queen frowned.

 

“Nothing,” Fireheart meowed hastily. “Nothing important. Thank you, Mistyfoot. That’s just what I
wanted to know.”

 

“Then if that’s all-”

 

“No, Mistyfoot, wait! There’s one more thing,” Fireheart said.

 

Lightningfur groaned. “How much more could you possibly want to know about that m-” She glanced
at Mistyfoot, suddenly cutting herself off. “...About our once-noble leader’s passing? He got squished
by some rocks. The end.”

 

“It’s important,” Fireheart insisted. “It’s about something weird R- uh- a warrior heard Oakstar say. In
the battle, one of our cats heard Oakstar say that no ThunderClan cat should harm Stonefur. Do you
know what he meant by that?”

 

The RiverClan queen was silent for a while, her blue eyes gazing into the distance. Then she shook
her head firmly, as if she were flicking water off it. “Stonefur is my brother,” she mewed. 

 



“And Oakstar was his father, too,” Fireheart said. “Is that why he wanted to protect him from
ThunderClan cats?”

 

“No!” Mistyfoot’s eyes flashed blue fire. “Oakstar never tried to protect either of us. He wanted us to
be warriors like him, and bring honor to the Clan.”

 

“Then why…?”

 

“I don’t know.” She sounded as if she was genuinely puzzled. Fireheart tried not to feel disappointed.
At least he knew for certain now how Oakstar had died. But he couldn’t shake off the feeling that
what Oakstar had said about Stonefur was important, if only he could understand it.

 

“My mother might know,” Mistyfoot meowed unexpectedly. Fireheart turned back to her, his ears
pricked. “Graypool,” she added. “If she can’t explain it, no cat can.”

 

“Could you ask her?”

 

“Maybe…” Mistyfoot’s expression was still guarded, but Fireheart guessed that she was as curious
about the meaning of Oakstar’s words as he was himself. “But it might be better for you to speak to
her yourself.” Fireheart blinked in surprise that Mistyfoot should suggest such a thing, when she had
seemed so hostile at first.

 

“Can I?” he asked. “Now?”

 

“ Now? ” Lightningfur repeated incredulously. “Fireheart, I brought you here to talk to you, not for
you to flounce around talking to my clanmates about Oakstar of all cats! He was hardly a leader!”

 

Mistyfoot hissed, bristling. “Watch your tongue,” she growled. “Oakstar may not have been leader
long, but he was a great deputy before then.”

 

“Sure he was,” Lightningfur said disbelievingly; tauntingly. “A deputy who didn’t want to harm
ThunderClan cats, who convinced his brother Crookedstar to let ThunderClan exiles into his clan,
who made a ThunderClan cat deputy.” Lightningfur raised her chin. “It’s a good thing Thistlestar



loves RiverClan so much. Otherwise, Oakstar would have doomed your clan to what could have been
ThunderClan spies. I wonder what else he would have done for ThunderClan.”

 

Mistyfoot gaped in offense, and Fireheart did too. Was she accusing Oakstar of disloyalty? That he
had been conspiring with ThunderClan? But he hadn’t! For one, Bluestar would never work with
RiverClan, nor would she be so dastardly cunning!

 

Mistyfoot’s face and body suddenly went rigid and stony. “Like I said, you better watch your tongue,”
Mistyfoot said coolly. “Because it speaks more about you and your father than it does mine that you’d
call yourself a ThunderClan cat still.”

 

Mistyfoot glanced between Fireheart and Lightningfur, suspicion in her gaze once more. Fireheart felt
his heart beat. Would Mistyfoot still let him meet with Graypool, or had Lightningfur ruined his
chances?

 

Lightningfur went on, undeterred, “Because we were . But we’re not anymore, so don’t worry your
little head. Thistlestar wants what’s best for RiverClan.”

 

Mistyfoot’s tail twitched. “Sure he does.”

 

Worried the two would fight, Fireheart cut in, “Leopardfur’s patrol will be returning soon. You should
head back to your kits, Mistyfoot, before they do.” Mistyfoot blinked, glancing at him, then nodded.
Fireheart swallowed the nerves in his throat. “And… Will you still be able to get Graypool for me? I-
I think Oakstar was a great leader, despite what Lightningfur says.” Lightningfur glared as though
betrayed by him. “I want to know what he meant that no ThunderClan cat should harm Stonefur.”

 

Mistyfoot dipped her head. “I’d like to know myself. I can’t bring her now. Graypool is an elder now,
and hardly ever leaves the camp. She’ll take some persuading before she’ll come out. But don’t
worry; I’ll think of a reason.”

 

Fireheart bowed his head in reluctant agreement. Part of him was wildly impatient to hear what
Graypool had to say, but the rest of him knew that Mistyfoot was right. “How will I know where to
meet her?”

 

“I’ll send a message with Silverstream,” Mistyfoot promised. “Now go. If Leopardfur finds you here,
I won’t be able to help you.” Fireheart blinked at her. He would have liked to give the young queen a



lick of gratitude, but he was afraid of getting a clawed ear in return. Mistyfoot seemed to have gotten
over the worst of her hostility, but she wasn’t going to let him forget that they came from two different
Clans, and that his sister was there, ready to fight her own clanmate.

 

“Thank you, Mistyfoot,” he meowed. “I won’t forget this. And if ever I can do anything for you-” 

 

“Just go!” Mistyfoot hissed. As Fireheart slipped past her toward the gap in the bushes, she added
with a purr of amusement, “And don’t forget the fox dung.”

 

Lightningfur followed after Fireheart as they moved further from Mistyfoot and RiverClan camp.
“Finally!” Lightningfur exclaimed. “I thought she would never shut up about Oakstar. Honestly!
What’s so important about his death anyway? Accident or not ,” she rolled her eyes again, “he’s dead
like he’s supposed to be. Now I can finally speak to you, like we were supposed to do .”

 

Fireheart ducked his head, a bit abashed. “Sorry, Lightningfur,” he meowed, with a slight frown. Like
he was supposed to be? “Trust me, it was important. What do you want to talk about?”

 

“Just a moment,” Lightningfur said, raising her head to sniff the air, and then ducking over to a smelly
patch of white flowers. “Here. Less of your scent will stink up our territory.”

 

Fireheart frowned. He thought he smelled good. But he complied, settling down beside his sister.
Lightningfur wasted no time as she turned to him and announced, “You have to become deputy right
now! ”

 

Fireheart blinked, then blinked again, bewildered. “Wh- what?” he stuttered out, perplexed. “But…
Tigerclaw’s deputy right now? How can I-”

 

“Yes!” Lightningfur continued over him. “Get rid of him.”

 

“Get rid of him?” Fireheart repeated. What did she mean? Did she know he planned to reveal
Tigerclaw’s crimes to Bluestar? …Did Lightningfur know what Tigerclaw had done? “Do you- you
know what he’s done?”

 



Lightningfur frowned, whiskers twitching. “What he’s done? Uh, yeah, Fireheart, he was ready to let
you die to Leopardfur’s claws for Airleap’s dumb mistake! He killed our father! ”

 

Fireheart blinked. “Uhm, yes, but…” He glanced around warily. He had told Copperleaf what
Tigerclaw had done, but he knew Lightningfur and Tigerclaw used to be close. They weren’t friendly
with each other, not by any means, but Tigerclaw had never been friendly with anyone. But they went
on patrols a lot and Tigerclaw even covered for her sneaking out, so Fireheart wasn’t sure how
Lightningfur would react.

 

But he was his sister. She deserved to know. Family was everything, wasn’t it?

 

“Tigerclaw also… killed Redtail, at the battle where Oakstar died,” Fireheart meowed slowly,
watching for Lightningfur’s reaction. Would she feel anger at Tigerclaw for killing their uncle?
Redtail had always played with her the most when they were kits. Even now, Fireheart felt a pang of
sadness and righteousness burning inside him.

 

But Lightningfur only watched him back, brow kinking up a tick. “Oh, wow? Really? I didn’t think he
had it in him.”

 

Uneasiness rippled down Fireheart’s spine, but he pushed past it. “Yes, that’s why I was asking
Mistyfoot what happened. Tigerclaw lied about it, and said Oakstar killed Redtail, and that he-
Tigerclaw- took one of Oakstar’s lives in revenge.”

 

“Ha!” Lightningfur snorted, to Fireheart’s surprise. “That was sloppy. He should have stayed until the
end to see that Oakstar had gotten crushed. He’s lucky Thistlestar wanted to keep it quiet; all it would
have taken was one warrior blabbing the tale off for ThunderClan to figure out!”

 

Fireheart’s ears folded backwards, disturbed by his sister’s disregard towards Redtail’s death and the
fact that Tigerclaw had killed him… sloppily, apparently. Didn’t she care? Or… No. Lightningfur just
acted differently than righteous Copperleaf or mature Creekflower. She had always been rather…
prickly, and aggressive, and bossy. She must just be hiding her emotions under a veil of uncaringness.

 

“It’s not all he’s done,” Fireheart continued in a mew. “Cherryfur also told me that Darkstripe said
something about Tigerclaw letting Adderfang get killed too.” Once more, he paused, to see if
Lightningfur would be heartbroken at their protective grandfather’s unnecessary death. But she was
blank. “A-and he set a trap on the Thunderpath for Bluestar, but it ended up killing Cricketheart and
crippling Cinderpaw instead. And he planned on killing Ravenpaw too, before Runningwind,
Graystripe and I took him to Barley’s barn, where he would be safe.”



 

Lightningfur’s ear twitched. “He’s been doing a lot without telling us, then,” Lightningfur growled,
seemingly displeased at Tigerclaw’s actions… But why? Fireheart felt lost. He hadn’t seen his sister
in forever aside from Gatherings, but surely he hadn’t fallen that out of touch with her? Her tail
lashed, and he could tell she was angry now- no, annoyed- but anyone could tell that. “Even more
reason to get rid of him. It seems he’s been plotting on his own for longer than we thought.”

 

“We?” Fireheart repeated, confused.

 

But Lightningfur continued on, undeterred by her brother’s confused expression. “So now you have
even more reason to get rid of him, then!” She looked excited, green eyes gleaming.

 

“By get rid of him,” Fireheart said hesitantly, “you don’t mean kill him… do you?”

 

Lightningfur scoffed, rolling her eyes, as was her signature. “What else could I mean?” she meowed,
staring at him. Then she frowned, eyes flicking about him. Her tail tip twitched and she took a step
back. “I mean,” she then said, voice turning a touch nervous. “No, no. You can just… get him exiled,
or something, I guess. That works too.”

 

She shook her body, fur fluffing up. “Just become deputy! We can’t have Tigerclaw leading
ThunderClan. He’s betrayed us. And he’d lead it to ruin, wouldn’t you agree?”

 

“Well, yes,” Fireheart agreed slowly. “But… me as deputy? I’m- I’m not sure.”

 

Lightningfur blinked at him as though surprised. “Really? But it’s all we ever dreamed of as kits! All
we ever planned of! Me leading RiverClan, you leading ThunderClan… And I supposed Copperleaf
can lead ShadowClan if he wants to. Wouldn’t it be great? We could do whatever we want!” Her eyes
sparked with joy and ambition, claws flexing out into the white flowers below. Oleanders, Fireheart
recalled they were. “We could lead the clans to greatness.”

 

Fireheart also remembered those kit-like dreams. Thistlestar had always told them they’d be powerful
warriors. Fireheart still wanted to be so, to make his father proud, but there was so much else to worry
about first, like the safety of his clan from the threat lurking inside their very own camp. A murderer
amongst them.

 



Fireheart shook his head, conflicted. “I don’t-” Lightningfur cut him off with an annoyed huff.

 

“Come on!” Lightningfur yowled, so loudly that Fireheart was afraid all of RiverClan and
ThunderClan would hear. “Timberfur died, Crookedstar died, Oakstar died- all so Thistlestar could be
leader! And soon Leapordfur will die too, and I’ll be deputy! Our family is destined to lead,
Fireheart.”

 

Fireheart paused.

 

Destined. Not cursed.

 

“Now you just have to make your own destiny, and k-” She cut herself off with a growl. “ Exile
Tigerclaw, and Bluestar will surely make you deputy! She has to be on her final lives too. And if not,”
she paused with a smirk, “there’s always the chance an accident will happen.”

 

Fireheart’s heart dropped. Had he misheard his sister? She wasn’t implying what he thought she was,
was she? 

 

No, certainly not. 

 

He didn’t understand Lightningfur anymore, that’s all. They’d grown apart. But she was still his loyal
- if bratty - sister, and they’d always be there for each other.

 

Always.

 

Like family was supposed to be.

 

Because we’re not cursed, he firmly thought. We’re destined.

 

“Lightningfur,” he said, still conflicted. “You don’t mean-”

 



“Lightningfur!” came a sudden meow, and the two siblings jumped as Silverstream slipped through
the snowy forest floor, Graystripe behind her. “I heard you yowl; are you okay?”

 

Lightningfur snarled, claws curling into the flowers below. “Yes. I’m fine. Did you enjoy your little
romp around?”

 

Silverstream’s ears and whiskers twitched, a touch embarrassed, but she smiled, glancing at
Graystripe. “Yes. Are you done talking with Fireheart?”

 

“Yes,” Lightningfur said curtly, standing up and turning. “Come on. Before the ThunderClan stench
sticks to our pelts and Leopardfur gets all hissy.”

 

Silverstream pressed her forehead against Graystripe’s, both of them purring. “See you later, love,”
Graystripe meowed, eyes swimming with affection. Fireheart had never seen the tom so dopey.

 

Silverstream licked Graystripe’s ear before she dashed off with a flick of her tail underneath his chin
after Lightningfur. “See you later!”

 

Lightningfur paused at the edge of the flowers, glancing back at Fireheart before she continued on.
“Don’t forget what I said.”



Everyone Appreciates Airleap!

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Airleap’s tail twitched with worry as he hovered near the medicine den’s entrance. Barkface was
inside, redressing their visitor’s wounds - Ravenpaw. Airleap had seen the black tom before, during a
couple Gatherings, even briefly listened to one of his tales, but he never spoke to him.

 

“Will he…will he be alright?” Airleap hesitantly asked, eyes blinking in concern. Barkface frowned,
then sighed.

 

“His chances of survival are looking slim,” the brown tom meowed sadly. “Infection has set into his
wounds since we brought him here.” How long had that been? Airleap wondered. Two days? Three
now?

 

Ravenpaw hadn’t awakened to do more than sip at dew on a leaf, too sick to eat and in too much pain
to speak before he dropped back into unconsciousness, unaware of the world around him. His
instincts were the only thing driving him to drink. Even then, it had barely been anything.

 

Airleap casted a worried look at Ravenpaw’s body, breathing stiltedly, like jaws were still around his
throat. He may not know Ravenpaw, but he did know he was close to Fireheart - maybe even friends.
If he was Fireheart’s friend, then Airleap will do what he can to help. If not…he would still do it.
Ravenpaw was a young cat - he didn't deserve to die so young!

 

The brown tabby slipped from the den, spying the barn cat Barley pacing camp, tail kinked with
worry. Airleap took a few paces forward, ears twitching nervously, before coming to a stop by the
black and white tom.

 

“Would you like to hunt with my patrol?” he offered. He was due to head out with Runningbrook,
Onewhisker, and Meadowslip in a few whisker twitches. Maybe this will help Barley distract himself
for a bit?

 

The barn cat paused, frowning as he shot a look at the medicine den, pricking his ears in question.
Airleap only shook his head in response, saddened by the sight of Barley’s whiskers drooping.

 



“Alright.” The black and white tom sounded defeated. “Just for a little bit.”

 

The two toms padded over to where the patrol was gathering - Meadowslip’s pale gray fur slightly
fluffed from the midday chill - leaf-bare’s grip on them was loosening, with newleaf on the way, but
that didn’t stop the chilly winds on the moor.

 

Runningbrook was jabbing at Onewhisker’s ear, both purring as they took turns to swat at each other.
Meadowslip casted an exasperated look at the two before whacking Onewhisker with a paw.

 

“That’s enough you two!” she meowed. She twitched an ear as she spotted Barley, but merely jerked
her head to the camp entrance. “Let’s go.”

 

Airleap followed after the older she-cat as they reached a crest of one of the many moorland hills.

 

“I’m going to hunt over there,” Onewhisker meowed, waving his tail towards Highstones. Airleap
could just see some of the peaks of the twoleg nests in the distance amid the mountains. “Good luck!”
He scampered off before anyone could say anything. Meadowslip sighed, but shook her head.

 

“I smell a rabbit,” Runningbrook exclaimed. She tasted the air then slowly tipped her head to the side.
Airleap followed her gaze - a rabbit was poking its head out of its den.

 

No one moved.

 

The rabbit hopped out, its black and white fur making it easy to see.

 

Still no one moved.

 

The rabbit hopped away from its den, then began nibbling on some of the grass. Slowly, Meadowslip
prowled forward as Runningbrook circled around to cut off its escape route. Airleap drew himself into
position, remaining still even when Runningbrook let out a yowl and charged towards the rabbit.

 

The creature let out a squeak of terror before running away from her - right to Meadowslip, who
barred her teeth into a snarl. The rabbit quickly changed course and started running to Airleap, who



remained still.

 

The rabbit closed it.

 

Five tail-lengths. Four, three, two…

 

One.

 

Airleap sprang into motion and flashed a paw out, slamming into the rabbit’s back and pinning it to
the ground. Before it could squeal, he finished it off with a killing blow.

 

“Nice!” Runningbrook purred as she and Meadowslip padded forward. Meadowslip gave the brown
tabby an approving nod.

 

“That’s a lot more effort than it is to catch the mice in my barn,” Barley remarked as he sniffed the
rabbit. “They’re all so slow and fat that it makes them remarkably easy to catch.” He then pricked his
ears, amber eyes sparking. “You could hunt there if you want,” he offered. “There’s a lot of prey there
- plenty to go around.”

 

Airleap flicked his ears up, interested. While WindClan was doing well, they were still rather low on
prey thanks to the late leaf-bare chill keeping the rabbits in their warm dens. 

 

“Really?” Runningbrook asked, looking as eager as Airleap did. “We can?” Barley nodded.

 

“We might run into Whiskers there,” he meowed. “He’s nice - prefers to wander instead of staying in
one place, but he’s been dropping in from time to time. If we run into him, he might be willing to
help.”

 

Meadowslip was frowning. “True warriors hunt prey that suits them,” she meowed skeptically.

 

“The clan could really use the prey though!” Runningbrook argued.

 



“If the mice are as fat as Barley says,” Airleap added, “they could keep us going until leaf-bare eases
off.”

 

Meadowslip considered their words. “The clan does need to be fed,” she meowed slowly. “Very well,”
she agreed. “Barley, lead the way.”

 

Airleap and Runningbrook eagerly followed after Barley as they crossed WindClan territory. The
brown tabby flicked his tail, and purred a thank you to Barley.

 

“Don’t mention it,” he meowed. “It’s the least I can do with all your help.”

 

The patrol padded up to the barn’s doors and slipped inside. Airleap briefly felt unsettled by the roof
over them, but shook it off. Time to find those fat, juicy mice!

 

Airleap lost track of time as the patrol prowled the barn, catching and killing many mice. Airleap set
his sixth mouse of the growing pile as he spotted Barley sniffing around. He was frowning, eyes
narrowed in concentration. Airleap tasted the air and nervously flicked an ear. Cat blood.

 

Ravenpaw’s blood.

 

Barley was trying to find more clues as to what happened to Ravenpaw.

 

Airleap padded over to Barley, sniffing through the stench of blood for any clues. He wrinkled his
nose. Ravenpaw’s drying blood covered up the scent, but he could just make out the faint
ThunderClan scent. He saw Barley glance at him from the corner of his eye and give a grateful nod.
Airleap touched his ear with his nose.

 

“Are you alright?” Airleap asked quietly.

 

Barley glanced around his barn with sad eyes. “I… just can’t imagine it,” Barley whispered. “I
thought Ravenpaw and I were safe here, that I was finally safe from what I was running from, what he
was running from, but…” Barley bowed his head, deep sorrow in his eyes, and a flicker of fear in the
way his black and white fur fluffed.

 



“I know what it’s like,” Airleap meowed softly. Barley looked up at him. “Being scared that you were
attacked in a place you thought was safe.” The brown tom shifted his paws as he scented the air once
more. “I ran from ThunderClan to RiverClan, thinking I would stop bringing my clanmates so much
grief.” Thrushpelt, Halftail, and Swiftbreeze all flashed through his mind and his throat tightened. But
he pushed forward. “But I was wrong. RiverClan, while they let me stay, just…were condescending to
me. They meant well; they thought ThunderClan had harmed me. But they treated me like I was
helpless. Like I couldn’t do anything by myself.” Barley’s amber eyes were soft as he rested his tail
on Airleap’s shoulder. “And I believed them,” Airleap admitted. “I believed I couldn’t do anything
without someone else - I wasn’t able to pass my warrior assessment without Fireheart. I wasn’t able to
fish without Silverstream there.” The WindClan tom sighed. “I thought I was useless. That’s what
Lightningfur always told me - that without her, I was nothing.” Barley was frowning, eyes flitting as
he listened to Airleap’s story.

 

“Then I killed Whiteclaw,” Airleap whispered, eyes flashing with guilt once more. The memory was
painful. “I didn’t mean too - he jumped out at me and I just reacted. I-I pushed him into the gorge.”
He squeezed his eyes shut. “I can still hear his scream, especially at night. Sometimes I still see his
terrified face before he falls into the water.” Barley’s fur brushed up against his side, providing
comfort, but still Airleap didn’t open his eyes.

 

“Runningwind and Sandstorm were there - they tried to explain to Leopardfur that it wasn’t my fault.
Deadfoot and Onewhisker too. But…but she didn’t believe them. She took Grasswhisker’s word over
theirs.”

 

“Who’s Grasswhisker?” Barley asked quietly in Airleap’s ear.

 

“She was my friend.” The brown tabby flicked an ear. “But apparently she didn’t consider me one -
she told Leoaprdfur that I had- had murdered him. They tossed me out.”

 

“And that’s when Deadfoot offered for you to join WindClan?” Barley asked. Airleap opened his
eyes, nodding.

 

“Yeah, I’ve finally found a safe place - here in WindClan. I’ve found friends that tell me that I’ll be a
great moor runner soon. Onewhisker, Morningflower, and Ashfoot are great friends.” He glanced at
Runningbrook, who playfully pounced on Meadowslip’s tail, causing the older warrior to chew her
out. “And Runningbrook’s great too - so’s Whitetail. Even Deadfoot and Tallstar are nice to me.”

 

Barley touched his shoulder with his nose, a light purr in his throat. “I’m happy to know that you’ve
seen more to yourself - and that you feel at ease with WindClan.” He looked around, eyeing the straw
- some of it was flaked with dark red blood - and heaved a sigh.



 

“I don’t know what I’ll do if Ravenpaw…” he trailed off. “I don’t know what I’ll do.” Airleap
touched his shoulder with his tail.

 

“I found safety in WindClan,” he meowed slowly. “Maybe you could too? And if…when Ravenpaw
pulls through maybe the two of you would like to stay? You’ll be welcome - WindClan’s no strangers
to loners. I’ve been told about a band of loners who used to visit WindClan when Tallstar was an
apprentice.”

 

Barley gazed at him, blinked, and nodded. “I’ll think about it,” he meowed.

 

The two toms continued their investigation, and Airleap confirmed that he did smell ThunderClan -
and he was able to identify them as Fireheart, Runningwind, Graystripe, and Tigerclaw.

 

Barley frowned. “I am very doubtful about your brother and his friends attacking Ravenpaw,” he
meowed through his mice as they trekked back to camp. “But Tigerclaw… Tigerclaw was always a
frightening topic for him. Ravenpaw told me that he was forced to leave ThunderClan because of
Tigerclaw - Fireheart covered up his disappearance by telling everyone he was dead.”

 

Airleap thoughtfully tilted his head. Why did Ravenpaw feel like he had to leave ThunderClan?

 

It had to be bad, Airleap concluded. And Fireheart helped him get away, so he obviously wouldn’t
hurt him - besides, Fireheart just isn’t the cat to do something like that!

 

There was only one other option.

 

Ravenpaw’s attacker had to be Tigerclaw.

 

The five cats returned to camp, and Airleap briefly wondered where Onewhisker was - he’s been gone
for nearly the whole day - but were met by their excited and surprised clanmates with purrs and
exclamations.

 

“Look at that rabbit!” 



 

“Look at all that prey !”

 

“Where did you get all these mice?”

 

“We’ll be fed for moons!”

 

Airleap, embarrassed, ducked his head as he dropped the rabbit and four of his eight mice onto the
prey pile before Gorsekit came scampering up to him, squealing.

 

“You caught so much!” he exclaimed, eyes owl-wide as he stared. “Did you catch that rabbit?”

 

“With help,” Airleap purred. “Meadowslip and Runningbrook led it to me.”

 

“That’s so cool!” Gorsekit squeaked.

 

“Who is to thank for all this prey?” Tallstar’s mew had the clamor die down.

 

“Barley,” Airleap meowed, nodding to the barn cat. “He suggested hunting at his barn - that’s where
we got all these mice.” The WindClan leader turned his head to Barley, a light purr in his throat.

 

“Thank you, Barley,” he meowed warmly.

 

“Thank you ,” the barn cat replied. “For letting me stay here, and for helping Ravenpaw.”

 

“I had planned on calling a meeting,” Tallstar meowed as the clan dispersed. “But where is
Onewhisker?” Airleap shrugged. He had no clue where Onewhisker could’ve gone. “Ah!” Tallstar
meowed. “There he is!” Airleap turned and saw the brown tabby warrior shimming into camp, a
brown rabbit in his jaws.

 



“Well, I doubt we’ll need another hunting patrol tonight,” Deadfoot purred as he limped up to them.
“Maybe not even tomorrow.” Tallstar then bounded up to the top of the Tallrock.

 

“Let all cats old enough to catch prey join beneath Tallrock for a clan meeting!”

 

Everyone padded up to the Tallrock, tails flicking with interest. Airleap spotted Morningflower
leading her three kits through the crowd, and he realized they must be ready to be apprentices!

 

Airleap slipped through the crowd to settle beside Ashfoot, who gave him a friendly purr.

 

“For this moment on,” Tallstar meowed. “This apprentice will be Gorsepaw.” The ginger and white
tom gave an excited bounce. “Onewhisker, you were Appledawn’s apprentice, and they taught you
well. I know you will pass on your teachings to this young cat.” The brown tabby purred, then
touched noses with his new apprentice.

 

“Quailpaw,” Tallstar turned to the gray and white tom. “Your mentor will be Tornear.” The leader
nodded to the gray tom as he stepped forward. “Tornear, you did a fine job mentoring Runningbrook.
I know you will do the same with young Quailpaw.”

 

“I will do my best,” Tornear promised before touching noses with Quailpaw.

 

Finally, Tallstar turned to Storkkit. “Storkpaw, your mentor will be Airleap.” The brown tabby tom
snapped his head up, eyes wide. He was going to be a mentor?

 

He nervously padded forward, worried. What if he doesn’t know how to be a mentor?

 

Then he met Storkpaw’s shining eyes and those worries melted away. He will do all he can to teach
her - like Thrushpelt, and Halftail.

 

Nothing like Frostfur.

 

“Airleap, you are new to WindClan,” Tallstar began. “But I know you are a fine warrior. I trust you to
teach Storkpaw everything you know.”



 

Airleap took a deep breath and gave a firm nod. “You can count on me, Tallstar.” He dipped down to
touch noses with Storkpaw, who waved her tail, looking pleased.

 

WindClan moved forward to congratulate the new apprentices and mentors. Airleap found himself
nodding and mewing thanks while Storkpaw gazed around, looking slightly overwhelmed.

 

Gorsepaw bounced around Onewhisker, chattering at the speed of a rabbit.

 

“When do we fight? When do we hunt? Will I catch a rabbit today? Or a groundhog?” Airleap shook
his head fondly. Onewhisker had his paws full with that one!

 

“Now that I’m an apprentice,” Quailpaw asked Tornear, “can I take prey from the fresh-kill pile
without asking?” 

 

Tornear cuffed his ear with a paw, tail curled with amusement. “You’ll have to ask even as a warrior
with your appetite!”

 

Airleap turned to his apprentice. Storkpaw sat quietly at his side, ears pricked as she watched her
brothers.

 

“You excited to learn the territory?” he asked. Storkpaw whipped her head around, blue eyes wide and
eager.

 

“Yes!” 

 

Airleap purred.

 

“This way, then!” he padded towards the camp entrance, Storkpaw trotting along just behind him.
Airleap silently promised he will do whatever he can to train her into a warrior WindClan would be
proud of.



Chapter End Notes

FireAlder:
the Airleap Protection Squad:
President: Deadfoot
Vice President: Morningflower
Secretary: Onewhisker
Body Guards: Ashfoot, Whitetail, Runningbrook, Barley
Other members: Fireheart, Spottedleaf, Creekflower, Copperleaf, Halftail, Tallstar, Sandstorm,
Runningwind, Softwing

Lolling:
and the HATERS: Frostfur, Leopardfur, Lightningfur

FireAlder: So, in Sociology we talked about the Looking Glass Self Theory and I realized. this is
Airleap. this describes what happened with Airleap. He was constantly told that without someone
else, he was useless. nothing. He couldn't pass his assessment without Fire. He couldn't catch
fish without Silver. It was only when he joined WindClan, away from those toxic influences, that
he started to realize: no. he was not useless. he CAN do things. he CAN be useful. he's NOT
worthless.



Cloudkit Gets Scolded By Uncle Fireheart

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

“This is the place,” Graystripe whispered. He and Fireheart were only a few rabbit-hops over the
RiverClan border, on their own side of the river. The ground gave way to a deep hollow, sheltered by
thornbushes. Snow had drifted there, and a tiny stream, frozen now into icicles, carved a deep channel
between two rocks. Fireheart guessed that when newleaf came and the snow melted, this would be a
beautiful and well-hidden place.

 

The two cats squeezed under one of the thornbushes and scrabbled among the dead leaves to make
comfortable nests while they waited. Fireheart had caught a mouse on the way and brought it as a gift
for Graypool. He dropped it where the leaves were driest, trying to forget his own hunger, and settled
down with his paws tucked under him. He knew he was putting himself and his friends in danger with
this meeting, not to mention the fact that he was breaking the warrior code and lying to his Clan- yet
he believed that this was all for the sake of his Clan. Fireheart only wished he could be sure that the
path he had chosen was the right one.

 

The weak leaf-bare sunlight glittered on the snow in the hollow. Sunhigh had come and gone, and
Fireheart was beginning to think the other cats weren’t coming when he caught a RiverClan scent and
heard a thin, elderly voice raised in complaint from the direction of the river.

 

“This is too far for my old bones. I’m going to freeze to death.”

 

“Nonsense, Graypool, it’s a beautiful day.” That was Silverstream. “The exercise will do you good.”
Fireheart heard a snort of contempt in response. Three cats came into view, picking their way down
the side of the hollow. Two of them were Silverstream and Mistyfoot. The third was an elder he had
never seen before, a skinny she-cat with patchy fur and a scarred muzzle turning white with age.

 

Halfway down the hollow she paused, stiffening as she sniffed the air. “There are ThunderClan cats
here!” she hissed.

 

Fireheart saw Silverstream and Mistyfoot exchange a worried glance. “Yes, I know,” Mistyfoot
soothed the elderly she-cat. “It’s all right.”

 

Graypool gave her a suspicious look. “What do you mean, all right? What are they doing here?”



 

“They just want to talk to you,” Mistyfoot said gently. “Trust me.”

 

For a heartbeat Fireheart was afraid the elder would turn back, yowling, to raise the alarm, but to his
relief Graypool’s curiosity was too much for her. She padded after Mistyfoot, shaking her paws with
disgust as they sank into the soft snow.

 

“Graystripe?” Silverstream mewed warily.

 

Graystripe stuck his head out of the bush. “We’re here.”

 

The three RiverClan cats pushed their way into the prickly shelter. Graypool tensed as she came face
to face with Fireheart and Graystripe, and her yellow eyes flared with hostility.

 

“This is Fireheart, and this is Graystripe,” meowed Silverstream. “They-”

 

“Two of them,” Graypool interrupted. “There had better be a good explanation for this.”

 

“There is,” Mistyfoot assured her. “They’re decent cats- for ThunderClan, anyway. Give them a

chance to explain.”

 

Both she and Silverstream looked expectantly at Fireheart.

 

“We need to talk to you,” Fireheart began, feeling his whiskers twitch nervously. He pushed the piece
of fresh-kill toward her with one paw. “Here, I brought you this.”

 

Graypool eyed the mouse. “Well, at least you remember your manners, ThunderClan or not.” She
crouched down and began to crunch the fresh-kill, showing teeth broken with age. “Stringy, but it’ll
do,” she rasped, gulping.

 



While she was still eating, Fireheart tried to find the right words for what he needed to say. “I want to
ask you about something Oakstar said before he died,” he ventured. Graypool’s ears twitched.

 

“I heard what happened in the battle at the Sunningrocks,” Fireheart continued. “Before he died,
Oakstar told one of our warriors that no ThunderClan cat should ever harm Stonefur. Do you know
what he might have meant?”

 

Graypool did not reply until she had swallowed the last morsel of mouse and swiped a remarkably
pink tongue around her muzzle. Then she sat up and curled her tail around her paws. She fixed a
thoughtful gaze on Fireheart for several long moments, until he felt that she could see everything that
was in his mind.

 

“I think you should go,” she mewed at last to the two young RiverClan cats. “Go on, out. You too,”
she added to Graystripe. “I’ll talk to Fireheart alone. I can see he’s the one who needs to know.”

 

Fireheart bit back a protest. If he insisted that Graystripe should stay, the RiverClan elder might refuse
to talk at all. He looked at his friend and saw his own puzzled expression reflected in Graystripe’s
yellow eyes. What did Graypool have to say that she didn’t want her own Clan to hear? Fireheart
shivered, and not from the cold. Some instinct told him there was a secret here, dark as the shadow of
a crow’s wing. But if it was a RiverClan secret, he couldn’t imagine what it could have to do with
ThunderClan. From the glances they exchanged, Silverstream and Mistyfoot were just as confused,
but they started to back out from the bush without protest.

 

“We’ll wait for you near the Twoleg bridge,” Silverstream mewed.

 

“There’s no need,” Graypool hissed impatiently. “I may be old, but I’m not helpless. I’ll find my own
way back.”

 

Silverstream shrugged and the two RiverClan cats withdrew, with Graystripe following them.
Graypool sat in silence until the scents of the cats who had left began to fade. “Now,” she began,
“Mistyfoot has told you that I’m her mother, and Stonefur’s?”

 

“Yes.” Fireheart’s initial nervousness was ebbing away, to be replaced with respect for this ancient
enemy queen, as he sensed the wisdom beneath her apparent short temper.

 



“Well,” growled the old cat, “I’m not.” As Fireheart opened his mouth to speak, she went on. “I
brought the pair of them up as kits, but I didn’t give birth to them. Oakstar brought them to me in the
middle of leaf-bare, when they were just a few days old.”

 

“But where did Oakstar get the kits?” Fireheart blurted out.

 

Graypool’s eyes narrowed. “He told me he found them in the forest, as if they’d been abandoned by
rogue cats or Twolegs,” she meowed. “But I’m not stupid, and my nose has always worked just fine.
The kits smelled of the forest all right, but there was another scent underneath. The scent of
ThunderClan.”

 

“What?” Fireheart was so astonished he could hardly speak. “Are you saying that Mistyfoot and
Stonefur came from ThunderClan?”

 

“Yes.” Graypool gave her chest fur a couple of licks. “That’s exactly what I’m telling you.”

 

Fireheart was stunned. “Did Oakstar steal them?” he asked.

 

Graypool’s fur bristled, and she drew her lips back in a snarl. “Oakstar was a noble warrior and leader.
He would never stoop to stealing kits!”

 

“I’m sorry.” Alarmed, Fireheart crouched and flattened his ears. “I didn’t mean… It’s just so hard to
believe!”

 

Graypool sniffed, and her fur gradually lay flat again. Fireheart was still struggling with what she had
just told him. If Oakstar hadn’t stolen the kits, perhaps rogue cats had taken them from the
ThunderClan camp- but why? And why abandon them so quickly, when the scent of their Clan was
still on their fur?

 

“Then...if they were ThunderClan kits, why did you look after them?” he stammered. What Clan
would willingly take in enemy kits, and in a season when prey was already scarce?

 

Graypool shrugged. “Because Oakstar asked me to. He may not have been leader back then, but he
was a fine young warrior. I’d recently given birth to kits of my own, but all except one died in the



bitter cold. I had plenty of milk to spare, and the poor little scraps would never have lived to see the
sunrise if some cat hadn’t cared for them. Their ThunderClan scent soon faded,” she went on. “And
even if Oakstar hadn’t told the truth about where they came from, I respected him enough not to ask
any more questions. Thanks to Oakstar, and to me, they grew into strong kits, and now they’re good
warriors- a credit to their Clan.”

 

“Do Mistyfoot and Stonefur know all this?” Fireheart asked.

 

“Now listen to me,” rasped Graypool. “Mistyfoot and Stonefur know nothing, and if you tell them
what I’ve just told you, I’ll rip your liver out and feed it to the crows.” She thrust her head forward
and drew her lips back as she spoke, baring her teeth. In spite of her age, Fireheart flinched.

 

“They never doubted that I’m their real mother,” Graypool growled. “I like to think they even look a
bit like me.” As she spoke, Fireheart felt something stir in his mind, like the twitch of a fallen leaf that
betrayed the mouse sheltering beneath it. He thought that what Graypool had just said should mean
something to him, but when he tried to capture the thought it scuttled away.

 

“They have always been loyal to RiverClan,” Graypool insisted. “I don’t want that loyalty to be
divided now. We all know about you, Fireheart. The son of our leader, and ThunderClan’s medicine
cat, so you should understand more than any cat what it means to have a paw in two places.”

 

Fireheart knew he would never make any cat go through the uncertainties that he suffered himself
about being loyal to his kin and being loyal to his clan. “I promise I’ll never tell them,” he meowed
solemnly. “I swear it by StarClan.”

 

The old cat relaxed and stretched, her front paws extended and her rump in the air. “I accept your
word, Fireheart,” she replied. “I don’t know if this has helped you at all. But it might explain why
Oakstar would never let a ThunderClan cat harm Mistyfoot or Stonefur. Even if he claimed to know
nothing about where they came from, he would have smelled the ThunderClan scent on them as
clearly as I did. As far as they’re concerned, they are loyal only to RiverClan, but it would seem that
Oakstar’s loyalties were divided on their behalf.”

 

“I’m very grateful to you,” Fireheart purred, trying to sound as respectful as he could. “I don’t know
what this means in relation to what I have to find out, but I really think it’s important, for both our
Clans.”

 

“That’s as may be,” mewed Graypool. She frowned. “But now that I’ve told you everything, you must
leave our territory.”



 

“Of course,” Fireheart meowed. “You won’t even know I’ve been here. And Graypool...” He paused
before thrusting his way out of the bush and held her pale yellow gaze for a moment. “Thank you.”

 

 

Fireheart’s mind was spinning as he returned to the camp. Mistyfoot and Stonefur had ThunderClan
blood! But they belonged entirely to RiverClan now, with no idea of their divided heritage. Blood
loyalty and Clan loyalty were not always the same, Fireheart reflected. His parentage did not make his
commitment to ThunderClan any less strong, despite his father being RiverClan’s leader. And perhaps
now that Mistyfoot had confirmed how Oakstar had died, Bluestar would be willing to accept that
Tigerclaw had killed Redtail. Fireheart decided to ask her about Graypool’s latest revelation too;

Bluestar might be able to tell him if a pair of kits had ever been stolen from the ThunderClan camp.

 

When he reached the clearing, Fireheart made straight for the Highrock. As he approached Bluestar’s
den, he heard two cats meowing together, and picked up Tigerclaw’s scent along with Bluestar’s.
Quickly he pressed himself against the rock, hoping to stay out of sight, as the deputy shouldered his
way out past the curtain of lichen that screened the mouth of the den.

 

“I’ll try a hunting patrol toward the Snakerocks,” the dark tabby called over his shoulder. “No cat has
hunted there for a few days.”

 

“Good idea,” agreed Bluestar, following him out. “Prey is still scarce. May StarClan grant the coming
thaw.” Tigerclaw grunted agreement and loped off toward the warriors’ den, not noticing Fireheart
where he crouched by the rock. When he had gone, Fireheart padded up to the mouth of the den.

 

“Bluestar,” he called, as the Clan leader turned to go back inside. “I’d like to talk to you.”

 

“Very well,” Bluestar meowed calmly. “Come in.”

 

Fireheart followed her into the den. The curtain of lichen swung back into place, cutting off the bright
snow-light. In the dim interior, Bluestar sat facing him. “What is it?” she asked.

 

Fireheart took a deep breath. “You remember the story that Ravenpaw told, that Redtail killed Oakstar
at the battle of the Sunningrocks?”



 

Bluestar stiffened. “Fireheart, that is over,” she growled. “I told you before, I have reasons enough to
be satisfied that this isn’t true.”

 

“I know.” Fireheart bowed his head respectfully. “But I’ve found out something new.” Bluestar waited
in silence. Fireheart couldn’t tell what she was thinking. “No cat killed Oakstar- not Redtail, not
Tigerclaw,” he went on, nervously aware that it was too late now to change his mind. “Oakstar died
when a rock collapsed on top of him.”

 

Bluestar frowned. “How do you know this?”

 

“I...I went to see Ravenpaw again,” Fireheart admitted. “After the last Gathering.” He was ready for
anger as he made his confession, but the Clan leader remained calm.

 

“So that’s why you were late,” she observed.

 

“I had to find out the truth,” Fireheart meowed quickly. “And I-”

 

“Wait a moment,” Bluestar interrupted. “Ravenpaw told you at first that Redtail killed Oakstar. Is he
changing his story now?”

 

“No, not at all,” Fireheart promised. “I misunderstood him. Redtail was partly responsible for
Oakstar’s death, because he drove him under the overhanging rock that collapsed on top of him. But
he didn’t mean to kill him. And that’s what you couldn’t believe,” he reminded Bluestar. “That
Redtail would deliberately kill another cat. I had trouble believing that. Also...”

 

“Well?” Bluestar sounded as calm as ever.

 

“I went across the river and spoke to a RiverClan cat,” Fireheart confessed. “Just to be sure. She told
me that it’s true: Oakstar died from the rockfall. Thistlestar had forbidden anyone from speaking of
it.” He looked at his paws, bracing himself for Bluestar’s fury that he had been trespassing on enemy
territory, but when he looked up again, there was nothing in the leader’s eyes except for intense
interest.

 



She gave him a slight nod, and Fireheart went on. “So we know for a fact that Tigerclaw was lying
about how Oakstar died- he didn’t kill him himself, in revenge for Redtail. The rockfall killed him.
Isn’t it possible that he is lying about Redtail’s death as well?”

 

As he spoke, Bluestar began to look troubled, narrowing her eyes so that only the faintest sliver of
blue showed in the dim light of the den. She let out a long sigh. “Tigerclaw is a fine deputy,” she
murmured. “And these are serious charges.”

 

“I know,” Fireheart agreed quietly. “But can’t you see, Bluestar, how dangerous he is?” Bluestar sank
her head onto her chest. She was silent for so long that Fireheart wondered if he should leave, but she
had not dismissed him.

 

“There’s something else,” he ventured. “Something strange about two of the RiverClan warriors.”
Bluestar looked up at that; her ears flicked forward. For a heartbeat Fireheart hesitated to spread the
rumors of a temperamental RiverClan elder, but his need to know the truth gave him the courage to go
on. “Ravenpaw told me that in the Sunningrocks battle Oakstar stopped Redtail from attacking a
warrior named Stonefur. Oakstar said that no ThunderClan cat should ever harm Stonefur. I...I had the
chance to speak to one of the RiverClan elders. She told me that Oakstar brought Mistyfoot and
Stonefur to her when they were tiny kits. It was leaf-bare, and she said that the kits would have died
with no one to take care of them. Graypool- the elder- suckled them. She said that...that they had the
scent of ThunderClan kits. Could that be true? Were kits ever stolen from our camp?”

 

For a few heartbeats he thought Bluestar had not heard him, she was so still. Then she rose to her
paws and padded forward a couple of paces until she stood almost nose to nose with him. “And you
listened to this nonsense?” she hissed.

 

“I just thought I should-”

 

“This isn’t what I expect from you, Fireheart,” Bluestar growled. Her eyes glittered like ice, and her
hackles were raised. “To go into enemy territory and listen to idle gossip? To believe what a
RiverClan cat tells you? You would do better to think about your own duties than to come here telling
tales about Tigerclaw.” She studied him for a long moment. “Maybe Tigerclaw is right to doubt your
loyalty.”

 

“I-I’m sorry,” Fireheart stammered. “But I thought Graypool was telling the truth.”

 

Bluestar let out a long breath. All the interest she had shown before had vanished, leaving her
expression cold and remote. “Go,” she ordered. “Find yourself something useful to do- something that



befits a warrior. And never- never - mention this to me again. Do you understand?”

 

“Yes, Bluestar.” Fireheart began backing out of the den. “But what about Tigerclaw? He-”

 

“Go!” Bluestar spat the command.

 

Fireheart’s paws scrabbled in the sand in his haste to obey. Once out of the den he turned and hurtled
across the clearing, only coming to rest when he had put several fox-lengths between himself and
Bluestar. He felt utterly bewildered. At first Bluestar had seemed prepared to listen to him, but as
soon as he mentioned the stolen ThunderClan kits, she had refused to hear any more.

 

A sudden chill swept through Fireheart. What if Bluestar began to wonder how he had managed to
speak with the RiverClan cats? Would she question if he was still talking to Thistlestar and
Lightningfur? What if she found out about Graystripe and Silverstream? And what about Tigerclaw?
For a short time, Fireheart had let himself hope that he could make Bluestar understand how
dangerous the deputy was.

 

Thistles and thorns, he thought. Now she won’t hear another word against Tigerclaw. I blew it!
Confused and unhappy, Fireheart made for the warriors’ den. Before he reached it he hesitated. He did
not want to risk meeting Tigerclaw, and he wasn’t in the mood for sharing tongues with his friends.

 

Instead, almost unconsciously, he headed for the tunnel of ferns that led to Yellowfang’s den.
Cinderpaw limped out and almost collided with him. Fireheart fell back on his haunches with a
thump, and Cinderpaw skidded to a halt, spraying him with snow.

 

“Sorry, Fireheart,” she puffed. “I didn’t see you there.”

 

Fireheart shook the snow off his coat. His heart felt suddenly lighter at the sight of Cinderpaw, her
blue eyes sparkling with mischief, and fur sticking out in all directions. This was how she used to
look, when she was his apprentice; for a while, after the accident, Fireheart had been afraid that this
Cinderpaw had vanished forever.

 

“What’s the hurry?” he asked.

 



“I’m going out to look for herbs for Yellowfang,” Cinderpaw explained. “So many cats have been ill,
what with all this snow, that her stocks are getting very low. I want to find as much as I can before it
gets dark.”

 

“I’ll come and help you,” Fireheart offered. Bluestar had told him to do something useful, and not
even Tigerclaw could find fault if he went to collect herbs for the medicine cat.

 

“Great!” Cinderpaw meowed happily. Side by side, they headed across the clearing toward the gorse
tunnel. Fireheart had to slow his pace to match Cinderpaw’s, but if she was aware of it she didn’t
seem to mind.

 

Just before they reached the tunnel, Fireheart heard the shrill voices of kits. He turned and stared at
the branches of a fallen tree, close to the elders’ den. A group of kits had surrounded Brokentail, who
had been given a nest among the branches. Ever since Bluestar had offered shelter to Brokentail, he
had lived alone in his den, with warriors to guard him. Not many cats passed that way, and the kits
had no reason to be anywhere near him.

 

“Rogue! Traitor!” That was Cloudkit’s voice raised in a jeering meow. Fireheart watched in alarm as
the white kit darted forward, jabbed Brokentail in the ribs with one paw, and scrambled back out of
range. One of the other kits- Ashkit- copied him, squealing, “Can’t catch me!”

 

Darkstripe, whose turn it was to guard the blind cat, made no attempt to send the kits away. He sat a
fox-length away, watching with his paws tucked under him and a gleam of amusement in his eyes.
Brokentail swung his head from side to side in frustration, but with his cloudy, unseeing eyes he could
not retaliate. His dark tabby fur looked dull and patchy, and his broad face was scored with scars,
some of them from the clawing that had ruined his eyes. There was no trace of the former arrogant
and bloodthirsty leader now.

 

Fireheart exchanged a worried glance with Cinderpaw. Many cats, he knew, thought Brokentail
deserved to suffer, but seeing the former leader so old and helpless, he could not help feeling a scrap
of pity. Anger began to burn inside him as the taunting went on. “Wait for me,” he mewed to
Cinderpaw, and hurried over toward the edge of the clearing.

 

He saw Cloudkit pounce on the blind tom’s tail, worrying it with needle-sharp teeth. Brokentail
scrabbled away from him on unsteady legs and swiped one paw in his direction. In an instant,
Darkstripe jumped to his paws, hissing, “Touch that kit, traitor, and I’ll flay your skin in strips!”

 



Fireheart was too angry to speak. Leaping toward Cloudkit, he grabbed him by the scruff of the neck
and swung him around, away from Brokentail. Cloudkit wailed in protest. “Stop it! That hurts!”

 

Fireheart dropped him roughly into the snow and let out a low growl through bared teeth. “Go home!”
he ordered the other kits. Ashkit, Fernkit, and Tulipkit stared back at him in fear, ears flattened against
their heads. “Go home to Brindleface. Now!”

 

The kits stared at him, wide-eyed with fear, and then scuttled off, to disappear into the nursery. “As
for you-” Fireheart hissed to Cloudkit.

 

“Leave the kit alone,” Darkstripe interrupted, padding up to stand beside Cloudkit. “He’s not doing
any harm.”

 

Fireheart stared at his friend. “How could you say that, Darkstripe?” growled Fireheart. “He’s picking
on a defenseless, blind cat!”

 

“That cat ,” Darkstripe spat, “is a murderous tyrant whose killed some of our own! He deserves more
than a few kit-swipes!”

 

Fireheart was taken aback at Darkstripe’s anger. “It’s not right to teach our kits they can just attack
cats who can’t fight back, no matter what they’ve done! It’s not the way of a proper warrior.”

 

“What would you know about being a proper warrior?” Darkstripe sneered. “You’ve broken the code
in more ways than one! Your very existence is cursed- and now you defend Brokentail?”

 

Fireheart gaped at his oldest best friend. Did Darkstripe really think that of him? Darkstripe seemed
startled at the harsh words that left his mouth too, as the tabby tom blinked at him, his ruffled fur
smoothing slightly.

 

“Watch yourself, Fireheart,” Darkstripe meowed. “Or cats’ll start thinking you’re conspiring with the
old tom.” He flicked his tail towards Brokentail. “I just want you to stay safe.” With that, Darkstripe
stalked back off towards his prisoner, settling back down a few tail-lengths away from the former
ShadowClan leader.

 



Fireheart stared at his friend, conflicted, before he turned back to owl-eyed Cloudkit. “Why don’t you
go play with the other kits?” He gestured to where Lizardkit, Cliffkit, Elderkit, Mistlekit, and Snowkit
were tussling together, playing some version of Clan versus Clan. Creekflower and Brindleface were
watching them together.

 

Cloudkit whined. “I wanna play with Ashkit and Fernkit and Tulipkit! They’re more fun!”

 

Fireheart frowned. Those three weren’t the greatest influence on his nephew. Or, perhaps, it had been
his nephew influencing them. Either way, he’d feel better if Cloudkit was playing with the more well-
behaved kits. 

 

“Either way, you four shouldn’t have been attacking Brokentail like that. It’s not right.” He lowered
himself to Cloudkit’s level, nudging the pouting kit. He could feel the phantom gazes of Frostfur and
Speckletail on him, but when he glanced around, they weren’t anywhere in camp. “Look, some cats
are going to say you’re cursed, for being the son of a kittypet. That’s not true, but you’re gonna have
to work twice as hard to prove yourself.”

 

Cloudkit straightened up. “I don’t care!” he mewed. “I’m going to be the best warrior in the Clan. I’ll
fight any cat who says I’m not. I’ll be brave enough to kill outlaws like old Brokentail.”

 

Fireheart was relieved to see Cloudkit’s spirit overcoming the shock of his discovery. But he wasn’t
sure that the kit really understood the meaning of the warrior code. “There’s more to being a warrior
than killing,” he warned Cloudkit. “A true warrior- the best warrior- isn’t cruel or mean. He doesn’t
claw an enemy who can’t fight back. Where’s the honor in that?”

 

Cloudkit ducked his head, not meeting Fireheart’s eyes. Fireheart hoped he had said the right thing.
Looking around for Cinderpaw, he saw that she had gone up to Brokentail and was checking his tail
where Cloudkit had worried it. “There’s no damage,” she mewed to the blinded tom.

 

Brokentail crouched motionless, his ruined eyes fixed on his paws, and did not respond. Reluctantly,
Fireheart went over and nudged the old cat to his paws. “Come on,” he meowed. “Let’s get you back
to your den.”

 

Brokentail turned in silence and let Fireheart guide him back to the leaf-lined hollow under the dead
branches. Darkstripe watched them shuffle past with a contemptuous flick of his tail.

 



“Right, Cinderpaw,” Fireheart meowed when Brokentail was settled. “Let’s go and find those herbs.”

 

“Where are you going?” Cloudkit piped up, bouncing over to them with all his energy restored. “Can
I come?”

 

When Fireheart hesitated, Cinderpaw mewed, “Oh, let him come, Fireheart. He only gets into trouble
because he’s bored. And we could do with some more help.”

 

Cloudkit’s eyes gleamed with pleasure, and a loud purr rose from his throat, an enormous sound to
come from his small, fluffy body. Fireheart shrugged. “All right. But put one paw wrong, and you’ll
be back in the nursery before you can say ‘mouse’!”

 

“Yay!” Cloudkit cried.

 

Limping steadily, Cinderpaw led the way along the ravine to the hollow where the apprentices had
their training sessions. Already the sun was beginning to go down, casting long blue shadows across
the snow. Cloudkit scampered ahead of them, peering into holes in the rock and stalking imaginary
prey.

 

“How can you find herbs with snow on the ground?” Fireheart asked. “Won’t everything be frozen?”

 

“There’ll still be berries,” Cinderpaw pointed out. “Yellowfang told me to look for juniper- that’s
good for coughs and bellyaches- and broom to make poultices for broken legs and wounds. Oh, and
alder bark for toothache.”

 

“Berries!” Cloudkit skittered sideways toward them. “I’ll find lots for you!” He dashed away again in
the direction of a clump of bushes growing up the side of the hollow.

 

Cinderpaw flicked her tail in amusement. “He’s keen,” she remarked. “Once he’s apprenticed, he’ll
learn quickly.”

 

Fireheart made a noncommittal noise in his throat. Cloudkit’s energy reminded him of Cinderpaw
when she was first made an apprentice. Except Cinderpaw would never have taunted a helpless cat
like blind Brokentail.



 

“Well, if he’s my apprentice, he’d better start listening to me,” he muttered.

 

“Oh, yes?” Cinderpaw gave Fireheart a teasing look. “You’re a really tough mentor- all your

apprentices will be trembling in their fur!”

 

Fireheart met her laughing eyes and felt himself relaxing. As usual, being with Cinderpaw was lifting
his spirits. He would stop worrying about Cloudkit and get on with the job they had come to do.

 

“Cinderpaw!” Cloudkit called from farther along the hollow. “There are berries here- come and look!”
Fireheart craned his neck and saw the white kit crouching beneath a small, dark-leaved bush that
pushed its way up between two rocks. Bright scarlet berries grew close to the stems. “They look
tasty,” Cloudkit mewed as the two cats drew nearer. He stretched his jaws wide to take a hungry
mouthful.

 

At the same moment a gasp came from Cinderpaw. To Fireheart’s amazement she shot forward,
propelling herself over the snow as fast as her injured leg would allow. “No, Cloudkit!” she yowled.

 

She barreled into the kit, bowling him over. Cloudkit squealed in shock and the two cats scuffled
together on the ground. Fireheart bounded over, anxious that Cloudkit might hurt the injured
Cinderpaw, but as he reached them she pushed the kit off her and sat up, panting. “Did you touch
one?” she demanded.

 

“N-No,” Cloudkit stammered, puzzled. “I was only-”

 

“Look.” Cinderpaw shoved him around until his nose was a mouse-length from the bush. Fireheart
had never heard her sound so fierce. “Look but don’t touch. That’s yew. The berries are so poisonous
they are called deathberries. Even one could kill you.” Cloudkit’s eyes were round as the full moon.
Speechless for once, he gazed, horrified, at Cinderpaw.

 

“All right,” she mewed more gently, giving his shoulder a couple of comforting licks. “It didn’t
happen this time. But take a good look now, so you don’t make that mistake again. And never- do you
hear me, never - eat anything if you don’t know what it is.”

 



“Yes, Cinderpaw,” Cloudkit promised.

 

“Go on looking for berries, then.” Cinderpaw nudged the kit to his paws. “And call me as soon as you
find anything.” Cloudkit padded off, glancing back over his shoulder once or twice as he went.
Fireheart couldn’t remember seeing him so subdued. Bold as the kit was, he had received a real shock.

 

“It’s a good thing you were here, Cinderpaw,” he meowed, feeling a pang of guilt that he hadn’t
known enough to warn Cloudkit. “You’ve learned a lot from Yellowfang.”

 

“She’s a good teacher,” Cinderpaw replied. She shook several clumps of snow off her fur and began
padding up the hollow after Cloudkit. Fireheart walked beside her, once more slowing his pace to
match hers. This time Cinderpaw noticed. “You know, my leg has healed as much as it ever will,” she
meowed quietly. “I’ll be sorry to leave Yellowfang’s den, but I can’t stay there forever.” She turned to
look at Fireheart. All the mischief had faded from her eyes; instead, there was pain and uncertainty in
the blue depths. “I don’t know what I’ll do.”

 

Fireheart stretched over to her and rubbed his face comfortingly against hers. “Bluestar will know.”

 

“Maybe.” Cinderpaw shrugged. “Ever since I was a tiny kit, I wanted to be just like Bluestar. She’s so
noble, and she’s given her whole life to the Clan. But Fireheart, what can I give now?”

 

“I don’t know,” Fireheart admitted. The life of a cat could be followed clearly through the Clan, from
kit to apprentice to warrior, sometimes to queen, and then retired to an honorable old age among the
elders. Fireheart had no idea what happened to a cat who was injured too badly for the warrior life, for
the long patrols, the hunting and fighting that were required of a warrior. Even the queens who cared
for the kits in the nursery had all been warriors once, with skills that enabled them to feed and defend
their little ones. Cinderpaw was brave and intelligent, and before her accident she had shown endless
energy and commitment to the Clan. Surely that couldn’t all be thrown away?

 

This is Tigerclaw’s fault, Fireheart thought darkly. He laid the trail that led to her accident. “You
should go to Bluestar,” he suggested out loud. “Ask her what she thinks.”

 

“Perhaps I will.” Cinderpaw shrugged.

 

“Cinderpaw!” A shrill meow from Cloudkit interrupted them. “Come and see what I’ve found!”



 

“Coming, Cloudkit!” Cinderpaw limped away, mewing good-humoredly to Fireheart as she went,
“Maybe it’s deadly nightshade this time.”

 

Fireheart watched her go. He hoped that Bluestar would be able to find a way to give Cinderpaw a
worthwhile life within the Clan. Cinderpaw was right: Bluestar was a great leader, and not just in
battle. She truly cared for all her cats. Knowing that, Fireheart felt even more confused when he
remembered her reaction to Graypool’s news. Why had Bluestar acted so strangely when he told her
that two RiverClan warriors had been ThunderClan kits? The story had outraged her so much that she
was closing her eyes to the danger from Tigerclaw. Fireheart shook his head as he padded slowly after
Cinderpaw. There was a deeply buried mystery surrounding those cats, and he was beginning to feel
that it might be beyond his power to ever understand it.
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Tigerclaw Is Up To No Good (No Surprise There!)

Fireheart crouched in the nursery, watching a litter of kits suckling their mother. For a moment he was
filled with excitement to see the tiny creatures who were the future of the Clan.

 

Then something stirred in his mind. ThunderClan had no kits as young as these. Where had they come
from? He let his gaze travel from the kits to their mother, and saw nothing but a rippling pelt of silver-
gray.

 

The queen had no face.

 

Fireheart choked back a cry of horror. As he stared, the silvery shape of the queen began to fade,
leaving nothing but darkness. The kits squirmed and let out squeals of terror and loss. A bitterly cold
wind rose and swept away the warm scents of the nursery. Fireheart leaped to his paws and tried to
follow the sound of the helpless kits, lost in the windblown darkness.

 

“I can’t find you!” he wailed. “Where are you?”

 

Then a light appeared, soft and golden. Fireheart could see another cat sitting in front of him with the
tiny kits sheltered between her paws.

 

It was the brown tabby she-cat.

 

Fireheart opened his mouth to speak to her. Who was she? She gave him a look of infinite kindness,
eyes soft with fondness, before the image vanished, and Fireheart found himself scrabbling among the
mossy bedding in the warriors’ den.

 

“Do you have to make so much racket?” Dustpelt was grumbling. “No cat can get a wink of sleep.”

 

Fireheart sat up. “Sorry,” he mumbled. He couldn’t help glancing toward the center of the den, where
Tigerclaw slept. The deputy had complained before about the noise Fireheart made when he was
dreaming.

 



To his relief, Tigerclaw wasn’t there. Fireheart could see from the light that filtered through the
branches that the sun was already above the trees. He gave himself a quick wash, trying to hide from
Dustpelt how much the dream had shaken him. Frightened, lonely kits...kits whose mother faded
away. Was it a prophecy? And if so, what could it mean? There were no kits that young in the Clan
now. Or was it about the former ThunderClan kits- Mistyfoot and Stonefur? Had their real mother
disappeared somehow?

 

While he was washing, Dustpelt gave him a final glare and pushed his way out through the branches,
leaving Fireheart alone except for Longtail and Runningwind, sleeping in their usual places. Even
Feathercloud was out of the den for once.

 

There was no sign of Graystripe, Fireheart noticed, and his bedding was cold, as if he had been out
since dawn. Gone to meet Silverstream, he guessed. He tried to understand his friend’s strength of
feeling, but he couldn’t help worrying, and longing for the old uncomplicated days when they were
mentor and apprentice.

 

Fireheart poked his head out of the branches to see the snow-covered camp glittering under the cold
winter sun. No sign of a thaw yet.

 

Beside the nettle patch, Sandstorm was crouching over a piece of fresh-kill. 

 

“Good morning, Fireheart,” she greeted him cheerfully. “If you want to eat, you’d better do it quickly,
while there’s still some prey left.”

 

Fireheart realized that his belly was aching with hunger. It felt as if he hadn’t eaten for a moon. He
bounded over to the pile of fresh-kill and saw that Sandstorm was right. Only a few pieces remained.
He chose a starling and took it back to the nettle patch to eat with Sandstorm. 

 

“We’ll have to hunt today,” he meowed between mouthfuls.

 

“Whitestorm and Mousefur have already gone out with their apprentices,” Sandstorm told him.
“Thornpaw couldn’t wait - and Lynxpaw was looking rather bored until Whitestorm told her she
could catch a squirrel up in the trees!” She nodded her head towards where Swiftpaw was lounging.
“Longtail’ll be taking Swiftpaw out later today too - battle training.”

 



Fireheart wondered if Graystripe had taken his apprentice out, too, but a moment later Brackenpaw
emerged alone from the apprentices’ den. The light brown tabby looked around before trotting over to
Fireheart.

 

“Have you seen Graystripe?” he called.

 

“Sorry.” Fireheart shrugged. “He was gone when I woke up.”

 

“He’s never here,” Brackenpaw mewed sadly. “If this goes on, Swiftpaw and Lynxpaw will be
warriors before me- Brightpaw and Thornpaw too.”

 

“Rubbish,” Fireheart meowed. He suddenly felt angry with Graystripe and his obsession with the
RiverClan she-cat. No warrior had the right to neglect his apprentice like this. “You’re doing fine,
Brackenpaw. You can come out hunting with me, if you like.”

 

“Thanks,” purred Brackenpaw, beginning to look happier.

 

“I’ll come too,” offered Sandstorm, gulping down the last of her meal and running her tongue around
her jaws. “Brightpaw was excited to be out of camp - let me grab her real quick.” She padded over to
the apprentices’ den and stuck her head inside. Fireheart finished off his starling as the ginger and
white apprentice emerged from the den, purring a greeting to her mentor. Brackenpaw raised a paw in
greeting and Brightpaw nodded back.

 

When Fireheart rose with a stretch, Brightpaw casted a dubious look at him, a frown on her face. He
twitched an ear. He had almost forgotten - she must believe what Frostfur had been saying. He
suppressed a sigh and beckoned Brackenpaw with his tail. “Ready?”

 

The brown tabby purred. “I’ve been ready!” Sandstorm gave the two an amused look as she took the
lead and led the other three cats to the gorse tunnel.

 

“Now, Brackenpaw,” Fireheart meowed when they had reached the edge of the training hollow.
“Where’s a good place to look for prey?”

 



“Under the trees,” replied Brackenpaw, pointing with a flick of his tail. “That’s where mice and
squirrels come for nuts and seeds.”

 

Brightpaw gave her brother an impressed look, ears pricked as she listened. At least she’s listening,
Fireheart thought. And not letting her mother’s words let her ignore potential training.

 

“Good,” meowed Fireheart. “Let’s see if you’re right.”

 

They headed farther around the hollow; on the way they passed Brindleface and Creekflower,
watching fondly as their kits scrambled about in the snow. 

 

“They needed to stretch their legs,” the gray queen explained. “All this snow has made them restless.”
Fireheart brushed muzzles with his sister, purring a quiet good morning.

 

Cloudkit was sitting under the yew bush with Brindleface’s kits, explaining importantly that those
were deathberries, and they must never, never eat them. Feeling amused by the young kit’s
seriousness, Fireheart meowed a greeting as he went by.

 

“But if you do eat them,” he heard Lizardkit pipe up beside her fluffy, white brother. “You have to eat
yarrow - it’ll make you throw up!”

 

“Eww!” Fernkit squeaked, pale green eyes wide. “Why would you want that?”

 

“‘Cause then the deathberries get thrown up too!” Lizardkit meowed proudly. “Spottedleaf told me
that.”

 

“Really?” Elderkit meowed, looking excited. “What else did she tell you?” Fireheart gave a small
smile as he watched his niece jabber about what she learned from her grandmother. Cliffkit was
listening intently to her adoptive sister, interjecting with a question every once in a while.

 

“I admit,” Sandstorm meowed as the patrol padded away. “I wasn’t too sure about Cliffkit. But…”
She glanced back at the soft-furred she-kit. “She seems to be settling in well.”

 



“I’m relieved that she is,” Fireheart meowed, nodding to Brackenpaw to take the lead and sniff for
any prey scent. “Creekflower’s doing a good job with her - as well as Cloudkit and Lizardkit.”

 

Sandstorm nodded in acknowledgement before turning to Brightpaw. “Alright, see what
Brackenpaw’s doing?” she asked. The apprentice nodded. “Any guesses on why?” Brightpaw studied
her brother, blue eyes narrowed in thought.

 

The bracken-colored tabby was silently prowling through the grass, paws light and ears pricked, jaws
partly opened.

 

“He’s moving silently…” Brightpaw began. “So he won’t alert any prey…” She glanced at
Sandstorm, eyes anxious, but went on at the pale ginger she-cat’s nod. “And he’s listening for any
prey as well as scenting for them.”

 

“Good,” Sandstorm praised. “Brackenpaw - and the rest of us - have to keep our steps light as we
move through the forest. It gives us the element of surprise upon our prey. We’ll show you some
examples.” She nodded to Fireheart, and he turned and led them a little further in.

 

Beneath the trees at the top of the hollow the snow was not so thick, and streaks of brown earth
showed amid the white. As the four cats crept forward, Fireheart heard the scuttering of tiny paws,
and scented mouse. Automatically he dropped into a hunting crouch and slid forward, barely putting
any weight on his paws so as not to alarm his prey. He briefly heard Sandstorm quietly hiss a “Watch
him” to Brightpaw.

 

The mouse remained unaware of the danger, it's back to him as it nibbled on a fallen seed. When
Fireheart was a tail-length away, he sprang, and turned back triumphantly to his friends with the prey
in his jaws.

 

“Good catch,” called Sandstorm.

 

Fireheart scraped earth over his kill so he could collect it later. “The next one’s yours, Brackenpaw,”
he meowed.

 

Brackenpaw raised his head proudly and began to stalk forward, his eyes darting from side to side.
Brightpaw was staring at him, then her eyes flickered back over to Fireheart, looking uneasy.



Fireheart pretended he didn’t notice and spotted a blackbird pecking among the berries at the foot of a
holly bush, but this time he held back. It was Brackenpaw’s turn now.

 

The apprentice noticed the bird almost as soon as Fireheart did. Stealthily, paw by paw, he crept up on
it. His haunches rocked from side to side as he readied himself to pounce. Watching, Fireheart thought
he held back a heartbeat too long. 

 

The blackbird sensed him and fluttered upward, but Brackenpaw hurled himself after it with a mighty
leap and batted it out of the air. Keeping one paw on his prey, he turned to look at Fireheart. 

 

“I got the timing wrong,” he admitted. “I waited too long, didn’t I?”

 

“Maybe,” Fireheart replied. “But don’t look so upset. You caught it, and that’s what counts.” he
flicked the apprentice’s ear with his tail. “It’s also good that you were able to deduct what you did
wrong - that’s a useful skill to have.” Brackenpaw purred in response.

 

“When you get back, you can take it to the elders,” meowed Sandstorm.

 

Brackenpaw brightened up at that. “Yes, I-” he began. He was interrupted by a shrill, terrified wailing
that came from the direction of the hollow.

 

Fireheart spun around. “That sounds like a kit!”

With Sandstorm, Brackenpaw, and Brightpaw at his side, he raced toward the sound. Bursting out of
the trees, he launched himself toward the crest of the hollow and looked down.

 

“Great StarClan!” Sandstorm gasped.

 

Just below the four cats loomed a bulky black-and-white animal; Fireheart picked up the rank scent of
a badger. He had never seen one out in the open before, although he had often heard them shuffling
noisily in the bushes. With one massive, hook-clawed paw, it was reaching into a gap between two
rocks, where Cloudkit was cowering.

 

“Fireheart!” he wailed. “Help me!”



 

Fireheart felt as if every hair on his body was bristling. He launched himself down into the hollow, his
front paws outstretched for the attack. He was dimly aware of Sandstorm yowling for Brigthpaw to
stay where she was before the pale ginger warrior shot after him, Brackenpaw at her heels.

 

Fireheart raked his claws down the badger’s side, and the huge beast rounded on him with a roar, jaws
snapping. It was fast; it might even have caught Fireheart if Brackenpaw hadn’t leaped from the side,
clawing for its eyes.

 

The badger whipped its head around to where Sandstorm had sunk her teeth into one of its back legs.
Kicking out strongly, it threw her off, and she rolled into the snow.

 

Fireheart dashed in again to claw the badger’s flank. Drops of scarlet blood fell onto the snow. The
badger growled, but it was backing away now, and as Sandstorm got to her paws and advanced,
spitting, it turned and lumbered off up the ravine.

 

Fireheart spun around to Cloudkit. “Are you hurt?”

 

Cloudkit crept out from the cleft in the rock, trembling uncontrollably. “N-No.”

 

Fireheart felt shaky with relief. “What happened? Where’s Creekflower?”

 

“I don’t know. We were all playing, and then I turned around and I couldn’t see any of the others. I
thought I’d come and find you, and then there was the badger....” He let out a terrified mew, and
crouched down with his head on his paws.

 

Fireheart was stretching his neck to give him a comforting lick when he heard Sandstorm say,
“Fireheart, look.”

 

Fireheart turned. Brackenpaw was lying on his side, blood seeping from his hind leg into the snow.
Brightpaw was hovering over him, eyes wide with concern.

 

“It’s nothing,” he grunted, bravely trying to get to his paws.



 

“Stay still while we look,” Sandstorm ordered.

 

Fireheart rushed over and examined the wound. To his relief, the slash on Brackenpaw’s leg was long
but not deep, and the bleeding had nearly stopped. 

 

“You were lucky, thank StarClan,” he meowed. “Looks like it’ll only need some cobweb and
marigold.” He pressed his nose to Brackenpaw’s ear. “And you saved me from a nasty bite. That was
a brave thing to do, Brackenpaw.”

 

The apprentice’s eyes shone at Fireheart’s praise. “It wasn’t really brave,” he mewed shakily. “I didn’t
have time to think.” Brightpaw was staring between her brother and Fireheart, eyes narrowed with
suspicion.

 

“A warrior couldn’t have done better,” meowed Sandstorm. “But what’s a badger doing out in
daylight? They always hunt by night.”

 

“It must be hungry, like us,” Fireheart guessed. “Otherwise it wouldn’t attack something as big as
Cloudkit.” He turned back to the kit and nudged him gently to his paws. “Come on; let’s get you back
to camp.”

 

“So Brackenpaw,” Brightpaw meowed slowly, eyeing Fireheart and Cloudkit with a frown, “wouldn’t
have gotten hurt if you two weren’t here?” Fireheart froze and spotted Cloudkit flattening his ears,
eyes watering. He protectively curled his tail around his nephew and gave Brightpaw a sharp look -
no matter what her mother said, she had no right to blame Cloudkit.

 

“On the contrary,” Sandstorm interjected, frowning at her apprentice. “It was a good thing we were all
here - otherwise Cloudkit would have di- gotten hurt.” She hastily corrected her word choice at
Cloudkit’s still shell-shocked face.

 

Sandstorm helped Brackenpaw to get up and padded beside him as he limped to the top of the hollow
and toward the ravine. Brightpaw trailed behind, her frown still prominent. Fireheart followed with
Cloudkit, who kept very close to him.

 



As they reached the ravine, Creekflower burst out of it, frantically calling Cloudkit’s name. Other cats
came hurrying behind her, drawn out of the camp by her panic-stricken wailing. Fireheart spotted
Runningwind and Dustpelt; then his heart sank as Tigerclaw followed them out of the tunnel.

 

Creekflower sprang at Cloudkit and covered him with anxious licks. “Where have you been?” she
scolded. “I’ve been looking for you everywhere! You shouldn’t run away like that.”

 

“I didn’t!” Cloudkit protested.

 

“What’s going on?” Tigerclaw shouldered his way to the front of the group of cats. Fireheart
explained, while Creekflower continued to smooth down Cloudkit’s ruffled fur. 

 

“We drove the badger off,” he told the deputy. “Brackenpaw was very brave.”

 

All the while he was speaking, Tigerclaw stared at him with fierce amber eyes, but Fireheart held his
head high; this time he had no reason to feel guilty.

 

“You’d better go to Yellowfang and have that leg seen to,” the deputy grunted to Brackenpaw. “As for
you...” He swung around and loomed threateningly over Cloudkit. “What were you doing, putting
yourself in danger like that? Do you think that warriors have nothing better to do than rescue you?”

 

Cloudkit flattened his ears. “I’m sorry, Tigerclaw. I didn’t mean to get into danger.”

 

“Didn’t mean to! Has no cat taught you any better than to go wandering away like that?”

 

“He’s only a kit,” Creekflower protested, turning her green gaze on the deputy.

 

Tigerclaw drew his lips back in a snarl. “He’s caused more trouble already than all the rest of the kits
put together,” he growled. Fireheart would beg to differ - Ashkit and Tulipkit could be rather trouble-
making by themselves. “It’s time he learned a lesson. He can do some real work for a change.”

 

Fireheart opened his mouth to object. For once Cloudkit hadn’t meant to cause trouble; his bad fright
had been punishment enough for straying away from Creekflower.



 

But Tigerclaw was still talking. “You can go and look after the elders,” he ordered. “Clear out their
dirty bedding and fetch clean moss. Make sure they have enough fresh-kill, and go over their coats for
ticks.”

 

“Ticks!” exclaimed Cloudkit, losing the last of his fear in outrage. “I’m not doing that! Why can’t
they see to their own ticks?”

 

“Because they’re elders,” Tigerclaw hissed. “You need to start understanding a lot more about the
ways of the Clan, if you ever want to be an apprentice.” He glared at Cloudkit. “Go on. And keep at it
until I tell you to stop.”

 

Cloudkit looked mutinous for a moment longer, but not even he would defy Tigerclaw twice. He met
the deputy’s glare with hot blue eyes, and then ran off toward the tunnel. Creekflower let out a mew
of distress and followed him.

 

“I always said bringing kittypets into the Clan was a bad idea,” Tigerclaw growled to Dustpelt. He
glared at Fireheart as he spoke, as if he was daring the young warrior to protest.

 

Fireheart looked away. “Come on, Brackenpaw,” he mewed, swallowing his anger. There was no
point getting into a fight. “Let’s get you to the medicine den.”

 

“I’ll go back and see if I can find our prey,” offered Sandstorm. “We don’t want that badger to get it!”

 

She started to scramble back up the ravine, Brightpaw darting to her side. Fireheart meowed his
thanks after her and set off for the camp with Brackenpaw. The apprentice was limping quite badly,
and looked tired.

 

As they approached the gorse tunnel, Fireheart was surprised to see Brokentail stumbling out with
Yellowfang at his side. Two guards, Darkstripe and Longtail, followed closely.

 

“We must be mad, taking him out like this,” Longtail grumbled. “What if he runs off?”

 



“Runs off?” rasped Yellowfang. “And I suppose you think hedgehogs can fly? He’s not running
anywhere, you stupid furball.” Carefully she cleared the snow from a smooth rock and guided
Brokentail to it.

 

He settled down with his blind face raised to the sun and sniffed the air.

 

“It’s a fine day,” Yellowfang murmured, curling her scrawny gray body close to his. Fireheart had
never heard her sound so gentle. “Soon the snow will melt, and new-leaf will be here. Prey will be
good and fat. You’ll feel better then.”

 

Listening, Fireheart recalled what no other cat knew, besides his mother- that Yellowfang was
Brokentail’s mother. Even Brokentail himself didn’t know, and now he gave no sign that he had heard
Yellowfang’s kind words.

 

Fireheart winced at the pain in the medicine cat’s eyes. She had been forced to give Brokentail up
when he was born because medicine cats were forbidden to have kits. And later she had blinded him
to save her adopted Clan from the rogue cats’ attack.

 

But she still loved him, although she meant no more to him than any other cat in ThunderClan.
Fireheart could almost have yowled in sympathy with her.

 

“I’ll have to tell Tigerclaw about this,” Darkstripe meowed fussily, pacing at the foot of the rock
where the cats sat. “He didn’t give any orders to let the prisoner leave the camp.”

 

Stalking up to him, Fireheart pushed his muzzle into Darkstripe’s face. “Bluestar was Clan leader last
time I looked,” he spat, eyes flashing. He hadn’t forgotten how Darkstripe treated him just the other
day. “And who do you think she’s going to listen to- you or the medicine cat?”

 

Darkstripe glared right back at him, ears flat as he let out a growl. Behind him, Fireheart heard
Brackenpaw hiss in alarm. He tensed - would Darkstripe really attack him?

 

Yellowfang interrupted them with a furious growl.

 



“Stop this nonsense! What’s happened to Brackenpaw?” Her flattened face appeared over the edge of
the rock, creased with worry.

 

“He was clawed by a badger,” Fireheart told her, with a last glare at Darkstripe. The old medicine cat
jumped down stiffly and inspected Brackenpaw’s leg, sniffing all along the wound. 

 

“You’ll live,” she grunted. “Go to my den. Cinderpaw’s there, and she’ll give you some herbs to press
on that.”

 

“Thank you, Yellowfang,” Brackenpaw meowed, and limped off.

 

Fireheart followed, but before he entered the gorse tunnel he looked back. Yellowfang had climbed
back onto the rock and was sitting with her flank pressed close against Brokentail, gently licking his
fur.

 

Fireheart could just hear her rasping the soft noises that a queen would make to her kits. But
Brokentail was as unresponsive as ever. He would not even turn to the she-cat and share tongues with
her.

 

Sadly, Fireheart padded into the tunnel. There were few bonds stronger than the one between a mother
and her kits. Yellowfang clearly still felt that bond, even after all the grief that Brokentail had caused-
killing his father, destroying his own Clan with his bloodthirsty leadership, attacking ThunderClan
with a band of rogue cats. But in one part of Yellowfang’s mind, he was still her kit.

 

So how, Fireheart wondered, had Mistyfoot and Stonefur been separated from their mother? Why had
Oakstar brought them to RiverClan? And most of all, why had no ThunderClan cats tried to find
them?

 

In Yellowfang’s den, Fireheart explained what had happened while Cinderpaw inspected the gash on
Brackenpaw’s leg and brought him a poultice to put on it.

 

“You’d better rest here tonight,” the gray she-cat told the apprentice. “But I’m pretty sure your leg
will be good as new in a day or two.” She spoke cheerfully, without any bitterness that her own leg
would never recover so well. Turning to Fireheart, she added, “I just had Cloudkit in here. He told me
he had to go over the elders’ coats for ticks, so I gave him some mouse bile.”



 

“What’s that for?” asked Brackenpaw.

 

“If you put some on the ticks, they soon drop off,” Cinderpaw told him. Her blue eyes glimmered
with amusement. “But don’t lick your paws afterward. It’s foul stuff.”

 

“I’m sure Cloudkit will enjoy doing that.” Fireheart grimaced. “It’s a pity that Tigerclaw had to
punish him, though, because I don’t think it was his fault that the badger attacked him.”

 

Cinderpaw shrugged. “There’s no arguing with Tigerclaw.”

 

“That’s true,” Fireheart agreed. “Anyway, I think I’ll go and make sure that Cloudkit’s okay.” As soon
as he set paw in the elders’ den, his nose wrinkled against the reek of the mouse bile. Smallear was
lying on one side while Cloudkit searched his gray fur for ticks. The elder twitched as Cloudkit
dabbed some of the bile inside his hind leg. 

 

“Watch it, young kit! Keep your claws sheathed.”

 

“They are sheathed,” muttered Cloudkit, his face screwed up with disgust. “There, that’s got it.
You’re done, Smallear.”

 

Dappletail, who had been watching intently, glanced around at Fireheart. 

 

“Your kin is very efficient, Fireheart,” she rasped. “No, Cloudkit,” she added as the kit started toward
her, carrying the bile-soaked moss. “I’m sure I’ve no ticks. And I wouldn’t wake One-eye if I were
you.” She nodded to where the old cat was sleeping, curled up beside the trunk of the fallen tree. “She
won’t thank you for disturbing her.”

 

Cloudkit looked around hopefully. Halftail, Rosetail, and Patchpelt- the other elders- weren’t there.
“Can I go then?” he asked.

 

“You can see to One-eye later,” Fireheart meowed. “Meanwhile, you’d better get the dirty bedding out
of here. Come on; I’ll help you.”



 

“And make sure the new lot’s dry!” growled Smallear.

 

Together Fireheart and Cloudkit raked out the old moss and heather and made several trips to carry it
out of the camp. Fireheart showed Cloudkit how to clean the mouse bile from his paws by rubbing
them in the snow. 

 

“Now we’ll go and fetch some fresh moss,” he meowed. “Come on. I know a good place.” 

 

“I’m tired,” Cloudkit complained as he trailed after Fireheart. “I don’t want to do this.”

 

“Well, too bad, you have to,” Fireheart retorted. “Cheer up; it could be worse. Did I tell you that when
I was a new-ish warrior I had to look after Yellowfang with the other younger warriors?”

 

“Yellowfang!” Cloudkit’s eyes widened. “Phew, I bet she was a grump! Did she claw you?”

 

“Only with her tongue,” Fireheart replied. “And that’s sharp enough!”

 

Cloudkit let out a short purr of laughter. To Fireheart’s relief, he stopped complaining, and when they
came to the patch of deep moss he did his share of digging it out of the snow, and copied Fireheart as
he showed him how to shake the worst of the moisture off.

 

They were returning to the camp, their jaws laden with moss, when Fireheart saw a cat slip out of the
gorse tunnel and bound up the side of the ravine. The massive body and striped pelt were
unmistakable. 

 

It was Tigerclaw.

 

Fireheart narrowed his eyes. The deputy had looked almost furtive, peering around before he left the
tunnel and disappearing over the lip of the ravine as fast as possible. Fireheart felt uneasy. 

 

Something wasn’t quite right.



 

“Cloudkit,” he meowed, dropping his wad of moss on the ground, “take your load of bedding into the
elders’, and then come back for mine. There’s something I’ve got to do.”

 

Cloudkit mewed in agreement through his mouthful of moss and carried on toward the tunnel.
Fireheart turned and raced back up the slope to the place where Tigerclaw had disappeared. The Clan
deputy was out of sight, but between his scent trail and the massive pawprints in the snow, Fireheart
had no difficulty following him. He took care not to catch up, in case Tigerclaw saw or smelled him.

 

The trail led unwaveringly through Tallpines, past Treecutplace. Fireheart realized with a jolt that
Tigerclaw had to be heading for Twolegplace. His heart lurched with fear. Was the deputy on his way
to find Oliver, Creekflower’s former mate? Maybe he was so angry with Cloudkit that he wanted to
hurt the kit’s father. The Twolegplace patrol had never told the Clan exactly where Oliver lived, but it
wouldn’t be impossible for Tigerclaw to pick up his scent from his knowledge of Cloudkit’s - not to
mention Cloudkit was a spitting image of his father. 

 

He kept low, careful to move silently. As the trail wound through a clump of gorse, movement in the
corner of his eye caught his attention. It was a mouse, scuffling under one of the bushes.

 

Fireheart did not want to stop and hunt, but this mouse was practically begging to be caught.
Instinctively his body dropped into a hunting crouch as he crept up on the prey. His pounce landed
him squarely on top of it, and he took a moment longer to bury it in the snow before he began to
follow Tigerclaw again. Fireheart moved more quickly now, afraid of what the deputy might have
done in the time he had delayed.

 

As he rounded the stump of a fallen tree, he practically collided with Tigerclaw himself, loping along
in the opposite direction.

 

The deputy reared back in surprise. “Mouse-brain!” he hissed. “What are you doing here?”

 

Fireheart’s first reaction was one of relief. Tigerclaw hadn’t possibly had time to reach Twolegplace
and harm Oliver already. Then he realized that the deputy was glaring at him with a look of deep
suspicion in his amber eyes. He mustn’t know I was following him, Fireheart thought desperately.

 

“I...I came out to show Cloudkit a good place to find bedding,” he stammered. “And then I thought I
might as well hunt for a bit.”



 

“I don’t see any prey,” growled Tigerclaw.

 

“It’s buried just back there.” Fireheart jerked his head in the direction he had come.

 

The warrior narrowed his eyes. “Show me.”

 

Furious that Tigerclaw didn’t believe him, but also deeply relieved at the luck that had led him to
catch prey, Fireheart led the way back along the trail and scraped the snow away from the mouse he
had just buried. “Satisfied?”

 

The Clan deputy frowned at him. Fireheart could almost read his thoughts; he was dying to blame
Fireheart for something, but couldn’t manage it this time.

 

At last he grunted, “Get on with it, then.” He dipped his head to pick up Fireheart’s mouse and
marched off in the direction of the camp.

 

Fireheart watched him go, and then started running along the trail again, toward Twolegplace. He
could at least find out where Tigerclaw had been. He swiveled his ears backward from time to time;
he wouldn’t put it past Tigerclaw to turn back and follow him, but he heard nothing, and gradually he
began to relax.

 

Tigerclaw’s scent trail came to an end near the fences that enclosed the Twoleg territory. Fireheart
walked back and forth under the trees, studying the ground. The snow was churned up by the marks
of many paws- too many for him to read. There were many strange scents, too. Several cats had been
here, and recently.

 

Fireheart wrinkled his nose in disgust. The cat scents were muddled up with those of long-dead prey
and the stink of Twoleg rubbish. Except for Tigerclaw’s own scent, it was impossible to identify any
of them.

 

He then paused, nose twitching. One scent seemed…familiar. He breathed in the cat scent again,
thinking hard - his ears perked straight up in recognition. One of these scents was BloodClan’s!

 



Fireheart stood there, frowning. He could tell this scent was limited to just a single cat - all the other
scents were obviously rouges.

 

The question was, what was BloodClan doing here? And why were they meeting with Tigerclaw? His
fur prickled. Were they meeting with Tigerclaw - did Scourge know? Or was this BloodClan warrior
acting alone?

 

Thinking deeply, Fireheart sat washing his paws. There was no way of telling whether Tigerclaw had
met these unknown cats, or whether he had just crossed their trail. If the latter was the case, then
ThunderClan should worry - he was uneasy about their relationship with BloodClan, even if the
rouges had helped them, but the way the clan was run…it rubbed him the wrong way.

 

He was about to set off for camp again when he heard a meow from behind him.

 

“Fireheart! Fireheart!”

 

Springing to his paws, he whirled around. Sitting on the fence at the end of his Twoleg garden was
Oliver. Fireheart raced across to the fence and leaped up beside him.

 

“Hi Fireheart!” Oliver greeted him. “How’s Creekflower? And my kits?” He stared at Fireheart’s thin
frame with a critical eye. “Fireheart, you’re so thin!” he exclaimed. Worry flooded his eyes. “Are you
getting enough to eat? Is Creekflower? My kits?”

 

“No, nor is any cat in the Clan,” Fireheart admitted. “Prey is scarce in this weather.”

 

“Are you hungry now?” the fluffy white tom asked. “There’s a bowl of food in my housefolk’s nest.
You can have it if you like.”

 

For a couple of heartbeats Fireheart was tempted. His mouth watered at the thought of filling his belly
with food he hadn’t had to catch first. But common sense won. He couldn’t possibly return to camp
with Twoleg scents all over him, and the warrior code forbade him to eat before feeding the rest of the
Clan.

 

“Thanks, Oliver, but I can’t,” he meowed.



 

“I’ve been watching for you for days,” Oliver anxiously meowed, “so you can tell me how they are all
doing.”

 

“Creekflower’s doing well,” Fireheart replied. “She’s not allowed to stray far from camp until the kits
are apprentice-age - to win back the clan’s trust.” At Oliver’s frown he added, “Your kits will be made
apprentices soon.”

 

Oliver’s eyes shone with pride. 

 

“Cloudkit’s strong and brave,” he told the kittypet. “And intelligent.” And nosey, spoiled,
disrespectful, he added to himself. But surely Cloudkit would learn soon enough, when he grew used
to Clan ways. “I’m sure he’ll make a fine warrior,” he meowed.

 

Oliver purred. “Of course he will, with you to teach him.” Fireheart’s ears twitched with
embarrassment. Even though he was interested in mentoring his kin, it was up to Bluestar to decide
their mentors.

 

“What about Lizardkit?” Oliver asked.

 

“She’s bright,” Fireheart replied. “And curious. She has a good head for herbs - she’ll be giving
Spottedleaf a run for her catmint one day.”

 

“Really?” Oliver excitedly meowed. “That’s great! Do you think she’ll become a- what is it- medicine
cat?” Fireheart thoughtfully tilted his head.

 

“Perhaps,” he meowed. “She certainly seems eager to be in the medicine den - like I was when I was
her age.” Oliver gave him an amused grin.

 

“Creekflower was very vocal about your kit-hood,” he laughed. Fireheart flattened his ears.

 

“Whatever she told you,” he hurriedly meowed. “It’s not true!”

 



“Okay, Fireheart,” Oliver purred. “Whatever you say! So that story of you, her, Lightningfur, and
Darkstripe sneaking out of camp isn’t true?”

 

Fireheart stared at the sky. “Okay, fine, that was true,” he muttered. “But it wasn’t my idea! It was all
Lightningfur!” Oliver laughed.

 

“Yeah, that’s what Creekflower claimed too.” Then, he sighed, glancing around as he looked suddenly
troubled. “BloodClan’s come around every once in a while,” he admitted. Fireheart pricked his ears.
Perhaps that could explain the scent he’d smelt.

 

“Anything?” he quietly asked, wondering if BloodClan had found Creekflower’s missing kits yet.
Oliver slowly shook his head.

 

“I’ve started fearing the worst,” he whispered. Fireheart rested his tail on Oliver’s shoulder,
remembering his sister’s lost kits once more. Little Nightkit, Stormkit, and Oatkit…they had been too
young - far too young.

 

“I’d better go,” Fireheart mewed after a while. “I’ll come to visit you again soon. And when newleaf
comes, I’ll bring Creekflower and the kits with me.” He gave Oliver a nod in farewell and left him
purring even harder at the thought of seeing his beloved and kits again.

 

Fireheart padded back along Tigerclaw’s scent trail, keeping a lookout for prey as he went. After
telling Tigerclaw he was hunting, he knew he had better return to camp with a respectable catch.
Gradually he became aware of an unfamiliar sound. He had to pause and think before he realized what
it was. Somewhere, water was dripping. Glancing around, he saw a silver globule bulging at the end
of a thorn twig. The droplet swelled and glittered in the sunlight before falling to melt a tiny hole in
the snow.

 

Fireheart raised his head. The patter of water was all around him now, and a warm breeze ruffled his
fur. With a surge of joy he realized that the harsh season of leaf-bare was drawing to an end. Soon
newleaf would come, and prey would be plentiful again.

 

The thaw had begun!

 

 



Back in the camp, Fireheart spotted Bluestar leaving the nursery. Quickly he dropped his catch on the
pile of fresh-kill and padded over to her. 

 

“Yes, Fireheart, what is it?” the leader asked. Her voice was calm, but with a sinking feeling,
Fireheart knew that the lack of warmth meant she had not forgiven him for asking about the missing
ThunderClan kits.

 

He lowered his head respectfully. “Bluestar, I was hunting near Twolegplace, and I smelled some
strange cats.”

 

At once Bluestar was alert; her ears flicked up and she fixed her eyes intently on Fireheart. 

 

“How many cats? What Clan were they from?”

 

“I’m not sure how many,” Fireheart admitted. “Five or six at least. But they didn’t have the scent of
any Clan - any forest Clan.” He wrinkled his nose as he remembered. “They smelled of crowfood,
which made me sure they weren’t kittypets. I know for sure one was a BloodClan cat.”

 

Bluestar looked thoughtful, and to Fireheart’s relief her hostility toward him seemed to ebb away. 

 

“How recent was the scent?” she asked.

 

“Quite recent. But I didn’t see any cats there.” Except Tigerclaw, he added silently. But Fireheart
decided not to tell Bluestar that part of the story. The leader was in no mood to listen to any more
accusations against her deputy, and he had no evidence anyway that Tigerclaw had had anything to do
with the unknown cats. “I thought maybe the BloodClan cat was there to give Oliver an update on his
missing kits, but I could be wrong.” Bluestar slowly nodded in agreement.

 

“The others…” she murmured. “Rogues from the Twolegplace, perhaps? Thank you, Fireheart. I’ll
tell the patrols to keep a lookout when they go that way. I don’t suppose they’re any threat to
ThunderClan, but we can’t be too careful. However,” she frowned, “I am not too sure about this
BloodClan cat - they could be the one reporting to Oliver, but if they’re not…” Fireheart nodded at
her unspoken words. 

 



If BloodClan was sniffing around their territory, they should step up their guard.

 

 

Fireheart padded toward the camp with a vole clamped firmly in his jaws. The sun shone from a
brilliantly blue sky, and already, two days after his meeting with Oliver, most of the snow was gone.
Buds were swelling and a mist of tiny green leaves was beginning to cover the trees. More
importantly, prey was reappearing in the forest. Already it was easier to replenish the pile of fresh-
kill, and for the first time in moons the Clan was full-fed.

 

Fireheart arrived in the clearing to find the queens raking old bedding out of the nursery. When he had
dropped his prey on the pile of fresh-kill, he went across to give them a hand, pleased to see that
Cloudkit was helping too.

 

“I’m going to show the other kits the good moss place!” the kit mewed proudly as he staggered past
with a load of bedding.

 

“Good idea,” Fireheart agreed. He’d noticed that even after Tigerclaw relieved him of his duties with
the elders, Cloudkit had gone on helping. Maybe at last the kit was feeling some spark of loyalty
toward his adopted Clan. “Watch out for badgers, though!”

 

Just then he saw Goldenflower emerge from the nursery, pushing a ball of soiled moss in front of her.
“Hello, Fireheart,” she meowed. “Isn’t it great to see the sun again?”

 

Fireheart gave the queen’s shoulder a friendly lick. Unlike Frostfur or Speckletail, Goldenflower was
kind to him and Creekflower - although, she frequently treated them like they were delicate, and gave
them pitying looks. “Soon it’ll be newleaf,” he mewed. “Just in time for your kits to grow up safely. If
you-” He broke off and spun around as he heard Tigerclaw’s voice behind him, speaking his name.

 

“Fireheart, if you’ve nothing better to do than stand gossiping with the queens, I have a job for you.”
Fireheart bit back an angry response. He’d been hunting all morning, and paused for only a few
moments to talk to Goldenflower.

 

“I want you to take a patrol along the border of RiverClan,” the deputy went on. “No cat has been that
way for a few days, and now the snow has gone we need to renew the scent markings. And make sure
no RiverClan cats are hunting in our territory. If they are, you know what to do!”



 

“Yes, Tigerclaw,” Fireheart mewed. Hedgehogs must be growing wings, he thought, if Tigerclaw had
chosen him to lead a patrol! Then he realized that Tigerclaw was too clever to behave hostilely toward
him in public. The deputy would be careful to treat him just the same as any other Clan warrior, in
case Bluestar noticed.

 

But I still don’t trust you! Fireheart thought. Aloud he meowed, “Whom shall I take with me?”

 

“Any cat you like. Or do you need me to hold your paw?” Tigerclaw added with a sneer.

 

“No, Tigerclaw.” By now Fireheart could barely keep his tongue curbed; he would have loved to
swipe a claw over the deputy’s scarred muzzle. He mewed a hasty good-bye to Goldenflower, and
headed for the warriors’ den. Sandstorm was there, lying on her side and energetically washing, while
Graystripe and Runningwind shared tongues nearby. Cherryfur was sprawled on her belly, softly
purring as she basked in the early newleaf sun.

 

“Who’s up for a patrol?” Fireheart called. “Tigerclaw wants us to check the RiverClan border.”
Graystripe scrambled to his paws right away at the mention of RiverClan, while Runningwind got up
more slowly. Sandstorm paused in her washing and looked up at Fireheart. 

 

“Just when I was hoping for a bit of peace,” she complained. “I’ve been hunting since dawn.” But her
tone was good-humored, and almost at once she got up and shook herself. Cherryfur opened one eye
and groaned dramatically.

 

“Just when the sun feels the best!” She let out a laugh before shaking her fur out.

 

“What about Brackenpaw?” Fireheart asked Graystripe. “Do you want to bring him along?”

 

“Whitestorm and Mousefur took the apprentices out,” Runningwind explained. “All of the
apprentices- what a pawful! Feathercloud went with too, at Brackenpaw’s request. They’re hunting
fresh-kill for the elders.”

 

Fireheart led the way out of the camp, feeling a tingle in his paws as he leaped up the side of the
ravine. It felt like moons since he’d had a good run without snow to freeze his paws off, and he
wanted to stretch his muscles. 



 

“We’ll head for the Sunningrocks,” he meowed, “and then follow the border up to Fourtrees.”

 

He set a brisk pace through the trees, but not so fast that he failed to notice the brilliant green fronds
of new bracken beginning to unfurl, or the first pale buds of primroses pushing out of their green
coverings. Bird-song filled the air, and the fresh scent of growing things.

 

He slowed down to a walk as the patrol approached the edge of the forest. Ahead of him he could hear
the sound of the river, free at last from its bonds of ice. 

 

“We’re almost at the border,” he meowed quietly. “From here on we have to keep alert. There may be
RiverClan cats about.”

 

Graystripe stopped and opened his jaws to drink in scent from the breeze. “I can’t smell any,” he
reported. Fireheart wondered if he was disappointed that Silverstream wasn’t nearby. “Besides, they’ll
have plenty of prey now that the river’s unfrozen,” Graystripe added. “Why should they come and
steal ours?”

 

“I wouldn’t put anything past RiverClan,” growled Runningwind. “They’d steal the fur off your back
if you didn’t keep an eye on them.”

 

Fireheart saw Graystripe beginning to bristle. “Come on, then,” he meowed hastily, trying to distract
his friend before he said something that gave away his divided loyalties. “Let’s go.” He raced away
through the last of the trees and burst out onto open ground. What he saw there brought him skidding
to a halt, and the memory of his dream crashed into his mind like a thunderclap.

 

In front of the cats, the land sloped gently down to the river- or what had been the river. Swelled by
the melting snow, the fast-flowing water had burst the banks and risen until it lapped the grass barely
a rabbit-length from Fireheart’s paws. The tips of reeds just showed above it; farther upstream, the
Sunningrocks were gray islands in the midst of a shimmering silver lake.

 

The thaw had certainly come, but now the river was in full flood.



Flood Time!

“Did you see how Reedtail ignored me? It was like I hadn’t even said anything to him! I’m
Thistlestar’s daughter; you’d think he’d be more respectful!” Lightningfur huffed as she dragged her
tongue across her pelt. “And Mosspelt! Why, I thought you said she and Leopardfur didn’t used to get
along. They and Frogleap hang out all the time, and gossiping about me I bet! They’re so jealous, it’s
obvious.”

 

Silverstream hummed in quiet acknowledgement, lounging beside Lightningfur lazily, her tail tip
twitching. The bright sunlight was warming their pelts, and had melted away all the snow into slush
and mud. Silverstream didn’t fancy getting her paws muddy, and Lightningfur had no complaints
about being lazy today. Reedtail ignoring her order for the hunting patrol yesterday had left her in a
bad mood. She didn’t want to deal with it until she could go on a patrol with cats like Rippleclaw,
Mallowtail, and Shadepelt, who were all much more agreeable and actually respected her .

 

Ugh. The nerve of some cats.

 

Her eyes glanced towards the warriors’ den, where Leopardfur was still slumbering away alongside
some other warriors. Some deputy she was. The sun had risen, and she was still asleep! Hmph. Dawn
patrol hadn’t even left yet. Would Lightningfur prove herself better than Leopardfur if she took the
already awake cats out for patrol? Ha! She’d love to see Leopardfur’s face then.

 

She glanced towards her father’s den. Why hadn’t he just killed Leopardfur and made her deputy
instead already? So what if half of the clan found her annoying- ThunderClan had been just the same
and they could all deal with it! She was better than them! Unlike in ThunderClan, her father was
leader, and his word was law. And soon she’d be leader and her word would be law and then they
would all have to suck it up and listen to her.

 

If only Fireheart weren’t so naive, she thought, her tail twitching irritably. What’s his problem? I
thought he knew we were supposed to be leaders together, even if it means killing a few cats. He was
always more… soft than me, but I didn’t think him a coward! She didn’t dare fathom that her last loyal
sibling might actually not be… as loyal as she thought. Fireheart loved Thistlestar. He loved her. They
were family! Kin! He had just been softened from his time in ThunderClan, but Lightningfur would
show him what it meant to be powerful, and all would be right again.

 

He needs to stop worrying about old deaths too, she thought. Why does Redtail and Oakstar’s deaths
matter? Oakstar was destined to die. He was in our way. It was more than convenient that he was
beneath those rocks.



 

Her gaze strayed to Thistlestar’s den. He rested inside there, perhaps dreaming with Mapleshade now,
and with Grasswhisker curled beside him. She scoffed. “I can’t believe he lets Grasswhisker get so
close to him,” she meowed. “She’s such a mouse-brain. She’s awful at hunting, and even worse of a
fighter. What does he even see in her anyway? She’s far from a respectable mate.”

 

Silverstream shifted beside her, frowning at her paws. “It’s strange,” Silverstream agreed. “I don’t
really like that your father is padding after my little sister.”

 

“I know,” Lightningfur said, scrunching her nose. “Love is so gross.”

 

Silverstream frowned at her. “That’s not what I meant,” she mewed. “Love is beautiful. I love
Graystripe.”

 

Lightningfur glared at her friend, darkness curling uncomfortably and viciously in her belly as she
recalled the two’s lovestruck looks and nuzzling. “Good for you,” she drawled, deadpanned. Why
does Silverstream waste her time with that tom?

 

Silverstream rolled her eyes at her friend, and Lightningfur was about to complain about something
else when she felt the stream behind them brush against her back. She frowned. They weren’t that
close to the stream. She craned her head to peer over her shoulder, and spotted the rising water level.
Alarmed, she leaped to her feet. Silverstream did the same.

 

“What’s wrong?” called warrior Rippleclaw, glancing up from where he was eating his fish.

 

“The stream,” Lightningfur reported. “It’s rising. Has it been this high before?”

 

“No,” Rippleclaw responded, pelt prickling as his eyes widened. “It’s-”

 

Shrill, high-pitched shrieks and squeals filled the air, and they all jerked their gazes towards the
nursery. Rippleclaw and another warrior, Beetlenose, rushed towards the nursery as Lightningfur
heard Leopardfur yowling from the warriors’ den, and saw her race across the camp.

 



The river had burst its banks. It streamed through the camp, so high now that it almost reached the
elders’ den. The other dens were awash, and her Clanmates were dashing here and there, grabbing
hold of willow stems and bundles of reeds that were floating toward the river. The apprentices’ den
had been torn apart. The reed wall had been breached, and nests were spinning toward the gap, where
the current sucked one out, then another, and swept them into open water. Stonefur and Silverstream
tried to snatch them as they washed past while Lightningfur watched the chaos erupt.

 

“Leave them!” Leopardfur yowled. “Save the nursery!”

 

The willow den was splitting open because the wind tore at it and water dragged at the base. As
Stonefur and Silverstream raced toward it and Lightningfur followed staggeringly, Mosspelt shot out.
Robinkit was swinging from her jaws. Dawnkit and Woodkit clung to her back. The kits shrieked in
terror while Mosspelt stared around, her eyes wide with horror.

“Head for the elders’ den!” Leopardfur told her. As Mosspelt raced away, Mistyfoot burst from the
nursery holding Reedkit’s scruff. She passed him to Stonefur and turned back inside. A moment later
she appeared again, Primrosekit dangling from her jaws.

 

Silverstream nodded toward the elders’ den. “Take her there! I’ll get Perchkit and Pikekit.” She
pushed her way inside the nursery. As Leopardfur raced after the silver tabby she-cat, Lightningfur
decided instead to chase after Mosspelt towards the elders’ den. The river swelled and lifted. A wave
swept through the camp. She saw it hit the nursery behind her, ripping away at the woven walls. The
wave barely missed the elders’ den, but it did slam into Mosspelt. The queen slipped on the wave,
Robinkit ripped from her mouth. The kit squealed, and Lightningfur surged forward. She snapped her
jaws around Robinkit’s neck, stopping herself abruptly when the kit yowled in pain. She realized she
had no idea how to hold a kit like mother’s did. Her jaw was in the position to break a mouse’s neck.
She quickly dropped Robinkit and tried picking him up by his fur only. He swung limply from her
mouth as she darted towards the elders’ den. Mosspelt was struggling to grab hold of Dawnkit and
Woodkit again.

 

“No!” came Leopardfur’s yowl as Perchkit and Pikekit were swept away by the wave, faces twisted in
terror. They spun away into the darkness, their squeals drowned by the roaring water.

 

Silverstream thrust her muzzle in Leopardfur’s face as the deputy stood still. “Save the others!”

 

Leopardfur turned towards Sedgecreek and started asking about Mudfur and Thistlestar. Lightningfur
pricked her ears, fangs tightening into Robinkit’s scruff as water lapped at her paws. She listened as
Leopardfur asked Stonefur, Loudbelly, and Lakeshine, “Where is Thistlestar?”

 



Vixenleap scrambled away from the water nearby Lightningfur, coughing and spitting water out of her
lungs as she collapsed in front of the elders’ den. “Grasswhisker is with him!” she meowed weakly,
desperately, as she gazed at Lightningfur hopefully. “With Thistlestar! In his den! You have to make
sure she’s okay!”

 

Lightningfur’s tail twitched. It would be just her luck if Grasswhisker was conveniently swept away
by the flood. But Vixenleap liked Lightningfur. If Lightningfur let her annoying sister die, would she
still be loyal to her?

 

Lightningfur didn’t have time to think as water lapped at her paws. She and Vixenleap both leaped to
their feet, and Robinkit squealed in Lightningfur’s grasp.

 

“Get the elders out!” Leopardfur called to Blackclaw. “And the kits!” She turned to Beetlenose and
Reedtail, who were watching the water rise with horror. “Evacuate the camp! Get everyone inland and
onto high ground.”

 

As Beetlenose and Reedtail raced towards the elders’ den, Lightningfur dropped Robinkit, satisfied
the kit would be taken by one of them instead of the water. Vixenleap scrambled over to the tom-kit
while Lightningfur sprinted towards the leader’s den, ignoring the water splashing at her feet. She saw
Leopardfur heading towards the leader’s den as well and anger rose inside her. Like she cared about
Thistlestar’s well-being! She was probably going to kill him while he was weak and nobody would
suspect it!

 

Lightningfur and Leopardfur slewed to a halt outside Crookedstar’s den, sending arcs of water over
the root walls. They were already half-submerged with water. A fresh wave swallowed them, and
Thistlestar struggled out, coughing. His gray and white fur was drenched with cold water.
Lightningfur reached him and put her shoulder beneath his, helping him limp away from his den.

 

“Where is Grasswhisker?” she asked, trying to peer inside the den.

 

“The water broke the back of the den,” Thistlestar answered. “The current carried her before I could
grab her.” He raised his head and glanced around the clearing. “Is everyone else safe?” he spluttered,
water dribbling from his mouth.

 

Lightningfur saw Leopardfur hesitate, so, in turn, Lightningfur answered, “Mistyfoot’s kits got swept
away. I’ll go get Grasswhisker before she drowns herself.” She darted forward, her claws digging into
the reed of Thistlestar’s nest. She peered over it and saw the brown tabby pelt of Grasswhisker
struggling against the current. Her head bobbed under the surface.



 

Lightningfur stared at the raging current, knowing it could swallow her too. Her heart beat. It
wouldn’t be the worst thing to let Grasswhisker die. But then Thistlestar would be all mopey and
Vixenleap would be destroyed, and Lightningfur would have to deal with them.

 

Besides, her RiverClan clanmates would respect her more if she saved one of their own.

 

She launched herself into the river, kicking her paws out and swimming towards Grasswhisker. Water
sloshed into her ears and nostrils, but she sucked in a giant breath of air before surging underneath the
current. Her eyes strained against the water, but she could see the outline of Grasswhisker’s
underbelly and legs. She pushed herself forward, then resurfaced beside the she-cat.

 

“Lightningfur!” Grasswhisker mewled pathetically, barely audible over the stream’s gurgles. “Help
me!”

 

“What do you think I’m doing?” Lightningfur spat. She shoved her shoulder against Grasswhisker.
The current was taking them further from camp. Her back leg brushed against a rock, and she pushed
herself off it, pumping with all her might. “Swim!”

 

Grasswhisker pedaled her paws, struggling to swim as efficiently as Lightningfur. But soon they
reached the remains of Thistlestar’s den, and Lightningfur dug her claws into it. She grabbed
Grasswhisker roughly by her scruff and yanked her upwards. Grasswhisker stumbled onto the broken
den roof, and Lightningfur hauled herself out of the water after her.

 

“Come on!” Lightningfur dug her claws into Grasswhisker’s pelt and pushed her forward.
Grasswhisker rolled over, nearly falling back into the water, before she jumped to her paws and raced
blindly forward.

 

Beetlenose and Reedtail were hurrying their Clanmates through a gap they’d torn in the sedge. The
river beyond was no more than a channel. It was raging but narrow. With help, every cat could swim
it, even Graypool, who stood at the edge now, her pelt on end.

 

Well. Not every cat. Lightningfur could see the lifeless body of the elder, Cedarpelt, drifting through
the current, disappearing under a wave.

 



One less useless mouth to feed, she thought. If only the current would take Graypool and Fallowtail
too. Then prey could go to the warriors who deserve it.

 

Mudfur was helping Graypool to cross the channel. Mosspelt and Mistyfoot were waiting to follow
with their kits. Mistyfoot had crossed the channel with Primrosekit and watched Blackclaw follow
with Reedkit. As he scrambled out, she led him into the darkness, where higher ground and safety
were waiting. Mosspelt hesitated on the edge. Dawnkit was dangling from her jaws. Woodkit and
Robinkit clung to her back.

 

“I’ll help you,” Leopardfur said, coming to Mosspelt’s side. Leopardfur eased herself into the racing
water, churning her paws as she struggled not to be swept away. “Come on,” she called to Mosspelt.

 

Tentatively, Mosspelt waded toward her. Dawnkit squealed and struggled. Robinkit and Woodkit
buried their muzzles deep into their mother’s fur. As Mosspelt pushed out into the channel, a roar
sounded from upstream. A wall of water thundered toward them. Soon it reached them, curling into a
wave that broke over them and pushed them underwater.

 

“Mosspelt!” several warriors called, a few placing their paws into the water and hesitating. Unlike
them, Lightningfur surged forward. As much as she hated kits, if they all died, she’d have no cat to be
her apprentice!

 

The water shoved her side to side, but she dove blindly into the stream. Thrashing her paws, she felt a
cat’s pelt and hooked in her claws. She pulled them both upwards and was displeased to see the
spotted golden pelt of Leopardfur instead of Mosspelt. A low growl left her throat, but then
Leopardfur ducked down and surged with Mosspelt. But where were the kits?

 

“I couldn’t hold on!” Wild with panic, Mosspelt tried to drag herself free of Leopardfur’s grip. “I have
to save them.”

 

“You can’t!” Leopardfur hauled her to the far side. As she dragged the queen, wailing, onto the bank,
a flash of gray fur dived past them into the channel.

 

“I’ll save them!”

 

“Thistlestar!” Lightningfur called, recognizing the RiverClan leader’s yowl as he disappeared beneath
the water and resurfaced a few tail-lengths downstream. He rolled, flailing for a moment; then,



finding his balance, he struck out and swam with the current.

 

Mosspelt stared as he disappeared into the night, the water frothing around him. Desperation glittered
in her eyes. Leopardfur nosed her inland, following her Clanmates as they trekked to higher ground.
Lightningfur dragged herself out of the water after them, but she didn’t move from the rushing
riverside.

 

Thistlestar would never survive the flood. He wasn’t the young warrior he’d once been, and the water
was too fierce even for a young cat. As the Clan halted, gathering higher up the hill, she gazed down
the slope. It was hidden in darkness but she could hear the river roaring as though howling its victory
over the fragile camp. Her fur clinging to her body, Lightningfur pressed back a shiver.

 

Unlike her weakling clanmates, she wouldn’t abandon her father to the river. Nine lives or not, she
wouldn’t let him die. After all, if Leopardfur became leader, her first act would surely be to exile
Lightningfur out of spite.

 

She dove into the swirling stream below, pumping her legs out. It was hard to make out where her
father was amid the flood, but she saw a flash of gray and propelled herself towards it. But when she
got there, and flailed her paws out for Thistlestar’s pelt, she touched nothing. A wave pushed her
underneath the surface, and she resurfaced, coughing and spluttering water out from her lungs as it
burned like fire.

 

Her back paw smacked against something, and she twisted around to grab it with her front paw.
Pulling it close, she realized it was Robinkit. She grabbed him by his scruff, and padded in the river,
searching for Thistlestar or the other kits. Robinkit hung limply in her grip, but she knew, with her
clan’s gaze on her, she couldn’t simply drop his dead body to be consumed by the river.

 

She paddled around the river for a while more, but as the waves only got more powerful, she knew
she had to give up. Wherever Thistlestar had gone, he was on his own. She turned to the land and
swam forward. Luckily, a wave came and carried her to the land. She quickly ran further inland,
shaking her drenched pelt of the freezing water.

 

“Robinkit!” Mosspelt wailed, rushing forward. Lightningfur dropped the brown and ginger tom-kit at
her paws.

 

“He’s dead,” Lightningfur told her. Mosspelt cried as she pressed her nose against the small kit’s
chest.



 

“Not yet,” Mudfur suddenly spoke, rushing forward. He nudged Mosspelt away and put his ear to his
chest. “His lungs are full of water. We need to push it out so he can breathe.” The medicine cat moved
his head and put a paw against his chest, then pressed down once, twice, thrice, and continuously in a
rapid movement. The clan watched with bated breath until Robinkit sputtered, water spilling out of
his tiny mouth.

 

Mosspelt wailed in relief this time, grabbing her kit with her paws and bringing him close to her.
Robinkit blinked his green eyes up at his mother. “Mama?” he whispered hoarsely. “I’m cold…”

 

“Oh, my sweet, sweet kit,” Mosspelt meowed, dragging her tongue over his face. “Lightningfur
rescued you. You’re okay. You’re okay.” Robinkit tilted his head backwards to gaze up at
Lightningfur with wide eyes.

 

Lightningfur stopped herself from curling her lip at the little creature. Kits were so annoying. But this
one could be her apprentice; her key to being deputy. So instead she blinked as warmly at the little kit
as she could.

 

The clan quieted as the flood raged on. Once Mudfur was sure Robinkit was okay, he turned and
checked on Fallowtail, the elder, who laid weakly beside Graypool. The cold began to reach into
Lightningfur’s bones, but she didn’t move. As the night slowly gave way to dawn, she gazed across
the river. The gray light revealed a devastated camp, and her heart seemed to stop as she made out a
gray shape on the bank downstream. It lay motionless on a stretch of mud. Reeds, crushed by the
flood, were strewn around it. Behind her, Lightningfur could hear Primrosekit crying, and she pinned
her ears down in annoyance.

 

“Organize a hunting patrol,” she heard Leopardfur whispering softly to Stonefur. “The Clan is hungry
and I have to go and check on something.”

 

He looked at her, blinking away sleep. “Where are you going?”

 

“I can see Thistlestar,” she breathed. “I think he died. I’m going to fetch him.”

 

Lightningfur jumped to her feet. “I’m going!” She didn’t wait for an answer as she stormed off
towards Thistlestar’s body. She followed the shore through the gray dawn. She could see Thistlestar’s
body on the riverbank. It wasn’t far now. She slowed as she saw he was curled around two more
bodies, as small as ducklings, bedraggled and unmoving.



 

She stared at her father, wondering when he would wake up, or if he’d receive a message from some
cat- StarClan or Dark Forest- while he was dead.

 

Mudfur suddenly ran past her. Leopardfur and Stonefur were behind him, making her fur bristle. The
medicine cat began kneading Woodkit’s chest.

 

“Rub her chests!” Mudfur nodded toward Dawnkit. Stonefur immediately darted towards the small
she-kit, placing her paws onto her chest, while Leopardfur hung back.

 

“What about Thistlestar?” Lightningfur asked indignantly. Would the kneading-chest thing work to
prevent him from losing a life?

 

“He has more lives than these kits,” Mudfur mewed. He glanced at Thistlestar, a dark flicker in his
eyes. “StarClan will take care of him.”

 

Stonefur and Mudfur pumped the two little kits’ chest until they both spluttered to life. Dawnkit
twitched beneath Stonefur’s paws and coughed. The kit rolled over and vomited water onto the shore.
Woodkit struggled, vomiting water onto himself. Lightningfur’s nose scrunched in disgust.

 

“Thank StarClan!” Leopardfur called. She grabbed Dawnkit and pulled her close, wrapping her tail
around her to warm her. “It’s okay,” she soothed. “You’re safe now.”

 

As the cats worried over the revived kits, Thistlestar coughed. A spasm ran along his

flank and he twitched suddenly into life. Lightningfur darted to his side and sniffed him anxiously.
“Thistlestar?”

 

Thistlestar sat up slowly, his eyes glittering with shock. He glanced toward the kits and then met
Leopardfur’s gaze. “Are the kits alright?” he asked in rasp. “I couldn’t find Robinkit.”

 

“They’re alright,” Leopardfur answered slowly. She glanced at Lightningfur. “Lightningfur rescued
Robinkit.”

 



Thistlestar nodded, turning to give his daughter a proud look. “Good.” Lightningfur preened under her
father’s praise. But it was short-lived as Thistlestar turned back to Leopardfur. “And the rest of the
clan?”

 

“They’re safe on highground.” She flicked her tail towards where the cats were gathered on a hill,
some waves crashing and nearly pulling a few cats back in.

 

Thistlestar forced himself up onto his paws, shaking his pelt. Lightningfur winced at the water
droplets that hit her. “Let’s go,” Thistlestar meowed commandingly, padding back towards RiverClan.
Lightningfur watched as Stonefur picked up Woodkit and Leopardfur grabbed Dawnkit. They and
Mudfur followed him and Lightningfur watched.

 

She knew all three of those cats didn’t exactly like Thistlestar. Yet they still followed his orders
without complaint. Because he was their leader. Her eyes narrowed. How long would she have to wait
until she had that respect?

 

She padded slowly after them, and hung at the edge of their temporary camp. Silverstream joined her.
“I hope none of the floods reached ThunderClan,” Silverstream murmured, her fur prickled.

 

Lightningfur glanced at her friend, soured. “I hope they do,” she murmured. “And I hope it kills all
their kits.”

 

“Lightningfur!” Silverstream reprimanded, glaring at her aghast.

 

Lightningfur grumpily sat down and curled her tail around her wet, soaking pelt, staring out at the
flooded forest. “I’m only joking,” she lied to her friend, her voice flat. “I’m sure they’re fine in their
stupid little forest.”

 

Silverstream settled down beside her, and started grooming her tortoiseshell pelt. Lightningfur found
herself relaxing a bit, happy to have her friend’s attention rather than ThunderClan . Her tongue and
breath was warm against the chill of the river.

 

The clan settled down to wait too, unable to do much else. A hunting patrol had already been sent out,
not that they’d be able to catch much. They’d have to hope some mice and voles would drown and
wash up in front of them.



 

To Lightningfur’s surprise, Mosspelt dragged herself and her kits over to Lightningfur and
Silverstream. “It’s dryer here,” Mosspelt meowed. “And you’ll keep them safe.” She blinked
gratefully at Lightningfur. Lightningfur stared back, surprised. Mosspelt always hung out with
Leopardfur. Surely the deputy would have tainted her mind?

 

“Of course,” Lightningfur replied back. “Always.”

 

Rippleclaw joined their little group too, and then Beetlenose, Vixenleap, Grasswhisker, and
Greenflower. Another group formed nearby, protecting Mistyfoot and her two kits as well as the
elders. Lightningfur had wanted some time to brood alone, but she supposed this was okay.

 

After all, they had chosen to form around her.

 

Not Leopardfur

 

They thought she would protect them.

 

And I will, she thought, raising her head proudly. As long as they respect me.

 

As time went on and the flood started to lower, a patrol was sent out to search for Mistyfoot’s kits.
But when they returned, Owlfur reported, “There’s no sign of the kits.” He dipped his head to
Thistlestar. Though it was nearly sunhigh, his pelt was still damp from the flood. The weak sunshine
breaking through the clouds had done little to dry it, or warm the makeshift camp RiverClan had
made on the slope above the island.

 

Owlfur lowered his voice. “Or Frogleap’s body.”

 

Lightningfur blinked. She hadn’t even realized Frogleap was missing, nor that he had died. Ah well.
That was good. Mosspelt liked Lightningfur now, and Frogleap was dead. Leopardfur was losing her
friends. Good.

 

They didn’t have Cedarpelt’s body either. There would be no burial tonight without the bodies, but
there would be a vigil, and it irritated Lightningfur. But she could deal with it. 



 

Blackclaw was pacing now in the small clearing of the makeshift camp, his pelt prickling along his
spine, while the Clan worked around him, weaving the bushes into dens and bundling reeds together
for nests. “I want to go back out,” he growled, looking at Thistlestar. Perchkit and Pikekit were his
kits. “I know we didn’t find them this morning, but we can’t give up,” he pressed. “I should have
swum after them as soon as they were washed away.” He glared at Leopardfur. “Why didn’t you tell
me they were lost?”

 

Leopardfur sat up, looking guilty and hollow. Lightningfur smirked, pleased. “What could you have
done?” Leopardfur murmured. “The water was too fierce. Did you want Mistyfoot to

lose you too?”

 

Thistlestar swished his tail. “It’ll do no good to blame each other for our losses. We must concentrate
on rebuilding.” He looked toward the camp. It was screened by the bracken, but every cat had seen
the devastation. Water swilled over the clearing where RiverClan’s camp had been. The apprentices’
and warriors’ dens had been washed away along with the nursery, and the elders’ den stood, ruptured
and bedraggled, its nest floating between the broken walls.

 

“Reedtail, Skyheart, and Heavystep,” he mewed. “Hunt for land prey upslope.” He nodded to
Vixenleap. “Take a patrol along the shore and look for fish stranded by the flood.” He turned now to
Blackclaw. “You must search for your kits until you find them,” he mewed. Lightningfur guessed he
was thinking that Blackclaw would be little use to the Clan until he had found out what had happened
to them. “Leopardfur, go with him, and take Stonefur,” he ordered. “Search the banks and inlets and
pools. I want Perchkit and Pikekit brought home.”

 

Lightningfur watched as Blackclaw led Leopardfur and Stonefur away, happy to see them go and
silently hoping they’d get taken away by a stray wave.

 

“Voleclaw,” Thistlestar continued. “Take another patrol to search the other way.”

 

Voleclaw nodded, then glanced around camp. His gaze caught on Lightningfur’s. “Lightningfur,”
Voleclaw said. “Would you like to come with?”

 

Lightningfur curled her lip in, glancing in displeasure at the raging rivers. She’d rather not get her
paws wet again. But her entire clan was watching her now, so she smoothed her pelt and meowed as
politely- which was not at all- as she could, “No. The cold truth is that those kits are as good as dead
already. It’ll take a miracle for them to live.” She turned to Mosspelt, and gazed at wide-eyed
Robinkit, Woodkit, and Dawnkit. “We need to care for the kits still alive more, don’t we?”



 

Mosspelt curled around her kits, eyes shining. “Thank you,” she said softly.

 

“We can’t give up on my kits!” Mistyfoot protested, anger and disbelief burning in her gaze.

 

“We aren’t,” Thistlestar quickly injected. “Lightningfur would rather stay and protect the kits here,
that’s all. Blackclaw will find the kits, dead or alive, I’m sure. But Lightningfur does have a point.
Voleclaw, hunt if you cannot find the kits. We need prey for Primrosekit, Reedkit, Robinkit, Woodkit,
and Dawnkit.”

 

Voleclaw nodded, then turned to Greenflower and Softwing, calling them for the patrol instead.
Lightningfur settled down again, pleased to have some time to laze around under the guise of
protecting the kits. Mosspelt began grooming Dawnkit while Woodkit hid underneath his mother and
Robinkit remained staring at Lightningfur.

 

Silverstream pressed her back to Lightningfur, and Rippleclaw turned to Lightningfur.

 

“You’re right,” the tabby tom meowed, something shining in his eyes. “We need to protect the cats
that are alive, not waste time with the dead ones. You’d make a better deputy than Leopardfur; all
she’s focused on is what she’s lost.”

 

 

“Great StarClan!” breathed Sandstorm.

 

The other two cats grunted in agreement, but Fireheart was speechless with horror. He had instantly
recognized the shining expanse of water, and now he recalled Spottedleaf’s ominous words: “Water
can quench fire.”

 

Fear chilled him. Was Spottedleaf right? Would this flood hurt him? He was hardly aware of
Graystripe trying to attract his attention until the big gray cat pressed up close to his side. Panic flared
in Graystripe’s amber eyes, and Fireheart didn’t need to ask why. His friend was afraid for
Silverstream.

 



The land was lower on the RiverClan bank, so the floodwaters could spread much farther. As for the
camp on the island...Fireheart wondered how much of that was underwater. He had grown to like
Silverstream in spite of his concerns, and he felt a grudging respect for Mistyfoot- his old
apprenticehood friend- and Graypool, too. Plus, he was worried about his RiverClan kin - were
Thistlestar and Lightningfur alright? He didn’t want to imagine them driven out of their camp - or
worse, drowned. Cherryfur was pawing at the rushing water, frowning, and Runningwind had padded
right to the water’s edge and was gazing out across the river. 

 

“RiverClan isn’t going to like this,” he remarked. “And a good thing, too. It’ll keep them off our
territory.”

 

Fireheart felt Graystripe tense at the note of satisfaction in Runningwind’s voice. He shot his friend a
warning glance. “Well, we can’t patrol the border now,” he pointed out. “We’d better get back to
camp and report this. Come on, Graystripe,” he added firmly, seeing the warrior look once more with
anguish across the swollen river. He led his way back to camp and quickly reported to the leader.

 

As soon as Bluestar heard the news she leaped to the top of the Highrock and gave the familiar call:

 

“Let all cats old enough to catch their own prey join here beneath the Highrock for a Clan meeting.”

 

At once cats began to pour out of their dens and into the clearing. Fireheart took his place at the front
of the crowd, noticing with a prickle of annoyance that Cloudkit had come bouncing along after
Creekflower, although he was too young to attend the meeting. He saw Yellowfang and Cinderpaw
listening from the mouth of the fern tunnel. Even Brokentail emerged from his den, nudged along by
Mousefur.

 

The bright morning was coming to an end. Clouds were massing to cover the face of the sun, and the
gentle breeze had strengthened until a stiff wind blew across the clearing, flattening the fur of the cats
who crouched around the Highrock. Fireheart shivered, and didn’t know whether it was from cold or
apprehension.

 

“Cats of ThunderClan,” meowed Bluestar. “Our camp may be in danger. The snow has gone, but the
river has burst its banks. Part of our territory is already flooded.”

 

A chorus of dismay rose from the Clan, but Bluestar raised her voice above the yowls. 

 



“Fireheart, tell the Clan what you have seen.”

 

Fireheart stood up and described how the river had overflowed near the Sunningrocks.

 

“It doesn’t sound that dangerous to us,” meowed Darkstripe when he had finished. “We have plenty of
territory left for prey. Let RiverClan worry about the floods.”

 

A murmur of approval broke out, although Fireheart noticed that Tigerclaw stayed silent. He sat at the
base of the Highrock, motionless except for the twitching tip of his tail.

 

“Silence!” spat Bluestar. “The water could spread here before we know it. Something like this is
bigger than Clan rivalry. I don’t want to hear that any RiverClan cats have died from these floods.”

 

Fireheart noticed a hot glow in her eyes as she spoke, as if her words meant more than she had said.
Puzzled, he remembered how angry Bluestar had been with him for speaking to RiverClan warriors;
yet now her strength of feeling suggested a current of sympathy running deep within her, despite her
hatred of RiverClan’s current leader.

 

Patchpelt spoke up from among the elders. “I remember the last time the river overflowed, many
moons ago. Cats from all Clans drowned. Prey drowned, too, and we went hungry even though our
paws stayed dry. This is not just RiverClan’s problem.”

 

“Well said, Patchpelt,” meowed Bluestar. “I remember those days, too, and I hoped I would never
have to see such times again. But since it has happened, these are my orders: No cat is to go out alone.
Kits and apprentices must not leave the camp without at least one warrior. Patrols will go out to
discover how far the floods reach- Tigerclaw, see to it.”

 

“Yes, Bluestar,” meowed the deputy. “I’ll send out hunting patrols, too. We must build up a stock of
prey before the water rises any farther.”

 

“Good idea,” agreed Bluestar. She raised her voice again to address the whole Clan. “The meeting is
over. Go to your duties.” She leaped down lightly from the Highrock and padded across to talk with
Patchpelt and the other elders.

 



Fireheart was waiting to see if Tigerclaw would choose him for a patrol when he noticed Graystripe
edging away from the circle of cats. Fireheart headed after him, and caught up just as he broke for the
gorse tunnel. 

 

“Where do you think you’re going?” he hissed in the gray warrior’s ear. “Bluestar just said that no cat
should go out alone.”

 

Graystripe turned a panicky look on him. “Fireheart, I have to see Silverstream,” he protested. “I have
to be sure she’s okay.”

 

Fireheart let out a long sigh of exasperation. He understood how his friend was feeling, but he could
hardly have chosen a worse time to go visiting his mate. “How will you get across the river?” he
asked.

 

“I’ll manage,” Graystripe promised grimly. “It’s only water.”

 

“Don’t be such a mouse-brain!” Fireheart spat, remembering the time Graystripe had fallen through
the ice, when Silverstream had rescued him. “You nearly drowned once before. Wasn’t that enough
for you?”

 

Graystripe didn’t answer; he just swung around and made for the tunnel again. Fireheart glanced over
his shoulder. The other cats in the clearing were breaking up into small groups under Tigerclaw’s
direction, ready to go out on patrol. “Stop, Graystripe!” he hissed, halting his friend at the entrance to
the tunnel. “Wait there.”

 

Once he was sure Graystripe had done as he asked, he bounded across the clearing toward the deputy.

 

“Hey, Tigerclaw,” he meowed. “Graystripe and I are ready to go. We’ll check the RiverClan boundary
downstream of the Sunningrocks, all right?”

 

Tigerclaw narrowed his eyes, clearly displeased that Fireheart had taken it upon himself to choose
which area he was going to patrol. But he had no reason to refuse, especially with Bluestar in earshot.
“All right,” he growled. “Try to bring some prey back, as well.”

 



“Yes, Tigerclaw,” Fireheart replied, dipping his head before turning to race back to Graystripe. 

 

“Okay,” he panted. “We’re on patrol, so at least no cat will wonder where we’ve gone.”

 

“But you-” Graystripe began to protest.

 

“I know you have to go,” Fireheart meowed. “But I’m coming with you.”

 

He felt a prickle of guilt as he spoke. Even on patrol, he and Graystripe wouldn’t be expected to cross
Clan boundaries. Bluestar would be furious if she knew that two of her warriors were risking their
lives to go into enemy territory when their own Clan needed them so badly. But Fireheart couldn’t just
stand there and let Graystripe go alone. His former apprentice could be swept away in the floods and
never return.

 

“Thanks, Fireheart,” murmured Graystripe as they left the tunnel. “I won’t forget this.”

 

Side by side, the two warriors scrambled up the steep, rocky slope. As they headed into the forest,
retracing the steps of their earlier patrol, Fireheart noticed how muddy the ground was underpaw. The
melted snow had soaked the earth like the heaviest rainfall, even without the deadly spread of
floodwater from the river.

 

When they reached the edge of the trees Fireheart realized that the water had risen even farther. The
Sunningrocks were almost submerged now, and the current swirled around them in tight circles.
“We’ll never make it across there,” he meowed.

 

“Let’s head downstream,” Graystripe suggested. “We might be able to use the stepping stones.”

 

“We can try,” Fireheart mewed uncertainly. He was about to follow his friend when he thought he
heard something- a thin, wailing sound, above the wind and the rushing of the torrent. “Wait,” he
called. “Did you hear that?”

 

Graystripe looked back, and both cats stood, ears pricked, straining to catch the sound. Then Fireheart
heard it again- the panic-stricken mewing of kits in distress. It hadn’t been long since he had heard
Cloudkit crying like that.



 

“Where are they?” he meowed, looking all around and up into the trees. “I can’t see them!”

 

“There.” Graystripe flicked his tail in the direction of the Sunningrocks. “Fireheart, they’ll drown!”
Fireheart saw that the current had driven a mat of twigs and debris up against the Sunningrocks. Two
kits balanced precariously on it, their tiny mouths stretched wide as they wailed for help. Even as
Fireheart watched, the current tugged at the mat, threatening to sweep it away.

 

“Come on,” he yowled to Graystripe. “We’ve got to reach them somehow.”

 

Taking a deep breath, he waded into the flood. The water soaked into his fur at once, and a paralyzing,
icy chill crept up his legs. The tug of the current made it harder to stay on his paws with every step he
took.

 

Graystripe splashed in behind him, but when the water reached his belly fur he stopped. 

 

“Fireheart...” he choked out.

 

Fireheart twisted around to give him a comforting nod. He could understand how the river might
terrify Graystripe, after his near-drowning a few moons ago. “Stay there,” he meowed. “I’ll try to
push the mat over to you.”

 

Graystripe nodded, trembling too violently to speak. Fireheart waded forward a few more paces, then
launched himself into the current and began to swim, thrashing his legs instinctively to push himself
through the black water. They were upstream of the Sunningrocks; if StarClan was kind, he should be
carried down toward the kits.

 

For a moment he lost sight of them in the wind-ruffled waves, though he could still hear their terrified
cries. Then the smooth gray bulk of a Sunningrock loomed up beside him. He kicked out strongly,
fearing for one panic-stricken heartbeat that he would be swept right past.

 

The current swirled; Fireheart’s paws worked furiously, and the river tossed him against the rock,
driving the breath out of his body. He scrabbled at the rough surface, bracing himself against the
rushing water, and found himself face-to-face with the two kits.



 

They were both very small- still suckling from their mother, Fireheart guessed. One was black and
one dark gray, their fur plastered against their tiny bodies, and their brilliant blue eyes wide with
terror. They were crouched on a tangled mat of twigs, leaves, and Twoleg rubbish, but when they saw
Fireheart they started to scramble toward him. The mat lurched and their wails grew louder as river
water sloshed over them.

 

“Keep still!” Fireheart gasped, paddling madly against the current. Briefly he wondered if he could
climb onto the rock and haul the kits up with him, but he was not sure how long it would be before the
Sunningrocks were completely submerged. His best plan was still to push the mat over to Graystripe.
Looking back, he saw that his friend had already moved downstream, into a good position to catch the
mat as it was swept toward him.

 

“Here we go,” Fireheart muttered. “StarClan help us!” He pushed himself off from the rock, thrusting
at the mat with his muzzle to guide it into the current. The two kits whimpered and flattened
themselves against the twigs.

 

Fireheart put every last scrap of energy into pushing the mat ahead of him with his nose and paws. He
could feel exhaustion draining the strength from his limbs. His fur was soaked, and he was so cold he
could hardly breathe. Raising his head and blinking water out of his eyes, he realized with horror that
he had lost sight of Graystripe and the bank. It seemed as if there was nothing in the world but the
churning water, the fragile mat of twigs, and the two terrified kits.

 

Then he heard Graystripe’s voice, sounding close by. “Fireheart! Fireheart, here!”

 

Fireheart thrust again at the mat, trying to propel it toward the voice. It spun away from him, and his
head went under. Coughing and choking, he clawed his way back to the surface, to see Graystripe
pacing on dry land just a few tail-lengths away.

 

For a heartbeat Fireheart felt relief that he was nearly there. Then he focused his blurred eyes on the
kits again, and fear pulsed through him. The mat was beginning to break up. Fireheart watched
helplessly as the twigs underneath the gray kit gave way and the tiny creature was plunged into the
torrent.

 

“No!” Graystripe yowled, launching himself after the drowning kit. Fireheart lost sight of them. The
kit left on the mat squealed desperately, trying to cling to the twigs as they were split apart by the
current. With the last of his strength Fireheart drove himself forward, sank his teeth into the little
creature’s scruff, and kicked out for dry ground.



 

Within moments he felt stones under his paws and managed to stand. Stone-limbed with weariness, he
staggered out and dropped the black kit on the grass at the edge of the flood. Its eyes were closed; he
was not sure if it was still alive.

 

Glancing downstream, he saw Graystripe splashing out of the shallows, with the gray kit gripped
firmly in his teeth. He padded up to Fireheart and set it gently on the ground.

 

Fireheart nosed both kits. They were lying very still, but when Fireheart looked closer he could see
the faint rise and fall of their flanks as they breathed. “Thank StarClan,” he muttered. He began to lick
the black kit as he had seen the queens in the nursery do to their little ones, rasping his tongue against
the lie of the fur to rouse the kit and warm it. Graystripe crouched beside him and did the same for the
gray kit. 

 

Soon the black kit twitched and coughed up a mouthful of river water. It took longer for the gray kit to
respond, but at last it too coughed up water and opened its eyes.

 

“They’re alive!” exclaimed Graystripe, his voice filled with relief.

 

“Yes, but they won’t live long without their mother,” Fireheart pointed out. He sniffed the black kit
carefully. The river water had washed off much of the Clan scent, but he could still detect a faint
trace.

 

“RiverClan,” he mewed, unsurprised. “We’ll have to take them home.”

 

Fireheart’s courage almost deserted him for good at the thought of crossing the swollen river. He had
almost drowned rescuing the kits, and he felt exhausted. His limbs were cold and stiff, and his fur was
soaked. He wanted nothing more than to creep into his own den and sleep for a moon.

 

Graystripe, still crouched over the gray kit, looked as if he felt the same. His thick gray fur was
flattened against his body, and his amber eyes were wide with anxiety. “Do you think we can get
across?” he meowed.

 

“We’ve got to, or the kits will die.” Forcing himself to his paws, Fireheart picked up the black kit
again by its scruff and headed downstream. “Let’s see if we can cross by the stepping-stones, like you



said.”

 

Graystripe padded after him, carrying the gray kit through the wet grass at the edge of the floodwater. 

 

When the river was at its usual level, the stepping-stones were an easy route across for RiverClan
cats. The longest leap from rock to rock was no more than a tail-length, and RiverClan controlled the
territory here on both sides of the river.

 

Now floodwater completely covered the stones. But where they had once broken the surface, a dead
tree, its bark stripped away, lay across the river. Fireheart guessed that some of its branches had been
caught on the submerged stepping-stones. 

 

“Thank StarClan!” he exclaimed. “We can use the tree to cross.” He adjusted his grip on the kit and
waded out into the flood toward the splintered end of the tree trunk. The kit, seeing the churning
water barely a mouse-length below its nose, began to mewl and struggle feebly.

 

“Keep still, both of you,” growled Graystripe gently, as he set down the gray kit for a moment to
adjust his grip. “We’re going to find your mother.”

 

Fireheart wasn’t sure if his terrified kit was even old enough to understand, but at least it went limp
again so it was easier to carry. He had to lift his head high to keep the tiny creature clear of the water
as he floundered toward the tree. He reached it without needing to swim and sprang upward, clawing
for a grip on the soft, rotting wood. Once he had pulled himself up, his main concern was keeping a
pawhold on the smooth, slippery trunk. Gingerly placing each of his paws in a straight line, Fireheart
padded toward the opposite bank with the river churning beneath him, sucking at the tree as if it
wanted to sweep it, and its burden of cats, away downstream. Fireheart glanced back to see Graystripe
following with the gray kit, his face creased with determination.

 

At the far end the trunk divided into a tangle of broken branches. Fireheart ducked down to squeeze
through them, being careful not to let the kit’s fur catch on the splinters. It was harder to find a
pawhold as the branches tapered, and he ran out of anything that might bear his weight when there
was still a gap of a couple of fox-lengths separating him from the far side of the river. Fireheart took a
deep breath, flexed his hindlegs, and leaped. His front paws hit the bank while his hind paws kicked
madly in the rushing current. As water splashed up, the kit started to struggle again. Fireheart kept his
teeth clenched in its neck fur as he sank his front claws into the soft earth and scrabbled upward until
he stood safely on the bank. He lurched forward a few paces and set the kit down gently.

 



Glancing around, he saw Graystripe pulling himself out of the water a little way downstream. He
lowered the gray kit to the ground and shook himself. “The river water tastes foul,” he spat.

 

“Look on the bright side,” Fireheart suggested. “At least it should disguise your scent. The RiverClan
cats won’t know that you’re the warrior who’s been trespassing on their territory. If they ever found
out-”

 

He broke off as three cats crashed out of the bushes just beyond Graystripe. Fireheart braced himself
as he recognized Leopardfur, the RiverClan deputy, and the warriors Blackclaw and Stonefur. Forcing
his tired legs to move, he picked up the black kit and padded along the bank to stand beside
Graystripe. The gray warrior hauled himself to his paws, and the two cats set down their burdens and
faced their enemies together.

 

Fireheart wondered if the RiverClan cats had overheard what he was saying to Graystripe. He knew
that he and Graystripe were too exhausted to stand up to a patrol of strong, fresh warriors, and his
head spun as he tried to summon enough energy for a fight into his frozen paws. But to his relief, the
RiverClan cats halted a few tail-lengths away.

 

“What’s this?” growled Leopardfur. Her golden-spotted fur bristled, and her ears were flattened
against her head. Beside her, Blackclaw stood with his lips drawn back in a snarl. 

 

“Why are you trespassing on our territory?” he demanded.

 

“We’re not trespassing,” Fireheart meowed quietly. “We pulled two of your kits out of the river and
wanted to bring them home.”

 

“Do you think we nearly drowned ourselves just for fun?” Graystripe blurted out.

 

Stonefur paced forward until he was close enough to sniff the two kits. “It’s true!” His blue eyes
widened. “They’re Mistyfoot’s missing kits!”

 

Fireheart stiffened in amazement. He knew that Mistyfoot had recently had kits, but hadn’t realized
that the kits they had rescued were hers. He was even more thankful now that they had been able to
save the kits’ lives, but he knew they mustn’t let any of these cats know that Mistyfoot had friends in
ThunderClan.



 

Leopardfur did not relax the fur on her shoulders. “How do we know you saved the kits?” she snarled.
“You might have been trying to steal them.”

 

Fireheart stared at her. After risking their lives in the floodwater, he couldn’t believe that they were
actually being accused of stealing the kits. “Don’t be such a mouse-brain!” he spat. “No cat from
ThunderClan tried to steal your kits when we could walk across the river on the ice. Why do you
think we’d try it now? We nearly drowned!”

 

“Besides,” Graystripe interjected. “We have plenty of kits back in camp - I’m sure the queens’ll be
thankful not to have more mischievous furballs to race after!”

 

Leopardfur looked thoughtful, but Blackclaw stalked up and thrust his head aggressively into
Fireheart’s face. Fireheart snarled, ready to counter a blow.

 

“Blackclaw!” Leopardfur meowed sharply. “Back off! We’ll let these cats explain themselves to
Thistlestar, and see if he believes them.” She hesitated, eying Fireheart once more like she wanted to
say something else. Under her breath, Fireheart caught her saying, “Though I’m sure he will
regardless.”

 

Fireheart opened his mouth to protest, but left the words unspoken. They would have to go with the
RiverClan cats; in their exhausted state he and Graystripe had no hope of winning a fight. At least
Graystripe would be able to check on Silverstream. And he’ll be able to see his father and sister again.
It’d been so long since he’d properly spoken to his father!

 

“All right,” Fireheart meowed. Leopardfur led the way along the bank, while Blackclaw picked up
one kit and stalked threateningly alongside Fireheart and Graystripe. Stonefur brought up the rear,
carrying the other kit.

 

When they reached the island where the RiverClan cats had their camp, Fireheart saw that a wide
channel of racing water separated it from the ridge of dry ground, wrenching at the overhanging
boughs of the willow trees. No cats were visible through the reeds, and Fireheart could see silver
water lapping among the bushes that concealed the camp.

 

Leopardfur paused, her eyes widening with alarm. “The water has risen since we left camp,” she
meowed.



 

As she spoke, a yowl came from behind them at the top of the slope, where Fireheart and Graystripe
had hidden to talk to Silverstream. “Leopardfur! Up here!”

 

Fireheart turned to see the RiverClan leader, Thistlestar, emerging from the shelter of the bushes. His
gray, spiky coat was soaked, fur sticking out in all directions. His tail was flicking with agitation.

 

“What happened?” Leopardfur demanded as she reached her leader.

 

“The camp is flooded,” Thistlestar replied. “We’ve had to move up here.”

 

As he spoke, two or three other cats emerged cautiously from the bushes. Fireheart noticed Graystripe
brighten when he saw one of them was Silverstream. Fireheart pricked his ears as he saw Lightningfur
stalk in after the pretty silver tabby.

 

“And what have you brought us?” Thistlestar went on. He turned his eyes onto Fireheart and

Graystripe, and his yellow gaze brightened considerably. “Fireheart?” He padded forward, sniffing his
son’s soaked fur. “What happened?”

 

“They found Mistyfoot’s kits,” Leopardfur told him, nodding to Stonefur and Blackclaw to bring
forward the kits. “They claim they pulled them out of the river.”

 

“I don’t believe a word of it!” spat Blackclaw, setting down the kit he carried. “You can’t trust a
ThunderClan cat.”

 

At the mention of the kit, Silverstream had turned and disappeared rapidly under the bushes again.
Thistlestar shot a reproachful look at Blackclaw before he padded forward and sniffed the pathetic
bundles. By now they had begun to recover from their ordeal and were trying to sit up, though they
still looked completely waterlogged.

 

“Mistyfoot’s kits went missing when the camp flooded,” Thsitlestar remarked, turning back to
Fireheart and Graystripe. “How did you get them over here?”

 



Fireheart exchanged an exasperated glance with Graystripe, exhaustion making him short-tempered.

 

“We flew across the river,” he mewed sarcastically. Lightningfur snorted a laugh, and Thistlestar’s
whiskers twitched with amusement.

 

A loud yowling interrupted him. Mistyfoot broke out of the bushes and came racing over to them.
“My kits! Where are my kits?” She crouched over the tiny scraps of fur, staring wildly around as if
she thought the other cats would try to take them away from her. Then she began licking them
furiously, trying to comfort both of them at once. Stonefur pressed up close against her and mewed
comfortingly into her ear.

 

Silverstream followed more slowly and stood beside Lightningfur, eyeing the ThunderClan cats.
Fireheart was relieved to see her gaze pass with apparent indifference over Graystripe. She would not
give them away, he was sure.

 

More cats emerged after her and gathered curiously around. Fireheart recognized Graypool, who gave
no sign that she had ever seen him before, and Mudfur, the RiverClan medicine cat, who crouched
beside Mistyfoot to examine the kits.

 

A brown tabby she-cat nearly tripped in her haste to get to Thistlestar’s side - Grasswhisker. Fireheart
gave a brief twitch as he saw her. Sandstorm and Runningwind had told him it was mainly because of
her that Airleap had been driven from RiverClan.

 

All of the RiverClan cats were wet though, and the fur clinging to their bodies showed they were
skinnier than ever. Fireheart had always thought of RiverClan cats as plump and sleek, wellfed on fish
from the river. That was until Silverstream told him that Twolegs had stayed by the river during
greenleaf and stolen or scared away most of their prey. The Twolegs had left the forest now, during
leaf-bare, but RiverClan had been unable to hunt when the river froze. And instead of bringing much-
needed food, the thaw had driven them out of their camp completely.

 

In spite of his pang of pity, Fireheart could also see the unfriendliness in some of their eyes, the
hostility in their flattened ears and twitching tail tips. Others, though, were giving him concerned
looks - Softwing, for one. And he saw Greenflower cast an anxious look over his wet pelt before
muttering darkly to Mistyfoot.

 

“Tell us what happened,” Thistlestar prompted.

 



Fireheart began at the point when he had heard the kits wailing and seen them stranded on the mat of
debris in the river.

 

“Since when have ThunderClan cats risked their lives for us?” Blackclaw broke in contemptuously as
Fireheart described how he had pushed the kits through the torrent to the riverbank.

 

Fireheart bit back an angry retort, and Thistlestar hissed at the warrior, “Quiet, Blackclaw! Let him
speak.”

 

“He’s not lying.” Mistyfoot looked up from where she was still nuzzling her kits. “Why should
ThunderClan steal kits when all the Clans are finding it hard to feed themselves?”

 

“Fireheart’s story makes sense,” Silverstream observed calmly. “We had to abandon the camp and
shelter in these bushes when the water started to rise again,” she explained to Fireheart. “When we
came to move Mistyfoot’s kits, we could find only two of them. The other two were missing. The
whole nursery floor had been washed away. They must have been swept along the river to where you
found them.”

 

Thistlestar nodded in agreement, and Fireheart realized that the hostility of the RiverClan cats was
fading- all except for Blackclaw, who turned his back on the ThunderClan warriors with a snort of
disgust. And Lightningfur, but she was always like that. He twitched an ear her way in a hello, and her
whiskers twitched in response.

 

“In that case, we’re grateful to you,” meowed Thistlestar, sounding proud and relieved.

 

“Yes,” mewed Mistyfoot. She looked up again, her eyes glowing softly with gratitude. “Without you,
my kits would have died.” Fireheart faintly heard Lightningfur snort, but dipped his head in
acknowledgment to the queen. 

 

Impulsively, he asked, “Is there anything we can do for you? If you can’t go back to your camp, and if
prey’s scarce because of the flood-”

 

“We need no help from ThunderClan,” Thistlestar meowed sharply. “RiverClan cats can look after
themselves.”

 



“Yeah!” Lightningfur butted in. “You're acting like Creekflower!” Thistlestar whipped his head
around, amber eyes flinty with anger.

 

“My son is not a kittypet !” he scolded her, a light snarl in his voice. Fireheart exchanged an uneasy
look with Graystripe - clearly, Thistlestar was still not over Creekflower becoming mates with Oliver.

 

“Don’t be such fools.” It was Graypool who spoke, with a glare at her leader and then Lightningfur.
Fireheart felt a new surge of respect for her; he knew that not many cats would dare to take that tone
with Thistlestar. “You’re too proud for your own good,” the elder rasped. “How can we feed
ourselves, even with the thaw? There are no fish to eat. The river’s practically poisoned; you know it
is.”

 

“What?” Graystripe exclaimed; Fireheart was too shocked to say anything.

 

“It’s all the fault of the Twolegs,” Graypool explained to them. “Last newleaf, the river was clean and
full of fish. Now it’s filthy with Twoleg rubbish from their camp.”

 

“And the fish are poisoned,” Mudfur added. “Cats who eat them fall ill. I’ve treated more cats for
bellyache this leaf-bare than in all the time since I’ve been the medicine cat.” Fireheart stared at
Graystripe, and then back at the hungry RiverClan cats. Most of them couldn’t meet his eyes, as if
they were ashamed that a cat of another Clan should know about their troubles. 

 

“Then let us help,” he urged them all. “We’ll catch prey for you in our territory and bring it to you,
until the floods have gone and the river is clean.”

 

Even as he made the offer, he knew that he was breaking the warrior code that demanded loyalty to
his own Clan alone. Bluestar would be furious with him if she found out he was prepared to share
ThunderClan’s precious prey like this. But Fireheart couldn’t bring himself to abandon another Clan
in their need. Bluestar herself said our welfare depends on having four Clans in the forest, he
reminded himself. Surely it’s the will of StarClan.

 

Thistlestar was gazing steadily at Fireheart, head tilted, a thoughtful look in his eyes. “You are willing
to do this - both of you?” He shot a look at Graystripe.

 

“Yes,” Fireheart meowed.



 

“And I’ll help too,” promised Graystripe, with a glance at Silverstream.

 

“Then the Clan thanks you,” purred Thistlestar. “None of my cats will challenge you in our territory
until the floods go down and we can return to our camp. But after that, we will fend for ourselves
again.” He nodded to his clan, and his subdued cats slunk back into the bushes, casting glances back
at Fireheart and Graystripe as they went. Not all of them, Fireheart could see, trusted them or believed
in their offer of help.

 

Last to go was Mistyfoot, nudging her kits to their paws and guiding them up the slope. “Thank you
both,” she murmured. “I won’t forget this.”

 

“Fireheart,” Thistlestar meowed. “I would like a word real quick.” Fireheart glanced at Graystripe,
who gave him a friendly nudge. Silverstream padded over to the gray tom, and Lightningfur
reluctantly followed, rolling her eyes.

 

“What is it?” Fireheart asked his father when they were out of earshot of the other three.

 

“Lightningfur has told me about what you’re trying to accomplish,” Thistlestar meowed. “And you
are right - Tigerclaw needs to pay for his crimes. Not only did he take one of my lives, but he has
killed your uncle - who was also his uncle.” The gray tom nosed Fireheart’s ear. “He clearly has no
respect for the teachings I’ve given - especially the ones I’ve been telling you.”

 

“Kin over everything,” Fireheart meowed. He shuffled his paws. “So…you didn’t know either?”
Thistlestar shook his head.

 

“Frankly, I would’ve been fine with Redtail becoming leader - he was smart and skilled. He probably
would have picked you to be deputy if he did achieve it too.”

 

Fireheart shifted uncomfortably at the reminder that his father and sister wanted him to be deputy.
Honestly, Fireheart had no real desire to become the clans’ second-in-command - it seemed like too
much pressure. Would his clan even accept him as deputy, as a cursed kit of a medicine cat and an
exiled warrior turned enemy clan’s leader?

 



But he didn’t dare tell his father or Lightningfur that - they would be disappointed in him. Thistlestar,
before their nightly meetings became few and far between, would always express pride in the thought
that his kits were on their way to being deputy.

 

Fireheart didn’t want to be deputy.

 

But he also was desperate to not disappoint his father.

 

Thistlestar licked Fireheart’s ear, a light purr in his throat. “Keep up the good work - I know you’ll go
far one day.”

 

Fireheart gave a half-hearted purr back, but touched noses with his father before beckoning Graystripe
with his tail. The gray tom meowed a quick bye to Silverstream - Lightningfur was still looking bad
tempered - and bounded over to Fireheart, giving an uneasy, but respectful nod to Thistlestar.

 

Fireheart and Graystripe were left alone as the three RiverClan cats disappeared into the bushes. As
they picked their way down the slope again toward the river, Graystripe shook his head in disbelief. 

 

“Hunting for another Clan? We must be mad.”

 

“What else could we do?” Fireheart retorted. “Let them starve?”

 

“No! But we’ll have to be careful. We’ll be crowfood if Bluestar finds out.”

 

Or Tigerclaw, Fireheart added silently. He already suspects Graystripe and I have friends in
RiverClan. And we could be about to prove him right.
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“Leopardfur, have the hunting patrols been sent out yet?” Thistlestar asked his deputy. The spotted
she-cat turned to him.

 

“Yes, they have,” she answered, tone clipped. “Reedtail and Stonefur are leading them.”

 

“And what about the border patrol?” he said. “We can’t be lacking on them. I’m sure Bluestar would
be keen to attack me- us at our weakest.” His claws curled into the soft, marshy ground below. The
flood had waned, allowing them back into their camp, but half of the clan still remained in their
makeshift camp until the proper dens were rebuilt. Thistlestar would make sure they were built far
stronger than before.

 

“Yes,” Leopardfur answered, her shoulder fur bristling. “Skyheart and Petaldust headed out right after
the dawn patrol. They’ll be back soon.”

 

“Alright,” Thistlestar said. “Good.” He nodded in dismissal to his deputy, turning his back to her as he
gazed across camp. He spotted his daughter with, of course, Silverstream and Rippleclaw, playing
with the kits under Mosspelt and Mistyfoot’s watchful eyes. Or, well, Silverstream was playing with
the kits while Lightningfur sat grumpily beside her, Robinkit meowing chattily to her. Rippleclaw, a
senior warrior, was smiling and purring in amusement. 

 

“It is my job,” he heard Leopardfur mutter behind him, displeased. He glanced back at her, seeing her
walk away with her tail tip twitching and ears flat against her head. She was a good deputy, the best
choice in RiverClan he could have made, but it didn’t mean much if he didn’t have her undivided
loyalty.

 

But he could deal with that later.

 



He watched as Lakeshine struggled to heave a curl of bracken upwards in her attempt to rebuild the
second half of the warriors’ den. He trotted towards her, pressing his shoulder against the bracken.
She glanced at him, surprised, but he merely grunted, shoving the bracken. Lakeshine jumped up and
placed her paws against the top of the den, standing on the tips of her hindpaws’ toes.

 

“Voleclaw!” she mewed. The gray tom scrambled over, a slickened leaf in his mouth. He reached up
and pressed the leaf against where the bracken met bramble and reeds, woven together. Thistlestar
realized the leaf was covered in some sort of sticky sap. The tom struggled to get it off of his mouth,
sticking his claw onto the leaf and pulling it out.

 

His tongue licked at the remaining sap, face scrunched in displeasure. “Yuck!”

 

Thistlestar and Lakeshine purred, amused. Thistlestar could recall, long ago, when these cats were
once his enemies. He remembered fighting Rippleclaw and Lakeshine and Skyheart and many others
at the border, yowling over who owned Sunningrocks. Now, he was their leader, and it made him
preen with pride. To think these cats who once hated him now respected him so, whether they wanted
to or not.

 

“Good job,” Thistlestar told Lakeshine and Voleclaw. He glanced at the gaping holes on the back of
the den. “But it looks like you’ll need some extra paws for the rest.” He glanced around camp and
spotted the dark brown pelt of Piketooth lazing in a beam of sunshine. “Piketooth!” he called.

 

The tom jerked awake, blinking his eyes rapidly. He scrambled to his paws. “Yes, Thistlestar?” he
meowed, voice a low rumble and his eyes narrowed even as he dipped his head.

 

“Come help Lakeshine and Voleclaw rebuild the warriors’ den,” Thistlestar told him. “Then you three
may rest for the remainder of the day.”

 

Piketooth nodded, walking over and taking Thistlestar’s place. Thistlestar raised his tail as he padded
away towards the nursery. It had been the first thing to be rebuilt- and relocated to high ground,
angling more towards the middle of camp. Pikekit was tussling with Perchkit, growling and snarling
like a real warrior while Perchkit rabbit-kicked his brother’s belly, squealing. Primrosekit paced
around her brothers, watching attentively. Her creamy pelt shone in the morning sunlight, showing off
the slenderness of her legs and the curve of her back. She would grow into a fine warrior one day.

 

“You’re kicking him wrong!” Primrosekit mewled in a big voice. “You gotta hit lower, where his
belly is softer, Perchkit! Let me do it!” She barged over and shoved Pikekit off, tackling him to the
ground.



 

Thistlestar purred, turning to Mistyfoot. “The kits are doing well since their scare.”

 

Mistyfoot hesitantly nodded. “Yes,” she meowed curtly. Her tail was curled tightly around Reedkit as
she watched her other kits playfight.

 

“I’m worried about Woodkit,” Mosspelt spoke up, licking said kit. “He’s been so… quiet.” Woodkit
caught Thistlestar’s gaze and immediately ducked his head, shoving it into his mother’s chest.
Thistlestar would have expected the tom-kit to be more in awe of the cat who saved him, but he knew
the little one was just scared after nearly drowning.

 

“Have you taken him to Mudfur?” Thistlestar questioned.

 

“Yes,” Mosspelt said, glancing towards the medicine cat den. Mudfur wasn’t there right now; he was
out restocking his herbs with the elder, Fallowtail, assisting him. “He said Woodkit had a little water
left in his lungs this morning, but he’s coughed it all up by now. I’m still worried. What if he catches a
cold?”

 

“Then we’ll do our best to treat him for it,” Thistlestar promised her. “Kits are the life of the clan. We
must protect them at all costs. Isn’t that right, Lighningfur?” He turned to his daughter, who seemed
startled to have him speak to her. She had her paws furled tightly under her, looking more
uncomfortable than he had ever seen his proud and confident daughter. Robinkit was pressed against
her, purring up a storm.

 

“Yes,” Lightningfur answered, tone clipped as she sent a quick glare at Robinkit. “I guess they are.”

 

“Lightningfur will keep them safe,” Rippleclaw spoke up from where he was tossing a mossball to
Dawnkit. It surprised Thistlestar. Rippleclaw was a senior warrior, only a few moons younger than his
mate, Graypool. Most of the senior warriors had been more than reluctant to trust Thistlestar back
when Oakstar had vouched for the ThunderClan exile. After Oakstar’s death, though, he noticed
Rippleclaw had been strangely more subdued and respectful towards Thistlestar. Now the tom seemed
open and vocal about his support and trust in the former ThunderClan cats.

 

It was… odd. But not unwelcome, of course.

 



Lightningfur preened a little. “Of course I will,” she sniffed. Silverstream purred, amused, beside her.
“I’m not scared of any raging rivers.”

 

Thistlestar smiled at his daughter, pleased. He knew she hated kits, but at least she would suck it up to
make herself seem better to the clan. It was why he hadn’t made her deputy yet; her sour attitude
scared off most cats from liking her, but now, after rescuing Mosspelt’s kits, she seemed to have
finally gained some positive attention from her RiverClan clanmates.

 

And Leopardfur seemed to have lost some.

 

“Thistlestar!”

 

Thistlestar turned at the familiar call to see Grasswhisker scrambling over to him, a big salmon
hanging from her jaws. She had returned from her hunting patrol. He was pleased to see Stonefur and
Mallowtail following after her, carrying their bounty too. Once Reedtail’s hunting patrol returned, the
clan would be wellfed after a night of terror.

 

And when Fireheart and his former apprentice came with their catch too.

 

The thought of seeing his son again so soon made his tail curl up in happiness. He saw
Grasswhisker’s eyes light up - she must have thought he was curling his tail for her. He smiled. He
loved Grasswhisker’s naivety. It was adorable. The way she so easily trusted him, how she desired to
be by his side at all times… It made him feel amazing to feel so loved and needed, after the hole that
Snowfur’s death had left.

 

“I caught this fish for you,” Grasswhisker meowed as she dropped the fish at his paws. She looked up
to him, gaze full of that kit-like hope that he loved so dearly. A purr rumbled deep in his throat, and he
leaned over to lick her forehead.

 

“Thank you, Grasswhisker,” he meowed. “Let’s share it together.”

 

Grasswhisker beamed at him, and, for a moment, he imagined she was Spottedleaf instead.
Spottedleaf was far prettier than Grasswhisker, with soft curls and a round face compared to
Grasswhisker’s plumper RiverClan body and long, often tangled, hair. But Spottedleaf had also been
far more… rebellious. She liked making her own path, not at all like Grasswhisker, who was
desperate to stay by Thistlestar’s side no matter what he did. As much as his heart yearned for a pretty



she-cat like Vixenleap, Shadepelt, or - he glanced at the playing kits - Primrosekit, they were,
unfortunately, much more independent. He wouldn’t make the same mistake he had made with
Spottedleaf twice. So he settled for Grasswhisker.

 

His newest mate let out a squeak of delight as she frantically sat down beside him, pressing her side
against his and basking in the warmth a larger tom like Thistlestar provided. He wrapped his tail
around her flank, grooming her cheek. She squeaked again, and Thistlestar’s chest burned as he
wanted to hear that sound more.

 

“Thistlestar, stop!” she mewled, but didn’t move away, a happy smile on her face. “We need to eat.”

 

“The fish isn’t going anywhere,” he stated, gazing at her with half-lidded eyes. She ducked her head
under his intense gaze.

 

“Ugh,” Lightningfur complained loudly, lip curled in disgust. She abruptly stood up, startling
Robinkit. “If you’re going to be gross, I’m going elsewhere.” She grumpily stormed off, tail lashing
back and forth.

 

Silverstream frowned at Thistlestar, something in her deep blue gaze. Her striped pelt was far more
beautiful than Grasswhisker’s - than Spottedleaf’s, too. The silver of her pelt held so many different
hues throughout the day. Blue-gray in the morning sunlight, a soft black at night. But, alas, she had
been Crookedstar’s prized daughter, and Thistlestar hadn’t dared risk it, although he had shared a few
tongues with her when he could, back when she was an apprentice. He remembered the memories
fondly, and with a desire for more.

 

But he didn’t like the look in her eyes now. The one of defiance and mistrust. She was a good and
loyal warrior, best friend to Lightningfur, but she was definitely spoiled from her father’s time as
leader. It was why she and Lightningfur got along so well, he supposed.

 

“I’m going too,” Silverstream meowed, giving Robinkit a friendly nudge at his downcast expression.
She padded off after Lightningfur, nodding amicably to Mistyfoot as she went.

 

“I wanna too!” Robinkit said, darting after them, but Mosspelt stopped him with a paw. “Mom!” he
complained as Mosspelt pulled him close.

 

“I don’t want you running off,” she said sternly.



 

“But I’ll be with Lightningfur! She’ll protect me! She’s awesome!”

 

“She’s leaving camp,” Mosspelt said. “And that’s the last thing I want you to do.”

 

Thistlestar watched the kit whine and groan, amused. Kits were so simplistic. All they need was food,
sleep, some time to play, and a few compliments, and then they loved you so unconditionally. It was
easy, and Thistlestar quite enjoyed easy. He recalled when his kits were that young.

 

Bitterly, he remembered how Bluestar had hindered his relationship with Whitestorm, always there
when he wanted some alone time with his son. But, even when she and Sunstar exiled him, they
couldn’t stop him from meeting with his kits with Spottedleaf, thanks to his Dark Forest mentors.

 

All it took was a promise to destroy some long dead cat named Appledusk’s kin and, currently, the
only surviving kin of his was Silverstream, Stonefur, Mistyfoot, and Mistyfoot’s kits. He hadn’t been
eager to kill Oakstar, by any means- he had been a surprisingly good friend- and he was glad that the
rocks had taken him instead, although he mourned his loss.

 

He mourned the loss of his other kits, too. Though they weren’t dead, Airleap had been chased off,
Copperleaf had never been interested in him (and, oh, how that hurt), and Creekflower… Well. It
disgusted him to think that she would willingly become mates with a kittypet, and mother his kits.

 

Kittypets weren’t warriors. They held no nobility in them. They were the Twoleg’s pets, nothing
more.

 

Which meant he didn’t care when he’d gotten with a few of them, just for a few nights, after
Snowfur’s death. They weren’t real cats; he could never love them like he loved Snowfur, but, at
least, for a moment, they made him feel loved, like he could pretend they were her… Especially that
light gray she-cat… It had been easy to think of her pelt a few shades lighter- whiter- and her soft
mew…

 

He shook the memories away, feeling a curl of disgust in his chest. That moment of weakness was
long gone. Snowfur was gone, and it had been disrespectful to replace her with kittypets rather than
clan-blooded warriors. Not that any cat would ever truly replace her…

 



“Thistlestar?” came Grasswhisker’s small mew, blinking up at him. “Are you going to eat your
fish…?”

 

He smiled at her. “I thought I said it was our fish. You take the first bite; you caught it.”

 

“Oh, but I caught it for you…” Still, she bowed her head and took a bite of the cold scales. Thistlestar
would never get used to the slimy scales and cold meat of fish. He still prefered to hunt his own land
prey. Unfortunately, Grasswhisker was barely a good fisher, and an even worse land hunter.

 

To appease her, though, he took the next bite. His stomach was rumbling.

 

“Seems we might have more kits in the nursery soon, then?” Rippleclaw suddenly said, his voice a
purr as he glanced between Thistlestar and Grasswhisker. Grasswhisker’s eyes went wide, and
Thistlestar quickly gave her body a glance over - she looked no plumper than usual.

 

Before he could reply, Mosspelt let out a gasp. “She’s too young to be having kits!”

 

“I- I am not!” Grasswhisker protested, but her voice was weak; nervous. Like Spottedleaf’s had been
when she discovered she was pregnant. Before everything went, so quickly, down hill. Thistlestar
wouldn’t let that happen again. “I’m a warrior!”

 

“She’s not expecting,” Thistlestar quickly answered. He had made sure, this time, that he and
Grasswhisker hadn’t become true mates until they were warriors. He couldn’t risk ruining his
reputation like last time; to be outcasted once more just because an apprentice was pregnant instead of
a warrior, like a moon or two made any difference. He gazed sharply at his mate and she quickly
nodded an affirmative.

 

“I know,” Rippleclaw continued, unbothered. “But with how loving you too are, I wouldn’t be
surprised if you two decided to have kits soon.”

 

Thistlestar tilted his head thoughtfully. It was true; his heart did yearn for more kits. The idea of
Grasswhisker truly being his, forever, and bearing his kits… It was pleasing. And this time he
wouldn’t be ripped away from seeing his mate in the nursery; seeing her birth his kits, and them
taking their first breath. He was leader - nobody could exile him now.

 



“But she’s-” Mosspelt started once more. She glanced between Thistlestar and Grasswhisker, then
shared a look with Mistyfoot, conflicted and a touch horrified. “It’s not- you're both warriors, I know-
but-” She cut herself off, then collected her kits with a swipe of her paw. Dawnkit yelped in protest as
she was torn away from her mossball. “Come on, kits. I think it’s time for your nap.”

 

With that, she scurried off, Dawnkit hanging from her jaws. Mistyfoot stood too, staring at Thistlestar.
“I think what she means is it’s weird for a full-grown tom to be having kits with a warrior as young as
Grasswhisker.” She didn’t leave any room for argument before she turned to call for her own kits,
following after Mosspelt.

 

Thistlestar watched them go with a glare, displeased. He’d thought his clan had gotten over his
relationship with Grasswhisker by now. Grasswhisker had been a warrior, and so in love with him,
that no cat could protest their mateship. But they had, until they’d given up trying to convince
Grasswhisker, or argue against their own leader. It was in the past. Grasswhisker was older now. She
was his mate .

 

It’s not like there had never been an older cat getting with a younger cat before. Warriors did it all the
time! ThunderClan’s old deputy, Tawnyspots, had been padding after Willowpelt, when he was older
than Thistlestar. And who had said anything then, when she was a warrior, expecting his kits? Or what
about Pinestar and Leopardfoot, Tigerclaw’s parents? Pinestar was far older than Leopardfoot. And
Thistlestar had heard Pinestar’s father, Oakstar the first, had been mates with a young, pretty, and kind
she-cat named Sweetbriar too, after his first mate’s death. Lionheart had been older than Frostfur too,
and Frostfur- the younger of the two- was the one to ask him to be her mate!

 

Did they expect every cat to get with a cat their same age? That was ridiculous! What if you had no
denmates aside from your littermates? Were you expected to mate with your own littermate then?

 

What was so wrong with it that made cats freak out?

 

They only cared when the cat was an apprentice, anyway. That’s all.

 

And Grasswhisker wasn’t an apprentice anymore.

 

Perhaps he should prove that to them by having kits with her. Her body was more than ready enough
to handle kits, he was sure.

 



“I don’t think it’s weird,” Rippleclaw stated. “Well, perhaps a touch, but it’s not unusual, nor unheard
of. My mother was older than my father by a good dozen moons.”

 

“Yes,” Thistlestar meowed. “Cats are just more sensitive these days. You love me, don’t you,
Grasswhisker?”

 

She blinked owlishly at him. “O-of course, Thistlestar! I love you a lot.” She took a breath. “It’s like I
need you to breathe, that’s how much I love you.” She ducked her head shyly.

 

Thistlestar smiled, nuzzling her cheek and purring softly. “And I love you too,” he said. “That’s all
that matters between mates.”

 

Rippleclaw glanced away, his gaze straying towards the ruined elders’ den. Graypool had insisted on
sleeping inside it still. “Yeah…” Rippleclaw meowed, voice strangely remorseful. “You’re… you’re
right… Excuse me.” He dipped his head to Thistlestar and then bounded over to the elders’ den. He
hesitated a moment, before slipping inside. Thistlestar twitched his ears, intrigued. He knew they
were mates, but he’d also known Graypool had raised Oakstar’s kits, and that Rippleclaw had had no
part in it. Had it caused a rift between the mates? They’d never seemed close to Thistlestar, but he’d
thought them a more private couple, perhaps.

 

“Are…” Grasswhisker started, then stopped, leaning down to take another bite of her fish.

 

“What?” Thistlestar prompted.

 

“Nothing,” Grasswhisker said quickly. “Nothing. I just…” She leaned against him. “I like us the way
we are.”

 

Thistlestar blinked, tilting his head at her strange words. “I do too,” he agreed in kind, knowing it was
the easiest answer than trying to figure out what was bothering her. She would sort it out herself. She
knew better than to bother him with her worries.

 

They are in silence for the rest of the morning, although Thistlestar left most of the fish to her and
focused on grooming her pelt. It had gotten muddy from her hunt, and he wrinkled his nose at it.

 



Soon, he stretched out. “I better go talk to Mudfur,” he told Grasswhisker. “I planned to earlier.”

 

“I’ll come with you,” she meowed, standing up too.

 

“No,” he said. He loved her attention, but it got annoying when he was trying to perform his duties as
leader. It was like he was tripping over kits when she tagged along. “Why don’t you go talk with your
sister, Vixenleap?”

 

Grasswhisker scowled, her face a pout, as she dropped her head. “But she’s always so…” She huffed.
“She doesn't like you, you know.”

 

“I know,” he answered. “Not every cat does. But she’s your sister. Now go.” He waved his tail
dismissively, not wanting to get into Grasswhisker’s family drama right now. Grasswhisker hesitated,
casting him a pained look, before padding off with her tail drooped. She didn’t head towards
Vixenleap, though, instead walking over to the warriors’ den, where Voleclaw greeted her, but she
ignored him.

 

Thistlestar shook his pelt out, preparing himself to talk to Mudfur. He didn’t like Thistlestar either, but
he was respectful. He was a good medicine cat, too. Thistlestar had seen him return with Fallowtail
while he and Grasswhisker had shared tongues. He ducked his head into the medicine den, pelt
scraping against the hanging bracken. It was a tighter squeeze now, and it wouldn’t be fixed until the
warriors’ den was done.

 

“Mudfur,” he called.

 

“Yes,” Mudfur called back, appearing from the back of the den with herbs stuck to his brown pelt.
“What is it?”

 

“I wanted to know if any cat had any injuries,” he said. He’d noticed a few limping on their paws, yet
they’d still left for patrols. He didn’t want any cat overexerting themselves.

 

Mudfur stared at him for a few seconds longer than normal.

 

“What?” Thistlestar prompted, tail twitching at the medicine cat’s odd stare.



 

“StarClan has spoken to me,” Mudfur answered, startling Thistlestar.

 

“Oh?” he said aloud. Well, you can’t trust StarClan, he thought to himself. They’re no better than any
cat in the Place of No Stars.

 

“They’ve said that an evil lurks inside RiverClan that will flood us of all good.”

 

Thistlestar tilted his head thoughtfully. As untrustworthy as StarClan was, their prophecies should still
be listened to. They were hints of the future- a future you could change. Could it simply be referring
to the flood? But, no, why would they give a message after it has happened? Perhaps it referred to the
Twolegs, poisoning their river prey? Or it was a disloyal warrior, but who? There were a lot of cats
who were unsettled with RiverClan as it was now, but not enough to harm their own clan, surely.

 

He glanced back at Mudfur for guidance, only to find the older tom gazing intently at him,
unwavering. Thistlestar’s fur ruffled, unnerved, and his lip curled as he spat, “You don’t think that’s
me , do you?” His tail lashed behind him. “I just saved RiverClan! Their kits would be dead if it
wasn’t for me.” He took a step forward, squaring his shoulders and baring his claws menacingly
towards the unflinching medicine cat. “I am loyal to RiverClan now, I would never destroy it.”

 

Mudfur shrugged. “Maybe not you then.” His gaze drifted to the side. Thistlestar followed it, and
found clawmarks in the soft ground. The clawmarks curved to form a cloud, a symbol of waves
beneath them. And, as he squinted, he realized the clawmarks between the cloud and waves were
lightning.

 

Lightningfur.

 

He snarled, “Don’t you dare accuse my daughter either!”

 

Mudfur took a step back, holding Thistlestar’s gaze firmly. “I accuse no one. I simply relay what
StarClan says.” Mudfur pressed forward, gaze turning to the den entrance. He squeezed past
Thistlestar, and Thistlestar relented, shifting out of the way to let the medicine cat pass easier.

 

His tail lashed uncomfortably, anger burning in his chest. He glared at the storm cloud drawn into the
floor before striking out with his paw. His claws seared the ground, muddling the drawing.



 

How dare they accuse his daughter.

 

With a twitch of his ear, he recalled the prophecy Mapleshade had overheard many moons ago -
Thistles will burn .

 

He had at first feared that it foretold his own doom - then Lightningfur pointed out he could burn in a
good way.

 

Was this new prophecy connected to that one?

 

Perhaps.

 

Maybe this new lurking evil will be the cause of his destruction - but what would cause him to burn in
RiverClan?

 

His clan was the safest of the four from any kind of fire.

 

 

It was a cold, gray morning. Fireheart dragged himself reluctantly out of his warm nest, and padded
over to nudge Graystripe.

 

“Wha...?” Graystripe twitched and settled down again with his tail wrapped over his nose. “Go away,
Fireheart.”

 

Fireheart lowered his head and butted the broad gray shoulder. “Come on, Graystripe,” he whispered
into his friend’s ear. “We’ve got to hunt for RiverClan.”

 

At that, Graystripe levered himself upright and parted his jaws in an enormous yawn. Fireheart felt
just as tired as his friend; supplying RiverClan with fresh-kill as well as keeping up with their duties
in ThunderClan was taking up all their time and energy. They had crossed the river with prey several
times, and so far their luck had held. No ThunderClan cat had found out what they were doing. 



 

Stretching, Fireheart glanced cautiously around the den. Most of the warriors were curled among the
moss, too sound asleep to ask awkward questions. Tigerclaw was just a mound of dark tabby fur in his
nest. Fireheart slipped out between the branches of the den. At first he thought that all the other cats
were asleep; then he saw Brindleface appear at the entrance to the nursery and lift her face to sniff the
air. As if she didn’t like the raw, damp wind that greeted her, she retreated almost at once.

 

Fireheart looked back at Graystripe, who was shaking scraps of moss off his coat. “Okay,” he
meowed. “We can go now.”

 

The two cats bounded across the clearing toward the gorse tunnel. Just as they reached it, a familiar
voice behind them called out, “Fireheart! Fireheart!”

 

Fireheart froze and turned around. Cloudkit was scampering toward him, yowling, “Fireheart! Wait
for me!”

 

“Fireheart,” growled Graystripe, “why does your kin always turn up at the most awkward moment?”

 

“StarClan knows.” Fireheart sighed.

 

“Where are you going?” Cloudkit panted excitedly as he skidded to a stop in front of the warriors.
“Can I come with you?”

 

“No,” Graystripe told him. “Only apprentices can go out with warriors.”

 

Cloudkit shot Graystripe a look of dislike. “But I’ll be an apprentice soon. Won’t I, Fireheart?”

 

“‘Soon’ isn’t ‘now,’” Fireheart reminded him, struggling to keep calm. If they hung around much
longer, the whole Clan would be awake and wanting to know where they were going. “You can’t
come this time, Cloudkit. We’re going out on a special warrior mission.”

 

Cloudkit’s blue eyes grew round with wonder. “Is it a secret?”

 



“Yes,” hissed Graystripe. “Especially from nosey kits.”

 

“I wouldn’t tell any cat,” Cloudkit promised eagerly. “Fireheart, please let me come.”

 

“No.” Fireheart exchanged an exasperated glance with Graystripe. “Look, Cloudkit, go back to the
nursery now, and maybe I’ll take you out later for some hunting practice. Okay?”

 

“Okay...I suppose.” Cloudkit looked sulky, but he turned around and trailed off in the direction of the
nursery.

 

Fireheart watched him until he reached the entrance, and then slipped into the mouth of the tunnel.

 

Moments later he was racing up the ravine with Graystripe at his side.

 

“I just hope Cloudkit doesn’t tell the whole Clan we went out early on a special mission,” puffed
Graystripe.

 

“We’ll worry about that later,” Fireheart panted.

 

The two warriors headed for the stepping-stones. The fallen tree was still there to help them cross the
river, and hunting close by meant they had less distance to carry the fresh-kill, and were less likely to
be spotted.

 

By the time they reached the edge of the forest, the daylight had grown stronger, but the sunrise was
hidden behind a mass of gray cloud. There was a spatter of rain in the wind. Fireheart couldn’t help
feeling that all sensible prey would be curled up in their holes. He raised his head and sniffed. The
breeze carried the scent of squirrel, fresh and not far away. Cautiously he began to stalk through the
trees. Soon he caught sight of his prey searching among the debris at the foot of an oak tree. As he
watched, it sat up and began to nibble on an acorn held between its front paws.

 

“If it knows we’re here,” Graystripe breathed in his ear, “it’ll be up that tree in a flash.”

 

Fireheart nodded. “Circle around,” he murmured. “Come at it from that side.”



 

Graystripe slid away from him, a silent gray shape in the shadows of the trees. Fireheart flattened
himself into the hunter’s crouch with the ease of long practice, and began to creep up on the squirrel.
He saw its ears prick, and its head swiveled around as if something had alarmed it; perhaps it had seen
a flicker of movement from Graystripe, or caught his scent.

 

While it was distracted, Fireheart hurled himself across the open ground. His claws pinned the
squirrel to the forest floor, and Graystripe ran forward to finish the struggle.

 

“Well done,” Fireheart grunted.

 

Graystripe spat out a mouthful of fur. “It’s a bit old and stringy, but it’ll do.”

 

The two warriors continued their hunt until they had killed a rabbit and a couple of mice. By then,
although he could not see the sun, Fireheart knew it must be near sunhigh. “We’d better take this to
RiverClan,” he meowed. “They’re bound to miss us back at the camp soon.”

 

Stumbling slightly under the weight of the squirrel and one of the mice, he led the way to the fallen
tree.

 

To his relief, the water was no higher, and the crossing seemed easier now that he had done it several
times.

 

All the same, Fireheart felt uneasy as he scrambled through the branches, knowing that he was in full
view of any ThunderClan cat who happened to be patrolling the forest’s edge.

 

He and Graystripe swam the last couple of fox-lengths and pulled themselves out of the river on the
RiverClan side. When they had shaken the water out of their fur they slunk quickly toward the bushes
where RiverClan had made their temporary camp.

 

A cat must have been on watch, because as they approached, Leopardfur emerged from the bushes.

 

“Welcome,” she meowed, sounding a lot friendlier than she had when she first came upon them with
the two kits they had rescued.



 

Fireheart followed her into the shelter of the hawthorn branches, remembering how he and Graystripe
had hidden there to wait for Silverstream. The RiverClan cats had worked hard since the floods forced
them out of their camp, bringing moss for bedding and scraping out a place beside the roots of a large
bush where fresh-kill could be stored. Today this was little more than a pitiful collection of a few
mice and a couple of blackbirds, which made the ThunderClan warriors’ contribution all the more
necessary. Fireheart dropped his prey onto the pile, and Graystripe did the same.

 

“Is that more fresh-kill?” Stonefur appeared with Silverstream just behind him. “Great!”

 

“We have to feed the elders and the nursing queens first,” Leopardfur reminded him.

 

“I’ll take something for the elders,” Silverstream offered. She turned a long look on Graystripe and
meowed, “You can help me. Fetch that rabbit, will you?”

 

Fireheart felt a sudden jolt of alarm. Surely Silverstream wouldn’t risk spending time alone with
Graystripe in the middle of her own camp? On their earlier visits, she had kept her distance. 

 

Graystripe didn’t need another invitation. “Sure,” he mewed, grabbing the rabbit and following
Silverstream out of the bushes.

 

“They’ve got the right idea,” meowed Stonefur. “Fireheart, do you want to bring the squirrel to the
nursing queens? Then they can thank you themselves.”

 

Feeling somewhat dazed, Fireheart agreed. Following Stonefur, he reflected again on how strange it
was to look at the RiverClan warrior and know that he was half ThunderClan, especially since
Stonefur himself didn’t share that knowledge.

 

In the makeshift nursery, Fireheart was pleased to see Mistyfoot again, stretched out on her side while
her kits suckled contentedly. Two other queens rested nearby, one- Greenflower, he recognized- with
her belly plump with kits. But he couldn’t help worrying about Graystripe. Once he had greeted the
queens, and helped them divide up the squirrel, he murmured to Stonefur, “Can you show me where
Graystripe went? We ought to be getting back, before any cat notices we’re missing.”

 



“Sure, this way,” meowed Stonefur. He led Fireheart to a spot farther along the ridge where three or
four elders were crouched on a bed of heather and bracken, tucking into the fresh-kill. Already not
much was left of the rabbit except a few scraps of fur.

 

Graystripe and Silverstream were watching in silence, sitting side by side but not quite touching, with
their tails wrapped around their paws. As soon as they saw Fireheart they sprang up and padded over
to him.

 

Graystripe’s yellow eyes blazed with a mixture of excitement and fear. “Fireheart!” he blurted out.
“You won’t believe what Silverstream’s just told me!”

 

Fireheart glanced behind him, but Stonefur was already disappearing off into the bushes. The elders,
having just eaten, looked sleepy, and none of them was paying any attention to Graystripe.

 

“Okay, what?” Fireheart mewed, his fur starting to prickle with unease. “But keep your voice down.”

 

Graystripe looked ready to burst out of his skin. “Fireheart,” he whispered, “Silverstream is going to
have my kits!”

 

His heart thudding, Fireheart looked from Graystripe to Silverstream. She quivered with happiness,
her green eyes glowing with pride. 

 

“Your kits?” he echoed in alarm. “Are you both out of your minds? This is disastrous!”

 

Graystripe blinked and would not meet his friend’s eyes. “Not...not necessarily. I mean, these kits will
join us together forever.”

 

“But you come from different Clans!” Fireheart protested. From the uneasiness in Graystripe’s
expression, he guessed that his friend knew very well what difficulties the kits would cause. “You
can’t ever claim these kits as your own, Graystripe. And Silverstream,” he added, turning toward the
RiverClan cat, “you won’t be able to tell anyone in your Clan who the father is.”

 

“I don’t care,” Silverstream insisted, giving her chest fur a quick lick. “I’ll know. That’s all that
matters.”



 

Graystripe looked as if he wasn’t too sure of that. “It’s stupid that they can’t know,” he muttered. “We
haven’t done anything to be ashamed of.” He pressed himself against Silverstream’s flank and shot
Fireheart a helpless glance.

 

“I know that’s what you feel,” Fireheart agreed heavily. “But it’s no good, Graystripe; you know it
isn’t. These will be RiverClan kits.” His heart sank at the thought of the trouble this could cause in the
future. When these kits grew to be warriors, Graystripe might have to fight against them! He would be
torn between loyalty to his blood kin, and loyalty to his Clan and the warrior code. Fireheart could not
see any way for him to keep faith with both.

 

Had it been the same with Mistyfoot and Stonefur? he wondered. Had their ThunderClan parents ever
had to fight against them? He remembered Oakstar, trying to defend them from ThunderClan attack;
how had the RiverClan warrior explained that to them? It was an impossible situation, and now it
would all begin again with a new set of kits.

 

But Fireheart knew it was pointless to say this now. Glancing up and down the line of bushes in case
any cat was approaching, he meowed, “It’s time we were going. It must be sunhigh. They’ll miss us
back at camp.”

 

Graystripe touched his nose gently to Silverstream’s. “Fireheart’s right,” he murmured. “We must go.
And don’t worry,” he added. “They’ll be the most beautiful kits in the forest.”

 

Silverstream’s eyes narrowed with affection, and her voice came in a deep purr. “I know. We’ll find a
way to get through this.” She stood watching as Fireheart and Graystripe left the bushes and padded
down the slope toward the flooded river. Graystripe kept looking back, as if he could hardly bear to
leave her.

 

Fireheart felt as if he were carrying a cold, heavy stone in his chest. How long can this go on, he
wondered, before some cat finds out?

 

He was still feeling weighed down with anxiety as they crossed the tree trunk and went back into
ThunderClan territory, though he tried hard to push the problem out of his mind. Right now it was
more important to decide what to say if any cat had noticed their absence.

 

“I think we should hunt for a bit,” he told Graystripe. “Then at least-”



 

An excited meow from the edge of the forest interrupted him. “Fireheart! Fireheart!”

 

Fireheart stared in disbelief as a small white body crashed out of the bracken at the edge of the trees.

 

Cloudkit!

 

“Oh, mousedung!” muttered Graystripe.

 

Fireheart padded across the grass, his heart sinking. “Cloudkit, what are you doing here?” he
demanded. “I told you to stay in the nursery.”

 

“I tracked you,” Cloudkit announced proudly. “All the way from camp.”

 

As he looked at the kit’s shining blue eyes, Fireheart felt sick with apprehension. Their chances of
slipping back into camp with a story of early hunting had just vanished. Cloudkit must have seen
them crossing the river.

 

“I followed your scent trail right up to the stepping-stones,” Cloudkit went on. “Fireheart, what were
you and Graystripe doing in RiverClan territory?”

 

Before Fireheart could think of a reply, another voice broke in- a low, menacing growl. “Yes, that’s
what I would like to know, too.”

 

Fireheart felt the strength drain out of his paws as he looked up to see Tigerclaw shouldering his way
through the crisp brown bracken.

 

“Fireheart’s really brave!” mewed Cloudkit, while Fireheart stood with his mouth half-open, panic
turning his brain to feathers. “He went out on a special warrior mission- he told me so.”

 

“Did he now?” hissed Tigerclaw, an interested gleam in his eyes. “And did he tell you what this
special warrior mission was?”



 

“No, but I can guess.” Cloudkit trembled with excitement. “He’s been with Graystripe to spy on
RiverClan. Fireheart, did you-”

 

“Quiet, kit,” snapped Tigerclaw. “Well?” he challenged Fireheart. “Is that true?”

 

Fireheart glanced at Graystripe. His friend was frozen, his yellow eyes staring in horror at the deputy;
obviously there would be no helpful suggestions from him.

 

“We wanted to see how far the floods went,” Fireheart meowed. That was not exactly a lie.

 

“Oh?” Tigerclaw paused while he looked deliberately in all directions and then asked, “What
happened to the rest of your patrol? And some cat must have sent you,” he added, before Fireheart
could reply. “It wasn’t me, even though I sent out all the other patrols.”

 

“We just thought...” Graystripe began feebly.

 

Tigerclaw ignored him. He thrust his huge head so close to Fireheart that he could smell the deputy’s
hot, rancid breath. “If you ask me, med-kitty, you’re far too friendly with RiverClan. You might have
been over there to spy- or you might be spying for them. Which side are you on?”

 

“You’ve no right to accuse me!” Anger made Fireheart’s fur bristle. “I’m loyal to ThunderClan.”

 

A deep growl came from Tigerclaw’s throat. “Then you won’t mind if we tell Bluestar about this
expedition of yours. And we’ll see if she thinks you’re so loyal. As for you...” He glared down at
Cloudkit, who tried to meet his amber gaze boldly, but couldn’t help retreating a pace or two.
“Bluestar ordered that no kits were to leave camp alone. Or do you think Clan orders don’t apply to
you, like your code-breaking kin?”

 

For once, Cloudkit didn’t reply; his blue eyes looked scared.

 

Tigerclaw swung around and stalked back toward the trees. “Come on; we’re wasting time. Follow
me, all of you,” he snarled.



 

When they reached the camp, Fireheart saw Bluestar standing at the foot of the Highrock. A patrol
made up of Whitestorm, Longtail, and Mousefur was reporting to her.

 

“The stream is flooded as far as the Thunderpath,” Fireheart heard Whitestorm say. “If the water
doesn’t go down, we won’t be able to make it to the next Gathering.”

 

“There’s still time before-” Bluestar broke off when she saw Tigerclaw approach her. “Yes, what is
it?”

 

“I’ve brought these cats to you,” the deputy growled. “One disobedient kit, and two traitors.”

 

“Traitors!” echoed Longtail. His eyes met Fireheart’s with an unpleasant gleam. “Just what I’d
expected!” he sneered.

 

“That’s enough,” Bluestar ordered, with the faintest hint of a snarl in her voice. She dipped her head
toward the cats in the patrol. “You may go, all of you.” She turned back to Tigerclaw as they moved
away. “Tell me what happened.”

 

“I saw this kit leaving camp,” Tigerclaw began, flicking his tail toward Cloudkit, “after you ordered
that no kits or apprentices should go out without a warrior. I went to fetch him back, but when I got
into the ravine, I realized he was following a scent trail.” He paused, and glared challengingly at
Fireheart and Graystripe. “The trail led to the stepping-stones downstream from the Sunningrocks.
And what should I see there but these two brave warriors,” he spat the words out, “crossing back from
RiverClan territory. When I asked them what they were doing, they gave me some fish-and-mouse
story about checking to see how far the floods stretched.”

 

Fireheart braced himself for Bluestar’s anger, but the Clan leader remained calm. “Is this true?” she
asked.

 

During the journey back from the stepping-stones, Fireheart had had time to think. He couldn’t
imagine the trouble he would be in if he tried to lie to Bluestar again. Now, seeing the wisdom in her
face and the penetrating look in her blue eyes, he knew he had to tell her the truth. “Yes,” he admitted.
“We can explain, but...” He shot a glance at Tigerclaw.

 



Bluestar closed her eyes for a long moment. When she opened them again, her expression was as
unreadable as ever. “Tigerclaw, I’ll deal with this. You may go.”

 

The deputy looked as if he was going to object, but under Bluestar’s clear gaze he kept silent. He gave
her a curt nod and marched off toward the pile of fresh-kill.

 

“Now, Cloudkit,” meowed Bluestar, turning to the white kit. “Do you know why I ordered kits and
apprentices not to go out alone?”

 

“Because the floods are dangerous,” replied Cloudkit sullenly. “But I-”

 

“You disobeyed me and you must be punished. That is the Clan law.”

 

For a moment Fireheart thought that Cloudkit was about to protest, but to his relief the kit just dipped
his head and mewed, “Yes, Bluestar.”

 

“Tigerclaw got you to help the elders for a few days recently, didn’t he? Very well, you can continue
with those duties. It is an honor to serve the other cats in the Clan, and you must learn that it is an
honor to obey Clan orders, too. Go now, and see if they have any jobs for you.”

 

Cloudkit bowed his head again and scampered off across the clearing, his tail held high. Fireheart
suspected he quite enjoyed looking after the elders, and that his punishment wasn’t as bad as it might
have been. He couldn’t help worrying that Cloudkit still hadn’t learned his lesson about respecting the
ways of the Clan.

 

Bluestar settled down on the ground with her paws tucked under her. “Tell me what happened,” she
invited the warriors.

 

Taking a deep breath, Fireheart explained how he and Graystripe had rescued the RiverClan kits, and
been taken to the camp by RiverClan warriors.

 

“Except we couldn’t go into their camp,” he meowed. “It’s underwater. They’re staying in the bushes
on higher ground for now.”

 



“I see...” murmured Bluestar.

 

“They haven’t much shelter,” Fireheart went on. “And they’re finding it hard to catch prey. They told
us that the Twolegs have poisoned the river. Cats get ill if they eat the fish.”

 

As he spoke he caught a worried look from Graystripe, as if his friend thought it was dangerous to
reveal so many of RiverClan’s weaknesses. Some cats, Fireheart knew, would see this as a good
chance to attack RiverClan. But he believed Bluestar was not like that. She would never try to take
advantage of another cat’s troubles, especially not in leaf-bare - even if Thistlestar was the cat in
question.

 

“So we felt we had to do something,” he finished. “We...we offered to catch prey for RiverClan in our
territory, and we’ve been taking fresh-kill across the river to them. Today Tigerclaw saw us coming
back.”

 

“We’re not traitors,” Graystripe put in. “We only wanted to help.”

 

Bluestar turned to him, then back to Fireheart again. She looked stern, but there was a glimmer of
understanding in her eyes. “I understand,” she murmured. “I even respect your good intentions. All
cats have the right to survive, whatever their Clan. But you know perfectly well that you can’t take
matters into your own paws like that. You acted deceitfully in slipping away on your own. You lied to
Tigerclaw- or at least you didn’t tell him all the truth,” she added, before Fireheart could protest.
“And you hunted for another Clan before your own. This is not how warriors behave.”

 

Fireheart swallowed uncomfortably and looked sideways at Graystripe. His friend’s head was bowed
and he was staring at his paws in shame.

 

“We know all that,” Fireheart admitted. “We’re sorry.”

 

“Feeling sorry isn’t always enough,” Bluestar meowed, with an edge to her voice. “You will have to
be punished. And since you haven’t acted like warriors, we’ll see if you can remember what it’s like
to be apprentices. From now on, you can hunt for the elders and see to their needs. And when you
hunt, you’ll have another warrior to supervise you.”

 

“What?” Fireheart couldn’t help the word escaping in a mew of outrage.



 

“You have broken the warrior code,” Bluestar reminded him. “Since you can’t be trusted, you’ll go
with someone who can. There must be no more visits to RiverClan. I know you meant no ill will, but
with your kin in RiverClan…” Her eyes narrowed. “Some cats may not see it that way.” Fireheart
bowed his head guiltily. He had enjoyed seeing his father and sister again.

 

“But...we won’t be apprentices again, will we?” Graystripe meowed anxiously.

 

“No.” Bluestar allowed a gleam of amusement to soften her eyes. “You are still warriors. A leaf
cannot return to the bud. But you will live as apprentices until I think you have learned your lesson.”

 

Fireheart forced himself to breathe evenly. He was so proud to be a warrior of ThunderClan, and
shame overwhelmed him at the thought of losing his warrior’s privileges. But he knew there was no
use arguing with Bluestar, and deep inside he admitted the punishment was fair. He bowed his head
respectfully. “Very well, Bluestar.”

 

“And we really are sorry,” Graystripe added.

 

“I know.” Bluestar nodded to him. “You may go, Graystripe. Fireheart, stay a moment.”

 

Surprised, Fireheart waited a little nervously to find out what Bluestar wanted.

 

The Clan leader waited until Graystripe was out of earshot. Then she asked, “Tell me, Fireheart, have
any RiverClan cats died in the floods?” She sounded distracted, and for once she didn’t meet
Fireheart’s eyes. “Any warriors?”

 

“Thistlestar mentioned Frogleap,” Fireheart admitted. “And they lost an elder - Cederpelt.”

 

Bluestar frowned, but she didn’t ask any more. She gave a tiny nod, as if to herself. Then, after a brief
hesitation, she dismissed Fireheart. “Find Graystripe and tell him you may both eat,” she ordered, her
voice expressionless and firm again. “And send Tigerclaw to me.”

 

Fireheart bowed his head and stood up to leave. On his way across the clearing, he glanced back at
Bluestar. The gray she-cat was still crouched at the foot of the rock, her eyes staring into the far



distance. He couldn’t help feeling puzzled by his leader’s urgent questions.

 

Why should she be so worried about RiverClan warriors? he wondered.
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Formerly Traumatized Meets Currently Traumatized

Pain throbbed in his side, like claws and fangs attacking him from every angle. His throat burned, a
thousand tiny claws pricking him, like a snake, a big, big snake. An adder, lunging for his throat- no,
climbing up his throat and eating him from the inside. Poisoning him until he died, painfully and
slow. He could see it now, in front of him, a giant snake, lunging for him with its jaw wide and fangs
shining.

 

No, no, no! He couldn’t die! He didn’t want to die!

 

Please, please, don’t kill him-!

 

The snake vanished from his vision, leaving him in darkness with a thumping heart. His rapid
heartbeat burned him. Heaviness beared down on his back, making him so disoriented he couldn’t
think. He wasn’t sure if he couldn’t see anything, or if he was seeing too much. There was red at his
paws, but he couldn’t see his paws.

 

He could hear the blood rushing in his ears. Rushing out? Everywhere. There was blood everywhere.
Fur flying, claws dragging down his chest, fangs wrapped around his neck, squeezing, choking,
suffocating him -

 

His eyes snapped open, darkness turning into light. A gasp flew from his throat, and he screamed,
“Tigerclaw!”

 

Except. It hurt. It hurt so much . His throat seared, and all that came out of his mouth was a wheeze.
He coughed, doubling over and curling into himself. Everything hurt! He was on fire, but where were
the flames?

 

He realized, as his eyes darted around, that he was in a den with brown, dirt walls, a root sticking out
from the roof. It was no den he had ever been in before, and it smelled very unlike the barn he lived
in. He smelled an overwhelming amount of cats. He scrambled to his feet, ignoring the pain flaring
through his shoulder and body. Where was he!

 

“Easy!” a voice called as someone pressed their shoulder into his. He whipped around, greeted with
the brown face of a vaguely familiar cat, although he couldn’t place who they were exactly. “Take it
easy. You’ll aggravate your wounds.”



 

“Wh- whe- where-” Ravenpaw coughed and gasped, the words barely forming in his throat as air
escaped him, lungs and throat burning.

 

“Careful,” the dark brown tom, his muzzle graying, meowed. “Don’t strain your throat with speaking.
You need rest.”

 

Ravenpaw let out a squeak of alarm, stumbling away from the tom. Sharp pain shot up his hind leg
and he winced. He sucked in a deep breath of air, then another one, quicker.

 

“Deep breaths,” the cat said. “In,” he took a deep breath in, ”and out.” He blew outwards. Ravenpaw
stared at him, shaking more than the tiny little dog the farmers had. As the cat repeated himself,
Ravenpaw slowly copied him.

 

“Barkface!” some cat yowled, startling Ravenpaw and making him thump his rump against the wall.
He felt encased. He wanted to run away.

 

A she-cat with a light gray tabby pelt padded into the den, limping on her front paw. “Are you in
here? I’ve got a thorn in my paw and I can’t get it-” She came to an abrupt halt, staring at Ravenpaw
with wide eyes. She gasped, then spun around. She yowled as she left the den, calling, “Barley!”

 

Ravenpaw’s head snapped up at the familiar name. “Barley?” he tried to repeat, but the name came
out much quieter than he intended, like a wheezed whisper in a breeze. He raised his nose, sniffing the
air. Now, he could tell, that this scent was WindClan.

 

From the light of the entrance, a furry black and white face shoved through. “Ravenpaw!” Barley
cried, running to him and shoving his face against his shoulder, purr rumbling louder than Ravenpaw
had ever heard it before. Ravenpaw winced as pain traveled up his shoulder and neck, but he rested
his head on Barley’s, a low rumble forming too, through the confusion. He drank in Barley’s warm,
hay scent.

 

“You’re okay! You’re okay!” Barley wailed, voice full of relief. “Oh, Ravenpaw!”

 

“B-B-” Ravenpaw wheezed out breathlessly. Instead, he opted to nuzzle his nose against Barley’s
forehead. The tom responded in kind by licking his cheek.



 

The gray tabby from before slipped back into the den. Barkface padded over to her. “A thorn, you
said?” the medicine cat whom Ravenpaw now recognized meowed. He grabbed the tabby’s paw and
stared at it. “Runningbrook, you must stop acting like you’re still an apprentice.”

 

Runningbrook ducked her head, abashed, but Barkface’s tone was fond despite his sternness.
Barkface leaned down and wiggled the thorn out with his teeth before spitting it away. “There,”
Barkface meowed. “Now, do you have anything else to bother me about, or may I tend to your
patient?”

 

“That’s it.” Runningbrook ducked her head, gaze flickering to Ravenpaw. “I’ll go fetch you some
prey.” Runningbrook stepped out of the den.

 

Now that Runningbrook mentioned it, his stomach felt like it was clawing him from the inside. Like
he hadn’t eaten in… days.

 

Ravenpaw jerked, blinking as the idea caught up with him. Tigerclaw attacked him- he died - almost
died?- WindClan found him- and now he was wounded severely and starving to death. His legs
trembled.

 

“Sit down,” Barley meowed, nudging his shoulder and settling down. Ravenpaw slowly followed, tail
twitching to and fro in panic. Barley leaned over and started grooming Ravenpaw’s shoulder fur,
purring comfortingly. Ravenpaw blinked at him.

 

“H-ggguh.” He broke off with a sharp intake of breath, heart fluttering at the bolt of pain. His throat
was on fire. He could still feel Tigerclaw’s fangs digging into his neck. He jerked his front paw,
almost instinctively, as he tried to form his words, signing, “How?”

 

But, of course, Barley didn’t know what his paw moving meant, and simply kept grooming him,
waiting patiently for him to speak. But I can’t, Ravenpaw thought. It hurts. He recalled Feathercloud
almost painfully. He missed his friend dearly. Feathercloud was the one who had taught him how to
sign words instead of speak them. He hoped he was doing alright.

 

Ravenpaw took a deep breath, and then forced out, past the pain, “Ho-w l-lon-guh?” He gestured with
his paw around them.

 



Barley blinked at him. “How long have you been here?” He glanced around. “It’s… been a little more
than quarter-moon… You woke up once before, long enough to drink before passing out, but…”
Barley faced Ravenpaw with emotions swirling in his eyes. “Barkface said you wouldn’t make it.”

 

Ravenpaw’s pelt pricked, heart thudding. Wouldn’t make it, the thought echoed. I really was almost
dead. Tigerclaw… He shivered, pressing himself against Barley and shoving his face against his
barnmate’s mane of black and white fur. If he finds out I’m not dead… Oh!

 

“You’re stronger than I thought,” Barkface commented, rolling a bundle of herbs towards the corner
of the den. “But you still need a lot more rest until you’re good enough to leave camp.”

 

Ravenpaw raised his head and blinked at Barkface. He opened his mouth to ask a question, then
closed it as he felt the fire of pain in his throat. WindClan would let him stay? Barley had always been
friendly with WindClan when they passed by, but Ravenpaw had kept himself hidden. If they had
recognized him, and word got back to Tigerclaw… Well, it didn’t matter much anymore, did it?
Tigerclaw had found him anyway- hunted him down like prey- and now he was in WindClan’s camp.

 

How much did WindClan know?

 

He nearly jumped as pawsteps sounded from the entrance of the den, and shadows blocked the
sunlight. Runningbrook padded in, head held high, with a small rabbit dragging from her jaw. She
dropped the rabbit in front of Ravenpaw and Barley, and Ravenpaw’s mouth watered immediately as
the scent reached his nose. His stomach growled and ached with a hunger he had never known. His
entire body ached and groaned with hunger, and his head snapped down quicker than he had ever
known as he sank his fangs into the flesh of the rabbit.

 

Pain lashed up his body as his jaw pressed down against the red meat, but he fought past it, his hunger
more than it. He swallowed a chunk down without fully chewing it. His stomach grumbled loudly at
the new feast, and he dove down for another bite. Then a third, and a fourth, barely paying attention to
anything but eating. Rabbit had never tasted so good. Half the rabbit was gone, bones and all, before
he had even blinked.

 

Suddenly, a brown paw flashed in front of his vision, hooking a claw into the rabbit’s corpse and
dragging it away. A furious hiss left Ravenpaw as he lashed a paw out. He stopped abruptly, eyes
widening, as he stared back at Barkface. He was attacking a medicine cat! What was he doing?
Shamed, he ducked his head and shoved his paws under his body, even as his stomach growled.

 



“You mustn’t eat so much so fast,” Barkface explained, not at all upset at Ravenpaw for hissing at
him. “Not when you haven’t eaten for a quarter-moon. I couldn’t force prey pulps down your throat
much because of your wounds.”

 

“S-gg-sorry,” Ravenpaw whispered hoarsely, a touch terrified of himself and the simple-minded
yearning for prey that had overtaken him.

 

“Don’t be,” Barkface meowed. “The survival instinct is good. You can finish your rabbit after what
you’ve eaten has settled. Do tell me if you start feeling queasy.” Barkface pushed the bundle of herbs
he had been rolling towards Ravenpaw. “Eat this. It will help with the pain.”

 

Ravenpaw lapped up the herbs reluctantly, his taste buds disappointed at the taste of berries and plants
instead of warm, sweet meat. He let out a low croaking noise as he swallowed, grimacing at the sharp
stab of pain on the side of his neck, where Tigerclaw’s fangs had rested. Then, his stomach hurt.

 

Ravenpaw stared at the rabbit with forlorning. Then he turned to Runningbrook and bowed his head
to her, his ears straight in the way that meant, “Thank you.” Runningbrook tilted her head at him.

 

“Uhm?” she said.

 

Ravenpaw raised his head and tried to meow out, “Thank you,” but he broke off in a fit of painful
coughs. Barley pressed against him, licking his muzzle and cheek comfortingly.

 

“Are you alright?” Barley asked. “Does it hurt to speak?”

 

Ravenpaw nodded. Barkface spoke, “He may never be able to speak properly again.” As Barley
gasped and Ravenpaw felt a gaping pain of emotions well inside him, Barkface continued, more
softly, “I’m sorry. But that was a killing bite, meant to crush bones. It’s possible your windpipes, those
that allow you to speak and breathe, are ruptured. They may never heal, and the more you try to force
yourself to speak… the more you will harm yourself.”

 

Ravenpaw stared at his paws. Even Feathercloud could speak if he needed to, even if he couldn’t hear
his own words that he spoke. Feathercloud… Ravenpaw blinked, glancing up at Barley, and raised his
paw in a circular motion, then pointed at his mouth, then at his other paw. “I can move my paws to
speak,” he was trying to convey to them. But the three cats stared blankly back at him.



 

“Do you know what that means?” Runningbrook asked Barley and Barkface, glancing between the
two toms. Barkface shook his head, but Barley looked more thoughtful among his confusion.

 

“Feather,” Ravenpaw croaked out, throat straining, “cl-ow.”

 

Barley’s ears pricked. “Feathercloud? You mean, Featherpaw? Your old friend?” Ravenpaw nodded.

 

“Feathercloud? Isn’t that the new ThunderClan warrior?” Runningbrook meowed. “I saw him when
he was an apprentice, but I’m not sure he’s been at any Gatherings since… Not even when his warrior
name was announced.”

 

“He’s deaf, ain’t he?” Barkface said. “That’s what Spottedleaf told me. But they still made him a
warrior.”

 

Ravenpaw nodded eagerly, ignoring the light irritation he felt at Barkface assuming a cat like
Feathercloud shouldn’t be a warrior. He did the same gesturing motions as before with his paws.

 

“Ravenpaw told me Featherpaw- or Feathercloud- talked by moving his paws and stuff,” Barley
explained. “Since he couldn’t hear.”

 

“Really?” Runningbrook meowed, eyes wide. “That’s clever. Wait,” she suddenly said, standing up
and turning to the den entrance. “Let me go get Airleap. Maybe he’ll know something.”
Runningbrook darted away and Ravenpaw blinked.

 

Airleap? That was… Fireheart’s brother. Ravenpaw had never known him much. He could remember
him from his kithood, a vague brown and white tom among the other giant, towering warriors, and
then the tom had left for RiverClan, and Ravenpaw had never seen him again. He’d only heard the
other cats- like Tigerclaw and Frostfur- talk about how weak and traitorous Airleap was.

 

Once, he’d overheard Frostfur, saying to their sister, Brindleface, that Ravenpaw was just like
Airleap, back when Frostfur believed Ravenpaw was conspiring with ShadowClan to steal
ThunderClan kits.

 



What was Airleap doing in WindClan?

 

Runningbrook returned quickly, with a brown tom following after her, with a white spot around his
eye, and a white front leg, and various other white patches on his pelt. His dark green eyes shone just
like Fireheart’s. Airleap paused as his eyes caught Ravenpaw, and they both just stared at each other
for a moment, before Airleap ducked his head and nervously shuffled his paws.

 

“You were from ThunderClan,” Runningbrook started. “Do you know what Ravenpaw is, uh,
saying?” She nodded her head to Ravenpaw, and Airleap glanced up at him with a confused frown.

 

Ravenpaw raised a paw, holding it for a whisker twitch- which he did, before dropping it in the way
that meant, “Hello.”

 

Airleap’s frown deepened, and he slowly shook his head. “Uhm, no. I mean, that’s what… I never
really spoke to them, but that’s how I always saw Feathercloud, Cricketheart, and Graystripe talking
to each other when they were kits. I didn’t know they were speaking, though, until Fireheart told me
at a Gathering once.”

 

Runningbrook and Barley both sighed and frowned, disappointed. “Oh well,” Runningbrook said.
“Guess we’ll just have to learn ourselves then.”

 

“Sorry,” Airleap meowed, blinking apologetically. He looked to Ravenpaw. “And, uh, I’m glad you’re
okay…” His gaze drifted down to the wounds marring his throat and chest, and Ravenpaw cringed,
feeling vulnerable. Airleap cleared his throat. “...Do you remember what happened?” Airleap asked
softly. Runningbrook pricked her ears curiously.

 

Ravenpaw stared at his paws, flashes of Tigerclaw leaping at him making his heart sped up. But he
found comfort in Barley licking his ear. Would WindClan believe him, though, if he told them? He
could remember when Runningwind first found out- his disbelief- and how even Fireheart and
Graystripe seemed hesitant at first. Tigerclaw was ThunderClan’s strongest warrior, and now their
loyal deputy. Why would any cat believe little, weak, scared Ravenpaw, even when he bore the scars
from that evil tom’s attack?

 

“It was Tigerclaw, right?”

 



Ravenpaw jerked his head up so fast that pain rippled sharply from his wounds. Runningbrook was
staring at him with shining light amber eyes, her voice almost eager. Ravenpaw blinked at her,
startled.

 

“Hgggh…” he hacked out. “How?”

 

Runningbrook gave her chest a quick lick, as though vaguely embarrassed, but continued, “We
smelled ThunderClan cats there. Fireheart, Graystripe, Runningwind, and Tigerclaw, I believe.” She
glanced at Airleap.

 

“I knew Fireheart wouldn’t hurt you,” Airleap said, blinking kindly at him. “And neither would
Runningwind. And I don’t think Fireheart would let his apprentice do that either. So…”

 

“So it had to be Tigerclaw!” Runningbrook finished. “Barley said you were scared of him. I’ve never
met him, but he certainly looks very scary.”

 

A tremor ran through Ravenpaw. WindClan knew? But what did that mean ? Was that a good or bad
thing? This entire time, he spent believing no one would believe him… and now an entire clan knew?

 

“But we don’t know for sure,” Barkface said, giving Runningbrook a sharp look. “It could have been
another cat with their scent disguised. Tallstar didn’t want rumors spreading until we knew the truth.”
He glanced back at Ravenpaw.

 

“Is it?” Runningbrook said expectantly, leaning forward.

 

Ravenpaw trembled, placing one of his paws on Barley’s and shoving his face back into Barley’s fur.

 

“It’s alright,” Barley meowed softly. “You’re okay. I’m here.” He licked his forehead. “You don’t
have to talk about anything you don’t want to.”

 

“T-T-Tig…” Ravenpaw stammered out, struggling to breath at the same time, and he wasn’t sure if it
was because of his wounds or because of the anxiety setting in, the fear that Tigerclaw was just
around the corner. Waiting. Listening. “Knows… I-I-I’mmm… al-alive?”

 



“Does Tigerclaw know you're alive?” Barley repeated. At Ravenpaw’s nod, Barley glanced at the
others, making Ravenpaw’s heart jump with terror.

 

But Barkface shook his head. “You were as good as dead if Barley hadn’t come for us. With a bite
like that, he certainly thought you were dead. He has no reason to suspect you’re alive.”

 

“So it’s true,” Runningbrook mewed, tail waving. “Tigerclaw attacked you.” Ravenpaw shoved his
face into Barley’s fur as though he could merge with the tom and hide away forever.

 

He heard a paw smacking something. “Runningbrook!” Airleap reprimanded. “A little more tact
wouldn’t hurt you.”

 

“Ow!” Runningbrook whined. “Sorry, Airleap.”

 

“I’m not the one you should say sorry too,” Airleap said sternly.

 

Ravenpaw glanced from between Barley’s strands of white hair. Runningbrook bowed not just her
head, but her whole body to him. “I’m sorry, Ravenpaw,” Runningbrook said. “I just really wanted to
know.”

 

Ravenpaw opened his mouth to accept her apology, but all that came out was a wheeze of air. He
flinched at the ache of pain once more. But Runningbrook didn’t seem to mind, standing back up and
glancing at Airleap, amused.

 

“You sounded like my mother,” Runningbrook meowed.

 

Airleap chuckled lightly, ears twitching in soft embarrassment. “I’ve been spending too much time
with the apprentices. Gorsepaw started fighting with Quailpaw because Quailpaw ate his mouse this
morning.” He sighed, shaking his head, but there was a fondness to it. “Then Storkpaw tried scolding
them for me and they got mad at her…”

 

“They’re a lot,” Runningbrook said with a laugh. “Glad I’m not you.” A light purr rumbled from
Barley’s chest, and it soothed Ravenpaw. It had been so long since he’d been in a clan… He’d
forgotten what it was like.



 

But still… this wasn’t his clan. He was sure ThunderClan wouldn’t save him- not with Tigerclaw as
deputy- so why had WindClan?

 

“Why,” he rasped out. “Why save?” He licked the roof of his mouth, letting saliva coat his mouth and
throat.

 

Airleap blinked at him. “We weren’t just going to leave you to die,” he said. “We’re warriors, not
rogues.”

 

We’re warriors, not rogues.

 

“Yeah!” Runningbrook agreed, smiling. “It was horrifying, seeing you like that. So much blood
everywhere…” She shivered. “What cat in their right mind would turn away? It’s not honorable, no
matter what clan or barn a cat’s from.”

 

Airleap smiled warmly. “WindClan’s safe,” he said. “It’s not perfect, but it’s safe.”

 

It’s safe.

 

Ravenpaw wasn’t sure he could believe that. The barn was safe. Was . Ravenpaw wouldn’t be safe
anywhere.

 

He laid his head on his paws, glancing away.

 

Maybe WindClan had saved him. Maybe WindClan was honorable.

 

But that couldn’t stop Tigerclaw from hunting him down.

 

I wish I never saw him kill Redtail, Ravenpaw thought. I wish I listened when Redtail told me to go.

 



I wish I was safe.

 

 

Lightningfur stretched out a back leg, tail curling as she repeated the action with the other. A half-
moon had passed since the flood - and since Fireheart and Graystripe had failed to show up one day
with their catch of the day.

 

Thistlestar had initially been worried - “What if Fireheart is hurt?!” - and, to appease her father (and
stop him from anxiously hovering over her), she had taken Silverstream aside and asked her why
Fireheart and Graystripe never showed up.

 

“Tigerclaw caught them crossing back from our territory one day,” the silver tabby had explained,
after meeting with Graystripe at Fourtrees. “Bluestar put them on apprentice duties as punishment.”

 

Lightningfur was caught between being upset at Bluestar and amused that her goody-two-paws
brother had gotten in trouble - out of all of them, Fireheart and Copperleaf had been the ones least
likely to get in trouble. Looks like Copperleaf was the mentor’s pet now.

 

Too bad Lionheart’s dead.

 

Her tail flicked as she lazed in the sunlight. The tortoiseshell eyed Grasswhisker as she hurried away
from her father’s den. Lightningfur rolled her eyes at the brown she-cat before seeing Silverstream
pad up to her side.

 

“Lightningfur, could I have a word for a moment?”

 

Lightningfur tilted her head. “Alright,” she meowed loftily. She licked her chest a couple times. “Over
here.” The two warriors trotted over to a little dip in the camp - there was still some water in it, but
Lightningfur neatly leaped over it.

 

“What is it?” she asked the silver tabby. Silverstream hesitated. Lightningfur rolled her eyes. First,
she tells me she wants to talk, she idly thought. Now she’s putting it off! “Spit it out!”

 



Silverstream glanced around camp before leaning in and whispering, “I’m expecting!”

 

Lightningfur stared at her.

 

“Expecting…?” she meowed, raising a brow.

 

They stared at each other for a bit. Then Silverstream huffed.

 

“Kits!” she meowed happily. “I’m expecting kits!”

 

Lightningfur wrinkled her nose. “Why would you ever expect that!”

 

Silverstream rolled her eyes, but clearly her good mood wasn’t dampened.

 

“I’m going to be a mother!” she purred, eyes shining.

 

“But you’ll be stuck in the nursery!” Lightningfur protested. “For moons ! At least six moons - and if
they come out weak,” Like Airleap, Lightningfur sourly thought, “you’ll be in there longer!”

 

“That only makes it even more special!” Silverstream meowed. “I’ll be able to spend so much time
with them - their first words, first steps; I’ll be able to see it all!”

 

Lightningfur made a face again. 

 

Kits?

 

Ew.

 

Lightningfur then frowned. “Won’t the clan be suspicious? That you don’t have a mate?”



 

Silverstream shuffled her paws. “A queen doesn’t have to tell who their mate is,” she meowed. But
her eyes were now troubled. “Are you…are you okay with me and Graystripe?” she hesitantly asked.
“I’ve never actually asked you if you were.”

 

Lightningfur shrugged. “I don’t really care. I think you’re crazy for wanting a mate and kits, but who
cares who you’re mates with? Thistlestar was mates with Spottedleaf - nothing wrong about that.
Why would it matter if two cats from different clans want to be mates?”

 

Silverstream had frowned at the mention of Lightningfur’s parents, but nodded. Her blue eyes took on
a mischievous look.

 

“You sure you don’t like anyone?” she purred. Lightningfur gave her an unamused look. “I ask
because I couldn’t help but notice that Sedgecreek has been very friendly with you lately!”

 

Lightningfur frowned, for once startled. Was Silverstream implying…?

 

“No, no way,” she denied, shaking her head. “I’m not even friends with her!” Silverstream purred a
laugh.

 

“That doesn’t necessarily stop a cat from liking another!”

 

Lightningfur glared at her friend. Sedgecreek? Liked her?

 

Double ew.

 

Sure, the brown tabby was nice to look at, and Lightningfur had spoken once or twice to her, but she
wasn’t interested in a relationship - period! Especially with a cat as boring as Sedgecreek!

 

“Anyway,” Silverstream meowed, changing the subject so Lightningfur would get out of her bad
mood. “When I have my kits, what if you got to mentor one of them? I would love it if you got to
teach them!”

 



Lightningfur pricked her ears, much more interested in this topic than the previous one.

 

“I would certainly like that,” she meowed with a smirk. “They’ll be the best fighters by the time I’m
done with them!”

 

Silverstream purred. “I know they’ll be in good paws with you.” She blinked trustingly at the
tortoiseshell, and Lightningfur preened - this is what she desired more than anything.

 

Complete, undivided, uncompromised loyalty.



Kit Time Is Fun Time!

“Well, if it isn’t our newest apprentice, Firepaw!”

 

Fireheart looked up from his vole to see Longtail swaggering toward him, his tail waving in the air.

 

“Ready for a training session?” the warrior sneered. “Tigerclaw sent me to be your mentor.”

 

Taking his time, Fireheart swallowed the last of the vole and rose to his paws. He could guess what
had happened. Bluestar had told Tigerclaw about the punishment, and Tigerclaw had wasted no time
in organizing the first patrol. Naturally he would choose the cat who disliked Fireheart the most aside
from Frostfur to supervise his hunting.

 

Beside him, Graystripe jumped up and took a pace toward Longtail. “Watch what you say,” he
snarled. “We’re not apprentices!”

 

“That’s not the way I heard it,” replied Longtail, swiping his tongue appreciatively over his jaws as if
he had just swallowed a tasty morsel.

 

“Then we’d better put you right,” Fireheart meowed calmly. “If I’m Firepaw, then you must be
Longkit - after all, I’m older than you.” 

 

Longtail said nothing, only turning his head aside to lick his pale fur - but Fireheart saw his ears
flatten against his head in anger. Fireheart rose to his paws, licking his muzzle.

 

“Come on, then,” he grunted. “If we’re going to hunt, let’s get on with it.”

 

He and Graystripe led the way out of the gorse tunnel and up the side of the ravine. Longtail followed,
loudly suggesting where to hunt as if he were in charge, but once they were in the forest Fireheart and
Graystripe did their best to ignore him.

 



The day was cold and gray, and a thin rain had begun to fall. Prey was hard to find. Graystripe caught
sight of movement in some bracken fronds and went to investigate, but Fireheart was almost ready to
give up by the time he saw a chaffinch pecking around the roots of a hazel bush. He dropped into a
crouch, creeping forward paw by paw while the bird pecked on unawares.

 

He was preparing to pounce, his haunches rocking from side to side, when Longtail jeered, “Call that
a crouch? I’ve seen better on a three-legged rabbit!” As soon as he spoke the chaffinch fluttered away
in a panic, letting out a loud alarm call.

 

Fireheart whirled around furiously, eyes flintly. 

 

“You realize you just lost me that chaffinch?” he hissed. “It would have fed half the kits in the
nursery-”

 

“Rubbish,” meowed Longtail. “Don’t make excuses. You couldn’t catch a mouse if it sat between
your paws.”

 

Fireheart tipped his head to the side, more annoyed than angry. “You sound just as blusterous as you
did in your apprentice days - I doubt Adderfang would be too pleased with you blaming others for
your own actions.”

 

Longtail stiffened at the mention of his first mentor. He opened his mouth, then closed it. Fireheart
gazed steadily at him, then pricked his ears as Graystripe emerged from the bracken with a vole in his
jaws. He dropped it beside Fireheart and began to kick earth over it to bury it until they were ready to
return to camp.

 

Longtail used the interruption to turn away and stalk toward the tunnel Graystripe had made in the
bracken.

 

Graystripe watched him go. “What’s the matter with him? He looks as if he’s swallowed mouse bile.”

 

Fireheart shook his head. “A little disagreement. Come on, let’s keep going.”

 



After that, Longtail left them alone, and by sunset the two warriors had collected a respectable pile of
fresh-kill to carry back to the camp.

 

“You take some to the elders,” Fireheart suggested to Graystripe as they dragged the last pieces in.
“I’ll see to the medicine den.” He chose a squirrel and headed toward the medicine cat’s den.

 

Yellowfang was standing outside the cleft in the rock, with Cinderpaw sitting in front of her.
Fireheart’s former apprentice looked happy and alert. She was sitting very straight, with her tail
wrapped around her paws, and her blue eyes were fixed on Yellowfang as she listened to the old cat.

 

“We can chew up ragwort leaves and mix them with crushed juniper berries,” rasped Yellowfang. “It
makes a good poultice for aching joints. Do you want to try doing it?”

 

“Okay!” Cinderpaw mewed enthusiastically. She sprang up and sniffed the heap of herbs Yellowfang
had laid on the ground. “Does it taste bad?”

 

“No,” answered Yellowfang, “but try not to swallow it. A bit won’t hurt you, but too much will give
you a bellyache. Yes, Fireheart, what do you want?”

 

Fireheart crossed the clearing, dragging the squirrel between his front paws. Cinderpaw was already
crouching in front of the ragwort, chewing vigorously, but she flicked her tail at Fireheart in greeting.

 

“This is for you,” Fireheart mewed as he dropped the squirrel beside Yellowfang.

 

“Oh, yes, Runningwind told me you were back on apprentice duties,” Yellowfang growled. “Mouse-
brain! You might have known some cat would find out you were helping RiverClan.”

 

“Well, it’s done now.” Fireheart didn’t want to talk about his punishment.

 

To his relief, Yellowfang seemed happy to change the subject. “I’m glad you’ve come,” she meowed,
“because I want a word with you. You see that poultice?” She lifted her muzzle toward the green
mash of chewed leaves Cinderpaw was making.

 



“Yes.” Ragwort and juniper, Fireheart identified them. Add a little borage oil and it’ll stick on better.
A quick glance at the stores showed that they were low on that particular herb.

 

“Spottedleaf’s out collecting,” Yellowfang meowed, seeing where his gaze was at. “She’ll bring in a
new haul. In the meantime,” she gave Fireheart a stink eye. “The poultice is for Smallear. He’s in my
den now, with the worst case of stiff joints I’ve seen in moons. He can hardly move. And if you ask
me, it’s all because his nest was recently lined with damp moss.” Her tone was mild, but her yellow
eyes burned into Fireheart’s.

 

Fireheart felt his heart sink. “This is about Cloudkit, isn’t it?”

 

“I think so,” mewed Yellowfang. “He’s been careless about the bedding he’s brought in. If you ask
me, he hasn’t bothered to shake the water off - even his sister Lizardkit corrected him on what moss
should be used!”

 

“But I showed him how-” Fireheart broke off. He had troubles enough of his own, he thought; it
wasn’t fair that he had to keep sorting out Cloudkit as well. He took a deep breath. “I’ll have a word
with him,” he promised.

 

“Do that,” grunted Yellowfang.

 

Cinderpaw sat up, spitting out scraps of ragwort. “Is that chewed enough?”

 

Yellowfang inspected her work. “Excellent,” she meowed.

 

Cinderpaw’s blue eyes glowed with the praise, while Fireheart glanced appreciatively at the old
medicine cat. It gave him a warm glow to see how Yellowfang made Cinderpaw feel useful and
needed. 

 

“Now you can fetch the juniper berries,” Yellowfang went on. “Let’s see...three should be enough.
You know where I keep them?”

 

In the split in the rock, just behind the stack of rosemary, Fireheart recalled.

 



“Yes, Yellowfang.” Cinderpaw headed for the split in the rock, bouncing in spite of her limp, her tail
lifted high. At the mouth of the den she looked back. “Thanks for the squirrel, Fireheart,” she
meowed, before she disappeared.

 

Yellowfang looked after her approvingly and let out a rusty purr. “Now there’s a cat who knows what
she’s doing,” she murmured.

 

Fireheart agreed. He wished he could say the same about his own kin. “I’ll go and find Cloudkit right
now.” He sighed, touching his nose to Yellowfang’s flank before padding out of her den.

 

The white kit was not in the nursery, so Fireheart tried the elders’ den. As he entered, he heard
Halftail’s voice. “So the leader of TigerClan stalked the fox for a night and a day, and on the second
night- Hello, there, Fireheart. Come to listen to the story?”

 

Fireheart glanced around. Halftail was curled up in the moss with Patchpelt, Rosetail and Dappletail
nearby. Cloudkit was crouched in the shelter of the big tabby’s body, his blue eyes wide with wonder
as he pictured the mighty black-striped cats of TigerClan. Lizardkit and Cliffkit were at his side, just
as entranced by the story as the white tom. A few scraps of fresh-kill lay on the floor of the den, and
from the smell of mouse that clung to the kits’ fur, Fireheart guessed that the elders had let them
share.

 

“No, thanks, Halftail,” he meowed. “I can’t stay. I just wanted to talk to Cloudkit. Yellowfang says
he’s been bringing in damp bedding.”

 

Dappletail let out a snort. “What nonsense!”

 

“She’s been listening to Smallear,” meowed Patchpelt. “He’d complain if StarClan descended from
Silverpelt themselves to bring his bedding.”

 

“Cloudkit’s been better than most of the apprentices,” Rosetail added. “I haven’t seen Lynxpaw or
Swiftpaw change our bedding once.”

 

Fireheart’s fur prickled with embarrassment. He hadn’t expected to find the elders making excuses for
Cloudkit - especially since some of them believed Frostfur about their curse.

 



“Well, have you or haven’t you?” he demanded, glaring at the kit.

 

Cloudkit blinked up at him. “I tried to get it right, Fireheart.”

 

“He’s only a kit,” Dappletail pointed out fondly.

 

“Yes, well...” Fireheart scraped his paws on the floor of the den. “Smallear has got aching joints.”

 

“Smallear has had aching joints for seasons,” meowed Halftail. “Since well before this kit was
littered. You mind your own business, Fireheart, and let us mind ours.”

 

“Sorry,” Fireheart muttered. “I’ll go, then. Cloudkit, just make sure you’re extra careful about damp
moss in the future, okay?”

 

Lizardkit purred a laugh. “I told you you gotta shake it more, fur-brain!” Cloudkit pouted at his sister
before playfully swiping at her. Lizardkit squeaked, ducking her head, when Cliffkit pounced on
Cloudkit.

 

“Hey!” the tom complained. “That’s no fair! You can’t double-team me!” Cliffkit purred.

 

“A real fight wouldn’t be fair either!” she crowed. 

 

Fireheart’s whiskers twitched, amused. Halftail, Rosetail and Dappletail both looked as amused as he
did, while Patchpelt’s ears twitched. He was frowning slightly at Cliffkit, but Fireheart was relieved
he didn’t say anything - if Smallear was here though, he would probably side with the other tom.

 

Smallear was the one elder who was… vocal about Fireheart’s family - most likely due to the fact his
mate was Speckletail.

 

At least One-eye was more neutral.

 



He started backing out of the den. As he left, he heard Cloudkit meow, “Go on, Halftail. What did
TigerClan’s leader do then?”

 

Fireheart was glad to escape into the clearing. He couldn’t help thinking that Cloudkit probably had
been careless over the moss, but it looked like the rest of the elders wouldn’t have a word said against
him.

 

Free to take fresh-kill for himself now that he had hunted for the elders, Fireheart was trotting over to
the heap when he noticed Brokentail lying outside his den. Tigerclaw was beside him, and the two
cats were sharing tongues like old friends.

 

Unexpectedly moved by the sight, Fireheart paused. Was this Tigerclaw’s merciful side making a rare
appearance? He could just hear the rumble of Tigerclaw’s voice, though he was too far away to make
out the words. Brokentail replied briefly, looking much more relaxed, as if he was responding to the
deputy’s friendliness.

 

Suddenly all of Fireheart’s old doubts about bringing Tigerclaw to justice welled up inside him. Every
cat knew that Tigerclaw was a fierce and courageous fighter, and that he handled the responsibilities
of a deputy with effortless confidence. Fireheart had never seen anything to show that he had the
compassion of a true leader, until now, with Brokentail....

 

Fireheart’s mind whirled. Perhaps Bluestar had been right, that Tigerclaw was innocent of Redtail’s
death. Perhaps Cinderpaw’s accident had been just that, instead of a trap. What if you’ve been wrong
all along? Fireheart thought . Suppose Tigerclaw is just what he seems to be: a loyal and efficient
deputy?

 

But he couldn’t make himself believe it. And as Fireheart padded more slowly over to the pile of
fresh-kill, he wished to the tips of his claws that he could be freed from the burden of what he knew.

 

“Fireheart?” Sandstorm’s mew came from the fresh-kill pile. Her head was tilted, and her tail kinked.
“You alright there?” Her voice was sympathetic. Sandstorm had swatted him a few times for feeding
RiverClan, but she also knew he wouldn’t have been able to live with himself if he left a cat to starve
- let alone an entire clan.

 

Fireheart sighed. “Just tired,” he admitted. Sandstorm touched noses with him.

 



“You go find us a spot to eat,” she meowed. “I’ll grab us some fresh-kill.” Fireheart purred at the
thought and padded away, laying on the ground in-between the warriors’ and apprentices’ dens.
Sandstorm joined him only moments later, a vole and a squirrel in her jaws.

 

She dropped the vole at his paws before settling down beside him. “Vole’s still your favorite, right?”
she teased, light green eyes glinting. Fireheart felt his heart speed up, and he felt a little flustered, but
managed a response.

 

“Of course it is,” he meowed. “Vole is the superior prey.”

 

“Not compared to squirrel!” Sandstorm countered. “Squirrel triumphs over vole anytime, anyday!”

 

“In your dreams!” Fireheart purred. The pale ginger tabby laughed, before gently pressing her nose
against his cheek, a light purr in her throat.

 

Fireheart felt one rise in his own.

 

Sandstorm’s tail rested on his spine, and he rested his chin on his paws, feeling content as his friend
gently groomed his ears.

 

Sandstorm was always able to get him to relax, to get out of his anxious thoughts.

 

That was only one of the many things he loved about her.



Copperleaf Now Wants Murder Time

The Thunderpath was silent as Copperleaf stared across it, towards the oak forest on the other side. A
light breeze chilled the air, crickets chirping in the distance. The breeze carried the scent of
ThunderClan. A patrol had passed recently. Dusk was settling into the night.

 

ThunderClan had once been his home, and he would always be grateful for it, but he would never
dream of calling anything else home but ShadowClan now. He had come here to protect the
apprentices and kits from Brokenstar, had stayed to raise Dawncloud’s kits as his own, and became
one of them when they had chased Brokenstar out of the clan.

 

Brokenstar, who was alive, and in ThunderClan.

 

 

Copperleaf followed after Nightstar and Cinderfur as they led ShadowClan back to camp after the
tense Gathering. His tail twitched, and he gazed around the patrol, counting off the cats and feeling
relieved as he spotted Blossomtail trotting alongside Badgerfang and Oakfur chatting with
Littlecloud. Then he worried; where was Swampfur?

 

His gaze flickered about, pelt prickling, but he let out a sigh as he saw Swampfur darting over to the
patrol. He trotted over to her. “Where were you?” he questioned with a frown.

 

“Sorry,” she meowed, not looking particularly sorry. “I was saying goodbye to Swiftpaw and
Lynxpaw.”

 

Copperleaf’s ears twitched. He was glad she was making friends, then. But… “Remember not to
reveal any ShadowClan secrets to them, you know,” he said. He trusted ThunderClan, but that didn’t
mean he wanted them knowing the sickness that was starting to take hold of their camp, alongside the
lack of prey… They were starting to hunt among the Carrionplace where the rats were.

 

“I know,” Swampfur said, eyes suddenly brightening eagerly, leaning forward. “But I got them to
reveal some ThunderClan secrets.”

 



Copperleaf’s eyes widened. Everyone knew about Thistlestar and Spottedleaf being the parents of
Copperleaf and his siblings now, and that Yellowfang had chosen to remain as ThunderClan’s
medicine cat rather than stay in her birth clan. That only left the secret left in ThunderClan- that
Copperleaf knew of- was the one Fireheart had told him; that Tigerclaw had murdered Redtail.

 

But Swiftpaw and Lynxpaw of all cats wouldn’t know that.

 

He glanced at their patrol, then flicked his tail for them to keep walking. He stayed near the back of
his clanmates, though, tilting his head towards Swampfur. “What is it?” he inquired.

 

“Brokenstar attacked ThunderClan camp,” Swampfur meowed. Copperleaf’s fur bristled.
ThunderClan had looked a bit battered, but no more than a skirmish with RiverClan would have
caused. But if Brokenstar had attacked- were their kits okay? He knew Goldenflower was expecting
kits, having overheard her and Sorrelshine of WindClan talking about kit names. And Frostfur had
kept some of her kits from becoming apprentices, plus Brindleface and Creekflower’s kits…

 

He could see why Brokenstar had chosen to attack ThunderClan instead of ShadowClan. More kits to
steal; more kits to kill.

 

“Did they kill him?” Copperleaf wondered. They would have announced, proudly, if they had. They
must have chased him off. But why not announce that as well, to warn the other clans he was still a
danger?

 

Swampfur shook her head. “They have him in their camp,” she said. “ Alive .”

 

Copperleaf gasped, and he saw Russetfur glance back at them curiously. “They’re keeping him
prisoner?” he meowed, then growled, “After what’s he done, that kind of mercy is far too kind.”

 

“Swiftpaw and Lynxpaw think so too,” Swampfur murmured. “And a lot of other ThunderClan cats.
They aren’t happy. Swiftpaw even said he had to change Brokenstar’s bedding!”

 

Copperleaf’s tail lashed behind him, heart thudding in both anger and fear at the thought that
Brokenstar was still out there. Didn’t they know how dangerous he was? Why would they keep him in
their camp ? His followers were sure to strike to get him back. Blackfoot had always been a deeply
devoted deputy to his leader. Copperleaf had seen it as his temporary apprentice.



 

Bluestar must have had bees in her brain. Copperleaf knew she was merciful, but not mouse-brained.

 

“They call him Brokentail now,” Swampfur continued. “Because he’s not a leader anymore.”

 

“Like that changes anything,” Copperleaf huffed. “That small humility won’t stop Brokenstar from
doing what he wants. He’ll destroy ThunderClan from the inside, and then he’ll come for
ShadowClan.”

 

He steeled his shoulders as he glared ahead. “I must tell Nightstar. Then we’ll decide what to do.”

 

 

Nightstar hadn’t been pleased to learn of ThunderClan harboring their former leader. None of
ShadowClan had, when Nightstar had told them later. The clan had yowled to attack ThunderClan
right then and there, but Nightstar had held off. They weren’t strong enough to fight ThunderClan.
Next Gathering, only a few days away now, they would confront ThunderClan about killing
Brokentail.

 

But now, staring over the Thunderpath, Copperleaf couldn’t help but burn with rage. He could rush
over the border, leap into camp and kill Brokentail himself. ThunderClan would be furious, but he
knew they wouldn’t hurt him in the end. He would be saving them. He knew Brokentail. Brokentail
would stop at nothing to hurt the cats around him. He wanted power, and that was all. He cared for no
cat, young or old.

 

But it didn’t matter how angry he was- how scared he was. It was ThunderClan’s problem now. He
yearned to save them, to truly defeat Brokentail, and protect their kits, but he trusted Bluestar would
deal with it fairly, and that all would be resolved at the next Gathering. He may have switched clans
when he was an apprentice, but leaving ShadowClan now would mean he abandoned Dawncloud and
their kits. And he couldn’t do that to them.

 

“Copperleaf!” came Tallpoppy’s meow from the marshy forest behind him. He turned around, ears
pricking, as he watched his friend pad forth with her tail high in the air. The dark gray tabby pelt of
Wetfoot padded after her. A squirrel hung from Tallpoppy’s mouth, and a toad from Wetfoot’s.

 

“We’re going to head back to camp. You catch anything?” Tallpoppy meowed.



 

Copperleaf blinked. “Yes,” he replied. “I buried it by the lavender bush. Just a mouse and a vole.”

 

“Better than nothing,” Tallpoppy mused. “Wetfoot caught another toad, but it was too fat for us to
pick up.” She nudged Wetfoot, a playful glimmer in her eyes, and the tabby ducked his head
bashfully.

 

“I-It wasn’t much,” he mumbled.

 

“Nonsense!” Tallpoppy purred. “It’ll feed the queens just swimmingly.” She touched her nose to
Wetfoot’s ear, and Copperleaf smiled, amused, as Wetfoot’s pelt fluffed and he bowed his head
further.

 

He padded towards his clanmates. “And I imagine you two will be sharing that squirrel?” His gaze
flicked between them knowingly.

 

“Wuh?” Wetfoot blinked up at him, startled, then squeaked when Tallpoppy licked his cheek
playfully.

 

“Of course! That sounds wonderful, doesn’t it, Wetfoot?”

 

“Oh, erm, I-I suppose. I mean, yes! I’d love to share a squirrel with you, Tallpoppy.”

 

Copperleaf chuckled as he padded past his clanmates. He trotted deeper into the forest, enjoying the
cool mud beneath his paws and the newleaf breeze. The chill from leafbare still hung in the air, but
the snow had finally melted away. It had left the ground murky and mushy, a horrible feeling beneath
his feet, but it had finally started to dry.

 

He dug up his mouse and vole from beneath the lavender bush, then fetched Wetfoot’s other toad.
“Here,” he said to his clanmates. “Tallpoppy can carry the vole, and Wetfoot the mouse. I’ll take the
toad. Don’t worry,” he purred, “I’ll tell the queens it was from you.” The two warriors nodded, and
they set off back to camp.

 



Copperleaf’s pace sped up the closer they got, heart thumping a bit as he thought of seeing
Dawncloud again. He was sure she was okay, safe in ShadowClan’s camp and away from the illness
(hopefully), but he enjoyed her company. He always shared tongues with her, and his prey, and this
time would be no different.

 

As they padded into camp, Copperleaf smiled, warmed by the sight of his clanmates lounging around.
Most every cat was in camp right now, until the next patrols went out. He watched as Tallpoppy and
Wetfoot headed towards the fresh-kill pile. It wasn’t as full as Copperleaf would like, but it wasn’t
empty either, which was good. 

 

“I’m gonna go give this vole to Whitethroat,” Tallpoppy said to Wetfoot, her tone a bit dampered from
her earlier happiness. She glanced towards the medicine cat den with worry in her gaze. “He likes
voles.”

 

Wetfoot pressed his muzzle to her neck comfortingly. “I’m sure he’ll be okay,” Wetfoot murmured.
Worry lit in his gaze too.

 

“He’s only gotten worse,” Tallpoppy whispered, downcast. She glanced towards Wetfoot. “And so has
Littlecloud,” she said quietly. Wetfoot dropped his gaze, tail dragging in the ground sadly.
Copperleaf’s heart ached for them. Both of their brothers were sick… and didn’t show signs of getting
better any time soon.

 

Copperleaf knew their pain. His best friend, Cinderfur, was sick too, but still working himself instead
of resting because he was deputy. And they weren’t the only cats sick…

 

He quickly made his way over to the nursery. He could hear the squeals of tiny kits playing. He softly
padded in, spotting the two queens, Ashheart and Darkflower, laying in their nests, watching their kits
tussle in front of them. The gray and brown spotted white pelt of Turtlekit wrestled with the three
younger kits. She was bigger than them, but outnumbered. Their tiny paws and squeaky mewls were
just too cute for Copperleaf as they swiped at Turtlekit’s shoulders, still so wobbly on their feet. He
remembered, fondly, when Blossomtail, Swampfur, Oakfur, and Applepaw were that small.

 

Applepaw… he thought, chest squeezing painfully as he recalled his daughter who had chosen to
follow after Brokentail, and her biological father, Finchflight.

 

“Oh, hello Copperleaf,” Ashheart greeted, smiling a tad weakly. “What a surprise to see you here,”
she said dryly. Copperleaf purred, setting down the toad in front of her.



 

“One would think you were an expecting queen with how often you’re in here,” Darkflower
commented.

 

“Kits are the life of the clan,” Copperleaf responded. “But I can’t deny that I don’t just come here out
of duty. I enjoy seeing the kits.” He gazed lovingly at them as Rowankit reared up on her haunches,
biting down on Turtlekit’s ear, while Cedarkit and Lavenderkit swatted at Turtlekit’s paws.

 

Turtlekit yowled. “Mama!” she cried, darting away from the smaller kits. Rowankit tumbled after her,
but flopped over her own paws, landing onto her brother, Cedarkit, who squeaked in complaint. Not
even a moon old yet, they were very amusing to watch.

 

“Mama Ashheart! Rowankit bit me!” Turtlekit whined.

 

“Yes,” Ashheart said calmly. “I saw that.”

 

“She bit me! You have to tell her to go sit in her nest!”

 

“She’s far too young to understand that, Turtlekit,” Ashheart meowed. Her blue eyes flickered back to
Rowankit, watching as the she-kit turned to her brothers and started swiping and chewing on their
pelts. Their mews were only that; mews. Not even speaking yet. “Her fangs aren’t even in yet.”

 

“Tell that to me,” Darkflower grumbled, tail tip flicking. “Her teething hurts!”

 

Ashheart chuffed lightly, smiling. “Just wait until they’re as old as mine.” She bonked her daughter’s
nose with her own. “You just love biting, don’t you?”

 

Turtlekit squeaked, fur fluffing up in offense. She huffed, angry as any offended kit could be. “I wish
I could play with Quietkit and Rubblekit! They’re more fun.”

 

Ashheart’s smile dropped. “Oh, Turtlekit,” she said softly, putting a paw around the mostly white kit.
“You can play with them when they’re better, okay? Once they aren’t so sick.”

 



Turtlekit huffed once more. “Why can’t I play with them now!”

 

“Because if you caught their sickness, you’d pass it onto the little ones. And they… Well, they aren’t
strong enough to survive. So just, please, play gently with them.”

 

Turlekit pouted once more, and Copperleaf’s tail twitched. “I can play with you,” he offered the
young she-kit. But, unlike usual, her eyes didn’t light up. Instead, she growled and stomped off, tail
lashing in annoyance.

 

“I don’t wanna play with big cats or little cats! I wanna play with Quietkit and Rubblekit,” she
whined once more, curling up in her nest. Copperleaf watched sadly. I’ll make sure they live, he
promised her, the thought firm and strong inside him. Under my watch, no kit will die. StarClan
willing.

 

He dipped his head to the queens. “Enjoy the toad,” he meowed. “Wetfoot caught it. I’ll bring some
more back later.”

 

“Thank you,” Ashheart said as he turned and backed out of the den. He took a moment before he
gazed around camp. Nutwhisker and Deerfoot were relaxing near the camp entrance, with
Nutwhisker’s parents, the elders Brightflower and Brackenfoot, nearby. Nutwhisker looked as old as
an elder himself, Deerfoot too. The cats of ShadowClan were getting older, the senior warriors as old
as elders, and then the next youngest were hardly old enough to be warriors. Badgerfang, Blossomtail,
Swampfur, and Oakfur had been made warriors early, since they had been made apprentices early.
Only now were they the true age of a warrior. And Tallpoppy, Whitethroat, Dawncloud, Wetfoot, and
Littlecloud weren’t much older than them. Copperleaf, too, for that matter, was only a few moons
older than Dawncloud.

 

There were no warriors in the middle of that age spectrum. Brokentail had killed them all off in
pointless battles before they could live to be true warriors. It was a miracle so many kits had managed
to live as it was.

 

He still remembered when Badgerfang nearly died. The white-striped black tom currently chased after
a mossball like he was still a kit. He batted it to Blossomtail, and Copperleaf’s yellow-eyed white-
furred son swatted it back. Swampfur lounged nearby, watching her brother and his close friend play
with amusement.

 

They all had scars from when they nearly died.



 

Badgerfang, with a giant, pink scar curled down his chest and belly, still healing, with scabs that
opened and let red specks fall, much less from the blood that had pooled around him when he first
earned the injury.

 

Blossomtail, with his ear ripped off and scars carved down the side of his face, where the blood had
stained half his face red-brown for days.

 

Swampfur, with a small nick in her ear and a vicious, thin scar across her throat, innocuous now, but
that had been bleeding profusely when she was still barely more than a kit.

 

The kits of ShadowClan had been through so much. Yet they survived.

 

His gaze met Dawncloud’s amber ones as she exited the warriors’ den. She smiled warmly at him, and
he raised his tail in greeting. He rushed to grab the vole from the fresh-kill pile, plump enough to
share, and padded over to her. A purr rumbled in her throat as he approached, and he rubbed his
forehead against her pale cream-furred face.

 

“Hello,” Dawncloud meowed. “Good hunt?”

 

“Great hunt,” Copperleaf corrected, washing her ears. “How was your day?”

 

Dawncloud smiled up at him. “Good. Oakfur wanted to go on border patrol with me. It was nice to
talk to him; he’s always been the quiet one out of our kits.”

 

Our kits, Copperleaf echoed happily, gazing back out to Blossomtail and Swampfur, and Badgerfang
too. Oakfur had joined them, hesitantly passing the mossball to Badgerfang, who yowled happily and
pounced on it.

 

The young blood of ShadowClan had survived, and Copperleaf would make sure nothing else ever
happened to Dawncloud or their kits again.

 



 

She flailed a paw out, panting, and watched desperately as the mischief of rats scrambled away from
her. Applefur grunted, hauling herself to her paws, before flattening her ears as her father’s yowl
reached her.

 

“How could you miss that?!” Finchflight hissed, lashing his tail as he ran up to her, face curled in a
snarl. Before living like a rogue, Applefur had only ever seen that snarl aimed at Copperleaf. “They
were barely a mouse-length away from you!”

 

Applefur bowed her head. “I’m sorry,” she apologized, guilt and shame taking hold of her like an
enemy’s claws down her sides. “I lost my balance.”

 

“You’ll do better next time,” Brownclaw said simply as Finchflight stalked away. “Here, you can have
my toad.” He nosed the amphibian creature towards her. “I’ll catch something else.” Applefur nuzzled
his cheek in thanks before he turned and trotted away. She sat down with a grunt, belly awkward on
her paws. She finished the toad in a few famished bites, still hungry.

 

She adjusted herself, laying on her side, feeling uncomfortable with how big her belly was. That was
surely the reason why she felt off-kilter during her hunt…

 

Soon, Brownclaw returned with a couple lizards and settled down beside her. Her belly grumbled, but
he offered no prey this time. He ate his meal before gently grooming her mottled fur. She relaxed,
feeling better, and she moved to groom Brownclaw’s brown fur in return, reminiscing of when they
would share tongues in the safety of ShadowClan’s camp, back when she had just been made an
apprentice at only three moons, and when he had been a senior apprentice and seen her as more than
just some kit.

 

Lately, she’d been feeling a little more nervous than usual - the rogues that the ThunderClan deputy,
Tigerclaw, had introduced to them made her uneasy. They were going to help them free their true
leader, Brokenstar, from imprisonment in ThunderClan, but they were…strange. Especially the cat
who called himself Snag. He wore a collar, like a kittypet , but it was studded with teeth . That really
scared her.

 

Apparently Boulder knew him, from before he joined ShadowClan - they both had been part of this
Twolegplace ‘clan’ called BloodClan. But while Snag had joined them, Boulder had rejoined his old
BloodClan clanmates, which put Applefur’s fur on end. Why would he choose a gang of rouges over
the respectable, strong ShadowClan?!

 



Another rogue was Mogli, a brown tom with green eyes. It was obvious he was eager to please -
especially Tigerclaw. The other two rouges she didn’t know, nor did she really bother to get to know
them.

 

They weren’t Clan cats after all.

 

Applefur hoisted herself to her paws, following Brownclaw back to their make-shift camp. To her
surprise, Tigerclaw was there, a satisfied smirk on his face as the ShadowClan warriors and rogues
gathered around him.

 

“Brokenstar and my plans are working excellently,” he rumbled as Applefur, Brownclaw, and
Finchflight joined them. “Soon, we will attack ThunderClan.”

 

“That’s great!” Blackfoot meowed, face openly relieved. He, just like the rest of the ShadowClan cats,
were relieved and eager to rescue their leader. Tangleburr’s ears twitched, eyes alight with excitement,
while Stumpytail and Finchflight exchanged pleased glances.

 

“I also have a request,” Tigerclaw smoothly meowed. He began to slowly pace around. “There is a cat
that threatens this plan - Fireheart. Whoever kills him, regardless of who they are, or where they came
from, I will make that cat my deputy when I become leader of ThunderClan.”

 

Applefur shivered. She was glad she wasn’t going to be required to fight Fireheart. Her littermates,
back in the tratorious ShadowClan, loved to talk about who was the best warrior in the other clans -
Fireheart was one of them.

 

Although, they could’ve been biased - he was Copperleaf’s brother, after all, so they saw him as their
uncle. As though Copperleaf was their real father. She glanced at Finchflight, trying to fight off the
pit in her stomach yearning to see Copperleaf and Dawncloud again.

 

Nevertheless, she was ShadowClan, not ThunderClan - she was only interested in freeing her leader,
not ditching him for stuffy ThunderClan!

 

She spotted Mogli and Snag exchanging delighted looks. She quickly looked away, almost feeling
sorry for the fiery-colored tom. He was going to have both of those mangy rouges after his blood.

 



Brownclaw pawed at the ground, looking excited, and, while her fur prickled with apprehension, she
felt just as eager to rescue their beloved leader.

 

But…she also felt scared. She was so off-balanced, and big now…

 

Would she really be able to compete with the best of ThunderClan? She used to brag to her littermates
about defeating the best warriors of the other clans. Now, she would be useless in a fight if she was
knocked off her paws - she’d be a complete deadweight!

 

Unease, fear, and disgust at herself curled uncomfortably in her belly, threatening to make her throw
up the measly toad she had consumed.

 

Was being like… this really worth it?



Tigerclaw Tries To Commit Murder Again But Is Foiled (By Longtail
of All People!)

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Fireheart stepped out of the ferns that enclosed the apprentices’ den and stretched out his front paws.
It was just after sunrise, and the sky was already a pale eggshell blue, promising fine weather after
days of cloud and rain.

 

In Fireheart’s opinion, sleeping in the apprentice den was the worst part of his punishment. Every
time he went in there, Thornpaw and Brightpaw stared at him with huge eyes, as if they couldn’t
believe what they were seeing. Brackenpaw just looked acutely embarrassed, while Swiftpaw-
encouraged by his mentor, Longtail, Fireheart guessed- openly sneered. His sister, Lynxpaw, merely
sniffed and ignored both him and Graystripe. 

 

Fireheart found it hard to relax, and his sleep was broken by dreams in which the mysterious brown
tabby she-cat bounded toward him, meowing a warning that he could never remember when he woke.

 

Now Fireheart stretched his jaws in a massive yawn and settled down to give himself a thorough
wash. Graystripe was still sleeping; soon Fireheart would have to wake him and find a warrior to
supervise them on yet another hunting patrol.

 

As Fireheart washed, he saw Bluestar and Tigerclaw sitting at the foot of the Highrock, deep in
conversation. Idly he wondered what they were talking about. Then Bluestar gave a flick of her tail to
summon him. Fireheart sprang up at once and bounded across the camp. 

 

“Fireheart,” Bluestar meowed as he approached, “Tigerclaw and I think you’ve been punished
enough. You and Graystripe can be full warriors again.”

 

Fireheart felt almost giddy with relief. “Thank you, Bluestar!” he meowed.

 

“Let’s hope it’s taught you a lesson,” growled Tigerclaw.

 

“Tigerclaw is going to lead a patrol up to Fourtrees,” Bluestar went on before Fireheart could respond.
“In two nights the moon will be full, and we need to know if we can make it to the Gathering.



Tigerclaw, will you take Fireheart with you?”

 

Fireheart couldn’t interpret the gleam in the deputy’s amber eyes. He didn’t look pleased- Tigerclaw
never did- but there was a certain dark satisfaction, as if he would enjoy putting Fireheart through his
paces.

 

Fireheart didn’t care. He was thrilled that Bluestar was trusting him with a real warriors’ mission
again.

 

“He can come,” Tigerclaw meowed. “But if he puts a paw wrong, I’ll want to know the reason why.”
His dark coat rippled as he heaved himself to his paws. “I’ll find another cat to go with us.”

 

Fireheart watched him as he strode across the clearing and disappeared into the warriors’ den.

 

“This will be an important Gathering,” murmured Bluestar beside him. “We need to find out how the
other Clans are coping with the floods. It’s important for our Clan to be there.”

 

“We’ll find a way, Bluestar,” Fireheart assured her.

 

But his confidence drained rapidly away a moment later when he saw Tigerclaw reappear from the
den. The cat who followed him out was Longtail. It looked as if Tigerclaw had chosen the third
member of the patrol deliberately to disadvantage Fireheart.

 

Fireheart felt a hard lump of apprehension in his stomach. He wasn’t sure that he wanted to go out
alone with Tigerclaw and Longtail. The memory of the battle with RiverClan was still too fresh, when
Tigerclaw had watched him struggling with a fierce warrior and made no move to help him. And
Longtail had made it his job to treat Fireheart like an enemy.

 

For a moment, fearful pictures of the two cats turning on him in the depths of the forest and
murdering him whirled through Fireheart’s mind. Then he shook himself. He was scaring himself like
a kit listening to some elder’s tale. No doubt Tigerclaw would make unreasonable demands of him,
and Longtail would enjoy every moment, but Fireheart wasn’t afraid of being challenged. 

 

He’d show them that he was a warrior equal to them in every way that mattered, cursed or not!



 

Saying a respectful good-bye to Bluestar, he raced across the clearing and followed Tigerclaw and
Longtail out of the camp.

 

The sun rose higher, and the sky turned to a deep blue as the cats journeyed through the forest toward
Fourtrees. The ferns were weighted with glittering drops of dew that clung to Fireheart’s fur as he
brushed past. Birds sang, and branches rustled with freshly opened leaves. Newleaf had really come at
last.

 

As he padded after Tigerclaw, Fireheart was distracted by tempting movements in the undergrowth as
prey scurried to and fro. After a while the deputy let them stop and hunt for themselves. He was in an
unusually good mood, Fireheart thought, relaxing enough to praise the flame-pelted warrior as he
pounced on a particularly speedy vole. Even Longtail kept his unfriendly comments to himself.

 

When they went on, Fireheart’s stomach was warm and full from the vole he had eaten. His uneasy
feelings vanished. On a day like this he couldn’t help feeling optimistic, sure that they would soon
have good news to take back to Bluestar.

 

Then they reached the top of a slope and looked down toward the stream that crossed ThunderClan
territory, separating them from Fourtrees. Tigerclaw let out a long, soft hiss, and Longtail yowled in
dismay.

 

Fireheart shared their exasperation. Usually the stream was shallow enough for cats to cross easily,
keeping their paws dry by leaping from rock to rock. Now the water had spread into a glistening sheet
on either side, while the current churned swiftly along the original course of the stream.

 

“Fancy crossing that?” spat Longtail. “I don’t.”

 

Without a word, Tigerclaw began padding upstream, following the edge of the floodwater toward the
Thunderpath. The land sloped gently upward, and before long, Fireheart could see that the shining
surface was broken by tussocks of grass and clumps of bracken poking above the water.

 

“This isn’t as deep as when Whitestorm last reported,” Tigerclaw meowed. “We’ll try to cross here.”

 



Fireheart had his doubts that the water would be shallow enough, but he kept them to himself. He
knew if he objected, he would just get the usual sneers about his soft son-of-a-medicine-cat
background. 

 

Instead he quietly followed Tigerclaw, who was already wading into the flood. He couldn’t help
noticing that Longtail’s ears twitched nervously as he splashed in beside him.

 

The water felt cold as it lapped at Fireheart’s legs. He picked his way carefully, tracing a zigzag
course toward the nearest bank of the stream by springing from one clump of grass to the next. Drops
of water glittered in the sunlight as he splashed forward. Once a frog wriggled out from under his
paws, almost making him lose his balance, but he righted himself by sinking his claws heavily into a
waterlogged tussock.

 

In front of him, the current was brown where it had stirred up mud from the streambed. It was much
too wide for a cat to leap, and the stepping-stones were completely submerged. I hope Tigerclaw
doesn’t expect us to swim, Fireheart thought with a wince.

 

Even as the words went through his mind, he heard Tigerclaw’s yowl from farther upstream. “Come
here! Look at this!”

 

Fireheart splashed toward him. The deputy, with Longtail beside him, was standing at the edge of the
stream. A branch was lodged in front of them, swept into place by the current so that it stretched from
one bank to the other.

 

“Just what we need,” Tigerclaw grunted in satisfaction. “Fireheart, check that it’s safe, will you?” 

 

Fireheart gazed doubtfully at the branch. It was much thinner than the fallen tree that he had used to
cross to RiverClan’s territory. Twigs poked out in all directions, still with dead leaves dangling from
them.

 

Every few moments the whole branch gave a slight jerk, as if the current wanted to sweep it away
again. With any other senior warrior, or even Bluestar, Fireheart would have discussed how safe the
branch was before he set paw on it. But no cat questioned an order from Tigerclaw.

 

“Scared, meddy cat?” Longtail taunted him.



 

Fireheart flashed Longtail an unamused look. He didn’t need to prove himself to Longtail of all cats. 

 

However, Tigerclaw was his superior. Unfortunately.

 

Gritting his teeth, he stepped onto the end of the branch.

 

Immediately it sagged under his paws, and he dug his claws in hard, fighting for balance. He could
see brown water racing a mouse-length below, and for a few heartbeats he thought he would plunge
straight into it.

 

Then he steadied himself. He began to move forward cautiously, placing his paws in a straight line
one after the other. The slender branch bounced under his weight with every step. Twigs caught in his
fur, threatening his balance. We’ll never get to the Gathering like this, Fireheart thought.

 

Gradually he drew closer to the middle of the stream, where the current was strongest. The branch
tapered until it was barely as thick as his tail, making it harder to find a pawhold. Pausing, Fireheart
measured the distance left; was he close enough to leap safely yet?

 

Then the branch lurched under him. Instinctively he gripped tighter with his claws. He heard
Tigerclaw yowl, “Fireheart! Get back!”

 

For a heartbeat Fireheart swayed precariously. Then the branch lurched again and suddenly it was
free, racing along with the surging water. Fireheart slipped sideways, and thought he heard Tigerclaw
yowl once more as the waves closed over his head.

 

As he plunged into the stream Fireheart managed to keep one clawhold on the branch. He felt as if he
were fighting a spiky wooden enemy, twigs that lashed at him and raked through his fur while his
breath bubbled into the dark water. His head broke the surface briefly, but before he could gasp in air
the branch twisted and rolled him under again.

 

Terror made him strangely calm, as if time had slowed down. Part of Fireheart’s mind told him to let
go of the branch and fight his way to the surface, but he knew that if he did that he would risk his life;
the current was far too strong for him to swim. The force of the water meant there was nothing he
could do but dig his claws in and endure. StarClan help me! he thought frantically.



 

His senses were just beginning to ebb into a tempting darkness when the branch rolled over again and
brought him back to the surface. Choking and spitting he clung to it, with water churning along on
either side of him. He could not see the bank. He tried to haul himself farther out of the water, but his
sodden fur was too heavy and his limbs were growing stiff with cold. He did not know how long he
could hold on.

 

Just as he felt that he was about to let go, something brought the branch to a jarring stop. It shuddered
along its whole length, almost throwing Fireheart off. As he clung on desperately, he heard a cat
screech his name. Twisting his head, he saw that the other end of the branch was jammed against a
rock that jutted out into the stream.

 

Longtail was crouched on the rock, leaning down toward him. “Move, med kit!” he growled. With his
last drop of energy, Fireheart scrambled along the length of the branch. Twigs whipped across his
face. He felt the branch lurch again and flung himself at the rock, his front paws scraping at it while
his hind legs thrust through the water. His paws had barely touched stone when the branch was swept
away from underneath him.

 

For a heartbeat Fireheart thought he would follow it. The rock was smooth; there was no purchase for
his paws. Then Longtail reached down and Fireheart felt his teeth meet in the scruff of his neck. With
the other cat’s help he managed to claw his way upward until he was crouching on the top of the rock.
Shivering, he coughed up several mouthfuls of stream water before he looked up. “Thanks, Longtail,”
he gasped.

 

The warrior’s face was expressionless. “It was nothing.”

 

Tigerclaw padded up from behind the rock. “Are you hurt?” he demanded. “Can you walk?”

 

Shakily, Fireheart pushed himself to his paws. Water streamed off his coat as he shook himself. “I-I’m
fine, Tigerclaw,” he stammered.

 

Tigerclaw stepped backward to avoid the spinning droplets from Fireheart’s fur. “Watch it; we’re all
wet enough already.” Approaching Fireheart again he gave a rapid sniff down the length of his body.
“Back to camp for you,” he ordered. “In fact, we’ll all go back. No cat can get across that water;
you’ve proved that, if nothing else.”

 



Fireheart nodded and wordlessly followed the deputy back into the forest. Colder and more tired than
he could ever remember being before, he wanted nothing more than to curl up and sleep in a patch of
sunlight.

 

But while his limbs felt like waterlogged stone, his mind was a whirlpool of fear and suspicion.
Tigerclaw had sent him out onto the branch, when any cat could see it was dangerous. Fireheart
couldn’t help wondering if Tigerclaw had deliberately dislodged it, to make sure that he was flung
into the swollen stream.

 

Not if Longtail was watching, he decided. After all, Longtail had rescued him; much as Fireheart
disliked Longtail, he had to admit that the pale tabby would stick rigidly to the Clan code when
another warrior needed his help.

 

Plus, Cherryfur would murder her brother if he just stood by.

 

Even so, Tigerclaw could have shifted the branch without letting Longtail see, or perhaps Longtail
hadn’t understood what was happening. Fireheart would have liked to ask him, but he knew that if he
did the question would be reported to Tigerclaw.

 

Then he glanced at Tigerclaw, and saw the deputy glaring at him with unmasked hatred. As Fireheart
met the amber stare, he saw Tigerclaw’s eyes narrow as if with an unspoken threat. And in that
moment Fireheart knew that somehow Tigerclaw had tried to murder him. This time he had failed.
But what about next time? Fireheart’s tired brain shied away from what was all too obvious. Next
time, Tigerclaw would make sure he did not fail.

 

By the time he reached the camp, the warm newleaf sun had dried Fireheart’s fur, but he was so
exhausted he could scarcely put one paw in front of another. Sandstorm, who was sunning herself
outside the warriors’ den with a snoozing Cherryfur, sprang up as soon as she saw him and bounded
over to his side. 

 

“Fireheart!” she exclaimed. “You look awful! What happened?”

 

“Nothing much,” Fireheart mumbled. “I was-”

 

“Fireheart went for a swim, that’s all,” Tigerclaw interrupted. He looked down at the young warrior.
“Come on. We need to report to Bluestar.” He strode across to the Highrock with Longtail at his



heels. 

 

As Fireheart staggered after them, Sandstorm padded close beside him, pressing her warm body
against his for support. He flashed her a grateful smile.

 

“Well?” Bluestar asked when the cats stood in front of her. “Did you find somewhere to cross?” 

 

Tigerclaw shook his massive head. “It’s impossible. The water’s too high.”

 

“But every Clan should attend the Gathering,” Bluestar pointed out. “StarClan will be angry if we
don’t try to find a dry route. Tigerclaw, tell me exactly where you went.”

 

Tigerclaw began to describe the events of the morning in more detail, including Fireheart’s attempt to
cross by the branch. “It was brave but foolish,” he growled. “I thought he’d paid with his life.”

 

Sandstorm looked around, impressed, but Fireheart knew as well as Tigerclaw that he had had no
choice about getting onto the branch.

 

“Be more careful in the future, Fireheart,” Bluestar warned. “You’d better see Spottedleaf in case
you’ve caught a chill.”

 

“I’m fine,” Fireheart told her. “I just need to sleep, that’s all.”

 

Bluestar’s eyes narrowed. “That was an order, Fireheart.”

 

Stifling a yawn, Fireheart bowed his head respectfully. “Yes, Bluestar.”

 

“Come to the den when you’ve finished,” meowed Sandstorm, giving him a lick. “I’ll fetch you some
fresh-kill.”

 



Fireheart mewed his thanks and stumbled unsteadily to the medicine den. The clearing was empty, but
when he called Spottedleaf’s name his mother poked her head out of the gap in the rock.

 

“Fireheart? Great StarClan, you look like a squirrel that’s fallen out of its tree! What happened to
you?” She padded toward him as he explained. Cinderpaw limped out behind her and sat beside
Fireheart, her blue eyes wide as she heard how he had nearly drowned.

 

Seeing her, Fireheart could not help remembering how she had been injured beside the Thunderpath-
another accident arranged by Tigerclaw. Not to mention the cold-blooded murder of Redtail. His head
spinning with fatigue, Fireheart wondered how he could possibly stop Tigerclaw before another cat
died for the deputy’s ruthless ambition.

 

All of this, just to be leader? he thought, then recalled, nervously, Tigerclaw wouldn’t like that
Thistlestar wants me to be leader.

 

“Right,” rasped Yellowfang, who emerged from the den and interrupted his troubled thoughts.
“You’re a strong cat, and you probably haven’t taken a chill, but we’ll check you to make sure.
Cinderpaw, what should we look for when a cat gets a soaking?”

 

Cinderpaw sat up straight with her tail wrapped around her paws. Eyes fixed on Yellowfang, she
recited, “Poor breathing, sickness, leeches in his fur.”

 

“Good,” grunted Yellowfang. “Off you go, then.”

 

Very carefully, Cinderpaw sniffed along the length of Fireheart’s body, parting his fur with one paw to
make sure that no leeches had fastened themselves onto his skin. “Breathing okay, Fireheart?” she
asked gently. “Do you feel sick?”

 

“No, everything’s fine,” Fireheart mewed. “I just want to sleep for a moon.”

 

“I think he’s all right,” Cinderpaw reported. She pressed her cheek against Fireheart’s and gave him a
couple of quick licks. “Just don’t go jumping in any more rivers, eh?”

 

Yellowfang let out a throaty purr. “All right, Fireheart, you can go and sleep now.”



 

Cinderpaw flicked up her ears in surprise. “Aren’t you going to check him as well? What if I’ve
missed something?”

 

Spottedleaf purred. “I’m sure you did a great job.”

 

“I trust you, Cinderpaw.” Yellowfang meowed, stretching her skinny back into an arch, and then
relaxed. “I’ve been meaning to say something to you for a while,” she went on. “I see so many
mouse-brained cats around here that it’s a real joy to find one with some sense. You’ve learned
quickly, and you’re good with sick cats.”

 

“Thank you, Yellowfang!” Cinderpaw burst out, her eyes round with surprise at Yellowfang’s praise.

 

“Be quiet, I haven’t finished. I’m getting old now, and Spottedleaf and I have been thinking it’s time
we’ve thought about finding an apprentice. Cinderpaw, how would you feel about becoming
ThunderClan’s next medicine cat?”

 

Cinderpaw leaped to her paws. Her eyes were sparkling and she quivered with excitement. “Do you
really mean it?” she whispered.

 

“Of course Cinderpaw!” Spottedleaf happily meowed. “I would love to have you as an apprentice.”

 

“I don’t talk for the pleasure of hearing my own voice,” Yellowfang added. “Unlike some cats.”

 

“In that case, yes,” Cinderpaw murmured, lifting her head with dignity. “I’d like that better than
anything in the whole world!”

 

Fireheart felt his heart begin to beat faster with happiness. He had worried so much for Cinderpaw, at
first when he thought she might die, then when it became clear that her injured leg would stop her
from becoming a warrior. He remembered how she had wondered desperately what she could make of
her life. And now it looked as if Yellowfang and his mother had found the perfect solution. Seeing the
young she-cat so happy and excited about the future was more than Fireheart had ever hoped for.

 



Fireheart went back to the warriors’ den on lighter paws to share fresh-kill with Sandstorm. The pale
ginger she-cat purred as she settled beside him, pushing a vole towards him. He smiled, thanking her,
and then saying, “Next time, we should eat squirrel! It is your favorite.”

 

Sandstorm laughed. “Yes, we have been eating a few too many voles,” she said. “I’m beginning to
grow sick of them.”

 

Fireheart gasped in mock offense. “Nobody can grow sick of voles!”

 

Sandstorm bumped her shoulder against his. “Only if they’re you!”

 

A pleased purr rumbled in his throat as he and Sandstorm chatted on, sharing the vole. Soon, he
stretched, tired from the river and his pelt still cold and wet. It reminded him of when he had to cross
the rivers into RiverClan camp. He hoped Thistlestar, Lightningfur, Mistyfoot, and all of RiverClan
were doing alright. He bid goodbye to Sandstorm before padding into the warriors’ den to settle down
for a nap.

 

 

Fireheart awoke to the sound of dead trees crackling from the non-existent wind. He blearily opened
his eyes - and they went wide when he recognized the setting of his dream.

 

The Dark Forest.

 

He hadn’t been here since…ever!

 

“Hello Fireheart.” The red tom instantly recognized the mew of Mapleshade. He turned around,
blinking, eyes adjusting to the darkness, before he spotted the faded pelt of his old tortoiseshell
mentor. While he hadn’t spent as much time with her as Lightningfur did, she did take time to train
him one-on-one, and even tell him stories. His eyes widened.

 

“Mapleshade!” he meowed. “Why did you call me here?” The she-cat purred, pacing forward towards
him.

 



“I wanted to check up on your training,” she meowed, a glint in her eyes. “Make sure you haven’t
been wasting it.”

 

“Of course not!” he exclaimed. Mapleshade purred once more.

 

“Yes, you’ve always been very good at that.” She settled down onto her hunches, studying him. “I’ve
been sure to keep an eye on you,” she meowed. “And I couldn’t help but notice how…friendly you
and your friend Sandstorm are.” Her mew took on a sly tone, and Fireheart’s ear twitched,
embarrassment flooding through him.

 

Of all the things to talk about, he had not expected Mapleshade to choose this !

 

“Ummm…erm…” Fireheart stammered, purposely avoiding Mapleshade’s amused amber eyes.
“We’re…just friends.” That sounded flat even to him.

 

“Friends who share a single piece of prey?” Mapleshade smirked. “Friends who sneak away for a hunt
with only each other?” Fireheart flattened his ears. Okay, maybe he and Sandstorm were more than
friends…but it wasn’t official. Kinda.

 

What were they right now?

 

“Well, if you ever want any advice on mateship,” Mapleshade offered. “I would be glad to oblige - I
doubt your father would be very helpful, the fur-brain.”

 

“Who’s a fur-brain?” Thistlestar’s offended mew alerted them to his and Silverhawk’s presence as the
Dark Forest lead the gray-furred RiverClan leader towards them.

 

Mapleshade shot him a smirk. “You are.” Thistlestar rolled his eyes, but let it slide as he spotted
Fireheart.

 

“Fireheart! It’s been so long!” He padded towards his son, nuzzling his ears. “You haven’t been here
since you were a ‘paw it seems!”

 



“A-Am I supposed to be coming here myself?” Fireheart asked, mystified. Coming to the Place of No
Stars, on his own? He still couldn’t shake the kithood tales he’d heard about the evil cats living here.
But Mapleshade would keep him safe from those truly evil cats, wouldn’t she? “I thought Mapleshade
brought me here?”

 

“She can do that,” Thistlestar explained.  “But you have to be dreaming and mostly willing.”

 

“Mostly?” Fireheart echoed, confused, but Thistlestar merely licked his ear. Fireheart remembered
how he had dreamt himself into the Dark Forest as a kit - Mapleshade hadn’t called him then.

 

That must be what Thistlestar meant by willing - he had been wanting to see his father again then, and
the only way he could was through the Dark Forest.

 

“Why have you stopped coming over to RiverClan? With…Graystripe, isn’t it?”

 

Fireheart sighed. “I thought Graystripe told Silv-” he cut himself off quickly, eyes widening a margin,
as he recovered, “-Lightningfur.” As much as he loved Thistlestar, he knew his father wouldn’t like
Silverstream and Graystripe’s relationship. Mapleshade’s eyes flickered over to him, and she gave
him a little nod.

 

Did Mapleshade know? But if she did, why hasn’t she told Thistlestar…?

 

“She must have forgotten,” Thistlestar meowed fondly. “Mind you, she’s had a lot on her paws lately -
Robinkit’s taken a liking to her, and so has Sedgecreek if you know what I mean.” Fireheart twitched
his whiskers, amused.

 

His sister had a cat crushing on her, huh?

 

He was so not going to let it go.

 

Fireheart filled his father and the Dark Forest cats in on why he and Graystripe stopped delivering
prey - getting caught by Tigerclaw, Bluestar’s punishment (which caused Thistlestar to go into a rant
about how unfair it was), and that their punishment was at an end now.

 



“The flooding’s over now anyway,” Fireheart finished. “So Graystripe and I don’t have to help
anymore. Pretty sure some RiverClan cats will be relieved about that.”

 

Thistlestar groaned. “But you have no idea how much I miss you when you’re gone!” He nosed
Fireheart’s cheek. “I never know what’s happening with you.”

 

“Well…” Fireheart hesitated, then continued. His father should probably know. “This morning
Bluestar sent Tigerclaw, Longtail, and me onto a patrol to check the floodwater for a way to the
Gathering - but it was impossible to cross on paw. Tigerclaw found a tree branch and had me go onto
it to see if it would work but…” He nervously shuffled his paws. “The branch moved and I fell in -
Longtail saved me!” he quickly added when Thistlestar stiffened. “But I couldn’t help but notice that,
well, Tigerclaw seemed upset…that I survived.”

 

“Are you saying,” Silverhawk quietly asked, startling Fireheart as he rarely talked to the silver tom,
“that Tigerclaw tried to kill you?” Fireheart slowly nodded.

 

“I’m not completely sure,” he admitted. “But if he did it when Longtail wasn’t watching, or if
Longtail simply didn’t know what was going on…I just have this feeling that he did.”

 

Thistlestar was still for a moment. Then, he growled.

 

“This is the final straw.” He lashed his tail. “First, he let Leopardfur nearly tear you apart. Then, he
took one of my lives . He kills your uncle - his uncle - and blames it on Oakstar. He got your
apprentice permanently injured and killed your friend’s daughter. And now,” his yellow eyes were
baleful, “now, he’s tried to kill you.” He exchanged a look with the two Dark Forest cats behind him.
There was an oddly pleased gleam in Mapleshade's eyes while Silverhawk didn't appear very
interested.

 

“Tigerclaw needs to be dealt with - as soon as possible.”

 

 

When he awoke, the light in the den was red from the rays of the setting sun. Graystripe was nudging
him. “Wake up,” his friend meowed. “Bluestar has just called a meeting.”

 



Fireheart left the den to find Bluestar already standing on the top of the Highrock. Yellowfang and
Spottedleaf were beside her, and when all the cats were assembled it was the old medicine cat who
spoke first.

 

“Cats of ThunderClan,” she rasped, “We have an announcement to make. As you know, I am not a
young cat. We have decided it’s time we took on an apprentice. And we’ve managed to find one I can
put up with!” Yellowfang let out an amused purr while Spottedleaf smiled. “And the only cat who can
put up with me. Your next medicine cat will be Cinderpaw.”

 

A chorus of pleased meows broke out. Cinderpaw sat at the foot of the rock, her eyes shining and her
fur sleekly groomed. She lowered her head shyly as the Clan congratulated her - then Fireheart saw
Frostfur staring furiously at Spottedleaf.

 

“Cinderpaw.” Bluestar made herself heard above the noise. “Do you accept the post of apprentice to
Spottedleaf?”

 

Cinderpaw lifted her head to look up at her leader. “Yes, Bluestar.”

 

“Then at the half moon you must travel to Mothermouth, to be accepted by StarClan before the other
medicine cats. The good wishes of all ThunderClan will go with you.”

 

Yellowfang half jumped, half slithered down from the rock while Spottedleaf gracefully leaped down
and padded up to Cinderpaw to touch noses with her. Then the rest of the Clan gathered around the
new apprentice. Fireheart caught sight of Brackenpaw pressing close to his sister, his eyes glowing
with pride, and even Tigerclaw went up to her and meowed a few words. It was clear that Cinderpaw
was a popular choice for this important position.

 

“Congratulations Cinderpaw!” Lizardkit yowled, running up to her friend. Fireheart tilted his head
when he saw a flash of disappointment in his niece’s eyes, but it was quickly replaced by excitement.
Cliffkit and Cloudkit were happily bouncing around the gray apprentice, while Thornpaw and
Brightpaw nuzzled their sister - Brightpaw, however, was eying Spottedleaf with worry. Fireheart
suppressed a sigh.

 

“Cinderpaw!” Frostfur’s screech made everyone freeze. The white she-cat stalked up to her daughter
and shot a glare at Spottedleaf. “I forbid you from doing this!” Cinderpaw stared at her mother,
bewildered, hurt shining in her eyes. Brackenpaw pressed against her, touching his nose to her cheek,
before squaring his shoulders.



 

“Mother, that’s enough!” he insisted. Frostfur snapped her head to the bracken-colored tom, blue eyes
wide with surprise. “I’m getting sick of you treating cats like they’re nothing!” Brackenpaw boldly
raised his head, anger in his eyes. “You can’t stop Cinderpaw from becoming a medicine cat - this is
her choice, and her choice alone!” He sat back down by his sister, frowning at his shocked mother.
“Do you want to be the cause of yet another obstacle to Cinderpaw’s dreams? Like the Thunderpath
was?” Fireheart held his breath, bracing himself for the white queen's inevitable outburst.

 

Cinderpaw was staring at her paws, avoiding her mother’s angry gaze. Lizardkit was pressed against
her other side, glaring angrily at Frostfur.

 

The white queen’s eyes flickered around the camp, clearly looking for an ally - but that was when
Bluestar stepped forward.

 

“Frostfur,” the leader meowed, voice low and eyes narrowed. “I am warning you one last time.” She
fixed the queen with an icy stare, and Frostfur had no choice but to concede, bowing her head. She
shot Spottedleaf, then Fireheart, a nasty look before stalking back over to Speckletail, who mewed
quietly to her. Brightpaw hesitated a moment before trailing after her mother, casting her sister an
apologetic look.

 

The clan was silent for a moment, the excitement and happiness for Cinderpaw draining, but Bluestar
turned to the young apprentice and meowed, “Cinderpaw, I am happy to see you deciding your own
destiny.” Cinderpaw’s ears perked up, and she respectfully bowed her head to her leader.

 

“Thank you Bluestar,” she meowed. “I will do my best to be a medicine cat you - and ThunderClan -
can be proud of!”

 

That caused the rest of the cats to come forward and congratulate Cinderpaw once more, and as he
waited to give Cinderpaw his own congratulations, Fireheart could not help wishing that he could
solve all of his own problems as smoothly as Bluestar could shut Frostfur down.

 

Chapter End Notes

Lolling: just for funsies, here's an age chart. some of the ages might be messed up but its roughly
what everybody is coming into 90-100 chapters, give or take a moon or two here and there cause



i grouped some together

Ages

Brightflower, Brackenfoot - ~65 moons (5.5 years) older than Fire+ (89 moons)
Smallear, Halftail, Yellowfang, Nutwhisker, Rowanberry, Graypool - ~50 moons (4 years) older
than Fire+ (74 moons)
Tallstar, Dappletail, Speckletail, One-eye, Patchpelt, Rippleclaw - ~45 moons (3.5 years) older
than Fire+ (69 moons)
Thistlestar, Rosetail, Bluestar - ~40 moons (3 years) older than Fire+ (64 moons)
Blackstar, Clawface, Nightstar, Brokenstar - ~25 moons (2 years) older than Fire+ (49 moons)
Tigerstar, Whitestorm, Leopardfur, Claw - ~20 moons (1.5 years) older than Fire+ (44 moons)
Spottedleaf, Willowpelt, Frostfur, Brindleface - 12/13 moons (1 year) older than Fire+ (36/37
moons)
Scourge, Fury - 10 moons older than Fire+ (34 moons)
Runningwind, Mousefur, Cinderfur, Stumpytail, Mistyfoot, Stonefur, Mudclaw, Tornear - 3
moons older than Fire+ (27 moons)
Darkstripe, Onewhisker, Morningflower, Ashfoot - 1 moon older than Fire+ (25 moons)
Fireheart, Lightningfur, Creekflower, Copperleaf, Airleap - 24 moons (2 years) old roughly at Ch
90
Barley, Sandstorm, Silverstream - 2 moons younger than Fire+ (22 moons)
Longtail, Cherryfur, Grasswhisker, Vixenleap - 4 moons younger than Fire+ (20 moons)
Dawncloud, Tallpoppy, Whitethroat - 5 moons younger than Fire+ (19 moons)
Wetfoot, Littlecloud, Brownclaw, Whitetail, Runningbrook - 7 moons younger than Fire+ (17
moons)
Ravenpaw, Dustpelt, Badgerfang - 9 moons younger than Fire+ (15 moons)
Graystripe, Feathercloud - 10 moons younger than Fire+ (14 moons)
Applefur, Swampfur, Oakfur, Blossomtail - 12 moons (1 year) younger than Fire+ (12 moons)
Gremlin, Scraps - 13 moons younger than Fire+ (11 moons)
Swiftpaw, Lynxpaw - 14 moons younger than Fire+ (10 moons)
Cinderpaw, Brackenpaw, Thornpaw, Brightpaw, Gorsepaw, Storkpaw, Quailpaw - 16 moons
younger than Fire+ (8 moons)
Cliffkit, Turtlekit, Quietkit, Rubblekit - 17 moons younger than Fire+ (7 moons)
Cloudkit, Lizardkit, Ashkit, Fernkit, Tulipkit, Elderkit, Robinkit, Woodkit, Dawnkit - 18 moons
younger than Fire+ (6 moons)
Mistlekit, Snowkit, Reedkit, Primrosekit, Perchkit, Pikekit - 20 moons (1.5 years) younger than
Fire+ (4 moons)
Bramblekit, Tawnykit, Tawnykit II, Robinkit, Rushkit, Rowankit, Cedarkit, Lavenderkit - 22
moons younger than Fire+ (2 moons)

What does this mean in terms of age gaps/adjustments/timelines?
Fireheart, his siblings, + Sandstorm are 10 moons older than they were in canon.
Spottedleaf is older than her kits by 12 moons, meaning she was pregnant at 9-10 moons old and
gave birth at 12. This also means Willowpelt gave birth to Darkkit at 11 moons (she and Redtail
were made warriors early by ~1 moon, as was more common during Sunstar and Bluestar's era),
and Brindleface to Sandkit at 14 moons (not as bad).
Redtail was older than Runningwind by 9 moons. This means Redtail was Redpaw (9 moons)
when Runningkit was born.
Thistlestar is older than Spottedleaf by roughly 38 moons. He is older than Grasswhisker by
roughly 44 moons.
Spottedleaf is older than Scourge by around 2 moons. This means she was Spottedpaw (6 moons)
when Tiny (4 moons) was attacked. Tigerpaw (age generalized) would have been somewhere



around 4-6 older than her, most likely 11-12 moons old and nearly a warrior.
While Lionheart's not on the list, he was a few moons younger than Bluestar, so 35 moons
roughly older than Fire+. This means he was 22 moons old when Frostfur was born. Now, their
relationship is actually pretty much fine aside from the fact that Frostfur is starting to go
absolutely bonkers because they were both adults (Frostfur being 15-16 moons when she took
interest in Lionheart, seen in her gushing about him in early chapters) before they pursued or
even had crushes on each other (becoming mates when Frostfur was roughly 20-25 moons old,
when/just before Cinder+ was born). Their relationship is equivalent to a mid-20-year-old and a
mid-30-year-old. Just wanted to mention it since Thistlestar pointed out their age gap in a
previous chapter, so nobody was confused!
Similarly, Goldenflower is about 15 moons older than Tigerclaw, but they were both adults when
their relationship began!
Dawncloud is 7-8 moons older than her kits, meaning she was pregnant at 5-6 moons and gave
birth at 7-8 moons. Finchflight is a warrior when Yellowfang is born, meaning he is likely
around Brightflower and Brackenfoot's age. This means he is 53 moons older than Dawncloud.
Yikes.
Brownclaw is 5 moons older than Applefur, and started their relationship when she was 4 moons
old and he 9 moons.



Brackenpaw is a Good Friend (Better Than His Mentor)

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Feathercloud pressed his nose to his tail, eyes squeezed shut and ears flat against his head. A string of
aching echoed in his chest, pulsing throughout all of his body. Yesterday had been okay, but now all
he could think about was how much he missed Cricketheart.

 

Runningwind had persuaded him to go on a hunting patrol this morning. Feathercloud had been
willing to, looking forward to it, even. The sun felt warm on his pelt, and the scent of mouse was in
the air.

 

But all he’d ended up catching was one measly mouse. He’d given it to Dappletail, and traded quick
licks with his mother, before he’d return to his nest in the warriors’ den once more, knowing
Tigerclaw wouldn’t put him on a patrol. He’d felt hollow. Hunting had always been much more fun
with Cricketheart.

 

He missed Redtail, too.

 

He missed Ravenpaw.

 

And it hurt, so bad, that aching in his heart to see them all again. His father, his sister, and his best
friend - a cat he’d thought he might one day be mates with. He’d never see any of them again. Redtail
and Cricketheart were dead, and Ravenpaw had gone into hiding.

 

The vibrations of pawsteps echoed underneath him, making his whiskers twitch. He recognized them
as Brackenpaw’s pawsteps and glanced up curiously. Brackenpaw smiled down at him with his tail
raised high. “Hey Feathercloud!” Brackenpaw mouthed, fluttering his ears to say his name.

 

Feathercloud twitched his whiskers in equal greeting, briefly letting his fur puff up and raising his
paw to signal Brackenpaw’s name, using the same signal he used for bracken-like plants and adding a
‘paw. Brackenpaw’s smile widened, and he stepped forward to nudge his shoulder with his nose.
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“Come on!” Brackenpaw meowed, gesturing with his paw. “You’ve gotta get up.”

 

Feathercloud blinked questioningly at his friend. He didn’t exactly feel like getting up right now.
“Why?” he swiveled his ears and tilted his head to say.

 

“Bluestar chose you to go to the Gathering!”

 

Feathercloud stared at Brackenpaw in shock, wondering if he had seen his signs right. “Why would
she choose me?” he wondered, ears flicking. I’ll just make ThunderClan seem weak, he thought sadly.
A deaf cat who can’t catch anything without his dead sister. And he didn’t get to hunt much with
Brackenpaw, as the tom had training with Graystripe. Or, well, Fireheart moreso. Feathercloud
couldn’t recall a time recently where Graystripe had taken Brackenpaw out to train.

 

Brackenpaw’s smile became teasing, eyes gleaming. “Bluestar must want to get you out of this stuffy
den too!”

 

Heat rose beneath his white pelt, but he huffed, glancing away. He signed, “I’ve been out of the den
plenty of times.” Runningwind and Brackenpaw were very good about forcing him away from the
comfort of his nest. Even Tigerclaw left him alone, but those two insisted on bothering him.

 

…Not that Feathercloud minded. He wasn’t sure what he would do if his dad… and he had found
himself enjoying Brackenpaw’s company more and more.

 

“Well you’re wasting sunlight sleeping in here instead of outside!” Brackenpaw nudged him again.
“Gotta get up before the patrol leaves.” Brackenpaw darted out of the den and Feathercloud heaved
himself to his paws. He followed Brackenpaw out of the den, blinking as his eyes adjusted to the
silver moonlight shining through the night.

 

He could see that Speckletail’s kits were still awake, tussling with each other as the elder queen
watched. The dark tabby pelt of Mistlekit’s blended in perfectly with the night, but Snowkit’s bright
white pelt stuck out like the stars in the sky above. Feathercloud glanced at his own white pelt.
Frostfur, Whitestorm, and Cloudkit’s white pelts weren’t nearly as bright as theirs’, tinged with the
palest gray at the corners of their fur.

 

“Kits,” Speckletail called as Mistlekit kicked Snowkit off of her, sending the tom-kit stumbling into
Darkstripe. “Come here. You’re bothering the warriors.”



 

Mistlekit glanced up at her mother, mumbling out something like an, “I‘m sorry,” Feathercloud
assumed.

 

“It’s alright,” Darkstripe meowed softly. “They’re not any bother.” He leaned down and nosed
Snowkit to his paws. The kitten leaped up, white pelt puffing out, and he swatted at Darkstripe’s
whiskers. Darkstripe leaned away, a nervous smile on his face.

 

“Snowkit,” Speckletail reprimanded, but the little kit ignored her. The speckled tabby queen rushed
over to her son, grabbing him by the scruff and yanking him away from Darkstripe. Her tail twitched
and she turned, rushing back to the nursery.

 

“He wasn’t bothering me,” Darkstripe called back, but the queen had already ushered Mistlekit into
the nursery as well. Feathercloud saw Darkstripe frown, his tail drooping, and he padded away.
Feathercloud saw his mouth move- slow, and head bowed, so it must be a whisper. Something like,
“I’m not cursed.”

 

Feathercloud winced, feeling himself stabbed by those words. He glanced around self-consciously,
but, thankfully, Frostfur must have been on a midnight stroll. He hated sleeping with her in the
warriors’ den, even if she was on the complete opposite side to him, squished between the wall and
the empty nest where her sister, Brindleface, would join her. Dustpelt’s nest was near his sisters’ as
well, but closer to Longtail and Tigerclaw’s nests near the middle of the den.

 

He shook his pelt out and padded towards where Brackenpaw was waiting for him along with the
other apprentices. Feathercloud bowed his head awkwardly to them. He knew he was their senior, a
full warrior, but he felt lesser than them, especially with Lynxpaw’s stare. She was nice, he supposed,
to his face, but he had seen her murmur and sneer with Dustpelt plenty of times to know what she said
wasn’t what she thought.

 

“Hi, Feathercloud,” Thornpaw meowed to him briefly, a touch timid, while Brightpaw bounced beside
him, blue eyes wide with excitement.

 

“Our first Gathering!” Brightpaw said. “We’ll get to see what Fourtrees is like!”

 

Swiftpaw puffed his chest out beside her, smirking. “Just follow me,” he meowed. “I’ve been to
plenty of Gatherings.”



 

“Who knows why,” Brackenpaw joked, whiskers twitching. “You get into so much trouble!”

 

“Which is why I don’t understand why I’m not going,” Lynxpaw grumbled angrily, tail tip flicking
back and forth.

 

Feathercloud blinked, then turned to Brackenpaw and signaled, “Why isn’t she going to the
Gathering?”

 

Brackenpaw signed back, “She got in trouble for sneaking off during training to hunt by herself.”

 

”If you’re going to speak,” Lynxpaw sneered, “you can use your words, please. It’s not nice to the rest
of us who can’t understand.”

 

Feathercloud shrunk, skin hot with embarrassment. He hadn’t realized he was being rude. He knew
cats thought he was weird, but rude? He didn’t want to make any cat upset.

 

“Sorry,” he mumbled. He glanced up as he felt Brackenpaw rest his tail tip on his shoulder. The
golden-brown tom was glaring at Lynxpaw. But the apprentice didn’t say anything, as suddenly all the
apprentices’ attention turned away. Feathercloud followed their gaze. Bluestar was speaking at the
head of the gathered cats.

 

“Darkstripe, you led a patrol to examine the stream this morning. Report what you found.”

 

“The water’s going down,” meowed Darkstripe. “But not fast enough. We patrolled as far as the

Thunderpath, and there’s nowhere a cat could cross without swimming.”

 

“The stream’s narrower up there,” mewed Willowpelt. “Could we jump across?”

 

“Maybe, if you grew wings,” Darkstripe replied. “If all you’ve got is your own paws...”

 



“But that has to be the best place to try,” insisted Whitestorm from beside Willowpelt.

 

Bluestar nodded. “We’ll start there,” she decided. “Maybe StarClan will lead us to a safe place.” She
rose to her paws and led her cats quietly out of the camp. The sun had gone down, and twilight
blurred the shapes of the forest. Feathercloud could feel the rustle of prey in the undergrowth, but the
warriors were too intent on their journey to hunt. Bluestar took them straight through the trees to the
place where the stream emerged from a hard stone tunnel underneath the Thunderpath.

 

Their usual route to Fourtrees did not pass this close to the Thunderpath, and Feathercloud wondered
what their leader was planning to do, his heart thundering in his chest even as he pushed his fear
away. When they reached the tunnel, he saw that floodwater spread out on either side, reflecting the
pale light of the rising moon. Water covered the Thunderpath as well, and as the cats watched they
saw a monster pass by, moving slowly, throwing up a filthy wave from its round black paws. Once the
monster had disappeared into the distance, Bluestar led her cats to the water’s edge on the hard
surface of the Thunderpath. She sniffed the water, wrinkling her nose at the stench, and cautiously put
one paw into the flood.

 

“It’s shallow enough here,” she meowed. “We can walk up the Thunderpath until we’re on the other
side of the stream, and get to Fourtrees along the border with ShadowClan.”

 

Walk up the Thunderpath! Feathercloud felt his coat begin to prickle with fear at the thought of
deliberately following the tracks of the monsters. Cricketheart’s had shown them all what they could
do to a cat, and she and Cinderpaw had only been at the edge. Did nobody remember Cricketheart’s
death? Were they all deaf to the monsters roaring past?

 

Feathercloud could feel them now, their large, round paws making the ground beneath him quake,
even from a distance.

 

Why had Cricketheart ever felt confident and safe strutting onto Thunderpaths like she owned them?

 

His heart ached with grief and fear. A shoulder brushed against him, and he glanced to see
Brackenpaw smiling at him. “It’ll be okay,” Brackenpaw murmured, tail swaying.

 

“What if another monster comes?” asked Graystripe from beside Fireheart and Sandstorm, glancing at
Bluestar.

 



“We will keep to the side,” Bluestar replied calmly. “You saw how slowly that monster was moving.
Maybe they don’t like getting their paws wet.”

 

“Bluestar, wait,” called Whitestorm as the Clan leader waded into the water. “Remember how low our
territory is on the other side of this stream? I can’t help thinking it will be flooded there, too. I don’t
think we’ll get to Fourtrees without going onto ShadowClan territory, which is higher.”

 

Darkstripe let out a faint hiss, and Feathercloud felt another pang of fear. A band of warriors setting
paw across the border of a Clan with which they had recently battled? If a patrol caught them, they
would think it was an invasion.

 

Bluestar paused with water lapping over her paws, and looked back at Whitestorm. “Maybe,” she
acknowledged, “but we’ll have to risk it, if it’s the only way.”

 

She set off again without giving her cats any time to protest. There was nothing to do but follow.

Feathercloud splashed along the edge of the Thunderpath just behind Fireheart and Graystripe, with
Brackenpaw and Brightpaw at his sides. The ginger-patched she-cat shot him a wary glance, just like
her mother, but Feathercloud tried not to think about it. Tigerclaw brought up the rear behind them
and the other apprentices, to keep a lookout for monsters coming up from behind.

 

The water beneath Feathercloud’s paws made it impossible for him to sense the grumble of monsters.
His whiskers twisted, testing the air, but all he could feel was the woosh of the waves of murky water
the patrol was creating. Then, Feathercloud felt it- the familiar rumbling and the splashing of an
approaching monster.

 

His whiskers felt a yowl run through the air, and he glanced behind to see Tigerclaw yelling.
Feathercloud froze, pressing himself against the low wall that edged the Thunderpath as it crossed the
stream. Darkstripe scrambled on top of it and crouched there, baring his teeth at the monster as it
passed. For a moment it's strange, glittering colors were reflected in the stinking water, and a wave
washed out from it, soaking Feathercloud as far as his belly fur and turning his white pelt gray-brown.

 

Then it was gone, and Feathercloud could breathe again.

 

As they reached the other side of the stream Feathercloud could see that Whitestorm was right. The
low-lying land on the ThunderClan side was covered with water. There was nothing to do but
continue along the edge of the Thunderpath until the land rose and was dry enough to walk on.



 

Stepping thankfully off the paw-achingly hard Thunderpath, Feathercloud raised his head and opened
his jaws. A strong, rank stench filled his scent glands- the scent of ShadowClan! They had followed
the Thunderpath out of ThunderClan territory, and now a swath of ShadowClan land lay between
them and the Gathering at Fourtrees.

 

“We shouldn’t be here,” Willowpelt murmured uneasily as Feathercloud glanced back at his
clanmates nervously. Brackenpaw’s tail swayed back and forth nervously behind him, and Brightpaw
and Thornpaw were pressed close together, eyes wide. Swiftpaw padded in front of them, eyes more
curious and eager as he stared out into ShadowClan’s land. Graystripe stayed close to Fireheart’s side,
Sandstorm and Whitestorm near them, while Willowpelt was next to Mousefur, Spottedleaf, and
Yellowfang. Darkstripe and Longtail hesitated behind them. Tigerclaw padded to join Bluestar near
the front of the patrol. All of them were drenched with the dark water.

 

But if Bluestar heard the comment, she ignored it, quickening the pace until they were racing across
the sodden turf. There were few trees here, and the close-cropped grass offered no cover for
trespassing cats.

 

Feathercloud’s heart was beating fast, and not only from the speed of their journey. If ShadowClan
cats caught them, they would be in trouble, but Fourtrees was not far away, and their luck might hold.
Then he caught sight of a dark shadow streaking over the ground ahead of them, on a course to
intercept Bluestar at the head of her patrol. More shadows followed, and a furious yowling split the
quiet of the night.

 

For a heartbeat Bluestar quickened her pace, as if she thought she could outrun the challengers. Then
she slowed to a stop. Her warriors did the same. Feathercloud stood panting; the shadows drew closer,
and he saw that they were ShadowClan cats, headed by their leader, Nightstar.

 

“Bluestar!” he spat as he halted in front of the ThunderClan leader. “Why have you brought your cats
onto ShadowClan land?”

 

“In these floods, it was the only way to reach Fourtrees,” Bluestar replied, her voice low and steady.
“We mean no harm, Nightstar. You know there’s a truce for the Gathering.”

 

Nightstar hissed, his ears flattened against his head and his fur bristling. “The truce holds at
Fourtrees,” he snarled. “There is no truce here.”

 



Instinctively, Feathercloud dropped into a defensive crouch. The ShadowClan cats- apprentices and
elders as well as warriors- slipped silently into a semicircle around the smaller band from
ThunderClan. Even Copperleaf, once a ThunderClan cat, was amongst them, eyes narrowed and teeth
bared. Like Nightstar, their coats were bristling and their tails lashed in anger. Their hostile eyes
reflected the cold light of the moon. Feathercloud knew that if it came to a fight, ThunderClan was
hopelessly outnumbered.

 

“Nightstar, I’m sorry,” meowed Bluestar. “We would never trespass on your territory without good
reason. Please let us pass.” Her words did nothing to appease the ShadowClan cats. Cinderfur, the
ShadowClan deputy, moved up beside his leader, a dim shape in the moonlight.

 

“I think they’re here to spy,” he growled softly.

 

“Spy?” Tigerclaw shouldered his way forward to stand next to Bluestar, his head thrust out toward
Cinderfur until their noses were less than a mouse-length apart. “What can we spy on here? We’re
nowhere near your camp.”

 

Cinderfur curled back his lip to reveal thorn-sharp teeth. “Give us the word, Nightstar, and we’ll tear
them apart.”

 

“You can try,” growled Tigerclaw.

 

For a few heartbeats Nightstar was silent. Feathercloud’s muscles tensed. Beside him, Brackenpaw
growled low in his throat. Fireheart and Graystripe bristled their pelts. Mousefur bared her teeth at the
nearest ShadowClan warrior, and Sandstorm’s pale green eyes shone with readiness to fight.

 

“Keep back,” Nightstar grunted at last to his warriors. “We’ll let them pass. I want ThunderClan cats
at the Gathering.” Though his words were friendly, he hissed them through bared teeth. 

 

Perplexed, Feathercloud turned to Brackenpaw and signed, “What does he mean by that?”

 

Brackenpaw frowned. “I’m not sure. We haven’t seen anything of ShadowClan since the floods
started. Who knows what they’ve been doing?”

 



“We’ll even give you an escort,” Nightstar went on, narrowing his eyes. “Just to make sure you get to
Fourtrees safely. We wouldn’t want ThunderClan to be scared off by an angry mouse, would we?”

 

A murmur of agreement rose from the ShadowClan warriors. They shifted so that they surrounded the
ThunderClan cats on all sides. With a faint nod, Nightstar set off beside Bluestar. The other cats
followed, the ShadowClan patrol matching ThunderClan step for step. ThunderClan headed for the
Gathering completely encircled by their enemies. The fur along Feathercloud’s spine rose
uncomfortably as he glanced towards the ShadowClan warriors nearest him.

 

He saw Fireheart move towards the edges, approaching Copperleaf. He bowed his head to the light
ginger tabby warrior, tail tip twitching hopefully. Feathercloud could not hear nor see what Fireheart
said to his brother, but he saw the way Copperleaf’s lip curled, glaring at Fireheart heatedly.
Copperleaf spat something, tail lashing, before he turned and strutted alongside the cat Feathercloud
believed was his mate and the mother of his kits, Dawncloud. Fireheart stared after his brother, face
aghast, before he shook his pelt and moved back to the ThunderClan patrol. Sandstorm padded up to
him, frowning.

 

“Copperleaf told me to stay in line,” Fireheart meowed to Sandstorm and Graystripe, eyes wide. “I’ve
never seen him so upset like that before.”

 

“Tallpoppy wouldn’t talk to me either,” Sandstorm replied, glancing around warily.

 

Feathercloud exchanged a worried glance with Brackenpaw. Neither of them had any friends in
ShadowClan, although Cricketheart had loved talking with the other apprentices every Gathering.

 

But it seemed not every cat was being shunned by their ShadowClan friends.

 

Feathercloud caught the black and white pelt of Swiftpaw near the back of the ThunderClan patrol. So
far back, in fact, that he was walking with the ShadowClan cats. The senior warriors gave him sneers
and glares, but he was locked in conversation with the scarred orange and white she-cat Feathercloud
recognized as Swampfur. They exchanged excited, or perhaps worried, murmurs, heads dipped
together and preventing Feathercloud from reading their lips. He caught Swiftpaw gasp, though, and
glance towards his clanmates, then dip his head almost guiltily before Swampfur bumped his shoulder
and said something that brightened Swiftpaw’s spirits.

 

The moon was at its height as Feathercloud and the other ThunderClan cats were herded into the
hollow beneath the four oak trees. A fierce, cold light poured down over the members of RiverClan
and WindClan who were already assembled. All of them turned to stare curiously at the group



descending the slope. Feathercloud knew that he and the rest of his Clan must look like prisoners. He
dropped his head, trying to make himself appear smaller, even as his clanmates around him raised
their heads and tails high, stalking along proudly, as though defying any cat that would say that they
had been beaten.

 

To his relief, the ShadowClan cats slipped away into the shadows as soon as they reached the hollow.
Bluestar headed straight for the Great Rock with Tigerclaw at her side. Swiftpaw bounced in front of
the apprentices, grinning as Brightpaw and Thornpaw stared with wide eyes.

 

“Come on! Follow me; I’ll introduce you to the others,” Swiftpaw instructed the younger apprentices.
He bounded away, and Thornpaw and Brightpaw exchanged glances before darting after him.
Brackenpaw made a starting motion, like he wanted to follow his brother and sister, before he paused,
and glanced back at Feathercloud with a smile.

 

“I haven’t talked to the cats from the other clans much,” Brackenpaw admitted. “Have you?”

 

Feathercloud shook his head, then glanced at his own clanmates. He found himself trailing after
Fireheart, Graystripe, and Sandstorm. Graystripe paused, glancing back and catching Feathercloud’s
eyes. The tom looked startled for a moment, before he smiled warmly at Feathercloud and at
Brackenpaw, his apprentice. He raised his tail in brief greeting, ears fluttering to say, “Hi,
Feathercloud.”

 

Feathercloud’s tail raised, curling happily. He hadn’t talked to his kithood friend in… a long time.

 

But Graystripe had already turned around, gaze scanning the crowds of cats. He didn’t say anything to
anyone as he slipped away, rushing towards a group of RiverClan cats before he paused abruptly,
seeming irritated as he hovered around them.

 

Feathercloud’s tail dropped, dragging in the ground. Of course, why would Graystripe still like him?
They were friends, but not best friends. Graystripe had become closer with his mentor, Fireheart, and
Feathercloud had somehow wound up being better friends with Graystripe’s apprentice than
Graystripe himself. Graystripe had more important things to worry about than Feathercloud’s
worthless, moping self.

 

Who cares about a deaf cat? he thought bitterly. I’m only a waste of prey.

 



He jolted as something brushed his shoulder, and glanced down at Brackenpaw smiling with the same
feelings of bitterness as Feathercloud felt. Brackenpaw glanced at where Graystripe had left. “It’s
okay,” Brackenpaw meowed. “You get used to it.”

 

Feathercloud blinked down at the younger tom, feeling his heart ache in sympathy.

 

It’s not just me, he thought as he saw Fireheart pause and glance around for Graystripe. He’s ignoring
all of us. But why?

 

Perhaps if Feathercloud hadn’t spent so much time ignoring everyone in his nest, he would know.

 

“What’s up with you?” Mousefur meowed, making Fireheart jump. “You look as if you’ve got
something on your mind.”

 

Fireheart stared at the brown warrior. “I...I was thinking about what Nightstar said,” he said rapidly,
gaze flickering. “Why did he say he wants ThunderClan cats here?”

 

“Well, I’m sure of one thing. He’s not being kind and helpful,” Sandstorm mewed. She licked one
paw and drew it over her ear. “We’ll find out soon enough.”

 

“Trouble’s coming,” Willowpelt meowed over one shoulder as she went to join a group of WindClan
queens. Sandstorm hesitated a moment behind her before heading towards where her apprentice,
Brightpaw, had gone. “I can feel it in my paws.”

 

Uneasier than ever, Feathercloud pressed himself against Brackenpaw for comfort. Fireheart’s tail
twitched, and he started padding back and forth under the trees, his ears pricked. Feathercloud
followed after him, feeling safer with the fiery warrior than he would with cold-eyed Mousefur or
sneering Longtail. All the ShadowClan cats they passed glared at them, still fiercely hostile.
Feathercloud saw one or two of them glance up at the Great Rock as if they were impatient for the
meeting to start.

 

Two cats began approaching the ThunderClan trio, making Feathercloud’s heart leap, before he
caught their scent. They were WindClan, not ShadowClan, and WindClan had no trouble with
ThunderClan. Fireheart paused too, tail raising happily as he caught sight of the WindClan cats. One
was a deep brown with long limbs and white spots, and the other an ashy-gray. After a moment,



Feathercloud realized he recognized them- Airleap and Ashfoot. A smaller cat darted after the two
warriors, their pelt tortoiseshell and white.

 

Still, friendly as they were, Feathercloud nervously tried to hide himself behind Brackenpaw. The
apprentice was nearly as big as him, just more slender.

 

“Fireheart!” Ashfoot called out in greeting. “It’s been awhile since we’ve spoken.”

 

“Ashfoot,” Fireheart meowed back, padding forward to greet her. “And Airleap, it’s so good to see
you! How are you? Have you and WindClan been alright since ShadowClan and RiverClan
attacked?”

 

Ashfoot and Airleap gave pause then, exchanging conflicted glances, but Ashfoot put a smile on her
face as she turned back to Fireheart. “Yes, prey has been abundant. WindClan is doing well,” she
replied.

 

“Hi!” Brackenpaw suddenly meowed, startling Feathercloud as he stepped forward. He was talking to
the young she-cat hovering nearby. She blinked nervously at them before she stepped forward, tail
slightly raised.

 

“Hello,” she greeted. “I’m Storkpaw, Airleap’s apprentice. This is my first Gathering.”

 

“It’s sure to be a wild one,” Brackenpaw purred in response, casting a nervous glance towards where
most of the ShadowClan cats sat, clustered. “But it’s nice to meet you. I’m Brackenpaw, Graystripe’s
apprentice, and this is Feathercloud.” He flicked his tail to Feathercloud behind him. Feathercloud
dipped his head to Storkpaw respectfully, a shy smile on his face.

 

Storkpaw’s ears pricked, though, and the black of her eyes widened just a margin, which perplexed
Feathercloud. The tortoiseshell glanced towards her mentor and clanmate, and Feathercloud startled
to see that Airleap had turned his attention to them, his green eyes lighting up.

 

“You’re Feathercloud!” Airleap’s lips moved quickly as he walked a few pawsteps towards him.
Feathercloud took one back, nervous and pelt prickling. “Just the cat I needed to talk to.”

 



Feathercloud blinked, bewildered, at the WindClan tom. He was Fireheart’s brother, son of
Thistlestar- RiverClan’s leader and a ThunderClan exile- and Spottedleaf- ThunderClan’s medicine
cat. He had been born to ThunderClan, but deserted them to RiverClan before Feathercloud had even
opened his eyes. And now, he was in WindClan, after accidentally killing RiverClan warrior
Whiteclaw.

 

What could a tom with a history as complicated as that possibly want from a deaf cat with a dead
father and dead sister?

 

Feathercloud could see his confusion echoed in Fireheart and Brackenpaw’s faces, but Ashfoot and
Storkpaw both seemed eager too. Airleap ducked his head, now a touch bashfully as he seemed to
note Feathercloud’s confusion. He asked, “You know how to use your paws and body to speak
instead, right? Well, I want to-”

 

A yowling sounded from the top of the rock, startling the six cats. They all stopped talking, turning
their attention to the Great Rock, and the murmuring from other cats below died away. Airleap cast a
glance back at Feathercloud, frowning, before he flicked his tail for Storkpaw to follow him as he
trotted back towards where WindClan was. Ashfoot nodded to Fireheart before bounding after her
clanmates. Feathercloud stared after him, puzzled and worried as to what the WindClan tom had
wanted, before he and Brackenpaw followed Fireheart as the tom found a place at the edge of the
hollow where he had a good view of the four Clan leaders, their silhouettes black against the sky.
Sandstorm settled herself beside Fireheart, crouching with her paws tucked under her chest.

 

“Now for it,” she whispered expectantly.

 

Nightstar stepped forward, stiff-legged with barely suppressed fury. “Cats of all Clans, listen to me!”
he demanded. “Listen, and remember. Until last greenleaf, Brokenstar was leader of ShadowClan. He
was-”

 

Tallstar stepped forward to stand beside Nightstar. “Why do you speak that hated name?” he growled.
His eyes flashed, and Feathercloud knew he was remembering how Brokenstar and his warriors had
driven WindClan out of their territory.

 

“Hated, yes,” Nightstar agreed. “And with good reason, which you know as well as any cat, Tallstar.
He stole kits from ThunderClan. He forced kits from his own Clan into battle too early, and they died.
In the end he was so bloodthirsty that we- his own Clan- drove him out. And where is he now?”
Nightstar’s voice rose to a shriek. “Was he left to die in the forest, or scavenge a living among the
Twolegs? No! Because there are cats here tonight who have taken him in. They are traitors to the
warrior code, and to every other cat in the forest!”



 

Feathercloud felt as though the ground had opened up beneath him. He hardly ever saw Brokentail in
camp, him being locked in the prisoner’s den that was once Yellowfang’s, and Feathercloud sticking
to his nest in the warrior’s den. But every time he caught a glimpse of the brown-furred former leader,
he had felt uneasy, scared of what the tom might do. He could still recall Brokentail jeering at him
when he’d attacked ThunderClan’s camp.

 

“ThunderClan!” Nightstar yowled. “ThunderClan are sheltering Brokenstar!”

 

Shocked and angry caterwauls rose up from the cats surrounding the Great Rock. Every muscle in
Feathercloud’s body urged him to creep backward into the bushes and hide from their fury. It took all
his strength to stay where he was. Brackenpaw pressed against his side, as shaken as he was, and he
found his warmth comforting.

 

On top of the Great Rock, Tallstar whipped around to face Bluestar. “Is this true?” he snarled.
Bluestar did not reply to him at once. With great dignity, she stepped forward and faced Nightstar.
The moonlight glowed on her fur, turning it to silver, so that Feathercloud could almost believe that a
warrior of StarClan had leaped down from Silverpelt to join them. She waited until the noise from
below had died down.

 

“How do you know this?” she coolly asked Nightstar when she could make herself heard. “Have you
been spying on our camp?”

 

“Spying!” Nightstar spat the word out. “There’s no need to spy when your apprentices gossip so
freely. My warriors heard this at the last Gathering. Do you dare to stand here now and tell me they
are wrong?”

 

Feathercloud glanced around, his eyes landing on Swiftpaw. The apprentice’s pelt prickled, and he
ducked his head, even though no one else was looking at him. Unlike the rest of his ThunderClan
clanmates, he had been chatting happily with the ShadowClan warrior Swampfur on their way here.

 

He must have told her, Feathercloud realized. That’s why he looked guilty earlier. She told him what
Nightstar was going to say.

 

Bluestar hesitated. Feathercloud felt a pang of sympathy for her. Many of her own Clan had been
unhappy with her decision to shelter blind Brokentail, and Feathercloud knew he was amongst those



unhappy, not that he would speak against his leader. How was she going to defend herself in front of
the other Clans?

 

Tallstar crouched in front of her, his ears flattened. “Is it true?” he repeated.

 

For a moment Bluestar did not speak. Then she lifted her head defiantly. “Yes, it’s true,” she meowed.

 

“Traitor!” spat Tallstar. “You know what Brokenstar did to us.”

 

Bluestar’s tail tip twitched; even from his place below the rock Feathercloud could see the strain in
every muscle of her body, and knew she was struggling to keep calm. “No cat dares to call me
traitor!” she hissed.

 

“I dare,” retorted Tallstar. “You are nothing but a traitor to the warrior code, if you are willing to give
shelter to that...that heap of foxdung!”

 

All around the clearing WindClan cats leaped to their paws, yowling in support of their leader.
“Traitor! Traitor!”

 

At the foot of the Great Rock, Tigerclaw and Deadfoot, the WindClan deputy, faced each other with
their hackles raised, lips drawn back to show their sharp teeth, their noses no more than a mouse-
length apart. Beside Feathercloud, Fireheart sprang up too. He caught a glimpse of Willowpelt
snarling at the WindClan queens with whom she had been sharing tongues a few moments before. A
couple of ShadowClan warriors paced threateningly toward Darkstripe, and Mousefur leaped to his
side, ready to attack.

 

“Stop!” Bluestar yowled from her place on the Great Rock. “How can you break the truce like this?
Would you risk the wrath of StarClan?” As she spoke, the moonlight began to fade. Every cat in the
clearing froze. Looking up, Feathercloud saw a wisp of cloud passing over the face of the moon. He
shivered. Was that a warning from StarClan, because the Clans seemed about to break the sacred
truce? Clouds had covered the moon once before, a sign of StarClan’s anger that had brought the
Gathering to an end. As the cloud passed away the moonlight strengthened again. The moment of
crisis had passed. Most of the cats sat down, though they continued to glare at one another.
Whitestorm pushed himself between Deadfoot and Tigerclaw, and started to mew urgently into the
ThunderClan deputy’s ear.

 



On the top of the Great Rock, Thistlestar stepped forward to stand beside Bluestar. He looked calm, a
smug smile on his face; Feathercloud realized that of all the Clans, RiverClan had the least reason to
hate Brokentail. He had not crossed the river into their territory, or stolen their kits.

 

“Bluestar,” he meowed snidely, “tell us why you have taken this kit-murderer into your clan.”

 

Bluestar’s fur bristled, her teeth bared at her gray and white-furred adversary. “Brokentail is blind,”
Bluestar replied, her voice ringing out so that every cat in the clearing could hear her. “He is an old,
defeated cat. He is no danger, not anymore. Would you have him starve to death in the forest?”

 

“Yes!” Nightstar’s voice rose, shrill and insistent. “No death is too cruel for him!” Flecks of foam
spun from the ShadowClan leader’s lips. He thrust his head aggressively toward Tallstar and snarled,
“Will you forgive the cat who drove you out?”

 

For a moment Feathercloud wondered why Nightstar should be so frantic, so intent on whipping up
Tallstar’s hatred like this. He was Clan leader now. What harm could a blind prisoner do to him?
Tallstar flinched away from the ShadowClan leader, clearly taken aback by his fury. “You know how
much this means to my Clan,” he meowed. “We will never forgive Brokenstar.”

 

“Then I tell you, you’re wrong,” meowed Bluestar. “The warrior code tells us to show compassion.
Tallstar, don’t you remember what the clans did for you when you were defeated and driven out? We
found you and brought you home. Then ThunderClan fought beside you against RiverClan and
ShadowClan. Have you forgotten what you owe us?”

 

Far from soothing Tallstar, Bluestar’s words angered the WindClan leader more than ever. He stalked
up to her, his fur bristling. “Does ThunderClan claim to own us?” he spat out. “Is that why you
brought us back, to bow to your wishes and accept your decisions without question? Do you think
WindClan has no honor?”

 

Bluestar bowed her head in the face of the WindClan leader’s fury. “Tallstar,” she meowed. “You’re
right that no Clan can own another. That’s not what I meant. But remember how you felt when you
were weak, and try to show compassion now. If we drive Brokentail out to die, we’re no better than he
is.”

 

“Compassion?” spat Nightstar. “Don’t give us tales fit for kits, Bluestar! What compassion did

Brokenstar ever show?” Yowls of agreement filled the air as he spoke. Nightstar added, “You must
drive him out now, Bluestar, or I’ll want to know the reason why.”



 

Bluestar’s eyes narrowed to glittering blue slits. “Don’t tell me how to run my Clan!”

 

“I’ll tell you this,” Nightstar growled. “If ThunderClan keeps on sheltering Brokenstar, you can
expect trouble. ShadowClan will see to that.”

 

“And WindClan,” snarled Tallstar.

 

For a moment Bluestar was silent. Feathercloud knew she knew how dangerous it was to make
enemies of two Clans at once, especially when some of her own cats were unhappy with her decision
to take care of Brokentail. “ThunderClan does not take orders from other Clans,” she meowed at last.
“We do what we think is right.”

 

“Right?” Nightstar jeered. “To shelter that bloodthirsty-”

 

“Enough!” Bluestar interrupted. “No more argument. There’s other business to discuss at this

Gathering, or have you forgotten?”

 

Nightstar and Tallstar exchanged a glance, and while they hesitated Thistlestar stepped forward to
report on the floods and the damage done to the RiverClan camp. They let him speak, though
Feathercloud didn’t think that many cats were listening. Thistlestar himself didn’t seem all that
interested in his own report, eyes glowing with interest as he glanced towards Nightstar and Tallstar,
even as he announced Greenflower was expecting kits. The hollow was buzzing with shocked
speculation about Brokentail.

 

Sandstorm pressed closer to Fireheart and mewed something in his ear that Feathercloud couldn’t
catch. His whiskers twitched, and he glanced at Brackenpaw. The apprentice seemed thoughtful,
staring up at the leaders’ with a furrow in his brow.

 

“This isn’t good,” Brackenpaw meowed evenly. “It’s not safe to keep Brokentail in our camp, but if
Bluestar were to send him away now… It would look like she was giving in. No cat would respect her
after that, even in ThunderClan.” He tilted his head. “How will ThunderClan handle an attack from
ShadowClan and WindClan? I can’t imagine RiverClan would aid us. Thistlestar seems content to
watch our demise.”

 



Feathercloud watched his young friend muse, the hair on his pelt raising. Would ThunderClan survive
the coming moons? Or had their leader’s compassion doomed them?

 

Feathercloud tried to concentrate on the rest of the Gathering, but it was difficult. He couldn’t help
being aware of the hostile glares on all sides from the cats of WindClan and ShadowClan, and he
wished the Gathering were over.

 

It seemed a long time before the moon began to sink and cats began to divide into their patrols for the
journey home. In silent accord, the ThunderClan warriors bounded up to Bluestar as soon as she left
the Great Rock and made a protective circle around her. Feathercloud guessed they were all as
uncertain as he was that the truce would hold.

 

As the warriors formed up around Bluestar, Feathercloud caught sight of Onewhisker, slipping past on
his way to join a group of WindClan cats. Onewhisker came to a halt in front of Sandstorm. A beat of
worry that the WindClan warrior would attack his former mentor had Feathercloud darting forward to
stand beside the sandy-colored she-cat, fur bristling lightly.

 

“I’m sorry about this,” the tom meowed. “I haven’t forgotten how you brought us home.”

 

“Thanks, Onewhisker,” Sandstorm replied, blinking as she was caught off-guard. “I wish-”

 

She broke off as Tigerclaw pushed his way into the circle of cats, glaring at them and baring his teeth
at Onewhisker. Onewhisker stared back at him, a frown marring his face and his pelt prickling as
though afraid. He backed away, casting one last strange glare at Tigerclaw, toward the WindClan cats.
Feathercloud ducked his head and braced for Tigerclaw to yell at his former mentor for talking to a
WindClan cat, but the deputy stalked straight past them.

 

“I hope you’re satisfied,” Tigerclaw snarled at Bluestar as he took his place beside her. “Now two
Clans are yowling for our blood. We should have thrown out that piece of vermin long ago.”

 

Feathercloud’s fur fluffed out, and he glanced around for the comfort of Brackenpaw, but the
apprentice had found his siblings, worrying over Brightpaw and Thornpaw nervously. Thornpaw’s
eyes were wide with terror while Brightpaw bristled indignantly, her claws unsheathed like she was
ready to fight both ShadowClan and WindClan herself.

 



Tigerclaw always made him uneasy. It wasn’t safe for Ravenpaw to stay in ThunderClan because
Tigerclaw was calling him a murderer, Feathercloud recalled. Tigerclaw always makes sure I know
how worthless I am. I wish Cricketheart was here to yell at him sometimes.

 

“Tigerclaw, this is no place to argue among ourselves,” Bluestar told her deputy quietly. “When we
get back to camp-”

 

“And how do you intend to get back?” It was Nightstar who interrupted, pushing his way past the
ThunderClan warriors. “Not the way you came, I hope. If you set one paw on ShadowClan territory,
we’ll rip you to pieces.” He turned and slipped away into the shadows without waiting for a reply.

 

For a moment Bluestar looked confused. There was no other way back to the ThunderClan camp,
Feathercloud knew, unless they tried to swim the stream. He shivered at the thought of the fierce
current that Fireheart had said nearly cost him his life. Would they have to stay at Fourtrees until the
floodwater went down?

 

Feathercloud’s gaze went to Fireheart, as it always did when he didn’t have Runningwind or
Brackenpaw, and saw him and Graystripe trading murmurs, glancing towards the patrol of RiverClan
cats. Feathercloud blinked, confused, as Fireheart and Graystripe took off towards the RiverClan cats.
Feathercloud’s paws started following after them before he could think. He trusted Fireheart, his
temporary mentor as a kit, and Graystripe had been his friend. 

 

Feathercloud lingered behind them as the two toms stopped nearby a group of conversing RiverClan
cats. Feathercloud could recognize some, like Sedgecreek and Rippleclaw, but it was Lightningfur and
Silverstream who stood out the most, sitting in the middle of them all. Lightningfur always stood out,
with her dark tortoiseshell pelt, and sleek yet spiky fur, and piercing green eyes upon her sneering
face.

 

Feathercloud was lucky he had never met Fireheart’s sister in battle. She would surely take pleasure in
ripping his ears off to match his deafness, or worse. Yet the RiverClan cats flocked to her, despite her
ruthlessness.

 

Fireheart raised his tail, catching Silverstream’s blue gaze. The pretty silver tabby blinked, tilting her
head, before she nudged her dark brown and ginger friend beside her. Lightningfur glanced at her
with a frown, before her eyes caught on Fireheart too, immediately brightening. Without saying
anything, she shoved past Sedgecreek, who meowed in surprised offense. Lightningfur and
Silverstream padded towards Fireheart and Graystripe, their RiverClan clanmates staying put but
watching curiously.

 



“What do we owe the pleasure of talking to your greatness?” Lightningfur sneered, yet it was
strangely friendly, like she might have been purring, as she stared at Fireheart, completely ignoring
Graystripe. On the flipside, Silverstream seemed only to stare at Graystripe, and he at her.

 

“We need your help,” Fireheart meowed, and Feathercloud padded forward a few tail-lengths to see
his lips. “The way back to camp is flooded, and ShadowClan won’t let us through their territory. Can
you ask Thistlestar if we can use the Twoleg bridge in RiverClan territory to get back to camp?”

 

Lightningfur’s whiskers twitched. “Uh, just ask him yourself, mouse-brain!” Without waiting for a
response, she turned and yowled out, and Feathercloud knew it was loud based on how even
Silverstream beside her jumped, “ Thistlestar! Thistlestar!”

 

Feathercloud cowed as all attention suddenly was on the five of them, hoping that he was far enough
away as to not be associated with the other four. He saw Fireheart duck his head as well, the fur on his
haunches prickling nervously.

 

But, from where some of the RiverClan cats had gathered, Thistlestar’s gray and white head shot up,
tufted ears perked. He bounded over to Lightningfur, and following after him was the deputy
Leopardfur and a brown tabby that Feathercloud took a moment to recall was Grasswhisker, the she-
cat he knew his mentor Sandstorm disliked for claiming Airleap had purposefully killed Whiteclaw.

 

Once more, Feathercloud pressed himself to the ground, trying to hide away. Thistlestar . Much like
his daughter, a cat Feathercloud never wanted to meet in battle, or outside of. He felt his stomach flip
as he remembered listening to his father Redtail explain what Thistlestar had done to Spottedleaf and
how Redtail had told them that if a senior warrior ever did what Thistlestar did, to tell him,
Runningwind, or Dappletail immediately.

 

How can a cat like him be leader? Feathercloud thought, dismayed. And, as he watched Fireheart
light up a touch as his father ran to greet him, he thought, How can Fireheart respect his father,
knowing what he’s done? But if Redtail or Runningwind had been like Thistlestar- done what he’d
done… Would Feathercloud hate them? He wasn’t sure he could stomach hating his fathers.
Runningwind was everything to him, now that Redtail and Cricketheart were dead. I guess I can
understand why Fireheart likes Thistlestar… But it still makes me uneasy.

 

“Fireheart!” Thistlestar meowed amicably, yellow eyes bright. “What’s wrong?”

 

“Can ThunderClan use the Twoleg bridge to get back to camp? Our territory is flooded, and we can’t
get back,” Fireheart explained, Graystripe nodding beside him.



 

“Of course!” Thistlestar said immediately, startling Feathercloud. Thistlestar hated ThunderClan!
Why would he let them pass through his territory?

 

Leopardfur let out the hiss that Feathercloud had expected, her ears flat. “We can’t let ThunderClan
into our territory,” she growled.

 

“Do you forget, so soon, what Fireheart and Graystripe have done for us?” Thistlestar mewed calmly.
“When our territory was flooded? It’s only right we return the favor. Or would you rather we were
indebted to ThunderClan ?” Finally, Thistlestar sneered in disgust, casting a glance over his son to
where ThunderClan were huddled around Bluestar, now watching the interaction with narrowed eyes
since Lightningfur had yowled.

 

Leopardfur went silent, glancing at Fireheart and Graystripe more thoughtfully, although her tail tip
twitched irritatedly when her gaze rested on Lightningfur and Silverstream. Strangely, her gaze
flickered between Graystripe and Silverstream, eyes narrowed and upset. Feathercloud couldn’t
fathom why. He would have thought she’d be more angry at Fireheart and Lightningfur.

 

Thistlestar began walking towards the ThunderClan group, whose pelts all bristled as he approached.
Bluestar stepped forward, gaze cool. Feathercloud couldn’t help but notice that she and Yellowfang
had pushed Spottedleaf behind them.

 

“What do you want from us?” she hissed as Thistlestar approached. “Our clan wants nothing from
you.”

 

Thistlestar’s whiskers twitched as though amused. “I wouldn’t be so hasty, Bluestar,” Thistlestar
meowed. “After all, how else will you get home without crossing through RiverClan territory?”

 

Displeased hisses sounded through the gathered ThunderClan cats, Darkstripe and Mousefur stepping
forward with their claws unsheathed. Bluestar stared coldly at Thistlestar, unmoving. “We would
sooner swim through the floods than take your disgraced help,” Bluestar snarled.

 

“And risk your apprentice’s lives?” Thistlestar’s gaze turned towards Swiftpaw, Brackenpaw,
Brightpaw, and Thornpaw.

 



Swiftpaw puffed out his chest, glaring back at the RiverClan leader, undeterred. “We can swim! We’re
strong enough.” Brightpaw copied him, but Brackenpaw and Thornpaw traded uncertain glances.
Willowpelt and Longtail moved in front of the apprentices protectively, casting them warning looks.

 

If Fireheart couldn’t swim through the currents, then they certainly couldn’t. Feathercloud knew he
couldn’t. He’d never been in the water before!

 

Bluestar remained silent, but Tigerclaw stepped forward with a growl. “We’d be foolish to trust a tom
like you,” Tigerclaw said lowly. Feathercloud saw surprise jump into Bluestar, Fireheart, and
Thistlestar’s gazes. Then Thistlestar’s turned dark, lips pulled back in a snarl and fangs bared.
Grasswhisker and Lightningfur behind him did the same, but both Leopardfur and Silverstream
remained neutral, their faces smoothed over.

 

“Please,” Fireheart broke in, moving in front of Thistlestar and Bluestar and glancing desperately
between them. “We can cross over the Twoleg bridge and then the dead tree by the stepping stones.”
Bluestar didn’t budge, though.

 

Then, all the cats’ gazes snapped to behind Bluestar, and it took Feathercloud a moment to realize
why. Spottedleaf had spoken, head bowed and eyes wide.

 

“We can’t make three enemies tonight, Bluestar,” she was saying. “Sometimes we must do what we
don’t want to.” Her gaze flickered to Thistlestar, and Feathercloud watched as her spotted fur rose
fearfully and her gaze quickly snapped back down. If Feathercloud could hear, he was sure he would
hear her heart beating. In fact, he could almost feel in through the vibrations in the ground. Or perhaps
that was only his own thumping heart.

 

She’s very brave, Feathercloud thought, speaking when the cat who had courted her when she was just
a kit is here. When her entire clan thinks she’s cursed. His chest tightened in sympathy for his aunt.
She must want to hide, like I do. Does she think she isn’t useful either, to a clan of which half hates
her, that blames her for something that wasn’t her choice?

 

Bluestar’s jaw locked, but she stiffly bowed her head. “Very well. We accept your offer, then. But do
not think this means ThunderClan is in your debt.”

 

Thistlestar’s yellow eyes glittered. “I wouldn’t dream of it. I do this for my son, Bluestar, not because
I hold only compassion for the clan that cast me out and treated my kits so poorly they’d rather leave
than stay.”



 

Feathercloud saw Fireheart jolt, as though startled and surprised, as he stared at Thistlestar in shock.
But he didn’t say anything, especially as hateful gazes were cast his way from his own clanmates.

 

Thistlestar flicked his tail and his warriors began to flank ThunderClan, escorting them out of the
clearing. Bluestar whipped around and stormed towards the front of the cats. Tigerclaw followed her,
sparing no glance towards his former mentor. Thistlestar’s gaze rested on Spottedleaf openly now that
Bluestar was gone.

 

“Thank you for speaking reason, Spottedleaf,” Thistlestar said softly. Spottedleaf didn’t move or react
at all, her amber gaze locked on the ground. Feathercloud’s heart thudded rapidly in his chest at the
sight of her. She had always been a soft-spoken medicine cat, but she was confident too, not… this .
“It was nice to hear your voice again. I always knew you were smart.”

 

Feathercloud, before he could think, leaped forward, fur bristling as he stood protectively in front of
her. “Don’t talk to her!” he snapped, not sure how loud his voice was, but he saw many gazes snap
towards him. “You don’t get to talk to her!” His body trembled traitorously, heart thumping with so
much fear he thought he’d collapse on the spot.

 

Thistlestar stared at Feathercloud in confused shock, like he hadn’t even known Feathercloud had
existed before this moment.

 

Yellowfang stepped beside him, her rugged maw pulled in a sneer. “I’ve met many a’ toms like you
before,” she growled. “I was wrong to ignore what they were doing. I thought they could surely never
cause much harm. You are living proof that I was a fool, and I regret every cat I left to their whims.”
She spat in his face before turning around and forcefully nudging Spottedleaf to her feet and to the
safety of their clanmates. Willowpelt rushed to her sister’s side, pressing against her and licking her
fiercely.

 

Feathercloud stumbled over his paws as he moved away from Thistlestar too, eager to get away from
him. He paused for breath as Whitestorm moved closer to him, using his shoulder to help
Feathercloud steady himself. He blinked up at the great white warrior, a touch puzzled. He’d never
talked to the warrior much before.

 

But Whitestorm didn’t gaze at him, his eyes narrowed onto Thistlestar. His deep voice rumbled
against Feathercloud as he spoke, making Feathercloud crane his head to see his lips. “You are not my
father,” Whitestorm said firmly. “And you never were.”

 



Hurt and anger flashed in Thistlestar’s eyes, shoulder fur bristling.

 

But Whitestorm turned and nudged Feathercloud with his nose. “Come on,” he murmured into his ear,
although Feathercloud couldn’t hear him, but he could see from the corner of his eyes what
Whitestorm said. “And thank you.” Feathercloud blinked up at him.

 

He glanced behind, once, as Whitestorm led him away. He saw Grasswhisker pressed against
Thistlestar’s side. Her mouth moved, and Feathercloud caught her saying, “-about her. She never
cared about you like I do.” But Thistlestar didn’t even seem to be listening to his… mate?

 

Feathercloud turned back around, feeling safe amongst his clanmates even as they were led like
prisoners towards RiverClan’s territory. He watched Brackenpaw look back at him with a worried
frown on his face, but he stayed protectively beside his siblings. Feathercloud startled a bit as a flash
of ginger fur alerted him to Fireheart padding on his other side. The tom’s face was full of emotions,
none of them positive. Confusion seemed to be the most prominent, his face a frown and eyes full of
sadness.

 

He didn’t say anything as he padded beside Whitestorm and Feathercloud, though.

 

Feathercloud took a deep breath, and kept walking.

Chapter End Notes

Thistlestar is no longer Whitestorm's dad - his only parents are Snowfur and auntie Bluestar now.
Get wrecked Thistle.
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Is This A Good Plot Or A Bad Plot? (Like, Murder Plot-wise)

Chapter by LollingCat

A sharp pain shot from his lower neck as he wobbled from the entrance of the medicine cat den
towards the fresh-kill pile. Barley hovered nervously beside him, a kind smile on his face, as
Ravenpaw took a deep breath, steadying himself. He opened his mouth to speak, reassuring Barley he
was doing alright, but he winced, and closed his mouth, feeling a dull ache in the back of his mouth
and through his throat. It was like his mouth and throat was eternally dry, hot and full of pain.

 

He settled down beside the fresh-kill pile, not taking anything from the pile while his throat still hurt.
Barley sat down beside him, his fluffy, long-furred tail wrapping around Ravenpaw’s smaller form.
Ravenpaw smiled at him, but it was brief. He couldn’t even begin to describe the terrified thoughts
swirling around his brain.

 

So he gazed out at camp instead, but it just made it worse.

 

He could see the warriors- some whose names he knew, but most he didn’t- ambling about. Mudclaw
had slipped into the nursery to visit Sorrelshine and their kits, a rabbit hanging from his jaw, while
Deadfoot and Ashfoot shared tongues nearby. Whitetail was chatting and laughing with Onewhisker
as the tom raised his paw above his head, describing some outlandish story. A border patrol had just
returned and gave a report to Tallstar.

 

Ravenpaw had missed clanlife like this. He loved the barn, with Barley and plenty of mice and
occasionally other loners like Whiskers would stop by. But seeing WindClan’s camp like this
reminded him of the times he would wrestle with Graypaw, hunt with Dustpaw, share tongues with
Featherpaw, and race after Cricketpaw. It had been nice. He could remember wanting, so badly, to
impress Tigerclaw, who never seemed proud of him.

 

And he could remember, all too clearly, how Tigerclaw had dragged his claws through Redtail’s soft
belly.

 

How Tigerclaw had threatened him.

 

How Darkstripe and Longtail had gossiped about him; called him a ShadowClan spy.
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How Frostfur had screamed at him when he had tried to visit his nieces and nephews.

 

How Tigerclaw had nearly killed him.

 

He squeezed his eyes shut, trying not to think about it, and yet it was all he could think about. That,
and how he was a burden to WindClan now, not yet able to hunt or do anything until Barkface gave
him the okay.

 

He couldn’t even speak.

 

And trying to explain what his tail twitches and paw swipes meant when each time he tried to speak, a
wheezing, painful breath came out, was difficult.

 

Oh, Feathercloud, he thought, I’ve never missed you more than now…

 

But Ravenpaw wasn’t the only one with difficulties. Since the Gathering two days ago, WindClan had
been more on edge than usual. Their pelts bristled, hate-filled whispers exchanged. Ravenpaw hadn’t
learned, exactly, what had happened at the Gathering. He had been stuck in the medicine cat den for
most of the day. He knew whatever happened wasn’t good, and it worried him.

 

Does it have to do with Tigerclaw? he worried, claws kneading anxiously at the ground. Tallstar didn’t
mention what I told him, did he? He wouldn’t want trouble with ThunderClan.

 

But they’ve been talking about ThunderClan. I heard it.

 

Will they cast me out, because I was once from ThunderClan? Maybe what happened to me caused
this, and they want me gone. Have I been misinterpreting their friendly glances? Perhaps they’ve
been glaring at me this entire time.

 

His attention turned to the camp entrance as Airleap trotted into camp, his patrol of Tornear,
Storkpaw, and Quailpaw behind him. They all carried prey, and headed towards the fresh-kill pile.
Airleap raised his tail in greeting, green eyes shining just as friendly as Fireheart’s always had.

 



“Hello, Ravenpaw, Barley,” Airleap meowed as he placed his rabbit down. He nudged it towards
them. “Would you like a rabbit?”

 

Behind him, Quailpaw whined. “ I want a rabbit!”

 

Tornear cuffed him over his ears. “You had a rabbit this morning! A whole one. That could have fed
all of the elders! No, you don’t get a rabbit until you’ve hunted enough to feed Whiteberry, Crowfur,
and Mistmouse.”

 

As Quailpaw huffed some more, yowling about how he was starving, Ravenpaw shook his head at
Airleap’s offer. His rabbit could feed the elders. His ravenous hunger upon waking up had passed, and
now taking another clan’s prey when he could not hunt for them in return made him feel sick. He
glanced at Barley, wondering if the tom was hungry, but Barley shook his head too.

 

“Alright,” Airleap said, sounding disappointed, which made Ravenpaw feel worse. “I’ll see if
Sorrelshine wants it.” Ravenpaw opened his mouth, about to tell him Mudclaw had already taken one
to her, but this time he was interrupted before he could even try to speak.

 

A loud yowl sounded as Plumclaw, the cat on guard, leaped to her feet. “ShadowClan is here!” she
announced.

 

Ravenpaw’s fur bristled as he leaped to his paws. He stumbled backwards, heart hammering hard in
his chest with fear. He felt Barley brush against him, and Airleap turned to him with wide eyes. “It’s
okay!” Airleap quickly said. “They’re supposed to be here. ShadowClan won’t attack us. They’re here
to speak with Tallstar.”

 

Ravenpaw blinked. Nobody had informed him of that. And why would they? He was only a guest; a
waste of herbs and prey that could go to somebody else. But he nodded to Airleap and tried to keep
himself small and inconspicuous as he leaned into Barley. He watched anxiously as ShadowClan cats,
led by the black pelt of Nightstar, padded into camp. Ravenpaw had no idea who most of the younger
warriors were, but he recognized the senior warriors like Rowanberry, and the deputy, Cinderfur, and,
of course, Copperleaf.

 

Tallstar padded away from the cats he had been talking to to greet Nightstar, dipping his head.
“Nightstar, welcome,” Tallstar meowed. “We have much to discuss.”

 



“Yes,” Nightstar agreed. “Let’s waste no time then.” He flicked his tail and his warriors settled down.
Cinderfur, Copperleaf, and Rowanberry followed after him as Tallstar guided them all to his den.
Tallstar called for his cats, and Deadfoot and Ashfoot ran over. A moment later, Mudclaw slipped
from the nursery and followed as well. They vanished into Tallstar’s den, and Ravenpaw anxiously
turned his gaze to the remaining ShadowClan cats. He didn’t know any of them.

 

But did they know him? What if one of them recognized him? What if they told ThunderClan he was
alive? What if Tigerclaw found out, what if-

 

“I’ve never seen so many clan cats before,” Barley murmured into his ear as he licked the fluff of fur
on the side of his face. Ravenpaw blinked up at him. “Their hissing reminds me of life in
Twolegplace.”

 

It was true; low growls and hisses built in both the ShadowClan and WindClan cats. But, after a
moment, Ravenpaw realized neither were snarling at each other. Aspenfall, Ryestalk, and Larksplash
padded forward to exchange words with some of the ShadowClan warriors. The elders got up and
started talking too. None of their mews seemed pleased, but they were displeased together.

 

Ravenpaw tensed as a group of young ShadowClan cats started to approach them. Storkpaw raised
her tail in greeting as they approached, and Quailpaw watched quietly too. The ShadowClan warrior
was a big black tom, with a white stripe down the sides of his face and back, with scars matching his
stripes down his belly. A more slender white tom padded beside him, and two brown tabby toms, one
smaller than the other, were behind them.

 

“Hi, Storkpaw,” the white-striped black tom meowed. “Nice to see you again.”

 

“Hi, Badgerfang,” Storkpaw meowed in kind. Her tail flicked to her gray and white sibling. “This is
Quailpaw, my brother. Gorsepaw is somewhere around here too.”

 

Badgerfang nodded, and Ravenpaw froze as his gaze flickered to him and Barley. But Badgerfang
didn’t seem interested in him at all, turning back to Storkpaw and Airleap and Tornear, though the
older tom briefly glanced away. “Can you believe ThunderClan would refuse us our revenge?”
Badgerfang said, confusing Ravenpaw. Badgerfang’s tail puffed, and a small tremor ran down his
legs. But it wasn’t cold out, so he must have been afraid. But of what?

 

Storkpaw’s ears twitched, and she glanced at Airleap, but Tornear spoke up with a growl. “To think
they’d let that tyrant live after what he’s done!”



 

“But is attacking ThunderClan a smart idea?” Storkpaw meowed. “I’ve never been in a fight
before…” Her tortoiseshell and white fur fluffed up nervously.

 

Airleap rested his tail on her shoulder. “Which is why you won’t be a part of the battle patrol, no
matter what Tallstar and Nightstar decide.”

 

“ThunderClan can’t fight both the forces of WindClan and ShadowClan,” the white tom from
ShadowClan said. “I don’t want to fight ThunderClan, but I will if it means getting rid of Brokenstar.”

 

Ravenpaw’s head snapped up at the familiar name. Brokenstar. It clicked into place quickly. That’s
why they were angry. ThunderClan was harboring Brokenstar. But why would they do that? Even just
listening to ShadowClan and WindClan’s anger, Ravenpaw knew it was foolish of Bluestar to allow
that.

 

If WindClan kept Tigerclaw alive as their prisoner… He shivered, terrified at the very idea. He didn’t
care if Tigerclaw was alive or dead, just so long as Tigerclaw stayed far, far away from him. But
Tigerclaw also wants to be leader. That’s why he killed Redtail, and why he wanted me dead. Who
knows what kind of leader he’ll be?

 

What if he’s like Brokenstar?

 

Ravenpaw glanced nervously around at WindClan’s camp. They knew about Tigerclaw- or what
Ravenpaw had said about Tigerclaw. Would they… if they attacked ThunderClan, would they try to
kill Tigerclaw too…?

 

No, he thought. Maybe they believe some of what I’ve said is true- my wounds attest to it, but they still
wouldn’t kill another clan’s deputy over the word of an outcasted apprentice.

 

“ThunderClan was the one that helped us drive off Brokenstar,” the small brown tabby tom spoke up,
tail twitching nervously. “Surely they have a good reason for keeping him alive?”

 

“Compassion,” Tornear growled, claws digging into the ground. “That’s what Bluestar said.
Compassion ,” he spat again, tail lashing, “for a murderer who sent kits into battle!”



 

Badgerfang, the white tom, and the bigger brown tabby let out growls of agreement, pelts spiked and
tails waving angrily. Even Quailpaw let out a small growl of his own. But Airleap, Storkpaw, and the
little brown tabby traded anxious, uncertain looks.

 

Ravenpaw’s body trembled fearfully as the image of Tigerclaw leaping at him flashed in his mind, as
though it was really there, and he flinched with a small gasp. Choking on his own breath, he sputtered
out, “Tha’s n’ the only mur-er they harb-b...” He broke off with a vicious cough, pain clawing up his
throat.

 

Barley pressed against him. He whispered, “You know Barkface told you not to talk too much. The
more you do the worse it gets.” His blue eyes were wide with worry as he stared down at Ravenpaw.

 

Ravenpaw hadn’t even meant to speak. He’d just had a flash of panic and fear and his mouth had
moved- painfully so. And now the gazes of ShadowClan were upon him. Badgerfang’s ears were
pricked, gaze no longer disinterested when he looked at Ravenpaw.

 

“That’s not the only murderer they harbor?” Badgerfang repeated, curious. “What do you mean?”

 

Terror struck at Ravenpaw’s heart, and he shook violently, shoving his muzzle into Barley’s fluffy fur
and closing his eyes, tight. He didn’t want to think about it. He didn’t want ShadowClan to know.
What if they told ThunderClan? What if Tigerclaw found out?

 

What if what if what if-

 

“It’s okay,” Barley whispered soothingly, tongue lapping warmly at his forehead. “I’m here. Just focus
on my voice.”

 

Ravenpaw liked listening to Barley talk. He had a deep rumble to his voice, yet he spoke so calmly
and quietly. Relaxing only a tad, he peeked out from Barley’s fur. Badgerfang was staring at him, gaze
dragging up and down. No, he was staring at Ravenpaw’s scars; the bite marks on his throat and the
vicious line down his chest. For a moment, Ravenpaw’s heart thumped fiercely in his chest as he
wondered what Badgerfang thought of his scars (how weak he must seem).

 

Then he saw Badgerfang’s scars.



 

He’d noticed them when the tom first approached, of course, along with the white tom’s, but… Now,
Ravenpaw saw them for what they were now. Just like Ravenpaw’s, they had red around the edges,
scabs broken off in areas. Badgerang’s looked older than his, yet they clearly still caused him
discomfort.

 

Who did that to you? he wondered. Which cat tried to kill you?

 

It seemed at Ravenpaw’s lack of an answer, the warriors turned back to discuss amongst each other.

 

“Nightstar is more eager to kill Brokenstar once and for all than Tallstar is,” Storkpaw commented.
“He seemed really angry at the last Gathering.”

 

“Of course he is,” the bigger brown tabby answered. “If you were leader, you wouldn’t want the
leader before you still alive, would you? It’s just not how it works.”

 

“I don’t know,” Tornear meowed hesitantly. Ravenpaw noticed, strangely, that his eyes flicked onto
Badgerfang’s wounds, before he kept speaking normally. Badgerfang didn’t acknowledge Tornear’s
guilty look at all. “I heard Heatherstar was a great leader. It would have been nice to have her as an
elder to give advice to Tallstar.”

 

“This is different,” the brown tabby protested. “Brokenstar is a murderer , not a wise elder.”

 

“Oakfur’s right,” the white tom commented. “Brokenstar lost all rights to live when he took the lives
of the kits that could have been our friends, our clanmates.”

 

“I still remember Marigoldkit and Mintkit,” Badgerfang said softly, head bowed.

 

“And Volepaw and Mosspaw,” the small brown tabby meowed, clawing at the ground below. “I…
when we were kits, Brokenstar made us… fight and they… we…”

 

“It’s okay Littlecloud,” the white tom meowed, placing a paw on the other tom’s paw and blinking
comfortingly at him. “He all made us do things we were scared to. I was so excited for my first
battle… and look what it got me.” He gestured at his scars.



 

“Do all murderers deserve to die?” Airleap murmured softly, staring at his paws, one white, one
brown.

 

“ Kit- murderers do,” Tornear said firmly, gaze still glinting with guilt as he glanced at Badgerfang.
“Not warriors who were defending themselves.” His tail tip brushed against Airleap’s side.

 

A sudden silence washed over WindClan camp as all attention turned towards Tallstar’s den.
Nightstar and Tallstar had padded out, their deputies and chosen warriors fanning out around them. It
seemed the decision had been made quickly.

 

Then again, was there any doubt as to what must be done?

 

Ravenpaw shivered, leaning against Barley, as his heart beat, blood rushing in his ears. Fireheart,
Graystripe, Dustpelt, Feathercloud- would they all be okay?

 

Tallstar raised his head high and addressed the gathered cats below.

 

“Tonight,” he yowled. “We will attack ThunderClan, and kill Brokenstar once and for all!”



WindClan and ShadowClan Try To Yeet Brokentail

On the second dawn after the Gathering, Fireheart woke in the warriors’ den to find that Graystripe
had already left. The hollow in the moss where his friend had been sleeping was quite cold.

 

Gone to meet Silverstream, Fireheart thought with a sigh of resignation. It was hardly surprising, now
that Graystripe knew she was going to have his kits, but it meant that Fireheart would have to cover
for his absence again.

 

Yawning widely, Fireheart pushed his way through the outer branches of the bush, and shook moss
from his coat while he looked around the clearing. The sun was beginning to edge its way above the
bracken wall, casting long shadows over the bare ground. The sky was pure, cloudless, and blue.
Birdsong all around held the promise of easy prey.

 

“Hey, Brackenpaw!” Fireheart called to the apprentice, who sat blinking at the entrance to his den.
“Do you want to go hunting?”

 

Brackenpaw leaped to his paws and raced across the clearing to Fireheart. “Now?” he asked, delight
shining in his eyes.

 

“Yes, now,” meowed Fireheart, suddenly sharing the young cat’s eagerness. “I could do with a nice
fresh mouse, couldn’t you?”

 

Brackenpaw fell in behind him as they headed for the gorse tunnel. He hadn’t even asked where
Graystripe was, Fireheart realized. Graystripe had never taken his duties as mentor seriously, he
thought with a pang of worry. He had been more interested in Silverstream right from the start.
Meanwhile, Fireheart himself had more or less taken over Brackenpaw’s training. He enjoyed it, and
he liked the serious-minded ginger tom, but he was troubled that loyalty to the Clan didn’t mean more
to Graystripe. Fireheart couldn’t help but feel like he failed as a mentor for the gray tom.

 

He put these thoughts aside as he led Brackenpaw up the ravine, avoiding the muddy streambed
where the floodwater was drying up. It was hard to be sad or anxious on a bright, warm day like this.
With the floods receding more and more every day, there was no longer any danger that ThunderClan
would be driven out of their camp by rising water.

 



At the top of the ravine, Fireheart paused. “Okay, Brackenpaw,” he meowed. “Have a good sniff.
What can you smell?”

 

Brackenpaw stood with his head erect, his eyes closed, and his jaws parted to drink in the breeze.

 

“Mouse,” he mewed at last. “Rabbit, and blackbird, and...some other bird I don’t know.”

 

“That’s woodpecker,” Fireheart told him. “Anything else?”

 

Brackenpaw concentrated, and his eyes snapped open in alarm. “Fox!”

 

“Fresh?”

 

The apprentice sniffed again and then relaxed, looking a bit ashamed of himself. “No, stale. Two or
three days old, I think.”

 

“Good, Brackenpaw. Now, you head that way, as far as the two old oaks, and I’ll go this way.” He
watched Brackenpaw for a few moments as the apprentice moved slowly into the shadow of the trees,
stopping every few paces to taste the air. A flutter of wings under a bush distracted Fireheart; turning
his head he saw a thrush, flapping to keep its balance as it tugged a worm out of the soil.

 

Fireheart crouched down and crept toward it paw by paw. The thrush pulled the worm free and started
to tuck in; Fireheart bunched his muscles for the pounce.

 

“Fireheart! Fireheart!”

 

Brackenpaw’s frantic meow split the silence. His paws crunched on dead leaves as he tore through the
trees toward Fireheart. Though Fireheart hurled himself at the thrush it had been given too much
warning. It flew up to a low branch, squawking in panic, while Fireheart’s paws thudded onto the
empty ground.

 

“What do you think you’re doing?” Fireheart swung around angrily to face the apprentice. “I’d have
caught that thrush, and now listen to it! Every bit of prey in the forest will-”



 

“Fireheart!” Brackenpaw gasped out, skidding to a halt in front of him. “They’re coming! I could
smell them; then I saw them!”

 

“Smell who? Who’s coming?”

 

Brackenpaw’s eyes were round with fear. “ShadowClan and WindClan!” he meowed. “They’re
coming to invade our camp!”

 

“Where? How many warriors?” Fireheart demanded.

 

“Over there.” Brackenpaw flicked his tail toward the deeper forest. “I don’t know how many. They’re
creeping through the undergrowth.”

 

“Okay.” Fireheart thought quickly, trying to ignore the sudden thumping of his heart. “Go back to
camp. Warn Bluestar and Tigerclaw. We need some warriors out here right now.”

 

“Yes, Fireheart.” Brackenpaw spun around and raced off down the ravine.

 

As soon as he had gone, Fireheart headed into the forest, prowling with new caution beneath the
arching ferns. At first all seemed quiet, though it wasn’t long before he picked up the rank scent of
many intruding cats- the scents of WindClan and ShadowClan.

 

Somewhere ahead, a bird sounded a stuttering alarm call. Fireheart took cover behind a tree. He could
still see nothing. His fur prickled with anticipation.

 

He bunched his hindquarters and sprang, clawing his way up the trunk of the tree until he could
scramble onto a low branch. Crouching there, he peered down through the leaves. The forest floor
seemed empty, with not even a beetle stirring. Then Fireheart caught sight of a fern quivering.
Something flashed white and was gone. Moments later a dark head poked out of the undergrowth
below the tree. Fireheart recognized Nightstar.

 

A soft mew came from him. “Follow me!”



 

The ShadowClan leader emerged from the bracken and raced across a stretch of open ground. A band
of cats streamed after him; Fireheart grew even more tense when he saw how many. Warriors from
WindClan and ShadowClan bore down on his camp together; Fireheart saw Tallstar and Cinderfur,
Deadfoot and Deerfoot, Wetfoot and Onewhisker, running side by side as if they were littermates.

 

Not long ago, these cats had been fighting each other in the snowbound WindClan camp. Now they
were united in their hatred of Brokentail and of ThunderClan for sheltering him.

 

Fireheart knew he would have to fight them. Even though he had friends in both clans, he would have
to stand by his leader and his own Clan.

 

As Fireheart braced himself to spring down, he heard a single furious caterwaul from the direction of
the camp, and recognized Tigerclaw’s voice summoning the warriors to battle. For all his distrust of
the deputy, Fireheart couldn’t help feeling relieved. Right now, ThunderClan needed all of
Tigerclaw’s fierce courage and fighting skills.

 

Fireheart scrambled down the tree, hit the ground with all four paws, and streaked toward the battle,
no longer trying to hide from the invaders. When he broke out of the trees, he saw that the open
ground at the top of the ravine was covered with a mass of writhing, spitting cats. Tigerclaw and
Nightstar wrestled together, clawing furiously. Darkstripe had pinned down a WindClan warrior.
Mousefur flung herself, screeching in fury, on top of Cinderfur. And raking his claws down Longtail’s
flank, sending him howling back down the slope, was Copperleaf.

 

The ginger tom’s eyes were blazing with anger, lips curled back in a snarl.

 

Fireheart sprang at Copperleaf, anger pounding through his veins. He couldn’t help remembering how
the two of them had played hide-and-seek as kits. The ShadowClan tom leaped around as Fireheart
landed beside him, and pulled back just as he was about to swipe him with his claws. 

 

For a few heartbeats both cats stared at each other. Copperleaf’s vengeful eyes filled with sorrow, and
Fireheart could see that he too remembered. He could not bring himself to strike him, and after a
moment Copperleaf backed away from him and disappeared into the heaving mass of cats.

 

Before he could draw breath, a cat slammed into Fireheart from behind, knocking him onto the damp
ground. He scrabbled vainly to get up. Twisting his neck, he gazed up into the fierce eyes of the
ShadowClan warrior Deerfoot; a heartbeat later the ShadowClan warrior’s teeth sank into his



shoulder. Letting out a yowl of pain, Fireheart battered at Deerfoot’s belly with his back legs, clawing
out great clumps of his brown fur. Deerfoot’s blood spattered him as the ShadowClan warrior reared
back in agony and was gone.

 

Fireheart scrambled up and looked around, panting. The fiercest fighting had shifted to the bottom of
the ravine. The enemy cats were pushing forward, clearly determined to invade the camp. The
outnumbered ThunderClan warriors were unable to keep them back. And where was Bluestar?

 

Then Fireheart saw her. With Whitestorm and Dustpelt, she crouched at the entrance to the gorse
tunnel, ready to bar the way with her life. Already Onewhisker and Wetfoot had broken through
Tigerclaw’s defense, and as Fireheart stared, horrified, Wetfoot flung himself at Bluestar. Fireheart
raced along the top of the ravine. Out of the whole of ThunderClan, only he, Spottedleaf, and
Yellowfang knew that Bluestar was on the last of her nine lives. If she died in this battle, ThunderClan
would be without a leader- or worse, would be left to the control of Tigerclaw.

 

When he was above the tunnel entrance, Fireheart plunged straight down the slope, his paws barely
touching the treacherously steep rocks, to land, skidding, in the thick of the fight. His teeth tore into
Wetfoot’s neck, dragging the warrior off Bluestar. The ThunderClan leader slashed her claws at the
gray tabby tom until he scrabbled backward and fled.

 

A wave of fighting cats bore down on Fireheart and the other cats by the gorse tunnel. Fireheart bit
and scratched instinctively without knowing which cat he was fighting. Sharp claws slashed his
forehead and blood began trickling into his eyes. He took a gasping breath, feeling as if he were about
to suffocate in the rank scent of his enemies.

 

Then he heard Bluestar meowing close to his ear. “They’re pushing through the wall! Fall back-
defend the camp!”

 

Fireheart scrabbled to keep on his paws as the invaders carried the battle into the tunnel itself. The
gorse tore at his fur like hostile claws. It was impossible to fight here, so he turned along his own
length and struggled through the gorse into the camp.

 

In the clearing, Willowpelt, Runningwind, and Sandstorm had rushed to guard the nursery, ready to
protect the nursing queens and their kits. Longtail, hastily licking his wounds, stood outside
Brokentail’s den with Brackenpaw beside him. Among the branches of the fallen tree, Fireheart could
just make out the dark tabby fur and sightless eyes of the former ShadowClan leader. He couldn’t help
feeling a pang of frustration that they were being attacked for the sake of this cruel and murderous cat.

 



Nightstar and Onewhisker were the first to break out of the tunnel, streaking across the open ground
toward Brokentail’s den. Tallstar pushed his way through the thorny hedge and joined them. More of
the invaders followed.

 

“Stop them!” Fireheart yowled, rallying the Clan warriors as he raced across the clearing. “They want
Brokentail!” He threw himself on Nightstar, rolling the black tom over on the dusty ground. He
couldn’t help wondering how many ThunderClan cats really wanted to defend the former
ShadowClan leader. Many of them would no doubt be happy to hand him over to the other Clans. But
Fireheart also felt sure that they would stay loyal; whatever they felt in their hearts, they would fight
for ThunderClan.

 

He pinned Nightstar down, his teeth buried in the leader’s bony shoulder. Nightstar writhed under him
and then heaved upward. Fireheart lost his balance and suddenly found that he was trapped- the
warrior, though old, was still ferociously strong. 

 

Nightstar bared his fangs, his eyes gleaming. All of a sudden he reared back, letting Fireheart go.
Shaking blood from his eyes, Fireheart saw that Brackenpaw had leaped at the ShadowClan leader
and was clinging to his back with all four paws. Nightstar tried vainly to shake him off and then rolled
over, crushing Brackenpaw against the ground. The apprentice let out a furious howl.

 

Fireheart slashed at Nightstar with claws outstretched, but Tallstar thrust between them, trying to
reach Brokentail’s den. To his dismay, Fireheart felt himself being forced backward. Then Tigerclaw
was there. The huge deputy was bleeding from many wounds and his fur was plastered with mud, but
his amber eyes still burned with the fire of battle. He swiped a massive paw at Tallstar, bowling him
over and sending him scrambling away.

 

More ThunderClan cats appeared: Whitestorm, Cherryfur, Mousefur, Runningwind, and Bluestar
herself. The tide of battle turned. The invaders started to retreat, breaking for the tunnel and the gaps
in the bracken around the clearing. Fireheart watched, panting, as Onewhisker vanished at the tail end
of the fleeing invaders. The battle was over.

 

Brokentail stayed crouching in his den, his head low as he stared unseeing at the ground. He had
made not one sound during the battle. Fireheart wondered if he even knew what his adopted Clan had
risked for him.

 

Close by, Brackenpaw struggled to his paws. Fur hung raggedly from one shoulder, and his coat was
smeared with dust and blood, but his eyes glowed.

 



“Well done,” Fireheart meowed. “You fought like a warrior.”

 

The apprentice’s eyes shone even brighter.

 

Meanwhile the battered ThunderClan cats were gathered around Bluestar. All were muddy and
bleeding, and they looked as exhausted as Fireheart felt. At first they were silent, their heads lowered.

 

Fireheart could sense no triumph in their victory.

 

“You brought this on us!” It was Darkstripe who spoke, angrily confronting Bluestar. “You made us
keep Brokentail here, and now we’ve been torn to pieces defending him. How long before one of us is
killed for his sake?”

 

Bluestar looked troubled. “I never thought it would be easy, Darkstripe. But we must do what we
believe is right.”

 

Darkstripe spat at her with contempt. “For Brokentail? For a couple of mousetails I’d kill him
myself!”

 

Several of the other warriors mewed their agreement.

 

“Darkstripe.” Tigerclaw shouldered his way through the assembled cats to stand beside Bluestar, who
looked suddenly old and fragile beside the huge dark tabby. “This is your leader you’re talking to.
Show some respect.”

 

For a heartbeat Darkstripe glared at them both, then bowed his head. Tigerclaw swung his massive
head, sweeping his amber gaze over all the cats.

 

“Fireheart, go and fetch Spottedleaf,” meowed Bluestar.

 

Fireheart turned toward the medicine cat’s den, to see that she was already running stiffly across the
clearing, followed closely by Yellowfang and Cinderpaw. Quickly the three cats began to check the
warriors’ wounds, searching out the ones who needed the most urgent treatment. He even caught a



glimpse of Lizardkit pushing bundles of herbs together with help from Cliffkit. As Fireheart waited
for his turn, he saw another cat appear from the camp entrance.

 

It was Graystripe. His fur was sleek and unmarked; a couple of pieces of fresh-kill dangled from his
jaws. Before Fireheart could move, Tigerclaw broke away from Cinderpaw and strode across to meet
Graystripe in the middle of the clearing. 

 

“Where have you been?” he demanded.

 

Graystripe looked bewildered. He dropped the fresh-kill and meowed, “Hunting. What on earth
happened here?”

 

“What does it look like?” snarled the deputy. “WindClan and ShadowClan invaded, trying to get at
Brokentail. We needed every warrior, but it seems that you weren’t here. Where were you?”

 

With Silverstream, Fireheart answered silently. He thanked StarClan that at least Graystripe had
brought back some prey, so he had a genuine reason for being away from camp.

 

“Well, how was I to know what was happening?” Graystripe protested to the deputy, beginning to
look annoyed. “Or do I have to ask your permission before I set paw out of camp?”

 

Fireheart winced- Graystripe should have known better than to provoke Tigerclaw like that, but
perhaps guilt was making him reckless. Or perhaps I hadn’t taught him to respect his elders enough
as a mentor, Fireheart thought in guilt as well. I was very lenient with him.

 

Tigerclaw growled low in his throat. “You’re away too often for my liking- you and Fireheart.”

 

“Hang on!” Fireheart was stung into replying. “I was here today when the cats attacked. And it’s not
Graystripe’s fault that he wasn’t.”

 

Tigerclaw let his cold gaze rest on Graystripe, and then Fireheart. “Just be careful,” he spat. “I’ve got
my eye on you- both of you, and your friends.” He swung around and stalked back to Cinderpaw.

 



“Like I care,” Graystripe muttered, but he didn’t meet Fireheart’s eyes.

 

While Graystripe went to take his prey to the pile of fresh-kill, Fireheart limped back to the medicine
cats to have his wounds seen to.

 

“Hmph!” growled Yellowfang as she ran an expert eye over him. “If they’d pulled out much more of
your fur, you’d look like an eel. But none of the wounds are deep. You’ll live.”

 

Cinderpaw came up with a wad of cobweb, which she pressed to the scratch over Fireheart’s eye.

 

Gently she touched her nose to his. “You were brave, Fireheart,” she whispered.

 

“Not really.” Fireheart felt embarrassed. “We all did what we had to do.”

 

“But it’s not easy,” Yellowfang rasped unexpectedly. “I’ve fought battles in my time, and I know.
Bluestar,” she went on, turning to the leader and facing her squarely, “thank you. It means a lot to me
that you’d risk your Clan to protect Brokentail.”

 

Bluestar shook her head. “There’s no need for thanks, Yellowfang. It’s a matter of honor. Despite
what Brokentail has done, he deserves our compassion now.”

 

The old medicine cat bowed her head. Softly, so that only Bluestar and Fireheart could hear, she
mewed, “He has brought great danger to my adopted Clan, and for that I am sorry.”

 

Bluestar moved closer to her and gave her gray coat a comforting lick. For a moment the expression
in her eyes was that of a mother soothing a fretful kit. A picture came into Fireheart’s mind of the
Clan leader padding through RiverClan’s forest on the night of the Gathering, and the moonlight that
shone on three silver coats- on Bluestar, Mistyfoot, and Stonefur. Bluestar had inquired about
Mistyfoot’s kits while they had crossed the Twoleg bridge, seeming oddly concerned for RiverClan
kits despite her earlier dispute with Thistlestar.

 

Fireheart gasped. Was that really what he had seen? Three cats so identical that they could be nothing
else but kin? Mistyfoot and Stonefur were sister and brother, he knew...and Graypool had told him
that they had once borne the scent of ThunderClan.



 

Was it possible that Bluestar’s kits hadn’t died all those moons ago? Could it be that Mistyfoot and
Stonefur were the ThunderClan leader’s lost kits? 

 

When Cinderpaw had finished tending to Fireheart’s wounds, he checked on Runningwind, who was
fussing over Feathercloud, and then he went to find Graystripe. His friend was hunched up inside the
warriors’ den, his golden eyes troubled. He looked up as Fireheart slipped between the branches. “I’m
sorry,” he blurted out. “I know I should have been here.”

 

Fireheart sighed. For a moment, he had considered sharing his suspicions about Mistyfoot and
Stonefur with his friend, but now he realized that Graystripe had more than enough worries of his
own. “It’s okay, Graystripe. Any of us could have been away, patrolling or hunting. But if I were you,
I’d stick around camp for the next few days, and make sure Tigerclaw sees you.”

 

Graystripe scraped absently at a piece of moss. Fireheart guessed he had already arranged to meet
Silverstream again. “There’s something else I wanted to tell you,” he meowed, deciding not to try to
argue about this now. “About Brackenpaw.” Quickly he described how he and the apprentice had gone
out early, and how Brackenpaw had scented the invading band of cats. “He fought well, too,”
Fireheart remarked. “I think it’s time he became a warrior.”

 

Graystripe let out a purr of agreement. “Does Bluestar know this?”

 

“Not yet. You’re Brackenpaw’s mentor. You ought to recommend him.”

 

“But I wasn’t there.”

 

“That doesn’t matter.” Fireheart gave his friend a nudge. “Come on, let’s go and talk to Bluestar
now.”

 

The ThunderClan leader and most of the warriors were still in the clearing, while Yellowfang and
Cinderpaw distributed cobwebs to stop bleeding and poppy seeds for pain. Brindleface and
Creekflower had brought out their kits to see what was going on, and Cloudkit was frisking around,
pestering one warrior after another with questions about the battle. Meanwhile, Lizardkit had
scampered over to where Spottedleaf was inspecting Longtail’s flank, meowing questions about the
herbs she was using. Cliffkit had chosen to stay with Creekflower, gazing around the battered cats
with wide eyes. Brindleface’s four kits stared out at the battlefield with owlish eyes, but Ashkit ran to
join Cloudkit, and soon Tulipkit did too, while Fernkit and Elderkit stayed beside Brindleface.



 

Brackenpaw was there, too, giving himself a thorough wash; Fireheart was relieved that he didn’t
seem too badly hurt.

 

The two warriors went up to Bluestar, and Fireheart once more told the story of Brackenpaw’s skill at
scenting their enemies, and his bravery in the battle. “It’s thanks to Brackenpaw that we had any
warning at all,” he meowed.

 

“We think he should be made a warrior,” Graystripe added.

 

Bluestar nodded thoughtfully. “I agree. Brackenpaw showed himself worthy today.” She got up, paced
into the middle of her cats, and raised her voice. “Let all cats old enough to catch their own prey join
here beneath the Highrock for a Clan meeting.”

 

Goldenflower appeared at once from the nursery, followed by Speckletail, and Smallear limped
slowly from the elders’ den. When they had gathered around Bluestar, she meowed, “Brackenpaw,
come here.”

 

Brackenpaw looked up, surprised, and padded nervously over to Bluestar. Fireheart could see he had
not the least idea what was coming.

 

“Brackenpaw, it was you who warned the Clan today, and you fought bravely in the battle,” Bluestar
meowed. “It is time for you to become a warrior.”

 

The apprentice’s mouth fell open. His eyes blazed with excitement as Bluestar pronounced the ritual
words.

 

“I, Bluestar, leader of ThunderClan, call upon my warrior ancestors to look down on this apprentice.
He has trained hard to understand the ways of your noble code, and I commend him to you as a
warrior in his turn.” She fixed her blue gaze on Brackenpaw. “Brackenpaw, do you promise to uphold
the warrior code and to protect and defend this Clan, even at the cost of your life?”

 

Brackenpaw trembled slightly, but his voice was steady as he meowed, “I do.”

 



“Then by the powers of StarClan, I give you your warrior name. Brackenpaw, from this moment you
will be known as Brackenfur. StarClan honors your forethought and your determination, and we
welcome you as a full warrior of ThunderClan.”

 

When she finished speaking Bluestar stepped up to Brackenfur and rested her muzzle on his bowed
head. Brackenfur licked her shoulder respectfully, then walked over to stand between Fireheart and
Graystripe.

 

The watching cats raised their voices to chant the new warrior’s name. “Brackenfur! Brackenfur!”
They began to press around him, congratulating him and wishing him well. His mother, Frostfur,
pressed her muzzle against his flank, while her dark blue eyes glowed with delight - before sending a
quick glare at Fireheart and Graystripe, and then at Feathercloud when he approached. Feathercloud
hesitated, then turned back around and let Brightpaw and Thornpaw rush to take his place.

 

“Tonight you have to keep vigil alone,” mewed Sandstorm, slipping in between her aunt and friends,
blocking Frostfur’s glare. She gave Brackenfur a friendly nudge. “Thank StarClan! The rest of us can
have a night off!”

 

Brackenfur was too overwhelmed to answer properly, but he broke into a deep, contented purr.

 

“Th-Thank you, Graystripe,” he stammered. “And you, Fireheart.” Frostfur gave a tech of disbelief,
but kept her mouth shut - unlike what she had done at Cinderpaw’s medicine cat ceremony.

 

Fireheart felt a rush of pride to see the cat made a warrior at last, almost as though Brackenfur had
been his own apprentice. It made up, a little, for knowing that he would never go through this with
Cinderpaw. StarClan had a different fate for her.

 

“I should be getting my name too!” Lynxpaw’s complaining mew came from where she sat beside
Dustpelt. “I’m older than he is - so I should get my name!” Dustpelt’s ear twitched.

 

“I’m sure Bluestar has it planned soon,” he lightly mewed, then frowned at her. “I don’t see Swiftpaw
looking as upset as you are.” Dustpelt was right - the black and white apprentice was meowing his
own congratulations to Brackenfur. Lynxpaw flattened her ears and gave a small hiss, but didn’t say
anything more.

 



Now that the ceremony was done, weariness swept over Fireheart. He was about to go back to the
warriors’ den when he caught sight of Cinderpaw limping rapidly over to her brother.

 

“Congratulations, Brackenfur!” she mewed, her blue eyes sparkling as she covered his ears with
licks. 

 

Brackenfur’s purring faltered and his eyes looked troubled. “You should have been with me,” he
murmured, gently nosing her injured leg.

 

“No, I’m fine as I am,” Cinderpaw insisted. “You’ll have to be a warrior for both of us. And I’ll have
to settle for being the greatest medicine cat this forest has ever seen!”

 

Fireheart gazed at the dark gray she-cat with admiration. He knew that Cinderpaw really was happy to
be Spottedleaf’s apprentice. She would be a fine medicine cat. But she would have been a fine warrior
too. It took a special spirit, he thought, not to begrudge her brother’s triumph. 

As always, the sight of Cinderpaw’s injury reminded Fireheart of Tigerclaw. Fireheart was so sure the
deputy had caused her accident, and had also tried to drown him just recently. Yet today Tigerclaw
had fought with the strength of StarClan. Without him, they could have lost the battle. If you prove his
treachery, Fireheart asked himself, who will defend ThunderClan then?



More Half-Clan Romances Come To Light

After the raid, Fireheart was relieved to see Graystripe keeping his promise to stay around the camp,
patrolling or hunting or helping Yellowfang and Cinderpaw to replenish their supplies. Tigerclaw said
nothing, but Fireheart hoped he had noticed.

 

However, on the third morning Fireheart was woken by movement in the nest beside him, and opened
his eyes in time to see Graystripe sliding out of the den. “Graystripe?” he muttered, but his friend
vanished without replying.

 

Careful not to disturb Sandstorm, who was sleeping on his other side, Fireheart got up and slipped out
between the branches. He emerged blinking into the clearing and saw Graystripe disappearing into the
gorse tunnel. He also saw Darkstripe, crouched beside the pile of fresh-kill, looking up with a vole
dangling from his jaws. His eyes were fixed on the tunnel entrance.

 

Fireheart felt a heavy weight like a cold stone in his belly. He remembered the argument he had with
the black tabby over Brokentail - he hadn’t spoken to his kit-hood friend since, hurt at what
Darkstripe had said.

 

If Darkstripe had seen Graystripe leave, that meant Tigerclaw would know about it before very long.
And then the deputy would want to know exactly where Graystripe had been. He might even follow
him, and catch him with Silverstream.

 

Almost unconsciously, Fireheart started forward. He forced himself to walk briskly, but without any
special urgency. As he passed the heap of fresh-kill, he called out, “Morning, Darkstripe! We’re just
off to hunt. It’s the early cat that catches the prey, you know!” Without waiting for Darkstripe’s
response, he entered the tunnel. Once he had left the clearing, he put on speed, racing to the top of the
ravine. Graystripe was out of sight already but his scent was strong, leading unwaveringly to the
Sunningrocks.

 

But they agreed only to meet at Fourtrees, he thought.

 

Fireheart pelted along, ignoring the tempting sounds and smells of prey in the undergrowth. He had
hoped to catch Graystripe and divert him before his friend reached Silverstream, just in case
Tigerclaw was already out in the forest, but by the time he came within sight of the Sunningrocks he
had seen no sign of him.

 



Fireheart paused on the edge of the trees and drank in the scented air. Graystripe was close by, he was
sure, and he could scent Silverstream as well, but the scents of both cats were overlaid with something
that set Fireheart’s fur bristling- the smell of blood!

 

At that moment, he heard a thin, eerie wailing from the rocks ahead, the unmistakable sound of a cat
in deep distress. “Graystripe!” he yowled. He shot forward and hurled himself up the sloping surface
of the nearest rock. What he saw from the top brought him to a skidding stop.

 

Below, in a deep gully between this rock and the next, Silverstream lay on her side. As Fireheart
stared, appalled, a strong spasm traveled down the length of her body, and her legs twitched. She let
out another chilling wail.

 

“Graystripe!” Fireheart gasped.

 

Graystripe was crouched beside Silverstream, frantically licking her heaving flank. He looked up at
the sound of Fireheart’s voice. “Fireheart! It’s the kits- he kits are coming, and it’s all going wrong.
Fetch Yellowfang!”

 

“But-” Fireheart bit off his protest. His paws were already moving, carrying him down from the rock
and back across the stretch of open ground toward the trees.

 

Fireheart ran as he had never run before, but even so, a small, cold part of his mind was telling him
this was the end. Every cat in the Clans would find out about Graystripe and Silverstream now. What
would Bluestar and Thistlestar do to them when it was all over?

 

Almost before he knew it he was back at the camp. He hurled himself down the ravine, almost
bowling Cinderpaw over at the entrance to the tunnel. She reared back with a meow of protest,
scattering the herbs she had gathered. “Fireheart, what-”

 

“Where’s Spottedleaf?” Fireheart panted. “Or Yellowfang?”

 

“Yellowfang?” Cinderpaw suddenly grew more serious as she sensed Fireheart’s desperation. “She
went over to Snakerocks. It’s the best place to find yarrow. And Spottedleaf went looking for some
watermint by the stream.”

 



Fireheart gathered himself to go on running, then paused, frustrated. It would take too much time to
fetch Yellowfang from Snakerocks - even Spottedleaf was too far! Silverstream needed help now!

 

“What’s the matter?” mewed Cinderpaw.

 

“There’s a cat- Silverstream- by the Sunningrocks. She’s having her kits, but something’s gone
wrong.”

 

“Oh, StarClan help her!” exclaimed Cinderpaw. “I’ll come. Wait there- I need to fetch supplies.” She
vanished into the mouth of the gorse tunnel. Fireheart waited, scrabbling his paws with impatience,
until at last he saw movement in the tunnel again. But it wasn’t Cinderpaw; it was Brackenfur and
Cherryfur.

 

“Cinderpaw sent us for Spottedleaf and Yellowfang,” the tom called as he bounded past Fireheart,
heading up the ravine. Cherryfur sped off in the direction Spottedleaf was in, amber eyes narrowed in
determination.

 

At last Cinderpaw reappeared. Her jaws were clamped on a leaf-wrapped bundle of herbs. She flicked
her tail at Fireheart as she approached, signaling that he should lead the way. Every step of that
journey was torment for Fireheart. Cinderpaw did her best, but her damaged leg slowed her down.
Time seemed to stretch out. With a pang of horror, Fireheart remembered his dream, of a faceless
silver queen who faded away, leaving her kits crying helplessly in the dark. Had that been
Silverstream?

 

As soon as the Sunningrocks came in sight, Fireheart bounded ahead of Cinderpaw. When he reached
the foot of the rock, he saw another cat crouched on the top, looking down into the gully where
Graystripe and Silverstream were. Cold paws clutched Fireheart’s heart. There was no mistaking
Tigerclaw’s massive body and dark coat. Darkstripe must have notified him, and the deputy had
followed Graystripe’s scent.

 

Fireheart had passed him on his dash back to camp without realizing it.

 

“Fireheart,” growled Tigerclaw, turning his head as Fireheart scrambled up the rock. “What do you
know about this?”

 



Fireheart looked down into the gully. Silverstream still lay on her side, but the powerful rippling down
her body had ebbed away into weak spasms. She had stopped wailing now; Fireheart guessed she was
too exhausted. Graystripe huddled close to her. He made a low, crooning noise deep in his chest, and
his yellow eyes were fixed on the she-cat’s face. Fireheart didn’t think that either of them had realized
Tigerclaw was there.

 

Before Fireheart could answer the deputy’s question, Cinderpaw came skidding around the bottom of
the rock and squeezed along the gully to Silverstream’s side. She dropped the bundle of herbs and
stooped to sniff the silver-gray queen.

 

“Fireheart!” she called a moment later. “Get down here! I need you!”

 

Ignoring a furious hiss from Tigerclaw, Fireheart leaped down into the gully, scraping his claws
painfully on the sheer rock. As his paws touched the ground, Cinderpaw came to meet him. She was
carrying a very small kit with its eyes closed and ears flat to its head, and dark gray fur plastered to its
body.

 

“Is it dead?” Fireheart whispered.

 

“No!” Cinderpaw set down the kit and patted it toward him. “Lick, Fireheart! Make it warm, get its
blood flowing.”

 

As soon as she had finished speaking she turned in the narrow space and went back to Silverstream.
Her body blocked Fireheart’s view of what was happening, but he heard the apprentice medicine cat
begin to meow reassuringly, and an anxious question from Graystripe.

 

Fireheart bent over the kit and rasped his tongue over its tiny body. For a long time it didn’t respond,
and he began to think Cinderpaw had been wrong, and the kit was dead after all. Then he felt a tiny
shiver run through it and it opened its jaws in a soundless mew. 

 

“It’s alive!” he gasped.

 

“Told you,” Cinderpaw called to him. “Keep licking. There’s another one coming, any moment now.
That’s right, Silverstream...you’re doing fine.”

 



Tigerclaw had come down from the rock and was standing in the mouth of the gully with a look of
thunder on his face. “That’s a RiverClan cat,” he hissed. “Will one of you tell me what’s going on?”

 

Before any cat had time to reply, Cinderpaw let out a shout of triumph. “You’ve done it,
Silverstream!”

 

Moments later she turned with a second tiny kit in her jaws, and set it down in front of Tigerclaw. 

 

“Here. Lick.”

 

Tigerclaw glared at her. “I’m not a medicine cat.”

 

Cinderpaw’s blue eyes blazed as she rounded on the deputy. “You’ve got a tongue, haven’t you? Lick,
you useless lump of fur. Do you want the kit to die?”

 

Fireheart flinched, half expecting Tigerclaw to hurl himself at her and slash her open with his
powerful claws. Instead, the dark tabby bowed his huge head and began to lick the second kit.

 

At once Cinderpaw turned back to Silverstream. Fireheart heard her meow, “You need to swallow this
herb. Here, Graystripe, make her eat as much as she can. We’ve got to stop the bleeding.”

 

Fireheart paused for a moment in his own vigorous licking. His kit was breathing evenly now, and it
seemed to be out of danger. He wished he knew what was happening in the gully ahead of him; he
heard Cinderpaw growl, “Hold on, Silverstream,” and a louder, panicky meow from Graystripe:
“Silverstream!”

 

At the sound of his friend’s distress, Fireheart could not stay back any longer. Leaving the kit, he
pushed forward until he could crouch beside Cinderpaw. He was in time to see Silverstream raise her
head and feebly lick Graystripe’s face. “Good-bye, Graystripe,” she whispered. “I love you. Take care
of our kits.”

 

Then the silver tabby’s body gave a massive shudder. Her head fell back, her paws jerked, and she
was still.

 



“Silverstream!” whispered Cinderpaw.

 

“No, Silverstream, no.” Graystripe’s mew was very soft. “Don’t go. Don’t leave me.” He bent over
the limp body, nuzzling her gently. She did not move.

 

“Silverstream!” Graystripe reared up and flung back his head. His wails of grief split the quiet air.
“Silverstream!”

 

Cinderpaw crouched over the body for a few moments more, nudging at Silverstream’s fur, but at last
she admitted defeat. She sat up and stared ahead, her blue eyes bleak and cold.

 

Fireheart got up and padded over to her. “Cinderpaw, the kits are safe,” he murmured.

 

The look she gave him made his heart freeze. “But their mother is dead. I lost her, Fireheart.”

 

The rocks were still echoing to Graystripe’s dreadful wailing. Tigerclaw appeared, scrambling past the
other cats, and reached out a massive paw to cuff the gray warrior behind the ear. 

 

“Stop that moaning.”

 

Graystripe fell silent, more out of shock and exhaustion, Fireheart thought, than obedience to the
deputy’s order. Tigerclaw glared around at all of them. “Now will some cat tell me what’s going on?
Graystripe, do you know this RiverClan cat?”

 

Graystripe looked up. His eyes had gone dull and cold, like pebbles. “I loved her,” he whispered.

 

“What- these are your kits?” Tigerclaw seemed stunned.

 

“Mine and Silverstream’s.” A faint spark of defiance kindled in Graystripe. “I know what you’ll say,
Tigerclaw. Don’t bother. I don’t care.” He turned back to Silverstream, pressing his nose against her
fur and murmuring softly to her.

 



Meanwhile, Cinderpaw had roused herself enough to examine the two kits. “I think they’ll live,” she
mewed, though to Fireheart she sounded less certain than before. “We need to get them back to camp,
to find a queen to suckle them.”

 

Tigerclaw spun around to face her. “Are you mad? Why should ThunderClan raise them? They’re
half-breeds. No Clan will want them.”

 

Cinderpaw ignored him. “Fireheart, you take that one,” she ordered. “I’ll carry the other.”

 

Fireheart twitched his whiskers in agreement, but before he picked up the kit he walked over to
Graystripe and pressed his body against his friend’s broad gray shoulder. “Do you want to come with
us?”

 

Graystripe shook his head. “I have to stay here and bury her,” he whispered. “Here, between
RiverClan and ThunderClan. After this, not even her own Clan will want to mourn her.”

 

Fireheart felt his heart break for his friend, but there was nothing more he could do to help. “I’ll come
back soon,” he promised. More softly, though he was past caring if Tigerclaw heard him or not, he
added, “I will mourn her with you, Graystripe. I knew her when we were apprentices - she was brave,
and friendly, and I know she loved you.”

 

His friend did not respond. Fireheart picked up the kit with his teeth, and left Graystripe beside the cat
he had loved more than his Clan, more than honor, more than life itself. 

 

Tigerclaw went on ahead, and by the time Fireheart and Cinderpaw reached the camp with
Silverstream’s kits, the whole Clan knew what had happened. Warriors and apprentices had gathered
outside their dens, watching in silence. Fireheart could almost smell their shock and disbelief.

 

Bluestar stood at the entrance to the nursery as if she was waiting for them. Fireheart half expected
her to turn them away, refusing to take care of a different Clan’s kits, but she only meowed quietly,
“Come inside.”

 

In the heart of the bramble thicket, all was dim and quiet. Brindleface was curled around her kits,
asleep in a heap of gray and tawny fur. Creekflower was lazily grooming her kits, while close by, in a
nest of moss lined with downy feathers, Goldenflower lay on her side, suckling her kits. One was a



pale ginger tortoiseshell - the kit’s ginger patches were like Goldenflower’s own fur, and the other - a
tom - was a dark tabby. Tawnykit and Bramblekit, born not too long ago.

 

“Goldenflower,” murmured Bluestar, “I have something to ask you. Can you manage two more? Their
mother has just died.”

 

Goldenflower raised her head, her startled look softening when she saw the two helpless scraps of fur
dangling from Fireheart’s and Cinderpaw’s mouths. They had begun to wriggle feebly, giving out
thin, high-pitched mews of fear and hunger.

 

“I suppose-” Goldenflower began.

 

“Wait,” Speckletail interrupted; she had padded into the nursery just behind Fireheart. “Before you
agree to anything, Goldenflower, ask Bluestar to tell you whose kits these are.”

 

Fireheart felt a pang of anxiety. Though Speckletail was a good mother, she had a ferocious temper,
and he guessed she would not look kindly on kits that were neither one Clan nor the other - and who
were also his own kin.

 

“I would not hide such a thing from her,” Bluestar meowed calmly. “Goldenflower, these are
Graystripe’s kits. Their mother was Silverstream- a RiverClan cat.”

 

Goldenflower’s eyes widened in astonishment, and Brindleface, roused from her doze, pricked up her
ears. Creekflower’s head tilted, eyes sympathetic.

 

“Graystripe must have been slinking off for moons to see her,” Speckletail hissed. “What loyal cat
would do that? They both betrayed their Clans. There’s bad blood in those kits.”

 

“Nonsense,” Bluestar spat back, her hackles suddenly raised. Fireheart winced- he had rarely seen his
leader so angry. “Whatever we think about Graystripe and Silverstream, the kits are innocent. Will
you take them, Goldenflower? They’ll die without a mother.”

 

Goldenflower hesitated, and then let out a long breath. “How can I say no? I have plenty of milk.”

 



Speckletail let out a snort of disapproval and pointedly turned her back as Fireheart and Cinderpaw
gently laid the kits in Goldenflower’s nest. The pale ginger queen bent over to guide them toward her
belly, and their miserable squeaking died away as they burrowed into the warmth of her body and
found a place to suckle.

 

“Thank you, Goldenflower,” purred Bluestar.

 

Fireheart realized that she was looking down at the young kits with an expression of longing. He
wondered if she was thinking about her own lost kits, and his doubts about what had really happened
to them came flooding back. Could they possibly be Mistyfoot and Stonefur, alive and well in
RiverClan? Did she have any idea?

 

His thoughts were interrupted when Cinderpaw turned abruptly and made her way out of the den.
Fireheart followed her, to find her crouching outside with her head bowed onto her front paws.
“What’s the matter?” he asked.

 

“Silverstream died.” Fireheart could hardly hear her muffled reply. “I let her die.”

 

“That’s not true!”

 

Cinderpaw looked up, blinking. Her eyes were blue pools of misery. “I’m supposed to be a medicine
cat. I’m supposed to save lives.”

 

“You saved the two kits,” Fireheart reminded her, moving closer and pressing the side of his face
against her cheek.

 

“But I didn’t save Silverstream.”

 

A wave of sympathy washed over Fireheart. He understood how Cinderpaw felt - Sunstar’s bloody
death flashed through his mind - and he wanted to tell her she was wrong to blame herself, but he
didn’t have the words. Feeling useless and saddened, he began to lick her gently.

 

“What’s going on?” Fireheart looked up to see Yellowfang standing in front of them, a puzzled frown
on her broad gray face. “What’s this I hear about Graystripe and a RiverClan queen?”



 

Cinderpaw didn’t even seem to notice that one of her mentors was there. It was left to Fireheart to
explain.

 

“Cinderpaw was brilliant,” he told the elderly medicine cat. “Those kits would have died without
her.”

 

Yellowfang nodded. “I’ve seen Tigerclaw,” she rasped. “Brackenfur was taking me to the
Sunningrocks when we ran into him. He’s furious about the kits. But he’s not furious with you,
Cinderpaw,” she added. “He knows you did your duty, just as any medicine cat would.”

 

Cinderpaw glanced up at that. “I’ll never be a medicine cat,” she spat bitterly. “I’m useless. I let
Silverstream die.”

 

“No you’re not!” Lizardkit’s squeak came from the nursery. The brown kit- as big as Cinderpaw now-
tumbled out of the den and scampered over, green eyes wide with concern.

 

“Lizardkit’s right,” snarled Yellowfang angrily, arching her skinny gray body. “That’s the most
mouse-brained thing I’ve ever heard.”

 

“Yellowfang-” Fireheart began to protest at her harsh tone, but the medicine cat ignored him. 

 

“You did your best, Cinderpaw,” she growled. “No cat can do more.”

 

“But it wasn’t good enough,” Cinderpaw pointed out dully. “If you or Spottedleaf had been there, you
would have saved her.” Lizardkit gave a little mew and pressed against the gray apprentice.

 

“Oh? StarClan told you that, did they? Cinderpaw, sometimes cats die, and no cat can do anything
about it.” She let out a rusty mew, half laughter, half scolding. “Not even me.”

 

“Nor me,” Spottedleaf’s sympathetic purr came from behind. The younger medicine cat padded
forward, amber eyes sad. “I wasn’t able to save my sister’s kits, Chestnutkit, or Weedwhisker - or
even my own mentor, Featherwhisker.” She gently nuzzled Cinderpaw’s head.



 

“But I lost her.” Cinderpaw whimpered.

 

“I know. And that’s a hard lesson.” Yellowfang replied - there was now rough sympathy in the old
cat’s meow. “But I’ve lost cats before now- more cats than I care to count. Every medicine cat in the
world has. You live with it. You go on.” She nudged Cinderpaw with her battle-scarred muzzle, and
went on nudging until the younger cat rose unsteadily to her paws.  “Come on. There’s work to be
done. Smallear’s complaining about his aching joints again.”

 

She herded Cinderpaw in the direction of her den and paused to glance over her shoulder at Fireheart.
Lizardkit trotted after Cinderpaw.

 

“You can teach me what herbs to use, Cinderpaw!” Lizardkit meowed, nudging her friend.

 

“Don’t worry,” Yellowfang told him. “She’ll be fine.” Fireheart watched the three cats cross the
clearing and vanish into the medicine den.

 

Spottedleaf touched her nose to Fireheart’s ear, a soft purr in her throat. “And you did all you could
too,” she meowed gently. “I only wish we had gotten here sooner.” Fireheart nuzzled his mother, ears
drooping - while he hadn’t known Silverstream that well, he had been semi-friends with her in their
apprentice days. And she was also Lightningfur’s friend…

 

He winced. How was Lightningfur going to take losing her best friend?

 

He stewed on that thought as Spottedleaf quickly trotted to the medicine den and ducked inside.

 

“You can trust them.” At the sound of the quiet meow, Fireheart turned to see Bluestar. “They’ll see
Cinderpaw through this.”

 

The Clan leader was sitting just outside the nursery, her tail wrapped neatly over her paws. In spite of
all the turmoil of Silverstream’s death and the discovery of Graystripe’s illicit relationship, she looked
as calm as ever. Fireheart envied that ability she had.

 

“Bluestar,” Fireheart meowed hesitantly, “what will happen to Graystripe now? Will he be punished?”



 

Bluestar looked thoughtful. “I can’t answer that yet, Fireheart,” she admitted. “I need to discuss it
with Tigerclaw and the other warriors.”

 

“Graystripe couldn’t help himself,” Fireheart blurted out loyally.

 

“Not help himself- when he betrayed his Clan and the warrior code to be with Silverstream?”
Bluestar’s eyes glinted, but her tone was not as angry as Fireheart would have expected. “I promise
you one thing,” she added. “I’ll do nothing until the shock has died down. We need to consider the
whole matter carefully.”

 

“You’re not really shocked, though, are you?” Fireheart dared to ask. “Had you guessed it was
happening?” He half expected Bluestar not to answer. She held him motionless for several heartbeats
with her penetrating blue gaze. There was wisdom in her eyes, he saw, and even pain.

 

“Yes, I suspected,” she mewed at last. “It’s a leader’s place to know things. And I’m not exactly blind
at the Gatherings.”

 

“Then...then why didn’t you stop it?”

 

“I hoped Graystripe would remember his loyalty to the Clan on his own,” Bluestar replied. “I knew
that even if he didn’t, something would happen to end it, sooner or later. I only wish it had not ended
so tragically, for both of them. Though I don’t know how Graystripe would have coped with watching
his own kits grow up in another Clan.”

 

“You understand about that, don’t you?” The words were out before Fireheart had a chance to think
about what he was saying. “It happened to you.”

 

Bluestar stiffened and Fireheart flinched at the sudden blaze of anger in her eyes. Then she relaxed,
and the anger was replaced by a distant look of memory and loss.

 

“You guessed,” she murmured. “I thought you might. Yes, Fireheart, Mistyfoot and Stonefur were
once my kits.”



Fireheart Gets A Reality Check

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

“Come,” Bluestar ordered. She began to walk slowly across the camp toward her den, leaving
Fireheart with no choice but to follow. Once inside, she told him to sit down, and settled herself on
her bedding. “How much do you know?” she asked Fireheart, her blue eyes searching his.

 

“Only that Oakstar once brought two ThunderClan kits to RiverClan,” Fireheart admitted. “He told
Graypool- that’s the queen who suckled them- that he didn’t know where they had come from.”

 

Bluestar nodded, her gaze softening. “I knew Oakstar would stay loyal to me,” she murmured. She
raised her head. “He was the kits’ father,” she added. “Did you guess that much?”

 

Fireheart shook his head. But it made sense, then, that Oakstar had been so desperate for Graypool to
care for the helpless kits. He remembered all the times Oakstar and Bluestar had stared at each other,
during Gatherings, or just before battles at Sunningrocks, something hidden in their gazes - now he
knew. “What exactly happened to your kits?” he demanded, curiosity making him unguarded.
“Oakstar didn’t steal them, did he?” He hadn’t known the leader personally- he’d seem kind, if he had
taken Thistlestar without complaint (much like he had ThunderClan kits, Fireheart realized with a
jolt)- but he hadn’t seem like the type to stoop to Brokentail’s level.

 

The Clan leader’s ears flicked impatiently. “Of course not.” Her eyes met Fireheart’s, suddenly
clouded with a pain he could not begin to imagine. “No, he didn’t steal them. I gave them away.”

 

Fireheart stared in disbelief. There was nothing he could do but wait for the she-cat to explain.

 

“As you know, my warrior name was Bluefur,” she began. “Like you, I wanted nothing more than to
serve my Clan. Oakstar and I met at a Gathering early one leaf-bare, when we were still young and
foolish warriors. We were not mates for long. When I discovered I was to have kits, I intended to bear
them for ThunderClan. No cat asked me who the father was- if a queen does not wish to tell, that is
her choice.”

 

“But then...?” Fireheart prompted.

 



Bluestar’s eyes were fixed on a point far away, as if she were staring into the distant past. “Then
Tawnyspots decided to retire. I knew I had a good chance of being chosen to take his place.
Goosefeather had already told me that StarClan held a great destiny for me. But I also knew the Clan
would never take a queen nursing kits as deputy.”

 

“So you gave them away?” Fireheart could not keep the note of disbelief out of his voice. “Couldn’t
you have waited until they had left their nursery? Surely you could have been made deputy once the
kits were old enough to care for themselves.”

 

“It wasn’t an easy decision,” Bluestar told him, her voice rough with pain. “That was a bitter leaf-
bare. The Clan was half-starved and I had barely enough milk to feed my kits. I knew that in
RiverClan they would be well cared for. In those days the river was full of fish, and RiverClan cats
never went hungry.”

 

“But to lose them...” Fireheart blinked at the sharpness of pain he felt in sympathy.

 

“Fireheart, I don’t need you to tell me how difficult my choice was. I lay awake for many nights,
deciding what to do. What was best for the kits...what was best for me...and what was best for the
Clan.”

 

“There must have been other warriors ready to be deputy?” Fireheart was still struggling to accept
that Bluestar had been so ambitious that she would have given away her own kits.

 

Bluestar jerked her chin up defiantly. “Oh, yes. There was Thistlestar.” Fireheart blinked, and recalled
with a jolt that Thistlestar had told him about that… That Bluestar had stolen his chance at being
ThunderClan’s deputy.

 

And she gave up her kits to do it, Fireheart thought, shocked.

 

“He was a fine warrior, strong and brave. But his answer to every problem was to fight. Should I have
watched him be made deputy, and then leader, and let him force the Clan into unnecessary wars?” She
shook her head sadly. “I couldn’t stand by and let him destroy my Clan.”

 

“But-” Fireheart struggled to answer. Bluestar wasn’t wrong. Much like Lightningfur, Thistlestar
enjoyed a good fight. Fireheart had admired that strength in his father. “He is a good leader -
RiverClan is doing well with him in charge.” Bluestar sighed, a bitter smile on her face.



 

“Yes,” she agreed. “He is a good leader - but he is also a terrible, terrible cat.” Fireheart opened his
mouth to defend his father - surely Bluestar must know that Thistlestar wasn’t that bad! - when his
leader raised a paw for silence.

 

“Fireheart,” she meowed. “What I am about to tell you is going to be hard to hear. But I am asking
you to listen - listen and think.” Fireheart reluctantly closed his jaw, uneasy. Whenever cats talked
about his father, it was never good. Why couldn’t they see that underneath his mistakes, he was a
good and loving father?

 

“Your father was a great warrior, Spottedleaf wasn’t wrong about that - but their supposed love wasn’t
the kind of love that Redtail and Runningwind had for each other - even the kind Oakstar and I had.
Thistlestar never loved Spottedleaf, and she never loved him - on both ends, it was an infatuation. A
disgusting one on Thistlestar’s end.”

 

“But-” Fireheart couldn’t resist interjecting. “But he did love her!” Bluestar gave him a sympathetic
look.

 

“Fireheart,” she continued softly. “Do you remember how old Spottedleaf was when you were born?”
Fireheart blinked, a little caught off guard.

 

“Eleven…twelve moons? Something like that?”

 

When she was still a ‘paw.

 

“Creekkit, do you think she got her medicine cat name? StarClan accepted her, right? She’s the best
medicine cat ever, so of course they have too.”

 

Bluestar nodded. “Spottedleaf was much too young to have kits - let alone a mate. And Thistlestar
knew this.” She closed her eyes and inhaled a deep breath. “Fireheart, the same age gap that lies
between your parents roughly lies between your niece Lizardkit and Runningwind.”

 

Fireheart jerked, blinking in confusion. “What do you mean?” he desperately asked. He’d known
since he was young that Thistlestar was ‘too old’ for Spottedleaf. But he’d thought it ridiculous once



he’d met Thistlestar - Thistlestar was strong and noble and great, no matter how old he was. “What
does that have to do with anything?”

 

“Thistlestar first took an interest in Spottedleaf when she was a kit,” Bluestar meowed, a light touch
of anger in her voice. “How would you feel if Runningwind developed an interest in Lizardkit - right
now.”

 

Fireheart twitched, disgust rising inside him at the insinuation that his best friend would do something
like that. He knew Runningwind wouldn’t ever do something like that to Lizardkit - especially since
he preferred toms. But the idea that a tom around his friend’s age would go after his young niece…

 

“You see?” Bluestar meowed softly. “Thistlestar didn’t love Spottedleaf - he desired her. And that is
not the same as love.” She brushed her whiskers against his cheek as he stared wide-eyed at her.

 

“But…” Fireheart weakly protested. His green eyes darted around. “He told me he loved her…loved
us.”

 

Bluestar stared softly at him. “I cannot speak for how he feels for you and your siblings,” she
meowed. “But believe me - he held no true love for your mother. Just like he currently holds no true
love for Grasswhisker - I’m sure you remember the last Gathering. And how he ignored her in favor
of your mother.” Fireheart lowered his head, staring at his paws. He had felt so confused at that
Gathering. Whitestorm, his half-brother, son of Thistlestar as well, had yelled at Thistlestar. Disowned
him. Fireheart had been aghast. But now…

 

“But why?” he quietly asked. “Why would he do that to them? He wouldn’t hurt them.” He’s a good
cat, he’s just made mistakes. Bluestar gave a heavy sigh, a slight frown on her face.

 

“I don’t know for sure,” she meowed. “But if I could guess…he felt - and feels - like they were
placeholders…for my sister.” Snowfur, Fireheart recalled, ears twitching. He felt his heart twist. So his
father never actually cared about Spottedleaf? Did he…did he even care about him ?

 

“He spent a night with a kittypet,” Fireheart found himself saying dully. “After Snowfur’s death. My-
my half-brother is the leader of BloodClan - Scourge. He was angry to find out who Thistlestar was.
Apparently he was attacked by Tigerclaw under his orders as a kit.”

 



Bluestar’s ears perked. “A kit? Is Scourge black-furred?” At Fireheart’s sad nod, she closed her eyes.
“I’m glad to hear he survived,” she meowed softly. “But also saddened that his own father was the
cause of so much pain…” She opened her blue eyes and stared sadly at him. “And I’m sorry you and
your siblings - all of them - are barring so much pain and hate because of Thistlestar.” She rested her
chin on his head, in between his ears, and gave his ears soft licks of comfort.

 

They stared like that for a bit, letting Fireheart collect his swirling thoughts. Thistlestar hurt
Spottedleaf, he told himself. Not because their love was forbidden, like Graystripe and Silverstream’s
or Bluestar and Oakstar’s, and others would condemn them - but because she was a kit .

 

“Your kits…” he meowed quietly. “Did you give the kits to Oakstar yourself?”

 

“Yes,” Bluestar responded, equally as soft. “I spoke to him at a Gathering, and he agreed to take them.
So one night I crept out of the camp and took them to the Sunningrocks. Oakstar was waiting, and he
took two of them across the river.”

 

“Two of them?” Fireheart was startled. He lifted his head. “You mean there were more than two?”

 

“There were three.” Bluestar bowed her head; her mew was scarcely audible. “The third kit was too
weak to cope with the journey. She died with me, by the river, in the cold.”

 

“What did you tell the rest of the Clan?” Fireheart thought back to his time as a kit, when he’d heard
cats talk about Bluestar’s kits. At a Gathering, once, Patchpelt said she had only ever ‘lost’ them.

 

“I...I made it look as if they had been taken from the nursery by a fox or a badger. I tore a hole in the
nursery wall just before I left, and when I came back, I said that I had been hunting and had left my
kits sleeping safely.” Her whole body trembled, and Fireheart could tell that confessing to this lie was
causing Bluestar more pain than losing a life.

 

“Every cat searched,” she went on. “And I searched too, even though I knew there was no hope of
finding them. The Clan was devastated for me.” She dropped her head onto her paws. 

 

Forgetting for a moment that she was his leader, Fireheart gave Bluestar’s ears a gentle lick. Once
again he remembered his dream, and the faceless queen who had faded away, leaving her kits to cry
for her. He had thought the queen was Silverstream, but now he realized she was Bluestar as well. The
dream had been both prophecy and Clan memory. 



 

“And after Thistlestar was exiled…” he recalled. He felt claws rip at his heart once more. Bluestar
had given up her kits, determined to keep ThunderClan away from Thistlestar’s control - but had done
so for nothing. Thistlestar would have been exiled shortly, once Spottedleaf- Spotted paw was
discovered to be pregnant. Bluestar could have kept her kits, could have raised them in ThunderClan.

 

But it had been - and was - too late.

 

“Why are you sharing this with me?” he asked.

 

When Bluestar looked up, Fireheart could hardly bear to see the sorrow in her eyes.

 

“For many seasons I put the kits out of my mind,” she answered. “I became deputy, and then leader,
and my Clan needed me. But lately, with the floods, and the danger to RiverClan- and your
discoveries, Fireheart, making me hear again what I knew very well already… And now another pair
of kits who are half RiverClan, half ThunderClan. Perhaps this time I can make better decisions.”

 

“But why tell me?” Fireheart repeated.

 

“Perhaps after so long I want a cat to know the truth,” meowed Bluestar with a slight frown. “I think
you of all cats might understand, Fireheart. Sometimes there are no right choices.”

 

But Fireheart was not sure that he understood at all. His mind was whirling. On one paw he could
picture the young warrior, Bluefur, fiercely ambitious, determined to do the best for her Clan, even if
it meant unimaginable sacrifices. On the other, he saw a mother grieving for the kits she had
abandoned so long ago. And what was probably more real to him than either, the gifted leader who
had done what she felt was best and borne the pain of it alone.

 

And on another, he saw his father. Proud, ambitious, loving, strong.

 

Lusting after a tiny kitten who thought the world of him.

 

“I won’t tell another cat,” he promised, realizing how much she must trust him to have revealed her
secrets to him like this.



 

“Thank you, Fireheart,” she replied. “There are difficult times ahead of us. The Clan doesn’t need
more trouble.” She rose to her paws and stretched as if she had been curled up in a long sleep. “Now I
must speak with Tigerclaw. And you, Fireheart, had better go and think on what I’ve told you.”

 

Fireheart exited Bluestar’s den, mind whirling. No matter how hard he tried, his thoughts always
came back to Thistlestar.

 

His father.

 

The cat he trusted and loved so blindly.

 

His trust and admiration for Thistlestar had been crushed .

 

How could Thistlestar do something like that? Do something like that to Spottedleaf ?

 

If he loved her, he thought. Why would he mate with her when she was an apprentice ? Pad after her
when she was a kit? And why had he never thought past his time in the nursery, to before he was
born, to when Spottedleaf would have been even younger than he remembered her. She would have
been nine or ten moons when she mated with him. When she became pregnant. I’d never thought of
that. Why did I never think of that? He’d only ever thought of Thistlestar, wondering when he’d see
him next in the Place of No Stars- or better, in the waking world.

 

Unconsciously, he found himself walking to the medicine den. He poked his head inside, spying
Brokentail, curled tightly into a ball of fur, ignoring Yellowfang’s light conversation.

 

“...sure there’s no pain?” she meowed, sniffing the tom’s pelt. “Alright, Cinderpaw!” The gray
apprentice poked her head out from the stores, eyes still clouded with pain. “Follow me, and bring
that goldenrod for Smallear.” Cinderpaw gave a small nod and disappeared back into the den, where
Fireheart could glimpse Lizardkit’s brown tabby tail poking out. Yellowfang then noticed Fireheart.

 

“What’s got you looking like you lost your favorite mossball?” she asked. Fireheart shuffled his paws,
frowning.

 



“Is Spottedleaf here?” he asked.

 

Yellowfang gazed at him, head slightly tilted, before jerking her head sideways. “She’s by the Owl
Tree. Go talk to her - I can tell you need to.” Fireheart gave her a grateful nod before hastily leaving
camp. He climbed up the ravine, paws slipping on the rock in his hurry.

 

He broke into a run as he sped towards the Owl Tree. What was he going to say to his mother? Sorry
for never questioning anything? Sorry for listening to Thistlestar more than her? Sorry I still love
Thistlestar, even after what I’ve heard?

 

He felt so stupid.

 

“Fireheart?” The red tom skidded to a stop as he nearly ran into his mother. “What’s the matter?” Her
worried frown made him drop his head.

 

“I…I just came from talking with Bluestar,” he admitted. “And…well.” He pawed at the ground, heart
pounding. “She-told-me-about-Thistlestar,” he blurted out in a rush, feeling mouse-brained. Hadn’t
every cat told him about how awful Thistlestar was? And he’d just ignored them because he believed
his father loved him? No, he loves me, he has to; I love him, why do I love him? Spottedleaf stared at
him, amber eyes blinking, before she closed them, head bowed in acceptance.

 

“I knew one day you’d have to know everything,” she meowed. “Creekflower and Copperleaf knew
from the start; they were always perceptive. Airleap has figured it out for himself, I’m sure, and
Lightningfur... But you…” She sighed. “When you were born, I didn’t want to believe Thistlestar was
a bad cat either. I wanted it all to be one big misunderstanding, that bad circumstances had befallen
us. That soon everyone would see how much he loved me. That’s the reason I didn’t want to tell you
all much about him - I held onto the hope that he would come back and apologize. I hoped he would
come back and be a good mate, a good father .” She nuzzled his face. “But as I got older, and you all
got older, I realized that…that if a cat treated any of you the way he did me…I would be horrified.
That’s when I started seeing how truly wrong it was. But at that point, I didn’t want to speak ill of
your father to any of you - because even if he was an awful cat, he was still your father and cats like
Frostfur already judged you for it. For me. I didn’t want to give you more reasons to hate yourselves.”

 

“Mom…” Fireheart meowed quietly. “I’m sorry, I should have realized how bad it really was sooner. I
recall some things I heard as a kit, and I knew it was bad, but…” He squeezed his eyes shut. “But I
really wanted - want - to believe Thistlestar’s a good father, even if he’s not a good cat. He’s told us
he loves us…”

 



He hesitantly looked back to his mother. “Spottedleaf…the Gathering he first appeared at wasn’t the
first time I saw him - or Lightningfur, or Creekflower. When…when we were kits, Lightningfur and I
woke up in a dark forest.” Spottedleaf stiffened. “We met a faded spirit called Mapleshade, and she
brought us to Thistlestar - when he was still Thistleclaw. He told us that the Dark Forest would be the
only place at the time for us to spend time together.” He took a breath to steady himself. “After we
snuck out of camp that one day - when Creekflower fell into the river? He was the cat that saved her. I
thought that surely, if he saved her, what the others said about him could not be true. He loved us.
And after that was when Creekflower joined us in our dreams. He and Mapleshade would teach us
fighting moves to defend ourselves- to one day become leaders like Thistlestar wanted.” Spottedlead
gazed at her son, amber eyes pained.

 

“The Place of No Stars,” she meowed softly. Fireheart lowered his head.

 

 “I know that it’s where the evil cats go,” he confessed. “We found out during our apprenticeship -
Lightningfur wasn’t bothered. She actually told me that I was overreacting, and that it didn’t matter
and I…I believed her. Mapleshade had told us about how her mate had let her kits drown, but he was
let into StarClan anyway so…so I thought StarClan had been unfair to ban her but welcome
Appledusk.” He stared imploringly at his mother. “I don’t want to be a bad cat! But I’m scared - I’m
scared that because I’ve been in the Dark Forest, and been meeting Mapleshade, Silverhawk, and
Thistlestar there that…that I’m bad too.”

 

“No!” Spottedleaf denied, eyes wide with shock. “No, you are not a bad cat!” she meowed firmly.
“Training in the Dark Forest doesn’t make you bad - only your choices. And if it did…” she trailed
off. “Then I will be in there too, when I die.”

 

Fireheart blinked, surprised. What?

 

“I was an apprentice,” Spottedleaf confessed. “Thistlestar had told me he was going to show me
something, and I ended up dreaming myself into the Dark Forest and Thistlestar met me there. He was
so excited…” She shivered. “That was my warning sign, when I started to doubt. Not our relationship
- but who he was. While I was there, I saw him…kill one of the spirits. They just disappeared.
Became nothing.” Fireheart was the one that shivered this time.

 

“Fireheart,” Spottedleaf meowed. “What Thistlestar did was wrong - very wrong. And he’s doing it
again to Grasswhisker - StarClan help her. I remember seeing her as an owl-eyed little apprentice, at
his side. I should have realized sooner that the way Thistlestar looked at her- his own apprentice- was
the same way he looked at me. Hungry .” Fireheart’s heart thudded, a shiver down his spine, and
Spottedleaf licked his ear. “But always remember that the ones who truly love you are here.”

 



Spottedleaf, Creekflower, Darkstripe, Runningwind, Sandstorm, Whitestorm, Feathercloud, Cherryfur,
Graystripe, Ravenpaw, Yellowfang, Bluestar, Cinderpaw, Brackenfur, Lizardkit, Cloudkit, Cliffkit…
Fireheart thought. Airleap, too - and Copperleaf, and his kits. Even Lightningfur, if he held out hope
for his battle-hungry sister.

 

Those were the cats that really mattered.

 

 

The sun was beginning to sink, turning the river into a ribbon of reflected fire, as Fireheart returned to
the Sunningrocks. Graystripe crouched beside a patch of freshly turned earth at the top of the
riverbank, his gaze fixed on the blazing water.

 

“I buried her on the shore,” he whispered as Fireheart padded up and sat down beside him. “She loved
the river.” He raised his head to where the first stars of Silverpelt were beginning to appear. “She
hunts with StarClan now,” he mewed softly. “Someday I’ll find her again, and we’ll be together.”

 

Fireheart was unable to speak. He pressed himself more closely to Graystripe’s side, and the two cats
crouched there in silence as the bloodred light faded.

 

“Where did you take the kits?” Graystripe meowed at last. “They should have been buried with her.”

 

“Buried?” Fireheart echoed. “Graystripe, didn’t you know? The kits are alive.”

 

Graystripe stared at him, jaws gaping, his golden eyes beginning to glow. “They’re alive-
Silverstream’s kits- my kits? Fireheart, where are they?”

 

“In the ThunderClan nursery.” Fireheart gave him a quick lick. “Goldenflower is suckling them.”

 

“But she won’t keep them- will she? Does she know they’re Silverstream’s?”

 

“The whole Clan knows,” Fireheart told him reluctantly. “Tigerclaw saw to that. But Goldenflower
doesn’t blame the kits, and neither does Bluestar. They’ll be cared for, Graystripe; they really will.”



 

Graystripe scrambled to his paws, moving stiffly after his long vigil. He looked doubtfully at
Fireheart, as if he couldn’t believe that ThunderClan would really accept the kits. “I want to see
them.”

 

“Come on, then,” mewed Fireheart, feeling a surge of relief that his friend felt ready to face the Clan
again. “Bluestar sent me to bring you home.”

 

He led the way through the darkening forest. Graystripe padded after him, but he kept casting glances
back, as if he couldn’t bear to leave Silverstream behind. He did not speak, and Fireheart let him be
silent with his memories.

 

When they reached the camp, the curious murmuring groups of warriors and apprentices had broken
up, and everything looked normal for a warm newleaf evening. Brackenfur and Dustpelt crouched by
the nettle patch, sharing a piece of fresh-kill, and outside the apprentices’ den Thornpaw and
Brightpaw were rolling around in a play fight while Swiftpaw and Lynxpaw looked on. Tigerclaw and
Bluestar were nowhere to be seen.

 

Fireheart breathed a sigh of relief. He wanted Graystripe left alone, at least until he had visited the
kits, without being troubled by blame or hostility from his fellow warriors.

 

Then, on their way to the nursery, they passed Sandstorm. She halted abruptly, glancing from
Fireheart to Graystripe and back again.

 

“Hi,” Fireheart mewed, trying to sound as friendly as he always did. “We’re going to visit the kits.
See you in the den later?”

 

“ You can,” Sandstorm growled, with a glare at Graystripe. “Just keep him away from me, that’s all.”

 

She stalked off, her head and tail held high.

 

Fireheart’s heart sank. He remembered how hostile Sandstorm had been to him when they were
younger, after Sunstar had died. It had taken her a while to thaw toward him. How long would it be
before she would treat Graystripe as a friend again?



 

Graystripe flattened his ears against his head. “She doesn’t want me here. No cat does.”

“ I do,” Fireheart meowed, hoping he sounded sufficiently encouraging. “Come on; let’s go and see
your kits.”

Chapter End Notes

Runningwind and Lizardkit's age difference is 21 moons. Thistlestar and Spottedleaf's age
difference is 28 moons. An earlier example Yellowfang gave Brakenpaw was himself and
Goldenflower- a 27 moon difference.
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Fireheart leaped from one stepping-stone to the next across the swiftly flowing river. The floodwater
had retreated and the stones were clearly visible again. It was the day after Silverstream had died; the
sky was gray with a thin drizzle of rain, as if StarClan were mourning her too.

 

Fireheart was on his way to take the news of Silverstream’s death into RiverClan, although he had not
sought Bluestar’s permission first. He had slipped away without telling any cat because he thought
Silverstream’s Clan had the right to know what had happened to her. And he suspected that not every
cat in ThunderClan would agree with him.

 

Reaching the opposite bank, Fireheart stood with his head raised, tasting the air for fresh scents. He
caught one almost at once, and a heartbeat later a small tabby she-cat appeared from the ferns above
the path. Fireheart tensed as he recognized young Grasswhisker. His father’s newest mate.

 

Grasswhisker stared at him, her green eyes hiding any emotion and her face smoothed. Her long-
furred tail swayed in the reeds before she sidled down the bank to confront Fireheart. “What are you
doing on our side of the river?” she demanded, lips pulling into a slight snarl.

 

“I-” Fireheart swallowed trying to catch his bearings instead of thinking about what Thistlestar was
doing to this she-cat. Is he kind to you? he thought. Or does he hurt you? Thistlestar never hurt
Fireheart. Even when training, there was a kindness when Thistlestar would brush his paw over
Fireheart’s newest scratch from Lightningfur, and tell him how great a warrior he would be.

 

How can he be so kind, when he does such awful things?

 

Fireheart recalled Thistlestar during battle. Like when he had taken one of Bluestar’s lives in defense
of Oakstar. He didn’t need to kill Bluestar then, he thought. Did he? He was protecting his leader. But
Bluestar wouldn’t have killed Oakstar, nor Oakstar her.

 

When Thistlestar had killed Thrushpelt, too. His own half-brother. But it was in self-defense.
Thrushpelt attacked him first. Didn’t he? Fireheart couldn’t remember. It was so long ago, he hardly
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even remembered Thrushpelt; but he remembered arguing with Creekflower, and being so certain
Thistlestar was doing the right thing.

 

But Thistlestar had attacked Sandstorm, back when they were still ‘paws.

 

He knew she was an apprentice, he thought. But he wasn’t going to hurt her too badly, I don’t think.
Just scare her. …Right?

 

“Well?” Grasswhisker growled, fur rising on her shoulders. “Or do you think you’re all that just
because you’re Thistlestar’s son? You can’t go frolicking all over RiverClan territory just to talk to
daddy. He’s mine , med kit.”

 

Fireheart stared at her, startled. So it was true then. They were mates. Grasswhisker- younger than
Fireheart, if he recalled- was his father’s mate. Did he even care for Spottedleaf at all if he got
another mate so soon? he wondered. But Thistlestar had seemed so pleased to see Spottedleaf again,
and talk to her, at the last Gathering. Spottedleaf hadn’t looked happy, though. She looked terrified.

 

I never want to see my mother look like that again.

 

“I’m not here to fight, or to spy,” Fireheart answered finally. “I need to talk to…” Not Thistlestar.
Not… right now. “...Mistyfoot. Will you fetch her for me?”

 

Grasswhisker narrowed her eyes. “Mistyfoot? Not Lightningfur?”

 

Fireheart shook his head. He’d love to see Lightningfur again. Desperately, to tell her his new view of
Thistlestar and Spottedleaf’s relationship. But what would he tell her? What would she say? No, he
was here to report Silverstream’s death. That was more important right now.

 

Grasswhisker stared at him when he gave no explanation. Then, she huffed, turning around. “Fine,”
she meowed. “I guess you’ll just tattle on me to Thistlestar if I didn’t. And I don’t want him mad at
me when it’s your fault.”

 

Fireheart watched her go and scrambled up the bank to a spot where he could lie concealed in the
bracken until Mistyfoot appeared. It was a long time before she came, but at last Fireheart caught



sight of her familiar blue-gray shape trotting rapidly toward him. Familiar because of Bluestar, he
realized with a jolt. His leader’s daughter was practically her double. To his relief she was alone.

 

As she paused to sniff the air, he called out softly to her, “Mistyfoot! Up here!”

 

Mistyfoot’s ears twitched; moments later she was pushing her way into the ferns beside him. “What is
it?” she meowed, looking worried. “Is it about Silverstream? I haven’t seen her since yesterday.”

 

Fireheart felt as if a bone were lodged in his throat. He swallowed uncomfortably. “Mistyfoot,” he

mewed, “it’s bad news. I’m so sorry...Silverstream is dead.”

 

Mistyfoot fixed him with wide blue eyes full of disbelief. “Dead?” she echoed. “She can’t be!” Before
Fireheart could respond, she added more harshly, “Did some of your ThunderClan warriors catch her
over there?”

 

“No, no,” Fireheart replied quickly. “She was at the Sunningrocks with Graystripe, and the kits started
to come. Something was wrong...there was a lot of blood. We did everything we could, but...oh,
Mistyfoot, I’m so sorry.”

 

Pain flooded into Mistyfoot’s eyes as he explained. She let out a long, low wailing sound, her head
flung back and her claws digging into the ground. Fireheart moved closer to try to comfort her, and
felt every muscle in her body rigid with tension. There were no words he could say that would do any
good. If this is how Mistyfoot reacted, how would Lightningfur, Silverstream’s best friend? At last the
terrible wailing died away and Mistyfoot relaxed a little. “I knew no good could come of it,” she
murmured. There was no anger or accusation in her voice, only a weary sadness. “I told her not to
meet Graystripe, but would she listen? And now...I can’t believe I’ll never see her again.”

 

“Graystripe buried her by the Sunningrocks,” Fireheart told her. “If you’ll meet me there one day, I’ll
show you the place.”

 

Mistyfoot nodded. “I’d like that, Fireheart.”

 

“Her kits are alive,” Fireheart added, in an attempt to ease some of the queen’s grief.

 



“Her kits?” Mistyfoot sat up, alert again.

 

“Two kits,” mewed Fireheart. “They’re going to be fine.”

 

Mistyfoot blinked, suddenly deep in thought. “Will ThunderClan want them, when they’re half
RiverClan?”

 

“One of our queens is suckling them,” Fireheart assured her. “The Clan’s angry with Graystripe, but
no cat would take it out on the kits.”

 

“I see.” Mistyfoot was silent for a while, still thoughtful, and then rose to her paws. “I must get back
to camp and tell the Clan. They don’t even know about Graystripe. I can’t imagine what I’m going to
say to Lightningfur.”

 

Fireheart knew how she felt. Lightningfur was not an easy cat to deal with. She hid her emotions
behind her anger- or, at least, that’s what Fireheart liked to believe. The last time he’d spoken to his
sister- about Tigerclaw- had been… She wanted me to kill Tigerclaw, he recalled. So that I may
become deputy. Because Thistlestar wants me to be ThunderClan’s leader.

 

Tigerclaw isn’t a good cat, but can I just… kill him, like that? Is it right? Wouldn’t I be just like
Tigerclaw then, killing a cat to become deputy? Why would Lightningfur ever suggest that…? I
misunderstood her, hadn’t I? She said she just meant to exile him. Exiling him is good. But how, if
Bluestar won’t listen to me?

 

Mistyfoot gave Fireheart a quick lick on the forehead. “Thank you,” she mewed. “Thank you for

coming to tell me.” Then she was gone, sliding rapidly through the ferns. Fireheart waited until she
was out of sight before he padded down the pebbly shore and crossed the stepping stones back to his
own territory.

 

 

“I have terrible news,” Mistyfoot began, her voice echoing across camp and her head bowed. Her
clanmates had gathered around her, and Lightningfur sat near Thistlestar, her tail tip flicking back and
forth impatiently. “As some of you have noticed, Silverstream has not been in camp since yesterday.”

 



Now Lightningfur’s ears perked. Silverstream had been confined to the nursery, being babied by the
older queens, and by Greenflower, who had just given birth to Dragonflykit and Duckkit days earlier,
sickly as they were. Lightningfur had refused to step paw in the nursery.

 

Brief murmurs swept around camp. Softwing padded forth with wide eyes. “Is she alright? Did she kit
alone somewhere?” Others’ eyes widened at the thought.

 

Mistyfoot hesitated. “Not exactly,” she meowed. “Silverstream has kitted, but she was not alone. She
was on ThunderClan territory. Their medicine cats helped her best they could, but… Silverstream is
dead.”

 

Lightningfur’s entire body tensed, heart stopping in that very moment.

 

Silverstream is dead.

 

No, she told herself fiercely. Don’t be weak. Silverstream never mattered. She was foolish, falling for
a ThunderClan mouse-brain. Why would you mourn for her? You mourn for nothing. You are
Lightningfur, daughter of Thistlestar, soon-to-be-deputy of RiverClan. You are powerful. Everyone
fears you.

 

Taking a deep breath, she lifted her chin high. Yes. Be powerful.

 

Yowls of confusion and outrage and sadness filled the air, and Lightningfur kept still as the RiverClan
cats cried around her.

 

“What was she doing in ThunderClan territory?” Voleclaw called out, his claws unsheathing. “Did
they attack her?” His tail lashed.

 

“Surely not,” meowed tortoiseshell Petaldust. “Even ThunderClan would dare not attack a laboring
queen.”

 

“ThunderClan cares not for their own kits- they cast them out like old mossbed,” sniffed Mallowtail
with a glance towards Thistlestar and Lightningfur. “Why would they care for ours?”

 



Don’t look at me, Lightningfur wanted to snarl. The urge to sink her claws into Mallowtail and the
others’ pitiful glances was far too much. She never enjoyed keeping herself calm and composed like
her father did, but, right now, she did not want to lash out. She didn’t want any cat to see her raw
emotions.

 

“I wouldn’t put it past ThunderClan,” Thistlestar spoke slowly, his gaze locked on Mistyfoot. “But I
can tell from your gaze that that is not what happened. Mistyfoot, what is it?”

 

Mistyfoot raised her head. “The father of Silverstream’s kits is from ThunderClan.”

 

Gasps and hisses sounded out from around the camp. “How could she?” Rippleclaw wailed out.
“Betraying her clan like that!”

 

“A ThunderClan cat! Who is this tom?” Thistlestar demanded, fur bristling and lips curling.

 

Fireheart’s precious little apprentice, Lightningfur answered, but could not bring herself to speak.
There was something cold and heavy and dark inside her, like she’d never felt before. Her heart
strained against her chest and ribs, and her lungs felt empty of air. Her back and shoulders felt stiff.

 

“Graystripe,” Mistyfoot answered.

 

“Of course!” spat Lakeshine. “He seemed too cozy when he came to give us those fish. He and
Fireheart!”

 

“What about the kits?” Softwing demanded as she pushed her way forward, standing in front of
Mistyfoot with worry. “Did they survive?”

 

“Yes,” Mistyfoot answered. “A ThunderClan queen is nursing them.”

 

Upset yowls echoed through the clearing. “A ThunderClan queen!” meowed elder Fallowtail. “Do
they expect to keep the kits? We have plenty of queens of our own!”

 

“Yes, Greenflower could nurse them,” Shadepelt proposed.



 

“Her kits are sick,” Mudfur argued. “It may not be safe. Mosspelt, Mistyfoot, do you have any milk
left?” Both she-cats traded uncertain looks. Their kits were nearly apprentices. Lightningfur could see
them now, huddled together in front of the nursery.

 

“We can’t let ThunderClan keep them!” Rippleclaw howled out.

 

“Who knows what they would do to them,” Sedgecreek added. Her gaze turned sympathetically
towards Lightningfur, and the tortoiseshell felt disgust curl in her belly. It was a comfort, really. She’d
rather feel annoyed and revolted by Sedgecreek’s presence than whatever the dark, hollow yet full
feeling she could still feel now. “You know how poorly they treat kits there!”

 

Yowls of agreement rang out.

 

“They tormented poor Airleap!” Softwing recalled. “He was so sad and scared all the time.”

 

Ha, Lightningfur thought, a spark of her former self returning. She welcomed the rush of disdain and
anger like an old friend. He was scared of disappointing Thistlestar and me, that weak little rabbit. He
deserved everything that happened to him. He should have been stronger.

 

“And they never treated Lightningfur fairly either,” Mallowtail added. “Their warriors are unfit to
mentor kits!”

 

“And they casted Thistlestar out just for loving,” Grasswhisker threw in her voice too, eyes round.
“How could they be so cruel to him? His heart was too big for them. Thistlestar,” she turned to her
mate with wide eyes, “we can’t let ThunderClan keep Silverstream’s kits! They’ll treat my foster
sister’s kits like crowfood.”

 

Thistlestar stared back at her, face smoothed over. His tail twitched, deep in thought as he was.
Lightningfur knew he didn’t want half-clan kits in RiverClan. They were a sign of disloyalty; what
would the other clans think? And would they be good swimmers and fishers if they weren’t born with
full RiverClan blood? After all, Lightningfur certainly hated fishing. She was surprised her father had
managed to take so naturally to it.

 

But those kits would mean they held something over ThunderClan.



 

“We must rescue them!” Softwing meowed. “I can’t bear to think of having to attack our clanmate’s
kits in the future, when they are warriors!”

 

Lightningfur’s shoulders tensed, her breath escaping her. Do they look like Silverstream? she
wondered. Beautiful and sleek, or are they as ugly as her mate? She imagined herself tearing into
Graystripe and felt very, very satisfied, until she imagined Silverstream beneath her instead, and her
stomach flopped.

 

No.

 

“Are we truly so eager to bring half-breeds into our clan?” the bold voice of Blackclaw rang out. “Do
we forget that they have ThunderClan blood in them? They’re more trouble than they’re worth!
They’ll eat our prey and grow up fat, unable to fish or swim for themselves.”

 

“Yes,” Loudbelly meowed in agreement from beside Heavystep. “What if ThunderClan fights us for
them? Let them grow up in ThunderClan, I say. They can be with their father then, at least.”

 

“They’ve lost one parent,” Vixenleap said softly, voice hidden underneath everyone else’s. “Why take
them from another?”

 

“No clan wants cats of impure blood,” Blackclaw spat over her, even though they were on the same
side.

 

“You say that when your very leader is not RiverClan-born?” Thistlestar meowed lowly, glaring at
Blackclaw. “I have proved my worth here. I can hunt river prey and land prey. I have led you to great
moons of feasts and warm nests. Blood does not determine everything a cat can be. Skill and power
does.” He stood up, tail swaying. “And I say that we will bring those kits back to where they belong!”

 

 

Creekflower wrapped her paw around Cloudkit, pulling him close as he squealed, wrangling in her
grasp. She smoothed his fluffy white pelt down, fussing at the tangles riddling his pelt. “Cloudkit, I
thought I told you to wash yourself everyday!” she reprimanded him. “Look at these tangles; is that a
burr? StarClan help me!”



 

“Let me help,” Cliffkit meowed, padding over. She sunk her claw into Cloudkit’s pelt, pulling at a
matt of fur.

 

“Yowch!” Cloudkit yelped, jumping away. “Cliffkit!” he whined. “That hurt.”

 

“Sorry,” Cliffkit apologized, blinking. She settled down beside Creekflower, her head ducked.
Creekflower turned to her adoptive kit, examining her brown tabby pelt. She wasn’t the same shade of
brown as Creekflower or Lizardkit, a more duskier color, and her stripes were more speckled than her
family’s thick, sharp ones, but she was Creekflower’s all the same. She was proud to see how the
young kit had grown. Older than her foster littermates, she was taller than Creekflower’s shoulder,
while Cloudkit, despite his chubbiness, and Lizardkit only just reached their mother’s shoulder.

 

Then she spotted a patch of muck on Cliffkit’s shoulder, her eyes narrowing. “Cliffkit! Now what
have I told you about grooming yourself?” She leaned forward and licked the kit’s shoulder fur
fiercely, ignoring the disgusting tang of mud on her tongue.

 

“I thought I got everything!” Cliffkit mewled, tail fluffing bashfully. “I’m sorry, Mo- Creekflower.”

 

Creekflower’s ears twitched, pausing to stare at her daughter. Every time Cliffkit tried to call her
mom, the kit stopped or apologized, no matter how many times Creekflower told her it was alright.
And she knew she had some of her clanmates to blame. They still couldn’t accept ‘kittypet kits.’

 

“Don’t worry, my kit,” she meowed to Cliffkit, giving her a firm, calm lick on her forehead. “You’ll
look perfect no matter how muddy you are. Today’s a big day for you. All of you. And I couldn’t be
happier.” She glanced out at her kits, and, wait-

 

”Where’s Lizardkit?” she fretted, glancing frantically around the nursery. Only Speckletail and
Goldenflower were inside with her. Speckletail was fast asleep, curled around Snowkit and Mistlekit,
while Goldenflower nursed her kits as well as Graystripe’s new ones from the tragedy two days ago.
Briefly, Creekflower’s hurt clenched in sympathy for the younger tom. She knew what it was like to
lose family. Her precious kits- Nightkit, Stormkit, and Oatkit- gone forever. Her heart still ached with
hope, but she knew the truth.

 

She would never see her lost kits again.

 



“She went to visit Cinderpaw,” Cloudkit piped up.

 

Creekflower sighed. Her daughter spent more time in the medicine den than Fireheart had as a kit. Of
course, there was nothing wrong with that, but… They already had two skilled medicine cats, one old
enough to be an elder, and the other a young cat, and Cinderpaw was now their apprentice. Plus,
Creekflower and Fireheart knew much about herbs thanks to their mother.

 

The clan would not want another medicine cat when what they wanted was strong warriors to defend
their borders. Creekflower could only hope Lizardkit was alright with that. After all, while she had
taken an interest in medicine cat business, she had never outright said she wanted to be a medicine
cat. She always seemed excited when she would play warriors with the other kits.

 

Cloudkit jumped to his paws. “I’m gonna go talk to Fireheart!” he exclaimed, darting off.

 

“Cloudkit!” Creekflower called, exasperated, but let him go. Their ceremony wouldn’t be for a bit.
But it would have been nice to have all her kits (or, well, three of them) together one last time. She
was sure she’d spend plenty of time with them when they were apprentices, then warriors, but… She
had liked her time in the nursery, despite Frostfur and Speckletail’s rudeness. The safety of its walls
reminded her pleasantly of the fence walls in Oliver’s garden.

 

Oliver. Her heart yearned for his goofy smile and boisterous laugh. She hadn’t seen her mate (former
mate?) since she’d become a nursery queen. Should she risk seeing him again, at fault of her clans’
anger?

 

Creekflower’s whiskers twitched as the nursery entrance rustled. To her complete lack of surprise, the
light gray face of Graystripe shoved his way in, padding over to Goldenflower without sparing
Creekflower any greeting. He had been in the nursery since Silverstream’s death, only leaving to fetch
prey or make dirt. It was already crowded enough without him in it, and Creekflower was glad she
could return to the warriors’ den soon.

 

“Are they okay?” Graystripe mewed, leaning down to sniff his kits.

 

“You were only gone a moment, Graystripe,” Goldenflower said kindly, far more patient than
Creekflower would ever have been.

 



Cliffkit pressed herself against Creekflower’s leg, watching Graystripe with thoughtful eyes.
Creekflower wrapped her tail around her. Then, Cliffkit glanced up at her, and spoke softly, “Will the
clan accept them?”

 

“Of course,” Creekflower said immediately. Then hesitated. She of all cats knew how hard life would
be for these kits. Her own kithood was rough, and she wished she could have shielded her own kits
from every insult they faced. Graystripe’s kits would have to work twice as hard just to be treated as
every other ThunderClan cat. “But it will not come easily.”

 

Cliffkit nodded slowly. “I know,” she mewed, eyes full of understanding. “At least they're not
cursed.”

 

Creekflower winced. Had Frostfur truly infected her kits so much they believed in that mouse-dung?
“You’re not cursed,” she said firmly. “And neither am I.”

 

“I wouldn’t speak so surely,” came a sudden growl from behind Creekflower. Her fur bristled, and she
whipped around as the clan deputy, Tigerclaw, strolled into the nursery. His eyes stared at
Creekflower and Cliffkit, burning with hatred, before he flitted past them to stare at Goldenflower.
“How are Bramblekit and Tawnykit?”

 

“They’re doing just fine,” Goldenflower answered, now a touch exasperated as she glanced between
Graystripe and Tigerclaw. “Bramblekit’s found his roar.” She brushed her tail over the tabby tom-kit,
who mewled with all the force of his lungs in protest. Creekflower purred at how cute his fierceness
was. Just like Cloudkit had been when he was newly born.

 

Tigerclaw stared stiffly at the young tom-kit, tail twitching. Creekflower shifted nervously, pulling
Cliffkit closer to her. Her daughter hid her head in Creekflower’s fluffy, curly fur. Tigerclaw was not a
cat one wanted to upset.

 

Fireheart said he killed Redtail, she recalled. I wouldn’t put it past him. He’s always been just as cold
and heartless as his mentor.

 

“And he’s getting enough milk?” Tigerclaw continued, a small growl in his voice. “The half-breeds
aren’t taking it from them?”

 



Graystripe’s fur bristled, but, for once, he kept his mouth shut. Creekflower’s pelt prickled too, but
she dare not drag the murderous deputy’s gaze to her and her kit. Goldenflower frowned, staring at
him in a way that was just shy of a glare. “Of course not,” she said firmly. “I had a smaller litter than
the other queens. Nursing four now is no different than Frostfur or Brindleface nursing theirs, and all
their kits are alright.”

 

“Elderkit is in the medicine den again,” Tigerclaw meowed. “Sick. I’m sure he isn’t-”

 

“She,” Cliffkit said, then squeaked when Tigerclaw’s gaze swiveled to her. She ducked behind
Creekflower, a small tremor to her legs. Creekflower placed a paw protectively in front of her, glaring
at Tigerclaw.

 

Tigerclaw just turned away, shuffling almost nervously as he noted Goldenflower’s stare still on him.
“Elderkit will be fine,” Goldenflower commented calmly. “She’s a strong kit, even if she was born
sickly, and Yellowfang is taking good care of her. There is no sickness in the nursery anymore. The
kits survived, and ours will too.” She blinked more sweetly at Tigerclaw now. “Don’t you worry.
They’ll grow up to be powerful warriors, just like you. Now don’t you have some patrols to organize,
deputy?” The resounding purr sounded almost flirty, and Creekflower exchanged a startled glance
with Graystripe. She couldn’t imagine flirting with Tigerclaw .

 

And to her surprise, Tigerclaw twitched his ears before he moved forward to touch his nose to hers.
Quickly, and with only the briefest of purrs. He cast another glance- this time almost embarrassed- at
Creekflower and Graystripe, then left the den.

 

Goldenflower purred in amusement at Creekflower and Graystripe’s shocked expressions. “He acts all
tough,” she meowed. “But he can be a softy.”

 

Creekflower just twitched her whiskers. Tigerclaw had never been kind to her. But Goldenflower was
pure ThunderClan; why would Tigerclaw hate her?

 

“ Are they getting enough milk?” Graystripe suddenly meowed, anxious. He leaned down to sniff the
kits. “They’re so small. Not as big as Bramblekit and Tawnykit.”

 

“That’s because they’re young,” Goldenflower replied patiently. “They’ll grow.”

 



Creekflower turned her head as footsteps padded into the nursery. She perked up as she saw the ginger
pelt of Fireheart. Fireheart smiled at her, brushing his muzzle against hers, before he turned to
Graystripe. He looked down at the kits cuddled against Goldenflower’s. One was a dark gray and the
other a silvery gray.

 

Creekflower’s ears twitched as she heard Bluestar yowling from the Highrock. A trickle of excitement
and worry rushed through her. The ceremony was about to begin, and she’d lost two of her kits! The
call roused Speckletail from her spot, and she blinked awake.

 

“They’re beautiful,” Fireheart whispered to Graystripe.

 

“Better than he deserves,” snorted Speckletail, pushing past on her way to answer Bluestar’s
summons.

 

“Don’t listen to Speckletail,” mewed Goldenflower when the older queen had gone. She bent over the
kits and touched the silvery one with her nose. “She’ll be as beautiful as her mother, Graystripe.”

 

“But what if they die?” Graystripe blurted out.

 

“They’re not going to die,” Fireheart insisted. “Goldenflower is looking after them.”

 

Goldenflower was gazing at all four kits with equal love and admiration, but Creekflower couldn’t
help thinking that she was looking tired and strained. Perhaps four kits were too much for her to
manage, despite what she told Tigerclaw. She pushed the thought away. The bond between a mother
and her own kits was strong, she reflected, but Clan loyalty was strong too, and Goldenflower would
give the best she could to these kits because they were half ThunderClan, and she had a kind heart.

 

“Come on.” Fireheart gave Graystripe a nudge. “Bluestar has called a meeting. She’s going to make
Creekflower’s kits into apprentices.” He cast an excited look at Creekflower, and they both shared in
their purrs.

 

Creekflower nudged Cliffkit. “You heard what he said. Come on now; let’s go wrangle your siblings.”
She led Cliffkit out of the den, Fireheart and Graystripe following behind her. Outside in the clearing
the rest of the Clan had already gathered.

 



Creekflower’s ears twitched as she heard Willowpelt announce, murmuring to Mousefur and
Runningwind, “It’s a bit bad timing. I’ll do my best, but I’ll have to move into the nursery soon. I’m
expecting kits.” Creekflower frowned, and Cliffkit glanced up at her.

 

“What’s wrong?” Cliffkit asked.

 

“Nothing,” Creekflower answered. Only that Willowpelt was supposed to be Cliffkit’s mentor. She
had discussed it with Bluestar herself. And if Willowpelt moved to the nursery soon… Who would
take over? Creekflower hoped not a cat like Frostfur or, worse, Tigerclaw. Or, well, perhaps Frostfur
was worse, considering her treatment of Airleap. At least Tigerclaw could be a good mentor. But do I
want Cliffkit to end up blindly loyal like Darkstripe or dead like Ravenpaw?

 

“Mom!” Lizardkit meowed as she scrambled over to Creekflower. Cloudkit was on her tail, and they
both settled down beside her.

 

“Look at you!” Creekflower meowed. “You got plants in your pelt.” She hooked her claw into the root
of some plant- tansy, by the smell- and tossed it away. “At least you smell nice.”

 

Cloudkit puffed his chest out. “ I rolled in lavender.” Creekflower smiled at him, and then at
Cherryfur as her friend rushed over to sit beside her.

 

“Cats of ThunderClan,” Bluestar began from on top of the Highrock. “I’ve called you here for two

reasons, one good and one bad. To begin with the bad, you all know what happened a few days ago,
when Silverstream of RiverClan died, and we gave shelter to her kits by Graystripe.” A hostile mutter
swept through the crowd of cats. Graystripe crouched down, flinching, and Creekflower saw Fireheart
press comfortingly against him. “Many cats have asked me what Graystripe’s punishment will be,”
Bluestar went on. “I have thought carefully on this, and I have decided that Silverstream’s death is
punishment enough. What could any cat do to him that is worse than what he has already suffered?”

 

Her challenge led to outraged meows of protest. Longtail called out, “We don’t want him in the Clan!
He’s a traitor!”

 

“If you become Clan leader, Longtail, these decisions will be yours,” Bluestar meowed coldly. “Until
then, you will respect mine. I say there will be no punishment. However, Graystripe, for three moons
you will not attend Gatherings. This is not to punish you, but to make sure there is no risk to you from
angry RiverClan cats who might be tempted to break the truce because of what you have done.”



 

Graystripe bowed his head. “I understand, Bluestar. Thank you.”

 

“Don’t thank me,” meowed the Clan leader. “But work hard and fight well for your Clan from now
on. One day you will be a fine mentor for those kits.”

 

Creekflower saw that Graystripe brightened a little at that, as if he suddenly saw something to hope
for. Tigerclaw, however, scowled even more fiercely, and Creekflower knew that he had wanted a
harsh punishment for the warrior.

 

“Now I can turn to a happier duty,” meowed Bluestar. “Cloudkit and Lizardkit have reached their
sixth moons, and they and Cliffkit are ready to become apprentices.” She leaped down from the rock
and beckoned Cloudkit to her with a flick of her tail. Cloudkit bounced over to her. He was quivering
with excitement, his tail stuck straight in the air and his whiskers twitching. His blue eyes sparkled
like twin stars.

 

“Fireheart,” Bluestar meowed, “you are ready for another apprentice, and Cloudpaw is your sister’s
kit. You will be his mentor.”

 

Fireheart stood up, but before he could walk over to the Highrock Cloudkit scampered to meet him
and lifted his head to touch noses. Creekflower saw Fireheart mutter something to the kit, which made
Cloudkit pause. Creekflower breathed a sigh of relief that her son hadn’t messed up his apprentice
ceremony.

 

Bluestar continued, ignoring Cloudkit’s impulsiveness. “Fireheart, I rely on you to pass on all you
have learned to Cloudpaw, and help him to become a warrior the Clan will be proud of.”

 

“Yes, Bluestar.” Fireheart dipped his head respectfully, and at last allowed Cloudpaw to touch noses
with him.

 

“Cloudpaw!” the new apprentice mewed triumphantly. “I’m Cloudpaw!”

 

Fireheart smiled before nosing the tom backwards, allowing his sister, Lizardkit to take his place.

 



“Lizardpaw,” Bluestar said. “Your mentor will be Cherryfur.” Cherryfur stood up, and Creekflower
watched proudly as her friend strolled forward, coming to a stop in front of bright-eyed Lizardpaw.
Creekflower trusted Cherryfur to treat Lizardpaw well, just as she trusted Fireheart with Cloudpaw.

 

“I know Cherryfur will train you well, and pass on her dedication and well-heartedness to your young
spirit,” Bluestar meowed.

 

“I will,” Cherryfur said, eyes shining and her chest puffed up. She leaned down and touched noses
with Lizardpaw, and Creekflower couldn’t stop the purr rumbling in her throat. Lizardpaw was a lot
like Cherryfur- eager and curious and caring to those around them. And Cherryfur’s quick tongue and
sass would help balance Lizardpaw’s more shy nature out.

 

And as Cherryfur and Lizardpaw moved back, all gazes turned to Cliffkit, crouched beside
Creekflower.

 

“And Cliffkit,” Bluestar meowed, beckoning the kit forth with a twitch of her tail. But Cliffkit did not
move, frozen with wide eyes. Creekflower pressed her nose to the back of her head.

 

“It’s alright,” Creekflower murmured. “You’ve lived here for six moons. You deserve this. You are
one of us. You’re my daughter.” Slowly, Cliffkit crept forward, her posture stiff but her bright blue
eyes wide. Creekflower’s heart ached for her- in happiness, and worry.

 

“Cliffkit came to us as Cody the kittypet,” Bluestar began, gaze only on Cliffkit. “She was an outsider.
But now, raised by a kind-hearted queen of the clan, I welcome her as one of us. Cliffpaw, let no one
doubt that you are ThunderClan, if not by blood, then by spirit. Willowpelt,” she dipped her head as
the gray she-cat stepped forward, “you will mentor Cliffpaw. Pass onto her your kind and loving
heart.”

 

“I’ll do my best, Bluestar,” Willowpelt meowed. Creekflower eyed her belly. It was not bulging yet.
Cliffpaw would get at least a moon of Willowpelt as her mentor, and that comforted Creekflower.
Perhaps by then a cat like Whitestorm would be available to mentor her. Lynxpaw was long overdue
to be a warrior, and Whitestorm was a noble cat who would not treat Cliffpaw any more harshly than
another apprentice.

 

Cliffpaw nervously reached up to touch Willowpelt’s nose against her own. Willowpelt murmured
something soft to the young she-cat, eyes filled with that kindness Creekflower had known from her
kithood, and Cliffpaw smiled.



 

“Cliffpaw!” Creekflower yowled out as a surge of pride overwhelmed her. “Cloudpaw! Lizardpaw!”
Fireheart and Cherryfur immediately joined in her chants, quickly followed by their clanmates. Or…
most of their clanmates. The elders, Creekflower noticed, were making a special fuss over the kits,
save Patchpelt perhaps, but some of the Clan held back. Frostfur was sitting beside her kits with a
frosty glare directed at the three new apprentices. While Brackenfur and Cinderpaw called out loudly,
Brightpaw and Thornpaw were silent, matching their mother’s stare, a curl to Brightpaw’s lip as she
sneered. Speckletail looked unimpressed, and, of course, neither Mousefur nor Darkstripe appeared
pleased. From in front of the medicine cat den, Brindleface called out happily, but her kits circled
around her with jealous gazes.

 

They were the same age as Cloudpaw and Lizardpaw, and Creekflower knew Bluestar planned to
make them apprentices soon, had it not been for Elderkit’s brittle health and cough. Ashkit and
Fernkit were perfectly healthy, but Tulipkit had gotten sick recently as well, although Creekflower
was sure the strong tom-kit would be alright. Her concern was moreso for Elderkit. Even Whitestorm,
who, despite being the kits’ surrogate father, hadn’t interacted with the kits much, especially since he
had become mates with Willowpelt, was concerned about Elderkit’s health.

 

Creekflower saw with a twitch of unease that Tigerclaw hadn’t moved from where he sat at the base
of the Highrock, his gaze staring unwavering at Cliffpaw and her adoptive siblings. Creekflower
startled as a cat shoved past her. Longtail stalked in Tigerclaw’s direction, only pausing to spare a
sneer at Creekflower.

 

“At least those half-kittypet kits will finally be able to make up for all the prey we wasted on them,”
he growled. Creekflower bristled, lips pulling back in a snarl of her own.

 

“Prey is never wasted on any kit,” she snapped back at him. “Don’t you dare judge my kits for what I
did.”

 

Longtail regarded her with a cold glare, long, black-striped tail waving irritatedly. “I judge you plenty,
kittypet-lover,” he said to her. “Code-breaking runs in your blood. Why would the curse spare your
kits any?” Creekflower snarled at him, enraged, especially now that he had ruined what was supposed
to be a joyous moment for her and her kits.

 

Her ears twitched as she heard another disgusted, loud voice speak.

 

“Are we going to take in every kit with impure blood until we have no prey left for our own kits?”
came Darkstripe’s deliberately loud mew, his tail lashing as he stood near Frostfur’s little posse,



glaring at Fireheart. Creekflower could tell from just a glance that there had been an argument. “First
kittypets, now half-breeds. Is there no decent cat left in this clan?”

 

“He’s right,” Longtail said. “What has become of ThunderClan?”

 

With that, the striped tomcat turned and stormed off towards Tigerclaw, who watched the outcries
with a calm and steady gaze, his tail tip swaying lightly. Creekflower curled her claws into the ground
below. Her gaze went to her kits. Cloudpaw was still basking in the glory, Rosetail and the other
elders praising him, and Lizardpaw was speaking excitedly with Cherryfur. But Cliffpaw…

 

Cliffpaw had shrunk into herself once more, gazing wide-eyed around at her divided clanmates, her
ears ever listening. Willowpelt was saying something softly to her, but her words could not reach the
new apprentice.

 

Oh, Oliver, Creekflower thought once more. Things weren’t this difficult in your garden…
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Creekflower paused at the edge of the trees. “Wait,” she warned Lizardpaw, Cloudpaw, and Cliffpaw.
“We’re near Twolegplace, so we have to be careful. What can you smell?”

 

Lizardpaw raised her nose obediently and sniffed. She and Cherryfur had just been on the first long
expedition of her apprenticeship, tracing the Clan boundaries and renewing the scent marks. Now her
mentor let her go on patrol with her siblings and mother to where their father lived. Not that anyone
else save Fireheart and Willowpelt knew about their little patrol.

 

“I can smell lots of cats,” Cloudpaw mewed. “I don’t recognize any of them, though.”

 

“That’s good,” Creekflower told him. “They’re mostly kittypets, and maybe a loner or two. Not Clan
cats.”

 

She had caught a trace of Tigerclaw’s scent, too, but didn’t draw Cloudpaw’s attention to it. She
remembered a day long ago, when snow was on the ground, when Fireheart had told her he had
tracked Tigerclaw to this place, and found the deputy’s scent mixed with the scents of many strange
cats.

 

Now Tigerclaw’s scent proved he had been here again. Creekflower could not tell whether he had met
the other cats, or whether their scents just happened to have crossed. But why should Tigerclaw come
so close to the Twolegplace, when he despised Twolegs and everything to do with them?

 

“Mom, can we go and see father now?” Cloudpaw demanded.

 

“Can you smell dogs? Or fresh Twoleg scent?”

 

Cliffpaw sniffed and shook her head.

 

“Then let’s go,” mewed Creekflower. Looking carefully around, she stepped out into the open. Her
kits followed with exaggerated caution, as if they wanted to show their mother how quickly they
could learn.



 

Instructing her children to wait, she leaped onto the fence and looked down into the garden. Lurid-
colored flowers grew against the fence, and in the center of the grass some Twoleg pelts hung on a
spiky, leafless tree. She felt a pang in her heart as she spotted the apple tree Oliver and her used to
play around. Her whiskers twitched as she remembered the weird taste of the apple Oliver had her try
- oh how she still missed those days…

 

“Oliver?” she called softly. “Oliver, are you still here?”

 

Leaves quivered on a shrub close to the house, and the white figure of Oliver stepped

onto the grass. When he saw her he let out a delighted meow. “Creekflower!”

 

Bounding over to the fence, he sprang up beside her and pressed his cheek against hers with a
fierceness that threatened to rub the fur right off her cheel “Creekflower, it’s been such a long time!”
he purred. “It’s so good to see you.”

 

“I’ve brought others, too,” Creekflower told him, purring just as loudly as she drank in his
comforting, warm scent. “Look down there.”

 

Oliver peered over the fence to where Cloudpaw, Lizardpaw, and Cliffpaw sat on the ground below,
looking up at them.

 

“Creekflower!” he exclaimed. “Are those our kits?!”

 

Without waiting to be told, Cloudpaw was the first to leap for the top of the fence, paws scrabbling
madly against the smooth wood. Creekflower leant over and fastened her teeth in his scruff to pull
him up the last couple of mouse-lengths so that he could sit on the fence beside his father. Lizardpaw
scampered forward next and neatly leaped up beside her brother. Cliffpaw padded forward, hesitant,
blue eyes nervous. Creekflower gave her a nod of encouragement and the soft-furred apprentice
jumped up beside her.

 

Cloudpaw looked at Oliver with wide blue eyes. “Are you really our father?” he asked.

 



“I really am,” Oliver purred, looking his son up and down admiringly before gazing at Lizardpaw.
“Oh, it’s so good to see you again - both of you, Cloudkit and Lizardkit.”

 

“Actually, I’m not Cloudkit,” the fluffy white tom announced proudly. “I’m Cloudpaw now. I’m an
apprentice. So’s Lizardpaw and Cliffpaw!”

 

Oliver pricked his ears. “Cliffpaw?” he echoed. He peered around Creekflower, spying the brown
apprentice, his eyes studying her as though she might suddenly become familiar. Creekflower
wondered if he was trying to remember what their other three kits looked like. Creekflower, as pained
as it made her to admit, could only vaguely remember their pelts and their milky kit-scents.

 

“This is Cliffpaw,” Creekflower explained. “She joined ThunderClan as a kit - her Twolegs left her
behind after their monster hit some of our warriors.” Creekflower rested her tail on Cliffpaw’s back
when she felt her shiver.

 

“Oh, I’m so sorry about that,” Oliver meowed, blinking his eyes sympathetically. “Some Twolegs just
aren’t fit to have a housecat.” Cliffpaw gave a small nod of agreement.

 

Oliver cast a critical eye over his little family, frowning slightly. “You’re all so thin...do you get
enough to eat?”

 

“We’ve managed to get by,” Creekflower meowed. “Newleaf’s here, and greenleaf will be on its way
as well - ThunderClan will become stronger with time.” Oliver purred in relief.

 

“That’s good.” He turned to his kits and asked, “Have you made friends where you are? I hope you do
what your mentors tell you.”

 

Cloudpaw didn’t try to answer the flood of questions. He edged along the fence. “I’ll be a warrior
soon,” he boasted. “Fireheart’s teaching me to fight.”

 

“Cherryfur’s gonna take me hunting later!” Lizardpaw piped up. “I want to catch a crow - they’re the
hardest to catch!”

 



Oliver purred, giving his two kits a lick on the head, before peeking at Cliffpaw. “Who’s your mentor,
little one?”

 

Cliffpaw fluffed her tail out in surprise, but meowed quietly, “Willowpelt - she’s Creekflower’s aunt.
She’s really nice - she promised to take me to the Owl Tree later.”

 

“That sounds fun,” he meowed, then declared, “I’m so proud of all of you!”

 

Cloudpaw sat even taller as he lapped up his attention. He twisted his head to groom himself with
rapid strokes of his small pink tongue. Lizardpaw had wriggled around Creekflower to mew
something to Cliffpaw, and, while they were distracted, Creekflower whispered, “Oliver, do you ever
see any strange cats around here?”

 

“Strange cats?” He looked puzzled, and Creekflower wondered if there was any point in asking the
question. Oliver wouldn’t know rogues or loners from ordinary ThunderClan cats. Then Oliver
shivered. “Yes, I’ve heard them yowling in the night. My Twoleg gets up and shouts at them.”

 

“You haven’t seen a big, dark tabby?” Creekflower asked, her heart starting to pound. “A tom with a
scarred muzzle?”

 

Oliver shook his head, eyes wide. “I’ve only heard them, not seen them.”

 

“If you do see the dark tabby, stay away from him,” Creekflower warned. She didn’t know what
Tigerclaw was up to so far from the camp, if it really was Tigerclaw, but she didn’t want Oliver going
near the deputy, just in case.

 

This made Oliver look so scared that she changed the subject, encouraging their kits to describe their
apprentice ceremony, and the expedition they had made around the borders. Soon he was happy again,
exclaiming admiringly at everything their kits told him.

 

“We have other siblings, right?” Lizardpaw asked eagerly. Oliver and Creekflower exchanged sad
looks.

 



“Yes…Nightkit, Stormkit, and Oatkit,” Oliver replied. “A stray group of cats named BloodClan
promised they would search for them. They kept me updated, but…they’ve stopped coming by. I’m…
I’m afraid they have given up.”

 

Cloudpaw’s tail drooped and Cliffpaw let out a sad mew. Lizardpaw nuzzled her father, green eyes
sad. Creekflower didn’t speak, not sure what would come out around the grief thick in her throat as
she tried to swallow it. Her precious kits. She wished she could have loved them more for the short
time she was with them, so that, if they were still alive out there somewhere, far, far away, they would
remember her scent and her warmth.

 

She remained quiet, laying beside Oliver and exchanging tongues with them, as Cloudpaw,
Lizardpaw, and Cliffpaw began to show off the moves their mentors had taught them (or so they
claimed; Creekflower knew from just a glance that none of what they were practicing was correct.
They hadn’t been apprentices for more than a day, after all, but she didn’t correct them, content to
watch them boast to their father, even Cliffpaw).

 

The sun was past its height when Creekflower meowed, “It’s time we went home.”

 

Cloudpaw opened his mouth as if he was going to protest, but he remembered himself in time. “Yes,
mother,” he mewed obediently. To Oliver, he added, “Why don’t you come with us? I’d catch mice
for you, and you could sleep in my den.”

 

“Yeah!” Lizardpaw meowed. “And if you get hurt I could help make you better!” Cliffpaw didn’t say
anything, but her ears were pricked with interest, gaze glowing.

 

Oliver let out a purr of amusement. “I almost wish I could,” he replied honestly. “But really I’m
happier as a kittypet. I don’t want to learn to fight, or sleep outdoors in the cold. You’ll just have to
come and visit me again soon.”

 

“Yes, we will, I promise,” Cloudpaw mewed.

 

“I’ll bring them,” Creekflower meowed. “Or Fireheart and Cherryfur. And Oliver...” she added as she
prepared to spring to the ground. “If you do see anything...odd around here, please tell me about it.”

 

Creekflower stopped on the way back so that they could hunt. By the time the four of them reached
the ravine, the sun was near to setting, bathing the forest in red light and casting long shadows on the



ground.

 

Cloudpaw was proudly carrying a shrew, which he was going to take to the elders. At least it filled his
jaws and put a stop to his endless chatter. Creekflower was feeling worn out after a whole day in his
company - and that didn’t even include her other two kits! - but she had to admit she was impressed.
Cloudpaw’s courage and quick wits promised that he would make an exceptional warrior. 

 

As they slipped down the shadowy ravine toward the tunnel, Creekflower paused. An unfamiliar scent
tickled her nostrils, drifting to her on the breeze that swept through the forest. Lizardpaw hadn’t
noticed the scent, jaws full of chamomile that she had gathered for Spottedleaf, but she paused when
both Cliffpaw and Cloudpaw stopped.

 

Cloudpaw put down the shrew. “Creekflower, what’s that?” he tasted the air, and drew in his breath in
a gasp. “Wait, Fireheart showed me that this morning. It’s RiverClan!”

 

“Very good,” Creekflower mewed tensely. She had recognized it herself a heartbeat before Cloudpaw
spoke. Looking up toward the top of the ravine, she could make out four cats picking their way slowly
through the boulders. “RiverClan it is. And it seems they’re on their way here. Now, all of you, go
back to the camp and tell Bluestar. Make sure she understands it’s not an attack.”

 

“But I want-” The white apprentice broke off as Creekflower frowned. “Sorry, mom. We’ll go.” He
padded off toward the tunnel entrance, not forgetting to pick up his shrew, and his sisters followed
behind, exchanging anxious looks as they went.

 

Creekflower stayed where she was. She drew herself up and waited while the four cats drew closer.
She recognized Leopardfur, Mistyfoot, Stonefur, and…she felt her blood freeze.

 

Lightningfur. 

 

When they were only a couple of tail-lengths away, she asked, “RiverClan, what do you want? Why
are you on our land?” Though she had to challenge them for entering ThunderClan territory uninvited,
she tried not to sound too hostile. She didn’t want to add to any possible trouble with RiverClan -
plus, she hated getting into confrontations. And she really didn’t want to stir up any old drama with
Lightningfur.

 



Leopardfur stopped, with her three warriors just behind her. Lightningfur sneered at Creekflower, and
she sent a cool look back, unphased by her sister’s temper.

 

“We come in peace,” the RiverClan deputy meowed. “There are matters to be settled between our
Clans. Thistlestar has sent us to talk to your leader.”

 

“You know what we’re here for, kittypet-lover,” Lightningfur snapped, her eyes seeming darker than
Creekflower remembered them. Her spiky pelt looked unkempt. Leopardfur cast an upset frown her
way, spotted pelt bristling, but Lightningfur heeded her deputy no mind. “Stay out of our way and go
back to the nursery with your little disgraces!”

 

Creekflower bared her fangs at her sister, pelt bristling. But Stonefur darted forward, between, and
meowed firmly, “We’re not here for any trouble. Take us to Bluestar.” He stared at Creekflower, and
she forced her pelt to smooth. She would not stoop to Lightningfur’s level.

 

Creekflower tried to hide her misgivings as she led the four RiverClan warriors down the tunnel and
into the camp. Lightningfur was right- it was clear what they were here for, and Creekflower could
only hope everyone could remain level-headed.

 

But with Lightningfur there, she knew it wouldn’t be so.

 

Alerted by the apprentices, Bluestar was already seated at the foot of the Highrock, and Creekflower’s
apprehension increased when he saw Tigerclaw was beside her. She glanced around, spying Fireheart
exchanging a quiet conversation with Sandstorm, and breathed a sigh of relief. At least he now knew
how bad Thistlestar was - she remembered the distraught look on her brother’s face when he came to
her, furfantly apologizing for not listening to her when they were apprentices. She had reassured him
that it wasn’t his fault - Thistlestar had gotten into his head and manipulated him.

 

She was just relieved that the siblings she cared about were now on guard about Thistlestar.

 

“Thank you, you three.” Bluestar dismissed the apprentices as Creekflower approached with the
newcomers. “Take your fresh-kill to the elders, and Lizardpaw, you can drop that chamomile off with
Spottedleaf.”

 

Cloudpaw looked disappointed to be sent away, but he went without protest. Cliffpaw followed
Lizardpaw to the medicine den, casting a dubious look at the RiverClan cats as she went.



 

Leopardfur walked up to Bluestar and dipped her head respectfully. “Bluestar, we come to your camp
in peace,” she began. “There’s something we must discuss.”

 

Tigerclaw let out a low disbelieving growl, as if he would rather be ripping the fur off the intruding
cats, but Bluestar ignored him. “I can guess what brings you here,” she meowed. “But what is there to
discuss? What’s done is done. Any punishment for Graystripe will be handled by his own Clan.”

 

While she spoke to Leopardfur, Creekflower noticed, her eyes kept straying to Mistyfoot and
Stonefur. She tipped her head. She did not think she was imagining the wistfulness in her blue eyes as
she looked at them. That’s odd, Creekflower thought.

 

“What you say is true,” Leopardfur agreed. “The two young cats were foolish, but Silverstream is
dead, and Graystripe’s punishment is not for RiverClan to decide. We’ve come here about the kits.”

 

“What about them?” asked Bluestar.

 

“They’re our kits!” Lightningfur interrupted, shouldering her way forward to glare right into
Bluestar’s face. “We’ve come to take them home.”

 

“RiverClan kits?” Bluestar’s eyes narrowed. “Why do you say that?”

 

“And how do you know about them?” Tigerclaw demanded, glaring in fury as he sprang to his paws.
“Have you been spying? Or did some cat tell you?”

 

Creekflower felt her heart clench as the ThunderClan deputy turned on Fireheart as he spoke.
Creekflower chanced a look at her brother, and the fiery tom met Tigerclaw’s amber gaze with a blank
look. Creekflower had to admit her brother was good at playing innocent - but she could see through
the cracks in his mask. It came with growing up beside one another.

 

Tigerclaw couldn’t know for sure that Fireheart had told RiverClan. After all, Creekflower could
would have done it too, had she thought of it. If I hadn’t been worrying about my kits’ apprentice
ceremony.

 



“Sit down, Tigerclaw,” murmured Bluestar. She flashed a look at Fireheart, and Creekflower realized
that her leader guessed what Fireheart had done, as surely as if she had seen him cross the river. But
she didn’t intend to give him away. “Who knows, perhaps a RiverClan patrol saw what happened?
Such things can’t be hidden for long. But,” she went on, turning back to the visiting cats, “the kits are
also half ThunderClan, and one of our queens is taking good care of them. Why should I give them to
you?”

 

“Kits belong with their mother’s Clan,” Leopardfur explained. “RiverClan would have raised these
kits if Silverstream had lived, without knowing who the father was, and that makes them ours by
right.”

 

“Bluestar, you can’t send the kits away!” Fireheart interrupted. “They’re all Graystripe has to live
for.”

 

A growl rumbled once again in Tigerclaw’s throat - and Lightningfur flashed their brother an angry
look - but it was Bluestar who answered. “Fireheart, be quiet. This doesn’t concern you.”

 

“Yes, it does,” Fireheart dared to meow. “Graystripe was my apprentice, and my friend.”

 

“Silence!” hissed Tigerclaw. “Does your leader have to tell you twice? Graystripe is a traitor to his
Clan. He has no right to the kits, or anything else.”

 

Rage flooded through Fireheart’s green eyes, and Creekflower shared in it. Had Tigerclaw no respect
for Graystripe’s terrible grief? 

 

Fireheart whirled on the deputy, held back from springing at him only because cats of another Clan
were looking on. Tigerclaw bared his teeth in a snarl.

 

Lightningfur was glancing between the two toms, a gleeful light in her eyes.

 

Bluestar flicked her tail angrily at both of them. “Enough!” she ordered. “Leopardfur, I admit
RiverClan has some right to the kits. But so does ThunderClan. Besides, the kits are small and weak.
They can’t travel yet, especially across the river. It’s too dangerous.”

 



Lightningfur hissed as Leopardfur’s hackles began to rise and her eyes narrowed to slits. “You are just
making excuses,” Leopardfur growled.

 

“No,” Bluestar insisted. “Not excuses. Would you risk the kits’ lives? I’ll think about what you have
said and discuss it with my warriors, and give you our answer at the next Gathering.”

 

“Now get out of our camp,” growled Tigerclaw.

 

Lightningfur bared her teeth at him. “Those are our kits!” she yowled, her tortoiseshell pelt bristling.
Creekflower never thought she’d hear Lightningfur demand for kits; she’d always despised them,
even since she herself was a kit. “Did Silverstream die for nothing?! They belong to her, so they
belong to us!”

 

“Lightningfur,” Mistyfoot meowed, glancing around at the ThunderClan warriors whose claws were
unsheathing in anticipation for a fight. “We should report what Bluestar’s said to Thistlestar before we
do anything.” She glanced at Leopardfur, who nodded.

 

Lightningfur let out an angry spat, tail lashing. “Cowards! We could take those kits right now; who
are they to stop us? They care not for Silverstream’s kits! Don’t let them fool you. They care for no
kits!”

 

“How dare you!” Creekflower yowled, stepping forward. Cherryfur and Brindleface were quick to
join her sides, looking aghast at the implication that ThunderClan would mistreat kits. “You are one to
talk! I’ve never seen you be kind once in your life, much less to a kitten!”

 

“Oh, please!” Lightningfur huffed, though it almost sounded like a laugh- a deranged one. “Like you
know me at all, bossy know-it-all! Why don’t you go live in Twolegplace where you belong, since
you like their toms so much?!”

 

“Don’t talk to her like that!” Cherryfur snarled. “Creekflower is a better warrior and mother than a
she-cat like you’d ever be!”

 

Lightningfur barked a bitter laugh. “A better warrior? Creekflower? If that’s so, then let’s see! ”
Without warning- or perhaps Creekflower, knowing her sister, should have expected it- Lightningfur
launched herself at Creekflower with furious power. Creekflower crumbled under the unexpected
force, head slamming against the ground as Lightningfur pinned her.



 

Screeches rose around them as Lightningfur’s fangs snapped at Creekflower’s neck. “Mother!” came
her kits calls. “Creekflower!” came her family and friends.

 

Despite months in the nursery, it all came rushing back, the memories of a shadowed forest and muck
beneath her paws, and, as Lightningfur’s claws sank deeply into her shoulders and ripped out clumps
of her fur, Creekflower wretched her foreleg out, painful as the sharp motion was. Her unsheathed
claws swiped swiftly across Lightningfur’s face and the she-cat shrieked. Creekflower slammed her
hide paws into Lightningfur’s exposed lower belly, sending the tortoiseshell tumbling to the side.

 

Quickly, she leaped to her claws, sneering and snarling, spit dribbling down her mouth as her heart
pounded with adrenaline. Lightningfur sneered right back at her, blood dripping from the scars above
her nose. Lightningfur’s legs trembled as she rose, shakily. But before she could leap forward,
Stonefur darted in front of them, glaring down at his clanmate.

 

It startled Lightningfur enough for her to blink bewildered at her clanmate, like she had forgotten
where she was completely the moment she attacked Creekflower. Her gaze landed just to the left
behind Creekflower, and Creekflower’s own gaze followed, ignoring the sting in her shoulders.

 

“ Fireheart? ” The ginger tom was right behind Creekflower, his pelt ruffled, fangs bared, and claw
unsheathed, haunches tensed in the way that signaled he had been just about to pounce. He, too,
startled out of it, staring back at Lightningfur’s aghast gaze with a bewildered, fearful one of his own.
“Were you about to… attack me?”

 

“What?” Fireheart exclaimed, glancing down at himself. “No, I- you were attacking Creekflower!
She’s our sister !”

 

Lightningfur spat angrily, tail lashing, but Stonefur pushed in front of her again. Leopardfur stepped
forward too, dipping her head very low to Bluestar, whose own claws were unsheathed for a battle
too. “I apologize,” she said. “I swear we did not come here to fight. But- well, Silverstream’s death
has rattled Lightningfur. It’s rattled all of RiverClan. We miss her dearly. Think- think about that
when you decide where the kits should stay. And know that RiverClan, clearly, won’t give them up
without a fight.” Leopardfur stepped back, raising her head with faux-confidence even as her pelt
prickled at the bristling and growling ThunderClan warriors around her. “Lightningfur,” Leopardfur
meowed, turning to her clanmate with a warning in her voice and, strangely, an almost sympathetic
look in her gaze.

 

Lightningfur hissed, fur bristling like she might attack her own deputy. Then, “Lightningfur.”
Lightningfur whipped her head around with a growl before she stiffened abruptly, staring at the



speaker. Spottedleaf padded up with sadness glittering in her amber gaze. “Please. You’re hurting
yourself.”

 

“Mother,” Lightningfur replied coolly back, tail tip twitching. Her gaze ripped away from Spottedleaf,
landing back on Creekflower and Fireheart.

 

Lightningfur took a few steps back, tail lashing angrily as she glared with a burning hatred at
Creekflower, then around at all the ThunderClan cats. Briefly, her gaze landed on the nursery, and
Creekflower thought, horrified, for a moment that Lightningfur would throw herself inside and tear it
apart just for the kits.

 

Why did Lightningfur care so much for them? It startled Creekflower. Perhaps Lightningfur was right;
she didn’t know her sister. Creekflower of just moments ago would have scoffed if you’d told her
Lightningfur would be so desperate to save any kits.

 

“Fine!” Lightningfur snarled, foam at the corners of her mouth mixing with the crimson blood falling
from her wounds. “Fine! See if I care! Keep the kits!” She turned around abruptly, tail lashing fiercely
as she stormed off towards the camp entrance. “StarClan forsake you for it- if they haven’t already!”
Her gaze caught on Frostfur as she passed, and, suddenly, Lightningfur lunged forward.

 

Frostfur leaped into the air, fur bristling, and Brightpaw beside her dropped into a crouch, startled.
But Lightningfur did not attack, just laughed hollowly. “See how they end up with you as a mentor!”

 

Lightningfur staggered into the entrance tunnel, body swaying to one side before she steadied herself,
tail still lashing furiously before she vanished from view. With a start, Creekflower realized that the
dark look in Lightningfur’s eyes perhaps hadn’t been dark at all- but exhaustion. Had Lightningfur not
slept since Silverstream’s death? Or… was she still visiting Mapleshade in the Dark Forest every
night?

 

Leopardfur flicked her tail, gathering Mistyfoot and Stonefur to her as they padded after Lightningfur,
their pelts pricked uneasily.

 

“Why did he send her?” Leopardfur growled, not all that quiet, to her clanmates. “He knows what
she’s like!”

 

“And you know what he’s like with her,” Stonefur replied. Then, they vanished out of camp.



 

“Runningwind,” Bluestar called immediately. “Mousefur. Follow them. Make sure they leave.” The
two warriors nodded and chased after the RiverClan patrol. The rest of camp seemed silent, unwilling
to speak after the sudden encounter. Then, Frostfur turned and raced towards the nursery, where
Speckletail was, her white pelt ruffled. Brightpaw hesitated before taking after her mother.

 

“Creekflower!” Lizardpaw meowed as she rushed towards her mother. Cinderpaw hobbled behind
her, a bundle in her mouth. “Stay still- we’ll tend to your wounds!” Creekflower glanced at her
shoulders, watching the red paint her brown pelt. She winced at the surge of pain. It’d been awhile
since she’d felt claws, especially ones so sharp, wound her.

 

“Oh, my flower,” Spottedleaf said quietly, walking up and staring at Creekflower with a misty look in
her eyes. “How I wish it wasn’t like this.”

 

“It’s okay,” Creekflower meowed, rolling her shoulders and fighting a wince as Cinderpaw pressed
comfrey and burdock mix against her left shoulder and meowed to Lizardpaw to do the same for her
right one. “You know how Lightningfur is.”

 

“And I wish she wasn’t like that,” Spottedleaf meowed. “How have I failed her?”

 

“Lightningfur chose her path,” Creekflower assured her. “Don’t feel guilty over her choices. They
aren’t yours to make.”

 

Spottedleaf blinked at her. “I suppose so. When did you grow so wise?” Creekflower shrugged, a
touch abashed.

 

“We can’t let them take the kits! You know how Graystripe would feel.”

 

Creekflower turned her attention to Bluestar and Fireheart. Her brother, though clearly ruffled by
Lightningfur’s deranged attack, was persistent as he spoke to Bluestar.

 

Creekflower blinked, confused. What did Fireheart mean that Bluestar would know how Graystripe
felt?

 



Bluestar gave them a bleak look, but her voice was soft as she replied, “Yes, Fireheart, I know. And I
would give much to keep these kits. But how far will RiverClan go to take them? You saw
Lightningfur. They will fight. How many ThunderClan warriors would risk their lives for kits that are
half-RiverClan?”

 

Creekflower’s fur prickled with fear of the picture she painted. Clans at war over mewling kits- or
ThunderClan split against itself as warriors fought among themselves. Already, she could hear
Frostfur’s gossip infecting half the camp once more.

 

“Have courage,” urged Bluestar. “It hasn’t come to a battle just yet. I’ve won us time until the
Gathering, and who knows what will happen before then?”

 

Creekflower couldn’t share her confidence. The problem of the kits would not go away. But she could
do nothing except bow her head respectfully when Bluestar dismissed them.

 

“Your wounds will heal,” Spottedleaf meowed. “Cinderpaw, do you have the cobweb?”

 

“I do!” Lizardpaw squeaked, brushing it off of her pelt with her paw. “I, uh, fell into it when we heard
Lightningfur’s scream.”

 

Cherryfur stepped forward, purring amusedly. “How useful,” she meowed. “You’re our own little herb
storage! And how many plants can we fit in your fluffy pelt?” Lizardpaw ducked her head, and
Creekflower smiled, albeit warily, her heart still beating fearfully.

 

She waited until Spottedleaf gave her the okay to leave, then she withdrew to the warriors’ den,
padding beside Cherryfur and Fireheart as they joined up with Sandstorm. Feathercloud was already
curled up inside, seemingly having slept through it all, while Brackenfur was curled beside him, his
whole body tensed and rigid. He had not left the den, Creekflower recalled, choosing to stay beside
his friend instead. But he looked relieved when he saw them enter, dipping his head to them.

 

Creekflower settled down in her nest between Cherryfur and Fireheart, though Fireheart shifted a little
closer to Sandstorm, the two of them sharing tongues and murmuring softly to each other.
Creekflower couldn’t hear them over her own worried thoughts, but she did hear Sandstorm’s
displeased hiss. She, much like many of their clanmates, was not happy about Graystripe’s forbidden
romance, much like she had been for Creekflower’s.

 



And now, she thought despairingly, who is going to tell Graystripe?

 

 

Lizardpaw padded beside Cinderpaw, jaws full of traveling herbs. She and Cinderpaw had gone with
Cherryfur into the forest to hunt down some herbs for Yellowfang and Spottedleaf before they headed
off to the Moonstone.

 

Lizardpaw sighed wistfully. The Moonstone. How she wished she could see it…

 

“Your friendship helps,” she heard Yellowfang rasp as they came up to the medicine den. “He might
not realize it now, but one day he-” She broke off as Cinderpaw and Lizardpaw appeared and dropped
a bunch of herbs at Yellowfang’s feet. 

 

“Are these the right ones?” Cinderpaw asked.

 

Yellowfang gave the herbs a quick sniff. “Yes, that’s right,” she mewed. “You can’t eat before the
ceremony,” she added, “but I will. I’m too old and creaky to get to Highstones and back without
something to keep me going.” She crouched in front of the herbs and began to gulp them down.

 

“Highstones?” Fireheart, the cat Yellowfang had been talking to, echoed. “Ceremony? Cinderpaw,
what’s going on?”

 

“It’s the half moon tonight,” Cinderpaw mewed happily. “Spottedleaf, Yellowfang, and I are going to
Mothermouth so I can be made a proper apprentice.” She gave a joyful wriggle and Lizardpaw
purred. Her eyes had recovered all their old sparkle, but there was a new wisdom and thoughtfulness
in their blue depths now.

 

“It’ll be amazing!” Lizardpaw meowed to her friend. “Tell me all about it- as much as you can,
anyway!” she added when Yellowfang sent her a glance. She knew medicine cats weren’t supposed to
speak about their dreams with StarClan much. They were sacred.

 

“I’ll come with you tonight, if you like,” Fireheart offered to Cinderpaw. “As far as Fourtrees,
anyway.”



 

“Oh, would you, Fireheart? Thank you!” Cinderpaw mewed.

 

“But no farther than Fourtrees,” warned Yellowfang, getting to her paws and swiping her tongue
around her mouth. “Tonight at Mothermouth is for medicine cats only.” She gave herself a brisk shake
and led the way through the ferns to the clearing.

 

Lizardpaw stared after her, feeling sad. Medicine cats only…

 

As Lizardpaw followed behind Cinderpaw, she saw Cloudpaw washing himself by the tree stump
outside the apprentices’ den. She looked around for Cliffpaw, then remembered that Willowpelt had
taken her out on the evening patrol with Mousefur and Thornpaw. She pricked her ears as she spotted
Spottedleaf hastily making her way over from her conversation with Bluestar.

 

The white tom sprang up as soon as he saw Fireheart and raced across to him. “Where are you
going?” he demanded. “Can I come?”

 

“I’m afraid not, Cloudpaw,” Spottedleaf meowed. “Four cats heading to Fourtrees is plenty - we don’t
want to rile up the other clans with a lot of us.”

 

Cloudpaw’s tail drooped, but he meowed an “Okay…” Lizardpaw settled down beside her brother,
sighing as they watched the four cats trot up the ravine.

 

“Hey Lizardpaw…” Cloudpaw meowed. “What if we just…followed them?” The brown tabby
apprentice pricked her ears, intrigued. They could…but if they got caught they would be in so much
trouble!

 

But…she really did want to see the Moonstone…the yearning felt like it was tugging her forward,
urging her to go to it and speak with her wise ancestors.

 

It couldn’t hurt, she reassured herself. After all, didn’t mother and Fireheart get into trouble as
apprentices too? What’s one little adventure compared to theirs!

 



She squared her shoulders and peeked around. “Let’s go,” she whispered. The two scampered out of
camp, tails low as they picked up the scent of Fireheart and the three medicine cats.

 

“They went this way!” Cloudpaw called softly, angling his ears towards Fourtrees. Lizardpaw chased
after him, heart thumping wildly with excitement and exhilaration.

 

She felt something tugging her onward, and she subconsciously called out, I’m coming, I’m on my
way!

 

The sun grew hot as the two cats made their way to Fourtrees. Lizardpaw was thankful for the deep
shade under the trees and the cool freshness of long grass and clumps of fern as they brushed against
her brown fur. All her senses were alert, and she kept close to Cloudpaw.

 

The two of them reached Fourtrees without trouble. As they slid through the bushes down into the
hollow, Lizardpaw heard Fireheart’s mew. 

 

“Are you sure about what you’re doing?” he asked quietly. “Is it what you really want?”

 

“Of course! Don’t you see, Fireheart?” Cinderpaw’s eyes searched his, suddenly serious. “I have to
learn as much as I can so that no cat dies because I couldn’t save them, like Silverstream.” Lizardpaw
flinched. She longed for a way to persuade her friend that Silverstream’s death was not her fault, but
she knew she would be wasting her breath. 

 

“And will that make you happy? You know medicine cats can’t ever…have kits.” Fireheart’s mew
sounded slightly bitter. Lizardpaw exchanged an uneasy look with Cloudpaw, feeling uncomfortable
intruding on this private moment between Fireheart and his former apprentice.

 

Cinderpaw purred to comfort him. “The whole Clan will be my kits,” she promised. “Even the
warriors. Yellowfang says they have about as much sense as newborns sometimes!” She took a pace
forward that brought her to Fireheart’s side, and rubbed her face affectionately against his. “But you’ll
always be my best friend, Fireheart. I’ll never forget you were my first mentor.”

 

Lizardpaw pouted slightly at that, wishing she was Cinderpaw’s best friend, but had to admit that her
own best friend was a tie between Cloudpaw and Cliffpaw. She couldn’t imagine life without her
siblings!



 

Fireheart licked Cinderpaw’s ear. “Good-bye, Cinderpaw,” he mewed softly.

 

“I’m not going away forever,” Cinderpaw protested. “I’ll be back by sunset tomorrow.”

 

Lizardpaw almost didn’t notice it, but Cloudpaw twitched his tail impatiently - which caused the bush
they were hiding in to rustle slightly.

 

“Who’s there?” Fireheart immediately whirled around, back arched and claws unsheathed.
Yellowfang and Spottedleaf had paused, and backtracked to stand protectively in front of Cinderpaw.
Yellowfang slunk forward, nose twitching. Lizardpaw exchanged a panicked look with her brother.
Cloudpaw’s blue eyes were wide, but he nosed her cheek, mewing a quick “Stay hidden!” and crept
out, ears flat and tail low, looking embarrassed and meek.

 

Lizardpaw blinked, mouth dropping open. He was giving himself up so she could keep going! She felt
her belly warm with love for her brother - he may be loud-mouthed and boastful, but he loved her and
Cliffpaw to death!

 

“Cloudpaw!” Fireheart’s reprimanding mew was sharp. “I thought we told you you couldn’t come
tonight.” Cloudpaw kept his head low, and pawed at the ground.

 

“I just wanted to come with…” he muttered. “So I snuck out after you.” Fireheart’s tail kinked in
agitation.

 

“I understand,” their uncle meowed. “But you should know better - come on, let’s get you back to
camp.” Fireheart nuzzled his mother and meowed a quick goodbye to Yellowfang and Cinderpaw
before nosing Cloudpaw back to camp. Lizardpaw could hear him muttering, “...was I this trouble-
making? I wasn’t, right? What did I do to get a trouble-making apprentice?” Lizardpaw stifled a
giggle at that. Maybe mentoring Cloudpaw was Fireheart’s karma for his own trouble-making days.

 

She turned back to gaze at the medicine cats, and watched as, side by side, they crossed the hollow
beneath the four massive oaks and climbed the far slope. The vast open moor stretched in front of
them, a cool wind bending the sturdy clumps of heather.

 

Won’t WindClan attack if you go through their territory? Lizardpaw thought anxiously.



All the Clans may pass through safely on the way to Highstones, Yellowfang’s voice rang in her ears
as she remembered what the old medicine cat and her grandmother had told her. And no

warrior would dare to attack medicine cats. StarClan forbid! 

 

Turning to Cinderpaw, Spottedleaf asked, “Are you ready?”

 

“Yes.” Cinderpaw followed the medicine cats out onto the springy moorland grass. The breeze ruffled
her fur as she limped swiftly away without a backward glance.

 

Lizardpaw watched her go, her heart beating rapidly. This was it. This was her chance to follow after
them.

 

Slowly, she slunk out from the bush and kept low to the moorland. She darted forward to hide behind
a cluster of rocks when the wind changed and held her breath. Please don’t pick up my scent!

 

They kept going. Lizardpaw breathed a sigh of relief and followed after.

 

She was weary by the time she reached the Moonstone cavern’s entrance. She hid in the nearby
bushes, watching the medicine cats from all four clans gather and exchange news. She guessed who
was who, uncertain as she had never met these cats before. Barkface had a stubby tail, Mudfur had fur
the color of mud, and Runningnose, well, had a runny nose.

 

She spotted Mudfur, the RiverClan medicine cat, talking quietly with Spottedleaf, and Barkface was
mewing something to Yellowfang. Cinderpaw was waiting patiently beside another cat, Runningnose
- the ShadowClan medicine cat.

 

“It’s time,” Spottedleaf meowed. The medicine cats all filed into the cavern, and Lizardpaw waited
until she saw Barkface’s short tail disappear into the cave. She crept forward and poked her nose
inside, smelling cool air. She hesitated briefly.

 

Then she felt that pull once more and dove into the cavern.

 

Lizardpaw kept her mouth open, scenting the air. The cavern was dark - it was like she was blind. She
used her whiskers to guide her pawsteps. Lizardpaw had no idea where she was going, but at the same



time she did. She listened to that tug in her belly, and came into a blindingly bright cave, with a huge,
shining stone set in the center. A beam of moonlight was coming from a hole in the roof. Lizardpaw
stared in awe.

 

The Moonstone.

 

Around the Moonstone, the medicine cats all slept with their noses pressed to the shimmering stone.
Lizardpaw took a step forward, then briefly hesitated once more. Would StarClan forsake her? Does
StarClan hate me for being cursed too?

 

Only medicine cats, Yellowfang had said.

 

That tug happened again, and she stumbled forward, creeping around the medicine cats to the other
side of the stone, and settled down in front of it. She gazed at her fractured reflection, seeing her
breath fog up the stone, before she leaned forward, pressed her nose against it, and closed her eyes.

 

Immediately she felt something yank her down, dragging her into dirty, muddy water. She yelped,
floundering frantically for something to cling to, but it was hopeless - she was pulled into the muddy
water.

 

Lizardpaw threw herself back up, spitting the disgusting water out of her mouth, hacking and
coughing, paws flailing for anything - anything! - to grab.

 

Then she felt something against her paws, and lunged forward, snagging her claws into it. She
reached forward, intent on hauling herself to safety, when the plant (for that was what she grabbed
onto) grew sharp spikes. She squeaked in fear and retracted her claws, sliding back down into the
water - but now it was only as high as her white paws. She hastily backed away from the thorny plant
- thistles , she recognized them as. She stumbled back further, but more thistles erupted from beneath
her, tangling her in them, and scratching her pelt. She yowled fearfully, fighting desperately to free
herself from the thistles.

 

She tripped, landing in the muddy water, and reemerged, fur covered in mud. She hissed, lashing a
paw out as the thistles once again tried to strangle her. She squeezed her eyes shut. Please, please,
please, she begged her ancestors. Help me!

 

“Lizardpaw!”



 

The brown apprentice jerked awake, eyes wide and fur standing on end. She breathed heavily, wildly
looking around, before the cats around her came into focus.

 

Barkface, Runningnose, Mudfur, and Yellowfang were all staring at her with varying emotions of
anger, shock, and frustration.

 

“Just what are you doing here?” Yellowfang asked harshly. Lizardpaw bent her ears forward, and
looked away from them and met her grandmother’s surprised amber eyes. Unlike the other four,
Spottedleaf had a sympathetic look.

 

“I know what the pull feels like…” she meowed softly. Lizardpaw shuffled her paws.

 

“I think…” she stuttered past her labor breaths. Her heart beat from the… vision she had experienced.
Was that StarClan telling her she was cursed, or something more ? “...I, maybe , want to be a medicine
cat.”

 

“There are so many already!” Runningnose objected, glancing at the group of ThunderClan cats, gaze
lingering on Yellowfang. Lizardpaw then met Cinderpaw’s guilty eyes.

 

“I shouldn’t have accepted being a medicine cat,” Cinderpaw meowed, voice raw, blinking an
apology to Lizardpaw, who was staring at her friend in shock. “I’ve taken it away from Lizardpaw.”

 

“That’s nonsense!” Yellowfang meowed. “You are an excellent medicine cat.” She glanced at
Lizardpaw, frowning now. “We’ll figure something out - no one has stolen anyone’s purpose.”

 

“I agree,” Spottedleaf meowed. She glanced up at the hope in the cavern’s roof. “The moonlight’s
fading. We should all head home now.”

 

Lizardpaw rose to her paws, refusing to meet anyone’s gaze. Her stomach twisted painfully. She
hadn’t meant to make Cinderpaw feel guilty! She just…she just felt like she should be here, with the
others, as a medicine cat.

 

It felt like her calling.



 

Like what she was destined to be.



Now Tigerclaw Gets Yeeted!

Fireheart watched the sun climbing the trees. “Tigerclaw wants me to send Cloudpaw on a solo
hunting mission today,” he meowed to Graystripe.

 

The big gray warrior looked up in surprise. “That’s early, isn’t it? He’s barely been made an
apprentice. You didn’t assess me that early.”

 

Fireheart shrugged. “Tigerclaw thinks he’s ready. He told me to follow him and see how he does,
anyway. Would you like to come and help?”

 

It was the morning after Cinderpaw - and his sneaky niece - had returned from Mothermouth.
Fireheart had met them as they slipped down the ravine in the twilight. He sighed with exasperation
as he realized Cloudpaw’s little ploy - but he had to admire his nephew’s loyalty to his sister. 

 

He could relate to that.

 

Cinderpaw had greeted him affectionately, but they both knew she could not tell him what she had
gone through. Her face still wore a look of rapture, and the moon itself seemed to shine from her eyes.
Fireheart tried hard not to feel that he had lost her to an unknown path.

 

But there had also been an uneasy look, and Fireheart knew it was because of Lizardpaw.

 

He wished that they both could live out their dream - Lizardpaw had described a call pulling her to the
Moonstone, and Spottedleaf and Yellowfang had concluded that StarClan themselves must have been
calling her.

 

But Cinderpaw had also been accepted by StarClan as ThunderClan’s apprentice medicine cat.

 

So how could Lizardpaw be one too?

 



He sat beside the nettle patch, trying to enjoy a juicy mouse. Graystripe, crouching nearby, had taken
a magpie from the pile of fresh-kill but had barely touched it.

 

“No, thanks, Fireheart,” he mewed. “I promised Goldenflower I’d look in on the kits. Their eyes are
open now,” he added with a touch of pride.

 

Fireheart guessed that Goldenflower would rather that Graystripe stayed away, but he knew
Graystripe would never be persuaded to leave his kits. “Okay,” he meowed. “I’ll see you later.”
Swallowing the last morsel of mouse, he went to find Cloudpaw.

 

Tigerclaw had been busy that morning, sending out one patrol with Whitestorm to renew the scent
markings along the RiverClan boundary, and another with Sandstorm to hunt around Snakerocks. He
had Cherryfur assess Lizardpaw near the Owl Tree, and Willowpelt had taken Cliffpaw to the stream
near the training hollow - Fireheart had gladly told Cliffpaw about his own first solo assessment in
that same area, and that seemed to cheer her up.

 

But Tigerclaw had neglected to tell Fireheart where Cloudpaw should go for his hunting mission.

 

Fireheart hadn’t felt the need to remind him.

 

“You can make for Twolegplace,” he meowed to Cloudpaw. “Then you won’t get in the way of the
other patrols. You won’t see me, but I’ll be watching you. I’ll meet you by Oliver’s fence.”

 

“Can I talk to him if he’s there?” Cloudpaw asked.

 

“Okay, as long as you’ve caught plenty of fresh-kill by then. But you’re not to go looking for him in
the Twoleg gardens. Or their nests.”

 

“I won’t.” Cloudpaw’s eyes gleamed, and his snowy fur was fluffed up with excitement. Fireheart
couldn’t help remembering how nervous he had felt before his own first assessment; Cloudpaw, in
contrast, was bursting with confidence.

 

“Off you go, then,” Fireheart meowed. “Try to get there by sunhigh.” He watched the young
apprentice race off toward the tunnel. “Pace yourself!” he called after him. “You’ve a long way to



go!”

 

But Cloudpaw didn’t slow down as he disappeared into the gorse. Shrugging, more amused than
annoyed, Fireheart glanced around for Graystripe, but his friend was nowhere to be seen. His half-
eaten magpie was left beside the nettle patch. He must be in the nursery already , Fireheart thought,
and turned to follow Cloudpaw out of the camp.

 

The apprentice’s scent was strong, showing where the young cat had ranged back and forth through
the woods in search of prey. A flurry of loose feathers told of a caught thrush, and specks of blood on
the grass showed that a mouse had fallen to his claws. Not far from the edge of the Tallpines,
Fireheart found the spot where Cloudpaw had buried his fresh-kill so he could return for it later.

 

Impressed that his apprentice was hunting well so early in his training, Fireheart put on speed, hoping
to catch up and watch him stalking his prey. But before he reached Twolegplace he caught sight of
Cloudpaw racing back along his own scent trail, his fur bristling and a wild light in his eyes.

 

“Cloudpaw!” Fireheart ran forward to meet him, his body tingling with sudden fear. Cloudpaw
skidded to a halt, his claws scattering pine needles, barely managing to avoid a collision with
Fireheart. 

 

“Something’s wrong!” he panted.

 

“What?” Icy claws clutched at Fireheart’s belly. “Not Oliver?”

 

“No, nothing like that. But I saw Tigerclaw, and there were some strange cats with him.” 

 

“At Twolegplace?” Fireheart meowed sharply. “Where you smelled them the day you visited Oliver?”
Creekflower had told them she’d smelt Tigerclaw scent by Twolegplace when she had taken her kits
to visit Oliver.

 

“That’s right.” Cloudpaw’s whiskers twitched. “They were huddled together, just on the edge of the
trees. I tried to get closer to hear what they were saying, but I was afraid they would see my white fur.
So I came to find you.”

 



“You did the right thing,” Fireheart told him, his mind racing frantically. “What were these cats like?
Did they have a Clan scent?”

 

“No.” Cloudpaw wrinkled his nose. “They smelled of crowfood.”

 

“And you didn’t recognize them?”

 

Cloudpaw shook his head. “They were thin and hungry-looking. Their fur was all mangy. They were
horrible, Fireheart!”

 

“And they were talking to Tigerclaw.” Fireheart frowned. That was the detail that worried him. He
could take a guess at who the strange cats were- the former ShadowClan warriors who had left their
Clan with Brokentail when he had been driven out. They had caused trouble before, and there were no
other rogues that Fireheart knew of in the forest now- but what Tigerclaw was doing with them was a
mystery.

 

“All right,” he mewed to Cloudpaw. “Follow me. And keep as quiet as if you were creeping up on a
mouse.” He headed cautiously toward Twolegplace, stalking from paw to paw over the softly cracking
pine needles. Long before he reached the edge of the forest he picked up the strong reek of cats. The
only one he could identify was Tigerclaw, and as if the thought had summoned him the deputy came
into sight at that moment, bounding through the trees in the direction of the camp.

 

There was no undergrowth to provide cover under the pine trees. All Fireheart and Cloudpaw could
do was flatten themselves in one of the deep furrows carved out by the Treecut monster and pray to
StarClan they wouldn’t be seen.

 

A group of scrawny warriors poured after Tigerclaw. Their jaws were parted eagerly and their eyes
blazed. All the cats were so intent on the trail that they never noticed Fireheart and Cloudpaw,
crouching in their scant cover a few rabbit-hops away.

 

Fireheart lifted his head and watched them race out of sight. For a moment he was frozen with horror
and disbelief. There were more of them, he realized, than the group who had left ShadowClan with
Brokentail moons before. Tigerclaw must have recruited more loners from somewhere. And he was
leading them straight toward the ThunderClan camp!

 



 

Applefur panted, sides heaving as she struggled to keep up with her clanmates and the rogues. Her
belly had gotten larger, but she wasn’t going to let that stop her from freeing her leader!

 

“Ready?” Brownclaw growled beside her. “Stay by me - I’ll keep you safe from those traitorous
ThunderClanners!”

 

Applefur wrinkled her nose - just because she was pregnant didn’t mean she wasn’t able to take care
of herself!

 

But she appreciated Brownclaw’s concern all the same.

 

They thundered through the entrance tunnel and burst into ThunderClan’s camp. Behind her, Applefur
heard the panicked yowl of Fireheart, ”ThunderClan! Enemies! Attack!”

 

He must have seen us come from Twolegplace! Applefur realized uneasily. Did he see Tigerclaw with
us?

 

Her worry was quickly washed away by the heat of battle as Tigerclaw spun around to face them,
back arching as if to attack, and on cue the attacking cats scattered, acting frazzled at his fakeout.

 

“To me, ThunderClan!” the dark tabby yowled aggressively.

 

Applefur lunged forward, claws ripping into the pelt of Brindleface, who yowled and immediately
shook her off. Another queen with a golden pelt flew forward and butted her away with her head,
teeth barred furiously.

 

“Stay away from our kits!” the queen hissed angrily. Applefur’s fur fluffed up, and a few paces away
Brownclaw was rolling around with Runningwind.

 

“You can do it, Applefur!” he called as he struggled against the older and much more seasoned
warrior. “You’re no apprentice anymore!”

 



“Apprentice?” the golden she-cat echoed in disbelief. “You’re hardly older than one!” Applefur
flattened her ears and leaped for the attack. The queen slid around her and easily knocked her off her
paws, sending her tumbling to the ground.

 

Applefur struggled to get up, and that’s when the golden queen - Goldenflower, Applefur recalled,
paused and stared at her with shock and bewilderment.

 

“You’re expecting kits?!” she cried incredulously. She relaxed her aggressive stance and frowned.
“This isn’t your fight, young one.” Applefur flattened her ears again. Of course this was her fight! She
was fighting for her leader!

 

“Come on,” Goldenflower ordered, nosing her to her paws. “You’re getting out of here - you are too
young to be in this fight - and too young to bear kits,” she muttered the last part. Applefur opened her
mouth to object, but Goldenflower shoved her towards the entrance and out of camp.

 

“Go!” the golden-furred she-cat yowled. “Think of your kits!”

 

Applefur frowned, glanced back at the ongoing fight, and felt her belly clench horribly, tiny beings
squirming inside and pressing against her belly uncomfortably.

 

She turned and ran away into the woods, feeling ashamed.

 

She was a coward.

 

Such a coward.

 

 

Fireheart sprang at the nearest rogue, Tangleburr, and raked his claws down her side. The rogue
snarled and twisted toward him, paws splayed for attack. She tried to pin Fireheart down; Fireheart’s
hindpaws pummeled her belly, and the rogue broke away howling.

 



Fireheart scrambled to his paws and crouched with tail lashing and fur bristling as he looked around
for another enemy. Outside the entrance to the nursery, Graystripe was wrestling a black and white
rogue - Finchflight. The two of them rolling over and over as they tried to get a hold with teeth and
claws. Brindleface and Speckletail were fighting against a ginger tom twice their size. Near the
warriors’ den, Mousefur dug her front claws into the shoulder of a huge tabby, while her back claws
shredded his flank.

 

Then Fireheart froze with shock. At the other side of the clearing, Brokentail had pounced on his
guard, Dustpelt, fastening his teeth in the younger cat’s throat. Dustpelt was struggling furiously to
free himself. Though Brokentail was blind, he was still a formidable fighter, and he hung on. Fireheart
realized with dread that he was fighting on the side of his old rogue companions, the cats who had left
ShadowClan with him- not for ThunderClan, who had risked so much to defend him when he was
injured and alone.

 

A tiny picture flashed into Fireheart’s mind, of Tigerclaw and Brokentail lying side by side, sharing
tongues. That had not been evidence of the deputy’s compassion. Tigerclaw had been planning this
with the former ShadowClan tyrant!

 

There was no time to think about that now. Fireheart plunged across the clearing to help Dustpelt, but
before he got halfway he was bowled over by a rogue cat. His flank stung as claws raked down it.
Green eyes glared a mouse-length from his own. Fireheart bared his fangs and tried to bite down into
the enemy’s shoulder, but the rogue cat batted him away. Claws ripped into his ear. His belly was
exposed and he couldn’t twist free. Suddenly his attacker let out a wail and released him. Fireheart
caught a glimpse of the young apprentice Thornpaw with his teeth fastened into the rogue’s tail; the
rogue dragged him through the dust until Thornpaw released him and the enemy fled.

 

Panting, Fireheart scrambled to his paws. “Thanks,” he gasped. “Well done.”

 

Thornpaw stepped back at Fireheart’s praise, eyes wide, but he nodded briefly before racing off to
where Graystripe still battled in front of the nursery.

 

Fireheart looked around again. Dustpelt had vanished and Brokentail was stumbling farther into the
clearing, letting out a weird wailing that struck a chill into Fireheart’s heart. Even blind, the former
ShadowClan leader possessed a terrifying power that seemed driven by something more than mortal.

 

The clearing heaved with struggling cats, but as Fireheart poised himself to rejoin the fray he realized
something that sent an even colder pang of fear along his spine. Where was Bluestar?

 



In a heartbeat, Fireheart realized that he couldn’t see Tigerclaw either. Every instinct told him that
danger was looming. He dodged around Willowpelt, who was clinging to the back of a much bigger
rogue, her teeth fastened in his ear, and made for Bluestar’s den. To his relief, as he approached the
entrance he heard Bluestar meow from inside, “We can worry about that later, Tigerclaw. The Clan
needs us now.”

 

For a few heartbeats there was no reply. Then Fireheart heard Bluestar’s voice again, surprised.
“Tigerclaw? What are you doing?”

 

An answering snarl. “Remember me to StarClan, Bluestar.”

 

“Tigerclaw, what is this?” Bluestar’s meow was sharper now, edged with anger, not fear. “I’m the
leader of your Clan, or have you forgotten that?”

 

“Not for much longer,” Tigerclaw growled. “I’m going to kill you, and kill you again. As many times
as it takes for you to join StarClan forever. It’s time for me to lead this Clan!”

 

Bluestar’s answering protest was suddenly cut short by the sound of paws thudding against the hard
floor of the den, followed by a dreadful snarling.

 

Fireheart sprang forward and burst through the curtain of lichen. Tigerclaw and Bluestar were
writhing on the floor of the den. Bluestar’s claws scored again and again across Tigerclaw’s shoulder,
but the deputy’s greater weight kept her pinned down in the soft sand. Tigerclaw’s fangs were buried
in her throat, and his powerful claws raked her back.

 

“Traitor!” Fireheart yowled. He flung himself at Tigerclaw, slashing at his eyes. The deputy reared
back, forced to release his grip on Bluestar’s throat. Fireheart felt his claws rip through the deputy’s
ear, spraying blood into the air.

 

Bluestar scrambled to the side of the den, looking half stunned. Fireheart could not tell how badly hurt
she was. Pain lanced through him as Tigerclaw gashed his side with a blow from his powerful
hindpaws. Fireheart’s paws skidded in the sand and he lost his balance, hitting the ground with
Tigerclaw on top of him.

 

“I may be able to excuse this,” Tigerclaw hissed softly, glaring down at him. “You’re Thistlestar’s
favorite - he would have wanted you to help me.”



 

Fireheart struggled in Tigerclaw’s grasp. “My loyalty is to ThunderClan - not to you, or Thistlestar!”
he spat.

 

The deputy’s amber eyes blazed into his, lip curling. “It was worth a try, mouse-dung!” he hissed. “I’ll
flay you, Fireheart. I’ve waited a long time for this.”

 

Fireheart summoned every scrap of skill and strength he possessed. He knew Tigerclaw could kill
him, but in spite of that he felt strangely free. The lies and the need for deceit were over. The secrets-
Bluestar’s and Tigerclaw’s- were all out in the open. There was only the clean danger of battle.

 

He aimed a blow at Tigerclaw’s throat, but the deputy swung his head to one side and Fireheart’s
claws scraped harmlessly through thick tabby fur. But the blow had loosened Tigerclaw’s grip on him.
Fireheart rolled away, narrowly avoiding a killing bite to his neck.

 

“Med-kit!” Tigerclaw taunted, flexing his haunches to pounce again. “Come and find out how a real
warrior fights.” He threw himself at Fireheart, but at the last moment Fireheart darted aside. As
Tigerclaw tried to turn in the narrow den, his paws slipped on a splash of blood and he crashed
awkwardly onto one side.

 

At once Fireheart saw his chance. His claws sliced down to open a gash in Tigerclaw’s belly. Blood
welled up, soaking into the deputy’s fur. He let out a high-pitched caterwaul. Fireheart pounced on
him, raking claws across his belly again, and fastening his teeth into Tigerclaw’s neck. The deputy
struggled vainly to free himself, his thrashing growing weaker as the blood flowed.

 

Fireheart let go of his neck, planting one paw on Tigerclaw’s outstretched foreleg, and the other on his
chest. “Bluestar!” he called. “Help me hold him down!”

 

Bluestar was crouching behind him in her moss-lined nest. Blood trickled down her forehead, but that
did not alarm Fireheart as much as the look in her eyes. They were a vague, cloudy blue, and she
stared horror-struck in front of her as if she was witnessing the destruction of everything she had ever
worked for.

 

When Fireheart spoke, she jumped like a cat woken suddenly from sleep. Moving with dreamlike
slowness, she crossed the den and pinned herself across Tigerclaw’s hindquarters, trapping him. Even
with wounds that would have stunned a lesser cat, Tigerclaw still fought to free himself. His amber
eyes burned with hatred as he spat curses at Fireheart and Bluestar.



 

A shadow fell across the entrance to the den and Fireheart heard hoarse, ragged breathing. He turned
his head, expecting to see one of the invaders, but it was Graystripe. Dismay flooded over Fireheart at
the sight of his friend. He was bleeding heavily from his flank and one foreleg, and blood bubbled
from his mouth as he stammered, “Bluestar, we-” He broke off, staring. “Fireheart, what’s
happening?”

 

“Tigerclaw attacked Bluestar,” Fireheart told him quickly. “We were right all along. He is a traitor. He
brought the rogues to attack us.”

 

Graystripe went on staring, and then shook himself as if he had just climbed out of deep water. “We’re
losing the fight,” he meowed. “There are too many of them. Bluestar, we need your help.”

 

The leader looked at him but did not reply. Fireheart could see that her eyes were still dull and
unseeing, as if the discovery of the truth about Tigerclaw had bruised her spirit beyond repair.

 

“I’ll come,” Fireheart offered. “Graystripe, can you help Bluestar hold on to Tigerclaw? We’ll deal
with him when the battle’s over.”

 

“You can try, meddy kit,” Tigerclaw sneered through a mouthful of sand.

 

Graystripe limped across the den and took Fireheart’s place, planting his claws on Tigerclaw’s chest.
For a heartbeat Fireheart hesitated, uncertain that wounded Graystripe and Bluestar in a state of shock
would be a match for Tigerclaw. But the deputy was still losing blood, and his struggles were
definitely getting weaker.

 

Swiftly Fireheart turned and raced outside again.

 

At first glance the clearing seemed to be filled with rogues, as if all the ThunderClan warriors had
been driven out. Then Fireheart caught a glimpse of familiar shapes here and there- Longtail
squirming underneath a huge tabby tom; Patchpelt scrabbling just out of reach of a skinny gray
outlaw, whirling around to rake his nose with outstretched claws before he hurled himself at the
rogue’s belly. Fireheart tried to collect his strength. The fight with Tigerclaw had exhausted him, and
the wounds where the deputy had clawed him burned like fire. He did not know how long he could
keep on. He rolled over instinctively as a ginger she-cat tried to drive her claws into his back. Out of
the corner of his eye, he saw a lithe, blue-gray body racing across the clearing, yowling a challenge.



 

Bluestar! he thought in astonishment, and wondered what had happened to Tigerclaw. Then he
realized that the warrior he had seen was not Bluestar. It was Mistyfoot!

 

With a massive effort Fireheart tore free of the ginger cat and scrambled to his paws. RiverClan
warriors were pouring out of the tunnel. Leopardfur, Stonefur, Blackclaw, Lightningfur! ...

 

After them came Whitestorm and the rest of his patrol. They were strong and full of energy, and they
fell on the invaders with claws outstretched and tails lashing in fury.

 

Terrified by the sudden appearance of reinforcements, the rogue cats scattered. The ginger she-cat fled
with a shocked howl. Others followed her. Fireheart staggered a few paces in pursuit, hissing and
spitting to speed them on their way, but there was no need. Surprised when they thought their victory
was certain, and leaderless now that Tigerclaw had been caught, the rogues had no fight left in them.

 

Within a few heartbeats, they were gone. The only enemy remaining was Brokentail, bleeding badly
from head and shoulders. The blind cat scrabbled on the ground, mewling faintly like a sick kit.

 

The RiverClan cats were gathering together again with murmurs of concern as Fireheart limped
across to them. “Thank you,” he meowed. “I’ve never been so glad to see any cat in my life.”

 

“I recognized some of the old ShadowClan warriors,” Leopardfur told him gravely. “The ones who
left with Brokenstar.”

 

“Yes.” Fireheart didn’t want to say anything yet about Tigerclaw’s involvement. “How did you know
we needed help?” he asked, puzzled.

 

“We didn’t,” replied Mistyfoot. “We came to talk to Bluestar about-”

 

“Not now,” Leopardfur interrupted, though Fireheart guessed that Mistyfoot was going to say, “about
the kits.” 

 

“ThunderClan needs time to recover.” She dipped her head graciously toward Fireheart. “We are glad
to have helped. Tell your leader we will return soon.”



 

“Yes, I will,” Fireheart promised. “And thanks again.” Lightningfur pushed herself forward, looking
smug. She looked a lot more like her old self, in the glow of battle, than she had the last time she’d
visited ThunderClan. She eyed the wounds Tigerclaw left on him, and flashed him a knowing look
before she turned and left with her clanmates. 

 

Fireheart watched the RiverClan cats leave, then looked around, feeling his shoulders sag with
tiredness. The clearing was littered with blood and fur.

 

Spottedleaf, Yellowfang, and Cinderpaw were beginning to examine the injured cats. Though
Fireheart hadn’t noticed them in the fighting, they all bore the marks of enemy claws. He took a deep
breath. It was time to deal with Tigerclaw, but he did not know if he could summon the strength. His
wounds throbbed with pain, and every muscle in his body shrieked a protest with each step.

 

As he limped toward Bluestar’s den, a voice sounded behind him. “Fireheart! What happened?” He
turned to see Sandstorm, newly returned at the head of her hunting patrol, with Brightpaw and
Cloudpaw panting just behind her. She was staring around the clearing as if she couldn’t believe what
she saw.

 

Fireheart shook his head wearily. “Brokentail’s outlaws,” he grunted.

 

“Again?” Sandstorm spat with disgust. “Maybe Bluestar will think twice about sheltering Brokentail
now.”

 

“It’s more complicated than that.” Fireheart felt unable to explain right then. “Sandstorm, will you do
something for me, and not ask questions?”

 

Sandstorm gave him a suspicious look. “Depends what it is.”

 

“Go to Bluestar’s den and deal with what you find there. Better take another warrior too- Brackenfur,
will you go? Bluestar will tell you what to do.”

 

At least, I hope so, Fireheart added to himself as Sandstorm, still frowning, jerked her head at
Brackenfur and headed for the Highrock. Out of everything that had happened, what disturbed
Fireheart most was how Bluestar seemed to have lost her will to lead her Clan.



 

Fireheart stood numbly in the center of the clearing, watching as Yellowfang examined Brokentail and
then began half pushing, half dragging him toward her den. The former ShadowClan leader was
barely conscious, and a trickle of blood ran from the corner of his mouth. She obviously still cares for
him, Fireheart thought in confusion. Even after all this, she can’t forget he was once her kit.

 

Turning away from Yellowfang, Fireheart saw Sandstorm emerging from the den beneath the
Highrock. She was followed by Tigerclaw, who struggled forward with an odd, lurching gait. His fur
was matted with dust and blood, and one eye was half closed. He stumbled to a halt and collapsed in
front of the rock.

 

Brackenfur trailed him closely, alert for any sign that the deputy intended to attack or flee. Behind
him came Bluestar. Her head was drooping and her tail dragged in the dust. Fireheart’s worst fears
flooded back.

 

The strong leader Fireheart had respected seemed to have vanished, leaving instead this frail,
wounded cat.

 

Last of all, Graystripe limped out of the den and sank down on his side in the shade of the Highrock.
Cinderpaw hurried over to him and began to inspect his wounds with an anxious frown. 

 

Bluestar raised her head and looked around. “Come here, all of you,” she rasped, beckoning with a
flick of her tail. 

 

While the rest of the Clan were gathering, Fireheart padded over to Cinderpaw. “Can you give
Tigerclaw anything for his wounds?” he asked. “Something to ease the pain?” He thought he had
wanted to defeat Tigerclaw more than anything, but now he found he could not bear the sight of the
once-great warrior bleeding to death in the dust. It rubbed him the wrong way to just…let him suffer.

 

Cinderpaw looked up from her examination of Graystripe. To Fireheart’s relief, she didn’t challenge
his request for her to treat the treacherous deputy. “Sure,” she meowed. “I’ll fetch something for
Graystripe as well.” She limped away in the direction of the medicine den.

 

The Clan cats had taken their places by the time she returned. Fireheart could see them looking at one
another, uneasily wondering what all this might mean.

 



Cinderpaw limped over with a wad of herbs in her mouth. She dropped some of them beside
Tigerclaw, and gave the rest to Graystripe. The deputy sniffed the leaves suspiciously and then began
to chew them.

 

Bluestar watched him for a moment and then began to speak. “I present you with Tigerclaw, now a
prisoner. He-”

 

A chorus of worried murmurs interrupted her. The Clan cats were looking at each other in shock and
dismay. Fireheart could see they did not understand what was happening - barring Sandstorm,
Runningwind, Cherryfur, Creekflower, and Graystripe.

 

“A prisoner?” Darkstripe echoed. “Tigerclaw’s your deputy. What has he done?”

 

“I’ll tell you.” Bluestar’s voice sounded more even now, but Fireheart could see the effort it was
costing her. “Just now, in my den, Tigerclaw attacked me. He would have killed me if Fireheart hadn’t
arrived in time.”

 

The sounds of protest and disbelief swelled even louder. From the back of the crowd, Rosetail let out
an eerie wailing. Darkstripe got to his paws. He was one of Tigerclaw’s strongest supporters, Fireheart
knew, but even he was looking uncertain. “There must be some mistake,” he blustered.

 

Bluestar raised her chin. “Do you think I can’t tell when a cat tries to murder me?” she enquired dryly.

 

“But Tigerclaw-”

 

Fireheart sprang up. “Tigerclaw is a traitor to the Clan!” he spat. “He brought the rogue cats here
today.”

 

Darkstripe rounded on him. “He’d never have done that. Prove it!”

 

Fireheart glanced at Bluestar. She nodded and beckoned him forward. “Fireheart, tell the Clan what
you know. Everything.”

 



Fireheart padded slowly to her side. Now that the moment for revealing everything had come, he felt
strangely reluctant. It was as though he were pulling down the Highrock, and nothing would ever be
the same again. 

 

He met the encouraging gazes of his friends, and began;

 

“Cats of ThunderClan.” His voice squeaked like a kit’s, and he paused to control it. “Cats of
ThunderClan, do you remember when Redtail died? Tigerclaw told you that Oakstar killed him, but
he was lying. It was Tigerclaw who killed Redtail!”

 

“How do you know?” That was Longtail, with the usual sneer on his face. 

 

“I know because I was at the battle, and talked to someone who saw it all happen,” Fireheart replied
steadily. “Ravenpaw told me.”

 

“Oh, very useful!” It was Frostfur who spoke, staring up at him with burning blue eyes. “Ravenpaw’s
dead. You can tell us he said anything, and nobody can prove you wrong.”

 

Fireheart hesitated. He had kept the truth about Ravenpaw’s escape a secret to protect him from
Tigerclaw, but now that Tigerclaw was a prisoner, there could be no more danger. And he needed to
reveal everything. “Ravenpaw isn’t dead,” he explained quietly. “I took him away after Tigerclaw
tried to kill him for knowing too much. Runningwind, Graystripe, Darkstripe, Cherryfur, Sandstorm,
and Feathercloud can vouch for that.” He dipped his head to his friends.

 

“It’s true!” Runningwind yowled. “We’ve met him too, at Barley’s barn. He is alive!” Nearby,
Darkstripe bared his teeth, head ducked and tail lashing.

 

More uproar, as each cat yowled their questions and protests. While Fireheart waited for them to settle
down again, he glanced at Tigerclaw. As Cinderpaw’s herbs did their healing work, the huge tabby
had begun to recover some of his strength. He pushed himself onto his haunches and sat staring out
over the crowd with eyes like stones, as if he were challenging any cat to come too close. The news
about Ravenpaw - to Fireheart’s bewilderment - hadn’t seemed to faze him. In fact, it looked like he
was hiding some smug satisfaction.

 

When the turmoil showed no sign of dying down, Whitestorm raised his voice. “Quiet! Let Fireheart
speak.”



 

Fireheart dipped his head in thanks to his older half-brother. “Ravenpaw told me that Oakstar died
when rocks fell on him. Redtail fled from the rockfall, and ran straight into Tigerclaw. Tigerclaw
pounced on him and killed him.”

 

“It’s true.” Graystripe raised his head from where he still lay in the shade, with Cinderpaw pressing
herbs to his wounds. “I was there when Ravenpaw told Fireheart all this.”

 

“As was I!” Runningwind stalked forward, shooting a frosty glare at Tigerclaw. “Ravenpaw told us
everything - and Fireheart can attest to the rocks falling. While he didn’t see Oakstar die, he saw the
rocks tumble to the ground!”

 

“And I’ve spoken to cats from RiverClan,” Fireheart added. “They tell the same story, that Oakstar
died in a rockfall.”

 

Fireheart expected more noise then, but it never came. An eerie hush had fallen on the Clan. Cats
were staring at one another as if they could find a reason for these terrible revelations in the faces of
their friends.

 

“Tigerclaw expected to be made deputy then,” Fireheart went on. “But Bluestar chose Lionheart
instead. Then Lionheart died fighting ShadowClan, and at last Tigerclaw achieved his ambition. But
being deputy wasn’t enough for him. I...I think that he even laid a trap for Bluestar beside the
Thunderpath, but Cinderpaw and Cricketheart were caught in it instead.” He glanced at Cinderpaw as
he spoke, to see her eyes widen and her jaws open in a gasp of surprise. Feathercloud was sitting
beside Brackenfur, blue eyes wide with horror.

 

Bluestar too looked astonished. “Fireheart told me his suspicions,” she murmured. Her voice shook.
“I didn’t- I couldn’t- believe him. I trusted Tigerclaw.” She bowed her head. “I was wrong.”

 

“But how could he expect to be made leader if he killed you?” asked Mousefur. “The Clan would
never support him.”

 

“I think that’s why he planned this attack the way he did,” Fireheart ventured. “I guess he meant us to
think that one of the outlaws killed Bluestar. After all,” Fireheart’s voice grew hard, “who would
expect Tigerclaw, the loyal deputy, to lay a claw on his leader?” He fell silent. His whole body was
quivering and he felt as limp as a newborn kit.



 

“How quick you all are to accept the word of a cursed cat,” Tigerclaw’s growl was low. He stared
balefully at Fireheart. “What if you all knew he - and his kittypet-loving sister - are not as honest as
they claim to be. They have been meeting with their RiverClan father and tratorious sister in their
dreams - in the Place of No Stars! ”

 

Fireheart flinched as shocked caterwauls erupted from his clanmates.

 

“Traitors!” Specktail hissed, tail lashing.

 

“Spilling our secrets to your father!” Frostfur howled. “I knew it! I knew you are all cursed - cursed to
be traitors like your father!”

 

Cherryfur had pressed against Creekflower. Though her eyes were wide with shock, she stood tall
beside her best friend. Fireheart couldn’t bear to look at anyone, so he closed his eyes and breathed
out a sigh of defeat.

 

He should have known Tigerclaw would pull something like this.

 

“ThunderClan,” he meowed softly. “I will not lie to you - and I have no plans on ever doing so. But I
will not deny it - Creekflower and I did visit our father in the Place of No Stars. However,” his mew
sharpened and he flashed his eyes open, “we did not know it was the Place of No Stars, not until I put
two and two together from a nursery story the elders were talking about when I was an apprentice. I
should have realized then that I should stop meeting with my father - Creekflower tried to convince
me multiple times but…” He sent an apologetic look at his mother and sister. “I was so desperate to
know him that I never gave it a second thought. But now…” He stared imploringly at Bluestar. “Now
that I’ve finally listened- instead of trying to justify and excuse what was wrong- I learned just how
terrible Thistlestar is, and I regret it. I regret it so much.”

 

He shuffled his paws nervously. “The last time I met him in the Place of No Stars was before the last
Gathering - Creekflower hasn’t been there since her kidnapping in Twolegplace.” He squared his
shoulders and stared firmly at his stunned clanmates. “But I have no intention of willingly meeting
with Thistlestar ever again - I can’t stop him and Mapleshade from pulling me in there, but I will
never betray ThunderClan. I never have, and I never will.”

 

He was relieved to see his close friends were staring at him - not with shock, or revulsion - but with
sympathy and forgiveness. Whitestorm was slowly nodding his head, looking troubled, but he gave



Fireheart a kind look.

 

Frostfur was sneering at Fireheart, and Tigerclaw spoke up again.

 

“ His family’s curse has weakened ThunderClan!” the dark tabby hissed. “It has affected so many of
us - even our leadership.” He shot Bluestar a loathful look. “I merely sought to rid us of it!” He glared
furiously at Fireheart. “This traitor will keep coming back to his father, night after night, and whisper
all our secrets to him-”

 

“My question, Tigerclaw,” Creekflower took a step forward, boldly staring the ex-deputy in the eyes,
“is how do you know that Fireheart and I used to train in The Place of No Stars? How did you know
about this…unless you’ve been there too.”

 

Uneasy mutters rose up once more from their clanmates. Runningwind was still staring at Tigerclaw
like a hawk, claws unsheathed and lip curled murderously. Cherryfur padded forward as well.

 

“Fireheart and Runningwind told me, Sandstorm, and Darkstripe about this when we went to gather
the echinacea for Yellowfang and Spottedleaf,” she meowed. “We - at least Runningwind, Sandstorm,
and I,” she shoot a cool look at the dumb-struck Darkstripe, “believed him, and we still do.” Fireheart
felt his fur prick a touch as she noticed she excluded that they had told Copperleaf as well. She shot
him a look of loyalty, like she knew perfectly what she had omitted. Fireheart glanced fearfully at
Darkstripe - once his best friend, now…

 

The dark tabby was bristling, eyes wide and claws unsheathed, but he said nothing of Copperleaf,
staring at Tigerclaw.

 

Sandstorm padded forward, her tail fluffed and her eyes wide, but she meowed, “I’ve known them
since kithood. Perhaps Creekflower has made some foolish choices in her life- padding after a
kittypet, for one- but she is still my clanmate. And Fireheart has always fought for what he thought
right. Fireheart and Creekflower training in the Place of No Stars doesn’t change who they are, or my
opinion on them. Maybe I see them as being a little more mouse-brained than usual, but they are loyal
to ThunderClan through and through.” She gave Tigerclaw a nasty look. “Not like that piece of
scum!”

 

The Clan was silent, taking in all these new revelation, when Whitestorm spoke up;

 



“Bluestar, what will happen to Tigerclaw now?”

 

His question set off a crescendo of furious yowling from the Clan.

 

“Kill him!”

 

“Blind him!”

 

“Drive him out of the forest!”

 

Bluestar sat motionless, her eyes closed. Fireheart could feel the pain coming off her in waves, the
bitter shock of betrayal as she discovered that the deputy she had trusted for so long was black at
heart.

 

“Tigerclaw,” she meowed at last, “have you anything to say in your defense?”

 

Tigerclaw swung his head around and fixed her with a yellow glare. “Defend myself to you, you
gutless excuse for a warrior? What sort of a leader are you? Keeping the peace with other Clans.
Helping them! You barely punished Fireheart and Graystripe for feeding RiverClan, and you sent
Sandstorm and Runningwind to fetch WindClan home! Letting this curse fester in the heart of our
clan and grow. I would have never shown such kittypet softness. I would have brought back the days
of TigerClan. I would have made ThunderClan great!”

 

“And how many cats would have died for it?” Bluestar murmured, almost to herself. Fireheart
wondered if she was thinking of Thistlestar. “If you have nothing else to say, then I sentence you to
exile,” the leader announced, her voice cracking. Every word seemed to be dragged out of her. “You
will leave ThunderClan territory now, and if any cat sees you here after sunrise tomorrow, they have
my permission to kill you.”

 

“Kill me?” Tigerclaw spoke now, snarling his defiance. “I’d like to see any of them try.”

 

“Fireheart beat you,” Graystripe called out.

 



“Fireheart.” Tigerclaw turned his pale amber eyes on his enemy, and Fireheart felt his fur prickle at
the look of unfettered hatred there. “Cross my path again, you stinking furball, and we’ll see who’s
the stronger.”

 

Fireheart leaped to his paws, anger lending him energy. “Anytime, Tigerclaw,” he spat.

 

“No,” Bluestar growled. “No more fighting. Tigerclaw, leave our sight.”

 

Slowly Tigerclaw got up. His massive head swiveled back and forth as he scanned the crowd of cats.

 

“Don’t think I’m finished,” he hissed. “I’ll be a leader yet. And any cat who comes with me will be
well looked after. Darkstripe?”

 

Fireheart craned his neck to see Tigerclaw’s chief follower. It pained him to think of his kithood
friend like that as he waited for Darkstripe to get up and go to Tigerclaw, but the sleek tabby remained
in his place, his shoulders hunched wretchedly.

 

“I trusted you, Tigerclaw,” he protested, voice weak. “I thought you were the finest warrior in the
forest. But you plotted with that...that tyrant, ” Fireheart knew he was speaking of Brokentail, “and
you said nothing to me. And now you expect me to come with you?” He looked away deliberately.

 

Tigerclaw shrugged. “I needed Brokentail’s help to make contact with the rogue cats. If you choose to
take this personally, that’s your problem,” he growled. “Longtail?”

 

Longtail gave a nervous start. “Come with you, Tigerclaw? Into exile?” His voice shook. “I...no, I
can’t. I’m loyal to ThunderClan!”

 

And you’re a coward, Fireheart added silently, catching the fear-scent as Longtail shrank back into the
crowd of cats.

 

For the first time, a look of uncertainty flickered across Tigerclaw’s face, as the few cats he had
trusted turned him down. “What about you, Dustpelt?” he demanded. “You’ll have richer pickings
with me than ever you will in ThunderClan.”

 



The young brown tabby got deliberately to his paws and picked his way through the surrounding cats
until he stood in front of Tigerclaw. “I looked up to you,” he meowed in a clear, level voice. “I wanted
to be like you. But Redtail was my mentor. I owe him more than any cat. And you killed him.” Grief
and fury made his limbs shake, but he kept going. “You killed him and betrayed the Clan. I’d rather
die than follow you.” He turned and stalked away.

 

A murmur of appreciation rose from the listening cats, and Fireheart heard Whitestorm whisper, “Well
said, youngster.”

 

“Tigerclaw,” Bluestar broke in. “No more of this. Go now.”

 

Tigerclaw drew himself up to his full height, his eyes blazing in cold fury. “I’m going. But I’ll be
back; you can be sure of that. I’ll be revenged on you all!” He padded unevenly away from the
Highrock. As he drew close to Fireheart he paused, drawing his lips back in a snarl. “And as for
you...” he hissed. “Keep your eyes open, Fireheart. Keep your ears pricked. Keep looking behind you.
Because one day I’ll find you, and then you’ll be crowfood.”

 

“You’re crowfood now,” Fireheart retorted, struggling to hide the fear that crawled along his spine.
Tigerclaw spat, then turned and walked away. The Clan cats parted to let him through, every eye
tracking him as he went. The great warrior was not completely steady on his paws- his wounds must
be bothering him in spite of Cinderpaw’s herbs, Fireheart realized- but he did not stop or look back.
The gorse tunnel swallowed him up and he was gone.

 

As he watched his defeated enemy disappear, Fireheart could not summon up the least sense of
triumph. Surprising himself, he even felt a pang of regret. Tigerclaw could have been a warrior whose
deeds would have been told to generations of kits- if only he had chosen loyalty over ambition.
Fireheart could almost wail aloud at the waste.

 

All around him talk was beginning to break out again, as cats mewed urgently to one another about
the startling events. “Who’ll be deputy now?” he heard Runningwind ask.

 

Fireheart glanced at Bluestar to see if she meant to make an announcement, but she was slipping
around the side of the Highrock toward her den. Her head was down and her paws dragged as if she
were ill. There would be no announcement yet.

 

“I think Fireheart should be deputy!” Cloudpaw declared, bouncing with excitement. “He’d do a great
job!”



 

“Fireheart?” Longtail’s eyes narrowed. “A med-kit?”

 

“And what’s wrong with that?” Cloudpaw bristled in front of the much bigger warrior.

 

Fireheart was about to haul himself to his paws and intervene when Whitestorm pushed between
Longtail and the young apprentice. “That’s enough,” he growled. “Bluestar will tell us who she
chooses before moonhigh. That’s the tradition.”

 

Fireheart let his shoulders relax as Cloudpaw scampered off to join the other apprentices. He could
see that his apprentice didn’t realize the seriousness of what had happened. The older warriors, the
ones who had known Tigerclaw well, were looking at one another as if their world had just come to
an end.

 

“Well now, Fireheart.” Graystripe looked up as Fireheart walked over to join his friend and
Cinderpaw. “Would you want to be deputy?” There was pain in his eyes, and blood still trickled from
his mouth, yet he looked more alive than Fireheart had seen him since Silverstream’s death, as if the
battle and the exposing of Tigerclaw’s villainy had taken his mind off his grief for a moment.

 

Fireheart couldn’t prevent a faint prickle of excitement from creeping along his spine. Deputy of
ThunderClan! Then he realized how hard a job it would be, to pull these shattered cats together and
mold them into a Clan again. Not to mention that was exactly what his father wanted…

 

“No,” he told Graystripe. “And Bluestar would never choose me.” He got up, shaking his head as if to
put these thoughts out of his mind. “How are you feeling?” he asked. “Are those wounds very bad?”

 

“He’ll be fine,” meowed Cinderpaw. “But his tongue was scratched, and it’s still bleeding. I don’t
know what to do for a scratched tongue. Fireheart, would you fetch Yellowfang for me? Spottedleaf’s
busy with the other cats.”

 

“Sure.”

 

The last Fireheart had seen of Yellowfang, she had been dragging Brokentail into her den; she had not
reappeared for the condemning of Tigerclaw. He padded across the clearing and into the fern tunnel. 



 

As he pushed through the soft green fronds, he heard Yellowfang’s voice. Something about it- perhaps
its gentleness, so unusual for Yellowfang- made him stay in the shelter of the arching ferns for a
moment longer.

 

“Lie still, Brokentail. You have lost a life,” Yellowfang was murmuring. “You’re going to be fine.”

 

“What do you mean?” snarled Brokentail, his voice weak from loss of blood. “If I’ve got another life
left, why do my wounds still hurt?”

 

“StarClan have healed the wound that killed you,” Yellowfang explained, still in the same soft
murmur that sent prickles along Fireheart’s spine. “The others need the skill of a medicine cat.”

 

“Then what are you waiting for, you scrawny old pest?” hissed Brokentail. “Get on with it. Give me
something for this pain.”

 

“All right, I will.” Yellowfang’s voice suddenly turned icy cold, and a ripple of fear coursed through
Fireheart. “Here. Eat these berries, and the pain will go away for good.”

 

Fireheart peered out of the ferns to see Yellowfang dabbing something with her paw. Carefully,
deliberately, she rolled three bright red berries in front of the wounded Brokentail, guiding his paw
until he could touch them. Suddenly Fireheart was transported back to a snowy day in leaf-bare.
Cloudkit was staring at a small, dark-leaved bush that bore scarlet berries, and Cinderpaw was saying,
“The berries are so poisonous we call them deathberries. Even one could kill you.”

 

He drew breath to call out a warning, but Brokentail was already chewing the berries. Yellowfang
stood watching him with a face like stone. “You and my Clan cast me out and I came here,” she
hissed into his ear. “I was a prisoner, just like you. But ThunderClan treated me well, and at last they
trusted me enough to be their medicine cat. You could have earned their trust, too. But now, will any
cat trust you ever again?”

 

Brokentail let out a contemptuous hiss. “Do you think I care?”

 

Yellowfang crouched even closer to him, her eyes gleaming. “I know you care for nothing,
Brokentail. Not your Clan, nor your honor, nor your own kin.”



 

“I have no kin.” Brokentail spat out the words.

 

“Wrong. Your kin has been closer to you than you ever dreamed. I’m your mother, Brokentail.” 

 

The blind warrior made a curious rasping noise in his throat, like a terrible attempt at laughter. 
“Spiders have spun webs in your brain, old one. Medicine cats never have kits.”

 

“That’s why I had to give you up,” Yellowfang told him, seasons of bitterness dripping from each
word. “But I never stopped caring...never. When you were a young warrior, I was so proud of you.”
Her voice dropped to a low snarl. “And then you murdered Raggedstar. Your own father. You killed
kits of our Clan, and made me take the blame. You would have destroyed our Clan completely. So
now it is time to put an end to all this treachery.”

 

“An end? What do you mean, you old...” Brokentail tried to rise to his paws, but his legs gave way
and he fell heavily onto his side. His voice rose to a thin screech that chilled Fireheart to the bone.
“What have you done? I can’t...can’t feel my paws. Can’t breathe...”

 

“I fed you deathberries.” Yellowfang’s eyes were mere slits as she gazed at him. “I know this is your
last life, Brokentail. Medicine cats always know. Now no cat will ever be hurt again because of you.”
Brokentail’s jaws parted in a cry of shock and fear. Fireheart thought he could hear regret there, too,
but the blind warrior was unable to put words to it. His limbs thrashed and his paws scrabbled in the
dust; his chest heaved as he fought for air.

 

Unable to go on watching, Fireheart backed away and crouched at the other end of the fern tunnel,
shivering, until the sounds of Brokentail’s last struggle died away. Then, mindful of Cinderpaw’s
request, he forced himself to go back, making sure that Yellowfang could hear him pushing his way
through the bracken this time.

 

Brokentail lay motionless in the center of the small clearing. The old medicine cat crouched beside
him, her nose pressed to his side. As Fireheart padded up, she raised her head. Her eyes were filled
with pain and she looked older and frailer than ever. But Fireheart knew how strong she was, that the
sorrow she felt for Brokentail would not destroy her. “I did everything I could, but he died,” she
explained.

 

Fireheart could not tell the medicine cat that he knew she was lying. He would never tell any cat what
he had just seen and heard. Trying to keep his voice steady, he meowed, “Cinderpaw sent me to ask



you what to do for a scratched tongue.”

 

Yellowfang struggled to her paws as if she too could feel the numbing touch of deathberries. “Tell her
I’m coming,” she rasped. “I just need to fetch the right herb.”

 

Still unsteady, she staggered over to her den. She did not turn once to look back at Brokentail’s
unmoving body.

 

 

Fireheart thought he would be unable to sleep, but he was so exhausted that as soon as he curled up in
his nest he sank at once into deep unconsciousness. He dreamed that he was standing in a high place,
with wind ruffling his fur and the stars of Silverpelt blazing with icy fire above his head.

 

A warm, familiar scent drifted into his nostrils and he turned his head to see that brown, starry she-
cat. 

 

“Who are you?” he found himself asking. The she-cat purred, amber eyes blinking softly.

 

“I am Birdflight,” she replied. “I lived in ThunderClan many moons ago, and I am blessed with the
opportunity to watch over you, your mother, and your family - for they are my family too.”

 

Fireheart blinked in surprise. This she-cat - Birdflight - was one of his ancestors? One of his
biological ancestors? He stared at her, and recognized some aspects of Creekflower in her - her sleek,
plump figure was strikingly alike his sister’s. And her amber eyes…they reminded him of Redtail’s.
Of Adderfang’s.

 

Of Spottedleaf’s.

 

She padded up to him and touched her nose gently to his. “StarClan is calling you, Fireheart,” she
murmured. “Do not be afraid.” Then she faded, leaving him with nothing but the wind and the stars.
StarClan calling me? Fireheart thought, puzzled. Am I dying, then?

 



Fear jerked him awake, and he gasped with relief when he found himself safe in the dim light of the
den. His wounds from the battle still stung, and as he got up his limbs protested stiffly, but his
strength was returning. Still, it was hard to control his shivering. Had Birdflight just prophesied his
death?

 

Then he realized that the chill he felt was not just because of fear. The den, usually warm from
sleeping bodies, was cold and empty. Outside he could hear the murmuring of many cats. When he
pushed his way out to join them, he saw that nearly all the Clan was already assembled in the
clearing, with the pale light of dawn just rising above the trees.

 

Sandstorm pushed her way through a group of cats. “Fireheart!” she mewed urgently. “Moonhigh has
come and gone, and Bluestar hasn’t named the new deputy!”

 

“What?” Fireheart stared at the pale ginger she-cat in alarm. The warrior code had been broken!
“StarClan will be angry,” he murmured.

 

“We must have a deputy,” Sandstorm went on, lashing her tail in agitation. “But Bluestar won’t even
come out of her den. Whitestorm tried to talk to her, but she sent him away.”

 

“She’s still shocked about Tigerclaw,” Fireheart pointed out.

 

“But she’s the leader of this Clan,” retorted Sandstorm. “She can’t just curl up in her den and forget
about the rest of us.”

 

Fireheart knew she was right, but he could not stifle a pang of sympathy for Bluestar. He knew how
much she had depended on Tigerclaw, loyally defending him against Fireheart’s accusations. She had
chosen him to be her deputy, and had trusted him to help her lead the Clan. She must be shattered to
realize that she had been wrong all along, and that never again would she be able to count on
Tigerclaw’s strength and fighting skills.

 

“She won’t forget-” he began, and broke off.

 

Bluestar was stumbling around the Highrock from her den. She looked old and weary as she sat down
in front of the rock, making no attempt to climb it.

 



“Cats of ThunderClan,” she rasped, barely loud enough to be heard over the anxious muttering.
“Listen and I will appoint the new deputy.”

 

Every cat was already turning toward her, and the clearing fell chillingly silent.

 

“I say these words before StarClan, that the spirits of our ancestors may hear and approve my choice.”

 

Bluestar paused again, staring down at her paws for so long that Fireheart wondered if she had
forgotten what she was going to say. Perhaps she had not even decided yet who the new deputy
should be.

 

One or two cats had begun to whisper uneasily, but as Bluestar raised her head again they stopped.

 

“The new deputy will be Fireheart,” she announced clearly. As soon as she had spoken she rose to her
paws again and padded back around the rock on legs that seemed made of stone.

 

The whole Clan froze.

 

Fireheart felt as though a thorn had pierced his heart. He was to be deputy? He wanted to call Bluestar
back and tell her there must be some mistake. He wasn’t to be deputy! He couldn’t be deputy!

 

Then he heard Cloudpaw’s shrill voice raised gleefully. “I knew it! Fireheart’s the new deputy!”

 

Close by, Longtail snarled, “Oh, yes? Well, I’m not taking orders from a cursed med-kit!”

 

“StarClan forbid!” Frostfur screeched. “ThunderClan is doomed! Tigerclaw was right about one thing:
ThunderClan’s leadership has been cursed!” The white she-cat whirled around and stalked back to the
warriors’ den, muttering darkly with Speckletail as she went. Brightpaw glared suspiciously at
Fireheart before retreating to the apprentices’ den. Thornpaw was staring bewildered at Fireheart, then
glanced at Mousefur. He padded over to his mentor, who had neither left nor gone to congratulate the
new deputy.

 



A few of the cats padded over to Fireheart and congratulated him. Graystripe, Runningwind, and
Sandstorm were among the first, and Cinderpaw, purring enthusiastically and throwing herself at him
to give his face a thorough licking. Cherryfur and Creekflower ran over, purring happily and nuzzled
him while Cloudpaw, Lizardpaw, and Cliffpaw joyfully bounced around.

 

But other cats, Fireheart noticed, slipped quietly away, and did not speak to him at all. It was clear
that they were as startled by Bluestar’s choice as Fireheart was himself. Was this what Birdflight had
meant in his dream, when she told him that StarClan was calling him? Calling him to new
responsibilities within his Clan? “Do not be afraid,” she had told him.

Birdflight… Fireheart thought desperately, as fear and uncertainty flooded his mind. How can I not be
afraid?



Graystripe Goes To River Mode

Chapter by LollingCat

“Now roll it,” Cherryfur meowed, moving her paw along the leaf and making it curl around the clump
of yellow and brown herbs. Lizardpaw followed her mentor’s instructions obediently.

 

Marigold, chamomile, and a few poppy seeds, Lizardpaw recited in her head, nose twitching as she let
their scent waft up to her. Wrapped in thin birch leaves.

 

“Good,” Cherryfur purred. “Now, Spottedleaf wanted us to give these to Graystripe and Brackenfur.”
Lizardpaw nodded. Both cats had sustained injuries from the fight.

 

“She should be hunting,” Longtail growled as he stalked closer to his sister, striped tail twitching.
“Not wasting time being a medicine cat when we have three already.”

 

Lizardpaw winced, staring guiltily at the ground. I just want to help, she thought. But perhaps I
should be hunting… We’ll need the fresh-kill. Her desire to be a medicine cat had not gone unnoticed
since she snuck away to the Moonstone. Cats like Longtail, Darkstripe, Dustpelt, Patchpelt,
Speckletail, Frostfur, Swiftpaw, Lynxpaw, and even Mousefur had been questioning Cherryfur for
letting Lizardpaw practice and learn herb knowledge.

 

Tigerclaw had been among those against Lizardpaw delaying her warrior training. Now he was gone.

 

“Nonsense,” Cherryfur shot back. “I don’t care if we already have three. What’s one more?”

 

“One more is one less warrior to defend our borders,” Longtail said. “And we need that now more
than ever.”

 

“We need skilled healers more than ever,” Cherryfur argued. “Or else how would our warriors ever
recover!”

 

Longtail jerked his head to where Spottedleaf, Yellowfang, and Cinderpaw were tending to various
cats. “They’re doing their job just fine by themselves,” he pointed out. Lizardpaw dug her claws into
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the ground, pelt burning with shame at herself. They’re all such skilled medicine cats, she mused.
Yellowfang may be ancient with a sharp tongue, but she always knows when cats are injured and how
to help them. Spottedleaf is kind and soft, always bringing joy to her patients. And Cinderpaw… She’s
so determined and hard-working. I’ve never seen a cat more deserving of being a medicine cat than
her.

 

“Don’t fill my apprentice’s head with your pessimism,” Cherryfur snipped, glaring at him and
touching her tail to Lizardpaw’s back. “She’ll make a fine medicine cat one day. And even if not, isn’t
it good for warriors to know about herbs too?”

 

“Fireheart and Creekflower know plenty about herbs,” Longtail replied. “But I wouldn’t trust them to
treat me even if they were the only cats left. I’d never let a cursed cat touch me.” Cherryfur bristled,
her orange and white pelt bristling. She had a small scar beneath her pelt that must have stung with
the action.

 

“Longtail!” Darkstripe suddenly called out, stalking away from where Fireheart and Whitestorm had
been organizing patrols. “Dustpelt,” Darkstripe added, glancing towards the brown tom. “Fireheart
wants us to go hunting. Come on.”

 

Longtail glanced coldly back at his sister, then meowed more softly, “Think about what the clan
needs, after what Tigerclaw has done.” He padded off after Darkstripe and Dustpelt, leaving camp.

 

“Don’t listen to him,” Cherryfur told Lizardpaw immediately. “He’s always had fluff in his brain.
Let’s go give your bundle to Graystripe.” Lizardpaw didn’t have time to protest as Cherryfur shoved
the bundle towards her and strolled over to where Graystripe was. The gray tom had approached
Fireheart and Whitestorm.

 

Lizardpaw overheard Whitestorm mewing to Fireheart, as they watched Darkstripe and his patrol
leave, “All Tigerclaw’s sympathizers. You’ll need to keep an eye on them.”

 

“Yes, I know,” Fireheart admitted. “But surely they’ve shown that they’re more loyal to the Clan than
to Tigerclaw? I hope they’ll accept me if I don’t tread on their tails.”

 

Whitestorm gave a noncommittal grunt.

 

“Anything for me to do?” asked Graystripe.



 

“Yes.” Fireheart gave his friend’s ear a quick, friendly lick. “Go back to your nest and rest. You were
badly wounded yesterday. I’ll bring you a piece of fresh-kill.”

 

“Oh, okay. Thanks, Fireheart.” Graystripe returned the lick and started to pad towards the warriors’
den. Lizardpaw hesitated. I’m not a real medicine cat.

 

But then Cherryfur nudged her roughly. “Go on!”

 

“Graystripe!” she called, darting in front of the tom. “Eat this.” She dropped the bundle. “It’ll help
you sleep and rest off your wound.” She waited anxiously for his response. Would he reject her help
because she wasn’t a medicine cat?

 

But Graystripe just blinked warmly at her. “Thank you, Lizardpaw.” He leaned down and lapped up
the bundle, face twisting into a sour grimace at his taste. But he ate it all up, nodded to Lizardpaw, and
vanished into the warriors’ den.

 

“Good job,” Cherryfur purred. “One patient down. Now where did Brackenfur go?” She glanced
around camp.

 

“Mousefur took him, Willowpelt, and Cliffpaw for a hunting patrol,” Whitestorm responded. “They’ll
be back soon.”

 

“I hope he doesn’t stress his wound,” Lizardpaw said worriedly, frowning. “It wasn’t deep but he can
certainly make it so. We’ll need to prepare a cobweb-oak leaf bandage to stop heavy bleeding when
he gets back.”

 

“There you go!” Cherryfur exclaimed. “Thinking like a true medicine cat.”

 

Lizardpaw ducked her head, abashed. She licked her white chest fur. “‘S nothing.”

 

“Impressive for such a young cat,” Whitestorm commented, blinking at her. Lizardpaw glanced away
at his praise. Whitestorm was such a respectable senior warrior. To have his approval meant a lot to
her, especially since she hadn’t even done much.



 

Cinderpaw would have said the same thing, Lizardpaw thought. She’s smart like that. She’s amazing;
better than me.

 

“Speaking of medicine cats,” Fireheart meowed, glancing around until he saw Cinderpaw. She was
digging through the dwindling heap of fresh-kill. He padded towards her. Lizardpaw hesitated. She’d
like to talk to Cinderpaw and ask her advice. Cinderpaw was always so kind and joyful to Lizardpaw.
Lizardpaw considered her one of her best friends, under her siblings, and she hoped Cinderpaw
thought the same of her.

 

She’s so pretty, she thought as Cinderpaw raised her head to greet Fireheart.

 

After a moment of indecision, she bowed her head to Cherryfur and Whitestorm before darting
towards Fireheart and Cinderpaw. Cherryfur and Whitestorm had begun talking about something-
something relating to warriorship, which wouldn’t hold Lizardpaw’s interest.

 

“I’ll take this to Bluestar,” Cinderpaw told Fireheart, gesturing to the magpie. “I need to check her
wound. And then I’ll take some prey for Yellowfang.”

 

“Good idea,” Fireheart meowed, appearing more confident in himself and his new deputyship. “Tell
her if she needs any help to collect herbs, she can have Cloudpaw, once he’s seen to the elders.”

 

“Okay.” Cinderpaw chuckled. “You certainly know how to make your apprentices work, Fireheart.”

 

“I can help too!” Lizardpaw said eagerly, tail high. “I know herbs a lot better than Cloudpaw.”

 

Cinderpaw smiled at her, and Lizardpaw felt her heart flutter in her chest. “Thanks, Lizardpaw,”
Cinderpaw meowed. “And you can keep him in check.” Lizardpaw saw the shimmer of sadness and
guilt as she looked at Lizardpaw, though, and it made her tail droop. She hated making her best friend
seem so guilty.

 

Cinderpaw bit down into the magpie and dropped it at once with a retch of disgust. The flesh of the
dead bird fell away from the bones to reveal a writhing mass of white maggots. A foul stench hit
Lizardpaw and she winced. Cinderpaw backed away, passing her tongue around her mouth over and



over again as she stared at the rotting carcass. Her dark gray fur was fluffed up and her blue eyes
wide.

 

“Crowfood,” she whispered. “Crowfood among the fresh-kill. What does it mean?” Lizardpaw’s
tabby fur fluffed up at her whimsical, scared tone. Lizardpaw couldn’t imagine how the rotten magpie
had gotten there. No cat would have brought it in; even the youngest apprentice knew better than that.
That could only mean…

 

“What does it mean?” Cinderpaw repeated.

 

“Do you think it’s an omen?” Fireheart croaked. “A message from StarClan?”

 

“It might be.” Cinderpaw shivered, and stared at him with huge blue eyes. “StarClan haven’t spoken
to me yet, Fireheart, not since the ceremony at the Moonstone. I don’t know if it’s an omen or not, but
if it is...”

 

“It must be for Bluestar,” Fireheart finished. Lizardpaw’s fur prickled as she realized this was the first
sign of Cinderpaw’s new powers as an apprentice medicine cat. She truly deserves it. “You were
going to take the magpie to her.” Lizardpaw felt a thrill of horror at the thought of what the omen
might mean. Was StarClan trying to say that Bluestar’s leadership was rotting away from the inside ,
even though Tigerclaw’s outer threat had gone?

 

“No,” Fireheart meowed firmly, his own fur prickled and green eyes wide. “That can’t be right.
Bluestar’s problems are over. Some cat’s been careless, that’s all, and brought crowfood back by
mistake.”

 

Lizardpaw could see he didn’t believe his own words, and that Cinderpaw didn’t, either.

 

“I’ll ask Yellowfang and Spottedleaf,” she mewed, shaking her head in bewilderment. “They’ll
know.” Cinderpaw quickly snatched a vole from the heap and began limping rapidly across the
clearing.

 

“If you think it’s an omen,” Lizardpaw affirmed. “It must be.”

 



Fireheart called after Cinderpaw, “Don’t tell any cat except Yellowfang and Spottedleaf, both of you.
The Clan mustn’t know. I’ll bury this.” Cinderpaw flicked her tail to show she had heard, and
vanished among the ferns. Lizardpaw dipped her head to Fireheart.

 

Fireheart glanced around to make sure that no other cat had overheard their conversation. The only
ones close enough would have been Cherryfur and Whitestorm, and Lizardpaw trusted them not to
say a word to any cat, if they had overheard or seen the decaying magpie.

 

“I’ll help,” Lizardpaw meowed as she rushed ahead to the edge of the clearing and began quickly
scraping at the earth to create a hole. Fireheart gripped the bird by the tip of one wing and dragged it
over to her. Lizardpaw could not relax until he had buried the vile thing under the earth. Its smell was
wretched.

 

“Thank you, Lizardpaw,” Fireheart breathed out. “Say nothing to no cat,” he repeated, and Lizardpaw
nodded.

 

“I know Cinderpaw will figure it out,” she added. “She’s a good medicine cat. I’m- I’m sure she and
Yellowfang and Spottedleaf will figure out its true meaning soon. Perhaps it’s not as bad as we
think?”

 

But Fireheart only casted her a doubtful look before he rushed off towards Whitestorm and Cherryfur.

 

Lizardpaw cast a glance at the pile of dirt. If the rotting, maggot-filled crowfood was indeed an omen,
what new disasters did StarClan have in store for ThunderClan and their leader now?

 

So soon after I received that horrible vision of mud drowning me too? she thought with a tail twitch.
What is StarClan trying to say? That… that all of ThunderClan is cursed?

 

No. StarClan would not forsake us.

 

Would they?

 

 



By sunhigh, the Clan had settled down again. The hunting patrols had returned, all the cats were

full-fed, and Fireheart was beginning to think it was time he went to Bluestar’s den to see if she would
talk to him about leading the Clan.

 

He was distracted by movement in the gorse tunnel. Five RiverClan cats appeared, the same five who
had joined in the battle the day before: Leopardfur, Mistyfoot, Stonefur, Blackclaw, and Lightningfur.

 

Leopardfur bore a newly healed wound across one dappled shoulder, and Blackclaw’s ear was torn at
the tip, proof of how they had fought with ThunderClan to drive out the rogue cats. Fireheart wished
he could believe that they had come only to find out if the ThunderClan warriors were all right. But
deep down he knew their mission had to do with Graystripe’s kits. Struggling to hide the heaviness in
his heart, he padded across the clearing and dipped his head to Leopardfur- not the respectful signal
from a warrior to a deputy, but a courteous greeting between equals.

 

“Greetings,” meowed Leopardfur, her eyes registering surprise at Fireheart’s new attitude.
Lightningfur’s eyes narrowed too. “We need to speak to your leader.”

 

Fireheart hesitated, wondering how much to explain. It would take the rest of the day to tell the full
story of Tigerclaw’s treachery, and to describe how Fireheart himself had been named deputy. In a
heartbeat’s pause, he decided to tell the visiting patrol nothing. Even RiverClan, though they seemed
friendly now, might be tempted to attack a Clan that seemed to be weak. Lightningfur’s tail was
lashing, still. He could not get the image of her leaping at Creekflower so viciously out of his head.
His sister was not well; that much was obvious.

 

The next Gathering would be soon enough for the RiverClan cats to know. He bowed his head once
more and went to look for Bluestar. To his relief, the Clan leader was sitting in her den, finishing a
piece of fresh-kill. She looked more like herself than Fireheart had seen her since Tigerclaw’s attack.
As he announced himself at the entrance to the den, Bluestar looked up, swallowing the last of her
mouse. Her tongue swiped around her jaws and she meowed, “Fireheart? Come in. We have a great
deal to discuss.”

 

“Yes, Bluestar,” Fireheart mewed, “but not now. The RiverClan warriors are here.”

 

“Ah.” Bluestar rose to her paws and stretched. “I was expecting them, although I had hoped they

wouldn’t come back quite so soon.” She led the way out of her den to where the patrol was waiting.
By now, Graystripe had appeared and seemed to be exchanging news with Mistyfoot. 

 



Fireheart hoped he was not telling her too much as he settled down a respectful distance from the
RiverClan patrol. Other cats too were gathering around, their faces revealing their curiosity about the
reason for the RiverClan cats’ visit, although many had their claws out and fangs bared as they stared
at Lightningfur, who had her head raised coolly and confidently like she knew of their anger and
reveled in it.

 

When Bluestar had greeted the newcomers, Leopardfur began. “We’ve talked for a long time about
Silverstream’s kits, and we’ve decided that they belong in RiverClan. Two RiverClan kits died
yesterday. They had been born too soon. Their mother, Greenflower, has agreed to suckle these
newborns. We think it may be a sign from StarClan. The kits will be well cared for.”

 

“They’re well cared for here!” Fireheart exclaimed.

 

Leopardfur glanced at him, doubt strong in her eyes, but still spoke directly to Bluestar. “Thistlestar
has sent us to fetch them.” Her voice was calm but determined, showing that she genuinely believed
in her Clan’s right to take the kits.

 

“They’ve always belonged to us,” Lightningfur added in a low meow, her claws briefly twitching out
before she hid them. “Since Silverstream first bore them.”

 

“Besides,” Mistyfoot added, “the kits are older now, and the river has gone down enough to allow a
safe passage across. They will be able to cope with the journey to our camp.”

 

“Yes,” meowed Leopardfur, with an approving look at the younger warrior. “We could have taken the
kits before this, but we care just as much about their welfare as you do.”

 

Bluestar drew herself up. Though she moved stiffly and she still looked exhausted, outwardly at least
she had recovered the authority of a leader. “The kits are half ThunderClan,” she reminded
Leopardfur. “I’ve already told you, I’ll give you my decision at the next Gathering.”

 

“The decision is not yours to make.” The RiverClan deputy’s tone had an edge like ice. At her words
meows of protest rose from the assembled cats.

 

“Cheek!” spat Sandstorm, from where she sat close to Fireheart. “Who does she think she is, walking
in here and telling us what to do?”



 

Fireheart padded over to Bluestar and murmured in her ear, “Bluestar, these are Graystripe’s kits. You
can’t send them away.”

 

Bluestar twitched her ears. “You can tell Thistlestar,” she calmly addressed the visitors, “that

ThunderClan will fight to keep these kits.”

 

Lightningfur hissed, jumping forward with bristling fur and lips in a snarl. “And you think we won’t!”

 

Leopardfur’s lips drew back in the beginnings of a snarl, while the ThunderClan cats yowled their
approval. Then a louder meow rose above the rest. “No!”

 

Fireheart’s fur began to prickle. It was Graystripe.

 

The big gray cat came to stand beside Bluestar. Fireheart winced when he saw the looks of suspicion
that ThunderClan gave him, Sandstorm included, and how they drew back as he passed. But
Graystripe seemed to have hardened himself against their hostility. Glancing first at the RiverClan
patrol and then at the cats of his own Clan, he meowed, “Leopardfur is right. Kits belong with their
mother’s Clan. I think we should let them go.”

 

Fireheart froze. He wanted to protest, but could find no words. The rest of the Clan was just as silent,
except for Yellowfang, who muttered, “He’s mad.”

 

“Graystripe, think again,” Bluestar urged him. “If I let Leopardfur take these kits, they are lost to you
forever. They will grow up in another Clan. They will not know you as their kin. One day you may
even have to fight them.” Fireheart heard the sorrow in her voice as she spoke, and saw her eyes
straying to Mistyfoot and Stonefur. Her words were full of such bitter knowledge that he wondered
how any cat could listen to her and not realize the truth about the kits their leader had lost so long ago.

 

“I understand, Bluestar,” Graystripe agreed. “But I’ve caused enough trouble for this Clan. I won’t
ask them to fight for my kits.” He paused and added to Leopardfur, “If Bluestar agrees, I’ll bring the
kits to the stepping-stones at sunset. I give you my word.”

 

“Graystripe, don’t...” Fireheart burst out.



 

Graystripe turned his yellow eyes to his former mentor. Fireheart saw pain there, and measureless
unhappiness, but also a determination that made him realize there was something in his friend’s mind
that Fireheart himself did not yet understand.

 

“Don’t...” he repeated softly, but Graystripe did not reply.

 

Sandstorm pushed her nose into Fireheart’s fur and murmured a few words of comfort, but Fireheart
felt too numb to respond. He was vaguely aware of Cinderpaw nudging Sandstorm on the other side
and whispering, “Not now, Sandstorm. There’s nothing we can say. Leave him be.”

 

Bluestar bowed her head for several long moments. Fireheart could see how much of her hastily

summoned strength was ebbing away in the confrontation, and how desperately she needed rest. At
last she spoke. “Graystripe, are you sure?”

 

The gray warrior lifted his chin. “Quite sure.”

 

“In that case,” Bluestar went on, “I agree to your demands, Leopardfur. Graystripe will bring the kits
to the stepping-stones at sunset.”

 

Leopardfur looked startled to win an agreement so quickly. She exchanged a glance with Blackclaw,
almost as if she were asking if there could be trickery here. “Then we will hold you to your word,”
she meowed, turning back to the ThunderClan leader. “In the name of StarClan, see that you keep it.”
She dipped her head to Bluestar and led her cats away. Fireheart watched them go and turned to plead
once more with Graystripe, but his friend was already vanishing into the nursery.

 

As the sun slid down behind the trees, Fireheart waited by the gorse tunnel. Leaves rustled above his
head, and the air was filled with the warm scents of late newleaf, but Fireheart was barely conscious
of his surroundings. His mind was full of thoughts of Graystripe. There was no way he was going to
let his friend give up his kits without making one last attempt to stop him.

 

At last Graystripe emerged from the nursery, herding the two kits on stumpy, unsteady legs in front of
him. The small dark-gray tom already looked as if he would grow into a sturdy warrior, while the she-
cat with her silvery coat was a copy of her mother, promising the same beauty and swiftness.

 



Goldenflower followed them out of the nursery and dipped her head to touch noses with both kits.
“Farewell, my beloveds,” she mewed sadly. The two kits let out bewildered meows as Graystripe
nudged them away, and Goldenflower’s own kits nuzzled their mother’s flank, as if they meant to
comfort her.

 

“Graystripe-” Fireheart began, stepping forward as his friend approached with the kits.

 

“Don’t say anything,” Graystripe interrupted him. “You’ll understand soon. Will you come with me to
the stepping-stones? I...I need your help to carry the kits.”

 

“Of course, if you want me to.” Fireheart was ready to agree to anything that seemed to offer the

smallest chance of persuading Graystripe to change his mind and keep the kits. The two warriors
padded together through the forest, as they had done so many times before. They each

carried one of the kits; the tiny scraps mewed and wriggled as if they wanted to walk on their own
paws. Fireheart did not know how his friend could bear to give them up. Had Bluestar felt like this, he
wondered, when she looked on her own kits for the last time before letting Oakstar have them?

 

By the time they reached the stepping-stones, the red light of sunset was fading. The moon was

beginning to rise, and the river was a silvery ribbon that reflected the pale sky. Its liquid murmur filled
the air, and the long grass on the edge of the shore felt fresh and cool beneath Fireheart’s paws.

 

Fireheart set down the kit he was carrying in a soft clump of grass, and Graystripe placed the other
gently beside it. Then he moved away a pace or two, jerking his head for Fireheart to follow him.
“You were right,” he meowed. “I can’t give up my kits.”

 

Sudden joy flooded through Fireheart. Graystripe had changed his mind! They could take the kits
home, and face up to the threat from RiverClan, whatever it might be. Then his heart froze as
Graystripe went on.

 

“I’m going with them. They’re all I have left of Silverstream, and she told me to take care of them. I’d
die if I were parted from them.”

 

Fireheart stared at him, his mouth dropping open. “What? You can’t!” he gasped. “You belong to

ThunderClan.”



 

Graystripe shook his head. “Not anymore. They don’t want me, not since they found out about me and
Silverstream. They’ll never trust me again. I don’t even know if I want them to trust me anymore. I
don’t think I’ve got any Clan loyalty left.”

 

His words clutched at Fireheart’s belly like the claws of an enemy, trying to tear it into shreds. “Oh,
Graystripe,” he whispered. “What about me? I want you there. I’d trust you with my life, and I’d
never betray you.”

 

Graystripe’s yellow eyes were brimming with sorrow. “I know,” he murmured. “No cat ever had such
a mentor as you. I’d give my life for you; you know that.”

 

“Then stay in ThunderClan!”

 

“I can’t. That’s the only thing I can’t do for you. I belong with my kits, and they belong in RiverClan.
Oh, Fireheart, Fireheart...” His voice trailed off into an anguished wail. “I’m being torn in two!”

 

Fireheart pressed close to him, licking his ear and feeling the trembling that racked his friend’s
powerful body. They had been through so much together. Graystripe had been his first apprentice. He
had trained the young tom and watched him be made into a warrior. They had hunted in the hot days
of greenleaf when the air was filled with scent and the murmuring of bees, and through a bitter leaf-
bare when the whole world was frozen. Together they and their friends had discovered the truth about
Tigerclaw, and risked Bluestar’s anger to do it.

 

And now it was coming to an end.

 

But worst of all, Fireheart could not find the words to argue with his friend. It was true that

ThunderClan still mistrusted the gray warrior for his love of Silverstream, and they showed no sign
that they would ever fully accept his kits, just as it seemed some had never really accepted Fireheart
and his kin. If they had fought to keep them, it would have been only for the honor of the Clan.
Fireheart could see no future for his friend or the kits in ThunderClan.

 

At last Graystripe moved away and went back to call the kits. They stumbled up to him, mewling in
tiny, high-pitched voices. “It’s time,” he meowed softly to Fireheart. “I’ll see you at the next
Gathering.”



 

“It won’t be the same.”

 

Graystripe held his gaze for a long moment. “No, it won’t be the same.” Then he turned and carried
one of the kits down the shore to the stepping-stones, leaping over the gaps with the kit gripped safely
by the scruff. On the opposite bank, a tortoiseshell slipped out of the reeds and stood waiting while
Graystripe returned for the second kit.

 

Fireheart was startled to recognize his sister, Lightningfur, Silverstream’s best friend. He could see
her cold gaze as she glared at Graystripe, but then her attention turned to the kits on the ground as
Graystripe carried the last one over. Her gaze flickered between the two before she quickly leaned
down and snatched, rather toughly, the silver she-kit. She stood up and turned abruptly around,
padding away and leaving Graystripe to take the other dark gray tom-kit and pad after her.

 

Fireheart stayed there for a long time, watching the silver water as it slid past the shore. When the
moon had risen above the trees, he forced himself to his paws, and padded back into the forest. He felt
a sadness and a loneliness greater than anything he had ever felt before, but at the same time he could
sense a surge of energy rising from deep inside himself. He had revealed the truth about Tigerclaw
and stopped the deputy from causing any more destruction within the Clan. Bluestar had honored him
beyond measure by choosing him to be her second in command. He could go on from this moment,
guided by his leader, and his mother, and StarClan watching over him.

 

Unconsciously, his pace quickened, and by the time Fireheart reached the ravine he was running, his
flame-colored pelt a blur in the lilac dusk, eager to return to ThunderClan and his new life as their
deputy.



Thistlestar Gets His Paws Dirty (#End of Forest of Secrets)

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Applefur held a thin squirrel in her jaws, tail low as she slunk alongside Brownclaw. Tigerclaw had
sent them out for a hunt - after reprimanding them for running like cowards. She shivered. The dark
tabby was their new leader now, no doubt about it. ThunderClan wouldn’t let Brokenstar live after an
attack like that.

 

Their survival now depended on Tigerclaw.

 

The only cats who stuck together after the attack were the ShadowClan cats - herself, Brownclaw,
Stumpytail, Tangleburr, Finchflight, and Blackfoot - and, surprisingly, Snag, the ginger rouge who
used to have that scary teeth-studded collar.

 

Finchflight had chewed her out for fleeing the battle, and she still felt guilty about it. She was a
coward - why did she let Goldenflower push her into leaving?!

 

She let out a low growl, ignoring a sharp stab in her stomach. The pains had been going on and off the
whole day and she was getting annoyed. They threw her off balance and left her gasping for air and,
once, frighteningly, she had spotted a droplet of blood in the grass after a particularly fierce stab in her
lower stomach.

 

And then, suddenly, just as the pain had subsided, it flared harshly, making her gasp. She dropped her
squirrel. Her legs shook and she dropped to the ground, writhing in pain.

 

“Applefur?!” Brownclaw yelped in confusion and fear. “What’s going on?”

 

Applefur couldn’t respond. With pain shooting up her body, she flailed around, breathing heavily.
What was happening to her?! The mottled brown she-cat gasped as she felt a terrible pain, her head
jerking to stare at herself, and…was that blood dripping from her body?

 

Brownclaw let out a shriek, scrambling around her until he was at her behind. “The first one’s
coming!” Brownclaw meowed. First one? Applefur thought, confusion and pain making her head
spin. First one what?



 

She gave a terrible yowl as a spasm wracked her body, and that’s when she realized.

 

She was giving birth.

 

“It’s out!” Brownclaw meowed, sniffing the first wet bundle. Applefur craned her head to see. It was a
light brown tabby with dark stripes…it looked like a little she-kit.

 

“Daffodil….Daffodilkit,” Applefur stuttered out through the fierce pain taking hold of her. Her teeth
clenched painfully together. That had been one of the names she had chosen, when she let herself
think about being pregnant - her firstborn was to be Daffodilkit.

 

“It’s not breathing!” Brownclaw panicked, flitting about and nudging the kit helplessly. Applefur
inhaled sharply, squirming around to stare at her daughter.

 

Daffodilkit wasn’t moving. She wailed, fur spiking in fear. Her kit was dead! Will her other kits die
too?!

 

“We never talked about kit names!” she sobbed as pain ripped through her once more. “I wanted
Daffodilkit - but she’s dead!” She gasped as she kept crying. “I was going to name them so many
pretty names - like Aspenkit and Lilykit! I want the other kits to have those names but they’re gonna
die too!”

 

“Stop that!” Brownclaw yelped, brown fur bristling. “You’re freaking me out!” He disappeared from
Applefur’s sight briefly, and she squeaked as she gave a big push, her muscles heaving with effort.
“Another kit’s out - woah, it’s slimy!” Applefur briefly caught a glimpse of white fur with small
orange and black patches before she squeezed her eyes shut in pain. Brownclaw then gave a squeak of
shock. “Should I- it’s- I cut the- the slimy stuff open!” he meowed, panicked. A sharp mewl filled the
air, and Applefur’s body instinctively jerked. “It’s crying, what do I do?!”

 

“I don’t know!” she wailed. She felt the next one coming, tearing at her insides and pushing at her
body. Her claws dug into the grass beneath. Her vision blurred, going white with hot pain. “It hurts!
Brownclaw, it hurts!”

 



It was like claws were ripping her organs out of her body. Brownclaw yowled something at her, but
she couldn’t hear anymore, a ringing in her ears as fierce as her own screaming.

 

She screeched and screeched, stomach rolling with the pain as it only grew.

 

And then her body jerked, and her eyes stung, and the world faded to black as she gasped for breath.

 

 

Thistlestar observed his warriors as they moved around camp. Blackclaw and Leopardfur still bore
wounds from when they’d helped ThunderClan fight off the ShadowClan rogues. Lightningfur had
told him about the fight with glee; and how Fireheart bore the familiar wounds of Tigerclaw’s long
claws. He felt furious that his former apprentice dared to attack his son, but pleased when Leopardfur
had returned later and told him that Fireheart had greeted her as an equal.

 

As a deputy .

 

Fireheart was now deputy of ThunderClan, if what Leopardfur and Lightningfur saw was to be
believed. He’d never felt prouder to hear so. For a moment, his heart yearned for Fireheart to be in
RiverClan, to be deputy of RiverClan- but that would be Lightningfur’s fate. Aggressive as she was,
she was Thistlestar’s kit, and, because of that, she deserved to lead RiverClan one day. It was in their
blood.

 

It was a shame, though, that it meant getting rid of Leopardfur. He would admit, she was an excellent
deputy. He hoped Lightningfur would at least learn a little from her spotted adversary, and he wasn’t
eager to dispose of Leopardfur until he was certain Lightningfur could lead her clan to greatness.

 

His ears twitched as he heard the mewls from the nursery. Robinkit and Pikekit were scuffling
together in front of the den, while Primrosekit and Dawnkit darted around, chasing each other. The
other older kits were with Mosspelt, learning to swim. Thistlestar would have to speak to Mistyfoot
and Mosspelt about them becoming apprentices- Mistyfoot was already more warrior than queen now,
but Mosspelt seemed more hesitant to leave the nursery unlike her denmate.

 

Lightningfur needed an apprentice, after all.

 



And, strangely, his daughter was inside the nursery right now, hovering over Greenflower as she
nursed the half-clan kits. Greenflower took to the kits immediately, not at all bothered by their
ThunderClan blood. But Thistlestar wondered if she would care when she had Lightningfur and
Graystripe bothering her all the time.

 

Graystripe, Thistlestar thought. Not a noble warrior at all, with no loyalty, he was sure. He wanted
nothing more than to cast the tom out. But he had been Fireheart’s apprentice, and Mistyfoot had
volunteered to teach him how to ‘be RiverClan.’ He supposed it would be hypocritical to cast out
Graystripe when he’d vouched so much for Lightningfur and Airleap to join RiverClan to ‘escape the
mistreatment of ThunderClan.’

 

Even now, he could hear Softwing meowing loudly in worry to her clanmates, Sedgecreek and
Beetlenose, about how she swore the silver she-kit that Graystripe had named Featherkit bore tiny bite
marks on her shoulder, that ThunderClan must have given her.

 

Thistlestar was fairly certain those had come from Lightningfur. She had come in carrying the small
kit all wrong, and Mistyfoot had been quick to reprimand her.

 

“Thistlestar,” the medicine cat, Mudfur, meowed as he approached Thistlestar. His head did not bow
in respect, and it irked Thistlestar, but he said nothing, greeting the medicine cat back coolly.

 

“Mudfur,” he said. “What is it? Is Blackclaw’s wound alright?”

 

“Just a tear,” Mudfur replied. “He needs to keep it clean, is all. But that’s not what I wished to talk to
you about.”

 

Thistlestar narrowed his eyes. “Me neither.” He stood up. “Come, let’s go somewhere more private.”
Thistlestar led the mottled brown tom out of camp, letting his tail sway behind him calmly.

 

“You remember that sign StarClan told me about,” Mudfur began. “Of evil in RiverClan.”

 

“Yes,” Thistlestar said, settling down across from him. “You thought it was Lightningfur.”

 



“I have had it again,” Mudfur replied. “This time, it was no mere flood or storm, but a camp full of
twisted thistles. I could hardly move without getting pricked. The flood returned, and washed the
thistles out.”

 

“Of course,” Thistlestar meowed, speaking over him. “We have brought those ThunderClan kits into
camp. I have no time for your speculation, Mudfur. I know what StarClan was trying to warn us about
now. It was Silverstream; her choice threatened war between ThunderClan and RiverClan, and,
perhaps, still does.”

 

Mudfur narrowed his amber eyes at Thistlestar. “You use Silverstream as your scapegoat for you
know the truth,” Mudfur growled. “She did not do anything but love wrong. Like you.” Mudfur
curled his lip, clearly disgusted. Thistlestar had seen the look far too many times, and it made
irritation rise quickly inside him.

 

“I loved cats within my clan!” he snarled at the medicine cat. “I was never a traitor like Silverstream.
I was loyal, until ThunderClan cast me out! Now I serve RiverClan, and I serve them well.”

 

“You only ever loved cats you could manipulate,” Mudfur said flatly.

 

Thistlestar leapt to his paws, claws sliding out as his gray and white fur spiked furiously. “How dare
you insinuate I manipulated Snowfur!” he spat. His heart clenched painfully at the thought of his
long-gone mate. He could barely remember her scent. The last time he had smelt her was when she
gave him one of his lives; a life of letting go, she had said. Her last words to him. “She was strong and
graceful and kind. I would never fool a cat like her! I loved her. She was my everything!”

 

“This isn’t about Snowfur,” Mudfur growled lowly. “This is about Spottedleaf, and Grasswhisker, and
every she-kit you’ve looked at like they were yours.”

 

“Everything is about her to me!” Thistlestar roared over him. “I miss her every day. When she died, I
saw her white pelt in my son, Whitestorm, and her kindness in Spottedleaf, and her eyes in Frostfur,
and her beautiful body in Vixenleap- I saw her in every cat I looked at, those remnants of what she
was! I couldn’t bear it; that pain. You could never know what it is like!”

 

Mudfur glared at Thistlestar as the great gray leader’s sides heaved and he panted in angry exertion. “I
lost my mate too,” Mudfur rumbled, “but instead of preying on little kits, I became a healer for my
clan so that they may never feel that pain I did. All you’ve ever done is cause pain.”

 



“I led this clan to greatness!” Thistlestar snarled, stepping forward and shoving his face in front of
Mudfur. The tom did not flinch, gaze steady and body stiff. “Any warrior in the clan would attest to
it.”

 

“But StarClan could not, when I asked, every half-moon, if you were the great leader you promised to
be,” Mudfur meowed. “They told me to beware, to be cautious, that disaster is on its way. And now a
vision of thistles. How much more obvious can they be, Thistlestar? You are the evil in RiverClan.”

 

“You dare slander my name?” Thistlestar roared, dribble spitting madly from his mouth. “The evil is
you!”

 

Thistlestar leaped forward, muscles bunched. A flicker of fear and surprise flashed through Mudfur’s
eyes, and the medicine cat jumped to his feet, a loud yowl rising in his throat. But Thistlestar
slammed into him and forced him to the ground, shoving his paw against Mudfur’s throat and feeling
pleased as the old tom gasped and gurgled for breath. His claws swatted at Thistlestar’s leg, catching
and pulling on Thistlestar’s thick fur.

 

“You threaten RiverClan with your lies!” Thistlestar snarled, sinking his claws into Mudfur’s throat.
“StarClan speaks not the truth! They are warriors without honor, long dead. Who are they to dictate
who I am?! They don’t know my pain! They don’t know what Bluestar and her wretched clan have
taken away from me! May you all rot in the Place of No Stars where you belong!”

 

Thistlestar yanked his claws down Mudfur’s throat, watching as the blood pooled and squirted from
the deep wound. Mudfur spasmed, paws flailing feebly. His head lolled back with a struggling gasp,
and his eyelids twitched and fluttered.

 

Thistlestar stepped off of him, and Mudfur flopped to the side, attempting to scramble onto his paws
but swaying and crashing to the ground.

 

“You,” Mudfur wheezed, “are not the great cat you think you are.”

 

“And you didn’t have as much power over me as you thought you did,” Thistlestar sneered, shoulder
fur bristling. “You think I care that you are RiverClan’s medicine cat? Medicine cats are cowards.
Liars. A title they hide behind to avoid wars, and the responsibilities of a true warrior. Die painfully
with that knowledge, Mudfur.”

 



Mudfur staggered once more before his legs gave beneath him, and his body fell limply to the ground.
Thistlestar listened as his ragged breaths grew uneven, and then into nothing. Finally, he let his fur
smooth and his claws sheathe.

 

He would have to wash this blood off his paws.

Chapter End Notes

FireAlder: We have concluded Forest of Secrets (that was our goal before the school year
ended!) However, Lolling and I won't be working on this over the summer so no/sparse updates
till school kicks back up in August and we get writing!

Also, head's up. This coming school year is our Senior year in high school. We are not sure if
we'll be able to have consistent updates after that year is done - so we have decided to have this
part of BT go up till Firestar's Quest/Graystripe's Vow - then it will end.

BUT! We still hope to return to this sometime and plan on opening Part 2 of BT with SkyClan's
Destiny (we have plans for that!) and continuing into The New Prophecy (Plus we don't really
have any concrete plans for TNP just yet! We'll probs use that break time to read up on TNP and
brainstorm)

Anyway, happy last day of school! We'll see you (hopefully!) in the week of Aug. 21st! (Our first
day is the 23rd)

Lolling: my own fics will still be updated tho my general motivation/speed for them will prob
decrease lol (mostly Owl House fics rn tbh). BUT! if you hop on over to my tumblr
(@alollinglaughingcat or @leafpool-loves-ashfur) or my youtube (@LollingCatto), there MAY
be a few Burning Thistles projects in the future mayhaps ;)

here's a link to FireAlder's tumblr as well although I don't know how often she'll be on there

https://alollinglaughingcat.tumblr.com/
https://leafpool-loves-ashfur.tumblr.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCD5_0jDTa-gs54p4gfn9c6g
https://firealder2005.tumblr.com/


ALLEGIANCES #4

ThunderClan

Leader

Bluestar - Blueish gray she-cat, blue eyes (Lives: 1/9)

Deputy

Fireheart - Flame-colored tom, green eyes

  Apprentice: Cloudpaw

Medicine Cats

Spottedleaf - Dark tortoiseshell she-cat with a distinctive dappled coat, amber eyes

Yellowfang - Dark gray she-cat with a broad, flattened face, formerly of ShadowClan

  Apprentice: Cinderpaw

Warriors

Whitestorm - Snowy-white tom, yellow eyes

  Apprentice: Lynxpaw

Frostfur - Pure white she-cat, dark sky-blue eyes

Willowpelt - Slender, very pale silver-gray she-cat, unusual blue eyes

  Apprentice: Cliffpaw

Runningwind - Lean light brown tabby tom with a scar on his side, amber eyes

Mousefur - Small dusky brown she-cat, yellow eyes

  Apprentice: Thornpaw

Darkstripe - Black tabby tom, yellow eyes

Creekflower - Brown tabby she-cat with white chest & paws, green eyes

Sandstorm - Pale ginger tabby she-cat, pale green eyes

  Apprentice: Brightpaw

Longtail - Pale tabby tom with a long tail, yellow eyes

  Apprentice: Swiftpaw

Cherryfur - Ginger and white she-cat, amber eyes



  Apprentice: Lizardpaw

Feathercloud - Deaf white tom, blue eyes

Dustpelt - Dark brown tabby tom, amber eyes

Brackenfur - Golden-brown tabby tom, amber eyes

Apprentices

Swiftpaw - Black and white tom, amber eyes

Lynxpaw - Ginger she-cat with black patches, green eyes

Cinderpaw - Dark gray she-cat, pale blue eyes, injured hindleg

Brightpaw - Ginger and white she-cat, blue eyes

Thornpaw - Golden-brown tabby tom, pale blue eyes

Cliffpaw - Soft-furred brown tabby she-cat, blue eyes, former kittypet

Cloudpaw - Fluffy white tom, blue eyes

Lizardpaw - Brown tabby she-cat with white chest and paws, green eyes

Queens

Brindleface - Pale gray tabby she-cat with dark flecks, green eyes

Speckletail - Pale golden tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Goldenflower - Pale ginger tabby she-cat, yellow eyes

Kits (Oldest to Youngest)

Ashkit - Pale gray tom with darker flecks, blue eyes

Fernkit - Pale gray she-cat with darker flecks, pale leaf-green eyes

Elderkit - Sickly dark gray she-cat, yellow eyes

Tulipkit - Light gray tom with darker flecks, amber eyes

Mistlekit - Dark tabby she-cat, green eyes

Snowkit - Deaf snow-white tom, blue eyes

Bramblekit - Dark tabby tom, amber eyes

Tawnykit - Dark mottled tortoiseshell she-cat, green eyes

Elders

Smallear - Gray tom, amber eyes



Halftail - Big dark brown tabby, yellow eyes

One-eye - Pale gray she-cat with a wounded eye, yellow eyes

Patchpelt - Small black and white tom, amber eyes

Dappletail - Tortoiseshell and white she-cat with a graying muzzle, amber eyes

Rosetail - Gray tabby she-cat with an orange tail, green eyes

 

RiverClan

Leader

Thistlestar - Large gray tom, white belly, right front paw white, yellow eyes (Lives: 7/9)

Deputy

Leopardfur - Dappled golden tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Medicine Cats

None

Warriors

Voleclaw - Gray tom

Owlfur - Brown and white tom

Beetlenose - Crow-black tom

Piketooth - Skinny dark brown tabby tom

Softwing - White she-cat with tabby patches

Rippleclaw - Black and silver tabby tom

Mallowtail - Tortoiseshell and white tabby she-cat

Reedtail - Pale gray tabby tom with a long, thin tail

Skyheart - Pale brown tabby she-cat, green eyes

Blackclaw - Black tom

Lakeshine - Mottled, long-haired gray and white she-cat

Petaldust - Tortoiseshell she-cat

Sedgecreek - Brown tabby she-cat with a long tail

Loudbelly - Dark brown tom



Stonefur - Blue-gray tom, blue eyes

Lightningfur - Brown and ginger tortoiseshell she-cat with a scar above her nose, green eyes

Grasswhisker - Brown-striped tabby she-cat

Vixenleap - Black she-cat

Shadepelt - Very dark gray she-cat

Heavystep - Thickset brown tabby tom

Graystripe - Gray tom with gray stripe on back, yellow eyes, formerly of ThunderClan

Apprentices

N/A

Queens

Mosspelt - Tortoiseshell and white she-cat, blue eyes

Mistyfoot - Pale blue-gray she-cat, blue eyes

Greenflower - Brown tabby she-cat with white splash under her chin and one white hind paw

Kits

Dawnkit - Very pale gray she-cat, blue eyes

Woodkit - Gray tabby tom, dark blue eyes

Robinkit - Brown and ginger tom, green eyes

Reedkit - Black tom, blue eyes

Primerosekit - Very pale cream-brown she-kit with white paws, pale amber eyes

Pikekit - Dark gray tom with dark mottled markings like a fish, blue eyes

Perchkit - Small black tom with blue eyes

Featherkit - Silver tabby she-kit, blue eyes

Stormkit - Gray tom, amber eyes

Elders

Fallowtail - Brown she-cat

Graypool - Dark gray she-cat with memory problems, yellow eyes

 

ShadowClan



Leader

Nightstar - Black tom (Lives: 1/1)

Deputy

Cinderfur - Thin gray tom

Medicine Cats

Runningnose - Small gray and white tom

Warriors

Russetfur - Dark ginger she-cat

Deerfoot - Brown tom

Nutwhisker - Brown tom, amber eyes

  Apprentice: Rubblepaw

Rowanberry - Cream and brown she-cat, amber eyes

Scorchwind - Ginger tabby tom

Wolfstep - Gray tabby tom with white front paws, tail-tip, and torn ear, green eyes

Newtspeck - Black and ginger tabby she-cat

Fernshade -  Slender tortoiseshell she-cat, yellow eyes

Flintfang - Gray tom with very thick fur on his paws

Ashheart - Pale gray she-cat, blue eyes

Copperleaf - Pale ginger tom, all paws white, green eyes

  Apprentice: Turtlepaw

Dawncloud - Small pale ginger tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Whitethroat - Small black tom with a white chest and paws

Wetfoot - Gray tabby tom

Littlecloud - Small brown tabby tom

Badgerfang - Big, fluffy black tom with white stripes and a scar on his belly, green eyes

  Apprentice: Quietpaw

Swampfur - White she-cat with ginger patches and a scar on her throat and a nick in her ear, green
eyes



Blossomtail - White tom with a ripped off ear and scars on the side of his face, yellow eyes

Oakfur - Brown tabby tom, amber eyes

Apprentices

Rubblepaw - Pale gray tabby tom

Quietpaw - Brown tabby she-cat

Turtlepaw - Gray, brown, and white tortoiseshell she-cat

Queens

Darkflower - Black she-cat

Tallpoppy - Long-legged light brown tabby she-cat

Kits

Rowankit - Dark ginger she-cat

Cedarkit - Dark brown tom

Lavenderkit - Very pale gray tom with darker spots

Elders

Poolcloud - Gray and white she-cat

Archeye - Gray tabby tom with black stripes and patchy fur

Hollyflower - Dark gray and white she-cat, blue eyes

Brightflower - Orange tabby she-cat with a broad, flattened muzzle

Brackenfoot - Pale ginger tom with darker legs

 

WindClan

Leader

Tallstar - Large black and white tom, amber eyes (Lives: 2/9)

Deputy

Deadfoot - Lean black tom with a twisted left paw

Medicine Cats

Barkface - Short-tailed dark brown tom

Visitors



Ravenpaw - Black tom with white tipped tail & chest, scars on his throat, chest, and ears, green eyes,
semi-mute

Barley - Black and white tom, amber eyes

Warriors

Stagleap - Dark brown tom, amber eyes

Meadowslip - Pale gray she-cat

Aspenfall - Gray and white tom

Plumclaw - Small dark gray she-cat

Ryestalk - Gray tabby she-cat

Larksplash - Tortoiseshell she-cat

Tornear -  Wiry gray tabby tom, blue eyes

  Apprentice: Quailpaw

Mudclaw - Mottled dark brown tabby tom, amber eyes

Morningflower - Tortoiseshell she-cat, amber eyes

Onewhisker - Pale brown tabby tom, blue eyes

  Apprentice: Gorsepaw

Ashfoot - Broad-faced gray she-cat, blue eyes

Pigeonflight - Pale gray tom with white patches

Airleap - Brown tabby tom, one white paw, green eyes

  Apprentice: Storkpaw

Whitetail - Small white she-cat

Webfoot - Dark gray tabby tom

Runningbrook - Light gray tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Apprentices

Gorsepaw - Ginger and white tom, blue eyes

Storkpaw - Tortoiseshell she-cat, blue eyes

Quailpaw - Gray and white tom, blue eyes

Queens



Sorrelshine - Brown and gray she-cat

Kits

Tawnykit - Golden-brown she-cat, amber eyes

Robinkit - Light brown she-cat, blue eyes

Rushkit - Light creamy-brown tom, pale amber eyes

Elders

Whiteberry - White tom

Crowfur - Black tom

Mistmouse - Light brown she-cat

 

BloodClan

Leader

Scourge - Tiny night-black tom with one white paw, icy-blue eyes

Right-Paw Cats

Bone - Large black and white tom

Brick - Ginger tabby cat (they/them)

Members

Claw - Gray and white tom

Fury - Battle-scarred, long-furred brown she-cat with one eye

Strike - Tortoiseshell she-cat, mate to Snapper

Snapper - Long-furred tortoiseshell and white tom, mate to Strike

Willie - Brown tabby tom with lighter muzzle, mate to Minty

Tess - Blue-gray she-cat with a raindrop-shaped marking on her forehead 

Beach - Pale ginger tom, yellow eyes, ex-mate to Minty

Pounce - Yellow-brown tabby tom with a pale spot on his chest, a lazy eye, and one tooth sticking out

Minty - Light gray she-cat, ex-mate to Beach, mate to Willie

Snipe - Reddish-brown and black tom

Howl - Huge brown tabby tom



Ash - Lean gray tom

Soot - Lean gray tom

Mack - White tom

Blizzard - Skinny black and white tom, mate to Blaze

Crow - Huge black tom

Smog - Gray tabby tom

Blaze - Ginger she-cat, mate to Blizzard

Amber - Ginger she-cat

Ice - Fluffy black and white tom

Snake - Fluffy black and white tom

Ricky - Skinny yellow tom

Pebbles - Gray she-cat with flat face, amber eyes

Opal  - Tortoiseshell cat, green eyes (she/they)

Bubbles - Tortoiseshell cat, amber eyes (genderfluid; any prns)

Rocket - Dark gray cat, amber eyes (he/they)

Boulder - Big, skinny gray tom with a torn, ragged ear, blue eyes, formerly of ShadowClan

Niko - Black she-cat

Wild - Long-haired brown tabby tom

Gremlin - Tortoiseshell she-cat

Scraps - Tortoiseshell tom

Night - Brown she-cat with white paws and muzzle, yellow eyes

Storm - White tom with dark gray paws and muzzle, blue eyes

 

Cats Outside of the Clans

Kittypets/Housecats

Oliver - Plump white tom, blue eyes

Henry - Fat brown tabby tom

Nutmeg - Brown tabby she-cat



Quince - Gray she-cat

Smudge - Black and white tom, amber eyes

Hattie - pretty brown tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Violet - Small, pale orange tabby she-cat with a white underbelly, blue eyes

Bell - Pretty golden-furred she-cat, blue eyes

Ferris - Silky ginger tom, green eyes

Briar - Female siamese, blue eyes

Oat - White and pale gray patched tom, amber eyes

Smoke - soft, gray-furred she-cat, brilliant blue eyes

---

Macaroni - Gray and cream she-cat, amber eyes

Shadow - Dark gray tom, amber eyes

Sheldon - Silver tabby tom, green-ish eyes

Tommy - Orange tabby tom, green-yellow eyes

Tweetie - Tortoiseshell she-cat, green-yellow eyes

Axel - Fluffy brown and white tabby tom, light green eyes

Prince - Black tom, yellow eyes

Gizmo - Fluffy dark dark brown tom with darker face and legs, amber eyes

Lost - White she-cat with brown patches all over, amber eyes

Minni Me - White tabby she-cat with a brown back and a white lighting stripe, brown tail, pale amber
eyes

Reggie - Dark brown tabby trans female, white splotch on right side of muzzle, white chest, white
front paws, and white back legs, amber eyes

Uno - Dark brown non-binary tabby she-cat, white splotch on left side of muzzle, white chest, white
front paws, and white back legs, amber eyes (She/they)

Chief - Brown tabby tom, white muzzle, one white back leg, white chest and belly, green eyes

 

Loners/Barn cats

Whiskers - Ginger and white tom, blue eyes



Sasha - Brown siamese she-cat, blue eyes

 

Rogues/Strays

Socks - Tuxedo black and white tom, blue eyes

Ruby - Long-furred gray she-cat, yellow eyes

Tigerclaw - Dark brown tabby tom, amber eyes

Blackfoot - Large white tom with jet-black paws

Tangleburr - Gray and brown she-cat

Finchflight - Black and white tom with a nick in his ear

Stumpytail - Brown tabby tom, dark amber eyes

Mogli - Skinny brown tom, green eyes

Snag - Huge, thick-furred ginger tabby tom, amber eyes

Brownclaw - Brown tom, orange eyes

Aspenkit - White she-cat with orange and black patches, amber eyes

Fangkit - Spotted pale silver tabby she-cat, blue eyes



Pride Month 2022

Chapter Notes

Lolling: What's this??? A BT chapter during the summer?? NO, you fool! It's drawings of the
characters' canonical/semi-canonical sexualities, romantic orientations, and gender identities :)

And FireAlder is sitting right next to me and wants me to tell you all... hello! :)

See the end of the chapter for more notes



Fireheart and Sandstorm - Bisexual Power Couple

 

Copperleaf - Demi-Pansexual

Dawncloud - Graysexual

 



Lightningfur - Lesbian Arospec Asexual

 



Airleap - Transgender Queer-Questioning

 



Creekflower - Heterosexual

 



Thistlestar - (Comphet) Bisexual

 



Spottedleaf - (Closeted) Lesbian

 



Frostfur - (Comphet) Omnisexual

Redtail - Gay

Lionheart - Pansexual

Tigerclaw - Bisexual

Whitestorm - Heterosexual

 



Feathercloud - Gay

 



Ravenpaw - Demiromantic Gay

 



Barley - Gay

 



Lizardpaw - Lesbian

Cinderpaw - Bisexual

Primrosekit - Heterosexual

 



Elderkit - Transgender Demi-girl Lesbian

Mistlekit - Lesbian

Chapter End Notes

Lolling: If you'd like more information on their identities/relationships, head on over to my
tumblr, @leafpool-loves-ashfur! But beware - there are spoilers! And some unsavory topics
discussed.

Additionally, I have two other pieces of BT media to share!

https://leafpool-loves-ashfur.tumblr.com/


The first one is an animatic!
Frostfur Knows Best

The second one is a "Friendship Map" or "Relationship Tree"!

https://youtu.be/dlVI8UBBA9c


Honestly, Applefur Deserved Better!

Chapter Notes

Lolling: AND WE'RE BACK BABY! took a bit longer to write this chap than i expected- not
cause its long or difficult or anything, just struggled to find proper time XD FireAlder actually
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Finchflight’s ear twitched, flicking away a fly as it attempted to land on him. He shifted
uncomfortably on the hard floor below, the grass pricking at his legs and the slightly muddy dirt
clinging to his pelt. The air was cold as the moon began to rise, the sun a distant orange hue in the
sky. Silverpelt did not shine brightly tonight.

 

He stretched out, trying to get comfortable on the ground. He should have gathered some ferns or
moss or something before they had settled down. Due to the Twolegs nearby, and the ShadowClan
cats firmly patrolling their borders, the group of outcasted, but true ShadowClan warriors had been
repeatedly forced to change camp.

 

He yearned for his soft bed in the bracken-woven warriors’ den. Had some measly, unworthy
ShadowClan kit already taken his nest? Brokenstar and those loyal to him had trained those little mice
into fine warriors, only for them to follow the false leadership of Nightstar, his deputy Cinderfur, and
that ThunderClan scum Copperleaf.

 

Brokenstar never should have let that frog-brained ThunderClannie in, Finchflight thought sourly. He
ruined the clan with his soft-heartedness! Copperleaf brought his rotten clanmates in to dethrone
ShadowClan’s rightful leader, and now look where they were.

 

The true ShadowClan, without a camp to protect them, or a den to sleep in.

 

He shifted to the other side, tail coming to cover his cold nose, though it slapped against something
else as he did so.

 

“Watch it!” a voice snapped, slurred by tiredness.

 

Finchflight rolled his eyes, a bubble of irritation at the rogue tom named Mogli. He wasn’t a
ShadowClan warrior, certainly, but he had remained by ShadowClan’s side - after Tigerclaw had to go
fetch him from Twolegplace - as well as Snag, while the rest of the rogues Tigerclaw had recruited
had run away like cowards. Finchflight supposed he could respect that, at least.

 

It’d be better if he didn’t stink like Twoleg trash.

 

Finchflight breathed in the scents of his clanmates around him. Blackfoot, their strong and powerful
deputy, Tangleburr and Stumpytail, who could be annoying but they were far better than Finchflight’s



former clanmates. Plus, they were great hunters- Finchflight hadn’t had to lift a whisker for his meal.

 

Then there were Mogli and Snag. Their scents weren’t ShadowClan, but the awful Twoleg stench was
starting to fade from them the longer they stayed in the forest. Likewise, Finchflight couldn’t help but
notice that his own strong forestry scent had started to become muddled by the Twoleg dens and stone
paths nearby.

 

And then there was the sharp, though faded for now, scent of ThunderClan. At first, Finchflight’s pelt
had bristled every time he smelt his enemy clan’s scent, but now… Well, Tigerclaw had been thrown
out of his clan much like Finchflight and his clanmates had been his. Tigerclaw was a good leader,
just like Brokenstar, too. He valued strength. He knew how to make quick decisions. He kept them
well-fed and protected, but he wasn’t afraid to fight. But he was also charming; he talked to
Finchflight like a friend.

 

Finchflight liked him, for a ThunderClan cat.

 

Loud pawsteps made his ears prick, alert. He wasn’t disturbed, though, because he knew the annoying
thudding of Brownclaw’s heavy paws. The young tom was far from a silent hunter, and a rash fighter,
too. Ferocious, yes, but also quite dumb.

 

He heard Stumpytail sigh in annoyance nearby at Brownclaw’s approach, and Finchflight would have
done the same, but he just wanted to sleep, so hopefully Brownclaw would settle down with Applefur,
and the two would trade lovey-dovey whispers or whatever before they succumbed to sleep. It made
Finchflight miss when he could curl around Dawncloud and groom her cute, young face, and feel her
soft, warm fur, and see her pretty eyes.

 

What I wouldn’t give to see her just one more time…

 

Suddenly, there was a high-pitched, shrill sound that lit briefly through the air, followed quickly by
another. Mewling? Finchflight’s head shot up, and he saw Mogli and Blackfoot do the same.
Blackfoot swiftly leaped to his paws, and Mogli followed, while Finchflight stayed put and
Tangleburr and Snag began rousing too. Tigerclaw wasn’t there, having left for a midnight hunt.

 

Hanging squirming from Brownclaw’s jaws were two little scraps of fur- kittens, newborn, with fur
still wet and shiny, and mouth and paws still pink. They mewled sharply, demandingly.

 



“What are you doing?” Blackfoot demanded of the young tom. “Where did you find those- where is
their mother? And where is A-?” His confused, furrowed face suddenly gave way to a shot of
horrified realization, mouth gaping as he gasped. “Those aren’t-”

 

Brownclaw dropped the kits, and the silver one let out a loud wail as it crashed against the floor, its
white and spotted sibling landed on top of it. “They’re Applefur’s,” Brownclaw answered. His fur
looked a little ruffled, the whites of his eyes gleaming in the moonlight, and his claws were
unsheathed like he was ready for a fight. But the tone of his voice was even and smooth.

 

Finchflight finally rose to his paws, shocked. “Applefur’s?” he repeated. His daughter’s? Of course,
he’d known she was pregnant. How could he not? The roundness and bigness of her belly had
reminded him oh so warmly of how Dawncloud had looked when she had been carrying his kits. But
he hadn’t thought Applefur would just… up and give birth in the middle of night in the forest. What
was she thinking? “Where is she?” he demanded, black and white tail lashing behind him.

 

“She’s dead,” Brownclaw replied simply, orange gaze unwavering. Stumpytail let out a small gasp
while Blackfoot gave a low, mourning yowl, ears pinned against his head.

 

“ Dead? ” Finchflight yowled. His daughter? His last reminder of Dawncloud’s pretty eyes now that
Copperleaf had taken her from him? “What do you mean dead?”

 

“I mean she’s dead!” Brownclaw said back, lips briefly pulled back in a snarl before he abruptly
shrugged. “I don’t know! She started wailing and bleeding and all this stuff, and then the kits just
came out. Then she wouldn’t move at all even when I bit her and shoved her. I… I didn’t know she-
cats can die from giving birth and stuff.” For a moment, Brownclaw looked small, his gaze flicking
away and his tail dragging in the dirt.

 

“Of course they can!” Finchflight snapped, growling. “Are you mouse-brained?”

 

Brownclaw’s brown fur bristled, eyes lighting with offended rage. “No!”

 

The silver kit mewled loudly, interrupting its father. Blackfoot stepped forward, sniffing the kittens
warily with wide eyes. “Where is she?” he asked softly, but firmly, glancing up at Brownclaw.

 

“Huh?” Brownclaw said, blinking at the deputy.



 

“Applefur- her body, where is it?” the black-footed white tom questioned.

 

Brownclaw flicked his tail from the direction he had come, into the woods. “I left it back there.”

 

“You left her!” Finchflight yowled angrily, stepping forward to shove his muzzle against
Brownclaw’s. “What if the crows find her body, you beetle-brain?!” The thought of his beautiful
daughter’s body rotting away and being picked apart like crowfood made his stomach flip.

 

Brownclaw shrunk back, his fur bristling defensively. “I couldn’t carry her and my kits!” he said.
“What was I supposed to do?! She was dead!”

 

“He’s right,” Tangleburr suddenly spoke up, watching them argue with a blank face. “The kits were
alive; she wasn’t.” Finchflight glanced down at the two squirming lumps on the ground. The white
and patched kit had rolled over, and now its pink belly was exposed to the air, and the other silver kit
mewled helplessly into the air.

 

“But without a mother,” another voice spoke up, startled Finchflight as he whipped around, pelt on
edge, before it smoothed upon seeing the strong, firm, long-haired face of Tigerclaw pad out from the
trees. His muscular body loomed over them, but there was a comforting calm to him as the powerful
tabby gazed at his ShadowClan comrades. “They’re as good as dead anyway. We have no nursing
queens.”

 

A quiet unease rose from the gathered cats as they all turned their gazes towards the two little kits.
Finchflight’s tail twitched uncomfortably. Those were his grandkits. But…

 

“We can’t,” Blackfoot said, then stopped, a troubled look on his face. “There’s… nursing queens in
ShadowClan-”

 

Finchflight hissed, displeased. Copperleaf was always in the nursery. No matter how much
Finchflight had snarled and sneered and claimed his right to see his kits, that ugly ThunderClan cat
wouldn’t budge from Dawncloud’s side once she had had his kits.

 

“Those cats cast us out,” Finchflight growled. “They abandoned Brokenstar. We can’t trust our kits
with them. They’ll raise them weak!”



 

“We’ll raise them dead,” Tangleburr pointed out. “You’re toms, and I don’t have milk.” An uneasy
silence followed her words. None of them wanted the kits dead, but… Finchflight didn’t want to give
them up either. They were his blood. He decided what happened to them.

 

“There’s,” Snag suddenly spoke up before hesitating when all their gazes turned towards the ginger
tom. Then, he raised his head a bit higher. “There’s always nursing queens in… in BloodClan.” Their
eyes were all drawn to the collar around Snag’s neck- the one with dog teeth shoved through the
leather.

 

“BloodClan,” Tigerclaw repeated, eyes narrowing, a glint in them.

 

“Yes,” Snag confirmed, nodding slowly. “There are many she- uh, many cats in the city expecting or
nursing kits all the time. BloodClan takes them in so that their kits will be our warriors.”

 

“You’re suggesting we give them to BloodClan?” Tigerclaw growled, stepping forward. Finchflight
glared at Snag too. Like he was gonna let his grandkits become kittypets .

 

“No,” Snag said quickly, sensing Tigerclaw’s anger. “But… BloodClan wouldn’t notice a missing
queen.”

 

Another silence followed his words. “We can’t kidnap a cat,” Mogli protested after a beat.

 

“It’s not kidnapping,” Snag argued, looking offended. “We’d ask . What cat would wanna stay in the
city when they can have the forest, anyway?”

 

“And any nursing mother would be happy to care for poor, little kittens,” Blackfoot added, looking a
touch more relieved as he hovered almost anxiously over the kits and Brownclaw. “They wouldn’t
leave them to die.”

 

Tigerclaw nodded. “It’s settled, then.” He turned to Snag and Mogli. “Take us to BloodClan.”

 

“Wait!” Finchflight protested. “Are we forgetting? Applefur’s dead body is out there! We can’t just
leave it. I want to see her one more time.” Grief struck at him finally. He’d never see Applefur again.



His lovely daughter. He’d never see her mottled brown coat shining in the sunlight, or the way she’d
always burn with a fire ready for battle, yet always be too weak or shy to go through with it. If
Brownclaw hadn’t been there for her, Finchflight would have willingly been by her side for every
battle.

 

I should have more, he thought mournfully. Maybe then she wouldn’t be dead. I wouldn’t have let her
die like Brownclaw did.

 

“Yes,” Blackfoot agreed. “Applefur is our clanmate. She must be buried with a warrior’s honor.” He
bowed his head towards Finchflight, his yellow eyes alight with grief, sadness, and understanding.

 

“Yeah,” Brownclaw said. He looked down at the kits. “Uhm, but-”

 

“We’ll take them with,” Blackfoot said. “Keep them warm. Then we’ll head to the Twolegplace. They
should survive until then.”

 

Brownclaw hesitatingly said, “Okay.” He leaned down and grabbed the silver kit by its scruff.
Blackfoot made a move to grab the other one, but Finchflight quickly shoved himself forward,
grabbing the white she-kit with tiny orange and black patches on her back. Her scent was weak, but
she was a molly. She didn’t smell any bit like Applefur, though. The kits must not have even had any
chance to nurse at their mother’s belly. The thought made Finchflight a little sad.

 

The younger white tom dipped his head respectfully and a touch apologetically towards Finchflight,
and Finchflight gave him a stiff nod back. Nobody was going to touch his grandkits. He wasn’t going
to lose his kin to some outsider again.

 

Brownclaw led the group of outcasts through the forest, heading along the stone Twoleg-made path.
Soon, Finchflight’s nose twitched as the scent of blood reached his nose. A moment later, Applefur’s
still body appeared in a small patch of open grass. She laid on the ground like she was merely
sleeping on her side. But the twist of her open muzzle, like she’d died either screaming or breathing
too heavily to close it, and the dark-patched crimson staining her haunches said otherwise.

 

Finchflight startled as he saw another lump near Applefur’s rump. It almost looked like a wet squirrel,
but Finchflight realized after a moment it was not prey, but a dead kitten. Its fur was brown like its
mothers.

 



“You didn’t mention that?” Finchflight hissed around the white she-kit, who mewled, though it was
very quiet now. He glared harshly at Brownclaw.

 

Brownclaw dropped his silver kit at his paws, then shrugged. “It’s dead.” Finchflight gave a low,
displeased growl, but turned back to Applefur’s body. Then, after a moment, Brownclaw added,
“Applefur named it Daffodilkit.”

 

“A beautiful name,” Blackfoot murmured, padding towards Applefur. He pressed his nose against her
neck like he might find a pulse, though she was obviously dead.

 

Brownclaw frowned like he wanted to disagree, but said, “She named the others Aspenkit and Lilykit
too. But…” His frown deepened. “But I wanted to name one too, so I’m calling this one Fangkit,
‘cause it’s a strong name, not like Lilykit .” His lip curled in disgust. “I can’t name my son something
like that.”

 

“Son?” Tigerclaw meowed, glancing at the smaller brown tom with a raised brow. “That’s a she-kit.”

 

“What?” Brownclaw meowed, glancing down at the kit with a bewildered expression. “Oh. Okay,
then, I guess I’ll just name the other one-”

 

“That’s a she-kit too,” Stumpytail cut in, whiskers twitching in amusement. Finchflight felt more
annoyed than anything at the tom’s stupidity. He knew he was a bit… frog-brained, but he hadn’t
realized how naive and kittish he was. And this was the tom who’d courted his daughter? For all his
bravado, he wasn’t anything more than a meek mouse.

 

“So’s Daffodilkit,” Blackfoot meowed more softly, nudging the tiny, dead kit.

 

“ All of them?” Brownclaw questioned, startled. “None of my kits are sons?”

 

“No,” Tigerclaw affirmed. Finchflight couldn’t tell if he was amused or annoyed. Maybe both. “Can’t
you smell their scent?” He sounded exasperated.

 

Brownclaw scrunched his nose before leaning down to sniff strongly at the silver she-kit. “They don’t
smell like she-cats,” he argued.



 

“Because they’re not she- cats , they’re she- kits ,” Finchflight finally snapped, placing the white kit
down. “Don’t you know anything? They’ll smell like their mother more than anything. As kits get
older, they’re scent gets stronger, smells more like a tom or a she-cat, but they’ve still got their
scents.” When Dawncloud got older, her scent became sweeter and softer. Not every she-cat’s scent
was sweet, but queens tended to be because of their milkscent. But it had been one of the reasons
Finchflight had been so drawn to the young she-cat. She’d been so pretty, and cute, and little, and then
her scent ? It was like she had been destined to be in the nursery, bearing his kits. And who was he to
deny StarClan’s will?

 

“I just smell blood,” Brownclaw protested, ears flat against his head in defensive embarrassment.

 

“Of course you do,” Finchflight growled. “They’re bathed in their mother’s blood.”

 

“I cleaned them up!” Brownclaw argued hotly. “Besides, they weren’t that bloody. She started
bleeding more afterwards. Like, after she was dead.” He glanced towards Applefur’s body, shuffled
his legs nervously, then glanced away, a flicker of sadness and guilt in his orange eyes.

 

“Let’s not argue,” Blackfoot said firmly, glancing at them with frowns. “Applefur deserves a proper
vigil, where we remember her.”

 

Finchflight’s whiskers twitched, not exactly wanting to agree or disagree. His daughter did deserve a
vigil. But it was cold out, and…

 

“We can’t waste time on a vigil!” Brownclaw yowled. “My kits will die by then!” The two little
scraps of fur had stopped crying, and didn’t wiggle much anymore.

 

Yes, the kits would be cold, and soon dead. “Let’s just bury her,” Finchflight meowed. “We can mourn
later. The kits come first.”

 

“But-” Blackfoot tried to protest, though he seemed torn.

 

“The kits come first,” Tigerclaw cut him off. “It’s in the code. And Applefur would want her kits to
survive, wouldn’t she?”



 

Blackfoot nodded. “Yes. I just… feel bad, not giving her a proper vigil.” He gazed sadly at the lifeless
corpse that was once Finchflight’s beautiful daughter. Though, she was still beautiful even in death,
her pelt glossy and body lithe, but her plumpness had gone. But she was still dead, with her gaping
mouth, and Finchflight didn’t like looking at it.

 

“I know,” Tigerclaw meowed, coming close to brush his shoulder supportively against the equally big
and powerful deputy. “I may not have known her long, but she was brave, and courageous. Eager to
defend her clanmates, like a true warrior. But she is StarClan’s now, and they will guide her paws to
the stars.”

 

“Her and Daffodilkit’s,” Blackfoot murmured, closing his eyes and bowing his head. It was quiet for a
moment, and then Stumpytail bowed his head too, so Finchflight figured he should too. He took a
second to remember his daughter, even as the cold distracted him, biting at his pelt.

 

Then, he opened them when he heard claws scrapping at the ground. Tangleburr had started digging.

 

“Blackfoot, why don’t you and Brownclaw join her in digging Applefur’s grave?” Tigerclaw
suggested. “The rest of us will head to Twolegplace to find a queen with milk.”

 

Brownclaw’s fur bristled. “I’m not leaving my kits!”

 

Tigerclaw frowned but nodded his head to the young tom. “Alright, Finchflight-”

 

“I’m not either,” he growled. Scrapping his claws through the hard dirt floor would take all night!

 

Tigerclaw glanced at Stumpytail, Mogli, and Snag, who stood awkwardly away from the rest of them.
“Stumpytail?” Tigerclaw questioned.

 

“Uh, yeah, sure,” Stumpytail meowed, getting to his paws and padding over to Blackfoot. He traded a
low murmur with the large tom before he started clawing at the dirt. “Do you want us to wait to bury
the bodies until you get back?”

 



Tigerclaw glanced towards Finchflight and Brownclaw. Finchflight glanced towards Brownclaw. The
young tom glanced back at Applefur’s body before quickly tearing his gaze away.

 

“No,” Brownclaw said, voice taught. “Just bury her.”

 

“We might be long anyway,” Finchflight added. He nudged the patched she-kit, who let out a weak
mew. “Searching for a queen.”

 

“Let’s not waste any time, then,” Tigerclaw said, turning to Snag. “Lead the way.”

 

Snag bowed his head briefly to Tigerclaw before turning and whisking away into the forest, towards
the Twolegplace fence close by. Finchflight snatched the white kit- Aspenkit?- with his fangs and saw
Brownclaw do the same for Lilykit, or Fangkit, or whatever name it was.

 

Snag unhesitatingly bunched his muscles and leaped up the yellowed-white fence, claws digging in
and heaving himself up with ease. Mogli followed, equally unhesitatingly. In the past, Finchflight
would never have dared stepped foot into the Twolegplace unless it was to fight off unruly kittypets.
But now? There was no hesitance in his movements either, and he briefly felt disgust as he caught
sight of the various, strange Twoleg items littering the so-called ‘garden,’ though they were dusty and
spiderwebbed from being long abandoned. No Twoleg walked inside the stone den ahead.

 

There was more catscent than Twoleg-scent, but Finchflight still felt off padding through the Twoleg
garden, little kitten swinging from his maw. But he followed after Snag and Mogli as they navigated
through the Twolegplace, leading them away from where the Twolegs had abandoned their own dens,
and to where the true stench was. When Finchflight spotted the first Twoleg, he nearly leaped out of
his fur as they exited out of a dormant monster.

 

Then there was the barking of a dog, but it was harshly pulled away, in the distance, by its Twoleg.
Finchflight still hissed and snarled, darting across a path with his heart pounding. Brownclaw let out
an agreeing hiss beside him, his brown pelt bristling.

 

“How far?” Tigerclaw growled, eying where the dog, though small, had disappeared, and now two
walking Twolegs had replaced it, trotting with long legs over the Thunderpath.

 

“I don’t wanna go all the way to Scourge,” Snag murmured, his fur fluffing a touch. “He won’t be
pleased that we’re taking one of his queens. And…” He glanced nervously around as though somecat



may appear. “I don’t want him to know I’ve left. The forest just seems better, you know?” He looked
towards Tigerclaw.

 

“It is,” Tigerclaw meowed, giving Snag a reassuring nod. “The Twolegplace is no place for true cats.”

 

“I stay away from those gangs,” Mogli meowed. “But I’ve heard BloodClan is the worst of them.”

 

Finchflight narrowed his eyes, staring at Snag’s fanged collar. He’d mentioned BloodClan once
before, when talking about his collar. But Finchflight had fought off kittypet gangs before. They were
annoying, but nothing a true warrior couldn’t handle.

 

“This Scourge,” Tigerclaw started slowly, as though testing the name on his tongue. His amber eyes
were narrowed and thoughtful, with a coldness to them, as they followed after Snag. “You say he is
ruthless. Fierce. That every cat in the… city either respects or fears him. Yet, he’s had compassion on
kits before. He assisted in rescuing some… ThunderClan kits, though I would hesitate to call them
so.” His lip curled in disgust.

 

Snag’s fur only rose higher, eyes a touch wider with panicked worry. He glanced around warily once
more before darting between two Twoleg dens. Finchflight wrinkled his nose at the hideous smell that
protruded from strange silver trunks nearby.

 

“Do not mistake Scourge’s cunning for compassion,” Snag warned. “He doesn’t hold compassion for
any cat. All he wants is power and control over the city- and he’s got it. Cold as he is, he does solve
our problems. Anyway possible, that is, and violence is often the answer.” Snag ducked underneath a
wall, forcing himself through the small crack. Mogli slipped in after him with ease, as did Brownclaw,
but Tigerclaw and Finchflight had more difficulty due to their larger builds. Finchflight ended up
dropping Aspenkit so he could focus on twisting himself to fit in better. He picked the kit back up,
after a moment to stretch his jaw.

 

“He only helped save those kits because he could get something out of it,” Snag continued. “You
forest cats are very attached to your clans and kin. BloodClan… isn’t that loyal to each other. Not in
that way. We fight to protect the same territory, but not each other.”

 

“Hm,” Tigerclaw meowed, gaze distant as he pondered this information. Finchflight didn’t really care
as much as Tigerclaw seemed to. So what if the Twolegplace cats were lawless rogues? Let them fight
each other over measly scraps of rotten Twoleg food and diseased rats. They were only here to steal-...
convince one of their queens to nurse their kits.



 

The patrol drifted into silence, though the constant hum and roars of the Twolegplace more than made
up for it. Soon, Snag paused, sniffing the air and glancing around.

 

“There’s a small camp around here, I think,” Snag said. He stared at Tigerclaw, something in his gaze.
“One that I don’t think Scourge really cares about, but he- we were here once because we had some
orphaned kits that needed to be nursed a bit. The queen’s young, and her kits died ‘cause of it, but she
still has milk. Or she should, I guess. Hopefully she’s still here.”

 

He slipped through a crack in the wall again, but thankfully this time it was big enough so that they all
could fit in with ease. Finchflight’s nose twitched as he caught the scent of many cats. Sick cats too,
from the smell of it. His nose wrinkled. He better not catch anything, or he was going to flay Snag’s
ears for bringing him here.

 

Hisses still greeted them. “Who are you?” one sharp voice demanded, and a black she-cat leaped to
her paws. Crust was around her eyes. “This is BloodClan territory. You better-”

 

“Snag?” another quieter, scared voice meowed. A skinny tom with fur missing along his tail stared
wide-eyed at the big ginger tom.

 

The black she-cat cut off, glancing at Snag’s collar and seeming to realize who he was- or that he was
one of them. Her own collar bore just a single tooth. But she bowed her head and backed off. “Sorry,
sir,” she said. “I didn’t realize you were with them.”

 

Snag raised his head, a bit of a curl to his lips. Finchflight hadn’t seen the tom get smug since he’d
lost the battle against Fireheart in ThunderClan’s camp. But it seemed being reminded that he held an
ounce of respect here, as one of Scourge’s top lackeys, had renewed the confidence in Snag.

 

“We’re here for, oh, what was their name again? Blossom?”

 

The skinny tom and the black she-cat traded glances. The she-cat glanced back towards a cove in the
four-walled space they lived in. “Bubbles,” the black she-cat corrected. “They’re over there. But they
don’t have any kits anymore, so I don’t-”

 

“Do they still have milk?” Snag questioned, staring firmly down at the crusty-eyed black cat.



 

The black cat blinked. “I… don’t know. But I thought the other kits were weaned? I mean, they’re six
moons old by now, surely.”

 

“New kits.” Snag flicked his tail to gesture towards Aspenkit and Fangkit, hanging limply and silently
from Finchflight and Brownclaw’s mouths.

 

“They look dead,” the black she-cat pointed out.

 

Brownclaw hissed, eyes blazing. “They aren’t.”

 

“They need milk,” Tigerclaw meowed, stepping forward and dipping his head to the she-cat. “No
warrior would let kits suffer.”

 

“We’re not forest cats,” the skinny tom rasped. “We’re not bound by your laws.”

 

“Let us speak to your queen,” Tigerclaw asked. “She is the one who can decide if the kits live or die.”

 

The black she-cat’s face hardened. “We have no queens.”

 

“But they have milk,” Snag meowed, stepping forward. “Don’t they? I heard they had another litter;
those kits certainly aren’t weaned by now.”

 

“Dead,” the skinny tom spoke up, tail twitching behind him. “No food means no milk. Kits died
within a week.”

 

That gave Snag pause, before he shrugged. “Well, at least they weren’t born dead this time. Those
corpses were all deformed. Not a pretty sight.”

 

But Brownclaw wasn’t as nonchalant. He glanced at Snag, perturbed. “This queen’s kits all die? I
don’t want her to nurse my kits!”



 

“They just need food,” Snag told him. “We can hunt for them. That’s what Scourge had us do for
them before, and those kits…” Now he frowned and tilted his head. “Well, I guess I don’t know if
they turned out fine; I left after they were weaned. But they seemed okay.”

 

“Them?” Finchflight finally questioned, placing Aspenkit at his paws and staring with a frown at
Snag. “Who’s them? You keep saying that. I thought we only came here for one queen?”

 

Snag blinked at him, as though confused for a moment before he mouthed an ‘oh,’ and answered,
“Bubbles. They’re a queen, but they like being called he and she and they. There’s a lot of cats like
that in the city.” He turned back to face the black she-cat and skinny tom like what he had said made
any sense. Well, Finchflight guessed it made sense, but it was weird. Cats were either a tom using he
or a she-cat using she . Why would they do any different? It’s not like being called they would stop
them from being a she-cat. That was ridiculous!

 

Kittypets’ heads really are full of fluff, Finchflight thought with an internal huff. They need to get their
heads out of the clouds and see the real world!

 

“Let us speak to Bubbles,” Tigerclaw interjected. “Let… them… choose if she will help us or not.”

 

“Yeah,” Mogli spoke up, a slight sneer to his voice as he stared down the two BloodClan rogues.
“She’s her own cat, isn’t she?”

 

The black she-cat’s pelt twitched, and she stepped back a few, glancing towards the cove again.
Despite that, she continued to protest. “You forced them to nurse kits last time,” she said. “What’s the
difference this time?”

 

Snag huffed, annoyed, and Finchflight was too, letting out a low growl. But he kept his irritation to
himself, letting Tigerclaw step forward and speak for them.

 

“We won’t force her to do anything,” Tigerclaw stated. “But the kits are starving.” He nodded to the
limp and quiet kits. Finchflight touched Aspenkit with his toes, feeling how cold she was. He
frowned, hoping she wasn’t dead. What a waste, if they came all this way for nothing but dead kits
anyway. “They at least need some milk before we leave. You can’t let them starve.” He stared
imploringly at the black she-cat.

 



The she-cat hissed back, fur bristling along her shoulders. “So you do intend to force her to nurse
your kits.”

 

“For StarClan’s sake!” Finchflight snapped, stepping forward with teeth bared and black and white fur
bristling. “These kittens are starving! Are you really so cruel as to let them wilt and die away in the
cold, never having once tasted a mother’s milk? You kittypets are heartless bastards! Let us see the
queen or else.” He ended with a low growl, sliding his claws out. Brownclaw let out an agreeing
growl, stepping forward with Fangkit still hanging from his maw.

 

“I won’t let you stupid hairballs kill my kits!” Brownclaw snarled. Snag and Mogli unsheathed their
claws threateningly as well, but Tigerclaw remained calm, his fur smoothed and gaze flickering
between his campmates and the BloodClan rogues.

 

The black she-cat crouched with a hiss, but the skinny tom moved in front of her, giving her a stern
frown. “There’s two of us, five of them, Sparrow,” the skinny tom meowed. “It’s not worth the fight.”

 

Sparrow stared with sad, desperate eyes back at him. “But I promised Pebbles-”

 

“Who cares?” the tom meowed. “Not them. Just let them have Bubbles. He’s not even that good of a
hunter, anyway.”

 

Sparrow appeared to struggle for a moment before she glared at Snag. “Scourge’ll mind. That’s his
warrior you’re taking.”

 

Snag scoffed, rolling his eyes. “Scourge wouldn’t care if one random queen lived or died. He won’t
mind.”

 

“Oh, won’t he?”

 

The sudden, new, sickly-sweet voice startled Finchflight. The large warrior whirled around with a
furious hiss, his clanmates doing much the same. The kit at his paws let out a small mewl at the
sudden disturbance.

 



A long-furred she-cat with thick stripes and long clawmarks down her face, muzzle, and shoulders
stood at the entrance to the Twolegplace den. Finchflight’s lip curled in disgust and mild horror as he
realized she lacked an eye. She was not a pretty cat to look at.

 

“Fury!” Snag meowed, eyes wide. “What are you doing here?”

 

Fury snarled, spit dribbling and flying. Mogli backed away, fur fluffed in fear, as the spit landed near
him. “I knew I could smell forest cats stinking up my city,” she growled. “Now that Scourge let them
in once, they won’t stop coming!”

 

“We won’t be any trouble for you or your clan,” Tigerclaw quickly promised, unphased by her
appearance. Finchflight admired that; how he managed to keep his head even and level. He smoothed
his own fur and tried to copy the younger tom’s nonchalant confidence. “We simply need a queen to
nurse these kits for a half-moon or so, at the least.”

 

Fury snorted, rolling her eyes. Her tail lashed behind her. “What? You run out of milk in your stupid
little forest camps?” she sneered, and Finchflight tried to stop himself from bristling, though a low
growl left his throat. An even louder one from Brownclaw sounded from beside Finchflight. “At least
you go running to housefolk, I’ll give you that, forest brats.” She stepped forward until she was nose
to nose with Tigerclaw. “I don’t care about some measly queen that only gives us dead kits. Take her,
just get off my turf before I make you.” She lowered her voice and unsheathed her claws. On top of
her claws, old, blackened dog claws sat. A shiver ran down Finchflight’s spine. Maybe he didn’t want
to pick a fight with these Twolegplace crazies after all.

 

Sparrow made a displeased noise, but one glare from Fury shut her up. Fury turned back to Tigerclaw.
“Well? You gonna take that useless furball, or am I gonna have to make you leave the hard way? I’m
doing you a favor, you know,” Fury meowed, voice now fauxly sweet again. “Not just tearing you to
shreds where you stand. Especially you, Snag.” Snag’s ginger fur almost seemed to leap off him when
the scarred she-cat’s attention turned onto him. “Don’t think Scourge hasn’t noticed your absence.
Run away, little traitor?” She smirked when Snag said nothing. “Good. Stay away.”

 

For a moment, no one said anything, then Tigerclaw dipped his head, just the slightest bit. “Thank
you, Fury,” Tigerclaw meowed. “We will not forget this kindness.”

 

Fury barked a harsh laugh, then shoved her face into his muzzle. Finchflight caught the slightest
twitch of annoyance in Tigerclaw’s eyes, but the tom stood his ground calmly still. “I am not kind,”
Fury hissed, low and threatening. “Don’t you dare ever say that to my face again . The only reason
I’m not ripping your pelt off your worthless body is because Scourge is weak . I don’t care about the



clans; he, for whatever reason, does. But even I don’t think he’d be happy to hear you’ve been
running on our turf. So I’ll say it once more: Leave. Now. Or else .”

 

“Very well,” Tigerclaw responded, unphased. Finchflight was impressed, then emboldened. If his de
facto leader wasn’t scared of this hideous, marred she-cat with bones on her collar, then neither was
Finchflight. He raised his head high. “Our thanks to Scourge, then.” Something thoughtful flickered in
Tigerclaw’s gaze, and Finchflight wondered what it was. Tigerclaw was clever, and whatever plan he
had was one Finchflight would follow.

 

Tigerclaw turned to Sparrow. “The queen?”

 

Sparrow’s body was tense, but she gestured to the cove. “In there. Get… get him yourself.”

 

Him . Finchflight’s lip curled in distaste. Ew. Queens weren’t he’s. Queens were plump little she-cats
with soft fur and warm scents and bashful eyes. Whatever, though, as long as his grandkits were
nursed, he could care less what some delusional she-cat thought they were.

 

He picked up Aspenkit and followed Tigerclaw as he headed towards the cove. Finchflight was
startled to meet amber eyes the moment he stepped into the entrance. Sitting prettily in the middle of
the small cove was a young tortoiseshell she-cat. Her fur was mostly black, with splashes of ginger
across her sides, and one front paw ginger too. The rest of her paws were the color of snow, and white
colored along her belly and chest, up to her chin.

 

Finchflight blinked, startled. He’d been expecting some ugly molly, like Fury or Sparrow, all skinny
and bones and scarred. This she-cat was skinny, sure, but not all boney like the tom was. She was a
touch more fed… more of a rounded belly. And her fur still seemed soft. She was young, definitely,
about senior apprentice age, and that’s why her fur was still so soft and shiny- she hadn’t been
touched by age. Even her supposed-two litters hadn’t marred her body yet, except for leaving her
belly a bit odd, but still round, and she was tinier than most other queens.

 

“I heard what you said,” Bubbles meowed, trying to sound calm, but Finchflight caught the small
tremble in her voice, and his ears pricked, intrigued.

 

“Then you know we have kits in need of a mother,” Tigerclaw said. “You have milk to spare. Please,
for their sake, not ours.” Tigerclaw bowed his head to the young queen.

 



“I don’t have a say in the matter, do I?” Bubbles meowed bitterly. “Fury wants me gone. BloodClan
doesn’t care about its queens.”

 

“But we do,” Finchflight spoke quickly. “Come with us, and we’ll protect you. Warriors protect our
young and their mothers. It’s in the warrior code. No cat will ever lay a claw on you, as long as I’m
around.”

 

Bubbles stared hard at him. “I don’t have a choice. Why are you trying to convince me? Let’s just go.
I’m used to this.” She stood up.

 

Tigerclaw dipped his head further. “Thank you. Truly. You’ve saved these kits from certain death.”

 

“Yeah,” Bubbles meowed, eyes distant. “Sure.”

Chapter End Notes
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Fireheart Deals With Yet Another Midlife Crisis
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Warm shafts of sunshine streamed through the canopy of leaves and flickered over Fireheart’s pelt. He
crouched lower, aware that his coat would be glowing amber among the lush green undergrowth.

 

Paw by paw, he crept beneath a fern. He could smell a pigeon. He moved slowly toward the
mouthwatering scent until he could see the plump bird pecking among the ferns. Fireheart flexed his
claws, his paws itching with anticipation. He was hungry after leading the dawn patrol and hunting all
morning. This was the high season for prey, a time for the Clan to grow fat on the forest’s bounty.
And although there had been little rain since the newleaf floods, the woods were rich with food. After
stocking the fresh-kill pile back at camp, it was time for Fireheart to hunt for himself. He tensed his
muscles, ready to leap.

 

Suddenly a second scent wafted toward him on the dry breeze. Fireheart opened his mouth, tipping
his head to one side. The pigeon must have smelled it too, for its head shot up and it began to unfold
its wings, but it was too late. A rush of white fur shot out from under some brambles. Fireheart stared
in surprise as the cat pounced on the startled bird, pinning it to the ground with his front paws before
finishing it off with a swift bite to the neck.

 

The delicious smell of fresh-kill filled Fireheart’s nostrils. He stood up and padded out of the
undergrowth toward the fluffy white tom. “Well caught, Cloudpaw,” he meowed. “I didn’t see you
coming until it was too late.”

 

“Nor did this stupid bird,” crowed Cloudpaw, flicking his tail smugly.

 

Fireheart felt his shoulders tense. Cloudpaw was his apprentice as well as his sister’s son. It was
Fireheart’s responsibility to teach him the skills of a Clan warrior and how to respect the warrior code.
The young tom was undeniably a good hunter, but Fireheart couldn’t help wishing that he would learn
a little humility. Deep down, he sometimes wondered if Cloudpaw would ever understand the
importance of the warrior code, the moons-old traditions of loyalty and ritual that had been passed
down through generations of cats in the forest.

 

But Cloudpaw had been born in Twolegplace to Fireheart’s sister, Creekflower, and rescued by

ThunderClan as a tiny kit, along with his own sister Lizardpaw. 
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Fireheart knew from his own bitter experience that Clan cats had no respect for bloodlines they
considered to be “bad blood” - even moreso if that same bloodline had kittypet relations. Which
Cloudpaw had both of.

 

He twitched his ears impatiently. He knew he did everything he could to prove his loyalty to the Clan,
but his stubborn apprentice was a different matter. If Cloudpaw was going to win any sympathy from
his Clanmates, he was going to have to lose some of his arrogance.

 

“It’s just as well you’re so quick,” Fireheart pointed out. “You were upwind. I could smell you, even
if I couldn’t see you. And so could the bird.”

 

Cloudpaw’s long snowy fur bristled and he snapped back, “I know I was upwind! But I could tell this
dumb dove wasn’t going to be hard to catch whether he smelled me or not.”

 

The young cat stared defiantly into Fireheart’s eyes, and Fireheart felt his annoyance turning to anger.

 

“It’s a pigeon, not a dove!” he spat. “And a true warrior shows more respect for the prey that feeds his
Clan.”

 

“Yeah, right!” retorted Cloudpaw. “I didn’t see Thornpaw show much respect for that squirrel he
dragged back to camp yesterday. He said it was so dopey, a kit could have caught it.”

 

“Thornpaw is just an apprentice,” Fireheart growled. “Like you, he still has a lot to learn.”

 

“Well, I caught it, didn’t I?” grumbled Cloudpaw, prodding the pigeon with a sullen paw.

 

“There’s more to being a warrior than catching pigeons!”

 

“I’m faster than Brightpaw and stronger than Thornpaw,” Cloudpaw spat back. “What more do you
want?”

 



“Your denmates would know that a warrior never attacks with the wind behind him!” Fireheart knew
he shouldn’t let himself be drawn into an argument, but his apprentice’s stubbornness infuriated him
like a tick on his ear.

 

“Big deal. You might have been downwind like a good warrior, but I got to the pigeon first!”
Cloudpaw raised his voice in an angry yowl.

 

“Be quiet,” Fireheart hissed, suddenly distracted. He lifted his head and sniffed the air. The forest
seemed strangely silent, and Cloudpaw’s loud meows were echoing too loudly through the trees.

 

“What’s the matter?” Cloudpaw glanced around. “I can’t smell anything.”

 

“Neither can I,” Fireheart admitted.

 

“So what are you worried about?”

 

“Tigerclaw,” Fireheart answered bluntly. The dark warrior had been prowling through his dreams
since Bluestar had banished him from the Clan a quarter moon ago. Tigerclaw had tried to kill the
ThunderClan leader, but Fireheart had stopped him and exposed his long-hidden treachery to the
whole Clan. There had been no sign of Tigerclaw since, but Fireheart felt icy claws of fear pricking at
his heart now as he listened to the stillness of the forest. It seemed to be listening too, holding its
breath, and Tigerclaw’s parting words echoed in Fireheart’s mind: Keep your eyes open, Fireheart.
Keep your ears pricked. Keep looking behind you. Because one day I’ll find you, and then you’ll be
crowfood.

 

Cloudpaw’s mew broke the silence. “What would Tigerclaw be doing around here?” he scoffed.
“Bluestar exiled him!”

 

“I know,” Fireheart agreed. “And only StarClan knows where he went. But Tigerclaw made it clear
that we’d not seen the last of him!”

 

“I’m not scared of that traitor.”

 



“Well, you should be!” hissed Fireheart. “Tigerclaw knows these woods as well as any cat in
ThunderClan. He’d tear you to shreds if he got the chance.”

 

Cloudpaw snorted and circled his catch impatiently. “You’ve been no fun since Bluestar made you
deputy. I’m not hanging around if you’re just going to waste the morning trying to scare me with
nursery tales. I’m meant to be hunting for the Clan elders.” And he dashed away into the brambles,
leaving the lifeless pigeon lying on the earth.

 

“Cloudpaw, come back!” Fireheart yowled furiously. Then he shook his head. “Let Tigerclaw have
the young mouse-brained idiot!” he muttered to himself.

 

Lashing his tail, he snatched up the pigeon and wondered whether to carry it back to camp for
Cloudpaw. A warrior should be responsible for his own fresh-kill, he concluded, and tossed the
pigeon into a thick clump of grass. He padded after it and flattened down the green stalks to cover the
fat bird, wishing he could be sure that Cloudpaw would return and take it back with the rest of his
catch to the hungry elders. If he doesn’t bring it home with him, he can go hungry until he does,
Fireheart decided. His apprentice had to learn that even in greenleaf, prey should never be wasted.

 

The sun rose higher, scorching the earth and sucking moisture from the leaves on the trees. Fireheart
pricked his ears. The forest was still eerily quiet, as if its creatures were hiding till the evening shade
brought relief from another day of glaring heat. The stillness unnerved him, and a flicker of doubt
tugged at his belly.

 

Perhaps he should go and find Cloudpaw after all.

 

You tried to warn him about Tigerclaw! Fireheart could almost hear the familiar voice of his close
friend, Graystripe, echoing in his head, and he winced as bittersweet memories flooded through him.
It was exactly the sort of thing the former ThunderClan warrior would say to him right now. 

 

Fireheart had trained the gray tom and fought beside him until love and tragedy had torn them apart.
Graystripe had fallen in love with a she-cat from another Clan, but if Silverstream had not died in her
kitting, perhaps Graystripe would have stayed with ThunderClan. Once more Fireheart remembered
Graystripe carrying his two kits into RiverClan territory, taking them to join their dead mother’s Clan.
Fireheart’s shoulders sagged. He missed the companionship of Graystripe and still silently shared
words with him almost every day. He knew his old friend so well, it was always easy to imagine what
Graystripe would say in reply.

 



Fireheart shook away the memories with a flick of his ears. It was time he got back to camp. He was
the deputy of ThunderClan now, and there were hunting parties and patrols to organize. Cloudpaw
would have to manage alone.

 

The ground was dry underpaw as Fireheart raced through the woods to the top of the ravine where the
camp lay. He hesitated for a moment and enjoyed the surge of pride and affection he always felt as he
approached his forest home. 

 

Below him, the ThunderClan camp was well hidden by thick brambles. Bounding down the steep
slope, Fireheart followed the well-worn path to the gorse tunnel that led into the camp. The pale gray
queen, Willowpelt, lay at the entrance to the nursery, warming her swollen belly in the morning sun.
Until recently she had shared the warriors’ den. Now she lived in the nursery with the other queens
while she waited for her third litter to be born. Runningwind had taken over Cliffpaw’s training for
now, though Fireheart hesitated to say he made the right choice. But his other available options… He
was afraid they would not treat the former kittypet fairly.

 

Fireheart purred a hello to his aunt, and she blinked warmly at him in return. Cherryfur had told him
that Willowpelt had finally realized how Whitestorm had been padding after her for some time, and
had happily accepted his proposal to be mates. The red tom relaxed at the thought of his aunt finally
gaining the affection of a tom who legitimately cared for her, and waited moons until she was ready to
accept him. He trusted his older half-brother to care well for Willowpelt.

 

Beside the gray queen, Brindleface affectionately watched her four kits- though they were as big as
any adult cat- as they tussled on the hard earth, scuffing up small clouds of dust. A murmur of voices
drew Fireheart’s gaze toward the Highrock, which stood at the head of the clearing.

 

A group of warriors was gathered in the shadows beneath the rock on which Bluestar, the leader of
ThunderClan, normally stood to address her Clan. Fireheart recognized Darkstripe’s tabby pelt, the
lithe shape of Runningwind, and Whitestorm’s snowy head among them.

 

As Fireheart padded silently across the baked earth, Darkstripe’s querulous meow sounded above the
other voices. “So who’s going to lead the patrol at sunhigh?”

 

“Fireheart will decide when he returns from hunting,” Whitestorm answered calmly. The elderly
warrior was clearly reluctant to be stirred by Darkstripe’s hostile tone.

 

“He should be back by now,” complained Dustpelt, a brown tabby who had been an apprentice at the
same time as Graystripe.



 

“I am back,” Fireheart announced. He shouldered his way through the warriors to sit down beside
Whitestorm.

 

“Well, now that you’re here, are you going to tell us who’s going to lead the patrol at sunhigh?”
meowed Darkstripe. The silver tabby turned a cold gaze on Fireheart.

 

Fireheart felt hot under his fur, in spite of the shade cast by the Highrock. Darkstripe had once been
close to him, as close as a brother, but that trust and friendship had abruptly shifted to Tigerclaw.

 

Now Fireheart couldn’t help but wonder if Darkstripe was still loyal to Tigerclaw. It made his
stomach roll with guilt just thinking about it…

 

“Longtail will lead the patrol,” Fireheart meowed.

 

Slowly Darkstripe switched his gaze from Fireheart to Whitestorm, his whiskers twitching and his
eyes glittering. Fireheart swallowed nervously, wondering if he had said something stupid.

 

“Er, Longtail’s out with his apprentice,” explained Runningwind, looking awkward. He gave a small
grin, hoping to reassure his friend. “He and Swiftpaw won’t be back till evening, remember?” Beside
him, Dustpelt snorted scornfully.

 

Fireheart gritted his teeth. I should have known that! “Runningwind, then. You can take Brackenfur
and Dustpelt with you.”

 

“Brackenfur’ll never keep up with us,” meowed Dustpelt. “He’s still limping from the battle with the
rogue cats.”

 

“Okay, okay.” Fireheart tried to disguise his mounting agitation, but he couldn’t help feeling he was
just plucking names at random as he ordered, “Brackenfur can go hunting with Mousefur and...and...”

 

“I’d like to hunt with them,” Sandstorm offered. “Brightpaw needs the experience, too.”

 



Fireheart blinked gratefully at the pale orange she-cat and went on. “...and Sandstorm and
Brightpaw.”

 

“What about the patrol? It’ll be past sunhigh if we don’t decide soon!” meowed Darkstripe.

 

“You can join Runningwind on patrol,” snapped Fireheart, feeling his fur ruffle at Darkstripe’s
constant nagging.

 

“And the evening patrol?” Mousefur asked mildly. Fireheart stared back at the dusky brown she-cat,
his mind suddenly blank.

 

Whitestorm’s rusty mew sounded beside Fireheart. “I’d like to lead the evening patrol,” he meowed.
“I’ll take Lynxpaw with.” He tipped his head thoughtfully. “Do you think Swiftpaw and Longtail
would like to come with me when they return?”

 

“Yes, of course.” Fireheart looked around the circle of eyes and was relieved to see that they all
seemed satisfied.

 

The cats moved away, leaving Fireheart alone with Whitestorm. “Thanks,” he meowed, dipping his
head to the old warrior. “I guess I should have planned the patrols before now.”

 

“It’ll get easier,” Whitestorm reassured him. “We have all grown used to Tigerclaw telling us exactly
what to do and when.”

 

Fireheart glanced away, his heart sinking.

 

“They’re also bound to be more edgy than usual,” Whitestorm went on. “Tigerclaw’s treachery has
shaken the whole Clan.”

 

Fireheart looked at the white warrior and understood that Whitestorm was trying to encourage him. It
was easy to forget that Tigerclaw’s actions had come as a massive shock to the rest of the Clan.
Fireheart had known for a long time that Tigerclaw’s hunger for power had driven him to murder and
lies. But the other cats had found it hard to believe that the fearless warrior would turn against his



own Clan. Whitestorm’s words reminded Fireheart that, even if he did not yet have Tigerclaw’s
confident authority, he would never betray his Clan as Tigerclaw had done.

 

Whitestorm’s voice interrupted his thoughts. “I must go and see Brindleface. She said there was
something she wanted to talk to me about.” He dipped his head. His older brother’s respectful gesture
took Fireheart by surprise, and he nodded awkwardly in reply.

 

As he watched Whitestorm leave, Fireheart’s belly growled with hunger and he thought of the juicy
pigeon Cloudpaw had caught. Whitestorm’s ginger-and-black apprentice, Lynxpaw, sat outside the
apprentices’ den, and Fireheart wondered if she’d brought the elders any fresh-kill. He padded over to
the old tree stump where she was washing her tail. She lifted her head, frowning a bit when she saw
him, before respectfully meowing, “Hello, Fireheart.”

 

“Hi, Lynxpaw. Been hunting?” Fireheart asked.

 

“Yes,” replied Lynxpaw, her eyes brightening. “Whitestorm let me hunt by myself today.”

 

“Catch much?”

 

Lynxpaw puffed up her chest proudly. “Two sparrows and a squirrel.”

 

“Well done,” Fireheart purred. “I bet Whitestorm was pleased.”

 

Lynxpaw nodded.

 

“Did you take it straight to the elders?”

 

“Of course!” Lynxpaw snorted. “I wouldn’t skive off my chores.”

 

“That’s great,” Fireheart assured her. If only his own apprentice were so reliable. Cloudpaw should
have been back by now. The elders would need more than two sparrows and a squirrel to fill their
bellies. He decided to visit them to check that they were not suffering too much from the greenleaf



heat. As he approached the fallen oak where the elders made their den, voices drifted up from behind
its bare branches.

 

“Willowpelt’s kits will be born soon.” That was Speckletail. She was the oldest queen in the nursery,
and her two kits were weak and small for their age after a bout of sickness. She must be giving the
nursery gossip to the elders.

 

“New kits are always a good omen,” purred One-Eye.

 

“StarClan knows we could do with a good omen,” Smallear muttered darkly. “Then again, is it a good
omen with who their mother is?”

 

“You’re not still fretting about the ritual, are you? Or that supposed curse?” croaked Halftail. Fireheart
could imagine the old brown tom flicking his ears impatiently at Smallear.

 

“The what?” meowed One-Eye.

 

“The naming ceremony for the new Clan deputy,” Patchpelt explained loudly. “You know, when
Tigerclaw left, a quarter moon ago.”

 

“It’s my ears that don’t work as well as they used to, not my mind!” snapped One-Eye. She went on,
and the other cats listened in silence because One-Eye was respected for her wisdom in spite of her
bad temper. “I don’t think StarClan would punish us just because Bluestar failed to name the new
deputy before moonhigh. The circumstances were very unusual.”

 

“But that just makes it worse!” fretted Dappletail. “What will StarClan think of a Clan whose deputy
turns against it, and whose new deputy was named after moonhigh? It looks as if we can’t keep our
cats loyal, or even carry out the proper ceremonies.”

 

“Not to mention who the deputy is…” Speckletail muttered darkly.

 

Fireheart felt an icy ripple along his spine. When Bluestar had learned about Tigerclaw’s treachery
and banished him from the Clan, she had been too upset to carry out the proper rituals for appointing



a new deputy. Fireheart had not been named as Tigerclaw’s successor until the following day, and to
many cats this was a very bad omen - especially since many cats thought him to be cursed.

 

And that he had been forced to admit to training in the Dark Forest - no, the Place of No Stars - didn’t
help matters.

 

“Fireheart’s naming broke with Clan ritual for the first time I can remember,” meowed Smallear in a
grave tone. “I hate to say it, but I can’t help feeling that his deputyship will be a dark time for
ThunderClan.”

 

Patchpelt mewed in agreement, and Fireheart felt his heart pound as he waited for One-Eye to calm
the others’ fears with her wise words, or Halftail to step in with his well-known common sense. But
for once they both remained silent. Above him the fierce sun continued to shine in a clear, blue sky,
yet Fireheart felt chilled to the bone.

 

He turned away from the elders’ den, unable to face them now, and paced anxiously along the edge of
the clearing. As he approached the nursery, Fireheart stared at the ground, lost in thought. A sudden
movement outside the nursery entrance made him look up. He froze, and his heart began to pound as
he recognized Tigerclaw’s amber eyes gleaming at him. Briefly horrified by the familiar gaze,
Fireheart blinked in alarm.

 

Then he realized that it was not the fierce warrior he was looking at, but Bramblekit- Tigerclaw’s son.

 

Fireheart saw a ripple of pale amber fur and looked up to see Goldenflower slip out of the nursery
behind the dark tabby kit. A tortoiseshell kit dangled from her jaws, and she placed it gently on the
ground next to Bramblekit. Fireheart knew at once that Goldenflower had seen his reaction, for the
pale ginger queen wrapped her tail protectively around her kits and lifted her chin, as if she were
challenging Fireheart to say something.

 

He made a beeline for the golden queen. He dipped his head to the older she-cat as he approached.
“Your...your kits look healthy,” he stammered, tail twitching self-consciously. He had to reassure
Goldenflower that these kits would be cared for and respected like any other member’s of
ThunderClan. Fireheart tried to push away the fear and anger that made him instinctively unsheathe
his claws and press them against the hard ground. It was Tigerclaw who betrayed ThunderClan, he
firmly told himself. Not this tiny kit.

 

“It’s Tawnykit’s first time out of the nursery,” Goldenflower told him. She glanced anxiously down at
the little kit.



 

“They’ve grown quickly,” Fireheart murmured.

 

Goldenflower leaned down and licked each kit on the head, then padded toward Fireheart. “I
understand how you feel,” she mewed quietly. “Your eyes have always betrayed your heart. But these
are my kits and I will die to protect them if I have to.” She looked up into Fireheart’s eyes and he saw
the intensity of her feeling in their yellow depths. “I’m afraid for them, Fireheart,” she went on. “The
Clan will never forgive Tigerclaw- nor should they. But Bramblekit and Tawnykit have done nothing
wrong, and I will not let them be punished because of Tigerclaw. I’m not even going to tell them who
their father was, just that he was a brave and powerful warrior.”

 

Fireheart felt a pang of sympathy for the troubled queen. He knew very vividly how the clan could
treat a kit just because of who their father was. “They will be safe here,” he promised, but the amber
eyes of Bramblekit still made his paws prickle with unease. Before Goldenflower turned away, he
rested his tail gently on her shoulder and whispered, “I know exactly what can happen - and I
promise, I will do everything I can to protect them. You’re right - they have done nothing. And they
deserve a chance to prove that to every other mouse-brain here.”

 

Goldenflower’s amber eyes softened. “I knew that if anyone would be able to understand,” she
murmured. “It would be you, Fireheart.” She blinked gratefully at him. “Thank you.”

 

Behind them Whitestorm squeezed out of the nursery. “Brindleface thinks her kits are ready to begin
their training,” he told Fireheart.

 

“Does Bluestar know?” Fireheart asked.

 

Whitestorm shook his head. “Brindleface wanted to share the news with Bluestar herself, but she
hasn’t visited the nursery in days.”

 

Fireheart frowned. The Clan leader usually took an interest in every aspect of Clan life, especially the
nursery. Every cat knew how important it was for ThunderClan to have fine, healthy kits.

 

“I suppose it’s not surprising,” Whitestorm continued. “She’s still recovering from her wounds after
the battle with the rogue cats.”

 



“Shall I go and tell her now?” Fireheart offered.

 

“Yes. Some good news might cheer her up,” Whitestorm remarked.

 

With a jolt, Fireheart realized that Whitestorm was as worried as he was about their leader. “I’m sure
it will,” he agreed. “ThunderClan hasn’t had this many apprentices in moons.”

 

“That reminds me,” meowed Whitestorm, his eyes suddenly brightening. “Where’s Cloudpaw? I
thought he was fetching prey for the elders.”

 

Fireheart glanced away awkwardly. “Er, yes, he is. I don’t know what’s taking him so long.”

 

Whitestorm lifted a massive paw and gave it a lick. “The woods are not as safe as they once were,” he
murmured, as if he could read Fireheart’s uneasy thoughts. “Don’t forget WindClan and ShadowClan
are still angry with us for sheltering Brokentail. They don’t know yet that Brokentail is dead, and they
might attack us again.”

 

Fireheart knew that Whitestorm was warning him as carefully as possible- the warrior hadn’t even
mentioned the possibility that Tigerclaw might still be around- but his guilt at letting Cloudpaw go off
alone made him defensive. “You let Lynxpaw hunt alone this morning,” he retorted.

 

“Yes. I told her to stay in the ravine and to be back by sunhigh.” Whitestorm’s tone was mild, but he
stopped washing his paw and looked at Fireheart with concern in his eyes. “I hope Cloudpaw won’t
go too far from the camp.”

 

Fireheart looked away and muttered, “I should go and tell Bluestar the kits are ready.”

 

“Good idea,” answered Whitestorm. “I can take Lynxpaw out for some training. She hunts well, but
her fighting skills need some work.”

 

Silently cursing Cloudpaw, Fireheart padded away toward the Highrock. Outside Bluestar’s den, he
gave his ears a quick wash and put Cloudpaw out of his mind before calling a greeting through the
lichen that draped the entrance. A soft “Enter” sounded from inside, and Fireheart pushed his way
slowly in.



 

It was cool in the small cave, hollowed out of the base of the Highrock by an ancient stream. The
sunlight that filtered through the lichen made the walls glow warmly. Bluestar sat hunched in her nest
like a brooding duck. Her long gray fur was dirty and matted. Perhaps her wounds are still too sore to
wash properly, Fireheart thought. His mind shied away from considering the other possibility- that his
leader no longer wished to look after herself.

 

But the worry he had seen in Whitestorm’s eyes pricked at him. Fireheart couldn’t help noticing how
thin Bluestar looked, and he remembered the half-eaten bird she’d abandoned last night, returning
alone to her den instead of staying to share tongues with her senior warriors, as she’d used to.

 

The Clan leader raised her eyes as Fireheart entered, and he was relieved to see a faint spark of
interest when she saw him.

 

“Fireheart,” she greeted him, sitting up and lifting her chin. She held her broad gray head with the
same dignity Fireheart had admired when he first met her as a very young kit. It was Bluestar who
had taken him on as an apprentice, and her faith in him - despite her hatred for his father Thistlestar -
had quickly established a special bond between them.

 

“Bluestar,” he began, respectfully dipping his head. “Whitestorm’s been to the nursery today.
Brindleface told him her kits are ready to begin their apprenticeships.”

 

Bluestar slowly widened her eyes. “Already?” she murmured.

 

Fireheart waited for Bluestar to start giving orders for the apprentice ceremony. But the she-cat just
stared at him.

 

“Er...who do you want to be their mentors?” he prompted.

 

“Mentors,” echoed Bluestar faintly.

 

Fireheart’s fur began to prickle with unease.

 



Suddenly a flinty hardness flared in her blue eyes. “Is there any cat we can trust to train these
innocent kits?” she spat.

 

Fireheart flinched, too shocked to answer. The leader’s eyes flashed once more. “Can you take them?”
she demanded. “Or Graystripe? Runningwind?”

 

Fireheart shook his head, trying to push away the alarm that jabbed at him like an adder. Had Bluestar
forgotten that Graystripe was no longer part of ThunderClan? “I- I already have Cloudpaw, and
Runningwind’s taken over Willowpelt’s training of Cliffpaw. And Graystripe...” His words trailed
away. He took a small, fast breath and began again. “Bluestar, the only warrior not fit to train these
kits was Tigerclaw, and he has been exiled, remember? Any one of ThunderClan’s warriors would
make a fine mentor for Brindleface’s kits.” 

 

He searched Bluestar’s face for a reaction, but she was staring unseeing at the floor of the den.
“Brindleface is hoping to have a naming ceremony soon,” he persisted. “Her kits are more than ready.
Cloudpaw, Lizardpaw, and Cliffpaw have been apprenticed for half a moon now.”

 

Fireheart leaned forward, willing Bluestar to answer. At last the she-cat nodded her head briskly and
lifted her eyes to Fireheart. With a wave of relief he saw the tension leave her shoulders. And
although her gaze still seemed remote and icy, it was calmer now. “We’ll have the naming ceremony
before we eat this evening,” she meowed, as if she had never doubted it.

 

“So who do you want to be their mentors?” Fireheart asked cautiously. He felt a tremor ripple through
his tail as Bluestar stiffened again and her gaze darted anxiously around the cave.

 

“You decide.”

 

Her reply was barely audible, and Fireheart decided not to press her any more. He dipped his head
and meowed, “Yes, Bluestar,” before backing out of the den.

 

He sat in the shade of the Highrock for a moment to gather his thoughts. Tigerclaw’s treachery must
have shaken her even more than he realized if she didn’t trust any of her warriors now. 

 

Fireheart ducked his head to give his chest a reassuring lick. It was barely a quarter moon since the
attack by the rogue cats. Bluestar would get over it, he told himself. Meanwhile, he had to hide her



anxiety from the other cats. If the Clan was already uneasy, as Whitestorm had said, seeing Bluestar
like this would only make them more alarmed.

 

Fireheart flexed his shoulder muscles and padded toward the nursery. “Hi, Willowpelt,” he meowed as
he reached the queen. The pale gray she-cat was lying on her side outside the thicket of brambles that
sheltered the kits, enjoying the warmth of the sun.

 

She lifted her head as Fireheart stopped beside her. “Hi, Fireheart. How’s life as a deputy?” Her eyes
were gently curious and her voice was friendly.

 

“Fine,” Fireheart told her. Or it would be, if I didn’t have a pain in the neck for an apprentice, he
thought with frustration, or the elders fretting about the wrath of StarClan, or Frostfur yowling about
Spottedleaf’s curse, or a leader who can’t even decide who should mentor Brindleface’s kits.

 

“Glad to hear it,” purred Willowpelt. She twisted her head to wash her back.

 

“Is Brindleface around?” Fireheart asked.

 

“She’s inside,” Willowpelt meowed between licks.

 

“Thanks.” Fireheart pushed his way into the brambles. It was surprisingly bright inside. Sunlight
streamed through gaps in the twisted branches, and Fireheart told himself he would have to get the
holes patched before the cold winds of leaf-fall.

 

“Hi, Brindleface,” he meowed. “Good news! Bluestar says the naming ceremony for your kits will be
this evening.”

 

Brindleface was lying on her side while two of her pale gray kits clambered over her. “Thank
StarClan for that!” she grunted as the heavier of the kits, Ashkit, sprang off his mother’s flank and
flung himself at Fernkit. “They’re all getting too big for the nursery! Especially these two!”

 

The kits tumbled over and rolled against their mother’s back in a tangle of paws and tails. Tulipkit
sprang backward to avoid getting squashed, while Elderkit watched her siblings play as she lazed in a
patch of sunlight. 



 

Brindleface gently shoved the kits away from her and asked, “Do you know who their mentors will
be?”

 

Fireheart was already prepared for this question. “Bluestar hasn’t decided yet,” he explained. “Are
there any warriors you’d prefer?”

 

Brindleface looked surprised. “Bluestar will know best; she should decide.”

 

Fireheart knew as well as any cat that it was traditional for the Clan leader to select mentors. “Yes,
you’re right,” he meowed heavily. He glanced around the nursery. Speckletail must still be in the
elder’s den, muttering dark words. Her kits, Mistlekit and Snowkit, were both curled up and curiously
watching Fernkit and Ashkit roughhouse with each other. Goldenflower…wasn’t there.

 

“Where’s Goldenflower?” he asked Brindleface.

 

“She’s taken her kits to meet the elders,” she replied. At Fireheart’s worried frown, she leaned closer.
“Don’t worry, Goldenflower won’t stand anybody - even her own parents - to judge her kits.
Especially Bramblekit,” she added after a moment. “He has his father’s looks, but that’s all, he’s
gentle enough with the other kits, and his sister certainly keeps him in his place!”

 

“Well, that’s good.” Fireheart turned away. “I’ll see you later at the ceremony,” he meowed as he
pushed his way back through the entrance.

 

“Does this mean Bluestar’s decided when the naming ceremony should be?” Willowpelt called over
to him when he appeared outside.

 

“Yes,” he answered.

 

“Who will be their men...?”

 

But Fireheart trotted away before he could hear the rest of Willowpelt’s question. News of the naming
ceremony would spread through the camp like forest fire, and every cat would want to know the same
thing.



 

Fireheart would have to decide soon. Instinctively he headed for the fern tunnel that led to the
medicine cat’s clearing. Spottedleaf’s apprentice, Cinderpelt, would be there. Now that Graystripe had
gone to live with RiverClan, Cinderpelt was one of Fireheart’s closest friends, due to her
apprenticeship under him. He knew that the gentle gray she-cat would be able to make sense of his
confused thoughts.

 

He quickened his pace through the cool ferns and emerged into the sunlit clearing. At one end loomed
the flat face of a tall rock, split down the center. The niche in the middle of the stone was just large
enough for the medicine cats to make their den and store the healing herbs.

 

Fireheart was about to call when Cinderpelt limped out from the shadowy cleft in the rock. As ever,
delight at seeing his friend was tempered by the pain of seeing the twisted hind leg that had prevented
her from becoming a warrior. The young she-cat had been badly injured when she’d run onto the
Thunderpath. Fireheart couldn’t help feeling responsible, because Cinderpelt had been his apprentice
when the accident happened. But as she recovered under the watchful eyes of Yellowfang and
Spottedleaf, she had begun to learn from the two how to care for sick cats, and had become their
apprentice a moon and a half ago. Cinderpelt had found her place in the Clan at last.

 

A large bunch of herbs dangled from Cinderpelt’s jaws as she limped into the clearing. Her face was
creased in a worried frown, and she didn’t even notice Fireheart standing at the tunnel entrance. She
dropped the bundle on the sun-baked ground and began sorting fretfully though the leaves with her
forepaws.

 

“Cinderpelt?” he meowed.

 

The little cat glanced up, surprised. “Fireheart! What are you doing here? Are you sick?”

 

Fireheart shook his head. “No. Is everything okay?”

 

Cinderpelt looked dejectedly at the pile of leaves in front of her, and Fireheart padded over and gave
her a nuzzle. “What’s the matter? Don’t tell me you spilled mouse bile in Yellowfang’s nest again?”

 

“No!” replied Cinderpelt indignantly. Then she lowered her eyes. “I should never have agreed to train
as a medicine cat. I’m a disaster. I should have read the signs when I found that rotting bird!”

 



Fireheart remembered the moment that had happened after his naming ceremony. Cinderpelt had
chosen a magpie from the fresh-kill pile to give to Bluestar, only to find that, beneath its soft feathers,
it was crawling with maggots.

 

“Did either Spottedleaf or Yellowfang think that was an omen about you?” Fireheart asked.

 

“Well, no,” Cinderpaw admitted.

 

“So what makes you think you’re not cut out to be a medicine cat?” He tried not to let his mind dwell
on the fact that the rotting magpie could have been an omen about another cat- his leader, Bluestar.

 

Cinderpelt flicked her tail with frustration. “Yellowfang asked me to mix a poultice for her. Just a
simple one for cleansing wounds. It was one of the first things I ever learned, but now I’ve forgotten
which herbs to put in it. She’s going to think I’m an idiot!” Her voice rose to a wail and her blue eyes
were huge and troubled.

 

“You’re no idiot, and Yellowfang knows it,” Fireheart told her robustly.

 

“But it’s not the first dumb thing I’ve done lately. Yesterday I had to ask Spottedleaf the difference
between foxglove and poppy seeds.” Cinderpelt hung her head even lower. “Yellowfang said I was a
danger to the Clan.”

 

“Oh, you know what Yellowfang’s like,” Fireheart reassured her. “She’s always saying things like
that.”

 

Yellowfang had been ShadowClan’s medicine cat and, although she had become part of ThunderClan
after being exiled by their cruel leader, Brokentail, she still betrayed flashes of the fierce temper of a
ShadowClan warrior. But one of the reasons she and Cinderpelt got on so well was that Cinderpelt
was more than capable of standing up to Yellowfang’s irritable outbursts.

 

Cinderpelt sighed. “I don’t think I’ve got what it takes to become a medicine cat. Lizardpaw deserves
this more than me. I thought I was doing the right thing, becoming their apprentice, but it’s no good. I
just can’t learn everything I need to know.”

 



Fireheart crouched down until his eyes were level with Cinderpelt’s. “This is about Silverstream, isn’t
it?” he meowed fiercely. He remembered the day at Sunningrocks when Graystripe’s RiverClan queen
had given birth before her time. Cinderpelt had tried desperately to save her, but Silverstream had lost
too much blood. The beautiful silver tabby had died, although her newborn kits had survived.

 

Cinderpelt didn’t reply, and Fireheart knew he was right. “You saved her kits!” he pointed out.

 

“But I lost her.”

 

“You did everything you could.” Fireheart leaned forward to lick Cinderpelt on her soft gray head.

 

“Look, just ask Yellowfang or Spottedleaf what herbs to use in the poultice. Neither of them will
mind. At least, Spottedleaf certainly won’t.”

 

“I hope so.” Cinderpelt sounded unconvinced. Then she gave herself a shake. “I need to stop feeling
sorry for myself, don’t I?”

 

“Yeah,” Fireheart answered, flicking his tail at her.

 

“Sorry.” Cinderpelt threw him a rueful look that glimmered with a hint of her old humor. “I don’t
suppose you’ve brought any fresh-kill with you?”

 

Fireheart shook his head. “Sorry. I just came to speak to you. Don’t tell me my mother and
Yellowfang are starving you?”

 

“No, but this medicine-cat thing is harder than you’d think,” Cinderpelt replied. “I haven’t had the
chance to take any fresh-kill today.” Her eyes flashed with curiosity. “What did you want to talk to me
about?”

 

“Tigerclaw’s kits.” Fireheart felt bleakness seep into his belly. “Especially Bramblekit.”

 

“Because he looks like his father?”



 

“He’s just a kit. They both are. And I know what the clan must be thinking about them.” The red tom
hesitated, and guiltily went on, “But sometimes when I look at him, it’s like…it’s like Tigerclaw’s
staring right at me. And I freeze up and can’t bring myself to move.” Fireheart shook his head slowly,
ashamed of his admission but glad of the chance to confide in his friend. “I just get this feeling of fear
welling up in me and I know I shouldn’t - but I can’t help it!” Fireheart let out an agitated breath. “I
feel so angry with myself for feeling like that! It’s not Bramblekit’s fault his father’s a traitor - and I
know that better than anyone else.”

 

Except Creekflower, he reminded himself. Then again, she wasn’t dumb enough to fall for our father’s
charm… he bitterly thought. Why did Thistlestar have to do what he did? It hurts to love him now. I
wish I had been smart like Creekflower.

 

Cinderpelt looked thoughtful. “I’ve heard Yellowfang speak of this sometimes. She’s dealt with cases
like this in ShadowClan before - especially under Brokentail’s reign.” Fireheart stared at her, fear
welling up in him. Was something wrong with him?! “Sometimes, when a cat goes through something
stressful, or traumatic, that event can haunt them - sometimes for life. She told me the common signs
are nightmares, and having flashbacks when you’re awake. Some cats also try to avoid any talk of the
event - or something that reminds them of it.'' At this she fixed him with a steady look. “It sounds like
to me that Bramblekit may be unintentionally triggering this for you, since he looks like Tigerclaw.
Do you feel anxious around him?” At Fireheart’s wary nod she gave a sad frown. “Yeah, I think you
may be experiencing this - it’s like you have a scar on your memory, and you can’t get it to heal.”

 

Fireheart stared at her, blinking. It never occurred to him that he could be so affected by everything
Tigerclaw had done…and the anxiety of what else he may do.

 

“I’ll take a look in the stores,” Cinderpelt meowed comfortingly, touching noses with him. “I think we
may have something to help soothe your anxiety and help you sleep.” For a split second she hesitated,
then gently meowed, “And going back to Bramblekit…I know you don’t mean to see Tigerclaw in
him, but remember to look beyond the color of his pelt and eyes. See the cat that’s really inside. He’s
not just Tigerclaw’s kit after all. There’s some of Goldenflower in him too. And he will never know
his father. It will be the Clan that raises him.” 

 

Fireheart gave a heavy nod, and decided to tell Cinderpelt about the other problem that was troubling
him. “There’s something else I wanted to talk to you about,” he confessed. “I have to decide who
should be the mentors for Brindleface’s kits.”

 

“Isn’t that up to Bluestar?”

 



“She asked me to choose for her.”

 

Cinderpelt lifted her head in surprise. “Why are you looking so worried, then? You should be
flattered.”

 

Flattered? Fireheart echoed silently, recalling the hostility and confusion in Bluestar’s eyes. He
shrugged. “Maybe. But I’m not sure who to pick.”

 

“You must have some idea,” Cinderpelt prompted him.

 

“Not a clue.” Every cat in camp already had an apprentice - the cats he would trust with an apprentice,
anyway.

 

Cinderpelt frowned thoughtfully. “Well, how did you feel when Graystripe was named as your
apprentice?” 

 

Fireheart was caught off guard by the question. “Proud. And scared. And desperate to prove myself,”
he replied slowly.

 

“Which one of the warriors do you think wants to prove himself most?” Cinderpelt mewed. 

 

Fireheart narrowed his eyes. An image of a brown tabby flashed in his mind. “Dustpelt.” Cinderpelt
nodded thoughtfully as he went on: “He must be dying to get his first apprentice. He was pretty close
to Tigerclaw, so he’ll want to prove his loyalty to the Clan now that Tigerclaw’s been exiled. He’s a
good warrior, and I think he’ll make a good mentor.” Even as he spoke, Fireheart realized he had a
more personal motive for choosing Dustpelt. The tabby’s eyes had flashed enviously as Bluestar made
Fireheart a mentor, first to Graystripe, then Cinderpelt, then to Cloudpaw. Perhaps, Fireheart thought
guiltily, giving Dustpelt an apprentice would soothe the warrior’s jealousy and make him easier to get
along with.

 

“Well, then, that’s one chosen,” Cinderpelt mewed encouragingly.

 

Fireheart looked down into the medicine cat’s clear, wide eyes. She made it sound so simple.

 



“And what about the next?” asked Cinderpelt.

 

“The next what?” Yellowfang’s rasping mew sounded from the fern tunnel, and the dark gray she-cat
padded stiffly into the clearing. Fireheart turned to greet her. As usual, her long fur looked matted and
dull, as if caring for the Clan left her no time for grooming, but her orange eyes gleamed, missing
nothing.

 

“Bluestar’s asked Fireheart to choose the mentors for Brindleface’s kits,” Cinderpelt explained.

 

“Oh, has she?” Yellowfang’s eyes widened in surprise. “Who’ve you come up with?”

 

“We’ve already chosen Dustpelt?” Fireheart began hesitantly.

 

Yellowfang interrupted him. “We’ve?” she rasped. “Who’s we?”

 

“Cinderpelt helped,” he admitted.

 

“I’m sure Bluestar will be pleased that a cat who’s barely begun her apprenticeship is making such
important decisions for the Clan,” Yellowfang remarked. She turned to Cinderpelt. “Have you
finished mixing that poultice?”

 

Cinderpelt opened her mouth, then shook her head before wordlessly padding back to the pile of herbs
in the middle of the clearing.

 

Yellowfang snorted as she watched her apprentice limp away. “That cat hasn’t answered me back for
days!” she complained to Fireheart. “There was a time when I couldn’t get a word in edgewise. The
sooner she gets back to normal, the better it’ll be for both of us!” The old medicine cat frowned, then
turned back to Fireheart. “Now, where were we?”

 

“Trying to decide who would be the other three mentors to Brindleface’s kits,” Fireheart answered
heavily.

 

“Who doesn’t have an apprentice?” rasped Yellowfang.



 

“Well, Brackenfur,” Fireheart replied.

 

“Do you think it would be wise to have two inexperienced mentors at the same time?” Yellowfang
pointed out.

 

Fireheart shook his head.

 

“So the last two should be cats who have already mentored an apprentice.” Yellowfang meowed.
Which meant Brackenfur was out too…

 

Darkstripe, Fireheart thought. Every cat knew that Darkstripe had been one of Tigerclaw’s closest
friends, even if he had chosen to stay with the Clan when the traitor had been sent into exile. Fireheart
realized that if he didn’t choose Darkstripe to be a mentor, it might look as if he bore resentment to his
old friend. After all, Darkstripe was an obvious choice to take one of the apprentices.

 

Yellowfang must have seen the look of determination on Fireheart’s face, for she meowed, “Right,
that’s sorted. Now, who’s left?”

 

Fireheart ran through the available warriors. Runningwind would’ve been a possibility, but he had
been assigned to take over Cliffpaw’s training while Willowpelt was in the nursery.

 

Feathercloud was another choice, but he was also still young and inexperienced, with no apprentices
previously, just like Brackenfur. Plus he was still struggling after Cricketheart’s death…

 

So who else…?

 

Fireheart let out a groan. No…

 

“What?” Yellowfang meowed sharply.

 

“The only other warrior,” Fireheart grudgingly replied. “Who’s experienced…is Frostfur.”



 

Yellowfang frowned. “Hmm…I can see why you would be worried about that.”

 

“It’s not even what she says about me or my family!” Fireheart protested. “I’ve heard her refuse to
call Elderkit ‘she’ and ‘her’ even though she told us all so last moon!” He crossly flattened his ears. “I
don’t know if you know this, but Airleap was like that too. He wanted to be called a tom, and nobody
struck up a fuss then! Well, a little bit, but Airleap smelled more like a tom than a she-cat, so I guess it
was easier… And Frostfur wasn’t even that bad with Airleap! It seems like she’s going out of her way
to be mean to Elderkit- her own niece!” He agitatedly flicked his tail. “If Frostfur gets Elderkit…I
don’t think that will end well.”

 

Yellowfang hummed. “Who do you think would work best with Elderkit, then?”

 

Fireheart’s thoughts immediately jumped to Creekflower. His sister was the first to understand
Airleap’s pronoun change and adhere to it. She also would be willing to stand up to Frostfur if she
said anything to Elderkit. Plus, she could prove to the clan that, despite her affair with Oliver, she was
still loyal to the clan.

 

Seeing the satisfied look on his face, Yellowfang then said, “What about Ashkit, then? He’s
headstrong, and seems to be a tad bit arrogant.”

 

“Perhaps Dustpelt?” Fireheart suggested. “He was headstrong too - maybe he’ll be able to understand
and nip Ashkit’s attitude in the bud.”

 

“Fernkit?”

 

“Darkstripe or Frostfur…” the red tom mussed. “Fernkit can be a little troublemaker at times, but
she’s also shy, and quiet.” Frankly, I don’t want Frostfur to take advantage of her shyness. “Darkstripe
can teach her, then.”

 

“And that leaves Tulipkit with Frostfur.” Yellowfang meowed. Fireheart gave a little wince. He
wished he didn’t have to leave any of them with Frostfur, but since there was literally no other
choice…

 



“Yeah, I guess…” he meowed, disgruntled. Tulipkit, like Ashkit, was hot-headed - but even moreso.
Fireheart worried what he’ll become with someone like Frostfur teaching him.

 

“Now, would you mind leaving me and Cinderpelt in peace now? We have work to do.” Yellowfang
meowed, nosing him.

 

Fireheart pushed himself to his paws, his relief that he had found four mentors tempered by the
uneasy feelings.

 

Trailing across the camp, the familiar and comforting scent of Sandstorm filled his nose.

 

“Fireheart?” she asked. “You okay?” His bright green eyes met her own paler ones.

 

“Just…dealing with a lot right now,” he admitted, kinking his tail. The pale ginger tabby brushed her
cheek against his own, a low purr of comfort sounding from her throat. Fireheart self-consciously
glanced away. Out of all the cats in the clan…why was Sandstorm always spending more time with
him? With a cursed cat…a cat her own aunt hates?

 

“Why don’t you get some fresh-kill?” Sandstorm suggested, nudging him towards the pile. “The clan
deputy can’t do his duties well if he’s got an empty belly clouding his mind.”

 

Fireheart hesitated. “I… need to go find Cloudpaw. I don’t have time to eat right now. Sorry,
Sandstorm.” He stared apologetically at her, knowing she must want to share tongues, like they
usually did around now. But he was a deputy now and…

 

“Nonsense,” Sandstorm insisted. “He’ll be okay. I’ll send Brightpaw out to fetch him if he’s still
missing by sunhigh. You need to rest a bit, or you’ll drive me crazy with all your frowning and pacing
and worrying.”

 

“But-”

 

“Nope.” Sandstorm suddenly nipped at his ear.

 



“Ow!” Fireheart yelped, startled, and a touch self-conscious as some warriors in camp glanced his
way curiously. He glowered at Sandstorm. “What was that for?”

 

“Uh, for being a mouse-brain?” Sandstorm huffed. “Act like a kit, get treated like a kit. You’re going
to sit down, we’ll share a sparrow, and then you can get all stressed again. You need a break,
Fireheart.”

 

Fireheart frowned, shifting his paws, but as Sandstorm stared firmly at him, he conceded, bowing his
head. “Fine,” he murmured. Sandstorm smiled in satisfaction, and they headed over to the fresh-kill
pile. Sandstorm pulled the sparrow Lynxpaw had caught off the pile and laid it in front of them.
Fireheart laid down on the ground, and Sandstorm settled beside him, quickly running her tongue over
his ear as she began to groom him.

 

After a moment, Fireheart took a bite of sparrow, plucking the feathers out. They were very soft.
Perhaps he should give them to Sandstorm to line her nest with… The meat was warm in his mouth,
and he felt himself relax a little. Sandstorm’s presence was firm and comforting at his side, and her
tongue soothed his worries like it soothed his pelt.

 

He hadn’t groomed this morning, had he? He must look like a mess…

 

…And yet Sandstorm still chose to share tongues with him.

 

“Why?” he quietly murmured. “Why me?” Sandstorm fixed her lamp-like eyes on him, head tilted
slightly. “Why do you like me? Everyone thinks me and my family are cursed, and I can’t help but
think they’re right, so why…why put yourself into a position where you’ll be affected by it?”

 

“Mouse-brain,” Sandstorm meowed, blinking affectionately. “I’ll be affected by it no matter what -
I’m your friend after all.” She took a pawstep closer. “I don’t care if you're cursed or a blessing from
StarClan - I want to be around you. I want to be with you. And I don’t and won’t care what our
clanmates - especially Frostfur - will think or say about it.” She brushed her whiskers against his. “I
love you, Fireheart,” she meowed softly.

 

Fireheart stared into her beautiful pale green eyes, his heart stopping then thumping. He took a breath.

 

“I love you too, Sandstorm.”



 

 

The wind blowed peacefully through RiverClan’s camp. Joyous kit-squeals filled the air as two small
gray kits scrambled after their father. They wobbled on their small legs, but did not give up in their
pursuit, paws swatting at the big gray tom’s long-furred tail.

 

“Oh no!” Graystripe laughed as little Stormkit sunk his claws into the tangled mess of fur that was his
tail. “The furious warrior has caught me.” He staggered dramatically and then plopped to the ground.

 

Featherkit squealed in delight and pounced on her father, joining her brother in clawing at
Graystripe’s pelt. The two kits scrambled onto his back, biting with tiny teeth. Nearby, the brown
tabby known as Greenflower watched with nervously twitching whiskers.

 

Graystripe suddenly reared up with a roar, his kits hanging from his pelt. “Roooaar!” Graystripe
called with a big grin. “The Great Badger cannot be defeated!” He lumbered forward in purposefully
swaggered steps, and the two kits squealed and giggled.

 

And then Stormkit tried to climb further onto his dad’s back, only for his teeny tiny claws to slip, and
the dark gray tom landed onto the ground with a thudded ‘omph!’

 

“Stormkit!” Graystripe meowed in concern, turning to his son. But before he could do anything else,
Greenflower rushed forward with a hiss.

 

“You fish-brain!” she snapped, nipping at his whiskers, and the former ThunderClan tom cowered
away, eyes wide at the queen’s fury. “You’re going to hurt these kits with your carelessness! Typical
ThunderClan,” she added in a mean mutter under her breath as she turned towards Stormkit. She
nudged the small, stunned kit gently. “Are you alright, little storm?”

 

Stormkit blinked balefully up at her. “I- I’m okay, mama. It didn’n hurt.”

 

“I didn’t mean to,” Graystripe protested weakly. “We were just playing-”

 



“Play nicer!” Greenflower growled, leaning down to grab Stormkit by his scruff and stomping away,
pelt prickled. She shoved Featherkit along with her, who stared back at her father in wide-eyed
confusion.

 

Around camp, warriors watched with keen eyes and murmured to each other. Graystripe glanced
around self-consciously, his pelt fluffing out, before he turned and scrambled off to hide in the
shadows created by the looming leader’s den, where Thistlestar and Grasswhisker sat lazily at the
entrance, both of their eyes closed as Grasswhisker groomed Thistlestar’s long pelt.

 

But one cat’s gaze remained on Featherkit as the young silver-furred she-kit was ushered into the
nursery where Mosspelt also waited, quick to fret over the kits as well.

 

“You’re thinking of her, aren’t you?”

 

Lightningfur jerked back, claws sliding out instinctively and her back arched in warning. The snarl
that left her throat when she saw the speaker beside her was not instinctual, but full of hatred at the
dark-spotted golden she-cat.

 

Leopardfur blinked slowly, sympathy that made Lightningfur’s skin crawl obvious in her amber eyes.
“I know what it’s like,” the deputy meowed calmly. “When Sunfish died…” Leopardfur turned her
head away to blink away the grief that shone deep in her gaze. “She left me to care for Whiteclaw.”
Grief and anger shone sharper as Leopardfur turned back to Lightningfur, yet she still remained calm.
“I think Silverstream would want you to do the same.”

 

Lightningfur’s body tensed at the open mention of Silverstream, rage making her body tremble. She
sneered at Leopardfur, wanting to claw that irritatingly pitiful expression off her dumb face. “I would
never let myself be held down by weak things like that .” She lashed her tail in the direction of the
nursery. “Nor would I take advice from you . After all, where’s Whiteclaw now?”

 

The tortoiseshell she-cat basked in the aghast and hurt look on Leopardfur’s face, one that swiftly
morphed back into the familiar anger Lightningfur always knew Leopardfur to have. But Lightningfur
wasn’t in the mood to argue and snip at her rival, so she shoved past her roughly, letting her tail
smack against the spotted she-cat.

 

She trudged back to the warriors’ den, firmly pushing away the bitter heaviness that sunk like a rock
to the bottom of her stomach and tightened her chest. It was annoying and painful, this constant
stiffness of her body, but…



 

Training with Mapleshade always helped her relax.

Chapter End Notes

Lolling: and here's a fun little meme FireAlder made about the chapter "Brackenpaw is a Good
Friend (Better Than His Mentor)"!



Fireheart Continues to have a Bad Time (Multiple. At Once.)

Sandstorm had left for her patrol, taking with her the comfort and warmth that had kept Fireheart
calm. Now his paws felt antsy again. Thoughts whirred through his brain.

 

“Have you seen Cloudpaw?” Fireheart emerged from the fern tunnel and called to Thornpaw,
Mousefur’s apprentice. The ginger tom was trotting toward the pile of fresh-kill with two mice
dangling from his jaws. He shook his head as he quickened his pace, and Fireheart felt a flash of
annoyance. Cloudpaw should have been back ages ago.

 

“All right. Take those mice straight to the elders,” he ordered Thornpaw. The apprentice gave a
muffled mew and padded quickly away.

 

Fireheart felt his tail bristle with anger at Cloudpaw, but he knew it was fear that made him so furious.
What if Tigerclaw has found him? Feeling his alarm grow, Fireheart hurried to Bluestar’s den. He
would tell her his decision about the mentors and then he could go and look for Cloudpaw.

 

At the Highrock, Fireheart didn’t pause to smooth his ruffled fur; he just called out and pushed his
way through the lichen as soon as he heard Bluestar’s reply. The ThunderClan leader was crouching
in her nest where he had left her, staring at the wall.

 

“Bluestar,” Fireheart began, dipping his head. “I thought Dustpelt, Darkstripe, Creekflower, and, uh,
Frostfur would be good mentors.”

 

The elderly she-cat turned her head and looked at Fireheart, then heaved herself up onto her haunches.
“Very well,” she answered flatly. A wave of disappointment broke over Fireheart. Bluestar looked as
if she didn’t care whom he chose.

 

“Shall I send them to you so you can tell them the good news?” he asked. “They’re out of the camp
just now,” he added. “But when they return, I can-”

 

“They’re out of camp?” Bluestar’s whiskers twitched. “All of them?”

 



“They’re on patrol,” Fireheart explained uncomfortably. Dustpelt and Darkstripe were on their
assigned patrols, and Creekflower had gone out with Cherryfur, and Frostfur had… ignored Fireheart
when he tried to add her to a patrol and instead put herself in the nursery.

 

“Where’s Whitestorm?”

 

“Out training Lynxpaw.”

 

“And Mousefur?”

 

“Hunting with Brackenfur, Sandstorm, and Brightpaw.”

 

“Cherryfur?”

 

“Ah, with Creekflower, hunting.”

 

“Are all the warriors out of camp?” Bluestar demanded.

 

Fireheart saw the muscles in her shoulders tense and his heart lurched. What was Bluestar afraid of?
His thoughts darted back to Cloudpaw and the fear he had felt this morning in the silent forest. “The
patrol’s due back soon.” Fireheart fought to stay calm as he tried to reassure his leader. “And
Feathercloud’s still in camp.”

 

“A deaf warrior can hardly protect camp!” spat Bluestar, startling Fireheart. He stared wide-eyed at
her. Bluestar had never spoken so unfairly of Feathercloud since he was a kit.

 

Too startled to protest, Fireheart instead added, “And I’m still here.”

 

“Don’t patronize me! I’m not some frightened kit!” growled Bluestar. Fireheart shrank back and she
went on: “Make sure you stay in camp until the patrol returns. We’ve been attacked twice in the past
moon. I don’t want the camp to be left unguarded. In the future I want at least three warriors to remain
in camp all the time.”



 

And I suppose Feathercloud doesn’t count as a warrior? Fireheart thought sourly on his honorary
nephew’s behalf. He, Feathercloud, and Frostfur were all warriors, in camp. But he supposed Bluestar
wouldn’t see it that way. Fireheart felt a chill shudder through his pelt. For once he did not dare meet
his leader’s eyes, afraid that he wouldn’t recognize the cat he saw there. “Yes, Bluestar,” he murmured
quietly.

 

“When Darkstripe and Dustpelt return, send them to my den. I wish to speak to them before the
ceremony.”

 

“Of course.”

 

“Now go!” Bluestar flicked her tail at him, as if she thought he was putting the Clan in danger by

wasting time.

 

Fireheart backed out of the den. He sat down in the shade of the Highrock and twisted his head to lick
the fur on his tail. What should he do? His pounding heart told him to race into the forest, find
Cloudpaw, and bring him home to the safety of the camp. But Bluestar had ordered him to stay here
until one of the patrols returned.

 

Just then he heard the crashing of cats through the undergrowth outside the camp and he smelled the
familiar scents of Darkstripe, Runningwind, Cliffpaw, and Dustpelt on the warm air. Their pawsteps
slowed as they trotted through the gorse entrance, Runningwind leading the way with Cliffpaw at his
heels.

 

Fireheart sprang to his paws with relief. Now he could leave the camp and find Cloudpaw. He hurried
across the clearing to meet them. “How did the patrol go?” he called.

 

“No signs of the other Clans,” reported Runningwind.

 

“But we did smell your apprentice,” added Darkstripe. “Near Twolegplace.”

 

“Did you see him?” Fireheart meowed as casually as he could. Darkstripe shook his head.

 



“I expect he was looking for birds in one of the Twoleg gardens.” Dustpelt smirked. “They’re
probably more to his taste.” Cliffpaw frowned, looking away.

 

Fireheart ignored Dustpelt’s kittypet jibe. “Was the scent fresh?” he asked Runningwind.

 

“Fairly. We lost his trail when we started to head back to camp.”

 

Fireheart nodded. At least he had an idea where to begin looking for Cloudpaw. “Darkstripe and

Dustpelt,” he meowed, “When Creekflower returns, grab her and Frostfur. Bluestar wants to see you
in her den.” Darkstripe blinked curiously, and Dustpelt, too, seemed puzzled by the selection of cats.
But both just nodded.

 

As the warriors padded away, Fireheart wondered whether to go with them, just in case Bluestar was
still acting strangely. Then he noticed that Runningwind was leading Cliffpaw and Thornpaw toward
the camp entrance.

 

“Where are you going?” he called anxiously. Bluestar wanted three warriors to remain in camp; he
couldn’t go and look for Cloudpaw if Runningwind was going out again.

 

“I promised Mousefur I’d teach Thornpaw how to catch squirrels this afternoon,” Runningwind
meowed over his shoulder. Cliffpaw hovered behind him. Runningwind frowned. “Why? Is
something wrong, Fireheart?”

 

“It’s...” Fireheart’s voice trailed away as the lean warrior eyed him curiously. He couldn’t bring
himself to admit how worried he was about Cloudpaw. He trusted his friend, but what if it got out to
the other warriors that he was a bad mentor? They already thought such after Cinderpelt’s accident
and Graystripe going to RiverClan… He shook his head. “Nothing,” he meowed, and Runningwind,
Cliffpaw, and Thornpaw disappeared into the gorse tunnel. A twinge of guilt shot through Fireheart as
he watched Mousefur’s and Willowpelt’s apprentices padding obediently after the warrior. Why
couldn’t he inspire that sort of behavior in his own apprentice?

 

The rest of the afternoon dragged. Fireheart settled himself beside the nettle clump outside the
warriors’ den and strained his ears, scanning the sounds of the forest for any sign of Cloudpaw’s
return. But the fear that Bluestar had stirred in him had eased slightly since Darkstripe reported
scenting only the young apprentice on the patrol, and no intruders in ThunderClan territory.

 



As the sun began to sink below the treetops, the hunting party returned. It was followed by
Whitestorm and Lynxpaw, drawn away from the training hollow, no doubt, by the scent of fresh-kill.
Longtail and Swiftpaw returned soon afterward, but there was still no sign of Cloudpaw.

 

There was plenty of prey to go around, but no cat approached the pile. News of the naming ceremony
had spread through the camp. Fireheart could hear Thornpaw, Brightpaw, Lynxpaw, and Swiftpaw
whispering in excited mews outside their den until Bluestar padded out from her cave, when they
hushed one another and looked up with huge, expectant eyes, though Lynxpaw held a frown,
something dark in her eyes. Fireheart thought he knew what; she must be wishing she was a warrior
by now. Perhaps Fireheart should talk to Bluestar about that…

 

The ThunderClan leader leaped onto the Highrock in a single, easy bound. She had clearly recovered
from her physical injuries after the battle with the rogue cats, but Fireheart didn’t know whether to
feel relieved or worried by this. Why hadn’t her mind recovered as quickly as her body? Then he
frowned. Could Bluestar also have that…scar on her memories, was it? That Cinderpelt had talked
about? Maybe I could mention that to her, he thought as his heart quickened as his leader raised her
chin, preparing to call the Clan together. Her voice sounded dry and cracked, as if it had grown brittle
from lack of use, but as she yowled the familiar words, Fireheart felt his confidence return. 

 

The sinking sun glowed on his flame-colored fur, and he thought of his own naming ceremony, when
he had been made an apprentice under Sunstar’s leadership. Proudly squaring his shoulders Fireheart
took the deputy’s place at the head of the clearing below the Highrock, while the rest of the Clan
gathered in a circle around the edge. Darkstripe sat calmly at the front, staring ahead with unblinking
eyes. Dustpelt sat stiffly beside him, unable to suppress the excitement that shone from his eyes.
Creekflower exchanged happy, hushed words with Cherryfur, then quick licks over Cliffpaw and
Lizardpaw’s faces before she headed to sit on Darkstripe’s other side. Fireheart felt a twinge of worry
as he realized Frostfur had chosen to sit away from the other three chosen mentors, instead helping
Brindleface ready the kits. Whitestorm joined them, purring in amusement. He was the kits’ father,
though he had not raised them because Brindleface had simply wanted kits to raise alone, much like
she had with Sandstorm.

 

“We are here today to give four Clan kits their apprentice names,” Bluestar began formally, glancing
down to where Brindleface sat with her kits on either side of her. Fireheart hardly recognized the
boisterous gray kits he’d seen wrestling in the nursery earlier. They looked much smaller out here,
with their fur neatly groomed. Elderkit leaned toward her mother, her whiskers trembling with
nervous excitement. Ashkit kneaded the ground with his paws, pressed against Tulipkit who held his
head high. Fernkit sat the most patient of all the kits, but her green eyes were as bright as forest leaves
in the sunlight.

 

An expectant hush fell over the rest of the Clan.

 



“Come forward,” Fireheart heard Bluestar’s voice command from above. The kits padded side by side
to the center of the clearing, their mottled gray coats bristling with anticipation.

 

“Dustpelt,” rasped Bluestar. “You will be mentor to Ashpaw.”

 

Fireheart watched as Dustpelt walked toward the largest gray kit and stood beside him. “Dustpelt,”
Bluestar went on, “this will be your first apprentice. Share your courage and determination with him. I
know you will train him well, but don’t be afraid to turn to the senior warriors for advice.”

 

Dustpelt’s eyes gleamed with pride, and he leaned down to touch Ashpaw’s nose with his own.
Ashpaw purred loudly as he followed his new mentor to the edge of the circle. The other kits
remained in the center of the clearing, their eyes shining. Fernkit’s little chest was quivering as
Bluestar’s gaze rested on her. Fireheart caught her eye and blinked warmly at her. The kit stared back
at him as though her life depended on it.

 

“Darkstripe.” Bluestar paused when she meowed the warrior’s name. Fireheart’s spine tingled as he
saw a glimmer of fear flash in the leader’s eyes. He held his breath, but Bluestar blinked away her
doubt and went on. “You will be mentor to Fernpaw.” The kit’s eyes widened, and she spun around to
see the big tabby warrior padding toward her.

 

“Darkstripe,” meowed Bluestar, “you are intelligent and bold. Pass on all you can to this young

apprentice.”

 

“Certainly,” promised Darkstripe. He bent to touch noses with Fernpaw, who seemed to shrink back
for a heartbeat before stretching up to accept his greeting. As the new apprentice followed Darkstripe
to the edge of the clearing, she cast an anxious look over her shoulder at Fireheart. He nodded back
encouragingly. For all the bad blood that had stirred between him and Darkstripe, he trusted his
kithood friend to train her well, just as he had Longtail and Dustpelt.

 

“Creekflower,” Bluestar rasped next, turning her gaze onto the brown tabby warrior. “You will mentor
Elderpaw. This will be your first apprentice as well, but I trust you will pass on your calm head and
quick thinking to young Elderpaw.”

 

Creekflower stepped forward, bowing her head and smiling at Elderpaw as the gray she-cat bounded
up to her. Elderpaw bopped her nose against Creekflower’s, perhaps a bit too eagerly if Creekflower’s
wince was any indication, but Fireheart could hear the low rumble from Creekflower’s throat as she
led her new apprentice back to the crowd.



 

And then stood Tulipkit, who glanced curiously at the gathered warriors, as though trying to decipher
who would be his mentor. A small frown etched the pale gray kit’s face as he seemed to note that
every warrior had their own apprentice already nearby.

 

ThunderClan’s never had so many apprentices, Fireheart mused. Not even when I and my siblings
were apprentices. Turning his gaze away from the sea of young cats and back to the last to be
apprenticed, Fireheart felt a wince of guilt that Tulipkit would be left with Frostfur. What if Frostfur
berated him like she had done to Airleap? Then he felt guilty for thinking poorly of Frostfur, because
as much as she despised Fireheart, she was still his clanmate, and a cat he had known closely since his
very birth.

 

“Frostfur,” Bluestar called, and the white she-cat strode forward with her pelt perfectly washed and
her head held high and proud. Bluestar’s facial expression twitched as she gazed down at Frostfur, a
quick curl to her lip that quickly smoothed over, but Frostfur caught it, and her posture went stiff, eyes
glittering with defiance and- hurt? “Tulippaw will be your apprentice. With your stubbornness and
pride, train him well.” Fireheart blinked, noting the curtness in Bluestar’s voice, the same, if even
more so, as she had given Darkstripe.

 

He watched as Frostfur approached Tulippaw, a twinkle of pride back in Frostfur’s eyes, though her
fur bristled along the edges now. Fireheart expected Tulippaw to be nervous, especially to receive
someone as critical as Frostfur, but instead, the tom had an excited grin on his face, gaze shining as he
touched noses with his aunt. This time, it was his purr that Fireheart could hear.

 

The other cats began congratulating the four new apprentices, crowding around them and calling them
by their new names. Lynxpaw hung back, but the other apprentices all raced to greet the four.
Lizardpaw greeted Elderpaw kindly, while Swiftpaw barrelled over Ashpaw in his excitement, but
they all just laughed, and it warmed Fireheart to his bones.

 

Fireheart was just about to join them as Cliffpaw meowed excitedly with Fernpaw when he caught
sight of a white pelt slipping into the camp. Cloudpaw had returned. Fireheart hurried to meet him.
“Where have you been?” he demanded.

 

Cloudpaw dropped the vole that was clamped between his jaws. “Hunting.”

 

“Is that all you could find? You caught more than that during leaf-bare!”

 



Cloudpaw shrugged. “It’s better than nothing.”

 

“What about the pigeon you caught this morning?” Fireheart asked.

 

“Didn’t you bring that back?”

 

“It was your catch!” Fireheart spat.

 

Cloudpaw sat down and curled his tail over his front paws. “I suppose I’ll have to fetch it in the

morning,” he mewed.

 

“Yes,” agreed Fireheart, exasperated by Cloudpaw’s indifference. “And until then you can go hungry.
Go and put that-” he flicked his nose at the vole, “-on the fresh-kill pile.”

 

Cloudpaw shrugged again, picked up the vole, and padded away.

 

Fireheart turned, still furious, and saw Whitestorm standing behind him. “He’ll learn when he’s
ready,” meowed the white warrior softly.

 

“I hope so,” Fireheart muttered.

 

“Have you decided who’s going to lead the dawn patrol?” Whitestorm asked, diplomatically changing
the subject. Fireheart hesitated. He hadn’t even thought about it, or the rest of the patrols and hunting
parties for the next day. He’d been too busy worrying about Cloudpaw.

 

“Give it some thought,” meowed Whitestorm, turning away. “There’s plenty of time yet.”

 

“I’ll lead the patrol,” Fireheart decided quickly. “I’ll take Longtail and Mousefur.”

 



“Good idea,” purred Whitestorm. “Shall I tell them?” He glanced over at the fresh-kill pile, where the
cats were beginning to gather.

 

“Yes,” answered Fireheart. “Thanks.”

 

He watched his white-furred half-brother head toward the pile, feeling his own belly growl with
hunger. He was about to follow when he noticed another white pelt, longer-haired and the color of
fresh snow, mingling with the cats around the fresh-kill pile. Cloudpaw had obviously disobeyed
Fireheart’s orders to keep away from the sharing of prey. Fury flashed through Fireheart, but he stayed
where he was, his paws as heavy as stone. 

 

He didn’t want to argue with Cloudpaw in front of the rest of the Clan.

 

As Fireheart watched, Cloudpaw picked out a fat mouse and bumped into Whitestorm. Fireheart saw
the white warrior glare sternly at Cloudpaw and heard him murmur something- he couldn’t tell what,
but Cloudpaw dropped the mouse at once and slunk back toward his den with his tail down.

 

Fireheart quickly turned his head away, embarrassed that he hadn’t confronted Cloudpaw before the
senior warrior. Suddenly he didn’t feel hungry anymore. He saw Bluestar lying under a clump of ferns
beside the warriors’ den and longed to share his worries about his disobedient apprentice with his old
mentor. But the haunted look had returned to her eyes as she picked halfheartedly at a small thrush.
Fireheart felt a sadness like ice in his heart as he watched the ThunderClan leader heave herself to her
paws and walk slowly toward her den, leaving the thrush untouched.

 

 

Heavy paws padded through Fireheart’s dreams that night. A tortoiseshell she-cat emerged from the
forest beside him, her amber eyes blazing. Fireheart’s heart stopped, startled as he gaped at the she-
cat.

 

“Mapleshade?!” he called, startled, heart beating. He stumbled backwards. It had been so long since
he had seen his- his Dark Forest mentor. Not since he had realized the truth- that Mapleshade and
Thistlestar had been lying to him all along, and that they had brought him to train in the Place of No
Stars.

 

He’d never thought about confronting Mapleshade again, but now that she was here, in front of him,
his heart thundered in his chest, fearful and nervous at the muscle in the powerful she-cat’s body.



 

“Mapleshade,” he squeaked, crouching down. “What do you-?” He cut off as Mapleshade moved. He
tensed, expecting Mapleshade to lash out at him in fury that he had once admired - now he feared.

 

But instead of lashing out, she turned from him and walked away. Surprised, Fireheart began to
follow, breaking into a run to chase the dappled cat through the woods. He called out to her, but even
though her pace hadn’t seemed to quicken, she stayed ahead of him, deaf to his cries.

 

“Are you mad at me?” he yowled out, confused. “Where are you going?”

 

Without warning, a dark gray shape loomed out from behind a tree. It was Bluestar, and the eyes of
the ThunderClan leader were wide with fear. Fireheart swerved to avoid her, desperately trying to
keep Mapleshade in sight, but then Cloudpaw leaped at him from the ferns that lined the other side of
the path, knocking him over. Lying winded for a moment, Fireheart could feel Whitestorm’s eyes
burning through his fur as the white warrior watched him from the branches of a tree.

 

Fireheart scrambled to his paws and raced after Mapleshade once more. She was still several fox-
lengths ahead, padding steadily on without even turning to see who called her. Now the rest of
ThunderClan had gathered along Fireheart’s path. Creekflower, Runningwind, Darkstripe, Sandstorm,
and Cherryfur ran forward first, a whirlwind of movement so that he could barely make out who was
who. As he dodged and weaved through them, crashing into Willowpelt who simply stumbled away,
and nearly into Dustpelt who snapped at his heels, they called out to him. He couldn’t make out their
words, but their voices formed a deafening chorus of mews, questioning, criticizing, begging for help.
The meows grew louder and louder until they drowned out his own cry so that even if she were
listening, Mapleshade could not have heard.

 

“Fireheart!” One voice sounded above the others. It was Whitestorm. “Mousefur and Longtail are
waiting to leave. Wake up, Fireheart!”

 

Half-dreaming, clouded with sleep, Fireheart pulled himself to his paws. “W-what?” he meowed
groggily. Early morning light was streaming into the warriors’ den. Whitestorm stood beside him in
the empty nest where Graystripe used to sleep. Feathercloud curled in the nest just behind, with
Brackenfur sprawled over him with a light snore that reminisced much of his former mentor. 

 

“The patrol is waiting,” he repeated. “And Bluestar wants to see you before you go.”

 



Fireheart shook his head to clear his mind. The dream had frightened him. Mapleshade had been a
ThunderClan cat who’d died long ago, whose kits had drowned, and now was fading away in the
Place of No Stars. She had been his first mentor, and Fireheart had respected her. Her behavior in the
dream stung like the bite of an adder. Was the fierce Dark Forest warrior abandoning him?

 

Even though he knew he shouldn’t trust her, for she had lied to him about the truth of where he,
Lightningfur, and Creekflower were training, and hidden the truth of her past as well, for she must
have done something deeply terrible to end up in the Place of No Stars, he still felt hurt.

 

Fireheart leaned back to stretch, his legs trembling beneath him. “Tell Mousefur and Longtail I’ll be
as quick as I can.” He slipped quickly past the slumbering bodies of the other warriors. Brindleface
was sleeping near the wall of the den with Frostfur curled beside her. It was the first time in a long
while, actually, that Fireheart had seen Frostfur sleeping in the warriors’ den instead of the nursery. It
made sense, he supposed- she must feel better sleeping beside her sister, Brindleface, and her closest
friend, Speckletail, who had both been in the nursery.

 

It left him with ice in his belly, though, as he stared at Frostfur, remembering her cruel words that cut
through his skin sharper than any ShadowClan warrior’s claws. All the glares and huffs directed his
way, the whispers that were too loud to truly be whispers.

 

It reminded him that his clan didn’t believe in him as a deputy.

 

With a heavy heart, Fireheart pushed his way out into the clearing. It was already warm even though
the sun had not yet risen over the treetops, and the woods looked green and inviting at the top of the
ravine.

 

Longtail and Mousefur were waiting at the camp entrance. Fireheart nodded to them as he headed
toward Bluestar’s den. What could the ThunderClan leader want so early in the day? Did she have a
special mission for him? Fireheart couldn’t help feeling it was a sign that Bluestar was feeling more
like her old self, and he called a cheerful greeting through the lichen.

 

“Come in!” The Clan leader sounded excited, and Fireheart’s hopes soared. Inside, Bluestar was
pacing up and down the sandy floor. She didn’t stop when Fireheart entered, and he had to press
himself against the wall to keep out of her way.

 

“Fireheart,” she began without looking at him. “I need to share dreams with StarClan. I must travel to
the Moonstone.”



 

“You want to go to Highstones?” Fireheart exclaimed, surprised.

 

“Do you know of another Moonstone?” retorted Bluestar impatiently. She was still pacing, her paws
echoing in the den.

 

“But it’s such a long way; are you sure you’re up to it?” Fireheart stammered.

 

“I must speak with StarClan!” Bluestar insisted. She stopped dead and narrowed her eyes at her
deputy. “And I want you to come. Whitestorm can take charge while we’re gone.”

 

Fireheart’s unease was growing rapidly. “Who else is coming with us?”

 

“No one,” answered Bluestar grimly.

 

Fireheart shivered. He felt bewildered by the dark intensity in Bluestar’s tone; it sounded as if she
thought her life depended on making this journey. “But isn’t it a bit dangerous to travel by ourselves?”
he ventured.

 

Bluestar turned an icy gaze on Fireheart. His mouth turned dry as the she-cat hissed at him, “You
want to bring others? Why?”

 

Fireheart tried to keep his voice steady. “What if we’re attacked?”

 

“You will protect me,” Bluestar rasped in a low whisper. “Won’t you?”

 

“With my life!” Fireheart promised solemnly. No matter what he thought about Bluestar’s behavior,
his loyalty to his leader was unshaken.

 

His words seemed to reassure Bluestar, and she sat down in front of him. “Good.”

 



Fireheart tipped his head to one side. “But what about the threat from WindClan and ShadowClan?”
he meowed hesitantly. “You mentioned it yourself yesterday.” Bluestar nodded slowly. Fireheart went
on; “We’d have to travel through WindClan’s territory to get to Highstones.”

 

Bluestar leaped to her paws. “I must speak with StarClan,” she spat, the fur on her shoulders bristling.
“Why are you trying to dissuade me? Either you come with me or I will go alone!”

 

Fireheart looked back at her. He had no choice. “I’ll come,” he agreed.

 

“Good.” Bluestar nodded again, her voice softening a little. “We’ll need traveling herbs to keep our
strength up. I’ll go and see Spottedleaf about them.” She swept past Fireheart and pushed her way out
of the cave.

 

“Are we going now?” Fireheart called.

 

“Yes,” Bluestar replied, without stopping.

 

Fireheart bounded out of the den after her. “But I’m meant to lead the dawn patrol,” he protested.

 

“Send them off without you,” ordered Bluestar.

 

“Okay.” Fireheart stopped and watched the she-cat disappear into the ferns that led to Spottedleaf’s
clearing. He felt very uneasy as he padded toward the camp entrance where Longtail and Mousefur
were waiting. Longtail was flicking his tail impatiently, while Mousefur had settled onto her belly and
watched Fireheart approach through half-closed eyes.

 

“What’s going on?” Longtail demanded. “Why’s Bluestar going to see the medicine cats? Is she
okay?”

 

“She’s going to get traveling herbs. Bluestar needs to share with StarClan, so we’re going to the

Moonstone,” Fireheart explained.

 



“That’s a long way,” remarked Mousefur, slowly sitting up. “Is it wise? Bluestar’s probably still weak
from the rogue cats’ attack.” Fireheart couldn’t help noticing that she tactfully avoided mentioning
Tigerclaw’s part in the attack.

 

“She told me that StarClan has summoned her,” he answered.

 

“Who else is going?” asked Longtail.

 

“Just me and Bluestar.”

 

“I’ll come too, if you like,” offered Mousefur.

 

Fireheart shook his head regretfully.

 

Longtail’s mouth twisted into a sneer. “You think you can protect her alone, do you? You may be

deputy, but you’re no Tigerclaw!” he hissed.

 

“And it’s a good thing he’s not!” Relief washed over Fireheart as he heard Whitestorm’s voice behind
him. His half-brother must have heard the whole conversation, because he went on: “Fireheart and
Bluestar are less likely to be noticed if they travel together like this. Quite apart from the fact that
they’re allowed safe passage to Highstones anyway, they’re more likely to appear like a raiding party
to WindClan if there’s more than two of them.”

 

Mousefur nodded, but Longtail turned his head away. Fireheart blinked gratefully at Whitestorm.

 

“Spottedleaf!” Bluestar’s agitated meow sounded from the medicine cat’s den.

 

“Go to her,” meowed Whitestorm quietly. “I’ll lead the patrol.”

 

“But Bluestar wants you to take charge of the Clan while we’re gone,” Fireheart told him.

 



“In that case, I’ll stay here and organize today’s hunting parties. Mousefur can lead the patrol.”

 

“Yes,” agreed Fireheart, trying not to show how flustered he felt. He turned to Mousefur. “Take
Thornpaw with you,” he ordered. “And Feathercloud, for another warrior.” The deaf white tom
needed to be on more patrols, and, now that Tigerclaw wasn’t deputy, Fireheart would make sure
Feathercloud could get out of camp. Mousefur dipped her head as Fireheart turned and ran across the
clearing to the medicine cat’s den.

 

“Fireheart,” came his mother’s warm mew as Fireheart slid into the familiar space of the medicine cat
den. “I suppose you need traveling herbs as well.” Spottedleaf was sitting calmly in the clearing while
Bluestar paced restlessly around, lost in her own thoughts.

 

“Yes, please,” answered Fireheart. He blinked as he saw the brown tabby pelt of his niece, Lizardpaw,
rolling up herbs by the stone wall of the medicine cat den. She glanced up and smiled.

 

“Hi, Fireheart!” Lizardpaw greeted. “Spottedleaf’s teaching me how to make herb bundles, then I’m
going out with Yellowfang later to collect herbs.”

 

“That’s great,” Fireheart purred, feeling happy for his kin being able to do what she’d always wanted.
Plus, seeing the grandmother and granddaughter pair working together was heart warming.

 

Bluestar paused in her pacing, glancing at Lizardpaw like she’d just noticed she was there. A deep
frown etched itself onto her face. “Aren’t you a warrior apprentice?” she questioned, genuine
confusion on her face. Fireheart winced, watching the way Lizardpaw’s smile fell.

 

Lizardpaw pawed at the ground beside the bundle she’d been rolling- the very traveling herbs
Bluestar and Fireheart needed. “Oh,” Lizardpaw meowed. “Yes. Uhm, Cherryfur’s taking me out later
too, for hunting practice. I-I just thought it’d be good to learn some medicine as well?” She glanced
anxiously up at Bluestar for her approval, or disapproval. “Like- like Fireheart did when he was my
age.”

 

But Bluestar hardly paid attention, resuming her pacing with a lashing tail, only giving a small ‘mm’
of a grunt in response. Lizardpaw shrunk a bit, but Fireheart watched as Spottedleaf placed the tip of
her tail on Lizardpaw’s shoulder and whispered something soft in her ear. Lizardpaw nodded, but
didn’t smile.

 



Then, Cinderpelt limped out of the den in the split rock and made straight for Spottedleaf without
stopping to greet Fireheart. “Which one is chamomile?” she quietly asked the tortoiseshell she-cat.

 

Spottedleaf blinked kindly at Cinderpelt. “You know what chamomile is.”

 

Cinderpelt’s ears twitched. “I thought I knew, and then I wasn’t sure. I just thought I’d check.”

 

“It’s always good to check,” Spottedleaf said, getting to her paws and padding to the foot of the rock,
where several small piles of herbs were lying in a row. “But have more confidence in yourself,
Cinderpelt. You didn’t earn your full name for nothing.” Cinderpelt bowed her head, looking
uncertain still.

 

Fireheart glanced at Bluestar. She had stopped pacing and was staring up at the sky, warily sniffing
the air. Fireheart padded after Spottedleaf. “Chamomile’s not a traveling herb,” he meowed under his
breath.

 

Spottedleaf responded quietly, “Bluestar needs something to soothe her heart as well as to give her
physical strength.” She glanced back at Bluestar, who was still pacing and ignoring their conversation.
She pushed one of the piles forward with a dainty paw. Fireheart recognized it immediately. “That’s
chamomile.”

 

“Yes, I remember now,” Cinderpelt mewed meekly. Lizardpaw moved forward and peered over
Cinderpelt’s shoulder at the herb.

 

“It is?” Lizardpaw said innocently. “I thought chamomile was the other herb.” She pointed at the pile
of green stems with bulbs of yellow at the top.

 

Cinderpelt glanced at her friend, head tilted. “That’s goldenrod,” she replied. “Remember? We
gathered it together.”

 

“Oh, yes!” Lizardpaw smiled brightly. “I remember now. All these herbs make my head hurt. I think I
like bundling them all together best.”

 



“Here, then,” Spottedleaf interjected, with a small smile as she watched Cinderpelt perk up a bit at
Lizardpaw’s admittance. Fireheart realized that Lizardpaw likely hadn’t forgotten what chamomile
looked like at all, and had merely pretended to make Cinderpelt feel better. “Add the chamomile to
Bluestar’s bundle.”

 

Cinderpelt handed Lizardpaw the chamomile, and the two young she-cats worked together with light
purrs to finish the bundles.

 

Behind them Bluestar had begun to pace the clearing again. “Aren’t they ready yet?” she meowed
irritably.

 

Fireheart padded over to Bluestar’s side. “Nearly,” he told her. “Don’t worry. We’ll make it to
Highstones by sunset.” Bluestar blinked at him as Cinderpelt limped up with a bundle of herbs.

 

“These are yours,” she mewed, dropping the mixed leaves at Bluestar’s paws.

 

Lizardpaw bounced up, though a touch timid now, and placed a bundle at Fireheart’s paws. “And
here’s yours.”

 

“Thank you.”

 

He was still swallowing to wash the bitter taste of the herbs from his mouth when Bluestar headed out
of the clearing, nodding to Fireheart to follow her. Around them, the camp was beginning to stir.
Willowpelt had just squeezed out of the nursery and was blinking in the bright sunlight, while
Patchpelt was stretching his old limbs in front of the fallen oak, Rosetail grooming herself beside him.
The three cats glanced curiously at Bluestar and Fireheart, then carried on with their morning routine.

 

“Hey!”

 

Fireheart heard a familiar voice behind him and his heart sank. It was Cloudpaw, scampering out of
his den with his fur standing on end, ungroomed after a night’s sleep. “Where are you going? Can I
come?”

 

Fireheart paused at the tunnel entrance. “Don’t you have a pigeon to collect?”



 

“The pigeon can wait. I bet some owl’s flown off with it by now anyway,” answered Cloudpaw. “Let
me come with you, please!”

 

“Owls eat live prey,” Fireheart corrected him. He caught sight of Runningwind padding sleepily out
of the warriors’ den and called across the clearing to the brown tom. “Runningwind, will you take
Cloudpaw hunting this morning?”

 

Runningwind blinked the sleep from his eyes, registering Fireheart’s request. He smiled. “Oh, uhm,
sure!” he meowed, padding closer to his fire-colored friend. He glanced at Cloudpaw and paused.
“Shoot, I was supposed to train Cliffpaw to fight yesterday, not take her hunting with Thornpaw. Ah.”
He shook his head. “Well, more hunting won’t hurt her, right?” He glanced at Fireheart with
concerned eyes but a crooked smile.

 

A small purr left Fireheart’s throat. “Seems like you’ve become every apprentice’s temporary mentor
lately,” he mused. 

 

Runningwind groaned, rolling his shoulders with a wide yawn. “I know,” he mewed. “I don’t know
how you did it, Fireheart. This mentoring business is hard!”

 

Fireheart nudged his friend. “You’re doing just fine.”

 

“Tell that to Willowpelt,” Runningwind grumbled with a pout. “She wasn’t very happy when she
realized Cliffpaw had learned the wrong hunting technique for birds. I hadn’t realized I’d messed
them up; I was just too focused on teaching her something !”

 

“I don’t want to hunt with Runningwind,” Cloudpaw interjected. “I went hunting yesterday. Can’t I
come with you?”

 

“No,” Fireheart said, his briefly good mood dampening at Cloudpaw’s whining. It wasn’t that
Fireheart hated his white-furred nephew, he just couldn’t find it in himself to deal with the tom’s
attitude when he had so much to deal with already. “Today you will hunt with Runningwind!” Before
Cloudpaw could argue any more, he turned and raced after Bluestar.

 



The ThunderClan leader had reached the top of the ravine by the time Fireheart caught up with her.
She paused to sniff the air before padding into the forest. Fireheart noticed with relief how relaxed she
seemed now that they were out of the camp, nosing her way through the undergrowth toward the
RiverClan border.

 

Fireheart glanced in surprise at the she-cat. This wasn’t the quickest route to Fourtrees and the
uplands beyond, but he didn’t question her. He couldn’t help feeling excited at the thought that he
might catch a glimpse of Graystripe or Lightningfur across the river. At the same time, his heart
flopped a bit at the idea he might see Thistlestar. What would he say to his father, now that he knew-
no, not just knew , but understood - the extent of what Thistlestar had done to Spottedleaf?

 

The two cats met the RiverClan border above Sunningrocks and followed the scent markers upriver.
A warm breeze carried the faint heather scent of the moor down to them. Fireheart could hear the
river flowing past on the other side of the ferns. He craned his neck and saw the water glimmering in
the dappled light under the trees. Above his head the leaves glowed green and flashed at the edges
where the sunlight pierced the thick roof of the forest. Even in the shade, Fireheart felt hot. He wished
he could plunge into the water like a RiverClan cat, to cool himself down.

 

Finally the river bent away, deeper into RiverClan territory, and Bluestar carried straight on, following
the markers along the border between ThunderClan and RiverClan. Fireheart couldn’t stop glancing
across the scentline, searching the woods beyond for any sign of RiverClan cats, wary of being
spotted by a patrol but ever hopeful of seeing his old apprentice or sister. Bluestar was leading them
recklessly close to the border, even crossing it occasionally as they weaved through the undergrowth.
Fireheart had no idea how RiverClan would react if they found them here. The two Clans had nearly
come to conflict over Silverstream’s kits, and battle was averted only when Graystripe took his kits
back to their mother’s Clan.

 

Suddenly Bluestar stopped and lifted her muzzle, opening her mouth to taste the air. She dropped into
a crouch, and Fireheart, trusting Bluestar’s warrior instincts, flattened himself too, ducking behind a
patch of nettles.

 

“RiverClan warriors,” Bluestar warned in a whisper.

 

Fireheart could smell them now. He felt his hackles rising as the scent grew stronger and he heard the
swish of fur disturbing the undergrowth ahead of them. He raised his head very slowly and peered
through the trees, his heart thumping as he searched for a familiar gray pelt. Beside him, Bluestar’s
eyes were wide and her flanks barely moved as she took silent, shallow breaths. Was she hoping to
see Graystripe too? Fireheart wondered. It hadn’t occurred to him before now that Bluestar might also
want to run into some RiverClan cats. It would certainly explain why she had come this way.

 



But Fireheart couldn’t believe that it was Graystripe she wanted to see. Yesterday, in her confusion,
she’d forgotten that the gray warrior had left the Clan, and Fireheart sensed that Bluestar’s mind was
spinning with other thoughts. Then it hit him like a fledgling dropping into his paws: her kits. 

 

It must be Stonefur and Mistyfoot that Bluestar was scanning the undergrowth for.

 

A glimpse of tawny mottled fur in the distance made Fireheart duck down again. That wasn’t

Graystripe, Lightningfur or either of Bluestar’s offspring. A vaguely familiar scent confirmed to
Fireheart the identity of the warrior. It was Leopardfur, the RiverClan deputy. He tensed,
remembering how she’d torn into him during battle once, but also, how she’d reluctantly given him
respect when he and Graystripe had helped RiverClan.

 

Fireheart glanced at Bluestar; she still had her head up, peering through the trees. The rustling of ferns
warned Fireheart that Leopardfur was getting nearer. He felt his breath quicken. What would happen
if she saw the ThunderClan leader so close to the RiverClan border?

 

Fireheart froze as the rustling in the bushes grew louder. He heard the RiverClan deputy stop, and her
silence told him she had detected something. Staring desperately at Bluestar he was about to signal to
her with his tail when she dropped her head and hissed in his ear, “Come on; we’d better head deeper
into our own territory.”

 

Fireheart sighed with relief as the ThunderClan leader crept silently away. Keeping his ears flat and
his belly to the ground, Fireheart followed her away from the scent markers and into the safety of
ThunderClan’s woods.

 

“That Leopardfur moves so loudly, I should think even ShadowClan heard her coming,” remarked
Bluestar once they were away from the border. Fireheart’s whiskers quivered with surprise. He had
begun to wonder if Bluestar had forgotten how fiercely the Clans defended their boundaries,
especially in these difficult times.

 

“She’s a good warrior, but too easily distracted,” Bluestar went on calmly. “She was more interested
in that rabbit upwind than looking for enemy warriors.” Fireheart couldn’t help feeling cheered by his
leader’s confidence. Now that he thought about it, there had been the scent of rabbit on the breeze, but
he’d been too worried about Leopardfur to take any notice of it.

 

“This reminds me of the days I used to take you for training,” purred Bluestar as she padded through
the sun-dappled woods.



 

Fireheart ran to catch up with her. “Me too,” he replied, recalling those simpler days with fondness.
Days when he and Creekflower would wrestle in the ferns, when he and Darkstripe would train under
Tigerclaw’s watchful eyes, when he would joke with Copperleaf, or trade tongues with Airleap, or
hunt with Sandstorm ( Sandstorm , his heart purred and thudded at the memory from yesterday), or
when Thistlestar…

 

There was a lot he missed from his apprenticehood.

 

“You were a fast learner. Sunstar chose well to make you my apprentice,” Bluestar murmured. She
looked back over her shoulder at Fireheart, and he saw pride in her eyes. He blinked gratefully at her.
Where would he be if he had been mentored by someone else? Where would I be if I hadn’t been
trained by Thistlestar and Mapleshade?

 

“All the Clans have much to thank you for,” Bluestar continued. “You drove Brokentail out of

ShadowClan, helped RiverClan when they were flooded, and saved ThunderClan from Tigerclaw, all
while the clans hated you for your blood.” Fireheart began to feel a little overwhelmed by her praise
as she went on: “No other warrior has your sense of fairness or loyalty or courage....”

 

Fireheart’s fur pricked uneasily. “But all the ThunderClan cats respect the warrior code as I do,” he
pointed out. “Every one of them would sacrifice themselves to protect you and the Clan.”

 

Bluestar stopped in her tracks and turned to look at Fireheart. “You are the only cat who dared oppose
Tigerclaw,” she reminded him.

 

“Not true!” Fireheart quickly protested. “Runningwind, Graystripe, Sandstorm, Cherryfur, and even
Darkstripe knew the truth of what Tigerclaw did! They didn’t support him; they just didn’t know what
to do. Runningwind certainly wanted to flay him alive, but, even so, Runningwind is not a cat of
murder.”

 

“And yet Darkstripe still followed him like a lost kitten,” Bluestar hissed, her lips pulled back in a
suddenly fierce snarl. “He’s not to be trusted, Fireheart, not for supporting scum like Tigerclaw. ” Her
eyes glistened with harsh emotions, and a small bit of dribble spotted her mouth.

 

Fireheart shrunk away. “Darkstripe didn’t leave when Tigerclaw asked him to,” Fireheart pointed out
meekly. “Surely that counts for something.” After all, Fireheart thought. I still love Thistlestar even



though I know I should hate him… Am I really that different from Darkstripe? The thought had him
blinking himself. He hadn’t realized it before, and now he felt a little more guilty about how sour
things had become between him and his kithood friend.

 

A fiery resentment flashed in Bluestar’s eyes. “They all knew, yet it was only you who saved me!”

 

Fireheart looked away, lost for words. His ears twitched uncomfortably. It looked as if Bluestar didn’t
trust any of her warriors except him… and maybe Whitestorm, who was her beloved nephew.
Fireheart realized that Tigerclaw had done more damage than any of the Clan could possibly imagine.
The dark warrior had poisoned their leader’s judgment and drained away all her confidence in her
warriors.

 

But they’re all such loyal warriors, Fireheart thought, wincing and pushing away the thought of
Darkstripe’s hesitance, of Frostfur’s maddened yowls, of Speckletail’s judgemental gazes, and of
Longtail, Dustpelt, and even young Lynxpaw’s sneers. …Of Creekflower’s trek into Twolegplace,
where she had planned to raise her kits in safety- to abandon ThunderClan (to abandon Fireheart- no,
that wasn’t true! )- only to be met with misfortune… Of Copperleaf, Lightningfur, and Airleap, who
had long ago left ThunderClan for its treatment of them… ThunderClan is loyal, he firmly reminded
himself. How can Bluestar not see that they still stand beside her, with ThunderClan, despite what
Tigerclaw had promised them?

 

“Come on!” snapped Bluestar.

 

Fireheart watched the blue-gray she-cat stalk away through the forest, her shoulders stiff and her tail
fluffed up. He shivered. Although the sky was still bright overhead, he felt as if a black cloud had
blotted out the sun and cast an ominous shadow over their journey. They reached Fourtrees as the sun
broke through the leaves at the top of the trees. Fireheart followed Bluestar down the slope into the
valley, where the four great oaks stood, guarding the place where the Clans met each full moon under
a single night’s truce. The two cats passed the Great Rock where the leaders of each Clan stood to
address the Gathering, and headed up the far side of the valley.

 

As the grassy hill turned steeper and rockier, Fireheart noticed that Bluestar was struggling to keep up
the pace. She grunted each time she jumped onto the next rock, and Fireheart had to slow down so
that he didn’t pass her. At the top of the slope, Bluestar stopped and sat down, wheezing.

 

“Are you okay?” Fireheart asked.

 

“Not so young...” panted Bluestar.



 

Fireheart felt a pang of worry. He had assumed that her physical injuries from the battle had healed.
But… Bluestar was right. She wasn’t so young anymore- she was as old as the elders, Patchpelt,
Rosetail, and One-eye. The thought sent shivers down his spine. He’d always thought of his mentor as
youthful and nimble, but she’d already been a senior warrior when he was apprenticed to her…

 

… Just like Thistlestar, and Spottedleaf was still Spottedpaw-

 

Ah! Fireheart internally screamed at himself, irritated in a way that made his tail lash and his claws
curl. Why can’t I stop thinking about him?! It was like Thistlestar was haunting his every thought,
begging for forgiveness and sympathy that Fireheart so desperately wanted to give him (just so his
father would love him and praise him and everything could be normal again, but it couldn’t , and was
it ever?).

 

Thistlestar didn’t even know Fireheart… didn’t… (he didn’t hate Thistlestar, try as he might…
but…)... that he didn’t trust and… love Thistlestar as blindly anymore. And, somehow, it was that
thought that made Fireheart antsy the most, that their relationship had changed so irreversibly, and
Thistlestar didn’t even know .

 

While Bluestar caught her breath, Fireheart peered nervously across the stunted gorse and heather that
covered the uplands. This was WindClan territory, stretching away from them under the cloudless sky.
He felt even uneasier here than on the RiverClan border. WindClan was still angry with ThunderClan
because they had given sanctuary to the former ShadowClan leader, and it was Bluestar herself who
had decided to take in the blinded Brokentail. What would a WindClan patrol do if they found the
ThunderClan leader on their territory, with only one warrior to guard her? Fireheart wasn’t sure if he
could protect his leader against a whole patrol.

 

“We must be careful not to be spotted,” he whispered.

 

“What did you say?” called Bluestar. The breeze was stronger up here, and even though it did nothing
to ease the sun’s burning heat, it carried Fireheart’s words away.

 

“We must be careful they don’t see us!” Fireheart reluctantly raised his voice.

 

“Why?” Bluestar demanded. “We’re traveling to the Moonstone. StarClan has granted us the right to
travel safely!”



 

Fireheart realized it would be a waste of time to argue. “I’ll lead the way,” he offered. He knew the
uplands well, from when he’d travel to meet Ravenpaw and Barley, but he’d never felt as exposed and
vulnerable as he did now. Quickly he led Bluestar into the sea of heather, praying that StarClan had as
much belief in their right to travel here as Bluestar did, and that their warrior ancestors would protect
them from any passing WindClan patrols. He also hoped that Bluestar had enough sense to keep her
ears and tail low.

 

The sun was reaching its highest point as they neared the swathe of gorse at the heart of WindClan’s
territory. Fourtrees was far behind them, but there was still a long way to go before they reached the
slope at the edge of the moor that ran down into Twoleg farmland. Fireheart paused. A hot breeze was
blowing toward him, as stifling as the breath of a sick cat, and he knew their scent would be carried
back through WindClan territory. He just hoped the perfume of the honey-rich heather would mask it.
Beside him, Bluestar signaled with a flick of her tail and vanished into the gorse.

 

An angry yowl sounded from behind them. Fireheart spun around and backed away, wincing as the
gorse pricked his haunches. Four WindClan cats faced him, their fur bristling and their ears flattened.

 

“Intruders. Why are you here?” hissed a mottled dark brown tabby. Fireheart recognized Mudclaw,
who Fireheart knew from his apprentice days. A gray tabby warrior called Tornear was beside him,
his back arched and his claws unsheathed. A young tortoiseshell apprentice hung at the back of the
patrol, while a frowning glare was on a light gray tabby she-cat with blue eyes- Runningbrook,
Fireheart distantly recalled, from Runningwind talking about his same-name-friend at Gatherings.

 

And beside Runningbrook, with his own teeth bared, just for a second, before he blinked and his
brown and white fur smoothed and an uneasy frown marred his face, was Airleap. Fireheart’s brother.

 

Fireheart’s heart ached at the sight of his littermate. For a moment, he wished to run up and touch
noses to Airleap. Airleap bore no ill will towards him, nor Fireheart to him. But…

 

They were from different clans now.

 

Their kinship had long since weakened.

 

Even now, Airleap looked more WindClan than ThunderClan, his belly far more skinnier than
Fireheart had ever seen it. And his limbs- he almost looked taller, though he hunched in on himself,



with that familiar nervousness. Even still, there was a confidence in the way Airleap held his head,
even with his frown and flickering gaze.

 

The fur rose along Fireheart’s spine and his heart began to pound as he faced the four furious
WindClan warriors, but he tried to stay calm. “We’re just traveling through-” he began.

 

“You are on our land,” spat Mudclaw. His eyes shone angrily as he stared at Fireheart. Where was
Bluestar? Fireheart thought desperately, half wanting her support, half hoping she hadn’t

heard Mudclaw’s yowl and was heading safely through the gorse toward Twoleg territory.

 

A snarl at his side told him she had returned for him. He glanced quickly to see Bluestar standing at
the edge of the gorse with her head held high and her eyes blazing with fury. “We are traveling to
Highstones. StarClan grants us safe passage. You have no right to stop us!”

 

Mudclaw didn’t flinch. “You gave up your rights to StarClan’s protection when you took Brokentail
into your Clan!” he retorted.

 

Fireheart could understand the WindClan cats’ anger. They had been driven out from their home,
countless innocent elders and young slain in pointless battles. The former ShadowClan leader had
nearly destroyed the Clan with his cruelty.

 

Fireheart stared into Mudclaw’s fierce gaze. “Brokentail is dead,” he told him.

 

Mudclaw’s eyes glittered. “You killed him?” he demanded.

 

As Fireheart hesitated, Bluestar growled menacingly from his side. “Of course we didn’t kill him.
ThunderClan aren’t murderers.”

 

“No,” Mudclaw spat back. “You just protect them!” The WindClan warrior arched his back
aggressively. Disappointed, Fireheart felt his mind whirl as he tried to think of another way to
convince WindClan.

 

“You will let us pass!” Bluestar hissed. Fireheart froze as he saw his leader flexing her claws and
raising her hackles, ready to attack. “StarClan grants us safe passage,” Bluestar repeated stubbornly.



 

“Go home!” snarled Mudclaw.

 

Fireheart’s paws tingled as he sized up their opponents. Four strong cats and an apprentice against
him and the unfit ThunderClan leader (would Airleap truly attack them, he wondered). They would
not escape a fight without serious injury, and there was no way he could risk Bluestar’s losing a life-
not when he knew that she was on the last of her nine lives.

 

And yet the blue she-cat still snarled with the fury of a thousand LionClan warriors, like she would
fight the WindClan patrol off just by herself.

 

“Fireheart,” Airleap meowed quietly, stepping forward with a small tip of his head. Fireheart’s tail tip
quivered as his brother spoke to him, and he tried not to cry out his emotions, of how much he missed
his little, baby brother, who was once so shy and scared and whiny, yet always wanted to be around
his older siblings (Lightningfur especially, Fireheart recalled with a small bitterness, though it
surprised him to think so).

 

Mudclaw cast a suspicious glance towards the former ThunderClan and RiverClan cat, but Tornear
and Runningbrook both let Airleap step forward without complaint. Fireheart’s hopes soared. Airleap
would understand; he would be just, and kind. If not for fairness’s sake, then because they were kin.

 

(Because it wasn’t just to Fireheart that kin mattered anymore, right?

 

Right?

 

He tried, and desperately failed, not to think of how Copperleaf left and never looked back, of how
Creekflower and Lightningfur despised the mere sight of the other, of how Airleap had not felt safe in
any clan that had his kin in it.)

 

“Bluestar,” Airleap continued with a more respectful dip of his head. “StarClan may grant you safe
passage but… this is WindClan’s territory, and therefore WindClan’s decision. If Mudclaw says you
must leave, then you must respect that, because ThunderClan holds no power over WindClan.”

 

Fireheart felt his heart drop like a heavy chunk of ice in his chest, tail drooping against the tall grass at
Airleap’s denial. He searched Airleap’s gaze desperately, and felt only mildly reassured by the



sympathy in Airleap’s green eyes.

 

Tornear blinked at Airleap. “Well spoken, for a clan-hopper,” Tornear meowed, though there was
warmth in his voice.

 

“For a WindClan cat,” Runningbrook corrected with a grin, bumping Airleap’s shoulder, who finally
lost his bravado and shied away, ducking his head and licking his chest. The apprentice smiled, her
tail kinking as she glanced proudly at Airleap.

 

Fireheart felt bitter happiness for his brother, watching as his new (they weren’t new anymore,
though, for Airleap had been with them for moons…) clanmates give Airleap praise and friendship. I
once gave him that, Fireheart thought. I and our siblings and Runningwind, and Darkstripe,
Cherryfur, and even Mousefur and Sandstorm and Longtail at times, when we were apprentices…
Were we never enough?

 

He remembered Frostfur yelling at Airleap when he’d messed up during training and realized that, no,
they hadn’t been. Not when the rest of the clan hated him, and Airleap hadn’t been strong enough to
deal with it. No, Fireheart corrected himself shamefully. Airleap shouldn’t have had to be strong, no
matter what any cat says.

 

“I’ll not have a disloyal warrior tell me what to do!” Bluestar snarled fiercely, hackles raised and
foamy spit at her mouth. “What do you know about respecting clans, when you can never choose
which one you’re loyal to, despite everything ThunderClan did for you!?”

 

“Bluestar,” Fireheart gasped, mouth agape in shock at his leader. Surely she didn’t mean that! Of
course, she’d never been happy that Airleap left, but she’d respected his decision, especially knowing
how poorly Frostfur and others had treated him!

 

“How dare you!” Runningbrook yowled, leaping forward, nearly nose to nose with the ThunderClan
leader, her striped gray fur bristling. “Airleap doesn’t owe ThunderClan or RiverClan anything!”

 

“Runningbrook,” Airleap mewled small-ly, from where he’d shrunk away at Bluestar’s harsh words,
eyes wide and dewy. He looked more stunned than upset, but still upset.

 

“You invaded our territory and now disrespect one of our warriors?” Tornear growled, stepping
forward to be beside Runningbrook, glaring at Bluestar. “Perhaps ThunderClan needs to rethink why



it’s own cats end up running away, or murderers ,” he gazed coldly at Fireheart and Bluestar both,
“before they start demanding things from other clans like they’re StarClan’s muses.”

 

Fireheart bristled a bit at the insult, his heart beating in fear as Mudclaw stepped forward with a snarl.
Thankfully, Airleap did not join the snarling warriors. Fireheart was not sure he could take facing his
little brother in battle right now.

 

Something in Fireheart hesitated a moment, replaying Tornear’s words in his mind. Murderers? he
thought, mind obviously flying straight towards Tigerclaw with a thump of fear in his heart. But
WindClan wouldn’t know that, so what-?

 

The trail of thought broke off when Bluestar stepped forward, as though to fight the WindClan
warriors. Swiftly, he darted in front of her, shoving Runningbrook away, and the tabby she-cat snarled
angrily back at him.

 

“We should go home,” Fireheart hissed at Bluestar. The she-cat swung her head around and stared at
him in disbelief. “We’re too far from safety and this isn’t a battle we can fight,” he urged her.

 

“But I must speak with StarClan!” meowed Bluestar.

 

“Another time,” Fireheart insisted. Bluestar’s eyes clouded with indecision and he added, “We’d not
win this battle.”

 

He twitched with relief as Bluestar retracted her claws and let the fur on her shoulders relax. The
ThunderClan leader turned back to Mudclaw and meowed, “Very well, we’ll go home. But we will
return. You cannot cut us off from StarClan forever!”

 

Mudclaw flattened his back and replied, “You’ve made a wise decision.”

 

Fireheart growled at Mudclaw. “Did you hear what Bluestar said?” Mudclaw narrowed his eyes

threateningly, but Fireheart went on: “We will leave this time, but you will never again stop us from
traveling to the Moonstone.”

 

Mudclaw turned away. “We’ll escort you back to Fourtrees.”



 

Fireheart tensed, afraid of how Bluestar would react to the suggestion that the WindClan warrior did
not trust the ThunderClan cats to leave his territory. But she simply padded forward, brushing past the
WindClan cats as she headed back the way they had come.

 

Fireheart walked after her, followed at a distance by the WindClan cats. He was aware of them
rustling through the heather behind him, and when he looked over his shoulder he caught glimpses of
their lithe, brown shapes among the purple flowers. He tried to catch Airleap’s gaze, in hopes to just
share one quick word, but Airleap merely walked loyally beside his clanmates, sparing Fireheart no
words. Frustration and bitterness pricked at his paws with every step as he kept his gaze forward, on
Bluestar. He would not let WindClan block their way again.

 

They reached Fourtrees and began to climb back down the rocky slope, leaving the WindClan
warriors at the top watching them with hostile, narrowed eyes. Bluestar was starting to look very
tired. With each leap she landed heavily and grunted. Fireheart was frightened the she-cat would slip,
but she kept her footing until they reached the grass at the bottom. Fireheart looked back up the hill to
see the four WindClan cats silhouetted against the wide, glaring sky before they turned and vanished
back into their own territory.

 

Airleap, though, hesitated, and Fireheart waited hopefully for what his brother would do, or say. The
tortoiseshell and white apprentice glanced back at Airleap, pausing, too. But Airleap only dipped his
head to Fireheart, blinking slowly, before he and the apprentice ( Airleap’s apprentice, Fireheart
realized, my baby brother has an apprentice! ) turned and vanished alongside his own clanmates.

 

As the ThunderClan cats passed the Great Rock, Bluestar let out a long moan. “Are you all right?”
Fireheart asked, stopping.

 

Bluestar shook her head impatiently. “StarClan does not want to share dreams with me,” she muttered.
“Why are they so angry with my Clan?”

 

“WindClan stood in our way, not StarClan,” Fireheart reminded her. But he couldn’t help feeling that
StarClan could have brought them better luck. Smallear’s words echoed through his mind: Fireheart’s
naming broke with Clan ritual for the first time since before I was born.

 

Fireheart felt his head spin with alarm. Were the warrior ancestors really angry with ThunderClan?
Has my cursed blood really ruined ThunderClan? he worried, so hard, that his limbs trembled a
moment before he smoothed his fur again. He could not keep the rigid worry out of his shoulders,
though.



 

From the surprised murmurs that greeted their news when Fireheart and Bluestar padded back into
camp, Fireheart guessed that the Clan shared his fears. Very rarely before had a leader been turned
back on a journey to the Moonstone, and never for good reasons.

 

Bluestar padded unsteadily to her den, her eyes fixed on the dusty ground as she crossed the clearing.
Fireheart watched her with a heavy heart. Suddenly the sun felt too hot to bear beneath his thick coat.
He headed for the shade at the edge of the clearing, and noticed Dustpelt padding toward him from
the gorse tunnel, Ashpaw at his heels.

 

“You’re back early,” meowed the tabby warrior. He circled Fireheart as Ashpaw stood wide-eyed and
looked up at the two warriors.

 

“WindClan wouldn’t let us pass,” Fireheart explained.

 

“Didn’t you tell them you were going to Highstones?” asked Dustpelt, sitting down beside his

apprentice.

 

“Of course,” snapped Fireheart.

 

He saw Dustpelt’s eyes flick toward the gorse tunnel and turned to see Darkstripe and Fernpaw enter
the camp. Fernpaw looked exhausted as she ran to keep up with her mentor, her fur clumped and
dusty.

 

“What are you doing back?” Darkstripe asked, blinking in surprise at Fireheart.

 

“WindClan wouldn’t let them pass,” Dustpelt announced. Fernpaw looked up at Dustpelt, her pretty
green eyes round with surprise.

 

“What? How dare they?” Darkstripe meowed, his tail bristling angrily.

 

“I don’t know why Fireheart let them boss him around,” commented Dustpelt.



 

“I didn’t have much choice,” Fireheart growled. “Would you have risked your leader’s safety?”

 

Runningwind’s meow sounded across the clearing. “Fireheart!” The lean warrior was trotting toward
him, looking agitated. Darkstripe and Dustpelt glanced at each other and led their apprentices away.

 

Runningwind reached Fireheart and asked, “Have you seen Cloudpaw anywhere?”

 

“No.” Fireheart felt his heart lurch. “I thought he was going out with you this afternoon.”

 

“I told him to wait till I’d washed.” Runningwind frowned, a mix between worried and angry. “But
when I’d finished, Cliffpaw told me he’d gone hunting by himself, despite her telling him not to.”

 

“I’m sorry,” Fireheart apologized, sighing inwardly. The last thing he needed right now was
Cloudpaw’s disobedience. “I’ll speak to him when he gets back.”

 

“I know you’ve complained about him, but I didn’t realize he’d been this disobedient,” Runningwind
meowed, eyes glittering with annoyance and a bit of sympathy. “I thought he was just a bit whiny.
Then again, he did sneak out a lot as a kit…” Runningwind trailed off, expression turning to disbelief
as he stared over Fireheart’s shoulder.

 

Fireheart frowned, then glanced to see Cloudpaw scamper into camp, a squirrel in his jaws. The
apprentice’s eyes shone with pride at the catch, which was almost as big as he was. Runningwind
snorted with exasperation.

 

“Well, at least he wasn’t lying,” Runningwind said.

 

“I’ll sort it out,” Fireheart meowed quickly. Runningwind nodded and left to fetch Cliffpaw.

 

Fireheart watched the white cat carry his squirrel to the fresh-kill pile. Cloudpaw dropped it and

wandered toward the apprentices’ den without taking any food for himself, even though there was
plenty of prey. With a sinking feeling, Fireheart guessed that Cloudpaw had already eaten while out



hunting. How many times could Cloudpaw break the warrior code in a single day? he wondered
irritably.

 

“Cloudpaw!” called Fireheart.

 

Cloudpaw looked up. “What?” he mewed.

 

“I want to talk to you.”

 

As Cloudpaw padded slowly toward him, Fireheart was uncomfortably aware of a few cats’ gazes on
him, but he didn’t turn to see who, too worried about who was judging him and his failing mentorship
skills.

 

I’m cursed…

 

“Did you eat while out hunting?” he demanded, on edge, as soon as Cloudpaw neared.

 

Cloudpaw shrugged. “So what if I did? I was hungry.”

 

“What does the warrior code tell us about eating before the Clan is fed?”

 

Cloudpaw looked at the treetops. “If it’s anything like the rest of the code, it’ll tell me I can’t,” he
muttered. 

 

Fireheart pushed away his rising exasperation. “Did you fetch that pigeon?”

 

“I couldn’t. It was gone.”

 

With a shock, Fireheart realized he didn’t know if he believed his nephew or not. Had a wedge really
formed between them so quick? It was so unlike his and Graystripe’s friendship, or his and



Cinderpelt’s, that it startled him. But he decided there was no point pursuing whether or not
Cloudpaw’s words were truth. “Why didn’t you go hunting with Runningwind?” he asked instead.

 

“He was taking too long to get ready. Anyway, I prefer hunting alone!”

 

“You’re still just an apprentice,” Fireheart reminded him sternly. “You’ll learn better if you hunt with
a warrior.”

 

Cloudpaw sighed and nodded. “Yes, Fireheart.”

 

Fireheart had no idea if Cloudpaw had really listened or not. “You’ll never be given your warrior
name if you carry on like this! How do you think you’ll feel watching Cliffpaw’s and Lizardpaw’s
naming ceremonies when you’re still an apprentice?”

 

“That’ll never happen,” Cloudpaw argued, his white fur bristling.

 

“Well, one thing’s for certain,” Fireheart told him. “You’ll be staying at camp while they go to the
next Gathering.”

 

Finally Fireheart seemed to have Cloudpaw’s attention. The white-haired apprentice stared up at him
in disbelief. “But-” he began.

 

“When I report this to Bluestar, I think she’ll agree with me,” Fireheart interrupted him fiercely.
“Now, go away!”

 

Tail down, Cloudpaw padded off toward the other apprentices, who were watching from outside their
den. Fireheart sighed, feeling a touch bad about his harshness with his nephew, but also irritated that
Cloudpaw could not just listen to him, when he already had so many problems to begin with.

 

“What has he done now?” a mew startled him. He blinked and glanced to see his sister, Creekflower,
padding up to him with a worried frown, from where she had been trading tongues with Brindleface.
The commotion had dragged her over from where she’d been too far away to overhear.

 



Fireheart dropped his head, feeling guilty that he had failed in teaching Cloudpaw proper respect. “He
was supposed to hunt with Runningwind and Cliffpaw,” Fireheart admitted quietly. “But he snuck off
on his own instead, without any warrior’s permission. And he ate prey while he hunted.”

 

Now it was Creekflower’s turn to sigh, green gaze on the apprentice’s den where Cloudpaw most
certainly sulked inside. Tulippaw, Brightpaw, and Lynxpaw were all trading whispers outside,
glancing back inside the den, and Fireheart winced, guessing all too certainly what they were
gossiping about.

 

“I’m not sure what’s gotten into him lately,” Creekflower meowed. “He was always… well, loud and
stubborn, but never so disobedient. Just… naive. Now he knows the rules, and he still breaks them!”
She shook her head. “I swear, I don’t think either of us will be able to knock some sense into him,
Fireheart.”

 

Fireheart blinked sympathetically at her. “But we have to,” he murmured. “I don’t like how the clan
looks at him… like how they look at us.” He ducked his head shamefully. This wasn’t how a deputy
was supposed to feel, and yet, here he was, with a heart heavy and a mind spiraling. “I don’t want him
to be cursed.”

 

“We aren’t cursed, Fireheart,” Creekflower said firmly, though Fireheart could see the creeping doubt
in her eyes, despite her conviction of the fact. “We’ve just got bad luck…” She sighed once more.
“And I guess my own foolishness didn’t help… Even without our so-called curse, they’ll only ever
see him, Lizardpaw, and Cliffpaw as kittypet kits.”

 

Fireheart’s heart broke seeing his sister so sad. He pressed his forehead against hers, a rumbling purr
leaving his chest to comfort her, though it broke in places. “It doesn’t matter what the clan thinks,”
Fireheart meowed, even if he didn’t completely believe his own words, not with the anxious feeling
crawling all over his skin. “As long as we have each other.”

 

Creekflower let out a long breath. “Thank you.”

 

Fireheart smiled, and they stayed like that for a moment, before Creekflower pulled away. A
mischievous glint lit her eyes as she purred, “So, what’s this I hear about you and Sandstorm being
mates?”

 

Fireheart’s skin immediately went hot under his pelt, even hotter than the greenleaf sun had made it.
“What!” he exclaimed. “I- I don’t know what you’re talking about!” He glanced away bashfully,
licking his chest fur, while Creekflower laughed boisterously.





Thistlestar, You’re Making Your Son Look Suspicious!

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

“Bluestar, it’s been a quarter moon since we returned from the uplands.” Fireheart carefully avoided
mentioning the Moonstone. Even though they were alone in her den, he still felt uncomfortable
mentioning their fruitless expedition. “There’s been no sign of WindClan in our territory, or
ShadowClan.” Bluestar narrowed her eyes disbelievingly but Fireheart pressed on. “There are so
many apprentices in training, more than ThunderClan has ever seen, and the woods are so full of prey,
that it is hard to keep three warriors in camp all the time. I...I think two would be plenty.”

 

“But what if we’re attacked again?” Bluestar fretted.

 

“If WindClan really intended to harm ThunderClan,” Fireheart pointed out, “Mudclaw wouldn’t have
let you leave the uplands....” alive , he finished silently, letting his words trail away.

 

“Okay.” Bluestar nodded, her eyes clouded with an unreadable emotion. “Only two warriors need to
stay in camp.”

 

“Thanks, Bluestar.” This was going to make the task of organizing all the guards, hunting parties, and
apprentice training much easier. “I’ll go and sort out tomorrow’s patrols.” Fireheart dipped his head
respectfully and left the den.

 

Outside the warriors were waiting for him. “Whitestorm, you lead the dawn patrol,” Fireheart
ordered. “Take Sandstorm, your apprentices, and Ashpaw with you. Brackenfur, Dustpelt, you’ll
guard the camp while I’m hunting with Cloudpaw.” He looked around at the remaining warriors,
realizing how much more confident he felt about arranging the patrols. He’d had a lot of practice
since Bluestar stayed in her den so much nowadays. Pushing away the unsettling thought, Fireheart
went on: “I’ll leave it up to the rest of you whether you train your apprentices or take them hunting,
but I want the fresh-kill pile as full as it is today. We’re getting used to eating well!” An amused purr
ran through the group of warriors. “Darkstripe, you lead tomorrow’s sunhigh patrol. Runningwind,
you take sunset. You can choose who you take with you; just be sure to let them know so they can be
ready in time - and remember to bring Cliffpaw with you this time.”

 

He shot his brown-furred friend an exasperated look. Runningwind nodded, looking sheepish, but
Darkstripe’s eyes glittered and he asked, “Who will be going to the Gathering tonight?”
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“I don’t know,” Fireheart admitted.

 

Darkstripe narrowed his eyes. “Didn’t Bluestar tell you, or hasn’t she decided yet?”

 

“She hasn’t discussed it with me,” Fireheart answered, feeling unnerved by his old friend’s coldness.
“She’ll tell us when she’s ready.”

 

Darkstripe turned his head and stared into the shadowy trees. “She’d better tell us soon. The sun is
starting to set.”

 

“Then you should be eating,” Fireheart told him. “You’ll need your strength for the Gathering, if
you’re going.” Darkstripe’s tone made him uneasy, but he refused to let it ruffle his fur. He sat down
and waited for the warriors to move away. Only when they had all gone did he turn back to Bluestar’s
den. She hadn’t mentioned the Gathering, and he’d been too busy worrying about tomorrow’s patrols
to remember it.

 

“Ah, Fireheart.” Bluestar met him as she was pushing her way out through the lichen. She looked as if
she’d just finished washing, and her pelt glowed in the dusky light. Fireheart felt a jolt of relief that
she seemed to be taking care of herself once more. “When you’ve eaten, call the warriors together for
the Gathering.”

 

“Er...who shall I call?” Fireheart asked.

 

Bluestar looked surprised. She listed the names so easily- leaving out Cloudpaw and including
Cliffpaw and Lizardpaw, as he’d requested several days earlier- that Fireheart wondered if perhaps
she’d already told him, and he’d forgotten.

 

“Yes, Bluestar,” he answered. He dipped his head and padded across the clearing to the fresh-kill pile.

 

A fat pigeon had been left on the heap. He decided to leave it for Bluestar. Perhaps this might tempt
her to eat more than two mouthfuls. He picked up a vole, not feeling very hungry himself. He was too
unsettled by Bluestar’s shifting, patternless moods.

 



As Fireheart carried the vole back to his favorite eating place, a shiver ran along his spine.
Instinctively he looked over his shoulder, and he felt a prickle of apprehension as he saw Bramblekit
watching him. He recalled Cinderpelt’s words: He will never know his father. It will be the Clan that
raises him. He mentally shook himself of the lingering fear of Tigerclaw, sympathy welling up in him,
and gave a friendly nod to the kit. Bramblekit curiously blinked at him as he turned away and padded
to the clump of nettles to eat.

 

When he’d finished his meal, Fireheart glanced around the clearing. The rest of the Clan was sharing
tongues as night stretched out the shadows and brought a welcome coolness to the camp. The days
had been so hot lately that Fireheart had found himself wishing more and more that he could swim
like the RiverClan cats. I guess Lightningfur had one thing right…

 

He looked over at the apprentices’ den, wondering if Cloudpaw would remember that he wasn’t going
to the Gathering because he had eaten while out hunting. Cloudpaw was crouched on the tree stump
outside his den entrance, play-fighting with Cliffpaw, who was scrabbling at him from below.
Lizardpaw and Fernpaw were sniffing curiously at a patch of drying, brown grass, giggling as they
exchanged hushed whispers. Elderpaw sat beside them, ears pricked as she purred along with them.
Fireheart was pleased that at least two of his nieces and nephew’s denmates were friendly with them. 

 

He wondered if Graystripe would be at Fourtrees tonight. It seemed unlikely, as he had been in
RiverClan for barely a moon. But he had given them Silverstream’s kits. Thistlestar must have been
pleased. The thought of his father made his pelt prickle, and he briefly worried about Graystripe’s
daughter, Featherkit - would Thistlestar dare do what he did to Spottedleaf to little Featherkit?

 

He shook himself. 

 

Of course not.

 

He has Grasswhisker as his mate now (and didn’t that make his stomach squirm. Grasswhisker was
younger than himself! How come he hadn’t seen it sooner?!) and Thistlestar wouldn’t be unfaithful.

 

Right?

 

Fireheart pushed himself to his paws and called the cats together for the ThunderClan patrol. As he
ran through the list of names that Bluestar had given him - “Speckletail, Mousefur, Runningwind,
Creekflower, Sandstorm, Cherryfur, Feathercloud, Brackenfur,” he turned to the apprentices next,
“Brightpaw, Cliffpaw, Lizardpaw, Elderpaw, and Swiftpaw”  - he realized with growing unease that



Darkstripe, Longtail, and Dustpelt weren’t among them. The three warriors had all been close allies of
Tigerclaw, and Fireheart wondered if Bluestar had left them out deliberately. 

 

An uncomfortable shiver rippled through his fur as the three cats exchanged glances, then fixed their
gazes on him. There was an unmistakable gleam of anger in Darkstripe’s eyes. Unnerved, Fireheart
turned away and joined the other cats to wait for Bluestar.

 

She was sharing tongues with Whitestorm outside her den, and only when the gathered warriors
began kneading the ground with anticipation did she get up and cross the clearing.

 

“Whitestorm will be in charge of the camp while we’re away,” she announced.

 

“Bluestar,” Mousefur addressed her leader cautiously. “What are you going to say about the way that
WindClan stopped you from traveling to Highstones?”

 

Fireheart’s shoulders tensed. Mousefur clearly wanted to know if the ThunderClan cats should
prepare themselves for hostility.

 

“I shall say nothing,” Bluestar answered firmly. “WindClan knows that what they did was wrong. It’s
not worth risking their aggression by pointing it out in front of the other Clans.”

 

The ThunderClan warriors greeted her response with reluctant nods, and Fireheart couldn’t help
wondering whether they saw weakness or wisdom in their leader’s decision as they followed her
through the gorse tunnel and out into the moonlit forest.

 

Dirt and pebbles showered down as the cats scrambled up the side of the ravine. The lack of rain had
left the forest as dry as crushed bones, and the sun-scorched ground seemed to turn to dust beneath
their paws. Once in the woods, Bluestar ran on ahead. Fireheart dropped to the rear of the group as the
cats raced silently through the trees, ducking beneath brittle ferns and swerving past brambles.

 

Sandstorm measured her pace until she matched Fireheart stride for stride, clearing a fallen branch in
a single fluid leap. Fireheart felt that recurring flutter in his belly, flicking an ear as nervousness crept
up in him at her close proximity. 

 



As they landed, she turned to Fireheart and murmured, “Bluestar seems to be feeling well again.”

 

“Yes,” Fireheart agreed guardedly, concentrating on threading his body between some prickly
bramble stalks.

 

Sandstorm went on, keeping her voice low so it didn’t carry to the other cats. “But she seems distant.
She doesn’t seem to be as...” She hesitated, and Fireheart didn’t try to fill the silence that followed.
His worst fears were being confirmed. The other ThunderClan cats were beginning to notice Bluestar
was not herself.

 

“She’s changed,” Sandstorm finished.

 

Fireheart didn’t look at the pale she-cat. Instead he veered away to avoid a thick clump of nettles
while Sandstorm leaped over them, springing up and through the stinging leaves to land on the forest
floor beyond.

 

Fireheart ran faster to catch up. “Bluestar’s still shaken,” he said, panting. “Tigerclaw’s treachery was
a huge shock.”

 

“I don’t understand why she never suspected him.”

 

“Did you ever suspect Tigerclaw before Runningwind and I told you?” countered Fireheart.

 

“No,” Sandstorm admitted. “No cat did. But the rest of the Clan has recovered from the shock.
Bluestar still seems...” Again she seemed lost for words.

 

“She’s leading us to the Gathering,” Fireheart pointed out.

 

“Yes, that’s true,” answered Sandstorm, brightening.

 

“She’s still the same Bluestar,” Fireheart assured her. “You’ll see. Cinderpelt’s told me that some cats
just take a little longer to heal than others - physically and emotionally.”



 

The two warriors quickened their pace. They leaped over a stream that had been too swollen to cross
during the newleaf floods. Now it trickled along a stony bed, so dry that it was almost impossible to
imagine the water had ever flowed higher.

 

The rest of the group was only just ahead of them by the time they neared Fourtrees. Fireheart led
Sandstorm along their trail, the undergrowth still trembling where the cats had passed, as if the leaves
shared the Clan’s anticipation of the Gathering.

 

Bluestar had stopped at the head of the slope and was staring down into the valley. Fireheart could see
lithe feline shapes slipping through the shadows, greeting each other with muted purrs. From the
scents on the still air, he could tell that ThunderClan was the last to arrive. 

 

Fireheart watched Bluestar gaze at the Great Rock in the center of the clearing and saw a shudder
ripple along her spine. She seemed to take a deep breath before plunging down the slope.

 

Fireheart raced after her with his Clanmates. He slowed as he reached the clearing and scanned the
other cats for a glimpse of Graystripe. The RiverClan deputy, Leopardfur, was talking with a
ShadowClan warrior Fireheart didn’t recognize. The red warrior felt himself shiver as he spotted
Thistlestar sitting with Grasswhisker, looking silently around the clearing. Fireheart scented another
RiverClan cat close by, but when he turned, he saw it was an apprentice moving to greet Brightpaw.
There was no sign or scent of Graystripe. Fireheart wasn’t surprised, but his tail still drooped with
disappointment.

 

A pale gray ShadowClan apprentice joined Brightpaw as well, stopping to briefly sneeze. Fireheart
tilted his head - wasn’t this Rubblepaw, Nutwhisker’s apprentice? They had crossed paths once on a
patrol. Elderly Nutwhisker- Yellowfang’s brother- had not been courteous to Fireheart nor his patrol
then. He raised his head, and immediately spied Copperleaf sitting nearby, one ear turned to the small
group of apprentices.

 

Fireheart copied him, listening idly to their conversation.

 

“Has your Clan seen any more of the rogues? Nightstar’s worried that they’re still roaming the
forest.”

 

Fireheart froze, barely seeing Copperleaf’s ears prick with interest, when he heard the ShadowClan
cat’s question. All of the Clans had been worried about the group of rogue cats that had been scented



in their territories. What the other Clans didn’t know was that ThunderClan’s deputy, Tigerclaw, had
befriended these rogues and used them to attack his own camp.

 

Fireheart gave Brightpaw a cautionary glance, warning her to keep silent, but there was no need. The
white-and-ginger she-cat replied coolly, “We’ve not scented them in our territory for nearly a moon.”

 

Fireheart felt a jolt of relief as the RiverClan cat added, “Nor ours. They must have left the forest.”

 

Fireheart wished he could share the RiverClan cat’s confidence, but his instincts told him that, if
Tigerclaw were involved, the rogue cats would return one day.

 

He padded forward towards Copperleaf, mewing a hesitant greeting. The last time Fireheart tried to
speak to his brother, at the last Gathering, he had hissed at him.

 

Hopefully this time it would go better.

 

“Hi, Copperleaf,” he began, warily watching the light ginger tom’s expression. Copperleaf gave him a
curt nod, and Fireheart sighed. Nobody but ThunderClan knew Brokentail was dead, so it was
understandable why Copperleaf was still so standoffish with him.

 

“Hello, Fireheart,” Copperleaf meowed, face impassive. Fireheart kinked his tail, then swished it.

 

“Look, Copperleaf, I know you aren’t happy with me because of Brokentail-”

 

“You told me about Tigerclaw,” Copperleaf cut him off with a low growl, eyes darting around. “And
you were furious about him murdering Redtail - and yet you agree to let that kit-murder live around
you.”

 

“First of all, that wasn’t up to me,” Fireheart said, irritated. “And second of all, what else did you
think I could do? Murder him in cold-blood? Against my leader’s orders?” Copperleaf glanced away
at that.

 



The light ginger tom loosened his shoulders, then gave a heavy sign. “No, I guess not,” he agreed
quietly. “You never would tolerate cold-blooded murder - even against a cat like Brokentail.”

 

Fireheart bumped his head against his brother’s shoulder, a light purr of forgiveness coming from his
throat.

 

“On a happier note…” Copperleaf meowed, steering the conversation into a better topic. “I hear
you’re deputy now?” Fireheart gave an embarrassed nod of affirmation.

 

“Yeah, I am.”

 

“Congratulations!” he purred. “You know, I always knew if any of us were to become leader and be
good at it, it would either be you or Creekflower.”

 

Fireheart pricked his ears. “Not you?” he wondered. “You never thought about being clan leader?”

 

Copperleaf shook his head. “Nah, I prefer being around the nursery than being leader.” He shrugged.
“Of course, if I absolutely had to - like if ShadowClan was on the verge of disaster, I would. But
otherwise? No, I’m happier where I am.” Fireheart purred, touching noses with his light ginger-furred
brother.

 

“Well, it was nice talking to you!” he meowed, rising to his paws. “I better move along now.”

 

“See you!” Copperleaf gave a much friendlier nod this time before padding away to join a young gray,
brown, and white she-cat - his apprentice, perhaps? Fireheart had heard his brother had been given an
apprentice, from gossip passed from ShadowClan’s border.

 

The ThunderClan deputy glanced around Fourtrees once more, then narrowed his eyes.

 

Mudclaw sat a foxlength away. Fireheart recognized the young WindClan warrior Onewhisker
standing at Mudclaw’s side.

 



He vaguely remembered Onewhisker from when they were apprentices - Onewhisker had always
been a friendly fellow. Sandstorm had made friends with the small brown tabby on the journey back
from exile, but Fireheart didn’t dare approach him now. 

 

Mudclaw was eyeing him coldly, and Fireheart knew this was no place to continue the argument
they’d begun on their way to the Moonstone.

 

But he couldn’t resist flexing his claws, still angry at the memory, and was angered further when
Mudclaw leaned sideways to whisper something into his companion’s ears with a meaningful glance
at Fireheart. To Fireheart’s surprise, Onewhisker blinked sympathetically at him, then turned and
walked away, leaving Mudclaw flicking his tail with annoyance. 

 

Fireheart couldn’t stop his whiskers from twitching with satisfaction as he stalked past Mudclaw and
headed toward Leopardfur and the ShadowClan warrior.

 

His confidence evaporated when he approached the RiverClan deputy. Although they were equals
now in the hierarchy of their Clans, this she-cat had a fierce and commanding presence. Ever since
Airleap had accidentally killed a RiverClan warrior named Whiteclaw, who had then fallen into the
gorge, Fireheart had felt her unforgiving hostility as sharp as thorns. He swore he could still feel the
phantom pain of the wounds she left on him during the battle in WindClan’s camp. 

 

But he needed to find out how Graystripe was doing. 

 

He nodded respectfully, and Leopardfur dipped her head in return. The ShadowClan warrior sitting
beside Leopardfur started to rasp a greeting, but broke off, coughing and spluttering. Fireheart noticed
for the first time how ragged the warrior’s pelt looked, as if he hadn’t groomed himself for a moon.

 

Leopardfur gave her paws a lick and wiped her face as the ShadowClan warrior stumbled into the
shadows.

 

“Is he all right?” Fireheart asked.

 

“Does he look all right?” retorted Leopardfur, her lip curling with distaste. “Cats shouldn’t come to
the Gathering riddled with disease.”

 



“Shouldn’t we do something?”

 

“Like what?” meowed Leopardfur. “ShadowClan has a medicine cat.” Fireheart spotted Runningnose
sitting with Spottedleaf, Yellowfang, and Cinderpelt beside Barkface - strangely, Mudfur didn’t seem
to be with them, even though RiverClan was already here. He started to open his mouth to ask
Leopardfur where he was, but she was lowering her paw, her wet whiskers gleaming in the moonlight.
Her eyes glittered with curiosity. “I hear you are ThunderClan’s new deputy.” Fireheart nodded,
realizing that Graystripe must have shared this news with his new Clan. Leopardfur went on: “What
happened to Tigerclaw? None of the other Clans seemed to know. Is he dead?”

 

Fireheart flicked his tail uncomfortably. He could imagine Leopardfur wasting no time in telling the
other Clans that ThunderClan had replaced their distinguished deputy with a kit of a medicine cat.
“What happened to Tigerclaw is of no concern to RiverClan,” he meowed, trying to match her cool
tone. He wondered if Bluestar would say anything about her former deputy when she announced the
news about Fireheart later on.

 

Leopardfur narrowed her eyes but didn’t press the subject any further. “So,” she meowed, “have you
come to brag about your new title, or to find out about your old friend?”

 

Fireheart lifted his chin, surprised that she was giving him a clear opportunity to ask about Graystripe.

 

“How is he?” he meowed.

 

“He’ll do.” Leopardfur shrugged. “He’ll never be a true RiverClan warrior, but at least he’s getting
used to the water, which is more than I expected.” Fireheart had to hold in his claws at her dismissive
tone. “His kits are strong and clever,” Leopardfur went on. “They must favor their mother.”

 

Was this cat trying to annoy him on purpose? Fireheart was struggling to hold back a sharp reply
when Mousefur trotted up behind him.

 

“Hello, Leopardfur,” she greeted the RiverClan deputy. “Stonefur tells me there are new kits in your
camp, besides Graystripe’s.”

 

“Yes, there are,” Leopardfur meowed. “StarClan has blessed our nursery this greenleaf.”

 



“He also said Mistyfoot’s kits are about to begin their training,” meowed Mousefur. “You know, the
ones Fireheart saved from the floods,” she added, her eyes sparkling with mischief. Fireheart noticed
Leopardfur stiffen, but his mind was on Mistyfoot and her brother, Stonefur. He glanced around the
clearing and saw Bluestar sitting alone beneath the Great Rock. Did she know her son was here? Had
she heard that Mistyfoot’s kits were ready for their apprenticeship? When he turned his gaze back to
Leopardfur and Mousefur, the RiverClan deputy was stalking away.

 

Mousefur shot a look of sympathy at Fireheart. “Don’t worry. You’ll find her less intimidating when
you get used to her. The rest of RiverClan seems happy to see us - well, at least they aren’t whispering
and glaring at us as much. They would not have survived the floods so well without the help of
ThunderClan, and we did let them have Silverstream’s kits without a fight.”

 

“Graystripe was never Leopardfur’s favorite ThunderClan cat, though,” Fireheart reminded her. “Not
since Airleap accidentally killed Whiteclaw, and she’s not a fan of Lightningfur, and I’m their brother.
So she doesn’t like Graystripe for being my apprentice.”

 

“She should learn to forgive and forget. Graystripe has given RiverClan two fine, healthy kits.”
Mousefur flicked her tail. “Did she ask you about Tigerclaw?”

 

“Yes.”

 

“Everyone’s desperate to know what happened to him.”

 

“And why a medicine kit has replaced him,” Fireheart added bitterly.

 

“That too.” Mousefur glanced briefly at him. “Don’t take it personally, Fireheart. We’d be just as
curious about a change of deputy in another Clan.” Her attention wandered around the clearing for a
moment before she observed, “Have you noticed how small ShadowClan’s patrol is tonight?”

 

Fireheart nodded. “I’ve seen only a couple of ShadowClan warriors and an apprentice so far. One of
the warriors just had a nasty coughing fit.”

 

“Really?” meowed Mousefur curiously.

 



“It is furball season,” Fireheart pointed out.

 

“I suppose so.”

 

A voice sounded from the Great Rock. Fireheart looked up and saw the RiverClan leader, Thistlestar,
standing on top of the massive boulder, his thick pelt gleaming in the moonlight. Fireheart’s eyes
darted away from his father, slightly stiffening. Mousefur shot him a tight look of sympathy.

 

“Must be hard for you,” she meowed quietly. “Seeing him again after knowing what he did.” Fireheart
gave a sharp nod. He was surprised at Mousefur’s friendliness - he was used to her wrinkled nose,
curled lip, and rude words ever since he was a kit.

 

Maybe she was finally willing to set aside her scorn.

 

 

Bluestar sat on one side of the Great Rock and Tallstar, the WindClan leader, on the other. And on the
far side, half hidden by the shadow of an oak tree, sat Nightstar. Thistlestar, Lightningfur noted with
satisfaction, sat in the middle of the boulder.

 

Lightningfur sneered at ShadowClan leader’s appearance. The black tom looked even scrawnier than
a WindClan cat, who were kept lean by the rabbits they chased on the moor. But Nightstar didn’t just
look thin. He held his head low, and his shoulders were hunched. For a moment Lightningfur
wondered if he was sick, but then she remembered that Nightstar had already been an elder when he’d
taken on the leadership of ShadowClan. Perhaps it wasn’t surprising if he looked frail. He may have
been granted the nine lives of a leader, but not even StarClan - or the Dark Forest - could turn back
time.

 

Out of the corner of her eye, she spotted her brother, Fireheart, following the dusky brown she-cat
Mousefur to the front of the crowd, sitting down beside her and Mistyfoot. The RiverClan queen
exchanged a friendly nod with the red tom as her father, Thistlestar, smoothly meowed from the Great
Rock, “Bluestar wishes to speak first.” Lightningfur snickered as he mockingly bowed his head, eyes
glittering, to the ThunderClan leader as she stepped forward, ignoring the gray leader, and raised her
voice, sounding as strong as it always had.

 

“You may already have heard from WindClan, but for those of you who have not, Brokentail is dead!”



 

A satisfied murmur rippled through the crowd, Lightningfur among them. She had heard Mapleshade
muttering about how difficult Brokenstar was to guide - and how stupid he was to kill his own clan’s
kits. Honestly, didn’t he know kits were the next step to ultimate power in the clans?

 

“Good riddance, am I right, Lightningfur?” Sedgecreek nervously yowled. The tortoiseshell rolled her
eyes, sliding away from where the brown tabby she-cat had pressed up against her. Didn’t Sedgecreek
know the meaning of ‘personal space’? It meant personal for a reason!

 

“Good to know that piece of crowfood is dead!” Rippleclaw meowed, puffing up his chest like he had
the honor of killing Brokenstar himself. “Our clan is much safer with him gone!”

 

While annoying at times, and despite being as old as an elder, at least Rippleclaw wasn’t as infuriating
as Sedgecreek - who had snuck up to Lightningfur’s side again , the piece of fox-dung!

 

The tortoiseshell roughly moved away from the brown tabby once more, ignoring her wide-eyed, hurt
look as she turned back to the Great Rock.

 

Nightstar’s ears and tail flicked restlessly. The ShadowClan leader seemed almost excited to know
that his old enemy was dead.

 

“How did he die?” Nightstar rasped.

 

Bluestar didn’t seem to hear him. “And ThunderClan has a new deputy,” she went on. Lightningfur
perked up, teeth bared eagerly.

 

“So it’s true what RiverClan has been saying.” A stunned mew rose from the watching cats.
“Something’s happened to Tigerclaw!” Now that is what’s good riddance!

 

“Is he dead?” Mudclaw demanded to know, eyes interested - much more interested than Lightningfur
would have thought. His words brought a barrage of concerned cries, and Lightningfur felt a twinge
of resentment and hatred when she realized how much Tigerclaw had been respected by the other
Clans - including those in RiverClan. She saw Leopardfur leaning in, as if that would give her the
answer to all their questions.



 

She sneered at her deputy’s back before watching Bluestar as the cats bombarded her with questions.

 

“Did he die of sickness?”

 

“Was it an accident?”

 

ThunderClan all stiffened, clearly unwilling to reveal the truth about their former deputy. Lightningfur
shrugged mentally. It was of no matter to her. She could just bully it out of Fireheart later for the nitty-
gritty details. 

 

Bluestar’s authoritative yowl silenced the questions. “Tigerclaw’s fate is ThunderClan’s business and
does not concern anyone else!”

 

The cats fell into a disgruntled murmuring, their curiosity clearly not satisfied. Lightningfur curiously
pricked her ears as she heard the barest whisper coming from the WindClan warriors, Whitetail and
Runningbrook.

 

“So it’s true then?” Whitetail was whispering, looking horrified.

 

“It must be!” Runningbrook furiously answered. “They exiled him - so it must be! Why else would
they?”

 

Lightningfur turned her head to catch more of what the two rabbit-eaters were talking about, but
Bluestar was talking again - and what she was meowing about was much more interesting then what
two scrawny WindClan cowards had to say.

 

“Our new deputy is Fireheart.”

 

Dozens of heads turned to look at Fireheart, including Lightningfur’s. The silence seemed to pound in
her ears. Her brother kneaded the ground, looking uncomfortable at the attention.

 



Lightningfur tossed her head proudly. Finally! At least their plans were finally progressing forward,
instead of stagnating like they had been (Come on, how hard would it be to make her deputy, instead
of Leopardfur, Father ?). She smirked at the thought of being deputy. It’s just me now - I am the final
part of the plan. Thistlestar is leader, Fireheart is Bluestar’s trusted deputy - all that needs to happen
is to make me deputy. She shot a resentful look at Leopardfur first, then at her father.

 

The tortoiseshell spotted the WindClan warrior Onewhisker nodding at Fireheart, and then Copperleaf
rose and waved his tail, eyes alight with pride. She felt a feeling curdle in her stomach, and she
realized it was envy. She had always thought she would become deputy before any of her littermates -
she was the best, after all! - but Fireheart had beaten her to it.

 

He always had been a mentor-pleaser.

 

Guess it helped that his leader had also been his mentor.

 

“Congratulations!” a meow sounded from nearby Fireheart. Lightningfur growled as Airleap stepped
into view, padding towards their - no, her brother. Airleap had lost the right to call her and Fireheart
siblings when he betrayed her!

 

Fireheart looked relieved at Airleap’s presence, blinking gratefully at him. Lightningfur felt her fur
prickle with resentment, and she rose to her paws and marched forward, head held high.

 

“I always knew you had it in you!” she crowed, shoving Airleap away with her shoulder, casting a
baleful glare at him. To her surprise, and fury, he simply glared right back at her.

 

The nerve!

 

She longed to teach him a lesson, but unfortunately they had an audience.

 

(Not that that stopped Lightningfur before but… she had a point to prove!)

 

“Thanks Airleap - and you too Lightningfur,” Fireheart meowed, relaxing a bit as the attention
previously fixed on him was now divided between the three of them.

 



“Your sister is right,” a smug meow came from the Great Rock, echoing down to the clearing below.
Thistlestar was proudly holding his head high, staring delightly at Fireheart. Lightningfur once again
felt those claws of envy rise in her stomach, but she pushed them down.

 

I guess Fireheart has earned this , she begrudgingly thought. He’s the only one who hasn’t betrayed
or abandoned me!

 

…although his taste in friends should really be fixed, she angrily thought as she met the frowning look
on Mousefur’s face. Her ex-friend gave her a cold look. What was she doing hanging around
Fireheart? She hated him - them !

 

Fireheart had quickly glanced at their father, nervously twitched an ear, before hurriedly searching the
crowd. Lightningfur felt her brother’s tensed-up muscles relax as Sandstorm slipped closer, politely
stepping in between Airleap and Fireheart with a friendly mew to the brown and white tabby.

 

Lightningfur ripped her gaze away from the lovey-dovey look on their faces, disgust welling up in her
at the sight.

 

Were they…?

 

Mates?

 

Yech. 

 

She did not want to see the kits Sandstorm’s blood would make, the little back-stabber.

 

Lightningfur then paused, frowning. Some of the ThunderClan cats were gazing proudly at Fireheart -
like Spottedleaf, and her friends, the old and the crippled. Cherryfur and Runningwind were padding
closer with Creekflower among them, and Lightningfur bared her teeth at the kittypet-lover, taking a
sliver of pleasure in the scar that ran down Creekflower’s shoulder (and trying not to think of the scar
the little mongrel had left on her nose).

 

Others, however, were casting her brother suspicious looks and muttering to each other - like bossy
Speckletail and Swiftpaw. She curled her lip, meeting the amber eyes of the black and white



apprentice, who squeaked as she narrowed her eyes at him.

 

So easy to scare, that one, she drily thought, amused as Speckletail glared at her, standing defensively
in front of the senior apprentice. She sniffed, turning her nose up at the tabby she-cat, and meowed a
haughty farewell to her brother before stalking back to where Rippleclaw was sitting and - sigh , the
hopeful gaze of Sedgecreek.

 

Ew.

 

 

If Feathercloud was being honest, he hadn’t really been paying the Gathering much attention at all.
Only when Brackenfur would mention something, like pointing out that Mudfur was missing and
RiverClan hadn’t squeaked a word about it. It wasn’t that he didn’t think it was important!

 

He just… didn’t see the point in it.

 

He felt excluded from the clans, in a way, even if he was ThunderClan and proud of it. Their drama
was a distant story to him. In only affected him when he was in camp, like with Brokentail’s attack.
His patrols were few and far between (though, now that Fireheart was deputy, Feathercloud went on at
least one patrol a day… it was a bit weird, and he felt awkward around his clanmates, but he was
getting used to it… it reminded him of his apprentice days). His knowledge of the other clan cats
was… even fewer and farer between. Really, he only knew the ones Brackenfur pointed out to him.

 

So he had chatted, or, well, Brackenfur had done the speaking and Feathercloud sat to the side and
listened politely, with a group of ShadowClan cats, whose names Feathercloud didn’t quite know
except for Badgerfang’s, whose was easy to translate. It only lasted a short while, before a few of the
senior ShadowClan warriors’ cold glares had Brackenfur deciding they should leave.

 

Then Feathercloud kinda zoned out. Brackenfur would catch him up later. He didn’t really feel like
listening. Today was a slower, sadder day for him.

 

It was getting better. Cricketheart’s death didn’t hurt as much. It was like with Redtail’s death, which
felt so long ago - eventually, the pain faded away, or… got easier to handle. If he was honest…
Feathercloud could barely remember his father’s face or voice, just his bushy red tail that he had
loved to play with.



 

He still missed Cricketheart dearly. But seasons had passed, and Feathercloud had Brackenfur by his
side. The charismatic and intelligent tom always brightened Feathercloud’s day. He… even had
Feathercloud’s chest thumping with nerves and excitement, a feeling Feathercloud hadn’t felt since
Ravenpaw.

 

Life was better, since Brackenfur became his friend. Since Fireheart became deputy.

 

But Feathercloud still felt a little sad that day.

 

Which was why he was very startled when, while Tallstar was announcing his news (prey running
well, was probably all he had to say, as always), a hesitantly approaching brown and white shape
caught his attention from the corner of his eye. Feathercloud blinked, straightening up, as the brown
WindClan tom with white splotches, one white leg, and familiar green eyes approached him. Airleap,
Fireheart’s brother, the same cat who had tried to talk to him at a previous Gathering. The tom
stopped sheepishly when Feathercloud’s gaze meant his, a timid fanged grin on his face.

 

Feathercloud blinked, cocking his head curiously. What could the brown tom want from him? A
nervous thrill had Feathercloud digging his claws into the ground warily. He’d never known Airleap
to be a threat, but - but Feathercloud didn’t really know Airleap.

 

Airleap jerked his head in gesture to the spot beside him. Slowly, Feathercloud realized Airleap
wanted to talk to him. Feathercloud glanced back at Brackenfur, who was raptly watching Tallstar
speak. Feathercloud’s whiskers twitched indecisively, but curiosity won out over caution, and he
slipped away from his friend’s side.

 

As Feathercloud stopped beside Airleap, he tilted his head, whiskers twitching repeatedly in question
instinctively, though he knew Airleap didn’t know what it meant. What? Why? his whiskers asked, but
Feathercloud cleared his throat and spoke, “Airleap, right?”

 

Airleap nodded with a small smile. “Yes.” Airleap’s lips moved widely, in the way Feathercloud knew
cats thought was helpful, but really it just made the conversation slower than it needed to be. But he
appreciated the gesture, he supposed. “Hello. Uhm.” Airleap shifted nervously, glancing around,
eying the mostly ThunderClan cats near them. “I wanted to ask if you could do me a favor?”

 

A favor? From… him? From Feathercloud ? He was asking Feathercloud, the deaf ThunderClan tom,
who other clan cats probably only knew from that one outburst of his at Thistlestar a few Gatherings



back? (The memory of it still made Feathercloud’s limbs shake in fear and adrenaline. Thistlestar was
not an easy cat to face, and remembering the way he looked at Spottedleaf - ick .)

 

“And what would that be?” Feathercloud asked smoothly, though a touch nervous.

 

Airleap raised a paw. “Uh, could you- can you teach me how to do the… the speaking with your paws
thing? Please?”

 

Feathercloud stared at Airleap as though he’d grown a second head.

 

“You want me to teach you how to sign?” Feathercloud asked, bewildered and disbelieving.

 

Airleap nodded enthusiastically. “Yes. If- if that’s okay.” He ducked his head more bashfully.

 

“I mean,” Feathercloud began, then stopped, too stunned to speak. He let his whiskers flutter in
confusion a moment, before questioning, “...in just one Gathering?”

 

Airleap blinked owlishly. “Oh, uhm, well, I-I suppose not… uhm… I guess…” Airleap cocked his
head to the side with a thoughtful frown on his face. “Would you… be able to meet me here? Every
other day or so, maybe?” He stared hopefully back at Feathercloud.

 

“Just to teach you how to sign?” Feathercloud irritated, afraid his lip reading abilities aren’t quite
what he thought they were.

 

At this, Airleap hesitated, possibly sensing Feathercloud’s own confusion. “It’s very important,”
Airleap meowed. “In fact… would I be able to bring a few other cats along? You may know some of
them.” Airleap stared more intently at Feathercloud now, and it unnerved him… and yet made him
only more curious.

 

“I don’t know,” Feathercloud meowed, lifting one paw to roll it. “I mean… I guess it’s not like I’m
doing anything else…” He frowned, untrusting. “But is this some kind of trap?”

 



Airleap shook his head. “No,” he said, opening his mouth to continue, before his head snapped away,
focusing on something else. Feathercloud quickly realized many other cats had done the same, some
standing up.

 

The Gathering was ending. The clans were leaving.

 

Airleap backed away a few steps, but his mouth quickly moved, and Feathercloud swiftly had to
refocus on him speaking. “You’ll understand when you meet me tomorrow,” Airleap said. “Just before
the sun sets, at Fourtrees.” He dipped his head politely at Feathercloud, before rushing away with the
graceful speed of a WindClan cat towards his clanmates. Two of them, a white she-cat and a gray
tabby she-cat, were quick to meet him, glancing back towards Feathercloud.

 

Feathercloud felt his fur rise.

 

What had he just gotten himself into?
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Feathercloud’s fur tingled as he paced along the Fourtrees ground. It felt unsettling to be here when
the Gatheringplace was so empty and hollow, devoid of any other cats. It made him feel antsy,
glancing over his shoulder like someone was watching him from the tree line.

 

Perhaps somecat was. Perhaps Airleap had been messing with him, and now gawked at him for what a
mouse-brain he had been. Or it was a trap, and all of WindClan was there to take Feathercloud
prisoner.

 

But he knew those thoughts were irrational. After all, Airleap had been nervous too. He did not seem
like the cat to play a cruel prank. Nor did he seem like the cat to plan a trap. And why would
WindClan take him prisoner, anyway? He was the most worthless of the ThunderClan warriors. He
would be missed the least, if missed at all.

 

Still, irrational thoughts or not, they filled him with anxiety.

 

Because the un -irrational thoughts were much scarier. What if his clanmates found out he’d agreed to
meet with WindClan warriors? They’d think him a traitor. They’d think him as cursed as the rest of
his family.

 

Runningwind must have noticed he was missing by now. Brackenfur, at least, would stay quiet,
though curious about Feathercloud’s disappearance, but Runningwind, ever the overprotective parent,
would raise alarm to the rest of the clan. He’d done it once before, when Feathercloud had gone to
Cricketheart’s burial site during midnight. The angry grumbles from their clanmates had filled
Feathercloud with shame and loathing.

 

Just as the memory sought to consume him again, his gaze snapped onto a raised brown tail with a
white tail tip. It appeared over the bushes, and then Airleap shoved through, face smiling.
Feathercloud both relaxed and tensed at the same time. Relaxed, because it wasn’t a lie after all, and
tensed, because Airleap was still an enemy warrior.

 

And, because he had brought cats with him, like he’d said.
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Feathercloud recognized the gray tabby she-cat that had been with Airleap at the Gathering yesterday.
Vaguely he recalled her name, Running-something. The second part he’d never been able to get, too
focused on the first half that resembled his father’s. Brackenfur had once explained it had something
to do with water, but the exact word didn’t translate across, though Feathercloud knew how it was
mouthed. Runningbrook, though he didn’t know what it meant.

 

The other cat was not directly beside Airleap and Runningbrook. It was a large, plump, long-furred
black and white tomcat, but he had hesitated and turned back towards the forest, mouth moving as he
seemed to talk to something. What, Feathercloud did not know, as he turned his attention to focus on
Airleap as the tom spoke.

 

“Sorry we’re late,” Airleap meowed apologetically, dipping his head with a nervous twitch of his
whiskers. “We had to get permission from Tallstar before we left.”

 

Alarm and disbelief shot through Feathercloud, making him jolt. “You told your leader about this?!”
Were they mad? If he had told Bluestar, she would have torn his pelt from his body! “...And he let you
go?” More disbelief had Feathercloud dropping his jaw.

 

Tallstar had let his warriors go to meet a ThunderClan warrior during the night?

 

Airleap nodded, leaving Feathercloud stunned. Although… he supposed if Airleap had been truthful
about their meeting… Then all the WindClan warriors wanted to do was… learn how to sign?

 

But why in the world would they want to do that?

 

(Was a deaf kit born amongst their ranks? The thought almost made Feathercloud hopeful, for there to
be another like him, but he crushed that hope immediately. His blood was cursed. That’s why
Feathercloud was deaf. He was an oddity, not something that happened naturally, or commonly. He
was a burden.)

 

“He let us go because, well…” Airleap frowned, glancing beside him as he seemed to realize
something. He looked at Runningbrook beside him, who gestured with her tail behind them. Airleap
craned his head around, and called something out, though Feathercloud couldn’t read his lips to tell
what.

 



The black and white tom moved from the forest, whiskers twitching and a small smile on his face as
he thumped his way forward, the vibrations reaching Feathercloud’s paw pads. Smaller, less frequent
vibrations muddled the big tom’s, and made Feathercloud frown. What, or who, else was there? He
squinted his eyes, and made out black ears poking from the underbrush. Whoever it was was too
small, especially compared to the tall, lanky WindClan cats (even Airleap, though ThunderClan-born,
had long legs). If Feathercloud had gone to more Gatherings, been on more patrols, perhaps he would
know the WindClan cats more to identify who this fourth cat was, but Feathercloud didn’t even know
who the large black and white tom was, and had barely remembered who Runningbrook was.

 

Soon, though, much faster than their heavy black and white companion, a black pelt was zipping
through the woods and slamming straight into Feathercloud. He yowled, surprised, fur fluffing and
front paws lashing out but missing their target completely (he hadn’t practiced fighting in some
time… He was rusty, more rusty than he thought).

 

But as a cold nose and soft cheek rubbed against his neck and shoulders, and a deep rumbling reached
his body, he realized this was not an attack. Stiffening in confusion, Feathercloud stared down at the
violet-black fur of his… not-attacker. Contrasting dusty white dotted their chest singularly, and their
tail tip had just a sliver of white too. The scent of hay, though faded, and the windstreaked moore-
rabbits, but also the unmistakable scent of tom, filled his nostrils. Startlingly, dark pink scars with
flecks of brown and old crimson crawled up their chest and throat, fur shorter in two areas
Feathercloud quickly identified as deep, deep bite marks. How this cat stood in front of Feathercloud,
alive, was beyond him.

 

Something ached and pressed against his mind, and as dark yet pale green eyes opened to stare up at
him, Feathercloud realized all at once who this was.

 

Atop the raven-black head, ears fluttered thrice in rapid succession, and Feathercloud sucked in a
breath as he recognized his name.

 

“Ravenpaw?” Feathercloud choked out, unable to move his paw to signal the name he hadn’t signed
in so long, for it was trapped beneath the weight of the black tom. A hesitant, broken smile curled
onto Ravenpaw’s muzzle, and Feathercloud couldn’t stop himself from surging forward.

 

He purred with enough viciousness that he didn’t care if all the clans heard him. His old friend- the
cat he loved so dearly- was back! He had thought he would never see Ravenpaw again! The tom had
been sent to live in the barn with the friendly barncat, Barley, after Tigerclaw had threatened him.
Feathercloud, though deeply saddened by his friend leaving, had trusted Graystripe, Fireheart, and
Runningwind to keep him safe and hidden. He hadn’t known the whole story, then, but he had known
for a long time that Ravenpaw had been terrified to death of his own mentor.

 



It hadn’t been until Cricketheart’s death that the loss of Ravenpaw and Redtail had hit harder. Because
it had been her death that had broken Feathercloud, and left him feeling truly, truly alone.

 

(Perhaps if Ravenpaw had still been in the clan, still been Feathercloud’s friend… been his mate…
perhaps Cricketheart’s death would have been easier.)

 

Feathercloud had completely forgotten himself in nuzzling and breathing in Ravenpaw’s scent (it was
different; so, so much more different, filled with the scents of a barn, and terrifyingly old blood, and
then the moore, and yet… still the same, underneath it all, that familiar tom scent that was sweeter
than most other tom’s), that it wasn’t until Ravenpaw stepped back that Feathercloud remembered the
WindClan warriors.

 

He blinked up at them, realizing with a jolt that the black and white tom was not a WindClan warrior,
but Barley, the barncat (then why did his scent smell like WindClan? …Why did Ravenpaw’s?). All
three watched him with pleased smiles and watchful eyes, though Airleap seemed a touch
embarrassed. Nervous now, Feathercloud swallowed and gazed back down at Ravenpaw. He hadn’t
grown at all since he was a senior apprentice, still small yet slender, though his limbs no longer
seemed awkward on him, and his fur better groomed, save for the places around his wounds ( his
wounds , Great StarClan, what happened?). He was skinny, though, far skinnier than before, and far
skinnier than Feathercloud would have thought he’d be, feasting on plentiful barn mice every day.

 

His whiskers started twitching, curling inwards, as he asked, “ Why? How?” But he glanced at the
WindClan cats again, and, for their benefit, spoke, “What happened? Why… Why are you here?
Aren’t you- aren’t you,” he glanced at Barley, “supposed to be at Barley’s barn, hiding?”

 

Ravenpaw smiled up, eyes glistening sadly, and perhaps a touch fearful. He didn’t say anything, but
he raised a paw, claws unsheathing while his tail briefly raised upwards. Feathercloud felt a stab in his
heart as he understood, “Attacked.” The scars made that much obvious…

 

Barley stepped up beside Ravenpaw, brushing his pelt against him. “He was attacked,” Barley
meowed, the long fur around his muzzle making it a bit hard to understand him. “It hurt his throat.
He’s lost all of his voice now.”

 

Ravenpaw’s mouth moved, saying, “Not all.” But Feathercloud, of course, couldn’t hear him anyway.
Instead, his gaze caught on the way that Airleap, Runningbrook, and Barley’s ears didn’t twitch. There
had been no sound when Ravenpaw spoke.

 



Saddened for his friend, Feathercloud gazed questioningly at him, twitching his whiskers again and
lifting a paw up and down. “What happened?” he asked without speaking. “Who hurt you?” He rested
his paw against Ravenpaw’s chest, lingering longer than it needed to be to signal the word you. He
could feel where the dips and scabs of his scars were. He could feel his heartbeat.

 

Ravenpaw blinked up at him, then opened his mouth, not to make any noise this time, but to pull his
lips back and show off his fangs. Then he raised a paw and splayed his claws out. “Tigerclaw,” he said
silently, and Feathercloud tensed.

 

Tigerclaw killed Redtail.

 

Tigerclaw led to Cricketheart dying.

 

Tigerclaw tried to kill Bluestar.

 

Tigerclaw wanted Fireheart dead.

 

Of course. Tigerclaw never forgot Ravenpaw knew his secret. Tigerclaw tried to kill Ravenpaw.
Tigerclaw nearly succeeded in killing Ravenpaw. Tigerclaw made Ravenpaw mute.

 

Tigerclaw made Ravenpaw scared.

 

For the first time, Feathercloud was filled with anger, his shoulder fur rising and his tail lashing stiffly
behind him.

 

How dare Tigerclaw hurt his clan this way. How dare Tigerclaw hurt his family like this.

 

How dare Tigerclaw treat me like I was nothing, a voice that sounded suspiciously like Cricketheart’s
whispered in his head. Like I was never capable of going on patrols like a normal warrior.

 

The news of what Tigerclaw had done, when he had been exiled, had not quite been shocking to
Feathercloud. He knew, from Ravenpaw, that he was a mean cat who had done something wrong,
enough to chase Ravenpaw from the clan, but he had never known the specifics.



 

But he’d never felt anger. Bitterness, yes, even hopeless injustice. But the anger was new.

 

Feathercloud twitched his whiskers repeatedly, then circled his paw over his chest, then repeated
Tigerclaw’s sign-name. “ How dare he? ” he snarled, without snarling, though his lips were pulled
back wrathfully.

 

Ravenpaw glanced at his paws, then kept signaling. Feathercloud saw how slow and uncertain his
movements were, but his friend still knew the signs, and it mellowed Feathercloud a little. “He
followed Fireheart, Graystripe, and Runningwind,” Ravenpaw signed, pressing against Barley and
nearly vanishing in the black and white tom’s fluff. “He found me. And… he almost killed me.
WindClan found me.” He glanced back at Airleap and Runningbrook. “Barkface saved me from
death.”

 

“I’m glad,” Feathercloud signed back, emotions making him feel raw as he blinked slowly down at
Ravenpaw. “I don’t know what I would have done if you had died. I thought you were living happily
at Barley’s barn.” The thought, though bittersweet, had given him solace. Now it only gave him anger
and guilt that it had not been truthful.

 

“I was,” Ravenpaw answered solemnly, head bowed.

 

“It’s so weird,” Feathercloud’s eyes caught on Runningbrook’s mouth moving, and he turned his
attention to her as she continued, “to see cats talk without talking.”

 

Feathercloud’s ears twitched a touch self-conscious. But, then, he recalled, that they were here to
learn how to ‘talk without talking.’

 

Now, with the reunion of him and Ravenpaw, he felt it wasn’t just that.

 

Dryly, he swallowed, then spoke, “What is it you want, again?”

 

 



“I’m worried,” came Cinderpelt’s mew as Fireheart padded into the medicine cat den. He paused,
detecting the hushed and genuine whisper from his former apprentice, and the scents of not just
Yellowfang, Spottedleaf, and Cinderpelt, but Lizardpaw as well. “Mudfur wasn’t at the last half-
moon, and he wasn’t at the last Gathering. He can’t just be sick, not for this long.”

 

“And RiverClan’s border patrols’ attitudes are just nasty whenever I try to ask,” Yellowfang rumbled,
a snort to her voice. “When I said I wanted to talk to Mudfur ‘nd get a herb off their land, they
snapped at me!”

 

“RiverClan’s always been antagonistic,” Spottedleaf meowed quietly. “But ever since… ever since
Thistlestar came to power and… and lied to them about what ThunderClan’s like… how we treat our
kits…” Her voice wobbled. “Mudfur was such a kind and understanding soul,” she continued, and
Fireheart heard her shift nervously. “He never liked Thistlestar. And he was vocal about it too, to us. I
just… I worry…”

 

“Thistlestar’s a bully,” Yellowfang agreed gruffly. “But he ain’t stupid. RiverClan needs a medicine
cat. He wouldn’t lay a paw on Mudfur- not when the clan respects Mudfur more than him, too.”

 

“Maybe he stripped Mudfur of his title,” Lizardpaw suggested timidly, voice even quieter than
Spottedleaf’s, so that Fireheart could barely hear her. “So he can still heal his clanmates but he can’t
go to Mothermouth. Or… or maybe he really is sick. And- and it’s bad, and RiverClan is acting so
mean because they don’t want us to know.”

 

“Then why not ask us for help?” Yellowfang protested, old voice rasping. “Why not, say, steal some
herbs from us, if they really wanna go about this the mouse-brained way?”

 

“We could ask StarClan for answers,” Cinderpelt said softly. Fireheart could catch a glimpse of her
gray pelt from the gap leading to the back of the medicine cat den. “If we can’t get them from
RiverClan.”

 

“WindClan didn’t let Bluestar pass to go to the Moonstone,” Lizardpaw pointed out. “What if they
won’t let us? Err, I mean, you three?”

 

Yellowfang snorted. “Oh, hush you. I told you- you and Cinderpelt both- that you’re medicine cats,
one chosen by StarClan and the other accepted. I don’t care if you’re training as a warrior right now
because Bluestar’s got bees in her brains and won’t let us ‘loose warriors,’ or if you think you stole
Lizardpaw’s destiny. I’ll have none of it. Right, Fireheart?”



 

Fireheart jolted, then saw Cinderpelt twist around and meet his gaze, surprised. Guiltily, he licked his
chest fur and then pressed forward, sliding in between Cinderpelt and Lizardpaw, who had been
pressed together. Yellowfang and Spottedleaf were on the other side, with Yellowfang curled in her
nest and Spottedleaf sitting neatly, flowers lining her mossbed below her, ones that Fireheart and
Creekflower had gotten for her. Amusement glittered warmly in Yellowfang’s gaze.

 

“Sorry,” Fireheart apologized. “I didn’t mean to eavesdrop. I was just coming to say goodnight to
Spottedleaf. I thought you and Cinderpelt would be asleep already, like usual.”

 

“I’m not asleep half the time you come in here to say ‘night to your mom, kit,” Yellowfang rasped
dully, but in a way that was bemused, and Fireheart felt his skin heat beneath his fur. “I just give you
the courtesy of privacy, and ‘m half-deaf anyway.” She shifted her weight, scratching at one ear.
“Mind you, I still hear everything perfectly fine. Just like I could hear your tail hitting the walls all
anxious like, and smell your scent clogging the entrance.”

 

“Sorry,” Fireheart said again, then shot a look at Lizardpaw when he heard her try to stifle a giggle.
Then he heard another short chuff of laughter, and shot a betrayed look at Cinderpelt, whose chuff
turned into a purr, and then he couldn’t stop himself from purring either.

 

Then he remembered their conversation and his purr teetered off with a frown. He stared imploringly
at Spottedleaf and Yellowfang. “You really think something happened to Mudfur?”

 

“Something, for sure,” Yellowfang meowed. “Just can’t tell how bad it is, what with RiverClan being
tight-lipped on the matter.”

 

“Which can only mean it's bad,” Spottedleaf added softly, blinking anxiously. Cinderpelt shifted
nervously on her paws, blue gaze casting downwards, while Lizardpaw let out a small, concerned
noise. Fireheart, too, felt his heart thud in worry for the RiverClan medicine cat. And, for his sister,
and his first apprentice and his kits. And… a touch for his father, though, now, it was mingled with
fear at his father’s possible involvement in whatever happened to Mudfur. (But, while Thistlestar was
a kit-lover and a liar, and a bit violent at times, he wasn’t a… he wouldn’t hurt a clan medicine cat,
would he? …With claws?)

 

“Now stop,” Yellowfang hissed to the tortoiseshell she-cat. “You’re worrying the kits.”

 

“We’re not kits,” Cinderpelt protested.



 

“You're just like kits,” Yellowfang meowed, looking at them with a sternness and… fondness.
Fireheart’s heart ached for her for a moment. She’d lost her chance at motherhood, two of her kits
dead, and the other, well, now dead as well, by her own four paws. But she’d always been a touch
motherly towards Fireheart, a bit sterner and meaner than Spottedleaf or Willowpelt had ever been to
him, but still loving. “Crowding the medicine den as you are. Now get, you two!” She glared, though
not mean-spiritedly, at Fireheart and Lizardpaw. “I think I’d like some peace and quiet for once.
Cinderpelt, why don’t you go sleep with Lizardpaw in the apprentices’ den tonight? I need the room
to stretch out for once, and I’m sure Spottedleaf’d be grateful too.”

 

“I’m not sure there’s any room in the apprentices den!” Lizardpaw mused. “Now that Brindleface’s
kits are in there too. Swiftpaw and Tulippaw got into a fight over whose nest was whose! And I think
Lynxpaw put beetles in Cliffpaw’s nest, but I can’t be sure, so Cliffpaw’s sleeping in my nest now.”
But the brown tabby stood up and blinked warmly at Cinderpelt anyway. “Come on, Cinderpelt! You
can squeeze in-between me and Cloudpaw.” Then, she hesitated. “Unless you’d rather sleep next to
Brightpaw and Thornpaw. They are your littermates.”

 

Cinderpelt shook her head. “No. I’d rather sleep next to you.”

 

Lizardpaw blinked in surprise, then let out a purr like she couldn’t stop it. She shyly glanced away.
“Alright. Come on then! And beware; Cloudpaw snores!”

 

“No more than Brackenfur did as a kit, I’m sure,” Cinderpelt purred back as she hobbled after
Lizardpaw. Fireheart watched them go fondly before turning back to his mother and Yellowfang. He
dipped his head to both, then touched his nose to Spottedleaf’s.

 

“G’night, mom,” he meowed.

 

Spottedleaf blinked warmly at him, smiling softly. “Goodnight, my little spitfire,” Spottedleaf
whispered back, then purred lightly. “I heard you moved your nest next to Sandstorm’s. She’ll be cold
without you by her side. Go.” She butted her head teasingly against his shoulder, and he ducked his
head in embarrassment once more, though a smile was on his face as he thought of his mate. His
mate! He’d never thought he’d get to call her that.

 

He slipped out of the den with a tail-wave goodbye to Yellowfang, and saw Cinderpelt and Lizardpaw
lingering outside. Cherryfur, who’d been assigned guard duty, watched them from across camp with
pricked ears, while Brindleface paced on the other side, ignoring the young cats and keeping an eye
on the sky. Darkstripe was patrolling outside camp. He’d whined a bit about being on guard duty with
Cherryfur, and had been happy to be assigned guarding outside camp. Fireheart felt the only cat



Darkstripe hated more than Fireheart himself was Cherryfur. The two had never gotten along, he
mused, though sadly, as were his thoughts often towards Darkstripe and their old friendship.

 

But that wasn’t his current attention, instead his ears caught the end of what Cinderpelt was saying.
“...of saying they don’t think I’m a medicine cat.”

 

Fireheart blinked, the pieces easily slotting in his head. “I don’t think they kicked us out because of
that, Cinderpelt,” he murmured. Cinderpelt turned to look at him with a frown, while Lizardpaw
pressed her nose comfortingly against Cinderpelt’s shoulder. “I think Yellowfang just wanted to talk
with Spottedleaf alone. She was right; we were crowding the medicine cat den, and private
conversations. The more cats that know of Mudfur’s disappearance, the more panic will spread. Let’s
just keep it quiet for now, alright?”

 

“Alright, Fireheart,” both she-cats meowed, nodding their heads.

 

“Sleep well,” he told them, and they echoed it back as they scrambled away to the apprentices’ den.
Fireheart turned and padded to the warriors’ den, apprehension still lingering not just from the
conversation, but from the Gathering. All eyes on him, his father staring down at him with that proud
smile that Fireheart had always wanted from him, now tainted by the truth.

 

I almost wish I never realized the truth, Fireheart thought bitterly. If I had stayed naive just a little
longer, I would have been happy for Thistlestar to be proud of me. Now, I just feel awful. And then he
felt bad for thinking such a thing, and he shook his head. He gave a brisk nod to Cherryfur before he
slipped into the warriors’ den.

 

Tension slipped out of his shoulders as he spotted Sandstorm’s pale pelt amidst the warriors, her sides
slowly rising and falling peacefully. He’d moved his nest, now directly beside hers, and with
Creekflower just at his head. Cherryfur’s empty nest was next to the two she-cats. Runningwind had
shifted his nest too, to be on Fireheart’s other side. Feathercloud and then Brackenfur’s nest were on
Runningwind’s other side.

 

Graystripe’s nest no longer existed, and Darkstripe had moved his to the other side with Dustpelt’s
and Longtail’s, though that had disgruntledly moved him closer to Cherryfur, thanks to Longtail still
choosing to sleep next to his sister. And Brindleface’s nest, Speckletail, and Frostfur were at the edge
of the den, on Dustpelt’s other side, while Whitestorm and Mousefur slept by the back wall of the den,
equally close to everybody, though Willowpelt’s nest, empty for now, was beside Whitestorm’s, and
Goldenflower’s, also empty, was beside Brindleface’s.

 



The placement of the nests, and the reminder of those who were gone, gave Fireheart pause, before
his paws guided him, though not instinctively, not yet, to his new resting place, settling down beside
Sandstorm. He sighed, both relieved and weary, as his pelt brushed against Sandstorm’s, his heart
thumping in his chest before slowing. Sandstorm stirred, but did not wake. Fireheart was glad he
hadn’t disturbed her; she was on the dawn patrol, and would need all the rest she could get.

 

Fireheart breathed in her scent, then allowed himself to drift off to sleep…

 

…Mews of alarm and the pounding of paws in the clearing roused Fireheart from sleep. He blinked
against the glaring sunshine that streamed between the branches above the warriors’ den.

 

A golden head appeared through the wall of leaves. It was Sandstorm, her pale green eyes gleaming
with excitement. “We’ve captured two ShadowClan warriors!” she meowed breathlessly.

 

Fireheart leaped to his paws, instantly awake. “What? Where?”

 

“By the Owl Tree,” Sandstorm explained, adding, “they were asleep!” Her voice betrayed her scorn at
the ShadowClan cats’ carelessness.

 

“Have you told Bluestar?”

 

“Dustpelt’s telling her now.” She ducked out of the warriors’ den and Fireheart sprang after her, past
Runningwind, who jerked up his head, startled awake by the commotion.

 

Fireheart’s sleep had been fitful, especially after returning from the Gathering, shaken by the loaded
silence that had greeted the announcement of his deputyship. His dreams had been filled with
unknown cats that recoiled from him as if he were an owl of ill omen flying through a forest of
shadows. The challenging stares from the other cats had warned him that he was still not fully
accepted for his medicine cat heritage, that the curse still weighed heavily on his shoulders.

 

He just hoped the other clans didn’t find out about the broken naming ritual. That would only
reinforce their uneasiness about a medicine kit replacing a respected Clanborn deputy.

 



Now he faced yet another challenge. How would he deal with enemy cats captured on ThunderClan
territory? Fireheart found himself hoping that Bluestar would be in a calm enough mood to guide him.

 

The dawn patrol was gathered in a circle in the middle of the clearing. Fireheart pushed his way
through them and saw two ShadowClan cats crouching on the hard earth, their tails bushed out and
their ears flattened.

 

He recognized one of the warriors at once. It was Littlecloud, a brown tabby tom. They’d met at a
Gathering when Littlecloud was no more than a kit. He had been forced into apprenticeship by
Brokentail when he was only three moons old. He was fully grown now, but still small-framed, and he
looked in a bad way. His fur was matted and he stank of crowfood and fear. His haunches were bony,
like featherless wings, and his eyes were sunk into his head. 

 

The other one wasn’t much better off. These were hardly warriors to be afraid of, Fireheart thought
with a twinge of unease.

 

He looked at Whitestorm, who had led the dawn patrol. “Did they put up a fight when you found
them?”

 

“No,” Whitestorm admitted, flicking his tail. “When we woke them up, they begged us to bring them
here.”

 

Fireheart felt confused. “Begged you?” he echoed. “Why would they do that?”

 

“Where are these ShadowClan warriors?” yowled Bluestar, pushing her way through the audience of
cats, her face twisted in fear and rage. Fireheart felt his belly tense. “Is this another attack?” she
hissed at the two wretched cats.

 

“Whitestorm found them on patrol,” Fireheart explained quickly. “They were sleeping in
ThunderClan territory.”

 

“Sleeping?” snarled Bluestar, her ears flat against her head. “Well, have we been invaded or not?”

 

“These were the only warriors we found,” meowed Whitestorm.



 

“Are you sure?” demanded Bluestar. “It could be a trap.”

 

As Fireheart looked at these two sorry creatures, his instinct told him that invasion was the last thing
on their minds. But Bluestar had a point. It would be wise to make sure there were no other
ShadowClan cats hiding in the woods, waiting for a signal to attack. He called to Mousefur,
Cherryfur, and Dustpelt. “You three, take a warrior and an apprentice each. Start at the Thunderpath
and work your way back to camp. I want every bit of the territory searched for signs of ShadowClan.”

 

To Fireheart’s relief the three warriors obeyed instantly. Dustpelt called Runningwind and Ashpaw,
Cherryfur yowled for Creekflower and Cliffpaw, while Mousefur signaled to Swiftpaw and
Brackenfur; then the six cats raced out of the camp and into the forest. 

 

Fireheart turned back to the trembling captives. “What are you doing in ThunderClan territory?” he
asked. “Littlecloud, why are you here?”

 

The tabby tom stared up at Fireheart with round, frightened eyes, and Fireheart felt a stab of
sympathy. The cat looked as lost and helpless as he’d been at that Gathering, when he was a barely
weaned kit.

 

“W-Whitethroat and I came here h-hoping you’d give us food and healing herbs,” Littlecloud
stammered at last. Hisses of disbelief rose from the ThunderClan cats, and Littlecloud shrank back,
pressing his scrawny body against the earth. Fireheart stared at the prisoner in amazement. Since
when did ShadowClan cats seek help from their bitterest enemy?

 

“Fireheart, wait.” The voice of Cinderpelt sounded softly in Fireheart’s ear. She was studying the two
ShadowClan cats with narrowed eyes. “These cats are no threat to us. They are sick.” She limped
forward and touched Littlecloud’s forepaw gently with her nose. “His pad is warm,” she mewed. “He
has a fever.” 

 

Spottedleaf padded forward, amber eyes concerned, as Cinderpelt was about to sniff the second cat’s
paw when Yellowfang forced her way through the throng of cats. “No, Cinderpelt!” she screeched.
“Get away from them!”

 

Cinderpelt leaped around as Spottedleaf flicked her ears up in surprise. “Why? These cats are sick.
We must help them!” Spottedleaf exclaimed. Fireheart’s mother twisted her head, looking pleadingly
first at Fireheart, then at Bluestar.



 

Every cat turned expectantly to Bluestar, but the ThunderClan leader just stared, huge-eyed, at the
captives. Fireheart could see the old gray she-cat struggling with bewilderment and fear, her eyes
clouded with confusion. He realized he had to distract the cats’ attention while the troubled leader
gathered her thoughts.

 

“Why us? What made you come to our territory?” he asked the two prisoners again.

 

The other ShadowClan cat, Whitethroat, spoke this time. He was a black tom with paws and a chest
that used to be white but were now stained with dust. “You helped ShadowClan before, when we
drove out Brokentail,” he explained quietly.

 

But ThunderClan also gave sanctuary to the ShadowClan leader, Fireheart thought with a ripple of
unease. Had Whitethroat forgotten that? Then he realized that Brokentail had forced these cats into
their apprenticeships when they were barely old enough to leave their mothers’ sides. Banishing their
cruel leader must have come as such a relief that what had happened to him afterward paled into
insignificance. And now that Brokentail was dead, there was no threat to the ShadowClan warriors
from the ThunderClan camp beyond normal Clan rivalry.

 

Whitethroat went on: “We hoped you would be able to help us now. Nightstar is sick. The camp is in
chaos with so many cats ill. There are not enough herbs or fresh-kill to go around.”

 

“What’s Runningnose doing? He’s your medicine cat. It’s up to him to tend to you!” spat Yellowfang,
before Fireheart could say anything.

 

Fireheart was taken aback by her tone. Yellowfang had once belonged to ShadowClan. Even though
Fireheart knew her loyalties lay with ThunderClan now, he was surprised at her lack of compassion
toward her former Clanmates.

 

“Nightstar seemed all right at the Gathering last night,” Darkstripe growled.

 

“Yes,” agreed Bluestar, narrowing her eyes suspiciously.

 

But Fireheart remembered how frail the ShadowClan leader had seemed, and he was not surprised
when Littlecloud mewed, “He got worse when he returned to the camp. Runningnose was with him



all night. He won’t leave Nightstar’s side. He nearly let a kit die at his mother’s belly without even a
poppy seed to ease its journey to StarClan! Copperleaf had to step in and get his heart beating again!
We are afraid that Runningnose’ll let us die too. Copperleaf told us that maybe you would help us,
since you’ve helped us before. Please!”

 

Littlecloud’s plea sounded real enough to Fireheart. He looked hopefully at Bluestar, but her blue eyes
still looked bewildered.

 

“They must leave,” insisted Yellowfang in a low growl. Spottedleaf looked between her fellow
medicine cat and the ShadowClan cats, looking uneasy yet compassionate.

 

“Why?” Fireheart blurted out. “They’re no threat to us in this state!”

 

“They carry a disease I’ve seen before in ShadowClan.” Yellowfang began to circle the ShadowClan
cats, studying them but keeping her distance. “It killed many cats last time.”

 

“It’s not greencough, is it?” Fireheart asked. Some of the ThunderClan cats began to edge slowly
backward as Fireheart mentioned the sickness that had ravaged their own Clan during leaf-bare.

 

“No. It has no name,” Yellowfang muttered, keeping her eyes fixed on the captives. “It comes from
the rats that live on a Twoleg dump on the far side of ShadowClan territory.” She glared at
Littlecloud. “Surely the elders know those Twoleg rats carry sickness, and must never be taken as
prey?”

 

“Quietpaw was too young to remember,” explained Littlecloud. “The rat was big - he thought it would
feed the elders for days, but it attacked him. Cinderfur was forced to kill it.”

 

Fireheart listened to the sick cat’s labored breathing as the ThunderClan cats looked on in silence.

 

“Isn’t that one of Copperleaf’s brats?” he heard Frostfur muttering to Speckletail, whose tail kept
Mistlekit and Snowkit protectively curled close to her. “Sounds to me StarClan’s curse is now
descending onto ShadowClan - clearly making ThunderClan suffer isn’t enough for Spottedleaf’s
transgressions!”

 



Flattening his ears to block out the scornful gossip, Fireheart turned to ask Bluestar;

 

“What should we do?”

 

Yellowfang spoke up before she could answer. “Bluestar, it is not long since greencough devastated
our Clan,” she reminded her. “You lost a life then.” The medicine cat narrowed her eyes, and Fireheart
guessed what she must be thinking. Only he, Spottedleaf, and Yellowfang knew that Bluestar was on
her last life. If the disease spread into ThunderClan, she might die, and ThunderClan would be left
without a leader. The thought turned Fireheart’s blood to ice, and he shivered in spite of the hot
morning sun.

 

Bluestar nodded. “You are right, Yellowfang,” she meowed quietly. “These cats must leave. Fireheart,
send them away.” Her voice was flat and expressionless as she turned back to her den.

 

Reluctantly, his relief at reaching a decision tempered by pity for the sick cats, Fireheart meowed,
“Sandstorm and I will escort the ShadowClan warriors back to their border.” Mews of approval
rippled through the other cats. 

 

Littlecloud stared at Fireheart, pleading with his eyes. 

 

Fireheart forced himself to look away. “Go back to your dens,” he told his Clanmates.

 

The other cats slipped noiselessly into the undergrowth at the edge of the clearing, until only
Cinderpelt and Spottedleaf lingered next to Fireheart and Sandstorm. Whitethroat started to cough, his
body racked with painful spasms.

 

“Please let me help them,” begged Cinderpelt.

 

“Bluestar, please,” Spottedleaf pleaded with the leader. “We must help them! When Creekflower was
taken, BloodClan was willing to help us because we helped them! And we took in Brokentail, despite
all his crimes! We can’t let them suffer!”

 

But Bluestar simply shook her head, eyes clouded.

 



Fireheart copied her, feeling helpless as Yellowfang called from her tunnel, “Cinderpelt! Come here.
You must wash their sickness from your muzzle.”

 

Cinderpelt stared at Fireheart.

 

“Come now!” spat Yellowfang. “Unless you want me to add a few nettle leaves to the mixture!”

 

Cinderpelt backed away with a last reproachful glance at Fireheart. But there was nothing he could
do.

 

Bluestar had given him an order, and the Clan had agreed.

 

Spottedleaf gave him a sympathetic look before padding dejectedly after her apprentice.

 

Fireheart glanced at Sandstorm and was relieved to find her eyes filled with sympathy. He knew she
would understand his struggle between compassion for the sick cats and the desire to protect his Clan
from the illness.

 

“Let’s go,” Sandstorm meowed softly. “The sooner they get back to their own camp, the better.”

 

“Okay,” Fireheart answered. He looked at Littlecloud, forcing himself to ignore the desperation on the
small cat’s face. “The Thunderpath is busy. There are always more monsters about in greenleaf. We’ll
help you cross.”

 

“No need,” whispered Littlecloud. “We can cross it ourselves.”

 

“We’ll take you there anyway,” Fireheart told him. “Come on.”

 

The ShadowClan warriors heaved themselves to their paws and padded unsteadily to the camp
entrance.

 



Sandstorm and Fireheart followed without speaking, although Fireheart drew in his breath sharply as
he watched the sick cats haul themselves painfully up the ravine.

 

As they made their way into the forest, a mouse scuttled across the path in front of them. The
ShadowClan warriors’ ears twitched but they were too weak to give chase. Without stopping to think,
Fireheart shot ahead of Sandstorm and tracked the scent of the mouse into the undergrowth. He killed
it and carried it back to the sickly ShadowClan cats, dropping it at Littlecloud’s paws. As if they felt
too ill to be grateful, they said nothing but crouched and nibbled at the fresh-kill.

 

Fireheart saw Sandstorm looking on doubtfully. “They can’t spread sickness by eating,” he pointed
out. “And they’ll need their strength to return to their camp.”

 

“Looks like they don’t have much appetite anyway,” Sandstorm commented as Littlecloud and
Whitethroat suddenly got up and stumbled away from the half-eaten mouse into the undergrowth. A
moment later Fireheart heard them retching.

 

“A waste of prey,” Sandstorm muttered, scraping dust over the remains of the mouse.

 

“I guess,” answered Fireheart, disappointed. Sympathy stung tightly at his chest. He waited till the
two cats reappeared, then led Sandstorm after them.

 

Fireheart could smell the acrid fumes of the Thunderpath a few moments before the rumbling of the
monsters reached them through the leaf-laden trees. Sandstorm meowed to the ShadowClan cats, “I
know you don’t want our help, but we’ll see you across the Thunderpath.” 

 

Fireheart nodded in agreement. He was more concerned about their safety than suspicious that the
cats would not leave ThunderClan territory.

 

“We’ll cross alone,” insisted Littlecloud. “Just leave us here.”

 

Fireheart looked sharply at him, suddenly wondering if he should be less trusting. But he still found it
hard to believe that these sick warriors posed any threat to his Clan. “Okay,” he conceded. Sandstorm
flashed him a questioning glance, but Fireheart gave a small signal with his tail and the orange she-cat
sat down.

 



Littlecloud and Whitethroat nodded farewell and disappeared into the ferns.

 

“Are we going to-” began Sandstorm.

 

“Follow them?” Fireheart guessed what she was going to say. “I suppose we should.”

 

They waited a few moments for the sound of the ShadowClan cats to fade into the bushes, and then
began to track them through the forest.

 

“This isn’t the way to the Thunderpath,” Sandstorm whispered as the trail veered toward Fourtrees.

 

“Perhaps they’re following the route they came by,” Fireheart suggested, touching his nose to the tip
of a bramble stem. The fresh stench of the sick cats made his lip curl. “Come on,” he meowed. “Let’s
catch up with them.” Anxiety flashed through him. Had he been wrong about the ShadowClan cats?
But Copperleaf had sent them! Surely his brother wouldn’t want to harm ThunderClan? Were they
heading back into ThunderClan territory in spite of their promise to leave? He quickened his pace and
Sandstorm ran silently at his heels.

 

The noise of the Thunderpath hummed like sleepy bees in the distance. The ShadowClan cats seemed
to be following a trail that ran parallel with the stinking stone path. Their scent led Fireheart and
Sandstorm out of the cover of the forest ferns and onto a bare patch of ground. 

 

Just ahead, the ShadowClan cats had crossed the scentline that marked the border between the two
territories and were ducking into a clump of brambles, unaware of their ThunderClan shadows.

 

Sandstorm narrowed her eyes. “Why are they going in there?”

 

“Let’s find out,” Fireheart replied. He hurried forward, swallowing a prickle of fear as he crossed the
scentline. The rumble of the Thunderpath had grown much louder, and his ears twitched
uncomfortably at the bruising din.

 

The ThunderClan warriors picked their way through the barbed stems. Fireheart was painfully aware
they were on hostile territory now, but he had to be sure that the ShadowClan cats were returning to



their camp. By the sound of it, the Thunderpath was only a few foxlengths in front of them now, and
the scent of the sick cats was almost drowned by its fumes.

 

Suddenly the brambles ended and Fireheart found himself stepping out onto the filthy grass that edged
the Thunderpath. “Careful!” he warned Sandstorm as she hopped out beside him. The hard gray path
lay right in front of them, shimmering in the heat, and the ginger she-cat shrank back as a monster
roared past.

 

“Where are the ShadowClan cats?” she asked.

 

Fireheart stared across the Thunderpath, screwing his eyes up and flattening his ears as more monsters
screamed past, their bitter wind dragging at his fur and whiskers. The sick cats were nowhere to be
seen, but they couldn’t possibly have crossed already.

 

“Look,” Sandstorm hissed. She pointed with her nose. Fireheart followed her wide-eyed stare along
the dusty strip of grass. It was empty apart from a tiny flicker of movement where the tip of
Whitethroat’s tail was disappearing into the ground, underneath the stinking flat stone of the
Thunderpath.

 

Fireheart’s eyes grew round with disbelief. It was as if the Thunderpath had opened its mouth and
swallowed the ShadowClan cats whole. “Where have they gone?” Fireheart gasped.

 

“Let’s have a closer look,” suggested Sandstorm, already trotting toward the place where the
ShadowClan cats had disappeared.

 

Fireheart hurried after her. As they neared the patch of grass that had swallowed up the black tail, he
noticed a shadow where the earth dipped away sharply into a hollow beside the Thunderpath. It was
the entrance to a stone tunnel that led under the Thunderpath. 

 

Sandstorm’s pelt brushed against him as they crept down the slope and cautiously sniffed the gloomy
entrance. Fireheart felt the rush of wind on his ears from the monsters roaring past above, but as well
as the stench of the Thunderpath, he could smell the fresh scents of the ShadowClan cats. They had
definitely come this way.

 

The tunnel was perfectly round, lined with pale cream stone about the height of two cats. The moss
that grew halfway up the smooth sides told Fireheart that the tunnel ran with water during leaf-bare.



Now it was dry, the bottom littered with leaves and Twoleg rubbish.

 

“Have you heard of this place before?” asked Sandstorm.

 

Fireheart shook his head. “It must be how ShadowClan crosses to get to Fourtrees.”

 

“A lot easier than dodging the monsters,” commented Sandstorm.

 

“No wonder Littlecloud wanted to be left to cross the Thunderpath alone. This tunnel is a secret
ShadowClan would want to keep for themselves. Let’s get back to the camp and tell Bluestar.”
Fireheart dashed up the slope and back into the forest, glancing over his shoulder to make sure
Sandstorm was with him. She came charging after him, and the two cats headed home. As they
crossed the scentline, Fireheart felt the familiar relief of being back in the safety of ThunderClan
territory; although, after hearing Littlecloud’s news about the sickness in ShadowClan, he doubted if
the rival Clan was in a fit state to keep up their border patrols anyway.

 

“Bluestar!” Hotter than ever and breathless after the run home, Fireheart went straight to Bluestar’s
den.

 

“Yes?” came the answer through the lichen.

 

Fireheart pushed his way in. The ThunderClan leader was lying in her nest with paws tucked neatly
under her chest. “We found a tunnel just inside ShadowClan territory,” he told her. “It leads under the
Thunderpath.”

 

“I hope you didn’t follow it,” growled Bluestar.

 

Fireheart hesitated. He had expected his leader to be excited by this discovery; instead her tone was
harsh and accusing. “N-no, we didn’t,” he stammered.

 

“You took too much risk entering their territory at all. We don’t want to antagonize ShadowClan.”

 



“If ShadowClan is as weak as the warriors said, I don’t think they’d do anything about it,” he pointed
out, but Bluestar stared past him, apparently busy with her own thoughts.

 

“Have those two cats gone?” she asked.

 

“Yes. They went through the tunnel. That’s how we found it,” Fireheart explained.

 

Bluestar nodded distantly. “I see.”

 

Fireheart searched the ThunderClan leader’s eyes for some hint of compassion. Didn’t she care about
the sickness in ShadowClan at all? “Did we do the right thing, sending them back?” he couldn’t help
asking.

 

“Of course!” snapped Bluestar. “We don’t want sickness in the camp again.”

 

“No, we don’t,” Fireheart agreed heavily.

 

As he turned to leave, Bluestar added, “Don’t tell anyone about the tunnel yet.”

 

“Okay,” Fireheart promised, slipping through the lichen. He wondered why Bluestar wanted to keep
the tunnel a secret. After all, he had uncovered a weakness in ShadowClan’s border that could become
a strength for ThunderClan. Not that he felt ShadowClan deserved any sort of attack at the moment,
but surely a better knowledge of the forest could only be a good thing? 

 

Fireheart sighed as Sandstorm dashed up to him.

 

“What did she say? Was she pleased we’d found the tunnel?” she demanded.

 

Fireheart shook his head. “She told me to keep it a secret.”

 

“Why?” Sandstorm meowed in surprise.



 

Fireheart shrugged and kept going toward his den. Sandstorm trotted after him. “Are you okay?” she
asked. “Is it Bluestar? Did she say anything else?”

 

Fireheart realized he was giving away too much of his anxiety about the ThunderClan leader. He bent
to give his chest a quick lick, then lifted his head and meowed with forced brightness, “I must go. I
promised I’d take Cloudpaw hunting this afternoon.”

 

“Do you want me to come with you?” Sandstorm’s eyes looked concerned, and she added, “It’ll be
fun. We haven’t been hunting together for ages, since we became mates.” Fireheart felt a flutter in his
chest at the reminder, paws briefly kneading the ground nervously. “I can take Brightpaw with.” She
nodded toward the apprentices’ den, where Cloudpaw was dozing in the sunshine. The apprentice’s
plump, furry belly rose and fell as he breathed. Elderpaw groomed herself beside him. “He certainly
needs the exercise,” she added. “He’s beginning to look like Willowpelt.” She purred with
amusement. “He must be quite a hunter! I don’t think I’ve ever seen a Clan cat that fat.”

 

There was no spite in Sandstorm’s voice, but Fireheart felt his fur growing hot. Cloudpaw did look fat
for such a young cat, much fatter than the other apprentices, even though they were all enjoying the
plentiful prey of greenleaf. 

 

“I think I should take Cloudpaw out by myself,” he meowed reluctantly. “I’ve been neglecting him a
bit lately. Could we go out together another time?”

 

“Just let me know when,” Sandstorm responded cheerfully. “I’ll be there. I could catch us another
rabbit.” Fireheart saw mischief flash in her pale green eyes, and he knew she was referring to the time
they’d hunted together in a snowbound forest that shimmered with frost, when she had surprised him
with her speed and skill. “Unless you’ve finally learned how to catch them for yourself!” Sandstorm
teased, flicking Fireheart’s cheek with her tail as she trotted away.

 

Watching her go, Fireheart felt a happy prickling in his paws. He shook his head and padded over to
Cloudpaw, giving a quick greeting to Elderpaw, who returned it politely. The sleepy apprentice arched
his back and stretched, his short legs quivering with the effort.

 

“Have you been out of the camp today?” Fireheart asked.

 

“No,” answered Cloudpaw.



 

“Well, we’re going hunting,” Fireheart informed him curtly. He felt ruffled by the way Cloudpaw
seemed to think he could just lie about and enjoy the sunshine. “You must be hungry.”

 

“Not really,” replied Cloudpaw.

 

Fireheart felt puzzled. Had Cloudpaw been stealing from the fresh-kill pile? Apprentices were not
allowed to take food until they had hunted for the elders, or gone training with their mentors.
Fireheart dismissed the thought instantly. The apprentice couldn’t have managed it without one of the
Clan seeing him.

 

“Well, if you’re not hungry we’ll start in the training hollow for some fighting practice,” he meowed.
“We can hunt afterward.”

 

Without giving the young cat a chance to object, Fireheart raced out of the camp. He heard
Cloudpaw’s pawsteps thumping after him, but he didn’t look back or slow his pace until he reached
the sheltered hollow where he had trained as an apprentice. He stopped in the middle of the sandy
clearing. The air was so still that, even in the shade, the midday heat felt stifling. 

 

“Attack me,” he ordered as Cloudpaw scrambled down the slope to join him, his paws sending up
puffs of red dust that clung to his long white fur.

 

Cloudpaw stared at him, wrinkling his nose. “What? Just like that?”

 

“Yes,” replied Fireheart. “Pretend I’m an enemy warrior.”

 

“Okay.” Cloudpaw shrugged and began racing halfheartedly toward him. His round belly slowed him
down, making his small paws sink deep into the sand. Fireheart had plenty of time to prepare himself
so that when Cloudpaw finally reached him, it was easy to dodge to one side and send the young
apprentice rolling into the dust.

 

Cloudpaw clambered to his paws and shook himself, sneezing as the dust tickled his nostrils.

 

“Too slow,” Fireheart told him. “Try again.”



 

Cloudpaw crouched down, breathing hard, and narrowed his eyes. Fireheart stared back, impressed by
the intensity of Cloudpaw’s gaze- this time the apprentice looked as if he were actually thinking about
the attack. Cloudpaw leaped and flew at Fireheart, twisting as he landed so that he could kick
Fireheart with his hind legs.

 

Fireheart staggered but managed to keep his balance and send Cloudpaw flying with a swipe from his
front paw. “Better,” he puffed. “But you’re not prepared for the counterstrike.”

 

Cloudpaw lay unmoving in the sand.

 

“Cloudpaw?” Fireheart meowed. The blow from his front paw had been heavy, but surely not enough
to hurt. The apprentice’s ear twitched but he stayed where he was.

 

Fireheart padded over to him, his fur suddenly prickling with worry. He peered down and saw that
Cloudpaw’s eyes were wide open.

 

“You’ve killed me.” The apprentice gasped mockingly, and rolled feebly onto his back.

 

Fireheart snorted. “Stop messing around,” he snapped. “This is serious!”

 

“Okay, okay.” Cloudpaw struggled to his paws, still panting. “But I’m hungry now. Can we go
hunting?”

 

Fireheart opened his mouth to argue. Then he remembered Whitestorm’s words: He’ll learn when he’s
ready. Perhaps it was better to let Cloudpaw train at his own pace after all. So far arguing had been a
complete waste of time.

 

“Come on then.” Fireheart sighed and led Cloudpaw out of the training hollow.

 

As they trekked along the bottom of the ravine into the forest, Cloudpaw stopped and sniffed the air.
“I smell rabbit,” he mewed. Fireheart lifted his nose. The apprentice was right.

 



“Over there,” whispered Cloudpaw.

 

A bright flicker in the bushes betrayed the white tail of a young rabbit. Fireheart dropped low against
the ground. He tensed his muscles, ready to give chase. Beside him Cloudpaw dropped too, his belly
bulging out sideways as he crouched. The rabbit’s tail flickered again and Cloudpaw dashed toward it,
his paws thudding heavily on the dry forest floor. The rabbit heard the noise at once and shot away
into the undergrowth.

 

Cloudpaw crashed after it while Fireheart followed on silent paws. The ferns trembled where
Cloudpaw had charged through them, and Fireheart felt a stab of disappointment as Cloudpaw
skidded, panting, to a halt ahead of him. The rabbit had disappeared.

 

“You hunted better than that when you were a kit!” Fireheart exclaimed. His sister’s kit had once had
the makings of a fine warrior, but the fluffy white apprentice seemed to be turning as soft as a
kittypet. “Only StarClan knows how you got so fat with a hunting technique like that. Even a fit cat
can’t outrun a rabbit. You need to be much lighter on your paws if you want to catch one!” 

 

He was thankful Sandstorm hadn’t come with them. He would have been embarrassed if she had seen
what a poor hunter his apprentice had become.

 

For once Cloudpaw didn’t argue. “Sorry,” he muttered, and Fireheart felt a pang of sympathy for the
young cat. It did look as if Cloudpaw had been trying his best this time, and he couldn’t help feeling
that he’d let his apprentice down by neglecting his training lately.

 

“Why don’t I just go hunting by myself?” Cloudpaw suggested, looking down at his paws. “I promise
I’ll bring something back for the fresh-kill pile.”

 

Fireheart studied him for a moment. Cloudpaw couldn’t be such a poor hunter all the time, because he
was looking more well fed than any of the cats in the Clan. Perhaps he fared better when he wasn’t
being watched. In a flash, Fireheart decided to follow his apprentice without him knowing and watch
him hunt.

 

“That’s a good idea,” he agreed. “Just make sure you’re back by mealtime.”

 

Cloudpaw brightened instantly. “Of course,” he meowed. “I won’t be late; I promise.” Fireheart heard
the apprentice’s belly growl with hunger. Perhaps that will sharpen his skills , he thought.



 

As he listened to Cloudpaw’s pawsteps fade away into the forest, he felt a flicker of guilt at the
thought of spying on him. But he was only going to assess his apprentice’s skills, he reminded
himself, as any mentor would.

 

Tracking Cloudpaw through Tallpines was easy. The undergrowth was sparse beneath the shade of the
towering pine trees, and Fireheart could see his apprentice’s snowy pelt from a long way off. The
woods here were alive with small birds, and he kept expecting Cloudpaw to stop and take advantage
of the rich offerings.

 

But Cloudpaw didn’t stop. He carried on at a surprisingly swift pace, considering the size of his belly,
out of Tallpines and into the oak forest that backed onto Twolegplace. Fireheart felt an ominous
prickle in his paws. Keeping low, he sped up so he didn’t lose sight of Cloudpaw in the thick
undergrowth. Then the trees thinned out and Fireheart caught a glimpse of the fences that bordered
the Twoleg gardens up ahead. Was Cloudpaw going to visit his father, Oliver? His Twoleg nest was
near here. He couldn’t blame Cloudpaw for wanting to see him from time to time. Creekflower still
took him, Lizardpaw, and Cliffpaw to visit, against the knowledge of most of the rest of the clan. But
why hadn’t Cloudpaw mentioned Oliver to Fireheart before now? And why did he say he was going
hunting if he was going to visit his father? Surely he knew that Fireheart would understand? 

 

Fireheart’s confusion grew as Cloudpaw turned away from Oliver’s fence and followed the line of
Twoleg nests until Oliver’s home was far behind them. The apprentice padded steadily onward, even
ignoring a fresh mouse-scent that crossed his path, until he reached a silver birch that stretched up
beside a pale green garden fence. 

 

The small white cat heaved himself up the trunk of the birch and clambered on top of the fence,
swaying as his belly dragged him off balance. Fireheart remembered Dustpelt’s jibe and winced.
Perhaps garden birds were more to Cloudpaw’s taste after all. But he would have to tell Cloudpaw
that Clan cats didn’t hunt in Twolegplace. StarClan had given them the forest to provide their food.

 

Cloudpaw jumped down to the other side of the fence. Fireheart quickly scrambled up the birch,
thankful that it was in full leaf as he sheltered behind its fluttering leaves. Below he could see
Cloudpaw trotting across the carefully clipped grass, his tail and chin high. 

 

A sense of foreboding flowed through Fireheart as Cloudpaw ran straight past a small gang of
starlings. The birds scattered upward in a flurry of wings, but Cloudpaw didn’t even turn his head.
Fireheart felt the blood begin to pound in his ears. If Cloudpaw hadn’t come to hunt garden birds,
what was he doing here? 

 



Then he froze with horror as he watched Cloudpaw sit down outside the Twoleg nest and let out a
shrill, pitiful wail. Fireheart held his breath as the Twoleg door opened. He longed for Cloudpaw to
turn and run away, but part of him knew that the apprentice had no intention of leaving. He leaned
forward on his branch, willing the Twoleg to shout and chase Cloudpaw away. Forest cats were not
usually welcomed in Twolegplace. But this Twoleg bent down and stroked Cloudpaw, who stretched
up to press his head against its hand as the Twoleg murmured something to him. By the Twoleg’s
tone, it was clear they had greeted each other like this before.

 

Disappointment as bitter as mouse bile pulsed through Fireheart’s body as Cloudpaw trotted happily
through the door and vanished into the Twoleg nest.
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Spotted silver and patched white suckled at the black-furred belly of the tortoiseshell queen.
Finchflight racked his gaze over her round figure. It’d been so long since Dawncloud had been in the
nursery- since he’d last seen a pretty, young she-cat pregnant or nursing. He’d missed the sight, and
how it made his stomach tight with warmth. There was something about watching his kin- his
grandkits- suckle at the belly of such a beautiful, soft-furred queen that really pleased him.

 

Stretching his limbs of the old, persistent ache (the cold only made it worse, but he could distract
himself chasing this warmth), he settled down beside the black and orange patched queen. Ignoring
the glare she sent his way, he told her, politely, “You’re a very pretty she-cat, you know that?”

 

He expected her to squeak and get all shy and bashful, but, instead, the black fur along her back
bristled. Her lips curled back as she snarled, “I already told you- I don’t like being called a she-cat!”

 

Mildly annoyed and exasperated at the strange insistence, but also intrigued by the challenge this she-
cat would be to get her to like him, Finchflight questioned, “Well, what else could you be?” You make
milk, he mused the obvious. You birth kits. You smell nice. How delirious must you be to ignore that?

 

The tortoiseshell she-cat’s whiskers twitched. “I’m just a cat,” she snapped irritatedly. “And that’s the
way I like it. I don’t care if I’m he or she or they , just stop calling me a she-cat and a queen .”

 

We’re all cats, Finchflight thought. It doesn’t work how she thinks it does. The Twolegplace really
makes a cat naive, huh? Well, I can fix that.

 



But, instead of pressing the issue, Finchflight asked, “How old are you?”

 

The she-cat’s expression only seemed to sour further. “Fifty-six moons,” she replied dryly, with a bite
to her voice. She shifted, and Finchflight gazed down at the kits as they shifted with her, Fangkit
letting out a loud mewl. Her belly was round and pink and young .

 

Finchflight’s whiskers twitched, glancing back up at the queen and catching her eyes. “You can’t be
no more than ten moons,” he meowed. “Perhaps younger? Eight moons?” he said optimistically, eying
her. Senior apprentices, around ten to twelve moons or older, often were full grown, save their teeth,
but this she-cat looked small. She lacked any kit fluff, awkwardly growing limbs, or underdeveloped
muscle of a young apprentice, though, meaning she must be full grown, unfortunately. Still, she was
small, and round, and Finchflight liked that.

 

Her fur bristled, her gaze turned away, and her jaw stayed clamped shut. Finchflight frowned,
displeased. The attitude wasn’t endearing, at all. But he could look past that. She wouldn’t be so rude,
anyway, once she got to know him, and realized he wasn’t this ‘bad cat’ she’d built him up as in her
head. He was always kind and loving to his mates.

 

“What was your name, again?” he questioned, trying to recall it. He wasn’t sure anyone had spoken it
since they’d taken her from Twolegplace, except maybe Blackfoot, who had made the queen a nice,
soft nest and kept hunting for her.

 

For a moment, he thought the she-cat wouldn’t respond, her head turned rudely away from him. But,
then, in a clipped tone, she answered, “Bubbles.”

 

Bubbles, he repeated inwardly. What a silly name. “What a pretty name,” he purred, letting his throat
rasp with the sound. Dawncloud had liked the rasp to his purr. Copperleaf’s purr wasn’t raspy, he
grumbled. It was too smooth. Just like how he swept Dawncloud off her paws with lies .

 

Dawncloud was of the past, though. Just another fling, though he had thought she might be the one,
since she had bore him kits that actually survived and didn’t come out all weird and messed up. Her
body was strong- delicate, of course, but strong enough to give him four lovely kits.

 

Applefur wasn’t strong, he thought, with a twinge of sadness in his chest as he remembered his dead
daughter’s bloody, lifeless body. What an awful fate to befall my beautiful daughter. He didn’t want to
think about his loss any longer, though. Instead, he thought about Bubbles. Better to focus on the
present, and the future. 



 

I suppose Bubbles’s isn’t strong enough to bare my kits either, he thought, a bit saddened. She lost two
litters already. But it’s not like I have much option. He glanced around at his campmates. Toms were
not his style, and the idea of it made his insides squirm. And Tangleburr was practically a tom, with
all her muscle. It was disgusting to look at. She-cats should be pretty and small, not big.

 

He’d have to settle with her nursing his grandkits. For now.

 

As he opened his mouth to speak, he was cut off by a growl. His head swiveled to stare at Tigerclaw
as the ex-ThunderClan deputy stomped through their measly camp. Muscle rippled underneath his
ragged black-striped brown fur, and hot anger blazed in his amber gaze. Finchflight found his full
attention on the charismatic tom, wondering what got him upset. He saw his clanmates do the same,
Blackfoot and Brownclaw watching him just as intently as Finchflight.

 

“We can’t stay in these conditions,” Tigerclaw growled to them, raising his head high and gazing
across each of the ShadowClan outcasts. “We’re rotting away like rogues. This is no way for warriors
to live!”

 

Finchflight’s claws twitched, the words resonating in his chest. The moss beneath his belly was old
and shriveled, unpleasant and messy to lay on. It was cold, without any bramble, thistle, or bracken
walls to protect him, or the warmth of his denmates around him. There was no fresh-kill pile for him
to pick from- instead, he had to hunt for himself.

 

(The only reason he never retired to the elders’ den, where he would be entitled to fresh-kill first
without ever having to lift a paw, despite being the same age as Brackenfoot and Brightflower, was
because warriors could take warriors as mates, but an elder taking a warrior as a mate? It got a little
more side-eyed. Besides, he wasn’t that old, anyway. His bones ached when it was cold, but his fangs
were just as sharp as ever.)

 

“Where else could we go?” Mogli meowed. “We’ve lived okay here. Better than in Twolegplace.” He
traded a glance with Snag, who nodded.

 

“We’ve barely lived here,” Tigerclaw snarled. “Prey is scarce. Our territory is small. The weather’s
only getting colder, and we have nothing to protect ourselves from leaf-bare when it hits. Are you all
content with letting those who wronged us go free? Without ever reclaiming ShadowClan’s territory,
as it’s true, loyal warriors?”

 



“Of course not!” Blackfoot meowed, aghast, yellow eyes wide. He stood with his tail and head high.
“I want nothing more than to return to my home. I want to live amongst my clanmates again. My
family.” He bowed his head. “But they will never let us return. We supported our leader, as good
warriors should, but they hated Brokenstar.”

 

“They’re liars and hypocrites,” Finchflight growled bitterly. “They all supported Brokenstar’s rule,
too. They never went against it until the very end, when ThunderClan invaded our camp. They were
cowards, and let ThunderClan boss us around. They cast us out from our camp!” He lashed his tail,
taking comfort in Bubbles’s presence beside him, even as she scooted not-all-that-subtly away from
him.

 

He’d flay Copperleaf and his friends when he saw them again.

 

“Cowards they may be,” Tigerclaw meowed, anger strangely vanishing into a coolness. “They are
your clanmates. Your fellow warriors. Brokenstar is dead; any conflict you have should be over. We
have a nursing queen and kits to take care of.” He flicked his tail towards Bubbles, who looked away
with a scowl. “They cannot ignore the warrior code.”

 

“Yes,” Stumpytail said eagerly, looking a touch relieved. “They’ll have to let us back home!”

 

“They’ll appreciate new blood, too,” Tangleburr added. “Despite everything, ShadowClan has always
aimed to get stronger and bigger. It’s in our nature.”

 

“We’ll hunt for them too,” Blackfoot suggested. “They’ll see we’re still clanmates.”

 

I don’t want to be clanmates with Copperleaf again, Finchflight thought sourly. Or Cinderfur, or
Ashheart, or any of those cats. Unlike his campmates, he held no fondness for his former clanmates.
The cats he had grown up alongside were dead, or sad old elders. The younger generations were
foolish and naive. He’d lost his mate, and his kits. What did ShadowClan have left for him?

 

Yet, he couldn’t entirely say he didn’t want to be in ShadowClan’s territory anymore. He may hate the
cats, but it was his home. I am a true ShadowClan warrior, Finchflight thought. The younger cats
should see me as a role model.

 

“Then let us go,” Tigerclaw rumbled, and Finchflight felt sure of this decision now. We can reclaim
ShadowClan. Restore it to its glory! “We’ll wait for a ShadowClan patrol.”



 

“I’ll go hunt,” Blackfoot meowed quickly, scrambling away. “They’ll be more accepting if we offer
prey.” Tigerclaw nodded to him. The rest of the gathered cats got to their paws, save for Bubbles.
Finchflight glanced down at her.

 

“You’re coming with,” he told her.

 

“The kits are nursing,” Bubbles replied snippingly, with a curl to her lip. Her fangs were cute,
Finchflight thought. Tiny and pearly-white. “Wouldn’t want to disturb them.”

 

Finchflight narrowed his eyes. The kits looked still at her belly, without their paws kneading and
mouth suckling. Only the slightest rise of their sides indicated their breathing. “They can nurse when
we get into ShadowClan-”

 

He cut off as Tigerclaw padded forward, dipping his head to Bubbles. “We will wait until you think
the kits are ready to go,” he rumbled. Then he raised his head, amber gaze searching Bubbles’s, but
she would not meet his gaze. “I misspoke earlier,” Tigerclaw meowed, and Finchflight frowned. “I
meant to call you a nursing cat. My mistake.”

 

Bubbles head snapped around, orange eyes wide in surprise. Finchflight felt a sharp bubble of
jealousy rise inside his chest, and he cast a frowning glare at Tigerclaw. He didn’t like that the
muscular tabby tom had managed to pull a reaction like that from Bubbles.

 

She’s mine, Finchflight thought possessively. Back off.

 

But Bubbles then narrowed her eyes suspiciously at Tigerclaw. “Thank you,” she meowed, but it was
dry and the words flat yet a biting sharp. Back to her disrespectful attitude. Finchflight’s tail twitched,
though, and he glanced at Tigerclaw. He was able to get her to react. He was able to get her to say
thank you , albeit glumly. Truly, Tigerclaw was an excellent cat, and a great leader. Though he was
many seasons Tigerclaw’s senior, he knew he could learn from the charming ex-deputy.

 

“We will wait until they say the kits are okay to go,” Tigerclaw told the ShadowClan warriors and
rogues. Finchflight didn’t miss the emphasis on they . Tigerclaw was playing into the delusional she-
cat’s fantasies, and at first it irked Finchflight, but now, he wondered if Tigerclaw was doing it on
purpose, to get Bubbles to trust him.

 



“Are they eating okay?” Brownclaw stepped forward, then stepped back, staring intently at the kits at
Bubbles’s belly. He’d been doing that a lot, Finchflight had noticed. He worried and whined over the
kits, but never approached, and stared at Bubbles like she’d grown two heads.

 

Bubbles’s tail tip twitched. “How would I know,” she grumbled under her breath. Finchflight’s ears
twitched. He and Tigerclaw were the only ones close enough to hear her, though he saw Brownclaw
strain his ears. “All my kits died.”

 

Finchflight moved closer, feeling Bubbles stiffen as he pressed against her. “I understand your loss,”
he murmured sweetly into her ear. “I lost my daughter too-”

 

“I never wanted my kits,” she hissed, glaring at him, her voice rising. “The first were born dead- they
didn’t even have fur. Just blood-red skin. That’s what happens when kittens have kits.” There was a
silence, mostly startled, from the cats around them. Mogli, Snag, and Stumpytail exchanged almost
horrified, worried glances. Tangleburr stared blankly, while Tigerclaw, strangely, looked
uncomfortable, and maybe a bit angry, if the twitch of a snarl on his lips meant anything.

 

Blossomtail couldn’t breath out of his left nostril when he was born, Finchflight recalled,
remembering how he’d only learned of it from overhearing Copperleaf ramble worriedly to his
friends. Runningnose said it was because he didn’t actually have the nostril there, or whatever. But
that’s just ridiculous. He breathes just fine now… Doesn’t he? Finchflight couldn’t recall. He wasn’t
sure he could even remember what kind of scars his kits had since their apprenticehood. But,
regardless, he knew Blossomtail was a strong warrior now, and had never had difficulties, so any
possible deformity didn’t matter.

 

Bubbles was just trying to scare them. Queens had kits young all the time. Nothing went horribly
wrong. A kit died here and there, but that was normal. The mothers died, too, Finchflight knew
personally. But that was just life.

 

Abruptly, Bubbles stood up, taking her warmth and soft pelt with her. Fangkit and Aspenkit began
their loud, startled wailing, flailing around in an attempt to find their mother. She glared at
Finchflight, then meowed to Tigerclaw, “They’re ready to go. Let’s see this clan of darkness.”

 

“ShadowClan,” Finchflight corrected, irritated once more, as he stood up. Bubbles walked away from
the kits, making Finchflight’s fur prickle, but he leaned down and snatched Aspenkit up by her scruff.
Brownclaw darted over and did the same for Fangkit. Brownclaw raised his head high, as though
proud of the little lump of fur in his maw. Finchflight rolled his eyes at the young tom’s pointless
enthusiasm.

 



Once we reach ShadowClan, Finchflight thought sourly. He’ll never get a chance to be a father.
Copperleaf will make sure of that. The light ginger tom was persistent and stubborn and utterly
annoying.

 

Finchflight ignored the wringling of the kit in his grasp, padding behind Bubbles, who tramped
gloomily behind Tigerclaw, her head low and her tail lashing slowly. Mogli slipped up to Finchflight’s
side, giving him a respectful nod, to which Finchflight just grunted. Brownclaw trotted at the back of
the group while Tangleburr, Stumpytail, and Snag flared out around them. Soon, Blackfoot came
bounding from the forest, a toad hanging from his mouth.

 

It wasn’t long before ShadowClan’s scent markers reached his nostrils. Tigerclaw signaled with his
tail for them to all wait, and Finchflight settled down onto his rump, groaning as he stretched out his
legs. He dropped Aspenkit, ears twitching as the kit squealed. For a moment, he thought of silencing
the orange and black-spotted white she-kit, then, he realized her shrill squeaking would bring
ShadowClan to them sooner.

 

Finchflight’s ears pricked as he heard rustling. At first, it was just the wind, but then, after a
particularly loud shriek from Aspenkit, he heard pawsteps, and then familiar scents clogged his nose.
He heaved himself onto his paws, watching as his old clanmates burst from the muddy undergrowth.

 

The brown tabby pelt of Deerfoot, the splotched brown and dark cream pelt of Rowanberry, and the
mottled tortoiseshell pelt of Fernshade were easily recognizable to him. His gaze caught on
Fernshade. The sister of Blackfoot and Flintfang, and the mother of Badgerfang. Once, she was a
young and beautiful she-cat. She was still slender, and elegant, but pregnancy and stress had ruined
her body, leaving her with a flab on her belly, uneven whiskers, and a few patches of ungroomed fur.

 

Finchflight had been her mate, once, briefly, before he grew bored of her, and another she-cat caught
his eye, and he let Wolfstep have her instead.

 

The other two- Deerfoot and Rowanberry- Finchflight could care less about. Deerfoot had been
Lizardstripe’s kit. He’d liked Lizardstripe; she was sensible, though her sharp tongue and irritable
attitude had gotten on his own nerves from time to time. But she’d hated her kits, and Finchflight had
to agree- her kits were annoying, both when they had been young, and when they had grown. Well,
save Brokenstar, but even Finchflight could admit his former leader had once been an annoying,
whiny kit. He’d quickly grown into something formidable and powerful, even as an apprentice,
though.

 

And Rowanberry? Finchflight had found her ugly ever since she was a kit. She’d only gotten uglier
the older she got. At the very least, she wasn’t as hideous as her sister, Yellowfang. He had never been



more glad than when Brokenstar had chased that foul she-cat out of their clan. Having her as a
medicine cat had been horrible; too judgemental, and not pretty enough to look at. And she reeked!

 

One good thing about ThunderClan was that, at least , their medicine cat was nice-looking.

 

“What are you doing here?” Fernshade growled, her green eyes raking over the gathered warriors. Her
eyes landed suspiciously on Tigerclaw. “With a ThunderClan cat? And rogues? ” she hissed, tail
lashing at the sight of Snag and Mogli. Finchflight would have shared her anger, once. Kittypets and
rogues had always been bad news for ShadowClan.

 

Tigerclaw dipped his head courteously to the ShadowClan warriors. “We seek refuge,” he rumbled,
and Finchflight’s pelt prickled. They didn’t seek refuge . They could survive just fine on their own,
kits or no kits. ShadowClan should be begging to have such strong warriors back. “I have been living
with your former clanmates, as well as Bubbles, Mogli and Snag.” He nodded to the three cats, whose
studded collars seemed more obvious and threatening now.

 

“Refuge?” Deerfoot growled, guttural and low in his throat. “Like we’d give you refuge! Brokenstar
left ShadowClan in shambles, and you followed him!”

 

“You act like you didn’t!” Finchflight snapped, leaping forward with his black and white fur bristling.
“You say Brokenstar was evil to send cats to battle young, to force away the elders. But I ask you this:
did it not make ShadowClan stronger? Were we not the most powerful clan in the forest, able to chase
out an entire clan on our own? Brokenstar gave us glory, and now you call him scum! Just because
ThunderClan shoved its nose where it didn’t belong!”

 

“We stole ThunderClan’s kits!” Fernshade pointed out, incredulous. “How was it not their business?”

 

“Those kits would have become great ShadowClan warriors! We were doing them a favor! Haven’t
you heard the whispers from RiverClan at Gatherings? Of how awful ThunderClan treats their kits?”

 

“ThunderClan has had a plentiful bound of kits, so many litters,” Fernshade growled. Grief suddenly
coated her eyes, misty. “Meanwhile, where are our kits? Dead. That’s where. Where they have five
kits, we have two, and then one dies, while all theirs live. That doesn’t sound like a clan that hurts
their young.”

 



“But their cats won’t stop leaving their clan,” Rowanberry murmured, her eyes locked on Tigerclaw.
“First Thistlestar, then his kits, and now Tigerclaw? A respectable deputy? I think we should question
why ThunderClan’s cats lack loyalty.”

 

“Copperleaf’s perfectly loyal!” Fernshade huffed. Finchflight’s blood boiled at the mention of the
tom. “And he’s never said one ill word about ThunderClan either. I’d believe him over RiverClan’s
gossip and Thistlestar’s sob story.”

 

“He’s never said anything about ThunderClan,” Rowanberry meowed. “Sometimes I forget he was
ever even a ThunderClan cat. It’s like he doesn’t want to think about his life there.”

 

“Do you forget your sister was outcast from ShadowClan, and refused to come back when we asked?”
Fernshade argued. “It doesn’t seem as though ThunderClan treats her badly.”

 

“Probably because they wanted a medicine cat that never broke the code,” Tangleburr murmured.

 

Fernshade’s back fur rose, but Blackfoot darted forward, dropping the frog at Fernshade’s feet. “Let’s
not argue,” he meowed. “Living outside of ShadowClan has been the worst days of my life.” His eyes
were round and honest, though his voice rough, as he stared at his sister. “Please, take us to meet
Nightstar.”

 

Fernshade hesitated, but Deerfoot cast a dark look at Tigerclaw and then the rogues. “With rogues and
a ThunderClan cat who probably got exiled or left the clan for who knows what reason?” Deerfoot
growled. “Have we all forgotten what happened to RiverClan when they took in an exiled ‘claw?”

 

“I have no ambition to rule ShadowClan,” Tigerclaw rumbled. Finchflight admired the composure the
great tabby kept. “I simply want safety for the cats who have humbly let me live and hunt with and for
them.”

 

“Please,” Brownclaw suddenly croaked out, stepping forward with Fangkit still dangling in his
mouth. Rowanberry, Fernshade, and Deerfoot’s eyes snapped to the kit as though seeing it for the first
time. “My kits are hungry and cold. I- I don’t want them to die.” His voice wobbled.

 

Finchflight watched as fierce sympathy and harsh hatred warred inside Fernshade’s eyes. She stared at
the helplessly dangling tabby she-kit. Then, her gaze flickered to Blackfoot, and she seemed to break
further at her brother’s openly hurt frown.



 

She sighed, tail lashing briefly. “Alright,” she acquiesced. “For the sake of the kits, we will bring you
to Nightstar.” Then, her eyes hardened, and she hissed, “But try anything and you’ll have all of
ShadowClan upon you.” Did she think they were there to kill Nightstar? How ridiculous. And yet, it
was an idea…

 

He glanced at Tigerclaw and Blackfoot, but neither of them seemed particularly murder-y, as
Blackfoot picked back up his frog and started after his sister. Finchflight circled back and grabbed
Aspenkit, then trotted alongside Bubbles, who trudged her feet through the mud and glared at him.

 

“I haven’t seen many patrols recently,” Finchflight caught Snag’s murmur behind him, and he angled
his ears to listen.

 

“Yeah,” Mogli agreed quietly. “Their scent has been fading, and I’ve hunted without seeing a whiff of
them.”

 

Finchflight listened idly to the rogues talk, distracted as the familiar marshy forest of ShadowClan
began to give way to the even more familiar arching bramble walls of camp. His heart pressed against
his chest at the familiarity. He hadn’t even realized how much he missed it.

 

Cat scents flooded his nose of his old campmates. Some of them smelt a little unfamiliar- not
completely so, but older, changed. Kits that had grown. His kits, he remembered suddenly. That was
right- Blossomtail, Swampfur, and Oakfur were his kits as well, and they were full warriors of
ShadowClan.

 

A thrill of anticipation had his body feeling young again, a pep to his step so to speak, as he ducked
through the entrance of ShadowClan, his fur brushing against the bramble and old bracken. The soft
dusk light illuminated the camp, and Finchflight watched as the cats sharing tongues in the rising
moonlight abruptly stopped. The first to leap to their paws were Russetfur and- for a moment the cat
was unfamiliar, and then- Oakfur . His own son! He looked much older. Bulkier.

 

Russetfur curled her lips, yowling out a warning that alerted every cat who hadn’t been already.
Warriors that had gone to sleep already shoved their way out of the warriors’ den, fur bristling. A few
apprentices peered from the apprentices’ den, eyes wide and ears pricked.

 

“Finchflight?” Oakfur murmured, surprised, gaze locking onto him immediately. Finchflight felt
happy that his son acknowledged him first. Oakfur liked him, from what Finchflight remembered. He



sometimes, like Applefur, had snuck away from Copperleaf’s watchful gaze to hunt or share prey with
Finchflight. He’d never had as much spunk as his sister, but there was a rash attitude that showed
itself from time to time. Finchflight was sure that, if he hadn’t been cast out from ShadowClan, he
could have gotten Oakfur away from Copperleaf, and had him all to himself. Oakfur could have been
a son he was proud of.

 

Maybe he still could be.

 

“Brokenstar’s followers!” screamed a terrified yet very raspy voice. From the medicine cat den, a
young brown tabby she-cat stared with a puffed up tail. Her sides looked skinnier than a WindClan
cats, and her eyes were rimmed with red. The sickness Finchflight could smell rolling from the
medicine cat den in waves immediately disgusted him.

 

A black and ginger tabby she-cat pushed her way next to the apprentice. Newtspeck, Finchflight
recognized, but barely so. She was just as skinny and boney as the unknown apprentice! Her
unusually dull yellow eyes flickered over the former ShadowClan warriors, landing on Brownclaw.
Her gaze lit up, just the slightest. “Brownpaw?” she murmured.

 

Brownclaw met Newtspeck’s gaze. Finchflight watched his eyes widened, and his pelt twitch. He
dropped Fangkit to his paws. “Brown claw ,” he corrected, but there was no usual heat or pride to it.
He seemed mesmerized by the sight of his mother.

 

“Is that Tigerclaw?” a whisper rippled through the gathering clancats.

 

“Are those rogues?” growled another.

 

“Rogues joined with them to fight Brokentail,” said another voice, and this time Finchflight
pinpointed who. Sitting daintily with her tail curled over her paws, beside young Littlecloud and
Badgerfang, was Swampfur, his other daughter. She had a very pretty orange and white pattern on her
fur, but the dark purpled-brown scar dragging across her throat ruined the picture of a perfect she-cat.
The nick in her ear was appealing, though.

 

And then, beside Badgerfang, who was similarly wounded, was Blossomtail, his son. The pure white
tom, whose body was sleek and limber and lacking the broadness of a strong tomcat, especially
compared to the towering fluff and bulk of Badgerfang, had his fangs bared, glaring at all of the
outcasts. When his glare landed on Finchflight in particular, Finchflight caught an audible hiss filling
the air.



 

Finchflight couldn’t focus on his kits, though, for he caught on the hunched form of Littlecloud. His
eyes seemed hollow, his nose caked with yellow-brown snot, and his hip bones jutted harshly out
from his sides. He breathed with an open mouth.

 

Finchflight’s lips curled in disgust. Why did they let him out of the medicine cat den like that?! He
should be shoved back into the furthest crevice, and left to starve! Finchflight knew it was a harsh
thought, and of course he would never actually advocate for something as coldhearted as that. But
sickness like that would not have been allowed to persist under Brokenstar’s rule! Littlecloud would
have been cast out of camp to fend for himself, until he was healthy enough to return (if he returned at
all).

 

It was completely mouse-brained to let sickness fester like this. Look at the state of Newtspeck and
the apprentice! And the stench in the air- it was obvious disease had a hold of ShadowClan.

 

“Fetch Nightstar,” Fernshade told Russetfur, who nodded and bounded up to the leader’s den. How
had the leader not already been alerted by the commotion? Hisses and snarls- but confused yet
friendly mews as well- littered the camp, everyone tense.

 

Finchflight raked his gaze across camp. Soon, he found what he was looking for. Wide, amber eyes
met his. How delectable her round eyes were, filled with shocked horror. It sent a thrill through his
body, that he still had some effect on the young she-cat. Though he missed her timid love and shy
looks, this felt just as exhilarating.

 

Her body was still so beautiful. The curve of her back, the perkiness of her ears, the brown-pink of
her cute little nose. The groomed gleam of her fur that was not quite short but not quite long, like it
was stuck in an eternal state of kitten fluff. She was small and short, still, too. Her belly wasn’t as
round anymore, flattened out and lacking any hanging pouch from birth. But that didn’t matter (it was
the sight of it growing bigger and rounder, after all, that really pleased him). He hadn’t realized just
how much of her beauty he had forgotten.

 

Something hardened in her cute face, fur bristling along her shoulders, though there was a tremble in
her tail that she couldn’t hide, and it nearly made Finchflight purr at her attempt at looking strong.

 

She was just his cute little submissive and shy mate, all his, and he’d make her realize that again.

 



But, then- oh then, and how could he have ever forgotten?- the ferns at the entrance of the nursery
rattled, and out came thundering the thick-striped ginger head of Copperleaf . 

 

Copperleaf, Copperleaf, Copperleaf .

 

He bounded over to Finchflight’s mate’s side, brushing against her, and she sunk into his side,
practically becoming one with him, and it filled Finchflight with anger . He remembered, then, why
he didn’t really want to return to ShadowClan all that much. He’d have to deal with Copperleaf.
Stupid, possessive, ThunderClan-y Copperleaf, who kept Dawncloud glued to his side like she was
another limb of his.

 

Dawncloud’s new, unworthy mate. Not her true mate. Not a mate who cared and loved for her so
deeply as Finchflight. Dawncloud was perfect! He just knew, looking at her, that she would always be
the kind of cute he liked. The kind of submissiveness he liked.

 

Never once, ever, had Dawncloud fought him. She let him do whatever he wanted.

 

Copperleaf was the one who shoved his ugly head into places it shouldn’t be, business that wasn’t his,
a relationship that had nothing to do with him that he ran all the way from ThunderClan to, like he
was obsessed with Dawncloud, or just with pissing off Finchflight.

 

Finchflight didn’t even give Copperleaf the satisfaction of meeting his gaze. Instead, Finchflight
tightened his grip on Aspenkit, who let out a shrill mewl, and whipped his head around to watch as
Nightstar came forth, approaching Tigerclaw and Blackfoot warily. Russetfur pressed against his side,
supporting the tom, which left Finchflight aghast- the clan must be so infected, Russetfur didn’t even
care that she was touching someone so sickly. Nightstar was younger than Finchflight, and yet he
looked seasons older. If Littlecloud had looked boney, then Nightstar was a skeleton.

 

Finchflight stepped back, lip curling. This was what had become of ShadowClan since Brokenstar had
been exiled? Where was their power, their glory?

 

Cinderfur, the deputy, came slinking from the medicine cat den past Newtspeck and the young tabby.
His eyes blinked rapidly as though chasing off sleep, and he looked dazed as he stared at Tigerclaw
and Blackfoot. He glanced back at Copperleaf, who blinked reassuringly at his friend (which had
Finchflight growling in displeasure). Then, Cinderfur stumbled to Nightstar’s side. Finchflight
couldn’t tell if he looked better or worse than Nightstar. A little more energetic, perhaps, thanks to his
younger age, but still so…



 

Disgusting.

 

“Blackfoot,” Cinderfur questioned, voice oozing with sickness. His short gray fur was matted. “Why
have you returned, with strangers?” His gaze flicked to the three non-clancats. Feeling a little
vindictive, knowing Copperleaf and Dawncloud’s stares were all on him, Finchflight moved back a
step to press against Bubbles’s side. She looked uncomfortable, and he was providing comfort, though
he didn’t particularly care if she was uncomfortable or not. She would get used to being a good little
queen soon enough.

 

You can’t have every cute she-cat, Copperleaf, Finchflight thought, still not sparing Copperleaf a
glance.

 

“And kits?” whispered a voice from the crowd- Tallpoppy. She had come from the nursery, her large,
swollen belly swaying (Finchflight’s stomach did a little flip), and plopped down beside Dawncloud.
Finchflight saw their tails briefly intertwine. Right, they were friends. Finchflight had thought
Tallpoppy a little too annoying when she was an apprentice. He wondered who had knocked her up.

 

Copperleaf? he wished. Then maybe Dawncloud would feel all betrayed that her perfect little warrior
had gotten with another she-cat, and she’d come running back to him.

 

Blackfoot’s face gaped with horror as he stared out at his clanmates. He placed his frog at his feet. It
seemed a pitiful offering now.

 

“What has happened?” Blackfoot questioned. Finchflight knew, just from the stench, what had
happened. Some mouse-brain had gotten rat sickness, from the rats in carrionplace, and then instead
of throwing the cat out of camp, they let it infect every cat. “I knew something was wrong, but not
this!”

 

Nightstar’s tail twitched. “ShadowClan’s business is none of your concern,” he rasped. He looked
short of breath, but, then, Nightstar had always been short of breath, ever since he was a kit. Pitiful,
really. And StarClan had chosen this fool to lead mighty ShadowClan?

 

“We’re ShadowClan too,” Stumpytail mewed vindictively. He glared at Cinderfur, his brother, but
there was also a shadow of fear and worry across his face now. “Like it or not, we were born and
raised ShadowClan, and we chose to follow Brokenstar because he was ShadowClan’s leader. His
word is law.”



 

“ Was law,” Cinderfur corrected with a growl. But it didn’t seem at all threatening. There was no
lashing tail, bristling neck fur, or exposed fangs. Just weariness and exhaustion.

 

“He’s not ShadowClan,” pointed out Russetfur, glaring at Tigerclaw. “Why is he here? We don’t want
ThunderClan’s drama.”

 

Finally, Finchflight glanced properly at Copperleaf, as he thought, Too late for that, isn’t it? He had
expected Copperleaf to be glaring at him, snarling even, but the tom wasn’t even looking at him! His
gaze was glancing between Nightstar, Cinderfur, Tigerclaw, and Blackfoot, and then, briefly,
Brownclaw and Fangkit, a confused furrow. His gaze scanned all of all the outcasts, really,
conveniently brushing over Finchflight and lingering on Bubbles beside him before moving on. His
frown only deepened, and he exchanged a worried glance with Dawncloud. It was like he was
searching for something. But what?

 

Tigerclaw raised his head unfretfully. “I take no drama with me. I am no longer with ThunderClan.
Now, I am loyal to these cats, and the camaraderie they have shown me. And… if you allow me to, I
would be willing to extend such loyalty to ShadowClan.” He bowed his head, eyes glimmering.

 

“ThunderClan really can’t keep their cats loyal,” murmured one warrior to another.

 

“Something was off with Bluestar at the last Gathering, too,” someone else said. There were many
whispers all around, and Finchflight couldn’t pinpoint who all spoke.

 

Another added, “ThunderClan is weird.”

 

“Well, they harbor murderers, what do you expect?”

 

“If their deputy left, then something must really be wrong. Thistlestar was a respectable and strong
warrior too, you know. About to be deputy himself, before his exile.”

 

“You heard how they treat their kits, right?”

 



Nightstar raised his tail, and after a staggered moment, the camp fell silent. Nightstar’s gaze turned
from Tigerclaw to Blackfoot. “Blackfoot?”

 

“Please,” the former deputy began. “I did not know ShadowClan was-... suffering, like this. I- we can
help. We can hunt for prey.” He nudged his paw against the frog. “Let us hunt for you, and- and
gather herbs.”

 

“In return for my kits’ safety!” Brownclaw quickly interjected, stepping forward. His words were
muffled, but he dropped Fangkit to his paws and kept her firmly tucked there.

 

Suddenly, Copperleaf started forward, coming to Nightstar and Cinderfur’s side, but keeping a tail-
length distance from the sick cats. “ Your kits?” Copperleaf questioned, wide-eyed.

 

Brownclaw puffed out his chest, proudly. He put a paw on Fangkit’s tiny head, who mewled fiercely.
“Yep,” he said haughtily. “Fangkit, and Aspenkit,” he nodded to the kit hanging from Finchflight’s
jaws. “They’re mine .”

 

For a moment, Copperleaf and the rest of the clan looked flabbergasted. Then, Copperleaf narrowed
his eyes, gaze flickering through the assorted ShadowClan-rogue group. His fur seemed to rise, not in
an angry way, but in an almost-panicked way. “And…” Copperleaf meowed, and Finchflight took
great pleasure in how his voice seemed to wobble as he continued, “is she their mother?” His green
gaze was on Bubbles, who was hunched beside Finchflight, her body tense and slitted eyes nervous,
flicking through all of the ShadowClan cats like they might suddenly attack her.

 

(And, to be fair, they might. Or at least, Finchflight’s old ShadowClan would have. This Copperleaf-
infested , Nightstar-led ShadowClan had lost their glory and power.)

 

Brownclaw deflated a bit at that, his head turning to the side so he wasn’t quite looking at Copperleaf
and Dawncloud. “Oh, no,” he said, voice taut. “Applefur was.”

 

Dawncloud stepped forward, away from the protection of Tallpoppy, her eyes wide and face horrified.
“ Was? ” she echoed, voice small in that way Finchflight loved. “Where is she? Is she okay?” In her
rising panic, Dawncloud whipped her head around to glare sharply at Finchflight, her lips curling and
showing off her white fangs. Her fur puffed out, startling Finchflight, as, now, she seemed the size of
an average cat, instead of the small, little apprentice he had always known her as.

 



Unsheathing her claws, fury deep in her amber eyes, Dawncloud roared, spit dribbling, “ What did
you do to her?! ”

 

Startled, Finchflight took a step back, staring at the cat before him. He had never heard his sweet little
Dawncloud so loud and furious . Indignant, he meowed, “ Me?! ” Dawncloud thought he did
something to their kit, his daughter! How much had Copperleaf brainwashed his poor little mate, that
he hardly recognized her and her unseen anger?

 

Finchflight blinked as a bulky brown body moved in front of him. Not directly so, but all attention
turned towards Tigerclaw as the mighty tom raised his head high. His dark amber eyes were
narrowed, perhaps annoyed, but he radiated confidence and firmness as he spoke, “Applefur died
giving birth to Brownclaw’s kits. It was a tragedy, and no cat’s fault. We mourn her loss greatly.”
Copperleaf frowned at Tigerclaw. Though there was grief misting his eyes, he appeared confused at
Tigerclaw’s words. It took Finchflight a moment to puzzle why; Tigerclaw was once Copperleaf’s
clanmate, in ThunderClan.

 

“Please,” Tigerclaw continued in a deep rumble that entranced the clancats, “let in our queen,” he
flicked his tail to Bubbles, “and kits into your camp, and we will hunt for you in return. We will be
safe from sickness in our own camp, while the kits will have the safety of the camp walls.”

 

Finchflight’s fur bristled, glancing wide-eyed at Tigerclaw. He thought they were all going to stay in
ShadowClan camp now! …But, looking around, at the sickness that had wrecked ShadowClan…
Finchflight realized why Tigerclaw had changed his mind. Finchflight would rather take the cold
nights than risk catching the rat sickness. It had claimed many elders and even strong warriors during
Finchflight’s time.

 

Nightstar hesitated, a frown on his face, a face that had a crusted nose and yellow goop on the edges
of his eyes. It was disgusting to look at, especially of a leader. But, of course, Copperleaf spoke for
him.

 

“We will take the kits, but you will never be allowed here!”

 

Hisses echoed from Tigerclaw’s group. “Says the ThunderClan kitty!” grumbled Tangleburr.

 

Tigerclaw, though, remained calm. “Does this cat speak for you?” he asked Nightstar.

 



Nightstar pressed his eyes shut. With the goop, Finchflight almost thought they would glue shut
forever. There was a moment of silence as all eyes were on the sickly leader. Then, he cracked his
eyes open and rasped, “We cannot condemn kits to die alone. Greenleaf’s warmth is ending. The kits
and their queen may stay in the nursery.”

 

“I’m not a queen,” Finchflight heard Bubbles grumble quietly under her breath. His ear twitched
irritatedly.

 

“And we would be grateful for your help,” Nightstar continued, and Finchflight watched as
ShadowClan cats’ pelts began to bristle. It was good to see that, even now, ShadowClan did not like
accepting help. That they still held some of their pride. “We need the extra paws to hunt for our own
kits.”

 

Tigerclaw dipped his head, rumbling out a courtesy “Thank you,” but he was drowned out by the
yowls of protest that erupted from Nightstar’s acceptance.

 

“We can’t let them back into the clan!” Flintfang snarled. “After what they did?! They supported
Brokentail.” He glared at Blackfoot, his own brother, in particular. “Brokentail’s deputy! You let kits
be apprenticed too early! It cost kits’ their lives. It nearly cost Badgerfang his life! Our nephew!”

 

Blackfoot cringed away, guilt yet indignation in his gaze. But he didn’t have a chance to respond as
Ashheart, next to Tallpoppy, yowled, “They chose to leave us!”

 

“They have rogues amongst them!” added Wolfstep, Fernshade’s mate. “I say they’re no better than
them!”

 

“They’re our clanmates!” meowed Rowanberry, and Finchflight felt relieved that someone supported
them. “We can’t abandon them. They made a mistake- but haven’t we all?”

 

“They chose to support Brokentail!” repeated Flintfang, as though he, once, had never supported
Brokenstar and be in awe of him. Have they no other arguments? Finchflight thought. How pathetic.

 

“Silence!” Nightstar roared over the clamor. “My word is law, and my decision is final! We will take
in the kits to our nursery. The rest will hunt for us and be allowed on our territory, but they will not be
a part of ShadowClan. That is our equal exchange.” He dipped his head to Tigerclaw. “Thank you.”



 

Tigerclaw didn’t nod or purr. He simply stared steely ahead and said, “Of course.”

Chapter End Notes

FireAlder: I think we all know what's coming. *takes out the pedo stick* DIE! *whacks
finchflight* DIE *whacks* DIE *whacks*

Lolling: also, if there's any confusion for Bubbles; yes, he is the same Bubbles that was in the
"Rescue w/ BloodClan" arc, the kit of Pebbles and Ferris, sibling to Opal and Rocket. he was
born w/ female parts, but identifies as non-binary/gender-neutral, is okay with he/she/they
pronouns but not gendered terms (ex.: she-cat, tomcat, molly, queen - this is partially due to
trauma, but not entirely so). Cats are sexually mature as soon as 4 moons, and Bubbles was
pregnant w/ first litter then, but miscarried ("blood-red skin"). Second litter was not miscarried
but the kits died very early on. Bubbles also was forced to nurse kits since she was producing
milk, but she only nursed those kits for a short while (they were old enough to be weaned), and
the experience, as you can see, was VERY traumatized/de-humanizing/disgusting for them and
now they despise anything to do w/ pregnancy/kits/nursing, but they're also stuck in a cycle of
"this is all I'm good for" which is why they don't fight this situation more :(

She is eleven moons old rn, almost twelve, escaped breeders' den at 3.5 moons, pregnant at 4
moons, miscarried at 5 moons, forced to nursed kits at 5 moons, free of any kits at 6 moons, then
pregnant again at 8 moons, gave birth recently at 10 moons, kits were dead before they hit a
moon, and now she's eleven going on twelve. so. not a fun life for her :,)

(by contrast, and not to try and minimalize their own traumatizing experiences, Spottedpaw was
preggo at 10 moons, birthed FIVE kits at 12, which was not fun but a lil more safer for her body
cause she was, physically, older. Dawnpaw was preggo at 5 moons, birthed four kits at 7 moons,
and said kits were relatively healthy, but the experiencing was much more taxing on her body,
and, as some may know, young cat mothers often don't grow larger bcus their body is using the
nutrients for their kits, which is why Dawncloud is still "so small" as Finchflight just loves to
describe her. ick.)



Cloudy Storms Bring the Night

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Cloudpaw shook out his bright white fur, purring at the feeling of his full belly. He peeked around the
Twoleg’s garden before trotting into it, and leaping onto the fence, landing heavily. He twitched his
whiskers as he inhaled the sweet scent of the garden flowers.

 

He’d been getting a bite to eat from these Twolegs for a bit, whenever he was able to scoot away from
Fireheart’s keen eyes - which, lately, had been much easier to do.

 

Cliffpaw had initially been the one to catch him in the Twoleg nest, and had freaked out, angrily
meowing that Twolegs had run Cinderpelt and Cricketheart over - how did he think he could trust
them?!

 

Luckily, Lizardpaw had been able to calm her down once she was let in on Cloudpaw’s little secret.
His sister had given him an admonishing look though, and had warned him that eventually the clan
was going to find out - after all, everything comes out eventually.

 

And, unfortunately, his sisters were right. Their friends Fernpaw and Elderpaw had then found out,
but Cloudpaw’s luck must’ve been great that day because they too agreed to keep his secret - as long
as he didn’t slack off from his duties.

 

Which…Cloudpaw winced. He kinda had been doing…

 

Plus he did just give Fireheart the slip when he was trying to train him…

 

Cloudpaw shook out his fur before leaping down.

 

“Hey, you!” the white tom’s pelt fluffed up as he spun around, hackles raised, and stared at the
newcomers. One was a blue-gray she-cat with a raindrop-shaped marking on her forehead, and a
skinny yellow tom was beside her. Both wore collars, but, strangely, they had teeth studded into them.
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A smaller tortoiseshell she-cat (also with that weird collar), who looked to be older than him, was the
one to call out.

 

“Yes…?” Cloudpaw warily replied, blue eyes narrowed. The tortoiseshell glanced at her companions,
then at Cloudpaw.

 

“You look just like that Oliver kitty we helped out a while ago,” Cloudpaw pricked his ears. Oliver?
They knew his dad?

 

“That’s probably because he’s my father…” the white tom replied. The tortoiseshell gasped, eyes
wide, before excitedly meowing at him to wait and dashed off.

 

Cloudpaw gazed awkwardly at the other two cats. “So…where did she go?”

 

The she-cat (whom Cloudpaw assumed was the one in charge), just narrowed her eyes at him, but the
yellow tom muttered, “Gremlin’s probably gone to get Scourge’s new favorites.”

 

Cloudpaw blinked. Scourge…he’d heard that name before! Fireheart and Creekflower have talked
about him. He led a group of rogues - who had teeth on their collars!

 

Should he run? Fireheart had warned him that BloodClan may have helped them out once, but it was
done very reluctantly, and with a lot of threats.

 

Also, why did Gremlin run off to go get Scourge’s ‘favorites,’ as the yellow tom said? What did they
have to do with him?

 

“Tess! Ricky! I’m back!” Gremlin came running back onto the scene, fur spiked with happiness. She
then whipped around to Cloudpaw, and excitedly meowed, “You’re one of Creekflower’s kits, aren’t
you? Fireheart’s nephew?” Cloudpaw blinked curiously at her, and nodded.

 

“Yeah, why?”

 



Gremlin looked to be bouncing in her paws as she turned around and called out, “Come on guys! I
told you!”

 

Out from behind a cluster of boxes, another tortoiseshell appeared - a tom this time. Perhaps
Gremlin’s sibling? They looked alike.

 

Then out padded a couple more cats - both of whom looked to be Cloudpaw’s age. A dark brown
tabby she-cat with a white muzzle and paws had her eyes narrowed onto him. She bore the collar of
BloodClan, with a couple (were those dog teeth?) teeth inserted into the yellow band. The tom beside
her was white, like Cloudpaw, but he had a dark gray muzzle and paws - but shared the blue eyes
Cloudpaw had. This tom had a collar as well - in dark blue, but no teeth in it, and stared cooly at
Cloudpaw.

 

“This is Scraps,” Gremlin mewed, waving her tail at the tortoiseshell tom. “My brother. And these
two are Night and Storm - they’re Creekflower’s kits too!” Cloudpaw whipped his head between
Gremlin and his (apparently) long-lost littermates, stunned. His mother had been so sad when she told
him and his sisters that they had three other siblings - Nightkit, Stormkit, and Oatkit. But they had
been lost during the rescue ThunderClan and BloodClan had united on, then presumed dead after
moons of searching.

 

But Nightkit and Stormkit - Night and Storm now - were here. Alive.

 

Did Oliver know? How would Cloudpaw be able to tell Creekflower that two of his lost siblings were
alive - and in BloodClan - without revealing what he’d been doing? His mother would be so
disappointed in him.

 

Or maybe she’d understand, he thought, heart beating as he stared at his new siblings. She snuck off to
meet Oliver all the time in Twolegplace. Still does.

 

“So, you’re Cloudkit,” Night meowed, yellow eyes still narrowed onto her brother. “I’m not
impressed.”

 

Cloudpaw felt his fur prickle with embarrassment and a little anger. “I’m Cloud paw now. I’m an
apprentice of ThunderClan!” he proudly meowed.

 



“Doesn’t seem like that’s anything to be proud of,” Night curled her lip. “If how soft you look is
anything to go by. From Gremlin and Scraps’s stories, I expected these forest warriors to look more
impressive than you do.”

 

Cloudpaw felt that small bit of anger flare up. So what if he was plumper than his ThunderClan kin?
She still had no right to call his clan weak!

 

“Some of us may not look like much,” he meowed hotly. “But we fight for survival! That’s what
makes us warriors, and not flea-bitten rogues .”

 

Night hissed at that, and the two other cats - Tess and Ricky if Cloudpaw recalled correctly - echoed
it, but Storm placed a paw in front of his sister, angling his ears. She growled, rolling her eyes, but
settled back down onto her haunches, glaring at Cloudpaw - who glared right back at her.

 

“If you’re a warrior,” Storm meowed calmly, eying the remains of kibble dust on his white chin.
“Then how come you’ve been eating kittypet food? I thought warriors rejected that kind of life.”
Cloudpaw’s ear flattened, and he defensively meowed;

 

“I’m not a kittypet! I just eat their food! I don’t let Twolegs pick me up.” Although I do let them pet
me - but that was besides the point! “I still train and hunt with Fireheart for ThunderClan - besides,” a
stroke of inspiration hit him, “if I eat kittypet food, then there’s more prey for my clan. Less chance of
the elders or queens going without food then.”

 

Storm tilted his head. “It’s greenleaf…”

 

“Yeah?”

 

“So shouldn’t your clan have enough prey to eat?”

 

Cloudpaw awkwardly glanced away from his brother at that. Storm had him there.

 

“I’m still not a kittypet,” Cloudpaw firmly meowed. “I’m a warrior in training. I love our father, but I
could never be happy living his life. The forest is in my blood.” Even with the annoying gossip of his



family being cursed, but that was ridiculous! Curses exist as much as StarClan did, which was not at
all . Just some nursery tale.

 

“Our father…” Storm meowed - was that a bit of wistfulness in his gaze? “His name’s Oliver, right?”

 

“Yep!” Gremlin hastily interjected from where she and the other BloodClan cats had been watching
the back-and-forth of the siblings. “You know…” Gremlin shared a mischievous look with Scraps.
“We could escort you three to him if you would like!”

 

Night huffed, but one glance at Storm’s interested expression made her sigh. “Fine! Let’s go meet
him!”

 

Cloudpaw eyed his sister. I prefer Lizardpaw and Cliffpaw… he chanced a look at Storm. But I
wouldn’t mind getting to know my brother - or well, one of the two.

 

(He secretly wondered where Oatkit was - did Night and Storm know? Maybe he could ask them
when they get to Oliver’s.)

 

Gremlin and Scraps scampered ahead, tail waving excitedly, as Night paused and nodded to Tess and
Ricky, who both looked bored. “You report back to Scourge on where we are - then I’ll explain all
this,” she gestured to Cloudpaw disdainfully, “to him later.”

 

Tess gave a nod, while Ricky wrinkled his nose, as though offended that a cat younger than him was
giving orders, but followed after the blue-gray she-cat.

 

Cloudpaw chased after the tortoiseshell littermates, with Storm and Night behind him. He did feel a
little uneasy being surrounded by the BloodClan cats, but he reassured himself it was okay. Storm,
while he appeared aggressive, seemed to be level-headed, like Fireheart. So he would be willing to
listen to reason if things went south.

 

Night on the other paw…he didn’t know how he would handle her. She seemed like a ‘I-do-what-I-
want’ type, and Cloudpaw could tell they would probably clash some more in the future - if they meet
again.

 



“Hey, Oliver!” Scraps called out as he jumped the fence in a single bound. Cloudpaw attempted to do
the same, but had to pull himself up with an “oomph!”. Night neatly leaped up to his side, an amused
and smug smirk on her face. Cloudpaw glowered at her as Storm landed next to them.

 

“Am I going to have to stand in between you two?” the white and dark gray tom asked, looking
exasperated. “You’ve known each other for, what, a couple of whisker twitches?” He shook his head
as Scraps purred.

 

“If we’re not careful we’re gonna have a crime scene here!” Night rolled her eyes at the tortoiseshell’s
remark, but let it fly.

 

Gremlin once again shouted Oliver’s name as they all jumped down into the garden, landing beside
the apple tree. A loud bark came from inside the nest, making Cloudpaw puff up his fur. Night sniffed
at his reaction, but thankfully didn’t say anything. Both her eyes were fixed on the flap in the nest as a
white-pelted cat pulled his way through.

 

“Oh, hullo Gremlin,” Oliver greeted the tortoiseshell with a smile. “And you’ve brought Scraps too!
And-” He stared at the sight of Cloudpaw. “Cloudpaw? You’re here too!” He purred as he trotted up
to his son, nuzzling his face. He stared curiously at Night and Storm. “And who are your friends?”

 

“Dad,” Cloudpaw meowed. “This is Night and Storm.” Oliver’s eyes wided, before they shot over to
the two, staring intently at them. Storm shuffled his paws, fur pricking slightly, while Night met
Oliver’s wide-eyed stare with an unamused look.

 

“Nightkit? Stormkit?” Oliver quietly asked. Night didn’t answer, but Storm gave a nod. “Oh, you’re
both alive! This is wonderful! How did you two get away?!”

 

Oliver ran up to his missing kits and nuzzled them, joy in his blue eyes. Night flattened her ears,
clearly hating the attention, but Storm shyly ducked his head.

 

“Scourge found them on the streets,” Scraps explained to the white tom. “Two little bundles of fur,
and brought them to a young she-cat who’d just lost her litter to nurse- her name was Bubbles.”

 

Storm nodded. “We weren’t with her long, but she took good care of us, and Scourge has been
keeping an eye on us as well - he particularly is impressed with Night.” The brown and white she-cat
tossed her head, looking proud.



 

“Claw’s been showing me the ins and outs of the city,” she boasted. “Scraps tags along with
sometimes too.”

 

“Meanwhile Storm and I run and poke around the town,” Gremlin purred.

 

Oliver let out a purr of his own, and Cloudpaw found himself leaning in to hear more about his
siblings’ time in BloodClan. He had his misgivings about the group, but he couldn’t deny that he was
curious.

 

He settled down onto his hunches, resting his chin on his paws, and eagerly listened to his new-found
brother and sister, completely forgetting to ask about Oatkit.

 

 

Fireheart stayed clinging to the slender branch of the birch long after the Twoleg door had shut. His
apprentice was being tempted back into the life that ThunderClan had rescued him from. Perhaps
Fireheart had been completely wrong about him after all. Lost in thought, he stirred only when the sun
began to dip behind the trees and sent a chill through his fur. He slid lightly down to the fence and
dropped onto the ground outside.

 

Fireheart padded back through the forest, blindly following his own scent trail back the way he had
come. Cloudpaw’s actions felt like a terrible betrayal, yet it was hard to be angry with him. Fireheart
had been so eager to prove to the Clan that his family were trustworthy, he hadn’t even considered
that Cloudpaw might prefer life with the Twolegs. 

 

Fireheart trekked onward, numb to the sights and scents of the forest, until he suddenly realized he
had come to Oliver’s fence. He stared at it in surprise. Had his paws brought him here on purpose? He
turned away, not yet ready to share his discovery with the white tom. Oliver, while he respected their
way of life and seemed curious about the clans, didn’t quite understand why cats would choose to live
in the forest over Twolegs. He may not get why Fireheart was so worried about Cloudpaw. 

 

With paws as heavy as stone, he started padding toward Tallpines and the camp.

 

“Fireheart!” the excited voice of a tom cried out behind him. Oliver!



 

Fireheart froze, his heart sinking, but he couldn’t walk away from his sister’s old mate, not now that
he had seen him. He turned back as Oliver leaped down from his fence. His white pelt rippled as he
bounded toward him.

 

“I haven’t seen you for ages!” he mewed, skidding to a halt. “If Cloudpaw hadn’t dropped by earlier, I
would’ve been worried! Is everything okay?”

 

“E-everything’s fine,” Fireheart stammered. He felt his voice tighten and his shoulders tense with the
effort of lying.

 

Oliver blinked gratefully, instantly trusting his words, and touched his nose to Fireheart’s in greeting.

 

“I’m glad,” the white tom purred. “I was beginning to worry since none of my kits have dropped by
for some time for a visit - until Cloudpaw today, however.” Fireheart couldn’t think of what to say,
and felt relieved when Oliver carried on chattering. “I suppose you, Cherryfur, and Willowpelt are
keeping them busy with their training,” she mewed. “Last time - well, before today - Cloudpaw
visited, and he told me you were really impressed with his progress. He said he was way ahead of the
other apprentices!” Oliver sounded delighted and his eyes shone with pride.

 

He wants Cloudpaw, Lizardpaw, and Cliffpaw to become great warriors as much as I do, thought
Fireheart. Guiltily he mumbled, “They all show great promise, Oliver. Cliffpaw’s training has been
transferred to Runningwind however. Willowpelt’s moved into the nursery.”

 

“Runningwind?” Oliver looked puzzled.

 

“He’s my kit-hood friend,” Fireheart explained. “Remember Feathercloud and Cricketheart? He’s
their father.”

 

“Oooh!” Oliver’s eyes widened. “Right! Is Cliffpaw doing well with him?” Fireheart felt himself
relax slightly as his exasperation with his best friend filled him once more.

 

“He’s a good teacher,” the red tom meowed. “But he would be better if he remembered to take
Cliffpaw with him on patrols.” Fireheart rolled his eyes. “Honestly, the number of times I’ve had to
tell him to remember to bring Cliffpaw…”



 

Oliver mrrowed a laugh. “I’m sure Cliffpaw gets a kick out of that!”

 

“There’s always a silver lining…” Fireheart sighed. “She has taken it upon herself to remind
Runningwind every five whisker-twitches so he doesn’t forget!”

 

The two toms shared a little laugh, before Oliver shook himself. “Oh, wait! The reason I stopped you!
I nearly forgot!” Fireheart tilted his head.

 

“What is it?”

 

“Could you get Creekflower? It’s really important!”

 

“I guess,” Fireheart meowed, a tad bewildered. “Wait in the bushes.” He nodded to the nearby cluster
of bushes before he ran back to camp.

 

 

Fireheart traveled the long way back to camp, letting the familiar greenness of the forest calm him. As
he emerged from the trees at the top of the ravine, Sandstorm’s voice surprised him.

 

“Hi!” She was climbing out of the ravine and must have smelled his scent. “How was training?
Where’s Cloudpaw?”

 

Fireheart looked at the she-cat’s sharp orange face. Her green eyes shone, and suddenly he knew that
he could confide in her. He glanced anxiously around. “Are you alone?”

 

Sandstorm stared back at him curiously. “Yes. I thought I’d do a bit of hunting before mealtime.”

 

Fireheart padded to the edge of the slope and stared down at the treetops that sheltered the camp
below. Sandstorm sat beside him. She didn’t speak, but pressed her flank to his sympathetically.
Fireheart knew that he could even walk away now and she wouldn’t ask any more questions.



 

“Sandstorm,” he began hesitantly.

 

“Yes?”

 

“Do you think Cloudpaw’s doing well?”

 

Sandstorm was silent for a few moments, and when she spoke, her words were careful and honest.
“When I looked at him today, lying outside his den, I thought he looked more like a kittypet than a
warrior. And then I remembered the day he caught his first prey. He was just a tiny kit, but he went
out into a blizzard to catch that vole. He looked so unafraid, so proud of what he had done.” She
narrowed her eyes with concern. “Has something happened to him?” 

 

“I saw him go into a Twoleg nest this afternoon,” Fireheart confessed flatly. “I think he’s been
allowing them to feed him for a while now.”

 

Sandstorm frowned. “Does he know you saw him?”

 

“No.”

 

“You should tell him,” advised Sandstorm. “Cloudpaw needs to decide where he belongs.”

 

“But what if he decides he wants a kittypet life?” Fireheart protested. Today had made him realize
how much he wanted Cloudpaw to stay in the Clan. Not just for his own sake, or to show the other
cats that his family was more than a curse, but for Cloudpaw’s sake too. He had so much to give to the
Clan, and would be repaid more than enough by their loyalty. Fireheart felt his heart begin to pound at
the thought of what Cloudpaw might be about to throw away.

 

“It’s his decision,” meowed Sandstorm gently.

 

“If only I’d been a better mentor-”

 



“It’s not your fault,” Sandstorm interrupted him. “You can’t change what’s in his heart.”

 

Fireheart shrugged hopelessly. “I feel like it is. Every apprentice I’ve trained has had something
happen to them. Cinderpelt’s leg was injured. Graystripe left for RiverClan. And now Cloudpaw…”
His green eyes glanced at his paws.

 

“Just talk to him,” urged Sandstorm, resting her chin on his shoulder. “Find out what he wants. Let
him decide for himself.” Her eyes were round with sympathy, but Fireheart still felt miserable. “Go
and find him,” she meowed. Fireheart nodded.

 

“I’ll talk to him,” he meowed, voice sounding defeated. “But I gotta get Creekflower. Oliver has news
for her.” Sandstorm nodded before she stood up and padded away into the trees.

 

With a heavy heart, he began his descent into camp, scanning the clearing for his sister. Creekflower
was beside Cherryfur, meowing quietly to each other, and Fireheart signaled with his tail to his tabby
sister. Creekflower meowed something real quick to Cherryfur, and the orange and white she-cat
laughed, before the brown tabby padded over to him.

 

“Fireheart? What is it?” she asked, scanning his expression. “Is something wrong?”

 

“Oliver wants to talk with you,” Fireheart quietly whispered. “He has something to tell you.”
Creekflower pricked her ears, curiosity lighting up her eyes.

 

“Lead the way.” Fireheart turned and quickly walked out of camp, his sister at his back.

 

“I left him by his nest, in some bushes,” Fireheart explained as they picked up the pace and sprinted
through the woods. “He seemed excited - so it must be good news.”

 

“We need some good news,” Creekflower sighed as they slowed down. They were nearing Oliver’s
nest.

 

“Oliver?” Fireheart called out. “We’re here.”

 



“Creekflower!” Oliver’s happy trill greeted them as he jumped out of the green bushes. “Guess what!
Guess what!” He sprinted over to them, tail waving in the air.

 

“What is it?” Creekflower asked, stepping forward to rub her muzzle against his.

 

“Our kits!” Oliver exclaimed. “Our kits are alive! Night and Storm!”

 

Fireheart felt his mouth drop open as Creekflower’s eyes widened with shock. Nightkit and Stormkit
were alive?!

 

“Where are they?” Creekflower breathed. “Are they okay? Are they happy?”

 

Oliver frantically nodded his head. “They’ve been taken in by BloodClan, and they did look happy
when Gremlin and Scraps brought them and Cloudpaw to me.”

 

Creekflower seemed to be staring into nothing, eyes still as wide as moons. Fireheart pressed his
muzzle against hers, and meowed, “I’ll leave you two to catch up.” With a nod to Oliver, Fireheart
padded away, mind spinning.

 

Could it be that Cloudpaw found two of his missing siblings, and wasn’t relying on Twolegs for food?
And had brought Nightkit and Stormkit to Oliver?

 

His pelt prickled. No. He knew deep down that Cloudpaw was taking food from Twolegs, and had
been for a while.

 

He headed for the training hollow in the hope that Cloudpaw would return to camp the same way he’d
left. He didn’t want to confront his apprentice like this; he was afraid of pushing Cloudpaw away for
good. But he also knew that Sandstorm was right.

 

Cloudpaw could not stay in ThunderClan and keep one paw in the life of a kittypet. After all, that life
had led to Creekflower getting kidnapped.

 



Fireheart sat in the hollow as the sun dropped behind the trees. The air was still warm even though
long shadows stretched across the sand. It would be time for the evening meal soon.

 

Fireheart began to wonder if Cloudpaw would return at all. Then he heard the rustle of bushes and the
padding of small paws and knew Cloudpaw was approaching even before he smelled his scent.

 

The apprentice trotted into the clearing with his tail high and his ears pricked. He was carrying a tiny
shrew in his jaws, which he dropped as soon as he saw Fireheart. “What are you doing here?”
Fireheart heard reproach in the young cat’s voice. “I told you I’d be back by mealtime. Don’t you trust
me?”

 

Fireheart shook his head. “No.”

 

Cloudpaw tipped his head to one side and looked hurt. “Well, I said I’d be back, and I am,” he
protested.

 

“I saw you,” Fireheart meowed simply.

 

“Saw me where?”

 

“I saw you go into that Twoleg nest.” He paused.

 

“So?”

 

Fireheart was shocked almost to speechlessness by Cloudpaw’s lack of concern. Didn’t he realize
what he’d done? “You were supposed to be hunting for the Clan,” he hissed, anger burning in his
belly.

 

“I did hunt,” answered Cloudpaw.

 

Fireheart looked scornfully at the shrew that Cloudpaw had dropped on the ground. “And how many
cats do you think that will feed?”



 

“Well, I won’t take anything for myself,” mewed Cloudpaw.

 

“Only because you’re stuffed with kittypet slop!” Fireheart spat. “Why did you come back at all?”

 

“Why wouldn’t I? I’m just visiting the Twolegs for food.” Cloudpaw sounded genuinely puzzled.
“What’s the problem?”

 

Seething with frustration, Fireheart growled, “The problem is you can’t live with a paw in two
worlds! We don’t depend on Twolegs for food - we hunt for our clan as well as ourselves.”

 

“Well, I’ve hunted!” Cloudpaw hissed back. “So you’re stuck with me!”

 

“I may be stuck with you as an apprentice, but I can keep you from becoming a warrior!” threatened
Fireheart.

 

Cloudpaw’s eyes widened in surprise. “You wouldn’t! You couldn’t! I’m going to become such a
great fighter that you won’t be able to stop me.” He glared defiantly at Fireheart.

 

“How many times do I have to tell you, there’s more to being a warrior than hunting and fighting. You
have to know what you’re hunting and fighting for!” Fireheart fought back the fury that rose in his
chest.

 

“I know what I’m fighting for. The same as you- survival!”

 

Fireheart stared at Cloudpaw in disbelief. “I fight for the Clan, not myself,” he growled.

 

Cloudpaw gazed steadily back at him. “Okay,” he mewed. “I’ll fight for the Clan, if that’s what it
takes to become a warrior. It’s all the same in the end.”

 

Fireheart felt like clawing some sense into the mouse-brained young cat, but he took a deep breath
and meowed as calmly as he could, “You can’t live with a paw in two worlds, Cloudpaw. You’re



going to have to decide. You must choose whether you want to live by the warrior code as a Clan cat,
or whether you want the life of a kittypet.” 

 

Cloudpaw looked taken aback. “Why must I choose? I like my life the way it is, and I’m not going to
change it just to make you feel better!”

 

“It’s not just to make me feel better,” Fireheart spat. “It’s for the good of the Clan! The life of a
kittypet goes against everything in the warrior code.” He watched incredulously as Cloudpaw ignored
him and picked up his shrew, then marched past him toward the camp. Fireheart took a long breath,
resisting the urge to chase Cloudpaw out of ThunderClan territory once and for all. 

 

Let him decide for himself. He repeated Sandstorm’s words under his breath as he followed his
apprentice back to the camp. After all, he told himself desperately, Cloudpaw wasn’t doing any harm
by eating kittypet food. He just hoped none of the other cats found out.

 

As they neared the gorse tunnel, Fireheart heard the clatter of dirt cascading down the ravine. He
stopped and waited, hoping it was Sandstorm returning from her hunt, but a warm scent on the early
evening air told him it was Cinderpelt - with Lizardpaw trailing after her. 

 

The small gray cat jumped awkwardly down from the last rock. Her jaws were full of herbs and she
was limping heavily. Lizardpaw carefully followed after her, with clumps of herbs in her mouth as
well. She casted a concerned look at her friend as Fireheart came up to them.

 

“Are you okay?” Fireheart asked.

 

Cinderpelt dropped the herbs. “I’m fine, honestly,” she puffed. “My leg is playing up, that’s all, and it
took me longer than I thought to find the herbs.”

 

“You should tell Spottedleaf or Yellowfang,” Fireheart meowed. “They wouldn’t want you overdoing
it.”

 

“No!” mewed Cinderpelt, shaking her head.

 



“Okay, okay,” Fireheart agreed, surprised by the strength of her refusal. “At least let me carry these
herbs for you.”

 

Cinderpelt blinked gratefully at him. “May StarClan banish all the fleas from your nest,” she purred,
her eyes twinkling. Lizardpaw purred a laugh as Cinderpelt went on, “I didn’t mean to snap. It’s just
that they are both very busy. Willowpelt began her kitting this afternoon.”

 

Fireheart felt a flicker of anxiety. The last kitting he had seen had been Silverstream’s. “Is she okay?”

 

Cinderpelt glanced away. “I don’t know,” she mumbled. “I offered to collect herbs instead of
helping.” A shadow crossed her face. “I...I didn’t want to be there....” Fireheart’s niece shot a
reassuring look at his old apprentice.

 

Fireheart guessed that she too was thinking of Silverstream. “Come on then,” he meowed. “The
sooner we find out how she’s doing, the sooner we can stop worrying.” He quickened his pace.

 

“Hold on!” winced Cinderpelt, limping after him. “You’ll be the first to know if I make a miraculous
recovery. But for now you’ll have to slow down!”

 

As they entered the camp Fireheart knew instantly that Willowpelt’s kitting had been a success. One-
Eye and Dappletail were padding away from the nursery, their eyes soft with affection and their purrs
audible even from this side of the clearing.

 

Sandstorm came dashing over to greet them with the good news. “Willowpelt had two she-cats and a
tom!” she announced.

 

“How’s Willowpelt?” asked Cinderpelt anxiously.

 

“She’s fine,” Sandstorm assured her. “She’s feeding them already.”

 

Cinderpelt broke into a loud purr. “I must go and see,” she mewed, and hobbled toward the nursery
after waving her tail at Lizardpaw, who bundled all her and Cinderpelt’s herbs together.

 



Fireheart spat out his mouthful of herbs, pushed them towards Lizardpaw, and looked around.
“Where’s Cloudpaw?”

 

Sandstorm narrowed her eyes mischievously. “When Darkstripe saw what a measly catch he’d
brought back, he sent him off to clean out the elders’ bedding.”

 

“Good,” Fireheart meowed. For all his and Darkstripe’s animosity right now, there was no doubt in
his mind that his once-friend was an excellent mentor, and had been to Longtail, Dustpelt, and now
Fernpaw.

 

“Did you speak to Cloudpaw?” asked Sandstorm, her tone turning more serious. Lizardpaw glanced
up at the two warriors, and Fireheart found it curious how her eyes flicked around, never landing on
something - as if she was trying to avoid eye contact.

 

“Yes.” Fireheart’s happiness at Willowpelt’s kitting disappeared like dew under the midday sun as he
thought of his apprentice’s indifference. He nodded for Lizardpaw to deliver her herbs to the medicine
den, and the brown tabby gratefully dashed off. That only made Fireheart ever more suspicious.

 

“Well?” prompted Sandstorm. “What did he say?”

 

“I don’t think he even realizes he’s done anything wrong,” Fireheart meowed bleakly.

 

To his surprise, Sandstorm didn’t seem troubled. “He’s young,” she reminded Fireheart. “Don’t be too
upset. Keep remembering his first catch, and that you share the same blood.” She gave him a gentle
lick on the cheek. “With any luck it’ll show in Cloudpaw one day.”

 

Dustpelt trotted up and interrupted them, his eyes glinting with barely disguised scorn. “You must be
proud of your apprentice,” he jeered. “Darkstripe tells me he made the smallest catch of the day.”
Fireheart flinched as the warrior added, “You’re obviously a great mentor.”

 

“Go away, Dustpelt,” spat Sandstorm. “There’s no need to be spiteful. It doesn’t impress anyone, you
know.”

 



Fireheart was surprised to see Dustpelt recoil as if Sandstorm had taken a swipe at him. The warrior
turned and hurried away, heading over to Lynxpaw, and flashing a resentful look at Fireheart over his
shoulder.

 

“That’s a neat trick,” Fireheart meowed, impressed by Sandstorm’s ferocity. “You’ll have to teach me
how you do it!”

 

“I’m afraid it wouldn’t work for you.” Sandstorm sighed, staring ruefully after Dustpelt. “Never mind.
I’ll apologize later. Why don’t we go and see the new kits?” She led the way to the nursery, where
Bluestar was just squeezing out of the entrance. The old leader’s face was relaxed and her eyes were
shining. 

 

As Sandstorm slipped inside, she declared triumphantly, “More warriors for ThunderClan!”

 

Fireheart purred. “We’ll have more warriors than any Clan!” he meowed.

 

The leader’s eyes clouded, and Fireheart felt a chill of unease spread across his fur. “Let’s just hope
we can trust our new warriors better than our old,” Bluestar growled darkly.

 

“Are you coming?” Sandstorm called to him from the warm shadows of the nursery. Fireheart
shrugged off his fears about Bluestar and pushed his way inside.

 

Willowpelt lay in a nest made of soft moss. Three kits squirmed in the curl of her body, still damp and
blind as they kneaded their mother’s belly.

 

Fireheart saw a new softness enter Sandstorm’s expression. She leaned forward and breathed in the
warm, milky scent of each kit in turn while Willowpelt looked on, her eyes sleepy but content.

 

“They’re great,” Fireheart whispered. It was good to see kits again, but he couldn’t help feeling a
thorn-sharp stab of sorrow. The last newborn kits he’d seen had been Silverstream’s, and Fireheart’s
mind flew instantly to Graystripe. He wondered how his old apprentice was- whether he was still
grieving, or whether his new life in RiverClan with his kits had helped to ease his sadness.

 



Fireheart felt his tail bristle as he picked up the scent of Tigerclaw’s son. He turned to see where he
was, swallowing the distrust that rose like bile in his throat, and firmly forcing himself to flatten his
fur. Behind him, Goldenflower was curled in her nest, her eyes closed and the kits sleeping soundly at
her side. The dark tabby kit looked as innocent as any of his nursery Clanmates.

 

Fireheart hoped he would be able to help the little tom - and get rid of that lingering feeling of distrust
from the kit’s father.

 

 

Fireheart awoke early the next day. Thoughts of Graystripe lay heavy at the edge of his mind like rain
clouds. Talking to Sandstorm had helped, but he longed to know what some of his old friends would
say. Fireheart lay in his nest for a few moments before he made up his mind: He would go to the river
today to see if he could find his old apprentice. If not, he’d hunt down Runningwind and spend the
day hunting and training with his best friend.

 

He slipped out of the den and gave himself a long, satisfying stretch. The sun was only just showing
on the horizon, and there was a powdery softness in the early morning sky. Dustpelt was sitting in the
middle of the clearing talking with Fernpaw. Fireheart wondered grimly what the brown warrior
wanted to share with Darkstripe’s gentle apprentice. Was Dustpelt poisoning her mind with malicious
gossip? But Dustpelt’s fur lay smoothly on his broad shoulders, and Fireheart detected none of the
usual arrogance in his tone, even though he couldn’t hear what he was saying. In fact the warrior was
talking to Fernpaw in a voice as soft as a wood pigeon.

 

Still…something about this made his fur prickle uneasily.

 

Fireheart approached the pair. When Dustpelt saw him coming, his eyes hardened.

 

“Dustpelt,” Fireheart greeted him, “will you take the sunhigh patrol?”

 

Fernpaw’s eyes sparkled with excitement. “Can I go too?”

 

“I don’t know,” Fireheart admitted. “I haven’t spoken with Darkstripe about your progress yet.”

 

“Darkstripe says she’s doing well,” meowed Dustpelt.



 

“Then perhaps you could speak to him about it,” Fireheart suggested. He didn’t want to provoke a
scornful response, but this could be a chance to smooth out some of the hostility Dustpelt usually
showed toward him. “But take Ashpaw and another warrior too.”

 

“Don’t worry,” Dustpelt assured him. His eyes were filled with uncharacteristic concern. “I’ll make
sure Fernpaw’s safe.”

 

“Er...good,” meowed Fireheart, staring curiously at Dustpelt. He couldn’t believe that he’d had a
whole conversation with Dustpelt without the warrior uttering a single barbed jibe. He glanced at
Fernpaw. Maybe that was the reason why - Fireheart’s thoughts skidded to a halt.

 

Did Dustpelt… like Fernpaw? But she was an apprentice, and he a warrior…

 

(Frankly, they weren’t too far apart in age, but still! Fernpaw had only recently been made an
apprentice! There was still kit fluff in her ears. Dustpelt shouldn’t be padding after her!)

 

(Fireheart wondered if this is what Spottedleaf and Thistlestar looked like…)

 

Wait. Did Dustpelt know his affection for Fernpaw was looking hauntingly like Thistlestar’s?

 

He had to ask. To warn him. 

 

And to keep Fernpaw safe.

 

“Fernpaw,” Fireheart meowed. “Go check in with Darkstripe about the patrol, would you?” The gray
speckled she-cat meowed an acknowledgement and padded off to find her mentor. Fireheart rested his
tail on Dustpelt’s back as the brown tom stood to leave. “Wait, Dustpelt, I need to talk to you.”

 

Dustpelt narrowed his eyes at him. “What about?” he roughly asked.

 

“Fernpaw.” Fireheart meowed. “You need to stop padding after her.” The brown tom’s fur spiked up.



 

“What are you talking about?!” he hissed quietly, like he was embarrassed.

 

“I’m not an idiot!” Fireheart impatiently meowed. “I can tell you like her - but that’s the problem.
She’s an apprentice - a new one! And you’re a warrior. It’s basically what my father did to my
mother!”

 

Dustpelt froze at that. “I-I’m not Thistlestar!” he harshly objected. “I’m not a traitor!”

 

Fireheart closed his eyes. “Dustpelt, he wasn’t exiled for being a traitor. He was thrown out for mating
with my mother when she was an apprentice! For manipulating her into a relationship!” He fixed the
younger tom with a look. “And I couldn’t help but notice certain similarities between them and your
interest in Fernpaw.”

 

“I’m not moons older than her!” Dustpelt argued, his lips curling in disgust.

 

“Look,” Fireheart sighed. “I’m not accusing you of being the next Thistlestar. In fact, I’m talking to
you about this because I know you aren’t him! We may not like each other, but I don’t want to see you
end up like him.”

 

“But I’m not like him!” the brown warrior growled. “Are you insane? Thistlestar is a traitor and a
KIT-lover - Fernpaw is an apprentice!”

 

“A newly made apprentice.” Fireheart pointed out. “She’s barely more than a kit! Don’t you
remember being that young? And warriors can’t be mates with apprentices either. It’s not right.
Apprentices need to focus on their training - not on a mate. They have the rest of their life to decide
on that.”

 

Dustpelt stared at Fireheart, hesitating on his response. Guilt was welling up in his amber eyes, but he
defensively meowed, “But Fernpaw and I aren’t that far apart in age. I was still an apprentice when
she was born. Thistlestar was a senior warrior when your mother was born! That was why it was
wrong!”

 

Fireheart blinked slowly, tilting his head as he thought. He remembered how Runningwind - then
Runningpaw - had had a crush on Redtail, and the tortoiseshell tom had eventually taken an interest in



Runningwind when he was a senior apprentice, and soon after a warrior. That relationship had been
okay. They had never been anything like Thistlestar was to Spottedleaf. Redtail was friendly with
Runningwind as a kit and young apprentice, but never had any romantic interest in Fireheart’s friend
until he was practically a warrior. Redtail and Runningwind had loved and respected one another - not
manipulated and gaslit each other.

 

“Yes, you are right that you and Fernpaw aren’t far apart in age,” Fireheart agreed. “Maybe one day
you’ll be mates, as warriors. But that’s not the problem I’m seeing. It’s that she has just stopped being
a kit. Did you look at her like that when she was still a kit in the nursery?”

 

Dustpelt looked aghast, and stuttered out, “N-no! Never! I was just - during training one day - I was
just watching her and Ashpaw train, a-and I thought she was cute, and strong, and smart. Is that so
wrong?”

 

Fireheart frowned. “I guess I don’t know if that’s wrong - but I just think it’s wrong to pad after her
like you are when she’s only a newly-made apprentice.” He leaned forward towards Dustpelt, staring
intently at the other warrior. “You’re a young warrior, Dustpelt. You’ve learned and grown already -
but now you need to give Fernpaw the chance to do the same. She needs to focus on her training,
without having to worry about an older tom padding after her.”

 

Dustpelt frowned at that, glancing down at her paws. “Al…alright,” he agreed. “I’ll keep my crush to
myself.” He shot a look at Fireheart, something the deputy couldn’t quite decipher, but the brown tom
meowed, “You’re right - she needs to be an apprentice first and foremost.”

 

Fireheart nodded, feeling slightly relieved this confrontation had gone relatively smoothly. He felt like
a bundle of nerves, uncertain if he was saying- or even thinking - the right thing. “You better go find
Darkstripe about that patrol now.” He met Dustpelt’s eyes as the tom started to pad away. “And
Dustpelt?” The tom paused. “Thank you.” Dustpelt flicked an ear, then padded away.

 

 

Once he was out of the ravine, Fireheart raced toward Sunningrocks. The ground was so dry that his
paws threw up small clouds of dust where they pounded over the forest floor. When he reached the
great stone slabs, he noticed that the plants growing between the cracks had shriveled and died, and it
dawned on him with a shock that it had been almost two moons since it had rained.

 

He skirted the bottom edge of the rocks and headed for the scent markers at the edge of RiverClan
territory. The forest thinned out and sloped down to the river here. The air was filled with birdsong
and the whispering of wind-stirred leaves, and in the background Fireheart could hear the steady lap



of water. He stopped and sniffed the air. There was no scent of Graystripe. If he was going to see his
friend, Fireheart would have to venture into RiverClan territory. 

 

Determination made him more willing than usual to take the risk. Their dawn patrol would be out, but
with any luck they would be patrolling the other borders now.

 

Fireheart crept cautiously across the scentline and pushed his way through the ferns to the edge of the
water, feeling exposed and vulnerable. There was still no sign of Graystripe. Did he dare cross the
river and try his luck deeper in RiverClan territory? It would be easy enough- the water was shallow
now, so he could wade most of the way, apart from the deep channel in the middle, where the current
was slow enough to swim without too much difficulty. After all, he’d grown more used to water than
most ThunderClan cats during the terrible floods of newleaf.

 

An unexpected scent drifting into his half-open mouth made Fireheart stiffen in surprise. It was the
stench of ShadowClan! What were ShadowClan cats doing so far from home? The whole of
ThunderClan’s territory lay between their land and the river.

 

Alarmed, Fireheart backed into the ferns. He inhaled deeply, trying to pinpoint where the smell came
from. With a sickening feeling, he recognized more than the scent of ShadowClan. There was a rancid
tang of illness to it that he had smelled recently, and it was coming from farther upriver.

 

Fireheart began to creep slowly through the ferns, their browning tips whispering against his fur. He
could see the gnarled trunk of an ancient oak tree ahead of him, just inside the ThunderClan border.
Its twisted roots stuck out of the forest floor, the earth under which they had once been buried long
since eroded by wind and rain. Now there was a space underneath, a small cave walled by roots.
Fireheart sniffed again.

 

The smell was definitely coming from there, tainted by the unmistakable stench of sickness. Fear and
the desire to protect his Clan made Fireheart instinctively unsheathe his claws. Whatever foulness was
in that cave must be driven out of ThunderClan territory. Swallowing the bile that rose in his throat,
Fireheart raced from the ferns. He arched his back and stood threateningly in the mouth of the root
cave, ready for a fight. But he was met by a heavy silence, broken with shallow, rasping breaths.

 

He stared into the gloom, his hackles raised. As his eyes grew accustomed to the dim light, he blinked
in surprise. The last time he’d seen these cats, they’d been disappearing under the Thunderpath, back
to their own territory. It was the two ShadowClan warriors who had sought help from ThunderClan-
Littlecloud and Whitethroat.

 



“Why have you come back?” Fireheart spat. “Go home, before you infect every Clan in the forest!”
He drew back his lips, baring his teeth, when a familiar voice sounded behind him.

 

“Fireheart, stop! Leave them alone!”
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Oh No, Catnapping Must Run In The Family!

Chapter by LollingCat

“Cinderpelt! What are you doing here?” Fireheart spun around to face the medicine cat. “Did you
know about this?”

 

A pile of herbs lay between Cinderpelt’s paws. She lifted her chin defiantly. “They needed my help.
There was nothing for them in their camp but sickness.”

 

“So they came straight back!” Fireheart glared at her angrily. “Where did you find them?”

 

“Near Sunningrocks,” a new voice quietly answered. Fireheart stared as the shape of his niece crept
out of the bushes, another herb pile at her paws. “We smelled their sickness when Cherryfur had me
help Cinderpelt collect herbs yesterday.”

 

“They were looking for a safe place to hide,” explained Cinderpelt.

 

“And you brought them here.” Fireheart snorted. “They probably only came back onto our land
because they knew you’d take pity on them.” Cinderpelt’s concern for the ShadowClan cats had been
obvious when they were in the ThunderClan camp. “Did you think you could treat them without any
cat finding out?” Fireheart demanded. He couldn’t believe that Cinderpelt and Lizardpaw had exposed
themselves- and the rest of the Clan- to such a risk.

 

Lizardpaw ducked her head, but Cinderpelt met his eyes, undaunted. “Don’t pretend you’re really
angry with us. You felt just as sorry for them,” she reminded him. “You couldn’t have turned them
away a second time either!”

 

Fireheart could see that she believed she had done the right thing, and he had to admit the truth in her
words- he couldn’t deny he felt sorry for the sick cats, and had felt uncomfortable with Bluestar’s lack
of compassion. “Do Spottedleaf and Yellowfang know?” he asked, his anger fading.

 

“Yellowfang? No, I don’t think so,” answered Cinderpelt. “Spottedleaf found out, but she gave us
permission to care for them.”
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“How sick are they?”

 

“They’re starting to recover,” Lizardpaw meowed, a proud note in her mew.

 

“I still smell sickness,” Fireheart meowed suspiciously.

 

“Well, they’re not completely cured yet,” Cinderpelt shrugged. “But they will be.”

 

Littlecloud’s voice rasped from the shadows behind him. “We’re getting better, thanks to Cinderpelt
and Lizardpaw.”

 

Fireheart could hear that Littlecloud’s voice was already stronger than it had been in the ThunderClan
camp, and the young warrior’s eyes shone brightly in the gloom. “They do sound better,” he admitted,
turning back to the young medicine cat and his niece. “How did you do it? Yellowfang seemed to
think this sickness was deadly.”

 

“We must have found the right combination of herbs and berries,” Cinderpelt replied happily. 

 

Fireheart noticed Cindepelt spoke with a confidence he’d not heard in her for a while, and he
recognized the spirit of the lively, strong-willed apprentice he had once trained.

 

Lizardpaw excitedly nodded her head in agreement with her friend.

 

“We knew it came from a rat, so we asked Littlecloud and Whitethroat if they knew any herbs that
worked the best against rats. They didn’t know, but we discussed the symptoms and the usual cures
for them. And we decided on using ginger root to help settle their stomach, catmint for the fever and
cough, and spearmint to help reduce the effects of dehydration!” Lizardpaw purred happily.

 

“Well done!” he meowed. He thought instinctively of how Bluestar would relish the news that
ThunderClan cats might have found a cure for ShadowClan’s strange sickness. But then he
remembered that Bluestar was not the leader she had once been. It wouldn’t be safe to tell her that
Cinderpelt had been hiding ShadowClan cats in ThunderClan territory. Her judgment had been
clouded by her obsession with the threat of attack.

 



Fireheart realized that as long as the ShadowClan cats remained here, they were in danger. He was
afraid Bluestar would order them to be killed at once if she found out they were still on ThunderClan
territory. “I’m sorry, you two.” He shook his head. “These cats must leave. It’s not safe for them
here.”

 

Cinderpelt flicked her tail in frustration. “They’re too ill to return to their own camp yet. I might be
able to heal them, but I’m no good as a hunter. They haven’t eaten properly for days.”

 

“And I’ve been busy collecting enough herbs for them to take back to ShadowClan to begin healing
their clanmates,” Lizardpaw’s ears drooped.

 

“I’ll catch them something now,” Fireheart offered. “It should give them enough strength to travel
home.”

 

“But what about when we get back?” Whitethroat rasped from the shadows.

 

Fireheart couldn’t answer that, but he couldn’t risk their sickness finding its way into the
ThunderClan camp. What if a ShadowClan patrol came into ThunderClan territory looking for their
missing warriors? “I’ll feed you; then you must go,” he repeated.

 

Littlecloud’s voice was hoarse and high-pitched as he pushed himself to a sitting position, his paws
scrabbling on the hard earth. “Please don’t send us back! Nightstar is so weak. It’s as if the sickness
takes a new life from him each day. Most of the Clan thinks he’s going to die.”

 

Fireheart frowned. “Surely he has plenty of lives left.”

 

“You haven’t seen how ill he is!” cried Whitethroat. “The Clan is scared. There’s no cat ready to take
his place.”

 

“What about Cinderfur, your deputy?” asked Fireheart. The two ShadowClan cats looked away and
didn’t answer. Did that mean that Cinderfur had died already, or perhaps too sick to do so?

 

Fireheart felt his sympathy winning in spite of his better judgment. “Okay.” He sighed reluctantly.
“You can stay here until you’re strong enough to travel.”



 

“Thank you, Fireheart,” Littlecloud meowed wheezily. His eyes glittered with gratitude. Fireheart
dipped his head, realizing how hard it must be for these proud ShadowClan warriors to admit they
were dependent on another Clan.

 

He turned away and padded past Cinderpelt. She whispered as he passed, “Thanks, Fireheart. I knew
you would understand why I took them in.” Her eyes brimmed with compassion. “I couldn’t let them
die. Even...even if they were from another Clan.” And Fireheart knew she was thinking of
Silverstream, the RiverClan queen she had not been able to save.

 

He licked her ear affectionately. “You are a true medicine cat,” he purred. “That’s why Spottedleaf
and Yellowfang chose you as their apprentice.” He nodded to Lizardpaw. “And I’ll make sure
Cherryfur knows how great of a cat you are too. She’ll be proud that you offered to help Cinderpelt.”
Cinderpelt and Lizardpaw shared a proud look as he padded away.

 

It didn’t take Fireheart long to catch a thrush and a rabbit for the ShadowClan cats. This part of the
forest was rich in prey. He was careful not to stray across the RiverClan border, although it was
tempting- the scent of prey was strong from there, and it had been a long time since Fireheart had
tasted water vole. But he was pleased with the juicy rabbit he found beside Sunningrocks, and the
thrush was an easy catch, too busy cracking open a snail to hear his stealthy approach.

 

Cinderpelt was crouched beside the ancient oak when he returned, chewing ginger root and spitting
the pulp into her herb mixture. Lizardpaw was no where to be seen - probably out sniffing up some
more herbs. Fireheart nudged the fresh-kill into the root cave, but he didn’t enter. The stench of
sickness made him wary of going inside.

 

He looked at Cinderpelt as she worked, feeling a sudden tingle of fear for the small cat. She must
have entered the cave many times. “Are you okay?” he meowed quietly.

 

Cinderpelt looked up from her herbs. “Yes, I’m fine,” she replied. “And I’m glad you found out about
these cats. I didn’t like keeping secrets from the Clan.”

 

Fireheart flicked his tail uneasily. “I think we should keep this to ourselves,” he told her.

 

Cinderpelt narrowed her eyes. “Aren’t you going to tell Bluestar?”

 



“Normally I would-” Fireheart began hesitantly.

 

“But she’s still not over the Tigerclaw thing,” Cinderpelt finished.

 

Fireheart sighed. “Sometimes I think she’s getting better, but then she’ll say something or...” He
trailed away.

 

“Yellowfang says it will take time for her to recover,” mewed Cinderpelt.

 

“Then she’s noticed too?”

 

“To be honest,” Cinderpelt murmured regretfully, “I think most of the Clan has.”

 

“What are they saying?” Fireheart wasn’t sure if he wanted to hear the answer.

 

“She has been a great leader for a long time. They are simply waiting for her to become like that
again.” Cinderpelt’s reply soothed Fireheart. The Clan’s faith was moving, and should be trusted. Of
course Bluestar would recover.

 

“Are you coming back with me?” he meowed.

 

“I have to finish up here.” Cinderpelt picked up another berry with her teeth and started to chew.
Fireheart felt strange as he walked away, leaving Cinderpelt alone with the two ShadowClan cats and
a stench that made his fur creep. He wondered if he’d done the right thing by letting them stay.

 

 

Outside the ThunderClan camp, he sheltered beneath a leafy bush and gave himself a good wash. He
screwed up his eyes at the stink of the sick ShadowClan cats. He wished he could wash away the taste
with a drink from the stream behind the training hollow, but it had dried up days ago. He’d have to
follow its course back toward the river if he were to find water, and it was time he returned, before his
Clanmates started to wonder where he was. He would return to find Graystripe another day.

 



Sandstorm met him as he emerged from the gorse tunnel into the clearing. “Been hunting?” she asked.

 

“Looking for Graystripe, honestly.” Fireheart decided to admit to the easiest part of the truth.

 

“I don’t suppose you found any signs of Cloudpaw then,” Sandstorm meowed, apparently
unconcerned by Fireheart’s admission.

 

“He’s not in camp?”

 

“He went out hunting first thing this morning.”

 

Fireheart knew she suspected the same as he did- that Cloudpaw was paying another visit to the
Twolegs. “What should I do?”

 

“Why don’t we go and find him together?” suggested Sandstorm. “Perhaps if I talk to him too, we can
make him see sense.”

 

Fireheart nodded gratefully at his mate. “It’s worth a try,” he agreed.

 

He led the way through Tallpines, neither cat speaking as they ran lightly over the ground. The air was
still, and the needles felt soft and cool beneath their paws. Fireheart was acutely aware that this trail
was as familiar to him as the route to Fourtrees or Sunningrocks, but Sandstorm was more cautious,
pausing every so often to sniff the air and check for scent markings.

 

As they padded out from the pine forest and into the green woods, Fireheart sensed that Sandstorm’s
anxiety was building. He glanced at her and saw the tension in her shoulders as the line of Twoleg
nests loomed ahead of them.

 

“Are you sure this is the way he would have come?” she whispered, looking nervously from side to
side.

 

A dog barked and Sandstorm’s fur bristled.



 

“It’s okay, the dog won’t leave its garden,” Fireheart assured her, feeling uncomfortable that he knew
things like this. Sandstorm hadn’t met Oliver, who was Fireheart’s source of kittypet knowledge. If
she had been anyone outside of his group of friends, he would have been much more reluctant to
share that knowledge.

 

“Don’t the Twolegs bring their dogs out here?” she asked.

 

“Sometimes,” Fireheart admitted. “But we’ll have plenty of warning. Twoleg dogs don’t exactly creep
through the woods. You’ll hear them before you smell them, and their stench isn’t subtle.” He hoped
his humor might help Sandstorm relax, but she remained as tense as ever. “Come on,” he urged.
“Cloudpaw’s scent is here.” He rubbed his cheek against a bramble stem. “Does it smell fresh to
you?”

 

Sandstorm leaned forward and sniffed the bramble. “Yes.”

 

“Then I think we can guess where he was heading.” Fireheart padded around the bramble, sensing
that the trail was leading them away from Oliver’s garden.

 

As they neared the fence that Cloudpaw had climbed the day before, Fireheart felt an ominous chill
ripple through his pelt. There were new scents here, as well as Cloudpaw’s. 

 

Something had changed. 

 

He led Sandstorm to the silver birch and she followed him lightly up the smooth trunk and into its
branches. Fireheart could see her whiskers twitching as she sniffed the air.

 

Fireheart peered through the windows in the Twoleg nest. The space inside looked curiously dark and
empty. He jumped as a door slammed, making a strange echoing bang like a thunderclap. He began to
feel alarmed.

 

“What is it?” asked Sandstorm nervously as Fireheart leaped down to the fence, his tail fluffed up.

 



“There’s something strange going on. The nest is empty. Stay there,” he ordered. “I’m going to have a
closer look.”

 

He crept across the garden, keeping low. As he neared the door to the Twoleg nest he heard pawsteps
behind him. He spun around and saw Sandstorm, her face tense but determined. He nodded at her,
silently agreeing she could stay with him if she wanted, then turned toward the door again.

 

Just then, the loud rumble of a monster started up. Fireheart slipped down the passage that skirted one
side of the nest. His fur bristled with fear, but he kept going until he had reached the end of the
pathway. He peered out from the shadows to where bright sunshine flooded a treeless maze of Twoleg
nests and pathways.

 

He felt Sandstorm panting at his side, her pelt lightly brushing his. “Look,” he hissed. A gigantic
monster, almost as big as a Twoleg nest, stood on the Thunderpath. The deafening growl was coming
from the belly of the monster.

 

Both cats flinched as another door to the nest clattered shut just around the corner from them.
Fireheart saw a Twoleg walking toward the monster with something swinging from its hand. It looked
like a den woven from brittle dead stems. Through the hard mesh at one end of the den, Fireheart
could see a soft white pelt.

 

He peered closer, and felt his heart lurch as he recognized the face behind the mesh, its eyes stretched
wide with terror.

 

It was Cloudpaw! 

 

“Help! Don’t let them take me!” Fireheart heard Cloudpaw’s desperate yowling above the noise of the
roaring monster.

 

The Twoleg took no notice. It clambered into the monster with Cloudpaw and slammed the door shut.
In a cloud of choking fumes, the monster pulled away and headed up the Thunderpath.

 

“No! Wait!” Fireheart ignored Sandstorm’s cry as he dashed out of the passageway and pelted after
the monster. The rough stone path tore at his pads, but as fast as he ran, the monster went faster, until
it rounded a corner and disappeared from view.



 

Fireheart skidded to a halt, his paws stinging and his heart pounding. Sandstorm called to him again.
“Fireheart! Come back!”

 

Fireheart glanced in despair at the empty Thunderpath where the monster had stood just moments
before and then hurried back to Sandstorm. Numb with shock, he blindly followed Sandstorm as she
led him along the passageway, past the nest, through the garden, and over the fence into the safety of
the woods.

 

“Fireheart!” Sandstorm gasped when they landed on the leafy forest floor. “Are you okay?”

 

Fireheart couldn’t answer. He stared at the blank fence, trying to take in what he had just seen. The
Twolegs had stolen Cloudpaw! Fireheart couldn’t block out the look of fear on the young cat’s face.
Where were they taking him? Wherever it was, Cloudpaw hadn’t wanted to go.

 

“Your pads are bleeding,” murmured Sandstorm.

 

Fireheart lifted a foreleg and turned over his paw to look. He gazed blankly at the oozing blood until
Sandstorm leaned forward and began to lick the grit from his wounds. It stung, but Fireheart didn’t
protest.

 

The rhythmic licks comforted him, stirring long-distant memories of kithood. Gradually the panic that
had frozen his mind began to melt away. “He’s gone,” he meowed dismally. His heart felt like a
hollow log, ringing with sorrow at every beat.

 

“He’ll find his way home,” Sandstorm told him. Fireheart looked at her calm green eyes and felt a
flicker of hope. “If he wants to,” she added. Her words pierced him like thorns, but her eyes were full
of sympathy, and Fireheart knew she was only speaking the truth. “Cloudpaw might be happier where
he’s going,” she meowed. “You want him to be happy, don’t you?”

 

Fireheart nodded slowly. “Of course…but he looked so scared.” Sandstorm pressed her muzzle to his
neck, before murmuring;

 

“Come on then; let’s get back to camp.”



 

With every step, the thorn-sharp worry about what Fireheart was going to say to the rest of the Clan
added to his misery. He imagined how Frostfur would smugly blame Cloudpaw’s relation to
Spottedleaf for being taken when she discovered Fireheart’s kin had gone to the soft life of a kittypet.
Once a kittypet, always a kittypet! was the common jibe.

 

The scuttling of a mouse under the pine trees distracted him. The Clan still had to be fed. Fireheart
crouched instinctively, but there was no joy in the hunt this time. He chased and caught the mouse
with cold swiftness and carried it toward the camp, Sandstorm padding close to his side.

 

The sun was touching the tips of the trees when they reached the gorse tunnel. He paused and took a
steadying breath before he walked into the clearing, the mouse swinging between his jaws.

 

The Clan was sharing tongues around the clearing after their evening meal. Mousefur met them at the
entrance and Fireheart wondered if she had been waiting for his return. “You’ve been gone a long
time,” she observed mildly. “Is everything okay?”

 

Fireheart glanced awkwardly away as Sandstorm shrugged. He felt he should share his news about
Cloudpaw with Bluestar first.

 

“Whitestorm organized the evening patrol in your absence,” Mousefur went on, tilting her head and
eyeing the two of them.

 

“Er...good...thanks,” Fireheart stammered. Mousefur dipped her head politely and padded away.

 

As Fireheart watched her go, he tried to tell himself that Cloudpaw’s loss didn’t mean he was alone in
the Clan. Some cats, like Mousefur (and maybe potentially Dustpelt), seemed to accept him as deputy,
despite the circumstances of his birth and the broken naming ritual. Fireheart just wished he could be
sure that StarClan felt the same way, and his earlier fears clouded his mind like noisy fluttering crows.
Was Cloudpaw’s loss a sign that StarClan wanted to punish ThunderClan by depriving it of a potential
warrior? Even worse, were the Clan’s warrior ancestors signaling that his family didn’t belong in the
Clan?

 

Fireheart felt as if his legs were about to give way under the weight of his anxiety. He dropped his
offering on the pile of fresh-kill and looked around. Sandstorm had walked over to where
Runningwind was lying, a sparrow in her jaws. He longed to join his closest friends, but first he had
to tell Bluestar about Cloudpaw.



 

Fireheart crossed to the leader’s den and called a greeting at the entrance. He was surprised when
Whitestorm’s voice answered. He poked his head through the lichen and saw Bluestar curled in her
nest, her head up and eyes shining as she shared tongues with Whitestorm. For once the ThunderClan
leader looked like any other warrior, enjoying the company of a trusted friend. And as he saw the
contented expression on Bluestar’s face, Fireheart shied away from disturbing her with his bad news.
He’d tell her later.

 

“Yes, what is it?” asked Bluestar.

 

“I...I just wondered if you were hungry,” Fireheart stammered.

 

“Oh.” Bluestar sounded puzzled. “Thank you, but Whitestorm brought me something.” She dipped
her head toward the half-eaten pigeon that lay on the floor of her den.

 

“Er...fine, I’ll leave you to eat it then.” Fireheart quickly backed out before she could ask what he had
been up to. He returned to the fresh-kill pile, picked up the mouse he’d caught earlier, and carried it
toward the nettle clump where Sandstorm and Runningwind lay.

 

Sandstorm blinked sympathetically at him when she saw him coming, in the middle of tearing the
wings off her fresh-kill. Fireheart dropped his mouse onto the ground.

 

“Hi, there,” Runningwind greeted him. “I thought you were going to miss mealtime.”

 

Fireheart tried to purr a friendly reply, but his answer came out hoarsely. “Busy day.” 

 

Runningwind glanced at Sandstorm, then Fireheart, and Fireheart thought he saw the lean warrior’s
whiskers twitch. “You two been up to something?” he mischievously asked.

 

“No!” the two mates yelped.

 

“Runningwind, come on!”

 



“Get your head out of the crowfood!”

 

Fireheart lay down beside her and began to crunch on his mouse. Runningwind hadn’t uttered another
word, but Fireheart noticed that his eyes were glowing with amusement. Fireheart felt a self-
conscious prickle ripple through his fur, and he looked awkwardly around the clearing.

 

Darkstripe was sitting in front of the apprentices’ den talking to Cliffpaw. Fireheart wondered why he
was speaking to Creekflower’s adoptive kit. He never showed any interest in any of them. 

 

Cliffpaw’s ears were flat against her head, frowning up at the black tabby, but lowered her eyes and
began to pad across the clearing toward the nettle patch.

 

Fireheart’s ears twitched. From the way Darkstripe was watching the young apprentice, he could tell
something was up. 

 

Cliffpaw stopped in front of Fireheart, her small body stiff and her tail flicking nervously.

 

“Is something wrong?” Fireheart asked.

 

“I was just wondering where Cloudpaw was,” mewed Cliffpaw. “He said he’d be back by mealtime.”

 

Fireheart gazed past the apprentice at the dark tabby who watching them closely, his amber eyes
shadowed with undisguised interest. “Tell Darkstripe that if he wants to know, he should ask me
himself!” he snapped. From the corner of his eye, he saw Darkstripe turn away.

 

Cliffpaw flinched. “I...I’m sorry,” she stammered. “Darkstripe told me...” The apprentice shuffled her
paws and suddenly looked up, staring Fireheart straight in the eye. “Actually, it’s not just Darkstripe
who wants to know. I’m worried, too. So are Elderpaw and Fernpaw. Cloudpaw promised he’d be
back by now.” The tabby apprentice hesitated, glancing away, and finished, “Whatever else he might
do, Cloudpaw always keeps his word.”

 

Fireheart was amazed. It had never occurred to him that Cloudpaw could have earned the respect and
loyalty of his denmates like any other warrior. But what did Cliffpaw mean by “whatever else he
might do”?



 

“Is Cloudpaw okay?” asked Cliffpaw.

 

Fireheart blinked while he searched for the right words to explain Cloudpaw’s disappearance. “I
believe Cloudpaw has left the Clan,” he murmured at last. There was no point trying to hide what had
happened. Cliffpaw’s eyes grew wide with shock and bewilderment.

 

“L-left?” she echoed. “But he...he would have told us. He promised he’d be careful! I never thought
he’d stay there!”

 

“Stay where?” asked Runningwind sharply, sitting up. “What’s going on?”

 

Cliffpaw glanced guiltily at Fireheart, knowing she had betrayed her brother’s secret.

 

“Go back to your supper,” Fireheart meowed gently. “You can tell Darkstripe that Cloudpaw has
chosen a kittypet life. There’s no need for secrets anymore.”

 

“I just can’t believe he’s actually left!” exclaimed Cliffpaw. “I warned him about what Twolegs do!”
She flattened her ears. “I can’t believe he would actually leave…” she meowed sadly. “I’ll really miss
him.” She turned and plodded back to the apprentices’ den, where Darkstripe sat waiting like a
hungry owl. The news would be all through the camp by sunset.

 

“Where has Cloudpaw gone?” demanded Runningwind, turning to Fireheart.

 

“He’s gone to live with Twolegs,” Fireheart replied, each word dropping like a stone into the sultry
forest air. His ears still rang with Cloudpaw’s heartbreaking cries for help, but Fireheart couldn’t see
that it would do any good to start making excuses for his errant apprentice. How could he convince
the Clan that Cloudpaw had been taken against his will, when they would all remember that the
apprentice had been growing fat from Twoleg offerings?

 

Runningwind frowned, sending a glare at the black tabby. “Darkstripe is going to enjoy hearing that.”

 

The tabby warrior was already staring across the clearing as he leaned down to listen to



Cliffpaw’s news. His amber eyes flicked over to Fireheart, clouding with an emotion Fireheart
couldn’t identify, before he trotted over to Longtail and Smallear. With a sinking feeling Fireheart
watched as the news of Cloudpaw’s disappearance began to spread through the Clan like tendrils of
dark, clinging ivy.

 

Smallear squeezed between the branches of the oak to share the news with the other elders, while
Longtail nodded at his former mentor and headed toward the nursery. Just as Fireheart had feared,
Darkstripe was making sure the whole camp knew that Fireheart’s kin had gone to the kittypet side of
the family.

 

“Aren’t you going to do anything?” asked Sandstorm, her voice sharp with indignation. “Are you
going to leave it to Darkstripe to tell the Clan about Cloudpaw?”

 

Fireheart shook his head. “How can I fight the truth?” he meowed sadly.

 

“You could speak to the Clan!” Runningwind pointed out. “Explain what really happened.”

 

“Cloudpaw rejected Clan life as soon as he started accepting kittypet food,” Fireheart pointed out.

 

“Well, you should at least tell Bluestar,” Sandstorm urged.

 

“Uh oh,” Runningwing murmured. “Too late.” Fireheart followed the brown warrior’s gaze and saw
Darkstripe padding toward Bluestar’s den. She was going to have her evening disturbed, when she
needed peace more than anything else. Fireheart thrashed his tail at Darkstripe’s selfish spite,
although he knew that most of his anger was directed at Cloudpaw.

 

“Come on; you might as well eat your supper,” meowed Sandstorm, more gently now. But Fireheart
had no appetite left. He could only stare around the clearing, returning the glances of the other Clan
cats- some anxious, some just greedily curious- as they learned of Cloudpaw’s desertion.

 

Runningwind’s tail flicked one of Fireheart’s hind legs. “Look out,” he warned, face morphing into a
scowl.

 



Darkstripe was heading toward them with a blank expression. “Bluestar wants to see you,” he
meowed to Fireheart. With a resigned sigh Fireheart stood up - then paused as an angry yowl made
everyone snap their heads to the warriors’ den. 

 

“Take that back you piece of mouse-dung!” It was Creekflower. Fireheart’s sister stormed out of the
warriors’ den, tail lashing and pelt bristling with rage as Longtail stalked out after her. Cherryfur
scrambled out after her best friend and brother, eyes wide and fur spiked.

 

“It’s the truth!” Longtail snidely meowed. “Your son has gone to live as a fat, lazy kittypet! Look like
your tryst’s blood is as cursed as yours!”

 

Creekflower whipped around, teeth barred in a snarl. “Excuse me if I take what you say with the tip of
a mouse’s tail!” she snarked. She spun around before stalking over to Fireheart, Sandstorm, and
Runningwind, her green eyes locked onto her brother’s.

 

The red tom could see anger, but also desperation in them.

 

Creekflower wanted to believe that Longtail was just riling her up, Fireheart realized with dread.
She’ll only believe it, if he told her.

 

Fireheart slowly took a step towards her as she stopped in front of him and leaned forward.

 

“Is it true?” she whispered, eyes blinked frantically. “Did Cloudpaw…?” Fireheart let his gaze flit
over everyone listening. Longtail was staring at them with narrowed, mocking eyes. Darkstripe was
avoiding his gaze. Dustpelt had his lip curled, but thankfully hadn’t said a word. And Frostfur…she
was balefully glaring at him and his sister, as per usual.

 

Praying to StarClan to help him find the words, he breathed out a sigh and quietly meowed, “It’s true.
Cloudpaw has been eating kittypet food for a while - I caught him yesterday. He was taken away by
Twolegs today. Sandstorm and I saw it happen.”

 

Creekflower’s ears pricked, eyes sparking. “Did you say.. taken ?” she asked, scanning his face for
confirmation. “Like he was unwilling?” Fireheart opened his mouth, closed it, then slowly nodded,
wondering where his sister was going with this.

 



Creekflower straightened her shoulder, lifting her chin high, before meowing, “Let’s go speak with
Bluestar.” She padded determinedly to the leader’s den, and, with a quick glance to Runningwind and
Sandstorm, he lopped after his sister.

 

“Bluestar?” Creekflower meowed. “May we come in?” At Bluestar’s confirming mew, Fireheart
slipped into the den through the lichen, his determined sister at his side.

 

Bluestar was curled in her nest with Whitestorm beside her, his eyes wide with curiosity. Fireheart
pricked his ears, trying to stop them from twitching and betraying his nerves.

 

“So that’s why you came to see me earlier,” meowed Bluestar. “‘Wondering if I was hungry, indeed!”
Fireheart was caught off guard by the amused purr in her voice. “You only usually offer to bring food
to my den if you think I’m dying. You had me thinking there was a rumor going around the camp that
I was on my last legs!”

 

Fireheart couldn’t believe that she was taking the news about Cloudpaw so calmly. “I-I’m sorry,” he
stammered. “I was going to tell you about Cloudpaw, but you seemed so...so peaceful. I didn’t want to
upset you.”

 

“I may not have been feeling well lately,” Bluestar acknowledged with a dip of her head, “but I’m not
made of cobwebs.” Her blue eyes grew serious as she went on. “I am still your leader, and I need to
know everything that’s going on in my Clan.”

 

“Yes, Bluestar,” answered Fireheart.

 

“Now, Darkstripe tells me that Cloudpaw has gone to live with Twolegs. Did you know this might
happen?”

 

Fireheart nodded. “But not until recently,” he added. “I only found out yesterday he was visiting a
Twoleg nest for food.”

 

“And you thought you could sort him out by yourself,” murmured Bluestar.

 

“Yes.” Fireheart glanced at Whitestorm, who watched in silence, his old eyes missing nothing.



 

“You can’t tell a cat what his heart should feel,” Bluestar warned. “If Cloudpaw’s heart longed for a
kittypet life, then not even StarClan could change him.”

 

“It’s not as simple as that, however, Bluestar,” Creekflower respectfully interjected. “He was taken
away by the Twolegs. Against his will. Both Fireheart and Sandstorm saw this happen.”

 

Fireheart was grateful that his sister was here with him. He didn’t want to excuse Cloudpaw’s
behavior to the rest of the Clan, but he wanted Bluestar to know the whole story. Although whether
that was for Cloudpaw’s sake or his, he wasn’t quite sure. Creekflower, however, would fight tooth
and claw to make others understand what really happened - she always had trouble taking “no” as an
answer.

 

“Taken away?” echoed Whitestorm. “What makes you say that?”

 

“I saw him being carried off inside a monster,” Fireheart explained. “He was crying out for help. I
chased after him, but there was nothing I could do.”

 

“But he’d been accepting food from these Twolegs for some time,” Bluestar reminded him, narrowing
her eyes.

 

“Yes,” Fireheart admitted. “I spoke to him about that yesterday, and I’m not sure he really wanted to
live a kittypet life. He seemed to still think of himself as a Clan cat.” Fireheart swallowed
uncomfortably. “I don’t think Cloudpaw understood how far he was breaking the warrior code.”

 

“Are you sure he is the sort of warrior that ThunderClan needs?” asked Bluestar.

 

Fireheart lowered his eyes, ashamed of his apprentice and recognizing the truth in Bluestar’s words.
“He’s still young,” he meowed quietly. “I think he has the heart of a Clan cat, even if he doesn’t
realize it himself yet.”

 

“It’s like when I was his age,” Creekflower murmured. “I met with Oliver because I just felt so…
stressed about everything. About Brokentail, Thistlestar…it was grating on me. And I considered
leaving ThunderClan - not just for my own sake, but for my kits’ too.” She stared imploringly at their
leader. “Bluestar, it was because I was taken that I discovered I belong in the forest, not in a Twoleg



den. It was because of that I found I didn’t want to lose my kits. I’ve only recently found out that
Night and Storm are both still alive and well, but I can’t lose Cloudpaw in return!” Her voice went a
pitch high with desperation. “Fireheart led a patrol to rescue me and my kits from Twolegplace. Can’t
we at least give Cloudpaw the same chance?”

 

“Fireheart, Creekflower,” Bluestar’s mew was gentle. “ThunderClan needs loyal, brave cats, like the
both of you. If Cloudpaw was taken, then perhaps it was what StarClan intended. He may not be
forest-born, but he has been part of our Clan long enough for our warrior ancestors to take an interest
in him. Don’t be too sad. Wherever he has gone, StarClan will make sure he finds happiness there.”
She blinked sympathetically at Creekflower’s shining eyes. “I am gald to hear that your other kits are
alright, but we must let Cloudpaw go. StarClan had a plan for us all - this just must be part of
Cloudpaw’s.”

 

Fireheart raised his eyes slowly to his old mentor. “Thanks, Bluestar,” he meowed. He wanted to
believe that StarClan had Cloudpaw’s best interests at heart, that they weren’t punishing the Clan or
signaling their disapproval of his family by sending the apprentice away. He wasn’t entirely
convinced, but he was grateful to the Clan leader for her sympathy, and heartily relieved that she
hadn’t read any darker message into Cloudpaw’s disappearance.

 

Creekflower simply turned her head away, squeezing her eyes shut. Fireheart rested his tail on her
shoulder, and whispered to her to follow him out.

 

She did so quietly, ears drooping, and tail swaying low.

 

 

“All cats old enough to swim, gather for a clan meeting!”

 

Thistlestar’s yowl rang out, and Robinkit jumped to his paws, darting forward, before a paw held him
back.

 

“Wait, Robinkit,” purred Mosspelt. “Walk calmly. Your apprentice ceremony isn’t going anywhere.”

 

Robinkit fluffed out his fur. He felt too excited to walk calmly, but he agreed, “Yes, mama.”

 



“Mouse-brain,” Dawnkit purred, but her blue eyes were bright against her fluffed-up very pale gray
pelt. Robinkit swatted his sister’s nose, laughing when she squeaked.

 

“Now, kits,” Mosspelt said firmly. “It’s not the time to play.”

 

“Right,” Woodkit agreed quietly, his dark blue eyes wide and anxious. His striped gray tail swished
behind him. “Look at Mistyfoot’s kits. They’re all calm.”

 

Robinkit turned his green gaze towards the four kits, though, kits was not an apt word for them- any
of them- anymore. They were nearly as big as their warrior clanmates. But Reedkit, Primrosekit,
Pikekit, and Perchkit all sat together between Mistyfoot and Blackclaw, heads raised high. While
Reedkit, Pikekit, and Perchkit were all dark-furred, Primrosekit stuck out amongst her brothers, fur a
pale, rosy cream-brown, with snow-white paws.

 

Robinkit settled himself, giving his chest a few quick licks. He wanted to be as cool as his denmates!
Following Mosspelt closely, Robinkit raised his head high, trying to match the casual confidence of
his sister, Dawnkit, who had a satisfied smile on her face as she moved to stand next to Mistyfoot and
Stonefur, who both smiled kindly at the she-kit. But Robinkit turned his attention to the crowd.

 

Where was Lightningfur? Was she here? Would she be his mentor? Would he think she was cool?

 

The powerful RiverClan warrior had saved his life when he was young, and now he owed her
everything. He wanted, badly so, to impress her. He wanted to be a great warrior like her too. He
would protect the littlest of kits like himself and rescue the clan from grave danger!

 

He puffed his chest out, trying to reach his sister and brother in height. Woodkit towered over him in
all his giant gray tabby glory, but the tom hunched over nervously, pressed against the tortoiseshell
and white pelt of their mother. Dawnkit wasn’t as heavyset as their brother, but made up for it with
her long limbs and neck. But Robinkit? He had stout legs and a short brown and ginger pelt that
barely kept him warm from the river’s chill.

 

That didn’t matter though. It was the heart of the warrior, not the size!

 

“We gather here to make our kits into apprentices,” Thistlestar rumbled, gazing over to the group of
kits. Robinkit shivered as he met their great leader’s gaze. Thistlestar! A cat that was scorned and
disgraced by his former clan, the evil ThunderClan, who punished kits when they were naughty. The



very clan from which they had rescued little Featherkit and Stormkit from. Thistlestar, the cat who
had graciously accepted leadership after the untimely deaths of the brothers, Crookedstar and Oakstar,
and led RiverClan to glory, saving them from the floods with his strength and the generosity of his
kits.

 

“We have been without apprentices for very long, and I’m sure the elders will be happy not to clean
their own nests anymore.” Thistlestar blinked warmly at Fallowtail and Graypool, the latter of which
who looked a bit dazed and lost, and the former who purred merrily, joining in the laughter that
echoed across camp.

 

Apprentice duties! Robinkit thought. They would soon be his responsibility. The thought of cleaning
out dirty moss and picking ticks off the elders disgusted him, but it would be worth it to train and hunt
and fight.

 

“Let us begin,” Thistlestar meowed, gazing back at the to-be-apprentices. Primrosekit raised her head
up high, but Thistlestar’s yellow eyes went to Robinkit first. The little tom-kit felt his breath leave
him. Surely not! “Robinkit,” Thistlestar rumbled, “step forward.”

 

On shaky legs, Robinkit obeyed. All of the clans’ eyes were on him. He would be the first of his
denmates to be made into an apprentice. What an honor! Is Lightningfur watching?

 

He gazed back at the crowd of cats, nervously searching, but he caught Mosspelt’s gaze first, and she
jerked her head. Quickly, he focused back on Thistlestar, embarrassed to have gotten distracted.

 

“From this day forth, until you receive your warrior name, you shall be Robinpaw.”

 

Robinpaw! He trembled with excitement, trying to keep himself still but utterly failing.

 

“Lightningfur,” Robinpaw nearly fainted as Thistlestar spoke, his eyes going wide as he turned to face
the dark-furred warrior as she strolled forward, “you will mentor Robinpaw. This is your first
apprentice, but I know, as my daughter, that you will pass on your sharp skill and unwavering bravery
to Robinpaw.”

 

“Of course I will,” Lightningfur meowed haughtily, her eyes catching Robinpaw’s. He forced himself
to stay still as she approached, gazing up in awe at her. A sharp line of dark orange rose from the dark



brown of her pelt, cutting across her eye. All across her dappled pelt, little zig-zag patterns like her
namesake darted across the almost-black brown. I wish I looked as cool as her!

 

His pelt was a boring, ugly mesh of brown and ginger. And he had no scars, too, like the one that
dragged across the bridge of Lightningfur’s nose. But one day, I will!

 

He sucked in a breath as Lightningfur leaned down and touched her nose to his. Her eyes glimmered
with pride and satisfaction already. She was pleased to have him as an apprentice! He let out a little
mewl of excitement, quiet enough that their clanmates wouldn’t hear, but Lightningfur’s ear twitched,
and she stared down at him.

 

Then, she padded past him, flicking her tufted tail, and he scrambled after her, eager to stay at her
side. She’d gotten too big for him to play with her, she’d once told him. But now they were mentor
and apprentice!

 

Lightningfur sat down, away from the rest of the warriors, and Robinpaw felt a little nervous to be
away from his family, but he, too, sat away from his clanmates. He tried to copy Lightningfur’s
nonchalant confidence, raising his head high and tucking his paws neatly in front of him.

 

Dawnkit was called up next. She bounded forward with graceful leaps, gaze carefully kept on
Thistlestar. Robinpaw glanced at Lightningfur. Did she wish she had a strong and confident cat like
Dawnkit as her apprentice instead? Lightningfur’s straight gaze betrayed nothing.

 

“Dawnpaw,” Thistlestar continued, “you will be mentored by Heavystep.” The thickset dark brown
tabby tom walked forward, a smile on his face. “Though young, you have shown great potential,
Heavystep, and I know you will train your first apprentice well, teaching her your vigor and
hardiness.”

 

Dawnpaw and Heavystep touched noses, then retreated back into the gathered warriors. Robinpaw
yearned to join them, to be beside his sister and share his mutual excitement at their apprenticeship.
He glanced at Lightningfur. She seemed content to stay away from the others. So he would too. After
all, Heavystep was nothing compared to great Lightningfur! She was better than her Riverclan-born
clanmates, for she knew hardship, and she found loyalty and strength in a clan outside her blood.

 

Woodkit was next, and the gray tabby was far more nervous than even Robinpaw had been. He
walked slowly to the stream surrounding the rock Thistlestar stood upon. “Vixenleap,” Thistlestar
spoke, “you will mentor young Woodpaw. If the pattern hasn’t been obvious enough, you, too, have
not had an apprentice before.” Rumbles of laughter echoed at Thistlestar’s humor. “All of you must



learn from your seniors on how to mentor your first apprentice, but I have no doubts that you,
Vixenleap, will train Woodpaw well. You are an exceptional warrior, with swiftness and gracefulness,
and an inquisitive mind to match.”

 

The sleek black pelt of Vixenlaep pushed her way forward from where she had sat beside her sister,
Grasswhisker. She padded forward, and murmured something kind to Woodpaw, calming the nervous
apprentice. They touched noses, then went and sat beside Dawnpaw and Heavystep. Robinpaw
glanced at Lightningfur again. Were they supposed to be with the other apprentices and mentors?

 

Then came Mistyfoot and Blackclaw’s kits. Pikekit was called forward first, his dark gray pelt
rippling, the dark mottled markings on his pelt moving like swimming fish. 

 

“Loudbelly,” the big dark brown tom walked forward, “this is your first apprentice as well, but you
were Oakstar’s apprentice, and I know he taught you very well. May you pass on the passion and
warriorship Oakstar gave you.” Strangely, Thistlestar’s gaze seemed clouded, his voice a softer
rumble. Robinpaw bowed his head. He’d never really known Oakstar, but he’d heard he was a very
noble leader, with lots of love for his clanmates. Some, though, whispered that he was a little too soft
on their enemies, like ThunderClan, and that’s what had made Thistlestar such a great deputy for him-
because Thistlestar hated ThunderClan more than anything, for what they did to him and his kits.

 

Pikepaw, grinning, touched noses to Loudbelly, then joined the other apprentices and mentors.

 

“Perchpaw,” Thistlestar called. The small black tom with shining green eyes peered nervously up at
the gray and white leader. “Softwing will be your mentor. Softwing, you are an older warrior, with
experience, having mentored Skyheart and Stonefur. I expect you to help the new mentors in their
mentorships, as well as passing your own knowledge and tactfulness onto Perchpaw.”

 

Softwing bowed her head to Thistlestar, though her gaze never met his, eyes shimmering. She smiled
with warmth as she approached Perchpaw. They touched noses, and Softwing wrapped her tail around
Perchpaw as they headed back to the crowd.

 

Primrosekit was called forth next, leaving Reedkit behind to nervously shift against his mother.
“Petaldust will be your mentor, Primrosepaw,” Thistlestar announced. The mostly black tortoiseshell
she-cat stepped forward. “Petaldust, you have never had an apprentice before, but you are older and
experienced as well, and the kit of a leader- Hailstar. You were mentored by Mudfur, before he
became a medicine cat, as well.” Something flashed through Thistlestar’s yellow eyes, his face
hardening. Uneasy murmurs went through the gathered crowd. “Keep his memory alive as you pass
on your brilliance and strength onto Primrosepaw.”

 



Robinpaw glanced at Lightningfur again. What did she think about their medicine cat going missing?
Robinpaw had been confused and terrified when he’d heard, but Thistlestar reassured them that the
clan would be strong enough to go on without their medicine cat. Robinpaw tried to feel the same, but
instead he just felt scared. Mudfur had helped saved his life, too, after all.

 

“Lastly,” Thistlestar murmured, turning to Reedkit. The black tom raised his head high, blue eyes so
pale they looked gray. “Reedkit, from this day forth, until you receive your warrior name, you will be
known as Reedpaw. Your mentor will be Leopardfur. May she pass on her fierceness and leadership
skills to you.”

 

Leopardfur! Robinpaw stared in awe as the slender-furred, dark-spotted golden deputy strolled
forward. He had much respect for the golden she-cat. Sometimes, she would stop by and give him and
his siblings the biggest fish! She and his mother, Mosspelt, were friends, and they both had spoken so
fondly of his deceased father, Frogleap. It was through them that Frogleap’s memory lived on.

 

Leopardfur, alongside her father Mudfur, had saved him and his siblings from the brink of death.

 

But there was a quiet hiss from beside him. He glanced at his mentor. Lightningfur’s eyes were
narrowed onto Leopardfur with undisguised hatred. Robinpaw blinked, startled. He knew
Lightningfur and Leopardfur didn’t always get along, but why was Lightningfur hissing at the
deputy?

 

He glanced back at Leopardfur. The she-cat could be a little strict, but, then, the same could be said of
Lightningfur, who was amazing and great, but could be a little mean. But if Lightningfur didn’t like
Leopardfur, then maybe Robinpaw shouldn’t.

 

The clan began chanting their names, a clamor of voices until they all settled on an order to say their
names. “Dawnpaw! Woodpaw! Robinpaw! Reedpaw! Primrosepaw! Pikepaw! Perchpaw!”

 

Robinpaw felt a tremor of excitement as he picked his name out from amongst the voices. Even
Lightningfur beside him was calling out his name. His name! She was saying his name! She always
called him “annoying kit” or “little gnat!”

 

Thistlestar raised his tail for silence. “With all these new apprentices, RiverClan will be much
stronger. We must protect our borders from unknown threats and…” He narrowed his eyes, “known
threats.” ThunderClan , Robinpaw thought angrily. Did they do something to Mudfur? It’d be just like
ThunderClan to go after their medicine cat. “Keep your apprentices close, mentors, and train them to
be strong and fierce.”



 

Thistlestar dismissed the clan with a wave of his tail. Robinpaw immediately cast his gaze to
Lightningfur. “What are we going to do first?” he asked eagerly. Explore the territory? Learn to fish?
Battle training?!

 

“Wait here,” Lightningfur growled, stalking off towards Thistlestar with a lashing tail. Robinpaw
paused. She was angry? Why? At him? Did she want a different cat as her apprentice?!

 

Worried, Robinpaw moved forward, then stopped. Lightningfur told him to wait. But what if she was
going to tell Thistlestar she wanted a new apprentice already ? He wanted to know if he’d done
something wrong. Maybe he’d already managed to embarrass her.

 

I’m being annoying again, he reprimanded himself. I’ve gotta stop that.

 

Chest heavy with guilt and anxiety, Robinpaw padded slowly after Lightningfur. They passed
Leopardfur, who was meowing orders to the other, new mentors. Lightningfur didn’t hesitate to shove
Leopardfur and glare at her, storming past. Leopardfur sent a scowl after her, before turning back to
the other mentors. Softwing blinked sympathetically at Leopardfur, frowning after Lightningfur, but
Loudbelly and Heavystep remained stone-faced.

 

Robinpaw felt confused. Clearly, something was wrong with Leopardfur for Lightningfur to be so
angry at her.

 

“Hey, Robinpaw!” Reedpaw called out, and Robinpaw froze as he tried to sneak past them, a tail-
length away. The black tom waved his tail. “What’s Lightningfur having you do? Leopardfur is-”

 

At the mention of Leopardfur, Robinpaw quickly turned his face into a scowl, glaring at Reedpaw.
The tom cut off with a surprised frown. Robinpaw lashed his tail for good effort, just like
Lightningfur, and bolted off after his mentor. He didn’t know why she hated Leopardfur, but he trusted
Lightningfur.

 

Robinpaw paused when he was a good fox-length away from Lightningfur, who had just reached
Thistlestar. Thistlestar had been heading over to the fresh-kill pile, where Grasswhisker waited,
picking at a fish, but he paused and tilted his head at his daughter’s approach.

 



“Why did you give her an apprentice?” Lightningfur hissed, voice quieter than usual for the sharp-
tongued she-cat. Her dark brown and ginger fur raised along her spine.

 

“Patience,” Thistlestar told her, blinking reassuringly. “It’s only for appearances.”

 

Appearances? Robinpaw tilted his head. He didn’t understand what he meant by that.

 

But, whatever it meant, Lightningfur huffed vexedly at it, though still turned around and stomped
back towards Robinpaw. Thistlestar headed towards Grasswhisker again while Lightningfur halted
when she spotted Robinpaw.

 

Robinpaw ducked his head, embarrassed and scared.

 

“Didn’t I tell you to stay put?” Lightningfur meowed.

 

“Sorry,” Robinpaw immediately apologized, a tremble to his limbs. Now Lightningfur would really be
upset with him! “I just- wanted to…” Follow her? Make sure she didn’t hate him?

 

“Whatever,” Lightningfur snapped. “Just listen to me next time, gnat. Or else.”

 

Robinpaw’s fur fluffed up nervously. Or else what ? But he just nodded. Then, after a second of
silence where Lightningfur just stared at him with narrowed eyes, he blurted out, “What are we doing
today? Uhm, I think-”

 

“Don’t stutter,” Lightningfur cut him. “It reminds me too much of my cowardly, mousey brother.”

 

Airleap. The traitor. The cat who killed Whiteclaw, a young warrior. Who betrayed his kin and his
clan to save the useless WindClan, then joined them. Grasswhisker, Thistlestar’s beloved mate, had
seen it all, and had gone to retrieve WindClan with him, but, unlike Airleap, she had not sympathized
with the weak moore warriors.

 

Robinpaw did not want to be like him.



 

He straightened himself, keeping his head high like Lightningfur always had hers. “The other mentors
took their apprentices out of camp already,” he reported, trying to keep his voice calm and clear. “To
see the territory, I think. Though Softwing kept Perchpaw behind and went to the elders’ den. Are you
going to show me the territory too?” He felt a shiver of excitement. He’d been out of camp a few
times while learning to swim, under the watchful eyes of Mosspelt, but never very far. He wanted to
see what the borders were like! What were Sunningrocks like, or the very gorge where Whiteclaw had
died?

 

Lightningfur snorted. “Show you the territory or have you clean dirty nests? What a choice
Leopardfur gave them.” She sneered. “No, Robinpaw, I’m not going to do something so pointless.
You can learn the territory on your own. It’s not that hard. I did it. And I’m not gonna have you waste
time caring for elders who don’t do anything but gossip and eat our prey.”

 

Robinpaw startled. Lightningfur was disrespecting the elders! But, then, he thought about it, and it
made sense. The elders could care for themselves, couldn’t they? Plus, it meant Robinpaw wouldn’t
be on cleaning duties, ever, with Lightningfur as a mentor!

 

“But, then, what are we gonna do?” Robinpaw asked, a touch nervous, but also excited. She had
something fun planned, surely!

 

Lightningfur grinned, and her long, shiny claws unsheathed, digging into the soft soil below. “We’re
going to start your battle training.”



A Sleeping Enemy? x3 (+1)
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Wind blew faster than any monster soaring across a thunderpath, a fierce roar in her ears. She
trembled, her grip loosening on the tree bark beneath her paws. She gasped, trying to see through the
raging storm. Rain splattered harshly against her face, blinding her and soaking her fur with a furious
cold.

 

Suddenly, the log beneath her trembled, and, with a fearsome howl from the wind, flew into the air.
She screamed into the storm, but she couldn’t even hear herself over the wind. Hot pain flashed across
her paw pads as she desperately tried to cling onto the tree. But there was nothing she could do- her
grip was lost and she was sent careening down into the water below.

 

She coughed, water spilling into her lungs. The world around her went dark, flashes of light here and
there, but a burning against her eyes from the water. She shut her eyes closed tightly while her legs
splayed out wildly. She kicked against the current sweeping her under and under, but she had no idea
which way was up or down. She gasped again against her will, water all she could taste and breathe.
Her throat constricted and her chest burned.

 

For a moment, she thought it was the end, and then her head shot above the water. Coughing rapidly,
she felt water dribble from her mouth. Waves lapped at her side, but she fought to keep her head
above water. Blindly, she swam, heart jumping anytime water consumed her. The storm above raged
on, splatting her head with thick raindrops.

 

Then something brushed against her paws, and she dug her claws desperately in. Land! It had
appeared from the darkness, but she hauled herself up onto the grassy earth. She coughed, and
coughed, until her lungs only burned from the sting of coughing, and not water. She gasped, and
stared at her paws. Blood speckles littered the ground from her coughing, but they seemed to grow
greater and greater, even when she stopped coughing. She stumbled backwards, but the torrent of
wind knocked her over.

 

She dug her claws deep into the marshland below, feeling like the wind was flattening her. Through
the darkness, a flash of bright white lit the sky for all of one whisker-twitch, and then an ear-
shattering boom thundered the forest.
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Terrified, she forced herself upwards, battling against the rain and wind. Howls and whirs sounded all
around her, and she raced forward, deeper inland when water lapped at her paws. Thunder deafened
her once more, louder than anything she could ever imagine, and bright white blinded her vision.

 

Searing heat filled her body, but, through the white, a figure of gray moved. For a moment, her heart
seized.

 

Thistlestar?

 

“Beware,” it rumbled, “an enemy who does not sleep.”

 

“Featherwhisker?” The name ripped out of her throat right as her head snapped up. The storm was
gone. Her pelt didn’t have a single drop of rain on it. Despite the cold that had just gripped her, she
felt warm. Slowly, her spotty vision cleared, and she blinked.

 

She was in the medicine cat den. Yellowfang and Cinderpelt were curled up together at the far wall,
snoring away.

 

It had been a prophecy.

 

Thistles will burn, she remembered her last prophecy. Had it come true yet? Or were there now two
prophecies warning of the future?

 

With a shiver, Spottedleaf heaved herself to her paws. She could not go back to sleep, she knew. So
she padded out of the medicine cat’s resting den, into where they stored their herbs. The patients’
nests were empty, as thankfully no cat was very sick or injured. Spottedleaf thanked StarClan for this
mercy.

 

ThunderClan is free of illness, she thought, but ShadowClan isn’t. Her heart ached. The sight of
Littlecloud and Whitethroat was nothing she had ever seen before. And the tales she had heard from
them, or that Cinderpelt and Lizardpaw had relayed… She just hoped Copperleaf was safe, at least, if
not the whole of ShadowClan. No clan deserved that suffering.

 



Slowly, Spottedleaf padded out of the den. The night was colder, but not as cold as her dream. No, not
dream, for in a dream you couldn’t really feel anything. But in her vision from StarClan.

 

The clearing of camp brought pale, silvery moonlight and a cool breeze. Spottedleaf blinked as she
saw ginger fur across the clearing. She knew Whitestorm and Brindleface were on guard duty tonight,
as her friends had told her so. She could not see either of them, and reasoned that they must be
patrolling just outside camp. So what was Fireheart doing awake?

 

“Fireheart?” she called out quietly.

 

Her son jerked his head, twisting his head to look at her. He had been staring up at the stars.
“Spottedleaf?” he murmured. “What are you doing awake?”

 

“I could ask the same of you,” she whispered, padding closer until she could sit beside her son. “Our
deputy needs his sleep.”

 

Fireheart looked away, staring at his paws. Spottedleaf pressed against him, licking the side of his
head comfortingly. She knew her son was uncertain about his place as deputy. But she was proud of
him. Of all her kits, she could feel it in her heart that he would make the best leader, should Bluestar
come to perish ( and , Spottedleaf worried uneasily, I fear it may be sooner rather than later ).

 

“What’s worrying you?” Spottedleaf pressed. She wished she knew more of her son’s struggles.
Creekflower was open and honest with her. Creekflower worried constantly over her kits’ safety and
place in the clan, and, now, Cloudpaw went missing when she had just learned of Night and Storm,
whom she had yet to meet and only knew were alive thanks to Oliver. Fireheart was honest, too, with
Spottedleaf, but she had found he did not always confide in her, and it made her feel a little guilty.
Was it because she wasn’t as good of a mother as she could have been, always wrapped up in her
medicine cat duties? Or because he didn’t want to worry her with his problems, and thought her too
fragile as many did?

 

Fireheart was silent for a moment, gaze turning back up to the stars. Spottedleaf stared at them too.
She always found comfort in the shine of Silverpelt. Though, she knew, some of her warrior ancestors
scorned her, her family was in StarClan. Swiftbreeze, Adderfang, Leopardfoot, Redtail… And her
trusted mentors, too, Thrushpelt and Featherwhisker. Cats she knew and had loved, like Poppydawn, a
kind-hearted elder, Sunstar, a humble leader who had supported her, and Lionheart, a deputy who was
always honorable no matter what.

 



“I had a dream,” Fireheart murmured. Spottedleaf waited patiently for him to continue. “Well, not a
dream. Not exactly. It… Sometimes, this tabby she-cat visits me. She says her name is Birdflight, and
that she’s from StarClan. I- I believe her, of course. Her starry pelt is nothing like…” He trailed off
and looked guiltily away. Spottedleaf blinked sympathetically at him. She knew of his hardships in
the Dark Forest, now. How could Thistlestar have brought their kits there, to that evil place? It nearly
made her swell up with anger. “Anyway, she gave me a message. A warning. Beware an enemy who
seems to sleep. ”

 

The fur on Spottedleaf’s back ruffled, and she stared, bewildered at her son. At her stunned silence, he
turned back to her, then frowned at the look on her face. “Is- is something wrong?” he said, a squeak
almost to his voice.

 

“No,” Spottedleaf reassured him, not wanting to scare her kit. But she could not lie either. “Well, not
exactly. That was certainly a prophecy from StarClan, Fireheart, for Featherwhisker told me
something similar just now. Beware an enemy who does not sleep. ”

 

Now, Fireheart’s fur fluffed up, leaf-green eyes wide. “A prophecy from StarClan?” he repeated.
“What does it mean? Why did they send it to me, too?”

 

Spottedleaf shook her head. “I cannot answer those questions, Fireheart,” she replied. “StarClan
works mysteriously. They can not hand us everything on the fresh-kill pile.”

 

“I know, but… I was thinking… What if there’s danger in ThunderClan?” Fireheart meowed. “What
else can it mean? Another attack, like with Brokentail?”

 

“It might not be a cat,” Spottedleaf suggested. “Sometimes, prophecies are not straightforward. All
we have to go off is a storm and the words they said to us.”

 

“A storm?” Fireheart repeated. “I didn’t see a storm.”

 

Spottedleaf blinked, confused, at her son. “You didn’t experience the storm?” She would never forget
it, and its ferocity. How it tore at her pelt, and soaked her to her bones with a sharp cold. How the
thunder pounded her ears. “What did you see?”

 

“I was in Fourtrees,” Fireheart explained. “And Birdflight appeared, and said those words. And then
there was this fierce roar and my throat felt like it’d been seized by the strongest jaws, and then I



woke up. That was all. But the words are haunting me.”

 

Spottedleaf absorbed what Fireheart had told her, head tilted thoughtfully. “There must be a reason
StarClan gave us similar, but different, prophecies and visions. Are they trying to send us a bigger
message, or individual ones?” she wondered aloud. “Do you have any clue what your sleeping enemy
may be?” And did Spottedleaf know who her unsleeping one was?

 

Would their enemies be ones that threatened ThunderClan, or were they more metaphorical enemies?
Or will ThunderClan really suffer from a storm as horrible as the one in my vision?

 

“I don’t know,” Fireheart murmured. Then an idea seemed to come to him. “But I do know of
something that currently threatens ThunderClan’s safety. The sick ShadowClan cats- Cinderpelt told
me they were better, but what if they’re not? What if their sickness infects ThunderClan?”

 

Spottedleaf frowned. It was a reasonable concern, and a highly possible one too- Spottedleaf never
said that what she, Cinderpelt, and Lizardpaw were doing was safe. But they were medicine cats- or a
medicine cat in spirit- and they couldn’t ignore any cat in suffering.

 

But she didn’t feel as though that was what StarClan was warning them off. Why warn them about a
possible sickness, anyway, when Yellowfang was fully capable of biting Spottedleaf’s ear off for
going behind her back?

 

“I need to ask Cinderpelt,” Fireheart announced, standing up with alarm. Silently, he raced across the
clearing, through the tunnel of ferns and hanging lichen. Spottedleaf followed after him as he slipped
into the small hollow of the resting den.

 

“Cinderpelt!” Fireheart hissed urgently. Spottedleaf heard Cinderpelt yawn, and then she stumbled out
from the resting den, blinking groggily.

 

“Is that you, Fireheart?” she mewed sleepily.

 

“Cinderpelt,” Fireheart hissed again.

 

She squinted at him, then Spottedleaf. “What is it?” she asked, frowning.



 

“Are you certain that the ShadowClan cats are really cured?” Fireheart demanded. His voice was low,
to keep Yellowfang from hearing. Spottedleaf knew if the old, grizzled medicine cat found out, it
would be the end for all of them. StarClan knew no fury like hers.

 

Cinderpelt blinked in confusion. “You woke me up to ask me that? I told you yesterday, they’re
getting better. Spottedleaf can vouch for me.” She glanced at her mentor.

 

Spottedleaf dipped her head. “I haven’t checked on them in awhile. I know the herbs you and
Lizardpaw found were working, though.”

 

“But they’re still sick?” Fireheart pressed.

 

“Well, yes,” Cinderpelt admitted. “But not nearly as sick as they were.”

 

“And what about you? Do you have any signs of the sickness? Have any of our cats come to you with
fever or pain?”

 

Cinderpelt yawned and stretched. “I’m fine,” she mewed. “The ShadowClan cats are fine.
ThunderClan is fine.” She shook her head wearily. “Everybody’s fine! What in StarClan is worrying
you?”

 

“I had a dream,” Fireheart explained uncomfortably. “And so did Spottedleaf. StarClan warned us of
enemies that sleep and don’t sleep. I think they mean the sickness.” It was true; sickness would sleep,
being hidden, but then it never really went away. Whitecough was always back come next leaf-bare,
and kittencough was inevitable.

 

Cinderpelt snorted. “The dream was probably warning you not to go waking poor old Cinderpelt,
who’s had a really long day, or you might get your whiskers pulled!” Spottedleaf realized she looked
exhausted. She must have been even busier than usual lately, carrying out her duties in the camp as
well as caring for Littlecloud and Whitethroat. Spottedleaf had tried to lighten the load, but she’d
gotten caught up helping Willowpelt and Whitestorm, who were worried over their kits. Willowpelt
had worried over Graystripe just the same. Ever since Darkstripe’s siblings had died so young, she
had been scared for her kits’ wellbeing. 

 



“I’m sorry,” Fireheart meowed. “But I think the ShadowClan cats have to leave.”

 

Spottedleaf gasped, staring at her son in shock, while Cinderpelt opened her eyes fully for the first
time. “You said they could stay till they were completely better,” she reminded him. “Have you
changed your mind because of this dream? And you, too, Spottedleaf?” She stared at the tortoiseshell
she-cat.

 

Spottedleaf pursed her lips, thoughtful. Fireheart was very worried, and not thinking straight, she
could tell. Her son always put ThunderClan first, but even he could not condemn the ShadowClan
cats to death.

 

“No,” she meowed firmly. “But if Fireheart tells us they must go, then he is deputy, and we must
listen.”

 

“But we’re medicine cats!” Cinderpelt protested. “It’s our duty to heal cats. He can’t stop us from
doing our duty!”

 

Fireheart said, “I can’t take the risk of letting them stay. I don’t want them to infect our cats, least of
all our kits.” Goldenflower’s kits were strong and healthy, but Speckletail’s kits had been worrying
Spottedleaf for sometime now. Mistlekit kept catching sickness, and Snowkit… Something didn’t
seem entirely right with the tom-kit, but he was healthy enough.

 

Cinderpelt stared at him wordlessly for a moment, then mewed, “Let me speak to them.”

 

Fireheart nodded. “But you must do it tomorrow,” he insisted.

 

Cinderpelt bowed her head. “I’ll tell them,” she promised. “But what if your dream was wrong? If
ShadowClan is as riddled with the sickness as they say it is, you could be sending these cats to their
deaths.”

 

Spottedleaf saw Fireheart’s breath hitch. Spottedleaf knew he didn’t want to do that. After all,
Copperleaf might be among the sick, but Spottedleaf knew he wanted to protect the Clan first. 

 

“You can show them how to make the healing mixture, can’t you?” he suggested.



 

Cinderpelt nodded.

 

“We could show Runningnose, too, next half-moon,” Spottedleaf added, blinking reassuringly at
Cinderpelt.

 

“Okay,” Fireheart went on. “If you do that, they’ll be able to take care of themselves, maybe even
help their Clanmates. Cinderpelt, I have to listen to StarClan....”

 

“This may not be what StarClan meant,” Cinderpelt sighed. “But okay. I… I understand.”

 

“Thank you,” Fireheart meowed. “Both of you.” He blinked gratefully at his mother.

 

“Of course, spitfire,” Spottedleaf murmured, giving his forehead a quick lick. “Now, why don’t you
head back and get some rest? You need it, after a worrying dream like that.” Spottedleaf knew she
wouldn’t go back to sleep after hers, but she needed to convince Fireheart to. “I’m sure Sandstorm is
cold without you by her side,” she purred teasingly.

 

Fireheart pulled away, whiskers twitching and ears flat against his head. “Mom!” he squeaked. “I-I’m
sure Sandstorm is just fine. She says I’m too warm anyway!”

 

“You know,” Cinderpelt began, eyes sparking with mischief. “She told me she likes how warm you
are! That you’re like a real fire.”

 

“Really?” Fireheart’s eyes went wide. “She said that about me?”

 

“Oh, she said you’re a mouse-brain, too,” Cinderpelt purred.

 

Fireheart huffed, rolling his eyes. “You’re the worst,” he groaned.

 

“Hey! She really said that.”



 

“And I believe it,” he murmured, a fond smile growing on his face. “She’s very honest about when
I’m being stupid.”

 

“A good balance,” Spottedleaf commented. “Sometimes, you get a little too lost in your head. She’ll
keep you grounded.”

 

Fireheart shifted, glancing at his paws, embarrassed. “Well, right, I’m- I’m gonna go sleep now.”

 

Spottedleaf purred as her son ducked out of the medicine cat den, scurrying off. He would sleep okay
tonight.

 

Cinderpelt yawned, but glanced at Spottedleaf and asked, “Are we really sending them back?”

 

Spottedleaf blinked, surprised Cinderpelt would still want to go behind her deputy and former
mentor’s back. But, then again, she had done it the first time. What was to stop her again? Spottedleaf
wanted to tell her to keep helping the cats, and all of ShadowClan if they could. But, at the same time,
it wouldn’t do well to instill disobedience in her apprentice.

 

“Yes,” Spottedleaf meowed softly. “We can still help them, in any way we can. But it is time for them
to go. They’re getting better. They have the herbs necessary.”

 

“But ginger root doesn’t grow in ShadowClan’s marshlands,” Cinderpelt pointed out worriedly.

 

“Then we’ll send them back with plenty,” Spottedleaf said. “And if Runningnose needs more, he will
ask. I trust him too.”

 

“Okay,” Cinderpelt murmured, hesitant. “Well, good night.”

 

“Good night,” Spottedleaf echoed as Cinderpelt slipped back into the resting den. Spottedleaf fluffed
out her pelt, breathing a moment, before she exited out of the den. The night was cool. She settled
down just outside the den, staring up at the stars.

 



Oh, Adderfang, she thought. I wish you were here, father. He always made her feel safe.

 

“Spottedleaf?”

 

Spottedleaf tilted her head as the white pelt of Whitestorm padded forth from the entrance. “Hello,
Whitestorm,” she meowed.

 

“Bad dreams?” Whitestorm asked as he came to a stop beside her. His face furrowed with worry.

 

“Something like that,” Spottedleaf murmured. Whitestorm settled down beside her, gazing at her with
concern.

 

“Are you alright?” Whitestorm questioned. “I can go get Brindleface if you need someone to talk to-”

 

“No, Whitestorm,” Spottedleaf chuckled. “That’s quite alright.”

 

“Oh,” Whitestorm said. “Do you… want me to stay? I can leave if you want to be in the clearing
alone.”

 

“It’s alright, Whitestorm,” Spottedleaf told him. “I’m not afraid of you because you’re Thistlestar’s
son, you know.”

 

“I never thought you were,” Whitestorm meowed. “Just… it can’t be nice to have me as a reminder. I
look like him.”

 

“You look more like Snowfur,” Spottedleaf pointed out.

 

“But you never met Snowfur?”

 

“I’ve seen her in StarClan.”



 

“Oh.”

 

Spottedleaf chuckled. “Yes, oh. Now, why are you nervous?”

 

“What?” Whitestorm blinked at her, then scoffed. “I’m- I’m not nervous. I’m Whitestorm!”

 

“Yes, the strong and powerful warrior of ThunderClan.” Spottedleaf smiled. “You don’t often let
yourself look nervous, these days. Yet you are now. Something’s troubling you. What is it?”

 

Whitestorm stared at his paws. “I’m alright,” he meowed. “Just… you’re right. I’m worried.
Willowpelt’s given birth, and they’re wonderful, truly! But I can’t help but be concerned. I mean,
Elderpaw and Tulippaw nearly died when they were kits. I know I only fathered them, but didn’t raise
them, as Brindleface requested, but I still care for them. I don’t want anything bad to happen to my
kits.”

 

“That’s normal,” Spottedleaf said. “New parents are often worried for their kits. A lot could go
wrong. But they have the safety of the clan to protect them.”

 

“Yes, but…”

 

“But?” Spottedleaf pressed.

 

“But Bluestar hasn’t been herself lately,” Whitestorm sighed, and now Spottedleaf knew she had
gotten to the root of the issue. “I know she’s on her last life, Spottedleaf, and I… I don’t know if I’m
ready to let her go yet. Especially with ShadowClan’s illness on our border… and I do hope
Copperleaf’s okay. But… But ever since Tigerclaw…” Whitestorm blinked, eyes misty. “I know he
was always a bit… rough. But I never imagined my best friend would be capable of such treachery.
He was like a brother to me. But he killed Redtail! He tried to kill Bluestar. I just can’t wrap my head
around it.” He shook his head. “But I have to. For Fireheart. He’s doing a great job as deputy, really,
Spottedleaf.” He blinked warmly at her. “He’s a great cat. I’ll be proud to call him leader one day. But
he’s still young. And he has so many problems already… because of Thistlestar.” Whitestorm
growled, eyes narrowed. “I have to keep myself calm and composed for Fireheart’s sake. For all of
the Clan’s sake.”

 



“But not for me,” Spottedleaf meowed. “Or Willowpelt, or Brindleface. We’re all your friends.”

 

Whitestorm smiled. “Thank you. I’m glad we’re still friends. There was… I wish I had been more
supportive, when you… when everything went down. But I had just been so shocked. I was worried
you wouldn’t like me anymore. But I’m glad we found each other again. You’re a good friend,
Spottedleaf.”

 

“You are too, Whitestorm,” she replied. “Don’t discredit yourself. You were one of the few who
didn’t…” She closed her eyes, not wanting to remind herself of the fear and the terror she had felt as a
young apprentice. It felt so long ago now. Her kits had grown.

 

And so had she.

 

 

Wiggling her haunches, Leopardfur crept forth. A tiny water vole lumbered underneath the leaves. It
wasn’t often that she hunted land-prey, but, as a former drypaw, she had learned to hunt land-prey
well.

 

Taking in a quiet breath, she crouched lower down, eyes focused with fierce intent. One paw slid
forward, then the next. Then… Bunching her muscles, she jumped forth with vigor.

 

Only to be jerked back to the ground, jaw slamming into the ground. Sharp pain crackled across her
skull, and she tasted iron from where her teeth had pierced her tongue. Hissing, she glared down at
her paws? What had happened?

 

Her paws were tangled in spiked weeds. Pink flowers dotted the creeping, thin tendrils. Thistles! she
thought, aghast. They don’t grow in our territory.

 

She tried to pull her paw out, only to hiss as pain blazed up her legs, the thistle spikes digging in.
Then, a fat raindrop hit her nose. Blinking, she glanced upwards. The sky had turned dark, the clouds
growing heavy and gray. Soon, a storm had broken out, and Leopardfur’s pelt was soaked.

 

She gasped, trying to bolt away, to cover underneath an overhanging lichen tree. But the thistles held
her in place. Underneath the swarm of weeds, there was mud, and it mulched around her pads, sinking



her deeper into the ground. The rain only made it worse, and she grunted as she tried to pull out of the
dark mud.

 

Suddenly, the mud turned into a deeper slush, and she sank drastically downwards. Gasping, the mud
was rising to her chin. She cried out, “Help! Help me! Skyheart! Mosspelt!” but no one answered. She
had heard nursery tales of the mud opening up and eating cats whole, but she had never imagined
them to be true!

 

She tilted her head up, gasping for breath. Her eyes watered as bitter mud flicked onto them. Then,
through her blurring vision, through the downpouring rain, she saw a shape start to move forward.
She struggled to cry out for help.

 

“Beware,” the shape murmured, and she blinked away the mud to see the cat. Mudfur! “Beware an
enemy who will not sleep forever.”

 

As the mud consumed her, she awoke with a gasp, her spotted pelt bristling. Blinking rapidly, as the
reality of the dream seemed to fade away from her, she glanced around. The pale brown tabby pelt of
Skyheart was pressed against her on one side, and the tortoiseshell pelt of Mosspelt was on the other
side. Softwing, Lakeshine, and Owlfur were nearby, and, past them, Mistyfoot slept closest to
Graystripe, with her brother Stonefur by her side.

 

Nervously, she shifted, giving her shoulder a few licks. She felt wide awake now. Was that an omen?
From Mudfur? She had never been contacted by StarClan before. She held no special connection to
their spiritual ancestors like a medicine cat did. Perhaps it was just a dream, born of her stress as a
deputy under a cat she did not like.

 

Yes, that must be it. It was only a dream. Stretching her limbs, she slipped out of the warriors’ den.
Dawn’s early light was still gray. Voleclaw and Petaldust were on guard. The sibling pair were lazing
near the camp entrance, chatting quietly. All seemed peaceful.

 

RiverClan was okay.

 

 

His blood pumped as he rushed forward. Caterwauls filled the air. The dusky brown pelt of a she-cat
caught his gaze, and he darted forward with a fierce yowl. She had no time to whip around and face



him, as he leaped and pinned her to the ground. He dragged his claws down her side, where an old
wound lay festering. Now, reopened, it bled plentifully.

 

Just as he was about to snap his jaws down onto the smaller she-cat, a pelt of bright ginger slammed
into him. He snarled as the tom knocked him to the ground, allowing the she-cat to scramble to her
feet. He tried to swipe at his new opponent, but the ginger tom ducked away.

 

Words echoed in the air. A call; an alert; an order. But, strangely, he could not make them out. He
thought they were familiar, but they slipped from his mind. Whatever the case, the brown she-cat
faded away, disappearing into the misty forest around them.

 

Then, the ginger tom leaped forward, intent on pinning him to the ground, but a familiar, muscular
blue-gray she-cat slammed into the ginger tom, barrelling him away. The chaos of battle was
everywhere. He saw shapes come and go, but couldn’t identify who or what was happening.

 

He heard an order ring out from his leader: “Fetch reinforcements!”

 

Stumbling over his paws, panting with adrenaline yet exhaustion, he bolted off into the familiar river.
He splashed into the cold- no, warm- water. It rang in his ears as he paddled to the other side, ripples
shimmering through the dark water. He coughed as he pulled himself out onto the other side. Get
reinforcements. That was his order. He must follow it.

 

But he was so tired. He felt as though his chest would burst if he kept running. Surely his clanmates
would be okay if he rested for a moment. His leader was strong, and powerful.

 

But too soft.

 

He dipped into the bushes, laying down and panting fiercely. His limbs trembled, but he was thankful
he had sustained no wounds. Or had he? He felt no pain, except for the exhaustion in his bones.

 

He laid his head down, peering through the bushes. The battle seemed blurry and distant. Who was
fighting who? There was his leader, at the bottom of the rocks. And there was a fluffy tortoiseshell,
with a white tail, at the top of the rocks. She looked ghostly. He could see the rocks through her pelt.

 



Then, beneath her paws, a boulder shifted, then another, and soon, the entire rocks were falling down.
Yowls filled the air, and his body stiffened, eyes wide with shock. A brown body was crushed beneath
the rockslide. A blood curdling scream sang in his ears.

 

Suddenly, he was in front of the rocks. Blood pooled out from underneath. Cats were digging fiercely.
There was a sickening groaning. His gaze turned upwards. Staring back at him, were glowing amber
eyes.

 

Startled, he blinked, and then awoke in the warriors’ den. Fear thundered in his chest, heart beating
faster than a rabbit’s. The recollection made him terrified. But, then, he smiled, forcing his fur to
smooth down.

 

Outside of the den, he spotted a golden pelt, dotted with black.

 

The last of whom stood in the way of a blessed family’s rise to glory.

Chapter End Notes
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At The Cliffs

Chapter by LollingCat
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See the end of the chapter for notes

Over the next few days, the streams in ThunderClan territory dwindled until the only freshwater to be
found was near the RiverClan border, on the far side of Sunningrocks.

 

“There’s never been a summer like it,” grumbled One-Eye. “The forest is as dry as a kit’s bedding.”

 

Cliffpaw was searching the sky for clouds, sending a silent prayer to StarClan that rain would come
soon. The drought was forcing the ThunderClan cats to fetch water near Sunningrocks. At the same
time, she was almost grateful for the distraction of worrying about water, which left her less time to
dwell on what had happened to Cloudpaw, and where her brother might be now.

 

The sunhigh patrol had just returned, and Frostfur was organizing a party of elders and queens to go
to the river to drink. They gathered in the narrow shadows at the edge of the clearing.

 

“Why would StarClan send such a drought now?” Smallear complained. Out of the corner of her eye
Cliffpaw saw the old gray tom glance in Fireheart’s direction, and she felt a jolt of anger that the clan
could be so mouse-brained as to blame her uncle’s broken ceremony for the lack of water.

 

“It’s not the dryness that bothers me,” rasped One-Eye. “It’s all the Twolegs out in the forest. I’ve
never heard so many crashing around, scaring off the prey and ruining our scent markers with their
stench. A bit of rain might drive them away.”

 

“Well, I’m worried about Willowpelt,” meowed Speckletail. “It’s quite a journey to the stream and
back, and she doesn’t like to leave her kits for so long. But if she doesn’t drink, her milk’ll dry up and
her kits will starve.”

 

“Goldenflower too,” Patchpelt put in. “Perhaps if we each carried back moss soaked in water, they
could lick the moisture from that?” he suggested.
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“That’s a great idea,” Fireheart meowed as he padded over, avoiding the nasty look Frostfur and
Speckletail gave him. “Can you bring some back today?”

 

The old black-and-white tom nodded.

 

“We’ll all bring some,” offered Speckletail, eyes narrowed.

 

“Thank you.” 

 

Cliffpaw couldn’t help thinking with a pang of regret how eagerly Cloudpaw would have volunteered
to help the elders. He’d always been particularly close to them, listening to their stories at night and
sometimes even sharing their meals. It stung Cliffpaw, if she let herself think about it for too long,
that the elders hardly seemed to notice Cloudpaw’s absence. Were Fireheart, Creekflower, Lizardpaw,
and Cliffpaw the only cats in ThunderClan who thought Cloudpaw deserved to come back to the
forest? 

 

She shook her ears irritably. She missed her little brother with an intensity. Fireheart called to
Sandstorm and Brackenfur, who were resting in the shade of the nettle patch after the sunhigh patrol.
They leaped up at once and trotted over to him.

 

“Would you escort Smallear and the others?” Fireheart meowed. “I don’t know how close to the river
they’ll have to go, and they’ll need some backup if they bump into a RiverClan patrol.” He paused. “I
know you’re tired, but the other cats are out training, and I need to stay with Whitestorm to guard the
camp.”

 

“No problem,” meowed Brackenfur easily.

 

“I’m not tired, Fireheart,” insisted Sandstorm, fixing him with her pale leaf-green gaze. Cliffpaw’s
mood lifted a bit, and she twitched her whiskers as amusement filled her. It was funny seeing
Fireheart get all flustered around Sandstorm even though they had been official mates for a while.

 

“Er, great,” her uncle meowed, a little too loudly. Cliffpaw stifled her snicker. He began washing his
chest self-consciously, his licks becoming brisker as he noticed that Brackenfur’s whiskers as well as
Cliffpaw’s were twitching with amusement.

 



“I’ll come with too!” the soft-furred apprentice offered. “I’ll make sure Willowpelt gets her water.”
Since Runningwind had, once more, forgotten to bring her on his patrol, she had nothing better to do.
Plus it would be nice to visit Willowpelt and her cute kittens when she got back.

 

“Alright Cliffpaw,” Fireheart meowed. “Stay close to the patrol - we don’t want those Twolegs to
catch any of you.” Cliffpaw shivered at the thought. Ever since she had joined ThunderClan, she had
found Twolegs terrifying - even more so than some clan cats. They ran cats over with monsters,
causing them to be irreparably injured - or they died .

 

Or Twolegs came and stole cats, and took them away…

 

She was relieved when the group padded out of the gorse tunnel. She kept close to Sandstorm and
Brackenfur as they slunk through the forest, keeping their ears pricked for any sign of Twolegs.
Cliffpaw could hear a Twoleg kit scream happily a little ways off, and she shivered, fur pricking.

 

“This way,” Sandstorm motioned. “We’ll head down to the river, near Sunningrocks.” She sniffed
some of the trees. “There’s moss here. Everyone, gather up a bundle.” Cliffpaw obeyed, extending her
claws and began swiping at the moss, separating the fluffy, green plant from the roots of the tree. She
gave a little purr at the familiar motion, and swiped at some more until she had a nice pile. She
retracted her claws before nosing her moss together, firmly pressing down on it to pack the fluffy
plant together, and rolled it into a bundle. She turned back to the tree roots and gathered up some
more moss, and packaged it up too. Cliffpaw bent down, grasping the first moss bundle in her jaws,
before stuffing the second under her chin, the way Willowpelt had taught her.

 

She bounded back over to Sandstorm, who had a swath of moss in her own jaws. The pale ginger
tabby gave her a nod of approval, and flicked her tail for Cliffpaw to follow. One by one, the rest of
the group emerged with their own bundles of moss and they began their journey down to the river -
before Cliffpaw’ fur fluffed up with alarm as a band of young Twoleg kits burst from the
undergrowth, shrieking and waving their paws around. One yowled and pointed at the group of
alarmed cats, and they screamed happily before running at them. Cliffpaw let out a sharp shriek of
terror, dropping both of her moss bundles, before bolting, fear running through her pelt.

 

No, no, she can’t be caught! She can’t be taken away too! They’ll hurt her like Cinderpelt, they might
kill her like poor Cricketheart, they would take her away like Cloudpaw!

 

“Halftail, go after Cliffpaw!” she faintly heard Brackenfur yowl as he frantically shoved One-eye
after the terrified apprentice. The dark brown tabby chased after Cliffpaw, but the soft-furred she-cat
was too scared to slow down and stop. She couldn’t let the Twolegs take her! She couldn’t leave
Lizardpaw all alone! She couldn’t let Creekflower lose another kit!



 

“Cliffpaw!” Halftail yowled, “Come back! You’re safe! I promise, they won’t get you!” Cliffpaw
flattened her ears, risking a glance back, and nearly tripped over her paws. Halftail was right. There
were no Twolegs around - right now.

 

The elder panted as he caught up to her, meowing, “You okay?” 

 

She glanced away, feeling shame heat up her pelt now. She had run away! Like a…like a scared little
kittypet.

 

No wonder her clanmates still saw her as that poor, lost kittypet.

 

“Hey, it’s okay,” Halftail softly meowed, crouching down by her. “Everyone gets scared. It’s nothing
to be ashamed of.” Cliffpaw peeked up at the elder, and reluctantly relaxed her tense muscles.

 

“Are…are the others alright?” she quietly asked. Halftail nodded.

 

“Come on, let’s get back to camp,” he meowed, stiffly rising to his paws. “We need to find another
way to get that water to the queens.” Cliffpaw hunched her shoulders as she followed Halftail back to
camp, tail swaying low to the ground, mentally scolding herself for behaving like that kittypet her
clanmates saw.

 

They managed to catch up with the group, all of whom had their fur spiked with shock and terror.
Cliffpaw jumped down after Speckletail, crashing after the queen into camp, sending grit and dirt
crumbling around them.

 

“Twolegs!” Speckletail panted as she reached the foot of the ravine.

 

Cliffpaw looked back to where Brackenfur and Sandstorm were helping One-eye and Patchpelt as
they struggled down from boulder to boulder.

 

“It’s okay,” Sandstorm called down. “We lost them.”

 



When they were all safely at the bottom, Brackenfur explained, his breath coming in frightened gasps:
“There was a group of young ones. They chased us!”

 

Cliffpaw saw Fireheart’s fur bristle with alarm as a terrified mewing broke out among the other cats.
“Are you all okay?” he meowed.

 

Sandstorm looked around the group and nodded. “Some a little shaken,” she glanced at Cliffpaw for a
split-second and the soft-furred she-cat looked at her paws, “but no one was hurt.” The pale ginger
tabby put emphasis on her words, as if she was trying to tell Cliffpaw that it was alright.

 

“Good.” Fireheart steadied himself with a deep breath. “Where were these Twolegs? Were they by the
river?”

 

“We hadn’t even reached Sunningrocks,” answered Sandstorm. Her voice grew calmer as she got her
breath back, and her eyes began to gleam with indignation. “They were loose in the woods, not on the
usual Twoleg paths.”

 

“We shall have to wait till dark to fetch water,” he decided out loud.

 

“Do you think they’ll be gone by then?” asked One-Eye shakily.

 

“Why would they stay?” Fireheart meowed reassuringly. Cliffpaw, however, shook and shivered. Who
could predict what a Twoleg might do?

 

“But what about Willowpelt and Goldenflower?” fretted Speckletail, for once not sneering at
Fireheart’s decisions. “They’ll need water before then.”

 

“I’ll go and fetch some,” offered Sandstorm.

 

“No,” meowed Fireheart. “I’ll go.” He nodded to Sandstorm. “I need you to stay at the top of the
ravine and look out for Twolegs.” One-Eye let out an anxious mew. “I’m sure they’ll have turned
back by now,” Fireheart soothed the elder. “But you’ll be safe with Sandstorm on guard.” He looked
into the orange she-cat’s sparkling emerald eyes and knew Cliffpaw knew he spoke the truth.

 



(Personally, Cliffpaw did feel safer at the thought that Sandstorm would be patrolling the camp.)

 

“I’ll come with you,” meowed Brackenfur.

 

Fireheart shook his head. “You’ll need to guard the camp with Whitestorm,” he told the pale ginger
warrior. “And I want you to report what you saw in the forest just now to Bluestar. I’ll carry back as
much moss as I can. The rest of you will have to wait till sunset.”

 

As Fireheart and Sandstorm slipped out of camp, she felt someone pad up to her side.

 

“Sure you’re okay?” Halftail’s concerned mew asked. “You were quite shook up.” Cliffpaw dropped
her eyes to the ground once more.

 

“I’m just…” she hesitantly began. Her voice dropped to a whisper. “I’m just so scared of Twolegs!”
She gazed imploringly at the sensible elder. “They hurt Cinderpelt, and killed Cricketheart, and
they’ve taken Cloudpaw away and I…I’m just so scared of them!” She flattened her ears. “But I
shouldn’t be scared because the clan will just mock me for it. They’ll call me a kittypet for being
scared, because only kittypets run away from danger.” She blinked back the water welling in her eyes
as Halftail settled down beside her once more, amber eyes blinking amicably.

 

“You know,” the elder meowed. “Ever heard the story of how I lost my tail?” Cliffpaw glanced at
him, and nodded.

 

“You saved Airleap from a badger,” she answered slowly. “It was really brave of you.” Halftail
twitched an ear.

 

“But what you don’t know was that I was terrified,” he explained softly. Cliffpaw stared at the older
tom. Halftail? Scared? “I was terrified that I wouldn’t be able to save Airleap in time. He was caught
in the bushes, trying desperately to get away, but the badger was coming for him. I did the only thing I
could think of - throw myself in front of him, and take the blow. I lost half of my tail in return, but
Airleap got to live - and he’s happy now, in WindClan.” He blinked warmly at Cliffpaw. “I knew he
wasn’t happy in ThunderClan, but I am proud of him. Thrushpelt and I taught him well - and
something I tried to teach him was that it was okay to be afraid. But what’s important is to not let that
fear control your actions. I believe he’s taken that advice to heart, and I believe you need to do the
same.” He nosed her head. “If the clan calls you a kittypet for running away, let them. You will prove
them wrong. One day, you will be the last to turn and run. You will be the one to save another from a
threat.” Halftail smiled at Cliffpaw. “One day, you will be among the bravest in the clan - after all,
bravery isn’t achieved without first having fear.”



 

Halftail nosed Cliffpaw’s head once more before rising to his paws and slowly padding away.
Cliffpaw gazed after him, contemplating his words of fear, sacrifice, and bravery.

 

 

Lizardpaw carefully wrapped the strands of cobwebs around Cherryfur’s paw, green eyes narrowed in
concentration.

 

“Good, Lizardpaw,” Spottedleaf meowed. “Now take the stick and wrap it against her leg.” Lizardpaw
grasped the sturdy, brown stick in her mouth, lining it up against her mentor’s foreleg, and continued
to unravel the ball of cobweb around it. With a little tug, she tucked the end of the cobweb underneath
itself and sat back with a purr.

 

“Well done!” Cherryfur meowed as Spottedleaf echoed her granddaughter’s delighted purr. “You’re
really getting the hang of it!”

 

“Yes she is,” Spottedleaf fondly meowed as she gently began to untangle the cobweb and stick.
Cherryfur hadn’t actually been hurt (thank StarClan), but the orange and white she-cat had offered
herself up as practice for wrapping a splint.

 

“Great job Lizardpaw!” Cinderpelt meowed as she nosed through the stocks of herbs. “You’ll be a pro
in no time!” Lizardpaw bashfully ducked her head, pleased at the gray she-cat’s praise. “Mouse-
dung!” Cinderpelt’s mew echoed from the stores. “We’re low on chamomile, juniper, and ginger
root!” Lizardpaw exchanged a quick glance with Spottedleaf. Both knew the lack of ginger root
watered down to giving the ShadowClan cats Littlecloud and Whitethroat a good bundle to take back
to their clan.

 

And Lizardpaw and Cinderpelt had given the ShadowClan cats a juniper berry each to settle their
stomachs on the way home.

 

Hopefully Yellowfang hadn’t noticed. She wouldn’t be happy.

 

(Although, she had noticed the dwindling supply of spearmint and lavender, and had crankily
demanded who was taking them.)



 

(Lizardpaw wasn’t gonna tell her she took them. Lavender made the rat sickness cure taste better,
okay?!)

 

Cinderpelt limped out, meowing that she would go out and collect the missing herbs, before someone
nearly bumped into her at the tunnel entrance.

 

“What’s the matter with you?” she mewed cheerily. Lizardpaw poked her head around and saw
Fireheart was the culprit. The tabby apprentice tilted her head at the frown on her uncle’s face. 

 

“Did you tell Littlecloud and Whitethroat they must leave?” Fireheart whispered urgently. Lizardpaw
pricked her ears. He must still be worrying about Littlecloud and Whitethroat.

 

She wished Fireheart didn’t have to worry so much. It was bad for his health.

 

(Maybe she should slip some of that chamomile in his prey. It’ll help calm him down.)

 

“We’ve been through all this already.” Cinderpelt sighed impatiently.

 

“Are you sure they’ve gone?”

 

“They promised to leave that night.” Her blue eyes challenged Fireheart to argue with her.

 

“And there’s no stench of sickness left?” he persisted, his fur pricking with worry.

 

“Look!” she snapped. “I told them to leave and they said they would. I don’t have time for this. There
are berries to be collected, and the birds will get them if I don’t. If you don’t believe me about the
ShadowClan cats, why don’t you check for yourself?”

 

That was when Fireheart spotted Cherryfur in the den. He stared awkwardly at his sister’s best friend,
but the orange and white she-cat merely tilted her head to the side.



 

“ShadowClan cats?” she meowed, blinking innocently. “What ShadowClan cats? I don’t know
anything about sick ShadowClan cats on our territory. You must be dreaming, Fireheart!”

 

The red tom twitched his whiskers, smiling a bit at the she-cat’s humor and silent promise to keep
quiet while Cinderpelt’s shoulders relaxed and her own whiskers twitched with amusement.

 

“I’m sorry to keep going on about it, Cinderpelt,” Fireheart sighed. “It’s not that I don’t trust you. It’s
just that I-”

 

“You’re just a fretful old badger,” she told him, nudging him affectionately on his shoulder. “Go and
check out the root cave for yourself, if you want to put your mind at rest.” She brushed past him and
limped toward the camp entrance.

 

“She’s right you know,” Spottedleaf meowed humorously. “Now, I need to teach Lizardpaw how to
set a dislocated shoulder.” The tortoiseshell sounded more business-like now. “So unless you want to
be her first victim, you better get a move on!”

 

Lizardpaw laughed as Fireheart’s eyes widened, and he meowed, “Okay! Okay! I’m leaving! I have
no desire to let Lizardpaw mess with my shoulders!” The red tom backed out of the den, leaving the
three she-cats to their laughter.

 

“Well,” Cherryfur meowed. “I just need to know one thing. Why wasn’t I invited on your ‘save
ShadowClan’ mission!?” Lizardpaw ducked her head.

 

“It was kinda an accident on how I found out,” she admitted. “I came across Cinderpelt moving them
to a cave in Sunningrocks and promised I wouldn’t tell - and it just escalated to me helping her heal
them.”

 

Cherryfur blinked warmly at her apprentice. “She trusts you a lot, you know.”

 

Lizardpaw self-consciously glanced away, feeling her heartbeat rocket at the thought.

 



 

Wandering next to the river is where Graystripe found himself. It was strange, being here, on this side,
instead of the green, flourishing forest of trees on the other (well… usually it was green and
flourishing. Now the leaves were brown and crackly, which was surprising since these trees were the
closest to the river). Nevermind the fact that RiverClan itself was… interesting .

 

First and foremost, Thistlestar. Graystripe got the jeebees just thinking about him! He was huge,
bigger than even Graystripe (who was, in fact, not lacking in bulk), and his yellow eyes always made
the gray tom shiver. He couldn’t understand why the warriors in RiverClan were content and okay
with that tom as leader. And the fact that his mate was younger than Thistlestar’s own children…

 

That made Graystripe shudder.

 

At least Mistyfoot was nice to him. And Stonefur. They had been friends with his mentor, Fireheart,
as apprentices, so it was nice that they had taken it upon themselves to help Graystripe out.

 

He really appreciated it - especially when it came to his kits, Featherkit and Stormkit.

 

The gray tom then frowned. Even now, cats in RiverClan believed that - for some reason -
ThunderClan had been hurting his kits. How ridiculous! Yes, little Featherkit had some teeth marks on
her scruff when she was brought to RiverClan, but that was because Lightingfur had been carrying her
wrong - not because his clanmates - er, old clanmates - had hurt her!

 

Graystripe had been asked in hushed tones what ThunderClan had been doing to their kits, but when
Graystripe tried to explain that no ones kits were being harmed, they simply gave him pitying looks
and “quietly” whispered to each other that he simply must be desensitized to the abuse. Or angrily
growled about how he could condone abuse. ( Thanks, Blackclaw. )

 

He huffed and growled as he picked his way down the river, by Sunningrocks. He wanted to see if
those ShadowClan cats who stunk like the Place of No Stars were still there.

 

And maybe catch a glimpse of his old mentor and friends…

 

Graystripe fluffed up his fur before smoothly sliding into the river, and swam across to Sunningrocks.
He had initially been terrified to go into the water, but Mistyfoot had kindly offered to teach him step-



by-step, and he now had the hang of it!

 

He shook out his fur as he trotted across the warm rocks, mouth opened for any sign of ShadowClan,
then closed it as he picked up another scent. The ShadowClan cats were gone now (leaving behind a
terrible smell, but at least it was stale!), but someone else was here.

 

A very familiar someone…

 

His tail swished excitedly and hurried to climb one of the nearest trees. Tree climbing had never been
his forte. Ravenpaw and Cricketheart had been the best climbers in his generation of apprentices, and
Fireheart was like a bird up in the air, skimming the tree branches with awe-inspiring precision.

 

He kinked his tail as he spotted the fiery-red pelt of his former mentor. He pricked his ears as
Fireheart spotted the gnarled oak that a cave was by (and the one Graystripe was up in) and padded
forward, eyes fixed on the hole. He crouched low, then cautiously stretched his neck and peered into
the makeshift den.

 

Graystripe adjusted his weight, then dropped.

 

Fireheart let out a startled gasp as Graystripe landed on his back, claws grasping his sides. He yowled,
twisting violently in an attempt to throw off his attacker. But Graystripe kept a firm hold until
Fireheart exclaimed;

 

“Graystripe!” His mew was happy. Graystripe purred.

 

“I thought you would never come to see me!” He slipped from Fireheart’s back, shaking out his
water-soaked pelt and spotted that Fireheart’s own pelt was now soaked from their tussle. The red tom
shook himself and stared in amazement at the gray warrior.

 

“You swam across the river?” he meowed in disbelief. Every cat in ThunderClan knew how much
Graystripe hated getting his thick fur wet. Graystripe gave himself a quick shake, and the water
spattered easily from his pelt. His long fur, which used to soak up water like moss, looked sleek and
glossy. 

 



“It’s quicker than going down to the stepping-stones,” he pointed out. “Besides, my fur doesn’t seem
to hold the water as much anymore. One of the advantages of eating fish, I suppose.”

 

“About the only one, I should think,” answered Fireheart, screwing up his face. 

 

“It’s not so bad once you get used to it,” meowed Graystripe. He may prefer the subtle, musky flavors
of ThunderClan’s forest prey, but fish wasn’t that bad. He blinked warmly at Fireheart. “You look
well.” Greenleaf must be treating ThunderClan quite well - better than the forest, at least.

 

“You too,” Fireheart purred back.

 

“How is everyone? Is Dustpelt still being a pain? Is Feathercloud alright? How’s Bluestar?”

 

“Dustpelt’s fine,” Fireheart began, “and so is Feathercloud. He’s been hunting on his own a lot these
days.” And then he hesitated. “Bluestar is...” He seemed unsure what words to say.

 

“What’s up?” asked Graystripe, his eyes narrowing. He knew Fireheart too well to miss his reaction.
The red tom’s ears flicked self-consciously. “Bluestar’s all right, isn’t she?” Graystripe’s voice was
thick with concern. Did something happen to Bluestar? Did Tigerclaw come back and hurt his clan -
er, old clan - once more? He eyed Fireheart’s pelt. No new scars…and knowing Tigerclaw he
would’ve been sure to leave some.

 

Especially on Fireheart, the old fox-face.

 

“She’s fine,” Fireheart assured him quickly. “But she hasn’t really been her old self lately. Not since
Tigerclaw...” He trailed off uncertainly.

 

Graystripe frowned. “Have you seen that old poison-paws since he left?”

 

Fireheart shook his head. “Not a sign of him. I don’t know how Bluestar would react if she saw him
again.”

 



“She’d scratch his eyes out, if I know her,” purred Graystripe. “I can’t imagine anything keeping
Bluestar down for long.” Fireheart met his eyes. Something swirled in that green gaze, but he changed
the subject deliberately.

 

“What’s it like in RiverClan?” he meowed.

 

Graystripe shrugged. “Not much different from ThunderClan, I suppose. Some of them are friendly,
some of them are grumpy, some of them are funny, some of them are...Well, they’re just like normal
Clan cats, I suppose. Kind of.”

 

Fireheart tipped his head. “Kind of?” he asked.

 

Graystripe deliberated for a moment, before explaining, “It’s weird. Cats in RiverClan seem utterly
convinced that ThunderClan is hurting kits.”

 

“What?!”

 

“I know, it’s ridiculous!” Graystripe flattened his ears. “They’ve been thinking this for a long time. It
must have started after they found out you and your siblings were Thistlestar’s kits. They think the
reason why Lightningfur, Airleap, and Copperleaf left was because they were being mistreated - and
they act like they’re completely sure that the reason why you and Creekflower haven’t left yet is
because: One, she has kits and is scared to leave without them. Two, you’re deputy now so maybe
you’re trying to keep the kits safe by using your position. Or three, the two of you have been
threatened into staying and Bluestar only gave you the position for appearances to the other clans.”

 

Fireheart stared at Graystripe, speechless. “B-but that’s not true!” he stammered, horrified. “Yes,
some, well, a lot, of cats in ThunderClan may not like us, but we have cats who love us as well!
Where did they get such an idea?”

 

Graystripe shrugged. “Beats me. I’ve asked, but no one will tell me.” He gazed back in the direction
RiverClan’s camp was in. “They think Featherkit and Stormkit were being harmed too, because
they’re half-clan.”

 

Fireheart’s fur fluffed up, his outrage outgrowing his shock now. “We would never !” he spat
furiously, tail lashing as he stalked up and down the rocks. “ I would never allow such a thing! I’ve
promised Goldenflower that I’ll help her defend her children against any of the mouse-brains in the



clan who blame her kits for being Tigerclaw’s, but I know for a fact that no one in Thunderclan would
ever dare harm a kit!”

 

His former mentor sat down, eyes still narrowed, but gestured for Graystripe to keep going. The gray
tom shifted, unsure if he should share his next thoughts with Fireheart in his mood.

 

He decided to go for it.

 

“And…well…” He waved a paw around. “Thistlestar kinda gives me the creeps…” Fireheart’s green
eyes flashed over to him, and Graystripe hurriedly added, “I know he’s your father, and you’re
probably mad I said that -”

 

“Graystripe,” Fireheart interrupted, looking solemn. His normally vibrant green eyes were
despondent. “I know. I know he’s a bad cat. It’s just…”

 

“Hard?”

 

Fireheart flicked an ear. “Yeah, hard. I’ve looked up to him for moons. You know, like everyone else
in ThunderClan, that he trained me, Lightningfur, and Creekflower in the Place of No Stars. He
always praised me, gave me advice, guided me…like any good father should. But what he did to
Spottedleaf…and how he’s now doing the same to Grasswhisker…” He shook his head, looking
frustrated. Graystripe blinked sympathetically at the red warrior. He couldn’t imagine having a father
who took you in with honeyed words and praise but turned out to be a horrible cat.

 

Maybe that’s why Willowpelt never told him who his father was. Darkstripe, Graystripe’s half-
brother, had told him (in an emotionless, distant voice) that Tawnyspots was Darkstripe’s father, but
the old deputy had technically guilt-tripped their mother into a night together.

 

Graystripe was, at the same time, curious but unwilling to know who his own father was, for it
certainly wasn’t also Tawnyspots, who had died by the time Graystripe was conceived.

 

He didn’t want to know in case Willowpelt was harmed because of it.

 

“And, well, the last major piece of news is that Mudfur is still missing.”



 

Fireheart swiveled his head to look at Graystripe, looking grateful for the change in subject. “Really?”
he asked.

 

“Yeah, ‘pparently he was killed by a rogue. No body has been found though.” Pretty suspicious, if you
ask me, the gray tom thought. But he didn’t dare voice that opinion aloud to RiverClan.

 

“That’s rather suspicious…” Fireheart murmured.

 

“Exactly what I thought!” Graystripe purred. “But the question is, who would want Mudfur dead?
He’s a medicine cat - not only does he speak with StarClan, but he also cares for the clan. If someone
in RiverClan had killed him, surely they would’ve known that?”

 

“Or maybe they were arrogant enough to believe that RiverClan could survive without one,” Fireheart
pointed out, looking thoughtful. Graystripe glanced at the red warrior, before shaking out his fur.

 

“Enough gloomy stuff!” he meowed. “You didn’t really come here to see me, did you?”

 

Fireheart was caught off guard. “Well, not entirely...” he confessed.

 

“You were looking for those ShadowClan cats, right?”

 

“How did you know about them?” Fireheart demanded, stunned.

 

“How could I not know?” exclaimed Graystripe. “The stench they were giving off. ShadowClan cats
smell bad enough on their own, but sick ones...yuck!”

 

“Does the rest of RiverClan know about them?” Fireheart asked, alarmed. 

 

“Not as far as I know,” Graystripe assured him. “I offered to do all the patrolling at this end of the
river. The other cats just thought I was homesick and indulged me. I think they were secretly hoping
I’d go back to ThunderClan if I got enough of the forest scents!” Well, really it’s more Lightningfur



and her pals who think that, but I’m not telling Fireheart his sister hates me! That’ll just defeat the
purpose of this conversation!

 

“But why would you protect the ShadowClan cats like that?” Fireheart asked, puzzled.

 

“I came over and spoke to them soon after they arrived,” Graystripe explained. “They told me that
Cinderpelt and Lizardpaw had hidden them here. I reckoned that if Cinderpelt had something to do
with it, then you must know. Sheltering a couple of sickly fleabags is just the sort of softhearted thing
you’d do.”

 

“Well, I wasn’t exactly thrilled when I found out,” Fireheart admitted.

 

“But I bet you let her off.”

 

Fireheart shrugged. “Well, yes.”

 

“She always could wrap you around her paw,” meowed Graystripe affectionately. And, if Graystripe
was honest, so could he. Fireheart had a soft spot for his apprentices. That’s what let Fireheart be such
great friends with himself, and with Cinderpelt, whereas other mentor and apprentice pairs’ bond
tended to fade. “Anyway, they’ve gone now.”

 

“When did they leave?” Fireheart felt a wave of relief that Cinderpelt had kept her promise.

 

“I saw one hunting this side of the river a couple of days ago, but not a whisker since.”

 

“A couple of days ago?” Fireheart sounded alarmed.

 

“Look,” meowed Graystripe, “I have to go. I’m on hunting duty, and I promised I’d watch a couple of
apprentices this afternoon.” Primrosepaw and Dawnpaw sure were excited to go swimming! I hope
Thistlestar doesn’t join me in ‘watching’ them again. I’m pretty sure his definition of watching and
mine are very different. If only I could claw that look off his face! But RiverClan would never let me
see my kits again if I harmed their precious leader.

 



“Have you got an apprentice of your own?” Fireheart asked.

 

Graystripe met his gaze steadily. “I don’t think RiverClan is willing to trust me to train their warriors
yet,” he murmured. His whiskers twitched, whether with amusement or regret, Graystripe himself did
not know. 

 

“I’ll see you again sometime,” Graystripe meowed, giving Fireheart a shove with his muzzle.

 

“Definitely.” 

 

Graystripe felt a black hole of sadness yawn in his belly as he turned to leave.

 

“Take care!” Fireheart called as Graystripe padded through the ferns to the edge of the river and wade
in confidently. The warrior’s broad shoulders glided through the water, leaving a gentle wake as he
swam with strongly churning paws.
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Onewhisker’s Tryst Actually Led To Something Good!
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“The badger was as big as a- what did you call it?- a bear! It leered over me with this nasty maw and
roared in my face, but I held no fear, for the life of a warrior means fighting every battle bravely!”
Onewhisker exclaimed, raising his paws high.

 

One of the gathered kittypets, a tabby and white she-cat with wide eyes, gasped. “What did you do?!”

 

Onewhisker twitched his whiskers. “It was no easy feat,” he murmured. “But my warriors and I, ten
strong, set out to defeat the beast. We found its nest, hidden in a cave, and we laid in wait for it to
lumber out at night.”

 

“Do you slit its throat?” asked a fluffy dark brown tom eagerly, eyes shining and claws sliding out.

 

Onewhisker shook his head. “A badger’s neck is too thick to cut.” His eyes glinted. “No, you go for
the eyes, where the badger is most vulnerable.”

 

“But what if you get bit?” squeaked the beautiful tabby she-cat.

 

“That’s just it, Lost,” he meowed, “a warrior must face the danger. So we stormed the badger, leaping
from above and darting at its huge legs, as thick as tree trunks. I was to claw its eyes out.”

 

“How brave,” whispered the long-furred gray she-cat with dazzling blue eyes. Onewhisker found his
attention turning to the she-cat- Smoke- as he spoke, puffing out his chest with pride.

 



“Perhaps,” Onewhisker rumbled. “I was simply doing my duty as a warrior, the same as any of my
clanmates would do. So, I leaped at the badger’s face while my clanmate dove underneath, clawing at
its chin to distract it. I dug my claws into the eyes of the badger and-”

 

“And tore them out!” yowled the dark brown, nearly black, tom, bouncing eagerly on his feet.

 

Onewhisker purred at the tom’s enthusiasm. “Not quite,” he corrected. “But I did leave that badger's
eyes so bloodied, it’ll never see again!”

 

“So what then?” Smoke asked, leaning forward. “After you blinded it?”

 

“My clanmates and I chased it off,” Onewhisker said simply, the energy of his tale coming to an end.
He sat down much more lazily, stretching and soaking in the warm rays of sunlight. The warm slab of
stone beneath him made it extra cozy. “There isn’t much left for a blind badger to do but run. A blind
anything, really. It doesn’t have whiskers like us cats to navigate around.”

 

The kittypets let out murmurs of agreement, exchanging looks and twitching their ears.

 

“Yeah, but you didn’t kill it?” the dark brown tom questioned disappointedly.

 

Onewhisker hesitated. Perhaps I should say we went after it, or that it came back, and I killed it. But
maybe I’m exaggerating too much, then, he wondered, conflicted. It’d be a good story… but, really,
Airleap and I chased that skinny thing off pretty easily. It only got a nip on Gorsepaw’s hindquarters!

 

“No,” Onewhisker decided on saying, “but a warrior knows they don’t always need to kill to win the
battle. The badger was already defeated, and will likely die without its sight anyway.”

 

“That’s honorable,” Smoke meowed, blinking warmly at Onewhisker. He felt his fur heat up, and he
looked away abashedly.

 

“Are badgers really that big?” Lost questioned, eyes still wide. “Oh, what if a badger attacked my
house!”

 



“I’m sure that won’t happen,” Onewhisker calmed her. “Badgers don’t like Twolegs.” Lost fretted a
bit more, and Onewhisker listened half-heartedly, closing his eyes and letting the sun’s warmth wash
over him.

 

“Hey, Onewhisker,” a soft voice meowed, and Onewhisker cracked open his eye. Smoke was staring
at him intently.

 

His heart thumped in his chest. “Yes?” he said back, pricking his ears.

 

“I’ve been hearing these yowls down the street,” Smoke began, and Onewhisker blinked, shifting and
putting his paws under himself as he listened. “I think some housefolk got a new housecat, but they
wail all night and day. I think they’ve been trying to escape their house, too.”

 

Onewhisker tilted his head. “And?”

 

Smoke shuffled her paws. “Well, I don’t think they like being a housecat very much. They’re
miserable, and terrified. I want to go help them, you know, like real warriors would.” She blinked up
at him with big, blue eyes.

 

Onewhisker glanced at the sky. Airleap wouldn’t be training Storkpaw and Gorsepaw all day.
Eventually, Gorsepaw would ask where his mentor is, and then Ashfoot and Morningflower- the only
ones who knew where Onewhisker disappeared to some days- would have to lie for him. Again. And
Ashfoot had made it quite clear that she didn’t like doing so. Plus, what if Deadfoot wanted him for a
patrol later? He’d been on dawn patrol this morning, but that didn’t mean Deadfoot wouldn’t want
him for a patrol at dusk.

 

“Please?” Smoke meowed, staring at him with those beautiful, round bright blue eyes.

 

And how could Onewhisker say no?

 

Plus, rescuing a scared kittypet was the right thing to do.

 

“Alright,” Onewhisker meowed, standing up reluctantly and silently wishing the warm slab in
Smoke’s garden goodbye. “But we’ll have to do it quickly. I’ve got duties back home, you know.”



 

“Of course!” Smoke enthusiastically jumped up, eyes bright. “Come on, let’s go!” She roused the tom
next to her, who had not said a word the entire time. He was a smooth-furred, off-gray and creamy-
white spotted thing, rather ugly colors, with dull amber eyes that spoke of boredom. Onewhisker
knew the tom didn’t care for Onewhisker’s stories, and only came because he was Smoke’s friend and
housemate.

 

The other two cats- Lost and the brown tom Onewhisker only vaguely remembered the name of-
hopped to their paws too. Lost twitched her whiskers eagerly, while the brown tom unsheathed his
claws excitedly.

 

“I don’t think we’re going to fight anyone,” Onewhisker mused as he followed after Smoke and her
friend.

 

“But we might!” the tom said, tail raised high. “I know what house she’s speaking about. It’s right
past my house!”

 

He stormed off, climbing up the fence with ease and bounding away. Onewhisker followed after. Most
of WindClan didn’t know how to climb, but days in the Twolegplace past Mothermouth had made
Onewhisker adept at clawing his way effortlessly up the smooth wood. He landed on the ground with
a small thump, wincing as the harsh stone grated at his paw pads. One thing he’d never liked about
the Twolegplace was the rampant amount of rough, black and gray stoned pathways. Even worse were
the Thunderpaths that monsters raced across. In Twolegplace, there were always monsters on the
paths.

 

But the kittypets led him forward with confidence, unhindered by the rough stone, or the roaring of
monsters, nor the bustling activity of Twolegs around them. Lost even stopped to let a Twoleg lean
down and pet her!

 

Smoke came to a stop, frowning as she glanced between two Twoleg dens. “Oh, which of these dens
had that mean dog?”

 

“The blue one,” the gray and white tom answered in a low rumble. He glanced back at Onewhisker,
and Onewhisker swore he saw a glint of amusement in those amber eyes. “Watch out, Francis will eat
you whole. Though, I suppose as a mighty warrior, you wouldn’t be scared of a little dog, would
you?”

 



Onewhisker squared his shoulders. “No,” he growled, offended, yet aware the tom was riling him up
on purpose.

 

“He killed Prince, don’t you know!” Smoke meowed fretfully, eyes wide. She stared at Onewhisker
and he tried to recall who she was talking about. Right, the little black tom who shared the brown
tom’s energy, right…? He’d barely been older than an apprentice, poor thing.

 

“Maybe you could defeat the dog!” the young brown tom exclaimed, something flashing in his gaze.

 

“Ah, maybe,” Onewhisker quickly answered, nervous. “But that’s not our mission, is it?”

 

“Right,” Smoke meowed. “This way.” She darted towards the brown, wooden Twoleg den, skirting
along its edges. They came to a bigger Twolegplace den, this one looking more old, and built of gray
stone.

 

A loud yowl rang out, and Onewhisker’s fur spiked as a large silver-gray tabby tom came barrelling
from the window sill of the den. He’d thought the tom had been inside, on the other side of the
invisible barrier called a window, and wouldn’t bother them! Most kittypets were kept inside like that!

 

“Hey!” the tabby tom, who had a swinging belly, plumper than any kittypet Onewhisker’d ever seen.
“What do you think you're doing on my territory?”

 

“Sheldon!” the brown tom called out, darting forward with a purr. “It’s alright. They’re friendly!”

 

“They’re invaders, that’s what they are!” Sheldon spat. He slammed his paw into the brown tom
roughly, causing the young tom to tumble. “And you are too, for that matter, Gizmo!”

 

“Hey! I live here too!” Gizmo- ah, that was his name, Onewhisker recalled- protested. From the roof
of the den, Onewhisker saw a ginger tabby head and a brown and white head pop over the roof,
staring curiously down. The ginger tabby’s eyes narrowed onto the intruding kittypets.

 

“We’re just passing through, Sheldon,” Lost meowed. “No need to pick up a fight.”

 



“You tell that to your lot!” Sheldon growled, thin tail lashing. “This is my turf, my lawn, my mice, my
house! Leave!” Sheldon lashed out at Gizmo again.

 

The tomcat squeaked and jumped away. Onewhisker’s fur bristled, uncertain if he should defend the
kittypet. From what he understood, cats who lived in a house together, like Smoke and her friend,
were like clanmates. Why would Sheldon attack his own housemate!

 

“Hey!” called out a firm, wisened voice. A gray tom ran forth, teeth bared. Strangely, his ears were
folded, but not like a kit’s. They seemed lumpy in their folds. Age was clear in his skinny hips, but he
still bared his teeth at Sheldon. A smaller patched and white kit wobbled after him. “We don’t attack
our kits!”

 

Sheldon snorted, then hissed at the gray tom. “Gizmo ain’t no kit! He’s a nuisance!”

 

The gray cat snapped at his whiskers, and Sheldon shrunk away, bristling and growling with fury in
his dark yellow eyes. The white kit following after him suddenly flopped to the side, and Onewhisker
was alarmed when she remained there. But no one else seemed to notice as the gray tom glared at the
newcomers next.

 

“And you!” the gray tom growled, glaring at Lost in particular. “I thought I told your kin to stay
away! I saw Reggie knocking over poor Cheese.” He flicked his tail at the limp white she-kit behind
him. Suddenly, she burst up, bouncing onto her paws and mewling like a normal, healthy kit.
Onewhisker blinked in confusion.

 

“That was an accident!” Lost bristled her fur defensively. “You know that, Shadow!”

 

“I don’t care!” Shadow snapped back. Onewhisker wrinkled his nose as he smelt old infection wafting
from the elder tom’s ears. Behind Shadow, Cheese squeaked, her body seeming to shake side to side a
bit, before she stepped forward then fell again.

 

Onewhisker jerked in alarm. “What’s wrong with her?!”

 

“Wrong with her?” Gizmo blinked, tilting his head at Onewhisker. “What do you mean?”

 



“She keeps falling over and stuff! She’s not a newborn. That’s not normal.” He glanced between the
gathered assortment of kittypets. Were they not concerned about the kits’ health?!

 

“Oh, that’s just how Cheese is,” Gizmo explained, shrugging. “She wobbles when she walks, and falls
over sometimes.”

 

“Yeah!” Cheese mewed out, taking a few steps forward and raising her head proudly. “We play now?”

 

“Not now, Cheesie!” Gizmo meowed, tail high. “I’m on a warrior mission!”

 

“A warrior mission to get off my lawn!” Sheldon lunged forward again, though aborted before
actually hitting Gizmo. “Leave, mongrels!” He snarled in Lost’s face, and from the rooftop the two
cats yowled in agreement.

 

“We’re going! Don’t get your tail in a twist!” Lost hissed, angrily padding away. Smoke scurried after
her, her gray and white housemate on her tail, and Gizmo stuck his tongue out at Sheldon before
following. Onewhisker nervously twitched his tail before following after the kittypets. They were a
strange bunch, here. Most kittypets couldn’t care about borders or whose territory was whose… But
there was always the odd hairball that wouldn’t stop yowling, but never actually drew their claws. All
bark and no bite! he mused.

 

“And stay off!” Sheldon yowled, and there were agreeing hisses from the cats on top of the roof.

 

“See you for dinner!” Gizmo called back with a playful purr. Sheldon just huffed and stormed off.

 

“Is that normal?” Onewhisker asked worriedly, going into step beside Smoke and her housemate. Did
kittypets sometimes just fall over like birds that hit their heads on trees?

 

“Cheese?” Smoke meowed. “Oh, no, not really. But I mean, she’s a cute little thing, isn’t she?” She
purred.

 

“A cat like that wouldn’t survive in the wild,” Onewhisker murmured. How would they hunt? They
couldn’t chase a rabbit without falling over. They would starve to death!

 



“Good thing they aren’t in the wild,” muttered the gray and white tom, eyes narrowed, but he was
facing rudely away from Onewhisker.

 

“Oat,” Smoke meowed, shoving the younger tom’s shoulder. “Be polite.” Oat rolled his eyes.

 

“Here,” Lost meowed, “ my housemates are a lot friendlier. We can pass through my yard.”

 

Onewhisker’s fur prickled. Kittypets were weird sometimes, but he was sure he didn’t like the ones
that lived in groups like these. Too many crazies packed in one area! An antagonistic fat tom, an over-
energetic fluffy tom, an elder with rotting ears, and a kitten that can’t walk. Did Twolegs not care for
their cats? Smoke had seemed pretty pampered by her Twolegs, and she had a wonderful garden.

 

But, at the same time, the strange adventure intrigued Onewhisker. You wouldn’t find this in the clans!
He found himself studying Lost’s den as they walked past. There was a strange contraption, like a
black mesh of something that had makeshift perches inside it. A few cats- all brown and white
tabbies, lounged inside. One of them glanced up, saw them, and then bolted in alarm, back into the
den.

 

“Shadow and Sheldon giving you trouble?” called out of the brown and white tabbies.

 

“Yeah,” Lost called back. “But it’s no biggie. You know those housecats fight more with each other
than us!”

 

“Ain’t that true!” meowed the cat back with a distinct purr.

 

“Says you, Reggie! You always go after Minni Me!” another of the brown and white tabbies huffed,
glaring at Reggie, who shrunk away.

 

“What!”

 

Lost rolled her eyes. “Well, we’re going to the yowling housecat’s place to see if we can free ‘em!
Distract our housefolk til I get back.”

 



“Will do!” yowled one of the cats. “Tell us how it goes!” They padded peacefully, undisturbed- or
relatively undisturbed- across the lawn. Suddenly, there was a loud wail, startling Onewhisker.

 

“There we are!” Smoke meowed. “Right after mealtime; that’s when they start up again.”

 

“And they do this every day?” Onewhisker questioned, his ears twitching.

 

“Yep!” Smoke replied, tail swaying. “Louder than the dogs, I’d say.”

 

“My housefolk hate it,” Lost meowed, whiskers twitching. “I’m not a fan either, but it keeps the
predators away! You know, there was this big bird-”

 

Onewhisker ignored her as he padded forward, frowning as he peered into the window of the Twoleg
den. Something white flashed past, but he couldn’t see it well. He could certainly hear it, though. The
wail was ear-splitting, and high-pitched, like a kit’s. A really big kit’s.

 

Why would Twolegs even want a kittypet so loud?

 

“Is there a way to get up to that window?” Onewhisker asked.

 

“I’ll do you one better!” Gizmo meowed. “They have a sliding door around back!” Onewhisker
frowned. A what?

 

But the kittypets were already moving, and he followed after them as they looped around the wooden
den. This Twoleg den had no fenced garden, but there was some wooden platform at the back, where
there was a giant gap in the house. Onewhisker paused.

 

“Is this an inverted fence?” Why would Twolegs put a fence on its side?

 

“It’s a porch,” Oat deadpanned, leaping up steps until he was on top of the wooden platform. He
stared down at Onewhisker, unimpressed, before padding away. Smoke, Gizmo, and Lost climbed
after him, and Onewhisker followed, tail tip twitching.



 

Smoke and Gizmo ran up to the gap in the house, then started scratching at it. Onewhisker realized it
was like a window, just larger. Gizmo yowled as loudly as the kittypet inside, and the kittypet’s yowls
suddenly cut off.

 

After a moment, a flash of white fluff darted to the sliding door, blue eyes wide. Onewhisker gasped.

 

“Cloudpaw!” he yowled.

 

The white tom blinked at him, startled. “Uhm,” Cloudpaw meowed. “Do- do I know you? Wait, you
look familiar.” Suddenly, the tom seemed re-energized. He slammed his paws against the sliding door.
“You’re from WindClan! Oh, are you here to save me?! I can’t get out of this terrible Twoleg den! I
thought they took me so far away, I’d never see home again!”

 

Onewhisker was flabbergasted. What was a ThunderClan apprentice, Creekflower’s kit no less, doing
all the way out here?! Had a Twoleg gone into the forest and kidnapped him? How could he be foolish
enough to let Twolegs get close?! Onewhisker still hid from Smoke’s and Melody’s Twolegs!

 

“You know each other?” Smoke exclaimed, shocked.

 

“Small world,” Lost commented.

 

“He’s from another clan in the forests,” Onewhisker explained numbly, still shocked. “What- how are
you here?”

 

Cloudpaw bowed his head, gaze on the ground. “That doesn’t matter,” he mumbled, and it was barely
audible through the sliding door. “Please, just save me! I wanna go home!”

 

Onewhisker whipped his head around to his kittypet companions. “Is there a way to open this door?”

 

Smoke blinked. “Sliding doors are impossible to open. We need to call his Twoleg, maybe.”

 



Cloudpaw shook his head. “The Twolegs aren’t here, right now. They left right after they fed me.”

 

“Do you have any windows that have the meshy stuff you can cut with your claws?” Onewhisker
asked Cloudpaw.

 

“Uhm.” He blinked, confused. “No? I-I’ve clawed at every wall I’ve could. Nothing opens, nothing
moves, nothing breaks! It’s awful!”

 

Onewhisker’s fur bristled along his spine. “Wait here.” He darted along the porch, then off it,
following along the outline of the Twoleg den. He sniffed at every crevice he could. The stank of a
monster was in the air, and it hid any potential scents from inside the Twoleg den that might give him
clues. Hissing, he circled around the den again.

 

Finally, giving up, he leaped back onto the porch. “I can’t find anyway to get in. Unless the Twolegs
come back and we rush through the door.”

 

“They won’t be back until tomorrow!” Cloudpaw wailed. “They always leave at night and come back
tomorrow.”

 

“I-” His tail bunched, eyes flickering around desperately. I don’t know what to do, he thought
helplessly, heart pounding.

 

“Out of ideas already?” Oat commented dryly, and Onewhisker glared at him.

 

Swallowing the lump in his throat, he meowed, “I’m going to tell ThunderClan. This is- you’re their
apprentice. Their problem. Runningwind, Sandstorm, and Fireheart will know how to save you.”

 

Cloudpaw’s ears drooped. “Please be fast.”

 

Onewhisker puffed out his chest, offended. “I’m a WindClan cat,” he meowed. “Of course I’ll be
fast.”

 



And fast he was. Onewhisker had never ran as fast as he had in his life, lungs burning like they were
on fire. Soon, though he had blazed out of the Twolegplace, hesitating only at WindClan territory.
Certainly, by now, his clan was wondering where he was. Dusk was starting to set, and he was
supposed to join Ravenpaw and Barley in visiting Feathercloud. Soon, night would fall.

 

But he didn’t have time to tell Tallstar, and regale the whole story, while also carefully avoiding why
he was in the Twolegplace in the first place.

 

So, he dove through WindClan territory, taking the shortest route, which led him to RiverClan
territory. Here, he paused, gasping for breath and scenting the air. RiverClan’s scent was strong;
recently marked. Carefully, he crouched to the ground, treading forward on silent paws and carefully
avoiding the gorge. He could not spot any RiverClan patrol, though, and, strangely, the scent careened
over ThunderClan’s border when he reached it. ThunderClan won’t be happy about that.

 

Then, ThunderClan territory greeted him, oaks and aspens and birches rising high into the sky. Now,
he paused. Running into ThunderClan territory at night would raise alarm. He should wait for a patrol.
He only hoped it wouldn’t drag attention to Fourtrees, where just past there, Feathercloud would be
heading into WindClan territory to meet Ravenpaw.

 

Distant caterwauls filled the air, and he jumped, fur bristling. The sound of fighting!

 

He paced along ThunderClan’s border, tail lashing. He was much too exhausted for a fight. But the
sounds lasted only a few minutes- a skirmish, at best. Anxious, Onewhisker decided there was no
more time to wait, and raced forward into the heart of ThunderClan’s territory.

Chapter End Notes

Alder: *deep inhale* THE KITTYPETS IN THIS CHAPTER!!!!

Lost is the mama cat in my neighbor's house (who LOVES listening to me talk about warriors
and wants to read BT btw), and the other cats mentioned (Reggie & Minni Me) are also her cats.
The brown & white tabby who scolded Reggie (Female in reality, trans female in BT) for going
after Minni Me is Uno (Female in reality, non-binary she/they in BT :D ) and the other brown &
white cat who bolted back inside the house? That's Chief, the only boy. And I mean ONLY boy.
Lost had a litter of 7 kittens and he was the only boy. poor guy. he also is the scary-cat in the
house. Everytime something goes BANG he BOLTS "EVERY MAN FOR THEMSELVES" and
all lol. and the reason why we decided to make Reggie and Uno trans & nonbinary? They were
misgendered at birth as toms. There's their life story lol.



Lolling: and obviously the other group of cats are mine. Gizmo is the energetic puffball, Prince is
a dead cat who wandered too far, Tommy (ginger cat) and Axel (brown and white cat) are dead
too by a bobcat (fate was not kind this year) but were fighters, Sheldon is a meanie head but also
too lazy to actually fight, Shadow is The Elder Dad Cat who adopts every kit (he also had blood
burst in his ears hence their floppy, infected nature), Cheese is the calico kitten with cerebellar
hypoplasia (wobble cat syndrome), and the two unmentioned cats are Macaroni (yes i have a cat
named Mac n Cheese and a cat named Macaroni deal with it) and Tweetie, who are mostly inside
gals.

its kind of crazy to think that at the start of BT, Prince, Tommy, and Axel were all alive, and I
didn't have Gizmo and Cheese yet, huh? or my zodiac gerbils lol. yet my 18yo dog's still kicking

also here's a drawing of the firefam! you can see more drawings and memes on @burning-
thistles-bt
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Fireheart carried a ball of wet moss gently between his teeth. Some of the moisture had dripped out on
the journey home, soaking his chest and cooling his forepaws, but there would be enough to quench
Goldenflower’s and Willowpelt’s thirst until a patrol could collect more after sunset.

 

The Clan lay in small groups around the clearing while the sun slowly slid toward the treetops. Most
of them had eaten and were quietly sharing tongues in the customary grooming session, pausing
briefly between licks to greet Fireheart as he emerged from the gorse tunnel.

 

He nodded to Runningwind, Mousefur, and Thornpaw, who were about to go out on the evening
patrol. Fireheart saw Cliffpaw poke her head out from the apprentice’s den, catching her mentor’s tail
as it left through the tunnel. She sighed, exasperated, moving as though to follow, before she saw
Fireheart. She blinked, then smiled. “Is that for Willowpelt and Goldenflower? I can help!” The
ThunderClan deputy nodded his head, mentally taking a note to, once again , remind Runningwind
that he had duties as a mentor.

 

Brindleface was getting ready to lead another group of elders to fetch water. She was gathering them
together at the fallen oak, and Fireheart heard Smallear’s determined mew as he passed. “We’ll need
to keep our ears pricked and our eyes sharp while we’re traveling.” The old gray tom went on: “You
see that nick in my ear? I got that when I was an apprentice. An owl swooped out of nowhere. But I’ll
bet my claws left a bigger scar than his!”

 

Fireheart felt his fur relax on his shoulders, soothed by the familiar murmurings of Clan life. The
ShadowClan cats were gone, just as Cinderpelt had promised, and he had seen Graystripe. He slipped
into the nursery, Cliffpaw bouncing in after him, and placed the moss gently beside Willowpelt and
Goldenflower.

 

“Thanks, Fireheart,” meowed Willowpelt.

 

“There’ll be more after supper,” Fireheart promised as the two queens began to lick the precious drops
of water from the clump of moss. He felt the eyes of Bramblekit on him, and turned to see the amber
orbs peering out from a pile of moss, Tawnykit lying on top of her brother.
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“Brindleface is going to lead the other elders to the river once the sun has set and the woods are clear
of Twolegs,” Fireheart explained.

 

Goldenflower licked her lips. “It’s been a while since some of them have been out in the forest after
dark,” she commented.

 

“I think Smallear is looking forward to it,” purred Fireheart. “He was telling stories about the owl that
used to hunt near Sunningrocks. Poor Halftail looked a bit nervous.”

 

“I don’t blame him,” Cliffpaw meowed, shivering.

 

“A little excitement will do him good,” Willowpelt remarked. “I wish I could go with them. A scrap
with an owl would be just the thing to stretch my legs!”

 

“Do you miss being a warrior?” Fireheart asked, surprised. Willowpelt looked so comfortable lying in
the nursery while her fast-growing kits scrambled over her. He had been in the nursery, like a second
mother to him, when he was a kit. It hadn’t occurred to him she might hanker after her old life.

 

“Wouldn’t you?” Willowpelt challenged him.

 

“Well, yes,” stammered Fireheart. “But you have your kits.”

 

Willowpelt twisted her head to pick up the tiny tortoiseshell-and-white kit she and Whitestorm had
named Sorrelkit, who had tumbled off her flank. She dropped her between her forepaws and gave her
a lick. “Oh, yes, I have my kits,” she agreed. “I loved Darkstripe and Graystripe dearly, but I miss
running through the forest, hunting for my own prey, and patrolling our borders. I’ve always kind of
hated being in the nursery.” She licked the kit again and added, “I’m looking forward to taking these
three out into the forest for the first time.” She glanced up at Cliffpaw, purring softly. “And maybe I
can take you out for a bit of training.” She turned to Goldenflower. “You wouldn’t mind nursing my
kits while I do that, would you?”

 

“Of course not!” the golden queen purred. Cliffpaw echoed their purr.

 



“That’ll be great!” She pawed at some of the bracken used for their nests. “Runningwind’s alright, but
he just keeps forgetting to bring me on patrols! Or when he does remember he has to train me, we
both get frustrated because I’m doing something wrong - and that’s because he’s stumbling over his
explanation!”

 

“Hmmmm,” Willowpelt hummed. “He’s a smart tom, but I must admit he isn’t the best teacher we
have.” Fireheart sighed.

 

“I’ve talked to him,” he explained. “But he’s forgotten Cliffpaw more times than I’ve eaten voles!”

 

“And that’s saying something!” Cliffpaw meowed, her soft fur fluffing up.

 

Willowpelt and Goldenflower exchanged a look. “Yes, I think it’ll be best for me to get back to your
training as soon as possible,” Willowpelt decided. She glanced down at her three kits. “I’m sure
they’ll be alright with Bramblekit and Tawnykit to keep them in line!” She glanced fondly at
Goldenflower’s kits, who both scrambled out of the moss pile they had dug themselves into.

 

“They look like they’ll make fine warriors,” Fireheart meowed. The bittersweet memory of
Cloudpaw’s first expedition, when he went into the snowbound forest and came back with a vole, rose
in Fireheart’s mind, and he blinked. He dipped his head to the queens and turned to leave. 

 

“Bye,” he mumbled as he squeezed out of the nursery, leaving Cliffpaw to coo over her first mentor’s
children.

 

He could smell the tempting scents of the fresh-kill pile wafting from nearby, but there was one more
thing he had to do before he could settle down for his evening meal. He padded across the clearing to
Yellowfang’s den.

 

The elderly medicine cat was resting in the evening sun, her fur dull and unkempt as usual. She lifted
her muzzle to greet him. “Hello, Fireheart,” she rasped. “What are you doing here?”

 

“Looking for Cinderpelt,” answered Fireheart.

 



“Why? What do you want now?” Cinderpelt’s mew sounded from inside her fern nest, and her gray
head popped out.

 

“Is that any way to greet your deputy?” Yellowfang scolded, her eyes glinting with amusement.

 

“It is when he disturbs my sleep,” retorted Cinderpelt, clambering out. “He seems determined I
shouldn’t get any rest these days!”

 

Yellowfang narrowed her eyes at Fireheart. “Have you two been up to something I should know
about?”

 

“Are you questioning your deputy?” Cinderpelt teased.

 

Yellowfang purred. “I know you’ve been up to something,” she meowed. “But I won’t pry. All I know
is that my apprentice seems back to her old self again. Which is good, because she was no use to any
cat while she was moping around like a damp mushroom!”

 

Fireheart was very relieved to see the two cats sparring with each other as they had done when
Cinderpelt was first apprenticed as a medicine cat, before Silverstream had died. He shifted his paws
awkwardly on the sun-baked ground. He had come to tell Cinderpelt that the ShadowClan cats had
gone, but with Yellowfang here it was not easy.

 

“It’s strange,” Yellowfang growled, looking pointedly at Fireheart. “I suddenly feel like fetching
another mouse from the fresh-kill pile.” Fireheart blinked gratefully at the old medicine cat.
“Anything you want, Cinderpelt?” she called over her shoulder as she padded toward the tunnel. 

 

Cinderpelt shook her head.

 

“Okay, I’ll be back in a moment,” Yellowfang rasped. “Or maybe two.”

 

When she had disappeared, Fireheart meowed quietly, “I checked on the ShadowClan cats. They’ve
gone.”

 



“I told you they would,” replied Cinderpelt.

 

“But they didn’t go until a couple of days ago,” Fireheart added.

 

“It wouldn’t have done them any good to travel any sooner,” mewed Cinderpelt. “And I had to make
sure they’d learned how to make the herb mixture before they went.”

 

Fireheart twitched his tail at Cinderpelt’s stubbornness, but he couldn’t bring himself to argue with
her. He knew she believed with all her heart that she had done the right thing in caring for them, and
part of him agreed it had been worth the risk.

 

“I did tell them to leave, you know,” she meowed, her tone losing some of its certainty.

 

“I believe you,” Fireheart agreed gently. “It was my responsibility to make sure they left, not yours.”

 

Cinderpelt looked up at him curiously. “How do you know when they left?”

 

“Graystripe told me.”

 

“You spoke to Graystripe? Is he okay?”

 

“He’s fine,” Fireheart purred. “He swims like a fish now.”

 

“You’re kidding!” mewed Cinderpelt. “I’d never have expected that.”

 

“Me neither,” Fireheart agreed, then stopped, embarrassed, when his belly growled with hunger.

 

“Go and eat,” Cinderpelt ordered. “You’d better hurry up before Yellowfang demolishes the entire
pile.”

 



Fireheart leaned down and licked Cinderpelt’s ears. “See you later,” he mewed.

 

Yellowfang had left him the choice of squirrel or a pigeon. Fireheart took the pigeon and looked
around the clearing, wondering where to eat it. He sensed Sandstorm watching him, her slender body
stretched out and her tail neatly curled over her hind legs.

 

Fireheart felt his heart begin to beat faster. Fireheart looked at the pale ginger warrior, the pigeon
hanging limply from his jaws. He padded across the clearing to join her. As he laid his pigeon beside
her and started to eat, he heard her begin to purr.

 

Suddenly a terrible caterwauling made Fireheart jerk up his head. Sandstorm scrambled to her paws
as Runningwind, Mousefur, and Thornpaw thundered into the clearing. Their fur was matted with
blood, and Thornpaw was limping badly.

 

Fireheart swallowed his mouthful quickly and heaved himself up. “Runningwind, what happened?”

 

 

Runningwind rapidly blinked, squinting as he wished his eyes would adjust to the darkness faster.
What was the point of having good night vision if it took this long to use it?

 

“Stop making those faces, furball!” his sister Mousefur meowed, rolling her eyes. He grinned, seeing
the flash of fondness in her eyes.

 

“Why not?” he meowed. “Don’t like my handsome face?” He scrunched up his nose, making his
tongue stick out. He heard Mousefur’s apprentice, Thornpaw, release a small giggle as Mousefur
swatted his ears.

 

“No, I don’t like it,” she deadpanned. “I’ve gotten enough of it my whole life.”

 

“You wound me, sister!” Runningwind dramatically gasped, purposely letting gravity take hold of
him so he would crash into the dusky brown she-cat’s side, making her let out a small yowl.

 



“Honestly, it’s like you haven’t grown up!” she sniffed, kinking her tail. “You still act like that
annoying apprentice I’d always beat in training!”

 

“You did not!”

 

“Did so.”

 

“Did not!”

 

“Did.”

 

“Didn’t!”

 

“Speaking of training, how’s Cliffpaw doing?”

 

Runningwind opened his mouth to rely, then his eyes bulged. He slowly closed his mouth and
sheepishly meowed, “I forgot to bring her with us…oops.”

 

“Oops indeed,” Mousefur meowed, amused. “I swear, the amount of times Fireheart has had to drag
you to the training hollow to teach her is astounding.”

 

“That kittypet kit would only slow us down anyway!” Thornpaw interjected. Mousefur flicked her tail
across his ears, eyes narrowing.

 

“There’s no need to speak of your denmate like that,” she scolded the tabby tom.

 

“Cliffpaw may be kittypet-born,” Runningwind added with a frown. “But she is shaping up to be a
good warrior - despite my own lackluster teaching skills.”

 

Thornpaw ducked his ears, looking very bashful but also rather terrified of being scolded by two older
warriors. Poor thing was a lot more nervous than his littermates - Thanks, Brokentail.



 

They traveled a little ways more, before encountering the elder Rosetail. 

 

“Don’t mind me you three,” she meowed, raising a slim leg into a stretch. “Just felt like I needed a
walk to get my limbs going again.” She nodded to the patrol. “Enjoy your patrol!”

 

“And you enjoy your walk!” Runningwind called, waving his tail as they approached where Fourtrees
and the Thunderpath became closer together. Runningwind shook out his fur as the shadows of the
four huge oak trees bore down upon them - and that’s when Runningwind heard the forest rustle with
movement.

 

He frowned. That sounded too loud to be any kind of prey…maybe a fox or badger had decided to
make a den around here, they should go check that ou-

 

The brown tom let out a yowl as something jumped at him, fangs white in the darkness as they
snapped for his throat, claws digging into his shoulders as his attacker's weight shoved him to the
ground. The pungent scent of his attacker made him gag, and he yelped as teeth buried themselves
into his shoulder.

 

A voice called out, “Stop! You’ll kill him!” and Runningwind was able to roll away as the figure
leaped off him - but more shapes had come running in to attack Mousefur and Thornpaw. He saw the
shadows of the cats (they must be cats, for no other animal was capable of free-thinking fights like
this!) moving a lot, and he realized there was more than he, his sister, and her apprentice could
handle.

 

“Run!” he yowled. “Fall back to camp! Mousefur! Thornpaw! Run !”

 

He darted into the forest as soon as he saw his companions had escaped. He panted, nose still filled
with the scent of the cat who had almost killed him. They had smelled familiar, just with a thicker,
tangier note to them.

 

But he couldn’t place who it was…

 

The trio of them burst into camp, fur ruffled and wide-eyed.



 

“Runningwind, what happened?” he heard Fireheart meow. He turned to his best friend, breathing
heavily.

 

“We were attacked,” he puffed. “By-by Fourtrees. I don’t know who it was, but there were a lot of
them, a-a lot of cats .”

 

“But what about their scent?” Fireheart asked as the cats of ThunderClan hissed and whispered
fearfully to each other. Runningwind spotted Cliffpaw sliding out of the nursery, and was quietly
happy he had forgotten to bring her with him. Who knows what could have happened to her?
Thornpaw had been lucky to get away with only a limp!

 

“Too near the Thunderpath. Couldn’t tell,” answered Thornpaw, his breath coming in short gasps.

 

Fireheart looked at the apprentice, who was swaying unsteadily on his paws. “Go and see
Yellowfang,” he ordered. “Whitestorm!” he called to his half-brother who was already hurrying from
Bluestar’s den. “I want you to come with us.” He turned to Runningwind and Mousefur. “Lead us to
where this happened.”

 

Sandstorm and Dustpelt looked expectantly at Fireheart, waiting to receive orders. “You two stay here
and guard the camp,” he meowed. “This might be a trap to lure our warriors away. It’s happened
before.”

 

Runningwind turned tail and raced out of camp, Fireheart and Whitestorm charging after him, with
Mousefur panting behind them. Together they scrambled up the ravine and raced into the forest.

 

Runningwind slowed his pace when he saw that Mousefur was struggling to keep up, and winced as
his own shoulder wound ached. “Quick as you can,” Fireheart urged, looking concerned.
Runningwind winced as he realized she must be in pain after the fight, but they had to investigate this
attack. 

 

Runningwind quickened his pace, and veered toward Fourtrees. Fireheart, Whitestorm, and Mousefur
sped after him.

 



Runningwind came to a stop as Mousefur skidded to a halt between two towering ash trees. The
Thunderpath droned in the distance, its foul stench drifting through the undergrowth. 

 

Ahead, Runningwind saw a gray tabby body with an orange tail- Rosetail! She must have ran towards
the sounds of battle! Rosetail’s slight body was lying on the ground, ominously still, ginger tail
splayed out on the dark green grass. She appeared to be sleeping, but the specks of blood around her
head and her open, wide, soft yellow eyes spoke the truth. A black-and-white tom was bending over
the unmoving warrior. With a jolt, Runningwind realized that it was Whitethroat.

 

The ShadowClan warrior’s eyes stretched wide as he saw the approaching cats. He began to back
away from Rosetail, his legs stumbling with shock. 

 

“She’s dead!” he wailed.

 

Runningwind felt a snarl grow in his throat as Fireheart’s ears flattened in rage. Was Whitethroat - and
the rest of ShadowClan - at fault for this senseless attack and murder ?

 

Fireheart let out a furious screech and flung himself at Whitethroat, who shrank away, hissing.
Runningwind leaned low to the ground, ignoring the flash of pain his shoulder gave him, eyes now
slitted, as he crept forward with an angry hiss. Fireheart knocked the ShadowClan warrior backward,
and Whitethroat landed limply on the ground, offering no resistance as Fireheart loomed over him.

 

Runningwind paused. Why wasn’t Whitethroat fighting back? The black and white warrior crouched
helplessly beneath Runningwind’s friend, eyes terrified. Fireheart hesitated, confusion entering his
own green eyes, before Whitethroat darted away and bolted into a tangle of brambles.

 

Fireheart chased after him, and Runningwind followed his lead. He pushed onward and caught a
glimpse of the tip of Whitethroat’s tail as the tom struggled out of the brambles onto the grass verge.

 

The two warriors emerged a moment later and saw Whitethroat poised on the edge of the
Thunderpath.

 

Fireheart hurtled toward him, but Whitethroat took one look at the ThunderClan warrior and raced
straight onto the Thunderpath. Runningwind gasped at the reckless move, body tensing as he realized
this is how his beloved Cricketheart must have behaved before she got on the Thunderpath - and died.



 

Fireheart froze in horror as the terrified cat scrambled blindly across the hard gray surface. A
deafening roar sounded in his ears. Runningwind shrank back, breath coming in gasps, as he screwed
up his face as the foul-smelling wind of a monster blasted his fur. When it had passed, he blinked
open his eyes and shook the grit from his ear fur. A ragged shape was lying motionless on the
Thunderpath. 

 

Runningwind painfully swallowed.

 

The monster had hit Whitethroat.

 

Like Cricketheart.

 

For a long heartbeat Runningwind froze, flooded by dreadful memories of Cinderpelt’s accident and
Cricketheart’s death. Then he saw Whitethroat stir. 

 

Fireheart peered up and down the Thunderpath. There were no monsters in sight. He scurried across
to where Whitethroat lay, while Runningwind stayed behind. The tom looked smaller than ever, his
white chest glistening with blood like fire in the rays of the slowly sinking sun.

 

Trembling with shock, the red tom looked down at the warrior, whispering, “Why did you attack our
patrol?”

 

Runningwind leaned forward as Whitethroat opened his mouth to speak, but the warrior’s gurgling
mew was drowned as a monster roared past terrifyingly close, making Runningwind’s heart lurch as it
sent a wave of fumes and grit over the two cats.

 

Whitethroat opened his mouth again, releasing a thin trickle of blood. He swallowed painfully,
sending a juddering spasm the length of his body. But before he could speak, his eyes focused on a
point over Fireheart’s shoulder, back toward the woods of ThunderClan territory. Runningwind
snapped his head around as Fireheart spun to see where Whitethroat had directed them to.

 

Runningwind hissed when he saw who stood at the edge of the Thunderpath- the dark warrior who
had caused his family so much death and grief.



 

Tigerclaw.

 

Runningwind felt his claws unsheath at the sight of Redtail and Cricketheart’s murderer. Oh, how he
longed to rake them through the murderer’s pelt - preferably through his neck .

 

Fireheart was staring at Tigerclaw, face shadowed as the fiery evening sun bled through the tips of the
trees, its orange rays glowing on the dark pelt of the massive tabby. Across the silence of the deserted
Thunderpath, Tigerclaw sneered at Fireheart.

 

“Is chasing puny cats to their deaths the best you can do to defend your territory?”

 

Runningwind bared his teeth, growling loudly, as Fireheart’s eyes alit with cold fury. He stared

straight into Tigerclaw’s eyes as the thundering of another monster rushed past. Fireheart held his
ground as it whipped by him, another roaring at its heels. In the fleeting gap between the two
monsters, Runningwind’s best friend focused on Tigerclaw and sprang.

 

Runningwind grinned as Tigerclaw’s eyes widened with surprise as Fireheart crashed into him, claws
unsheathed and hissing with rage. They rolled together across the grass into the cover of the trees, the
pair struggled wildly, flattening the brittle undergrowth and gouging deep scars in the ground with
their claws.

 

Runningwind dashed forward. Fireheart had gotten a good grip on Tigerclaw in his first pounce, but
he could use Runningwind as back up. The brown tom refused to see Tigerclaw take the life of
another cat - another family member. 

 

Tigerclaw crouched and leaped upward, twisting in midair. Fireheart was flung from Tigerclaw’s
back, and impacted onto the parched ground as he landed on his side. Runningwind surged forward as
he gasped for the air that had been knocked from his lungs and struggled to his paws. Runningwind
let out a challenging yowl and threw himself at Tigerclaw, giving his friend time to rise to his paws. 

 

Runningwind lunged forward, snapping his teeth for Tigerclaw’s throat, but the tom knocked him
aside, slamming a paw against Runningwind’s wounded shoulder, making him howl in pain. The
brown tom dove in, managing to latch his jaw onto Tigerclaw’s own shoulder, hissing as the traitor’s
scent filled his nostrils.



 

Tigerclaw had been the cat who attacked him!

 

The one who had almost killed him…

 

Who had almost made Feathercloud an orphan.

 

In the spilt-second that Runningwind lost focus, Tigerclaw pounced on him, pinning him to the
ground with claws that seemed to pierce the brown warrior to the bone. Runningwind clawed at
Tigerclaw’s sides, feeling every one of the tabby’s ribs. Tigerclaw had lost weight, but his muscles felt
hard beneath his thick pelt, and Runningwind quickly realized that exile had not diminished the
warrior’s strength. 

 

Runningwind yowled in agony, but the massive tom held him down, and he smelled the stench of
crowfood as Tigerclaw stretched his neck towards Fireheart, hissing, “Are you listening, little Dark
Forest trainee? I will kill you, and all your warriors,” he roughly shook Runningwind, “one by one.”

 

Even in the heat of battle, his words sent a chill through Runningwind. He knew Tigerclaw meant
what he said. He suddenly became aware of new noises and smells around him- the rustle of
unfamiliar paws and strange cat scents. They were surrounded. But by whom? Confused by the scents
of the Thunderpath, Whitethroat’s blood, and his own anger and fear, Runningwind wondered bleakly
if these could be the remaining cats from Brokentail’s band of outcasts, who not long ago had helped
Tigerclaw attack the ThunderClan camp. Had Whitethroat chosen to join these rogues rather than
return to his own disease-ridden Clan?

 

In desperation Runningwind pushed up with his hind legs, his claws raking for a hold on Tigerclaw’s
belly. The traitor growled, digging his claws deeper into Runningwind’s shoulder. Fireheart then gave
a yowl and launched himself at Tigerclaw, who must have underestimated how strong the younger
tom had grown, for his grip on Runningwind loosened and he slithered onto the ground, Fireheart on
top of him. 

 

Runningwind scrabbled away from the fight, lifting his head in time to see Mousefur and Whitestorm
hurl themselves from the undergrowth onto two of the cats that had surrounded them. He glanced
back at Tigerclaw and Fireheart, who had sprung to his paws and was rearing onto his hind legs,
towering over Fireheart with his teeth bared and his amber eyes gleaming with hatred. The deputy
ducked as Tigerclaw lunged, darting forward and turning to swipe the dark warrior on the nose.
Around him, Runningwind could hear the yowls and hisses of Whitestorm and Mousefur as they
battled with the courage of StarClan.



 

But they were badly outnumbered.

 

As Fireheart dodged Tigerclaw once more, he looked around desperately for any means of escape.
Runningwind hissed as the body of Stumpytail crashed into him. He nipped at the brown tom’s
whiskers, growling. He used to be friends with this rogue! How dare he turn his back on the code,
first by following Brokentail, and now Tigerclaw!

 

Runningwing let out a roar of fury and swiped at Stumpytail, sending him reeling away. Briefly,
Runningwind spotted Fireheart struggling to fend off both Tigerclaw and a skinny, brown rouge,
who’s green eyes were glittering with spite. Runningwind moved forward to aid his friend once more,
but Stumpytail lunged for his leg, yanking him to the ground, as Tigerclaw reared up with a furious
hiss. Runningwind watched in panic as Fireheart braced himself for Tigerclaw’s blow - when he saw a
blaze of gray. 

 

A broad pair of shoulders flashed past, knocking Stumpytail off Runningwind before blazing over to
Fireheart. 

 

Runningwind’s mouth dropped open.

 

Graystripe!

 

The gray warrior lunged at Tigerclaw’s exposed belly, knocking him backward. Fireheart whipped
around and bit the shoulder of the cat that clung to his hind leg. He released the rogue when he
squealed, and spat out the blood that had dripped into his mouth.

 

Astounded, Runningwind looked at the battle that raged around him. Graystripe must have brought a
whole RiverClan patrol, for now it was the rogue cats who were outnumbered as they struggled
against the sleek-furred warriors. He turned to see Graystripe twisting free of Tigerclaw’s grasp, and
Fireheart sprang to help his former apprentice.

 

Runningwind felt triumph well up in him as, together, the old mentor and apprentice duo reared at
Tigerclaw, swiping at him to drive him backward, matched step for step as they had practiced so many
times in training. Then, without even exchanging a glance, they lunged as one and forced the massive
tabby onto the ground. Tigerclaw let out a muffled hiss as Fireheart pressed his foe’s muzzle into the
dirt while Graystripe grasped the tabby’s shoulders and pounded his flank with his hind legs.



 

Runningwind heard screeches fading into the woods and realized that the rogue cats were fleeing the
battle, and felt satisfaction when Tigerclaw wriggled free once Fireheart’s attention had lapsed, and
spitting with fury, disappeared among the barbed stems. 

 

As the wails of the rogue cats faded away, the warriors shook the dust from their pelts and licked their
wounds. Runningwind realized for the first time that Stonefur was among the RiverClan cats. “Is
anyone badly hurt?” he gasped.

 

The cats shook their heads, even Mousefur, who was still bleeding from the first attack.

 

“We should return to our own territory,” meowed Stonefur.

 

“ThunderClan thanks you for your help.” Fireheart dipped his head respectfully.

 

“Rogue cats threaten all of us,” Stonefur replied. “We couldn’t leave you to fight them alone.”

 

Whitestorm shook his muzzle, scattering drops of blood. He looked at Graystripe. “It’s good to fight
beside you again, friend. What brought you here?”

 

“He heard Fireheart’s yowl from Fourtrees, where we were patrolling,” Stonefur answered for
Graystripe. “He persuaded us to come and help.”

 

“Thanks,” answered Fireheart warmly. “All of you.” Runningwind nodded, feeling a little too
breathless to speak.

 

Stonefur nodded and turned away into the trees. His patrol followed. Fireheart touched Graystripe
with his muzzle as he passed. “See you, Graystripe,” he meowed.

 

He felt Graystripe’s purr rumbling through his thick coat. “See you,” murmured the gray warrior.

 



Runningwind shivered as the sun finally disappeared from the forest. He could see Mousefur’s eyes
shining in the dark, tense with pain. Then he felt a fresh wave of sorrow as he remembered the price
that had been paid for the rogue cats’ attack. Rosetail’s body would be growing cold by now. And this
was not the only untimely death Tigerclaw had brought to the forest that day.

 

Fireheart looked at Whitestorm. “Can you and Mousefur get Rosetail back to camp without us?”

 

The white warrior narrowed his eyes curiously but said nothing and nodded.

 

Fireheart twitched his ear. “I’ll follow you back soon.” He glanced at Runningwind, a silent plea for
help. “There’s something we must do first.”

 

 

Runningwind padded heavily back to the Thunderpath, following Fireheart. The smell of Tigerclaw
and the rogue cats was still heavy in the air, but he could hear no noises other than birdsong and the
whispering of the breeze through the leaves. In the calm after the battle, he noticed how strongly the
scent of ShadowClan mingled with the other smells. Had there been other ShadowClan cats, as well
as Whitethroat, among the rogues? He wondered if the sickness in the ShadowClan camp was so bad
that its warriors were imposing their own exile and joining up with Tigerclaw’s band of outcasts for
protection. 

 

Or perhaps the scent had simply wafted from the territory on the other side of the Thunderpath.

 

Runningwind stared across the hard gray path at the body of the black-and-white warrior. If
Whitethroat had joined the rogue cats because his Clan was too sick to support him, it didn’t explain
the look of horror on his face when he’d seen Tigerclaw. Why would Whitethroat have been so
terrified if Tigerclaw were now his leader? With a flicker of guilt, Runningwind suddenly wondered if
Whitethroat had stumbled on Runningwind’s body by sheer accident, after Tigerclaw had led the
attack on the ThunderClan patrol. But what was he doing in ThunderClan territory? 

 

There were too many questions, and none of the answers made sense.

 

One thing was certain: Fireheart and Runningwind could not leave Whitethroat’s body to be battered
by monsters on the Thunderpath. It was quiet now, and Fireheart crossed to the middle and grasped
the warrior’s scruff in his teeth. Runningwind carefully slid Whitethroat’s hindquarters onto his back,
and together they dragged him gently across to the verge on the far side, hoping that Copperleaf and



his Clanmates would find him soon and give him an honorable burial. Whatever Whitethroat had or
had not done, StarClan would judge him now.

 

When Runningwind and Fireheart entered the moonlit ThunderClan camp, Rosetail’s body lay in the
center of the clearing. She looked peaceful, stretched out as if she were asleep. Bluestar was pacing
around the elder’s body, her broad gray head swinging from side to side.

 

The rest of the Clan hung back, keeping to the shadows at the edge of the clearing. The air was thick
with distress. The cats weaved silently among one another, glancing anxiously at their leader as she
padded back and forth, muttering under her breath. She didn’t even try to control her grief, as she
would have done once. Runningwind remembered how quietly she had mourned her old friend and
deputy, Lionheart, many moons ago. She showed none of that silent dignity now.

 

Runningwind could feel the Clan watching them as they approached their leader. Bluestar looked up,
and he felt a stab of alarm when he saw that her eyes were clouded with fear and shock.

 

“They say Tigerclaw did this,” she rasped.

 

“It might have been one of his rogues.” Fireheart diplomatically meowed.

 

Runningwind, however, had a feeling Tigerclaw was the one responsible.

 

“How many are there?”

 

“I don’t know,” Fireheart admitted. It had been impossible to count in the thick of battle. 

 

“Many,” Runningwind meowed, feeling shame that they didn’t have a better answer for their
distraught leader.

 

Bluestar began to shake her head again, eyes darting over to Rosetail’s dead body, grief shining in her
clouded blue eyes, but Runningwind knew she had to be told everything, whether she wanted to know
what was going on in the forest or not. 

 



“Tigerclaw wants vengeance against ThunderClan,” Fireheart reported. “He told me he is going to kill
our warriors one by one.”

 

Runningwind heard Darkstripe’s helpless meow, “That can’t be true!” and snapped his head to the
black tabby, glaring at his old friend. Darkstripe looked startled at Runningwind’s reaction, and the
brown tom felt anger flare up as the tabby then glared defiantly back.

 

If Darkstripe ever came to his senses (which was looking to be more and more impossible), he was
going to find Runningwind to be the last to forgive him.

 

Behind him the Clan exploded into horrified yowls. Runningwind let them wail, turning back to fix
his eyes on Bluestar. He felt his heart flutter like a trapped bird as he begged StarClan to give her the
strength to cope with this openly declared threat. Gradually the Clan fell silent, and Runningwind
waited with them for Bluestar to speak. 

 

An owl screeched in the distance as it dived through the trees.

 

Bluestar lifted her head. “It’s only me he wants to kill,” she murmured, so quietly that only Fireheart
and Runningwind could hear her. The brown tom felt his heart drop with horror. “For the sake of the
Clan-”

 

“No!” Fireheart spat, cutting her off. Runningwind stared, shocked, at their leader. Did Bluestar really
intend to give herself up to Tigerclaw? “He wants revenge on the whole Clan, not just you!”

 

She dropped her head. “Such vicious betrayal!” she hissed. “How could I not have seen his treachery
when he lived among us? What a fool I’ve been!” She shook her head, her eyes closed. “What a
mouse-brained fool.”

 

Runningwind’s paws trembled. Bluestar seemed determined to torture herself by claiming all
responsibility for Tigerclaw’s wickedness. 

 

“We must make sure the camp is guarded day and night from now on,” Relieved, Runningiwnd turned
his attention to Fireheart. He could always count on his friend to step up. “Longtail.” The deputy
looked over at the striped warrior. “You will sit guard till moonhigh.” Then he swung his head toward
Frostfur. “You will take over then.” The two cats bregrugenly nodded, lips curling - probably because
Fireheart gave them an order , Runningwind angrily thought.  



 

Fireheart then bent his head toward Rosetail’s body. “The elders can bury Rosetail at dawn, with
Brackenfur guarding them. Bluestar will sit vigil with her until then.” He glanced at his leader, who
was staring blankly at the ground.

 

“I will join her,” meowed Whitestorm. The white warrior shouldered his way through the crowd and
sat beside Bluestar, pressing his pelt against hers. Runningwind remembered with a jolt that Rosetail
was also Whitestorm’s aunt - as well as Fireheart and Creekflower’s. He swallowed, thick with grief.
Rosetail had been an excellent mentor to Cricketheart. Now, she joined her in StarClan.

 

One by one the Clan padded forward to pay their respects to their lost friend. Willowpelt slipped from
the nursery and touched the dead warrior gently with her muzzle, whispering her sorrowful farewell.

 

Goldenflower followed her, signaling to her kits to stay back. He watched Goldenflower gently lick
Rosetail’s cheek. After she had padded away, Fireheart stepped forward and leaned down to lick
Rosetail’s dull pelt. “I will avenge your death,” Runningwind heard him promise softly.

 

As Runningwind stepped forward to say his goodbyes, he saw a figure step forward from the shadow
of the Highrock. It was Darkstripe.

 

Runningwind’s eyes narrowed, fur prickling with hostility, and quickly meowed his farewell to
Rosetail before settling himself in the space between Darkstripe and Fireheart, who was heading for
the medicine den, staring challengely at the black tabby warrior.

 

After everything Tigerclaw had done, Runningwind felt personally offended that Darkstripe was
reluctant to condemn the hateful tom. He glared at Darkstripe’s yellow eyes, stomach curling at the
despair in them.

 

Tigerclaw had declared revenge on all of ThunderClan - especially Fireheart.

 

There was no way Runningwind was letting Darkstripe get close to Fireheart after this. He didn’t trust
him, not anymore.

 

(And wasn’t that just sad? After Cricketheart’s death, he had wanted nothing more than to have
Darkstripe at his and Fireheart’s sides.)



 

(Now they had to rely on each other.)

 

Runningwind spotted Fireheart leaving the medicine den, herbs plastered onto his ruffled fur. Around
Rosetail sat Bluestar, Whitestorm, Mousefur, Creekflower, Lizardpaw, and Cherryfur, all silent, their
grief made plain in their lowered heads and tense shoulders. The other cats lay in small groups, their
eyes blinking in the shadows and their ears twitching nervously as they listened to the noises of the
forest.

 

Runningwind padded over to Fireheart as the tom laid down at the edge of the clearing. The stifling
air made his fur prickle. The whole forest seemed to be waiting for the storm to break. A shadow
moved near the edge of the clearing. Runningwind swung his head around. 

 

Darkstripe.

 

The brown tom narrowed his eyes, starting to quietly warn the dark tabby off, when Fireheart
beckoned the striped warrior closer with his tail, making Runningwind close his mouth with a snap .

 

Darkstripe slowly padded toward them. “I want you to take out a second patrol as soon as the dawn
patrol returns tomorrow,” Fireheart meowed. “From now on there will be three extra patrols every
day, and all patrols will have three warriors.”

 

Darkstripe looked at Fireheart. “But I’m taking Fernpaw out training tomorrow morning.”

 

Runningwind felt Fireheart’s fur prickle with irritation. “Then take her with you,” he snapped. “It’ll
be good experience. We need to speed up apprentice training anyway.”

 

Darkstripe’s ears flicked, but his gaze remained steady. “Yes, deputy,” he murmured, his eyes
shadowed as he slunk away.

 

Runningwind stared after him, eyes still narrowed with distrust.

 

“It’s different,” he heard Fireheart quietly whisper. “ He’s different.” Runningwind shifted closer,
pressing reassuringly against his best friend’s side.



 

“He is,” he agreed, just as quiet. “But I’m still here. And so is Creekflower, Sandstorm, Cherryfur…
we’re all still here.” He glanced quickly at where Darkstripe was exchanging hushed words with
Longtail, and meowed, “And if Darkstripe’s too blind to see that, then he’s the one who’s lost
something, not us.”

 

Even if it did hurt.

 

Runningwind gazed at nothing, feeling so downcast at how the day had taken such a heavy turn, that
he nearly missed the frantic rustling outside of camp.

 

He shot up, ears pricked, body tense, wincing (he should get that shoulder wound looked at), as a
small, pale brown tabby rocketed into camp, sending everyone shooting to their paws, yowls of alarm
and anger echoing through the air.

 

Runningwind recognized the intruder.

 

What was Onewhisker doing here?

 

The WindClan warrior was panting heavily; he had clearly been in a rush to get here. Onewhisker’s
eyes widely searched the camp before landing on Fireheart, who was on his paws, looking wary, but
not aggressive.

 

“I’ve found Cloudpaw!”

 

 

The four warriors looked excited and proud to have been chosen for Tigerclaw’s night hunting patrol.
Russetfur stood tall, eager to begin, while Ashheart had spent the morning grooming her fur.
Badgerfang was composed, but he could tell his eyes must be gleaming. Beside him stood
Whitethroat.

 

Badgerfang pricked his ears as Tigerclaw approached with Blackfoot, Stumpytail, and the two rogues
Snag and Mogli.



 

“I thought we’d try hunting something different today,” the dark tabby announced.

 

Russetfur cocked her head. “What do you mean?”

 

“We’re going into ThunderClan,” Tigerclaw said.

 

Russetfur and Ashheart exchanged a surprise glance. Badgerfang stared at Tigerclaw, shocked, as
Whitethroat’s eyes widened.

 

“ThunderClan?” the skinny black and white tom squeaked. “But that’s stealing!”

 

Tigerclaw’s gaze bored into him. “Have you forgotten that ThunderClan sheltered Brokenstar? They
deserve to be ruffed up.”

 

The small tom looked at the ground. “This just doesn’t seem right.”

 

Russetfur took a step toward Tigerclaw. “When the sickness was at its peak, Whitethroat and
Littlecloud took shelter in ThunderClan,” she explained in a low voice. Badgerfang shifted
uncomfortably at the reminder. Blossomtail had told him how his father, Copperleaf, had suggested
the two cats go to ThunderClan for help, reasoning that surely Spottedleaf would be able to help them.
The light ginger tom had been correct, but it had left some cats in ShadowClan wondering where
Whitethroat and Littlecloud’s loyalties now laid.

 

“Then we need to test their loyalty,” Tigerclaw said grimly. He turned to Whitethroat, pinning him
with his dark amber stare as he towered over the young cat. “Whitethroat, I’m not asking you to do
this, I’m telling you to. You will follow where I go, is that clear? All other Clans are enemies to
ShadowClan. If we want to take their prey, we will.”

 

Terrified, Whitethroat nodded. Badgerfang frowned, feeling Tigerclaw’s treatment of his friend was a
little unfair. If Badgerfang had been in Whitethroat’s place, he would have done the same!

 

“Let’s go,” Tigerclaw ordered, leading the way out of camp. Badgerfang followed after the tabby
warrior as he headed straight for the Thunderpath and the tunnel that led beneath. One by one, they



ducked into the tunnel before bursting into the thick green forest on the other side.

 

“We’ll find great hunting here!” Mogli said behind Badgerfang. Tigerclaw nodded.

 

“Stay close to the Thunderpath. We don’t need to draw attention to ourselves.” They carefully stepped
through the bracken, before Tigerclaw dropped into a stalking crouch, silently slithering forward like
a snake, pushing some ferns aside to reveal a robin. The dark tabby darted a paw out, claws
unsheathed. The bird squawked, but it was too late.

 

Badgerfang stared in admiration with his clanmates.

 

“You’re so fast!” Ashheart praised. Tigerclaw stood up proudly, before they all heard a soft crack
from the trees. Peering around, he could see three figures heading along the trail toward the border.

 

A ThunderClan patrol! Badgerfang’s eyes widened in fear. They had to leave, now, they shouldn’t
have come here!

 

Runningwind was in the lead, followed by Mousefur and her apprentice, Thornpaw.

 

“ShadowClan!” he heard Tigerclaw yowl. “Attack!” Attack? Badgerfang echoed, bewildered. But
they were the ones in the wrong!

 

Tigerclaw leaped the bush and launched himself at Runningwind, fangs bared. The warrior was
slammed to the ground, Tigerclaw’s teeth buried in his shoulder, before Ashheart shrieked, “Stop!
You’ll kill him!”

 

Tigerclaw, thankfully, pulled off of Runningwind, leaving the tom disoriented. The three ThunderClan
warriors attempted to fight as Blackfoot, Stumpytail, Snag, and Mogli launched themselves at
Mousefur and Thornpaw, but Runningwind yowled for them to retreat.

 

All three warriors turned and raced back into the woods.

 

“Cowards!” Blackfoot hissed, spitting after the shocked ThunderClan cats.



 

Tigerclaw was angrily lashing his tail, staring after the frightened warriors, as Ashheart meowed,
“Why did you attack them? We have no reason to fight ThunderClan!”

 

“ThunderClan would attack ShadowClan if you showed weakness,” Tigerclaw rumbled. “Believe me,
I would know.”

 

That’s when another ThunderClan cat came bursting out of the woods, fur bristling. It was Rosetail,
an elder Badgerfang had met at Gatherings before.

 

“Runningwind? Mousefur? Thornpaw?” she called wildly. “Where’s the figh-” Her mew rose to a
screech as Tigerclaw leaped at her now, slamming her to the ground. Her head knocked heavily
against the forest floor, and Badgerfang briefly saw some clots of blood flying to rest around her
slackened face.

 

Badgerfang stared at her body.

 

Just like that, she was dead.

 

Whitethroat wailed, horrified, as Badgerfang exclaimed, “She was an elder! Why did you kill her?!”

 

Tigerclaw’s face was hidden by the darkness, but his mew sounded sincere. “I wouldn’t have attacked
if I'd known it was her.” He glanced down at Rosetail’s still body. “And I didn’t expect her to die so
easily,” he muttered quietly. “Elders are frail.”

 

Badgerfang heard Ashheart mutter, “But she was your clanmates once, how could you not know?”

 

“Go back to ShadowClan territory to continue the hunt,” Tigerclaw dismissed the gray she-cat’s
words. “Meet us back at the training grounds. We’ll see what ThunderClan does next.”

 

Badgerfang and Ashheart exchanged uncertain looks, but complied. The large black and white tom
padded back to the tunnel, pausing as he saw his friend Whitethroat wasn’t with them.

 



He glanced around, then shrugged. 

 

Maybe Whitethroat had decided to help Tigerclaw.

 

He always did like to help out.

Chapter End Notes

FireAlder: Tigerclaw: kills Rosetail

Badgerfang, Whitethroat, & Ashheart: WTF MAN!!!!
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RIP Rosetail you will be missed

at least we got to save Runningwind right? Pros and cons, pros and cons



BloodClan & ThunderClan Are Forced To Work Together (Again!)
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“Cloudpaw!” the almost shriek-like gasp was out of her throat before she could stop it. Creekflower
leaped forth from where she had been crouched in mourning beside Brindleface for her beloved aunt,
Rosetail. Suddenly, all she could think about was her kit who looked exactly like Oliver, only fluffier.
She had been devastated to hear of his vanishing, then enraged when Bluestar had denied them the
right to search for him. Had they not searched for Creekflower and her kits once before? What had
happened to saving kits, no matter their clan, or their blood?

 

Did it not count because, now, Cloudpaw was an apprentice? But he was only barely so. He was still
just a bold little kit to Creekflower.

 

“You’ve found him?” Creekflower meowed tightly, her muzzle shoved in front of Onewhisker’s. The
WindClan tom’s eyes were blown, his body heaving with pants, and tail twitching. He startled at her
intensity.

 

“Where? How?” Fireheart added, shoving forth. Lizardpaw and Cliffpaw bolted after him, jaws
hanging open in shock.

 

Onewhisker’s eyes flickered away, the fur on his shoulder raising. “I-I was, uh, hunting around in-
near the Twolegplace, just past Highstones.” He glanced hesitantly around at the gathered
ThunderClan cats, who glared at him with hostility, shock, or confusion. “You know, just to see if any
prey lived there!” Creekflower frowned at that. She’d heard that excuse plenty of times; from her own
mouth, when she’d lied about visiting Oliver. “A few mice,” Onewhisker continued, then shook his
head. “But, anyway, there was- I heard this yowling, from a house- from a Twoleg den. And I went to
see what it was, and it was Cloudpaw!”

 

While Creekflower’s tail trembled in anticipation and hopeful excitement, a skeptical voice spoke up,
“Are you sure? He’s never been to a Gathering before.”
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Creekflower bristled as Sandstorm stepped forth, her pale green eyes narrowed and maw frowning
with disbelief. But, as much as Creekflower wanted to hate Sandstorm’s skepticism, she knew there
was truth to it.

 

Onewhisker nodded. “I’ve seen him on patrols before,” he meowed. “Not- not close up, but that white
fluffy pelt’s hard to forget. Sticks out in the forest like a snowy burr. He confirmed it too- I spoke to
him. He said he got trapped and taken by Twolegs.”

 

“He did,” Lizardpaw said breathlessly, eyes wide in shock. She glanced at Fireheart. “Fireheart saw it.
We have to save him!” Cliffpaw nodded with firm determination beside her adoptive sister.

 

“Of course,” Creekflower quickly agreed when her brother’s eyes lit with hesitance. “Cloudpaw
didn’t want to-”

 

“Didn’t want to?” interrupted a snide voice, and Creekflower whipped around, fur bristling, when
Longtail glared challengingly back at her. “He ate kittypet slop instead of hunting for his clanmates!
It’s his own fault if the Twolegs snatched him. A true warrior rejects the soft life of a kittypet, and he
surely didn’t!”

 

Creekflower snarled with fury, limbs trembling and ears pressed flat against her head. Her head
pounded with fury, yet she couldn’t think of a rebuttal that would satisfy her clan’s prejudice. How
can I explain he’s just a young, foolish, and misguided kit without blaming myself? she thought. Oh,
but it is my fault. I showed him Twolegplace. I just wanted him to meet his father, a father so unlike
Thistlestar, who is kind, though naive and mouse-brained, but still the sweetest cat in the world. She
should have expected one of her kits, Cloudpaw especially, to be tempted by Oliver’s warm words of
his housefolk, of the milk and cream he would bring out, or the spotty sunlight of his beautiful garden.
After all, I was.

 

But kittypet life wasn’t everything she had dreamed it to be. Twolegs did irrational things, like taking
kits away from their mothers, sending cats far away to strange dens, or locking their housecats inside
forever.

 

The orange and white pelt of Cherryfur thrust herself forward, glaring at her brother. “Like you never
did anything mouse-brained when you were an apprentice!” she snapped at him sternly. “Don’t you
remember when I dared you to cross into ShadowClan territory, and you did? Or when we went
fishing instead of hunting, like our mentors told us to? Or when-”

 



Longtail flattened his ears, fur fluffing with angry embarrassment. “That’s different!” he yowled. “I
never did anything that jeopardized the wellbeing of the clan-”

 

“What if ShadowClan thought ThunderClan was attacking?” Cherryfur skillfully pointed out. “What
if RiverClan accused us of stealing their prey?”

 

Longtail shrunk away more, averting his gaze. “But they didn’t,” he mewed weakly.

 

Cherryfur whipped her gaze around to the rest of her clanmates. “We’ve all done mouse-brained
stuff,” Cherryfur meowed. “And we got our hindquarters handed to us, and didn’t do them again.
Cloudpaw’s kidnapping is punishment enough for his idiocy. Are we really the kind of warriors that
abandon their own?”

 

Creekflower felt a swell of relief and admirance at her best friend’s strong words. Now, more than
ever, she, too, felt assured that rescuing Cloudpaw was what they must do. He loves being a clancat, I
know it, she thought. I can’t give up on him.

 

Mousefur stepped forward, and Creekflower felt a flutter of worry until the dusky brown she-cat
spoke sharply, “I didn’t go on that patrol to save Creekflower and her kits, just to lose one and give
up.” She met Creekflower’s gaze and blinked warmly. Creekflower felt shocked, then smiled. For the
longest time, Mousefur had always just been ‘Lightningfur’s old friend’- a cat who scorned
Creekflower just as much as Frostfur or Speckletail. But now, Creekflower could see that the she-cat
had never been as antagonistic as she remembered. Snarky, yes; sharp-tongued, absolutely. But there
was a warrior in her, that stayed loyal to her clanmates. A friend.

 

“Cloudpaw’s not one of us,” hissed Frostfur from where she grumpily sat near the nursery, eyes cold
and angry as ever. “Why would we ever rescue a cat that’s cursed? Are you all delirious? Do you
want StarClan’s wrath?”

 

“ Cursed? ” Onewhisker repeated, startled and rearing back a bit. His gaze flickered between the
arguing ThunderClan cats with perplexity.

 

“Raven calling the sparrow black, Frostfur,” Cherryfur sniped, tail bushed. “Take a look in the river
and see who's really delirious.”

 



Frostfur bristled, teeth baring, and Speckletail’s tail lashed beside her, though she glanced away. But
the elder Smallear was the one who spoke next, wisened voice raised loud. “Cursed or not,” he
rasped, glancing at Fireheart and Creekflower. “ Their family’s trouble. We’ve got enough problems
without riskin’ our necks for a reckless young’un.”

 

“But Cloudpaw’s been nothing but kind to us, Smallear,” Halftail suddenly argued, glaring at his
denmate. “Oh, trouble, certainly, but he’s got a warrior’s spirit. It doesn’t sit with me right to just
leave him to the Twolegs!” He glanced at Cliffpaw, who was ruffled with wide eyes, blinking
reassuringly at her. Creekflower stepped closer to her daughter, pressing herself comfortingly against
the brown tabby’s side.

 

“He always did take care of us elders right,” One-eye added. “Which is more than I can say for some
apprentices.” Her one-eyed glare bore right into Lynxpaw and Swiftpaw, who were huddled with
Thornpaw, Brightpaw, Ashpaw, and Tulippaw. Swiftpaw’s shoulder fur bristled, but he glanced
guiltily away, while Lynxpaw simply averted her gaze, lips in a thin scowl.

 

Longtail moved in front of Lynxpaw and Swiftpaw defensively, scowling. “Only because it gave him
an excuse to laze off and listen to starry tales all day!”

 

Dustpelt followed after, meowing, “Smallear’s right; why should we risk our tails for a cat who
certainly wasn’t risking his tail for us! Kittypet slop! Can you believe it?” He glanced at Darkstripe,
who twitched his whiskers but said nothing. Creekflower bristled, baring her teeth at the dark tabby
tom, daring him to speak.

 

“We can’t leave a clanmate behind,” Whitestorm said next, raising his head high. “But we can’t run in
without thought.” He blinked apologetically at Creekflower and she looked away, burning with
indignancy. Why not? she thought, though she knew Whitestorm was only trying to calm everyone
down.

 

“He’s no clanmate of mine!” yowled Frostfur.

 

“Well, you’re not one of mine!” snarled Cherryfur back.

 

“Like you’re loyal either!” growled Dustpelt, glaring at Cherryfur.

 

“Go tell Tigerclaw that and see where you stand!”



 

“Don’t you talk about him!” Darkstripe snapped, fur bristling and eyes filled with unbridled anger.

 

Creekflower’s heart thundered in her chest as the caterwauls began. Suddenly, there was a shift in the
air. Cats lined up against cats; Runningwind had joined Cherryfur with bristling fur, and Brackenfur
watched with wide eyes just behind them, and even Mousefur stood beside them. Dustpelt, Longtail,
and Darkstripe had created a wall in front of the apprentices, most of whom shared in their anger, or
looked terrified in the case of Thornpaw. Frostfur even snarled at Brindleface when her spotted sister
shifted closer to Sandstorm, who stood firmly away from the snarling cats but clearly nearby Fireheart
and Creekflower. The elders, too, were divided, and it left Creekflower astounded. Never so clearly
had there been a divide in ThunderClan.

 

“Fireheart never should have been deputy!” Darkstripe exploded, ears pinned against his head and
teeth bared as he stared Cherryfur down. But she was just as angry, fluffed up to nearly twitch
Darkstripe’s furry size.

 

“Who else then? You? Don’t make me laugh!” Cherryfur snuffed, rolling her eyes. “Did your precious
Tigerclaw promise you he’d make you deputy? How pathetic!” Darkstripe reared back as though he’d
been clawed, yellow eyes wide.

 

“Your kin should have been exiled!” howled Frostfur.

 

“If Spottedleaf never got with Thistlestar, none of this would have happened!” called Brightpaw, the
same righteousness on her face that her mother held, as she faced off against Elderpaw. Fernpaw was
between the two, glancing conflicted between them.

 

“Oh, so one cat’s to blame for everything, huh?” Elderpaw shot back. “How convenient!” Mistlekit
watched with wide eyes, fluffy fur high in the air. She turned tail and shoved Snowkit, who had been
innocently playing with an acorn on the ground. He mewled in shock, but Mistlekit kept shoving him
fearfully until they were back in the nursery, where Goldenflower swept them close, staring with a
frown at Speckletail’s back, whose teeth were bared but she argued with no one.

 

"Let's not fight!" Fernpaw meowed anxiously, padding between her sister and friend. "I don't even
know why we're fighting!"

 

"Stop acting like you're better just because you're besties with the deputy!" snarled Longtail at
Runningwind. "I've never seen a mentor worse than you! Clearly you don't care about that kittypet kit



as much as you claim too!"

 

Runningwind flinched, guilt heavy in his gaze, but he bristled defensively. "Says you!" he bit out.
"You coddle Swiftpaw more than any mother, just because he's your little brother! Perhaps you're the
reason he's not a warrior yet!"

 

Creekflower felt Cliffpaw tremble, and Creekflower shoved her muzzle against her daughter's neck,
not sure if she was taking or giving comfort. Even Lizardpaw had joined the argument, Cinderpelt
hovering behind her, nipping metaphorically at Lynxpaw and Tulippaw while Thornpaw, Ashpaw, and
Swiftpaw hung awkwardly behind.

 

"All of your cursed kin should be banished from all the clans!" huffed Tulippaw, the lightest of all the
gray siblings. "It's a scourge on our good name as warriors that we'd even let such baneful cats live !"

 

Lizardpaw gasped, green eyes wide. "Do you even remember why you're alive ? It was Fireheart and
his friends who brought you echinacea! Without it, you'd have died."

 

"Darkstripe did too," Ashpaw pointed out. "And he's not one of them."

 

He's not one of them , echoed in Creekflower's mind. They don't think of us like clanmates. Her limbs
quaked. "I just want to save my kit!" she wailed. "Is that too much to ask?" Of a clan that hates me?

 

Fireheart glanced hopelessly at her as the others drowned her out. He hadn't said a word since the
arguing began, his tail limp and face distraught. He seemed distant, yet terrified.

 

It felt almost like tensions had been smoothing over since Tigerclaw had been revealed as the true
danger in ThunderClan. But now Creekflower could see; anger and resentment had only been boiling
underneath, waiting to burst.

 

” QUIET! ”

 

The scream shocked all of the cats into stunned silence. Some even jumped, they were so spooked.
Thornpaw especially seemed rattled, pressed against the ground with owly eyes. All eyes turned to the
hunched blue-gray figure of Bluestar. Despite her enraged yowl, her crouched position over the dead



body of Rosetail, hanging ears, and dewy blue eyes radiated sadness. Beside her, Spottedleaf rested
sorrowfully, brushing against her leader's side with her amber eyes gazing woefully out at her
clanmates. It was funny, really, how Frostfur rarely went after the one she claimed to be the source of
the curse. Instead, it often felt like Frostfur pitied the pretty tortoiseshell, aiming her fury at
Spottedleaf's kits. Instead, it felt like Spottedleaf didn't even exist to her clanmates, something they all
wanted to forget about. Creekflower's heart ached just thinking about the treatment of her mother.

 

And then there was Yellowfang. Her underbite mouth still had nice-smelling herbs and flowers in it,
and she glared out at ThunderClan with a fury like no other. Instantly, Creekflower felt guilty.

 

"All of you are awful!" Bluestar exploded, her voice hoarse. "This is a vigil! A clanmates is dead ,
and all you can do is argue amongst yourselves like rogues?" Her old body trembled with rage and
grief. "How dare you. How dare all of you! You're all horrible clanmates!" Her voice screeched with
upset disgust.

 

No cat dared protest. They all hung their heads shamefully, even Frostfur, Speckletail, Darkstripe,
Longtail, and Dustpelt. Even Creekflower and Fireheart.

 

Bluestar's furious gaze turned to Onewhisker, who looked like a mouse surrounded by snakes.
"Leave! Take your insolent problems and leave ! ThunderClan is grieving, and you disrespect us with
your unwanted intrusion."

 

Creekflower gaped in shock. Had- had Bluestar even been listening to the argument? Had she even
heard Onewhisker's reason for coming to ThunderClan?

 

"I-I thought," Onewhisker stuttered, struggling for words, aghast, "that- that ThunderClan'd-"

 

" Leave! " snapped Bluestar, rising up with great strength and glaring down at the scrawny WindClan
warrior. "I never thought Tallstar would let his warriors be so flippantly disrespectful!"

 

Onewhisker ducked his head and whipped around, wasting no time in scrambling out of camp.
Creekflower felt her heart drop.

 

"B-but we have to save Cloudpaw!" Cliffpaw whispered quietly, horrified. Creekflower was too numb
to answer.



 

"Creekflower," called Whitestorm, and she turned her gaze to him. "Go after Onewhisker and make
sure he leaves ThunderClan territory."

 

Creekflower blinked. He was giving her an out! She glanced at Bluestar. But it was like she didn't
even care, glaring out at all her clanmates with mournful yet angry eyes.

 

"Those of you who care may sit vigil for Rosetail," spat Bluestar. "The rest of you; I want you out of
my sight. I don't care if that means going to the warriors' den or leaving camp; just get out of here and
think about what you've done." A tremble ran down Bluestar's back and she crumpled down, head
bowed. The quietest, raspiest sob broke from her chest, and then she was silent, nose pressed to
Rosetail's ear. Spottedleaf rested her tail on Bluestar's back sympathetically.

 

Mousefur was the first to move among the stunned warriors. She padded close to Rosetail’s body, then
settled down opposite to Bluestar. Right; she and Rosetail had been good friends, despite their
difference in age, and despite Rosetail's overbearing nature and interest in relationship gossip
compared to Mousefur's uncaring, indifferent and loner personality.

 

Swallowing the lump in her throat, for she most certainly wanted to sit vigil for her beloved aunt,
Creekflower turned and raced out of camp. She knew she'd have to be fast to catch up with quick
WindClan warrior Onewhisker.

 

But, to her surprise, he wasn't as far as she thought. And his scent trail led away from Fourtrees,
instead towards the RiverClan border, just past Sunningrocks and closer to the gorge.

 

“Onewhisker!” she called, and the light brown tabby tom leaped into the air.

 

“Cr-Creekflower!” he gasped. “You followed me?”

 

Her whiskers twitched. “We couldn’t just let a WindClan warrior walk all around ThunderClan
territory!” she meowed.

 

“Ah, right,” he said, glancing bashfully away. “I just- I wasn’t expecting… that. And- and the screams
I heard before- I got worried.” He blinked apologetically at Creekflower. She blinked back. He must



have heard the battle where Tigerclaw and his rogues attacked Runningwind, Mousefur, and
Thornpaw, and when Rosetail died.

 

“I understand,” she meowed kindly. “But that’s not really why I went after you.” She breathed deeply.
“You truly saw Cloudpaw? In a Twolegplace?”

 

“I- yes,” Onewhisker confirmed, bowing his head. “He was trapped in a house. He… admitted he’d
been eating kittypet food, but he also said he didn’t want to be a housecat, and- and that he’d never eat
kibble again.”

 

Creekflower breathed out a sigh of relief. Despite what everyone believed, Cloudpaw wasn’t a
kittypet at heart, and neither was she. Though, a small part of her wondered how Onewhisker knew
the ‘kittypet’ terms so well.

 

“And you know where he is? You could take me to him?” she pressed hopefully.

 

Onewhisker glanced away, whiskers twitching nervously. “Yes,” he started hesitantly. “Not exactly
but… There are… kittypets there, who know his house well enough.”

 

“Thank you,” she meowed, tail trembling in relief. Her voice cracked with relieved grief as she
continued, “You don’t know how much this means to me. I-I keep losing my kits and getting them
back, but I can’t…” She shut her eyes closed tight. For so long she thought that Night and Storm were
dead- but they were alive! A part of vicious BloodClan, but alive! “Getting Cloudpaw back safe and
sound would mean the world to me.”

 

She met Onewhisker’s gaze, and the WindClan tom held it for a moment before nodding his head. “Of
course,” he meowed loftly, swallowing deeply. “I understand. I’ve- I’ve never had any kits, but… but
I’ve lost cats close to me.” He turned his head away, gaze filled with grief. “I’ll help you get
Cloudpaw back. Do you want to go now?”

 

Creekflower tensed. Of course she did. But…

 

How could she ignore that a clanmate had died, that Tigerclaw had taken another life, and that her
beloved aunt was no longer with them in the living world, gone to rest in StarClan?

 



“Was… did Cloudpaw look like he was in any danger?” Creekflower asked.

 

Onewhisker blinked. “I was only there for a little bit,” he admitted, and Creekflower’s heart thumped
fearfully for her son, until he quickly continued, “But the kittypets said he’d been in that house for
awhile now, and he’s been fine! Just locked up and yowling all day. I don’t think his housefolk
mistreat him or anything, he’s just… It’s not the life of a warrior, you know?”

 

Creekflower nodded. “I know.” She shivered, remembering the breeder’s den, and of Bell trying to
dictate her life, insisting how lovely it would be to be trapped forever, never feeling the grass again…
It had been nothing like Oliver’s garden.

 

“Right,” Onewhisker meowed, dipping his head as he recalled the gossip around her. “Of course.
Uhm.”

 

“If Cloudpaw truly isn’t any danger,” she began. “Then… I’d- I’d like to sit vigil for Rosetail, just
tonight. And then, tomorrow, in the morning, we can meet at Fourtrees and you can take me to find
him.”

 

Onewhisker started to nod, then halted, eyes widening a fraction. “Ah, let’s meet at the gorge
instead,” he said quickly. “Just on the edge of where ThunderClan, RiverClan, and WindClan’s
territories almost meet.”

 

Creekflower blinked, perplexed, but agreed, “Alright. At the gorge then.” Her tail tip twitched at the
reminder of the place where Airleap had allegedly, but accidentally, killed Whiteclaw during an
unnecessary fight.

 

Onewhisker dipped his head again, backing away, tail twitching nervously. “I better head home now,”
he meowed. “My clan will be wondering where I’ve been all day.” Creekflower’s whiskers twitched.
How did hunting in Twolegplace take you all day? “My… my condolences about Rosetail. She was a
fine warrior and a respectable elder.”

 

“Thank you,” Creekflower meowed hoarsely, watching as Onewhisker disappeared swiftly into
RiverClan territory, cutting across towards WindClan. Taking a deep breath, and trying to steady her
beating heartbeat, she turned and began padding back to camp. Her heart still thumped with the
knowledge that her son was out there, found but not home. Not yet. A part of her also worried that she
would return to camp and find blood shed, that her clanmates would not have listened to a grieving
Bluestar and instead turned their claws on one another.



 

Her ears twitched as she heard light rustling, and the faint smell of rabbit blood wafting through the
air. Her pelt prickled. Had Onewhisker returned to hunt? She turned around, eying the forest
suspiciously. “Onewhisker?” she called out, but there was no response from the tabby tom. Surely she
would have heard him hunting, though, and, certainly, he would not have been so mouse-brained as to
hunt on ThunderClan’s land when a ThunderClan cat was right there?

 

Instead, white flashed in her vision, and she let out a low, surprised mrrow . “Feathercloud?” She
fluttered her ears. The white tom stopped in his tracks, blinking at her. A decently sized sandy rabbit
hung from his maw.

 

He raised his tail in greeting, and she questioned, “What are you doing out so late?” She hadn’t
realized Feathercloud went on late night hunts.

 

Feathercloud shifted, gaze flitting away from her, but he raised a paw, swiping it out and keeping his
tail low. Hunting, Creekflower recognized. Her whiskers twitched. “Well, that much is obvious.” She
frowned. He had come from the direction of Fourtrees. “How-” She stopped herself, skin flushing
with embarrassment underneath her fur. She had almost asked, How did you not hear the battle? But
that answer was obvious: the tom was deaf. Of course he couldn’t have heard it!

 

Quickly, she asked instead, “How was the hunt?”

 

Feathercloud smiled around the rabbit, raising his tail and kinking it. This, Creekflower knew, meant
happy, but also good or well. Then, he gestured at the rabbit with his paw, circled his paw in the air,
and twitched his whiskers once. It took Creekflower a moment, but she gathered that he was saying
that he’d only caught the one rabbit.

 

“That’s good,” Creekflower meowed, then found she didn’t know what else to say. She realized,
suddenly, that Feathercloud wasn’t aware at all of Rosetail’s death. She swallowed nervously,
glancing at her paws. Feathercloud wasn’t particularly close to Rosetail, but she had been
Cricketheart’s mentor, and very supportive of the deaf tom. She was afraid the news of her passing
might bring Feathercloud back into that depressive slump he had been in. Brackenfur and
Runningwind had finally got the tom out of the warriors’ den, active and enjoying life.

 

Still, there was no avoiding it, and it would be better for Feathercloud to know now and prepare
himself then stumble onto Rosetail’s vigil and dead body.

 



“Before we head back to camp,” she began hesitantly, not meeting his gaze. “There was… a battle.”
She saw Feathercloud’s paws shift, and she glanced up at him. His blue gaze had filled with worry,
ears folded back. “Tigerclaw and his rogues attacked a patrol and… Rosetail died. I’m sorry.” She
bowed her head to Feathercloud, then glanced back up at his silence.

 

His eyes glimmered with sadness, the smile on his face gone. But he closed his eyes and dipped his
head to her, whiskers twitching. “Thank you,” he said without speaking, but his ears were flat and tail
was drooping in the sign that meant sad.

 

He raised his head and quietly began padding forward, blinking kindly at Creekflower. Surprised to
see him taking the news so well, Creekflower padded alongside the younger warrior, brushing her pelt
against his. The walk back to camp was silent, and slow, but Creekflower found it oddly comforting,
even in its melancholy.

 

As they entered camp, Creekflower saw Feathercloud’s eyes shimmer and wet with grief before he
blinked it away. He placed his rabbit down quietly at the fresh-kill pile before padding over to
Rosetail’s body, nodding at Whitestorm as he settled down. Creekflower gazed across camp. It
seemed her clanmates had truly listened to Bluestar when she’d demanded they get out of her sight,
for only Dappletail, Whitestorm, Mousefur, Runningwind, and Fireheart remained in the clearing,
along with Spottedleaf and Bluestar. Even Yellowfang had left, and the camp was completely empty
otherwise, even of guards.

 

She gently pushed between Whitestorm and Fireheart, taking comfort in her brothers’ presences. She
wrapped her tail around Fireheart’s. The ginger tom’s head was bowed, eyes closed, and so still he
might have been asleep if not for the mournful, downcast expression on his face.

 

Taking a deep breath, Creekflower closed her eyes as well, and remembered all the kindness and love
Rosetail had ever shown her. I can still remember the warmth of her tongue as she groomed the cold
water from the river I’d fallen into as a kit off of me. She was a great warrior. I’ll miss her.

 

 

Creekflower stretched with a yawn, satisfied as her muscles strained and bones popped. The morning
chill left her pelt ruffled, and she blinked the sleep from her eyes, though she had not gotten much of
it. When the moon was at its highest, Dappletail and Bluestar had buried Rosetail, and the rest of the
mourners had slipped into their dens for sleep, though Fireheart had roused Brackenfur, Darkstripe,
and Brindleface for guard duty.

 



Now, the sun was rising once more, and Creekflower felt her heart thump. Not everyone was awake
yet, and even Fireheart had only just slipped out of his den, dismissing Brackenfur, Darkstripe, and
Brindleface of their duties and sending Longtail, Dustpelt, Swiftpaw, and Ashpaw on the dawn patrol.

 

Creekflower’s tail twitched, glancing at the sky. Would Onewhisker be awake and at the gorge yet?
WindClan were early risers. Then, she spotted the dark gray pelt of Elderpaw padding out from the
apprentices’ den, stretching much like Creekflower had, then meowing to Cliffpaw when she
followed out. Creekflower cursed under her breath, then glanced at Cherryfur grooming herself
nearby.

 

“Cherryfur,” Creekflower meowed, and her friend blinked curiously up at her, tongue still out. “Can
you take Elderpaw training today?”

 

Cherryfur straightened. “Sure,” she agreed easily. “Lizardpaw’s overdue for some proper warrior
training. I can have them practice fighting together if that’s cool with you.”

 

“Yes,” Creekflower said, ear twitching. “I’ve been focusing a little too much on hunting and tracking
with Elderpaw. Some fighting would do her some good.” Her apprentice wasn’t quite a spitfire, but
she was energetic, and Creekflower had wanted to teach her patience and quiet first. “Thank you.”

 

“Of course.” Cherryfur nodded. “Any time.”

 

Creekflower smiled as her friend didn’t press any further. She then walked towards Fireheart, calling
for him. Her fire-colored brother tilted his head, looking a bit numb. “I’m going to rescue Cloudpaw,”
she whispered to Fireheart. “I’m not sure how long I’ll be gone. I’m meeting Onewhisker at the
border.”

 

Suddenly, a fire lit in her brother’s eyes, interest burning away the numbness. “Cloudpaw?” he
murmured. “I’m coming with you. He’s my apprentice.”

 

“I had a feeling you would say that,” Creekflower purred, grateful for Fireheart’s support. “Leaving
Whitestorm in charge then?”

 

“Yes,” Fireheart meowed, then hesitated. “And… I’ll go tell Bluestar where we’re going. She… she
isn’t doing the best right now but… But I don’t want her to worry where I’ve gone.”



 

Creekflower’s whiskers twitched, frowning. Would Bluestar even leave her den to see that Fireheart
had gone? Even worse, what if Bluestar tried to stop them? But, she didn’t argue with her deputy,
dipping her head.

 

“Going where?” murmured Sandstorm as she padded up, eyes narrowed. Creekflower’s pelt bristled,
recalling how skeptical Sandstorm had been over the news of Cloudpaw.

 

“To rescue Cloudpaw,” Fireheart replied easily, blinking trustfully at his mate.

 

Sandstorm frowned. “Are you sure that’s wise?”

 

“Of course it is!” Creekflower hissed defensively. “That’s my son. Do you think I’m just going to
abandon him because he made a mistake?”

 

Sandstorm still seemed hesitant. “He choose Twolegs when he ate their food,” she stated and
Creekflower bared her teeth, ready for another fight, but Sandstorm continued, “ But , I know you’re
going no matter what I or the clan thinks. It’s a mouse-brained journey, and I’m not letting you two go
alone, not with Tigerclaw out there.”

 

“Thank you, Sandstorm,” Fireheart breathed, rubbing his cheek against Sandstorm’s. The sandy-
colored she-cat purred in response. Creekflower suddenly yearned for Oliver’s scent and soft fur.

 

“I’m going to fetch Oliver,” Creekflower quickly told him as he started moving towards Bluestar’s
den. “He’s Cloudpaw’s father. He deserves the chance to help. Meet us at his den- if Bluestar lets you
go.” Otherwise, I’m going by myself, with or without her permission.

 

Fireheart nodded, and Creekflower turned around, heading towards the camp tunnel entrance. She
glanced at Sandstorm as the stern she-cat followed. “Do you really want to help?” Creekflower asked
as they started to climb up the rocks.

 

“Of course,” Sandstorm replied. “Cloudpaw’s still a clanmate, even though I think what he did was
greedy and lazy. You're still my friend, and I know how much you care for your kits.” Creekflower
breathed a sigh of relief.



 

“Thanks,” she mewed. “This means a lot to me.”

 

“You’d do the same,” Sandstorm murmured, glancing away. “If- If I ever had kits, and they were in
danger.”

 

Creekflower purred teasingly while her paws guided her instinctively towards Twolegplace. “Are you
and Fireheart planning on having kits?”

 

Sandstorm’s fur ruffled, and she glanced away. “Fireheart’s had a lot on his mind now,” she said. “I
think he’s too stressed for raising kits at the moment. But… But I do want to have kits. With him.
Someday.” She suddenly whipped her head around with a glare. “But don’t you dare tell anybody
that!”

 

Creekflower laughed. “Of course, of course! Secrets safe with me.” She turned her head, then
muttered under her breath, “Not like everyone’s not already speculating anyway!”

 

She heard Sandstorm huff in embarrassment, but the mood doured as they came to the fence of
Oliver’s den. Creekflower skillfully leaped onto the fence, digging her claws in and peering into the
familiar garden. Sandstorm jumped, heaving herself up and sticking her tail out to balance
precariously.

 

“Oliver!” Creekflower called. “Oliver, are you-”

 

“Creekflower!” came her mate’s excited call. “Oh, you came at just the right time!” The fluffy white
tom bounded over, collar tags jingling. “Night and Storm are here!”

 

Creekflower’s heart thumped against her chest as she spotted the dark brown tabby she-cat and gray-
pointed white tom. The collars around their necks, Night’s stubbed with dog teeth and claws, sat
proudly, and she felt dark thoughts flicker across her mind as she thought of her half-brother, Scourge,
who had broken his promise to tell her if he found her lost kits. But she pushed them away, leaping
down to greet her kits with a half-raised tail.

 

“It’s wonderful to see you two again!” she meowed, though she winced as her voice fell flat. True, it
was great to see her lovely kits again. But it wasn’t what she came here for. “Have you been doing



well? Eating well?” They both looked skinnier than she would like.

 

Night’s lips curled in a sneer. “I scavenged meat scraps out of the best trash can on the block,” she
snapped. “Of course we’re eating well! Scourge trained me to be tough. No one would steal my food!”

 

Creekflower blinked, back fur ruffling. She expected Night to praise her own hunting, not talk
about… scavenging food from a… trash can…? And then fighting off others just to keep that food?
That was no way for a cat to live!

 

“That pizza was delicious,” Storm agreed with a smile. “No wonder so many cats fight over that trash
can!”

 

“Well it’s mine now,” Night huffed, chin tilted high. “No cat dares approach it. Look what I got from
the last cat who tried!” She brushed her paw against a curled claw on her collar, tail raised high.

 

“I’m so proud of you!” Oliver purred, even though there was a flicker of fear in his eyes, and he
didn’t quite approach Night and Storm like he would have Cloudpaw, Lizardpaw, or Cliffpaw,
nuzzling them with affection. “How impressive!”

 

“Whose that?” demanded Night, glaring at Sandstorm, who was still struggling to balance on the
fence. Sandstorm glared right back. “A clan kitty?”

 

Sandstorm bared her fangs. “I’m a warrior of ThunderClan, just like your mother. You’d do well to
respect me, stray kitty.”

 

Night’s dark-striped fur bristled, a fierce growl in her throat. “Saw that to my claws, rat-food!”
Creekflower realized, suddenly, that Night’s claws hadn’t been unsheathed at, but, rather, she had one
or two dog claws shoved over her own claws. She gasped.

 

“Night! Sandstorm! Stop it!” she yowled. “I didn’t come here to fight. Listen, Oliver, Cloudpaw is
missing, but another warrior found him! We- Sandstorm, Fireheart, and I, that is- are going to rescue
him. I wanted to ask you to come with.”

 

“Cloudpaw’s gone?” Storm murmured, ears flicking forward as he frowned.



 

“Good riddance.” Night rolled her eyes, flicking her tail dismissively.

 

“Oh no.” Oliver’s eyes were round. “Where is he? Not the breeders’ den?” He shivered.

 

“No, thank StarClan, no.” Creekflower shook her head. “He’s all the way across the clan territories,
past the place we call Highstone, in another Twolegplace.”

 

“That far?” Oliver squeaked, eyes wide. “I-I’ve never been so far! And through all the clan
territories?” He started shaking his head.

 

“Through the clan territories?” Storm repeated, intrigued. “There’s four clans, right?”

 

“Yes,” Creekflower confirmed. “We’d be going through ThunderClan, of course, RiverClan, and
WindClan’s territories.” Thankfully not ShadowClan, where Tigerclaw and his rogues roam most.
“Then no cat’s land until we reach the Twolegplace. A WindClan warrior named Onewhisker will be
taking us.” She glanced at the sky. The sun was higher now. “We need to leave soon.”

 

“Creekflower, I-I don’t think I can.” Oliver blinked apologetically at her, backing up. “Last time, I-I
couldn’t even do anything. I didn’t know the city as well as I thought, and-and I couldn’t save our kits
when they were taken.” He glanced woefully at Night and Storm. “I’ve never traveled so much. I’m
afraid I’d just slow you down.”

 

Creekflower welled with emotion, eyes stinging. “No you wouldn’t!” she cried. She wanted him by
her side.

 

“Creekflower,” Sandstorm called, staring firmly down. “Think logically.”

 

Creekflower blinked. Sandstorm was right. Oliver… was a kittypet, who liked his life, and didn’t
have any ambition to run through the woods. He wouldn’t last on a long, tough journey on theirs. She
bowed her head. “Alright,” she meowed. “I understand.”

 

“I’m sorry, Creekflower,” Oliver murmured, stepping close and pressing her nose to his ear. “I wish I
could, but I just don’t think I’m brave or strong enough. I hope you find him. I know you’ll find him.”



 

“Thank you,” she meowed sadly, breathing in his scent deeply before pulling away. “I’ll be back once
we’ve gotten him home.”

 

“Wait,” Storm called as Creekflower bunched her muscles to leap. She paused, glancing curiously
back at her son. “Can- can I come with? I-I’m not really close with Cloudpaw, but he’s still my
brother, and- and I want to see the clan territories.” He bowed his head until his nose touched his
paws, eyes closed, and his tail remained low. Creekflower blinked.

 

“Of- of course,” she meowed, surprised. “I think Cloudpaw’d be happy to see you.”

 

“You can’t just galavant off into the sun, mouse-brain!” Night growled, cuffing her brother over the
ear. “What will Scourge say?”

 

“We’ll just say we’re on a mission,” Storm replied. “A spying mission.” Night frowned, then nodded
with a huff.

 

“Fine. Alright, we’ll go on this stupid little adventure of yours.” She glared at Creekflower.
Creekflower’s whiskers twitched, wanting to reprimand her daughter for her unnecessarily rude
attitude, but uncertain if Night would accept such criticism. After all, Creekflower hadn’t had the
chance to be a mother to her. It was stripped away from me by Twolegs.

 

“Tell Claw that we’re on a mission when he comes for us,” Night ordered Oliver, her head raised high
like she was a deputy assigning patrols.

 

“Okay,” Oliver meowed hesitantly. “Have fun?”

 

Night sniffed. “Fun is for weaklings.” She turned to Creekflower. “Well? Are we going or not,
mother? ”

 

Creekflower’s pelt prickled, but she nodded, jumping onto the fence, Storm and Night following after
her. Sandstorm seemed relieved to jump back into the forest. “This is ThunderClan’s territory,”
Creekflower explained, smiling at Storm’s pricked ears and roaming gaze. “A forest filled with
aspens, oaks, and birches, and plenty of prey like squirrels and voles. Have you ever had a squirrel
before?”



 

Storm shook his head. “No, but Scourge caught a rat for us once.”

 

Creekflower’s tail twitched. “Does Scourge hunt for you often?”

 

“Of course not,” Night growled. “We’re not weak! We can hunt and scavenge for ourselves. He taught
us how to be strong, and hold our own in the city.”

 

“Sometimes,” Storm replied underneath his sister’s wrath. “We scavenge together more. It’s easier to
pick through trash for delicious scraps than it is to hunt down a mouse or rat.”

 

Creekflower frowned. She knew what trash was- Twoleg waste that smelled awful and some of which
stuck to your fur like gross mud. Some stuff smelled or looked vaguely edible, but she’d never dared
eat those ‘scraps!’ How could her kits live that life? She opened her mouth to scent the forest around
them.

 

“Have you eaten recently?” she questioned.

 

“The pizza,” Storm meowed, though Creekflower had no idea what a pizza was. His stomach
growled, betraying him, though, and he ducked his head bashfully. “But I guess it wasn’t much…”

 

Creekflower traded a glance with Sandstorm. The pale she-cat nodded, dropped into a crouch, slunk
forward, and within moments the warrior had leaped forward and killed a tiny field mouse. Small, but
it would do.

 

“Try this,” Creekflower offered as Sandstorm placed it down. Night curled her lip at it.

 

“Like I’d waste my time on forest scraps,” Night snarled. “That’s hardly as big as a rat, nor as tough-
skinned! What’s the point?”

 

But Storm padded curiously forward, sniffing at it. Slowly, he took a bite, then another, his eyes
lighting up. “It’s warm!” he meowed to his sister. “It’s not as good as some meat scraps, but it’s way
better than a rat, for sure! Try it!”



 

“No,” she growled. “Unlike you, I don’t eat pitiful prey like that.”

 

Storm frowned, but finished the mouse off quickly. He swiped his tongue over his whiskers. “Wow!”
he meowed. “Is all forest prey like that?”

 

“Some,” Sandstorm meowed. “Birds taste quite different than mice and squirrels.”

 

“Birds!” Storm exclaimed. “You can eat birds ?”

 

Sandstorm and Creekflower exchanged a bewildered look. He didn’t know you could eat birds?!
What a sad life it was in BloodClan, it seemed.

 

“Are we going to sit here and talk about insignificant things, or are we going to move?” spat Night,
fur bristling. “I knew this would be a waste of our time.” She glared at Storm.

 

“Come on,” Creekflower meowed. “Let’s get going before-” She cut off as she spotted something.
“Fireheart! And- Cliffpaw?” She tilted her head, confused.

 

“I’m coming with,” Cliffpaw said immediately, head raised defiantly.

 

“She eavesdropped on my conversation with Bluestar after she saw you and Sandstorm leave. She
thought it was suspicious,” Fireheart explained, tail tip twitching, but there was a slight smile to his
lips.

 

“Oh,” Creekflower said, then purred. “Of course you can come with, Cliffpaw! And what did Bluestar
say?” She glanced at her brother.

 

Fireheart hesitated. “I… don’t think she really cared. I think Rosetail’s death really hit her hard. They
were friends. But she was just worried about the camp being unguarded, but I promised I’d have four
warriors on guard all day today while I was gone.”

 



“Who are they?” Cliffpaw whispered shyly, glancing at Night and Storm, who were around her age
and size.

 

“This is Night and Storm, my missing kits,” Creekflower explained, waving her tail at them. Storm
smiled politely while Night raised her chin disdainfully. “Night, Storm, this is Cliffpaw. She’s my kit,
too, though not by blood. I took her in as my own when… well, when an accident occurred on the
Thunderpath and she left her Twolegs.”

 

Night narrowed her eyes. “When two cats were hit by a car, resulting in one dying?”

 

“Yes,” Creekflower exclaimed, surprised. “How did you know that?”

 

Night sniffed, turning her head away. “Scraps talks about it all the time. Really cared about whatever
cat that died. Cricketface? I could care less.”

 

“And,” Creekflower exchanged glances with Fireheart and Sandstorm, “how did he learn that,
exactly?”

 

“His ears,” Night replied bluntly. “Are we done yet? This conversations boring. I could be doing
better things right now, you know.”

 

Creekflower narrowed her eyes at Night’s dismissive tone, but turned to Fireheart. “Onewhisker
might leave if we don’t head to the gorge soon.”

 

Fireheart nodded. “Let’s go. I don’t have any patrols heading that way until later, either. But we’ll
have to go along the edges so Night and Storm’s scent doesn’t catch.”

 

Creekflower blinked, realizing she hadn’t thought about that. Oliver’s scent wouldn’t have been
startling to see on ThunderClan’s land- but two strangers’ scents would be. The group followed
Fireheart closely as he led from around the back, a different direction than Creekflower had initially
planned. She felt happy, though, to have Cliffpaw on one side of her, and Storm and Night on the
other, even if Cliffpaw kept sending them cautious glances and Night glared back at her.

 



Soon, they were at the gorge, testing their paws against RiverClan’s border and peering around for
Onewhisker. For a moment, Creekflower worried the tom had already headed back to WindClan.
Then, she saw his brown ears poking over the brush before darting forth.

 

“About time!” he mewed. “A RiverClan patrol nearly saw me! I did not want to meet Blackclaw’s
claws today.” He blinked. “And who are they?”

 

“My other kits, Night and Storm,” Creekflower explained. “And Cliffpaw, too, if you haven’t met
her.”

 

“Oh,” he meowed. “Your…” He shook his head, looking away. “Right. Come on then, we don’t have
daylight to waste!”

 

The sixs cats followed Onewhisker as they raced through RiverClan’s territory and climbed into
WindClan territory. They ran straight across the uplands to the Twoleg farmland that lay between
WindClan territory and Highstones. Thankfully, there was no breeze in the air to carry their scents to a
WindClan patrol. The air on the uplands was unnaturally still, and so dry that Creekflower felt her fur
crackle as it brushed through the heather.

 

Onewhisker chose a trail that kept them as far as possible from the camp that lay at the heart of
WindClan’s territory. The ground up here was usually peaty and wet, but now it had dried to a hard
crust and the heather was browning in places, shriveled by the sun. Creekflower’s eyes narrowed
against the glaring sun.

 

The barren hillside offered no protection from the sun, and Creekflower felt as if her pelt were on fire,
causing her to glance at Fireheart and see him panting as well, by the time they reached the slope that
led down to Twoleg territory. The valley stretched out below them, patched with meadows and paths
and Twoleg nests like the dappled coat of a tortoiseshell.

 

“WindClan must have been keeping out of the heat in their camp,” Fireheart meowed, puffing as they
ran down the hillside. “Let’s hope the rest of the journey is this easy.”

 

“It should be,” Onewhisker meowed. “Until we get to Twolegplace. We aren’t any more eager to
patrol in this heat than any other clan.” Briefly, Creekflower wished a patrol might come, and that
Airleap would be on it, so she could see her brother once more.

 



“Is Airleap doing well?” she asked.

 

“He’s a great warrior!” Onewhisker purred. “Morningflower’s kits love him to death, and he’s a good
mentor to Storkpaw.”

 

Creekflower smiled. “Glad to hear it.” She glanced at her kits. They all panted heavily, but Night had
her chin raised high and defiant despite her trembling legs and chest. Storm had dropped to the
ground the moment they paused, gulping for breath, while Cliffpaw merely sat down, washing her
paws for some relief.

 

“Are you alright?” she asked the young ‘paws. She hadn’t realized it would be so hot once they left
the shade of the trees.

 

“Of course!” Night meowed snottily. “The heat in the city is way worse, especially with pavement
beneath your paw pads instead of this mushy grass!” She flexed her paws against the grass, and
Creekflower wondered if she only pointed it out because she actually liked the cool grass against her
feet.

 

“We can stop at the barn,” Onewhisker suggested. “Get some nice shade before we continue.”

 

“I’d like that,” Cliffpaw meowed quietly, panting.

 

Fireheart blinked. “We could talk to Ravenpaw! Perhaps he’s seen Cloudpaw too.”

 

Suddenly, Onewhisker stiffened. “Actually, perhaps we better continue,” Onewhisker said quickly.
“As to not waste time. It’s still a long journey ahead.”

 

Creekflower glanced at her kits. Storm looked practically dead in this heat, and she could see Night
struggling despite her protests. “I think a stop at the barn is a good idea,” she meowed. “I don’t think
this heat is good for them. Plus, seeing Ravenpaw again would be nice.”

 

Onewhisker hesitated, a clear conflict in his eyes, his tail twitching to and fro. “O-... okay,” he finally
said. “Sure, let’s go. But, uh, I-I haven’t seen Ravenpaw at the barn lately.”

 



“I’m sure he stays away from WindClan patrols,” Fireheart meowed as they began walking towards
the barn. Creekflower nudged Storm to his paws and stuck close to him. “I didn’t realize WindClan
knew of him.”

 

Onewhisker stiffened further, glancing away. Creekflower frowned. “Right,” Onewhisker meowed.
“Well, we’ve always been kind to the loners around here.”

 

“And you didn’t question a ThunderClan cat being a loner?” Creekflower wondered.

 

Onewhisker didn’t turn to look at her. “No,” he said stiffly. “It was none of our business.”
Creekflower narrowed her eyes at his terse tone.

 

“Did-”

 

“Here we are!” Onewhisker interrupted, bounding forward towards the red Twoleg structure. “We can
catch some mice while we’re here. I know I’m hungry.”

 

“Mice!” Storm said eagerly, dashing forward. He and Onewhisker disappeared into the barn doors.

 

“Storm!” Night yowled, darting after her brother. “You mouse-brain! Never rush in, are you-” Her
voice cut off from the barn wall. Creekflower smiled, walking into the barn just after Fireheart and
Sandstorm, Cliffpaw at her side.

 

“Ravenpaw! Barley!” Fireheart called out. “Are you here? It’s Fireheart! And Sandstorm! And…
some others!” Creekflower gazed curiously around at the barn. The smell of hay dust tickled her nose,
making her sneeze, and Sandstorm smirked at her. Creekflower rolled her eyes and playfully shoved
the sandy she-cat.

 

Fireheart’s whiskers twitched as the only response he got was Storm squealing in glee as he pounced
on a barn mouse. “Ravenpaw?” Fireheart called out once more, frowning, and Creekflower glanced at
Onewhisker, whose fur was bushed and he kept his back to Fireheart. Fireheart glanced back at
Sandstorm and Creekflower. “He must be out wandering. He does that sometimes.”

 



“I can’t believe he chose to be a loner,” Sandstorm murmured disdainfully. “Why doesn’t he come
back? Tigerclaw’s gone now.”

 

Creekflower bristled. “Being a warrior isn’t the only thing a cat can do,” she argued.

 

“But it’s the most noble and honorable,” Sandstorm replied haughtily, head raised high. “Our code
and loyalty makes us better than rogues, our kinship safer than loners, and freedom better than
kittypets.” She curled her lip. “Why would anyone give up clanlife when they’ve had a taste of it?
When they were born into it? Even you came back.”

 

Creekflower glared at Sandstorm. But, before she could rebuttal, a creak came from the loft above.
She jumped to her paws warily. “Hello?” she called out.

 

“Hello,” came the reply, and a ginger head popped over the platform overhead.

 

Creekflower blinked. “You aren’t Barley?”

 

The ginger tom purred. “No, I’m not. Name’s Whiskers. Who’re you?”

 

“I’m Creekflower of ThunderClan,” she meowed. “And this is Sandstorm, Cliffpaw, Fireheart, Night,
Storm, and Onewhisker.” She flicked her tail at the cats.

 

“My, aren’t there a lot of you.” He glanced between all of them, whiskers twitching warily, but he
held a friendly smile on his face. “What’re you all doin’ here? Lookin’ for mice? There’s plenty.”

 

“Taking a break from the heat,” Fireheart called up to Whiskers. “We’re on a quest to get our
clanmate back. He’s been taken by Twolegs- er, housefolk.”

 

“Ah,” Whiskers meowed. “Yes, not the first time housefolk’ve done that. They don’t like seeing
kittens on the street, I reckon.”

 

“Have you seen a cat named Ravenpaw or Barley around here? They’re friends of ours,” Fireheart
asked.



 

“Oh, I know ‘em,” Whiskers replied. His head vanished, then he appeared climbing down some
strange wooden Twoleg tree-thing, with branches in straight lines. He padded confidently in front of
them, smiling, head high. He was a ginger tabby, with white striking from his chin down to his belly.
Something about his slim yet plump body struck Creekflower as familiar, and her hair instinctively
raised, though she wasn’t sure why. She almost expected him to have dark green eyes, but instead
found bright blue ones. “They used to be here all the time. Not sure what happened to ‘em, but I kept
comin’ and they were gone, so I figured I’d make myself at home and keep the mice from eatin’ the
hay. The housefolk like that.”

 

Creekflower’s fur raised, and she glanced at Fireheart, who looked even more alarmed. “They’re
gone?” he mewed, voice taught. “You’re sure? How long have they been gone?”

 

“Oh, I don’t know, a few moons now?” Whiskers pondered, tilting his head. “Not quite sure myself.
Like I said, I only visited from time to time. You know, it ain’t unusual for loners like us to move
about. There’s plenty a’ barns to live in, always more mice in the next. It’s good livin’.”

 

“But Barley’s always lived in this barn,” Fireheart protested, tail waving back and forth agitatedly.
“And- and Ravenpaw wouldn’t just… leave without telling me or Graystripe. Without telling
Feathercloud!”

 

Whiskers blinked sympathetically at Fireheart. “Sorry, lad. Not much I can tell you. Well…” He tilted
his head. “It did reek of blood and fearscent for a while. Maybe they got into a fight. The housefolk
don’t like that- they may have taken ‘em to a different barn.”

 

“A fight?” Fireheart’s hair raised higher.

 

“Smells like dogs,” Night abruptly spoke up, tail swishing back and forth as she eyed Whiskers with
hostility. “Maybe they ate your friends. Happens all the time in the city. Why, just last quartermoon
they ate- what was that cat's name? They were a tortoiseshell, with all those white spots?” She
glanced quizzically at Storm.

 

“Oh, Opal?” He blinked sorrowfully. “Yeah, they were nice. I’ll miss her.”

 

“Real gruesome stuff,” Night added, raising her head and tail like she was proud to have witnessed it.
“We fought off that dog, though. A big brindled bully. Cowered right behind its housefolk’s legs, ‘n’
now it won’t come outside any more!” She purred proudly, yellow eyes glimmering.



 

“Wow!” Whiskers meowed, though it wasn’t quite an awed tone. Instead, he eyed her studded collar
warily and took a few steps back. “Heh, that’s mighty impressive. Say, you said you were from the
clans, weren’t you?” He glanced between all of the cats. “That’s nice. Heard the forests are dangerous
out there. I think I’ve gotta go now, though; my stomach’s grumbling. Eat as much mice as you
want!” He scrambled off, vanishing with ease into the hay of the barn.

 

Night purred. “Coward,” she meowed simply, whiskers twitching in amusement.

 

“Night,” Creekflower said sternly, frowning. “He didn’t mean any harm. There was no need to
frighten him with tall tales.”

 

“Oh, they weren’t tales,” she meowed, sending her mother a glare. “They’re real. Where’d you think I
got these claws?” She raised her paw, extending out her claws and showing off the black claw on her
frontmost toe. Creekflower’s fur raised.

 

Sandstorm hissed. “Wearing dog teeth isn’t normal,” she murmured.

 

“No, it’s not,” Creekflower agreed in a quiet voice. She turned to Fireheart, who still seemed dazed.
“Why don’t we keep going? We’ve had our rest.”

 

“Aw,” Storm pouted, but moved away from the bones of his mouse easily, already obediently waiting
in front of Fireheart. Even Night turned and waited for Fireheart’s response, though her expression
read that she was totally bored. It only made Creekflower’s fur fluff up more. With how rebellious
Cloudpaw and Lizardpaw was, and how shy Cliffpaw was, it was weird to see her kits so… obedient
and respectful of authority. It almost didn’t sit right with her.

 

“Yes, let’s go,” Fireheart meowed. “You alright, Onewhisker?”

 

The brown tabby startled. “Uh, yeah, yeah, I am.”

 

After the seven of them gathered their bearings, they followed after Onewhisker and Fireheart as they
led them just adjacent to the Highstones. Immediately, the sunlight scorched their pelts again. Luckily,
they reached a copse of trees, and Creekflower welcomed the cool shade and the familiar woodland
smells. High above them two buzzards circled with high-pitched calls, and she could hear the



rumbling of a Twoleg monster in the distance. Her aching legs tempted him to lie down and rest for a
while, but her longing to find Cloudpaw drove her on. As they padded through the trees, Cliffpaw
stared around with her whiskers trembling. Creekflower shared her nervousness. She had yet to make
her travel to the Moonstone as an apprentice. It was a journey all cats had to make before they became
warriors. She’d never been this far before.

 

And yet, there was the distinct possibility that this had once been the Twolegplace that Cliffpaw had
lived in as Cody.

 

“We can’t hang around here,” Onewhisker warned. “Especially not this time of day. Twolegs like to
walk their dogs here.” Creekflower wondered how he knew so much about the territory beyond
WindClan’s borders. She could smell the scent of dog nearby. She flattened her ears and followed
Onewhisker in silence as the tabby tom led them out of the copse.

 

Onewhisker squeezed through the hedge first. Creekflower waited for Fireheart then Sandstorm to go
next, then pushed her way through the thickly tangled leaves. She waited until her kits had safely
made it through, then turned to look ahead. A red dirt track was in front of her, and she saw
Sandstorm’s eyes light up in recognition.

 

“Runningwind and I crossed this when we went to bring back WindClan,” she meowed. “Monsters
cross it even though it’s not a thunderpath.” 

 

Onewhisker nodded. “Yes, we’ll have to be careful.” Onewhisker looked both ways before racing

across and disappearing into the far hedgerow at the other side. Sandstorm darted forward, and
Fireheart followed at her heels. Night and Storm ran over with practiced ease, but Cliffpaw was stiff
beside Creekflower.

 

“It’s alright,” Creekflower murmured. “There’s no monsters. I’ll go with you.” Together, the two
brown tabbies flew over the red dirt path, and made it safely to the other side.

 

The barley in the field beyond the hedge stretched high above their heads. Instead of skirting the edge,
Onewhisker headed straight into the forest of crackling stems. The six cats weaved after him, hurrying
so they didn’t lose sight of the skinny WindClan cat’s thin tail flicking ahead of them. Creekflower
felt a ripple of unease as she realized she could never find her way out alone. She had lost all sense of
direction, with nothing to see but the endless golden stems and a strip of clear blue sky above. She
was very relieved when they finally emerged and sat down to rest under the hedge on the far side of
the field. They were making good progress. The sun

was only halfway down the sky and the uplands were already far behind them.



 

Creekflower’s nose twitched, and she leaned forward to smell a hedge. “There’s a scent marker here,”
she announced, frowning. “But it’s really faded.”

 

Fireheart smelled it too, and his eyes lit up. “It’s Ravenpaw’s!” he meowed. “But you’re right; it’s
old.” Worry sank into his eyes, and Creekflower brushed against her brother comfortingly.

 

“The Twolegplace is just on the dip on the other side of that rise,” Onewhisker said, pointing with his
nose. “We can meet some kittypets who can take us to Cloudpaw’s nest.”

 

Creekflower felt a tingle of excitement. Her son was near! Quickly, she rushed after Onewhisker as he
led them forward. Once they passed the rise, the Twoleg buildings suddenly emerged, rising into the
horizon. It was different, yet similar, to the Twolegplace next to the Treecut-place. Onewhisker
hesitated at the edge of the Twolegplace, took a deep breath, then pushed forward.

 

“Smoke! Oat! Melody!” he yowled out. “Are any of you here?”

 

“Onewhisker!” came a responding yowl. A brown and white tabby she-cat burst out from one of the
den’s, smiling, but her smile fell when she saw the other cats, and she paused. “You brought other
clancats?”

 

“Some,” Onewhisker meowed. “We’re looking for the yowling cat. He’s a missing clanmate of
theirs.”

 

The brown and white tabby relaxed. “I see,” she meowed. “Want me to get Smoke? She knows that
den better than I.”

 

Onewhisker hesitated again. “Actually, if you could just-”

 

“Onewhisker!” the eager yowl made Onewhisker wince, and Creekflwoer watched as a blur of gray
flew off of the roof of the tabby’s den, onto the fence, then came to a halt in front of Onewhisker,
purring up a storm. “You’re back again! With the cats to save that loud kitty I presume? How heroic!”
She batted her eyes at the tall tom, and Onewhisker glanced away awkwardly.

 



“Hi Smoke,” he meowed plainly.

 

Smoke leaned forward, brushing her muzzle against his neck, but Onewhisker jerked back, tail fluffed
off. “L-let’s not waste any time! We have a mission to do. Can you take us to the den?”

 

Smoke blinked, confused, and Creekflower felt sad for the she-cat, as the puzzle pieces quickly
slotted themselves together. Seems I’m not the only clancat with a love for the Twolegplace, she
mused. Oh, if Frostfur heard about this… She shook her head, and Sandstorm glanced at her
curiously.

 

“Introduce me to your friends first,” Smoke meowed. “Hi! I’m Smoke, and that’s Melody. And this is
Oat.” She flicked her tail towards a dark cream and white spotted tomcat, who Creekflower hadn’t
even noticed. He sat silently, with a slight glare, on the white fence of Melody’s yard. “Are you
Onewhisker’s clanmates? Have you ever fought a badger before?” She gasped. “What’s with your
collars!” She stared dumbfoundedly at Night’s collar.

 

Night hissed, ears flattened against her head. “This is the mark of a BloodClan warrior! Have you
never heard of them, you pampered housecat?”

 

Smoke reeled back in shock, blinking. “ Blood Clan? I thought it was ThunderClan, WindClan,
RiverClan, and ShadowClan?” She glanced curiously at Onewhisker.

 

Onewhisker shrugged, still looking away from the gray she-cat. “I’ve never heard of them either.”

 

“BloodClan is the strongest clan out there!” Night yowled indignantly. “How could you not know
about us? We rule the city with a dog’s jaw grip!”

 

“This is a different city, kitty,” the tom named Oat pointed out in a low drawl. Creekflower frowned,
staring at the tomcat. He wore an orange collar, and his figure was rather plump and round, but he was
still young and smaller than Smoke and Melody. His white was a bit off, leaning more towards a
yellow-y color, like he’d been stained by the sun. And his dark cream spots were like dried leaves.

 

“I’m sorry,” Creekflower interrupted. “But what did you say your name was?” Something tugged at
her chest, and she couldn’t ignore it.

 



The tom glanced perplexedly at her, but answered slowly, “Oat.”

 

Her heart thumped against her ribcage, her breath escaping her. “Oatkit?” she mewled, a flash of a
tiny cream and white kit in front of her. His colors had darkened, but, surely- this was- it couldn’t be-

 

Oat frowned, sitting up. “It’s just Oat,” he said.

 

“I-I know,” Creekflower said quickly. “But- why are you named that? Did- did your housefolk name
you that, or…?”

 

“No,” Oat meowed. “I just remember being called that when I was a kit, and I choose to keep being
called that since it matches my pelt. It’s a better name than Taylor, anyway.”

 

“Creekflower, you don’t think…?” Fireheart trailed off, glancing at her with wide eyes.

 

“I don’t think,” Creekflower meowed, trembling. “I know it. Oat, I-I think you’re my lost kit. I had a
kit named Oatkit, who was taken away from me, and- and you look just like him.”

 

Oat frowned further, turning slightly away from her and staring over his shoulder. “Perhaps,” he
meowed. “You smell familiar… but who knows. I don’t remember much of my kithood. I’ve been
with Smoke and our housefolk since I could first see. She’s like my sister.”

 

Smoke ducked her head, but then rumbled, “You don’t really think Oat’s your son, do you?” she
meowed, though it wasn’t quite skeptical, more excited.

 

“Night, Storm, and Cliffpaw are my kits too,” Creekflower explained happily, gazing at Oat
expectantly. She wanted to run up and nuzzle him out of pure joy. All of her kits, now found! They
were alive! Oh, she never thought she’d be able to have all six of her kits together! If only Lizardpaw
had come with, and they had saved Cloudpaw already!

 

“Wow! That’s crazy! Most queens never find their kits again, you know!” Smoke meowed, awed.

 

“Yes, what a convenient little family reunion,” growled Night, her eyes narrowed.



 

“Very,” Oat meowed dully, staring at Night and Storm without a flick of any emotion. He turned to
Onewhisker. “Don’t you have a scared kitty to rescue, warrior?”

 

“Cloudpaw!” Creekflower meowed eagerly. “He’s your brother, too.” Oat stared at her apathetically.
“Do you want to come with?”

 

At first, Oat said nothing, but then Smoke meowed excitedly, “Of course he does! This is so exciting,
Oat! A real warrior adventure! Are you coming along too, Melody?”

 

The brown and white tabby she-cat shook her head. “I’ve had enough of being a warrior. No thank
you. And good luck, Onewhisker.”

 

“Thank you, Melody,” Onewhisker meowed. “Say hi to Bailey for me”

 

Melody nodded. “Will do.” Then she turned and jumped back into her garden.

 

“Come on!” Smoke meowed. “The yowling cat is this way!”

 

The group of now eight cats followed after Smoke as she darted confidently across Thunderpaths and
lead them to a Twoleg den. Immediately, Creekflower heard wails, and her heart dropped as she
identified them as Cloudpaw’s.

 

“Oh, Cloudpaw!” she cried. “I’m coming!” She rushed towards the den. The Twoleg dwelling had a
porch that she lept onto. There was a large window, almost like a door, but see through.

 

Where was Cloudpaw?

 

Creekflower glanced around until she spotted a white fluffball scratching at another window on the
opposite side of the sliding door. “Cloudpaw!” she yowled. Her son’s head snapped around, spotting
her. With a loud mewl, he leaped off the window sill, bounding forward. He was skinnier than before,
and her stomach tightened with anxiety.

 



“Mother!” wailed Cloudpaw as he slammed against the sliding door. Her son winced, but then placed
both his paws against the window. “You’re here! You’re really here!” His eyes widened. “And Storm
and Night? You two?”

 

“Hello, Cloudpaw,” Storm meowed, whiskers twitching.

 

“We’re here to take you home,” Creekflower meowed.

 

Cliffpaw glanced anxiously at the tall Twoleg den. “How do we get him out?”

 

“We can yowl for the Twolegs and rush in, like with the breeders’ den,” Fireheart suggested.

 

Cloudpaw shook his head. “I yowl all day! These Twolegs don’t care a bit. You should hear the dog!”

 

“The dog!” Sandstorm exclaimed. “There’s a dog in there with you?”

 

“Yes, but it’s a little thing,” Cloudpaw meowed. “It yaps all day and never shuts up!”

 

“That makes two,” Oat murmured dryly.

 

“Is there a mesh on your side of the door, Cloudpaw?” Smoke inquired. Cloudpaw blinked, then
reached a paw out. His claw caught on something, and Creekflower squinted. She could see little
black lines like a dark spiderweb, but straighter.

 

“I think so,” Cloudpaw meowed.

 

“Can you cut through it?” Smoke asked next.

 

Cloudpaw tugged at the mesh, then his eyes lit up. “Yes, I can! But what do I do next? I can make a
hole, but there’s still the weird door.” His excitement quickly deflated.



 

“Oh, this is so exciting!” Smoke squealed, blue eyes glimmering. Then, she frowned. “But I don’t
know how we get past the sliding door.” She glanced at Onewhisker hopefully.

 

“Uhm,” Onewhisker meowed, stumped. Creekflower glanced at Fireheart and Sandstorm, but they
seemed out of their league.

 

“Have you tried attacking the dog yet?” Night asked.

 

“Night!” Creekflower scolded. “I’m not trying to get my son killed!”

 

Night shot her a nasty look. “Housefolk don’t like when their house kitties attack their lapdogs. If it’s
a little thing, the housefolk’ll get real mad at Cloudpaw. Maybe they’ll toss him out.”

 

“Attack a dog!” Cloudpaw exclaimed, eyes wide. “Are you crazy?”

 

“Are you a coward?” Night shot back. “I bet that dog isn’t even half your size. What, you scared of a
whittle bitty puppy?”

 

Cloudpaw’s white fur bristled, hackles raising. “No!”

 

“Then why don’t you fight it, Cloud-kitty? Unless all that warrior training’s just for show?” She
laughed sharply. “Look at the soft little kittypet! Scared of a dog!”

 

“I’m not scared!” Cloudpaw yowled. “I’ll show you.” Suddenly, the white tom stormed off.

 

“Cloudpaw!” Cliffpaw, Fireheart, and Creekflower called in fear, and Creekflower continued, “Don’t
you dare attack that dog, you mouse-brain! Get back here!” She whipped around to Night, fur
bristling. “Why would you do that! Edging him on like that!”

 

Night shrugged coolly. “He got himself stuck in that den, he can get himself out,” she meowed
indifferently.



 

Suddenly, there was a sharp bark, and Cloudpaw came bolting back from a hallway he had gone
down, an equally white fluffball, the same size as him, racing after. The small dog yapped angrily,
chasing after Cloudpaw, whose tail was fluff and back arched. He spat at the dog, swiping at its face,
but his face was wild with fear.

 

“Cloudpaw!” shrieked Creekflower, clawing at the sliding door.

 

The dog lunged at Cloudpaw, and the tom raced around it. Suddenly, a door slammed open, and a
mean-looking Twoleg stumbled out, screaming in its garbled language. It clapped its large, flat paws
repeatedly, and the dog backed off, then returned in its attack on Cloudpaw when the cat snarled. The
Twoleg leaned down, then yelled when Cloudpaw snapped at its hand. The Twoleg lashed out with its
leg, kicking into Cloudpaw.

 

Creekflower screamed as her son thudded onto the ground. The dog raced after Cloudpaw, but the
Twoleg snatched it by its collar. Still, it struggled and barked repetitively. The Twoleg dragged it over
to the door and the gathered cats scrambled away, Cliffpaw ducking under the porch and Onewhisker
leaping onto a pot while Sandstorm leaped off the porch, back arched.

 

The Twoleg opened the door, and Night snapped, “Run!”

 

Cloudpaw’s eyes lit up as the Twoleg started shoving the dog out the door, and he bolted forward. The
Twoleg yelled, making a grab for him, but Cloudpaw pushed past. The dog snapped at his neck and
Cloudpaw screamed. Creekflower felt her heart drop, and she rushed forward, but it was Night and
Storm who got there first.

 

“Attack its left!” Night yowled, and Storm doved with precision onto the white dog’s left haunch,
digging his claws in viciously. Night leaped onto the dog’s neck, and it dropped Cloudpaw, who
scrambled away. A few specks of blood littered his fur, but none around his neck. Creekflower let out
a sigh of relief, rushing forward and licking her son roughly.

 

Night climbed over the dog’s back, on its other side now, while Storm ran across to the other leg,
slashing out. The Twoleg screamed and stomped its foot angrily near Storm, but Storm didn’t relent,
jumping forward to nip at the dog’s front leg. The dog yelped, pulling away, then Night dipped down
and snatched her fangs firmly onto its toe. The dog screamed and jumped back. A spurt of blood flew
through the air, but then Night ran away, eyes gleaming with victory. Storm dashed after her.

 



“Go!” she called, and the cats raced after her. Once they were safely away from the Twoleg den, they
stopped, panting.

 

“That was amazing!” Smoke meowed, her hair on end and her eyes wide, even as she trembled. She
pressed close to Onewhisker, who seemed just as shocked.

 

Night padded over to Cloudpaw, then spat a chunk of black blood at his feet. No- she spat a black
claw surrounded by blood. “Your first trophy,” she purred. “Nice job.”

 

Cloudpaw blinked, staring down at the dog claw. Pride seemed to slowly fill him. “But I don’t have a
collar,” he bemoaned sadly. “The Twolegs didn’t give me one.”

 

“And you don’t need one,” Creekflower said sharply, horrified. She glared at Night. “I don’t know
what BloodClan teaches you, but we aren’t so barbaric in the clans.” Night bristled angrily, claws
unsheathing. “We don’t attack dogs like that. It’s dangerous and reckless, and could get a cat killed!
Has gotten cats killed!”

 

“BloodClan’s just stronger than forest cats!” Night spat back with a growl. “Scourge makes sure of it!
The weak die and the strong grow stronger!”

 

“That’s a horrible code to live by!” Creekflower gasped. “I’ve seen how unhealthy and sickly most
BloodClan cats are!”

 

“And dishonest!” Fireheart added, his fur spiked. “Scourge lied to us! He knew about you and Storm
the entire time and told us nothing!”

 

“Oh, boohoo!” Night screamed back. “Scourge owed you nothing! Meeting you mouse-hearts now, I
see why he never told us about you! Forest cats are pathetic!” She lashed her tail. “You were foolish
to trust Scourge. BloodClan helps no one but themselves, a lesson you’d all do well to learn.”

 

Fireheart hissed, green eyes flashing. “I have some words for Scourge.”

Chapter End Notes
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Congratulations Scourge, You Just Alienated Your Nephew!

Chapter by LollingCat

Smoke and Oat had returned to their den as the clancats headed back to their territories. Creekflower
had sadly bid her lost son goodbye, as he had been firm in staying with Smoke. Cloudpaw had been
shocked to learn that Oat was his brother, but took it in stride. He was more eager to get back to
ThunderClan, than anything, bounding forward. It filled Creekflower with joy.

 

Cloudpaw raced Cliffpaw and Storm through the undergrowth, while Night walked dignantly beside
the older warriors, head raised high and pelt bushed with barely concealed anger. She had added the
dog claw to her collection, and Creekflower had been horrified as she shoved the claw into the slit of
her toe, letting blood trickle out without so much as a complaint.

 

This is what Scourge was doing to her kits? She wouldn’t stand for it, and neither would Fireheart,
whose face was set in angry determination.

 

“Careful,” Onewhisker called out to the apprentices ahead, “we’re heading into WindClan territory!”

 

Cloudpaw started to slow down, his nose in the air, and whiskers twitching. “I smell home,”
murmured the white apprentice.

 

“Really?” meowed Sandstorm doubtfully. “All I smell is old badger dirt!”

 

“And I smell ThunderClan intruders!”

 

The group of cats spun around, their fur bristling. Deadfoot, the WindClan deputy, stepped out of the
heather and jumped on top of the sandy badger set. He was small and skinny, and he moved with the
distinctive lopsided gait that gave him his name, but Creekflower knew that, like the rest of
WindClan, his size concealed an agility and speed that other Clans found hard to match.

 

There was a rustle and Mudclaw stalked from the heather. Fireheart eyed him tensely as the brown
warrior circled the group and stopped behind them, and after him followed Tornear, a wiry gray tabby
tom, and his apprentice, a gray and white tom.
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“Consorting with rogues?” hissed Deadfoot, his eyes flashing as he gazed at Night and Storm, fur
bristling. “Something smells rotten in ThunderClan.” Mudclaw let out an agreeing growl while
Tornear lashed his tail.

 

“Wait, Deadfoot!” Onewhisker moved forward, and the WindClan warriors seemed to notice him for
the first time.

 

“Onewhisker?” Deadfoot exclaimed. “What are you doing with ThunderClan?”

 

Onewhisker’s whiskers twitched nervously, and he dipped his head to his deputy. “Their apprentice
was missing,” he explained, flicking his tail towards Cloudpaw. “I was helping them find him.”

 

Mudclaw narrowed his eyes. “And how, exactly, did you know where this so-called missing
apprentice was?”

 

Onewhisker shifted, looking away. Creekflower felt sympathetic, but there was nothing she could say
to help hide Onewhisker’s adventures into the Twolegplace, and his meetings with Smoke.

 

“I… smelt rogues and followed their scent, just to make sure it wasn’t… y’know, and then I stumbled
upon this Twoleg den, and there he was! I just knew I had to get ThunderClan,” Onewhisker
explained, catching traction. Creekflower exchanged a look with Sandstorm, who was surprised.
Creekflower knew why; it was a completely different story than the one Onewhisker had told
ThunderClan yesterday.

 

But whatever “y’know” was, recognition and understanding flashed in the WindClan cats’ eyes. “You
should have reported it to me,” Deadfoot growled sternly. He glared at the ThunderClan cats. “Instead
of bringing ThunderClan cats and rogues gallivanting through our territory.”

 

“I’m sorry.” Onewhisker bowed. “I know, I just wasn’t thinking.”

 

“We should bring them to Tallstar,” Mudclaw rumbled, claws flexing. “See if we should let these
miscreants pass without a few scratches.”

 



But, strangely, worry flashed through Deadfoot’s eyes, and he shook his head. “No. We’ll escort them
to the border.” Mudclaw looked like he wanted to argue, until Tornear whispered something in his ear,
and Mudclaw frowned but nodded.

 

Deadfoot swept his tail as he started guiding them away. “Come along now,” he meowed. “And don’t
you dare try anything.” The WindClan warriors, Onewhisker included, circled the band of
ThunderClan and BloodClan cats.

 

Sandstorm let out a displeased hiss, and Creekflower brushed her pelt against hers. “At least they’re
not attacking us,” she murmured to the sandy-colored she-cat. “This is far from the worst thing to
happen.”

 

Sandstorm huffed, but said nothing more.

 

The young gray and white tom sidled close to Night, peering curiously at her collar. “Hi, I’m
Quailpaw,” he introduced, friendly. “What are those?”

 

Night growled. “Dog teeth,” she answered.

 

Quailpaw’s fur fluffed, blue eyes wide.

 

“Yeah, we fought a dog,” Cloudpaw added boastfully. “It was insane!”

 

“You didn’t do much but cower,” Night snarled.

 

“Nuh-uh,” Cloudpaw disagreed, fluffy fur bristling. “I clawed its ears and got it to chase me!”

 

“You made a dog chase you?! Like, on purpose?” Quailpaw gasped, and Creekflower saw Tornear’s
ears twitch, sharing a glance with his brother, Mudclaw.

 

After a long, tense walk, they reached the forest border. “There,” Deadfoot sneered. “And don’t think
about coming back. We’ve had enough of ThunderClan stench stinking up our territory!”



 

Fireheart bowed his head to the deputy, meowing a brief thanks, and they watched as the WindClan
warriors turned and walked away. Deadfoot leaned and hissed in Onewhisker’s ear, “I gather you have
quite the story to tell to Tallstar?” The brown tabby ducked his head and Creekflower felt a well of
sympathy once more, shaking her head.

 

“Sandstorm, Cliffpaw,” Fireheart began. “Take Cloudpaw back to camp. Creekflower and I are going
to talk to Scourge.”

 

Sandstorm’s pelt prickled. “I should go with you. Cloudpaw and Cliffpaw can get back to camp by
themselves.”

 

“Yes, but it’s not safe, not with Tigerclaw out there,” Fireheart meowed. “I need you to protect them.
Besides, I don’t think the clan will be happy if the two of them show up without a warrior to explain
where we are.”

 

Sandstorm’s whiskers twitched, but she nodded. “Alright.” Then, she swiped her paw at Fireheart’s
whiskers, causing him to yelp in surprise. “Just don’t get yourself killed, mouse-brain!”

 

“I won’t,” Fireheart promised with a smile. The two shared a brief nuzzle, to which Cloudpaw gagged
at, making Storm giggle and Cliffpaw smile, while Night just looked uninterested. Sandstorm led
Cloudpaw and Cliffpaw away, and Fireheart turned towards Night.

 

“I assume you can take us to Scourge?”

 

Night curled her lip in a sneer. “Your boldness earns you no favors,” she meowed. “Scourge will not
be pleased to see you.”

 

“But you’ll take us to him?” Fireheart pressed.

 

“It’s your vigil,” Night replied with a shrug.

 

“Why do you want to speak with him?” Storm questioned. “I don’t understand.”



 

“Because of what he’s teaching you!” Creekflower meowed hotly. “And how he lied to us, and your
life in BloodClan. I can only imagine how dangerous and horrible it is.” Her heart thundered as she
thought of how Night and Storm leaped at the dog without a hint of hesitance- of how Night shoved a
dog claw over her own, without care for the pain it caused her, and of how Storm had never eaten a
mouse before.

 

“Our life in BloodClan is perfectly fine!” Night snapped, dark-striped pelt rippling with rage. “You’ll
see! We’re respected and feared by the cats of the city, and we eat only the best we can scavenge! The
life of a forest cat is weak and soft. I’m ashamed to be born to such a cat!”

 

Creekflower reared back, hurt shocking her body as she gasped.

 

“Don’t speak to your mother like that!” Fireheart snarled. “Do you know what she’s gone through,
losing you and finding you?”

 

“Do I look like I care? ” growled Night back. Her tail lashed, and she rushed forward. “Follow me or
don’t,” she called. “I’m reporting everything to Scourge either way.”

 

“Night,” Storm mewed, following after her. “We don’t know our way home.”

 

“Maybe you don’t, but I do,” Night shot back. “I just have to follow where the sun rises.”

 

“You’ll be passing through ShadowClan territory the way you're heading,” Fireheart called out as he
and Creekflower paced after the younger cats. “And they won’t be merciful to two lost kits. They
don’t like kittypets.”

 

“Good thing I’m no kittypet,” Night replied hotly.

 

“Night,” Storm said. “Stop. Let’s at least follow them until we reach the city. Then we’ll be on our
own turf.” Night walked a few more steps, then stopped, fur bristling. They were in the heart of
Fourtrees now, where all the scents of the clans swirled.

 



“Fine,” she bit out, turning to glare at Creekflower and Fireheart. Creekflower’s heart squeezed
painfully in her chest. How could her daughter hate her so? Is this what it felt like for Spottedleaf,
every time Lightningfur snapped at her? I don’t want Night to turn out like Lightningfur, she worried. I
can’t let her stay in BloodClan! But I barely know her, my own daughter. How can I convince her to
leave the only home she’s ever known?

 

Fireheart nodded, a frown on his face, then led them back into ThunderClan’s territory. They stayed
closer to ShadowClan’s border this time around, padding next to the Thunderpath. Creekflower
shivered fearfully when a monster raced past, but neither Night nor Storm flinched.

 

They traveled swiftly alongside the Thunderpath, through the forest, which was ringing with birdsong
and thick with tempting smells of prey. But there was no time to stop and hunt, despite Creekflower’s
empty belly. Anxiety pricked at her paws, wondering if Tigerclaw and his rogues were nearby. The
storm was closing in like a giant cat, preparing to pounce and crush the forest between its mighty
paws. Fireheart picked up speed as they neared the Twolegplace, and Creekflower rushed after him.

 

The sun was at its highest in the sky, a stifling heat burning their pelts, yet the Twolegplace was alight
with yellow spots as they hopped onto the fence. It wasn’t Oliver’s den, though Creekflower
wondered if they should stop by his den first. But Night had already stormed on ahead, shoving
roughly past Fireheart and nearly knocking him off the fence. He had to scramble and dig his claws in
to stay upright.

 

“Scourge will be in his den at this time of day,” Night meowed haughtily. “He’ll be very angry to be
disturbed.”

 

“Well, I’m very angry at him, so that makes two of us,” Fireheart huffed, jumping down to the ground
and following after Night as she led them along the rough, stone pathways of Twolegplace.

 

“Three,” Night hissed, casting an icy glare back at him.

 

Monsters roared passed, and Night paused, glancing down. There was a dead kit on the side of the
large Thunderpath, and Creekflower gasped, but Night pushed forward without sparing another glance
towards the little thing. “Oh,” Creekflower moaned, crouching down next to the body of the small
black kit. “Where is its mother?”

 

“Gone,” Storm answered. “The housefolk will pick the body up eventually. Normally they do when
their cars hit them. Or a rat might eat it.”



 

“That’s horrible,” Creekflower cried.

 

Storm just shrugged, looking away. “Yeah, I guess.”

 

Creekflower wanted to stop and mourn for the lifeless kit, but she had to press on, for Night had
already vanished into an alleyway. She saw Fireheart’s fur prickle as they chased after her. “This place
reeks of death and rot,” Creekflower told Fireheart sadly in a whisper. “We can’t let them stay here.”

 

Fireheart blinked. “I know,” he said softly.

 

“Night! Storm!” came a yowl, and Creekflower and Fireheart leaped, hissing and arching their backs.
A mostly black tortoiseshell was on top of the roof of a Twoleg den, peering down. Orange and white
spotted her face, and a green collar with dog teeth was around her neck. Creekflower frowned, heart
still beating. A BloodClan cat, but they didn’t seem hostile. In fact, they seemed familiar.

 

“You’ve been gone all day! Where were you?” the tortoiseshell continued.

 

“We went into the forest!” Storm called back excitedly.

 

“And brought back trouble,” Night added with a growl, flicking her tail at Fireheart and Creekflower.
“Stupid trouble.”

 

The tortoiseshell squinted her green eyes at Fireheart and Creekflower, then they widened as she
gasped. “No way!” she meowed. “You’re- you’re Fireheart, and- and that queen we rescued!
Creekflower, right? Night, Storm, and Cloudpaw’s mom!”

 

Creekflower blinked. “Do we know you?”

 

“I’m Gremlin,” she meowed, then turned her head over her shoulder. “Scraps! Scraps come here! Oh,
this is great! We haven’t talked to clancats in a while except for Cloudpaw.” Gremlin smiled, jumping
down onto a trash can, then onto the hard ground. “Are Graystripe and Featherpaw with you? Or,
sorry, it’s Feathercloud now, isn’t it?”



 

“I remember you,” Fireheart said. “They aren’t with us. But how do you know about Feathercloud’s
warrior name?”

 

“Oh, Scraps overheard some warriors talking once,” Gremlin said dismissively. “Scraps! Are you
there?”

 

“Yes?” called a deep voice back. “What’s wrong?” A tortoiseshell nearly identical to his sister
appeared on the roof.

 

“Look who it is!” Gremlin squealed excitedly, tail high and bushed in excitement.

 

Scraps’s eyes widened much like Gremlin’s has. “The warriors!” he yowled. “But- it’s not safe for
you to be here! BloodClan will attack you.”

 

But you aren’t, Creekflower thought privately, while Night hollered, “They’re with me! Unfortunately.
They wanna talk with Scourge.” Night glared at them again.

 

“Woah!” Gremlin meowed. “About what?”

 

“About the treatment of my kits,” Creekflower replied coldly, stepping forward. “And how he kept
them hidden from me.”

 

Gremlin’s ears flattened and she glanced guiltily away. “Oh. Right.”

 

“Scourge won’t be happy to talk to you,” Scraps warned, spotted tail twitching.

 

“I gather he’s never happy,” Fireheart commented.

 

“With forest kitties always bothering him? Who wouldn’t be,” Night snarked, back fur raised. She
turned and pressed herself through a missing plank of wood in an old, grimy fence. Creekflower



thought it seemed vaguely familiar as she pushed herself through, after her daughter, with Storm right
behind her and chatting with Gremlin about the forest.

 

She guessed they’d turn left, and then, when they did, she felt a shiver run down her spine as she
realized they were almost at BloodClan’s camp, where she’d briefly spent time in. Already, she could
feel cold and angry gazes like claws digging into her back, and the stench of sickness and old,
festering wounds in the air. She glanced around, and caught a trio of huddled cats with spiked collars
glaring at her from across the Thunderpath. She spotted another rogue on top of a roof.

 

But no cat approached them as Night led the way, Gremlin, Scraps, and Storm flanking Fireheart and
Creekflower much like the WindClan cats had done earlier. Gremlin and Scraps, though Creekflower
remembered them much smaller and younger, were now full grown, with the fluff, muscle, and scars
to prove it. Storm and Night were catching up to their older clanmates as well, and Creekflower’s
heart squeezed in her chest as she’d realized how many moons of her kits’ life she’d missed.

 

As they began to walk down the alleyway, towards the chain fence of which BloodClan’s camp was
behind, in a confined area where Twoleg den walls blocked the light and any hope of escape,
Creekflower’s heart started beating. Strays and rogues lined the walls here and there, some in boxes,
and they raised their heads from half-hearted slumber, watching as Creekflower and Fireheart went
past.

 

Night paused at the chain fence, glancing coolly at the forest cats. “Storm, fetch Scourge,” she
commanded, and her brother slipped under the fence without a word, the chain pulling at his dark
gray and white fur. Her eyes were kept locked on Creekflower and Fireheart, and, for the first time,
Creekflower felt intimidated by her own daughter. How can I not fear a cat who fought a dog without
fear? Who wears their claws and teeth over their own as trophies? 

 

“Enter,” Night ordered them.

 

Fireheart moved first, a frown firm on his face, as he slipped into BloodClan’s camp. Creekflower
glanced behind her, watching as the BloodClan warriors began to rise, ears and eyes focused on her,
tails twitching with curiosity. Quickly, she crouched down and entered the camp, remembering how
the last time she’d entered, she’d had Cloudpaw hanging from her mouth.

 

The camp was just as she remembered it; dark, filthy, and crowded. Boxes were pressed against the
walls, sodden and muddy from rain, and used as dens for the Twolegplace cats. A few patches of dead
grass rose from cracks in the stone floor, allowing for soft resting places, and there were even a few
sprouting plants and a thin, short tree amid the eerie conditions. Cats had only gotten sicker, more
wounded, a few yellow and full of puss. Some cats had crusted over eyes, or saliva dribbling down



their chins. Others looked perfectly healthy, plump by BloodClan standards, which was to say, bonier
than a WindClan cat. The healthy ones stood atop boxes, at their highest peaks, and there was even
some strange Twoleg-made platform a few fox-lengths off the ground that cats rested on. A few of the
cats, particularly the pair of jeering long-haired black and white toms, stuck out as familiar to her.

 

“What’s this?” growled a dark, dark tabby she-cat with a scarred over eye. Out of all the BloodClan
collars, hers had the most fangs and teeth poking out- some looked too small to be a dog’s.
Creekflower tried to recall her name, for the tabby was familiar, but she couldn’t remember. “ More
forest kitties? Why have you brought them here?” she demanded of Night with a hiss, glaring down at
the fluffy young she-cat.

 

“That’s for Scourge to know and you to find out, Fury,” Night shot back bluntly, strutting past her.

 

Fury’s fur spiked, letting out an angry hiss that was repeated by some strays around her. “Watch your
tongue!” snapped Fury, claws digging into the ground.

 

But Night didn’t spare Fury a further glance, stopping in front of the tallest pyramid of boxes. She sat
down and curled her tail politely over her paws. Suddenly, she seemed the poster kit of patience,
waiting with pricked ears. Scraps and Gremlin started guiding Fireheart and Creekflower forward.

 

“I swear,” Fury growled to a ginger tabby cat nearby, “if Scourge lets them walk out of here without
us killing at least one…”

 

Creekflower shot a frazzled glanced back at the scarred she-cat. Her tail was lashing in anger and she
seemed completely serious.

 

“The forest cats act like they own our city,” the ginger cat agreed in a loud whisper.

 

“They need to be taught a lesson,” growled a sandy-colored tom darkly.

 

A hush fell over the hissing BloodClan cats as a tiny black tom slithered out of the top box, icy eyes
peering over his clan. Scourge, Creekflower thought with a shiver. My half-brother, son of Thistlestar
and a kittypet, and the leader of BloodClan. She had forgotten how small he was, though. He was
smaller than Storm! The gray-pointed tom followed after Scourge, just a whisker-tip taller than his
leader. Storm ducked his head and leaped down the boxes. Another cat followed Scourge, a large,



short-haired black and white scarred tom with a short tail. He towered over Scourge, and Creekflower
recalled his name was Bone.

 

“Well,” Scourge crooned, voice sharp and cold. “Looks like the forest kitties have come crawling
back. To what do I owe the displeasure, brother?”

 

Fireheart’s ginger fur rose along his shoulders, a curl to his lip exposing a fang. “You have Storm and
Night.”

 

Scourge blinked, tantalizingly slow, mockingly, with a small tilt of his head. “That I do,” he stated
simply.

 

“You promised you’d tell us if you found Creekflower’s lost kits,” Fireheart growled, hair raising
higher. Creekflower, too, felt irritation flash through her at Scourge’s easy dismissal.

 

“I did,” Scourge meowed, tail waving calmly behind him. Cats started snickering, watching the
clancats with open amusement.

 

Fireheart’s claws slid out and scratched against the ground. “And you didn’t tell us!”

 

“Why would I?” Scourge said. “BloodClan needed new warriors. You had two of your kits BloodClan
so generously helped rescue. We kept the other two; a fair trade.”

 

“They aren’t your kits!” Creekflower exploded. “They’re mine! ” She birthed them. She mourned their
loss as any mother would. And the entire time, Scourge had them and trained them to be brutal,
dishonest rogues!

 

“They were born in BloodClan’s land,” Scourge replied coldly. “Any cat born in my city is my
responsibility. I decide what happens to them above all else, including their mother.”

 

“That’s not fair!” Creekflower wailed angrily. “A mother is the one who nurses her kits! They’re
ThunderClan by blood, and you told us you would give them back. How can you be so sure of
yourself when you are nothing but a dishonest fox-heart?!”

 



“I never claimed to be fair.” Scourge raised his chin. “I rule my clan how I see fit; to keep us
powerful, strong, and safe. But let us be fair. Night, Storm, don’t you like your life in BloodClan?
Don’t you think it’s unfair of your mother to take you away from your clan, who raised and trained
you?”

 

“Yes!” yowled Night, and she cast a fierce glare at Creekflower. “I like my life here, and I certainly
don’t want to leave with you .”

 

Storm’s whiskers twitched, and he glanced at his paws, shuffling nervously, but he nodded.
Creekflower realized his collar was bare except for one singular tooth. Scourge narrowed his eyes
onto the young tomcat, but a smile curled his muzzle as he turned back to Fireheart and Creekflower.

 

“See?” purred Scourge condescendingly. “Do you really want to take these warriors away from their
clan? They’re valuable members. It would be a shame to lose them, so you can see why I’m reluctant
to part with them.”

 

“But you broke your promise,” Fireheart meowed, though there was a struggle in his eyes.
Creekflower felt her tail lash. How could they argue with Scourge when he’d framed the situation like
they were the ones in the wrong? Are we? she wondered doubtfully. It’s dangerous here, but so is life
in the forest, with murderers like Tigerclaw and kit-loving traitors like Thistlestar. At least here,
they’re strong and brave enough to fight dogs on a daily basis.

 

Scourge curled his lip. “How pathetic you are,” he growled. “Holding onto your pointless little
promises. Are you so blind as to not see that ThunderClan is in my debt, not the other way around?
BloodClan owes you nothing! ” He let out a caterwauling yowl, and his warriors repeated the
sentiment. Even the sickest had gotten onto their paws, sneering and hissing, backs arched and tails
lashing.

 

“You can’t keep us from our family!” Fireheart called.

 

“Am I?” Scourge shot back. “You don’t think I know about your visits to that naive housecat called
Oliver?”

 

Fireheart’s mouth snapped shut, and he exchanged a horrified glance with Creekflower. Her heart beat
rapidly. Scourge knew about Oliver? He was in danger! Or… was he? Scourge hadn’t said anything
about attacking Oliver. He had let Night and Storm meet Oliver and Cloudpaw in peace.

 



Creekflower glanced at Night. She looked smug, yellow eyes shining. Of course; she must have told
Scourge herself of these meetings.

 

Scourge began to jump down the tower of boxes, slithering down like a black snake. “This is my
territory,” he began sharply. “Where my rules are law. You dare come into my city and make
demands, complaining like you have any right to what’s mine?” His claws slid out as he padded
calmly forward, though the tip of his tail flicked back and forth. “I’ve had enough of this senseless
bickering. Will you leave without a fight, or will you let your kit die?”

 

“What-?” Creekflower cut off as Scourge lunged forward. His slender paws slammed onto Storm’s
back, and the young tomcat let out a startled shriek as he was pinned. Large, black dog claws pressed
against his throat, and he gasped.

 

“What are you doing?!” Night yowled, shock in her eyes as she moved forward, then paused, mouth
hanging open.

 

“I have no tolerance for disloyalty in my clan,” he announced, gazing out at each of his followers.
Some met him with raised heads, proud and strong, while others glanced away, guilt or fear heavy in
their faces. “Nor do I have patience to listen to the demands of worthless clan kitties. The way I see it,
you leave now, and little Storm here doesn’t have to die. Continue arguing, and, well,” he flexed his
claws against Storm’s throat, “you’ll only take one kit home.”

 

“You’re a monster!” snarled Fireheart, his ginger fur bristling along his arched back. “Storm hasn’t
done anything to you! Why would you kill a ‘valuable member?’”

 

“I can see the hesitance in his eyes,” Scourge replied, gazing down at Storm, who looked back up at
him with wide eyes. Creekflower could hear his panicked gasp for breaths. “My closest guard cannot
have a shred of disloyalty or hesitance in them. There is no other use for him. It’s your choice; does
he live or die?”

 

“Please,” Storm choked out. “Scourge, I’m loyal, I promise. I’m sorry.”

 

“Quiet,” snapped Night, to Creekflower’s surprise. “He’s right; I think you enjoyed forest life too
much. You’re like Snag and Mogli!” she howled, fur bristling and claws unsheathed as she crouched
down. “BloodClan has no place for dissenters and cowards! Life in the city is for the strong!”

 



Cats yowled in agreement, and Creekflower’s heart thudded in her chest as she glanced around.
Gremlin and Scraps had backed away from them, and Scraps was in a crouch, eyes trained on the
warriors, while Gremlin stared in horror at Storm and Scourge. Fury pressed closer, eye gleaming
with delight. BloodClanners followed her lead, watching the ThunderClan cats as though they were
prey to hunt.

 

“We’ll leave!” Creekflower called. “We’ll leave, just let him go!”

 

Scourge smirked. “Very well.” He backed off of Storm, and the white tom leaped to his paws, eyes
wide and fur frazzled. “Run.” With the smallest flick of his tail, cats all around suddenly lunged
forward.

 

Creekflower screamed in surprise as fangs snapped around her front paw. A cat with snot on his nose
had clamped his jaws around her. She raked her other paw across his face, and he reared back with a
hiss. Swiftly, she turned around, ramming unintentionally into a BloodClan cat who had pounced
forth. They collided in a mess on the ground, but she leaped to her feet and bolted away.

 

Cats were already swarming the exit, and her heart pounded. A blur of black, orange, and white fur
ran in front of her, spitting and snarling, and Creekflower swiped her paw skillfully under Scraps’s
legs, knocking him to the ground.

 

“Fireheart! Storm!” she yowled out, glancing back as she dodged a black she-cat’s attack. Fireheart
was wrestling with the two black and white toms, while Storm had leaped onto a box, scrambling to
the top in a frantic attempt to get away from two skinny cats. Night was still as stone beside Scourge
and Bone, watching the chaos unfold with a firm frown on her face.

 

“Get them!” roared Fury as she launched at Creekflower. Creekflower ducked down, rolling onto her
back. Fury’s eyes lit with bloodlust as she dove for Creekflower’s exposed belly, only for Creekflower
to slam her hindpaws into Fury’s chest, chucking her away.

 

Then another cat bit her shoulder and she snarled with pain as the wounds she’d gotten from
Lightningfur were quickly ripped back open. Blood spilled and painted her brown fur darker. She dug
her claws into her attacker’s side, and chomped down hard onto their ear. The cat screamed and
shoved her away, scrambling, when she nearly ripped his ear off.

 

“Creekflower!” Fireheart yowled, racing over with blood streaming from a cut above his eye. Storm
was at his side, fur fluffed up. “Go!”



 

Creekflower slammed her paw bluntly against a gray she-cat, then bolted for the chain fence, coming
into stride beside her son. Snarling and hissing BloodClan cats stood in their way, and she glanced at
Fireheart, terrified, her blood pumping. He had a steeled expression, and tilted his head down so that
his forehead was first. Gulping down her nerves, Creekflower did the same.

 

They slammed into the rogues, and Creekflower dug her teeth into one of their throats. Training long
forgotten flashed in her eyes, and her head twisted, causing her fangs to seek deeper. Claws pulled at
the fur of her face, and only when the rogue started going limp did she let go. She kicked out at a
rogue behind her, startling them away, slashed at another trying to bite Storm, then grabbed Storm’s
scruff and threw him forward.

 

Storm yowled and stumbled on his paws, but when he stood, he was directly in the hole of the chain
fence. Creekflower swiped at another BloodClan cat, then surged forward, dipping underneath the
fence. She glanced behind and was relieved to find Fireheart right behind her, though he was dripping
blood from multiple scars along his face, chest, and sides.

 

Creekflower pounded her paws against the surface, but once they broke free of the alleyway, she
slammed right into a Twoleg’s leg and yowled. She backed away, fur ruffled. Behind her, most of the
BloodClan cats had stopped, but Fury led the chase with the two black and white toms behind her.
Creekflower glanced wildly around, heart beating with fear as a monster roared past.

 

“This way!” Storm called, bolting across the Thunderpath. With no time to think, Creekflower chased
after him. “Up here!” He leaped onto some round, strange Twoleg object that held plants inside of it.
Then, he jumped and dug his claws into fabric, hosting himself up onto a flimsy roof, then onto the
solid roof.

 

Creekflower shot up the Twoleg building, panting heavily once she’d reached the top. Her toe burned
hotly, and she knew she had broken a claw. “Fireheart!” she cried as her brother was slammed into by
Fury. But her ginger brother raked his claws across her side and shoved her away. Then he jumped
onto the pot, then onto the roof. One of the black and white toms jumped after, but he could not reach
high enough.

 

“Outta the way, Ice!” the other black and white tom snarled, leaping up only to knock into his brother.

 

“Ay, I was ‘ere first, Snake!” spat back Ice.

 



“Move, you imbeciles!” screeched Fury.

 

But Creekflower and Fireheart had already turned and pelted across the rooftops, following Storm
blindly. It was terrifying, but Creekflower dared not look down as they soared from the top of one
Twoleg den to the next. Soon, the furious screeches were behind them, and Storm came to a stuttering
stop. Creekflower halted, limbs trembling as she glanced behind them. There was no Fury, nor Snake
and Ice. They had lost them.

 

“What now?” she asked Fireheart, turning to her brother in the silent pause. His green eyes were
wide, staring back with a drooping, fluffed up tail.

 

“We go home,” he meowed, glancing back at her. “I-I didn’t think…”

 

“...that Scourge would attack?” Storm mewled weakly. “Neither did I. I-I thought he cared about
me…” He dropped his head, staring forlornly at his paws. “But I also knew how ruthless he could be.
I should have expected that, for being weak.”

 

“No you shouldn’t have,” Creekflower said firmly, startling the young tomcat. “You shouldn’t have to
expect the worst out of those you care about. You’re brave, Storm. You fought a dog! It was
dangerous, but I can’t deny that you and Night have skill. You’re the farthest thing from weak.”

 

“But I thought about leaving BloodClan to be in the forest,” Storm protested. “I never would have!
But I just liked that adventure we had. It was fun. It clouded my judgment and made me disloyal. I
don’t want to leave BloodClan… but now I have no choice. I saw what they did when Minty tried to
come back. I don’t want to end up like her.”

 

“And you won’t.” Creekflower moved forward, hesitating before pressing her muzzle against Storm’s
cheek. He pulled away at first, then stopped. “We won’t let BloodClan harm you, I promise.” She
glanced at Fireheart.

 

“Right,” Fireheart agreed with a determined nod. Once the deputy was set on something, there was no
stopping him. “You can join ThunderClan. They’ll-” Fireheart paused. Accept you, went unsaid as
Fireheart instead continued, “You’ll have a place with us.”

 

But Storm shook his head. “No, I can’t,” he said. “I like the forest, but it’s not my home. I can’t leave
the city.”



 

Creekflower’s heart dropped. “But you aren’t safe here,” she argued. “Won’t Scourge and his rogues
hunt you down?”

 

“Maybe,” Storm meowed, shuffling and glancing at his paws. “I don’t know of anywhere BloodClan
doesn’t control in the city… But there’s a lot of strays. If they leave us alone, we don’t bother them.”

 

“They leave the dens by the forest alone,” Fireheart pointed out, eyes growing wide with realization.
“I’ve never seen them there while patrolling before. And Oliver’s said they only pass by once and
awhile.”

 

“You’re right,” Creekflower gasped. “And Hattie and Smudge- the cats a few dens away from Oliver-
they tell tales of BloodClan but they’ve only ever met Claw.”

 

Storm blinked. “I wouldn’t say we don’t control that area too…” he began, then frowned. “We just
don’t go there as much because… I don’t know, because it’s too close to the forest? But Scourge’s
been more interested in the forest recently, so other BloodClan cats have been too. I’m not sure…”

 

“You can stay with Oliver,” Creekflower suggested quickly. “His housefolk won’t hurt you. They-
they had me stolen, once, but I think they only cared about me because I was pregnant.”

 

“But Scourge knows about Oliver,” Storm mewed. “We told him where his house was.”

 

“You can hide when his warriors come,” Creekflower suggested. “Please, I want to know where you
are, and that you’re safe.”

 

“Al…alright,” Storm agreed, sounding defeated. He did not meet Creekflower’s gaze, and her chest
ached at how sad he was. “I like Oliver. He’s a good dad.”

 

“And Fireheart, Cloudpaw, and I can visit you,” Creekflower added, giving her son’s ear a lick.
“Lizardpaw and Cliffpaw, too. Your sisters would love to get to know you.”

 

“Ah,” Fireheart started, glancing around nervously. “How do we get back?”



 

A small, broken rumble of a purr left Storm’s throat. “I can show you,” he said quietly. “Come on. I
think you’d rather be on the ground, right?”

 

Fireheart nodded, relieved. “Yes, please. I’m not… whatever the Twolegplace equivalent of a squirrel
is.”

 

Creekflower purred, though it was short, too. But she glanced over the side of the Twoleg den, at the
ground below. Twolegs walked aimlessly around, while monsters stormed down their Thunderpaths,
and she even spotted a yappy little dog on a leash. They didn’t seem so scary from up here. She’d
never seen a monster that could fly, after all, or a dog that could climb.

 

But leaping from roof to roof with open, aching wounds was exhausting, and she happily followed
Storm as he showed them how to climb down the Twoleg den. Glancing up at everything instead of
down felt strange now. The world had seemed smaller from the rooftop of a Twoleg den. Now, it was
far bigger, and scarier once more. Her fur fluffed as a monster soared down a Thunderpath, followed
in rapid succession by another, then another.

 

Thankfully, Storm led them away from that active Thunderpath, and the dens of the Twolegplace
became more familiar to her as Storm headed back to the forestside dens. She watched in awe as the
Twolegplace lit with yellow lights as night began to set, dusk cooling her pelt. It was hard to even
imagine that just this morning, she had been overheating thanks to the heat of the sun as they ran
through WindClan territory.

 

I don’t think I’ve ever run so much in my life! she reflected. What had started out as a rescue mission
she thought would only take half the day at most, had turned into a terrifying endeavor into the
Twolegplace. And she had the wounds to prove it! She winced, licking the blood off her shoulder. It
was starting to clot already, thankfully. She’d hate to waste Spottedleaf’s herbs.

 

When the frontside of Oliver’s den came into view, her heart thumped in anticipation. She raced
forward, quickly looping around the house and jumping onto his fence. “Oliver!” she called. “Oliver,
are you here?”

 

“Creekflower!” Her shoulders sagged with relief as the fluffy white tom ran forward. She leaped
down to greet him, touching his nose and purring. “You’re bleeding! What happened?”

 



“Oh, so much,” she meowed. “There was a dog- but that’s not what attacked me. We fought with
BloodClan-”

 

“BloodClan!” Oliver exclaimed, eyes wide. “Why were you in the city? I thought you were rescuing
Cloudpaw? Is he safe?” His tail bushed anxiously.

 

“Yes, yes, he is,” Creekflower quickly reassured her mate. “Sandstorm took him back to camp. But-
well,” she glanced back at the fence, where Storm hovered warily, “Fireheart and I wanted to talk with
Scourge about Night and Storm and… it didn’t end well.”

 

“Oh no,” Oliver said softly. “Are you alright, Storm? Is- is Night okay?” He glanced fearfully
between the three cats.

 

“She’s alright,” Storm answered quickly. “She didn’t fight. Uhm… I got chased out of BloodClan.”

 

“What? Why!” Oliver exclaimed. “You’re such a clever and skilled young fighter! How could they
get rid of you? I thought you were a part of Scourge’s trusted warriors.”

 

“I was,” Storm said quietly, looking away. “He…”

 

They waited for Storm to say more, but he said nothing, staring with misty eyes out at the forest.
Then, he shook his head. “Can I stay with you?” Storm asked in a tiny whisper.

 

Oliver blinked understandingly. “Oh, of course, my son. You can stay here as long as you like. Here,
there’s a soft patch in the garden- it’s lovely to sleep in. Or would you prefer to be inside? I can find a
way to sneak you in, if you’d like.”

 

“No, that’s alright,” Storm meowed as Oliver led him over to the strip of flowers. “I don’t much like
being inside houses.”

 

“Alright, as long as you don’t think it’s too cold out.” Oliver scrunched his nose as he sniffed the air,
whiskers twitching. “I don’t want you catching a cold.”

 



Storm blinked at his father. “It’s not that cold,” he meowed. “I’ve slept in snow before.”

 

Creekflower’s chest squeezed. She remembered how Cloudpaw, Lizardpaw, and Cliffpaw had
shivered during leafbare. She’d been so terrified that they’d freeze up and die, as so many kits have in
past leafbares. Cloudpaw and Lizardpaw had thick coats, but Cliffpaw had short hair, and was a
former kittypet who’d only known the life of a warm Twoleg den. While Night was almost as fluffy
as her siblings, Storm had short, thin hair. Sleeping in freezing snow, as a kit, without a den? How
could he have ever survived?

 

Fireheart brushed against her, tail wrapping around hers comfortingly. “We should go,” he whispered.
When Creekflower frowned at him, he continued, “I know. I don’t want to leave Storm either. But…
we’ve been away from the clan an entire day .” Anxiety clouded his expression. “What if they’ve
been attacked? What if-”

 

“Alright,” Creekflower quickly cut her brother off before he could worry further. “Let’s go.” She
cleared her throat, catching Oliver’s attention. “Oliver, Fireheart and I are going back to camp. Will
you and Storm be okay?”

 

“Of course,” Oliver meowed. “If Scourge or his cronies show their faces, I can just take Storm inside
to hide. They left the tiny door flap open tonight.” Oliver smiled. “I’m glad I can finally have one of
my kits with me.”

 

Creekflower winced, tail tip twitching. And I still want to take Storm back with me to ThunderClan…
She glanced at Storm, who had settled in quite nicely in the flowerbed. Perhaps he should stay with
Oliver, forever… Oh, but I can’t bear the thought of knowing he’s here, but not in ThunderClan, where
I can keep him safe. …Is this what Oliver feels like about Cloudpaw and Lizardpaw?

 

“Take care of him,” Creekflower meowed worriedly. “And if there’s any trouble, just come to
ThunderClan.”

 

“I will, Creekflower,” Oliver said back, his normal bubbly attitude giving way to a serious one. His
tail twitched repeatedly as he spoke, and Creekflower worried she’d accidentally upset him. But
Oliver never gets upset. Not angry-upset, anyway. “Storm will be fine.”

 

“Alright.” Creekflower hesitated, stepping away but pausing. She glanced once more at Storm, then
nodded. “See you soon.”

 



Oliver blinked, then smiled warmly. “See you soon, o’ great warrior of LionClan.” He bowed his
head, and Creekflower purred, tension leaving her shoulders. She bunched her muscles, then leaped
onto the fence beside Fireheart. She and her brother leaped off into the forest, and she startled as
Fireheart went into an immediate bolt.

 

“Haven’t we run enough today?” she called to the ginger-furred deputy as she chased after him,
panting. Her shoulder burned with hot pain.

 

“I want to make sure the clan is okay,” said Fireheart. “And that Cloudpaw got home safely.”

 

Now, Creekflower felt worried too, chest twisting. Sandstorm will have kept him and Cliffpaw safe,
she told herself.

 

Still, the two of them crashed down the ravine at full pelt, praying that their clanmates were safe.
They raced through the gorse entrance, and emerged, panting, in the clearing. With a rush of relief
that left her weak, Creekflower saw that the camp looked just as they had left it. The only change was
the huddled, mostly-apprentice group around the distinctive white pelt of Cloudpaw. The apprentice
had his head held high.

 

“And then Night leaped at the dog and-”

 

“Cloudpaw!” cried Creekflower, bounding towards her son.

 

Cloudpaw turned around, looking over Ashpaw and Fernpaw’s heads. “Mom! You’re back.” He stood
up, and pushed forward. “What happened?”

 

“You’re injured!” Lizardpaw mewled, leaping to her feet. “Cinderpelt!” she yowled to the gray she-
cat who had been laying beside her, listening just as eagerly to Cloudpaw’s tale. Quickly, Cinderpelt
stood up, rushing forward.

 

“It’s not so bad,” Creekflower protested. Cinderpelt sniffed her wound.

 

“Fetch marigold and horsetail,” Cinderpelt told Lizardpaw, who dashed away to the medicine cat den.
“It’s not too deep, but we’ll want to prevent infection. It looks dirty. Cloudpaw said you went to



Twolegplace?” She glanced quizzically up at her and Fireheart. Their clanmates leaned closer, ears
pricked.

 

“Yes,” Darkstripe’s mew sounded lazily across the clearing. The striped warrior lay outside the
warrior den, but he pushed himself to his paws and strolled forward. “Cloudpaw said you wanted to
fight BloodClan and bring more kittypets into the clan.”

 

“My kits ,” Creekflower hissed, baring her fangs at the dark warrior.

 

“We don’t need anymore mouths to feed,” Darkstripe argued coolly, his own lip curling, tail
twitching.

 

“So you’d turn your back on kin,” sniped Cherryfur, glaring at Darkstripe as she walked past. “Not
surprised.” Darkstripe bristled, eyes flashing and claws sliding out as though he intended to fight, but
Cherryfur was already at Creekflower’s side. “I assume it didn’t end well?”

 

Creekflower slowly shook her head. “Scourge didn’t like us making demands,” she meowed. “He said
we’re in debt to him and his clan, then chased us out. They fight to kill, in the Twolegplace, not
defend and protect. They… attacked one of my kits too- Storm.”

 

A few cats gasped worriedly, but Longtail snorted. “In debt to kittypets! ” He sneered. “What a
ridiculous notion! Only two cursed cats would lose to a bunch of filthy kittypets calling themselves a
clan.”

 

“I’ve seen BloodClan with my own eyes,” Mousefur meowed, glaring coldly at Longtail. “Been
attacked by ‘em too. They wear collars, but I wouldn’t call them kittypets. They scorn that soft life
just the same as us, but, unlike us, they have no honor in their way of life. They attack cats just for
fun.”

 

“Dogs, too,” Creekflower added, then shivered. “My kits, Night and Storm… they were apart of
BloodClan. And they attacked a dog.”

 

“And won!” Cloudpaw interjected, blue eyes shining. “If it weren’t for Night and Storm, I’d be doggy
chow!”

 



“Dog?” Patchpelt’s horrified yowl sounded from the fallen oak.

 

“Did he say dog?” rasped One-eye, who lay next to him.

 

“I did,” answered Cloudpaw. “I was just getting to it in my story!”

 

“Yeah, it attacked you, and then you said Night leaped at it?” Elderpaw meowed excitedly.

 

Creekflower’s whiskers twitched, not wanting her apprentice to get any ideas. “ You attacked it ,” she
corrected, and Cloudpaw ducked his head shamefully. Still, the apprentices gathered around gasped in
amazement.

 

“You attacked a dog!” called Swiftpaw with wide eyes.

 

“You can tell your denmates all the details later,” Fireheart interrupted them. “You need to rest. All
the clan needs to know for now is that you’ve learned from your experience and that from now on you
will follow the warrior code.”

 

“But I haven’t got to the bit where Night tore off its claw!” objected Cloudpaw.

 

“You can get to that later,” Lizardpaw meowed as she rushed forward, voice muffled by herbs.
Spottedleaf followed behind her. Creekflower was sure Yellowfang was snoring away by now- she
went to sleep early then awoke in the night. Creekflower always wondered if it was a ShadowClan
thing, lurking in the night. Lizardpaw set the herbs down, and Cinderpelt quickly started shifting the
herbs together into a poultice.

 

“How was he?” Spottedleaf asked quietly.

 

“Who?” Fireheart meowed.

 

“Scourge,” she clarified. “He attacked you, I heard?”

 



“He didn’t attack me,” Fireheart corrected. “He attacked Storm and ordered his warriors to attack us.”

 

Spottedleaf blinked sympathetically. “Were they any better? His warriors? Or were they still sick?”

 

“Much worse, I’d say,” Creekflower gagged, curling her lip. “They were in disgusting condition. You
could smell the sickness in the air. Worse than those ShadowClan warriors, really. But their claws
were still as strong as ever.”

 

“Are we just going to take Cloudpaw back?” Darkstripe interrupted. “After what he did?”

 

Creekflower’s fur fluffed indignantly. “He didn’t do anything more than be a mouse-brained
apprentice!”

 

“Well,” began Whitestorm slowly, casting Creekflower a warning look, “that will be for Bluestar to
decide, of course. But ThunderClan needs warriors more than ever before. I think we would be foolish
to send Cloudpaw away now.”

 

Darkstripe snorted. “How can we trust this kittypet not to run off again when things get tough?”

 

“I’m no kittypet. And I didn’t run away,” hissed Cloudpaw. “I was stolen!”

 

Creekflower saw Darkstripe flex his claws angrily, and she let out a warning growl. She would fight
for her kit. She winced as Cinderpelt slathered poultice onto her wound. 

 

“Darkstripe’s point is a fair one,” Fireheart conceded, and Creekflower gasped, shocked at her
brother. “I’ll go and speak with Bluestar,” he meowed. “Whitestorm is right. It’s up to her to decide.”

 

“I’m coming with,” Creekflower quickly asserted, standing up. Cinderpelt meowed in protest, and
Creekflower apologized to her. “I’ll come back for the rest of it. Fireheart, too. It’ll only take a
whisker-twitch.” She heard Cinderpelt huff, but she padded swiftly after Fireheart as they climbed up
to Bluestar’s den.

 

They pushed their way through the lichen.



 

“Fireheart?” Bluestar looked up. She was still huddled in her nest, her fur ruffled and her eyes
anxious. Creekflower couldn’t help wondering if she’d moved at all since she’d seen her last.

 

“Cloudpaw is back,” Fireheart announced, and Creekflower’s tail twitched anxiously. She had no idea
how Bluestar would react to any news nowadays, and Fireheart being blunt worried her. “He was in
the Twoleg territory beyond the uplands.”

 

“And he found his way back from there?” asked Bluestar in surprise.

 

Fireheart shook his head. “Onewhisker saw him and came to tell us where he was.”

 

“Onewhisker?” Confusion flickered in the old cat’s eyes.

 

“Er...the WindClan warrior who was here yesterday,” Fireheart reminded her awkwardly.

 

“I know who Onewhisker is!” snapped Bluestar. “I remember his rude interruption.” Her tail lashed.
“I have some words for Tallstar. What was Onewhisker doing in ThunderClan territory?”

 

“He came to tell me about Cloudpaw,” Fireheart repeated.

 

“Cloudpaw,” echoed Bluestar, tipping her head slightly to one side. “He’s back? Why did he come
back?”

 

“He wanted to rejoin the Clan,” Creekflower explained, feeling unnerved by her leader’s forgetful
behavior. “The Twolegs took him against his will.”

 

“So StarClan led him home,” murmured Bluestar.

 

“Onewhisker helped,” Fireheart added. He opened his mouth, then closed it, glancing at Creekflower.
Creekflower nodded. Perhaps it was better not to confuse the old leader with a longer story.



 

Bluestar stared at the sandy floor of the den. “I thought StarClan wanted Cloudpaw to find a life
outside the Clan.” Her voice was thoughtful. “Perhaps I was wrong.” She turned to Fireheart.
“Onewhisker helped you?”

 

“Yes. He led us to where Cloudpaw was shut in.”

 

“Why would he do that?” Bluestar demanded as though angry. “Does he think ThunderClan is to be
pitied?”

 

“I…I think he just wanted to be helpful,” Creekflower suggested timidly. "After all, the clans helped
bring WindClan back. He must have wanted to return the favor."

 

“And I yelled at him,” Bluestar murmured, suddenly saddened. The switch left Creekflower stunned.
“Why didn’t I listen to him?”

 

“It was during a vigil,” Fireheart pointed out. “Of course you wouldn’t listen to him. He caused a
commotion, even if he didn’t mean to.”

 

“I should have seen that he meant no harm,” she sighed, shaking her head. Suddenly, she groaned.
“But I thought Tigerclaw meant no harm too.” Her tail twitched, blue eyes lighting with paranoid
anger again. “Perhaps Onewhisker had some motive? Does he think we’re in debt to WindClan now?”
She hissed. “Did he say anything?”

 

“No,” Fireheart meowed. “No, he said nothing. His clanmates were mad at him, actually, I think.
But… But there is something else…”

 

“What? What is it?” Bluestar narrowed her eyes, tail tip flicking rapidly.

 

“We went to BloodClan.”

 

“BloodClan?” Bluestar blinked, perplexed.

 



“The…the gang of cats in Twolegplace,” Fireheart explained. “The ones who helped us rescue
Creekflower and her kits the first time…. The ones led by Scourge, my… my half-brother on
Thistlestar’s side.”

 

“Thistlestar,” Bluestar hissed, eyes clouded with emotion. “Of course he had kits outside the clan.
What did his kit want?” Creekflower exchanged a glance with Fireheart. Had Bluestar forgotten they
were the kits of Thistlestar, however much Creekflower wished it wasn’t so?

 

“Ah, Scourge didn’t want anything,” Fireheart meowed. “But… well, we learned he had found and
kept Night and Storm- Creekflower’s other lost kits- and we wanted to ask him why, and…” He
shifted awkwardly. “Well, he attacked us.”

 

Bluestar studied Fireheart and Creekflower, looking at their scars. “I see,” she meowed. “Have you
made us another enemy?”

 

Fireheart stiffened, but Creekflower was quick to defend her brother. “I think BloodClan’s always
been our enemy,” she meowed. “But as long as they stay in Twolegplace, and we stay in the forest… I
don’t think they’ll be a problem.” She frowned, not really believing herself. Scourge didn’t seem
content to stay confined to the Twolegplace. Storm’s words whispered in her ears.

 

“Very well,” Bluestar rasped, her energy seeming to vanish. She glanced away, staring blankly at the
ground. “Is that all?”

 

“Uh.” Creekflower glanced at her brother. “What about Cloudpaw? Is he allowed to stay?”

 

Bluestar blinked, confused. “Why shouldn’t he?”

 

“Darkstripe thinks Cloudpaw will be drawn back to his kittypet roots,” Fireheart admitted.

 

“And what do you think?”

 

Fireheart took a deep breath. “I think Cloudpaw’s time with the Twolegs has taught him that his heart
lies in the forest, just as any other warriors’ does.”

 



Creekflower was relieved to see Bluestar’s eyes brighten. “Very well. He can stay,” she agreed.

 

“Thank you, Bluestar,” Creekflower purred, dipping her head to her leader. 

 

“When will you make the announcement about Cloudpaw?” Fireheart asked. Creekflower agreed that
it would be good for the Clan to see their leader on the Highrock once more.

 

“You tell them,” Bluestar ordered. Creekflower saw Fireheart hesitate. Had Bluestar reached the point
where she felt unable to address her own Clan? The clan needed to be certain it was Bluestar’s
decision. She had kept to her den for so long and left so much of the daily running of the camp to
Fireheart, how could the cats be sure that she had ordered this? If she made the announcement herself,
not even Darkstripe or Frostfur could complain.

 

Creekflower watched Fireheart stand in silence, his mind whirling.

 

“Is something wrong?” Bluestar narrowed her eyes quizzically.

 

“Perhaps Darkstripe should tell the others,” Fireheart ventured slowly. “After all, he was the one to
object.” Creekflower’s breath caught in her throat at Fireheart’s clever plan, and how a glimmer of
suspicion momentarily clouded Bluestar’s gaze.

 

“You’re becoming shrewd, Fireheart. You’re right. Darkstripe should be the one to spread the news.
Send him to me.”

 

Creekflower searched her expression, wondering if Bluestar had been unnerved by Fireheart’s
cunning or the thought of seeing Darkstripe. But her eyes betrayed nothing as they meowed their
farewell and backed out of the den.

 

Darkstripe had not moved. He sat, waiting for Bluestar’s judgment, while other cats had already
settled into their dens for rest. The few who remained around the clearing looked up inquisitively as
Fireheart and Creekflower walked away from the Highrock.

 

Creekflower stared into Darkstripe’s amber eyes, trying not to betray her sense of triumph. Fireheart
nodded toward Bluestar’s den, signaling with a flick of his tail that the ThunderClan leader wanted to



see him. As the striped warrior strode past them, Fireheart padded to the pile of fresh-kill, which had
dwindled as dinner had passed and cats had eaten. Creekflower followed, her paws buzzing despite
their long adventure.

 

“What’s wrong?” she asked her brother. “You still seem worried.”

 

Fireheart hesitated, then confessed, “I’m still worried about Cloudpaw. I should feel more joyful that
he's been accepted back into the clan but… He seems pleased to be back in camp, but how long will
that last? Until he gets bored with training? Or fed up with catching his own food again?"

 

Now Creekflower's happiness dampened too, and the exhaustion really seemed to set in. "I don't
know, Fireheart," she confessed. "But I know my son, and he's a rebellious little mouse-brain. But I
also know that he loves his sisters, and his friends, and he'd never give them up for Twolegs. It just
took getting stolen by them to realize that."

 

Fireheart nodded, looking a little more reassured. "I'll go talk to him and make sure he understands
that," he said. He picked up a squirrel in his jaws, then went over to the apprentices' den where
Cloudpaw sat with Cliffpaw, hungrily gulping down a sparrow.

 

Creekflower picked out a mouse herself, then settled down at the nettle clump, pricking her ears to
listen, but was distracted as Cinderpelt and Lizardpaw hurried over.

 

"Do you have any more wounds?" Cinderpelt asked as she finished rubbing the juice of marigold into
her wound. Creekflower winced at the sting.

 

"A scratch on my side," she admitted. "And I tore a claw, I think."

 

"I can get your claw," Lizardpaw meowed. "Marigold or horsetail with a bit of nettle leaves, right?"

 

Cinderpelt purred. "Right."

 

Creekflower smiled. "You know, you make a fine medicine cat, even if you aren't one in title. It takes
a lot of skill to train as both a warrior and a medicine cat."

 



Lizardpaw ducked her head, pawing at the ground. "Oh, it is a bit hard sometimes. I have to do a lot
more."

 

"But you balance it amazingly." Cinderpelt blinked, gazing at Lizardpaw with admirance. Lizardpaw
mumbled shyly under her breath, and Creekflower purred. She remembered when the two had just
been kits in the nursery. How cute Cinderpelt had been, constantly ignoring her fretful mother's orders
to stay away from the 'cursed kittypet kits.'

 

They were good friends, and if it weren't for the fact that Cinderpelt was a medicine cat, perhaps
more.

 

Creekflower's ears twitched, and she glanced over to Fireheart and Cloudpaw. Fireheart spoke sternly
to Cloudpaw, exclaiming, "And if I catch you even looking over a Twoleg fence again, I’ll chase you
out of the Clan myself!”

 

“Yes, Fireheart,” mewed Cloudpaw quickly. “I understand.”



This Just In: Tigerclaw is Nice?

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Copperleaf sat in the clearing of ShadowClan’s camp, his head bowed. Coldness ate at his paws, but
there was the warmth of another cat beside him. Ashheart, whose gaze held a deep sadness that he had
never seen before in the queen. Rubblepaw, Quietpaw, and Turtlepaw surrounded the two of them.
Rubblepaw’s gray tabby pelt was fluffed, his eyes wide and face still shocked. He sat further back
from the rest of his family, while his sister, brown tabby Quietpaw, laid right beside Ashheart, her
head shoved into her mother’s shoulder. Copperleaf’s apprentice, gray, brown but mostly white she-
cat Turtlepaw, had her eyes closed and head dipped.

 

Across from them, Rowanberry sat with head bowed so low, her ears hung limp. Her muzzle was
tinted with gray, and Brightflower, whose bones were visible beneath her thin pelt, rested beside her
daughter. Tallpoppy had briefly joined them, but had left to nurse her newborn kits, Snakekit and
Smokekit. She had been devastated since the death of her brother, Whitethroat, mere days ago.

 

Death had seemed to come swift and merciless to ShadowClan. While Whitethroat and Littlecloud
had brought a cure from ThunderClan, thanks to Spottedleaf, Cinderpelt, and Lizardpaw’s combined
generosity, recovering from sickness so great was no easy task… Copperleaf had dedicated much of
his time helping Runningnose care for their clanmates, ensuring the safety of their kits by taking them
out of camp to a secluded den guarded only by healthy warriors, and personally delivering mossballs
of water to the sick. If not from sickness, Copperleaf had felt weak and drained these past moons.
Prey wasn’t scarce, but difficult to catch without any being healthy enough to hunt. That much was
obvious in the skinniness of ShadowClan’s cats.

 

The dead had piled up. And, now, despite Copperleaf trying his best to prevent it, his best friend
Cinderfur, clan deputy, laid dead in front of him. Lifeless, and no more than skin and bones. It was a
painful sight to look at. His body was cold and stiff, and the scent of death suffocated camp.

 

Because it was not just his body in camp, but Nutwhisker and Hollyflower’s as well. With a focus
torn between tending to their alive clanmates and desperate hunting, there had been no time to dig
their graves yet. Only a tiny hole had been dug for one of Tallpoppy’s kits, who had died within a day.
She hadn’t had enough milk to care for them, her other two kits, and the addition of helping
Darkflower and Bubbles nurse their kits, especially as Bubbles’s milk supply was swiftly depleting,
and Darkflower’s too, since her kits were getting older; weaned, yet without enough prey to actually
eat.
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Whitethroat’s body had been dragged back inside for the giant vigil they held. His hadn’t been buried
either, and the contortion of his back reminded Copperleaf painfully of Frogtail, who he had barely
known, but had also been killed by a monster, and also of Fireheart’s tales of Cricketheart and
Cinderpelt. The whispers of Fireheart’s words stuck in his mind- of Tigerclaw’s treachery- and every
time the tom stepped to camp, he felt uneased, but unable to deny the plentiful prey that he and his
rogues provided. Still, Tigerclaw had blamed Whitethroat’s death on Fireheart, and Copperleaf knew
in his heart his brother would never intentionally do such a thing, not to a cat whom he had just
helped.

 

“This is a dark day,” rasped Runningnose, who squatted in the middle of camp, the bodies all around
him with their mourners. “ShadowClan has suffered through no sickness worse than this. But as every
day passes, we grow stronger thanks to the cure Littlecloud and Whitethroat brought us. Even now,
the weakest of our apprentices have survived, and now join our warriors on hunting patrols.
ShadowClan will survive this horror, and we will remember those we lost forever as they hunt in
StarClan now.”

 

“Be well in StarClan,” Copperleaf murmured to Cinderfur, hearing Ashheart whisper a similar regard
beside him.

 

“We shall grieve until moonhigh, then bury their bodies,” Runningnose announced, sniffling and then
coughing. He slowly raised to his feet, light gray and white pelt messy and unkempt. He padded
forward, touching each of the dead’s foreheads respectfully with his nose and sharing tongues with
some of the mourners. Copperleaf thanked the tom as he walked past, and Runningnose blinked his
gratitude back. Then, the medicine cat shuffled over to Nightstar’s den, who was too sick to attend the
vigil.

 

“I’ll miss him,” Turtlepaw whispered.

 

“I know,” Copperleaf meowed, brushing his tail against hers. “I’ll miss him too. He was a great
friend.”

 

“And a good father,” Turtlepaw murmured, opening her eyes. They were stunning; one green, one
blue, though they were so close in shade that it was hardly noticeable. She blinked in grief at
Copperleaf and he touched his nose to her ear supportively.

 

Care for Applefur in StarClan, will you, Cinderfur? he thought quietly to his deceased friend,
glancing up into the moonlit sky, staring at the stars. And I will take care of Turtlepaw down here. The
reminder of his dead daughter made his chest tighten with an even deeper grief.

 



Soft pawsteps alerted Copperleaf to someone coming into the entrance. His ears pricked, and it took
him only a moment to identify the familiar, heavy steps as Tigerclaw’s. Through the rotting stench of
death, he smelt the rogues, who now smelled thickly of ShadowClan’s scent as well. He stood up
abruptly, now wary, even through his grief, and turned his eyes to the camp entrance as the large,
brown tabby form of Tigerclaw pushed through, followed by his band of outcasts and rogues.

 

The rogues all stopped at the sight of the large mourning. Even through the prey in their grasp,
Copperleaf heard Stumpytail gasp sharply. The tom dropped his thrush, stepped over it, and ran
forward to Cinderfur’s body. Copperleaf’s light ginger fur bristled, but he said nothing as Stumpytail
bowed his head in grief. They were brothers, but Stumpytail had supported Brokentail while
Cinderfur had not. Any closeness they had had long been broken, but, even so, Copperleaf could not
deny Stumpytail the chance to grieve.

 

All of Tigerclaw’s rogues were with him, each with plump prey in their mouths. Blackfoot,
Tangleburr, Brownclaw, Mogli, Snag, Finchflight - the sight of the tom filled Copperleaf with anger
and disgust, but he felt too exhausted to be truly enraged by the black and white tom’s presence.

 

“I am sorry,” Tigerclaw rumbled in a quiet voice, one Copperleaf would have never expected from the
powerful tom. He bowed his head respectfully. “I had not realized their vigils were today. We had
hunted plenty, and came to share. But we will leave you to your mourning.” Beside Tigerclaw,
Blackfoot’s eyes flashed with worry.

 

But the ShadowClan’s cats’ mouths had already started salivating, and their bellies’ rumbling, and as
Tigerclaw turned to leave, Scorchwind cried out, “Wait! Your prey is welcome. Come, and mourn
with us. They were your clanmates too.” He nodded to Blackfoot, Tangleburr, Brownclaw, and
Finchflight. Finchflight’s tail twitched, but Blackfoot bowed his head in solemn misery.

 

Copperleaf’s tail twitched too, but, once more, he would not deny them their right to mourn. Though
they all had supported Brokentail, they were dedicated warriors - save for Finchflight - and they had
helped ShadowClan in their time of need.

 

The rogues looked at Tigerclaw, whose tail swayed with thought. Then, he dipped his head. “Thank
you,” he said. He nodded to his followers, who quickly went over to the fresh-kill pile, which was
bare, and set their prey upon it. The rogues had done an impressive job of stocking the fresh-kill pile.
The cats swarmed around it, keeping their voices low out of respect for the dead but unable to hide
their delight at such a good haul. Even Copperleaf’s stomach grumbled, and he shifted to try and hide
his discomfort.

 



One bite, and then I can mourn again… But he didn’t want to leave Cinderfur’s body. Turtlepaw
shifted beside him too, her eyes trained hungrily on the fresh-kill pile. Her whiskers twitched and she
glanced back at her father’s body, then at the prey again.

 

Copperleaf brushed his shoulder against hers. He murmured, “Go.”

 

She glanced at him with wide, miscolored eyes.

 

“Your father wouldn’t want you to starve.”

 

Turtlepaw blinked gratefully. “Thank you.”

 

She stood up and slunk over to the pile, low on her paws, belly brushing the grass beneath. She waited
for her clanmates to leave a gap before she darted in, grabbed a magpie, and rushed out. Her eyes lit
up with hungry glee, but she glanced back at Copperleaf. She padded back over and placed the
magpie at his paws.

 

“Let’s share,” she whispered. “I don’t want you to go hungry either.”

 

Copperleaf smiled. “Thank you. You’re a very thoughtful apprentice. Cinderfur would be proud.”

 

Turtlepaw smiled shyly back, leaning down to take a bite out of the magpie. It was very plump, and
Copperleaf glanced around to make sure the rest of his friends and family were eating before he
began. Quietpaw had snagged a toad for her and her mother, while Rubblepaw had grabbed a mouse
for himself. Near the back of camp, Dawncloud was eating a few pieces of prey in a group with
Swampfur, Blossomtail, Badgerfang, and Littlecloud. Oakfur was lingering near the fresh-kill pile,
awaiting his turn. He spotted Fernshade and Wolfstep sharing prey with Flintfang nearby, and
Blackfoot tentatively approaching them. He breathed a sigh of relief, then turned and snatched a small
bite from the magpie.

 

The feeling of prey in his belly felt better than ever, and he had to restrain himself from chowing
down on the magpie, waiting patiently as Turtlepaw took a bite. From the deliberately slow way she
chewed, Copperleaf guessed she was struggling for the same reason. So, he took a smaller bite each
time, leaving more for his apprentice. While he was used to an empty belly thanks to leaf-bares, she
had not experienced such hunger yet.



 

Soon, the magpie was gone, only its bones left. Copperleaf pushed them towards Turtlepaw, and she
gratefully gnawed on the pink-white bones, sucking what little marrow there was out. Copperleaf’s
stomach grumbled once more, but he sat up abruptly to hide its sound. He gazed back at Cinderfur’s
body, blinking in sadness, then gazed at the sky. The moon was almost at its highest peak.

 

His ears twitched as the lichen in front of the leaders’ den rustled, and Runningnose burst out, his fur
fluffed and his eyes wide. The pale gray and white tom’s tail trembled behind him. Immediately, cats
rose from their feast and stared at Runningnose, dread settling in their bellies already.

 

“Runningnose, what’s wrong?” Littlecloud prompted in a quiet voice, stepping closer.

 

Runningnose gasped a raspy breath. “Nightstar is dead!” he crowed.

 

Copperleaf leaped to his feet, yowling in shock. Around him, cries rang out.

 

“Nightstar is dead?!” many cats echoed in disbelief.

 

“How! Certainly he wasn’t on his last life?” Fernshade questioned, eyes wide and jaw hanging agap.

 

Runningnose hung his head, not saying anything. “This can’t be,” Copperleaf murmured. Not only
had he lost a great friend and deputy tonight, or early morning, rather, but a respectable leader. And
kits lost, plus a senior warrior, an elder, and a young warrior…? Copperleaf took in a sharp breath.
Even under Brokentail’s reign, they had not suffered such death.

 

They had no leader, or deputy. Who would succeed Nightstar? Copperleaf glanced at Blackfoot, who
looked stricken with shock. It seemed even he had not expected, nor wanted, Nightstar’s untimely
death. He had been ShadowClan’s deputy under Brokentail… but was he worthy, or willing, to lead
ShadowClan now? Copperleaf wasn’t so sure.

 

A hollow hush fell over the clan. What was there to say?

 

“What do we do now?” whispered Quietpaw, blue eyes, as bright as her mother’s, stretched wide.
Despite her name, she was uncharacteristically quiet, and it pained Copperleaf to see the normally



rambunctious she-cat who hardly knew how to control her volume… quiet.

 

“We mourn,” Runningnose answered in a choked voice, head bowed. “And… and after we’ve buried
him, I will head to the Moonstone and seek our ancestor’s guidance.”

 

“Are you sure that’s wise?” Fernshade murmured, blinking worriedly. “It’s a long journey, and you’re
hardly fit to make it. You haven’t eaten today.”

 

Runningnose blinked. He glanced at the prey pile, swiftly dwindling despite Tigerclaw’s patrol
restocking it. There was no hunger in his gaze, and he glanced away. “We shall see,” he said. “For
now, can one of you help me bring Nightstar out…?”

 

Copperleaf rose to his paws immediately, and no one contended him as he padded forward. His tail tip
twitched with grief. He followed Runningnose into the den, ducking his head under the lower
entrance and slipping underneath the roots of the big oak tree. It would be awkward to pull Nightstar
out of, and Copperleaf’s heart ached at the thought. He blinked, eyes adjusting to the deeper darkness,
and he made out Nightstar’s limp form in front of him. He was blacker than his namesake. His hip
bones jutted out higher than the rest of his body, and his head lay with a partially open mouth, as
though he had died gasping for breath, like he always did in his life.

 

“He took his last breath moments ago,” Runningnose whispered. “He… he didn’t say anything. It’s as
though he was already too dead to speak.” Copperleaf blinked sympathetically, brushing up against
Runningnose comfortingly, even though it risked himself catching the illness. Though, he was sure
he’d already had it, just not as worse as the rest of his clanmates.

 

Copperleaf leaned down, grabbing Nightstar’s scruff. He winced as the black tom responded not a
muscle. His body had started going stiff, but was still limp as Copperleaf began to drag him out of the
den. Runningnose went to the back, grabbing Nightstar’s rump and pushing him forward.

 

Copperleaf awkwardly shoved his rump out of the den, grunting as he pulled Nightstar’s body with
him. He didn’t weigh much of anything, but it was still a hard angle to pull. One of Nightstar’s paws
caught in a twist of roots, and Copperleaf waited with a strained pain in his chest as Runningnose
loosened it. Soon, though, they had gotten Nightstar’s body into the clearing, and Copperleaf pulled it
to rest beside Cinderfur’s. He groomed some tufts of fur, pressing them flat, but his paws trembled
and he gave up halfway, bowing his head.

 

The clan was silent, a few coming to touch Nightstar’s body respectfully with their nose, and others
returning to their prey. Runningnose laid beside Nightstar, crumpled in grief. He almost looked as



dead as their leader. Tigerclaw stepped forward just as Oakfur was about to drag a shrew from the
pile.

 

“I want to say something,” Tigerclaw announced. Tigerclaw gestured to the fresh-kill pile. “Every bite
we take tonight is dedicated to the memory of Nightstar. ShadowClan has lost a noble leader, and my
companions and I are honored to share in your grief.” He respectfully bowed his head.

 

“Thank you, Tigerclaw,” mewed Runningnose. His voice cracked. “We are honored to have you here-
you and all your companions.” He stood a little straighter. “On behalf of my clanmates, I would like
to invite you to move into the camp. You have proven your loyalty to ShadowClan many times over,
and it’s what Nightstar would have wanted. You belong here now, not outside our borders.”

 

Copperleaf gasped. Around him, there were startled whispers from cats- Runningnose wasn’t
speaking for all his clanmates. A hiss reached his ears, and Copperleaf glanced beside him to see
Ashheart sneering, her lips pulled back as a quiet growl rumbled through her throat.

 

Tigerclaw bowed his head. “You are very generous, Runningnose. If you are sure that this is what
Nightstar would want, then we accept.” He lifted his head, gazing challengingly through the gathered
cats. Copperleaf felt a ripple of worry run through him, and he dug his claws into the ground. He
didn’t want Tigerclaw to be a part of ShadowClan, for the crimes he had committed against
ThunderClan… but at the same time, he and his rogues had done a lot for ShadowClan. Without them,
who knows how many more dead would be at their paws.

 

Rowanberry stepped forward. “Welcome to ShadowClan, Tigerclaw.” She glanced fondly at
Stumpytail. “And to those of you who have lived among us before, welcome home.”

 

There was a murmur of approval from some of the warriors. Snag and Mogli stood at the edge of the
crowd, looking wary. Tigerclaw raised his tail. “Runningnose, I have a great favor to ask. Please may
I give my friends Snag and Mogli warrior names? Only then will they feel as if this is truly their
home. I am sure Nightstar would want the same.”

 

Copperleaf’s whiskers twitched. He didn’t mind rogues becoming warriors, but now, of all times? At
a vigil? And what about Bubbles? The tortoiseshell cat was rather spicy in their temperament. They
didn’t even want to talk to Copperleaf, or the other queens. Darkflower said Bubbles had nearly bitten
her whiskers off. He knew the young cat likely didn’t want their name to be changed, but it still
rubbed Copperleaf wrong that Tigerclaw was not including them.

 



Runningnose nodded. “Of course, Tigerclaw. Please, go ahead and choose their names.” Tigerclaw
glanced around at the watching cats.

 

“Only if your clanmates agree,” he meowed. “After all, a naming ceremony should be performed by a
leader. I don’t want to offend anyone.”

 

“I’m sure we’ll cope, Tigerclaw,” meowed Fernshade drily. Her tail tip twitched in displeasure.

 

“We don’t want the other clans asking questions at the Gathering about where these cats came from,”
Wetfoot agreed.

 

Tigerclaw jumped onto the rock, and Copperleaf gasped, but Tigerclaw ignored the ripple of surprise
from the ShadowClan warriors. “Snag, Mogli, come here, please.” The massive ginger tom and the
sleek brown cat padded forward until they were standing below him. “Snag, Mogli, do you promise to
uphold the warrior cade and to protect and defend this clan, even at the cost of your own lives?”

 

The two cats bowed their heads.

 

“I do, Tigerclaw.”

 

“I do.”

 

“Then by the powers of StarClan I give you your warrior names. Snag, from this moment on you will
be known as Jaggedtooth. StarClan honors your strength and your fighting skills, and we welcome
you as a full warrior of ShadowClan.” Tigerclaw reached down and rested his muzzle briefly on the
broad orange head. Then he turned to the brown tom. “Mogli, from this moment on you will be
known as Nightwhisper. StarClan honors your stealth and your courage, and we welcome you as a full
warrior of ShadowClan.” Tigerclaw touched his head, and stepped back. “Clanmates, I give you
Jaggedtooth and Nightwhisper!”

 

“Jaggedtooth! Nightwhisper!” cheered Stumpytail and Blackfoot. Other ShadowClan cats joined in,
though it was very few, and the newly named warriors lifted their heads proudly.

 



“That’s not fair! They didn’t have to do any training!” grumbled Rubblepaw. Tigerclaw sought out the
apprentice with his eyes and fixed him with a cold glare; the apprentice ducked his head and said
nothing more. Copperleaf let out a low growl. Did Tigerclaw think he had the right to boss
ShadowClan’s apprentices around now?

 

Tigerclaw jumped down from the rock. “And now, clanmates, we will honor our fallen leader
Nightstar with the vigil he deserves. Come, join me as we pay tribute to him.” He padded across to
the small black shape that had tried so hard to give strength and leadership to ShadowClan after the
defeat of Brokenstar, crouching down beside Nightstar’s body. Some settled around him, pressing
their muzzles against the cold, dusk-damp fur.

 

“ Our fallen leader?” Ashheart hissed to Copperleaf, her blue eyes blazing with grief-filled anger.

 

Copperleaf’s whiskers twitched, glancing at Tigerclaw. His rogues had settled closest to him, while
the ShadowClan cats who welcomed him more openly sat just behind. “I think he’s just trying to act
like he’s always been ShadowClan,” he murmured in response. “He doesn’t want us to judge him for
being ThunderClan.” Or to question why he got kicked out of ThunderClan.

 

Ashheart snorted, though it was a quiet noise, dampened by her sadness. “Has he forgotten where you
came from?”

 

Copperleaf smiled, lightly amused. He glanced around camp. Despite the stench of death, the
darkness of night, and the chill in the air, it made him feel safe. “I think many cats have,” he meowed
softly. “This is my home; I would never leave it, or my family.” He gazed affectionately back towards
Dawncloud, and his kits, Swampfur and Blossomtail.

 

The joy only lasted a brief moment though, as he turned his head back around and caught Cinderfur’s
body in his eyes once more. His shoulders drooped, and he sighed. ShadowClan would be different
without his best friend. Already, he felt a hole in his heart. But he had Dawncloud, his best friend-
perhaps more, depending on who you asked- as well, and her best friend, Tallpoppy, plus loyal and
kind Ashheart. And he was amicable with most others in ShadowClan too…

 

…Save for Finchflight, who had settled himself farthest from all of the mourners, just behind
Newtspeck, Fernshade, Flintfang, Wolfstep, and Blackfoot, who circled Hollyflower’s dead black and
white, skinny body. A fox-length away, Brackenfoot rested beside his son Nutwhisker’s body, though
he looked so still Copperleaf worried he was dead as well. He feared the elder would join the rest
soon, even after the sickness passed.

 



Finchflight mourned none of them, not even joining Brackenfoot, who had surely once been his
friend, for their ages were roughly the same. It felt unfair to see Brackenfoot so weak and dead-like
already, just to look at Finchflight and see him plumper than the rest of their clanmates. The old tom
laid with disdain, chewing loftily on a plump pigeon they must have caught near Twolegplace.

 

That could have fed the queens, Copperleaf thought with annoyance, tail tip twitching. You know, the
very queens who are nursing your grandkits? Applefur’s kits? Copperleaf was terrified to risk
infecting little Fangkit and Aspenkit, so he’d not seen much of his granddaughters. But they were just
as adorable as any other kit. They had started to wobble around, though, eyes cracking open to a baby
blue that would soon fade into another color. Rowankit, Cedarkit, and Lavenderkit had been excited
for the playmates.

 

Taking a deep breath, Copperleaf forced himself to gaze away from Finchflight, lest he be consumed
by his anger towards the black and white warrior. Elder, is more like it, he thought sourly. He looked
instead at Tigerclaw, narrowing his eyes.

 

To his surprise, the ex-ThunderClan deputy had his head bowed in quite a respectful manner.
Copperleaf couldn’t read Tigerclaw’s face because of it, so he wasn’t sure if the tom was being
genuine or not, but he could at least appreciate Tigerclaw’s silence, even if the way he’d made
Jaggedtooth and Nightwhisper into warriors had upset him.

 

Copperleaf glanced at the sky. He swallowed thickly. “It’s moonhigh,” he whispered, but it felt like a
shout through the silence of the night.

 

Runningnose stood up, wobbly on his feet. “Right,” he rasped. “Let us bury them now, then.”

 

“Not you,” Fernshade said, leaving her dead mother’s side to pad over to the medicine cat. She let
him lean against her shoulder for support. “You are too weak, and we don’t want you catching further
sickness from the bodies.”

 

“I’m already sick,” Runningnose protested, nose sniffling on cue. But he said nothing forward, as stiff
as stone.

 

“I’ll bury them,” Copperleaf offered. “The elders will need help.” He glanced at Poolcloud and
Archeye. They were skin and bones as well, but there was a gleam to their eyes that kept them going.
Brightflower, too, rose from beside Rowanberry. But Brackenfoot did not move, head stiffly bowed
still.



 

Copperleaf prayed to StarClan the tom wasn’t dead, and turned to pick up Cinderfur.

 

“Copperleaf,” came the soft voice of Dawncloud. She moved forward, blinking her amber eyes in
worry. “Don’t; you'll catch the sickness from their bodies.”

 

Copperleaf shook his head. “We must bury the dead as is proper. I won’t do them this dishonor any
longer.” Catching sickness was the whole reason they had neglected to bury Hollyflower, Nutwhisker,
and Whitethroat. He leaned down, picking up Cinderfur. He was weightless; with an easy scruff,
Copperleaf pulled the small tom up.

 

Tigerclaw rose to his paws “I will help.” He looked unfairly healthy among the sick ShadowClan cats.
His pelt was sleek and well-groomed, his whiskers white, and his muscles prominent. There was no
crust or goo along his nose or eyes. He padded forward, and Copperleaf could not find it in himself to
protest as he grabbed Nightstar and heaved him effortlessly to his back with some help from
Jaggedtooth.

 

Poolcloud brushed her pelt against Brackenfoot, and Copperleaf was relieved to see the tom jolt,
blinking perplexedly at his denmate. She smiled kindly, then picked up Nutwhisker. Brackenfoot did
not move, sitting like a husk and staring at the ground. Archeye padded over to Hollyflower, while
Brightflower grabbed Whitethroat. With how skinny everyone was, it only took one cat per each.

 

Slowly, in a line of death that disturbed Copperleaf deeply, they dragged the sick out of camp. They
were not going far; only a few paces from camp. But, between a branching sycamore and a large pine,
there was a giant hole dug. They had not planned for the extra body of Nightstar, and Copperleaf
hoped they all fit. He was not sure any of them had the energy to dig another grave.

 

Gently, Archeye lowered Hollyflower in, smoothing out her fur and murmuring, “May StarClan guide
your spirit.”

 

Brightflower placed Whitethroat in next, settling him so only half of him was on top of Hollyflower.
She gave his ear a quick lick, backing up and giving him the same sentiments. Poolcloud followed
with Nutwhisker. They nearly reached the top of the grave, and Copperleaf’s chest squeezed as he
dragged Cinderfur on top of his deceased clanmates. It was a very painful sight to look at, their
clanmates all crumpled together. He let out a choked sob, and heard Poolcloud do the same. The
elderly she-cat had turned her gaze away, eyes squeezed shut and limbs trembling.

 



“There’s not enough space for Nightstar,” Archeye whispered, gaze glittering with a kind of sadness
Copperleaf could not describe, but felt as well. There was a sickening twist to it, and almost horror.
Copperleaf felt numb, tail dragging against the ground. For a moment, he had no answer, then, he
heard claws scraping against the ground. He turned his head, eyes widening in surprise, as he saw
Tigerclaw begin to sink his claws into the soft dirt on the other side of the pine tree, starting at the
roots, where the dirt was weakest.

 

“Tigerclaw?” he meowed.

 

“Nightstar deserves a grave,” Tigerclaw rumbled. “Just as every honorable leader does.”

 

Copperleaf suddenly felt a tightness in his chest- appreciation, yet saddened. Nodding, he joined
Tigerclaw, sinking his paws into the ground. He took in deep breaths, trying to keep himself steady.
Compared to Tigerclaw, he dug up nothing but little clumps. With his long, sharp claws, digging was
easy. For a moment, Copperleaf’s mind wondered, Is that how his claws looked sinking into Redtail?

 

The image seared itself into his brain, of Tigerclaw lunging at Redtail, pinning him to the ground and
slicing his neck. Yet, Copperleaf found, he could barely remember Redtail’s face. After Copperleaf
joined ShadowClan, he had only ever seen his uncle at Gatherings. His red tail was distinct, but
Copperleaf found he wasn’t sure which spots were where.

 

Then Copperleaf imagined burying Redtail’s body, and he let out a choked sob, his digging stuttering.
Tigerclaw glanced at him, but continued digging. Copperleaf suddenly wondered if he had done just
this at Redtail’s vigil; mourned him deeply, then helped bury him.

 

But Tigerclaw killed Redtail. He didn’t kill Nightstar. I wouldn’t expect someone like Tigerclaw to
respect Nightstar, but perhaps he did. I can’t imagine Tigerclaw’s actually upset at Nightstar’s
passing, but he is being respectful… That’s more than I could say for a cat like Brokentail.

 

Copperleaf wasn’t sure he trusted Tigerclaw, but… he could appreciate what the tom was doing for
ShadowClan.

 

 

“Again!”

 



Lightningfur lashed her tail, green eyes dark and narrowed as she watched Robinpaw repeat the
advanced Dark Forest move Mapleshade had taught her so long ago. She curled her lip as he wobbled
and lost his balance.

 

“Get back up!” she snapped. “Keep your shoulders low as well as your tail-end!” Robinpaw hastily
lowered his rump, keeping his neck and shoulders low, as he darted forward, twisting - then tripped
over his paws, colliding with the hard ground with an “oof!”

 

The tortoiseshell snarled. “Come on! Again! Do it to me!”

 

The goal of the move was to throw your victim off-guard with the sudden twist mid-pounce, and score
your claws down their flank.

 

Clearly, Robinpaw needed more work.

 

The tom untangled his paws, scrambling to his feet, before dropping back down low. Lightningfur
kinked her tail in signal, and Robinpaw threw himself forward again. She rolled her eyes as she saw
he didn’t have his rear down, again - and neatly slid aside, angrily lashing her claws at him. They
snagged into one of his ears, and Robinpaw let out a yelp of surprise and pain as a good-sized chunk
was torn off.

 

He landed on the ground, eyes wide, as he stared up at her.

 

“Well?” she prompted, irritated. “Again!”

 

His eyes began to water. “I-I’m sorry, I-I-” He broke off with a whimper before scrambling to his
paws and running off, his other ear flat and tail between his legs.

 

What a weakling! Lightningfur inwardly sneered as she snarled at him to come back. And to think she
had thought he was one of the toughest kits in the nursery! Maybe she should have demanded
Pikepaw instead.

 

She stalked back to camp, not caring where Robinpaw ended up. He’d seen the territory, he knew
where camp was, she didn’t need to kit-sit him all the time!



 

Lightningfur entered camp, gazing around at the busy cats. Softwing and Perchpaw were patching up
a small hole in the elder’s den, while Graypool lounged about, exchanging words with Stonefur.

 

Tiny squeals and squeaks alerted her to the presence of Featherkit and Stormkit. They ran up to her,
tail high and eyes wide and curious.

 

“Hi Lightningfur!” Stormkit happily mewed. “Were you on patrol?”

 

But Lightningfur barely heard him.

 

All she could see was Silverstream in Featherkit’s sleek, silvery tabby pelt.

 

For a moment, she let herself dwell on her grief - then cursed herself for giving in to such weakness!
She was RiverClan’s future deputy! Daughter of the great Thistlestar! She had no time for weakness.

 

“Leave me alone!” she snapped at the kits, eager to get away from the little reminder of her closest
frien- ally. Stormkit took a step back, looking scared at her expression, and Featherkit flattened her
ears, before both kits scampered away.

 

Lightningfur forced herself not to stare after them, lest she gave in to that weakness once more.

 

But she did see Leopardfur and Mosspelt’s stares.

 

She hunched her shoulders, feeling her heart wilt a bit (wondering why it would do such a thing),
before slinking back to the warriors’ den. She collapsed into her nest, decorated with some of the
shells Silverstream had found for her. Lightningfur had initially curled her lip at the thought of
‘prettying’ one’s nest up - she had no time for ‘pretty’ after all - but she didn’t have the heart to stop
the silver tabby from sprucing up her nest. Or occasionally grooming the knots and tangles in her
tortoiseshell pelt, all the while scolding her for getting her pelt dirty, insisting that she should be
grooming her beautiful fur.

 

And after Silverstream’s death…



 

She hadn’t dared take the shells out of her nest. They were hers now after all - no one else’s!

 

Silverstream had given them to her , and her alone.

 

Might as well keep them.

 

(And every once in a while she maybe does groom her pelt to make it look ‘pretty,’ as Silverstream
had so often and fondly said.)

 

“Lightningfur?”

 

The tortoiseshell stifled a groan.

 

Sedgecreek.

 

“You okay?” the brown tabby asked. Lightningfur didn’t grace her with an answer. She felt some
bedding shift around as Sedgecreek stood and settled down beside her, but not close enough that their
fur touched.

 

If Lightningfur had cared about weakness, she would have appreciated the respect of space.

 

Which she didn’t. For sure.

 

“It’s about her kits, isn’t it?” Sedgecreek quietly asked, and Lightningfur could almost imagine her
eyes soft with pity - pity !

 

She didn’t need pity! She was Lightningfur! Those who needed pity were weak!

 

And she wasn’t weak!



 

“Leave me alone!” she hissed, lifting her head from her paws to glare at Sedgecreek. “I don’t care
about your little crush! Just-just-” Lightningfur felt her voice tremble, and flattened her ears. “Just
leave me alone!” she snapped. Sedgecreek blinked, eyes filled with hurt and sympathy, before she
quickly rushed out of the den.

 

Lightningfur rested her muzzle back on her paws, covering her nose with her tail. She stared at the
ruffled fur, then gently began to groom it, like Silverstream used too…

 

She stopped, squeezing her eyes shut, feeling her body tense, and buried her face into her tail.

 

I’m not weak, I don’t miss Silverstream, absolutely not! Sedgecreek is dumb if she thinks I need pity
or-or comfort! I don’t need any of that! I’m strong - the strongest cat here!

 

She curled up tighter into a ball.

 

I just need to work off some steam, that’s all… Lightningfur angrily thought. Just need to tear through
some miserable Dark Forest cat’s pelt, and I’ll be fine…just fine…
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Bitterness still coated her throat when Lightningfur awoke the next morning. She steamed, thinking
about how the Dark Forest hadn’t helped her - at all - to work off this… feeling she had.

 

And what’s worse is that she couldn’t vent about it to Mapleshade! She hadn’t been there! Where had
she been when Lightningfur needed her hel- input on this weakness?

 

Only stupid Silverhawk had greeted her in the slimy forest.

 

While the silver tom was an experienced fighter, and had taught Thistlestar himself, he still lacked the
finesse Mapleshade had - and her much-needed wisdom and cunning that Lightingfur so admired.

 

The tortoiseshell grumpily slunk out of the den, tail low, and flattened her ears as she spotted
Sedgecreek eating alone in the dull morning light. She felt a wave of disgust towards the brown she-
cat (she could still see the pity that must have been in her eyes, the thoughts of weak, weak, weak that
had to be in her mind), but then her thoughts drifted to why that weakness had occurred.

 

Silverstream.

 

The beautiful silver tabby had been the only cat that Lightningfur would have been okay taking pity
from.

 

(And, perhaps…show weakness to…)

 

Lightningfur now only felt the raw, cold emptiness that would accompany her for the rest of her life.
Silverstream would never lay beside her, face and muscles relaxed. She would never complain about
the annoying toms in their clan with her again.
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Everything they had done together was gone.

 

(And it felt like her heart was too.)

 

She glanced back over to Sedgecreek, and sighed. The tortoiseshell tramped over to the she-cat, tail
swishing irritably, before pausing at the brown tabby’s paws.

 

“Sedgecreek,” she meowed flatly. The she-cat glanced up at her, eyes guarded. Lightningfur lashed
her tail, before forcing out the words that felt like rough sand on her tongue. “Look, I’m sorry for the
way I acted last night,” she grumbled. “I’ve just been upset ever since Silverstream died. I guess it’s
been…” She struggled with what to say next - not out of her usual arrogance, but out of a genuine loss
for words.

 

“Tough?” Sedgecreek quietly supplied the word she was grappling for. Lightningfur kept her mouth
shut, not wanting to confirm her words.

 

But it looked like her silence did so anyway.

 

“It’s okay,” Sedgecreek meowed, blinking softly. “I understand.” She then looked sad, and wistful.
“You really loved her, huh?”

 

Lightningfur felt her fur prickle, and defensiveness set in. “ Loved her? No! I have no time for
romance!”

 

(Briefly she considered it. During those times when she and Silverstream were alone, fishing in the
river, and out for a walk…)

 

(A few times she thought about it.)

 

(One time, she almost did.)

 

Sedgecreek looked put out at her words while Lightningfur spotted the little head of Featherkit poke
out of the nursery. The tortoiseshell warrior met her gaze, and the kit’s eyes widened, before ducking



quickly back into the den, ears flat.

 

Lightningfur felt that bitter wave rise up in her once more as she saw Featherkit was afraid of her.

 

Small, hesitant pawsteps brought Lightningfur’s attention to the slowly approaching Robinpaw, his
remaining ear bent forward, while his missing one was scabbed over. A sleek, small minnow and a
shimmering carp were in his jaws.

 

The brown tom nervously planced the prey at her paws, shaking a bit at her penetrating stare, and
quietly meowed, “I hunted all night to make up for training…I’ll do better next time. I promise. I
don’t want to fail you.”

 

Lightningfur stared in surprise at his catch. Minnows, while small, were notorious for being slippery
to catch - she was, admittedly, slightly impressed.

 

(Robinpaw had done a much better job than Airleap had. He had to be pulled out of the river when he
lost his balance and fell in, the idiot!)

 

And that was a fine-looking carp…

 

She flicked an ear, her green eyes - while not softening - lost a bit of its intensity. “Good job,” she
meowed, pleasure shooing away her bitter feelings as Robinpaw straightened, looking pleased himself
at her hard-won praise.

 

“That’s a nasty-looking rip you have there, Robinpaw,” Sedgecreek commented, frowning at the
apprentice’s missing ear. “You should probably get that looked at - it might be infected.”

 

Robinpaw blinked at her. “With what medicine cat?” He raised a paw, tapping at the jagged line
Lightningfur’s claws had left on him. “Besides, it looks cool!”

 

Lightningfur had to admit, Robinpaw was right. It was quite the eye-catching injury.

 



It took her a moment to see Sedgecreek was trying to exchange a look with her. Why did she look so
worried- ah.

 

Right.

 

Medicine cat.

 

Darn.

 

She’s supposed to be worried about having no medicine cat.

 

(Frankly, she didn’t really see why they needed one. No, it wasn’t because she believed they were
useless - after all, how else would sickness and major injuries be treated? She wasn’t a mouse-brain!)

 

(It was more of the fact that warriors should just get better at fighting then. Better fighters equals less
injuries. Viola!)

 

“Oh yeah…” Lightningfur drawled, feigning worry as she glanced upwards towards the blueing sky.
“A medicine cat-”

 

She broke off as she did a double take, staring, open-mouthed, at the sky. She saw clouds on the
horizon (a storm must be coming soon), but she also saw blackness rising into the blue-gray sky.

 

“Is that smoke ?” she exclaimed.

 

Her question was answered as she saw the bright green trees of ThunderClan’s forest became alight
with the reds, oranges, and golds of fire. 

 

 

The forest weaved its way into his dreams. Tree trunks loomed toward him through the mist,
disappearing into clouds as they soared upward. Fireheart called out, but his voice was sucked into the



eerie silence. Panic rose in his chest as he searched for familiar landmarks, but the mist was too thick.
The trees seemed to crowd in on him, growing closer together than he remembered, their blackened
trunks scraping against his fur. He sniffed the air, his fur bristling in alarm at an acrid scent that he
recognized but could not name.

 

Suddenly he felt the softness of another pelt pressing against his own. A familiar scent enveloped
him, soothing his fretful mind like a drink of cool water. It was Birdflight.

 

“What’s happening?” Fireheart meowed, but Birdflight didn’t reply. Fireheart spun around to face her,
but he could barely see her through the mist. He could just make out her amber eyes filled with fear
before the sound of Twoleg howling exploded into the silence.

 

A pair of young Twolegs came running out of the mist, their faces twisted in fear. Fireheart felt
Birdflight dive away and turned to see her disappear into the fog. Terrified, Fireheart was left alone
with the Twolegs rushing toward him, their feet thundering on the forest floor.

 

He woke with a start. 

 

His eyes flashed open and he stared fearfully around the den. Something was wrong. The world of his
dreams had invaded his waking world; the acrid scent still filled the air, and a strange, choking mist
seeped through the branches. 

 

Fireheart leaped to his paws and scrambled out of the den. An orange light shone dimly through the
trees. Could it be dawn already?

 

The smell grew stronger, and with a sense of horror Fireheart knew what it was.

 

Fire!

 

“Fire! Wake up!” Fireheart yowled.

 

Frostfur stumbled out of the warriors’ den, her eyes wide with fear.

 



“We must leave the camp at once!” Fireheart ordered. “Tell Bluestar the forest is on fire!”

 

He ran to the elders’ den and called through the branches of the fallen oak, “Fire! Get out!” Then he
raced to where the apprentices were clambering drowsily from their nests. “Leave the camp! Head for
the river,” he called. Cloudpaw’s bewildered face stared at him, still dazed by sleep. “Head for the
river!” Fireheart repeated urgently.

 

Frostfur was already helping Bluestar across the shadowy clearing. The leader’s face was a grotesque
mask of fear as Frostfur nudged her forward with her nose.

 

“This way!” Fireheart yowled, beckoning with his tail before rushing to help the white she-cat guide
Bluestar toward the entrance. 

 

Cats were streaming past on either side of them, their fur bristling. The forest seemed to roar around
them, and above the noise came a hideous two-tone wailing and the frantic barking of Twolegs as they
crashed through the forest. Smoke was billowing thickly into the clearing now, and behind it the light
of the fire grew ever brighter as it bore down on the camp.

 

Not till she was outside did Bluestar begin to run, caught in the jostling stream of cats surging up and
out of the ravine. “Head for the river,” Fireheart ordered. “Keep an eye on your denmates. Don’t lose
sight of one another.” He felt an eerie calm within him, like a pool of icy water, while noise and heat
and panic raged outside.

 

Fireheart darted back to round up Willowpelt’s kits as they struggled after their mother. She was
carrying the smallest one, Sootkit, in her mouth, her eyes stricken with fear above the bundle that
bumped against her forelegs.

 

“Where’s Goldenflower?” Fireheart demanded.

 

Willowpelt signaled with her nose, pointing up the ravine. Fireheart nodded, relieved that at least one
queen and her kits were safely out of the camp. He called to Longtail, who was already halfway up
the rocky slope. As the warrior scrambled back down, Fireheart scooped up Sorrelkit and passed her
to Mousefur, who had raced up behind him. He picked up the third kit, and when Longtail reached his
side he gave Rainkit to him. “Stay near Willowpelt!” he ordered, knowing that the queen would keep
running only if she knew her kits were safe.

 



Fireheart stood at the bottom of the ravine and watched the cats scrambling upward. Clouds of smoke
swirled across the sky, hiding Silverpelt from view. Was StarClan watching this? He wondered briefly.
He lowered his eyes and saw Bluestar’s thick gray pelt reach the top, bundled along by the other cats.
Finally he followed, glancing over his shoulder as he scrambled upward to see fire stretching greedy
orange tongues into the ravine, ripping through the bone-dry bracken toward the camp.

 

Fireheart scrambled onto the ridge. “Wait!” he called to the fleeing cats. They stopped and turned to
face him. Smoke stung Fireheart’s eyes as he peered at his Clanmates through the choking clouds. “Is
any cat missing?” he demanded, scanning the faces.

 

“Where are Halftail and Patchpelt?” Cloudpaw’s voice rose in a terrified mew. Beside her brother,
Cliffpaw's pelt bristled.

 

Fireheart saw heads turning to look questioningly at one another, and Smallear answered, “They’re
not with me.”

 

“They must still be in camp!” meowed Whitestorm.

 

“Where’s Bramblekit?” Goldenflower’s desperate wail rose through the trees above the noise of the
fire. “He was behind me when I was climbing the ravine!”

 

Fireheart’s mind reeled. This meant three of the Clan were missing. “I’ll find them,” he promised.
“It’s too dangerous for you to stay here any longer. Whitestorm, make sure the rest of the Clan make it
to the river.”

 

“You can’t go back down there!” Sandstorm protested, forcing her way through the cats to stand
beside him. Her green eyes searched his desperately, a flicker of fear in them.

 

“I have to,” Fireheart replied.

 

“I’m coming too,” Sandstorm told him.

 

“No!” called Whitestorm. “We need you to help get the Clan to the river.” Fireheart nodded in
agreement.



 

“Then I’ll come!”

 

Fireheart stared in horror as Cinderpelt limped forward. “I’m no warrior,” she mewed. “I’d be no use
anyway if we met an enemy patrol.”

 

"If Cinderpelt goes, then I go!" Lizardpaw added, running forward.

 

“No way!” Fireheart spat. He could not let Cinderpelt or Lizardpaw risk their lives. Then he saw the
matted pelt of Yellowfang as she shouldered her way through the crowd.

 

“I may be old, but I’m steadier on my paws than you,” the old medicine cat told Cinderpelt. “The
Clan will need you and Lizardpaw's healing skills. I’ll go with Fireheart. You stay with the Clan.”

 

Cinderpelt opened her mouth, but Fireheart snapped, “There’s no time to argue. Yellowfang, come
with me. The rest of you, head for the river.”

 

He turned before Cinderpelt could argue and began to pick his way back down the ravine into the
smoke and heat below.

 

“Fireheart!” Runningwind’s voice called. He was haring towards the deputy, zig-zagging his way
through the burning forest. “I’m coming with you!” Fireheart opened his mouth to order his friend to
go back to the others when the familiar black tabby pelt of Darkstripe rocketed to them.

 

“I-I’m coming too!” he panted, tail puffed up and yellow eyes wide. Fireheart stared at the tabby,
while Runningwnd frowned, flattening his ears, before Yellowfang yowled;

 

“Move it!” She began running back to camp. “Quite staring at each other like a bunch ol’ starlings
and move !”

 

Fireheart jerked back into the flaming forest, and nodded at both of his long-time friends, before
pelting after Yellowfang, Runningwind and Darkstripe at his back.

 



Fireheart was terrified, but he forced himself to keep running when he reached the bottom of the
ravine. He could hear Yellowfang gasping. Runningwind choked out a cough as Darkstripe hacked as
a plume of smoke hit his face. The smoke made every breath painful, even for their young lungs.
Bright flames flickered just beyond the wall of the camp, tearing greedily at the carefully woven
ferns, but they hadn’t reached the clearing yet. 

 

The elders’ den was nearest, and Fireheart struggled half-blind toward it. He could hear the crackling
of flames as they licked at the far side of the fallen oak. The heat here was so intense, it felt as though
the fire would burst into the camp at any moment.

 

Fireheart saw the shape of Halftail slumped below a branch. Patchpelt lay beside him, his jaws buried
in Halftail’s scruff as if he’d been trying to drag his friend to safety when he collapsed.

 

Fireheart stopped in dismay, terrified the two elders were already dead, but Yellowfang had already
rushed past him and began dragging Patchpelt’s body toward the camp entrance.

 

“Don’t just stand there,” she growled through a mouthful of fur. “Help me get them out of here.”

 

Fireheart grasped Halftail in his jaws and pulled him across the smoke-filled clearing and into the
tunnel. Runningwind slipped under the tom’s deadweight and hoisted Halftail’s body onto his back.
The brown tom’s ears were flat, and Fireheart could see his pelt prickling with fear, but the two of
them continued their struggle not to cough as they tugged Halftail through the gorse, its sharp spines
clutching at the old cat’s matted fur. 

 

They reached the bottom of the ravine and started to scramble upward. Halftail twitched in his jaws,
and Fireheart felt his body convulse as he retched in a series of violent spasms. Fireheart pushed on
up the steep slope, his neck aching from the weight of the unconscious cat.

 

“We-we can’t,” Runningwind coughed. “We can’t hold him!” Runningwind’s paws slipped on the
rocky terrain, and Fireheart had to quickly tug Halftail’s body up by him so his friend could regain his
footing. 

 

“Just a little farther!” Fireheart meowed, fur raised. “We’re almost there!” Runningwind’s only
response was a terrible cough.

 

At the top they dragged Halftail onto the flat rocks, and the old tom lay there, wheezing and helpless.



 

“Halftail?” Fireheart meowed. “Can you hear me?” The old tom groaned, blearly opening his eyes
before coughing.

 

“Where…where’s Patchpelt?” he meowed hoarsely.

 

“Yellowfang and Darkstripe have him,” Runningwind replied, clearing his throat. Halftail slowly
nodded, breathing harshly.

 

Fireheart turned back to check on Yellowfang and Darkstripe’s progress.

 

They were just struggling out of the gorse tunnel, flanks heaving as they fought against the deadly
smoke. The trees that had sheltered the Clan were being swallowed up by fire, their trunks enveloped
in flames. Fireheart saw Yellowfang stare up at him with Patchpelt clutched in her jaws, her orange
eyes huge. Darkstripe was panting, terror in his gaze. Fireheart flexed his hind legs, ready to jump
down the rocks toward them, but a terrified mewling made him look up. 

 

Peering through the billowing smoke, he saw Goldenflower’s kit clinging to the branches of a small
tree that sprouted from the side of the ravine. The bark of the tree was already smoldering, and as
Bramblekit cried desperately, the trunk burst into flame.

 

“Darkstripe!” Fireheart screeched. “Help Runningwind!” Without stopping to see if Darkstripe
obeyed or not, Fireheart sprang at the blazing tree. He dug his claws into the trunk above the flames
and hauled himself up to the kit. The fire raced up the trunk behind him, licking at the bark as
Fireheart reached forward, wobbling, and lunged for the kit. The tiny tom was clinging to a branch,
his eyes tightly shut and his mouth open wide in a silent scream. Fireheart grabbed him in his jaws
and almost lost his balance as Bramblekit let go immediately and swung down into thin air. With his
teeth still embedded in Bramblekit’s scruff, Fireheart managed to keep a grip on the rough bark. 

 

There was no way he could climb back down the trunk now. The flames had taken too strong a hold.
He would have to go as far along the branch as he could, then jump down to the ground. 

 

Clenching his jaws, and blocking out Bramblekit’s screams, Fireheart crept away from the trunk. The
branch dipped and swayed under his weight, but Fireheart forced himself to keep going. One more
pawstep and he tensed, ready to jump. Behind him flames scorched his pelt, filling his nostrils with
the bitter smell of burning fur. The branch dipped again, this time with an ominous splintering sound.



Fireheart frantically looked over to Runningwind, relieved to see that he and Darkstripe were
managing to pull Halftail along. 

 

StarClan help me! Fireheart prayed silently. 

 

Shutting his eyes, he flexed his hind legs and leaped toward the ground. Behind him a loud crack split
the air. Fireheart landed with a thud that almost knocked the breath out of him. Scrambling to find a
clawhold on the side of the ravine, he twisted his head around. To his horror he saw that the fire had
burned right through the trunk, sending the whole tree toppling into the ravine. Alive with flame, the
tree crashed away from the terrified cat, hiding the entrance to the camp behind a wall of burning
branches.

 

With a horrified jolt of terror, Fireheart relized that Yellowfang and Patchpelt hadn’t been with the
other three cats.

 

There was no way Fireheart could reach Yellowfang now.

 

“Yellowfang!”

 

Fireheart dropped Bramblekit and yowled the medicine cat’s name. The blood pounded in his ears as
he listened for her reply, but he heard nothing except the dreadful crackling of the flames.

 

“Yellowfang! Patchpelt!” Darkstripe yelped, while Runningwind’s mouth was open in horror.
Bramblekit crouched at Fireheart’s paws, pressing his small body against the deputy’s legs. Pulsing
with fear and dimly aware of the pain from his singed flanks, Fireheart grabbed him and raced up the
slope back to his companions.

 

The three warriors staggered through the burning woods, nosing Halftail along whenever he stumbled.
Fireheart kept a firm, protective grip on Bramblekit’s scruff. The young kit had quite the scare, and he
didn’t want Bramblekit getting caught in another trap of fire.

 

LIke Yellowfang…

 



Fireheart followed the trail of the other cats blindly, hardly aware of the forest around him. His last
sight of the ravine filled his mind, a terrifying trough of flame and smoke that engulfed the camp, his
home. And of Yellowfang and Patchpelt, there had been no sign at all.

 

“Why did I leave her behind?” He faintly heard Darkstripe mumbling. “I should’ve gotten them out.
Why didn’t I get them out?”

 

“I needed help with Halftail,” Runningwind meowed, voice sounding hollow and defeated. The words
that were meant to be comforting fell flat between the three of them.

 

“I know…” Halftail weakly meowed, drawing their attention. “I know that they would be proud of
your courage. All of you.” He roughly coughed. “And thank you, for saving my life.”

 

The warriors let out quiet murmurs of acknowledgement.

 

They caught up with the rest of ThunderClan at Sunningrocks. Halftail staggered over to One-eye,
who frantically licked his face, purring and worriedly mewing. Bramblekit raced straight to
Goldenflower, who grasped him by his scruff and gave him a sharp, angry shake, choked by the
purring that rose from her chest. Then she dropped him and began washing his smoke-stained fur with
furious laps that softened to gentle strokes. 

 

The pale golden queen glanced up at Fireheart, her eyes glistening with a gratitude she could not
begin to put into words. Fireheart dipped his head, and gazed around at the horror-struck cats that
crouched on the smooth stones. Did they think they were safe here? They should have kept going to
the river. 

 

Fireheart narrowed his eyes, trying to spot Sandstorm among the huddled shapes, but an infinite
weariness made his legs feel heavier than stone, and he couldn’t find the strength to get up and look
for her.

 

Darkstripe had werily trotted over to where Longtail and Mousefur were standing with Willowpelt.
The dark tabby anxiously sniffed his young siblings, then exchanged quick words with his mother.

 

Runningwind had lowered himself to the ground, breathing hard, as he stretched on the rocks,
wincing slightly.



 

“Fireheart!” Spottedelaf’s anxious mew alerted him to his mother’s presence. She hurried over to him,
sniffing his warm pelt. “Are you hurt anywhere?” At the shake of his head, she turned to where
Cinderpelt was checking over Runningwind.

 

“Where’s Yellowfang?” the gray she-cat asked, eyes wide.

 

Fireheart felt a pain in his chest, so sharp it was as if a splinter from the burning tree had lodged in his
heart. “I don’t know,” he admitted. “We lost her in the smoke while she was rescuing Patchpelt. I was
going to go back, but the kit...” His voice trailed away and he could only stare at the gray medicine
cat as her eyes clouded with unimaginable pain. What was happening to their Clan? Did StarClan
truly want to kill them all?

 

Maybe StarClan really had cursed his family…

 

Bramblekit began coughing, and at Runningwind’s head-jerk to the kit, Cinderpelt roused herself,
shaking her head as if emerging from icy water. Fireheart watched her hobble to the kit’s side and
bend her head, vigorously licking his chest to stimulate his breathing. The coughing died away into a
rhythmic wheezing that in turn eased as Cinderpelt worked.

 

Fireheart sat still and listened to the forest. He could feel his fur prickling in the sultry air. A breeze
rustled through the trees, blowing from the direction of the camp. Fireheart opened his mouth, trying
to distinguish fresh smoke from the stench of his singed fur. Was the fire still burning? 

 

Then he realized he could see the sky filling with clouds of smoke as the breeze drove the flames
steadily toward Sunningrocks. His ears flattened as he heard the roaring of the fire rise above the soft
murmuring of the leaves.

 

“It’s coming this way,” he yowled, his voice sore and harsh after breathing in the smoke. “We must
keep going to the river. We’ll only be safe if we cross to the other side. The fire won’t reach us there.”

 

The cats looked up, startled, their eyes gleaming dimly through the night. The light from the fire was
already shining through the trees. Clouds of smoke began to billow down onto Sunningrocks, and the
sound of the flames grew louder, fanned by the rising wind.

 



Without warning the rocks and the forest were illuminated by a blinding flash. A thunderous crack
exploded over the heads of the cats, making them flatten themselves against the rock. Fireheart lifted
his eyes toward the sky. Behind the billowing smoke, he could see rain clouds rolling in overhead.
Age-old terror mingled with relief as he realized that the storm had broken at last.

 

“Rain is coming!” he yowled, encouraging his cowering Clanmates. “It will put out the fire! But we
must go now or we won’t outrun the flames!”

 

Brackenfur pushed himself up from the rock first from where he was huddled with Feathercloud. As
understanding rippled through the rest of the Clan, the other cats stood up too. Their horror of the fire
outweighed their instinctive fear of the raging skies. They shifted restlessly across the rock face, not
sure which way to run, and to Fireheart’s relief he saw Sandstorm among them, her tail fluffed up and
her ears flat back. 

 

The cats started to move farther apart, revealing Bluestar sitting motionless halfway up the rock, her
face tilted to the stars. A brilliant fork of lightning split the sky, but Bluestar remained still. Was she
praying to StarClan? Fireheart wondered in disbelief.

 

“This way!” he ordered. He signaled with his tail as another crash of thunder drowned out his voice.
The Clan began to stream down the rock toward the trail that led to the river. Fireheart could see the
flames flickering between the trees now. A rabbit pelted past him, terrified. It didn’t even seem to
notice the cats, weaving through them as it hurtled from the fire and the storm and slipped under the
rock, instinctively seeking out the sanctuary of the ancient stone. But Fireheart knew that the flames
would soon engulf this part of the forest, and he didn’t want to risk losing any more cats to such a
terrible death.

 

“Hurry!” he called, and the cats broke into a run. Mousefur and Longtail were carrying Willowpelt’s
kits once more, while Cloudpaw, Cliffpaw, and Dustpelt hurried Halftail along. Whitestorm and
Brindleface flanked Bluestar, encouraging the ThunderClan leader onward with gentle nudges.

 

Fireheart was turning to look for Sandstorm when he saw Speckletail struggling with Snowkit grasped
in her jaws. Mistlekit stumbled after her mother, eyes wide. Both kits were well grown and
Speckletail was not as young as the other queens. 

 

Fireheart raced over and took Snowkit from her, disregarding the glare she sent at him, and nodded at
the struggling Mistlekit. They pelted after their clanmates as he saw the fire was beside them now that
they had turned toward the river.

 



Fireheart kept one eye on the advancing wall of flames as he urged the Clan onward. Around them the
trees began to sway as the storm winds swelled and began to stir the burning forest, fanning the
flames toward them. The river was in sight, but they still had to cross it, and few of the ThunderClan
cats had done much swimming. There was no time to go farther downstream to the stepping-stones.

 

As they hurtled across the RiverClan scentline, Fireheart felt the heat of the fire against his flank and
a cruel roaring that was even louder than the Thunderpath. He raced forward to lead the way down to
the riverbank and skidded to a halt where the forest floor gave way to the pebbly shore. The smooth
stones glowed silver as lightning flashed once more, but the thunder that followed was hardly audible
above the roaring of the fire. The Clan stumbled after Fireheart, their eyes filled with a new terror as
they stared at the fast-flowing river. Fireheart felt his spirit quail at the thought of persuading his
water-shy Clanmates to enter the river. But behind them the fire tore through the trees in relentless
pursuit, and he knew there was no choice.

 

Fireheart dropped Snowkit at Whitestorm’s paws and turned to face the Clan. “It’s shallow enough to
wade most of the way,” he yowled. “Much shallower than usual. There’s a place in the middle where
you’ll have to swim, but you’ll make it.” The cats looked at him with horrified eyes. “You have to
trust me!” he urged, heart sinking as he saw the very un-trustful looks he got.

 

Whitestorm met Fireheart’s gaze for a long heartbeat, then nodded calmly. He picked up Snowkit and
waded into the river until he stood up to his belly in the dark water. Then he turned and flicked his tail
for the others to follow.

 

Fireheart breathed a sigh of relief at Whitestorm’s support, then felt a familiar scent in his nostrils,
and a soft ginger pelt brushed against his shoulder. He looked down into Sandstorm’s bright green
gaze.

 

“You think it’s safe?” she murmured, pointing with her nose to the fast-flowing river.

 

“Yes, I promise,” Fireheart replied, wishing with all his heart that they were somewhere else, far from
this flame-threatened shore. He blinked slowly at the steadfast warrior beside him, trying to comfort
her with his gaze when really he wanted to bury his muzzle in her fur and hide until this nightmare
was over.

 

Sandstorm nodded as if she could read his mind. Then she raced through the shallows and plunged
into the deep central channel just as lightning lit up the rippling water. Fireheart’s chest tightened as
the she-cat lost her footing on the pebbles and disappeared under the surface. He felt his heart stop
beating and his ears roar like thunder as he waited for her to reappear.

 



Then Sandstorm bobbed up, coughing and thrashing with her paws, but swimming steadily toward the
far shore. She struggled out on the other side, her coat dark with water and clinging to her body, and
called to her Clanmates, “Just keep your paws moving and you’ll be okay!”

 

Fireheart’s chest ached with pride. He stared at the lithe shape, silhouetted against the trees on the
other shore, and could hardly stop himself from leaping into the water and swimming to her side. But
he had to see the rest of the Clan across first, and he forced himself to watch his Clanmates as they
began to plunge headlong into the river.

 

Halftail, Dustpelt, Cliffpaw, and Cloudpaw had paused at the water’s edge. Dustpelt looked down at
it, then gazed across the river, his expression bleak at the impossibility of carrying the exhausted cat
to the other side when it would be difficult enough to swim alone.

 

Fireheart padded to the warrior’s side as Halftail sat down. “Leave me here,” the elder murmured.
“I’ll make do on this side of the water.”

 

“What? Halftail!” Cloudpaw exclaimed. “We can’t do that! You have to come with us!” Halftail
nudged the apprentice to the water.

 

“I’ll be fine - now go!”

 

Dustpelt hesitantly nodded and waded into the river with the wide-eyed Cloudpaw. The apprentice
was almost unrecognizable under the smoke stains, and Fireheart touched his nose to the young cat’s
flank as he passed, hoping Cloudpaw could sense how proud his mentor was of his quiet courage.

 

“That means you too, Fireheart,” Halftail murmured, muffling cough. Fireheart stared at the elder,
suddenly remembering just how much he had appreciated the older tom’s support through his life.

 

“Thank you,” the deputy meowed at last, dipping his head.

 

When Fireheart lifted his head he saw Smallear hesitating at the river’s edge. On the far side,
Sandstorm was standing belly-deep in water, helping the cats as they struggled to the shore. She
called encouragingly to the old gray tom, but Smallear backed away as another bolt of lightning lit up
the sky. Fireheart dashed toward the trembling elder, grabbed him by the scruff, and plunged into the
river. 



 

Smallear wailed and floundered as Fireheart struggled to keep his head above the surface. The water
felt icy after the heat of the flames, and Fireheart found himself gasping for breath, but he plowed on,
trying to remember how easily Graystripe had swum this same channel.

 

Suddenly a swift current dragged him and Smallear off course. Fireheart flailed with his paws, feeling
panic rise in his chest as he saw the gently sloping bank slip past and a steep wall of mud loom in its
place.

 

How would he climb out here, especially with Smallear? The elderly tom had stopped struggling now,
and hung like a deadweight in Fireheart’s jaws. Only his rasping breaths in Fireheart’s ears showed
that he was still alive, and might yet survive the crossing. 

 

Fireheart floundered in the water, trying to fight the current and keep Smallear’s muzzle above the
water.

 

Without warning, a mottled head reached down from the bank and grabbed Smallear from him. 

 

It was Leopardfur, the RiverClan deputy! 

 

Scrabbling in the mud for a pawhold, she dragged Smallear out, dropped him on the ground, and
reached down again for Fireheart. He felt her teeth sharp in his scruff as she hauled him up the
slippery bank. He felt a wave of relief as his paws sank into dry ground.

 

“Is that everyone?” Leopardfur demanded.

 

Fireheart looked around him. RiverClan cats were weaving among the ThunderClan cats as they
crouched, drenched and shocked on the pebbles. Graystripe was one of them.

 

“I-I think so,” Fireheart stammered. He could see Bluestar lying under some trailing willow branches.
She looked small and frail with her soaked fur flattened against her scrawny flanks.

 

“What about that one?” Leopardfur pointed with her nose to the Halftail’s calm shape on the far
shore.



 

Fireheart turned to look. The ferns on the other side were burning now, sending sparks flying into the
river and illuminating the trees with flickering light. 

 

“He barely escaped camp,” Fireheart whispered. “He’s not strong enough to cross - even with one of
us.”

 

Without a word Leopardfur slipped into the river and swam to the other side. With her golden fur
flickering in the light from the flames, she exchanged quick words with Halftail, nudged him into the
water, and pulled him through the river. She paddled strongly back, her front paws churning through
the black water. A clap of thunder exploded overhead, making Fireheart flinch, and Halftail twitch,
but the RiverClan deputy didn’t stop swimming.

 

“Fireheart!” Graystripe raced over to Fireheart and pressed himself against his friend, his flank warm
and soft against Fireheart’s drenched body. “Are you okay?”

 

Fireheart nodded, dazed, as Leopardfur hauled Halftail onto the shore. The drenched elder looked
slightly miffed, but meowed his thanks to the RiverClan deputy.

 

“We should get to the camp,” Leopardfur meowed.

 

“The...the RiverClan camp?”

 

“Unless you prefer to return to your own,” answered Leopardfur coldly. She turned and led the way
up the slope, away from the river and the flames. As the ThunderClan cats heaved themselves to their
paws and began to follow, heavy drops of rain began to fall through the canopy above. Fireheart
twitched his ear. Had the rain come soon enough for the burning forest? 

 

More exhausted than he could ever remember being, he watched the rain began to fall more heavily,
pounding the forest as Fireheart fell in behind the other cats, his paws stumbling over the smooth
pebbles.

 

The RiverClan deputy led the blackened, bedraggled group through the reed beds beside the bank,
until an island appeared ahead. In any other season it would have been surrounded by water; now the
path merely glistened in the fresh rainfall.



 

Fireheart recognized this place. It had been ringed by ice the first time he had been here. Reeds had
poked sharply through the frozen water then; now they swayed in great swathes, and silvery willow
trees grew among the rustling stems. The rain cascaded down their delicate, trailing branches onto the
sandy ground below.

 

Leopardfur followed a narrow passage through the rushes and onto the island. There was a lingering
smell of smoke here, but the roar of the flames had faded, and Fireheart could hear the merciful sound
of raindrops splashing down into the water beyond the reeds.

 

Thistlestar stood in a clearing in the center of the island, his fur bristling on his shoulders. Fireheart
noticed the RiverClan leader glancing suspiciously at Graystripe as the ThunderClan cats limped into
the camp, but Leopardfur padded over to the light brown tabby and explained, “They were fleeing the
fire.”

 

“Is RiverClan safe?” Thistlestar demanded at once.

 

“The fire won’t cross the river,” replied Leopardfur. “Especially now that the wind has changed.”

 

Fireheart sniffed the air. Leopardfur was right; the wind had changed. The storm had been carried in
on a wind much fresher than any he had smelled for a while. It rippled through his sodden fur, and
Fireheart felt his mind begin to clear. Water dripped from his whiskers as he swung his head around to
see where Bluestar was. He knew she should face Thistlestar, leader to leader, but she was huddled
among her Clan, her head low and her eyes half-closed.

 

Fireheart felt his belly clench with anxiety and unease. ThunderClan could not afford to let RiverClan
know how weak their leader was. 

 

But that meant he would have to talk to his father…

 

Steeling himself, he quickly stepped forward in Bluestar’s place. “Leopardfur and her patrol showed
great kindness and courage in helping us flee the fire,” he meowed to Thistlestar, dipping his head low
as his eyes darted around, nervously avoiding the mighty gray tom’s gaze.

 



Above him lightning still flickered across the cloudy sky and thunder rumbled in the distance, rolling
away from the forest.

 

“Leopardfur was right to help you. All the Clans fear fire,” replied the RiverClan leader. Fireheart
noticed Thistlestar was trying to catch his eye, but the deputy acted like he hadn’t noticed.

 

“Our camp was burned and our territory is still on fire,” Fireheart went on, blinking away the rain that
streamed into his eyes. “We have nowhere to go.” He knew he had no choice but to throw himself on
the mercy of his father - no matter how muttery his clanmates were at his words.

 

Thistlestar narrowed his eyes and paused. Fireheart felt his paws grow hot with frustration. Surely his
father didn’t think this wretched group of cats posed any threat? Then Thistlestar softly blinked at
Fireheart and spoke, “You may stay until it is safe for you to return.”

 

Relief flowed through Fireheart. “Thank you,” he meowed, then murmured, “I should go check on my
clan.” He backed away from the watchful gaze of his father.

 

Leopardfur scanned the drenched and shivering cats. Her eyes narrowed as her gaze fell on the
huddled shape of the ThunderClan leader. “Is Bluestar injured?”

 

“The smoke was very bad,” Fireheart replied carefully, immediately zeroing in on Thistlestar’s
interested stare. “She was among the last to leave the camp. Excuse me, I must see to my Clan.”

 

Fireheart padded quickly over to where his mother was quietly conversing with Cinderpelt. They
looked worried, confused, and concerned. The tortoiseshell medicine cat’s light amber eyes flicked
over to Thistlestar, a flicker of wariness and fear in them, before she squared her shoulders and
padded forward.

 

Fireheart paused, watching his mother as she steadily approached Thistlestar. What was she doing?
His stomach twisted, worried, as she bravely faced the tom who caused her so much harm.

 

“Thistlestar,” Spottedleaf meowed respectfully, as though there was not a drop of history between
them, and he was simply another clan’s leader. “Where is Mudfur? Cinderpelt and I would appreciate
his help and expertise in caring for our clan.”

 



Thistlestar gazed at Spottedleaf a little longer than Fireheart thought was necessary.

 

“I’m afraid he has died,” Thistlestar admitted, lowering his head.

 

Some ThunderClan cats gasped at the news. Spottedleaf frowned, tail swishing, as the RiverClan
leader’s eyes locked onto her once more.

 

“I can help!” a sudden voice piped up. Lizardpaw squeezed her way through the tense ThunderClan
cats and the glaring RiverClan cats, before coming to a pause at her grandmother’s side. Her green
eyes were alight with excitement. “I know herbs and remedies! I can help you and Cinderpelt!”

 

Spottedleaf’s muscles seemed to loosen as she turned to Lizardpaw. “Thank you,” she meowed
fondly. “Could you go into Mudfur’s den and grab some honeycomb - enough for all the kits.” She
glanced at where Halftail and Runningwind sat, trying (and failing) to stop coughing. “And perhaps
for Halftail and Runningwind too,” the tortoiseshell murmured.

 

“Okay!” Lizardpaw exclaimed, before glancing around. “Err…where is the medicine den?” she
sheepishly asked.

 

Leopardfur twitched an ear. “Follow me, I’ll show you.” The spotted she-cat led the apprentice to a
small clearing surrounded by olive sedge, both disappearing inside, through the moss draped entrance.

 

Spottedleaf took that moment to hurry away from Thistlestar’s yellow stare, coming to a stop by
Fireheart. “Did you breathe in any smoke?” she asked quietly, sniffing his pelt. Fireheart self-
consciously looked at his smoke-stained red fur, making a note to give himself a wash soon.

 

“I feel fine,” he meowed. “Darkstripe had a bit of an itchy throat, but it’s cleared up by now. Only
Runningwind is coughing - and Halftail.” Spottedleaf breathed a sigh of relief.

 

“Thank StarClan,” she whispered. She nosed his cheek and meowed a quick goodbye before trotting
over to start checking over the battered ThunderClan cats.

 

Lizardpaw then appeared from Mudfur’s old den, a bundle of herbs in her mouth. She padded over to
where Cinderpelt was beside Willowpelt and her kits. The tiny cats were wailing pitifully, but refused



to drink when Willowpelt pressed them to her belly.

 

Fireheart hurried over. “Are they okay?”

 

Cinderpelt nodded. “Spottedleaf’s said to give them honey to soothe their throats. They’ll be fine, but
it’s done them no good to breathe in the smoke.”

 

Willowpelt gratefully watched as Lizardpaw soaked a wad of moss with honey, before setting the
sticky moss in front of the kits. The gray queen purred as her tiny kits licked at it, first tentatively,
then greedily as the soothing sweetness entered their mouths.

 

Lizardpaw picked up her honeycomb once more and padded over to Halftail, then Runningwind,
leaving a broken-off piece of honey at their paws and instructing them to eat it. She then moved on to
where Goldenflower and Speckletail were, and poured the golden-colored liquid on another moss wad
and set it down for the last four kits.

 

Fireheart padded away. Spottedleaf, Cinderpelt, and Lizardpaw had everything under control. He
searched his clanmates for a familiar light ginger pelt, and quickly hurried over to Sandstorm,
nuzzling her once he reached her.

 

“Are you okay?” he asked, searching his mate’s green gaze. She licked his ear, making a face at the
taste the smoke had left on him.

 

“Pretty sure I’m supposed to be the one to ask you that question,” she meowed, amused, but Fireheart
could see the lines of exhaustion on her face. “But to answer it, yes, I am…but I do have something to
tell you. I… was going to tell you today, and now seems an awful time to tell you but… I think it’s
best you know now.”

 

He pricked his ears, taken aback. What was it she had to tell him?

 

Sandstorm glanced around, then meowed, “I checked with Spottedleaf and Yellowfang yesterday, just
to make sure, but we’re pretty certain that…” Her eyes lit up with muddled excitement. “Fireheart, we
think I’m pregnant!”

 



Fireheart stared, open mouthed at the news. “R-really?” he asked, feeling his brain shutting down.
“You’re sure?”

 

Sandstorm nodded, looking slightly troubled now. “I know you’re under a lot of pressure right now,
and I was afraid to tell you because I didn’t want the added weight of being a father to stress you out
even more-” Fireheart touched noses with her to get her to stop her worried rambling, flicking an ear
as he huffed a laugh.

 

“Yeah, I’ll admit I’m pretty stressed out,” he meowed, lowering his gaze to the ground. “And I may
become moreso now, but it’ll be okay.” They brushed muzzles. “We’ll be okay.”

 

“Want to find a spot to sleep?” Sandstorm asked quietly.

 

“That sounds so good.” Fireheart’s muttered reply was met with a laugh.

 

“Come on then, I’ve found us a spot.”

 

She led him to a sheltered corner at the edge of the clearing, and they sat down to wash. His singed
pelt tasted foul as he brushed his tongue along it. His body ached with tiredness but he carried on
licking. He wanted to wash away all trace of the smoke before he rested.

 

When he had finished, he glanced around the camp. The RiverClan cats had fled the rain into their
dens, leaving the ThunderClan cats to huddle in groups at the edge of the clearing beneath the
whispering wall of reeds, seeking any protection from the pounding rain. 

 

Fireheart was aware of the dark shape of Graystripe moving among his former Clanmates, soothing
them with his gentle mew. The medicine cats had finished tending to the clan and were curled up,
exhausted, beside Ashpaw. Fireheart could just make out Runningwind’s brown flank, rising and
falling steadily next to Longtail’s pale tabby back, with Creekflower curled around Cliffpaw and
Elderpaw beside them. Bluestar was asleep beside Whitestorm.

 

The black tabby pelt of Darkstripe then made his way over, paws nervously moving over the ground.
Fireheart raised his head, wariness welling up in him despite his thankfulness for Darkstripe’s help
during the fire.

 



“Fireheart?” the tabby slowly asked. “Am I interrupting something?” Fireheart checked on
Sandstorm, finding her asleep, and slowly shook his head.

 

“Do you need something?” he murmured quietly. Darkstripe’s pelt prickled.

 

“I was just-just thinking about Yellowfang,” he admitted in his deep, rumbling voice, eyes flashing
with guilt. “Do you…do you think she’s okay?”

 

Fireheart glanced away from Darkstripe’s guilt-ridden stare, then sighed. “Honestly? I don’t know,”
he answered softly.

 

Darkstripe looked at his paws, ears bent forward, before slowly nodding. “Alright,” he meowed
quietly, before he laid down and curled up in a tight ball nearby. It felt odd; the warriors had not
broken up into their normal divided groups, their carefully plotted sleeping spots that they had inside
the warriors’ den. Instead, everyone slept beside anyone.

 

Fireheart rested his muzzle on his forepaws, listening to the beating of the rain on the muddy clearing.
He felt Sandstorm’s fur brushing against him, and the warmth of her breath against his neck.

 

As his eyes closed, the unbearable image of Yellowfang’s terrified face burst into his mind. His heart
began to pound, but exhaustion took over and he finally retreated into the refuge of sleep.

 

 

Thistlestar felt his chest ache as Fireheart turned and padded away from him. It pained him to see his
son turn his back to him- did he not want to talk further? He felt as though he hadn’t shared words
with his son in moons. Fireheart had stopped visiting the Dark Forest once he had become a warrior,
and Mapleshade claimed she could not reach him when she tried.

 

It hurt in a saddening way. He took with him memories of a kithood when Fireheart had wanted
nothing more than to be by his father’s side. Those had been good days; now, Fireheart was
independent. Thistlestar was proud, of course, but he would have loved to drink in his mellow, sweet
scent a few more times- a scent that reminded him so much of Fireheart’s mother, it was maddening.

 



His eyes trailed over to Spottedleaf. How wonderful it had been that she had approached him, gotten
close! For a moment, he could almost fool himself that Spottedleaf loved him truly once more, that
she was approaching out of admiration for him, as her older mate. But, alas, he was no fool, and he
could see the fear and even the anger in her eyes. The purposeful way she held herself professionally-
how she only spoke to ask for Mudfur, a name that brought rage to his very soul.

 

No, Spottedleaf loved him no more, and it was a bitter feeling.

 

Fine, he thought. I suppose everything we had was for nothing. I have Grasswhisker now, and she’ll
love me until the stars die. The reminder of his RiverClan mate wasn’t as comforting as he wished it
was, though. Devoted as she was, she was whiny, and often to the point of annoyance. Plus, she had
not grown up to be as pretty as Thistlestar had hoped, though there was a certain beauty in her thick
stripes, when the sun hit them just right. And, even further, he hoped she would be a good, well, mate,
if he could just convince her past her skittish nerves.

 

Thistlestar gazed across his camp, watching all of the ThunderClan warriors huddle together,
exhausted and weak. How easy it would be to attack them, the cats who had once been his friends…
Look at Bluestar, after all- what a pitiful, pathetic leader! She looked as hollow as a dead log, and as
weak as a starved mouse. Certainly ThunderClan could see now what a mistake they had made,
allowing Bluestar to be leader and casting him out.

 

But, he wouldn’t hurt ThunderClan, not now- not while his son was in ThunderClan. As deputy . With
a strong potential to be leader. I could kill Bluestar now… he mused. Find a way to blame it on the
fire. But, unfortunately, I don’t think she’d willingly follow me out of camp, especially not as she is
now. Not like naive Mudfur.

 

He stretched his limbs at the reminder of his easy kill of the old medicine cat. Then, he winced,
pulling his right leg back to him and rolling his shoulder as a sharp ache traveled down his limb.
Underneath the thickness of his fur, there was a fierce bite on his shoulder. A mangy dog had gotten
the best of him. A Twoleg in their strange river-den had, for whatever Twoleg-reason, brought their
dog along, and let it loose on RiverClan land. A patrol had been attacked, and Thistlestar had bravely
defended them, but the dog had snapped its fangs into his shoulder and slammed him into a tree.

 

The death had been incredibly painful, but so quick that Thistlestar had barely any time to process the
fact that he had died. He had awoken, alone, in StarClan, then resumed his time in the living world.
By that time, the Twoleg had retrieved their dog and left.

 

Mudfur, obviously, had not been there to tend to his wound. Thistlestar had buried his body outside of
RiverClan territory and pretended to be as clueless as his clanmates as to Mudfur’s strange



disappearance. Eventually, the clan had reasoned that Mudfur had gone to collect herbs further out,
and been attacked by a rogue, dog, or other beastly predator. Not a cat suspected Thistlestar.

 

He only hoped that his wound was not infected. It burned as though it was, but he would hide his pain
discretely from both ThunderClan and RiverClan alike. It would not do well for any of them to think
him weak.

 

He narrowed his eyes, scanning the ThunderClan cats once more. Most had settled down to rest.
Battered as they appeared, Thistlestar would not let RiverClan be undefended from the enemy clan.
He twisted his head around, spotting his deputy, Leopardfur, in front of Mudfur’s former den. The
ThunderClan apprentice, Lizardpaw, was in front of her, listening with eager ears and bright eyes, her
mouth filled with herbs, to whatever Leopardfur was talking about.

 

“Leopardfur,” he called, then paused, glancing more closely at the apprentice. She was a fluffy brown
tabby, with distinctively tufted ears. Her brown was a touch creamy, but her stripes were dark like
oak. She had a cloud-white tail tip, chest, belly, and paws as well.

 

Leopardfur turned to look at Thistlestar, her expression souring before she smoothed her face into a
more calm and cool look. She rose, and padded obediently over to Thistlestar, though he could not
ignore the twitching of her tail tip. It was no secret that she didn’t quite like Thistlestar, but she
respected him, and was an excellent deputy, so Thistlestar didn’t complain. It’ll be a shame to get rid
of her, he reflected. He almost hoped she’d go out naturally in battle or to illness. Sinking his claws
into her was not something he was eager to do, not to a good warrior like her. Besides, Lightningfur
needs more time to get used to true leadership. Robinpaw will help her learn how to lead and teach.

 

Lizardpaw trailed warily after Leopardfur, her ears folding backwards and her body going low. “Yes,
Thistlestar?” Leopardfur meowed.

 

But Thistlestar’s gaze was locked on Lizardpaw. ThunderClan was bursting with apprentices, that was
no secret- often, his warriors reported that ThunderClan kept bragging about their growing numbers,
and it left him feeling threatened, though he tried not to show it, for now they, too, had plenty of
apprentices. Not enough kits, though. We need more kits. He hoped while ThunderClan was here they
didn’t try to claim Featherkit and Stormkit once more.

 

“Who is your mother, apprentice?” he asked of Lizardpaw.

 

She watched her stiffened, but she raised her chin and answered, in a quiet voice, “My mother is
Creekflower.”



 

Creekflower. Yes, Lizardpaw was almost the spitting image of Creekflower. He gazed back to where
Creekflower, the brown tabby warrior, had laid down near Longtail and Runningwind. Two other cats-
apprentices, he guessed- followed her, the gray one yawning loudly. The other one was a brown tabby
too, and she glanced warily around RiverClan’s camp.

 

Is she Creekflower’s kit too? he wondered. Tigerclaw, before the tom had turned traitor to Thistlestar’s
plan of having control over the other clans, for whatever absurd “You abandoned me!” kittish reason
(like Thistlestar had a choice in exile! And how hard was it to appoint Fireheart as deputy once
Tigerclaw ascended to leadership? The tom could be more arguable than Lightningfur, Thistlestar
swore!), had reported that Creekflower had rescued two of her kits from Twolegplace. Was it possible
that this tabby she-cat was the other one? She seemed rather attached to Creekflower.

 

But this tabby looked nothing at all like Creekflower- she was sleek, slender, lacking any fluff, with a
taller, thinner build. Her brown was like an ash tree, and her chocolate stripes plentiful and blocky.
And her wide, round blue eyes were not at all like Creekflower’s sharp, small green ones.

 

Hm, he wondered, glancing once more over ThunderClan’s members to see if he could spot her other
kit. But it was difficult; what if the kit looked like the father instead?

 

Instantly, his stomach filled with disgust. Mating with a kittypet! How disgusting. He turned his gaze
back around to Leopardfur and Lizardpaw. Creekflower was no daughter of his, not anymore. His
eyes narrowed onto Lizardpaw. To think the half-kittypet was his kin was dishonorable.

 

He saw Leopardfur cast Lizardpaw a frowning glance now too, and felt pleased. Great warrior as she
was, she, too, knew how dishonorable it was to be a kittypet’s kit.

 

He cleared his throat, turning to Leopardfur with a raised chin. “I want you to assign guard watches,”
he commanded. “ThunderClan may be at our mercy, but I don’t trust the lot of them not to try
something. Remember, we have their kits,” he added the last part in a low rumble.

 

Leopardfur’s tail twitched. “They’re our kits,” she stated firmly.

 

Thistlestar nodded. “Exactly.”

 



Leopardfur dipped her head to him, then moved away towards a group of warriors to begin her duty.
Lizardpaw hurried away, herbs tight in her jaw, towards where the crippled medicine cat Cinderpelt
was (poor thing. Death would have been a mercy for her; it was a shame that Fireheart’s apprentice
had met such an unfortunate fate).

 

Thistlestar sighed, feeling weary by the day’s events. He’d already been in a terrible mood because
Grasswhisker had gotten mad that he didn’t want to hunt with her this morning. His body had been
aching from all the patrols he’d gone on yesterday. And then ThunderClan showed up out of nowhere!
At least he got to see his son again.

 

I should talk to him, he thought. Who knows when I’ll get another chance. It would be nice to catch up
with his son, and see how he was faring. He had a new apprentice, didn’t he? A fluffy white little
thing? He’d heard rumors that the apprentice was quite the pawful.

 

He rose to his feet, intent on walking towards Fireheart, but paused when he saw his son was locked
in conversation with the pretty, lean she-cat known as Sandstorm. One of Fireheart’s friends, he knew,
because Fireheart didn’t like when Thistlestar attacked her during battle. Fireheart was very
possessive of his friends, Thistlestar had learned. Not an awful trait, but a hard one to work around
when Thistlestar had certain plans for his son’s future that might involve hurting his friends and
clanmates.

 

My, she’s grown up quite nicely, he thought. Dare I say she’s even prettier than Spottedleaf. She’s got
a nice pelt on her, and those legs! She must be a great hunter.

 

As he watched closer, he was surprised to see the sandy-colored she-cat lick his ear. From what he
knew of the warrior, she was quite feisty, not at all the friendly type. She and Fireheart seemed to lean
closer together, something serious leaving Sandstorm’s lips. Thistlestar’s ears pricked interestedly.
Why is my son so close to this she-cat? Could it be…?

 

“...pregnant!”

 

Pregnant! Thistlestar could hardly contain his shock and joy, a pleased purr rumbling through his
chest. It was true! Fireheart was mates with Sandstorm, and she was pregnant! Oh, how joyous!
Finally, grandkids he could truly love! Not half-clan kits that Copperleaf or Creekflower had given
him, but real, full-blooded, honorable clan kits! And with a she-cat like Sandstorm no less? His son
truly had scored a beautiful mate!

 



Suddenly, he felt emotional. It almost reminds me of myself and Snowfur. The pain in his chest was
almost too much to bear. It felt like a badger’s claws squeezing on his chest. He forced the thought of
his beautiful first mate out of his mind. Thinking of her was only ever painful, the reminder of what
greatness he had lost.

 

Even Spottedleaf was never as wonderful as Snowfur. Nothing could ever compare to Snowfur, and
it’s why Thistlestar hated thinking about her nowadays. Nothing will ever be as good as her.

 

He watched as Sandstorm and Fireheart settled down together, curled against one another as mates
did, until he couldn’t bear it anymore, casting his gaze away. He padded away from the ThunderClan
cats, intent on returning to his den (perhaps some time with Grasswhisker would make him feel
better).

 

Instead, his gaze caught on Lightningfur, who was curled in the corner of camp. Her dark pelt blended
in perfectly with the shadows. She glared out with sharp green eyes that blazed with an anger hotter
than fire. She had not come to greet her brother, and Thistlestar frowned at the thought.

 

“What are you doing over here?” he questioned as he approached her. Glowering in the shadows like
this was not a good quality of a leader. Even Fireheart had stepped forward when Bluestar could not.

 

“Why are you letting ThunderClan stay here,” Lightningfur spat instead of answering. Thistlestar
frowned, a bit annoyed, but he was nothing if not used to his daughter’s outbursts.

 

Thistlestar sat down next to her, snorting. “ThunderClan is in our debt,” he meowed. “They will not
forget so easily what could have been of them had I not so graciously allowed them to rest in our
camp.”

 

“You should have left them to burn in that forest,” Lightningfur said. “They deserve it.”

 

Thistlestar cast his daughter a look. “Have you forgotten your brother is in that clan?” he reprimanded
her. “Soon, he will be leader, and he’ll get ThunderClan on the right track again. All can be forgiven.
Plus, did you hear?” He leaned forward eagerly, eyes alight. Lightningfur frowned, staring at him as
though he’d grown another head. “Fireheart is mates with Sandstorm, and they’re expecting kits!”

 

Lightningfur’s lip curled. She rolled her eyes. “Of course they are,” she huffed. “They’ve been
prancing around each other since they were kits! It was awful. Sandstorm used to be a good ally, but



then her head became stuffed with all that love-doveyness for Fireheart.”

 

Now it was Thistlestar’s turn to roll his eyes, sighing lightly. It was unfortunate how Lightningfur
seemed to hate romance. Why couldn’t she learn to settle down with a nice time? Great StarClan, he’d
even accept if she got with Sedgecreek !

 

“Love is a wonderful thing,” he told his daughter. “You’ll understand when you have kits.”

 

Lightningfur hissed, pulling away from him, a dark flicker in her eyes. “Kits are a waste of my time.”

 

“They are not,” Thistlestar reprimanded, glaring at her, upset at her behavior. “Kits are the future of
the clan. I’ve told you time and again; family is what’s important, and kits are a part of that. These
will be Fireheart’s kits! Our kin.”

 

Lightningfur made a face, nose scrunched and lips pulled downward in a stern frown. Her tail lashed
behind her, and she abruptly stood up. With sharp movements, she stomped past him. Thistlestar
breathed out, annoyed. “Oh, don’t be like that, Lightningfur!”

 

But the she-cat was already storming away, as was her fashion. With a prick of his ears, he caught the
harsh grumble under her breath, “Fireheart didn’t even do anything but get some cat pregnant. How is
that more important than what I’ve done?”

 

Thistlestar twitched, his body stiffening and his tail lashing too. “Because he doesn’t throw hissy fits
when things don’t go his way like a little kit,” he hissed in response, but Lightningfur was already
gone, out of camp. She didn’t even spare the ThunderClan cats a glance.

 

What was her problem?
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Hope & Wishes

Chapter by LollingCat

Fireheart felt as if he had slept for only a moment when he woke. A cool breeze was ruffling his fur.
The rain had stopped. Above, the sky was filled with billowing white clouds. For a moment he felt
confused by the unfamiliar surroundings. Then he became aware of the sound of voices meowing
nearby and recognized Smallear’s trembling mew.

 

“I told you StarClan would show its anger!” rasped the old tom. “Our home has gone; the forest is no
more.”

 

“Bluestar should have appointed the deputy before moonhigh,” fretted Speckletail. “It’s the custom!”

 

Fireheart leaped to his paws, his ears burning, but before he could say anything, Cinderpelt’s mew
rose into the air.

 

“How can you be so ungrateful? Fireheart carried you across the river, Smallear!”

 

“He nearly drowned me,” complained Smallear.

 

“You’d be dead if he’d left you behind,” spat Cinderpelt. “If Fireheart hadn’t smelled the smoke in the
first place, we might all be dead!”

 

“I’m sure Patchpelt and Yellowfang are deeply grateful to him.” Fireheart’s fur rippled with anger as
he heard Longtail’s sarcastic yowl.

 

“Yellowfang will thank him herself when we find her!” hissed Cinderpelt.

 

“Find her?” echoed the quiet voice of Darkstripe. “There’s no way she’ll have escaped that fire.” The
dark tabby’s yellow eyes gleamed with emotion, and his voice had a strange tremble to it as he
continued in an accusing hiss, “Fireheart should never have allowed her to go back to the camp.”
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Cinderpelt growled deep in her throat. Darkstripe had gone too far. Fireheart padded quickly from the
shadows and saw Fernpaw sitting beside Darkstripe, staring up at her mentor with horror in her eyes.

 

Fireheart opened his mouth, but it was Dustpelt who spoke first. “Darkstripe! You should show more
respect for your lost Clanmates, and,” he glanced sympathetically at the frightened Fernpaw
(Fireheart was relieved to see that Dustpelt’s gaze didn’t linger longer than necessary. Despite
everything that had happened since their talk, the younger warrior was taking Fireheart’s advice to
heart), “be more careful with what you say. Our Clanmates have suffered enough already!”

 

Fireheart was taken aback to hear the young warrior challenge his former mentor. Darkstripe eyed
Dustpelt with equal surprise, glanced at Fernpaw, then twitched an ear in regret.

 

“Dustpelt’s right,” Fireheart meowed quietly, stepping forward. “We shouldn’t be arguing.”

 

Darkstripe, Smallear, and the others whipped around to stare at Fireheart, their ears and tails flicking
awkwardly as they realized he had heard their conversation.

 

“Fireheart!” Graystripe’s mew interrupted them, and Fireheart saw his friend crossing the clearing, his
fur damp from the river.

 

“Have you been on patrol?” Fireheart asked, turning away from the ThunderClan cats and padding
over to meet Graystripe.

 

“Yes. And hunting,” meowed Graystripe. “We can’t all sleep the morning away, you know.” He
nudged Fireheart on the shoulder and went on: “You must be hungry. Come with me.” He led
Fireheart toward a pile of fresh-kill at the edge of the clearing. “Leopardfur says this is for your
Clan,” Graystripe told him.

 

Fireheart’s belly growled with hunger. “Thanks,” he meowed. “I’d better let the Clan know.” He went
over to where the ThunderClan cats were gathered. “Graystripe says that pile of food is for us,” he
announced.

 

“Thank StarClan,” Goldenflower meowed gratefully.

 



“We don’t need other Clans to feed us,” objected Darkstripe.

 

“I suppose you can go hunting if you want,” Fireheart meowed, narrowing his eyes at the tabby
warrior, the prickling feeling of hurt lingering from his earlier words. “But you’ll need to ask
Thistlestar’s permission first. After all, this is his territory.”

 

Darkstripe looked away and padded toward the fresh-kill pile. Fireheart looked at Bluestar. She hadn’t
reacted to the news of food at all.

 

Whitestorm twitched his ears. “I’ll make sure everyone gets a share,” he promised, glancing at
Bluestar.

 

“Thanks,” Fireheart answered.

 

Graystripe padded up and dropped a mouse on the ground at his paws. “Here, you can eat this at the
nursery,” he meowed. “There are some kits I want you to see.”

 

Fireheart picked up the mouse and followed his friend toward a tangle of reeds. As they approached,
two silver bundles hurtled through a tiny gap in the thickly woven stems and rushed toward
Graystripe. They flung themselves at him, and Graystripe rolled over happily, batting with gentle
sheathed paws as the kits climbed over him. Fireheart knew at once whose kits they were.

 

Graystripe purred loudly. “How did you know I was coming?” he rumbled.

 

“We smelled you!” answered the darker kit.

 

“Very good!” Graystripe praised him.

 

As Fireheart finished the last mouthful of mouse, the gray warrior sat up and the kits tumbled off him.
“Now it’s time you met an old friend of mine,” he told them. “The one who trained me.”

 

The kits turned their amber eyes on Fireheart, staring up at him in awe.



 

“Is this Fireheart, or- or Feathercloud?” mewed the lighter silver one.

 

Graystripe nodded. “This is Fireheart, my old mentor.” Fireheart felt a glow of pleasure that his friend
had spoken about him already to his kits. “Feathercloud was my kithood friend. I’ll show you him
when he wakes up.”

 

“My name’s Featherkit!” squeaked the silver tabby. “Just like him!”

 

Graystripe blinked warmly. “Yes, just like him.”

 

“Come back here, you two!” The face of Greenflower appeared in the entrance of the nursery. “It’s
going to rain again. And stay away from ThunderClan!” Fireheart saw the eyes of the kits narrow
crossly, but they turned and padded obediently toward the den.

 

“They’re great,” he purred.

 

“Yeah,” Graystripe agreed, his eyes soft. “More thanks to Greenflower than me, I have to say. She’s
the one who looks after them, and keeps Lightningfur from frightening them too much.” Fireheart
heard a note of wistfulness in his friend’s voice, and wondered just how much Graystripe missed his
old home. At the mention of his sister, he glanced around camp, but could not spot her.

 

Neither cat spoke as the gray warrior got to his paws and led Fireheart out of the camp. They sat down
on a small patch of bare earth among the reeds. A willow tree arched above their heads, its branches
quivering in the fresh breeze. Fireheart felt the wind tug at his fur as he stared through the willow
curtain toward the distant woods. It looked as if StarClan was going to send more rain to the forest.

 

“Where’s Yellowfang?” asked Graystripe.

 

Fresh grief welled up in Fireheart’s chest. “Yellowfang came back to the ThunderClan camp with me,
Runningwind, and Darkstripe to look for Patchpelt and Halftail. I lost her in the smoke. A...a tree fell
into the ravine as she was coming out.”

 



Was there any way she could have survived the flames? He couldn’t help a flare of hope bursting in
his chest, like a trapped pigeon frantically stretching its wings. “I don’t suppose you found any scent
of her on your patrol?”

 

Graystripe shook his head. “I’m sorry.”

 

“Do you think the fire’s still burning after that storm?” meowed Fireheart.

 

“I’m not sure. We saw a few plumes of smoke while we were out.”

 

Fireheart sighed. “Do you think any of the camp will be left?”

 

“You’ll find out soon enough,” answered Graystripe. He lifted his head and stared through the leaves
at the darkening skies. “Greenflower was right; more rain’s coming.” As he spoke, a large drop landed
on the ground beside them. “That should put out the last of the flames.”

 

Fireheart felt his head spin with grief as more drops spattered through the trees and splashed on the
brittle reeds. Before long, the rain was pouring down for the second time, and it seemed that StarClan
was weeping for all that had been lost.

 

 

“RiverClan camp is so weird,” Lynxpaw whispered to Swiftpaw beside her. “It’s so… gunky! Not like
ShadowClan’s marshes, but it’s still kind of wet, and we’re not even in the river!”

 

“ShadowClan’s marshes are way worse,” Tulippaw disagreed, huddled beside the two older, warrior-
aged apprentices. His whiskers twitched, his lip curling in disgust. “That icky mud under your paws!
Yuck! How can they stand it?”

 

“ShadowClan’s land isn’t that bad,” Swiftpaw meowed with a frown. “Sure, it gets all muddy after
rain, but it’s actually quite nice to hear the frogs croak instead of birds.”

 

“You can’t seriously think frog croaks are better than bird songs!” Lynxpaw gaped at her brother.



 

“Yeah!” Tulippaw agreed quickly. “That’s crazy!”

 

Lizardpaw glanced at her denmates, pondering how, exactly, they knew what ShadowClan’s land felt
like under their paws and sounded like to their ears. For a moment, she thought of pestering and
scolding them over it, but she knew they’d only turn on her. Plus, it wasn’t like her brother,
Cloudpaw, hadn’t done the same stupid things they had.

 

Instead, she stood up, stretching. Her belly had just been filled by RiverClan’s prey - fish hadn’t tasted
as bad as she expected - and she tried not to think of her burnt home. Her stomach lurched at the
thought, threatening to throw back up the fish she’d just eaten. She padded out of the fern overhang at
the edge of RiverClan camp, where most of ThunderClan’s younger cats had gathered. She nodded to
Brackenfur and Feathercloud as she passed, twitching her ears in the greeting that signaled
Feathercloud’s name. The white tom blinked amicably back at her.

 

Raindrops splattered her pelt, but she didn’t mind. Her thick pelt absorbed most of the cold. She
glanced around camp, looking for Cinderpelt. Her heart fluttered as she spotted the gray she-cat
crouched over Halftail. Spottedleaf was beside her, murmuring something to her apprentice.
Lizardpaw took a deep breath, raising her head high as she thought of what she might first say to
Cinderpelt when she walked over. Ask what they were doing for Halftail’s nasty cough?

 

“Lizardpaw.”

 

Lizardpaw nearly jumped out of her fur, whipping around. The amber gaze of spotted she-cat
Leopardfur stared back at her. Lizardpaw calmed, letting out a shaky breath. “Leopardfur! You scared
me.”

 

Leopardfur blinked, almost apologetically, though her expression was smooth. But Lizardpaw smiled,
recalling the nice conversation they’d had about Leopardfur’s father, Mudfur, just yesterday. “Do you
need more herbs?” Leopardfur asked her. “We have plenty to spare. I’d rather they not go to waste in
a den gathering dust.”

 

There was a sadness to Leopardfur’s gaze, and Lizardpaw blinked sympathetically. “If you’re sure,”
Lizardpaw began, “I can see what we need…” She glanced back, up towards the sky, where
ThunderClan’s forest would lay in the distance. “...I suppose I don’t really know what we’ll need,
though.”

 



“If Thistlestar allows it,” Leopardfur meowed, a twitch to her whiskers and a hardness returning to
her eyes, “you can come back and request some of our storage. I think Mudfur wanted to share herb
stores between our clans anyway, before he went missing.” Her face was stony, but her eyes glistened.
She nodded to Lizardpaw, then walked away, calling for two of her clanmates - Mosspelt and
Piketooth - before heading on a patrol.

 

Thistlestar, Lizardpaw thought with a shiver down her spine as she recalled the clear interest then
disdain he'd had for her yesterday. I don't think he'd allow much for ThunderClan's good. He's only
doing this because Fireheart's his son. She frowned, realizing her thoughts echoed something cats
like Frostfur, Speckletail, Darkstripe, Longtail, and Smallear said about Thistlestar and Fireheart's
relationship all the time. But it was true; Lizardpaw couldn't see another reason for Thistlestar to help
ThunderClan. Certainly not out of the kindest of his heart.

 

Lizardpaw shook the thoughts of RiverClan's leader away, trotting over to the medicine cat den and
slipping in through the crack in the beech wall. She moved towards the back, where the herb storage
was. A few of the herbs had dried out, though that didn't necessarily mean they were useless, just that
their juice couldn't be used as remedies.

 

Humming under her breath, Lizardpaw started to sort the dead herbs out from the salvageable ones.
They would need horse tail and goldenrod for sure; catmint as well, but Lizardpaw was certain
Thistlestar wouldn't let them take such a precious herb without a fight.

 

"Come on, in here, I know there's this yellow plant we can- oh, hello."

 

Lizardpaw glanced up. A young RiverClan cat, an apprentice no doubt, had walked into the medicine
cat den. They were a black tom with leafy green eyes and white toes, and they looked quite startled to
see her. Behind him followed a pale creamy-colored she-cat, with two bright white front paws. She
stumbled into her denmate with an 'oomp!'

 

"Hey!" she called. "What gives- oh." She blinked, startled as well, then bristled, back arching. "What
are you doing in here, ThunderClannie? Come to steal our herbs?"

 

"No," Lizardpaw replied, only a little wary of what they might do. They looked about her age, but
based on the way the she-cat held herself, and the clear hesitance on the black tom, she guessed they
didn't have as much training as her. They must have been held back a moon or two, like Thornpaw and
Brightpaw. "Leopardfur said I could use the herbs."

 



"Oh." The she-cat deflated a touch, straightening from her crouched position. Then, she frowned.
"Wait. You're a medicine cat?"

 

"I thought ThunderClan's three medicine cats were Yellowfang, Spottedleaf, and Cinderpelt," the
black tom said, reciting the names. He glanced at Lizardpaw, studying her up and down confusedly.

 

"It's ridiculous that they have three medicine cats," the she-cat scoffed, rolling her pale amber eyes.
When we have none, was left very clearly unsaid. "Stole one from ShadowClan, even!"

 

"We didn't steal her," Lizardpaw meowed defensively. Yellowfang had been ThunderClan's medicine
cat since she was a kit, and it was hard to think that she had once been a ShadowClan cat. "She chose
to stay with ThunderClan."

 

"Why anyone would choose to be a ThunderClan cat is beyond me," the cream she-cat meowed with a
haughty sniff. "Even ShadowClan is better."

 

Lizardpaw's tail tip twitched. But then, she noticed something. "Your paw is bleeding."

 

Quicky, the she-cat moved her right paw behind her left one. "No, it's not."

 

Lizardpaw's whiskers twitched, now amused. "Yes, it is. I saw it."

 

The she-cat huffed, turning her head away. "That's none of ThunderClan's business."

 

"It's just a ripped nail," mewed her denmate. She shot him a betrayed look. "Our mentors Petaldust
and Softwing sent us back since there wasn't much we could do for it, but I thought I knew a herb that
would help."

 

Lizardpaw tilted her head curiously. "What herb would that be?"

 

"Uhm, the yellowy thing on a stalk there?" He pointed at one of the dried, dead plants on the ground.
"You just chew it up and put it on, right?"



 

Lizardpaw purred, chest rumbling in amusement. "That's goldenrod. It's used for getting rid of
stiffness on joints, or as a mild pain reliever. You can use it on some wounds, but it doesn't really
work well."

 

"Oh," the black apprentice said, stupefied. "What do you use, then?"

 

The cream she-cat hissed, ears flattened and eyes flashing with distrust. "Don't listen to her,
Perchpaw! She's probably lying so she can take the good herbs for herself."

 

"But she's a medicine cat," meowed Perchpaw, and Lizardpaw felt flattered and pleased. "Medicine
cats don't lie."

 

"And yet Spottedleaf's the biggest liar ever," the she-cat affirmed, startling Lizardpaw so badly, she
couldn't even reply. She just stared at the she-cat, mouth agape.

 

How could she say that, when she didn't even know Spottedleaf?

 

"Well, it's not like any other cat knows what they're doing." Perchpaw shrugged, then looked at
Lizardpaw hopefully. "Can you fix it?"

 

"I can't fix it ," Lizardpaw replied slowly. "I can just make it heal better. And… I'm not a medicine cat,
either," she admitted, dropping her gaze.

 

"You aren't?" Perchpaw said, disappointed.

 

"Of course not," huffed the she-cat. "She's just a thief and a liar!"

 

"I haven't even stolen anything!" Lizardpaw said back, fur along her spine bristling. "And I haven't
lied either."

 

"We don't know that, though," the she-cat replies stubbornly.



 

Lizardpaw stared at her, baffled. "You don't use goldenrod for wounds," she said. "You use marigold,
and a little bit of comfrey since it's your claw."

 

The she-cat glared at her, still. "Could be just making stuff up."

 

"I'm not!"

 

"I don't know, Primrosepaw," said Perchpaw. "I think she knows what she's talking about. Why don't
you just let her treat your claw? It's not like she could make it worse."

 

"She could poison me," Primrosepaw shot back.

 

"Oh, come on now." Perchpaw gave her a deadpanned stare, and Primrosepaw shifted, huffing and
looking away. But, to Lizardpaw's surprise, she stuck out her paw. A small trickle of blood dripping
from her unsheathed claw, which had broken along the top, near the back..

 

Lizardpaw turned to the herb storage, pulling out the marigold and comfrey. The comfrey was a little
wilted, but it would do. "My name's Lizardpaw," she said amicably. "Just so you know to tell them all
that it was Lizardpaw of ThunderClan, apprentice of Cherryfur, and daughter of Creekflower," and
Oliver, she added silently, though knew that would not gain her any favors to the RiverClan cats,
“who poisoned you.”

 

Perchpaw purred in laughter, while Primrosepaw huffed once more, though not as unkind as earlier.
“I’m Perchpaw, and this is my sister Primrosepaw!” the tom meowed.

 

“I gathered as much,” Lizardpaw replied drily.

 

Perchpaw ducked his head with a grin. “Oh, yeah.”

 

“Here,” Lizardpaw said, dropping the chewed mixture of marigold and comfrey she had made. “Since
it’s a minor wound, I don’t need to cobweb your paw, just rub a bit in. Just make sure not to get your
paw dirty.”



 

“It’s my paw ,” Primrosepaw retorted grumpily, even as she raised her paw and allowed Lizardpaw to
press the mixture onto her split claw. “How am I not supposed to get it dirty? I walk everywhere with
it!”

 

Lizardpaw chortled, trying to quiet the laugh that bubbled out of her. “Just wash it after every patrol,
that’s how!” she meowed back, pulling away. “Besides, you have a very nice pelt; I bet you groom it a
lot.” Lizardpaw froze, recognizing the words that had slipped out of her mouth before she could think.
“And that’s it,” she coughed, “you don’t need much for a little wound like that, but that’ll help it heal
better, and numb some of the pain, hopefully.”

 

Primrosepaw frowned, glancing at her paw. “I guess I don’t feel poisoned.”

 

“It could be slow,” Perchpaw joked, nudging his sister playfully.

 

“Yes,” Lizardpaw agreed in a light tone. “The poison is already inside you, and there’s no stopping
it!”

 

Perchpaw gasped. “Horrid! Who would have expected ThunderClan to be so cunning?!”

 

Lizardpaw laughed, while Primrosepaw rolled her eyes. “You two are unbearable.”

 

“Well, you’re bearing us!” Perchpaw purred, tail curling in delight. Then, he turned to Lizardpaw.
“Hey, can you do another favor for me?”

 

Lizardpaw blinked, tilting her head. “Sure, what is it?”

 

“My friend has a ripped ear, almost completely off really, and I’m super worried it’ll get infected,”
Perchpaw explained. “Do you think you can do anything for him?”

 

“Uhm, well, I can’t bring his ear back,” she meowed slowly. “But I should be able to stave off
infection. And… if it’s any worse, I can go fetch Sp-” She hesitated, recalling how cruelly the
RiverClan apprentices had spoken of her grandmother earlier. “Uhm, Cinderpelt.”



 

“Great!” Perchpaw jumped to his paws, scrambling out of the den with a happy hop to his step.

 

Primrosepaw glared at Lizardpaw, and she ducked her head, suddenly feeling nervous without
Perchpaw there to lighten the mood with jokes. She turned and pulled out the herbs she’d need. All
the horse tail was too dry to use, but there was some fresher marigold near the back. Mudfur must
have just gathered it before his death. How long has he been dead? He hadn’t been at the last
Gathering. How long have they let their wounds fester without asking for help? 

 

She noticed some feverfew and grabbed that as well, giving it a nip and feeling pleased that the leaves
tasted fresh. If his ear had been ripped off, there was no doubt he was experiencing some amount of
head pain that the feverfew could lighten.

 

“Get in, ya drypaw!” meowed Perchpaw’s voice. Lizardpaw glanced up, and saw the black tom
shoving a brown and ginger tom into the den, even as the apprentice dug his claws into the ground.

 

“Let go!” snapped the fierce tom. “I don’t need any medicine cat! My ear’s perfectly fine.” His ear
was not perfectly fine. There was barely anything left; it was red and black and scabbed, thankfully,
but more than half of his ear had been ripped off. And he thought he was okay? A wound like that had
certainly damaged his hearing!

 

Lizardpaw gasped softly, moving forward, but pausing when the tom hissed at her, glaring with angry,
and perhaps a bit panicked, green eyes. But Perchpaw shoved him roughly forward, and the brown
and ginger tom yelped as he collided with Lizardpaw. Lizardpaw’s heart lurched instinctively, and she
scrambled from under the skinny yet heavy RiverClan apprentice.

 

“Hey! Watch it!” the brown and ginger tom snarled, standing up and shaking his fur out as though he
had been contaminated by just touching Lizardpaw.

 

“Woops! Sorry,” Perchpaw apologized.

 

“I don’t want that- that ThunderClan fox-heart touching me!” Robinpaw roared, his fur bristling and
his claws sliding out.

 



“Woah,” meowed another voice, and a very pale gray head stuck its way in, squeezing in next to
Perchpaw. “That’s a medicine cat, Robinpaw! You can’t hurt a medicine cat.”

 

“No, she’s not, Dawnpaw,” Primrosepaw meowed. “She’s just some apprentice.”

 

“Oh,” the gray she-cat named Dawnpaw said, blinking her pale blue eyes. “But Perchpaw said she
helped you.”

 

Primrosepaw scoffed, glancing at Lizardpaw. When her gaze met Lizardpaw’s, Lizardpaw swiftly
looked away, heart thumping strangely. Did the RiverClan she-cat like her or hate her? She couldn’t
tell.

 

“You’re far too nosy,” Primrosepaw scolded the gray she-cat.

 

“She did help her!” Perchpaw meowed assuredly. “She knows herbs and stuff.”

 

“ And stuff ,” Dawnpaw mimicked, pulling a face but purring.

 

“Shut up,” Perchpaw laughed, shoving his paw against his denmate’s shoulder. Lizardpaw was struck
by how much they acted like her own denmates… She could just imagine Thornpaw and Ashpaw in
their places, or any other ThunderClan apprentice.

 

“I’m not accepting her help,” Robinpaw affirmed, glowering at her still.

 

“Come on!” Perchpaw meowed. “Do you want your ear to rot?” Robinpaw still scowled.

 

“It won’t kill you,” Primrosepaw added. She raised her paw, stretching her toes out. “I’m just fine.”

 

“That’s a ripped nail,” Robinpaw snided. “Anyone can fix a claw. That’s hardly an injury anyway.”
He turned his head away, chin raised. “What can herbs do for an ear? What’s done is done, and I’m
just fine. I don’t need any meddy cat’s help, least of all a ThunderClan one!”

 



“Yes,” Lizardpaw interrupted, frowning at him. She didn’t particularly want to deal with the rough-
tongued, hard-headed apprentice, but she supposed the job came with dealing with hard patients. She
just had to remember how Yellowfang dealt with stubborn cats like Smallear or Dustpelt. “But that
wound’s bound to get infected! Just look at it. Do you want to get an infected wound when you have
no medicine cat to treat it, or do you want to suck it up and let me put a poultice on?”

 

Robinpaw’s pelt bristled. “I’m not weak enough to get infection!”

 

“Infection doesn’t happen because you’re weak,” Lizardpaw replied back, trying to be just as
stubborn. “It happens because you’re mouse-brained and won’t let me even wrap your ear.”

 

“I don’t want a ThunderClan cat touching me!” Robinpaw yowled.

 

“What if I put it on your ear?” Primrosepaw cut in. “She can mix it all up and then I put it on your ear,
and she doesn’t have to touch you at all.”

 

Robinpaw scowled at his cream-colored denmate. “I wouldn’t trust a poultice made by a ThunderClan
cat.”

 

“I wouldn’t trust a ThunderClan cat either,” Dawnpaw interjected. “But, like, I think I’d trust what’s-
her-paw more than Spottedleaf, or that grumpy old fleabag Yellowfang!”

 

“She’s cool,” Perchpaw promised his friend sincerely. “Trust me.”

 

Robinpaw glared at each of his denmates, before huffing. “Fine. She can make her little herb thing.
But she can’t touch me, or I’ll claw her!”

 

“Alright, alright,” Lizardpaw meowed. “I get it. You’re big and scary.” She turned around, rolling her
eyes once he couldn’t see her, but she still saw him bristle from the corner of her eyes. She grabbed
the petals of marigold and single stalk of feverfew, then debated between burdock root or leaves. She
figured he wouldn’t eat the roots, even though they were best at fighting off strong infection, so she
plucked a few crinkled leaves of burdock, then started chewing it together. She reached her paw out to
grab a big leaf from a pile in the corner. They had started to crinkle too, but thankfully oak leaves
stayed strong for a good while. Finally, she spat the mixture out onto the leaf, licking the remnants of
the bitter taste off the roof of her mouth. She reached into the corner where Mudfur stored his
cobweb, plucking it with a claw, then smeared it onto the leaf.



 

“Here, put it on and press it over his ear.” She pushed the leaves to Perchpaw. The black tom blinked,
then grabbed the leaf with his white toes. He sniffed it, then scooped it up with two paws. With shaky
limbs not used to bending this way, he twisted around to Robinpaw.

 

Robinpaw hissed under his breath, flinching away, but dipped his head so Perchpaw had a better angle
to smear the poultice on. He eyed the wrap with distrust, and mewled a complaint when the pulp hit
his ear. “That stings!” he cried.

 

“No more than your ear getting shredded, I’ll bet,” Lizardpaw said. Robinpaw’s face soured, and he
looked at the ground, letting Perchpaw press the leaf against his ear, smoothing it out with his paw.

 

“Is that okay?” Perchpaw said hesitantly, glancing back at Lizardpaw. She examined the wrap.

 

“Good enough,” she meowed. “Just don’t get it wet, since I know RiverClan cats like swimming and
all. Otherwise, it’ll fall off, and you’ll get the wound soaked with dirty water too. That’ll be how you
get an infection.”

 

“Oh, Robinpaw’s a drypaw,” teased Dawnpaw, glancing with a grin at him. Lizardpaw thought they
looked like siblings. “I remember how much he freaked out when Lightningfur shoved him into the
water because he was too scared to hop in himself!”

 

The other apprentices laughed, and Robinpaw scowled, fur fluffing up with indignation. “I am not a
drypaw!” he roared, voice squeaking on the strange word. Lizardpaw had never heard the word
‘drypaw’ before. “I’m the best swimmer ever!”

 

“Nuh uh,” Primrosepaw said. “Reedpaw’s way stronger than you in currents, and I’m way faster.”

 

“Are not!” Robinpaw meowed defiantly.

 

“Drypaw,” Dawnpaw sang, still grinning.

 

Suddenly, a dark gray tabby head poked their head in. “What’s Robinpaw mad about?” the tom asked,
then glanced around. “Why are we all gathered in the medicine cat den?”



 

“Hi, Woodpaw!” Perchpaw greeted, tail raised high. “Lizardpaw was just helping us with Robinpaw’s
ear and Primrose’s paw. She knows medicine cat stuff!”

 

Woodpaw blinked at her. “Isn’t she a ThunderClan cat?” he said, now very wary, his ears twisted back
and his tail twitching.

 

“Yeah, but she’s not that bad, actually,” Perchpaw explained.

 

“Well, I guess she is only an apprentice…” Woodpaw reasoned, still looking uncertain. “Wait, she’s a
medicine cat?”

 

“No,” Primrosepaw said at the same time Perchpaw replied, “Yes.” All of the apprentices glanced at
Lizardpaw questioningly, and she shrunk a bit. It was nice having them all think of her as a medicine
cat, but she should really explain the full truth.

 

“I’m not a real medicine cat,” she explained. “I’ve just been learning from Yellowfang and
Spottedleaf alongside Cinderpelt.” Her heart warmed as she remembered her friend. She wondered if
Cinderpelt would get along with the RiverClan apprentices too. “But I’m really training as a warrior
apprentice, under Cherryfur.”

 

Primrosepaw scrunched her nose. “You can’t be a medicine cat and warrior apprentice. That’s just
not,” she paused, “fair.”

 

“I didn’t know that was something you could do,” Woodpaw meowed.

 

“How can a good warrior focus on hunting if their head’s full of herbs?” Robinpaw scoffed, wrapped
ear twitching.

 

“I think it’s cool that you can learn both things!” Dawnpaw mewed, smiling. “I wish I knew how to
cure a headache. That’d make my life way easier!”

 

Lizardpaw paused. “You know,” she meowed. “I could teach you about some simple stuff. In-in return
for letting ThunderClan stay in RiverClan, I could tell you how to, like, keep a wound from getting



infected.” She nodded at Robinpaw’s ear.

 

Robinpaw sniffed. “I’m not learning something so pointless.”

 

“I think it’d be fun!” Perchpaw meowed. 

 

“And practical,” Dawnpaw added.

 

Perchpaw purred. “Go fetch Reedpaw and Pikepaw, Woodpaw! We’re gonna learn how to be
medicine cats!”

 

 

By late afternoon the lingering smell of smoke had been replaced by the stench of wet ash, but
Fireheart relished its bitter odor.

 

“The fire must be out by now,” he meowed to Graystripe, who was sheltering beside him beneath a
clump of reeds. “We could go back and see if it’s safe for the Clan to return.”

 

“And look for Yellowfang and Patchpelt,” Graystripe murmured.

 

Fireheart had known that his old friend would guess why he really wanted to go back to the camp. He
blinked at the gray warrior, grateful for his understanding.

 

“I’ll have to ask Thistlestar if I can come,” Graystripe added. The words came as a shock to Fireheart.
He had almost forgotten that Graystripe belonged to another Clan now, much less his father’s clan.

 

“I’ll be back soon,” called the gray warrior, already bounding away.

 

Fireheart gazed across the clearing to where Bluestar was huddled next to Whitestorm, as if the white
warrior were the only barrier between her troubled mind and the horrific fate that had befallen her
Clan.



 

Fireheart wondered if he should tell her where he was going. He decided not to. For the moment he
would act alone and rely on his Clan to shield their leader’s weakened state from the curious
RiverClan cats.

 

“Fireheart.” Cloudpaw was heading toward him. “Do you think the fire is out?”

 

“Graystripe and I are going to check,” Fireheart told him.

 

“Can I come?”

 

Fireheart shook his head. He didn’t know what they would find at the ThunderClan camp.
Uncomfortably he also realized that he was afraid Cloudpaw would take one look at his ruined forest
home and be tempted back into the cozy life of a kittypet.

 

“I’d do everything you told me,” Cloudpaw promised earnestly.

 

“Then stay and help take care of your Clan,” Fireheart meowed. “Whitestorm needs you here.”

 

Cloudpaw hid his disappointment by lowering his head. “Yes, Fireheart,” he mewed.

 

“Tell Whitestorm where I’m going,” Fireheart added. “I’ll be back by moonrise.”

 

“Okay.”

 

Fireheart watched the white apprentice pad back toward the other cats, praying that Cloudpaw would
follow his orders for once and stay in the RiverClan camp.

 

Graystripe returned with Thistlestar at his side. The gray and white tom’s amber eyes were narrowed
inquiringly. “Graystripe tells me that he wants to travel with you to your camp,” he meowed. “Can’t
you take one of your own warriors?”



 

“We lost clanmates in the fire,” Fireheart explained, getting to his paws. “I don’t want to find them by
myself.”

 

Thistlestar seemed to understand, softening. “If they have not survived, you’ll need the comfort of an
old friend,” he meowed gently. “Graystripe may go with you.”

 

“Thank you, Thistlestar,” replied Fireheart, dipping his head, avoiding the sad stare of his father.

 

“Did you say you’re going to look for Yellowfang?” The quiet mew of Darkstripe had Fireheart
turning around. The black tabby looked uneasy, fur prickling, as he glanced at Thistlestar, but returned
his attention back to the red tabby warrior.

 

“Yes,” Fireheart guardedly replied. “We are.”

 

Darkstripe’s tail twitched, then he meowed, “I’d like to come with too. I…I want to find out what
happened to her.”

 

Fireheart exchanged a glance with Graystripe, then slowly nodded. Darkstripe’s ears pricked up
slightly as Fireheart turned to Graystripe. “Lead the way.”

 

Graystripe led the way to the river. On the other side of the swiftly flowing water, the forest was
blackened and charred. The tallest trees had managed to retain a few of their leaves, which fluttered
bravely at the tips of their highest branches. But it was a small victory when the rest of their branches
were black and stripped bare. StarClan may have sent the storm to put out the fire, but it had come too
late to save the forest.

 

Graystripe slipped into the river without speaking and swam across. Fireheart and Darkstripe
followed him, struggling to keep up with the strongly paddling tom. As they climbed onto the bank at
the other side, the three cats could only stare in horror at the remains of their beloved woodland.

 

“Seeing this place from across the river was the only comfort I had,” murmured Graystripe.

 



Fireheart glanced at his friend with a pang of sympathy, ignoring the frowning, accusatory look
Darkstripe sent his half-brother. It sounded as if Graystripe were even more homesick than he had
thought. But he didn’t have a chance to ask any questions before Graystripe charged up the shore
toward the ThunderClan border. The gray warrior crossed it eagerly, pausing to add his own scent
mark. Fireheart couldn’t help wondering if his old friend was thinking of RiverClan boundaries- or
ThunderClan.

 

Despite the devastation Graystripe seemed to relish being back in his old territory. As Fireheart
pushed on to the camp, Graystripe wove back and forth behind him, sniffing intently before catching
up with his friend. Fireheart was amazed that he could recognize anything. The forest was changed
beyond belief, the undergrowth burned away, the air empty of the scent or sound of prey. The ground
felt sticky underpaw where rain and ash had mingled to make black, acrid-smelling mud that clung to
their fur. Fireheart shivered as raindrops splashed onto his wet pelt. The sound of a single, brave bird
singing in the distance made his heart ache for everything that had been lost.

 

At last they reached the top of the ravine. The camp was clearly visible, stripped of its protective
canopy, the hard earth gleaming like black stone in the rain. Only the Highrock was unchanged by the
fire, apart from a slick of sticky black ash.

 

Fireheart rushed down the slope, sending grit and ash crumbling ahead of him. He paused at the
bottom, turning and waiting for Darkstripe to follow after him. The tree where he had saved
Goldenflower’s kit was nothing but a heap of charred sticks now, and he leaped over them easily. He
searched for the gorse tunnel that had once led to the clearing, but only a tangle of blackened stems
remained.

 

He picked his way through and hurried into the smoke-stained clearing.

 

As he stared around, his heart pounding, he felt Graystripe nudge him. He followed the gray warrior’s
gaze to where Patchpelt’s scorched body lay at what used to be the entrance to the medicine den fern
tunnel. The medicine cat must have tried to get the unconscious elder back into the safety of the
camp, hoping perhaps that the cracked rock where she had made her den would protect them from the
flames.

 

Fireheart started toward the burned shape, but Graystripe meowed, “I’ll bury Patchpelt. You two look
for Yellowfang.” His eyes misted, blinking in sorrow, and Fireheart recalled how dedicated Patchpelt
had been to helping his sister, Willowpelt, raise Graystripe, since she had been alone without a mate,
and without Spottedleaf in the den beside her. Graystripe picked up the limp black and white body
and started to drag it out of the camp toward the burial place.

 



Fireheart watched him go, his heart frozen with dread. He knew this was why he had come back to the
camp, but his legs suddenly felt too weak to move. He glanced behind him, seeing Darkstripe glaring
melancholy across camp. Fireheart’s tail twitched, yearning to seek comfort from the cat he once
called brother. But the harsh accusation Darkstripe had made earlier still rang heavy in his mind, and
Darkstripe did not look at him. He forced himself to walk over to the burned stumps that lined the
path to Yellowfang’s clearing. There was no sheltering green tunnel now. The medicine cat’s home
was open to the sky, and the only sound was the relentless patter of raindrops on the slimy ground.

 

“Yellowfang!” he called, his voice hoarse, as he padded into the clearing.

 

The rock where the medicine cat had made her den was black with soot, but, mingled with the smell
of ash, Fireheart detected the familiar scent of the old medicine cat. “Yellowfang?” he called again.

 

A low, rasping mew answered him from inside the rock. She was alive! Shaking with relief, Fireheart
squeezed into the shadowy cave, while Darkstripe pushed his way in after him.

 

There was barely light enough to see. Fireheart had never been in here before, and he paused for a
moment, blinking as his eyes adjusted to the gloom. At the foot of one wall was a row of herbs and
berries, stained by smoke but unburned. Then he glimpsed a pair of eyes shining at him from the far
end of the narrow cavern.

 

“Yellowfang!” Fireheart rushed to the medicine cat’s side. She lay with her legs crumpled beneath
her, soot-covered and wheezing, too weak to move. She could barely hold his gaze, and when she
spoke her voice was breathless and feeble.

 

“Fireheart,” she croaked. “I’m glad it’s you who came.” Her gaze then lingered on Darkstripe. “But I
must say, I’m surprised to see you here. I thought you hated ‘Yellowfang duty?’”

 

Darkstripe’s tail twitched, and he glanced away. “It wasn’t all that bad. You are a good medicine cat.”

 

“I shouldn’t have left you here.” Fireheart pressed his muzzle against her matted fur as Darkstripe
ducked his head. “I’m so sorry.”

 

“Did you save Halftail?”

 



Fireheart nodded.

 

“Patchpelt breathed in too much smoke,” rasped Yellowfang. 

 

Fireheart saw her eyelids quiver and begin to close, and he meowed desperately, “But we saved
Goldenflower’s kit!”

 

“Which one was it?” Yellowfang murmured.

 

“Bramblekit.” He watched as Yellowfang closed her eyes briefly. Had StarClan shared something
with her, something she feared enough to wish the kit had not survived?

 

“You’re a brave warrior, Fireheart.” Yellowfang suddenly opened her eyes wide and stared fiercely at
him. “I could not be prouder of you if you were my own son. And StarClan knows how many times I
have wished that you were, instead of-” she drew a shallow, grating breath, and Fireheart knew every
word stuck thorn-sharp in her throat, “-Brokentail.”

 

Fireheart barely heard Darkstripe’s gasp as he flinched at the old medicine cat revealing her terrible
secret: that ShadowClan’s brutal leader had been her son, given up at birth because medicine cats
were not allowed to have children. Who knew what agonies Yellowfang had endured as she watched
her son kill his own father to become leader, and then destroy her Clan with his bloodthirsty
ambitions?

 

And how could Fireheart tell her that he already knew this? That he had understood that the reason
she had wanted to give Brokentail sanctuary in her adopted Clan was because she wanted one last
chance to take care of the son she had given up? He leaned forward and licked her ears, hoping to
soothe her, but she went on.

 

“I killed him. I poisoned him. I wanted him to die.” Her rasping admission collapsed into painful
coughing.

 

“Hush. Save your strength,” Fireheart urged. He knew this, too. He had watched, hidden, as she fed
Brokentail the poisonous berries after the traitorous cat helped Tigerclaw’s rogues attack
ThunderClan. He had witnessed the cruel warrior die at his mother’s paws, and he had heard
Yellowfang give away her real relationship with the heartless tom. “Let me fetch you some water,” he
offered.



 

But Yellowfang shook her head slowly. “Water’s no use to me now,” she croaked. “I want to tell you
everything before I-”

 

“You’re not going to die!” Fireheart gasped, feeling a shard of ice pierce his heart. “Tell me what I
can do to help you.”

 

“I could get you some water-” Darkstripe asked, looking worried.

 

“Don’t waste your time.” Yellowfang coughed angrily. “I’m going to die whatever you do, but I’m not
afraid. Just listen to me.”

 

Fireheart wanted to beg her to be silent, to save her breath so that she could live a few moments
longer, but he respected her enough to obey her even now.

 

“I wish you’d been my son, but I could not have borne a cat like you. StarClan gave me Brokentail to
teach me a lesson.”

 

“What did you need to learn?” Fireheart protested. “You are as wise as Bluestar herself.”

 

“I killed my own son.”

 

“He deserved it!”

 

“He was a vile cat!” Darkstripe agreed. “He killed kits. No noble cat would do that.”

 

“But I was his mother,” whispered Yellowfang. “StarClan may judge me how they will. I am ready.”

 

Unable to answer, Fireheart dipped his head and began frantically licking her fur, as if his love for this
old she-cat were enough to hold her in the forest for a while longer.

 



“Fireheart,” Yellowfang murmured.

 

Fireheart paused. “Yes?”

 

“Thank you and Creekflower for bringing me to ThunderClan. Tell Bluestar I have always been
grateful for the home she gave me. Even you, Darkstripe, were a welcome clanmate. This is a good
place to die. I only regret that I will miss watching you, Fireheart, become what StarClan has destined
you to be.” The old medicine cat’s voice trailed away, and her flanks heaved with the effort of sucking
air into her smoke-scorched lungs.

 

“Yellowfang,” Fireheart pleaded. “Don’t die!”

 

A shimmering of starlight faded into the den, and Fireheart and his companions blinked, startled, as a
small form seemed to drift out of Fireheart’s red pelt. The deputy stared at the form as it solidified
into a tiny kit with stars in its orange tabby fur.

 

Yellowfang gave a choked cry that faded into a cough. “Wis…Wishkit?” the old gray she-cat voice
sounded hoarse and pitiful as she gazed at the starry-furred kit. Wishkit smiled at Yellowfang, before
turning around to greet another starry-furred kit - this one cream and gray, a gray so familiar Fireheart
immediately thought it was Cinderpelt when she was a kit.

 

“Hopekit?” Fireheart and Darkstripe both watched as Yellowfang rasped her tongue over the StarClan
kits. The loving way the gray she-cat greeted the two kits reminded Fireheart of his own mother,
Spottedleaf - and with a jolt he released these kits must be Yellowfang’s as well.

 

And if their age was anything to go by…they had died at birth.

 

“Now I understand…” Yellowfang murmured, eyes on Fireheart. “That’s why both you and
Cinderpelt felt so familiar…” Darkstripe glanced questioningly at Fireheart, who was too confused to
meet it.

 

“What do you mean?” he asked.

 

“My daughters,” Yellowfang coughed, “were given another life as you and Cinderpelt.”



 

Hopekit gave a mew. “We wanted to be with you,” she purred, nuzzling against the medicine cat’s
muzzle. “And we each chose a cat you were going to be close to.”

 

Fireheart’s eyes then traveled down to where Wishkit was quietly sitting. He stared at her.

 

Why of all cats would she choose…him? Why would she choose a cursed cat to reincarnate as; to live
another life beside?

 

Wishkit met his confused look with a warm blink. “You’re a good cat, Fireheart,” she meowed.
“Don’t listen to what any of those mouse-brains say!”

 

Fireheart’s ears twitched, and he blinked, a spark of hope in his chest. Did…did that mean that
StarClan hadn’t cursed them - hadn’t cursed him ?

 

He wished he could ask the StarClan kits, but Yellowfang’s breathing became more labored, and it
clawed his heart as he realized there was nothing he could do.

 

“Don’t be afraid of StarClan. They will understand about Brokentail,” he promised wretchedly. “You
will be honored by our warrior ancestors for your loyalty to your Clanmates and for your endless
courage. So many cats owe their lives to you. Cinderpelt would have died after her accident if you
had not tended to her. And when there was greencough, you fought day and night....”

 

Fireheart could not stop the words from tumbling out even though he knew the old medicine cat’s
breathing had faded into everlasting silence as Wishkit and Hopekit fizzled into tiny bursts of stars. 

 

Yellowfang was dead.



A Lizard Takes Flight

Chapter by LollingCat
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“And this is chervil,” Lizardpaw meowed, pushing the green plant in front of the gathered RiverClan
apprentices. “You can identify it by its bright green color, long stems, and splaying leaves with round
ends. The roots of the plants are great for bellyaches and infections, and you can bite into the leaves to
release its juice, which is good for infections too.”

 

“Chervil; bellyaches and infection,” Perchpaw echoed diligently.

 

“Chervil; blah and blah,” Robinpaw grumbled, resting on his paws with his tail flicking back and
forth irritatedly.

 

“Now, who remembers which herb is borage leaves?” Lizardpaw asked, dragging the chervil back
into the line-up of herbs. The borage leaves, a grayish green, fuzzy-leaved weed, was right beside the
chervil, and the dried up horse tail and chamomile.

 

“Uhm,” Perchpaw started, then paused, gaze flickering between the horse tail and borage leaves with
uncertainty. Beside him, Reedpaw, a black tom like his brother Perchpaw, exchanged a glance with
gray tabby Woodpaw.

 

“Who cares?” mumbled Pikepaw, a mottled dark gray tom, from next to his sister, Primrosepaw. He
shared the same bad attitude as Robinpaw, and had been whispering snide remarks to Primrosepaw
the entire lesson. “All herbs look the same anyway.”

 

“I think it’s that one!” Dawnpaw pointed at the feverfew at the edge of the lined herbs. “Borage leaves
were kind of a dull color, right?”

 

“But that’s not very leaves- y,” Perchpaw protested. “Is it- no, that’s the chervil- is it that?” He
pointed a claw towards the horse tail.
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Lizardpaw’s tail twitched, not sure if she should tell the answer yet or let them figure it out
themselves. It had been the first herb she’d introduced them to, and yet they’d already forgotten it.
How long do I have to teach them about herbs? I haven’t even gotten to how to make a poultice out of
them!

 

Just then, as the gray afternoon light began to fade into night, heavy footsteps sounded from
RiverClan’s camp entrance. At first, Lizardpaw ignored it, thinking it a RiverClan patrol, but then she
saw the ginger head of Fireheart push himself through, head low. Graystripe and Darkstripe followed
just as solemnly after him. Lizardpaw leaped to her feet, abandoning the RiverClan apprentices and
dashing over to Cinderpelt and joining her friend as they greeted Fireheart.

 

Groups of RiverClan cats lay at the edge of the clearing, sharing tongues after their evening meal, one
that Lizardpaw had skipped to teach the apprentices. Her fellow ThunderClan cats mostly crouched in
an isolated huddle at one side of camp. As soon as Fireheart, Darkstripe, and Graystripe appeared,
Cinderpelt struggled to her paws and limped toward them, Lizardpaw tailing her anxiously.

 

Bluestar rose too from where she lay beside Whitestorm. She brushed past Cinderpelt and Lizardpaw,
and reached the returning warriors first, her eyes filled with desperate hope. “Did you find Yellowfang
and Patchpelt?”

 

Lizardpaw hung back with Cinderpelt, both of their ears pricked, as desperate for news as their Clan
leader.

 

“They’re both dead,” Fireheart told them. Lizardpaw gasped, chest squeezing tightly with sharp grief.
Beside her, Cinderpelt swayed on her paws. The little cat backed away unsteadily, her eyes clouded.
Lizardpaw quickly pressed her flank against Cinderpelt, steadying the she-cat, and briefly brushed her
muzzle against Cinderpelt’s chest fur and shut her eyes. No…

 

She opened her eyes and looked at Bluestar as the ThunderClan leader spoke with a hiss. “We were
not the ones who were supposed to burn!” she snapped, and Lizardpaw blinked in sorrowful
confusion. What was Bluestar talking about? “StarClan lied to us.”

 

“No,” Fireheart began, then paused, his eyes round with grief and pain. His gaze flickered around the
gathering ThunderClan cats, then seemed to find relief when he met Sandstorm’s gaze. The pale she-
cat had rushed forth, coming to a stop on Lizardpaw’s other side.

 

“ThunderClan will return home tonight,” Bluestar decided suddenly in a voice like ice.



 

“But the woods are empty. The camp is ruined!” protested Graystripe.

 

“It doesn’t matter. We are more than strangers here. We should be back in our own territory,” spat
Bluestar.

 

“Then I’ll escort you,” Graystripe offered.

 

Fireheart glanced at his former apprentice. Even from pawsteps away, Lizardpaw could see the
longing to go home in Graystripe’s eyes. Fireheart then looked expectantly at Bluestar, and
Lizardpaw’s tail twitched, swaying back and forth. Could she see Graystripe’s clear desire to return to
ThunderClan?

 

“Why would we need an escort?” demanded Bluestar, her eyes narrowing.

 

“Well, perhaps I could help you rebuild the camp,” Graystripe suggested uncertainty. “Maybe stay for
a while...” He faltered as Bluestar’s eyes flashed angrily.

 

“Are you trying to say that you want to come back to ThunderClan?” she spat. “Well, you can’t!”

Lizardpaw stared at her in stunned silence. “You chose to be loyal to your kits rather than your Clan,”
the leader snarled. “Now you must live with your decision.”

 

Graystripe flinched. Beside him, Darkstripe’s tail tip flicked, and he glanced with cold eyes at
Graystripe while Fireheart gazed at the old leader in disbelief as she turned and called to her Clan,
“Get ready to leave. We are returning home!”

 

Lizardpaw’s heart lurched, and she glanced back at the group of RiverClan apprentices. But I haven’t
taught them enough! How could RiverClan ever survive without a medicine cat to treat their wounds
and illnesses?

 

The ThunderClan cats leaped to their paws at once, and Lizardpaw felt a rush of panic as she watched
Bluestar gather her Clan around her. Beside her, Cinderpelt was still stunned into silence, her blue
eyes deep with sadness. Lizardpaw’s breath caught, and she glanced around for Spottedleaf. The
tortoiseshell she-cat was beside her daughter, Creekflower, padding forward with sorrow in her eyes



mirroring Cinderpelt’s. She did not see Lizardpaw trying to catch her gaze and Lizardpaw swallowed
another deep breath, trying to think through the panic.

 

She wiggled away from Cinderpelt, and her friend blinked perplexedly at her. Lizardpaw’s gaze
snapped around camp. Bluestar was already approaching Thistlestar and Leopardfur, a deep glare in
her eyes and fur raised on her shoulders, but her head bowed. Lizardpaw looked back at the RiverClan
apprentices. Perchpaw met her gaze, his eyes wide and ears pinned down almost fearfully. His paw
rested on chervil.

 

Heart thundering, Lizardpaw took a deep breath. “ Wait! ”

 

All cats, ThunderClan and RiverClan alike, Bluestar and Thistlestar, turned their gazes to her, and she
shrank away. Then, she forced herself to rise, chin held high. “I-I’d like to make a request,” she
meowed, staring straight at Thistlestar, and fighting down the trembling in her limbs.

 

Thistlestar narrowed his eyes onto her. “Oh?”

 

Bluestar’s head was over her shoulder, flecks of gray around her muzzle, as she stared with slitted
eyes at her. Lizardpaw took another deep breath, glancing back at Perchpaw and the other apprentices.
“RiverClan has no medicine cat,” she started, and ignored the displeased hisses that rose from the
fish-hunting cats. “But… But ThunderClan has- had three, now two and… And I have been training
as a medicine cat as well. It doesn’t seem fair that ThunderClan has so many, and yet RiverClan
suffers with none.”

 

There were more hisses. “Are you insinuating RiverClan is weak without one?” snarled warrior
Blackclaw, stepping forward with unsheathed claws. “Because I assure you my claws can make
wounds your medicine cats can never heal!”

 

“RiverClan is strong!” yowled Rippleclaw in agreement, green eyes blazing.

 

“What are you getting at?” Thistlestar broke in through his warriors’ caterwauls. He stepped forward,
his eyes seeming to pin Lizardpaw with how unwavering they were.

 

“What I mean is,” she took another deep breath, tail trembling, “in return for letting ThunderClan
shelter here, RiverClan should gain a medicine cat.”



 

There was a silence to her declaration. Immediately, she saw Thistlestar’s eyes flicker to Spottedleaf.
“A ThunderClan medicine cat, I presume?”

 

“We don’t want a ThunderClanner as our medicine cat!” roared Blackclaw, his aptly named black fur
bristling.

 

“Yeah, we don’t need a cat with a broken leg or a code-breaking, cowardly medicine cat to pretend to
care for us!” a tortoiseshell and white she-cat Lizardpaw thought was named Mallowtail added. Her
glare was sharp on Spottedleaf, who stood firm, though her gaze looked away. Creekflower pushed in
front of her mother, baring her teeth protectively. Several RiverClan cats yowled in agreement.

 

“Lizardpaw, are you mad?” accused Fireheart, stepping forward with his mouth agape. “Spottedleaf
and Cinderpelt shouldn’t be forced to-”

 

“Wait! Just wait,” she cried, brown fur fluffing. She glanced back at her gray clanmate, who stared at
her with the same wide, shocked expression. “Spottedleaf and Cinderpelt don’t need to leave their
clan, their home. I would never force them to make that decision. But…” She swallowed deeply,
closing her eyes. Then, opening them, she raised her head high, looking back in faux confidence at
Thistlestar. “But I am willing to join RiverClan so that your clan will have a cat trained in medicine.”

 

“Lizardpaw, no,” whispered Cinderpelt behind her, and Lizardpaw turned her head around, blinking
apologetically.

 

“I must,” she answered softly. Then, louder, to the rest of the cats, she said, “I have always felt the
pull of being a medicine cat ever since I was a kit. I loved the smell of herbs, and I enjoyed learning
about what they could do. Even more, I felt happy whenever I could help my clanmates when they
were ailing. And I could feel this… this connection to StarClan every time I looked up at the stars.”
She glanced up at the darkening sky. The very stars she spoke of were beginning to twinkle white as
the moon rose.

 

Then, she bowed her head. “But there were already three medicine cats. Yellowfang, Spottedleaf, and
their apprentice, Cinderpelt, then ‘paw. How could I possibly be a medicine cat, when we had so
many? I thought perhaps I misread the signs, that I was just imagining this connection. So, I trained as
a warrior. But now, now I see.” She raised her head once more, looking back at the RiverClan
apprentices and staring at Primrosepaw’s toe and Robinpaw’s ear. “This is what StarClan destined me
to do.” Suddenly, the strange vision she had had when she’d gone to the Moonpool made sense; the
vision in which mud had drowned her. Mudfur’s death. “No clan should be left without a medicine cat
to care for them.”



 

Once more, there was a silence. Cats were staring at her in shock and surprise from both RiverClan
and ThunderClan. She looked at the leaders. Bluestar’s gaze was hard and cold, but Thistlestar’s was
narrowed, not friendly, but thoughtful. Beside him, Leopardfur seemed much more open. Her fur was
smoothed unlike the ruffled pelts of her clanmates, and her amber eyes shone in the moonlight.
Catching Lizardpaw’s gaze, Leopardfur dipped her head to her as though in respect.

 

“No,” came a small whisper. Lizardpaw turned her head. It was her mother, Creekflower. In an
instant, Creekflower’s expression went from shocked to hardened outrage. She leaped forward, fur
bristling. “No! I will not allow this! Lizardpaw, how can you even think of joining the clan with that-
that evil, fox-hearted, low-life kit-lover! ” Furious spit dribbled on her chin as she glared dangerously
at Thistlestar. “You think he will be kind and grateful for your generosity?! No! No! Thistlestar will
take you and use you, Lizardpaw! That’s what he does! Do you think he’ll ever respect you? He’ll
hurt you!”

 

I know, Lizardpaw yearned to say to her mother. I know. But it’s not about helping Thistlestar. It’s
about helping RiverClan, and the innocent cats who’ve never done anything to deserve our anger.
Instead, she stood put, her claws digging into the ground and her body stiff. She felt overwhelmed at
Creekflower’s words. She had been terrified of Thistlestar before, of the stories Creekflower had
already told her about her grandfather, but now, it felt more real, more horrifying. But I must. I can’t
let Spottedleaf be their medicine cat. StarClan, no. He would certainly hurt her . And Cinderpelt…?
No, I can’t bear the thought of RiverClan hurting her, nor could I rip her from her family when she
just lost her mentor. And WindClan and ShadowClan only have one medicine cat each. I must do this.
There is no other choice.

 

“How dare you!” snarled Rippleclaw. The old tom, whose white and dark silver-black stripes were
dull with age, leaped forward, almost as though he was going to attack Creekflower on the spot. “You
insult our leader like that, after what he did for you?! You should be grateful he didn’t toss your flea-
ridden pelts back into the fire! Good riddance, I would have said!”

 

“Lizardpaw, you can’t join RiverClan,” mewled Cloudpaw in a weak, flabbergasted voice. “That’s
just… that’s just…”

 

“What about us?” Cliffpaw whispered, so quiet that Lizardpaw barely heard her over Rippleclaw’s
screeching, and her eyes full of hurt. Lizardpaw looked away, unable to answer.

 

“RiverClan won’t accept an impure ThunderClan cat!” yowled Mallowtail. “Aren’t you the half-
kittypet kit? Disgusting!”

 



“ThunderClan’s nothing but trouble!” meowed Grasswhisker, the long-haired dark brown tabby
shoving forward with strangely wide eyes. Beside her, her sister Vixenleap glanced at Lizardpaw with
a frown, then blinked almost sympathetically.

 

“She’s offering her help,” the long-legged black she-cat said.

 

“We don’t need her help!” snapped a very dark she-cat called Shadepelt. “Her kin turned her back on
Thistlestar! Look at how disrespectfully they speak. She looks just like her mother, and I bet she’s just
as condescending!”

 

Condescending? Lizardpaw thought, bewildered. How have I been condescending?

 

“I won’t lose another kit!” wailed Creekflower. “Not again! Not to scum like you! ”

 

“Why should we keep a disloyal cat?” Frostfur piped up, looking oddly calm among her bristling
clanmates. Her tail was even wrapped around her paws, but she glared coldly at Lizardpaw, then
turned her chin up and away with a disdainful humph. “Let her curse all of RiverClan! Better for us.”

 

“She’s not being disloyal,” Spottedleaf murmured, gazing over at Frostfur with eyes gleaming with
hurt. “She’s being empathetic.”

 

“Well, where’s her empathy for her own clan?” Frostfur sniped back, ears flat against her head.
“Helping RiverClan only hurts us in the long run. Then again, her blood doesn’t respect the code
anyway, so what does it matter?”

 

“Like you respect anything,” grumbled Cherryfur, stepping forward. She gazed at Lizardpaw with
sadness yet warmth in her eyes, and Lizardpaw felt her chest tighten. “It’s her choice. She gets to
decide what she does.”

 

Lizardpaw blinked gratefully at her mentor. Cherryfur had always supported her, no matter what.
Truly, Lizardpaw would miss her greatly.

 

“She’s a ThunderClan apprentice,” Darkstripe spoke up, eyes narrowed. “She can't make decisions
like this. At the very least, she’s not just running away like some cats,” his gaze scanned the



RiverClan cats, briefly pausing on Graystripe, then looking for someone else (who, Lizardpaw didn’t
know, but he couldn’t seem to find them), “but she’s not consulting her very leader, like she and the
rest of her family think they’re above the code! Changing clans, helping clans behind their leader’s
back, bringing strangers into the clan… Need I go on?”

 

“Enough.” Suddenly, Bluestar raised her head, glaring at Darkstripe. Her blue gaze was furious. Then,
it turned to Lizardpaw, and she shrunk away, terrified. “I don’t care what one apprentice does. She
wants to help RiverClan? Fine. Be a traitor too, then.” Lizardpaw jolted with hurt and fear. She had
thought Bluestar might understand… Bluestar whipped her head around to Thistlestar. “Take our
apprentice, fox-heart. But know this: ThunderClan is not in your debt, and never will be.”

 

Thistlestar narrowed his eyes, gray shoulder fur raising. Still, he managed to reply almost calmly, “A
medicine cat in return for our hospitality,” he said. “It seems like a fair trade to me. Take your clan
and go, Bluestar. But know that we will never treat your clan with the same mercy again for what
disrespect you’ve shown.” There seemed to be a glimmer of victory in his eyes. Lizardpaw thought
she could see why; Bluestar was clearly disheveled. Where she once was calm and composed, now
her tail lashed with fury, spit coated her lips, and her spine fur bristled sharply. She looked as though
she hadn’t groomed in moons, and while Thistlestar seemed plump and strong on RiverClan fish, she
was as skinny as a WindClan cat.

 

Thistlestar didn’t need to fight Bluestar in battle; he had already proven he’d won the contest of who
was ‘the better leader.’

 

But even in her madness, she’s a better leader than you, Lizardpaw thought.

 

“Thistlestar, we can’t-” Grasswhisker started to protest, but Thistlestar quickly cut her off.

 

“Nonsense, Grasswhisker,” he rumbled, not even sparing her a glance. “RiverClan is strong, yes, but
we look vulnerable without a medicine cat. Though, I can assure you, ThunderClan, that Blackclaw
was right: our claws are still as strong as ever, medicine cat or no medicine cat.” He raised his head
high. “Now it is time for ThunderClan to leave. You have all overstayed your welcome.” He glared
coolly out at them, though his gaze softened when he looked at Fireheart. The ginger deputy would
not meet his gaze.

 

Bluestar flicked her tail commandingly, storming forward towards RiverClan’s entrance. Whitestorm
quickly came to her side. Fireheart spared a few quick words with Graystripe, then went to Bluestar’s
side as well. ThunderClan began to follow her.

 



“Stonefur, Voleclaw, Mallowtail, Softwing,” Thistlestar called. “Follow them. Make sure they know
to stay well off of RiverClan land from now on.” The four warriors obediently rose to their feet-
Mallowtail’s tail lashing- and waited for ThunderClan to trickle out of camp.

 

Lizardpaw’s chest squeezed as she realized, truly, that she would not be leaving with them. Cloudpaw
gazed back at her, still shocked, then he closed his mouth and whipped around, running out of camp.
Cliffpaw didn’t move until Elderpaw nudged her. Creekflower’s whole body seemed to tremble with
emotion, and Cherryfur came to brush against her comfortingly. Mousefur, too, stepped closer, her tail
tip flicking back and forth, but Sandstorm and her began following the rest of their clanmates.

 

“Oh, Lizardpaw,” Creekflower murmured, voice thick with emotion, and her eyes wet. She moved
forward, and Lizardpaw ducked her head, trying not to tremble too as her mother dragged her tongue
over her forehead. “You’re too kind for your own good. Please, please promise me, that at the first
sign of danger- if he ever- please, just come home, okay? I’ll keep you as safe as I can.”

 

Lizardpaw swallowed the thickness in her mouth. “I promise,” she whispered hoarsely, not looking
Creekflower in the eye. “I love you, mom.”

 

Creekflower stepped back, hesitated, gazing at Lizardpaw once more, then turned and walked away
with Cherryfur. Cherryfur looked over her shoulder, giving a proud nod. “Goodbye. Stay safe.”

 

Soon, most of ThunderClan had gone, until it was just Spottedleaf and Cinderpelt, with Brackenfur
waiting for his sister at the entrance, Feathercloud beside him. Cinderpelt stared at Lizardpaw with
wide dark blue eyes, her tail limp on the ground.

 

“Please,” Cinderpelt whispered, in a voice that broke Lizardpaw’s heart. “I can’t lose two cats today.”

 

Lizardpaw’s chest tightened so hard she thought her heart would pop out. “Oh, Cinderpelt,” she
murmured. “I’m sorry, I really am. But RiverClan needs a medicine cat.” She saw the emotions swirl
in Cinderpelt’s eyes, and turned to Spottedleaf when her friend did not respond. “Thank you, for
training me. You’ve made me confident in my skills.”

 

Spottedleaf dipped her head. “I’m always across the river when you need more advice.”

 

Cinderpelt lowered her head, gaze on her paws. “You should have been ThunderClan’s medicine cat,”
she said. “Not me.”



 

“That’s not true,” Lizardpaw quickly reassured her, moving forward and brushing her muzzle against
Cinderpelt’s. Cinderpelt slowly raised her saddened gaze. “You’re the best medicine cat I’ve ever
known. You’re kind and caring, knowledgeable and willing to learn, determined and committed.
Cinderpelt, this must have been how StarClan wanted it. If I had been ThunderClan’s medicine cat,
then who would RiverClan’s medicine cat be?”

 

Cinderpelt said nothing, but blinked slowly at Lizardpaw. Then, she leaned forward, eyes closed, and
rubbed her muzzle against Lizardpaw’s cheek. Lizardpaw’s eyes fluttered shut, and she returned the
gesture, purring in a low, quiet rumble.

 

“It’s time to go home,” Spottedleaf said softly, and Cinderpelt purred away.

 

“I’ll miss you,” Cinderpelt whispered.

 

“I’ll be right across the border,” Lizardpaw reminded her, even as her own heart clenched. “And we’ll
see each other every half-moon!”

 

“It’s not the same,” Cinderpelt said, turning away with folded ears. “Goodbye.” Cinderpelt hobbled
after Spottedleaf as they left. Brackenfur went to stand beside his sister, brushing against her pelt, and
Feathercloud went to Spottedleaf’s side. The white tom cast a sorrowful, worried glance over his
shoulder at Lizardpaw. Softwing, a white and pale golden patched RiverClan warrior, waited for the
ThunderClan cats to leave before following after them.

 

Lizardpaw’s tail fell against the floor, watching the last of her clanmates leave. They’re not my
clanmates anymore. Suddenly, she felt very alone and unsafe in the middle of RiverClan’s camp. Fur
prickling, she turned around to see Leopardfur padding up to her. The spotted RiverClan deputy
dipped her head respectfully to Lizardpaw.

 

“Welcome to RiverClan, Lizardpaw.”

 

 

Darkstripe shook the water off of his drenched black fur. Whitestorm did the same beside him, and
Darkstripe grumbled to the older warrior about the cold river water.



 

“I’d rather be cold in the water than hot in the fire,” murmured Whitestorm in response. Darkstripe’s
tail twitched in silent agreement, staring into the burnt forest that was once ThunderClan’s lustrous
lands. The trees were singed, and ash littered the ground. The rain had washed around the fire before
it could do irreparable damage, but it was still a terrible sight to see.

 

And in this scorched forest, Darkstripe’s heart thudded, Yellowfang and Patchpelt died. Patchpelt had
always been a good uncle to Darkstripe and Graystripe, and Yellowfang… She was bitter, sharp-
tongued, spiteful- a former ShadowClan warrior, of all things! She was a cat Darkstripe never should
have trusted.

 

But he had. Rude as she may be, she was a great medicine cat, and loyal to the clan that had saved her
and welcomed her. Darkstripe, though forced, had spent time caring for her alongside the other young
warriors at the time. Arguably, Fireheart and Creekflower had been much closer to Yellowfang, but…

 

Darkstripe still never would have wished her death like this.

 

I should have been faster, he thought. We could have saved them. What kind of warrior am I, letting
two of my clanmates die in the fire? Tigerclaw would have saved them. He’s strong and brave enough.
Even Fireheart could save Bramblekit!

 

Darkstripe glanced back over the river. Dustpelt and Cherryfur were helping the younger apprentices,
Ashpaw, Elderpaw, Tulippaw, and Fernpaw, keep their heads above the water. And across the river,
Fireheart was coaxing Smallear into the water while Spottedleaf crossed with Cinderpelt and
Runningwind with Halftail.

 

“Hurry up!” ordered Bluestar, snapping impatiently at Smallear.

 

The gray tom glanced over his shoulder in surprise at her harsh tone, and then hurled himself into the
dark water. Fireheart looked ready to jump, but then Longtail and Mousefur appeared on either side of
the frantically splashing elder, buoying him up with their strong shoulders.

 

Bluestar leaped into the river and swam easily to the other side, all frailty gone from her body as if
fire had purged the weakness from her and burned her strong again, and Darkstripe’s spirits rose the
slightest. Having a leader so weak left him feeling vulnerable, but if she had gotten better... 

 



Darkstripe shook his head, water droplets slipping from his ears. He could hear the silence around
him. No birds or prey chittered. Hopefully the fire hasn’t scared all the prey away. He waited for the
rest of his clanmates to cross the river, padding over to Longtail as the pale tabby shook his pelt out.
He watched as Fireheart and Sandstorm brush against each other, and ignored the twinge of jealousy
in his belly.

 

“It’s horrible,” murmured Longtail, gazing out at their territory. The horror was reflected in all of their
clanmates. Even in the faint moonlight, the devastation was obvious, the trees stripped bare, the musty
fragrances of the leaves and ferns replaced by the bitter stench of burned wood and scorched earth.

 

But Bluestar seemed blind to it all. She strode past the other cats without pausing and headed up the
slope toward Sunningrocks and the trail home. Her Clan could do nothing but follow.

 

“It’s like being somewhere else,” whispered Longtail. Darkstripe nodded in agreement. Longtail
called for his apprentice, and Swiftpaw came running over.

 

“Are you alright?” Longtail asked his little brother.

 

“Of course,” Swiftpaw said, puffing out his white and black fur, even as he stared with wide eyes at
the destruction. “RiverClan isn’t that scary! Their apprentices looked kind of pathetic. There was this
one with like a red scab where his ear should be!”

 

“They didn’t have a medicine cat,” Dustpelt meowed as he joined them. His apprentice, Ashpaw,
followed him. “A lot of them had untreated wounds.”

 

Darkstripe’s ears twitched. Tigerclaw would have said it would have been a good opportunity to
attack.

 

“I can’t believe Lizardpaw left!” Ashpaw exclaimed. “What’s wrong with her? Helping the enemy!
She’s cursed for sure!”

 

“Quiet,” Dustpelt snipped, glaring warningly at the pale gray tom. Ashpaw shrunk away, but his fur
fluffed indignantly.

 



“Well, it is better that she left,” Longtail meowed. “We have too many mouths to feed as is… and she
spent too much time gathering herbs instead of prey to feed those mouths.”

 

“Yes,” Dustpelt agreed. His tail twitched worriedly, and he glanced back, where the queens were.
Speckletail carried Snowkit firmly in her mouth- she’d hardly let him a whisker away from her the
entire time, while Mistlekit padded alongside her mother confidently. Goldenflower had Tawnykit and
Bramblekit beside her, while Willowpelt and Whitestorm carried tiny Sorrelkit, Rainkit, and Sootkit.
Seeing Willowpelt struggle to carry Sorrelkit and Sootkit together made Darkstripe’s heart clench.

 

“Are you alright?” Dustpelt then asked Darkstripe. “You’re rather quiet. Did you inhale too much
smoke when you went back?”

 

“No,” Darkstripe replied. “I’m fine.” He looked back at Willowpelt, then slowed down. Dustpelt and
Longtail stared curiously at him, but Darkstripe padded back over to his gray-furred mother.

 

“Here,” he said. “Let me carry one of them.”

 

Willowpelt blinked, a touch surprised, then warmed. She placed the she-kits on the ground, then
grabbed Sootkit. “Take Sorrelkit,” Willowpelt meowed. “She’s less of a wiggler than her sister!” She
purred.

 

Darkstripe smiled, picking up the little tortoiseshell and white kit. She mewled in his grasp, thrashing,
and Darkstripe glanced disbelieving at gray Sootkit, who was still in her mother’s hold. Willowpelt
smiled, a twinkle in her bright, pale blue eyes.

 

“Thank you,” Whitestorm meowed around Rainkit’s scruff. “Barely have their eyes open, and they’re
already a pawful!”

 

Darkstripe ducked his head, looking away and padding forward. He wasn’t sure how to feel about
Whitestorm now that he was his mother’s mate. He respected the warrior, of course, but he felt… He
didn’t know. He liked his new little siblings, just as he had Graystripe, but he didn’t like that
Willowpelt seemed to love her newest litter so easily, and that they had Whitestorm to raise them too.

 

I didn’t get to have a father, he thought resentfully. Neither did Graystripe. The closest we had was
Patchpelt, and now he’s gone.



 

It’s not fair.

 

The ravine lay like an open wound in the landscape. Darkstripe stopped and peered over the edge, and
tried to hide his shivering. He didn’t want to enter camp again, knowing Yellowfang’s body was
inside.

 

Sorrelkit squirmed in his grasp again, letting out a loud, hungry wail, and he tightened his teeth
against her scruff.

 

The Clan filed slowly down the steep slope and followed Bluestar into the camp. Inside the clearing
the cats gazed silently around the stripped, blackened space that had once been their home.

 

“Take me to Yellowfang’s body!” Bluestar meowed sharply at Fireheart, cracking the silence.

Fireheart’s fur bristled, and Darkstripe stared, shocked, at their leader. This wasn’t the weak shell of a
leader she had been in recent moons; but nor was it the wise and gentle leader that Bluestar had once
been.

 

Fireheart began to pad toward Yellowfang’s clearing, and Darkstripe looked away as Bluestar
followed. Instead, he followed after Willowpelt and Whitestorm as they headed to the nursery.
Speckletail was already there, fussing about.

 

“A branch fell on the left side and caved the den in,” she meowed. “There won’t be enough space for
all of us!”

 

“I’ll see if the elders have space for one of you to stay,” Whitestorm murmured, placing Rainkit down.
He turned and trotted over to One-eye and Dappletail. Darkstripe placed Sorrelkit down. The little
she-kit attempted to stand, wobbling on her short, chunky legs. She plopped onto the side, tail flailing
for balance, and Darkstripe watched her, feeling strange. It was cute, but he couldn’t help but see how
well-fed she was. Darkstripe himself could feel his ribs underneath his long fur.

 

And then Willowpelt grabbed Sorrelkit and pulled her close to Rainkit and Sootkit. “Oh, little ones,”
she worried. “Look at you, so hungry! Eat now, kits.” She laid down beside them, and the kits eagerly
latched on. Darkstripe’s fur twitched, and he waited for Willowpelt to say anything to him, but she
was wholly focused on her kits.



 

He repressed a huff, then turned and sought out Longtail and Dustpelt. A chilling wail echoed from
Yellowfang’s den, and he looked over as Bluestar staggered out, twisting her head wildly and glaring
around at the blackened trees. “How could StarClan do this? Have they no pity?” she spat. “I will
never go to the Moonstone again! From now on, my dreams are my own. StarClan has declared war
on my Clan, and I shall never forgive them.”

 

Darkstripe gasped, and he watched as his clanmates stared in shock at their leader. He noticed
Cinderpelt creep quietly to Yellowfang’s den and she reappeared a moment later holding

something in her jaws, which she dropped beside Bluestar.

 

“Eat these, Bluestar,” she urged. “They will ease your pain.”

 

He saw Fireheart and Cinderpelt exchange quiet words, then Cinderpelt spoke louder to the blue-
furred leader, “Eat them, please.”

 

Bluestar bent her head and obediently licked up the small black seeds.

 

“Come,” Cinderpelt meowed gently, and led the ThunderClan leader away.

 

Fireheart padded into the den and returned with Yellowfang’s crumpled, smoke-stained body by its
scruff. He heaved it into the moonlit clearing, and arranged it so that Yellowfang rested with the same
dignity with which she had lived. When he had finished he bent down to give his old friend one final
lick. Darkstripe looked away, unable to bear the sight of Yellowfang’s body.

 

Above, the three-quarter moon began to slide away and the horizon glowed cream and

pink above the blackened treetops. Darkstripe shifted from his spot between Longtail and Dustpelt,
his ears pricked as he listened to Frostfur talk with Brindleface about how Bluestar had forsaken
StarClan.

 

“The curse has broken her,” Frostfur murmured, genuinely sad in her tone. “I can’t believe this. I
know Fireheart and his kin had tainted her soul and mind, but to come to this? I hope she comes to her
senses. She’s not the cat I knew.”

 



Darkstripe’s pelt prickled. Tigerclaw was right, he thought. Bluestar is weak.

 

His ears flicked in surprise when he saw Fireheart bound up the Highrock in a single leap and calling
the familiar summons. Darkstripe rose, padding forward. His clanmates padded drowsily from the
wreckage of their dens.

 

“We must rebuild the camp,” Fireheart began once they had settled in front of him. “I know it looks a
mess now, but it is the height of greenleaf. The forest will grow back quickly, stronger because of the
injuries it has suffered.”

 

“Why isn’t Bluestar telling us this?” Darkstripe questioned, head high. Was Bluestar truly so
shattered?

 

“Bluestar is exhausted,” Fireheart told him. “Cinderpelt has given her poppy seeds so that she can rest
and recover.”

 

“Rest and recover?” Longtail whispered. “Rest and recover is all she ever does!”

 

“RiverClan saw her like that,” Dustpelt murmured, fur spiked anxiously. “What if they decide to
attack? Especially since they know our forest has been destroyed?”

 

“The more she rests, the quicker she’ll recover,” Fireheart spoke over their nervous murmurs
reassuringly. “Just like the forest.”

 

“The forest is empty,” fretted Brindleface. “The prey has run away or died in the fire. What will we
eat?” She glanced anxiously at her four kits, her face shadowed with a mother’s concern even though
her kits had left the nursery.

 

“The prey will come back,” Fireheart assured her. “We must hunt as usual, and if we need to go a
little farther to find fresh-kill, then we will.” Murmurs of agreement rose from the clearing, but
Darkstripe remained silent.

 

“Longtail, Mousefur, Thornpaw, and Dustpelt- you’ll take the dawn patrol.” The four cats looked up
at Fireheart and nodded. “Swiftpaw, you can replace Mousefur on guard duty and make sure Bluestar



is not disturbed. The rest of us will start work on the camp. Whitestorm will organize parties to gather
materials. Darkstripe, you can supervise the rebuilding of the camp wall.”

 

“And how am I supposed to do that?” demanded Darkstripe, feeling indignant. He wanted to patrol
and hunt for his clan, not be stuck in camp rebuilding! “The ferns are all burned away.”

 

“Use whatever you can,” answered Fireheart. “But make sure it is strong. We mustn’t forget

Tigerclaw’s threat.” Darkstripe’s pelt prickled uneasily at the mention of his old mentor. It wasn’t that
Darkstripe disagreed that he was a threat- he was. To ThunderClan, the very clan that had cast him
out. But Tigerclaw had had good intentions. He had seen the path Bluestar was leading ThunderClan
down… perhaps if he had been leader, none of this would have happened. “We need to stay alert. All
kits shall remain in camp. Apprentices will travel only with warriors.” Fireheart gazed down on the
silent Clan. “Are we agreed?”

 

Loud mews rose from the crowd. “We are!” they called, but Darkstripe did not. Even Longtail and
Dustpelt beside him agreed.

 

“Right,” Fireheart meowed. “Let’s start work!”

 

The cats began to move away from the Highrock, weaving among one another swiftly to gather
around Whitestorm and Darkstripe for their instructions. Darkstripe’s fur fluffed as Cherryfur
approached.

 

“I think we can use the stuff from the prisoner’s den to rebuild the other dens,” she suggested. “It’s
not like we need that den.”

 

“Unless we have unwanted guests,” he replied with a low growl.

 

“What about the bracken in the apprentices’ den?” mewed Elderpaw. “It’s all burned up!”

 

“The warriors’ den walls are completely singed,” added Brackenfur. “Nobody has any place to sleep
tonight.”

 



“We’ll start with that,” Darkstripe said quickly before everyone could give their input. He glanced
nervously around. What was there to rebuild with? Fireheart had been unhelpful. But Cherryfur is
right, he thought, annoyed. We can use the old prisoner’s den.

 

Gruffly, he said, “We’ll start with dismantling the prisoner’s den. Brackenfur, you take Feathercloud
and go see what you can find outside of camp that isn’t burned.”

 

Brackenfur nodded obediently, darting away to go find his friend, and Cherryfur, Elderpaw, and the
others all went to the prisoner’s den. Darkstripe’s fur relaxed, and he blinked, surprised how easy
ordering them had been, and how good it felt.

I could have been a good deputy, he thought. If only Tigerclaw had been leader.

Chapter End Notes
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Everyone Knows Tigerclaw is Suspicious, and Yet, Nobody Does
Anything

Chapter by LollingCat

Copperleaf squeezed his mouth shut as a cough racked his body. He closed his eyes, wincing at the
pain in his chest, before he smelled the familiar herbs of ginger, watermint, and some stems of catmint
Runningnose laid down at his paws.

 

“Thanks,” he meowed, voice rough. He cleared his throat, then lapped up the herbs, sighing as they
soothed his sore throat.

 

Runningnose placed a paw on his neck, giving his muzzle an experimental sniff, before nodding.
“You should be fine after a few days,” the medicine cat announced, looking relieved.

 

Copperleaf felt the same way. It looked like the sickness was finally dying out.

 

But now the clan was worried about the Gathering the next night.

 

Without a leader, or deputy for that matter, how were they going to go to the Gathering?

 

“I’m worried, Copperleaf,” Runningnose whispered as he wrapped his herbs and tidied up his stores,
fur prickling nervously. “I don’t know what to say to our clanmates - I don’t know how to reassure
them! The Gathering is tomorrow, but night is falling and we still have no leader.” Copperleaf met
Runningnose’s anxious gaze. “I don’t know what to do…”

 

Copperleaf longed to nose Runningnose’s shoulder, to assure him that he’s been doing all he could.
Instead, he blinked sympathetically at him.

 

“I’m sure StarClan will send us a sign,” he meowed, washing a paw before cleaning his whiskers with
it. “They’ve never let us down before. When we were under Brokentail, they sent us aid in
ThunderClan and our own brave elders. During the sickness, they’ve brought us herbs along with
Littlecloud and Whitethroat’s healthy lives.” he dipped his head to the medicine cat. “No matter what,
I have faith that they’ll send us a leader. We just must watch and listen.”
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Runningnose seemed to relax. “Thank you, Copperleaf,” he murmured. “I appreciate your advice and
support through all this.” He straightened his shoulders, looking like he was steeling himself for the
upcoming meeting.

 

“Where you lead, I will follow,” Copperleaf meowed. Runningnose blinked gratefully at the light
ginger tom.

 

“And I would do the same for you,” he murmured, appearing in the clearing of ShadowClan’s camp,
his gray and white pelt lit up by the moonlight. He crossed to the rock and hauled himself onto it. “Let
all cats old enough to catch their own prey gather for a meeting!” he called, his thin voice echoing
through the trees.

 

Cats moved to sit at the foot of the rock, Copperleaf among them. He gave a little cough as
Dawncloud came padding over to his side, and he purred in greeting. Up on the rock, Copperleaf was
worried to see that Runningnose looked no bigger or stronger than a kit - yet despite this,
ShadowClan gazed at him with respect and trust that he would restore their clan to how it should be.

 

“Clanmates, I know that you are troubled about the Gathering,” Runningnose began. “I share your
fears, but be strong! Have faith in our warrior ancestors to send us a new leader soon!”

 

There was a murmur from the watching cats, and Deerfoot stood up. “Soon isn’t now!” he hissed.
“The Gathering is tomorrow! Does StarClan want us to look weak and leaderless in front of the other
clans?”

 

“Has StarClan given up on us?” wailed Quietpaw. She was hushed by Stumpytail, who clouted her
gently with one paw.

 

“Of course they haven’t given up on us,” Runningnose mewed, but his words were drowned by his
clanmates’ increasingly noisy protests.

 

“We’ll be pounced on like rats as soon as the clans hear about Nightstar’s death!” yowled Wetfoot.

 

“How can we survive without a leader?” snarled Tallpoppy. “No other clan has ever turned up at a
Gathering without one!”

 



Runningnose hung his head and said nothing. Copperleaf could smell the misery coming from him,
and his heart sank at the wails from his clanmates. He closed his eyes. StarClan please… he prayed.
Send us a sign…we need a leader.

 

He opened his eyes, looking up at Runningnose once more, before his eye caught on an orange-
colored leaf drifting to the ground at the foot of the rock. That was strange…it’s not time for the
leaves to be that color yet…

 

Copperleaf stared at the leaf as it fluttered in front of Runningnose, but the medicine cat looked too
distraught to notice. 

 

Suddenly Runningnose tensed. His ears pricked, and his gaze fixed on something at the foot of the
rock. Copperleaf pricked his own ears. Did he see the leaf too? He followed the medicine cat’s gaze,
but it wasn’t on the strange leaf. There was a tiny, pale glint among the grass, dappled in the
moonlight. Runningnose jumped down and put his muzzle close to it. Then his head shot up in
astonishment.

 

“It’s a claw!” he gasped. “Here, at the bottom of the rock. Has anyone lost a claw today?”

 

Warriors and apprentices shook their heads, and puzzled murmurs spread through the clan.

 

Runningnose was studying the claw again. Copperleaf stood and wobbily made his way over to
Runningnose to look at this sign. He paused as the strange leaf blew in front of him, and he looked
down at it, noting its strange shape. Copperleaf shook his head, shrugged, and continued forward, his
paw crushing the leaf as he walked over it. Runningnose reached out carefully and touched the claw
with his paw, shifting it so that the other cats could see it. “Look,” he whispered. “The moon has cast
shadows on it. Not shadows, stripes .” He looked up and stared at Tigerclaw. “Stripes like a tiger’s
pelt.”

 

Copperleaf felt his heart drop. Surely not…?

 

“It’s a sign?” gasped Dawncloud, looking uneasy.

 

“StarClan has chosen our new leader!” called Blackfoot.

 



“Tigerclaw!” breathed Runningnose, and as one the cats of ShadowClan turned to gaze at Tigerclaw.
“StarClan has spoken,” the medicine cat meowed. “And we must listen.”

 

Copperleaf was gobsmacked. Tigerclaw? StarClan had chosen Tigerclaw ? But why? He turned and
stared at the dark tabby. Tigerclaw had closed his eyes.

 

“Tigerclaw?” Blackfoot mewed quietly. “Runningnose wants to speak with you.” The medicine cat
was standing in front of Tigerclaw, and he bowed low.

 

“Will you do us the honor of leading us, Tigerclaw? StarClan has spoken, and it has chosen you.”

 

“And we chose you too!” yowled Scorchwind over the heads of his clanmates. “You have led us out
of the darkness after Nightstar’s death, and shown us how to be strong again!”

 

Copperleaf saw Badgerfang bristle, and faintly heard him mutter to Blossomtail, “Have they forgotten
that Copperleaf was the one who told Littlecloud and Whitethroat to go to ThunderClan for help? He
showed the initiative a leader needs!”

 

Copperleaf felt touched at his son’s mate’s words, but internally denied that he was the right cat for
the job. There were cats here that were much more qualified, older and experienced, than he was.

 

Tigerclaw dipped his head. “I am stunned by the decision of our ancestors,” he meowed. “I came late
to ShadowClan, though I hope no cat would question my loyalty to each one of you,” Ashheart gave a
“Tch!” and glared at the dark tabby. “I never looked for this. If you’re sure, and if StarClan has
spoken, then I can only say yes .”

 

“Hail the new ShadowClan leader!” called Runningnose, and the night air was split with screeches of
joy and relief.

 

Copperleaf frowned, feeling off about this whole situation. It just didn’t make sense that StarClan
would choose Tigerclaw when he had committed all those crimes Fireheart told him about…

 

What was going on?

 



There was a faint rustle in the brambles behind Tigerclaw. Jaggedtooth limped forward, bleeding from
one toe. Copperleaf glanced at the injury, and stiffened.

 

He was missing a claw.

 

Jaggedtooth limped over to Tigerclaw and the two exchanged quiet, rumbling words, merely making
Copperleaf even more suspicious.

 

Had Jaggedtooth… faked the sign?

 

But it did look like Tigerclaw had been mildly surprised by the sign…so that meant Jaggedtooth was
the one who planted it.

 

Copperleaf watched as Tigerclaw turned and padded to the center of the clearing. The other cats fell
silent as he sprang onto the rock, looking down on his clanmates as he settled his paws on the cold,
smooth stone as they called his would-be name;

 

“Tigerstar! Tigerstar! Tigerstar!”

 

Copperleaf stumbled back over to where Dawncloud was sitting, quietly whispering with a worried
Ashheart. Blossomtail and Badgerfang were nearby, looking disproving, while Fernshade, Tallpoppy,
Flintfang, Wolfstep, Oakfur, and Swampfur were exchanging hushed, curious words.

 

“What do you all think about this?” he asked, looking troubled. When they all glanced at him, he
added, “About a ThunderClan exile becoming our leader just like that? Like RiverClan?”

 

Dawncloud and Ashheart nodded in agreement with Copperleaf’s words.

 

“I certainly don’t like it,” his son Blossomtail meowed as Badgerfang gave a sharp nod.

 

“I must admit,” Fernshade added. “It is strange that StarClan would choose Tigerclaw when we have
cats here who know our clan better.” She nodded to Copperleaf, and Flintfang, Tallpoppy, and
Wolfstep murmured in agreement. The former gray tomcat casted a look at Tigerclaw, and stiffened



when the tabby announced that Blackfoot was to be his deputy. Flintfang curled his claws into the
ground and growled.

 

“And that our deputy is once again a code-blind fool,” Flintfang glared harshly at his brother
Blackfoot’s back.

 

“Well, it is StarClan’s will, I guess,” Swampfur shrugged. “Nothing we can do about it. Runningnose
received and interpreted a sign. That’s all there is to it.” Copperleaf frowned, knowing that no, that
was not all there is to it, but Oakfur added his voice to the conversation.

 

“Tigerclaw was so helpful though!” The young brown tom seemed to have stars in his eyes as he
praised the dark tabby. “He brought us prey when we couldn’t hunt for ourselves!”

 

Wolfstep slightly dipped his head, acknowledging the younger warriors’ words. “They do have a
point,” he admitted. “Besides- who else would be leader anyway?”

 

Copperleaf saw, out of the corner of his eye, Badgerfang glancing meaningfully at him.

 

 

“...promise to uphold the warrior code, even at the cost of your own lives?”

 

Airleap watched as the two cats in front of Tallstar bowed their heads. The black head of Ravenpaw
nodded as Barley steadily said, “We do.”

 

“Then by the powers of StarClan,” Tallstar continued. “I give you your full clan names. Ravenpaw,
from this day forth, you will be known as Ravenwing. You have suffered much horror in your young
life, but you have proven to be like a bird - always rising no matter the weather. I am proud to
welcome you into our clan.” The black and white tom stepped forward and rested his muzzle on
Ravenwing’s head, who licked Tallstar’s shoulder before stepping back to sit beside Airleap.

 

The brown and white tom purred as Tallstar turned to Barley. “And Barley, I will respect your wish to
keep your name, for it is who you are. I welcome you as a full member of WindClan.” Like
Ravenwing, Tallstar rested his muzzle on Barley’s head, and the former barn cat licked his new
leader’s shoulder, before shuffling back to Ravenwing’s side.



 

Airleap was the first to call out, “Ravenwing! Barley!”

 

The clan took up his call. “Ravenwing! Barley! Ravenwing! Barley!”

 

Airleap looked over his clan, pleased at the happy faces that greeted their new clanmates. Briefly, he
heard Gorsepaw whine, “When will I be a warrior?” but Storkpaw was quick to shush her brother.

 

As the cheers died down, Tallstar beckoned to Airleap, Deadfoot, Barley, and Ravenwing. The brown
and white tom quickly hurried over to his leader, nodding at Deadfoot as he arrived.

 

“So it’s true?” Barley asked, ears pricked. “Tigerclaw was exiled?”

 

“Bluestar never confirmed it,” Deadfoot replied. “But, reading between the lines, I’d say yes.”

 

“Feathercloud told us it’s true,” Airleap reported. “He was exiled, and has recently killed Rosetail…”
Airleap remembered the grief that had gripped him at the news of his loving aunt’s death.

 

“Did he say anything about why Bluestar’s said nothing?” Tallstar inquired. Airleap shrugged.

 

“He said that Bluestar said Tigerclaw is ThunderClan’s business, and that was that.”

 

“Well,” Deadfoot mussed. “I’d say he’s also WindClan’s business now that Ravenwing is one of us.”

 

Ravenwing quickly nodded his head, pawspeaking, “We have to tell the rest of the clans, now matter
what ThunderClan wants. Tigerclaw is a threat to all the clans.” Barley pressed against Ravenwing’s
side, translating best he could, as Tallstar nodded.

 

“Everyone, go get some rest,” the WindClan leader told them. “We will head to the Gathering
tomorrow.”

 



 

Tigerclaw opened his eyes to the bright, green star-specked forest of StarClan, feeling the crunch of
orange leaves beneath his paws. He puffed up his chest, feeling pleased. At last! He had arrived in the
moment he had always been destined to be!

 

He was about to receive his nine lives.

 

That’s when Tigerclaw saw the cast of cats before him.

 

There was the soft, weak-hearted tortoiseshell Redtail, with the young, blue-furred she-cat
Cricketheart beside him. Both were glaring at him.

 

Rosetail, Thrushpelt, Poppydawn, Weedwhisker, and even a little kit Tigerclaw barely remembered as
Chestnutkit were there too. Sunstar was beside his gray brother, Featherwhisker, with the youthful
form of Larksong pacing around them.

 

There other cats Tigerclaw recognized, and some he didn’t, but they all shared one thing in common:
They were all staring angrily at him.

 

He rolled his shoulders back, rolling his eyes. There was nothing they could do to stop him from
receiving his nine lives! ShadowClan had chosen him, and he was the only candidate for the job!

 

Redtail then stepped forward.

 

“Tigerclaw,” he stiffly said. “StarClan has conferred.” His amber eyes bored into Tigerclaw’s own.
“And we refuse to give you lives for all you’ve done.”

 

Tigerclaw’s jaw dropped open. “It’s my right!” he protested, tail lashing angrily. “The clan chose
me!”

 

Cricketheart then padded forward, stopping at her father’s side. “But StarClan didn’t choose you,” she
meowed, eyes narrowed. “Your sign was faked - while not by yourself, but it was a fake all the same.”



She curled her lip. “Though, if you were the only option for ShadowClan’s leadership, you would ,”
she sneered as she continued, “be the one to receive nine lives. However, we ,” she gestured to the
starry-furred cats around her, “ we chose another.”

 

Tigerclaw leaped to his paws, fury rushing through his blood. “Who?” he demanded. “Who is this
other?!” At their silence, he snarled, raking his claws across the fall-colored leaves covering the green
grass. “The word of dead cats doesn’t mean anything to what the living wants!”

 

“While most of StarClan denies you your nine lives,” Sunstar growled, the dark ginger tabby stepping
forward. “There are still some cats who believe in you.” He glanced at a cat sitting in the shadows
behind him. “And we cannot stop anyone who wishes to give a life.”

 

The cat from the shadows padded forward, and Tigerclaw felt the ground beneath his paws lurch with
horror and hatred.

 

Pinestar.

 

From behind the large, ginger tom, Tigerclaw then saw the black pelt of his mother, Leopardfoot, tail
curled around two young kits - his sisters who had been so weak that they died. Leopardfoot,
however, was glaring coldly at both Pinestar and Tigerclaw, turning her head away when she met her
son’s eyes.

 

Tigerclaw felt his heart fill with rage at his mother’s dismissal.

 

(And, perhaps, a small feeling of kithood sadness and confusion that he quickly smothered.)

 

“Tigerclaw,” Pinestar slowly said, eyes not giving away his emotions. Tigerclaw merely growled and
bared his teeth at his kittypet-loving father. “I wish to give you a life in hopes you’ll choose the right
path - unlike your wicked mentor.”

 

“I will accept no life from a kittypet !” Tigerclaw snapped, spitting at his father. “I will accept none,
because a kittypet has no life !”

 



Pinestar narrowed his eyes, then casually said, “You’ll leave with no extra lives then.” He tilted his
head. “Do you want to risk that with the enemies you’ve made?”

 

Tigerclaw growled once more, but looked away from his father’s look. “ Fine,” he hissed unhappily.
He turned back to Pinestar, who stepped forward and pressed his nose to his son’s.

 

“With this life, I give you foresight,” Pinestar meowed. He fixed his son with a stare. “I hope you will
use it to right your wrongs, put aside grudges, and become the leader I always hoped you would be,
for that is what ShadowClan needs.”

 

Tigerclaw curled his lip at his father’s sappy words, but tensed his muscles as a sharp pain zinged
through his body, leaving a headache in its place.

 

He awoke beside the Moonstone, Runningnose a few tail-lengths away. He rose, stretching each limb,
before turning to look at his medicine cat.

 

Runningnose looked troubled, a slight frown on his muzzle, but he meowed, “Did you receive your
nine lives?”

 

Tigerclaw nodded, feeling no guilt nor shame in lying to the medicine cat. Runningnose stared at him,
gaze shadowed, before respectfully dipping his head. “Then I welcome you as ShadowClan’s new
leader, Tigerstar.”

 

A feeling of anticipation filled the dark tabby.

 

True, it wasn’t the ceremony he had hoped for. He only had his original life plus the disgrace of a life
his coward of a father had given him. He truly didn’t have StarClan’s blessing.

 

But what use was a blessing when you had power over a whole clan?

 

Besides…he’ll be the only to know he only had two lives. By the time he met Thistlestar and Bluestar
as their equal, he would be ready to exact his revenge.

 



On Thistlestar, for giving into his sentiment for his cursed meddy kits and catering to their whiny
desires.

 

On Bluestar, for casting him out of his clan, out of his rightful position, and replacing him with a
disloyal Dark Forest trainee.

 

On ThunderClan, for turning their backs on him and choosing a ragtag bunch of cursed cats over him.

 

And lastly…on Fireheart. 

 

Thistlestar’s favorite . 

 

Bluestar’s precious apprentice. 

 

ThunderClan’s new deputy .

 

Did Fireheart think he was safe, now that his enemy was away? Was he aware that his death was
coming? That ShadowClan’s new leader was going to be the one to execute it? The red-furred tom
will gasp his last breath beneath Tigercl-no, Tiger star ’s paws. His blood will be spilt upon his fur.
Tigerstar knew Fireheart will die at his paws.

 

For his one and only true desire was to rid himself of the infuriating son of a broken code.



Just Realized: Every Other Leader Hates Tigerstar For Some Reason
(#End of Rising Storm)
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The sky stayed gray and cloudy over the next few days, but the showers didn’t hamper the rebuilding
of the camp. In fact, Fireheart welcomed the cleansing rain that would wash the ash into the soil and
help the forest to recover.

 

But this morning the sun shone high overhead, the clouds billowing away over the horizon. The sky
will be clear for tonight’s Gathering, Fireheart thought ruefully, wishing for once that the moon could
be hidden so that the Gathering could not be held. Bluestar was still a long way from being her former
self, emerging from her den only when Whitestorm persuaded her to come and see how the repairs
were coming along. The ThunderClan leader had nodded blankly at the cats as they worked, even
ignoring Frostfur when she tried to greet her, before limping back to the security of her nest. Fireheart
wondered if she even remembered that the Gathering was tonight. Perhaps he should go and find out.

 

He padded around the edge of the clearing, feeling a ripple of pride at the work the Clan had done so
far. The camp was already regaining some of its former shape. The trunk of the elders’ oak was
blackened but still in one piece, although its maze of branches had burned away to nothing. The
bramble nursery, which had been stripped of its protective leaves down to a tangle of stems, had been
carefully patched with leafy twigs fetched from less damaged parts of the forest. And the camp wall
had been shored up with the strongest branches the cats could find, although there was little they
could do to replace the thick barrier of ferns that used to surround the camp. For that they would have
to wait for the forest to grow again. Darkstripe had done a good job organizing the rebuilding of
camp, and so had Brackenfur, who seemed to quite enjoy building, and Cherryfur, who had been
innovative in her ideas. He was glad to see them all working together too, despite the tension in camp.

 

Fireheart heard scratching behind the nursery. Through the patchy walls, he saw a familiar pelt of
white fur. “Cloudpaw!” he called.

 

The apprentice emerged from behind the bramble bush, his jaws crammed with twigs that he’d been
weaving through the nursery walls. After him followed his tabby sister, Cliffpaw. Fireheart blinked in
welcome. He hadn’t been the only cat to notice how hard Cloudpaw had worked these past few days
to fix the camp. There had been no more questions about the white apprentice’s commitment to the
Clan, nor jabs at Cliffpaw’s kittypet roots. Fireheart wondered if it had taken something as severe as a
fire for Cloudpaw to discover the true meaning of loyalty. The young cat stood in front of him now
without speaking, his fur flattened and blotchy with soot and mud, his eyes strained and exhausted.
Cliffpaw looked just as exhausted, a glittering sadness in her eyes- Lizardpaw’s leaving had hurt them
both.

 



“Go and rest,” Fireheart ordered gently. “You’ve earned it.”

 

Cloudpaw dropped his bundle of twigs. “Let me finish these first.”

 

“You can finish them later.”

 

“But we’ve only got a few left to do,” Cloudpaw argued.

 

“I’d hate to leave it half-finished,” Cliffpaw added quietly.

 

“You look dead on your paws,” Fireheart insisted firmly. “Go on.”

 

“Yes, Fireheart.” Cloudpaw bowed his head, and Cliffpaw began to pad away. Cloudpaw turned to
follow his sister and glanced forlornly at the fallen oak where Smallear and Halftail sat with
Dappletail and One-eye. “The elders’ den seems so empty,” he mewed.

 

“Patchpelt is with StarClan now,” Fireheart reminded him. “He’ll be watching you tonight from
Silverpelt.” A wave of regret tugged at his belly as he remembered that Bluestar had refused to

conduct the proper ceremony for her dead Clanmates.

 

“I will not place them in the paws of StarClan,” she had told him bitterly. “Our warrior ancestors do
not deserve the company of ThunderClan cats.” And so Whitestorm had soothed the anxious Clan by
speaking the words that would send Yellowfang and Patchpelt safely to their old friends in Silverpelt.
Cloudpaw nodded, but he looked unconvinced. Fireheart knew that the apprentice still found it hard to
believe that the lights of Silverpelt were the spirits of their warrior ancestors, watching over their old
hunting grounds. 

 

“Go and rest,” he repeated.

 

The young cat dragged his paws toward the charred stump where the apprentices gathered to eat and
share tongues. Elderpaw hurried across the clearing to greet her friends, giving Cliffpaw a friendly
nuzzle and playfully nudging Cloudpaw’s shoulder. But the white apprentice’s eyelids were already
drooping, and his greeting was interrupted by a huge yawn. He lay down where he was, resting his
head on the ground and closing his sore eyes. Elderpaw and Cliffpaw crouched at his side and gently



began to wash Cloudpaw’s grubby pelt. Watching them, Fireheart felt a pang of loneliness as he
remembered the same companionship he had once shared with Graystripe, and with Darkstripe, who
would rather be dead than do such a thing now.

 

Nearby, he saw Brightpaw glance with suspicious, judgemental eyes at Cloudpaw, then rise to her
paws. Thornpaw scrambled after his sister, and they both headed over to Lynxpaw, where Brightpaw
murmured something Fireheart could only assume was nasty. He sighed. I suppose not every cat has
accepted Cloudpaw… Not when he’s the kin of a cursed cat.

 

He turned his paws once more toward Bluestar’s den. Longtail was sitting outside, and he nodded as
Fireheart passed. Fireheart paused at the entrance. The lichen had been burned away and the stone
was black with soot. He mewed a quiet greeting and stepped inside. Without the lichen, the wind as
well as daylight flooded in, and Bluestar had dragged her bedding into the shadows at the back of the
drafty cave.

 

Cinderpelt sat beside the huddled shape of the leader, pushing a pile of herbs toward her. “They’ll
make you feel better,” she urged.

 

“I feel fine,” snapped Bluestar, keeping her eyes fixed on the sandy floor.

 

“I’ll leave them here, then. Perhaps you’ll manage them later.” Cinderpelt stood and walked unevenly
toward the den entrance.

 

“How is she?” Fireheart whispered.

 

“Stubborn,” replied Cinderpelt, brushing past him out of the den.

 

Fireheart cautiously approached the old leader. Bluestar was even more of a stranger to him now,
locked in a world of fear and suspicion directed not just against Tigerclaw, but at all their warrior
ancestors in StarClan. “Bluestar,” he began tentatively, dipping his head. “The Gathering is tonight.
Have you decided who will go?”

 

“The Gathering?” Bluestar spat with disgust. “You decide who to take. I won’t be going. There is no
longer any reason for me to honor StarClan.” As she spoke, a cloud of ash blew through the open
doorway, cutting off her words with a bout of coughing.



 

Fireheart stared in dismay as spasms racked her frail body. Bluestar was the leader of the Clan! It was
she who’d taught him about StarClan and the way the warrior spirits watched over the forest.
Fireheart couldn’t believe she would reject the beliefs she had based her whole life upon.

 

“Y-you don’t have to honor StarClan,” he stammered at last. “Just be there to represent your own
Clan. They need your strength now.”

 

Bluestar looked at him for a long moment. “My kits needed me once, but I gave them to another Clan
to raise,” she whispered. “And why? Because StarClan told me I had a different destiny. Is this it? To
be attacked by traitors? To watch my Clan die around me? For curses to run free? StarClan was
wrong. It was not worth it.”

 

Fireheart felt his blood turn to ice. For the first time, Bluestar had spoken of the curse as though she
believed it was real. She had always been the first to shut Frostfur down. But did she believe the
white-furred she-cat now? Did… did Bluestar believe he was cursed too?

 

He hadn’t realized how much comfort and relief he had taken in Bluestar’s trust in him. That she
thought the curse was just fox-dung.

 

Unable to face Bluestar anymore, he turned and padded blindly out of the den. Sandstorm had
replaced Longtail outside. Fireheart looked hopefully at the pale orange warrior, but she fixed her
eyes on her paws. When they had returned to camp, Sandstorm had pestered him about his role as
deputy- about how Bluestar chose him to make good decisions. It had resulted in an argument, and it
stung Fireheart deeply to be mad at his mate, especially now that she was expecting his kits.

 

He couldn’t pass by without saying anything, so he brushed his pelt against hers, hoping she wasn’t
too mad as to deny him. “Will you want to go to the Gathering tonight?” he asked softly.

 

Sandstorm glanced at him. “Isn’t that Bluestar’s decision?” she asked in a clipped voice.

 

Fireheart shook his head. “She’s not going.”

 

Sandstorm’s pale green eyes gleamed, glancing back at Bluestar’s den. Her eyes were filled with
worry, and fear. But she nodded. “And she entrusted you to make the decision,” she said pointedly.



She blinked calmly at him. “Then it’s your decision whether I go or not.”

 

“But I don’t know if you should come or not,” he mewed honestly. “You’re expecting kits, so I’d want
you to be safe in camp-”

 

Sandstorm’s pelt bristled defensively, eyes flashing hotly. “I’m not weak simply because I’m
expecting kits!” she snapped. “I can fight and hunt just as well as any other warrior. My belly isn’t
even big yet. I’ll be a warrior until Brightpaw’s training is done,” she said stubbornly.

 

Fireheart bowed his head placatingly. “I know,” he meowed. “You’re very strong, and capable, and
brilliant. That’s what I love about you.” His whiskers twitched nervously, but he met her gaze
lovingly. Sandstorm glanced away, fur flattening. “I’m just being overprotective… I don’t want you
and our kits getting hurt.”

 

“The life of a warrior brings pain,” she meowed coolly, then softened, leaning forward to nuzzle him.
“But I understand what you mean. I don’t like seeing you hurt either.”

 

Fireheart smiled, giving her a lick on her forehead before he turned and padded down the Highrock.
Fireheart spotted Whitestorm trotting back into camp with the sunhigh patrol. He

signaled to the white warrior with his tail, and Whitestorm headed toward him while the rest of the
patrol split up in search of food and a place to rest.

 

“Bluestar isn’t well enough to attend the Gathering,” Fireheart meowed when Whitestorm reached
him.

 

His half-brother shook his head as if the news came as no surprise. “There was a time when nothing
would have kept Bluestar from a Gathering,” he observed quietly.

 

“We should take a party anyway,” Fireheart told him. “The other Clans must be warned about
Tigerclaw. His group of rogues is a threat to all the Clans.”

 

Whitestorm nodded. “We could tell them Bluestar is ill, I suppose,” he suggested. “But we might be
inviting trouble if we let it be known that our leader is weak.”

 



“It would be worse not to go at all,” Fireheart pointed out. “The other Clans will know about the fire.
We must appear to be as strong as we can.”

 

“WindClan is still hostile,” Whitestorm agreed. “They’ve been strangely so these past moons.”

 

“The fact that our patrol intruded on their territory on our quest to retrieve Cloudpaw doesn’t help,”
Fireheart admitted. “And there’s RiverClan to consider.”

 

Whitestorm nodded, his eyes darkening. “Thistlestar is not to be trusted,” he murmured. “I doubt he’ll
let the fact that Lizardpaw joined his clan slide as simple generosity.”

 

Fireheart winced, hurt at the thought of his father’s ambition and Lizardpaw’s leaving. “Right.”

 

“At least ShadowClan is weakened by sickness,” meowed Whitestorm. “That’s one Clan that won’t be
attacking us for a while.”

 

“Yes,” agreed Fireheart, feeling guilty that they should be helped by another Clan’s suffering.

“Actually, the news about Tigerclaw might work in our favor.” Whitestorm stared at him, puzzled,
and Fireheart went on: “If I can persuade the other Clans that he’s a threat to them as well as us, they
might put all their energy into protecting their own borders.”

 

Whitestorm nodded slowly. “It might be our best hope of keeping them away from our territory while
we recover our strength. You’re right, Fireheart. We must go to the Gathering, even if Bluestar is
unable to come with us.” His yellow gaze met Fireheart’s, and he knew that they were thinking the
same thing. Bluestar was able to go if she wanted- but she chose not to.

 

As the sun set, the cats began to take fresh-kill from the meager pile they had collected. Fireheart
helped himself to a tiny shrew, which he carried to the nettle clump, laid beside his sister Creekflower,
and gulped down in a few hungry mouthfuls. The Clan’s bellies hadn’t been full for days. The prey
was returning, but slowly, and Fireheart knew they had to be careful about how much they caught.
The forest must have a chance to replenish itself before they could eat their fill once more.

 

Once the cats had finished their paltry meal, Fireheart got to his paws and padded across the clearing.
He felt the eyes of the Clan follow him as he leaped onto the Highrock. There was no need to call
them- they gathered below with questioning eyes in the fading evening light.



 

“Bluestar will not be coming to this Gathering,” he announced.

 

Mews of alarm ripped through the cats, and Fireheart saw Whitestorm weaving among them, calming
and reassuring them. How much had the Clan guessed about their leader’s state of mind? In the
RiverClan camp they had united to protect Bluestar from prying eyes. But here in their own camp, her
weakness left them vulnerable and afraid.

 

Tigerclaw’s tabby kit, Bramblekit, sat outside the nursery, staring up at the Highrock with round,
curious eyes. For a moment Fireheart let himself be mesmerized by his amber gaze, and images of
Tigerclaw began to prowl around the edges of his mind. His heart thumped, wondering what
Tigerclaw was plotting now.

 

“Does this mean ThunderClan won’t attend?” He was roused by Darkstripe’s voice as the striped
warrior shouldered his way to the front. “After all, what is a Clan without a leader?” Darkstripe’s
yellow eyes glinted, both ominously, and afraid.

 

“ThunderClan will go to Fourtrees tonight,” he meowed, addressing the whole Clan. “We must show
the other Clans that we are strong, despite the fire.” He saw nods of agreement. The apprentices
shuffled their paws and looked eagerly at one another, too young to understand the seriousness of
attending a Gathering without a leader, and distracted by the hope that they might be chosen to go
themselves.

 

“We mustn’t betray any weakness, for Bluestar’s sake and for the sake of the whole Clan,” Fireheart
went on. “Remember, we are ThunderClan!” He yowled the final words, surprised by the fiery
conviction that welled up from his heart, and the Clan responded by straightening their backs, licking
at their ash-covered fur, and smoothing their singed whiskers.

 

“I shall take Darkstripe, Dustpelt, Mousefur, Sandstorm, Whitestorm, Creekflower, Cherryfur,
Lynxpaw, Elderpaw, Ashpaw, Cliffpaw, and Cloudpaw.” 

 

“Will the others be enough to protect the camp?” Darkstripe demanded.

 

“Tigerclaw will know there is a Gathering,” added Longtail. “What if he uses the opportunity to
attack?”

 



“We can’t afford to leave more cats behind than usual. If we appear weak at the Gathering, we risk
inviting attack from all the Clans,” Fireheart insisted.

 

“He’s right,” agreed Mousefur. “We can’t let the others see our weakness!”

 

“RiverClan already knows the fire destroyed our camp,” added Willowpelt. “We must show them we
are as strong as ever.”

 

“Then we are agreed?” asked Fireheart. “Runningwind, Longtail, Frostfur, Brindleface, Brackenfur,
and Feathercloud will guard the camp. Elders, queens, you will be safe with them, and we shall return
as soon as we can.” He listened to the murmurs and searched the eyes looking up at him. With a wave
of relief, he saw heads begin to nod. “Good,” he meowed, and leaped down from the rock.

 

Quickly, the black and white form of Swiftpaw ran up to him, amber eyes hopeful.

 

“Can I come too?” the almost-whiny voice of Swiftpaw asked. Fireheart shook his head, and
Swiftpaw’s tail drooped. “Please?” the apprentice pleaded, eyes wide and hopeful.

 

“I’m sorry, Swiftpaw,” Fireheart meowed, internally wondering why the black and white apprentice
was so eager and insistent on going to the Gathering. “But you must stay back and guard the camp
while we’re away.”

 

Swiftpaw looked put out, but dipped his head and murmured sadly, “Okay…” He hurried over to his
sister Lynxpaw and whispered something too quiet for the red-furred deputy to hear. Fireheart
shrugged his curiosity off and padded to the bramble entrance.

 

The warriors and apprentices he had chosen to come with him were already circling at the camp

entrance, impatiently flicking their tails. A familiar long-furred white pelt was among them. This
would be Cloudpaw’s and Cliffpaw’s first Gathering. Fireheart had been looking forward to this
moment since he and Lizardpaw had first come to the Clan. He still remembered his own first
Gathering, racing down the slope to Fourtrees surrounded by mighty warriors, following
Runningwind’s lead, and he couldn’t help feeling a stab of disappointment as he looked around at the
smoke-stained and hungry cats Cloudpaw would have to follow. And yet Fireheart could feel their
excitement and pent-up energy as strong as ever. Sandstorm was kneading the ground with her
forepaws, and Mousefur’s eyes shone brightly in the growing darkness as Fireheart hurried across to
them.



 

“Longtail,” he meowed, pausing briefly beside the black-striped warrior. “You will be in charge here.
Guard the Clan well.”

 

Longtail dipped his head to Fireheart. “They’ll be safe, I promise.”

 

Fireheart’s glow of satisfaction at Longtail’s respectful gesture was soured by the upset glance
Darkstripe threw at him from the camp entrance. It was as if the warrior could see through his outer
confidence to the uncertainty that lay beneath. Fireheart caught Sandstorm’s eye as he passed her. She
was staring at him intently.

 

“ Bluestar made you her deputy. She’d expect you to know what to do!” Her challenging words, which
had stung like an adder’s bite before, suddenly strengthened him, and he flashed Darkstripe a look of
defiance as he led the way out of the camp.

 

The cats charged silently through the forest, the burned trees reaching into the darkening sky like
twisted claws. Fireheart felt his paws sink into the ash, damp and sticky, but there was a hopeful scent
in the air of fresh green shoots sprouting from the cinders. He glanced backward. Cloudpaw was
keeping up well, and Sandstorm was pushing ahead, drawing closer until she ran at his side, matching
his pace.

 

“You spoke well on the Highrock,” she meowed, panting. He felt a twitch of worry, wondering if she
was more exhausted than usual because she was expecting, or if he was just overanalyzing. She had
yet to put on any significant weight, but she was eating for more than one, and prey had been short.

 

“Thanks,” answered Fireheart. He pulled away as they scrambled up a steep mound, then waited as
Sandstorm caught up.

 

“I...I’m sorry about what I said about Bluestar,” she meowed quietly. Sandstorm had implied she was
unfit to lead anymore, and Fireheart felt worried at how true her words might be. “I was just worried.
The camp is looking great, considering...”

 

“Considering I’m deputy?” Fireheart suggested sourly.

 



“Considering it was so badly damaged,” Sandstorm finished. Fireheart’s ears twitched. “Bluestar must
be proud of you,” she went on, and Fireheart winced- he doubted if Bluestar had even noticed, but he
was grateful for Sandstorm’s words.

 

“Thanks,” he meowed again. He turned his head as they ran down the other side of the mound and
looked into the warrior’s soft emerald eyes. “I really love you, Sandstorm. Your support means
everything to-” he began.

 

He was interrupted by the sound of powerful paws drumming behind them, and the voice of
Darkstripe growled, “So what are you going to tell the other Clans, then?”

 

Before Fireheart could answer, a fallen tree loomed ahead. He sprang into the air, but a branch caught
his paw and he landed clumsily, stumbling. The other cats raced past him, but they slowed
instinctively as Fireheart fell behind.

 

“Are you okay?” Darkstripe asked as Fireheart caught up to him. The striped warrior’s eyes glinted in
the moonlight. Fireheart wasn’t sure if he was genuine concern in them or not, but Darkstripe waited
until Fireheart answered regardless.

 

“Yes, fine,” Fireheart answered curtly, trying not to betray the pain in his paw. Sandstorm brushed
against him, and cast a frowning glance at Darkstripe, whose face was grim and pelt slightly raised in
perceived worry.

 

His paw was still throbbing when the cats reached the top of the slope that led down to Fourtrees.
Fireheart halted to catch his breath and gather his thoughts before they joined the other Clans. The
valley below had been untouched by the fire, and the four oaks towered unscathed into the starry sky.

 

Fireheart glanced at the cats that waited beside him, tails twitching and ears pricked expectantly. They
obviously trusted him to take Bluestar’s place at the Gathering and convince the other Clans that
ThunderClan had not been weakened by their recent tragedy. He had to prove himself worthy of that
trust.

 

He flicked his tail, signaling to them as he had seen Bluestar signal so many times before, and
plunged down toward the Great Rock. The air in the clearing was heavy with the scent of WindClan
and RiverClan. Fireheart felt a tremor of anxiety. In just a few moments he was going to have to stand
on the Great Rock and address these cats. We would be beside the other leaders- his father. 

 



There was no sign of ShadowClan yet though. Had the sickness taken such a firm hold that they
couldn’t make it to the Gathering? He had thought Cinderpelt and Lizardpaw’s help would be enough
to get them on their feet. A pang of pity for Whitethroat reminded Fireheart of Tigerclaw, and of the
terror in the young warrior’s eyes as the massive cat loomed at the edge of the Thunderpath. 

 

Suddenly his paws itched to mount the Great Rock and warn the other Clans about the dark warrior’s
presence in the forest.

 

“Fireheart!” Onewhisker bounded up to Fireheart’s side. He felt a flicker of surprise at Onewhisker’s
friendly purr. The last time he had seen a WindClan cat it had been an angry and suspicious patrol.
But it seemed Onewhisker remembered more about how he had helped ThunderClan retrieve their
lost apprentice, Cloudpaw, than of WindClan’s hostility and strange whispers. “Is Feathercloud with
you?”

 

Fireheart blinked, perplexed. “Hi, Onewhisker,” Fireheart greeted the brown tabby. “No, he stayed in
camp. And you’d better not let Mudclaw see you talking to me, truce or no truce. We didn’t part on
very good terms last time we met.”

 

“Mudclaw takes pride in defending his territory,” replied Onewhisker, shifting uncomfortably from
paw to paw. Fireheart wondered what punishment Onewhisker might have received for helping the
ThunderClan cats.

 

“Maybe,” Fireheart admitted. “But that’s no excuse for turning Bluestar away from Highstones.” He
found himself wishing Bluestar had been able to share with StarClan at the Moonstone that day.
Things might be very different now if she had received some assurance that her warrior ancestors had
not turned against her.

 

“Tallstar wasn’t happy when he heard about that. Even if you were sheltering Brokentail, it was no
excuse-”

 

“Brokentail was dead by then,” Fireheart interrupted him, regretting his tone when he saw

Onewhisker’s ears flicking uncomfortably. “I’m sorry, Onewhisker,” he meowed more gently. “It’s
good to see you again. How are you?”

 

“Fine,” answered Onewhisker, looking relieved. “I’m sorry to hear about the fire. I know how bad it is
for a Clan to be driven from its home.” His eyes met Fireheart’s sympathetically.



 

“We’ve returned to our camp and we’ve rebuilt it the best we can. It won’t be long before the forest
recovers.” Fireheart tried to sound confident.

 

“I’m glad to hear it,” Onewhisker meowed. “You know, it’s as if we’ve never been away from our
camp now. There have been plenty of kits this greenleaf, and one of Morningflower’s kits, Gorsepaw,
is here as an apprentice- it’s his first Gathering, and he’s not very happy that his siblings got to go to a
Gathering before him!” Onewhisker purred, whiskers twitching in amusement. Fireheart followed
Onewhisker’s gaze across the clearing to a young ginger tom. Although small like the rest of his Clan,
the apprentice’s muscles were already lean and well developed beneath his short, thick fur.

 

Fireheart noticed Onewhisker suddenly dip his head. He turned to see Tallstar approaching them. The
WindClan leader looked at Fireheart with narrowed eyes. “We’ve been seeing a lot of you lately,
Fireheart,” he remarked. “Just because your brother resides with us doesn’t give you the freedom to
wander around our territory.”

 

“So I’ve been warned,” replied Fireheart. He forced himself to stay calm, keeping his resentment at
Bluestar’s treatment out of his voice- after all, the Gathering was held under a truce, and Tallstar was
a respectable leader. But Fireheart held the black and white leader’s gaze and meowed firmly,
“However, I must put the needs of my Clan first.”

 

Tallstar’s eyes glittered back at him; then he gave a tiny nod. “Spoken like a true warrior. Your brother
spoke highly of you, you know. I wasn’t surprised when Bluestar made you her deputy.” The
WindClan leader glanced around the clearing and added, “There are those who thought such a young
cat would never carry off such a great responsibility. I was not among them.”

 

Fireheart was taken aback. He hadn’t expected such a compliment from the leader of WindClan. He
stifled a delighted purr, and nodded his thanks.

 

“Where is Bluestar?” asked Tallstar. “I can’t see her among your cats.” His voice was casual but his
eyes betrayed a keen interest.

 

“She’s not feeling well enough to travel yet,” Fireheart answered lightly.

 

“Was she injured in the fire?”

 



“Nothing she won’t recover from,” Fireheart meowed, hoping with all his heart that he was telling the
truth.

 

Beside him, Onewhisker looked up sharply. Fireheart followed his gaze to the slope on the other side
of the valley. Three ShadowClan cats were charging into the clearing, Runningnose at the head.
Fireheart felt a glimmer of relief as he recognized one of the two warriors behind the gray and white
medicine cat. It was Littlecloud, clearly recovered from the sickness- thanks to Spottedleaf,
Cinderpelt, and Lizardpaw. A giant, lumbering black tom with white stripes on his face and running
down his back, as well as a mean, twisted scar along his belly, hidden by fur. Badgerfang, Fireheart
recalled his name as. He was very friendly with the other young warriors and at the border, though
Fireheart had never spoken to him personally.

 

The other Clan cats backed away from the ShadowClan warriors as they skidded to a halt in front of
the Great Rock. News of their disease had obviously spread through the forest.

 

“It’s all right,” Runningnose meowed, panting, as if he could read their minds. “ShadowClan is free of
the sickness. I have been sent ahead to tell you to wait before you begin the meeting. ShadowClan’s
leader is on his way.”

 

“What makes Nightstar so late?” called Tallstar from Fireheart’s side.

 

“Nightstar is dead,” answered Runningnose bluntly.

 

A stunned ripple spread through the other cats like a breeze through trees, and Fireheart blinked. How
could the ShadowClan leader be dead? He had only recently received his nine lives. What a terrible
sickness! No wonder Littlecloud and Whitethroat had been so afraid to return to their camp.

 

“Is Cinderfur coming instead?” Whitestorm called, referring to the ShadowClan deputy.

 

Runningnose looked at his paws. “Cinderfur was one of the first to die of the sickness.” Fireheart’s
chest squeezed in pain. Cinderfur had been his apprenticehood friend, and had always been amicable
at Gatherings. He knew he was close to Copperleaf too- how must Fireheart’s brother feel about his
best friend’s death?

 

“Then who is your new leader?” demanded Thistlestar, emerging from the shadows on the other side
of the Great Rock. Grasswhisker, Leopardfur, and Lightningfur fanned around him. His eyes



narrowed coldly. Fireheart’s gaze flicked around, and he spotted Lizardpaw timidly pressing through
the other RiverClan cats, one of the black-furred apprentices with white toes at her side. He was
relieved to see her well.

 

Runningnose glanced at the RiverClan leader. “You’ll see for yourselves soon enough,” he promised.
“He’ll be here shortly.”

 

“Excuse me,” Fireheart murmured to Tallstar and Onewhisker. “There is something I must share with
Runningnose.”

 

Fireheart padded to where the ShadowClan medicine cat stood, surrounded by warriors and
apprentices, all anxious to discover who ShadowClan’s new leader was. He wondered how the old cat
would react to hearing about Yellowfang’s death. Runningnose had seen so much death lately that
perhaps it wouldn’t mean much to him anymore, but Fireheart felt he should break it to him privately,
before he made an announcement from the Great Rock. After all, Yellowfang had trained
Runningnose when she had been ShadowClan’s medicine cat. The bond between the two cats must
once have been very close, if only for the short time before Brokentail drove Yellowfang out of her
Clan.

 

Fireheart signaled with his tail to the ShadowClan medicine cat. Runningnose looked relieved to be
leaving the circle of inquiring faces as he followed Fireheart to a quieter spot beneath one of the oaks.
“What is it?” he asked.

 

“Yellowfang’s dead,” Fireheart meowed gently, feeling a fresh thorn of sorrow drive itself into his
heart. Runningnose’s eyes clouded with grief. The gray and white tom bowed his head as Fireheart
went on: “She died trying to save a Clanmate from the fire. StarClan will honor her bravery.”

 

Runningnose didn’t reply, just swung his head slowly from side to side. Fireheart felt his own throat
tighten with sadness, but he couldn’t afford to let grief overwhelm him here. He touched the tom’s
head with his nose and padded quickly away. The rest of the cats were beginning to weave anxiously
around one another, their mews growing louder.

 

“We can’t wait any longer!” Fireheart heard a RiverClan warrior- Softwing, who had been kind in
escorting ThunderClan to the border- mutter to her neighbor. “The moon will be setting soon.”

 

“If this new leader is going to be late, that’s his problem,” Mousefur agreed. Fireheart knew the real
reason for her keenness to get on with the meeting and return to camp. With Tigerclaw loose in the
forest, none of the Clans were safe.



 

He saw a flash of white fur at the center of the clearing as Tallstar leaped onto the Great Rock. He had
obviously decided to start the meeting without ShadowClan’s leader. Thistlestar started toward the
rock. Fireheart braced himself, ready for his first Gathering at the head of his Clan, and desperate to
warn the other cats about the threat that lurked in the woods.

 

“Good luck.” Fireheart felt Sandstorm’s breath ruffle his ear fur. He turned and gently touched her
warm cheek with his muzzle, knowing that their quarrel had been forgiven and forgotten. Then he
threaded his way through the other cats toward the Great Rock.

 

He was stopped in his tracks by a yowl called from the slope behind him. “He’s here!”

 

Fireheart turned and saw Darkstripe craning his neck beside him, but their view was blocked by the
other cats peering and rearing up on their hind legs to get a look at ShadowClan’s new leader as he
passed through the crowd. Darkstripe’s ears suddenly pricked with surprise. The striped warrior was
staring up at the Great Rock, his eyes glittering with barely suppressed excitement. Fireheart twisted
his head to see what had prompted such a strong reaction from his old friend.

 

Framed by the cold light of the moon, Fireheart saw the powerful shoulders and broad head of the cat
who had leaped onto the rock beside Tallstar. The other leader seemed puny and frail beside this
massive figure. 

 

And with a cold shiver of dread, Fireheart realized that the new leader of ShadowClan was Tigerclaw.
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ThunderClan
Leader

Bluestar - Blueish gray she-cat, blue eyes (Lives: 1/9)

Deputy

Fireheart - Flame-colored tom, green eyes

  Apprentice: Cloudpaw

Medicine Cats

Spottedleaf - Dark tortoiseshell she-cat with a distinctive dappled coat, amber eyes

Cinderpelt - Dark gray she-cat, pale blue eyes, injured hindleg

Warriors

Whitestorm - Snowy-white tom, yellow eyes

  Apprentice: Lynxpaw

Frostfur - Pure white she-cat, dark sky-blue eyes

  Apprentice: Tulippaw

Brindleface - Pale gray tabby she-cat with dark flecks, green eyes

Runningwind - Lean light brown tabby tom with a scar on his side, amber eyes

  Temp. Apprentice: Cliffpaw

Mousefur - Small dusky brown she-cat, yellow eyes

  Apprentice: Thornpaw

Darkstripe - Black tabby tom, yellow eyes

  Apprentice: Fernpaw

Creekflower - Brown tabby she-cat with white chest & paws and scars on her shoulders, green eyes

  Apprentice: Elderpaw

Sandstorm - Pale ginger tabby she-cat, pale green eyes

  Apprentice: Brightpaw

Longtail - Pale tabby tom with a long tail, yellow eyes



  Apprentice: Swiftpaw

Cherryfur - Ginger and white she-cat, amber eyes

Feathercloud - Deaf white tom, blue eyes

Dustpelt - Dark brown tabby tom, amber eyes

  Apprentice: Ashpaw

Brackenfur - Golden-brown tabby tom, amber eyes

Apprentices

Swiftpaw - Black and white tom, amber eyes

Lynxpaw - Ginger she-cat with black patches, green eyes

Brightpaw - Ginger and white she-cat, blue eyes

Thornpaw - Golden-brown tabby tom, pale blue eyes

Cliffpaw - Soft-furred brown tabby she-cat, blue eyes

Cloudpaw - Fluffy white tom, blue eyes

Ashpaw - Pale gray tom with darker flecks, blue eyes

Fernpaw - Pale gray she-cat with darker flecks, pale leaf-green eyes

Elderpaw - Dark gray she-cat, yellow eyes

Tulippaw - Light gray tom with darker flecks, amber eyes

Queens

Speckletail - Pale golden tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Goldenflower - Pale ginger tabby she-cat, yellow eyes

Willowpelt - Slender, very pale silver-gray she-cat, unusual blue eyes

  Apprentice: Cliffpaw

Kits (Oldest to Youngest)

Mistlekit - Dark tabby she-cat, yellow eyes

Snowkit - Deaf snow-white tom, blue eyes

Bramblekit - Dark tabby tom, amber eyes

Tawnykit - Dark mottled tortoiseshell she-cat, green eyes

Sorrelkit - Dappled tortoiseshell and white she-kit, white chest and paws, amber eyes



Rainkit - Dark gray tom, blue eyes

Sootkit - Light gray she-cat, amber eyes

Elders

Smallear - Gray tom, amber eyes

Halftail - Big dark brown tabby, yellow eyes

One-eye - Pale gray she-cat with a wounded eye, yellow eyes

Dappletail - Tortoiseshell and white she-cat with a graying muzzle, amber eyes

 



RiverClan
Leader

Thistlestar - Large gray tom, white belly, right front paw white, yellow eyes (Lives: 5/9)

Deputy

Leopardfur - Dappled golden tabby she-cat, amber eyes

  Apprentice: Reedpaw

Medicine Cat in Training

Lizardpaw - Brown tabby she-cat with white chest and paws, green eyes

Warriors

Voleclaw - Gray tom

Owlfur - Brown and white tom

Beetlenose - Crow-black tom

Softwing - White she-cat with tabby patches

  Apprentice: Perchpaw

Rippleclaw - Old black and silver tabby tom

Mallowtail - Tortoiseshell and white tabby she-cat

Reedtail - Pale gray tabby tom with a long, thin tail

Mosspelt - Tortoiseshell and white she-cat, blue eyes

Skyheart - Pale brown tabby she-cat, green eyes

Blackclaw - Black tom

Petaldust - Tortoiseshell she-cat

  Apprentice: Primerosepaw

Sedgecreek - Brown tabby she-cat with a long tail

Loudbelly - Dark brown tom

  Apprentice: Pikepaw

Stonefur - Blue-gray tom, blue eyes

Mistyfoot - Pale blue-gray she-cat, blue eyes



Lightningfur - Brown and ginger tortoiseshell she-cat with a scar above her nose, green eyes

  Apprentice: Robinpaw

Grasswhisker - Brown-striped tabby she-cat

Vixenleap - Black she-cat

  Apprentice: Woodpaw

Shadepelt - Very dark gray she-cat

Heavystep - Thickset brown tabby tom

  Apprentice: Dawnpaw

Graystripe - Gray tom with gray stripe on back, yellow eyes

Apprentices

Dawnpaw - Very pale gray she-cat, blue eyes

Woodpaw - Gray tabby tom, dark blue eyes

Robinpaw - Short brown and ginger tom, green eyes

Reedpaw - Black tom, pale gray-blue eyes

Primerosepaw - Very pale cream-brown she-cat with white paws, pale amber eyes

Pikepaw - Dark gray tom with dark mottled markings like a fish, blue eyes

Perchpaw - Small black tom with white toes and green eyes

Queens

Greenflower - Brown tabby she-cat with white splash under her chin and one white hind paw

Kits

Featherkit - Silver tabby she-kit, blue eyes

Stormkit - Gray tom, amber eyes

Elders

Fallowtail - Brown she-cat

Graypool - Dark gray she-cat with memory problems, yellow eyes

Piketooth - Skinny dark brown tabby tom

Lakeshine - Mottled, long-haired gray and white she-cat

 



ShadowClan
Leader

Tigerstar - Dark brown tabby tom, amber eyes (2/2)

Deputy

Blackfoot - Large white tom with jet-black paws

Medicine Cats

Runningnose - Small gray and white tom

  Apprentice: Littlecloud

Warriors

Finchflight - Old black and white tom with a nick in his ear

Russetfur - Dark ginger she-cat

  Apprentice: Cedarpaw

Deerfoot - Brown tom

  Apprentice: Rubblepaw

Rowanberry - Cream and brown she-cat, amber eyes

  Apprentice: Lavenderpaw

Scorchwind - Ginger tabby tom

Darkflower - Black she-cat

Wolfstep - Gray tabby tom with white front paws, tail-tip, and torn ear, green eyes

Newtspeck - Black and ginger tabby she-cat

Fernshade -  Slender tortoiseshell she-cat, yellow eyes

Flintfang - Gray tom with very thick fur on his paws

Ashheart - Pale gray she-cat, blue eyes

Tangleburr - Gray and brown she-cat

Stumpytail - Brown tabby tom, dark amber eyes

Copperleaf - Pale ginger tom, all paws white, green eyes

  Apprentice: Turtlepaw



Dawncloud - Small pale ginger tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Wetfoot - Gray tabby tom

Brownclaw - Brown tom, orange eyes

Badgerfang - Big, fluffy black tom with white stripes and a scar on his belly, green eyes

  Apprentice: Quietpaw

Swampfur - White she-cat with ginger patches and a scar on her throat and a nick in her ear, green
eyes

Blossomtail - White tom with a ripped off ear and scars on the side of his face, yellow eyes

Oakfur - Brown tabby tom, amber eyes

Nightwhisper - Skinny brown tom, green eyes

Jaggedtooth - Huge, thick-furred ginger tabby tom, amber eyes

  Apprentice: Rowanpaw

Apprentices

Littlecloud - Small brown tabby tom, blue eyes

Rubblepaw - Pale gray tabby tom, amber eyes

Quietpaw - Brown tabby she-cat, blue eyes

Turtlepaw - Gray, brown, and white tortoiseshell she-cat, one green eye, one blue eye

Rowanpaw - Dark ginger she-cat

Cedarpaw - Dark brown tom

Lavenderpaw - Very pale gray tom with darker spots

Queens/Nursing Cats

Bubbles - Tortoiseshell cat, amber eyes (genderfluid; any prns)

Tallpoppy - Long-legged light brown tabby she-cat

Kits

Aspenkit - White she-cat with orange and black patches, amber eyes

Fangkit - Spotted pale silver tabby she-cat, blue eyes

Smokekit - Black tom with darker paws and face

Snakekit - Dark brown tom with a tabby-striped tail



Elders

Poolcloud - Elderly gray and white she-cat

Archeye - Old gray tabby tom with black stripes and patchy fur

Brightflower - Very old orange tabby she-cat with a broad, flattened, grayed muzzle

 



WindClan
Leader

Tallstar - Large black and white tom, amber eyes (Lives: 2/9)

Deputy

Deadfoot - Lean black tom with a twisted left paw

Medicine Cats

Barkface - Short-tailed dark brown tom

Warriors

Aspenfall - Gray and white tom

Larksplash - Tortoiseshell she-cat

Meadowslip - Pale gray she-cat

Tornear -  Wiry gray tabby tom, blue eyes

  Apprentice: Quailpaw

Mudclaw - Mottled dark brown tabby tom, amber eyes

Morningflower - Tortoiseshell she-cat, amber eyes

Onewhisker - Pale brown tabby tom, blue eyes

  Apprentice: Gorsepaw

Ashfoot - Broad-faced gray she-cat, blue eyes

Pigeonflight - Pale gray tom with white patches

Airleap - Brown tabby tom, one white paw and a nick in his left ear, green eyes

  Apprentice: Storkpaw

Whitetail - Small white she-cat

Webfoot - Dark gray tabby tom

Runningbrook - Light gray tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Ravenwing - Black tom with white tipped tail & chest, scars on his throat, chest, and ears, green eyes,
semi-mute

Barley - Black and white tom, amber eyes



Apprentices

Gorsepaw - Ginger and white tom, blue eyes

Storkpaw - Tortoiseshell she-cat, blue eyes

Quailpaw - Gray and white tom, blue eyes

Queens

Sorrelshine - Brown and gray she-cat

Kits

Tawnykit - Golden-brown she-cat, amber eyes

Robinkit - Light brown she-cat, blue eyes

Rushkit - Light creamy-brown tom, pale amber eyes

Elders

Whiteberry - White tom

Crowfur - Black tom

Mistmouse - Light brown she-cat

Plumclaw - Small dark gray she-cat

Stagleap - Dark brown tom, amber eyes

Ryestalk - Gray tabby she-cat

 



BloodClan
Leader

Scourge - Tiny night-black tom with one white paw, icy-blue eyes

Right-Paw Cats

Bone - Large black and white tom

Brick - Ginger tabby cat (they/them)

Members

Claw - Pale gray and white tom

Fury - Battle-scarred, long-furred brown she-cat with one eye

Strike - Tortoiseshell she-cat, mate to Snapper

Snapper - Long-furred tortoiseshell and white tom, mate to Strike

Willie - Brown tabby tom with lighter muzzle, mate to Minty

Tess - Blue-gray she-cat with a raindrop-shaped marking on her forehead 

Beach - Pale ginger tom, yellow eyes, ex-mate to Minty

Pounce - Yellow-brown tabby tom with a pale spot on his chest, a lazy eye, and one tooth sticking out

Snipe - Reddish-brown and black tom

Howl - Huge brown tabby tom

Boulder - Big, skinny gray tom with a torn, ragged ear, blue eyes

Ash - Lean gray tom

Soot - Lean gray tom

Mack - White tom

Blizzard - Skinny black and white tom, mate to Blaze

Crow - Huge black tom

Smog - Gray tabby tom

Blaze - Ginger she-cat, mate to Blizzard

Amber - Ginger she-cat

Ice - Fluffy black and white tom



Snake - Fluffy black and white tom

Ricky - Skinny yellow tom

Pebbles - Gray she-cat with flat face, amber eyes

Rocket - Dark gray cat, amber eyes (he/they)

Boulder - Big, skinny gray tom with a torn, ragged ear, blue eyes

Niko - Black she-cat

Wild - Long-haired brown tabby tom

Gremlin - Tortoiseshell she-cat

Scraps - Tortoiseshell tom

Night - Brown she-cat with white paws and muzzle, yellow eyes

 



Cats Outside the Clans
Kittypets/Housecats

Oliver - Plump white tom, blue eyes

Henry - Fat brown tabby tom

Nutmeg - Brown tabby she-cat

Quince - Gray she-cat

Smudge - Black and white tom, amber eyes

Hattie - pretty brown tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Violet - Small, pale orange tabby she-cat with a white underbelly, blue eyes

Bell - Pretty golden-furred she-cat, blue eyes

Ferris - Silky ginger tom, green eyes

Briar - Female siamese, blue eyes

Macaroni - Gray and cream she-cat, amber eyes

Shadow - Dark gray tom, amber eyes

Sheldon - Silver tabby tom, green-ish eyes

Tweetie - Tortoiseshell she-cat, green-yellow eyes

Gizmo - Fluffy dark dark brown tom with darker face and legs, amber eyes

Cheese - White she-cat with orange and black patches who wobbles, blue-ish eyes

Lost - White she-cat with brown patches all over, amber eyes

Minni Me - White tabby she-cat with a brown back and a white lighting stripe, brown tail, pale amber
eyes

Reggie - Dark brown tabby trans female, white splotch on right side of muzzle, white chest, white
front paws, and white back legs, amber eyes

Uno - Dark brown non-binary tabby she-cat, white splotch on left side of muzzle, white chest, white
front paws, and white back legs, amber eyes (She/they)

Chief - Brown tabby tom, white muzzle, one white back leg, white chest and belly, green eyes

Oat - White and pale gray patched tom, amber eyes

Smoke - Soft, gray-furred she-cat, brilliant blue eyes



Storm - White tom with dark gray paws and muzzle, blue eyes

 

Loners/Barn cats

Whiskers - Ginger and white tom, blue eyes

Sasha - Brown siamese she-cat, blue eyes

Minty - Light gray she-cat, ex-mate to Beach, mate to Willie

 

Rogues/Strays

Socks - Tuxedo black and white tom, blue eyes

Ruby - Long-furred gray she-cat, yellow eyes
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Copperleaf’s fur bristled as he gazed up at the new leader of ShadowClan standing on the Great Rock.
He watched as the cat swung his massive head from side to side. Muscles rippled under his gleaming
pelt and his amber eyes seemed to glow with triumph.

 

The light ginger tom shivered, bending forward to give one of his white paws a quick lick.

 

The full moon rode high above Fourtrees, shedding its cold light over the cats of the four Clans,
assembled there for the Gathering. They had all been shocked to learn of the death of Nightstar, the
ShadowClan leader. But no cat in the forest had expected that ShadowClan’s new leader would be
Tigerstar, the former ThunderClan deputy.

 

Copperleaf himself hadn’t expected it - and he also was very wary of it.

 

He risked glancing at ThunderClan, and saw his brother Fireheart exchanging hushed, angry whispers
with his mate, Sandstorm. Creekflower’s son, Cloudpaw, came plowing through the crowd to reach
his uncle, looking furious, with the dusky brown she-cat Mousefur behind him, tail lashing as they
approached their deputy.

 

Copperleaf winced. Yes, he was quite sure that ThunderClan was not happy about this. No more
happier than they had been when Thistlestar became leader of RiverClan.

 

Tigerstar paced to the front of the Great Rock.

 

“I am pleased to be here with you at the Gathering this night.” The huge tabby spoke with quiet
authority. “I stand here before you as the new leader of ShadowClan. Nightstar died of the sickness
that took so many of my Clan, and StarClan have named me as his successor.”

 

Copperleaf remembered with a flash the claw-sign, but also the limping figure of Jaggedtooth…
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Tallstar, the black-and-white leader of WindClan, turned to him. Copperleaf was taken aback at the
cold fury in his amber gaze.

 

“Pardon me if I have a hard time believing StarClan would accept a low-life, two-faced murderer! ”
the WindClan leader hissed.

 

Gasps met the old cat’s words, some ShadowClan cats stood up, yowling their protests.

 

Copperleaf blinked, momentarily stupefied - did Tallstar know about Tigerstar’s crimes? How?
Tigerstar had murdered no WindClan cat that Copperleaf could recall, so Tallstar had no other reason
to be so mad.

 

Tigerstar himself seemed caught off-guard by the accusation. A growl rumbled in his throat as his
eyes narrowed onto the WindClan leader. A ways away on the Great Rock, Thistlestar’s fur was
fluffed up, yellow eyes burning with his own anger, as he stared at Tigerstar.

 

“And what proof do you have of this accusation?” Tigerstar snarled, muscles rippling threateningly.
Tallstar took a step forward, almost coming nose-to-nose with the dark tabby, before casually flicking
his tail into the crowd of WindClan cats.

 

“All the proof I need,” the black and white leader growled softly, “is right here.”

 

Out of the crowd, a timid, yet tensed with determination, figure emerged. He was a young tomcat with
black fur, and a white splash on his chest, and his tail-tip was white as well. Scars littered his neck,
where his fur was so thin you could see his pink skin beneath. Beside Copperleaf, Badgerfang shifted,
ears pricking as a flash of recognition passed through his eyes. The black tom trembled a bit as
Tigerstar’s speechless expression landed on him, but he drew himself up and met the ShadowClan
leader’s eyes with a defiant look.

 

Tigerstar looked like he had seen a ghost.

 

“Ravenpaw?” Dustpelt called, amazed, from the ThunderClan cats.

 



Copperleaf saw the ThunderClan patrol staring at each other with wide, surprised eyes. Copperleaf
himself was just as shocked - what was Ravenpaw doing with WindClan? Wasn’t he with Barley…?

 

In an instant Copperleaf picked out the barn cat Barley in the WindClan patrol. He was glaring at
Tigerstar as the ShadowClan leader’s lip curled with fury.

 

“I see some cats still believe the lies told about me,” he quietly hissed, eyes flicking from Ravenpaw
to Tallstar. “And others are foolish enough to fall for them too.”

 

Copperleaf stiffened, exchanging a look with Badgerfang - Tigerstar was calling Ravenpaw a liar.

 

Clearly, WindClan wasn’t taking that accusation well as some cats jumped to their paws, yowling
defiance and threats at the dark tabby.

 

“Murderer!”

 

“Traitor!”

 

“Three of the fours clans are ruled by ThunderClan blood!” Copperleaf shrunk down at Mudclaw’s
words. It was true, and certainly strange, but he had a terrible feeling the words came from a sense of
anger and suspicion.

 

“What kind of ThunderClan plot is this?” the mottled tom continued, casting a baleful look at the
ThunderClan patrol, who were all slowly edging closer together, fur on-end and muscles tensed.

 

Over beside his mate, Copperleaf saw Fireheart’s ears flatten, eyes lowering to the ground like he was
trying to shrink away from the hurtled accusation.

 

Thistlestar looked slightly offended at Mudclaw’s words, but was keeping quiet, yellow eyes
narrowed and burning.

 

“I merely wish to bring all the clans together!” Tigerstar’s yowl roared above the screams. “But there
are cats out there who wish to taint my image!” His gaze swiveled from Fireheart, to Creekflower, to



Sandstorm, to even Lightningfur, and then to Ravenpaw, who had backed up to press against Barley’s
side.

 

“You tried to murder Ravenwing!” the gray tabby she-cat named Runningbrook yelled furiously, tail
whipping back and forth as she paced around the black tom. “And that’s not the only crime you’ve
committed!”

 

“I did no such thing!” Tigerstar defended himself, and Scorchwind, Tangleburr, and Brownclaw
yowled their support. “If I truly did, let us ask… Ravenwing .” Tigerstar’s words took on a taunting
tone as he sneered. “I’m sure a single word from him will settle this matter.”

 

All at once, everyone’s heads swiveled to the tense form of Ravenwing. He looked terrified, pressing
against Barley even harder. The ex-barn cat whispered reassuringly into his companion’s ear, and
Ravenpaw seemed to steel himself before moving his paws around in a vague manner.

 

Copperleaf exchanged a blank look with Badgerfang. What was he doing?

 

Clearly others were feeling the same.

 

“Stop waving your paws around and give us an answer!” Jaggedtooth spat. 

 

Ravenwing’s paw movements faltered, and he looked anxiously at a cat behind him, and Copperleaf
watched as Airleap stepped forward and meowed, “Ravenwing’s injuries rendered him near-mute, and
he uses pawspeak to communicate. He’s saying that Tigerstar was the one who tried to kill him.”

 

“How convenient!” Blackfoot called. “The only ones who can interpret your so-called ‘pawspeak’ are
the cats accusing our leader in the first place!”

 

“That’s not true!” Cherryfur objected from where she sat with Creekflower, both looking harried.
“Feathercloud also uses pawspeak, and he taught Runningwind and Fireheart how to use it! Fireheart
can translate!”

 

“That is just as untrustworthy!” Tigerstar smoothly countered, glare turning from Cherryfur to the
ThunderClan deputy. “Everyone knows just how untrustworthy ThunderClan is - they too are out to



ruin my reputation and bring chaos to the clans!”

 

Fireheart twitched slightly, but he held Tigertstar’s glare with his own narrowed eyes.

 

“If Ravenwing says Tigerstar tried to kill him,” the red warrior meowed into the silence. “Then I
believe him. I have never known Ravenwing to lie.” He ripped his eyes away from Tigerstar to give
the black tom a reassuring nod. “Tigerstar, however, I can list quite a few lies from.”

 

Tigerstar scoffed, sneering at Fireheart, before casting a baleful look at the other two leaders. “I
believe we have a Gathering to get too?” he hissed mockingly. “Or are we going to let these cats
protest and spread misinformation over a StarClan-chosen leader?”

 

Both Thistlestar and Tallstar returned his look with their own growls, settling down away from
Tigerstar, but also from each other. Thistlestar’s eyes were narrowed with distrust, and his tail flicked
back and forth irritatedly, while Tallstar’s black and white fur still bristled, unsettled and angry.

 

Copperleaf then realized…where was Bluestar?

 

He glanced around, frowning. Fireheart, Spottedleaf, and Cinderpelt were present, as well as
Darkstripe, Dustpelt, Mousefur, Sandstorm, Whitestorm, Creekflower, Cherryfur, and a group of
apprentices…and yet he didn’t see a single hair from Bluestar’s pelt.

 

Thistlestar had clearly noticed the same thing. “Wait a moment.” He raised his tail, looking intrigued.
“There should be four of us here…” He peered down at the crowd of cats below. “Where’s Bluestar? I
would have thought she would have some words to say - especially considering her old deputy is now
ShadowClan’s leader.” He shot another nasty look at Tigerstar.

 

There were quiet murmurs from ThunderClan, before Copperleaf saw Whitestorm gently nudged
Fireheart forward. “Go on,” he saw his half-brother whisper, straining to hear the words. “You’re
taking Bluestar’s place, remember?”

 

Copperleaf watched his brother with concern. Was Bluestar alright? A fire had recently swept through
ThunderClan’s territory…had she been harmed? He hoped not.

 



Fireheart had reached the bottom of the Great Rock, and bunched his muscles and got ready to spring.
A heartbeat later he was scrambling to the top of the Great Rock to stand beside the three leaders. 

 

“Fireheart?” Thistlestar spoke, looking pleasantly surprised. “Why are you here? Has something
happened to Bluestar?” He looked more eager than concerned, which Copperleaf angrily thought was
par for the course for his estranged father.

 

Fireheart dipped his head respectfully. “Our leader breathed smoke in the fire, and she’s not yet well
enough to travel. But she’ll recover,” he added hastily. “It’s nothing serious.”

 

Thistlestar nodded slightly, still looking pleased, and Tigerstar broke in testily, “Are we ever going to
start? We’re wasting moonlight.”

 

Without waiting for a reply, the tabby ShadowClan leader gave the yowl that signaled the beginning
of the meeting. 

 

The murmuring of the cats below died away before Tigerstar stepped forward to address the
assembled cats, ignoring the hisses from WindClan, ThunderClan, and RiverClan alike. “I stand here
before you by the will of StarClan. Nightstar was a noble warrior, but he was old, and he did not have
the strength to fight the sickness when it came. His deputy, Cinderfur, died too.”

 

Copperleaf felt his fur prickling with renewed grief as he listened. Clan leaders received nine lives
when they went to share tongues with StarClan at Mothermouth, and Nightstar had become leader
only a few seasons ago. What had happened to his nine lives?

 

“StarClan brought me to ShadowClan when its need was greatest,” Tigerstar continued from on top of
the Great Rock. “Not enough cats survived the sickness to hunt for the nursing queens and the elders,
or to defend their clan, and no warrior was ready to take on the leadership,” Copperleaf heard
Badgerfang give a disbelieving snort. “Then StarClan sent an omen to Runningnose that another great
leader would arise. I swear by all our warrior ancestors that I will become that leader.”

 

Out of the corner of his eye, Copperleaf noticed that Runningnose was shifting uncomfortably. For
some reason he looked unhappy at the mention of the omen.

 

“Thanks to StarClan,” Tigerstar went on, “I had other cats to bring with me who have proven
themselves willing to hunt and fight for their new Clan.”



 

Copperleaf growled at that. He could see the huge, ginger form of Jaggedtooth just below the Great
Rock, sitting with his tail curled around his paws. Nightwhisper was beside him, and the last former
rogue in the gathering patrol was Stumpytail. Ironically, some of these rogues had grown up in
ShadowClan and had supported the tyrannical leader, Brokentail. They had been driven out with their
leader when ThunderClan had come to the aid of the oppressed Clan.

 

Tallstar stepped forward, a dark look in his eyes. “Brokentail’s allies were cruel and bloodthirsty, just
as he was. Is it really wise to let them back into the Clan?”

 

Copperleaf shared Tallstar’s misgivings, since these very cats had driven WindClan from their

territory and had almost destroyed them - as well as his own ShadowClan. He wondered how many
ShadowClan warriors shared his concern, beside Copperleaf’s friends. Maybe he should keep an ear
out. 

 

“Brokentail’s warriors obeyed him,” Tigerstar replied calmly. “Which of you wouldn’t do the same
for your own leader? The warrior code says that a leader’s word is law.” He swiped his tongue around
his muzzle before continuing. “These cats were loyal to Brokentail. They will be loyal to me now.
Blackfoot, who was Brokentail’s deputy, is my deputy now.”

 

Tallstar still looked suspicious, but Tigerstar met his gaze steadily. “Tallstar, you are right to hate
Brokentail. He did great harm to your Clan. But let me remind you that it was not my decision to take
him into ThunderClan and care for him. I spoke against that from the first, but when Bluestar insisted
on giving him sanctuary, loyalty to my leader meant that I had to support her.”

 

The WindClan leader hesitated, then twitched an ear. “That’s true,” he admitted.

 

“Then all I ask is that you trust me, and give my warriors a chance to show that they can honor the
warrior code, and prove their loyalty to ShadowClan once more. With the help of StarClan, my first
task is to make ShadowClan well and strong again,” Tigerstar vowed.

 

The other three cats on the rock all had doubtful looks, though Copperleaf noticed that Fireheart
seemed to relax slightly. That worried him. Copperleaf knew Tigerstar was up to something, and he
was concerned it involved harming his birth clan - as well as his littermate.

 



He was so deep in thought that he hardly realized that Tigerstar had finished addressing the assembled
Clans.

 

“Fireheart?” Tallstar meowed. “Do you want to speak now?”

 

Fireheart nervously padded forward, and Copperleaf silently wished he could send support through
his mind. Nearby, Sandstorm and the other ThunderClan cats looked up at their deputy expectantly;
the pale ginger she-cat was watching Fireheart with a glow of admiration in her eyes.

 

Copperleaf twitched his whiskers, amusement rising in him. It looked like Fireheart and Sandstorm
had finally decided to stop with their awkward dance around each other. And rumors said that they
were expecting kits, which Copperleaf looked forward to - more little nieces and nephews to greet at
Gatherings and borders!

 

Looking encouraged, Fireheart began to speak, sounding like he was carefully measuring his words. 

 

“A few dawns ago,” Fireheart reported, “fire started in the Treecut place and swept through our camp.
Patchpelt died, and the Clan honors him. And we especially honor Yellowfang. She went back into the
burning camp to rescue Patchpelt.” He bowed his head, memories of the old medicine cat threatening
to overwhelm him. “I found her in her den, and I was with her when she died.”

 

Wails of dismay broke out among the listening cats. Copperleaf’s eyes widened with shock.
Yellowfang? Dead ?

 

He hadn’t been very close to her, but he did respect her talents and skills in the medicine den. He had
never imagined - even when Brokentail exiled her - that she would (or even that she could ) die. It
was inconceivable!

 

Copperleaf noticed Runningnose sitting erect and gazing upward, his eyes clouded with sorrow. He
had been Yellowfang’s apprentice when she was ShadowClan’s medicine cat, before Brokentail drove
her out.

 

“Cinderpelt has taken her place as a full medicine cat of ThunderClan, alongside Spottedleaf,”
Fireheart went on. “Bluestar suffered from breathing in smoke, but she is recovering. None of our kits
were harmed. We are rebuilding our camp.” Copperleaf was relieved to hear that - ThunderClan had
suffered enough even without the fire. It was good that they were on the path to recovery.



 

Although Fireheart hadn’t mentioned anything about their prey status…

 

Ignoring the clench of worry in his stomach, Copperleaf focused back on Fireheart’s words.

 

“We must thank RiverClan,” Fireheart added, with a quick glance at Thistlestar. “They gave us shelter
in their camp during the fire. Without their help, more of our cats might have died.”

 

As Thistlestar acknowledged his words with a nod, Copperleaf frowned at the news. He didn’t like
that Thistlestar had been so close to both Fireheart and Creekflower, as well as young Lizardpaw,
Cloudpaw, and Cliffpaw.

 

As a matter of fact…Lizardpaw was sitting with the medicine cats! And yet, she hadn’t been mingling
with the ThunderClan patrol earlier, but had been nervously padding through the crowd of RiverClan
cats!

 

Had Lizardpaw joined RiverClan? But why?

 

Copperleaf stared at the medicine cats.

 

Mudfur’s absence was enough of an answer.

 

Fireheart now paused, taking a deep breath, before turning to Tigerstar.

 

“ThunderClan… accepts that StarClan has approved your leadership,” he meowed, green eyes
narrowed. It was clear he was very reluctant to adhere to Tigerstar’s leadership, despite the apparent
sign from StarClan. “As rogues, your followers stole from all four Clans while they roamed the forest,
so it is good that they have their own Clan again. We trust that they will be bound by the warrior code
and will keep to their own territory.” Copperleaf thought he could see a gleam of surprise in
Tigerstar’s eyes. He clearly had not been expecting Fireheart to speak so well - and speak so
courteously, despite their animosity.

 

Fireheart continued firmly, “But we will not tolerate any invasions into ThunderClan territory. In spite
of the fire, we are strong enough to drive out any cat who sets a paw over our borders. We have no



fear of ShadowClan.”

 

One or two yowls of agreement rose from his own warriors below; Copperleaf thought they had come
from Cherryfur and the eager Cloudpaw. Up on the Great Rock, Tigerstar, surprisingly, gave a slight
dip of his head, and spoke in a low rumble that carried no farther than the other cats on top of the
Great Rock. 

 

Thistlestar’s reaction to the low words was a narrowing of the eyes, while Tallstar frowned, looking
skeptical. Fireheart bowed his head in acknowledgment, and stepped back again, his fur flattening in
relief that his turn to speak was over. Thistlestar stepped forward next, long-haired tail flicking. His
gaze was dark on Tigerstar, even as he spoke loudly to the gathered warriors below.

 

“RiverClan welcomes new apprentices,” he announced. “Among them, is Lizardpaw, once of
ThunderClan. ThunderClan has given her to us to be our medicine cat in return for their sanctuary
during the fire. As some of you may have suspected, Mudfur has died… His body was never found.”
Thistlestar narrowed his eyes back on Tigerstar. “We believe rogues have killed him.”

 

Tigerstar’s fur did not ruffle, even though Thistlestar’s accusation was clear. But Copperleaf heard
gasps and then hisses from the RiverClan warriors. Soon, he saw distrustful looks being cast towards
him and his ShadowClan clanmates from the water-loving warriors.

 

Thistlestar raised his chin when Tigerstar did not respond, turning his attention back to the crowd.
“Twolegs have also been gathering more frequently along the river once more. Be wary of their kits,
as they have been spotted wandering through the forest and disturbing the prey life.”

 

Tallstar dipped his head as Thistlestar stepped back. “Thank you, Thistlestar,” he murmured, stepping
forward himself. Copperleaf could see how old both leaders were, next to young and spry Fireheart
and Tigerstar, yet both held themselves with power and grace. “As you know, WindClan has
welcomed Ravenwing and Barley into our midst. Not only are they under our protection,” he cast a
meaningful, glaring glance at Tigerstar, “but they are one of our warriors now. We trust them with our
lives just as they trusted us with theirs. Do not think we trust your cunning words or dramatic
promises tonight, Tigerstar. WindClan is no stranger to enemies at our border, and WindClan will
protect them fiercer than ever.”

 

WindClan cats yowled their agreement. Copperleaf was surprised to see Airleap yowling the hardest.
His brother had truly grown to be a dedicated and loyal WindClan warrior.

 

“Did they protect them fiercely when we drove them out?” muttered Stumpytail to Darkflower.



 

The queen nodded. “We can do it again. I’m not afraid of any WindClan rabbit.”

 

“The rabbits are fiercer than they are!” Oakfur added in a sneerful whisper.

 

“Hush,” Copperleaf quickly reprimanded his son with a flick of his tail. The brown tom ducked his
head, cowed. “Do not speak of a fellow clan like that.”

 

“But they called Tigerstar a murderer…” grumbled Oakfur, looking away. Copperleaf narrowed his
eyes, wanting to argue that it was true. That, as kind and helpful as Tigerstar had been to
ShadowClan, who had been vulnerable and desperate, he was no honorable leader. His crimes reeked
beneath the surface.

 

But, surrounded by cats who strongly supported Tigerstar, Copperleaf kept his mouth shut. After all,
they believe StarClan chose Tigerstar… He glanced at Jaggedtooth. But I’m not so sure…

 

It was then Tallstar dismissed the Gathering, and the Clans broke back into their own groups,
exchanging hushed words as suspicious eyes were casted about Fourtrees. Copperleaf himself was
feeling a bit on edge as he slowly followed Badgerfang to where Tigerstar was calling ShadowClan
together, tail so low it was dragging on the ground. Darkflower, Wetfoot, and Swampfur were talking
quietly with each other, while the wide-eyed apprentices Turtlepaw and Quietpaw excitedly talked
about the chaos that had gone on that night.

 

He turned back to look at the other clans, and immediately met the wide, green eyes of Fireheart,
whose mouth was open in betrayal. Beside him, Creekflower was staring at him with horror in her
own green gaze, and he guiltily looked away - and met the angry green glare of Airleap.

 

Copperleaf felt his heart twist with despair at his brother’s anger. The brown and white tom was
looking at him like he was just another ShadowClan cat blindly supporting Tigerstar.

 

He couldn’t bear that stare, and tore his green eyes away, ears flat, and noticed that Swampfur was
now curiously searching through the ThunderClan cats. He called her away with a flick of his tail.
The scarred orange and white she-cat hesitated, until the black and orange apprentice known as
Lynxpaw ran up to her. The mottled she-cat quickly mewed something, and they both parted ways -
Lynxpaw back to her clanmates, and Swampfur came bounding excitedly back, tail high.

 



“What did Lynxpaw say that has you so happy?” he inquired as they padded back to their clan.

 

“Nothing,” Swampfur meowed dismissively.

 

“Really?” Copperleaf asked, blinking. “You seem pretty happy-”

 

“Well, can’t I just be happy?” she snapped, fur prickling defensively. “Without needing a reason? I’m
not a little kit anymore! Can’t you get off my back?”

 

Copperleaf gaped in surprise at his daughter’s outburst, stupefied by her attitude.

 

He stared after her as she picked up her pace to pad beside Badgerfang, and found himself thinking,
Not only do I have a suspicious leader…but now my daughter is acting suspicious too?

 

 

Thistlestar stared as the black-striped dark brown pelt of Tigerstar led ShadowClan away. His tail tip
twitched to and fro. Tigerstar, once Thistlestar’s own loyal and promising apprentice, then a traitor
who had turned his back on Thistlestar and struck out on his own, who had taken one of Thistlestar’s
lives with his own claws… was leader of ShadowClan.

 

This… could prove worrisome. Tigerstar had made it quite clear, when his claws sank into
Thistlestar’s throat, that he didn’t want anything to do with Thistlestar’s plan of having his kin control
each of the four clans, or at least ThunderClan and RiverClan, and leading them to greatness.
Tigerstar had said he wanted to unify the clans. Thistlestar wanted that the least. RiverClan was to be
the strongest clan, and, when Fireheart took control of ThunderClan, their clans would rule the forest.
Weak ShadowClan and meek WindClan would cower beneath them.

 

But with Tigerstar leading ShadowClan, and not old, pathetic Nightstar, ShadowClan was now a
threat.

 

Just when I’d gotten the upper paw on ThunderClan, this happens? His tail lashed angrily. I did not
train you enough obedience and patience, Tigerstar. I should have been stricter, harsher, and perhaps
he never would have gotten this mouse-brained idea to become leader on his own.



 

“Lightningfur!” he called as the tortoiseshell she-cat had started to storm past, tail lashing with barely
contained anger. Her apprentice, Robinpaw, was scrambling to keep up with her. Thistlestar flicked
his tail dismissively at the tom, and he hesitated, eyes wide. Robinpaw bowed down, then ran off to
Perchpaw and Lizardpaw.

 

“Thistlestar!” Lightningfur roared back, anger clear in her gaze. She shoved her muzzle forward, then
hissed in an upset barely-whisper, “I can’t believe this! First Fireheart is deputy before me, and now
Tigerstar- Tigerstar - is leader ?! And I’m still just some warrior!” Fur bristling with fury, she spat,
“Tigerstar will ruin everything again! And, at the end of it all, I still won’t be deputy!”

 

“Yes, he is,” Thistlestar agreed in a much calmer whisper, but his fur, too, was prickled with barely
repressed anger. Temperance is the one thing he could never teach his daughter; and the reason he had
delayed what he was about to say so long. “But you will be deputy.”

 

Lightningfur’s enraged expression became surprised. “What?”

 

“I think,” Thistlestar said in a low voice, eyes flickering to where Leopardfur had gathered RiverClan
around her, “that is it time you became deputy.”

 

Lightningfur’s pale green eyes shimmered as she smirked with glee. “I’ve never heard truer words in
my life,” she purred. Then, she flexed her claws, and said darkly, “And I hope you’ll do me the honor
of letting me watch the life fade from her eyes.”
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Bluestar’s Insanity Gets Fired Up
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The sky was growing pale with the first light of dawn when Fireheart and his warriors returned to the
ThunderClan camp. Although Fireheart knew what he would find, it was still a shock to reach the top
of the ravine and gaze down at the devastation. All the covering of gorse and fern had been stripped
away by the fire. The earth floor of the camp was left exposed, surrounded by the blackened remains
of the wall of thornbushes that was shored up with branches where the Clan cats had begun to repair
it.

 

“Will it ever be the same?” Sandstorm meowed softly as she came to stand beside him.

 

A wave of exhaustion flooded over Fireheart as he thought of how much time and work it would take
before the camp was fully rebuilt. “One day,” he promised. “We’ve been through bad times before.
We’ll survive.” He pressed his muzzle against Sandstorm’s flank, taking comfort from her reassuring
purr, and thinking about the kits that rested inside her belly, before he led the way down the ravine.

 

The bush where the warriors slept was still there, but the thick canopy of twigs had been burned away.
Only a few charred branches remained, the gaps between them interwoven with sticks. Brackenfur
was crouched outside with Feathercloud loyally by his side while Longtail sat on watch near the
entrance to the nursery, and Runningwind paced back and forth in front of the elders’ den.

 

Brackenfur sprang to his paws as Fireheart and the others appeared, only to relax a moment later. “It’s
you,” he meowed, relief in his voice. “We’ve been expecting Tigerclaw all night.”

 

“Well, you can stop worrying,” Fireheart meowed. “He’s too busy to worry about us. Tiger star is the
new leader of ShadowClan.”

 

Brackenfur stared in astonishment. “Great StarClan!” he said with a gasp. “I don’t believe it!”
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“What did you say?” Fireheart turned to see Longtail loping across the clearing. “Did I hear you
right?”

 

“You did.” Fireheart could see the shock in the tabby warrior’s face. “Tigerstar has taken over

ShadowClan.”

 

“And they let him?” meowed Longtail. “Are they mad? Have they forgotten about Thistlestar?”

 

“Not mad at all,” Whitestorm replied, coming up to stand beside Fireheart. The white warrior scraped
the bare earth with his paws and settled down on his haunches with a tired sigh. His thick white fur
was stained with soot after the journey back through the forest. “The sickness almost destroyed the
ShadowClan cats. They were desperate for a strong leader. Tigerstar must have seemed like a gift
from StarClan.”

 

“It sounds like that’s just what he was,” Fireheart agreed heavily. “Apparently StarClan sent an omen
to Runningnose to tell ShadowClan that a great leader would arise.”

 

“But Tigerstar is a traitor!” Brackenfur protested.

 

“ShadowClan didn’t know that,” Fireheart pointed out. “And now that they do know, they refuse to
believe the truth.”

 

“You told them what he did?” Runningwind asked, running up and falling in line beside his son,
Feathercloud. “About how he murdered Redtail just for a chance to be deputy?” His striped tail lashed
angrily.

 

Feathercloud’s eyes clouded with grief, whiskers twitching, as he pawspoke and meowed quietly
aloud, “And how Cricketheart died for his ambition?”

 

Fireheart shook his head. “ I didn’t say anything,” he admitted. ShadowClan was still ignorant to the
brunt of Tigerstar’s crimes- except for Copperleaf. Did he not believe me? Fireheart turned his gaze to
Feathercloud. “It was Ravenpaw- Raven wing ,” he explained softly, knowing that the white-furred
tom had been very close to the timid loner when they were both apprentices. Feathercloud had known
Ravenwing hadn’t died, but gone to live with Barley instead, but the pain of losing his best friend



must not have been easy. “He’s with WindClan now. He… he can’t speak at all- Tigerstar attacked
him, left him with these wounds on his neck… It was clear his intent was to kill Ravenwing.”

 

Feathercloud bowed his head, keeping his gaze hidden. Fireheart frowned. He had expected the tom
to be filled with fear and grief for his friend, and excitement at knowing he was alive and well, even if
in another clan.

 

“So cats can just join any clan now?” came a dark murmur from elder Smallear, his tail twitching as
he spoke to Dappletail. “It was never like this when I was a warrior. Cats stayed loyal to their clans.”

 

Dappletail nodded, face filled with worry. “What is happening to the respect of the warrior code that
StarClan gave us?”

 

“And do the other clans know all of our secrets now?” Smallear added, his pelt prickling nervously.
“We’re not safe with all these traitors.”

 

Fireheart shifted nervously. And it’s ThunderClan cats that are leaving. What must the other clans
think? Smallear is right. What do the other clans know about ThunderClan’s weaknesses?  

By this time other cats were appearing. Brightpaw and Swiftpaw ran over from the apprentices’ den;
Elderpaw padded up with her sister Fernpaw by her side; Speckletail peered curiously out from the
nursery, hiding Snowkit behind her.

 

As they pressed around Fireheart with their questions, he had to raise his voice to make himself heard.
“Listen, all of you,” he meowed. “There’s something you need to hear.” And I have to tell Bluestar, he
added silently, bracing himself for the encounter. “Whitestorm will tell you what happened at the
Gathering,” he went on, “and then I want a dawn patrol.” He hesitated, looking around at the
assembled cats. All the warriors were tired; those who hadn’t been to the Gathering had stayed awake
to guard the camp.

 

Before Fireheart could decide who to send, Dustpelt spoke. “Ashpaw and I will go.”

 

Fireheart dipped his head gratefully. The younger brown warrior had never been friendly toward him,
but he was a loyal cat to ThunderClan, and he seemed to accept Fireheart’s authority as deputy.

 

“I’ll go too,” Mousefur offered.



 

“And me,” meowed Cloudpaw.

 

Fireheart let out a purr of appreciation at his apprentice’s words. He was pleased that his sister’s son
was working harder for the Clan and showing more commitment to Clan life, after the disastrous
episode when he was taken away by Twolegs and had to be rescued. “Dustpelt, Mousefur, Cloudpaw,
and Ashpaw, then,” he meowed. “The rest of you get some sleep. We’ll need hunting patrols later on.”

 

“What about you?” asked Darkstripe, his eyes narrowed. His tail had been stiff all the way back from
the Gathering. Fireheart had thought, perhaps, that after the fire, he and Darkstripe could reconcile
once more. But now… seeing how excited he was to see Tigerstar… Fireheart wasn’t so sure
anymore.

 

Fireheart took a deep breath. “I’m going to speak to Bluestar.”

 

The curtain of lichen had been burned away from the entrance to Bluestar’s den at the base of the
Highrock. As Fireheart approached, Cinderpelt, ThunderClan’s medicine cat, emerged into the
clearing and paused to stretch. Her dark gray fur was ruffled, and she looked worn out from the strain
of caring for the Clan in the aftermath of the fire, but the strength of her spirit still shone in her blue
eyes. Fireheart was reminded of the time when she had been his eager apprentice, until she had been
lured too close to the Thunderpath, in a trap which Tigerstar, then ‘claw, had set for Bluestar. The
young cat’s leg had been permanently injured so she could never be a warrior, but she had always kept
her commitment to serving her Clan.

 

Fireheart padded up to her. “How is Bluestar today?” he asked quietly.

 

Cinderpelt cast a worried glance back into the den. “She didn’t sleep last night,” she replied. “I’ve
given her juniper berries to calm her, but I don’t know if they’ll do any good.”

 

“We can try poppy seeds next,” murmured Spottedleaf as she followed after her son. “A bit drastic,
but she needs to really sleep.”

 

“I need to tell her what happened at the Gathering,” Fireheart meowed. “And she’s not going to like
it.”

 



Cinderpelt’s eyes narrowed, gaze flicking between him and Spottedleaf. “Why not?”

 

Spottedleaf’s amber eyes shimmered, dipping her head for Fireheart to speak. As quickly as he could,
Fireheart told Cinderpelt.

 

Cinderpelt listened in shocked silence, her blue eyes wide with amazement. “What will you do?” she
asked when Fireheart had finished.

 

“There isn’t much I can do. Besides, it could be a good thing for ThunderClan. Tigerstar’s got what he
wants now, and with any luck he’s going to be far too busy working his new Clan into shape to bother
about us.” Cinderpelt looked at him disbelievingly.

 

“I’ve known Tigerstar since we were both kits,” Spottedleaf commented worriedly. “And he’s always
been ambitious and determined… I have no doubt he’ll get ShadowClan back on its feet, perhaps
quicker than you think, Fireheart.”

 

“Then ThunderClan will be ready to deal with him when the time comes,” Fireheart continued hastily.
“Besides, who they choose for leader is ShadowClan’s business. We’ll have to keep a watch on our
borders, but I don’t believe Tigerstar will be much of a threat, for a while, at least. I’m more worried
about how Bluestar is going to take it.”

 

“This is going to make her worse,” Cinderpelt meowed anxiously. “I only hope I can find the right
herbs to help her. I wish Yellowfang were here.”

 

“I know.” Fireheart pressed himself comfortingly against Cinderpelt’s side, and Spottedleaf did the
same on her other side. “But you’ll be fine. You’re a great medicine cat, and Spottedleaf will be there
when you’re lost.”

 

“It’s not just that.” Cinderpelt’s voice dropped to a painful whisper. “I miss her, Fireheart! I keep

waiting for her to tell me I haven’t the sense of a newborn kit- at least when she praised me, I knew
she really meant it. I want her, Fireheart- her scent and the feel of her fur and the sound of her voice.”

 

“I know,” Fireheart murmured. He felt an emptiness inside as memories of the old cat flooded over
him. He had been very close to Yellowfang, ever since he and Creekflower had discovered her living



as a rogue in ThunderClan territory. Even Darkstripe had grown close to the feisty she-cat. “But she
hunts with StarClan now.”

 

And perhaps she had found peace at last, he reflected, as he remembered the torment in Yellowfang’s
voice as she died thinking of her son, Brokentail- the murderous cat she had never stopped loving,
even though he had grown up without knowing she was his mother. In the end she had killed him to
save her adopted Clan from his bloodthirsty scheming. And then her kits- Hopekit and Wishkit- had
come forth to welcome Yellowfang to StarClan, leaving Fireheart and Cinderpelt’s bodies now that
their mother was no longer with the living. Yellowfang’s pain was at an end, but Fireheart could not
imagine that he would ever stop missing her.

 

“Yellowfang was a great mentor and friend,” Spottedleaf whispered. “All of the clans feel her loss.”

 

“You go to Highstones soon, don’t you?” he reminded Cinderpelt. “To meet the other medicine cats? I
think you’ll feel very close to Yellowfang then.”

 

“Maybe you’re right.” Cinderpelt pushed away from him. “I can just hear Yellowfang now,” she

meowed. “‘Why are you standing around moaning when there’s work to be done?’ You go and talk to
Bluestar. Spottedleaf and I’ll look in on her again a bit later on.”

 

“If you’re sure you’re okay,” mewed Fireheart.

 

“I’m fine. I have Spottedleaf.” Cinderpelt gave his ear a quick lick. “Be strong for her, Fireheart,” she
urged. “She needs you more than ever.”

 

Fireheart watched the medicine cat as she limped rapidly away, and then turned toward Bluestar’s
den. Taking a deep breath, he called a greeting and entered through the gap where the lichen used to
grow. Bluestar was crouched on a pile of bedding at the back of the cave, her forepaws tucked under
her chest. Her head was raised, but she was not looking at Fireheart. Instead her blue eyes were blank,
fixed on something far away that only she could see. Her pelt was rough and unwashed, and she was
so thin that Fireheart could see every rib. His heart twisted with pity for her and fear for the rest of his
Clan. Their leader had diminished into an old, sick cat, broken by trouble and unable to defend
herself, let alone her Clan.

 

“Bluestar?” Fireheart meowed hesitantly.

 



At first he thought that Bluestar had not heard him. Then, as he padded farther into the den, she turned
her head. Her cloudy blue gaze focused on him, and for a heartbeat she looked puzzled, as if she
couldn’t remember who he was.

 

Then her ears pricked and intelligence flooded back into her eyes. “Fireheart? What do you want?”

 

Fireheart dipped his head respectfully. “I’ve just come back from the Gathering, Bluestar. I’m afraid
there’s bad news.” He paused.

 

“Well?” Bluestar sounded irritable. “What is it?”

 

“ShadowClan has a new leader,” Fireheart meowed. He plunged straight on. “It’s Tigerclaw- Tigerstar
now.”

 

In an instant, Bluestar leaped to her paws. Her eyes blazed cold fire, and Fireheart flinched at the
reminder of the formidable cat she had once been. “That’s impossible!” she hissed.

 

“No, it’s true. I saw him myself. He spoke from the Great Rock, with the other leaders.”

 

For a few moments Bluestar did not reply. She paced from one side of the den to the other and back
again, her tail lashing. Fireheart backed toward the entrance, not at all sure that Bluestar wouldn’t
attack him for bringing this terrible news.

 

“How dare ShadowClan do this?” she spat at last. “How dare they shelter the cat who tried to murder
me- and make him their leader!”

 

“Bluestar, they didn’t know-” Fireheart began, but the ThunderClan leader was not listening to him.

 

“And the other leaders?” she demanded. “What did they think? How could they let this happen?”

 

“At first they were shocked, but then… Tigerstar wasn’t the only unexpected guest at the Gathering.”
Fireheart hoped she would take this news better. “Ravenpaw was there too.”



 

“Ravenpaw!” Bluestar’s eyes blazed with immediate familiarity. “He came back? Oh, I should have
believed him when you told me about Tigerclaw!” She wailed with sudden saddened emotion.

 

“He’s Ravenwing now,” Fireheart meowed quickly, trying get everything out before Bluestar became
too distracted in the past.

 

“Ravenwing? You made him a warrior?” Bluestar’s brows furrowed in confusion.

 

Fireheart shook his head. “He’s… he’s in WindClan.”

 

“What?” Bluestar exclaimed, fur bristling and tail raising. “I thought you sent him to Barley’s barn!”

 

“Tigerstar attacked him,” Fireheart explained, struggling to make Bluestar think logically. “He sought
sanctuary in WindClan.”

 

“So Tallstar knew!” roared Bluestar furiously. “He knew of what horror Tigerclaw had wrought upon
my clan, and he sat by and did nothing! I knew we could not trust that old fool. After all, it didn’t take
him long to forget what we did for his Clan, after Sandstorm and Runningwind risked their lives to
find them and bring them home.”

 

“Tallstar was the first to protest against Tigerstar,” Fireheart tried to say, but Bluestar was already
storming back and forth, spit dribbling madly from her mouth. “And Thistlestar didn’t say much,
but-”

 

“Thistlestar!” spat Bluestar. “That lowlife, conniving tom! Even despite everything he’d done, I tried
to respect him as a leader! But he’s a vengeful, pathetic, cold-hearted cat. And I bet Thistlestar had
something to do with this! He and Tigerclaw were mentor and apprentice. He taught Tigerclaw to be
just as horrible as him! They’ve plotted against me!” Her tail lashed as she stomped angrily, claws
scrapping against the stone below. “They’re a cursed family.”

 

Fireheart recoiled, chest constricting in a deep, deep pain. He didn’t know if Bluestar was referring to
him too. After all, Tigerclaw was his kin- his cousin, even if he never felt like real kin. And everyone
in ThunderClan knew that when you spoke of curses, you spoke of Spottedleaf, Creekflower, and
Fireheart.



 

Fireheart started to protest, but Bluestar ignored him. “StarClan have abandoned me!” she went on,
still pacing furiously. “They told me that thistles will burn, but it was us who burned! How can I ever
trust StarClan again- especially now? They have granted a leader’s nine lives to that traitor. They care
nothing for me or for ThunderClan!”

 

Fireheart flinched. “Bluestar, listen-”

 

“No, Fireheart, you listen.” Bluestar padded over to him. Her fur was fluffed up and her teeth bared in
anger. “ThunderClan is doomed. Tigerstar will lead ShadowClan to destroy us all- and we can expect
no help from StarClan.”

 

“Tigerstar didn’t seem hostile.” Fireheart was desperately trying to get through to his leader. “When
he spoke, all he seemed to care about was leading his new Clan.”

 

Bluestar let out a crack of harsh laughter. “If you believe that, Fireheart, you’re a fool. Tigerstar will
be here before leaf-fall; you mark my words. But he’ll find us waiting for him. If we’re all going to
die, we’ll take a few of ShadowClan with us.”

 

She began pacing rapidly back and forth again, while Fireheart watched, appalled.

 

“Double the patrols,” she ordered. “Set a watch on the camp. Send cats to guard the border with

ShadowClan.”

 

“We haven’t enough warriors for all that,” Fireheart objected. “Every cat is exhausted with the extra
work rebuilding the camp. It’s all we can do to keep up the regular patrols.”

 

“Are you questioning my orders?” Bluestar whipped around to face him again, drawing her lips back
in a snarl. Her eyes narrowed suspiciously. “Or are you going to betray me too?”

 

“No, Bluestar, no! You can trust me.” Fireheart tensed his muscles, half expecting that he would need
to dodge Bluestar’s slashing claws.

 



Suddenly the old leader relaxed. “I know, Fireheart. You’ve always been loyal, not like those others.
Not like the rest of your family.” Fireheart went cold at her words. As if the strength of her fury had
exhausted her, she limped back to her bedding. “Set the patrols,” she ordered, sinking down in the soft
moss and heather. “Do it now, before ShadowClan makes crowfood of us all.”

 

“Yes, Bluestar.” Fireheart saw no point in arguing any more. He bowed his head and backed out of the
den. Bluestar’s gaze was once more fixed on something unseen. Fireheart wondered if she was
looking into the future, and watching the destruction of her Clan.

 

He limped down Highrocks, feeling numb yet horrified. His belly grumbled, yet he didn’t feel like
eating. In fact, the thought made him nauseous. If Bluestar believes in the curse… he thought despite
not wanting to think about it. What if she and Frostfur are right, and StarClan has forsaken us? …Am
I doing something wrong, being deputy of ThunderClan? What if this is the path that will doom us all-
destroy my clan?

 

“Fireheart.”

 

He jerked his head up, blinking out of his stupor. Sandstorm padded forth, her pale leaf-green eyes
narrowed. “Why’re you looking like somecat made dirt in your fresh-kill?”

 

Fireheart managed a small smile, but sat down, curling his tail around his paws. The smile quickly
dropped into a sad frown. “It’s Bluestar,” he admitted quietly. “I’m so very worried for her, and… and
I’m not sure if I should be her deputy.”

 

“Nonsense!” Sandstorm whacked him on the side of the head.

 

“Ow!” he whined. “What was that for?”

 

“Being mouse-brained!” she said, flicking her tail. “What makes you think you shouldn’t be deputy?
Frostfur and her yowling? Darkstripe and his sneers? They’re just jealous, or delirious.”

 

“Bluestar,” he said quietly. “She… believes in the curse. That… that StarClan…” He couldn’t bring
himself to say the words. He trusted Sandstorm; loved her. But how could he tell her that their own
leader believed StarClan, their dear ancestors, had abandoned them. …That he thought she might be
right? A cat who trained in the Dark Forest as deputy… why wouldn’t they?



 

“Well, don’t listen to her,” Sandstorm said stubbornly. “So what if she thinks the curse is real? Maybe
it is. I used to think it was. But if it is real, I don’t care. You’re a good warrior, Fireheart, and you do
what’s best for the clan. Sometimes you’re a little flutter-brained, I’ll admit, but you try your best to
keep every cat happy, even Darkstripe and Longtail, for StarClan’s sake! And they hate you.”
Sandstorm glared defiantly into his eyes.

 

“Curse or no curse, you’ll be the greatest leader ThunderClan’s ever seen.”

 

His heart fluttered a bit, but he dipped his head, averting his eyes shamefully. “That’s what I’m afraid
of.”

 

Sandstorm frowned, confused. “What do you mean? How can you be afraid of becoming leader?”

 

“Because that’s what Thistlestar always wanted me to be,” Fireheart replied in a quiet voice. “Because
if I’m leader… what will everyone think I’m leader for? Because Thistlestar planned it, or because I
earned it?” He shifted nervously. “And… standing on the Great Rock, beside Thistlestar… I could
feel his gaze on me. He was pleased to hear Bluestar was ill. He wants me to be leader. And I don’t
know what he wants me to do .” His voice broke, and he collapsed against Sandstorm, who laid her
head on his and wrapped her tail around him.

 

She stayed silent, and he trembled. “When I was a kit, when I was a young and naive warrior, I just
wanted him to be proud of me. But now I know what him being proud of me means- that I’m just…
I’m obedient to his plans, and… and I don’t know his plans. But I know whatever it is, I won’t want to
do it. Because I’m loyal to ThunderClan. Because I don’t want to hurt my mother. Because he’s…
he’s not a good cat.

 

“But mostly…” He pulled away from her, gazing sadly into her solemn eyes. “If I’m leader, then it
means Bluestar is dead.”

 

 

“I can’t believe Tigerstar is leader of ShadowClan,” murmured Brackenfur between the swipes of his
tongue along Feathercloud’s pelt.

 



Feathercloud lazily cracked an eye open. Gray-dawn sunlight filled the entrance of the warriors’ den.
He only half-caught what Brackenfur was saying, but he yawned and flicked his ears in response. “It’s
horrible,” he said, claws unsheathing while he curled his paw downward.

 

Suddenly, the dreariness of his slumber vanished. His head snapped up as he frowned. Ravenpaw-
Ravenwing is in danger. It really was horrible. Tigerstar had hated Feathercloud; thought he was a
waste of prey, and never allowed him on patrols.

 

But, even worse, Tigerstar had killed Redtail and Cricketheart. He had attempted to kill Ravenwing .
Ravenwing was in WindClan. Now, Tigerstar was in ShadowClan. Two clans, often at each other’s
throats. Clans with history- clans that would easily fight each other.

 

A golden-brown paw shoved in front of his face, and he blinked, turning to look at Brackenfur.

 

Brackenfur’s whiskers curled and twitched, and his tail kinked downwards behind him. “What’s
wrong?” he pawspoke.

 

“I have to go make dirt,” Feathercloud answered silently. He stood up, nodding to his friend.

 

Brackenfur yawned, stretching out his limbs. “Alright,” he said. “I’ll be here.” He curled up in their
shared nest, ears pointing out over his rounded form. Feathercloud smiled, caught for a moment at
how well-groomed and stunning Brackenfur looked while sleeping. Then, he shook himself, worries
about his old friend Ravenwing taking over. He light-footedly walked past the curled together forms
of Fireheart and Sandstorm, and padded out of the warriors’ den.

 

Most cats had taken Fireheart’s advice and gone to sleep, waiting for the dawn patrol to come back
and the day to start. Only One-eye and Halftail laid outside in the sun, with Halftail’s wheezy breath
echoing through the empty clearing. Brindleface ate the last mouse in the fresh-kill pile.
Goldenflower watched as Bramblekit and Tawnykit tussled with each other.

 

Feathercloud padded easily out of camp. Everyone had become too tired from guarding all of the
Gathering night, and Fireheart had permitted them all rest, believing the threat of Tigerstar lay
dormant, just for tonight. Feathercloud, though paranoid, could agree; Tigerstar’s focus would now be
focused on WindClan, where the very cat who had first threatened and destroyed Tigerstar’s
reputation lived.

 



Feathercloud halted in surprise when he walked through the gorse tunnel. The black and white spotted
pelt of senior apprentice Swiftpaw was crouched in front of him, aiming for the rocky ravine. But
Swiftpaw fluffed in surprise when he saw Feathercloud behind him.

 

“What are you doing?” demanded Longtail’s apprentice.

 

Feathercloud blinked, perplexed at the upset on Swiftpaw’s face. “Going for a hunt?” Feathercloud
easily lied.

 

Swiftpaw’s fur relaxed, but his face stayed suspicious and wary, gaze flickering around them. “Oh,”
he said. “Okay.”

 

“What are you doing?” Feathercloud pressed, meowing.

 

“Shhh!” Swiftpaw hissed, black and white pelt bristling. Feathercloud frowned. He hadn’t thought
he’d been that loud; he may not be able to hear, but he could tell from the vibrations in his throat how
loud he was. He’d long outgrown the stage where he couldn’t control his volume as a kit.

 

“I don’t need some kitsitter watching me whenever I go!” Swiftpaw snapped, teeth bared.
Feathercloud hated when cats snarled; it made it harder to read their lips when they were pulled back.
Especially when Swiftpaw lashed his tail back and forth, accidentally signing things he didn’t intend
to. “I’m more warrior than apprentice. Longtail said so! Leave me alone and just go hunt, if that’s
what you’re really doing.”

 

Swiftpaw had shoved his face to Feathercloud’s. The tom was as tall as Feathercloud, with similarly
long limbs. Swiftpaw glared at him, and Feathercloud gaped, bewildered at the tall apprentice’s anger.

 

Swiftpaw lashed his tail once more, then turned around and bounded up the ravine when Feathercloud
didn’t respond. Feathercloud watched the heated tom go. After a moment, he shook himself, then
leaped up the ravine himself. The smell of ash hung in the air, but he padded confidently through the
burned forest. Green was already beginning to spring forth through the silver and brown.

 

He could practically see the indent of his paws in the path he followed instinctively towards
Fourtrees. His heart thumped excitedly and anxiously in his chest. Would Ravenwing be there? He
wasn’t sure. He didn’t think the tom would linger around this long, but Feathercloud was supposed to
meet him this Gathering. He simply hadn’t the time to ask Fireheart if he could go.



 

His paws skidded as he came into the clearing of Fourtress. His eyes widened as he saw black and
white shapes begin to dip underneath the foliage line towards WindClan.

 

“Ravenwing!” he yowled, and he watched as the two cats jerked to a halt. The sleek black head of
Ravenwing whipped around and bounded forth, and Feathercloud eagerly raced to greet him too. He
felt the rumble in Ravenwing’s chest as the smaller tom collided with him.

 

Barley padded after Ravenwing with a happy smile. “Hi, Feathercloud,” he greeted in pawspeak.

 

Feathercloud drew his paw along his whiskers in the way that meant Barley’s name, but could also
double for stuff like wheat or long stalks of grass.

 

Ravenwing pulled back, blinking happily up at Feathercloud as he signaled, “You weren’t at the
Gathering, but we thought you’d be here afterwards. We were just leaving.”

 

“Sorry,” Feathercloud quickly apologized, rapidly pawspeaking and feeling pleased that he could
simplify yet quicken his movements since he knew Ravenwing would understand. “Fireheart wanted
me to guard camp, and I didn’t want to leave Brackenfur behind if he wasn’t going too.” Feathercloud
hadn’t been to a Gathering if Brackenfur wasn’t there, not since Cricketheart’s death.

 

Ravenwing smiled. “You’re very close to Brackenfur, aren’t you?”

 

Feathercloud’s pelt heated, and he glanced away bashfully. “He’s my best friend,” he admitted, then
faltered. “Not to say you aren’t! But-...” His paw hung awkwardly in the air as he tried to think of
what to say. Ravenwing was his best friend- had been his best friend- and he still loved him so, so
dearly, but…

 

“I understand.” Ravenwing blinked slowly. “Barley’s like that for me.” He brushed his thin tail
against the former barncat’s fluffy one.

 

Barley smiled, ducking his chin against his chest. “Ravenwing was the best thing to happen to me,”
Barley said, pawspeaking half of his words. “I’m glad to hear you have someone like that in
ThunderClan too.”



 

Feathercloud’s whiskers twitched, heart thudding in his chest as he thought of Brackenfur. The
golden-brown tom was amazing; Feathercloud had never met someone so supportive, goofy, and
intelligent all in one.

 

I just hope he likes me that way too, Feathercloud thought worriedly.

 

“Actually,” Ravenwing signed, glancing at Barley. His ears flattened, a touch embarrassed. “Barley
and I are mates now.”

 

Feathercloud’s eyes widened, and he knew he gasped aloud, feeling the vibration through his throat.
“You are!” He glanced between the two’s shy but grinning faces. “Congratulations! You two are a
cute couple.”

 

Ravenwing glanced away shyly. “Thank you,” he pawspoke. “Runningbrook and Whitetail set us up
on our vigil after we became warriors.”

 

“Ravenwing was the one to ask me out,” Barley continued with an obvious purr, love on his face as he
gazed at his mate. “I would never be that brave.”

 

Feathercloud recalled how, as apprentices, Ravenwing had been the one to admit he loved
Feathercloud, and that he’d wanted a future at his side… Despite how timid and terrified Ravenwing
could be, there was a shy courage to the tom that Feathercloud had always admired.

 

There was a small sting in Feathercloud’s heart as he realized that the future he and Ravenwing had
planned together was gone.

 

…But even if they wouldn’t be mates, they would still be friends, and that was more than enough for
Feathercloud.

 

Ravenwing bowed his head. “Stop it,” he whined, then coughed, and Barley immediately pressed
against his side. Feathercloud’s ears fluttered in worry. Ravenwing must have made a noise with his
throat unintentionally, and this was the pain it caused?

 



“A lot has happened for you these past days, hasn’t it?” Feathercloud signed softly.

 

Ravenwing blinked up at Feathercloud with an anxious glitter in his eyes. “This Gathering didn’t go
how it was supposed to.”

 

“I heard,” Feathercloud pawspoke, tail drooping on the ground. “I can’t believe Tigerstar is
ShadowClan’s leader.”

 

Ravenwing shivered, and Barley licked his ear comfortingly. “Neither can I,” Ravenwing agreed.
“Tallstar thought he would just be a rogue threat… But a leader? With nine lives? And a whole clan
behind him?” Ravenwing shook his head sadly, and fearfully, his pelt prickled.

 

Feathercloud’s heart clenched in his chest. “And are you safe?”

 

Ravenwing blinked anxiously. “What do you mean?”

 

“In WindClan,” Feathercloud signed firmly. “Are you sure they’ll keep you safe from Tigerstar?”

 

Ravenwing exchanged a glance with Barley. Ravenwing took a deep breath, thinking deeply, and then
he pawspoke, “I am safer in WindClan than I ever would have been as a loner. And… I’m happier
too. I’ve made great friends. I know they’d protect me fiercer than any LionClan warrior, and… that
I’d protect them too.”
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Packs Are Coming To Kill
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Fireheart opened his eyes and blinked in the uncomfortably bright sunlight. He still couldn’t get used
to the way the sun shone straight into the warriors’ den now that the thick covering of leaves had
gone. Yawning, he uncurled himself and shook the clinging scraps of moss from his coat.

 

Close beside him, Sandstorm was still asleep; Dustpelt and Darkstripe were curled up a little farther
away, and Feathercloud nodded at Fireheart while Brackenfur snored away. Fireheart padded out into
the clearing. It was three days since the Gathering and the discovery of Tigerstar’s new leadership,
and there was still no sign of the attack Bluestar had feared. ThunderClan had used the time to rebuild
the camp, and although there was still a long way to go, Fireheart couldn’t help feeling pleased when
he saw shady walls of fern beginning to grow back around the edge of the camp, and the bramble
thicket firmly interlaced with twigs to shelter the nursing queens and their kits.

 

As Fireheart made his way toward the pile of fresh-kill, he saw the dawn patrol returning with

Whitestorm in the lead. Fireheart paused and waited for the white warrior to join him. “Any sign of
ShadowClan?”

 

Whitestorm shook his head. “Nothing,” he meowed. “Just the usual scent markings along their border.
There was one thing, though....”

 

Fireheart’s ears pricked. “What?”

 

“Not far from Snakerocks we found a whole stretch of undergrowth trampled down, and pigeon
feathers scattered all over it.”

 

“Pigeon feathers?” Fireheart echoed. “I haven’t seen a pigeon for days. Is some other Clan hunting in
our territory?”

 

“I don’t think so. The whole place reeked of dog.” Whitestorm wrinkled his nose with distaste. “There
was dog dirt there too.”

 



Fireheart’s fur prickled. Distantly, he could recall how Sunstar, ThunderClan’s proud and strong
leader before Bluestar, had met his end at the fangs of dogs. Fireheart had been unable to help him,
both as a warrior and healer.

 

But the scent of dog on their territory was not unusual.

 

“Oh, a dog.” Fireheart flicked his tail dismissively. “Well, we all know that Twolegs are always
bringing their dogs into the forest. They run around, chase a few squirrels, and then the Twolegs take
them home again.” He let out a purr of amusement. “The only unusual thing is that it looks as if this
one caught something.”

 

To his surprise, Whitestorm continued to look serious. “All the same, I think you should tell the
patrols to keep their eyes open,” he meowed.

 

“Okay.” Fireheart respected the older warrior too much to ignore his advice, but privately he thought
the dog would be a long way away by now, shut up somewhere in Twolegplace. Dogs were noisy
nuisances, but he had more important things to worry about.

 

He was reminded of his anxiety about food supplies as he followed Whitestorm to the pile of fresh-
kill. Lynxpaw, Whitestorm’s apprentice, Brightpaw, and Cloudpaw, who had made up the rest of the
patrol, were already there. Lynxpaw was quick to pad away from the fresh-kill pile after dropping her
mouse down.

 

“Look at this!” Cloudpaw complained as Fireheart came up. He turned a vole over with one paw.
“There’s hardly a decent mouthful on it!”

 

“Prey is scarce,” Fireheart reminded him, noticing there were only a few pieces of fresh-kill on the
pile. “Any creatures that survived the fire can’t find much to eat.”

 

“We need to hunt again,” Cloudpaw meowed. He bit into the vole and swallowed. “I’ll go as soon as
I’ve finished this.”

 

“You can come with me,” mewed Fireheart, selecting a magpie for himself. “I’m going to lead out a
patrol later on.”

 



“No, I can’t wait,” Cloudpaw mumbled through another mouthful. “I’m so hungry I could eat you.

Brightpaw, do you want to come with me?”

 

Brightpaw, who was neatly tucking into a mouse, glanced up at Cloudpaw. For a moment, she seemed
friendly, then a familiar frown marred her face. “No thanks,” she mewed. “I don’t want bad luck on
my hunt.”

 

Cloudpaw’s tail drooped. “But- we hunted so well together-”

 

But Brightpaw had already grabbed her mouse and followed after Lynxpaw, settling down beside the
older she-cat and Dustpelt. “Oh,” Cloudpaw sadly meowed. “Okay.”

 

Fireheart’s chest clenched for his apprentice. It was clear the tom liked Brightpaw, but she… well, she
was her mother’s daughter.

 

Before he could reassure his nephew, he heard Cliffpaw call out, “I want to go hunting!” The former
kittypet ran up to her brother, smiling. Immediately, Cloudpaw perked up, tail high. “Can I,
Runningwind?”

 

The tabby she-cat craned her neck to where Runningwind was biting at the skin of a squirrel. He
startled, glancing up. “Uh, uhm, yes? I think?”

 

Cliffpaw scrunched her nose. “You think?”

 

“I mean, yes,” Runningwind corrected, straightening with more confidence. “I didn’t have anything
planned for today, so…”

 

Cliffpaw rolled her eyes, though there was a small smile on her face. “Do you ever?”

 

Runningwind’s pelt bristled slightly, a frown marring his face, but he turned away and continued to
eat his skinny squirrel. Fireheart frowned, too. He knew his friend wasn’t the best mentor, but it must
still sting past their joking.

 



“All right then,” mewed Fireheart to the two apprentices. He was slightly annoyed that Cloudpaw
hadn’t asked for his mentor’s permission like Cliffpaw, but the Clan did need fresh-kill, and both the
apprentices were good hunters. “Don’t go too far from camp,” he warned.

 

“But all the best prey is farther away, where the fire didn’t reach,” Cloudpaw objected. “We’ll be fine,
Fireheart,” he promised. “We’ll hunt for the elders first.” Swallowing the last of his vole in one
enormous gulp, he dashed off toward the camp entrance with Cliffpaw racing after him.

 

“Stay away from Twolegplace!” Fireheart called after them, remembering how Cloudpaw had once
been all too fond of visiting the Twolegs. The apprentice had paid a harsh price when they had taken
him away to their nest on the far side of WindClan’s territory. As greenleaf drew to an end, with the
prospect of a hungry leaf-bare to come, Fireheart hoped that his apprentice wouldn’t be tempted back
into his old ways.

 

“Apprentices!” Whitestorm purred as he watched the two young cats bounding away. “Dawn patrol,
and now they’re off hunting. I wish I had their energy.” He dragged a blackbird a little way from the
pile of fresh-kill and crouched down to eat.

 

As Fireheart finished his magpie, he saw Sandstorm padding across from the warriors’ den. The sun
shone on her pale ginger coat, and Fireheart admired the ripple of her fur as she moved. His whiskers
twitched, wanting to hunt with his mate, but uncertain if he should put more strain on her growing
belly.

 

He meowed a hello as she stepped up beside him. Sandstorm’s gaze raked the pitiful few pieces of
fresh-kill that remained this morning. “Looks like we need more hunting patrols,” she said firmly,
already all business. Fireheart got to his paws, swiping the last of the juice off of his lips.

 

She’d be mad at me if I told her she can’t hunt, he thought. Plus, she’s right. She can still hunt. She’s
not even a moon along yet.

 

“Do you want to come and hunt with me?” he asked as she approached.

 

Sandstorm nodded determinedly. “Of course. Let’s go now- I can wait to eat until we catch
something.”

 



Fireheart looked around for another cat to join them and noticed Longtail heading for the apprentices’
den, calling for Swiftpaw. “Hey, Longtail!” he meowed as the two cats padded across the clearing.
“Come and join our hunting patrol.”

 

Longtail hesitated, as if he wasn’t sure whether that was an order from his deputy or not. “We were
going to the training hollow,” he explained. “Swiftpaw needs to practice his defense moves.”

“You can do that later.” This time Fireheart made it clear that he was giving an order. “The Clan needs
fresh-kill first.”

 

Longtail flicked his tail irritably but said nothing. Swiftpaw was looking more enthusiastic, his eyes
bright. The young black and white tom was as big as his mentor, though not as tall, Fireheart noticed;
he and his sister, Lynxpaw, were the oldest of the apprentices, and he could expect to be made a
warrior soon.

 

I must talk to Bluestar about his naming ceremony, Fireheart thought. Cloudpaw too, and Brightpaw
and Thornpaw. The Clan needs more warriors.

 

Leaving Whitestorm to take a well-earned rest, Fireheart led his hunting party out of the camp and up
the ravine. At the top, he turned toward Sunningrocks. Doing his best to carry out Bluestar’s order
about doubling the patrols, he had instructed all the hunting parties to do border duty as well, staying
alert for other Clans’ scents or any other signs of an enemy presence. In particular, he had warned
them to keep a careful watch on the ShadowClan border, but privately he resolved not to neglect
RiverClan.

 

He had an uneasy feeling about their relationship with ThunderClan. Bluestar had made clear her
hatred of Thistlestar, and Thistlestar’s hatred of her. Lizardpaw leaving had only given RiverClan
more resolve on their disdain towards ThunderClan.

 

As Fireheart led the way toward the river, he noticed plants pushing their way up through the
blackened soil. New ferns were beginning to uncoil and green tendrils spread out to cover the earth.
The forest was beginning to recover, but as leaf-fall approached, growth would slow down. Fireheart
was still worried that his Clan was heading for a cold and comfortless leaf-bare. 

 

When they reached Sunningrocks, Longtail led Swiftpaw into one of the gullies between the rocks.
“You can practice listening for mice and voles,” he told his apprentice. “See if you can catch
something before the rest of us.”



 

Fireheart watched them go approvingly. The pale tabby warrior was a conscientious mentor, and a
strong bond had grown between him and Swiftpaw. They were half-siblings, after all, on Patchpelt’s
side rather than Robinwing’s.

 

Fireheart skirted the rocks on the side that faced the river, where more of the grass and foliage had
survived. It was not long before he spotted a mouse scuffling among some brittle grass stems. As it sat
up, nibbling a seed clasped in its forepaws, Fireheart sprang and finished it off swiftly.

 

“Good work,” Sandstorm murmured, padding up to him.

 

“Do you want it?” Fireheart asked, pushing the fresh-kill toward her with one paw. “You haven’t
eaten yet.” And that’s not good for the kits, he added silently.

 

“No, thanks,” meowed Sandstorm tartly. “I can catch my own.”

 

She slipped off into the shadow of a hazel tree. Fireheart looked after her, wondering if he’d offended
her or if she was just putting the clan before her, and then started to scrape earth over his prey so it
could be collected later.

 

“You want to watch out with that one,” a voice meowed behind him. “She’ll claw your ears off if

you’re not careful.”

 

Fireheart spun around. His old apprentice Graystripe was standing on the border with RiverClan,
farther down the slope toward the river. Water gleamed on his thick gray pelt.

 

“Graystripe!” Fireheart exclaimed. “You startled me!”

 

Graystripe gave himself a shake and sent droplets sparkling into the air. “I saw you and Sandstorm
from the other side of the river,” he mewed. “Almost thought I was going to intrude on something.”

 

At Graystripe’s amused purr, Fireheart’s pelt heated up. “I don’t know what you’re talking about,”
Fireheart protested. His fur prickled as if ants were crawling through it.



 

Graystripe smirked. “There’s already whispers about her pregnancy in RiverClan.” He strolled up the
slope and lowered his head to butt Fireheart affectionately on the shoulder. “Congratulations,
Fireheart. I can’t wait to meet your kits.”

 

Fireheart ducked his head, though he smiled. Then, he thought about Thistlestar, and what the tom
might think about his son having kits. “Never mind that,” he meowed, changing the subject. “Tell me
how you’re getting on. What’s the news in RiverClan?”

 

The laughter died from Graystripe’s yellow eyes. “Not much. Every cat is talking about Tigerstar.”

 

When Graystripe had been a ThunderClan warrior, he, Runningwind, and Fireheart had been the only
cats to know the truth about Tigerstar’s murderous ambition for a while, until they had told their
friends, and that Tigerstar had killed the former ThunderClan deputy, Redtail.

 

“I don’t know what to make of it,” Fireheart admitted. “Tigerstar might be different, now he’s got
what he wants. No cat can deny that he could make a good leader- he’s strong, he can fight and hunt,
and he knows the warrior code by heart.”

 

“But no cat can trust him. Even Thistlestar doesn’t,” Graystripe growled. “What’s the point of
knowing the warrior code if all you do is ignore what it says?”

 

“It’s not up to us to trust him now,” Fireheart pointed out. “He’s got a new Clan, and Runningnose
reported an omen that seemed to say StarClan would be sending them a great new leader. StarClan
must know that ShadowClan needs a strong warrior to build them up again after the sickness.”

 

Graystripe didn’t look convinced. “StarClan sent him?” He snorted. “I’ll believe that when hedgehogs
fly.”

 

Fireheart couldn’t help agreeing with Graystripe that it would be hard to trust Tigerstar. Making his
new Clan healthy again might occupy him for a season or two, but after that...The thought of the
fierce warrior at the head of a strong Clan sent a shudder through Fireheart from ears to tail-tip. He
couldn’t believe that Tigerstar would settle down to a peaceful life in the forest, respecting the rights
of the other three Clans.

 



Sooner or later he would want to extend his territory, and his first target would be ThunderClan.

 

“If I were you,” meowed Graystripe, echoing his thoughts, “I’d keep a very careful watch on my

borders.”

 

“Yes, I-” Fireheart began. He broke off as he saw Sandstorm coming toward them, a young rabbit
dangling from her jaws. She padded across the pebbles, and dropped her prey at Fireheart’s feet.
Looking more relaxed, as if she had gotten over her brief annoyance, she nodded to the RiverClan
warrior.

 

“Hi, Graystripe,” she mewed. “How are the kits?”

 

“They’re fine, thanks,” Graystripe replied. His eyes glowed with pride. “They’ll be apprenticed
soon.”

 

“Will you mentor one of them?” Fireheart asked.

 

To his surprise, Graystripe looked uncertain. “I don’t know,” he meowed. “Thistlestar and Leopardfur
don’t like me. They both hate ThunderClan, and that’s all I’ll ever be to them. I think she’ll probably
give the kits to some other warriors to mentor.”

 

He bowed his head. Fireheart knew it must be hard being in a clan that discriminated against you…

 

“That’s tough,” meowed Fireheart, pressing himself comfortingly against Graystripe’s side.

 

“But you can see her point,” Sandstorm pointed out mildly. “Thistlestar and Leopardfur will want to
make sure that the kits are brought up to be completely loyal to RiverClan.”

 

Graystripe swung his head around to face her, his fur bristling. “That’s just what I would do! I don’t
want my kits to grow up feeling torn between two Clans.” His eyes clouded. “I know what that’s
like.”

 



Pain for his friend flooded over Fireheart. After the fire, Graystripe had shown how unhappy he was
in his new Clan, and clearly things were no better now. Fireheart wanted to say, “Come home,” but he
knew he had no right to offer Graystripe a place in the Clan when Bluestar had already refused.

 

“Speak to Leopardfur,” he suggested. “Ask her yourself about the kits.” She seemed to like Lizardpaw.
Perhaps she’ll be kinder than Thistlestar about their prejudice… Though one would think Thistlestar
would sympathize with a former ThunderClan cat.

 

“And try to stay on the good side of Thistlestar,” added Sandstorm. “Don’t let him catch you crossing
the ThunderClan border.”

 

Graystripe flinched. “Maybe you’re right. I’d better be getting back. Good-bye, Sandstorm,
Fireheart.”

 

“Try to come to the next Gathering,” Fireheart urged.

 

Graystripe flicked his tail in acknowledgment and padded off down the slope. Halfway to the river he
turned, meowed, “Wait there a moment!” and raced down to the edge of the water. For several
heartbeats he sat motionless on a flat stone, gazing down into the shallows.

 

“Now what’s he up to?” Sandstorm muttered.

 

Before Fireheart could reply, Graystripe’s paw darted out. A silver fish shot out of the stream and fell
to the bank, where it lay flopping and wriggling. Graystripe finished it off with a single blow of his
paw and dragged it back up the slope to where Fireheart and Sandstorm stood watching.

 

“Here,” he meowed as he dropped it. “I know prey must be scarce since the fire. That should help a
bit.”

 

“Thanks,” meowed Fireheart, and added admiringly, “That was a neat trick back there.”

 

Graystripe let out a purr of satisfaction. “Mistyfoot showed me how.”

 



“It’s very welcome,” Sandstorm told him. “But if Thistlestar finds out you’ve been feeding another

Clan, he won’t be pleased.”

 

“Unless it’s his son,” Graystripe huffed, rolling her eyes. “And if he says anything, I’ll remind him
how Fireheart and I helped feed RiverClan during the floods last newleaf.” Graystripe bowed his head
to Fireheart and Sandstorm. “See you later. And good luck with your future kits, lovebirds.”

 

He turned away and bounded back to the river. Fireheart’s heart ached as he watched his friend launch
himself into the water and begin swimming strongly for the opposite bank. He would have given
anything to have Graystripe back in ThunderClan, but he had to admit it seemed unlikely that the gray
warrior could ever be accepted there again.

 

Fireheart struggled to carry the slippery fish as the hunting patrol returned to camp, his mouth
watering as the unfamiliar scent filled his nostrils. When he entered the camp he saw that the pile of
fresh-kill already looked bigger. Cloudpaw and Cliffpaw had returned, and were about to go out again
with Creekflower and Elderpaw.

 

“We’ve fed the elders, Fireheart!” Cloudpaw called over his shoulder as he scampered up the ravine.

 

“And Cinderpelt?” Fireheart called back.

 

“Not yet!”

 

Fireheart watched his young kin dash out of sight and then turned back to the pile of fresh-kill.
Perhaps Graystripe’s fish would tempt Cinderpelt, he thought. He suspected that the young medicine
cat wasn’t eating enough, out of grief for Yellowfang, and because she was so busy caring for the
smoke-sick cats and Bluestar.

 

“Are you hungry, Fireheart?” asked Sandstorm, dropping the last of her catch onto the pile. In the end
she had waited to eat until they brought the prey back to camp, and she was eyeing the fresh-kill
avidly. “We could eat together, if you like.”

 

“Okay.” The magpie Fireheart had eaten that morning seemed a long time ago now. “I’ll just take this
to Cinderpelt.”



 

“Don’t be long,” meowed Sandstorm, waving her tail.

 

Fireheart gripped the fish in his jaws and walked toward Cinderpelt’s den. Before the fire, a lush
tunnel of ferns had separated it from the rest of the camp. Now just a few blackened stalks showed
above the ground, and Fireheart could clearly see the cleft in the rock that was the entrance to the den.

 

He stopped outside, dropped the fresh-kill, and called, “Cinderpelt!”

 

After a moment the young medicine cat poked her head out of the opening. “What? Oh, it’s you,

Fireheart.” She padded out of the den to join him. Her fur was ruffled, and her eyes didn’t have their
usual lively sparkle. Instead she seemed distracted and troubled. Fireheart guessed that her mind was
on Yellowfang.

 

“I’m glad you’re here,” she mewed. “There’s something I want to tell you.”

 

“Have something to eat first,” Fireheart urged her. “Look, Graystripe caught a fish for us.”

 

“Thanks, Fireheart,” Cinderpelt meowed, “but this is urgent. StarClan sent a dream to me last night.”
She turned her head, and called back, “Spottedleaf?”

 

The dappled tortoiseshell she-cat slipped through the cracks in the den. Spottedleaf’s eyes caught on
Fireheart, and the fish, and she nodded politely.

 

Something about the way Cinderpelt spoke made Fireheart uneasy. Being the son of a medicine cat,
he knew all too well what dreams could mean. Cinderpelt was growing into a true medicine cat,
despite her hesitance when Lizardpaw had stepped forth. Cinderpelt would live without a mate or kits
of her own, meeting secretly with other medicine cats and be united with them through their bond
with the warrior spirits of StarClan.

 

At least she’ll still be close to Lizardpaw that way. Losing her best friend on the same day she’d lost
her prized mentor had been hard on Cinderpelt, Fireheart knew.

 



“What was the dream about?” he asked. He had experienced dreams like this more than once, warning
him of things that were going to happen. That helped him to imagine, better than most Clan cats, the
mixture of awe and bewilderment that Cinderpelt must be feeling now.

 

“I’m not sure, and neither is Spottedleaf.” Cinderpelt blinked in confusion. “I thought I was standing
in the forest, and I could hear something large crashing through the trees, but I couldn’t see what it
was. And I heard voices calling- harsh voices, in a language that wasn’t cat. But I could understand
what they said....”

 

Her voice trailed off. She stood gazing into the distance, her eyes clouded, while her front paws
kneaded the ground in front of her. Spottedleaf brushed her pelt against the gray she-cat.

 

“What did they say?” Fireheart prompted.

 

Cinderpelt shivered. “It was really strange. They were calling, ‘Pack, pack,’ and ‘Kill, kill.’”

 

Fireheart couldn’t help feeling disappointed. He had hoped that a message from StarClan might have
given them some hint about how to deal with all his problems- Tigerstar’s reappearance, Bluestar’s
illness, and the aftermath of the fire. “Do you know what it means?” he asked.

 

Cinderpelt shook her head, a lingering look of horror in her eyes, as though she faced a huge threat
Fireheart could not see. “Not yet. Maybe StarClan will show me more when I’ve been to Highstones.”

 

“I can’t make heads or tails of it either,” Spottedleaf meowed quietly. “Often, that is the case with
StarClan’s omens. They don’t make sense until it’s too late… But their guidance is not to be ignored.
We must be vigilant.”

 

“But it’s something bad, Fireheart, I’m sure of it,” Cinderpelt pressed, eyes wide.

 

“As if we haven’t enough to worry about,” Fireheart muttered. To Cinderpelt, he mewed, “I don’t
know what I can do, unless we find out more. I need facts. Are you sure that’s all the dream told
you?”

 



Her blue eyes still wide with distress, Cinderpelt nodded. Fireheart gave her ear a comforting lick.
“Don’t worry, Cinderpelt. If it’s a warning about ShadowClan, we’re already watching out for them.
Just tell me the moment you get any more details.”

 

He jumped as an irritated yowling sounded from behind him. “Fireheart, are you going to be all day?”
Glancing around, he saw that Sandstorm was waiting for him at the entrance to the burned fern tunnel.

 

“I’ve got to go,” he said to Cinderpelt and Spottedleaf

 

“But-”

 

“I’ll think about it, okay?” Fireheart interrupted her, his rumbling belly urging him to go and join

Sandstorm. “Let me know if you have any other dreams.”

 

Cinderpelt’s ears twitched in annoyance. “This is a message from StarClan, Fireheart, not just a root
digging into my fur or a tough bit of fresh-kill caught in my throat. It could affect the whole Clan. We
need to work out what it means.”

 

“Well, you and Spottedleaf’ll be better at that than I am,” Fireheart told her, backing away from
Cinderpelt’s den and tossing the last words over his shoulder. Spottedleaf already turned to
Cinderpelt, murmuring in her ear.

 

Bounding across the clearing toward Sandstorm, he wondered briefly what the dream could have
meant. It didn’t sound like an attack from another Clan, and he couldn’t think of anything else that
might be a threat.

 

As he tucked into the vole that Sandstorm had saved for him, he gnawed as well on the dream
Cinderpelt had. The medicine cat’s concerns were serious… Kill certainly wasn’t a pleasant word to
receive from StarClan.

 

But what could Fireheart do about it but wait?

 



 

The mossball dropped to the ground with a soft thud . Lightningfur slowly nudged it with her paws,
eyeing the owlish-looking Featherkit and Stormkit. Their wide eyes stared up at her, and she meowed
simply, “Play with it.”

 

The two kits exchanged glances, then looked up at her, and then back at each other, before darting
away to Greenflower. The queen looked very sad ( as per usual for her , Lightningfur rolled her eyes),
and scooped the kits to her side, looking extremely overprotective.

 

Both of Greenflower’s kits had died without a medicine cat, before Lizardpaw came.

 

Her lip curled.

 

Lizardpaw.

 

Her kittypet-loving sister’s weak daughter.

 

Lightningfur could see the brown tabby apprentice sniffing Mosspelt’s paw, inspecting a piece of hard
willow bark the she-cat had accidentally stepped on. She felt her claws curl, and ripped her gaze away
from the apprentice, internally cursing the fact that she couldn’t do anything to her - after all,
RiverClan needed a medicine cat.

 

Or, the majority of the clan felt like they needed one.

 

Lightningfur huffed in frustration once her eyes laid on Silverstream’s kits once more as Greenflower
dragged her tongue over their heads.

 

“You’re not very good with kits, are you?” Thistlestar’s amused meow came from her left.

 

Lashing her tail, she snapped, “I never liked kits, but I want to like these ones for Silverstream’s
sake.”

 



“I’m glad you’re trying,” he meowed, curling his tail around his paws. “Perhaps one day you’ll take a
mate and have kits of your own.” He eyed her as she narrowed her eyes. “Perhaps Rippleclaw? I
know he’ll be retiring to the elders’ den soon, but Graypool has died, and he’s always liked you.” His
ears perked up as Lightningfur’s flattened. “Maybe you’ll have kits with him too!”

 

Lightningfur recoiled at the idea, disgust rolling through her veins. A tom? As a mate ?

 

And have kits with him?

 

“Toms are disgusting!” she hissed. “I would never do that! If you want more kits, go and have fun
with Grasswhisker then!”

 

Thistlestar sighed, rolling his eyes, and said, “I’m trying, but Grasswhisker is just too nervous -
finicky, really - whenever I bring the idea up.” He groaned. “It’s more trouble than it’s worth.” His
yellow gaze strayed to the medicine den, where Lizardpaw had begun conversing with Primrosepaw.
He seemed to eye the creamy-brown apprentice and murmured, “Spottedleaf was far more
agreeable…and prettier.”

 

Lightningfur rolled her own eyes as he abruptly stood up, tail swishing as a thoughtful look entered
his eyes. “I want to go on a hunting patrol,” he announced. Lightningfur saw he was still fixated on
Primrosepaw, and felt a minor flip of disgust as he strolled over to her and invited the pretty creamy-
brown she-cat with him.

 

Lizardpaw had a frown on her face as Primrosepaw accepted, and both apprentice and warrior
watched as Thistlestar and Primrosepaw left the camp.

 

The tortoiseshell warrior curled her lip at the sight, but gave a shrug. Whatever her father did was his
own business.

 

But she had to wonder why he liked annoying she-cats so much. Primrosepaw infuriated her to no
end; far too bossy and snippy. And Grasswhisker…she was just so StarClan-forsaken annoying .

 

At least soon she’ll be her father’s deputy. Soon she could strike Leopardfur down and take her
rightful place. It wasn’t fair that Fireheart had earned the deputyship before her, and then Tigerstar
had swooped into ShadowClan to claim the mantle of leader!



 

And then, after becoming deputy, she’ll be leader.

 

Lightningfur turned back to the kits, and saw Graystripe was with them. Featherkit scurried around
her father, mewing with glee, while Stormkit pawed at the gray tom’s whiskers.

 

She frowned.

 

It’s worthless, she decided, and stalked to the apprentices’ den, tail lashing as she summoned
Robinpaw.

 

“We’re going training!” she snapped at the brown tom as he obediently scrambled to his paws.
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Fireheart’s flanks heaved as he fought for breath, and his cheek stung where claws had raked across it.
As he staggered to his feet, Brightpaw took a couple of steps back.

 

“Oh, um, sorry?” the ginger and white apprentice meowed, eyes wide.

 

“I’m fine.” Fireheart gasped. “Did Sandstorm show you that move? I never saw it coming. Well
done.”

 

Trying not to limp, he padded across the training hollow to where Swiftpaw, Lynxpaw, Thornpaw,
Cloudpaw, and Cliffpaw were watching. He had been assessing the apprentices’ fighting skills, and
they had all held their own against him. They had the makings of formidable warriors.

 

“I’m glad you’re all on my side. I wouldn’t want to meet you in battle,” Fireheart meowed. “I’ve had
a word with your mentors, and they think you’re ready, so I’m going to ask Bluestar if you can be
made warriors.”

 

Brightpaw, Thornpaw, Lynxpaw, and Swiftpaw exchanged excited glances. Cloudpaw tried to look
nonchalant, but there was a gleam of anticipation in his eyes too. Cliffpaw squared her shoulders,
looking exhilarated at the thought.

 

“Okay,” Fireheart went on. “Hunt on your way back to camp, and see that the elders and the queens
are fed. Then you can eat.”

 

“If there’s anything left,” mewed Swiftpaw.

 

Fireheart flicked a glance at him. Swiftpaw sometimes picked up discontented rumblings from his
mentor, Longtail, who had once been a close ally of Tigerstar, but on this occasion he seemed to be
trying to make a joke. All six young cats sprang up and dashed out of the training hollow. Fireheart
heard Cliffpaw yowling to Cloudpaw, “Bet I catch more prey than you!”

 

It seemed a long time since he had been that carefree, Fireheart reflected as he followed more slowly.
Under the weight of his responsibilities as deputy, he sometimes felt older than the elders. The Clan



was surviving, managing to find food and to rebuild the devastated camp, but all the warriors were
overstretched.

 

Fireheart was on his paws from dawn to sunset, and every night he went to his den with tasks still
undone. How long can we go on? he asked himself. It’ll get harder, not easier, when leaf-bare comes.
Already the few leaves that the fire had left on the trees were turning red and gold. As Fireheart
paused at the top of the hollow, he felt a chill breeze ruffle his fur, though the sun shone brightly.

 

He slipped quietly back into camp and stood for a moment near the entrance, looking around.
Darkstripe, who was in charge of the rebuilding, had started to patch the remaining gaps in the
branches of the warriors’ den. Dustpelt was working with him and the two younger apprentices,
Fernpaw and Ashpaw.

 

On the other side of camp, Fireheart saw Cinderpelt making her way to the elders’ den, carrying some
herbs in her jaws. Creekflower was with her own apprentice Elderpaw, showing her the hunting
crouch. The darker gray she-cat lowered her rump, tail swishing excitedly, as she began to creep
forward, amber eyes fixed on the pale green-yellow leaf a few tail-lengths away.

 

A tch of disgust reached Fireheart’s ears, and he unfortunately recognized it.

 

Frostfur was sitting a few fox-lengths away from Creekflower and Elderpaw, staring at them -
Elderpaw in particular - with utter disdain in her blue eyes. Tulippaw was at her side, anxiously
looking between his mentor and his sister, a worried, conflicted look on his face.

 

“Well would you look at that!” the white she-cat meowed, rather loudly, drawing some cats attention.
“He can’t even do a stalk correctly! I can’t believe Bluestar would allow another cursed cat to train an
apprentice!” She glared at Creekflower. “And you’re probably the reason he has the hare-brained
delusion of being a she-cat! You filled his head with stories about that disgrace Airleap, and now he
thinks he’s a she-cat!” she spat furiously. “What a disappointment I have for a nephew!”

 

Fireheart felt his claws unsheath and dig into the dirt beneath him, restraining himself from launching
himself at Frostfur. She had no right to speak of Elderpaw in that way!

 

“Take that back!” Creekflower snarled, eyes flashing as she stood off with Frostfur once more.
“Elderpaw is doing just fine - after all, she mastered the front-paw swipe quicker than anyone else!”
She growled at the white she-cat, disdain in her own eyes. “She-cat, tom, who cares what she is?
She’s a cat, and an apprentice at that! You don’t have the right to bully her, just like you had no right



to bully Airleap! You’re a terrible mentor, and I feel sorry that Tulippaw has to put up with your
nonsense!”

 

Tulippaw’s pelt ruffled defensively, and he glared at Creekflower.

 

Frostfur glared at Creekflower, and haughtily replied, “Both your failure of a brother and your soon-
to-be failure of an apprentice are unnatural, disgraces to ThunderClan - to the whole forest! It’s no
wonder Elderpaw thinks he’s a she-cat with a cursed she-cat teaching him-”

 

“Shut up!” a soft but demanding yowl cut into the argument. Fireheart was surprised to see the culprit
was young Fernpaw. The speckled apprentice marched up to her sister’s side, brushing reassuringly
against the darker pelt. Elderpaw nuzzled Fernpaw, blinking her thanks, as Fernpaw turned on
Frostfur.

 

“You’re nothing more than a mean, entitled, bigoted bully!” she declared, tail lashing with anger.
“You claim to love me and my siblings, but Elderpaw is the only one you ever pick on! Mother
doesn’t like how you treat her, and neither do I!” Fernpaw glared even more fiercely at her dumb-
struck aunt. “I think you’re one of the worst cats in this clan! You keep going on and on about this
dumb curse but you’re the one who keeps stirring up trouble.” She tilted her head, eyes narrowing.
“Maybe you’re the cursed one, not Elderpaw. Not Creekflower, or Fireheart. And not Spottedleaf.”
With that, Fernpaw nudged her sister over to where their brother Ashpaw was standing, blue eyes
wide as he held a clump of scraggly ferns in his mouth.

 

Dustpelt and Darkstripe were exchanging looks, clearly as caught off guard as Fireheart himself was.
When Fernpaw approached with Elderpaw, the gray speckled she-cat stared right at Darkstripe and
said, “And don’t try to make me apologize! Because I won’t say it, and even if I did, I wouldn’t mean
it!”

 

Darkstripe looked back over to Dustpelt, who just shrugged, and went back to helping Ashpaw patch
the camp walls with his ferns.

 

“Just…let’s just get back to work,” Darkstripe muttered, flicking an ear to the camp walls. Fernpaw
gave a nod, and both her and Elderpaw went to work. Creekflower caught Fireheart’s eye, and
mouthed, Who knew Fernpaw had that in her?

 

Fireheart shrugged, and glanced back to Frostfur, who still looked stunned, before she shook herself
and, with a flick of her tail, summoned Tulippaw to follow her out of camp, stalking past Fireheart as
she went with a sneer.



 

Breathing out a breath of relief, Fireheart turned back to the center of the clearing. Goldenflower’s
two kits had been playing with Speckletail’s, while the queens sat watching them near the entrance to
the nursery. Willowpelt was there too, carefully guarding her litter, who were much younger, from the
rough play of the older kits. While their attention had been caught by Frostfur, Creekflower, and
Fernpaw’s yowling, the kits had all turned back to their game.

 

Fireheart’s gaze rested on Bramblekit, the bigger of Goldenflower’s kits. That strong, muscular body
and dark brown pelt were disturbingly familiar; no cat who looked at the kit could doubt that Tigerstar
was his father. The thought always made Fireheart uneasy, and he struggled to push it aside.
Logically, he knew that he should feel just as suspicious of the kit’s sister, Tawnykit, but though she
shared the same father, she didn’t share the misfortune of looking exactly like him. 

 

Fireheart knew it was unfair to blame Bramblekit for his father’s crimes.

 

He knew from personal experience how that can affect a cat.

 

Fireheart could not banish the memory of the young kit clinging to a branch of a blazing tree, wailing
in terror as Fireheart tried to reach him. And he could not forget that while he was rescuing
Bramblekit, the fire had trapped Yellowfang in her den. Had he sacrificed Yellowfang to save
Tigerstar’s son?

 

He shook himself, feeling slightly cross. He’s a kit, he firmly reminded himself. I’m going to have to
get over this distrust - he and Tawnykit will be relying on me.

 

He remembered how Bluestar - then Bluefur - had always been friendly with him and his siblings,
despite her own rivalry with Thistlestar.

 

Now he was in her pawprints, his own rivalry with Tigerstar eerily paralleling hers.

 

Suddenly a shrill squeal came from the group of kits. Bramblekit had bowled over Snowkit and was
holding him down on the ground with his claws. The squealing came from the sturdy white kit, who
didn’t seem to be trying to defend himself.

 



He quickly darted over, and nosed Bramblekit off of Snowkit. “Easy there,” he meowed with a stern
look to the tabby kit.

 

“We’re just playing!” Bramblekit objected.

 

“Only playing? Then why was Speckletail’s kit crying out like that?”

 

Bramblekit lowered his head, and shrugged. “How should I know? He can’t play properly anyway.”

 

“Bramblekit!” It was Goldenflower who spoke, coming to stand beside her kit. “How many times do I
have to tell you? If somebody squeals, you let go. And don’t be rude to Fireheart. Remember, he’s the
deputy.”

 

Bramblekit’s eyes flicked to Fireheart and away again. “I’m sorry,” he mumbled.

 

“Just make sure it doesn’t happen again,” Fireheart replied with a twitch of the ear.

 

Bramblekit padded past him to where Snowkit still crouched on the ground. Speckletail was giving
his white fur a brisk lick. “Come on, get up,” she meowed. “You’re not hurt.”

 

“Yeah, come on, Snowkit,” Bramblekit mewed, swiping his tongue over the kit’s ear. “I didn’t mean
it. Come and play, and you can be Clan leader this time.”

 

Bramblekit’s sister, Tawnykit, was sitting a couple of tail-lengths away beside Mistlekit, her tail
curled around her paws. “He’s no fun,” she mewed. “He never has any good games.”

 

“Tawnykit!” Goldenflower cuffed her lightly across one ear. “Don’t be so nasty. I don’t know what’s
gotten into the pair of you today.”

 

Snowkit was still crouched on the ground, and got up only when his mother nudged him to his feet.

 



“Maybe you should let Cinderpelt check him,” Fireheart advised the pale tabby queen. “Make sure
he’s not hurt.” He frowned. “Feathercloud was a bit like this when he was a kit-”

 

Speckletail swung her head around and glared at her Clan deputy. “There’s nothing wrong with my
kit!” she growled. “Are you saying that I can’t look after him properly?” Turning her back on
Fireheart, she herded Snowkit back into the nursery, and called Mistlekit with a flick of her tail.

 

“She’s very protective of them,” Goldenflower explained. “Snowkit in particular.”

 

She blinked fondly at her own two kits, now scuffling together on the ground.

 

Fireheart went to sit beside her, quietly watching Bramblekit and Tawnykit play. “Have you told them
that their father is leader of ShadowClan now?” he asked quietly.

 

Goldenflower gave him a quick glance. “No, not yet,” she admitted. “They would only boast about it,
and then some cat would tell them the rest of the story.”

 

“Sooner or later they’ll find out,” meowed Fireheart.

 

The ginger queen vigorously washed her chest fur for a few moments. “I’ve seen the way you look at
them,” she mewed at last. “Especially Bramblekit. It’s not his fault that he looks exactly like Tigerstar.
But other cats look at him like that too.” Thoughtfully she licked her paw and drew it over her ear. “I
want my kits to grow up happy, not feeling guilty because of something that happened before they
were born. Maybe there’s more hope of that now, if Tigerstar becomes a great leader. Maybe they’ll
even be proud of him in the end.”

 

Fireheart twitched his ears uncomfortably, unable to share her optimism.

 

“They both respect you, you know,” Goldenflower went on. “Especially since you saved Bramblekit
from the fire.”

 

For a moment Fireheart didn’t know what to say.

 



“I admit that I have a problem with separating Bramblekit from his father,” he softly meowed at last.
“But I’m working on it - Cinderpelt and Spottedleaf are both great help.”

 

Goldenflower hummed, nodding, before turning an intense gaze on him. “I think you should tell them
about Tigerstar,” she meowed. “You’re the deputy, after all. They would take it well from you- and I
know you would tell them the truth.”

 

“You...you think I should tell them now?” Fireheart stammered. The way Goldenflower spoke made it
sound like a challenge.

 

“No, not now,” replied Goldenflower calmly. “Not until you’re ready. And when you think they’re
ready,” she added. “But don’t leave it for too long.”

 

Fireheart dipped his head. “I will, Goldenflower,” he promised. “And I’ll make it as easy for them as I
can.”

 

Before Goldenflower could reply, Bramblekit came skidding up to his mother with Tawnykit just
behind him. “Can we go and see the elders?” he asked, eyes shining. “One-eye promised to tell us
some great stories!”

 

Goldenflower let out an indulgent purr. “Yes, of course,” she meowed. “Take her something from the
pile of fresh-kill- that’s good manners. And mind that you’re back here by sunset.”

 

“We will!” meowed Tawnykit. She dashed off across the camp, calling over her shoulder, “I’m going
to fetch a mouse for One-eye!”

 

“No, you’re not, I am!” Bramblekit yowled, scampering after her.

 

“Well,” Goldenflower meowed, turning back to Fireheart, “if you can see anything wrong with those
kits, tell me what it is, because I can’t.”

 

Fireheart snorted a laugh, and replied, “I’ll keep an eye on them. If they ever need anything, they can
come to me.”

 



Goldenflower’s whiskers twitched, and she dipped her head to him, before retreating into the nursery.

 

Fireheart got to his paws, realizing it was time he sent out the evening patrol. As he turned away from
the nursery he caught sight of Brackenfur, who was hovering nearby as if he wanted to speak to him.

 

“Is there a problem?” he asked the young warrior.

 

“I don’t know,” Brackenfur replied. “It’s just that I saw what happened there, with Speckletail’s kit,
and...well, I think there might be something wrong with Snowkit.”

 

Fireheart knew that the golden-brown tom wouldn’t make a fuss about nothing. “Go on,” he urged.

 

“I’ve been keeping an eye on him,” Brackenfur explained. He scuffed the ground with his forepaws,
an embarrassed look on his face. “I...I sort of hoped Bluestar might choose me to mentor him, or
Mistlekit, and I wanted to get to know them. And I - actually, both Feathercloud and I - think there’s
something the matter with him. He doesn’t play like the others. He doesn’t seem to respond when any
cat talks to him. You know kits, Fireheart- noses into everything- but Snowkit’s not like that. I think
Spottedleaf and Cinderpelt ought to have a look at him.”

 

“I suggested that to Speckletail and practically got my ears clawed.”

 

Brackenfur shrugged. “Maybe Speckletail won’t admit there could be anything wrong with her kit.”

 

Fireheart thought for a moment. Snowkit did seem slow and unresponsive compared with the other
kits, like Feathercloud had been when he was a kit. He was much older than Goldenflower’s litter, but
nothing like as well developed. “Leave it with me,” he meowed. “I’ll have a word with my mother.
She and Cinderpelt will find a way of taking a look at the kit without upsetting Speckletail.”

 

“Thanks, Fireheart.” Brackenfur sounded relieved.

 

“Meanwhile,” Fireheart mewed, “can you lead the evening patrol? Ask Mousefur and Brindleface to
go with you. Perhaps Feathercloud too, and you can tell him about Snowkit.”

 



Brackenfur straightened up. “Sure, Fireheart,” he replied. “I’ll go and look for them now.”

 

He set off across the camp with his tail held high. When he had gone a few fox-lengths, Fireheart
called him back. “Oh, and Brackenfur,” he mewed, pleased for once to impart good news, “when
Snowkit and Mistlekit are ready, I’ll speak to Bluestar about letting you mentor one of them.”

 

Before Fireheart went to find Cinderpelt, he visited Bluestar to tell her about the apprentices’
assessment. The Clan leader was seated outside her den in a patch of sunshine, and Fireheart thought
hopefully that she might be feeling more like her old self. But her blue eyes looked tired as she
blinked at him, and a piece of fresh-kill lay beside her, only half-eaten.

 

“Well, Fireheart?” she asked as he approached. “What can I do for you?”

 

“I’ve got good news, Bluestar.” Fireheart tried to sound cheerful. “I assessed all six of the older
apprentices today. They did well. I think it’s time they were made into warriors.”

 

“The older apprentices?” Bluestar’s eyes clouded with confusion. “That would be Featherpaw,
Brackenpaw, and...and Cinderpaw?”

 

Fireheart’s heart sank. Bluestar couldn’t even remember which cats were apprentices! “No, Bluestar,”
he mewed patiently. “Cloudpaw, Cliffpaw, Brightpaw, Swiftpaw, Lynxpaw, and Thornpaw.”

 

Bluestar shifted a little. “That’s who I meant,” she snapped. “And you want them to be warriors?
Just...just remind me who their mentors are, will you?”

 

“I’m Cloudpaw’s mentor,” Fireheart began, trying to keep his increasing dismay out of his voice.
“Cliffpaw’s are Runningwind and Willowpelt, Sandstorm is Brightpaw’s, Whitestorm is Lynxpaw’s,
Mousefur is Thornpaw’s mentor, and Longtail-”

 

“Longtail,” Bluestar interrupted. “Ah, yes...one of Tigerclaw’s friends. Why did we give him an
apprentice, when we can’t trust him?”

 

“Longtail chose to stay in ThunderClan when Tigerstar left,” Fireheart reminded her.

 



Bluestar snorted. “That doesn’t mean we can trust him,” she repeated. “We can’t trust any of them.
They’re traitors and they’ll train more traitors. I won’t make warriors of any of their apprentices!” She
paused as Fireheart stared at her, appalled, then added, “Only yours, Fireheart. You alone are faithful
to me. Cloudpaw can be a warrior, but not those others.”

 

Fireheart didn’t know what to say. Even though the Clan seemed happy to have Cloudpaw back after
his escapade with the Twolegs, Fireheart could foresee trouble if his apprentice was made a warrior
and the other apprentices were not. Besides, it wouldn’t do Cloudpaw any good to be singled out for
an honor that the others deserved just as much as he did.

 

Fireheart fought with rising panic as he realized that meant none of the apprentices could be made
into warriors yet. Even though the Clan needed them so desperately, he knew there was no reasoning
with Bluestar in this mood.

 

“Er...thanks, Bluestar,” he meowed at last, starting to back away. “But maybe we’ll wait awhile
longer. A bit more training won’t hurt.” He made his escape, leaving Bluestar looking after him with
the same vague expression in her eyes.



Fireheart Tries To Get In On That Juicy ShadowClan Gossip! (&
Lizardpaw Is Inducted!)
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The sun was going down, casting long shadows across the clearing, by the time Fireheart went to look
for the medicine cats. He found them in the den, checking the supplies of healing herbs, and sat just
outside the entrance to talk to them.

 

“Speckletail’s kit?” Cinderpelt meowed when Fireheart had told her about Brackenfur’s suspicions.
She narrowed her eyes thoughtfully. “Yes, I can see what he means. We’ll take a look.”

 

“You’ll have to be careful of Speckletail,” Fireheart warned her. “When I suggested she might let you
check Snowkit, she practically bit my nose off.”

 

“I’m not surprised,” remarked Spottedleaf. “No queen wants to believe her kits aren’t perfect.” She
blinked fondly at him. “We’ll deal with it, Fireheart; don’t worry. But not right away,” she added,
patting her store of juniper berries into a neater pile. “It’s too late to disturb them tonight, and
tomorrow we have to go to Highstones.”

 

“So soon?” Fireheart was surprised; he hadn’t realized how quickly the days were slipping by.

 

“Tomorrow night is the new moon. All the other medicine cats will be there too. StarClan will give
me my full powers.” Cinderpelt hesitated and then added, “Yellowfang should have come with us, to
present me to StarClan as a fully trained medicine cat. Now I’ll have to go through the ceremony
without her.” Her eyes grew wide and remote as she spoke. Fireheart felt that she was moving far
away from him, into a land of shadows and dreams where he could not follow her.

 

“You’ll need to take a warrior with you,” he meowed. “Last time Bluestar tried to go to Highstones,
WindClan wouldn’t let her pass through their territory.”

 

Spottedleaf looked at him calmly. “I’d like to see the patrol that would dare to stop a medicine cat.
StarClan would never forgive that.” Her expression changed and her eyes glinted mischievously. “You
can come as far as Fourtrees if you like. Assuming you can spare the time from Sandstorm.”

 



Fireheart felt uncomfortable. “I don’t know what you mean,” he muttered. But he remembered
leaving to go and eat with Sandstorm while Cinderpelt was telling him about her dream, and he
guessed that the medicine cats had felt unfairly dismissed. “Sandstorm can lead the dawn patrol
without me,” he mewed out loud. “I’ll come with you to Fourtrees.”

 

 

The next day dawned damp and misty. Tendrils of fog curled between the trees as Fireheart,
Spottedleaf, and Cinderpelt made their way to Fourtrees. The clinging white clouds dampened the
sound of their pawsteps and beaded their fur with tiny droplets. In the silence Fireheart jumped at the
sudden alarm call of a bird above his head. He felt half-afraid that they might lose their way in this
eerily unfamiliar-looking forest.

 

But by the time they crossed the stream and began to climb the slope to Fourtrees, the mist had begun
to clear, and at the top of the hollow they emerged into bright sunlight. The four massive oaks stood
straight ahead of them, their leaves turning red-gold with the approach of leaf-fall.

 

Cinderpelt let out a noisy breath and shook the moisture from her fur. “That feels good! I was starting
to think I’d have to scent my way to Highstones, and I’ve only been there once before.”

 

Fireheart too enjoyed the feeling of warm sun on his fur. He stretched luxuriously and opened his
jaws to taste the air, hoping to pick up the scent of prey.

 

Instead, the scent of other cats flooded over him. ShadowClan! he thought, his muscles tensing as his
gaze flicked from side to side. A moment later he relaxed as he spotted Runningnose, the
ShadowClan medicine cat, padding up to the hollow from ShadowClan territory with another cat
beside him. This was no hostile warrior. StarClan raised medicine cats above the level of Clan rivalry.

 

“It looks as if you won’t have to travel alone after all,” he meowed to Spottedleaf and Cinderpelt.

 

They waited until the ShadowClan cats came up to them. As they drew nearer, Fireheart recognized
the other cat. It was Littlecloud, a small tabby tom who had almost died in his Clan’s recent sickness. 

 

He and another warrior, Whitethroat, had tried to seek refuge with ThunderClan. Bluestar had refused
to take them in, but Cinderpelt had secretly sheltered them alongside Spottedleaf and Lizardpaw, and
cared for them until they were fit enough to travel back to their own territory.



 

Whitethroat had died soon after, when Tigerstar and his rogues had attacked a ThunderClan patrol. A
monster had cut the young cat down on the Thunderpath as he was fleeing from the fight. Reliving the
shock of that moment, Fireheart was glad to see that Littlecloud at least looked strong and healthy
again.

 

“Hello, there!” Runningnose greeted the ThunderClan cats cheerfully. “Well met. It’s a good day to
travel.”

 

Littlecloud nodded respectfully to Fireheart and went to touch noses with Cinderpelt.

 

“It’s good to see you on your paws again,” she meowed.

 

“All thanks to you,” Littlecloud replied. With a touch of pride he added, “I’m Runningnose’s
apprentice now.”

 

“Congratulations!” Cinderpelt purred.

 

“And that’s because of you too, and Lizardpaw!” Littlecloud went on enthusiastically. “When we
were ill, you knew just what to do. And then you gave us healing herbs to take back to the Clan- and
they worked! I want to do more stuff like that.”

 

“He has real talent,” Runningnose mewed. “And it took courage to come back to us with the herbs.
I’m only sorry Whitethroat didn’t survive.”

 

“He didn’t?” Fireheart asked, feigning naivety, seizing the chance to find out how much the
ShadowClan cats knew about the young warrior’s fate.

 

Suspicion lit in Littlecloud’s eyes, and Fireheart tensed, wondered how much truth the ShadowClan
cats’ knew of their former clanmate’s death. Did they know Whitethroat had been running from
Fireheart, on Tigerstar’s side? But then Littlecloud shook his head. “He wouldn’t come back with me
into the camp. He was scared of catching the sickness again, even though we had the healing herbs
with us. But he still went on patrols to help us with prey. We found his body beside the Thunderpath a
few days later.”



 

“I’m sorry,” Fireheart meowed. He wondered whether to tell him the truth about how Whitethroat had
died, but decided it would be too harmful to reveal that Littlecloud’s new leader had been partly
responsible for his friend’s death. It was clear that Whitethroat must have joined the rogues for a short
time, and paid with his life.

 

Cinderpelt pressed her muzzle comfortingly against Littlecloud’s flank. Settling down on the warm
grass, she beckoned with her tail for the apprentice to sit beside her and began to ask him about his
training.

 

Spottedleaf remained at Fireheart’s side, content to listen to his conversation with Runningnose.

 

“Are things better now?” Fireheart carefully asked Runningnose. He would have liked to warn the
medicine cat about Tigerstar, but there was so little he could say without revealing what had happened
in ThunderClan.

 

“It seems so,” meowed Runningnose, sounding equally guarded. “The apprentices are getting proper
training for the first time in moons, and our bellies are always full.”

 

“That’s good news,” Fireheart mewed, forcing himself to add, “What about the rogues?”

 

Runningnose frowned. “Not every cat was happy about their coming into our Clan,” he admitted. “I
wasn’t happy about them myself. But they haven’t caused any trouble- and they’re strong warriors; no
cat can deny that. They’ve brought us new kits, too.”

 

“New kits?” Fireheart questioned, intrigued.

 

Runningnose nodded, though a sadness glimmered in his eyes. “A warrior named Applefur died
giving birth. Her kits are being nursed by a rogue queen- ah, rogue… Just a rogue. Or, I guess she’s-
they’re not a rogue anymore…”

 

“Applefur?” Spottedleaf whispered, cutting off Runningnose’s perplexed rambling. The name stirred
something familiar inside Fireheart, but he couldn’t quite place it, until Spottedleaf continued,
“Copperleaf’s daughter?”



 

Runningnose bowed his head apologetically. “Yes.”

 

Ache pressed in Fireheart’s chest for a niece he had never known. Copperleaf must have been
devastated. He brushed his pelt against his mother’s comfortingly.

 

“Give him my condolences,” murmured Fireheart. His chest suddenly ached harder. What if one of
his kits died? He couldn’t bear the thought. “But it’s good to hear the kits are taken care of. Maybe
Tigerstar will be a great leader, just like the omen said,” Fireheart mewed.

 

The medicine cat met his gaze evenly. “It seems strange that ThunderClan got rid of a strong cat like
that.”

 

Fireheart took a deep breath, exchanging a look with Spottedleaf. Perhaps he should take this chance
to tell Runningnose the truth about Tigerstar. “It’s a long story,” he began.

 

“No, Fireheart,” Runningnose interrupted. “I’m not asking you to betray your Clan’s secrets.” He
edged closer to Fireheart, then scraped the ground with his paws and crouched down beside him.
“Whatever happened in ThunderClan, I’m certain of one thing,” he mewed softly. “StarClan did send
a leader to us.”

 

“You mean the omen?”

 

“Actually, there’s something else.” Runningnose glanced sideways at Fireheart. “Our last leader was
never accepted by StarClan,” he admitted. “When Nightstar became leader, StarClan did not grant
him nine lives.”

 

“What?” Fireheart stared at the medicine cat in disbelief. Spottedleaf looked just as surprised. If
Nightstar had had only one life, it explained why the sickness had claimed him so quickly. 

 

Fireheart found his voice again. “Why didn’t he get nine lives?”

 

“StarClan have not explained that to me,” meowed Runningnose. “I wondered if it was because
Brokentail was still alive, and StarClan still recognized him as Clan leader. By the time we learned



that Brokentail had died, Nightstar was too weak to make the journey to the Moonstone to receive his
nine lives. There was a cat that I thought maybe StarClan would approve of, but since Tigerstar came,
I think maybe he was StarClan’s choice of leader for us all along. Nightstar was not the right cat.”

 

“Yet the Clan still accepted him as leader?” Fireheart asked.

 

“The Clan never knew that he had not been given his nine lives,” Runningnose confessed. “Nightstar
was a noble cat, and loyal to his Clan. We decided to keep StarClan’s rejection a secret. What else
could we do? There was no other cat fit to be leader. If we had told the truth, the Clan would have
panicked.”

 

There was a kind of relief in Runningnose’s voice as he told the story. Fireheart guessed how relieved
the medicine cat must have felt to be able to share the secret at last.

 

“The Clan cats thought the sickness was so bad it took all of Nightstar’s lives at once,” Runningnose
continued. “They were scared- very scared. They had never been in greater need of a strong leader.”

 

So they accepted Tigerstar without question. Fireheart added what the medicine cat had not said. But
there was no need for Runningnose to voice his doubts about his new leader. “Has Tigerstar said
anything about attacking ThunderClan?” Fireheart asked hesitantly.

 

Runningnose let out a purr of amusement. “Do you really expect me to answer that? If he was
planning anything, I’d be betraying my Clan if I told you. As far as I know, you haven’t anything to
worry about, but whether you believe me or not is up to you.”

 

Fireheart discovered that he believed him- at least, he believed that Runningnose knew nothing about
any plans that Tigerstar might be making. Whether the medicine cat was right was another question
altogether.

 

“Fireheart!” The voice was Cinderpelt’s. She had risen to her paws and was gazing across the hollow
to the swell of moorland beyond. This was the WindClan territory that the medicine cats would have
to cross to reach Highstones for the ceremony. “Are you and Runningnose going to sit there gossiping
all day like a couple of elders?”

 

Her paws worked impatiently in the grass. Littlecloud was standing beside her, his head raised and his
eyes shining eagerly. Spottedleaf purred before rising to her own paws and padded over to them.



 

“All right,” Runningnose meowed, getting up and going to join them. “We’ve got all day, you know.
Highstones isn’t going anywhere.”

 

“I know,” Cinderpelt replied. “But Lizardpaw might be there. Do you think Thistlestar will let her
go?”

 

“I don’t know,” Fireheart replied while Spottedleaf walked up to her apprentice. “I guess you’ll find
out.”

 

The five cats padded around the top of the hollow until they reached the edge of the windswept moor.
Cinderpelt paused and touched noses with Fireheart. “I’ll be fine from here,” she meowed. “Thanks
for coming this far. We’ll be back tomorrow night.”

 

“Take care,” Fireheart replied.

 

He had stood here once before and said good-bye to Cinderpelt when she first went to face the
mysteries of the Moonstone. A shiver ran through his fur as he thought of her plunging down through
the underground tunnels to the glittering crystal for her silent communion with StarClan. 

 

He said nothing more, only gave the gray she-cat’s ear a swift lick in farewell, and stood watching as
she limped across the moorland turf with her mentor and the two ShadowClan cats.

 

 

Lizardpaw burst back into RiverClan’s camp, ignoring the wet, soggy, coldness of her paws. Herbs
were clutched tightly in her jaw as she rushed back to the medicine cat den- her den.

 

I can’t believe I forgot tonight was a new moon! It’s been a whole half-moon! How has time gone so
quickly? She felt as though it was just yesterday that she had left ThunderClan, and yet, at the same
time, like she had been in RiverClan all her life. There was so much to do; she hadn’t had time to stop
and think.

 



Stormkit had caught the sniffles; she’d needed to fetch ginger for that since the entire stores of it had
been dead or dried up - and add a few snips of catmint so Stormkit would actually eat it.

 

Robinpaw’s ear had needed his bandage rewrapped twice daily, and he was more difficult to deal with
than the herbs.

 

Lakeshine had sprained her ankle and been forced to nest-rest; she had been none too happy.

 

Plenty of warriors had little injuries or ailments that they refused to come see her for, or, the opposite:
they came to see her over every little thing as though they thought a flea bite or twisted claw would
kill them.

 

Elder Graypool had died and Lizardpaw hadn’t even been there long enough to figure out why.

 

Thistestar had had the stench of infection on his shoulder, but… well, he’d never approached her for
help, and Lizardpaw, frankly, had been too terrified to offer her help. She felt a little guilty over it, but
he seemed fine now, so that problem didn’t matter anymore. (...Had he lost another life, or was
Lizardpaw being too hopeful?)

 

Lizardpaw gasped as her paw caught in a nook in the ground, causing her to tumble. Her chin hit the
ground, causing her to drop her herbs, spilling them everywhere. Embarrassment fluffed her pelt more
than the pain.

 

“Woah, careful there!” came the friendly voice of warrior Softwing. Lizardpaw blinked in relief as the
golden and white patched she-cat helped nose her to her feet. Despite RiverClan’s hostility, there were
a few good salmon in the river. Softwing was among them. “What’s the rush?”

 

“Sorry,” Lizardpaw apologized, shaking a chervil leaf off her head. “The half-moon meeting’s
tonight. Do you think Thistlestar will let me go?” she asked anxiously as she and Softwing gathered
up the herbs.

 

“Well, he better,” Softwing huffed stubbornly. “What right does he have to keep a medicine cat from
their duties?”

 



“He’s my leader,” Lizardpaw pointed out. Even if I’ll never respect him as such… But fear wormed its
way into her heart. Respect him; no. Fear him? Yes. He’d been nothing but distant and cold, yet the
slightest bit intrigued, to her. Often, she could feel her eyes watching her back when she ambled
around camp. She was thankful now was not such a time.

 

“StarClan is your leader,” Softwing replied, a hard look in her eyes. Lizardpaw blinked, perplexed at
her. “He’s no leader if he denies you access to StarClan.”

 

Lizardpaw stayed silent in reply, carrying the rest of her herbs back into her den. Thistlestar could
come up with an excuse why she couldn’t go. She knew that happened sometimes, when a leader
thought it was too unsafe for a medicine cat to travel to the Moonstone.

 

“Just tell me if he doesn’t let you,” Softwing told Lizardpaw when she placed her bundle of herbs on
the ground. “I’ll help you sneak out if I need to.”

 

Lizardpaw stared, shocked, at the warrior. Softwing had never been an outspoken cat. She kept to
herself and her friends, Perchpaw spoke highly of her, and she was kind to all- even Thistlestar. But it
seemed she was among the few restless under Thistlestar’s rule.

 

Lizardpaw nodded. “Thank you.” Softwing smiled and then left the den. She turned to her herbs and
started organizing them into the right places. There was a ripple of pleasure with the motion- the
medicine cat den was organized exactly how she liked it. But she rushed through it, for she needed to
hurry to the half-moon meeting before she missed it entirely.

 

“Lizardpaw?” came a quiet, murmured voice.

 

Lizardpaw blinked, turning her head over her shoulder. “Yes, Primrosepaw?” The snarky she-cat was
a frequent visitor, though not always because of injuries, but because she tagged along with Perchpaw
to keep learning about medicine.

 

With a sour, and perhaps slightly embarrassed, look on her face, she raised her paw. A purr escaped
Lizardpaw’s throat. “Again?” she teased. “I didn’t think it was possible to trip over fish like a
squirrel.”

 

Primrosepaw huffed. “I didn’t trip!” she meowed. “I hit it on a rock when I was trying to catch a big
trout. It would have fed all the elders!”



 

“I’m sure your paw appreciates the sacrifice,” Lizardpaw meowed, grabbing lavender and turmeric.
Easily she chewed the herbs together until they were a nice pulp. Then, she padded over to
Primrosepaw, gesturing for the cream-colored she-cat to lift her paw. The warrior apprentice did so
obediently.

 

Lizardpaw leaned down and swiped the poultice onto Primrosepaw’s toe. A tiny trickle of blood
swiftly vanished underneath the orangey-purple pulp. Lizardpaw glanced up and met Primrosepaw’s
coolly watching gaze. Her heart thumped in her chest, and she pulled away.

 

“There,” Lizardpaw meowed. “Wait for it to settle before you start messing with it. Uhm, I have to go
now, so tell Perchpaw to treat anyone while I’m gone.” Swiftly, she put the last of her herb stock
away, then scuttled past Primrosepaw, trying to ignore how her heartbeat soared as her long-furred
pelt brushed against the soft, short-haired pelt of Primrosepaw.

 

Great StarClan, Lizardpaw thought. I didn’t realize how pretty RiverClan cats were! If she’d have
known, she wouldn’t have joined and spared herself the heart attack she got when the attractive she-
cats spoke to her.

 

Lizardpaw bounded off to Thistlestar’s den, meowing a quick hello to Leopardfur as she passed the
spotted deputy. She couldn’t waste time talking to Leopardfur, and pressed onwards, shoving into
Thistlestar’s den. “Thistlestar?”

 

She paused as her eyes adjusted to the darker lighting. The lumbering gray and white form of
Thistlestar was curled around smaller (though, she was only small compared to Thistlestar; on her
own, the she-cat was quite large) but equally fluffy Grasswhisker. The brown tabby she-cat had her
head buried in Thistlestar’s chest as the older tom rasped his tongue along her ear.

 

Lizardpaw backtracked immediately, ducking her gaze. “Oh, sorry,” she fumbled over her words and
paws, turning to leave.

 

“What is it?” Thistlestar asked her, and she glanced back to see his yellow gaze lazily on her. He
didn’t appear too disturbed though. Grasswhisker, too, opened her eyes and blinked at Lizardpaw. A
frown marred her face, and Grasswhisker glanced back up at Thistlestar.

 

“I think it can wait,” she meowed impatiently. “I’m tired.”



 

“She’s our medicine cat,” Thistlestar reminded her plainly, sending her an irritated glance. “Besides,
we weren’t doing anything interesting.” Grasswhisker’s face immediately looked hurt and offended,
and she shuffled slightly away from Thistlestar, tucking her paws underneath herself.

 

Lizardpaw winced. Did I interrupt something or not? She couldn’t tell, and she certainly didn’t want
to know.

 

“Well?” Thistlestar prompted, ignoring his mate. “What did you want?”

 

“Uh,” she hesitated. “The half-moon meeting is tonight. Can- I’m going to the meeting.” Her heart
pounded in her chest. At first, she thought to ask permission, but then… if she acted confident, and
sure of herself, perhaps he’d think he couldn’t order her not to.

 

But his sharp yellow eyes narrowed dangerously, head tilting just slightly. He didn’t say anything, but
Grasswhisker huffed, annoyed. “Well? Then go.”

 

Lizardpaw’s ears twitched, and she glanced at Thistlestar for confirmation. Thistlestar grunted,
stretched out his limbs with a yawn. He seemed disinterested. Was that a good thing? “You know,”
Thistlestar rumbled, eying her. She tried not to shrink under his gaze. What is he thinking? She could
only assume his thoughts weren’t good, because of everything her mother Creekflower had told her
about him. “You don’t have a hint of kittypet in you. You look just like Creekflower.”

 

Her heart stuttered, and she shuffled awkwardly. She’d always been acutely aware of how identical
she looked to Creekflower, and Cloudpaw to Oliver. Can I still visit my father if I’m in RiverClan?
she wondered suddenly, abruptly sad at the thought of never seeing her dad again.

 

Lizardpaw didn’t say anything, eyes locked onto her white paws. Eventually, Thistlestar said, “Go to
your little medicine cat meeting. Though, I warn you, be careful what you choose to believe.”

 

Lizardpaw glanced up at him when his tone went dark. His words confused him, but she wasn’t going
to press further when she had his permission. She ducked her head to him. “Thank you,” she
mumbled quickly, then scrambled out of the den, fur prickling. She sucked in a relieved breath to be
out of the stuffy den.

 



“Are you going to the medicine cat meeting?”

 

Lizardpaw blinked, stopping and turning to Leopardfur. The spotted deputy sat coolly on a flat stone,
staring curiously at Lizardpaw. The tabby apprentice nodded. “Yes, I am,” she answered, feeling
much easier talking to Leopardfur than Thistlestar and Grasswhisker.

 

“Do you want an escort?” Leopardfur questioned, a glint of worry in her eyes.

 

Lizardpaw thought for a moment, then shook her head. “No, but thank you.”

 

Leopardfur’s face was stony, as though she disagreed, but she still nodded. “Very well. Safe travels.”

 

Lizardpaw smiled. “Thank you,” she said, this time genuine. Then, she hightailed her way out of
camp, RiverClan’s territory already familiar to her in her daily search for herbs. She narrowly avoided
colliding into Lightningfur as the mean tortoiseshell she-cat was returning to camp with her
apprentice, Robinpaw. She ducked her head and ran away before Thistlestar’s daughter ( my aunt,
Lizardpaw realized) could snip at her.

 

Her paws led her towards the gorge at the border of RiverClan and WindClan’s territories. Then, she
veered, heading for Fourtrees. She felt relieved when she entered the familiar gathering grounds of the
clans, drinking in the scents of all the clans.

 

Cinderpelt? she noticed immediately, drinking in the ThunderClan she-cat’s scent. She had been here
recently, with Spottedleaf and Fireheart. And… Runningnose too, Lizardpaw thought, vaguely
knowing his scent. And someone else- a ShadowClan cat- that Lizardpaw didn’t know by scent.

 

Her heart thrummed with excitement, and she followed Cinderpelt’s scent trail through the edges of
WindClan’s territory. Her ears were tense and alert for any WindClan patrols- but surely they
wouldn’t attack her? If they would, she was very likely, because she didn’t encounter any.

 

She came to a stop, hesitating, at the Thunderpath, but no monsters roared across, and she sprinted
with all the force she could muster. Panting, she took after Cinderpelt’s scent again, only half-
remembering the way to Highstones. It was weird, being here for real instead of having followed
sneakily after Yellowfang, Spottedleaf, and Cinderpelt. Her heart panged at the thought of
Yellowfang.



 

Being in RiverClan, it was almost like the grumpy dark gray she-cat wasn’t dead. After all, Lizardpaw
missed everyone from ThunderClan the same. It was hard to console that she was really dead when
she’d never seen her body. Wasn’t in ThunderClan camp to notice her absence.

 

The scent of Cinderpelt and other clanscent grew stronger as she trekked the path up to Highstones,
the terrain growing rockier and hillier. Soon, she spotted a familiar gray pelt, just outside of
Mothermouth.

 

“Cinderpelt!” she yowled.

 

The lame gray she-cat whipped around, eyes alight. “Lizardpaw!” she called, rushing to meet
Lizardpaw halfway. “You’re here!” She buried her head in Lizardpaw’s fluffy chest, and Lizardpaw
nuzzled the top of her best friend’s head, purring delightedly.

 

“We almost thought you wouldn’t come,” Spottedleaf murmured, padding after her apprentice. There
was a glimmer of worry in her honey-amber eyes, and she smiled kindly at Lizardpaw.

 

“Sorry,” Lizardpaw apologized, ducking her head to the other medicine cats. Barkface, Runningnose,
and a cat she knew immediately as Littlecloud. His scent was different now that he wasn’t sick. But
wasn’t he a warrior?

 

“Hi,” Littlecloud mewed timidly when their gazes caught, raising his pale brown tabby tail in
greeting. Lizardpaw nodded back to him.

 

“We have a special meeting today,” Spottedleaf meowed, smiling.

 

Lizardpaw blinked. “We do?” She traded a glance with Cinderpelt, heart beating at how intently the
gray medicine cat stared at her, with a fondness and warmth yet sadness in her deep blue eyes. She’s
so pretty. I love her eyes. Her stare was too much for Lizardpaw, so she looked away.

 

Barkface snorted. “Of course,” he said. “A ThunderClan apprentice became RiverClan’s medicine cat.
Ain’t that strange?” The brown tom with a stubby tail sat a few paces away from the rest of the
medicine cats, his back slightly turned to them. He seemed more guarded than Lizardpaw
remembered him being.



 

After the last gathering, I’d imagine every WindClan cat is, Lizardpaw thought. It’s not just a
ThunderClan apprentice becoming a RiverClan medicine cat, but a former ThunderClan apprentice is
a WindClan warrior now too. And the enemy to that cat- a former ThunderClan deputy- is now
ShadowClan’s leader. She risked a glance at Runningnose. The gray and white tom had a happy smile
on his face. I guess it must not be too bad in ShadowClan then… I just hope Tigerstar isn’t anything
like Thistlestar, given their similar history.

 

“Yes,” Spottedleaf agreed. “And we welcome Cinderpelt as a fully trained medicine cat, too,” because
of Yellowfang’s death, was left unspoken, “and Littlecloud as Runningnose’s new apprentice. It is
quite exciting.”

 

“Then let us begin,” Barkface meowed, standing up and padding towards the entrance of
Mothermouth. Lizardpaw shivered, nervous with anticipation, as Runningnose and Spottedleaf
followed after him.

 

“Wow,” Littlecloud murmured, eyes wide. He glanced back at Cinderpelt and Lizardpaw with a
nervous smile, and it soothed Lizardpaw’s nerves somewhat that he was just as scared. “I can’t
believe I’m really doing this.”

 

“It’s cool to see that you’re training as a medicine cat,” Lizardpaw said happily. Much better than
seeing you all sick and addled.

 

“It’s thanks to you and Cinderpelt.” Littlecloud blinked appreciatively. “You two saved my life, and
all of ShadowClan, really.”

 

Lizardpaw ducked her head bashfully, while Cinderpelt said, “Thank you. But we should follow.” She
nodded to Mothermouth.

 

“Right,” Littlecloud said, swallowing. He hesitated, glancing at the entrance, then pushed forward.
Lizardpaw breathed in, wondering if StarClan would accept her. It felt right- she could feel that tug to
the Moonstone- but what if she was just being delusional?

 

Cinderpelt nudged. “Come on,” she murmured, breath soft against Lizardpaw’s ear. “You deserve this
more than any cat.”

 



A shiver went down Lizardpaw’s spine, but she started forward, comforted with Cinderpelt right
behind her. Soon, they emerged into the cavernous hollow the Moonstone laid in, glimmering and
shimmering a bright white-blue from where the moonlight in a hole above hit it.

 

She gasped in awe, stunned to see the beautiful crystal even though she had seen it before.

 

“Let us begin,” Runningnose said, stepping forward. Littlecloud was in front of him- the tom was
small enough still, to be mistaken as apprentice-age. “Littlecloud, is it your wish to share the deepest
knowledge of StarClan as a ShadowClan medicine cat?”

 

Littlecloud’s tail trembled, but he raised his head high, eyes shining in the blue glow. “Yes,” he
meowed. “Yes, it is.”

 

Runningnose turned, dipping his head to the Moonstone. “Warriors of StarClan, I present to you this
warrior. He has decided to follow the path of a medicine cat. Grant him your wisdom and insight so
that he may understand your ways and heal his clan.” He turned to Littlecloud. “Lie down, and wait to
press your nose to the Moonstone until after Lizardpaw’s ceremony.”

 

Ceremony? Lizardpaw’s mind buzzed, glancing, bewildered, at Spottedleaf as the tortoiseshell
approached her. She hadn’t realized she would be getting a ceremony too. For what? Switching clans?
Her heart twitched- it made her feel guilty that she’d left her birthclan, though she knew it was the
right choice.

 

“Lizardpaw,” Spottedleaf began. “You are a bright and spiritual young cat, already guided by the light
of StarClan. You have chosen to help another clan in need, even though they are your enemies. This is
truly the way of a medicine cat.” Lizardpaw’s heart pounded hard in her chest, and she glanced back
at she felt a tail wrap around hers. Cinderpelt was gazing at her with eyes made even bluer by the
Moonstone.

 

“I, Spottedleaf, medicine cat of ThunderClan, call upon my warrior ancestors- upon Mudfur- to look
down on this apprentice.” A fluttering gasp left Lizardpaw’s lungs as she realized what was
happening. But she’d hardly gone through proper training! “She has trained hard- harder than most- to
understand the ways of a medicine cat, and I know she has learned them well.” Spottedleaf blinked
proudly down at Lizardpaw. “With your guidance, Lizardpaw will serve RiverClan for many, many
moons. Lizardpaw, do you promise to uphold the ways of a medicine cat, to stand apart from rivalry
between clan and clan, and to protect all cats equally, even at the cost of your life?”

 



Lizardpaw gazed at the Moonstone behind Spottedleaf, illuminating Spottedleaf’s beautiful, mottled
pelt. She knew, with certainty, that she would. “I do.”

 

Spottedleaf smiled, closed her eyes, and raised her head. “Then by the powers of StarClan, I give you
your true name as a medicine cat.” Lizardpaw’s heart leaped into her throat, her eyes wide and ears
still. “Lizardpaw, from this moment on, you will be known as Lizardflight. StarClan honors your
empathy and your faith. Now it is time for you and Cinderpelt to share tongues with StarClan as a full
medicine cat.”

 

Lizardflight exchanged an excited look with Cinderpelt. Cinderpelt had received her full name, but,
with three medicine cats in ThunderClan, she’d hardly gotten to be a true medicine cat. Now, together,
they would be sharing tongues with StarClan.

 

Lizardflight, her heart soared at the new name. She liked it. She really, really liked it.

 

All of the medicine cats gathered around the shining Moonstone. Cinderpelt’s fur brushed against
Lizardflight’s, and she had to suppress a purr. Taking in a deep breath, and ignoring the murmur of
Runningnose guiding Littlecloud on what to do, Lizardflight reached forward and pressed her nose
against the Moonstone.

 

A soft flash of white flooded her vision, and she recalled the last time she’d touched the Moonstone.
Beneath her, the ground had turned to mud. But when she glanced at her paws, she only saw the star-
specked earth of StarClan’s hunting grounds. She breathed in, awed, and glanced up at the bright
forest sprawling around her.

 

In front of her sat a tangle-furred, nearly-black dark gray she-cat with yellowed teeth as an underbite.
Lizardflight gasped. “Yellowfang!”

 

The deceased medicine cat nodded. But, before she could say anything, Yellowfang stood up, and
started to back away. Lizardflight halted in her delight. “Yellowfang, where are you going?” She
started to walk after the elder, then broke into a sprint when it seemed she couldn’t reach Yellowfang,
despite her slow pace backwards. Above, thunder clapped, startling Lizardflight. Suddenly, a raindrop
splashed onto her nose.

 

“A storm is brewing,” rumbled the dark-furred senior. “You must learn to fly through the winds.”

 



The sprinkling turned into a vicious downpour, soaking Lizardflight’s thick pelt, chilling her down to
her bone. “Yellowfang! Wait!” Lizardflight jumped after her former mentor, who had begun to
disappear into the mist.

 

But as Lizardflight jumped forward, golden eyes gleamed from the dark mist, and the newly-named
medicine cat gasped, stumbling backwards. From where Yellowfang had disappeared, a huge figure
prowled forward. Eyes as large as her head seared into her very soul, and a giant paw appeared out of
the mist, thumping onto the ground. Another paw followed, sharp claws digging into the soggy earth
beneath. The huge beast lumbered forward, dark spots- spots that had holes inside them- littering its
brown pelt, muscles rippling under the wet, sleek pelt of the ferocious big cat.

 

Lizardflight slipped on wet grass in her attempt to move away from the steadily approaching cat. The
storm flashed overhead, and the giant cat’s muscles tensed, muzzle conforming into a snarl.
Lizardflight wailed in terror, and the leopard leaped, fangs and claws aimed straight for the puny prey
that Lizardflight was.

 

Lizardflight couldn’t take her eyes off the beast and the certainty of her approaching demise, try as
she might. And then, suddenly, as thunder roared sharply enough to deafen her, blazing yellow-white
filled her vision, lighting up just behind- or on?- the leopard. Its brown pelt turned golden, almost
orange, spots vanishing underneath the harsh light. Her entire vision went white.

 

She awakened.
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Lightningfur Initiates The Plan Early
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“Dumb badger,” Lightningfur heard her father grumble as the patrol hobbled into camp. Thistlestar in
particular was limping from the nasty brute they got into a fight with.

 

And the fight had resulted in Thistlestar losing another life.

 

Lightningfur lashed her tail. If he kept losing lives at this rate, Leopardfur was going to become
leader! And Lightningfur’s rightful position would be done for! She’d never prove that she’s better
than oh-so perfect Fireheart.

 

Although Thistlestar wouldn’t notice in the first place, the tortoiseshell grumpily thought. It’s always
“Fireheart this,” and “Fireheart that,” and “did you hear Fireheart-”, blah, blah, blah!

 

She growled. Why was Thistlestar taking so long to appoint her when he had just told her they’d get
rid of Leopardfur?

 

(Had he become attached to the spotted deputy? Like he had Oakstar?)

 

She had to do something about it herself. Before it was too late.

 

Time to seize her moment, grip it by the throat, and never let go.

 

Lightningfur scanned the clearing, peering around for Leopardfur’s golden-spotted pelt. She saw her
talking quietly with Softwing, and the deputy gave a polite nod to the newly-named Lizardflight as
she padded past, Reedpaw and Perchpaw at her side with herbs in their mouths.

 

Nonchalantly strutting up to the deputy, she ignored the trio of young cats, barely gave Softwing a
second look, and focused her attention on Leopardfur.

 



“Can we go on a hunt?” she asked, tail-tip twitching. At Leopardfur’s look, Lightningfur added, “The
two of us?”

 

“No.” Leopardfur replied simply. “I have other patrols to organize-”

 

Lightningfur let out a low hiss, barely able to contain her anger, and quietly demanded, “I need to talk
to you! You’re clan deputy; I’m a warrior - it’s your duty to listen to my concern!”

 

Their hushed words were drawing the attention of some of their clanmates. Rippleclaw was staring at
Leopardfur through narrowed eyes, while Mallowtail curled her lip at the deputy. Leopardfur eyed
their wary peers, then quietly growled, “Why don’t you just go tell daddy dearest then? If it’s so
important, why not take it up with him? He’s leader.”

 

The tortoiseshell pawed at the ground, mumbling, “Because it’s about him.”

 

Leopardfur’s ears pricked, and she now looked intrigued. Lightningfur contained a smirk. Of course
that would grab the deputy’s interest.

 

“Alright,” the spotted she-cat agreed. “Let’s go then - Softwing, I want you for the afternoon hunting
patrol by the way. And,” she added, “tell Blackclaw to take a patrol to check on that badger. I want to
make sure it’s out of our territory.”

 

Softwing nodded, then beckoned Perchpaw to follow once Leopardfur and Lightningfur had padded
towards and out of the camp entrance.

 

They came to an open space, devoid of willow trees, and Leopardfur eyed Lightningfur before
meowing, “Well…?”

 

In a flash, Lightningfur leaped onto the deputy, slamming her to the ground, and laughed. “I can’t
believe you actually believed I had something to tell you!”

 

Leopardfur’s eyes widened as Lightningfur began to snap her head down to bite her neck, but then the
deputy growled. Muscles tensed, she used her strength to throw Lightningfur off her. The tortoiseshell



yowled in surprise, not expecting the deputy to be that strong. The golden spotted she-cat twisted to
her feet before pinning her paws to Lightningfur’s shoulders, claws extended to her throat.

 

Lightningfur gasped, feeling her life flashing before her eyes, and began screaming for Mapleshade.
Help me! Mapleshade, I need you! She’s going to kill me! She closed her eyes, preparing to meet her
shadowy mentor, before Leoaprdfur’s weight was thrown off her. Lightningfur snapped her eyes open,
and her mouth dropped open in shock.

 

Leopardfur was being pinned by Mosspelt.

 

“What are you doing!?” Mosspelt demanded, staring at Leopardfur with shock. Lightningfur
scrambled to her paws, and saw the rest of Mosspelt’s patrol was Sedgecreek and Mallowtail.

 

Perfect.

 

“Leopardfur tried to kill me!” she screeched, fluffing her fur up as if she was just as shocked and
horrified as they were. “I just wanted to hunt with her and she attacked me!”

 

Leopardfur’s eyes widened, a flash of realization in them, before she objected, “That’s a lie!
Lightningfur tried to kill me ! You know what she’s like-”

 

“You all saw her attack me!” Lightningfur interrupted with a yowl, trying to make herself sound as
frightened as possible. “She had her claws at my throat!”

 

Mosspelt released Leopardfur, frowning at Lightingfur’s words with a doubtful expression, but both
Sedgecreek and Mallowtail immediately turned on Leopardfur. The deputy (or soon-to-be-ex-deputy,
Lightningfur thought with glee) was pinned by the two she-cats.

 

“Sedgecreek! Mallowtail!” yowled Leopardfur as she struggled to throw her heavier clanmates off.
“You have to believe me! I would never stoop as low as her-!”

 

“Are you insulting Lightningfur?” hissed Sedgecreek, fury and hurt in her eyes. “I expected better of
you, Leopardfur!”

 



“Disgraceful,” added Mallowtail with a spat.

 

“Wait,” Mosspelt said, not hesitant, staring at her friend. “Perhaps-”

 

Lightningfur wailed before the older warrior could say anything, letting her tail tremble in an act of
terror and vulnerability she would never normally allow herself. “She was going to kill me!” she
cried, honing as much of Frostfur’s hysterical voice as she could.

 

“I can’t believe it,” Sedgecreek said, before she leaned down to scruff Leopardfur. “Let’s get her back
to camp.”

 

Mallowtail nodded sharply, a scowl deep on her face. “Right. Thistlestar will deal with this scum.”
She joined Sedgecreek in pulling Leopardfur forcibly along, even as the spotted she-cat struggled.

 

“No!” Leopardfur yowled. “Lightningfur is a liar! I’m telling you! She attacked me first!”

 

Lightningfur happily followed after Sedgecreek and Mallowtail, until Mosspelt’s disbelieving eyes
met hers, and then the tortoiseshell quickly remedied her act, limping along and wincing. She even let
out a low, pitiful moan to seal the deal!

 

“Thistlestar!” Mallowtail yowled loudly as they stumbled into camp. Leopardfur was hissing, and
briefly Lightningfur feared that the powerful deputy would escape, but when Thistlestar whipped
around, eyes wide as they landed on the captive Leopardfur. A brief flash of curiosity entered his
yellow orbs. He glanced at Lightningfur quickly, a pleased expression on his face, and for a moment,
Lightningfur let herself bask in his pride.

 

For once, it was for her .

 

Thistlestar was proud of her .

 

Not Fireheart.

 



“What’s going on here?” Thistlestar meowed, his powerful form stalking towards where Mallowtail
and Sedgecreek were holding Leopardfur.

 

“Leopardfur attacked Lightningfur!” Sedgecreek announced, and immediately the proclamation was
met with gasps of horror and outrage by the surrounding RiverClan cats.

 

“We all saw it!” added Mallowtail fervently. “She shoved Lightningfur to the ground and had her
claws at Lightningfur’s neck!”

 

“Wait!” Mosspelt protested. “Just wait a minute! I don’t believe Leopardfur would ever attack her
own clanmate! It’s just not like her-”

 

Thistlestar then interrupted her, clearly ignoring the tortoiseshell warrior’s defense, and yowled
angrily, “She has she ruthlessly attacked two of my sons - and would have killed one of them if it
weren’t for Lightningfur’s timely intervention - and now she’s out for my daughter too!” He lashed
his tail. “I trusted you, Leopardfur. Believed in you as a powerful and responsible deputy. But now I
see…” His mew went deathly quiet, and the RiverClan cats seemed to all collectively hold their
breaths. “Now I see the truth,” the gray tom continued. He set his calculating gaze on Leopardfur.
“Whiteclaw was like a son to you, wasn’t he?” he asked rhetorically. “Now it all makes sense…you
must have told Whiteclaw to attack Airleap - to give yourself an excuse to exile him! And not long
after, you tried to kill Fireheart…and now Lightningfur.” He raised his head, looking triumphant. “At
last! I understand!”

 

“Understand what, Thistlestar?” Rippleclaw asked, looking eager. “What do you know?”

 

“Many moons ago, when Mudfur still lived among us, he told me of a sign StarClan sent him,”
Thistlestar imperiously explained, eyes glaring on the spotted golden she-cat, who was starting to
look concerned. Good, Lightningfur vindictively thought.

 

“Mudfur said that an evil lurked in our precious clan - an evil that will flood us of everything good
and just!” Thistlestar’s voice raised to a commanding yowl. “And now I see! It isn’t what I originally
believed the threat to be…but it’s you, Leopardfur!” He curled his lip and growled threateningly.
“You’re the evil we must get rid of!” He turned to the clan and announced. “She’s just like
ThunderClan - seeking to rid us of our power and glory! Seeking to rid me of my kits! And I must not
let those crimes go unpunished.”

 

Lightningfur held her breath, leaning forward, not even noticing or minding Sedgecreek pressing
against her fur, trying to give comfort, still believing she was shocked by Leopardfur’s supposed-



treachery.

 

“Exile is the only way to keep our clan safe!”

 

Yes! Lightningfur could have screeched with joy. At last! Leopardfur was going to be gone! No more
pitying looks. No more hidden glares. No more scorn.

 

Just her position of deputy, and the obedience of her clanmates.

 

“What?” Skyheart meowed, shocked.

 

“B-but-!” Reedtail gasped.

 

“She’s our deputy!” Softwing protested hotly. “She’s been loyal to RiverClan since the day she was
born-”

 

“Not anymore!” Thistlestar yowled. “I won’t stand to have such a traitor in my clan - let alone as my
right-paw!” He turned on Leopardfur and screamed, “Get out! Get out of my clan!”

 

Leopardfur took a step back, amber eyes wide with shock and anger. She lashed her tail and looked
around, like she was hoping for support.

 

Unfortunately, she got it.

 

“I’m with you, Leopardfur!” Mosspelt yowled as she stepped to her friend’s side, glaring ferociously
at Thistlestar and Lightningfur.

 

“Mom!” Woodpaw wailed. “No! Don’t go!”

 

“What about us?!” Dawnpaw protested, eyes wide.



 

“You can’t be a traitor like her! ” Robinpaw screeched, fur bristling with horror.

 

“Leopardfur! I’m coming too!” The young voice of Reedpaw came from the crowd of apprentices,
and the black tom hared over to his mentor.

 

Out of the corner of her eye, Lightningfur saw Mistyfoot take a step forward, a small mew of fear
leaving her, and she seemed to be struggling with a decision. Her eyes glanced from her traitorous son
to her other kits, before Stonefur stepped forward, placing his tail on his sister’s shoulder, and
meowed, “I’ll keep him safe.”

 

The gray-furred tom stalked over to the former deputy, keeping close to his black-furred nephew, and
cooly gazed around the RiverClan cats.

 

Then Graystripe stood up. “I’ve only been here a short time,” he began, eyes narrowed. “But I know
ThunderClan would never behave like this!” He squared his shoulders. “And I’m going to take my
kits away for their own protection.”

 

Lightningfur would have screamed if Greenflower hadn’t beaten her to it.

 

“You can’t take my babies!” the queen wailed. “You can’t take them! Not after my Dragonflykit and
Duckkit died!”

 

“They’re RiverClan kits now!” Thistlestar snarled, leaping in front of Graystripe as he took a step
towards the nursery. “You gave them to us to prevent war with ThunderClan!” he spat. “Now go! I
don’t want any disloyal cats in my clan, you clan-hopper!” He snapped at Graystripe, making the
younger tom leap back, yellow eyes wide, before he turned and hared towards his fellow traitors.

 

Leopardfur glanced at her cats, gave them all a nod, and they poured out of camp.

 

“After them!” Thistlestar screamed. “Chase them off our territory! Rippleclaw! Beetlenose! Get
them!”

 



Lightningfur started forward, eager to chase the weak out of the strong RiverClan, but Lizardflight ran
up to her, abruptly cutting Lightningfur off from her chase. So much so, Lightningfur barrelled into
her, but the tabby she-cat remained on her feet and stepped back. Lightningfur felt distinctly irritated
that the young she-cat was already her height.

 

“Aren’t you injured?” Lizardflight inquired, cool yet anxious green eyes on her aunt’s disgruntled
face. “You must be after fighting Leopardfur.” Her eyes flickered to her shoulders, and Lightningfur
felt a distinct ache rise from the fresh wounds there.

 

Lightningfur hated how much the medicine cat looked like Creekflower.

 

And how she implied that Lightningfur was more injured than the spotted she-cat.

 

Exactly something Creekflower would say.

 

But there was a growing pain to her limbs, aching at where Leopardfur had torn into. Lightningfur
growled, lashed her tail, but sat down, pouting a little as she watched Rippleclaw and Beetlenose tear
after the exiles.
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Thistlestar leaped on top of the smooth rock, head raised high as he gazed down at his clanmates.
Lightningfur’s fur prickled in excitement, and she could barely keep herself from shifting and
wiggling like a kit at their apprentice ceremony. She didn’t even care that Sedgecreek was beside her,
smiling.

 

“Leopardfur was a traitor to the clan,” Thistlestar rumbled, gaze cold, then bowed his head. “But she
was a great deputy, who kept the clan in order and led well with certainty and firmness.” Indignation
and anger bubbled inside Lightningfur. Why were they talking about Leopardfur! Who cared?! She
was gone now, and Rippleclaw and the others had reported that they chased them straight into
ThunderClan territory. “Now, it is time to appoint a new deputy, who will be just as firm-footed and
strong as Leopardfur, but more loyal, dedicated, and fierce. RiverClan needs a strong deputy to
protect ourselves from the threats on our borders.”

 

And that’s me! Lightningfur thought eagerly, tail lashing behind her.

 

Thistlestar raised his head to the sky. “I say these words before StarClan, so that the spirits of our
ancestors may hear and approve my choice.” StarClan, SchmarClan, Lightningfur thought. Get on
with it! “The new deputy of RiverClan will be Lightningfur.”

 

Lightningfur leaped to her feet, smirking proudly and puffing her chest fur out. She had even groomed
herself after Lizardflight finished tending to the few pathetic wounds Leopardfur had given her!

 

Her clanmates around her seemed none surprised. There was not as great a reaction as she hoped, but
cats like Rippleclaw, Sedgecreek, and Robinpaw all bore excited grins and waving tails.

 

Lightningfur raced forward, bounding over the small stream dividing the leader’s rock from the rest of
camp. She climbed onto the rock until she was beside Thistlestar. Her father sent her a pointed look.
Oh, right. I have to say something, don’t I? 

 

She lifted her muzzle. “It’s an honor to be chosen as RiverClan’s deputy,” she meowed coolly even as
her heart thumped excitedly. “I will defend our borders with the strength of a thousand LionClan
warriors.”



 

Thistlestar’s eyes gleamed with pride, and Lightningfur felt elated. Yes! her heart cried. After all your
pointless delays in making me deputy, you finally see what a great and powerful deputy I’ll be! A
small beat of resentment flickered in her heart, but she shoved it down, unwilling to dampen such a
wonderful moment.

 

It’s everything I’ve ever dreamed of!

 

“Lightningfur! Lightningfur!” Robinpaw squealed.

 

Softwing cuffed him over the ears. “Shush! We don’t call names for deputy ceremonies.”

 

Lightningfur felt a twitch of irritation. At first, her thought was, Well we should , because I’m the best
deputy RiverClan is ever going to have, and I deserve that recognition. Her second thought was,
Great! Now my flutter-brained apprentice has made me look like a fool.

 

She glared at the apprentice, who had already crouched down shamefully, ducking his head. His
denmate, Perchpaw, purred in amusement beside Robinpaw, nudging him playfully and murmuring
something that only made Robinpaw scowl. Dawnpaw laughed too.

 

“A border patrol will be sent out to ensure Leopardfur and her desenters have truly gone and stayed
out,” Thistlestar announced. “If you find hair or scent of them even near the border, report it to me or
Lightningfur immediately. And if you see them…” He flexed his claws, yellow eyes darkening. He
left his thought unfinished, turning to Lightningfur. She raised her head proudly. “Lightningfur will
organize the patrol.”

 

Lightningfur grinned, then jumped off the rock. Tail high, she gestured for her clanmates to gather
around her. My first task as deputy! The thought sent a kittish thrill of excitement down her spine.

 

But who to send? Not Softwing. As her name implied, she was soft , and she had been getting on
Lightningfur’s nerves lately. Certainly not Mistyfoot either, for she would take pity on her foolish
brother Stonefur.

 

Blackclaw, Lightningfur thought immediately, her eyes catching on the black-furred tom. He’s never
been afraid to bear his claws. Who else? Sedgecreek was loyal, but a pathetic fighter, Lightningfur



was sure. Vixenleap? …Hm, she was loyal to Grasswhisker, who was loyal to Thistlestar.

 

Ha, Grasswhisker, Lightningfur thought with a sneer, her head twisting around to see the brown tabby
tom already padding up to Thistlestar. The stupid she-cat never had to raise a paw to do anything.
Thistlestar spoiled her, even though she was so annoying.

 

“Grasswhisker,” Lightningfur barked at her father’s mate. The she-cat stopped abruptly, startled and
twisting her head around to look at Lightningfur like a mouse caught by its predator. “You’ll be on the
patrol. Blackclaw will lead it, with Piketooth and…” She scanned her clanmates again, for someone
big and strong. “Petaldust.” She smiled with a nod, pleased at her assortment of cats.

 

“Oh,” Grasswhisker meowed, dumbfounded. “Uhm, okay.” Nervously, she glanced back at
Thistlestar, who only looked coldly back at her. She ducked her head then scrambled over to
Blackclaw, whose head was raised proudly.

 

“Do you want me to bring Primrosepaw?” Petaldust asked.

 

“What?” Lightningfur thought for a moment, then remembered Primrosepaw was Petaldust’s
apprentice. “Sure.” She watched as Blackclaw led Piketooth, Petaldust, and Primrosepaw out of
camp, with Grasswhisker trailing after them more like an apprentice than Primrosepaw. Lightningfur
glanced at the sky- it was too dark for other patrols. Should she send them out anyway?

 

Wait, the dawn patrol, right.

 

“I’ll lead the dawn patrol,” she meowed. And… hm… Who did she like in this clan? She supposed
Rippleclaw was a good follower, but he was also as old as the elders, and- wait, Piketooth was an
elder now, wasn’t he? Oh, well, he hadn’t protested being sent on a patrol. He looked eager to be
useful.

 

Sedgecreek? Her eyes flickered to the brown tabby. The she-cat watched her with a smile and adoring
green eyes. For a moment, Lightningfur hesitated, then, she was angry. Because Sedgecreek was
pathetic and annoying and didn’t know the meaning of personal space . Because-

 

Because Sedgecreek wasn’t Silverstream.

 



Filled with a sudden hurt, Lightningfur snapped, “And Vixenleap and Shadepelt.” She tolerated those
two well enough. “I expect you to be up at the sun’s first light.” Both black she-cats nodded, and
Lightningfur smoothed her ruffled fur. They were loyal and obedient warriors. “You all are
dismissed,” she meowed to the gathered cats, flicking her tail. Quickly, they all dispersed, a few
murmuring amongst themselves and others heading to the fresh-kill pile to eat the last of the fish.

 

Her gaze caught on Greenflower herding Featherkit and Stormkit back inside the nursery. Her chest
squeezed tightly at the wide-eyed look in Featherkit’s blue eyes.

 

“Good job,” rumbled Thistlestar, jumping down from the rock to join her. Lightningfur spared him
barely a glance, feeling unmoved by his praise where she normally would have been ecstatic.

 

“Congratulations,” Rippleclaw meowed as the old black-striped silver-white tom padded forward, a
raspy purr in his throat. “I’m pleased to see StarClan’s will come to pass.”

 

Lightningfur flicked her tail, no longer in the mood to conversate with her stupid clanmates. But
Thistlestar frowned, tilting his head at Rippleclaw’s words. “StarClan’s will?” he said hesitantly, like
he wasn’t sure he followed.

 

Rippleclaw blinked at Thistlestar like he was the crazy one. “Yes,” Rippleclaw said. “I thought you
knew. I- the battle at Sunningrocks, where Oakstar died.” Lightningfur saw her father twitch at the
mention of the former leader. “A StarClan cat pushed the rocks onto Oakstar. This big tortoiseshell
she-cat with a white tail.”

 

Thistlestar blinked in further confusion, while Lightningfur mustered up a purr before her father could
say anything mouse-brained. How did he not realize? I thought Mapleshade told him. “Yes, yes,” she
said quickly to satisfy the StarClan-crazed elder. “That was a StarClan cat. She visits me in my
dreams and told me this was my destiny.”

 

Rippleclaw purred, tail raising pleased. “I’m glad Leopardfur is out of the way and you can rise to
greatness as StarClan wants,” he said. “You will make RiverClan the strongest clan.”

 

Thistlestar’s tufted ears twitched and a frown marred his face. “I never… heard about a StarClan cat
killing Oakstar,” Thistlestar said slowly. “Though I am sure StarClan favors us for the glory we bring
to the clan.” His words were stilted, like he didn’t quite believe them but knew Rippleclaw did.

 



“Oh, I hadn’t realized,” Rippleclaw murmured. “Lightningfur always acted like she knew…”
Thistlestar shot a look at Lightningfur, and she pointedly ignored it. “I was on the patrol where
Oakstar died… I… had planned to run back to camp and get reinforcements, but… But I had to take a
moment to get my energy.” He shifted on his feet, gaze flickering away. You hid because you were a
coward, Lightningfur thought in disgust. “And when I looked back, I saw this glimmer of a ghost on
top of the rocks. At first, I thought nothing of it… But I started seeing her in my dreams, and I
realized she must be a StarClan cat. She was helping you rise to power so you could lead RiverClan to
greatness, wasn’t she?”

 

“She was,” Lightningfur agreed before her father could say anything mouse-brained. “Her name’s
Mapleshade. She was once a ThunderClan cat who left to join RiverClan too.” And then RiverClan
threw her out because her mate got a new she-cat to play with, she scoffed internally. But who cares?
All the clans are stupid. All that matters is being in control.

 

Rippleclaw’s eyes gleamed excitedly. “I knew it!” he said triumphantly. “StarClan plans great things
for us.”

 

Lightningfur nodded, still not completely in the mood for conversation, and Rippleclaw dismissed
himself, padding happily off to his friends in the elder’s den. Suppose I can force him to retire now,
she thought. Then he’d shut up about aching bones and also no one would care if he died… But I do
need him to keep preaching about StarClan or whatever, since I couldn’t give a harelick about
StarClan.

 

Thistlestar turned to her once the black and silver tom left. He hissed under his breath, “You knew
about this?”

 

Lightningfur shrugged. “I thought it was obvious it wasn’t an accident,” she meowed. Hadn’t she
hinted at it plenty of times? How dull was her father? As dull as Fireheart I suppose. “Did you really
think Oakstar would die so soon and easily after Crookedstar? I asked Mapleshade, and she said she
did it.”

 

“And you didn’t think to tell me?!” Thistlestar snarled, voice a sharp whisper and eyes full of sun-
colored fury.

 

Lightningfur’s pelt prickled defensively. “Why would I? You were always sooo attached to Oakstar.
You’d get all emotional like you are now. You had no qualms killing Crookedstar when Mapleshade
asked, but she knew you’d be too weak to kill Oakstar. So she took matters into her own paws, using
her connection to us to allow her into the real world once more.”

 



Thistlestar’s gray and white pelt fluffed out to twice his size. The few cats sharing tongues outside of
their dens glanced their way, noting their leader’s anger. Thistlestar noticed their glances too, and he
trembled with barely kept rage. Then, he whipped around and stormed off to his den, tail lashing.

 

Lightningfur rolled her eyes. Who knew a tom as ancient as her dad could throw temper tantrums?

 

 

The forest was dark. No moon shone down that night, and when Fireheart looked up he could see
nothing but a faint pattern of branches against the sky. The trees looked taller than he remembered,
hemming him in. Brambles and ivy tangled around his paws.

 

“Birdflight?” he mewed. “Birdflight, are you here?”

 

There was no answer to his cries, only the rush of water from somewhere ahead of him. He was afraid
of stepping forward and finding nothing but black emptiness under his paws as the raging torrent
swept him down with it.

 

In some part of his mind Fireheart knew he was dreaming. He had lain down in the warriors’ den, and
his StarClan ancestor visited Fireheart in his dreams. He felt like he needed her gentle wisdom for
questions that troubled him.

 

But now, though he searched more and more desperately in the black forest, he could not find her.

 

“Birdflight!” he cried again. This was not the first time in his recent dreams that she had been
invisible to him. The last time, he had only heard her voice, and he fought with the terrible fear that
she was drawing away from him. “Birdflight, don’t leave me!” he begged.

 

A heavy weight landed on him from behind. Fireheart writhed on the forest floor, trying to free
himself. Then the scent of another cat was in his nostrils, and he opened his eyes to find himself
scuffling in his mossy bedding with Dustpelt cuffing him around the shoulders.

 

“What’s the matter with you?” Dustpelt growled. “No cat can get a wink of sleep with you yowling
like that.”



 

“Leave him alone.” Sandstorm put her head up from her nest, blinking sleep from her eyes. “It was
only a dream. It’s not his fault.”

 

“You would say that,” Dustpelt sneered. He turned his back on them and made his way out through
the overhanging branches.

 

Fireheart sat up and began grooming scraps of moss out of his coat. Through the charred branches
overhead, he could see that the sun was already up. Whitestorm must have left already with the dawn
patrol; there were no other warriors sleeping in the den.

 

The darkness of his dream was fading, but he could not forget it. Why had the forest seemed so black
and terrifying? Why had Birdflight not come to him, not even as a scent or the sound of her voice?

 

“Are you all right?” asked Sandstorm, anxiety showing in her green eyes.

 

Fireheart shook himself. “I’m fine,” he meowed. “Let’s go and hunt.”

 

The day was bright, though the chill of leaf-fall was in the air. Fireheart was relieved to see that grass
and ferns were growing back thickly as the forest recovered. If only the fine weather would last! Then
the growth could continue and prey would return.

 

“Wait,” he paused and glanced at Sandstorm. “Are you sure you want to hunt? You’re almost ready to
give birth.” Her belly was visible.

 

Sandstorm rolled her eyes and swatted him. “I have a moon left, Fireheart,” she meowed. “Relax!”

 

“Okay, okay!” he meowed. “I’m just-”

 

“Worried,” Sandstorm interrupted. “I know - you always are.” She leaned over and licked his ear.
“Now, how about that hunt?”

 



Fireheart led the way up the ravine and through the forest toward Tallpines. Since the fire, most cats
had avoided the stretch of territory closest to Treecutplace, where the devastation was worst. The fire
had started there, and whole stretches of the forest had been reduced to nothing but gray ash, dotted
with tree stumps.

 

Fireheart wondered if there was a chance of prey there yet, but as he and Sandstorm approached the
edge of Tallpines he guessed that he was going to be disappointed.

 

The pines, charred to tapering trunks, were still a jumble, with fallen trees caught up against others
that still stood. The few remaining branches stirred uneasily in the breeze. The ground was black, and
no birds sang.

 

“It’s useless here,” Sandstorm meowed. “Let’s go and-”

 

She broke off as another cat appeared through the trees, a fluffy white shape stepping nervously over
the debris of the fire, an equally nervous gray and white shape with it. With a gasp of surprise
Fireheart recognized Oliver and Storm.

 

They spotted him at the same moment and bounded toward him, Oliver calling, “Fireheart!
Fireheart!”

 

“Can’t he yowl a little quieter?” Sandstorm spat, eyes narrowing as she spotted the kittypet mate of
Creekflower. “He’ll scare off all the prey between here and Fourtrees.”

 

Before Fireheart could reply, the kittypets came up to him. “Fireheart, you’re alive!” Oliver mewed,
looking relieved. “We were so worried when we saw the fire! I thought you and Creekflower and my
kits were dead.”

 

“Yes, well, I’m okay,” Fireheart meowed awkwardly, giving Oliver a quick nod in return and taking a
step back, acutely conscious of Sandstorm’s eyes on him. “And your kits are fine too.”

 

Glancing at Sandstorm, he saw that her fur was fluffed out. “Oliver, was it?” she questioned. Fireheart
knew she had only seen him a few scarce times, the last being when they had gone to rescue
Cloudpaw. Sandstorm glanced at Storm, and said, “And I recognize you - you’re Storm.”

 



Oliver gave her a scared look and edged closer to Fireheart, while Storm calmly nodded,
remembering Sandstorm. “Is...is this one of your friends, Fireheart?” Oliver stammered. Fireheart
frowned, trying to remember if he had ever introduced Sandstorm to Oliver the last time they met. If
he had, the white kittypet had already forgotten.

 

“Yes, this is Sandstorm. Sandstorm, this is Oliver.”

 

Sandstorm took a step or two away from them, though she let the fur lie flat on her neck again.
Fireheart could tell she didn’t appreciate Creekflower’s kittypet family tromping through
ThunderClan’s land.

 

“Cloudpaw is doing really well,” Fireheart meowed. “Isn’t he?” He met Sandstorm’s gaze, silently
willing her not to say anything tactless about the wayward apprentice.

 

“He hunts well,” Sandstorm admitted. “And he’s got the makings of a fine fighter.”

 

Oliver didn’t realize how much Sandstorm was leaving unsaid. His eyes glowed with pride and he
meowed, “I know he’ll be a good warrior with Fireheart to mentor him. And are Lizardpaw and
Cliffpaw doing well too? They haven’t visited me in so long.”

 

Fireheart winced, recalling Lizardpaw’s leaving with a bitter dread and sadness. “They’re doing
great,” he said quickly. “Cliffpaw is a fine hunter and compassionate clanmate. But you haven’t told
me what you and Storm are doing out here,” Fireheart mewed, eager to change the subject. “You’re a
long way from your Twoleg nest.”

 

“I was looking for you. I had to know what had happened to Creekflower and our kits,” explained
Oliver. “I saw the fire from my garden, and then none of you came to see me, and I thought-”

 

“I’m sorry,” Fireheart meowed. “I would have come, but we’ve been so busy since the fire. We have
to rebuild the camp, and there’s not much prey left in the forest. And I have more duties since I was
made deputy.”

 

“You’re deputy now?” Oliver’s eyes widened with awe. “Of the whole Clan? Fireheart, that’s
marvelous!”

 



Fireheart felt hot with embarrassment, and stepped forward to touch noses with Storm.

 

“Deputy, huh?” the gray-muzzled tom asked. “Sounds like a lot of work there.”

 

Fireheart flicked an ear. “You have no idea.”

 

Sandstorm gave a dry little cough. “There’s prey to be caught, Fireheart....”

 

“Yes, you’re right,” Fireheart mewed. “Oliver, Storm, you’re both very brave to have come so far, but
you’d better get home now. The forest can be dangerous if you’re not used to it.”

 

“Yes, I know, but I-”

 

The roar of a Twoleg monster interrupted Oliver, and at the same moment Fireheart’s nostrils were
blasted with its harsh reek. The roaring grew louder, and a moment later the monster burst out of the
trees, bouncing along the rutted track.

 

Instinctively, Fireheart and Sandstorm crouched beneath a blackened tree trunk, waiting for the
monster to pass. Storm froze, then ducked down to their sides. Oliver merely sat watching it curiously.

 

“Get down!” Sandstorm hissed at him.

 

Oliver looked puzzled, but he pressed himself obediently to the ground next to Fireheart.

 

Instead of passing, the monster stopped. The roaring was abruptly cut off. Part of the monster
unfolded, and three Twolegs jumped out of its belly.

 

Fireheart exchanged a glance with Sandstorm and flattened himself even further. Oliver might feel at
home with the Twolegs and their monster, but they were too close for his liking, and the undergrowth
was still not thick enough to provide decent cover. All Fireheart’s instincts were to run, but curiosity
kept him pinned to the ground.

 



The Twolegs wore matching dark blue pelts. They had no Twoleg kits with them, or dogs, unlike most
of the Twolegs who came to the forest. They spread out among the burned trees, yowling and
stamping so that their paws threw up puffs of dust and ash. Sandstorm lowered her head and stifled a
sneeze as one of them passed within a fox-length of where the three cats were crouching.

 

“What are they doing?” Fireheart murmured.

 

“Frightening off all the prey,” hissed Sandstorm, spitting out dust. “Honestly, Fireheart, who cares
what Twolegs do? They’re all mad.”

 

“I don’t know....” Fireheart couldn’t help feeling that these Twolegs had a purpose, even if he didn’t
understand what it was. The way they pointed with their paws and yowled at each other seemed to
suggest they were moving deliberately through the forest.

 

“I’ve never seen Twolegs like these this close to the forest before…” Storm murmured. “See how they
look kinda rough around the edges? You mainly see Twolegs like them deeper in town. Saw a lot of
them in BloodClan - their dogs were always the most vicious. Night actually managed to kill one of
the brutes.”

 

Another Twoleg stamped past. He had picked up a branch and was using it to poke into hollows and
under clumps of charred undergrowth. It almost looked as if he were hunting for prey, except for the
noise he was making, which would have scared away the deafest rabbit.

 

“Do you know what it’s all about?” Fireheart asked Oliver.

 

“I’m not sure,” the white tom replied. “I understand a bit of their Twoleg talk, but it’s not words that
my housefolk use. I think they’re calling for somebody, but I don’t know who.”

 

“Strange that they don’t have a dog with them,” Storm meowed. “We always saw Twolegs like these
with a big, mean brute.'' He looked thoughtful. “Is a dog running around the forest by chance?”

 

“I don’t believe so,” Fireheart replied. “Just a few scents here and there, but nothing unusual.”

 

Storm nodded, although he was still frowning.



 

As Fireheart watched, the Twolegs threw the branch down. There was frustration in the movement.
He yowled again, and the other Twolegs appeared from the trees. All three of them went back to the
monster and climbed into its belly. The roar started up again, and the monster jerked into motion and
vanished into the trees.

 

“Well!” Sandstorm sat up and began licking fastidiously at her ash-stained fur. “Thank StarClan
they’ve gone!”

 

Fireheart got to his paws, keeping his gaze fixed on the place in the trees where the monster had
disappeared. The sound had died away and the acrid smell was fading. “I don’t like it,” he meowed.

 

“Oh, come on, Fireheart!” Sandstorm padded to his side and gave him a nudge. “Why are you
bothering about Twolegs? They’re weird, and that’s all there is to it.”

 

“No, I think they know what they’re doing, even if it looks weird to us,” Fireheart replied. “They
usually bring their kits or their dogs to the forest- like Storm said. But these Twolegs didn’t. If Oliver
is right and they were looking for something, they didn’t find it. I’d like to know what it was.” He
paused and then added, “Besides, we don’t normally see Twolegs in this part of the forest. They’re too
close to the camp for my liking.”

 

Sandstorm’s impatient look softened, and she pressed her muzzle reassuringly against his shoulder.
“You can tell the patrols to keep a lookout,” she reminded him.

 

“Yes.” Fireheart nodded thoughtfully. “I’ll do that.”

 

As he said good-bye to Oliver and Storm, he struggled to push his growing anxiety out of his mind.
Something was going on in the forest that he didn’t understand, and he could not help fearing that it
meant danger for his Clan. 

 

Cutting across the corner of Tallpines, Fireheart and Sandstorm made for the river and Sunningrocks.
There was no sign of prey anywhere among the scorched trees; the noise made by the Twolegs had
seen to that.

 



“We’ll follow the RiverClan border up toward Fourtrees,” Fireheart decided. “There might be
something there worth catching.”

 

But as they came within sight of Sunningrocks, Fireheart stopped at the sound of a familiar voice
calling his name. He looked up to see Graystripe poised on top of the nearest rock; the gray warrior
scrambled down and bounded over to him, looking harried.

 

“Fireheart! I was hoping to catch you.”

 

“A good thing a patrol didn’t catch you,” Sandstorm growled. “You’re very comfortable in our
territory, for a RiverClan warrior.”

 

Fireheart expected Graystripe to throw a joke back at Sandstorm, like he usually did, but instead
Graystripe was pacing anxiously.

 

“Fireheart, we need help,” he meowed desperately. “And I knew you would hear us out so I came to
find you-”

 

“We?” Sandstorm interrupted, looking confused. “What are you talking about?”

 

“Follow me,” he begged, pacing back towards Sunningrock. Fireheart exchanged a glance with
Sandstorm, and they pelted after him. Graystripe bounded up the rocks, and the two ThunderClan cats
skidded to a stop.

 

Below them, Leopardfur, Mosspelt, Stonefur, and the young apprentice Reedpaw were huddled
together, exchanging hushed, worried whispers and looking battered.

 

Graystripe looked back at Fireheart and meowed, eyes sad, “Please Fireheart, we need your help.”
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Copperleaf’s Uneasy & Robinpaw Has a Bad Time

Copperleaf’s tail swished as he uneasily followed Tigerstar through Twolegplace. The massive tabby
tom was following Jaggedtooth, taking the ShadowClan patrol to the clan of rogues that lived here.

 

BloodClan, led by a tom who was Copperleaf’s half-brother through Thistlestar.

 

It was still strange to think about.

 

Did Scourge have any littermates? Copperleaf wondered as they ducked underneath a beat-up fence.
He shook his fur, exchanging a wary look with Fernshade who had padded up to his side.

 

“They should be over this way,” Jaggedtooth meowed, gesturing into an alley with his tail. He
hesitated. “It’s just been a while since I’ve been here, so they might - actually, they won’t - greet us
warmly. At all.”

 

Tigerstar raised himself to his full height. “We don’t need a warm welcome to introduce ourselves -
and our proposition. We just need to talk to this…Scourge, isn’t it?”

 

“Why would you be looking for Scourge?” a surprised, but happy mew alerted the four ShadowClan
cats to an eavesdropper. Copperleaf spun around, back slightly arched, then he relaxed.

 

It was Boulder! Copperleaf hadn’t seen the tom in so long…

 

Actually, he hadn’t see him since Brokentail had been driven out.

 

Had he been here, in Twolegplace, the entire time?

 

“Fernshade! Copperleaf!” Boulder purred as he bounded up to them. “I’ve missed you - all of you!”
He affectionately butted his head against Copperleaf’s shoulder before touching noses with
Fernshade. “I’ve been deeply regretting leaving, but I didn’t know how to approach ShadowClan
about it…”



 

“Boulder, is it?” Tigerstar joined the conversation, with Jaggedtooth nervously flicking his tail back
and forth. “I am Tigerstar, ShadowClan’s new leader.”

 

“Brokenstar’s gone?!” Boulder exclaimed, looking surprised but relieved.

 

“Broken tail ,” Copperleaf meowed, “is dead. Died in ThunderClan’s camp.”

 

“Good riddance!” Boulder said, ears pricking. “I never thought I would find a more cruel leader than
Scourge, but Brokenst-tail proved me wrong!”

 

“If you would like,” Tigerstar smoothly interjected. “You may come back to ShadowClan. I’m sure
many others would be happy to see you return - Russetfur, especially.”

 

“How is Russetfur?” Boulder asked, eyes gleaming at the prospect. “Is she alright?”

 

“She’s fine,” Fernshade answered. “She finished Swampfur’s training, and Cedarpaw’s her apprentice
now. He’s one of Darkflower’s kits.”

 

Boulder purred. “I’m glad to hear that!” He then paused, a concerned look on his face. “But I have a
condition on rejoining.”

 

“Yes?” Tigerstar inquired as Jaggedtooth began pacing.

 

“When I fled from Brokentail,” Boulder began. “I had forgotten just how cruel Scourge was - and I
don’t want my kits to remain under his rule.”

 

“Your kits?” Copperleaf asked, surprised. Boulder had kits?

 

The gray tom nodded. “Yes, Niko and Wild. I’ll join only if they can - they’ve been enamored with
clan life from the stories I’ve told them, and they want warrior names.”



 

“Once they have proven themselves,” Tigerstar rumbled. “They may have one, much like Snag and
Mogli have done to become Jaggedtooth,” he nodded to the large ginger tom, “and Nightwhisper.”

 

“Great,” Boulder meowed. “Because they’re right behind that dumpster and would be very upset if
they couldn’t.”

 

Copperleaf blinked when two smaller, bedraggled forms poked their heads out from behind the large,
green box Boulder had called a ‘dumpster’.

 

“Really?” the black she-cat eagerly asked, eyes gleaming. “We can be warriors?”

 

Her long-haired, brown tabby brother cuffed her. “No silly! We have to be apprentices first,
remember?”

 

The she-cat swatted back at him. “I’m not the silly one, you are!”

 

Copperleaf felt his whiskers twitch at the kitten-like antics the two cats had. Fernshade looked just as
amused, and Tigerstar had a slight smirk on his face.

 

“Yes, once you join ShadowClan you will be assigned a mentor,” the large tabby proclaimed.
“However, we have business to attend to with Scourge first.”

 

Boulder exchanged a look with his kits, before slowly nodding. “I’ll show you the way,” he offered,
and Jaggedtooth curled his lip at the gray tom’s words. “But I would like someone to take Niko and
Wild out - I don’t want them to be forced to stay, just in case.”

 

“Tigerstar,” Fernshade meowed. “I offer myself to bring them to camp.” Tigerstar nodded.

 

“Very well, Fernshade will get Niko and Wild to camp.” He then pinned his amber eyes on Boulder.
“And you will lead us to Scourge.”

 



Fernshade nosed Copperleaf’s cheek, meowing a quick goodbye, before ushering Boulder’s kits back
the way they came.

 

Copperleaf wished them a safe, quick journey back home.

 

Rain fell steadily, drumming on the hard black Thunderpath that led between unending rows of stone
Twoleg nests. From time to time a monster snarled past, its eyes glaring, and a single Twoleg scurried
along, huddled into its shiny pelt.

 

The four cats slipped silently around the corner, keeping close to the walls where the shadows were
deepest. Boulder went first, every hair on his body slicked dark with the wet.

 

Behind him prowled Tigerstar, muscles sliding smoothly under his rain-soaked pelt. His amber eyes
glowed in the harsh light, and his gaze shifted back and forth as if he expected an attack. Jaggedtooth
was close at paw, back slightly arched as they prowled forward. Copperleaf himself was slightly
tense.

 

This wasn’t ShadowClan territory after all.

 

It wasn’t even the forest.

 

Cats here weren’t bound by the same code they were.

 

Tigerstar paused where the dark entrance to a Twoleg nest offered a little shelter and growled, “How
much farther? This place stinks.”

 

Boulder glanced back. “Not far now.”

 

“It had better not be.” Jaggedtooth grimaced. Tigerstar padded on, ears twitching irritably to flick
away the raindrops. Harsh yellow light angled across him, and Copperleaf flinched as a monster
roared around the corner, throwing up a wave of filthy water that reeked of Twoleg rubbish. The cats
let out a snarl as the water slopped around their paws and the spray drizzled down on their fur.

 



The gray cat led the way along the path and across an open space reeking of Twoleg monsters, where
a swirl of color from unnatural orange lights floated on the puddles. He stopped by the entrance to a
narrow alley and opened his jaws to draw in the scent of the air.

 

The other three cats halted and did the same, and Copperleaf disgustedly swiped his tongue over his
lips at the stink of rotting Twoleg food. “Is this the place?” he asked.

 

“This is it,” Boulder replied tensely. “Now- remember what I told you. The cat we’re going to meet
holds command over many cats. We must treat him with respect.”

 

“Boulder, have you forgotten who I am?” Tigerstar took a step forward so that he towered over his
companion. 

 

The skinny gray cat’s ears flattened. “No, Tigerstar, I haven’t forgotten. But you’re not Clan leader
here.”

 

Tigerstar grunted. “Let’s get on with it,” he growled.

 

Boulder turned into the alley. He stopped short after just a few paces when a huge shape loomed up in
front of them.

 

“Who goes there?” A broad-shouldered black and white cat stepped out of the shadows. Strong
muscles were outlined under fur plastered to his body by the rain. “Identify yourselves. We don’t like
strangers here.”

 

“Greetings, Bone,” the gray warrior meowed steadily. “It’s just me - and I’ve brought visitors.”

 

The black-and-white cat narrowed his eyes and was silent for a few moments, eyes straying across the
other three forest cats. His eyes landed on Jaggedtooth. “So you’ve come back, have you, Snag?” he
meowed at last. “You told us you were going to find a better life in the forest. What are you doing
here?”

 

He took a step forward, and Jaggedtooth bared his teeth, but Boulder held his ground, unsheathing his
claws against the uneven ground.



 

“We want to see Scourge.”

 

Bone let out a snort, half contempt, half laughter. “I can’t imagine that Scourge will want to see him .”
He sneered at Jaggedtooth before staring at Copperleaf and Tigerstar. “And who’s this with you? I
don’t recognize them.”

 

“My name is Tigerstar,” the dark tabby stepped forward. “And this is Copperleaf. We’ve come from
the forest to speak with your leader.”

 

Bone’s green eyes flicked from Tigerstar to Boulder to Jaggedtooth and back again. “What do you
want with him?” he demanded.

 

Tigerstar’s amber gaze burned like the Twoleg lights reflected on the shining wet stones around them.
“I’ll discuss that with your leader, not his border patrol.”

 

Bone bristled and extended his claws, but Boulder quickly slipped between him and Tigerstar.
“Scourge needs to hear this,” he insisted. “It could be to every cat’s advantage.”

 

For a few heartbeats Bone hesitated, and then he stepped back, allowing Boulder and Tigerstar to
pass. His hostile glare scorched their fur, but he said nothing.

 

Now Tigerstar took the lead, treading cautiously as the light faded behind them. On either side, skinny
cats were slinking behind piles of rubbish, eyes gleaming as they followed the progress of the two
intruders.

 

Copperleaf’s muscles tensed. If this meeting went wrong, which looked rather likely, they might have
to fight their way out. A wall blocked the end of the alley. Copperleaf stared around, looking for the
leader of these cats of Twolegplace. He was expecting an even more massive creature than the broad-
shouldered Bone, and at first his gaze swept over the small black cat crouching in a shadowy
doorway, a brown she-cat with a white face and paws lounging nearby. A large ginger cat and a
couple tortoiseshell cats stood around them, the tortoiseshell tom meowing something to the brown
and white she-cat.

 

Boulder jerked his head in the black cat’s direction. “There’s Scourge.”



 

“That’s Scourge?” Tigerstar’s exclamation rang with disbelief above the falling rain. “He’s no bigger
than an apprentice!”

 

“Shh!” Panic flared in Boulder’s eyes. “This may not be a Clan as we know it, but these cats would
kill if their leader ordered them to.”

 

“It seems I have visitors.” The black cat’s voice had a brittle, high-pitched sound, like the splintering
of ice. “I wasn’t expecting to see you again, Snag. I heard you’d gone to live in the forest.”

 

“Yes, Scourge, I have,” Jaggedtooth replied. “And I am Jaggedtooth now.”

 

“Ah, a forest name now,” Scourge smirked, blue eyes narrowed with mercilessness. “How quaint.”
His mew sharpened suddenly, holding the faintest suggestion of a snarl. “What are you doing here?
Have you changed your mind and come crawling back? Do you expect me to welcome you?”

 

“No, Scourge.” Jaggedtooth held the black cat’s ice-blue gaze. “It’s a good life in the forest. There is
plenty of fresh-kill, no Twolegs-”

 

“You haven’t come to extol the virtues of forest life,” Scourge interrupted him with a flick of his tail.
“Squirrels live in trees, not cats.” His eyes narrowed, glinting with a pale fire. “So what do you
want?”

 

Tigerstar stepped forward, shouldering Boulder aside. “I am Tigerstar, the leader of ShadowClan,” he
growled. “And I have a proposition for you.”

 

Something flashed across Scourge’s face, almost too quick, too small to notice.

 

But Copperleaf did.

 

He curiously tilted his head as Tigerstar continued speaking, obvious to the BloodClan leader’s
expression.

 



“I have long been seeking to bring the forest clans together,” Tigerstar rumbled. “But I have
opposition to the grand design. Tallstar in WindClan believes me to be a murderer,” at that, the
tortoiseshell tom from before let out a small hiss, and the brown and white she-cat by him subtly
nudged him. “Thistlestar in RiverClan is a danger to the forest and Twolegplace cats alike. And
Bluestar weakly rules ThunderClan, allowing disgraced and cursed cats into her confidence.”

 

Scourge once again had a minor reaction to Thistlestar and Bluestar’s names, but every cat was too
intent on Tigerstar to notice.

 

Except Copperleaf, who frowned. He had a feeling that mentioning Thistlestar is either a terrible idea
- or a good one.

 

The problem was, which was which?

 

Giving Scourge a chance to fight against the tom who abandoned him and his mother would probably
be appealing to the rogue leader, but Scourge may not be willing to help forest cats in the first place.

 

And Copperleaf himself faced a struggle.

 

Having Scourge on their side, fighting Thistlestar, would be a great asset.

 

But he would also be fighting against WindClan, and ThunderClan.

 

Against Airleap, Fireheart, and Creekflower.

 

“That seems like quite the problem,” Scourge replied lightly, looking uninterested as he slid his claws
out. Copperleaf managed to prevent a strangled sound from leaving his throat.

 

They were dog teeth .

 

What in the name of StarClan-

 



“But what’s in it for me?” Scourge’s mew was cool, eyes narrowed.

 

“If you agree to align yourself with me, with ShadowClan,” Tigerstar meowed. “I will give your cats -
BloodClan - a share of the forest. To hunt on, laze about on, whatever you desire to do, that piece will
be yours.”

 

Copperleaf watched with bated breath - and horror - and Scourge’s eyes narrowed thoughtfully.
Copperleaf could almost see the mice running in his head.

 

The ginger tom swallowed.

 

He had a bad feeling about this.

 

“A superior fighting force for a piece of forest territory?” Scourge clarified. At Tigerstar slow nod,
Scourge slid his eyes over to the cats who, Copperleaf presumed, were his inner circle. Bone, the large
ginger cat, and the brown and white she-cat look intrigued, while the tortoiseshell siblings exchanged
shaded looks.

 

Why do I have the feeling they know something we don't? Copperleaf thought with a shiver.

 

“I do believe Tigerstar,” Scourge smoothly announced, voice low, yet it carried through BloodClan’s
camp. “That we have a deal.”

 

And as Tigerstar’s expression curled into a victorious smirk, Copperleaf could only desperately think;

 

I have to stop this somehow.

 

 

His tail was raised stiff with excitement as he watched Lightningfur stand in the middle of camp and
order their clanmates around. His mentor was deputy! Deputy!

 



And my mom and Reedpaw are gone, he thought sadly. But Lightningfur is deputy! I’m a deputy’s
apprentice!

 

Eagerly, Robinpaw ran up to Lightningfur, dodging around Mallowtail. “Lightningfur!” he mewed
when her eyes flicked over him. “When are we going to train?” He’d been practicing his front paw
slash and wanted to show her!

 

Lightningfur shot him a pointed look, frowning. “Later,” she drawled dismissively, turning back
around. “Voleclaw, take someone and go mark the ThunderClan border.”

 

Voleclaw obediently nodded, but beside him, the gray tabby head of Reedtail frowned. “We already
marked the ThunderClan border this morning. We don’t need to make it again.”

 

Lightningfur’s brown-and-orange tortoiseshell fur bristled as she snapped, “And are you deputy?
ThunderClan is our enemy , and we can’t trust them. Their territory was scorched in that fire; if you
think they aren’t looking for more territory, then you’re mouse-brained.”

 

Reedtail cowed at that, looking away, but his lips were pressed and his tail tip flicked in agitation.
Vixenleap pressed forward. “She is right about that,” she murmured, as though reluctant. “I’ll go with
you, Voleclaw. The last thing we need is ThunderClan stealing our prey.”

 

Woodpaw scrambled forth, gray tabby fur fluffed in excitement. “Can I come with?”

 

Vixenleap smiled at her apprentice, scuffing his ear playfully. “Of course! If you think you won’t fall
into the river, that is.”

 

“I won’t this time, I promise!” Woodpaw squeaked, and Robinpaw watched his brother leave with his
mentor and strong warrior Voleclaw. His own patchy-colored tail drooped, and he turned hopefully
turned to Lightningfur.

 

“Now?”

 

Lightningfur glared at him. “Does it look like later? I already told you, later. I have more important
stuff to do!” She puffed out her chest self-righteously.



 

Robinpaw cringed away, crouching in shame. “Sorry,” he mumbled. Lightningfur had said later. He
was just being incessant and whiny… Why couldn’t he listen to her like a good apprentice? “I’ll go.”

 

Quickly, he ran off, his pelt burning with guilt and embarrassment, and the slightest bit of resentment
as he thought of how happy Vixenleap and Woodpaw, Softwing and Perchpaw, and all the other
apprentice-mentor pairs were. At least Leopardfur seemed hard on Reedpaw too, he thought as his
paws dragged him to the stalks of the medicine cat den. And Pikepaw said Loudbelly is too slow and
lazy to mentor him right… But it’s just not the same! Their mentors don’t hate them because they’re
mouse-brained fools! Stupid, stupid, stupid!

 

He halted when he entered the medicine den, spotting the striped pelt of Lizardflight sorting herbs. He
had gone unthinkingly to the medicine cat den, which had been empty for so long since Mudfur’s
disappearance. It had been a safe place to hide, but now…

 

Now Lizardflgiht was there.

 

He immediately started to shuffle backwards, but his hindleg brushed against the lichen, and
Lizardflight’s ear twitched, and she turned around. Her soft green gaze stared questioningly at him,
and she smiled . Smiled!

 

“Robinpaw,” she meowed amicably, like they were friends. “What brings you here?” Her eyes started
to scan over him, presumably for a sign of injury. His pelt fluffed self-consciously. “Is your ear
bothering you again?”

 

“Uh,” he said. “Yes.”

 

Why did I say that! his mind whirled. My ear doesn’t hurt! I’m not some weak kit anymore! And I
definitely don’t want to be in a den- alone- with this ThunderClanny! He was alone with Lizardflight.
Had he been alone with her before? Normally she was with Perchpaw or Primrosepaw, or even
Reedpaw, Woodpaw or Dawnpaw, though never Pikepaw. And never Robinpaw.

 

He hated her!

 



But Lizardflight was already padding up to him, leaning her head forward to sniff at the scab that was
once his ear. Robinpaw flinched away, then held himself stiff, not wanting to appear awkward or
uncomfortable like he felt. His heart thumped loudly in his chest as Lizardflight’s whiskers brushed
against his face, ticklish. He stared firmly at his paws, ignoring when his gaze flicked up to look at the
pretty white splash on Lizardflight’s chest fur.

 

“I don’t smell any infection,” she meowed eventually, pulling away and giving him breathing room.
She blinked earnestly at him. “And the scab looks really strong like it's healing right.”

 

“It’s my head that hurts,” he grumbled out instead of just dismissing himself. He cringed inwardly.
Why was he being so nervous and pathetic? She was just some dumb she-cat. She wasn’t even a real
ThunderClan cat! He shouldn’t accept or want her help.

 

“I can give you some feverfew, then,” Lizardflight said, turning to her herb supply. Robinpaw
watched, mesmerized, the way her feathery tail swayed across the ground, then scolded himself. “Not
that much, since I have to keep that herb stocked for leaf-bare, but it should help.”

 

He dropped his gaze to the ground, digging his claws into the dirt below and toying with it as a
distraction. Then he looked back up when Lizardflight dropped a tiny claw-size of feverfew at his
paws. It was leafy-green and kind of soft and curly looking. He glanced up at her, then leaned down
and lapped it up. The taste wasn’t so bad, though the planty-ness of it was kind of hard to swallow.
Still, he swallowed it without complaint, then stared back at Lizardflight.

 

She tilted her head when he stared, her smile kind but thin. He wondered why she was saying
anything for a moment, then realized, awkwardly, Oh I’m supposed to leave now. Right. He got his
cure for his nonexistent problem. Cats usually stopped bothering the medicine cat after that.

 

But I don’t want to leave.

 

It was… nice, in the medicine cat den. Quiet. Small. A little dark. Away from everyone else’s eyes.
Away from Lightningfur’s annoyed glares. He couldn’t be a failure in the medicine cat den. Except
this is Lizardflight’s den now, and I should leave.

 

He had almost convinced his limbs to move when Lizardflight eyed him up and down with a more
scrutinizing look, smiled again, then turned without a word and settled back down to her herb supply.
She started pulling out a stalk of something brown, then pushed it into another corner. Then she
grabbed something dark green and smoothed its leaves out. After a moment, Robinpaw realized she
had returned to her normal duties.



 

Even though I’m still here? He blinked, wondering if that meant he should leave. Still, he lingered.
Then, deciding Lizardflight was bizarrely too nice , he scooted over to a soft moss nest and laid down.
He stared at Lizardflight working, calm and quiet, occasionally scrunching her nose or huffing,
though at what he didn’t know.

 

Then he shoved his face into his paws and screamed at himself for being so fish-brained.



Frostfur Gets Rekt (By Someone Unexpected!)

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Feathercloud watched as Cinderpelt spoke with Speckletail outside the nursery. The medicine cat, in
turn, was watching Snowkit, who patted at something on the ground a few tail-lengths from his
mother.

 

Feathercloud watched Snowkit just as intently as Cinderpelt. Speckletail never left Snowkit alone like
she did Mistlekit. It was hard to tell if she was just coddling the kit too much or if he was truly deaf.
He could see the sour expression on Speckletail’s face and debated on approaching, before ultimately
rising to his feet and padding towards the old tabby queen.

 

Cinderpelt glanced towards Feathercloud as he approached, and so did Speckletail- Feathercloud
didn’t miss the way Speckletail’s fur immediately stiffened, her gaze harsh on him.

 

“Hi, Feathercloud,” Cinderpelt purred, twitching her ears in his name. “Just the cat I wanted.
Speckletail and I were just having a chat about Snowkit.”

 

“There’s nothing to chat about,” Speckletail muttered, hunching her shoulders. She sounded cranky,
but there was a new sense of authority about Cinderpelt, and Feathercloud guessed that the older she-
cat hadn’t dared to refuse outright to talk to her.

 

Cinderpelt dipped her head. “Just call him to you, would you?” she asked.

 

Speckletail snorted and called out, “Snowkit! Snowkit, come here!”

 

She beckoned with her tail as she spoke. Snowkit got up, abandoning the ball of moss he had been
playing with, and padded over to his mother. Speckletail bent down and gave his ear a lick. A good
sign, but Feathercloud was suspicious. Speckletail always flicked her tail, in the same way Redtail
and Runningwind had done to him when he was younger.
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“Good,” meowed Cinderpelt. “Now, Feathercloud, go over there and call him to you, will you?” She
nodded toward a spot a few fox-lengths away. 

 

Feathercloud knew exactly what she wanted, and padded away. He called the kit’s name, not moving
a muscle like he naturally did when he spoke. This time, although Snowkit was looking straight at
him, he didn’t move. There was no response from him at all, even when Feathercloud called three or
four times.

 

A few other cats paused on their way to the pile of fresh-kill and came to see what was going on.
Bluestar- roused by the sound of voices, Feathercloud guessed- emerged from her den and sat
watching near the base of the Highrock. Dappletail, who was strolling back to the elders’ den, stopped
beside Speckletail and said something to her. Speckletail spat an irritated reply, but Feathercloud, of
course, couldn’t hear what they said. Dappletail ignored Speckletail’s snappishness and sat down next
to Cinderpelt to watch closely.

 

Feathercloud kept on calling Snowkit until Speckletail gave the kit a nudge, nodding in his direction,
and the kit came bounding across.

 

“Well done,” Feathercloud meowed, then placed his paw on his chest and moved it sharply across to
pawspeak the words as well.

 

After a pause the kit mewed something, but his lips were slow and moved weird. Feathercloud wasn’t
sure what he said, but it was something like, “S’all right.”

 

He led Snowkit back to his mother and Cinderpelt. By now, Feathercloud felt certain that Snowkit
was deaf, as he had been allowed to test the theory instead of being shooed off by the stubborn queen.
He felt no surprise when Cinderpelt turned to Speckletail and meowed, “I’m sorry, Speckletail-
Snowkit is deaf.”

 

Speckletail worked her paws on the ground in front of her. Her expression was a mixture of grief and
anger. “I know he’s deaf!” she snapped at last. “I’m his mother. Do you think I wouldn’t know?”

 

“White cats with blue eyes are often deaf,” Dappletail mewed, glancing at Feathercloud with a sad
smile. He raised his tail slightly at his birth mother’s acknowledgement. “It’s nothing new. You don’t
need to be afraid, Speckletail. The clan will accept him.”

 



“ Will they?” spat Speckletail, her spotted tail lashing. Feathercloud winced. He could feel the clan
staring around them. Even Bluestar was there! Silently watching. His presence unnerved her the most.

 

“Speckletail’s kit is deaf?” meowed Frostfur, padding forward with wide, surprised eyes. “I thought
something was wrong with him. But deaf!” She stared at the little kit, who, obliviously, was batting at
his mossball again. “This is horrible.”

 

“Poor thing,” murmured Brindleface, blinking sympathetically at Snowkit. Feathercloud felt himself
bristle defensively, even as his heart wilted. He wanted to say something, but… he seemed to deflate.

 

He felt grateful when Brackenfur pushed forward from where he had been sharing tongues with his
littermates, Thornpaw and Brightpaw. “It’s not horrible at all,” Brackenfur said firmly. He frowned at
his clanmates. “He can still be a warrior or a medicine cat. He can still learn to speak, both with his
tongue and his paws. He can hunt and fight, and we know he can.” He turned to Feathercloud and
nodded at him with a smile. “Feathercloud is more than proof of how amazing a deaf warrior can be.”

 

Feathercloud ducked his head, heart fluttering in his chest and his pelt warm.

 

But some warriors were frowning, and he saw Lynxpaw mutter something to Dustpelt, causing the
brown tom’s ear to twitch and frown, with Longtail’s disbelieving face clear next to his half-siblings.
And nearby Ashpaw muttered snided words harshly to Tulippaw and Swiftpaw.

 

And Feathercloud saw, clearly, how Frostfur’s almost soft sadness for her friend Speckletail’s kit
turned immediately into a sharp, disgusted hatred. Her blue eyes blazed with fury and the fur along
her spine had already begun to bristle. She moved to face her son, lips pulled back in a snarl.

 

“Amazing?!” she howled, as though truly enraged. “Don’t you see what this is? It’s the curse! Our
kits were perfect until Spottedleaf broke the code. I never thought it would come to this though. Now
it’s not just corrupted souls, but our kits are being born imperfect! Do you really think having deaf
kits is good for the clan?!”

 

“Who cares if it’s good for the clan?!” snapped the bristling form of Speckletail. The elder queen had
stepped forward, standing protectively over Snowkit and glaring venomously at Frostfur. The white
warrior was startled, staring shocked at her best friend. “It only matters that he’s a kit and he’s my kit!
I don’t care if he’s deaf! The whole world can hate him- including you- and I’ll still love him!” Her
tail trembled and Feathercloud understood the clear fear in her eyes with a sadness in his heart. “Call
him cursed and I’ll claw your pretty little face until you run crying to Bluestar!”



 

“Speckletail!” Frostfur gasped, shocked. She stared at the hissing queen, silent for moments passing.
Then she blinked herself out of her stupor. “I- I can’t believe this! This is- what’s wrong with you?”

 

“What’s wrong with you? ” Speckletail spat, though there was a nervousness in her voice.

 

Frostfur glared, gobsmacked. She took a few steps back. “You should be careful, Speckletail,” she
meowed lowly. “Even smart cats can get swayed by the curse.” Her white tail twitched, and she
whipped around, calling, “Tulippaw! Come on, we’re going to train. This camp is infested and I need
fresh air.”

 

The pale gray apprentice scrambled to his paws obediently. He padded after his mentor, shooting a
glare over his shoulder at little Snowkit, who was now pressed to his mother’s paw, wide eyes looking
at the cats around him. He’d finally realized something was wrong. Feathercloud knew the feeling of
terrified confusion all too well.

 

“Wait, mother!” Brightpaw called, darting after her. “I’m coming too! This is all too horrid.”

 

“Brightpaw!” Sandstorm yowled at her apprentice, aghast. Brightpaw’s footsteps hesitated, and she
glanced over at her mentor, then, with a fluffed orange and white pelt, left camp with Frostfur and
Tulippaw.

 

“Frostfur’s right about something,” muttered Longtail, and Feathercloud barely caught the movement
of his lips. “Another deaf kit? What will the clans think? We’ll look weak, and we don’t need that
with Tigerstar controlling ShadowClan.”

 

“We’ll look weak,” Dustpelt replied. “But we’ll be strong. We must be.”

 

Lynxpaw raised her black and orange striped head, puffing her chest. “Of course we’ll be.” She shot a
glance back at Speckletail and Snowkit.

 

As his clanmates started to discuss among each other, Feathercloud glanced up at Bluestar. She had
been silent as she watched. Her gaze was dull as she looked over her warriors. Then she turned and
padded back into her den. Feathercloud’s chest compressed. 



 

Bluestar had once denied him his apprenticeship, before admitting she was wrong… But her
compassion and understanding seemed to have vanished in the past moons, leaving nothing but a
hollow husk of their leader. His fur prickled as he realized that Bluestar hardly seemed to care about
the deaf kit or his mother.

 

Would she let Snowkit be an apprentice?

 

Speckletail started to herd Snowkit away, calling Mistlekit to her too. The older kit had been with
Elderpaw and Fernpaw. Now, the dark tabby she-kit scrambled over to her brother. Her eyes were
round. “Why did they say all that mean stuff about Snowkit?” she meowed, voice trembling. “Don’t
they know how nice he is?”

 

“They’re just scared, little one,” Dappletail told the kit. “They don’t understand how incredible deaf
kits can be.”

 

Speckletail said nothing to her daughter. She grabbed her son by the scruff, hoisting Snowkit up,
though he was a very big kit now, a few moons from his apprenticeship. If he’ll even be allowed to be
one, Feathercloud thought darkly. Speckletail started storming off to the nursery, but Feathercloud
darted in front of her.

 

“Wait,” he said. “Speckletail, please. I can help! I can teach you and Snowkit how to speak with your
paws.”

 

Speckletail’s gaze was still hard and defensive, and scared. “I don’t need your help,” she growled
after she placed Snowkit down to speak.

 

“I want to learn,” Mistlekit squeaked. “I mean, I already have. Brackenfur showed me some words.
Like this is Snowkit’s name!” She raised one of her front paws, then shook it back and forth while
dragging it down until her paw touched the ground.

 

Snow, Feathercloud recognized immediately.

 

Snowkit’s head perked up when he saw his sister’s paw move. He bumped his head into Mistlekit’s
shoulder playfully, and Mistlekit giggled, tail high. Then, Snowkit swatted at her whiskers and



growled kittishly.

 

Often, Feathercloud, when he pawspoke, left out the cat’s second half of the name, especially for kits,
apprentices, and leaders. It was much quicker.

 

Speckletail watched the kits tussle with each other, her shoulders slumping and her expression
softening. “Alright,” she sighed. “I… I suppose it’d do me no harm… It’s just…” She winced, then
looked away.

 

“Frostfur kept talking about how evil pawspeaking was?” Brackenfur guessed, his tail tip twitching
irritatedly.

 

“ Unnatural ,” Speckletail admitted, “was the word she used. And… well, I-... I agreed… until…”
The brown she-cat winced again.

 

“Until Snowkit was born,” Dappletail finished kindly, blinking in understanding. She brushed her
golden tortoiseshell pelt against her friend’s comfortingly.

 

Speckletail’s shoulders hunched defensively again, and a scowl set her face as she determinedly
looked away from them all. “I still think something’s wrong with that family,” she said firmly. “They
cause too much problems not to be… suspicious. But,” she gazed down at Snowkit, who looked back
up at her with a smile and big bright blue eyes, “I couldn’t stand my baby being called cursed too. He
hasn’t done anything. He’s innocent. It’s… It’s why I kept his deafness a secret so long. Why I kept
him far away from cats like you.” She gazed apologetically at Feathercloud.

 

Feathercloud blinked understandingly. “I’m glad you understand now,” he meowed, and Speckletail
blinked at him in surprise, not expecting that.

 

“Uhm… yes,” she said, a bit dumbfounded. Her tail tip twitched awkwardly, and she leaned down to
nudge Mistlekit. “Let’s go now. You wanted to play with Willowpelt’s kits, didn’t you? I think they’re
awake now.”

 

“Yes!” Mistlekit eagerly darted off, and Snowkit followed her when her tail tip flicked. Feathercloud’s
heart clenched as she imagined Mistlekit’s dark black and brown tabby pelt as a blueish gray,
speckled with lighter spots and darker stripes.



 

Speckletail followed after her kits, and Dappletail followed too. Brackenfur nudged Feathercloud
when the white tom stared after the elder queens. “What’s wrong?” the golden-brown tom asked,
curled whiskers twitching and his tail kinking.

 

Feathercloud blinked sadly at him. Then, he pawspoke, “They remind me so much of when I and
Cricketheart were young.” He bowed his head, grief for his sister burning in his chest. “I miss her so
much… I thought I was getting better, so why does it still hurt so strong?” He dragged his claw into
the earth below.

 

Brackenfur pressed his shoulder against Feathercloud’s, staring with sympathetic amber eyes that
soothed Feathercloud’s sadness almost immediately. “Because she was your sister,” Brackenfur
signed, looping his paws. “Because she was your best friend, and you loved her.”

 

“I do,” Feathercloud answered rawly. He nuzzled his muzzle into Brackenfur’s neck, breathing in his
earthy scent. Brackenfur dragged his tongue across his forehead, a brief purr rumbling comfortingly
through his chest.

 

Feathercloud pulled back as Brackenfur started to raise his paw, glancing away with a hint of guilt. “I
know it’s not the same,” Brackenfur pawspoke. “But… I miss my mom.”

 

Feathercloud blinked, confused at first, then he said, “You miss who she used to be?”

 

Brackenfur shook her head. “She was always… how she is now. I mean, maybe not as bad, but she
was always pushy and rude and judgemental. But she used to love me. Now, everytime she speaks to
me, she’s angry. I hate it. It feels awful.” Feathercloud touched his nose to Brackenfur’s ear
sympathetically. “Sometimes I wish she still coddled me like she does Brightpaw and Thornpaw.”

 

Feathercloud glanced at Brackenfur’s look-a-like brother, Thornpaw. The only difference was that
where Brackenfur was slim and short-furred, Thornpaw was big and chunky, with growing muscle.
Plus, Thornpaw was a lighter shade of golden-brown, more golden than brown, than Brackenfur was.

 

Thornpaw was bigger than his mother now. It was hard to imagine short Frostfur coddling the large
apprentice. Large warrior, really, but it was no secret that the apprentices’ ceremonies seemed to be
delayed further and further.

 



I wonder if Frostfur’s glad that Brightpaw and Thornpaw aren’t warriors yet. So she can keep them
close.

 

“I wish I knew my dad,” Brackenfur continued sadly. “I remember him a little, but I never got to
really know him before he died.”

 

“I didn’t really know him that well either,” Feathercloud admitted, barely remembering the shining
golden face of the former ThunderClan deputy. “But I remember Lionheart was always very funny.
And kind.” He glanced at Brackenfur, taking in his sleek pelt and glowing radiance. “Just like you,”
he whispered aloud, so soft he fretted that he spoke too quietly. But Brackenfur’s ears twitched, and
he smiled at Feathercloud.

 

He nudged his shoulder almost playfully. “Thank you, Feathercloud,” he meowed, bowing his head in
the paw-sign for it. “So are you.”

 

 

Uneasiness and apprehensiveness pricked at Feathercloud’s paws as he padded through the forest,
heading straight for Fourtrees. His path was well-worn now, and night was dark enough to hide even
his shining white pelt. But so much had happened since this morning- since Speckletail had admitted
Snowkit was deaf- more than he could have imagined happening, in fact.

 

What’s going to happen now? he wondered fretfully. Though he wasn’t much for a warrior force, it
still unsettled him to be leaving camp with one less warrior. We were worried about Tigerstar, but
now…

 

He shook his head, trying to rid himself of the anxious thoughts. I trust Fireheart. He’ll handle it.

 

For now, he had to visit Ravenwing and Barley, as he’d made more of a habit than he would have
liked. But his heart already gave a pleasant lurch at the thought of seeing Ravenwing again, and his
tail raised unwittingly.

 

The familiar scent of Barley reached him first, now full of the windy scents of the moore, but still
unable to completely erase the sharp scent of hay and wheat from the former barncat. He raced
forward, haring into the clearing of Fourtrees. Ravenwing jumped to his paws immediately, waving a
paw back and forth. Barley was right beside him, whiskers twitching in greeting. Airleap and
Runningbrook were with them too, laying down and grooming their pelts lazily.



 

“Feathercloud!” Airleap meowed, lips moving naturally as he pawspoke his words too. “It’s good to
see you again.”

 

“You too, Airleap,” Feathercloud signed, even as he leaned to brush his muzzle against Ravenwing’s.
“How has WindClan been?”

 

“Great!” Ravenwing answered happily. “I caught the biggest rabbit yesterday!”

 

“Twice the size of him too,” purred Barley, tail raised proudly.

 

“Even Plumclaw was impressed,” Runningbrook laughed. “And she’s been grumpy ever since she
retired to the elder’s den with that stiff leg of hers.”

 

“I think Mudclaw was too,” Airleap meowed, whiskers twitching. He glanced amicably at
Feathercloud, smiling. “And in ThunderClan?”

 

Feathercloud winced. “It’s-”

 

Suddenly, the four WindClan cats’ heads snapped to something behind him. Immediately,
Feathercloud whipped around, his fur bristling and claws sliding out, trained to be alert when cats’
gaze looked at something he couldn’t hear.

 

But it wasn’t an enemy that had stalked into Fourtrees. It was Brackenfur.

 

Feathercloud’s fur smoothed immediately, but he stared at Brackenfur like a mouse caught in a
warrior’s claws. Brackenfur stared back at him with a frown, gaze flickering from the WindClan cats
back to Feathercloud with a hint of disapproval that immediately made Feathercloud feel ashamed-
and defensive.

 

“Why were you following me?” he demanded, heart thumping nervously in his chest and making his
harsh paw-signs shaky. Brackenfur was his best friend, and he’d never expressed a disdain for having
friends outside the clan… but Feathercloud knew exactly what it looked like, him meeting a pawful of
WindClan warriors in secret, at night.



 

And it wasn’t like Feathercloud hadn’t shared news of ThunderClan’s current state before.

 

Guilt and shame crashed into him stronger than ever before. Stupid, he reprimanded. All because I
couldn’t give up seeing Ravenwing… Who knows what Tallstar’s doing with the information I tell
them? Pawspeaking is harmless enough, and I haven’t told them anything serious like Bluestar’s state
right now… But I told them how worried we are about Tigerstar.

 

But WindClan’s worried about Tigerstar too. Doesn’t it make sense that we’re allies?

 

Not if I’m the only one who’s allied with WindClan.

 

“Because I realized you keep leaving at night,” Brackenfur meowed, and then there was the sound of
hurt in his voice as he continued that broke Feathercloud’s heart, “You said you just liked hunting at
night and I believed you… But you didn’t always manage to get WindClan’s scent off of you.”

 

Feathercloud winced. Fourtrees kept their scents more neutral… But the amount of times he and
Ravenwing nuzzled or when Barley would greet Feathercloud with a nose touch or a brush of the
shoulders… Feathercloud made sure to hide his scent underneath the scent of lavender or mint,
something strong but not nasty.

 

But it was hard to hide the scent of a cat who kept cuddling with you.

 

Is Brackenfur jealous that I have Ravenwing’s scent on me? The thought came unbridled, and
Feathercloud immediately scolded himself. Brackenfur had never been the jealous type. He’d always
been supportive and easy-going, especially when Feathercloud told him he liked toms, worried the
tom would reject that part of Feathercloud. But he accepted it just like he accepted the rest of him.

 

Suddenly, there was a wave of affection inside of Feathercloud- alongside apprehension. He’d told
Brackenfur that he and Ravenwing had once, well, kind of been a thing, as apprentices. He glanced
back at the small, scarred black tom now, whose eyes were wide with panic as he stared at
Brackenfur. Barley sat more calmly beside him, but Airleap and Runningbrook’s fur were bristling.

 

Would Brackenfur think he was back with Ravenwing?



 

Oh no. And Ravenwing knew Feathercloud had a crush on Brackenfur .

 

And now Brackenfur and Ravenwing were meeting each other .

 

How can I still have feelings for both? Feathercloud wondered, alarmed. Ravenwing had a mate now,
and Feathercloud liked Barley and thought he was really good for Ravenwing, yet he still couldn’t
help the fluttery feeling in his chest when he thought about Ravenwing… nor when he looked at
Brackenfur.

 

“Feathercloud, what have you been doing? ” Brackenfur prompted, aghast and suspicious, so much so
he hadn’t even pawspoke. His amber eyes flickered from Ravenwing, to Barley, to Airleap, to
Runningbrook, all with varying degrees of recognition. His eyes lingered on Ravenwing the longest,
and Feathercloud’s insides got all twisted and turned in worry.

 

“I promise I’m not betraying ThunderClan,” Feathercloud signed quickly, heart thumping. His tail
twitched and he had to redo a tail-sign, he was so anxious. He tried to think of an explanation, then
remembered he didn’t actually need to lie at all. “Ravenwing,” he gestured to the tom to make it extra
clear whose name he was signing, “couldn’t speak and they asked me to teach them pawspeaking.”

 

“They?” Brackenfur echoed, raising his paw and splaying it at the WindClan cats with his toe-beans
out. “Who’s they? These four, or all of WindClan?”

 

Feathercloud hesitated. “All of WindClan?” He shrugged in an, “I guess?” He shook his head, then
pawspoke, “I only meet with some of them, like these four, or sometimes a few others. Mostly these
four, though. Then they teach the rest of the clan. Or,” he hesitated again, “those who want to learn.”
Because there were always the cats who didn’t. After all, cats in ThunderClan still didn’t understand
most of Feathercloud’s paw-signs, just the important gestures.

 

Brackenfur’s whiskers twitched, suspicion still strong in his gaze, though his stare was locked on the
WindClan cats, scanning them. Barley, Airleap, and Runningbrook met his gaze fiercely, but
Ravenwing cowered away, staring at his paws. Feathercloud yearned to comfort him, but Barley was
already wrapping his fluffy tail around the shorter tom.

 

“Surely they’ve learned enough by now?” Brackenfur questioned.

 



Feathercloud’s tail tip twitched in further hesitation. Then, he admitted, with a bowed head, “They
do… But I still come to see Ravenwing. He’s my friend, Brackenfur.” His slowed paw-signs were a
plea, and he stared beggingly at Brackenfur to understand.

 

Brackenfur met his gaze. His normally warm and friendly eyes were tight and narrowed, with a
sharpness almost akin to his mother Frostfur’s. His fur was still ruffled along his spine, his tail
twitching. But something in his tense legs loosened, and a softness re-entered his eyes when he really
looked at Feathercloud.

 

But Feathercloud couldn’t breath a sign of relief yet.

 

“And that’s all?” Brackenfur pressed, tail flicking with a hint of disbelief… But he was willing to
believe Feathercloud. He could see it in his best friend’s eyes. In the smoothing of his pelt;
Brackenfur trusted him.

 

Feathercloud couldn’t lie. He dipped his head to Brackenfur apologetically. “We talk about Tigerstar
too,” he confessed. “You know what he did to Ravenwing… Tallstar wants an alliance with Bluestar,
but I… I haven’t…” He glanced at the WindClan cats. Runningbrook’s ears had pricked, her head
leaning forward in an attempt to see Feathercloud’s pawspeaking better, considering his back was to
them.

 

This was the part he hadn’t confessed, not completely, to the WindClan cats… But they could fill in
the gaps, he knew. The fact that Bluestar was so… unstable that it worried all of ThunderClan to the
point they couldn’t even speak to their leader in confidence.

 

Understanding immediately filled Brackenfur. Now, he spoke both to Feathercloud and the WindClan
cats, mouth moving as fast as his paws. “Tigerstar is a threat to all of the clans,” he said. “He seeks
power, and I don’t think he’ll be content with ShadowClan. I think an alliance would be good…” He
blinked sympathetically at Feathercloud. “I can speak to Fireheart about it.”

 

Feathercloud blinked. He hadn’t thought about that. “You really think he’d listen to us?”

 

“Of course,” Brackenfur meowed, then frowned. “Well, I don’t think he’ll be too happy about… this.
” He gestured to the WindClan cats. “You might still get in trouble. We might still get in trouble.”
Feathercloud startled. Brackenfur was willing to take the fall with him? But he didn’t have to!
“And…” Now Brackenfur’s tail tip flicked, his face etched deep with worry.

 



“And?” Runningbrook prompted eagerly, head cocked with curiosity.

 

“I’m not sure now would be the best time to talk to Fireheart…” Brackenfur admitted, trading a
worried glance with Feathercloud.

 

Right, Feathercloud remembered with a trickle of fear down his spine. That. He glanced at the
WindClan cats.

 

“Do you want to tell them?” Brackenfur murmured.

 

Feathercloud blinked again. “Should we?”

 

“It’ll be known next Gathering either way,” Brackenfur said. “Or through gossiping patrols.”

 

“What?” Runningbrook meowed eagerly. “What will?”

 

“Something with Tigerstar?” Ravenwing’s fur pricked anxiously.

 

Feathercloud shook his head. “No,” he pawspoke. “With RiverClan.”

 

Airleap’s head jerked up, green eyes wide. “What happened with RiverClan?” There was concern in
his gaze. Though his old clan had treated him poorly, the brown and white tom still cared for them.
Feathercloud was almost surprised… but Airleap was a caring soul- though a touch lazy at times- just
like Brackenfur or Ravenwing.

 

Feathercloud took a deep breath, trying to calm his jittering nerves. Then, he released, speaking as
well as signing, “Leopardfur was exiled.”

Chapter End Notes

Lolling: Here's some of our notes for Feather's pawspeak btw!



Cats -
Feathercloud - flutter of ears (like feathers on wings)
Graystripe - fluff back fur and flick tail towards back (cause he’s fluffy)
Cricketheart - stand on tippytoes briefly (like a cricket hopping)
Dappletail - flicking tail up and down twice stiffly (also means mother)
Runningwind - three rapid, short pawswipes
Redtail - flicking tail left and right stiffly (also means father)
Fireheart - move front paw upwards, semi-above head (like fire bursting)
Ravenwing - raising paw upward at an angle (like a bird rising)
Barley - drawing paw across whiskers (also means wheat/long stalk of grass)
Brackenfur - bristling of fur with a paw outstretched
Tigerclaw - mouth pulled back in a silent roar, then claws splayed out
Snowkit - paw moving side to side and downwards (like snow falling)

Prey -
Mouse - forepaws quickly tapping with whiskers twitching

Locations/Groups -
ThunderClan - tail shoots up and bristles
RiverClan - wave tails slowly side to side like waves
ShadowClan - ears flat and tail flat, waving side to side stiffly
WindClan - ears forward with tail rippling up and down
StarClan - upward curled tail and staring upwards
Dark Forest - downward curved tail and staring downwards
Owl Tree - staring upwards with big eyes
Great Sycamore - standing tall on back legs

Movements/Attacks -
(generally same as canon)
Fight/attack - quick paw swipe with tail raised suddenly
Hunt - slow paw swipe with tail low

Enemies -
Fox - ears flip all the way back, muzzle curls into snarl
Badger - down low, lumber around
Dog - wrinkling nose

Emotions -
Happy/good - upwards kinked tail
bad/mean/rude - downwards kinked tail
Sad/upset - ears and tail flat/drooping
Evil/unforgivable - claws unsheathing and paw curling downwards
Determined/focused -
Agreement - a nod with rapidly twitching whiskers and perked ears
Alert/startled - tail kinking towards back with ears forward
Crazy/stupid - whiskers droop and curl and ears twitch downward

Questions -
Why/What/How - Multiple whisker twitches, curled inwards
Where - ears rotating/swiveling
When - point at sky and make a circle (like the moon)



Other/Miscellaneous -
Pregnant/Queen - double tap belly with front paw
Death/dead/killed - left paw swipe with claws curled in
“I love you” - paw on chest and slow blink
“Thanks” (quick/brief) - whiskers twitching with a sharp nod
“Thank you” (meaningful) - bowed head, closed/blinking eyes, with whiskers twitching
Dare - circular motion over chest
“Well done”/”Good job” - paw on chest, moved quickly left
Greeting/”Hello” - paw wave or whisker twitch
They/them/a group - paw splayed out, showing toes, gesturing to group if present



Bluestar Goes Into Rant Mode (Shut Up Already Frostfur!)

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Fireheart stared in shock at the gathered RiverClan cats. Powerful and snide deputy Leopardfur’s
golden-spotted fur was ruffled, a few flecks of dried blood littering her shoulders. Muscular, blue-
furred Stonefur, the secret son of Bluestar, sat beside her, his posture tense and his eyes hard yet filled
with worry. The tortoiseshell and white pelt of small warrior Mosspelt was pressed against the bluish-
black pelt of apprentice Reedpaw, though he was as big as her.

 

Sandstorm’s light-colored pelt bristled, both in shock and fury. “What are you doing on our territory?”
Sandstorm demanded, her claws unfurling.

 

“Sunningrocks is RiverClan’s ancestral territory,” spat Leopardfur, but then her anger vanished,
replaced by a deep exhaustion.

 

“We didn’t plan on staying,” Stonefur answered, his head bowed.

 

“What happened?” Fireheart demanded, staring at Graystripe. Why had his apprentice brought these
RiverClan cats here? …Why did they seem so defeated?

 

“It’s none of ThunderClan’s business,” Mosspelt sniffed, though her eyes kept flickering around as if
she expected an attack.

 

“You’re on our territory,” growled Sandstorm again, tail lashing behind her. “You’ve made it our
business.”

 

“Please, Fireheart,” Graystripe murmured, staring earnestly into Fireheart’s eyes. “It’s terrible.
Lightningfur attacked Leopardfur and…” He trailed off, eyes wide with worry and horror. Fireheart
sucked in a breath. His sister had attacked her own clan’s deputy? …He knew she was brash and
violent, but surely not that treacherous? Had she done it in a fit of untempered rage? …Or had it been
plotted? 
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His mind flickered to when Lightningfur had tried to tempt him into dethroning Tigerstar of his
deputyship, back when he was ThunderClan’s deputy… She had backed off when she’d realized he
hadn’t been as serious as her about becoming a deputy…

 

Suddenly, he realized Lightningfur must be deputy now. Thistlestar wouldn’t hesitate to make his own
daughter deputy now that the spot was free.

 

His heart filled with dread. Perhaps a few moons ago, he would have felt happy for his sister…

 

…Now he felt certain her thirst for battles and self-indulgent attitude would lead RiverClan to ruin.

 

“Well, you’re alive,” Sandstorm stated, eying Leopardfur suspiciously. “You lot decided to take
Lightningfur into your ranks knowing what a bratty fox-heart she was. Shouldn’t you have just exiled
her, then?”

 

Leopardfur’s golden fur bristled, her teeth bared. “Like Thistlestar would exile his own precious
daughter!” she spat.

 

The fur along Sandstorm’s spine began to rise. “He got rid of Airleap easy enough,” she commented
in a clipped tone. Fireheart blinked, surprised at how defensive she seemed of his WindClan brother.
Then he remembered that Sandstorm and Airleap had been on the journey to find WindClan and bring
them back home.

 

“He killed Whiteclaw,” growled Leopardfur, eyes blazing with fury. “His own clanmate. He was no
RiverClan cat.”

 

“He was a bit pathetic,” Mosspelt agreed, and though her voice was soft, her tone sounded
unforgiving. “He could never catch a fish and just got fat on our catches.”

 

“ThunderClan didn’t train him well,” Stonefur added.

 

“Bold words coming from lowlife RiverClannies!” Sandstorm snapped, and even Fireheart bristled.

 



“Wait!” Graystripe interrupted, shoving himself between his old and new clanmates. “Please, don’t
fight! Fighting won’t do anything! Lightningfur lied, Fireheart. She said Leopardfur attacked her, and
cats backed her up. Thistlestar exiled Leopardfur, and we,” he flicked his tail to the gathered cats,
“followed her… We have nowhere to go.”

 

Leopardfur snarled. “We’re not begging ThunderClan for help!” she said. “Run to them if you want,
Graystripe, but we’re real RiverClan warriors.”

 

“You’re outcasts,” Sandstorm pointed out bluntly, eyes narrowed without a fleck of hospitality.

 

Fireheart was more sympathetic. “You don’t have to beg,” he said. “Rogue life is fit for no true
warrior. I’ll talk to Bluestar and see if she’ll grant you sanction in our camp, like RiverClan did for us
during the fire.” Internally, he winced. How would he ever convince the maddened leader to give
RiverClan cats shelter?

 

But his eyes flickered to Stonefur… Would seeing her long lost son spark the sympathy in her heart…
or would it only madden her further to meet the son she’d bore and given up, who would only see her
as the leader of an enemy clan?

 

“We don’t need ThunderClan’s help!” Leopardfur snarled. “Much less from the son of the cat who
just unrightfully cast us out of our home!”

 

“Yeah!” Reedpaw echoed in agreement, but Fireheart could see the fear in the young apprentice’s
gray-blue eyes.

 

“Fireheart’s not anything like Thistlestar!” Graystripe defended his friend.

 

Leopardfur snorted. “Doesn’t matter if he’s not like him,” she growled. “He likes him. Who's to say he
won’t just turn us back over to his father like a good little son?”

 

Hurt flashed painfully in Fireheart’s chest. He tipped his head to the exiled deputy. “I would never do
that,” he meowed. He hesitated, pain in the words he would say, but he forced them out anyway, for
they were true, “Thistlestar isn’t a good cat. He hurts others when it benefits him.”

 



His chest felt squeezed as he spoke those words. But he’s good to me! his heart cried desperately. He’s
my father! I love him! I want him to be proud of me.

 

Leopardfur curled her lip. “So you’ve had a sudden change of heart? I thought you worshiped your
father. You always seemed so cozy whenever you two had a chat, especially in RiverClan territory.”
She snorted, rolling her eyes. “Like I’d believe a word of mousedung from you.”

 

Sandstorm hissed angrily beside him, but Fireheart brushed his mate’s side with his tail tip. He
blinked thankfully at her, then spoke, “It wasn’t a sudden change of heart… Well, not completely. As I
got older, I thought some things he did were… wrong… but…” He ducked his head shamefully. “But
it wasn’t until Bluestar sat me down and explained everything she could that I truly started to see how
horrible he was… He… He…” He shook his head. “Well, I don’t need to tell you how he is. You
probably know him better than I ever did.” Fireheart had only ever known the loving father who
trained him in his dreams… Conversations with Thistlestar in the waking world had always been
somewhat awkward when cats were around to see them.

 

It made me feel like I was doing something wrong… because I was. I was supporting him… what he
did to my mother… 

 

He couldn’t think of that right now. Right now, Graystripe needed help. RiverClan needed help.

 

“I promise you, no clan hates Thistlestar more than ThunderClan,” he meowed firmly. Even Frostfur
didn’t seem to like the tom, though she claimed he ‘wouldn’t have to be a traitor’ if ThunderClan
hadn’t cast him out. “Bluestar especially. She’ll see reason.” And a way to stop Thistlestar’s power
from growing. If she was clear-minded enough today, that is.

 

Leopardfur stared stubbornly at Fireheart, fur still bristling. “Please, Leopardfur,” Graystripe pleaded.
“Where else will we go?”

 

Fireheart saw Leopardfur’s whiskers twitch in thought. Then, she relented, “Fine.” She begrudgingly
smoothed her pelt. “Let us speak to Bluestar. If she allows us shelter… then we will stay until
Thistlestar is stripped off his nine lives just like Brokenstar.”

 

Fireheart felt a small chill up his spine at the reminder of the old ShadowClan leader. Would
Thistlestar end up just like him - dead?

 



What other choice is there? Thistlestar won’t give up his leadership… it’s all he’s ever wanted, of
himself, and from us. He and his siblings were supposed to rule alongside their father…

 

…and with Fireheart and Lightningfur deputy, it seemed like he was getting that wish.

 

Fireheart tipped his head to Leopardfur and her clanmates, then gestured for her to follow along. He
led the way back to camp, and Sandstorm matched his pace. She leaned his head and murmured to
him, “Are you sure this is the right thing to do? RiverClan’s drama isn’t our business.”

 

“It is when it involves Thistlestar,” he whispered back. “This could be bad for ThunderClan.”

 

Sandstorm frowned, skeptical, but didn’t press him further. Graystripe came almost frolicking up to
Fireheart’s other side. Fireheart’s tail raised as his friend’s fluffy fur brushed against him, and he
smiled. The excitement was clear in Graystripe’s yellow eyes. Even after all this time, his heart still
belonged to ThunderClan.

 

Then Fireheart frowned. Graystripe had left ThunderClan for his kits… but where were they now?

 

As Fireheart padded towards the camp with the RiverClan cats on his tail, he saw the white pelt of
Feathercloud leap to his paws. The tom had been guarding at the top of the gorge leading to the clan’s
entrance, since Bluestar had insisted they have guards at all times. His whiskers twitched thrice in
question, his tail stiff behind him.

 

Fireheart fluttered his ears, then flicked his curled tail tip and raised a paw. “Feathercloud, go,” he
said without speaking. Then, he raised a paw and, with a claw, made a line on his forehead.
“Bluestar,” he pawspoke. Leopardfur gave him a strange look.

 

Feathercloud nodded and raced down the gorge. Fireheart turned to the RiverClan cats. “Watch your
pawsteps,” he meowed to them, staring at Reedpaw and Mosspelt in particular, for he knew
Leopardfur and Stonefur had walked this path before. “It’s steep.”

 

Sandstorm waited at the top of the short but rocky cliffside, while Fireheart leaped down. “It’s easy,”
Graystripe purred to Reedpaw when the apprentice nervously stared down. “Just look where you're
jumping and make sure you have all four paws down.” He jumped down to one rock, then the next,
until he landed with a thump at Fireheart’s side. Fireheart smiled at the gray tom. It was good to see
that Graystripe did have some camaraderie with his RiverClan clanmates.



 

Reedpaw hesitantly followed, then Stonefur, who gently encouraged the apprentice down on the last
jump. Mosspelt followed less fearfully than the apprentice, and Leopardfur leaped down with ease.
Sandstorm followed, and Fireheart watched nervously as she grunted with effort as she landed. Her
growing belly must be knocking her off balance. But he also knew he’d get his ears chewed if he said
anything.

 

So he turned and led the RiverClan cats into camp, a small purr in his throat as he saw the excitement
in Graystripe’s eyes.

 

A yowl lit the camp when Fireheart entered. “RiverClan cats!” Halftail called the alarm.

 

“Fireheart’s brought them,” Smallear said with much suspicion, eying the deputy.

 

“Is that Graystripe with ‘em?” meowed One-eye, squinting her good eye at the tom as though she
wasn’t quite sure.

 

“Leopardfur!” gasped senior apprentice Thornpaw, his fur bristling. His sister Brightpaw was right
beside him, and Ashpaw was wide-eyed too.

 

“The RiverClan deputy? What does she want?” Ashpaw meowed.

 

“Shush,” hissed Dustpelt, slinking up to his apprentice and flicking his tail over the speckled gray
tom’s ear. “Quiet. This is for Bluestar to speak on.” Ashpaw ducked his head, cowed, but his light
blue eyes were still alight with curiosity.

 

The clan’s murmurs silenced, and Fireheart kept his head high as all their eyes were on him and the
RiverClan cats. Feathercloud was reappearing from Bluestar’s den, and Fireheart’s chest clenched for
a moment when Bluestar did not immediately follow. Then, the old leader shoved head through the
gap in the rocks, and padded forth. Her eyes were dull, her muzzle was gray, and her fur was unkempt
without even a hint of an intent on grooming. But her ears swiveled and her whiskers raised as she
spotted the RiverClan patrol.

 

She hissed, teeth bared. “What is the meaning of this?”



 

“Bluestar.” Fireheart bowed his head to his leader as he stepped forward. “These cats have been
exiled from RiverClan.”

 

Gasps broke out. “Exiled!” called many, aghast. Frostfur was among them, her bright eyes alight with
intrigue and curiosity. She looked almost like her old self, much younger and brighter, instead of the
snarling, paranoid, and mean-spirited cat Fireheart knew her as now. Her blue gaze swept over the
RiverClan cats, studying them carefully.

 

Drama, Fireheart thought dully. The way to Frostfur’s heart.

 

“And you’ve brought them into our camp?” growled Bluestar, her eyes narrowed unkindly. But
Fireheart saw her gaze flicker to Stonefur, lingering.

 

Her kits, he thought. A way to speak to Bluestar’s heart, I hope… Whatever’s left of it.

 

“They seek shelter,” Fireheart explained, then gestured his tail at Leopardfur. The spotted she-cat
stepped forward. There was a hardness in her gaze as she stared up at Bluestar, perhaps a bit of
disgust. Then she bowed deeply to the ThunderClan leader.

 

“Thistlestar exiled me on his daughter’s word,” she explained. “Lightningfur attacked me when we
were alone. She tried to kill me. If Mosspelt’s patrol hadn’t found us, one of us would have been
dead.” She paused, and an ominous silence hung in the air. Who would have been dead was a question
that would go unanswered. “But the other cats-... Lightningfur told them I attacked her . And they
believed her.” Leopardfur’s muzzle curled in fury. “Thistlestar exiled me without even giving me a
chance to explain the truth, and had my own clanmates chase me off…”

 

“And we choose to go with her,” Mosspelt added, head high and defiant as she glared at the
ThunderClan cats around her. “Because we could see the truth. Thistlestar and Lightningfur are
leading RiverClan into ruin!”

 

“He wouldn’t even let me take my kits with me!” choked out Graystripe, the excitement in his eyes
finally dying. Deep grief and worry was etched into his face.

 



“We have no choice but to seek sanctuary in the other clans,” Leopardfur continued, staring up at
Bluestar firmly. “ThunderClan hates Thistlestar for betraying them. We hate Thistlestar for corrupting
our once beautiful clan. It only seems a right alliance to make. In return for shelter, we will hunt for
you, and together we might find a way to defeat Thistlestar.”

 

No cat spoke. Everyone’s head was turned to Bluestar. The elderly she-cat stared down at Leopardfur
without an ounce of pity. Fireheart’s heart thumped nervously in his chest. Would she turn them
away?

 

There was a deep, hateful growl in Bluestar’s when she finally spoke. But her eyes slowly gazed upon
all of her warriors, her clanmates. “This is what Thistlestar would have done to ThunderClan if he had
led instead of I,” she rambled. “He would have chosen battle upon battle. He would have treated the
weak without sympathy, and given power only to his kin and his friends. ThunderClan would have
become what a cesspool RiverClan is now.” Fireheart tensed when he saw Leopardfur’s pelt bristle.

 

But it wasn’t Leopardfur he would have to worry about. Bluestar arched her back and spat, “You
should all be grateful I am leader instead of that mongrel!” Her eyes snapped to where Dustpelt and
Darkstripe stood. “Ambitious and violent cats like that only led the clans to disgrace. Cats like
Tigerclaw and Lightningfur should be exiled from all the clans, not allowed to rise to power! You’re
all fools for trusting them!” She caterwauled.

 

Her loud yowl startled many of the cats in camp. He saw Creekflower winced and pull Cliffpaw close,
and Cinderpelt flattened her ears in worry, exchanging a glance with Spottedleaf. Even Speckletail
seemed uneasy, shoving Mistlekit and Snowkit back into the nursery, and Bramblekit and Tawnykit
too. Goldenflower’s eyes were wide, and she seemed frozen to the spot as she stared in horror at
Bluestar.

 

Even Leopardfur exchanged a glance with Stonefur.

 

But it was Frostfur who seemed to revel in Bluestar’s unseemly outburst. She leaped forward, eyes
shining. “Yes!” she meowed, tone delighted. “Look at what Spottedleaf’s curse has done to the clans!
If she and Thistlestar had never had kits, none of this would have happened! Lightningfur never
would have been born, and Tigerstar never would have-”

 

“Silence!” snapped Bluestar, and Frostfur jumped back, fur puffed up like a dandelion. Her mouth
clamped shut and she stared up at Bluestar with wide eyes. “You know nothing of curses!” Frostfur
didn’t shrink away this time, her eyes hardening, but Bluestar had already turned her gaze away from
Frostfur. The old she-cat’s gaze stared blankly out at nothing as she whispered, “Nothing…”

 



With a chill down his spine, Fireheart wondered if Bluestar thought she was the cursed one.

 

Bluestar’s haunted gaze finally settled onto the RiverClan cats. Fireheart didn’t miss the way Stonefur
tensed under her intense gaze. Fireheart cringed, worried. Couldn’t she be a little less obvious?

 

“Leopardfur and her cats will be allowed to stay in ThunderClan. In return for our shelter, they will
hunt for us, and they will give us information about Thistlestar and RiverClan.” Fireheart saw
Leopardfur’s tail tip twitch with a frown at that. “ And, ” Bluestar continued, a slight curl returning to
her lip, “They will have guards with them at all times.”

 

Fireheart frowned, gaze flickering to his clanmates. Of course the exiled RiverClan cats should have
guards, but would they have enough warriors to guard all of them when they also had extra patrols
and guards for camp…? He’d have to start assigning apprentices onto these duties. Swiftpaw,
Lynxpaw, Brightpaw, and Thornpaw were more than capable of patrolling alone together. Swiftpaw
was older than Brackenfur, for StarClan’s sake! Though, Brackenfur was an unusually mature young
warrior, and Swiftpaw was… not.

 

“And don’t think I’ve forgotten about you Graystripe,” Bluestar growled, her eyes narrowed
dangerously on the gray-furred tom. Graystripe shrank down, his eyes wide and pleading. Fireheart
heard an echoing hiss and saw Darkstripe lashing his tail beside Dustpelt and Lynxpaw. “You’ll have
a guard with you at all times too, traitor.”

 

“Traitor!” Dustpelt yowled out, dusty-brown fur bristling. Lynxpaw copied her friend’s call,
“Traitor!” The cats around them- Ashpaw, Brightpaw, and Thornpaw- hissed too, and Darkstripe’s tail
kept thrashing as he stared angrily at his half-brother.

 

Fireheart’s chest squeezed in a mix of worry and anger. He wanted to order his clanmates to stop their
beratement- but they weren’t wrong. Graystripe had been a traitor to ThunderClan; meeting with
Silverstream in secret, having kits with her, leaving for RiverClan… But he was not a traitor like
Tigerstar was, or even Lightningfur. He was just so very, very foolish.

 

Fireheart looked desperately up at Bluestar. The old blue-gray she-cat had not silenced their outburst.
Instead, she watched on with narrowed eyes.

 

“Leopardfur, I shall speak with you in my den,” Bluestar announced, and Fireheart felt his insides
squirm. On one paw, he was happy Bluestar was making decisions… On the other, how disastrous
would that conversation go? Would Bluestar let him be there to mediate? “Brindleface and
Creekflower, ready the prisoner’s den for them. They will not be sleeping in the warrior’s den.”



 

Darkstripe’s ears pricked. “The prisoner’s den was dismantled when we used the bramble to rebuild
the-”

 

“Well then remake it!” Bluestar snapped, fur bristling, and Darkstripe’s ears folded back in surprise.
She lashed her tail. “Meeting dismissed. Get back to your duties,” she ordered all of the clan as she
abruptly turned and stormed off to her den. Fireheart stared in shock.

 

“What a warm welcome,” Mosspelt muttered dryly.

 

Leopardfur’s ear twitched. “I wasn’t expecting a feast,” she responded. “But it seems the glimpse we
had of Bluestar when she sheltered in our camp was true of her current…” Leopardfur’s muzzle
scrunched as she tried to think of a word.

 

“Don’t you dare speak ill of our leader,” Creekflower growled warningly as she padded up with
Brindleface, and Fireheart felt grateful for his sister’s defense. “She’s giving you shelter and a chance
to fight back at Thistlestar.”

 

Leopardfur raised her chin up. “Of course,” she meowed silkily. “And I have a meeting with her.”
Leopardfur padded past Fireheart, eying him, as she walked to Highrock.

 

“I’ll come with,” Fireheart meowed. He followed after her, then paused. He turned and called,
“Lynxpaw and Thornpaw, take Brindleface’s place on the next hunting patrol. Cherryfur and Longtail,
you’ll be the RiverClan cats’ guard this night.”

 

Thornpaw’s eyes widened and Lynxpaw’s ears flicked in surprise, but Lynxpaw nodded determinedly,
raising her head. But Fireheart didn’t miss the way she turned to Swiftpaw and murmured, “This must
mean we’ll be warriors soon.” He tried not to wince, and instead watched as Creekflower called for
Elderpaw.

 

“Come help us rebuild the den,” Creekflower told her apprentice as she bounded up. “You’re great at
it.” Elderpaw puffed out her chest.

 

“Can I help?” Reedpaw meowed timidly, padding up. “I helped rebuild dens when I was a kit, when
camp flooded.”



 

Elderpaw’s ears flicked. “Woah! Your camp flooded?”

 

“Yeah!” Reedpaw perked up a bit. “It was crazy. I nearly drowned!”

 

Fireheart smiled as the apprentices got along with ease. Then, he let out a breath.

 

Time to enter the lion’s den.
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Sorrelkit missed Darkstripe’s tail by a whisker, and he let out a low purr as she scrambled her
forepaws around, eyes still eagerly fixed on his striped tail. He swished it back and forth, tantalizing
her, and her amber eyes flicked back and forth with it, ears twitching as she gave a happy mew and
leaped again.

 

Sootkit joined her sister in hunting their prey, while quiet Rainkit looked on, not participating in the
game, but still curiously watching.

 

Darkstripe could remember when Graystripe was this small, when he would frisk around with
Cricketkit and Featherkit, trying to catch Darkstripe’s tail, or playfully growl as he gave his older
brother love bites on the ears.

 

The black tabby glanced up to where his brother was lingering with the RiverClan tom Stonefur, both
quietly conversing with each other.

 

He felt a curl of disgust seeing RiverClan cats in ThunderClan’s camp. Even if they had been their
guests for nearly a full moon (a full moon! Sorrelkit, Sootkit, and Rainkit had grown up around the
stinking fish-breaths), he despised how Fireheart had let them seek shelter here in the heart of their
territory. How did they know that Thistlestar just hadn’t sent them to spy on his enemies with a sob
story to back them up?

 

Another glance at Graystripe had Darkstripe’s heart stirring with fear. Was Graystripe in on it too?
Did he really fail his little brother so badly that he had not only chosen RiverClan over his birth clan ,
but he would also play spy for their sworn enemy?

 

Then again… Darkstripe thought darkly. Graystripe’s mentor had been Fireheart. He’s the one who
really failed him!

 

He could see it. Lightningfur must have befriended his half-brother, and used Graystripe’s
mentor/apprentice bond with Fireheart to agree to spy on his birth clan.

 



Over by Graystripe and Stonefur, Fireheart had paused to whisper something to them, making
Darkstripe instantly suspicious. What was he telling them? Fireheart should be careful with what he
told them - they’d take it right back to Thistlestar, after all!

 

Although, Fireheart had admitted that he used to meet Thistlestar in his dreams…why would he need
to pass a message along through the RiverClan so-called “exiles” when he could simply do it there?

 

Once more, everything came back to Fireheart…and his curse.

 

The deputy should have tried harder to overcome his curse! Darkstripe narrowed his eyes and lashed
his tail, only slowing it at Sootkit’s plaintiff mewl. Fireheart shouldn’t have let Ravenwing’s
accusations go to his head - or perhaps Ravenwing had been working with Thistlestar all along? He
had been in contact with Brokentail after all, through Copperleaf of course. Maybe they all had been
in on the plot to exile Tigerstar from his rightful clan!

 

Ravenwing’s lies had lead Fireheart on his hare-brained schemes that had gotten him in trouble with
Bluestar and ThunderClan, and yet Ravenwing had managed to convince his former friend so
thoroughly that the red tom had been willing to get rid of Tigerstar, the warrior they had both fiercely
admired as kits!

 

The curse had truly taken hold of Fireheart and corrupted him, and it pained Darkstripe that there was
most likely nothing he could do to save his ex-best friend from it. Thistlestar, Ravenwing,
Creekflower, Lightningfur, Copperleaf….

 

They had all taken Darkstripe’s closest friend, used him, and changed him into an agent of the Place
of No Stars.

 

Fireheart’s curse must have consumed him entirely when he hadn’t let Tigerstar kill Bluestar.

 

It was obvious now, in hindsight, that the curse had gotten a grip on her then and it was even stronger
now with her deranged behavior. If Fireheart had just let Tigerstar do StarClan’s will, then
ThunderClan would be better off!

 

Who knows…maybe Fireheart would still be in reach of saving then. He may have been the only cat
affected by the curse that they could have saved, but it was too late now.



 

Bluestar still lived with the curse infecting her mind, body, and spirit.

 

Fireheart was obviously reeling under all the pressure dropped on him with Tigerstar’s exile.

 

ThunderClan’s leadership was cursed, no doubt about that.

 

Darkstripe sighed as he finally let his little sisters nab his tail, not bothered when they started chewing
on it.

 

I wish Tigerstar was here, he miserably thought. I need his guidance.

 

Tigerstar always knew what to do, even if what needed to be done made Darkstripe hesitate at times.
He hadn’t been pleased , really, that Tigerstar had deemed Bluestar necessary to die, but he
understood his reasoning and believed it was sound.

 

And if Tigerstar had become ThunderClan’s leader, instead of ShadowClan’s, then Darkstripe would
have been his deputy. They would have nobly ruled together, purging their beloved clan of StarClan’s
curse - like Creekflower, her kittypet kits, and any other cats aiding the curse - and the Place of No
Stars.

 

Light pawsteps made Darkstripe’s ear twitch, and he angled his head to the side and groaned.

 

The worst of Fireheart’s followers .

 

Cherryfur’s orange and white pelt was ruffled in its usual way, with tufts of fur spiked in random
places while her amber eyes glittered with her usual cheer. She would have been the first to go, in
Darkstripe’s opinion.

 

He was immediately annoyed by her presence, yet he didn’t protest as she plopped down at his side.

 



“Fireheart wants us to go hunt,” she said, purring as she jabbed a paw out for Rainkit to sniff before
quickly pulling it away as Sorrelkit, abandoning Darkstripe’s tail, attempted to snap down on the new
chewy surface. “Friendly little ones, aren’t you?” she teased the kits, leaning down, and Darkstripe
felt a small frown form as his youngest siblings batted at Cherryfur’s whiskers, but gave an
acknowledging nod to her words.

 

“Fine, let’s go then,” he grumbled, wiggling his tail out of Sootkit’s grasp before licking her head as
she whined at her stolen prey. “I’ll come back later,” he promised her as he and Cherryfur left for the
entrance tunnel.

 

“Fireheart suggested hunting by the RiverClan border, that way we kill two birds with one pounce,”
Cherryfur explained as they hiked through the woods. “We can hunt, but also keep a lookout for any
RiverClan warriors who tracked Leopardfur here.”

 

Darkstripe just grunted in acknowledgement, not putting any hope in managing to catch RiverClan
spies when they had quite a few already in their camp.

 

For a moment, when they reached the crest of a hill, they simply looked out over the river. You
wouldn’t think there was corruption, espionage, and treachery over there, Darkstripe found himself
thinking as he gazed at the beautiful territory of RiverClan. ThunderClan’s territory, by comparison,
looked like a Twoleg dump with its blackened trees, smoke-stained cats, and burnt ground.

 

Could the curse have also caused the fire? It had killed Patchpelt, who was Spottedleaf’s older brother
and the reason why Robinwing and Fuzzypelt had problems in their relationship oh-so long ago. Not
to mention he spent a night with Goldenflower and didn’t bother to become her mate, leaving
Tigerstar to pick up the pieces of the golden queen’s heart.

 

But Yellowfang had also died.

 

She was also part of the curse, since she befriended and defended Spottedleaf from Frostfur and
Speckletail’s warnings, but she was also level-headed and no-nonsense, so of course she wouldn’t put
much stock in curses.

 

But Darkstripe had left her to help Runningwind drag Halftail along - on Fireheart’s orders.

 



Had Runningwind really needed his help? Halftail was already up the ravine, away from any
immediate danger, so why had Fireheart told Darkstripe to help?

 

A terrible thought hit him as he sniffed the undergrowth for prey. Had it been a set up? Maybe
Yellowfang had found something out about their family, and Fireheart and Runningwind had
concocted a plan to silence her!

 

(But Fireheart had also needed to rescue Bramblekit, trapped in a burning tree, and couldn’t have
helped the weakening Runningwind carry an unconscious Halftail.

 

Darkstripe still steadily ignored that fact.)

 

Huffing, the black tabby parted his jaws, and suspiciously narrowed his eyes as he spotted Cherryfur
still staring across the river. He stalked up to her and growled, “You want to ditch ThunderClan for
RiverClan like your kin?”

 

“Do you?” she shot back with a slight, challenging stare that made Darkstripe snap his mouth shut. He
didn’t need the reminder that he was also kin to the cursed cats - but he wasn’t affected by it! He saw
the truth, so he was safe!

 

(Right?)

 

Cherryfur was back to staring across the river. After a quiet moment, she admitted with a murmur,
“I’m worried about Lizardflight.” She swiveled her gaze back into Darkstripe, and he stiffened at their
amber depths, frozen like prey before a hawk. “I hope she’s doing alright.”

 

Darkstripe then snapped himself out of that stupor. A sneer curled on his muzzle. “She didn’t leave
with Leoaprdfur, so she’s a traitor like all the rest.” 

 

A flare of satisfaction swelled in him as Cherryfur’s eyes flashed with hurt and anger. “You really
don’t have any sort of compassion, do you?” she snapped hotly. “At least Lizardflight has a heart, and
the desire to care for others - unlike you !” She rose to her paws and stood nose-to-nose with the black
tabby, who had to go cross-eyed to keep her angry expression in view. “She actually cares about
others, no matter where they come from!”

 



Darkstripe shrunk away, averting his eyes, but still muttered, “True warriors are the only ones worth
caring about.”

 

Cherryfur glared at him. “Then I guess nobody cares about you.”

 

Her fridged words rooted Darkstripe to the spot, and he felt the world tilt beneath his paws as the
ginger and white she-cat stormed off.

 

His eyes were wide as he stared, shell-shocked, after her, heart tight in his chest.

 

How had she been able to say that so coldly?

 

He shivered.

 

How had she so shamelessly spoken his deepest fear?

 

 

Creekflower couldn’t stand the tension in ThunderClan’s camp. Cats had been very unhappy about the
exiled RiverClan cat’s sheltering in their clan, as they had been for a little over a half-moon. The next
Gathering was approaching fast, and Creekflower had no idea what would happen, what with
Tigerstar as leader of ShadowClan, Lightningfur as RiverClan’s deputy, and Leopardfur with
ThunderClan…

 

It stressed her out so much, she had Cherryfur train Elderpaw instead today.

 

Now, her paws carried her to the place they always carried her: Oliver’s garden.

 

She knew she should have stopped visiting him long ago… If cats like Longtail or Frostfur found out
she still visited her kittypet mate, well… it wouldn’t end well. But Fireheart and Cherryfur had her
back. And Cloudpaw and Cliffpaw loved visiting their father too, and Storm.

 



Storm! Her long lost kit!

 

Her paws raced harder. She dashed through Treecutplace, then leaped onto the familiar white fence.

 

“Oliver!” she called. “Storm!”

 

“Creekflower!” The fluffy white tom came darting forward, the tags on his collar jingling. “Oh it’s so
great to see you again! You haven’t been here in so long! Is everything okay? Are you hungry?”

 

She leaped down and greeted Oliver with a warm nuzzle. She drank in his pleasant scent, breathing
out a sigh of relief. “Everything’s as okay as it can be,” she murmured. “Stressful, is all.”

 

“Oh no,” Oliver meowed sympathetically, blinking his blue eyes at her. “Do you want some gravy?
My housefolk gave us some. It’s really good.”

 

Creekflower hesitated a moment. She shouldn’t take Twoleg food… but gravy tasted really good.
“Sure,” she agreed, then padded after him as he led her to the window sill. She hesitated once more.
“Are your housefolk there?” She didn’t want them to take her again.

 

Oliver shook his head. “No. They just left.” His eyes brightened. “They really like Storm too!”

 

Creekflower blinked. “They haven’t gotten other housefolk to take him away?”

 

“No,” Oliver meowed. “It’s strange… They never did that when Smudge would visit either. Maybe
they just like tomcats?” He cocked his head with a frown. “No, they like Hattie too…”

 

Creekflower tensed her muscles and leaped up to the window sill and glanced inside the Twoleg den.
It was empty. Then the scent of gravy hit her nose and her mouth watered. She leaned down and
lapped up the delicious cream. “Where is Storm?” she asked.

 

“He’s inside still,” Oliver meowed. “I’ll go fetch him!” He leaped down and ran to the den’s door,
where there was a small flap at the bottom. “Storm! Storm!” Creekflower watched through the



window as the gray face of Storm poked out from a corner. His tail rose and the gray-pointed white
tom ran forward and slinked outside.

 

“Creekflower! Hi,” Storm meowed, a touch shyly as he joined her on the window sill. “Is Cliffpaw
with you?” He glanced eagerly around. Creekflower smiled. He got along well with his adoptive
sister, much more than with boisterous Cloudpaw.

 

“Sadly not,” she meowed. “She’s training with Runningwind. StarClan knows how well that is going,
though. I sent Cherryfur and Elderpaw with them.”

 

“Elderpaw,” Oliver repeated thoughtfully, tilting his head. “Elderpaw… That names familiar… Did
you adopt another kit?”

 

Creekflower laughed, purring. “No, no. Elderpaw’s my apprentice. She’s Brindleface’s kit. You know,
the queen who helped me nurse Cloudpaw and Lizardflight?”

 

“Lizardflight!” Storm meowed, his eyes brightening in intrigue. “Cliffpaw said she got her warrior
name. Lizardflight,” he repeated. “That’s so… It’s kind of weird, but I like it…”

 

“Medicine cat name,” Creekflower corrected politely. “And yes, it is weird. Lizards don’t fly. But I
think it’s poetic. She’s taken flight to a new clan- a new path.”

 

“Oh, the names are symbolic?” Storm blinked. “That’s… cool. Is- is my name symbolic? I mean, I’m
not a clancat, but you gave me a clanname right?”

 

“Well, Storm by itself isn’t a clanname,” Creekflower meowed. “You were named Stormkit, as all kits
are named with kit, and all apprentices with paw.”

 

“Oh,” Storm said, glancing at his paws, disappointed.

 

“Storm is a very pretty name, though!” Oliver meowed, brushing against his son’s shoulder
sympathetically. “Nice and simple, like my name!” His eyes shone with pride.

 



Creekflower smiled. “I named you Stormkit because your pelt was white and gray like a storm. I
thought one day you might become a Stormpelt or Stormface… Or perhaps something cooler,” she
teased, nudging him, “like Stormstrike or Stormheart.”

 

Storm’s tail rose happily. Then, he pawed the sill nervously. “Maybe… maybe one day it still could
be?”

 

Creekflower’s smile widened. For her son to join her in ThunderClan would be amazing! (...But when
everything was so horrible…? The clan wouldn’t be very happy to have another mouth to feed…)

 

“Well,” Oliver said, suddenly frowning. He wrapped his tail around Storm. “Let’s not be too hasty…
The clans aren’t very safe right now, and Scourge isn’t being very nice. Even Night’s being rude.
You’re safe here.”

 

Creekflower frowned, glancing at her mate. He wasn’t one to ‘rain on someone’s parade’ (whatever a
parade was), yet he didn’t seem to want Storm to pursue being a warrior… He’d seem very possessive
of Storm, actually. But Creekflower didn’t want to argue with Oliver, so instead she asked, “Has
everything been okay? Has BloodClan been bothering you?”

 

“Oh, a little bit,” Oliver meowed dismissively, flicking a paw. “It’s mostly been Night telling Storm
what a mistake he’s made betraying BloodClan but also that he should come back and grovel for
Scourge’s forgiveness.” Then he smiled, glancing at Storm. “But my housefolk have really taken to
Storm! They love him, and cuddle him even more than me.” Storm ducked his head with a smile.

 

“I didn’t think housefolk could be so nice,” Storm admitted.

 

“They’ve been giving us a lot of treats recently too.” Then Oliver frowned. “But they have been
putting away all our nests and favorite toys! And they’re away a lot more. It’s odd.”

 

Creekflower frowned. Twolegs had been behaving rather suspiciously recently. Sandstorm had told
her how Twolegs had been wandering the forest a while back. Brindleface, Mousefur, and Cherryfur
had agreed that it was really weird.

 

But when were Twolegs not weird and unpredictable.

 



“Twolegs do strange things a lot,” Creekflower meowed. “I’d be wary if I were you.”

 

Oliver huffed, puffing out almost defensively. “I trust my housefolk,” he said firmly. “They are being
strange, but no stranger than you clancats.”

 

“Us clancats?” Creekflower meowed, starting to bristle too at Oliver’s tone. “What is that supposed to
mean?”

 

Oliver immediately deflated. “Nothing,” he meowed. He leaned forward and brushed his muzzle
against hers. “I guess I’m just stressed with my housefolk being all weird, and… and I really like
having Storm here.” He met her gaze, firm yet very pleading. A zap of understanding flashed through
Creekflower- he didn’t want Storm to leave him. She felt a little guilty then, being so eager to have
Storm with her…

 

“I understand,” Creekflower meowed, licking his ear with a short purr. “Clanlife hasn’t been anything
but stressful recently…” She sighed, then looked down at the bowl of gravy. “You got anymore of this
stuff?”

 

Oliver lit up. “Do I!”
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“Are you sure about this?” Feathercloud pawspoke to Brackenfur with a worried frown.

 

“Absolutely,” Brackenfur signed back with a confident flick of his tail. “Fireheart’s a great deputy.
He’ll understand.”

 

“Understand that I’ve been meeting in secret with our enemy maybe,” Feathercloud grumbled in paw-
form, dragging his claws into the dirt and flicking his ears.

 

“Have more faith,” Brackenfur said. “Ravenwing was his friend too. And Tallstar has never been our
enemy. Not like Thistlestar and Tigerstar. This will be good for ThunderClan, to have an ally.”

 

Feathercloud’s whiskers twitched, frowning. Brackenfur was smart. Feathercloud trusted Brackenfur’s
judgment… but Feathercloud still felt hesitant to reveal his secret…

 

…after all, what if Fireheart forbade him from meeting with Ravenwing and Barley after this?
Understanding as Fireheart may be, even he could see that what Feathercloud was doing could
potentially put ThunderClan in danger. And if not Fireheart, the rest of ThunderClan would be far
harsher if they found out the truth…

 

“Hey.” Brackenfur nudged his shoulder, and Feathercloud blinked at him. “Don’t worry. We don’t
have to tell Fireheart all the details. Just that Ravenwing asked to meet up with you and told you
Tallstar wants to ally with ThunderClan.”

 

“Airleap,” Feathercloud corrected. “Airleap was the first one to ask me, and… Fireheart will be
kinder if it’s his brother, won’t he?”

 

Brackenfur blinked slowly. “He’ll be kind anyway,” Brackenfur meowed. “You don’t have to worry,
Feathercloud. Besides, you’re kind of like Fireheart’s nephew aren’t you? Being his best friend’s kit
and all. Fireheart’s been nothing but kind to you.”

 



“I know,” Feathercluod agreed, tail twitching as he glanced around nervously at the forest around
them. “I just can’t help but worry.”

 

“Come on.” Brackenfur pressed his nose to Feathercloud’s neck, and Feathercloud prayed that
Brackenfur didn’t feel how Feathercloud’s heart leaped into his throat, blood pounding. Brackenfur
stood up, padding downhill. “Let’s not waste time mulling it over. Fireheart’s a busy cat - we’ve gotta
catch him before he leaves for patrol!”

 

Feathercloud scrambled after Brackenfur as the golden-brown tom bolted to ThunderClan’s camp.
Feathercloud smirked, rushing forward. He darted around the trees, then abruptly turned, cutting
Brackenfur off. Brackenfur yowled in shock as he skidded to a stop. Feathercloud laughed as he
bounded towards the gorge entrance. He leaped down the cliffside and purred when Brackenfur
landed beside him.

 

Brackenfur shoved his shoulder playfully. “Cheater,” he said aloud, since they didn’t have a paw-sign
for that word specifically.

 

“Slowpoke,” Feathercloud spoke back, smiling as he padded into the gorse tunnel, nodding to
Cherryfur, who was on guard, as they passed. The orange and white patched she-cat smiled and
waved her tail, which she flicked playfully at Brackenfur as the young tom passed.

 

Once Feathercloud entered camp, though, his smile fell and his tail drooped. He slowed down, letting
Brackenfur pass him and followed as he led the way. He kept his gaze on his paws, not looking at the
working buzz of cats around them.

 

“Fireheart!” Brackenfur called, one paw moving upwards in the sign for the deputy’s name as well.

 

The ginger-furred tom looked up from where he was sharing prey with Sandstorm. He murmured
something to Sandstorm, gave her cheek a lick, then stood and padded up to Brackenfur, ears pricked.
“What’s up?”

 

Brackenfur glanced at Feathercloud meaningfully, and Feathercloud nodded slightly. Brackenfur
turned back to Fireheart. “Can we talk to you in private?”

 

Fireheart blinked. “Uh, sure.” He raised his head higher, face going from relaxed to business in a
moment. He glanced around, then flicked his tail. “This way. We’ll talk in the space behind the



nursery. The queens are all out with their kits right now.”

 

Feathercloud glanced around as he followed after Fireheart and Brackenfur. Goldenflower and
Speckletail were watching Bramblekit, Tawnykit, Snowkit, and Mistlekit play, but Speckletail’s tail
was flicking to and fro and she kept sticking a paw out to correct Snowkit as he played. Willowpelt
and Spottedleaf were curled around Rainkit, Sootkit, and Sorrelkit as they bathed in the warmth of the
sun.

 

And, nearby, Graystripe stared at the three kits between Willowpelt and Spottedleaf’s bellies. Stonefur
was beside him, talking to Runningwind amicably. For a moment, Feathercloud wondered why
Graystripe looked so sad as he gazed at the kits. Then he remembered that Willowpelt was his mother,
and her kits his half-siblings.

 

And that Graystripe had left behind his own kits in RiverClan to seek sanctuary in ThunderClan.

 

Feathercloud’s gaze tore away from his old kithood friend, turning to Fireheart as they slipped behind
the nursery. Brackenfur blocked the entrance with his more nature-colored fur, and Feathercloud tried
to curl his long limbs further into himself, ducking his head. The space may have been enough for two
cats, but it was a tight squeeze for three cats of decent size. Feathercloud had long legs courtesy of his
father, Runningwind, and Brackenfur was about the height of an average cat, and Fireheart…

 

Fireheart was actually kind of small.

 

“What is it? Has something happened?” Fireheart asked, worry making his whiskers twitch as he
stared intently between Feathercloud and Brackenfur.

 

“It’s about WindClan,” Brackenfur began, and Feathercloud tried to take a calming breath as his heart
thumped rapidly against his chest. “We…” Brackenfur glanced at Feathercloud. “At the last
Gathering, Airleap approached us.”

 

“Airleap?” Fireheart’s ears pricked in intrigue. “What did he want?”

 

Feathercloud blinked at Brackenfur. He was lying to save Feathercloud?

 



“He wanted to learn how to pawspeak,” Brackenfur answered. “For Ravenwing. He and some
WindClan cats.”

 

“Oh.” Fireheart blinked. “Well, that was nice of them.” He frowned, tilting his head. “But you
couldn’t have taught them in one Gathering…” His eyes narrowed as he glanced between the pair of
friends.

 

Feathercloud tensed, gaze flickering to the ground before he forced his gaze back up. He wouldn’t be
able to follow the conversation if he wasn’t watching their lips.

 

“We couldn’t have,” Brackenfur meowed. “We met with them a few times to teach them how to
pawspeak-”

 

“So you knew about Ravenwing?” Fireheart cut in. “About how Tigerstar attacked him?”

 

Brackenfur hesitated, glancing at Feathercloud with his own confusion. Feathercloud winced. He
supposed Brackenfur hadn’t realized that fact either- that Feathercloud had known of Ravenwing’s
injuries before the rest of ThunderClan.

 

Brackenfur swallowed, then spoke carefully, slowly, “We did, but we weren’t sure what to do about
it… But, Fireheart, we met with them again because… because, well, they have a proposition.”

 

The suspicion and disapproval in Fireheart’s face softened for curiosity, and wariness. “What was it?”

 

“Tallstar is afraid of an attack from ShadowClan and RiverClan,” Brackenfur began. “Of a united
force between former mentor and apprentice. Or, simply, just a threat from one or the other.
Especially from ShadowClan. WindClan isn’t eager to get chased out again by a mad tyrant.”

 

Fireheart twitched, conflicted emotions flashing across his face. “And?”

 

Brackenfur took a deep breath. “And Tallstar wants to ally with ThunderClan.”

 



Feathercloud stared at Fireheart, studying him at the silence that followed. Surprise flashed into his
raised brows, then a thin frown mixed with a thoughtful understanding in his eyes. “It… would be
nice to know we have an ally instead of an enemy,” he murmured. “And we have a common enemy.”
He nodded slowly, still frowning. “I’ll see what Bluestar thinks.”

 

Feathercloud winced internally. He wasn’t sure Bluestar was thinking recently. She was so… mean
compared to how she used to be.

 

But Brackenfur’s shoulders had slumped with relief. “Thank you, Fireheart,” he meowed, bowing his
head. He started to turn and back out of the nursery.

 

“Wait,” Fireheart called, and Brackenfur paused and turned his head over his shoulder. Sternly,
Fireheart said, “I better not catch you meeting with WindClan again. Not until we ally with them.
Until then, they are still our enemies.”

 

Feathercloud ducked his head bashfully, while Brackenfur said something in agreement to the deputy.
Then, they slunk out from behind the nursery. Feathercloud’s tail drooped.

 

Brackenfur nudged his shoulder. “Why’re you all sad? Fireheart’s listening to us!”

 

“He said we can’t meet with Ravenwing anymore,” murmured Feathercloud back, fluttering his ears
but mostly speaking in a whisper. “And I know that’s for the best but-”

 

“What are you talking about?” Brackenfur purred, and Feathercloud could feel the rumble from where
their pelts touched, side by side. “He said I better not catch you, not that we had to stop!”

 

Feathercloud blinked. Then, his whiskers twitched, and a small purr rumbled out of his chest. “I don’t
think that’s what he meant.”

 

Brackenfur’s eyes twinkled with mischief. “Well, if he never catches us, we’ll never find out, will
we?”

 

Feathercloud laughed, whiskers curling in amusement. His gaze scanned across camp, a little lighter
now. Fireheart was leaving on patrol with Mousefur and Thornpaw behind him. Whitestorm was



calling Lynxpaw and Cloudpaw to him. Ashpaw and Swiftpaw were scuffling outside the apprentices’
den while Reedpaw and Elderpaw chatted nearby. Mosspelt and Leopardfur shared tongues over a
fish they’d caught from the river. Near the warriors’ den, Frostfur and Brindleface were sharing
tongues, both of them looking half-asleep after taking the watch last night.

 

In the center of the clearing Speckletail was signaling with paws and tail to Snowkit. She had isolated
her kit from the others, letting Goldenflower watch Mistlekit, Tawnykit, and Bramblekit as they
played. Feathercloud thought he recognized some of her signals - they looked like awkward imitations
of the language that he, Cricketheart, and Graystripe had created when they were kits, and had since
expanded over time into what Brackenfur had dubbed “pawspeak.”

 

“She’s trying to teach him herself,” Brackenfur mumbled, his tail drooping now as he watched
Speckletail and Snowkit intently. Feathercloud watched too. Speckletail was showing Snowkit the
hunting crouch. Snowkit seemed to be having fun, rolling over and batting at his mother with his
paws, but he wasn’t copying her movements with any accuracy.

 

“She’s let Mistlekit and Snowkit learn more pawspeak from me,” Brackenfur added. “But he’s almost
six moons now. He didn’t learn young like you did. Speckletail sheltered him. He still hasn’t realized
he’s any different…”

 

“You didn’t learn young either,” Feathercloud signed. “Well, not kit-young. He can still learn.”

 

“I know,” Brackenfur meowed, dipping his head. “I just wish I could have stepped in earlier. But
Speckletail was so prickly and coddling of her son.”

 

Feathercloud’s ears twitched, a faint ache in his heart as he recalled, “Redtail was like that to me too.
He didn’t coddle me, but he’d snap at anyone who called me different… Dappletail coddled me - she
was worried I’d die. So did Runningwind.”

 

His kithood seemed such a distant memory now…

 

“Do you think she’d let me try and teach Snowkit now?” Brackenfur meowed hopefully. “Maybe I’d
have more luck.” They both watched as Snowkit lunged for Speckletail’s tail, grabbing it with his
teeth. Speckletail appeared distraught - she had been trying to get him to crouch, not jump.

 

“I think she’d be upset to admit she needs help,” Feathercloud said.



 

“No harm trying,” Brackenfur said, then started padding up to Speckletail. Feathercloud jolted,
startled, but stayed put… He couldn’t help but look at Speckletail and think of her and Frostfur’s
stares when he was a kit. Of the whispers he couldn’t hear but knew weren’t nice.

 

Speckletail tensed when Brackenfur approached, using her tail to pull Snowkit close to her.
Feathercloud couldn’t quite see Brackenfur’s mouth as he spoke, but he saw Speckletail frown in
response and glance down at Snowkit. Snowkit, meanwhile, wiggled eagerly out of Speckletail’s hold,
and bounded up to Brackenfur, smiling.

 

“I’m not sure,” Speckletail meowed, mouth moving slowly in that same uncertainty she spoke of. “It-
it’s so much to learn. I think he can learn normally, I just have to be patient-”

 

Brackenfur said something else, and Feathercloud’s ears twitched nervously, wishing he could hear
his friend speak. Then, a black ball of fuzz slammed into his side, and he jumped. He whipped his
head to stare down at Mistlekit. The black-striped dark brown tabby she-kit - who was just below his
shoulder in height, mind you - had her maw open in a laugh, her yellow eyes sparkling with mischief.

 

“Hiya Feathercloud!” she spoke quickly, bouncing on her toe tips as well and making it harder for
Feathercloud to read her lips. “Do you wanna play with us? Tawnykit’s a RiverClan warrior and she’s
gonna steal Sunningrocks! But Bramblekit and I are too strong for her!”

 

Feathercloud blinked, his tail twitching nervously. “Oh, uh,” he said slowly, ears flipping in
uncertainty. Then Bramblekit ran up. His stripes were black too, but thinner than Mistlekit’s thick
ones, and his brown pelt was more oak-brown than her dark marsh-brown. There was even hints of
cream on his chin and chest. Just like Tigerstar.

 

The kit must have been squealing, but Feathercloud wasn’t sure. Either way, the tom-kit, panicked,
mewled, “Tawnyfang’s gonna get me, Tawnyfang’s gonna get me!”

 

“Oh no!” Mistlekit gasped. “Get behind Feathercloud! He’ll protect us from the mean RiverClan fish-
breath!” Quickly, both of the tabby kits scrambled behind Feathercloud’s white leg, just as the dark
mottled-patchy tabby pelt of Tawnykit ran up, her sleeker fur fluffed up.

 

“Rawr!” she said. “Sunningrocks is mine! ThunderClan will never have it!”

 



Feathercloud missed whatever Mistlekit said in response, seeing as she was now behind him, though
when he glanced back he caught the tail end of her lips moving. He felt frozen with confusion, but
Tawnykit stared up at him expectantly, her claws unsheathed and crouched in a sloppy mimic of a
fighter’s crouch.

 

“Erm,” Feathercloud meowed. “No you won’t Tawnyfang, for- for I am Featherstar, leader of
ThunderClan, and with my nine lives you could never defeat me!” He crouched down, feeling really
really silly, but he felt Mistlekit and Bramblekit bump against him, and soon they were both at his
side, grinning.

 

“That’s right!” Mistlekit meowed confidently. “You’ll never defeat us! Run, RiverClan, run!” She
leaped forward and Bramblekit followed. Tawnykit squealed and ran away.

 

“I give up, I give up! Sunningrocks is yours!”

 

But the others kits pounced on her mercilessly, and they rolled around in a pile.

 

Feathercloud smiled.

 

 

Fireheart felt uneasy as he led his patrol of Mousefur and Thornpaw back to camp. Dogscent had been
everywhere as they hunted… It was clear there was a dog hunting ThunderClan’s prey. Fireheart
could not help feeling that the forest around him had become strangely hostile. He knew every tree
and stone, yet there was something in its depths - not quite a scent, nor a sound, more like an echo on
the edge of hearing - that he did not understand. Was it just a dog? Or were Bluestar’s fears about to
come true after all? Did StarClan have some other disaster in mind for ThunderClan? 

 

The patrol had almost reached the camp when Fireheart scented ThunderClan cats behind him.
Turning, he saw Whitestorm, Lynxpaw, and Cloudpaw picking their way through the blackened debris
on the forest floor. All of them were carrying fresh-kill. 

 

“Good hunting?” Fireheart asked as they caught up with him. Whitestorm dropped the rabbit he was
carrying. 

 



“Not bad,” he replied. “But we had to go all the way to Fourtrees to find it.” 

 

“Still, it looks good and fat,” Fireheart meowed approvingly. 

 

“Well done,” he added to Lynxpaw and Cloudpaw, who were both dragging squirrels. 

 

“We saw something I think you ought to know about,” mewed Whitestorm. “Let’s get back to camp.” 

 

The white warrior picked up his rabbit again and fell in behind Fireheart as he led the way down the
ravine. Once they had deposited the fresh-kill on the pile and Fireheart had sent the apprentices off to
feed the elders, he took a piece for himself and crouched beside Whitestorm to eat it. Mousefur picked
out a blackbird from the heap and came to join them.

 

“So what did you see?” Fireheart asked, when a few mouthfuls of vole had taken the edge off the
hunger in his belly. He saw Whitestorm’s expression darken and guessed the answer before the white
warrior spoke. 

 

“More scattered prey,” Whitestorm meowed. “Scraps of rabbit fur. And more dog scent. Not far from
near the border with RiverClan.” 

 

“Fresh scent?” 

 

“Yesterday’s, I’d guess.” 

 

Fireheart nodded, anxiety prickling in his paws. Clearly the dog had ranged much farther than he had
first thought. Gulping down the last of his vole, he told Whitestorm what his dawn patrol had found
that morning, with scattered prey and dogscent like a massacre.

 

“The whole place stank,” Mousefur contributed, looking up from her meal. “There’s a dog in our
territory, isn’t there, killing our prey?” 

 

“Yes, I think so.” Fireheart turned to Whitestorm. “When you told me about the first lot of scent you
found, I hoped that the dog would have gone home by now with its Twolegs. But it obviously



hasn’t.” 

 

“We’ll have to get rid of it somehow,” Whitestorm meowed grimly. “I know. I’m going to report it to
Bluestar. She’ll probably want to hold a Clan meeting.”

 

Leaving Whitestorm and Mousefur, Fireheart began to pad up to Bluestar’s den. He paused, glancing
back and watching as he saw Brackenfur beside Speckletail, talking to the eldest queen with a friendly
smile. Snowkit was at their paws. Nearby, Feathercloud was being chased by three kits while
Goldenflower looked on with a smile. Fireheart smiled, too, warmed by the sight.

 

Then he pressed forward into Bluestar’s den.

 

The Clan leader was lying on her bedding in the far corner of her den. The sunlight did not reach her
there, and she looked like a gray shadow. But the remains of a squirrel showed that she had eaten, and
as Fireheart paused on the threshold, she was twisting her head around to wash her back. Fireheart felt
encouraged by these signs of a normal routine.

 

He scraped his claws on the ground to draw her attention, and when she turned to look at him he
meowed, “Bluestar, may I come in? I’ve something to report.”

 

“Nothing good, I suppose,” Bluestar mewed sourly. Fireheart flinched at her tone, and the leader
seemed to relent. “All right, Fireheart, come in and tell me what’s on your mind.”

 

“We think there’s a dog loose in the forest.” Fireheart described the first time Whitestorm had
discovered the scattered prey near Snakerocks, what his patrol had seen that morning, and the rabbit
remains that Whitestorm had found near Fourtrees.

 

Bluestar sat in silence, staring at the wall, until Fireheart finished. Then her head snapped around to
face him. “Near Fourtrees? Where?”

 

“By the RiverClan border, Whitestorm said.”

 

Bluestar let out a snarl and dug her claws into the floor of her den. “Yes- I see it all!” she spat.
“WindClan have been hunting on our territory.”



 

Fireheart stared at her. “I’m sorry, Bluestar. I don’t understand.”

 

“Then you’re a fool!” Bluestar growled. Suddenly she seemed to relax. “No, Fireheart, you are a good
and noble warrior. It’s not your fault that you can’t imagine the treachery of others.”

 

What does she mean? Fireheart thought. Has she forgotten that I was the one who told her about
Tigerstar?

 

His mind spinning, he realized that this wasn’t one of Bluestar’s good days. Her eyes were staring and
her fur bristling as if rows of enemies stood in front of her. Perhaps, in her confusion, she thought
they were.

 

“But Bluestar,” Fireheart protested, “everywhere we found the scraps of prey, we scented dog. There’s
no reason to think that other Clans are responsible.”

 

“Mouse-brain!” Bluestar hissed, her tail lashing from side to side. “Dogs don’t behave like that. They
come here with their Twolegs, and their Twolegs take them away again. Whoever heard of a dog
roaming free in the forest?”

 

“Just because it hasn’t happened before, doesn’t mean it can’t happen now,” Fireheart meowed
desperately. “Why do you believe it was WindClan?”

 

“Can’t you see?” Bluestar’s voice was taut with fury. “WindClan warriors were hunting rabbits, and
the rabbits must have crossed the RiverClan border by Fourtrees. RiverClan’s territory is narrow
there. The WindClan cats chased their prey across both borders, onto ThunderClan territory, before
they caught it and killed it.” She spoke with absolute certainty, as if she had witnessed it herself. “It’s
so obvious, a kit could see it.” Her paws started working again. “Well, WindClan had better watch
out!”

 

Fireheart’s heart lurched. It sounded as if Bluestar were planning to attack WindClan. We can’t bear
any more trouble! he thought despairingly. He recalled what Brackenfur had told him about Tallstar
wanting to ally. How would Bluestar ever listen now, if she believed this? Then, an image popped into
his head, of Tigerstar in power in ShadowClan, and Thistlestar stirring up hatred in RiverClan. With
danger in the air from nearly all sides, the last thing they needed right now was a war with WindClan.
Tallstar knew that too, since he was asking for an alliance against RiverClan and ShadowClan - but
Bluestar didn’t seem at all reasonable right now.



 

“You may be right, Bluestar,” he admitted diplomatically, “but we shouldn’t blame WindClan without
any real proof. It could have been RiverClan, couldn’t it?”

 

“Ah!” Bluestar’s eyes widened, as if she had just solved the greatest mysteries of the clans. “That’s
it!”

 

Fireheart uneasily blinked, caught off-guard by Bluestar’s sudden moodswing. “What…what is it,
Bluestar?” he hesitantly asked.

 

“It wasn’t just WindClan,” she was breathing heavily, a dark, wild look in her eyes. “Yes, I see it now!
RiverClan was in on it too! They’re conspiring with Tallstar to hunt on our territory - and
ShadowClan is in on it too! Yes! It all makes sense…”

 

Fireheart stared, horror growing, as Bluestar continued her tirade.

 

“And that’s why Stonefur left!” she declared, tail lashing furiously. “He and his cats objected to
Thistlestar’s treachery, and that’s why they were chased out! He was doing his duty to be a good,
noble, and loyal warrior, but RiverClan is so filled with untrustworthy, cursed cats that it was no
longer safe for good-hearted warriors to remain there!”

 

Fireheart shook his head to clear it, trying to control his frantically beating heart. There was no point
in trying to blame RiverClan - or even ShadowClan. He knew what scents he had picked up. A dog
was responsible for the scattered prey, and he had to make Bluestar see that.

 

“Bluestar, I really think-” he began.

 

Bluestar dismissed his words with a sweep of her tail. “No!” she insisted. “It was you, Fireheart, who
came to me after the last Gathering and told me how Tallstar stood by without protest as Tigerstar
took leadership of ShadowClan.”

 

“But Tallstar did-!” Fireheart tried to protest, but Bluestar ignored him.

 



“Have you forgotten how WindClan warriors stopped me from traveling to Highstones? They show
no gratitude, none, for what we’ve done for them, when we defended them from RiverClan and
ShadowClan! And now he’s not only working with them, but with StarClan against me! He has allied
himself with all of my greatest enemies, and now he and his warriors invade my territory. He’s a
disgrace to the name of warrior; he...” Her eyes were wild and her voice sank to a rough choking, as if
she could hardly get the words out.

 

Thoroughly alarmed, Fireheart started to back out of the den. Maybe talking to Bluestar about
WindClan looking for an alliance wasn’t such a good idea right now…“Bluestar, don’t,” he begged.
“You’ve been ill; this is bad for you. I’m going to fetch Cinderpelt.”

 

But before he could leave, a loud yowling broke out from the clearing. It was the sound of many cats
raising their voices in a terrible screech of fear. Fireheart spun around and raced out of Bluestar’s den.

 

 

Feathercloud rolled onto his belly, yowling as kitten paws pressed onto it. “I am defeated!”
Feathercloud gasped. “The mighty warriors of ThunderClan have defeated my evil, and to the Place
of No Stars I shall go!”

 

“That’s right Featherstar!” yowled Mistlekit. “Now I shall rule ThunderClan!”

 

“No, I will!” Tawnykit protested, shoving her denmate.

 

“I wanna be-”

 

Suddenly, the three kits leaped, looking around with startled eyes, and Feathercloud blinked. He
quickly rolled over and onto his paws, just as Goldenflower rushed over, snatched Bramblekit and
ran. Mistlekit and Tawnykit followed at her tail.

 

Confused, Feathercloud snapped his head around camp. The cats in camp had all suddenly ran to the
edges of camp, to the charred fern walls, or into the dens. Willowpelt and Spottedleaf had swept
Willowpelt’s kits into the nursery, and Dustpelt was urging the elders into their den too. Leopardfur
had gathered her RiverClan cats around her, even Graystripe, and her fur was bristling wildly. Then
Feathercloud realized all of their terrified gazes were on the sky.

 



He looked up, and saw a giant bird with red-brown feathers mottled with black and white circling
through the trees. A hawk! His body went rigid with shock.

 

Feathercloud’s gaze snapped to Brackenfur as the tom bounded towards him with sharp worry in his
eyes. He fluttered his ears in Feathercloud’s name. Then, he jerked one leg outwards, then inwards
underneath him, stumbling as he ran.

 

Feathercloud, run, hide.

 

Feathercloud started to follow after Brackenfur, then scrambled to a halt as Speckletail appeared from
behind the nursery, where she had gone to make dirt. Her eyes went wide, and she screamed,
“Snowkit!”

 

In the same heartbeat as the queen darted forward, the hawk plunged down toward the clearing, its
cruel talons outstretched. They snapped around Snowkit, and the kit’s maw opened in a scream.
Feathercloud shot forward, surpassing Speckletail with his long limbs.

 

As the hawk lifted off, Feathercloud tensed his muscles and leaped, claws digging into the back of the
hawk. Its beak widened in a screech. Speckletail sprang upward too and snagged her claws into her
white kit’s fur. The hawk lurched, struggling to fly with the weight of two cats.

 

Then, the hawk released Snowkit with one foot and scored its talons across Speckletail’s face.
Speckletail’s grip slipped, and she tumbled to the ground. Immediately, she leaped again, but once her
weight had vanished, the hawk had sprung further into the air. They were too high for her to reach.

 

Feathercloud snapped his teeth into the hawk’s wing, watching as it cried. It faltered, and started to
dip down. Feathercloud kicked out with his hindpaws, gasping with effort as he dug his front claws
deep into the flesh of the bird. It squirmed and bucked, flapping wildly.

 

Then Brackenfur raced forward, leaping up. His paw caught on Feathercloud’s tail, but couldn’t hook
him. The hawk got a second wind and started to rise again, but then Brackenfur leaped and dug his
claws into Feathercloud’s leg. Pain lashed up his leg and he dug deeper into the hawk instinctively.

 

But the weight pulled the hawk down once more. Speckletail rushed up, Fireheart close behind her.
Both of them leaped for the dastardly bird. Speckletail got her claws into its tail feathers, pulling
multiple loose but crashing back to the ground. Fireheart bit Feathercloud’s tail, then yanked.



 

The hawk flapped its wings desperately, whipping its head around. Feathercloud saw Speckletail dart
underneath the small space left as the hawk rapidly approached the ground. She pulled something out
from underneath the hawk - it was Snowkit! The hawk had dropped him at some point in the struggle.

 

Feathercloud let go of the hawk, and it pitifully tried to rise up into the air. It curved downwards,
unable to fly up with its right wing mauled. Filled with protective fury over Snowkit, Feathercloud
leaped forward, pinning the hawk to the ground when it crash-landed. Brackenfur and Fireheart joined
him, pinning its wings down. Feathercloud snapped his jaw down, locking his teeth around the bird’s
neck and twisting.

 

With a spasm, the bird stilled, and died.

 

Feathercloud waited a moment, then, breathing heavily, he whipped around and rushed to Speckletail
and Snowkit. The queen was licking her kit rapidly.

 

“Is he okay?” he demanded, terrified. His fur was puffed up.

 

Snowkit was stiff underneath his mother’s licks, his blue eyes wide. But he was alive.

 

A pelt brushed against his, and Feathercloud turned his head as Brackenfur came up to him. The tails
brushed, then Brackenfur wrapped his around Feathercloud’s. “You saved him,” Brackenfur
whispered, lips moving slow.

 

Feathercloud blinked, heart still thudding in his chest. “ We saved him,” he corrected.

 

The rest of the cats, stunned by shock, gradually crept out into the clearing again and formed a ragged
circle around Speckletail. Sandstorm and Creekflower stood beside Fireheart, their eyes wide.

 

“My baby,” Speckletail whimpered. “Oh, my sweet little kit! I shouldn’t have left him alone! That
hawk could have killed him!” she cried.

 

“But he’s alive,” Cinderpelt mewed softly, hobbling up. “Come, bring him to my den. Spottedleaf and
I’ll treat him and you for shock.”



 

“The hawk nearly got him and it was my fault!” Speckletail wailed, trembling.

 

“It’s not your fault,” meowed Bluestar. Cats turned as their leader approached them. The broad-
shouldered gray she-cat looked strong and determined, more like a warrior than any of the other cats,
shocked as they were by the near-loss of Snowkit’s young life.

 

“It’s not your fault,” she repeated. “Whoever heard of a hawk that dared to swoop down and take a kit
from the middle of a camp, with so many other cats around? This is a sign from StarClan. I cannot
deny the truth any longer.” Bluestar gazed at her shocked, assembled Clan, and her voice vibrated
with anger.

 

“StarClan is at war with ThunderClan!”
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The Deterioration of ThunderClan’s Faith

Chapter by LollingCat

As her Clan stared at Bluestar in horror, the crazed leader spun around and began to stalk away to her
den. Fireheart started after her, but before either could do anything further, Frostfur had yowled at the
top of her lungs.

 

“StarClan has forsaken us!” she cried. “We never should have let Spottedleaf’s kits remain in the
clan! She’s cursed us all!”

 

The words were like a stab to Spottedleaf’s heart. She winced away, crouching down at the entrance
of the nursery. A soft muzzle crushed her flank, and she glanced back to her sister Willowpelt’s
sympathetic, wide pale blue eyes. Sootkit, the same pale gray as her mother, clung to her paw,
blinking in confusion, while Sorrelkit and Rainkit had started to cuff each other’s ears, deeper into the
nursery. They were too young to understand the harsh words. They had only just begun speaking and
rough-housing, after all.

 

“Shut it!” Bluestar suddenly snapped, whipping around with her fur bristling. Her eyes blazed a fury
of blue anger. “I’ve had enough of your yowling, Frostfur! Spottedleaf and her ThunderClan kits are
the only good cats left in this clan!”

 

Spottedleaf’s heart thudded hard against her chest. She felt paralyzed to the spot. Cats’ eyes flickered
to her, but most stayed looking at Bluestar and Frostfur. She couldn’t help but think of a hundred
other times where the clan whispered or yelled about this exact same thing - of how many times
Spottedleaf had been in the center of attention, or her kits.

 

Why can’t they just leave us be? she prayed.

 

Her eyes caught on a white pelt beside the nursery. Whitestorm had come to Willowpelt’s assistance
with the kits, but now his tail drooped and his yellow eyes glazed with hurt at Bluestar’s words.
Spottedleaf’s chest ached with sympathy for her old friend.

 

Bluestar turned back around and stomped up to her den. Fireheart followed her again, but without
turning her head she snapped, “Leave me alone!” There was so much venom in her voice that
Spottedleaf was shocked. Hadn’t she just been defending him?
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But Fireheart, though Spottedleaf could clearly see her son was shaken, braced his shaking legs and
sprang onto the Highrock.

 

“Listen!” the deputy called. “Gather ’round, all of you.”

 

Gradually some cats obeyed him, creeping into a huddle at the base of the rock. Several of them
glanced fearfully up at the sky, as if they expected the hawk to return. Spottedleaf took a few steps out
of the nursery. Her gaze went to Speckletail and Snowkit, but Cinderpelt was already checking the kit,
and Spottedleaf trusted her apprentice well. So instead, Spottedleaf settled her tail over her paws and
tried to settle her beating heart. Whitestorm gave her a nod as he sat beside her, while Willowpelt and
Goldenflower remained hidden in the nursery. Spottedleaf noticed Fernpaw pressing close to Dustpelt,
who seemed both overjoyed and uncomfortable and too rattled at Bluestar’s outburst to care at the
comfort the apprentice seeked from him. Elderpaw and Cliffpaw were huddled together with wide
eyes. Longtail was crouched on the ground as if he thought StarClan were going to start raining fire
on them there and then.

 

And then Spottedleaf spotted Cloudpaw. The apprentice was gazing around in bewilderment. “What’s
all the fuss about?” he meowed to Brightpaw. “Every cat knows StarClan is just a tale for kits. They
can’t really do anything to us.”

 

Brightpaw faced him with shock in her eyes. “Cloudpaw, that’s not true!” she exclaimed,
flabbergasted. Spottedleaf couldn’t help but gasp her shock too. Cats near turned their heads to stare
at him.

 

“Come on!” Cloudpaw rolled his eyes. “You don’t really believe that load of thistledown, do you?”
He showed his indifference by sitting down and giving his paws a thorough wash.

 

But Brightpaw’s ginger and white pelt bristled, her fangs baring. “I can’t believe you! ” she snapped,
all the image of her snarling mother, and none the image of noble Lionheart. “You really are a cursed
cat, kittypet kit!”

 

Then Cloudpaw snapped his head up, face contorting with anger and shock. But Frostfur didn’t give
him a chance to retort, yowling, “This is what happens when we let cursed cats live among us!” The
sleek-furred white she-cat paced around the camp, tail lashing. Her lips were curled and her shoulder
fur prickled, a mix of anger and fear. “We have to cast them out, or StarClan will abandon us!” She
cried the words out, staring up at the sky, this time not in watch for a hawk, but for their starry
ancestors.

 



A few cats began to wail and trade nervous murmurs, among the apprentices especially. Fernpaw
seemed downright and wholly terrified while Tulippaw, in stark contrast, seemed a righteous angry as
he spat at Cloudpaw and came to Brightpaw’s side. Spottedleaf couldn’t bare to see her clan begin to
fear StarClan.

 

Yes, her ancestors were not perfect. They shamed her. They gave vague messages.

 

But how could she hate her own mother and father, and her older siblings who had passed? Her
beloved brother Redtail, murdered mercilessly? Her warrior mentor, Thrushpelt, and her medicine cat
mentor, Featherwhisker, who had been nothing but kind to her? So many friends and clanmates who
now walked among the stars.

 

She could not forsake them, or believe they had turned on her. And she could not betray StarClan in
turn by letting her clan be stirred into believing Frostfur’s inane words.

 

“StarClan loves us all!” Spottedleaf yelled, rising to her paws. Her heart thumped as cats looked her
way, but she held her ground. She had seen these cats grumble and moan about thorns in their paws -
why should she be afraid of them? “They would never abandon us.” She spoke softly and earnestly as
she gazed at each of her clanmates in turn. Some would not meet her gaze. “We cannot blame all our
dark times on StarClan. Even in this sorrow, they are beside us, and they care for us. StarClan is all of
our deceased loved ones. Longtail, do you think Robinwing has forgotten you, her son? And Lynxpaw
- that Patchpelt does not want what is best for you? Why would they ever forsake us, our own
family?”

 

Longtail glanced away, looking at his paws, but Lynxpaw’s whiskers only twitched, her face stony as
she stared back at Spottedleaf. Other cats seemed to soften as they thought of their dead family, of
those they loved and lost. There wasn’t a single cat in ThunderClan who hadn’t lost a cat they loved
so dearly.

 

Spottedleaf turned to Frostfur, whose fur was puffed up like a white dandelion. “Frostfur,” she
murmured quietly, and the angry she-cat’s ear twitched, staring back at Spottedleaf with sharp eyes.
“Fuzzypelt and Robinwing would never abandon you… Lionheart would never abandon you.”

 

Something snapped in Frostfur’s eyes and her head reeled up, and she seemed to puff up to twice her
size. “Don’t you taint his name with your mouth!” she screamed, and Spottedleaf flinched back as
though Frostfur had struck her. “Lionheart is dead and why do you think he even died?! Copperleaf
was his apprentice - his traitorous, deceitful, ShadowClan-loving, half-clanning apprentice! A cat who
stole my kits when they were just babies!” Spit dribbled from her mouth as she spat. “Do you think
Lionheart would be proud of the clan as it is now?! To keep his murderers in the clan and let them



lead it to ruin?! No - no! That family is cursed . They’re not ThunderClan! They were sent here from
the Place of No Stars to tear us apart. Fireheart admitted he and Creekflower trained in that horrid
place; walked in its grounds! And you think they’re fit to lead us? To raise kits to be future
ThunderClan warriors?”

 

Frostfur turned away from her rant at the clan to glare once more at Spottedleaf. “It’s all your fault,”
she said darkly, in a low voice that made Spottedleaf feel as though she was being torn apart by a
hundred tiny needle-sharp claws. “If you never had kits with Thistlestar, then your kits wouldn’t have
raised a generation of codebreakers who have no respect for the integrity of clan life and the wisdom
of StarClan.” She steadied a glare on Cloudpaw, who both puffed up indignantly and wilted under the
senior warrior’s accusation. “Even a murderer like Tigerstar could see that!”

 

Murmurs broke out, then Darkstripe yowled, “She’s right! And- and Tigerstar never would have
murdered any cat if ThunderClan hadn’t fallen so low.”

 

A few seemed liked they might agree, frowning but glancing at each other, but Cherryfur leaped to
her feet and turned to snarl at Darkstripe. “Tigerstar killed Redtail!” she screamed at the dark tabby
tom. “Your own uncle Darkstripe! Have you no shame?! What sane reason did Redtail have to
deserve to die?”

 

“Redtail was Spottedleaf’s sister,” muttered Longtail, tail tip flicking.

 

Cherryfur turned on the black-striped tan tabby next. “Oh, and I guess since you’re my brother, it’s
fine if someone who hates me murders you then? Like, I don’t know, Darkstripe? ” She glared
accusingly at the tom.

 

Darkstripe gaped at her, long-haired pelt beginning to bristle. “Are you insinuating I’d harm my own
clanmate?! Longtail is a respectable warrior, and my friend , unlike you and your half-brained posse!”

 

“Darkstripe would never kill me!” Longtail added, aghast. “Are you crazy, Cherryfur?”

 

“Are you?” Cherryfur shot back. “You think Copperleaf killed Lionheart? That’s insane!”

 

“No!” Longtail growled. Spottedleaf watched in terror as the sibling pair argued, and as similar
arguments broke out around them. Once more, the clan had quickly dissolved into chaos.



 

What can I do to stop this? Spottedleaf thought. Then, Nothing. My words are pointless. Who would
ever listen to me? I’m pathetic.

 

Her tail dropped and her head bowed. Then she felt a tail wrap around her back. She glanced up at
Whitestorm and saw him smiling down at her. The smile wasn’t happy, of course, but sad. It reassured
Spottedleaf nonetheless. “Thank you,” she murmured. At least she had a friend… and her sister. She
glanced back at Willowpelt. The queen had retreated back into the nursery and was trying to get her
kits to go to sleep instead of playing with each other. Bramblekit, Tawnykit, and Mistlekit were
already curled up together at Goldenflower’s belly. But none of them were asleep. They were
apprentice aged. They could hear and understand all too well what was happening.

 

And then, above it all, rose a voice that at first confused Spottedleaf.

 

“I think it’s time we take our leave.”

 

Equally confused or startled, cats abruptly stopped arguing, and turned their gazes to the back of
camp, by the entrance. Leopardfur, the spotted ex-deputy of RiverClan, had gathered her clanmates
around her, save for Graystripe, who hung back beside Runningwind and Creekflower.

 

Oh no, Spottedleaf thought, I had forgotten they were there at all! The ex-RiverClan warriors had
meddled nicely into ThunderClan’s daily routine. Stonefur was very amicable, and Graystripe had
once been a ThunderClan warrior. Leopardfur, though cold, was respectable and Mosspelt was
somewhere between hostile and hard-working, enough on the hard-working side that she got along
with most warriors. And Reedpaw had been lost in the sea of apprentices they already had, often
hanging out with Elderpaw, Fernpaw, and Cliffpaw.

 

“It’s clear to me that we’ve overstayed our welcome,” Leopardfur continued. “And that ThunderClan
is no longer safe. We are truly grateful for your help, and I’d still hope we might take down
Thistlestar together… But only once you’ve figured out… whatever it is you’ve got going on.”

 

Fireheart dipped his head from atop the Highrock. “I understand Leopardfur,” he meowed. “Your help
in stocking the fresh-kill pile was greatly appreciated… Your group will always be welcome back into
ThunderClan.” A few cats grumbled and hissed at that. Darkstripe’s tail lashed and he eyed
Leopardfur distrustfully.

 



“Thank you, Fireheart,” Leopardfur mewed coolly, her eyes sharp and narrowed as she spoke. “I’ll
keep that in mind.” She turned to her cats and swept her tail in a gesture to follow. “Goodbye,
ThunderClan.”

 

Stonefur and Mosspelt followed loyally after her. Reedpaw hesitated before he quickly ran up to
Elderpaw and bumped noses with her. “Bye, Elderpaw,” he meowed in a rush. “It was fun knowing
you.”

 

“I’ll still know you, mouse-brain,” she teased. “But yeah, bye.” She waved her tail sadly as the black
tom ran back to his mentor.

 

Graystripe didn’t follow at all, switching from foot to foot nervously. “Uhm, Leopardfur,” he said.
“I’d- I’d actually like to stay in ThunderClan…”

 

There was no surprise in Leopardfur’s eyes at his admittance. She merely flicked her tail tip. “Very
well,” she said, clipped. Then, she turned, and she left with her cats.

 

“You can’t just come running back to ThunderClan!” Darkstripe was the first to protest, fur bristling.

 

“Yeah, you made your choice, traitor!” sneered Dustpelt.

 

“Cats of the younger generation just do whatever they want, don’t they?” huffed Smallear.

 

“No respect,” Dappletail agreed with her fellow elder, tail tip twitching. “It makes me nervous.
What’s become of the warrior code?”

 

“Get lost, fish-breath!” yowled Ashpaw, fangs bared at Graystripe.

 

“Yeah!” Tulippaw agreed. “We don’t want you stinking up the place!”

 

“Silence!” bellowed Fireheart. Spottedleaf was shocked at her son’s caterwaul. “That decision is not
for you to decide.” He glared at the young apprentices. “Bluestar will decide if Graystripe stays or
goes. For now, he is welcomed as a guest just as he was before. We…” Then, he hesitated. His tail tip



twitched. “We have more pressing matters than that. I’m glad that Snowkit has survived the hawk,
thanks to Feathercloud, Brackenfur, and Speckletail’s brave rescue.” He dipped his head to
Feathercloud and Brackenfur. Feathercloud bashfully looked away, and Spottedleaf felt a warm smile
grow on her face. Feathercloud could be quite the hero when he wanted to be. Brackenfur took the
praise less humbly, raising his chin high. Speckletail had vanished to the medicine cat den with
Cinderpelt and Brindleface, to make sure Snowkit was truly alright.

 

“But hawks are not the only predator threatening ThunderClan,” Fireheart continued. “I know we’re
all tense, but it’s only fair I tell you. We think there’s a loose dog on ThunderClan territory. We
haven’t seen it, but we’ve scented it at Snakerocks and near Fourtrees.”

 

An anxious murmur rose from the cats, and Sandstorm called out, “What about the dogs at the farm
beyond WindClan territory? Maybe it’s one of those.”

 

“Maybe,” Fireheart agreed. “Until it goes away again,” he went on, “we all have to be especially
careful. Apprentices mustn’t go out without a warrior. And all cats who leave camp have an extra

duty. Look for traces of this dog- scent, pawmarks, scattered scraps of prey....”

 

“And dung,” Mousefur put in. “The filthy creatures never think of burying it.”

 

“Right,” meowed Fireheart. “If you come across anything like that, report it to me right away. We
need to find out where the dog has made its den.” He dismissed the clan, then jumped down the rocks,
hesitating at the entrance of Bluestar’s den before passing it. Then, to Spottedleaf’s surprise, he
beelined to her.

 

Startled, she rose to her paws and nodded her head politely to Whitestorm as she walked away.
“Fireheart, what is it?” she asked, then scolded herself. What couldn’t it be? There were so many
issues in ThunderClan now, Spottedleaf could barely keep track of them. She was sure Fireheart was
bearing no better with the brunt of the worry for the clan’s safety on his shoulders.

 

“I’d like you to come with me while I speak to Bluestar and have another look at her.”

 

“Of course,” Spottedleaf murmured. She could see how tense her son was, and it pained her to see
him so.

 



Speaking softly so that Whitestorm would not overhear, Fireheart told her of how Bluestar believed
WindClan was hunting rabbits, not a dog. “She’s so confused,” he finished. “She must be, to declare
war on StarClan like that. And there’s a Gathering in a few nights. What’s going to happen if she
starts accusing WindClan in front of the other cats?”

 

“It’s clear she’s been very hurt, and it’s starting to make her mind worse, almost like a physical
wound,” Spottedleaf agreed. Her chest squeezed in sympathy for the terror and anger and sadness
Bluestar must be feeling.

 

“Is there anything you can give her?” Fireheart continued. “To make her more like her old self?”

 

“Oh, Fireheart,” Spottedleaf murmured. “There’s not much herbs can do for a wound that’s not
physical… I could try a few herbs that naturally calm down her body and prevent shock, but… there’s
not a herb that can bring back her wisdom and faith.”

 

Fireheart’s tail drooped, and Spottedleaf pressed her muzzle comfortingly to his. “It’s alright. Now,
what did you want to speak to Bluestar now for?”

 

“I want to wait,” Fireheart confessed. “But I don’t want cats to bully Graystripe because Bluestar
hasn’t made a decision yet.” He glanced at his first apprentice, worry in his gaze. The gray tom
looked uncomfortable, gaze flickering around camp before settling on his paws. Runningwind
bumped his shoulder against his, smiling tentatively.

 

Spottedleaf softened. He wanted to protect his friend. Of course. “Very well, we’ll go speak to
Bluestar then,” she meowed.

 

“Thank you,” Fireheart said, relieved, and together they walked up to Bluestar’s den.

 

“Go away!” Bluestar’s voice hissed when they reached the entrance.

 

“Please, Bluestar, it’s important,” Spottedleaf meowed quietly.

 

“Spottedleaf?” Bluestar sounded confused at first, but softer. Then, “If you’ve come to tell me
StarClan’s will, don’t bother! I know what I’ve seen. StarClan has left us!”



 

“It’s not about that,” Spottedleaf continued gently. “It’s about Leopardfur.”

 

“Leopardfur?” Bluestar sounded even more confused now. “What about her?”

 

“She and the RiverClan cats left,” Fireheart finished.

 

“When- ah, right.” Bluestar coughed, and Spottedleaf pressed inside. Bluestar was laying down, but
her head was raised. She did not stop Spottedleaf and Fireheart from entering. “Well, good riddance.”
Her tail tip twitching irritatedly. Then she frowned. “Stonefur too?” she meowed sadly.

 

Her son, Spottedleaf thought, equally as sad. Bluestar had given them up as kits, to RiverClan. The
clan had thought them dead. But Spottedleaf knew the truth. She glanced warily at Fireheart. He
didn’t know the truth, but would he suspect it from Bluestar’s words? Would Fireheart think less of
his leader if he knew she had a half-clan relationship?

 

He admires her so much.

 

“Yes,” Fireheart meowed. “But Graystripe’s stayed behind. He wants to stay with ThunderClan once
more.”

 

Spottedleaf pressed her shoulder against Fireheart’s. She could feel how stiff his muscles were.

 

Bluestar snorted, head thudded down onto the ground. She turned her back to Fireheart and
Spottedleaf. “What’s one more traitor?” she growled blandly.

 

“So he can stay?” Fireheart pressed hopefully.

 

“I don’t care,” she spat. “If he thinks he can do whatever, fine.”

 

Fireheart shuffled, looking offended on his friend’s behalf. “He-”



 

Spottedleaf flicked her tail against her son’s side. “Thank you, Bluestar,” she meowed, dipping her
head although her leader could not see it.

 

“Is that all?” Bluestar muttered.

 

“Uhm.” Fireheart glanced at Spottedleaf. “Yes. Thank- thank you, Bluestar.” He bowed his head and
began to walk out. Spottedleaf did not follow. Fireheart glanced questioningly at her, but Spottedleaf
flicked her tail in dismissal. Fireheart padded out.

 

Bluestar growled. “I can still smell you Spottedleaf!” she yelled. “Get out!”

 

“I will if you insist,” Spottedleaf meowed, and Bluestar raised her head, glaring, though not as harsh
as Spottedleaf expected. “I won’t speak either. I’d just like to stay here. You don’t mind if I share
tongues with you, do you?”

 

Bluestar blinked, confused and hesitant. “I don’t want anything to do with StarClan,” she insisted.

 

“I’m not here as a medicine cat,” Spottedleaf meowed. “I’m here as a friend.”

 

Bluestar’s shoulders slumped. “Alright,” she said quietly. “Very well.” She laid her head down.

 

Spottedleaf smiled, then walked forward and settled down at Bluestar’s back. Slowly, she began to
groom Bluestar’s ruffled pelt, and ignored the ick of grim against her tongue. Steadily, a soft purr rose
from Spottedleaf’s throat, and Bluestar’s tense muscles loosened.

 

Herbs could do nothing…

 

…but perhaps a little compassion could.



A Clan Divided, a Clan Divided, a Clan Divided, and WindClan
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The stars of Silverpelt blazed from a clear sky, and the full moon rode high. Darkstripe paced at the
top of the hollow leading down to Fourtrees. Beneath the four great oaks, the ground was carpeted
with fallen leaves, glittering in the first frost of leaf-fall. Black shapes of cats moved to and fro
against the pale shimmer.

 

This time Bluestar had insisted on leading her Clan to the Gathering, something that made Darkstripe
wary. The blue-gray she-cat had Fireheart at her side, with Creekflower, Cloudpaw and Mousefur not
far away.

 

Bluestar signaled with her tail and the ThunderClan cats sprang to their paws and raced down through
the bushes into the hollow. 

 

Down in the hollow there were fewer cats than Darkstripe had expected, and he realized they were all
from WindClan and ShadowClan. Tension crackled through the air, the cluster of WindClan
apprentices whispering to each other and shooting suspicious looks at their ShadowClan counterparts
while warriors on both sides of the clearing growled and glared.

 

He spotted Tallstar and Tigerstar seated opposite each other at the base of the Great Rock. Bluestar
walked straight past them, her tail as stiff as if she were advancing on an enemy. Without
acknowledging them with so much as the flick of a whisker, she leaped up to the Great Rock and sat
there, her gray-blue fur glowing in the moonlight.

 

As Darkstripe watched, he saw Tallstar flick his tail contemptuously, amber eyes narrowed onto the
large tabby. Tigerstar’s muscles rippled, his fur gleaming smoothly in the moonlight. Darkstripe
briefly admired the thick, black stripes as Tigerstar ignored the WindClan leader. Tigerstar was still as
powerful as ever.

 



“Hi there!” The black tabby’s ears pricked at the friendly tone, and Darkstripe turned his head and
saw - to his despair - Fireheart talking with the WindClan warrior Onewhisker. “Do you remember
who this is?”

 

Onewhisker pushed a young cat forward, a tabby with bright eyes and ears pricked with excitement.
Darkstripe frowned. When would Fireheart have had the time to meet this young apprentice?

 

Dark suspicion grew in him.

 

“This is Morningflower’s kit,” Onewhisker explained. “He’s my apprentice now- Gorsepaw. Isn’t he
big now?”

 

“Morningflower’s kit, of course! I saw you at the last Gathering.” Fireheart meowed, ears twitching as
he happily conversed with his WindClan friends.

 

Darkstripe tried to stifle the jealousy rising within him.

 

“Mother and Airleap told me about you, Fireheart,” Gorsepaw mewed shyly. “How you were the one
to reveal Tigerstar’s crimes - Ravenwing was really relieved to hear that ThunderClan supports him!”

 

The dark tabby flattened his ears as Gorsepaw sang Fireheart and Airleap’s praises. To think even
WindClan’s young believed Tigerstar wasn’t just looking out for the clans’ best interests…

 

“I’m glad to hear that he’s doing alright,” Fireheart responded. “And that he seems happier in
WindClan.”

 

“Ravenwing teaches the apprentices pawspeak,” Onewhisker joively added. “It’s a little slow at the
moment, since he’s still re-learning too, but we’re getting there.”

 

“That’s good to hear!” Fireheart purred, looking much lighter than he had been. He playfully flicked
Gorsepaw’s ear. “You know, if you grow much more, you’ll be able to join LionClan!”

 



Gorsepaw purred happily. Darkstripe was sharply aware of the warm friendship between these cats,
and his suspicion only grew.

 

“We should be starting the meeting,” Onewhisker went on, settling down at Fireheart’s side, both cats
oblivious, or uncaring, to their fur brushing.

 

Darkstripe narrowed his eyes.

 

“But there’s no sign of RiverClan.”

 

The words were hardly out of Onewhisker’s mouth when there was a stir among the bushes at the
other side of the clearing. A group of RiverClan cats appeared, padding close together into the open.
Stalking proudly at their head was Thistlestar and Lightningfur.

 

“Where’s Leopardfur?” Onewhisker wondered out loud. Darkstripe remembered that, at the moment,
only ThunderClan and RiverClan were privy to what happened to Leopardfur and her cats.

 

“Well…” Fireheart drew out his words. Darkstripe tensed. Did Fireheart make a habit of gossiping
with his WindClan buddy? He froze.

 

What if he did? 

 

That would explain how he had met Gorsepaw previously, even though Darkstripe had no recollection
of Fireheart even knowing of a cat named Gorsepaw.

 

And if Fireheart and Onewhisker’s proximity was anything to go by…

 

Darkstripe felt his stomach lurch.

 

What if Fireheart and Onewhisker…what if they….

 



Were they….together?

 

Logically, Darkstripe knew Fireheart was paws-over-tail for Sandstorm - something further proved by
their expecting kits. However…

 

Onewhisker had a slightly moony look to his eyes as Thistlestar jumped on top of the Great Rock, and
Lightningfur strutted to sit with the deputies.

 

Darkstripe didn’t like that moony look. At all.

 

Fireheart didn’t seem aware of it, and that minorly soothed Darkstripe’s fears. Okay, maybe Fireheart
wasn’t engaging in a half-clan relationship, but the fact remained that Onewhisker seemed a little too
happy being around the ThunderClan tom.

 

Yowling from the top of the Great Rock interrupted his thoughts. He turned to see that the other three
leaders had joined Bluestar, who still refused to look at Tigerstar, and were waiting to begin the
meeting. When the cats had fallen silent, all four of the leaders seemed to exchange narrowed looks -
Bluestar was glaring at all three toms, Thistlestar’s tail tip twitched as Tigerstar’s eyes narrowed.
Tallstar’s lip curled as he stared at the ShadowClan leader.

 

Darkstripe shuffled nervously.

 

Thistlestar moved first. “I bring with me my new deputy - Lightningfur.”

 

The tortoiseshell she-cat puffed up proudly as her clanmates cheerfully called her name. Darkstripe
kept his own mouth shut, glaring at the new deputy, but he noticed that not all of RiverClan were
yowling her praises.

 

Reedtail and Skyheart both were silent, while Softwing had joined in with a half-hearted mew.

 

Huh. Maybe Leopardfur had more supporters in RiverClan than anyone had thought…

 



Additionally, Darkstripe noticed Lightningfur wasn’t receiving as warm a welcome from the rest of
the clans. WindClan was silent, and the black tabby saw Airleap rigidly stare away from where his
sister was lapping up all the praise and attention she could. A small tortoiseshell she-cat was at his
side - his apprentice, maybe?

 

Honestly, Darkstripe had never imagined that Airleap would be qualified enough to train an
apprentice, but…miracles can happen, right?

 

“I have one more piece of Clan news,” Thistlestar meowed, once the cheers had died down.
Darkstripe saw that the last cats to fall quiet were Sedgecreek, Rippleclaw, Vixenleap, and Mallowtail.
“One of our elders, Graypool, is dead.”

 

“And her death doesn’t deserve to be announced by the likes of you, Thistle claw .” The challenging
yowl swept through the Gathering, and cats murmured in surprise as the broad-shouldered, dappled
coat of Leoaprdfur marched through the clearing, her cats fanning out behind her. Stonefur was
strolling proudly at her side, with Mosspelt and Reedpaw keeping pace at their heels.

 

Leopardfur gracefully leaped onto the Great Rock, ignoring the gasps of other cats. She glared coldly
at Thistlestar, before turning and addressing the clans.

 

“The cats who claim leadership of RiverClan are no true leaders of my clan,” she yowled. “They are
rightful exiles of ThunderClan, and selfishly serve their own interests and not those of our clan.”

 

Fourtrees was silent as cats stared, wide-eyed, at the spotted she-cat. Lightningfur was on her paws,
teeth bared, as Thistlestar’s fur bristled at Leopardfur’s insults.

 

“I was unjustly driven out of my clan,” Leopardfur continued with a lash of her tail. “So now I ask; if
they are any true warriors of RiverClan here tonight, and wish to no long toil under Thistlestar’s
leadership catered to himself and his kin, I invite you to join me.”

 

For a moment, there was only the hush of the cats and the slight rustling of the leaves.

 

Then, Skyheart rose to her paws, neatly slipped away from RiverClan, and padded over to Mosspelt,
dipping her head in a friendly nod.

 



“Count me in!” she proclaimed loudly. “RiverClan deserves to be led by a true leader - not a disloyal
traitor and a self-serving rat!”

 

“Skyheart’s right!” Reedtail yowled his agreement and marched over to stand with Leopardfur’s cats.
“RiverClan does not belong to Thistlestar!” he glared at the furious gray tom. “You may have been
granted nine lives from StarClan,” he spat. “But you are no leader of mine!” Reedtail turned and
dipped his head respectfully to Leopardfur. “The only leader I see here that is mine, is you,
Leopardfur.”

 

Leopardfur bowed her head. “Thank you, Reedtail.” she humbly said. “It means a lot to hear that from
you.”

 

“And I’m with you too!” Darkstripe’s ears flicked upwards in surprise as the young Dawnpaw
scampered over. “I’m sick of Thistlestar and Lightningfur! I want you back, Leopardfur!”

 

Reedpaw purred happily as his friend bounded over and they butted heads.

 

“Fine!” Thistlestar finally yowled, fury alight in his eyes. Darkstripe briefly saw Fireheart shrink
away from it, and he felt a small stir of pity in him. “My clan doesn’t want traitors anyway - if you
want to follow a degenerate, be my guest!” He then whipped around on Leopardfur. “If you, or any of
your traitors, set foot on RiverClan territory again,” he hissed, “do not expect a warm welcome.”

 

Leopardfur cooly met his enraged stare. “Of course,” she purred silkily. “If you catch us, that is.”

 

Thistlestar’s ears flattened, and his lips pulled back into a snarl (Darkstripe briefly admired
Leopardfur’s ability to get the cold-blooded Thistlestar riled up like this), before Bluestar barged her
way forward.

 

“ If we are done here,” she icily hissed. “ I have reports to make.”

 

Thistlestar barely spared Bluestar a glance, which really spoke of how angry his former deputy made
him. In the past, the gray tom wouldn’t have passed up an opportunity to play coy with his most hated
enemy.

 



However, it looked like somebody else may have taken that spot.

 

“Go ahead, Bluestar,” Leopardfur meowed respectfully with a dip of the head. “I, at least, am done
here.”

 

“Thank you,” the ThunderClan leader frigidly replied.

 

She stalked to the front of the rock. “Cats of all Clans,” she began, her voice coldly angry, “I bring
news of theft. WindClan warriors have been hunting in ThunderClan territory.”

 

Angry yowling broke out all over the hollow. The WindClan cats sprang to their paws, furiously
denying the ThunderClan leader’s accusation. Darkstripe himself was caught off-guard. When had
this happened?

 

His eyes darted over to Fireheart, who had been joined by his fluffy nephew and Graystripe.

 

“WindClan!” the white apprentice meowed, surprised. “What’s she talking about?”

 

“Be quiet!” Fireheart snapped, with a fearful glance at Onewhisker, who was on his paws and yowling
defiance at Bluestar.

 

“Prove it!” he called, his fur bristling. “Prove that WindClan have taken so much as a mouse!”

 

Once more, that dark suspicion flared in Darkstripe. So, WindClan had been stealing their prey…

 

And Fireheart looked rather nervous…

 

The black tabby shivered. Maybe Fireheart was involved in a plot with WindClan after all.

 

“I have proof.” Bluestar’s eyes blazed cold fire. “Our patrols found remains of rabbit scattered not far
from here.”



 

“You call that proof?” Tallstar shouldered his way forward to stand nose-to-nose with Bluestar. “Did
you see my cats on your territory? Did your patrols find WindClan scent?”

 

“I don’t need to see or smell thieves to know what they have done,” Bluestar retorted. “Every cat
knows that only WindClan hunts rabbits.”

 

“All this is a pile of mouse dung,” Tallstar insisted. His black-and-white fur was fluffed out, and his
lips were drawn back in a snarl. “WindClan have lost prey as well. We have found rabbit remains on
our territory too. And there are far fewer rabbits than usual at this season. I accuse you, Bluestar, of
letting your warriors hunt on our land and making false accusations to cover up the theft!”

 

“That seems far more likely,” Tigerstar put in, his amber eyes gleaming. “Every cat knows that prey
has been scarce on ThunderClan territory since the fire. Your Clan is hungry, Bluestar, and some of
your warriors know WindClan territory very well.”

 

Darkstripe saw the ShadowClan leader’s gaze rest on Fireheart, Runningwind, Graystripe, and
Sandstorm.

 

Tigerstar was right. Those four were awfully friendly with WindClan - even if Darkstripe knew none
of them had hunted on WindClan territory, that still didn’t disprove that they may be helping
WindClan.

 

Bluestar whipped around to face the ShadowClan leader. “Silence!” she hissed. “Stay away from me
and my Clan. This is no business of yours.”

 

“It is the business of every cat in the forest,” Tigerstar replied calmly. “The Gathering is supposed to
be a time of peace. If StarClan are angered, we will all suffer.”

 

“StarClan!” Bluestar spat back at him. “StarClan have turned away from us, and I will fight them if I
have to. I care only for feeding my Clan, and I will not stand by while other cats steal our prey.”

 

Her speech was almost drowned by the shocked gasps of the cats listening below. 

 



Darkstripe heard Graystripe’s mew. “What’s the matter with Bluestar? Does she want to pick a fight
with WindClan? And what’s all this about fighting StarClan?”

 

“I don’t know what she wants,” Fireheart muttered, and those words sent Darkstripe reeling. If even
Fireheart , Bluestar’s closest and most trusted cat, didn’t know what was going on, what in the name
of StarClan will ThunderClan do?

 

The black tabby found himself wishing for Tigerstar. He would take charge over this, would set
Bluestar straight and sniff out the traitors in their clan.

 

But Tigerstar wasn’t here - not in ThunderClan, at least.

 

Tallstar bristled with fury.

 

So far Thistlestar had not joined in the argument, still stewing in his rage over Leopardfur’s surprise
arrival, but now he wore the expression of a cat who was about to sink his teeth into a juicy piece of
fresh-kill.

 

When the noise in the hollow had died down, Tallstar made himself heard. “Bluestar, I swear by
StarClan that no cat from WindClan has hunted on your territory.” His tail lashed from side to side.
“But if you insist on fighting with us, we will be ready.” He retreated from the edge of the rock and
turned his back on Bluestar, a pointed refusal to defend himself any further.

 

Before Bluestar could retaliate, Thistlestar stepped forward. “The fire was a terrible misfortune,” he
meowed. “Every cat in the forest knows that, but yours is not the only Clan to suffer recently. Your
forest will grow back as rich in prey as it ever was. But Twolegs have invaded our territory and they
show no signs of leaving. Last leaf-bare the river was poisoned and cats who ate the fish fell ill. Who
can guarantee it won’t happen again? I cannot speak for WindClan’s needs, but RiverClan needs
better hunting ground even more than ThunderClan.”

 

Darkstripe gasped in outrage at the subtle threat. How dare Thistlestar insinuate RiverClan suffered
more than ThunderClan! They didn’t even know half of the horrors and heartbreak they ( he , his
mind hissed) had gone through!

 

A few RiverClan cats yowled their agreement, and Darkstripe’s fur bristled with apprehension.
Bluestar stiffened, eyes narrowing onto the RiverClan leader.



 

“RiverClan has suffered harsh times,” she agreed. “However, I suggest you focus more on those you
have…angered…more than lurking around for gossip in ThunderClan.”

 

“Oh, trust me, Bluestar,” Thistlestar hissed quietly. “I have all the gossip I need.”

 

Darkstripe once more glanced at Fireheart, and despair hit him once more. Thistlestar was talking
about Fireheart, wasn’t he? The fiery tom was still in contact with his father!

 

Tigerstar took a step toward the ThunderClan leader. “Think carefully before you threaten WindClan,
Bluestar,” he warned, and Darkstripe admired how calmly he handled the volatile situation. “There
will never be peace in the forest if-”

 

Bluestar bared her teeth and snarled at him, her fur bristling with fury. “Don’t talk to me about
peace!” she hissed. “I told you to keep out of this. Unless you’re allying yourself with that thief over
there.”

 

Fireheart watched Tallstar stalk over to Bluestar, and he guessed that the WindClan leader was barely
managing not to spring at her throat. “If you want a fight, you’ll have one, Bluestar,” he growled. Not
waiting for a reply, he leaped down from the rock.

 

Tigerstar brushed past Thistlestar without a word and followed the black and white tom down.
Thistlestar casted one, last, nasty look at both Bluestar and Leopardfur before following suit. The
spotted golden she-cat nodded once more to the blue-gray leader and leaped down and quietly
gathered her cats to her, leaving Bluestar alone.

 

Darkstripe pawed nervously at the ground, feeling rather troubled. So much was happening, so much
was revealed…he didn’t know how to handle it!

 

“Greetings, Darkstripe,” the familiar rumble made Darkstripe’s ears perk up and he swiveled his head
around to meet the amber gaze of Tigerstar. Vividly, the black tabby was reminded of his old friend’s
exile, how ThunderClan had hurled abuse and vitriol while Darkstripe cowardly stood by.

 

Had Tigerstar forgotten that?



 

Or did he forgive Darkstripe for that terrible crime?

 

“G-greetings, Tigerstar,” he hastily replied with a short nod. “Is all well in ShadowClan?”

 

“Very well,” Tigerstar sounded satisfied. “The apprentices are all back on track, and our kits are
growing healthy and strong despite the hardships they suffered.”

 

Darkstripe felt his heart melt, moved by the care Tigerstar treated ShadowClan with. What an
amazing tom!

 

“And speaking of kits,” Tigerstar glanced around. “How are my kits doing?” he asked with a head tilt.

 

“Growing just as strong and healthy as ShadowClan’s,” Darkstripe purred, feeling even more
endeared to the dark tabby. “Tawnykit desires to be the best hunter in ThunderClan with Sandstorm,
and young Bramblekit is proving to be a very smart kit.”

 

Darkstripe often spent time playing with his youngest siblings, and that would sometimes include
keeping an eye on the older kits too. Bramblekit and Sorrelkit were becoming fast friends, while
Tawnykit loved to wrestle with Mistlekit.

 

“Darkstripe!” Fireheart’s call interrupted their conversation, and Darkstripe nearly jumped, feeling the
stirring of guilt rising in him, but he shoved that aside.

 

Instead, he was indignant now.

 

He wasn’t doing anything wrong! He had no reason to feel guilty! There was nothing disloyal in
giving a father news on his kits!

 

“The Gathering’s over,” Fireheart meowed as he quickly paced over to them, looking harried. His fur
was slightly ruffled and his muscles tense as he glanced around at the dispersing cats. “Bluestar will
want to leave shortly.”

 



“I’m coming,” Darkstripe answered, shuffling his paws a bit as he shot another look at Tigerstar. His
amber eyes were blank as he stared between Darkstripe and Fireheart, and the black tabby briefly
wondered what the dark tabby was thinking.

 

Did he think he and Fireheart were friends again?

 

Did he want them to be friends, so Darkstripe could keep his ears pricked for anything that could
threaten ThunderClan?

 

“Go on, Darkstripe; you mustn’t keep your deputy waiting,” meowed Tigerstar. He nodded to
Fireheart; his amber gaze was carefully neutral.

 

Or maybe Tigerstar was just being courteous. It must be hard to be polite to the cat that got you
exiled, after all.

 

Fireheart then padded away, tail twitching nervously, like he could feel Tigerstar’s eyes on him.
Darkstripe inclined his head to his old (renewed?) friend, and made to leave.

 

“Wait, Darkstripe,” Tigerstar suddenly said. “I have a favor to ask of you.”

 

Darkstripe pricked his ears. A favor? Something that Tigerstar trusted him to do?

 

“And it would be best to keep it between us,” the dark tabby rumbled. “I don’t want your clanmates to
get the wrong idea, after all. You know how they can be.”

 

Darkstripe shivered. Yes, he did know how they could be.

 

“What do you need me to do?” he asked, yellow eyes wide.

 

Tigerstar’s eyes gleamed, a flash of satisfaction quickly appearing then disappearing.

 



“I want to see my kits.”

 

 

“Glad to have you, Skyheart,” Leopardfur purred at her kithood friend. The pale brown tabby she-cat
smiled back at her.

 

“Happy to be away from Thistlestar ,” Skyheart meowed. She shivered. “Eeugh. He’s so creepy
sometimes.”

 

Leopardfur curled her tail, letting Mosspelt welcome Skyheart and Reedtail next, while Reedpaw
happily chatted with Dawnpaw, who seemed a little sad at the idea of leaving her other friends and
siblings behind, but determined to walk the right path. Leopardfur gazed out at the leaving RiverClan
cats, and caught Heavystep, Dawnpaw’s mentor, staring in disbelief at his apprentice. He curled his
lip, then followed hurriedly after his clan. Woodpaw, Dawnpaw’s sister, looked just as shocked and
even betrayed.

 

Leopardfur felt a clenching ache in her chest as she gazed out at her former clanmates. RiverClan was
her home… Those cats were all she had ever known and trusted… And now she had been unfairly
cast out with only a small band to keep the honor of RiverClan alive.

 

She sighed, swiping her tail in a sweeping gesture. “RiverClan,” she called. “Let’s get along.”
Stonefur, Mosspelt, and Reedpaw gathered around her immediately, but Skyheart and Reedtail
hesitated, trading glances.

 

“Where are we going?” asked Skyheart.

 

“Do we even have a camp?” added Reedtail. It seemed the fact that they had chosen to abandon the
very camp they had grown up in had sunk in.

 

Leopardfur’s tail twitched, glancing warily at the other clancats still mingling around here. They were
slowly gathering to their respective clans and leaving. WindClan had been the first to swiftly leave,
and ThunderClan was following.

 



“You’ll see,” Stonefur answered cryptically, sharing the same concern as Leopardfur. Leopardfur was
pleased; she was certain now that Stonefur would make a good deputy.

 

“We’ll take the long way to avoid anyone following us,” Leopardfur added. She began to guide her
cats towards the WindClan border, but then stopped as a voice shouted out for her.

 

“Leopardfur! Wait!”

 

Leoaprdfur paused, a bit wary, but she relaxed as she saw the long-haired pale orange-spotted white
pelt of Softwing. Softwing often lived up to her name, but occasionally she had a snip or two that had
surprised Leopardfur. She had also been more outspoken (to Leopardfur, at least) about her distaste of
having a ThunderClan exile as their leader. Of how weird Thistlestar and Grasswhisker’s relationship
was.

 

“Softwing,” Leopardfur meowed curtly, tentatively welcoming of the she-cat.

 

“Before you left, I wanted you to know that I support you, not Thistlestar,” the she-cat meowed.

 

Leopardfur blinked, and Mosspelt stepped forward. “Then why don’t you join us?”

 

Softwing shook her head forlornly. “I don’t want to leave Perchpaw behind,” she said. “Owlfur, too.
You know what he’s like - hard-headed. He’ll refuse to leave, even if everyone else had.” She spoke
exasperatedly yet fondly of her mate.

 

“I understand,” Leopardfur meowed, though a bit clipped. Owlfur, she knew, would follow Softwing
anywhere; he was so enamored with her. And Perchpaw was a young tomcat with a good head on his
shoulders - he would follow too, if his mentor guided him… But she also knew how hard it was to
leave. Leopardfur would have never left if she hadn’t been forced too.

 

“But that’s not it,” Softwing continued, lowering her voice, and glancing warily around. “If you need
a spy on the inside, to keep you informed… I’ll do it, Leopardfur. And I’m sure many others would
too - they’re just too afraid to leave the only camp they’ve ever known.”

 



Leopardfur blinked, shocked. “Thank you, Softwing,” she said. “But I don’t want you to risk
yourself… Lightningfur tried to kill me, and I have no doubt Thistlestar would do the same. They’d
have no qualms murdering a traitor.”

 

Softwing slowly blinked. “I know,” she meowed. “But it’s a risk I’m willing to take.” She glanced
around. “But I better not risk losing the chance to by getting caught talking to you… I’ll go, but if you
need to talk to me, I’ll stop by the border near Twolegplace, at that twisted flowered tree… You know
the one.”

 

“I do,” Leopardfur agreed quietly. “Protect our clanmates for me. Lizardflight, too. She’s young, and
scared.” Softwing nodded, then touched her nose to Leopardfur’s ear.

 

“Goodbye, all of you,” Softwing meowed. “Stay safe. Stay in touch.” Softwing waved her tail and
darted away, slinking back into the crowd of RiverClan cats as they gathered around Thistlestar and
Lightningfur. Sedgecreek and Rippleclaw flanked Lightningfur, and Grasswhisker clung to
Thistlestar’s side… Lizardflight hung nervously back, with Perchpaw and Woodpaw beside her.

 

Thistlestar scanned his cats with narrowed eyes, then, satisfied that they were all there, he yowled for
them to leave. His yellow gaze caught on Leopardfur’s, and she raised her head challengingly.
Thistlestar curled his lips, eyes sharpening with hatred, before he turned and left with his unrightful
clan.

 

Leopardfur took a breath. Then she, too, turned and left, guiding her clanmates into the edge of
WindClan territory.

 

She could only hope Skyhearrt and Reedtail weren’t too disappointed with the state of RiverClan’s
new temporary camp.

 

 

“So that is the clanlife Storm was so enamored with?” Night sneered in disbelief. “It looked like a
bunch of foxes having a fit!”

 

Beside her, Scourge scoffed in agreement. “I have half a mind to reconsider my agreement with
Tigerstar,” he muttered.

 



“Do we really want to get mixed up in all… that ?” Bone, sitting on Scourge’s other side, wrinkled his
nose. “Looks to be more trouble than any potential prey we may get if Tigerstar’s to be trusted.”

 

“And he,” Scraps interjected from Night’s other side, “is most definitely not to be trusted.”

 

“Which is why we are here,” Scourge smoothly meowed, rising to his paws before beginning to slink
after the departing ShadowClan patrol. “We must get a better look at the clans as we become more
involved with them. The more informed we are, the better our chances will be.”

 

Night twitched her whisker in agreement before pressing against Scraps’s ruffled, tortoiseshell coat.
Her friend silently purred, before it was cut off as Scourge shot him a look.

 

Night rolled her eyes and glared at her mentor - a cat she would almost consider her father if she was
sentimental and sappy like Storm.

 

What she and Scraps did was none of his business!

 

Honestly!

 

She and Scraps kept pace together as they followed Scourge and Bone back into ShadowClan
territory. Night curled her lip, lifting one white paw out of the boggy swamp, and snorted. In her
opinion, ShadowClan’s territory was the worst . The land felt like some of that soggy food she,
Gremlin, Scraps, and Storm used to accidentally step on and throw a fuss about when they were little.

 

Meanwhile, WindClan’s territory, while barren, was at least bearable with its peaty ground and had
many rabbits.

 

However, that was the only point in its favor.

 

In Night’s opinion, RiverClan and ThunderClan’s territory was the best. The river had so many silver
fish in it, as well as land prey like voles and birds! And ThunderClan…their forest, while consumed
by fire, had been so green and lush and Night could just imagine the amount of prey in it! 

 



Her stomach growled at the thought.

 

But what really caught her attention right now was just how… strange the clancats were.

 

First of all, this whole “StarClan” situation that the blue-gray she-cat (Blue Star , was it?) was
yowling about. Night was bewildered by it - what was this StarClan, and why were they apparently
important enough for her to declare war on them?

 

Weren’t there just four clans in the forest? ShadowClan with Tigerstar, WindClan with that old,   but
rather intelligent black and white tom with the long tail, RiverClan with the large, old gray tom, and
then ThunderClan with Blue St- Bluestar .

 

She had no clue who or what this “StarClan” could be.

 

She had gotten a glimpse of the red tom, Fireheart, down in the “Gathering” place called “Fourtrees.”
He had been by a light brown tabby who made moony eyes at him the whole night, a short, lean
orange tabby tom who was maybe(?) around her age, and her annoying, fluffy brother Cloudpaw.

 

She had also spotted the brown and white tabby pelt of her birthmother, Creekflower. She had been by
a ginger and white she-cat and a dusky brown one - her friends, perhaps?

 

She had glared quite fiercely at the tortoiseshell she-cat, Lightningfur, who was the deputy of
RiverClan now. Night betted they hated each other.

 

But she was also surprised that her mother had some bite to her, if the intensity of the glare she gave
Lightningfur was any indication.

 

That surprised the dark brown and white tabby she-cat. Maybe not all of her bloodkin were as weak as
she first thought.

 

Like Storm… she thought.

 



Night had been making visits to Oliver’s house to check up on Storm - and to scold him for running
away. Didn’t he realize the backlash she had to deal with because of his cowardice?

 

But lately, when she arrived at their house, they hadn’t answered her calls.

 

The lights inside the house were off, the door and catflap locked, and all the toys scattered across the
lawn were gone.

 

It was strange, and it was starting to worry her, even though she knew it must not. She was a future
warrior of BloodClan, one of Scourge’s trusted cats - hells, he basically raised her! She couldn’t let
some kitten-down feeling like worry interfere with her duties!

 

And yet…that worry persisted.
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The sun was rising over the trees as Fireheart emerged from the warriors’ den. Shaking a scrap of
dead leaf from his fur, he took a deep breath of the crisp air and extended his forelegs in a long
stretch.

 

After the previous night’s Gathering, he was almost surprised to see life in the camp going on as
usual: Fernpaw and Cloudpaw were busily patching the outer wall with twigs; Goldenflower and
Willowpelt were watching their kits just outside the nursery, where Brightpaw had stopped to play
with them; and Creekflower and Whitestorm were padding into the clearing with their jaws full of
fresh-kill. Fireheart could sense tension in the air, but so far none of his fears of attack seemed to have
come to anything.

 

He looked around for Sandstorm, who had led the dawn patrol despite his insistence that she
shouldn’t (honestly, did him being deputy mean nothing to the headstrong she-cat? The thought was
fond, though), but she didn’t seem to be back yet. She had not been among the cats who had gone to
the Gathering, and Fireheart desperately wanted to talk to her about what had happened.

 

“Fireheart!”

 

The voice was Bluestar’s. Fireheart swung around to see his leader trotting across the clearing from
her den.

 

“Yes, Bluestar, what is it?”

 

Bluestar jerked her head. “Come to my den. We need to talk.”

 

As Fireheart followed her, he noticed her jerky steps and twitching tail. She looked like a cat about to
launch herself into battle, yet there was no enemy in sight. Reaching her den, the blue-gray she-cat
padded across to her bedding and sat there facing Fireheart.

 

“You heard that hypocrite Tallstar last night,” she hissed. “He refused to admit that his cats have been
stealing our prey. So there’s only one thing for ThunderClan to do. We must attack!”



 

Fireheart stared at her, jaws gaping. Tallstar had wanted an alliance! Not an enemy! “But, Bluestar,”
he stammered, “we can’t do that! Our Clan isn’t strong enough.” He couldn’t help remembering that
they would have had four extra warriors- Lynxpaw, Swiftpaw, Brightpaw, and Thornpaw- by now if
Bluestar had agreed to promote the apprentices, but he didn’t dare mention that to her. “We can’t
afford to have warriors injured or maybe killed.”

 

Bluestar fixed her eyes on him in a look of fierce hostility. “Are you saying that ThunderClan is too
weak to defend itself?”

 

“Defending ourselves is very different from launching an attack,” Fireheart meowed desperately.

“Besides, there’s no real proof that WindClan stole-”

 

Bluestar bared her teeth. Her fur bristled as she rose to her paws and took a threatening step toward
Fireheart. “Are you questioning me?” she snarled.

 

With an effort, Fireheart stood his ground. “I don’t want needless bloodshed,” he told her quietly. “All
the signs tell us that there’s a dog loose in the forest, and that’s what has been taking the rabbits.”

 

“And I tell you that dogs don’t wander alone! They come and go with their Twolegs.”

 

“Then where did the dog scent come from?”

 

“Silence!” Bluestar lashed out with one paw, barely missing Fireheart’s nose. He forced himself to
stand still. “We will travel tonight and attack WindClan at dawn.”

 

Fireheart’s heart lurched. It was an honor for a warrior to fight for his Clan, but never before had he
been faced with such an unjust battle. He did not want to shed ThunderClan or WindClan blood for no
good reason.

 

“Did you hear me, Fireheart?” Bluestar demanded. “You will choose the warriors and give them their
orders. They must be ready by moonset.” Her eyes were blue flames; Fireheart almost felt they could
sear him to ash, just as the fire had destroyed the forest.

 



“Yes, Bluestar, but-” he began.

 

“Are you afraid of WindClan?” the old leader spat. “Or are you so used to cringing before StarClan
that you won’t defy them and fight for the rights of your Clan?” She paced to one side of her den,
spun around, and paced back again, thrusting out her muzzle toward her deputy. 

 

“You disappoint me, you, out of all my warriors. How can I believe you will fight with all your
strength when you question my order like this?” she hissed. “You leave me no choice, Fireheart. I will
lead this attack myself.”

 

Objections raced through Fireheart’s mind. Bluestar was growing old and losing strength; she was on
her last life; she wasn’t thinking clearly. But in the face of her fury he could voice none of them.
Instead he dipped his head respectfully. “If you wish, Bluestar.”

 

“Then go and do as I ordered.” She kept that fiery gaze trained on him as he backed out of the den.
“You will come with us, but remember that I will be watching you,” she growled after him.

 

In the clearing outside, Fireheart shivered as if he had just dragged himself out of icy water. His duty
was to choose the warriors for the attack on WindClan, and tell them what Bluestar had ordered so
that they would be ready to leave after moonset. Yet every hair on his pelt protested against this. A
dog had stolen the rabbits, not WindClan. It could not be the will of StarClan to attack an innocent
Clan! Bluestar was simply wrong.

 

Fireheart found that his paws were taking him to the medicine cat’s den. Perhaps Spottedleaf or
Cinderpelt could advise him. The medicine cats’ wisdom and their special bond with StarClan might
help them to see the way forward more clearly than he could.

 

But before he could reach the den, Brackenfur came bounding up, worry clearly etched into his face.

 

“Brackenfur.” Fireheart blinked. “What is it?”

 

“I’m just worried,” Brackenfur meowed, tail tip twitching anxiously. “Feathercloud was really upset
when he learned what Bluestar said at the last Gathering… Bluestar doesn’t really believe that
WindClan’s hunting on our territory, does she?”

 



Fireheart tensed, feeling like worms were crawling in his stomach. What could he say? That Bluestar
planned to attack WindClan tonight? …That he and Feathercloud might have to bare their claws
against Ravenwing and Barley?

 

Suddenly, Fireheart thought about attacking Airleap and Onewhisker… of attacking innocent, eager
Gorsepaw. His heart lurched at the thought. Protecting the clan was an honor… but this was not
protecting the clan.

 

In his moment of indecision, Brackenfur seemed to read the tension in Fireheart’s body. His face
slackened in further worry. “Didn’t you tell her Tallstar wanted to ally with us? Why would she call
them prey-theives?”

 

“I didn’t get to,” Fireheart admitted. “She…” He shook his head. “You know she’s not been well,
Brackenfur… But she’s our leader, and… and she knows…” He trailed off. He could not finish the
sentence. He bowed his head and turned away from Brackenfur. “I’ll figure this out. Just give me
time.” He padded away, feeling like a heavy stone was in his belly. He didn’t have time. Bluestar
wanted them to strike tonight.

 

He quickly pushed his way into the medicine cat den, sparing Thornpaw only a tail wave as he passed
the apprentice, who carried out fresh bedding for the elders’ den. Fireheart stood motionless for a few
moments, his head spinning with fear and confusion. He could not

ask any of the other cats except the medicine cats for advice, because a deputy should never question
his leader’s orders. He could not even talk to Sandstorm, much as he wanted to, because she was
bound by the warrior code to obey her leader. When his paws reached Spottedleaf’s clearing, the
tortoiseshell had her back to him, sorting through her herbs and counting under her breath. Her fur
seemed ruffled, unusual to her normally sleekened pelt.

 

“Spottedleaf,” he meowed quietly. His mother’s head jerked up, twisting around with owly eyes.
“Where’s Cinderpelt?”

 

“Out collecting herbs,” she replied. She stood and padded towards him, giving his forehead a loving
lick. “Are you alright?” She sniffed him, eying him closely for any injuries or signs of illness.

 

“I’m okay,” he responded reflexively, then paused. “Well, physically… But, Spottedleaf, I wanted to
ask you for advice…”

 

She blinked. “Of course, Fireheart,” she meowed. “What worries you, my little spitfire?”



 

“Bluestar,” he admitted, slumping as he sat down. “She wants to attack WindClan. Tonight. ”

 

“Tonight?” Spottedleaf echoed, eyes widening. “Oh no, Fireheart, that cannot be!”

 

“I know,” Fireheart meowed. “But she’s my leader. I must listen to her.”

 

“No, Fireheart,” Spottedleaf meowed firmly, her eyes suddenly hardening. “I had a vision last night. I
couldn’t understand it at first, but now I do. I was on the moors of WindClan, and Featherwhisker
came to me. He told me to look at this place and remember it. He told me that this was a place where
a battle will not be fought, and blood will not be spilled.”

 

“In WindClan’s territory?” repeated Fireheart, aghast. “But Bluestar plans to attack there… There will
be a battle.”

 

“No, Fireheart,” Spottedleaf meowed, staring intently at him. “There won’t be. Not if we can stop it.
StarClan wills it.”

 

Fireheart’s head was spinning. “How?”

 

Spottedleaf shook her head. “That, I do not know.”

 

“I can’t convince Bluestar not to,” Fireheart meowed pitifully, his heart clenching as he recalled her
venomous distrust of him. “She trusts me less and less each day…” She was so noble and wise… But
was she the same cat as the one that had mentored him anymore?

 

“You have time to think, Fireheart,” Spottedleaf said sagely. “Though tonight is soon, there is still
patrols to be had and clanlife to attend to… The day is still bright.”

 

Fireheart took a deep breath, mind swirling. Suddenly, he recalled Brackenfur earlier. “I think… I
think I have an idea… Tallstar doesn’t want to fight… I just have to show Bluestar that.” He nodded
determinedly, and began to back out of the den. “Thank you, mom.”

 



Spottedeaf purred, her silky rumble echoing after him. “Of course. I’ll always be here for you,
Fireheart.”

 

Slowly he left the medicine cat den, weighing Spottedleaf’s advice. Brindleface passed by,
Creekflower on her tail. “I’m going for a hunt,” he explained in answer to their inquiring looks. “The
clan needs the extra prey.” Though the lie hurt, he couldn’t bring himself to tell them what was really
planned for that night.

 

Brindleface frowned with sympathy. “You look a bit tired,” she meowed. “You’re working too hard,
Fireheart.”

 

“You should take a break,” Creekflower added. “Brindleface and I just woke up. We can hunt
instead.”

 

Fireheart shook his head. “I want to hunt alone-”

 

Just then, the dawn patrol came back, with Sandstorm in the lead. She spotted Fireheart, eyes lighting
up, and dismissed Brightpaw and Mousefur away. She trotted over to him. “Fireheart,” she meowed,
then frowned. “Are you alright? You look stressed.”

 

“Yes- yes, I’m fine.” Fireheart lied. He didn’t want to stress Sandstorm out either. His mate had just
come back from the dawn patrol, after all, while she was expecting kits and training an apprentice!
She didn’t need the extra stress herself. “Just going for a hunt, is all.”

 

“Well,” Sandstorm went on, “We didn’t see anything suspicious on the dawn patrol. Mousefur told me
what happened at the Gathering.” She glanced at the fresh-kill pile. “And the pile of fresh-kill is
practically all gone. We could go and hunt together.”

 

For a moment hunting beside his mate seemed quite tempting. But… “I can’t, not just now,
Sandstorm. I’ve things to do. But if you could take a patrol out, that would be great.” He glanced at
Brindleface and Creekflower. “You three could go hunt.”

 

Sandstorm gazed at him, the sympathetic look in her eyes fading. “Well, okay, if you’re too busy.”
She sounded offended, but Fireheart didn’t know how he could explain. “I’ll go ask Cherryfur and
Mousefur if they want to come too.” Her tail tip twitched irritatedly and stalked away without looking
back at him.



 

“Fireheart,” Creekflower meowed in an almost disappointed voice. “Tell us what’s going on instead of
pushing us away.”

 

Fireheart winced, looking away. “I’ll… later, okay? I need it to work first. Just… say sorry for
Sandstorm for me? I’ll promise to hunt with her tomorrow… assuming everything goes well.”

 

“Assuming what goes well?” Creekflower narrowed her eyes.

 

“Later!” Fireheart meowed hurriedly, glancing at the sky. Spottedleaf said he had time, but he
certainly didn’t feel like he did.

 

As he started to rush away, he heard Creekflower sigh and Brindleface meow, “Well, a nice hunt with
the mollies sounds like a nice idea, doesn’t it?”

 

“Fireheart!” called out another voice and Fireheart abruptly paused in exasperation. He turned and
looked as Graystripe padded nervously up to him with a small smile on his face. “Am I on any patrols
today? I-I was just wondering, since I’m finally a member again and all, so-”

 

“You can go with Runningwind and Brackenfur,” Fireheart meowed quickly, barely thinking about it.
He glanced at the sky. “At… sunhigh.”

 

Graystripe stopped at Fireheart’s quick words. “Oh, alright. Uh, hunting or border-?”

 

But Fireheart had already sprinted through the gorse tunnel.

 

A battle will not be fought, and blood will not be spilled, he repeated to himself. Fireheart had made
up his mind. Whatever he had to do, ThunderClan must not fight WindClan.

 

 

Sunhigh was approaching as Darkstripe nervously ushered Bramblekit and Tawnykit on, fur prickling
and tail-tip twitching as he meowed encouragement to the kits.



 

He honestly had no idea how he had been able to sneak the kits out of camp. Goldenflower had
decided to go on a patrol, since her kits were old enough to eat prey now, so Darkstripe had figured
now would be a good time to fulfill Tigerstar’s wish - especially since sunhigh was Darkstripe and
Tigerstar’s usual meeting time every couple days.

 

Furthermore, Darkstripe had even more luck on this day. Fireheart hadn’t ordered a patrol out this
way, so he needn’t worry about getting caught by his clanmates.

 

Although…the black tabby checked over his shoulder, shivering slightly as his fur prickled again.
That didn’t stop him from being paranoid. He felt like he was being watched…

 

Darkstripe glanced behind him again, seeing Bramblekit being distracted by a fallen leaf and
Tawnykit’s slowing pawsteps. “Follow me!” he called, a tad sharper than he intended. “Try to keep
up, can’t you?”

 

The two small bundles of fur peered at him with owl-eyes. Bramblekit bounced into the open, batting
at another fallen leaf as he did, while Tawnykit followed, still a little slow.

 

“I’m tired!” she complained. “My paws ache!”

 

“What, a strong kit like you?” Darkstripe meowed. “Don’t be silly. It’s not far now.” He felt a little
jittery. He still felt like he was being watched, but maybe that was just his nerves talking. Tigerstar
was expecting him, and it’ll be quite the surprise when he found Darkstripe had managed to wrangle
the two kits into a meeting with him.

 

Bramblekit scampered over to his sister and gave her a nudge. “Come on- it’ll be worth it!” he urged.
Both kits hurried after Darkstripe to a shallow place where they crossed the stream, squealing in fear
and excitement as the water swirled around their paws. On the far side of the stream, Darkstripe
veered away from the route that led to Fourtrees, and headed instead along a much narrower path that
twisted away under the trees. The three cats climbed the slope beyond the stream, and they
approached the border. Darkstripe wrinkled his nose as the strong reek of ShadowClan met his scent
glands, and he saw the kits had stopped and were sniffing the air.

 

“Yuck, what’s that?” Tawnykit squealed.

 



“Is it a fox?” asked Bramblekit.

 

“No, it’s ShadowClan scent,” Darkstripe replied. “Come on, we’re nearly there.” He led the kits
across the border, Tawnykit complaining that she was getting the horrid scent all over her paws.

 

That kit sure liked to complain.

 

Darkstripe came to a halt. The kits flopped down on the grass, exhausted, only to spring to their paws
again a moment later when a clump of bracken rustled and another cat stepped into the open.

 

The newcomer was Tigerstar.

 

Tigerstar padded forward, the muscles rippling under his dark tabby pelt, until he stood in front of his
two kits. For a moment he inspected them, and then bent his head to touch noses, first with
Bramblekit and then with Tawnykit. Even though they could never have seen such a massive cat
before, both kits stood bravely before him and met his gaze without flinching.

 

Darkstripe was impressed. When he was their age, he had trembled before the powerful cat on his
stubby kitten legs.

 

“Do you know who I am?” meowed Tigerstar.

 

“Darkstripe said he would take us to meet our father,” replied Bramblekit.

 

“Are you our father?” Tawnykit added. “You smell a bit like us.”

 

Tigerstar nodded. “I am.”

 

The kits exchanged a wondering glance as Darkstripe mewed, “This is Tigerstar, the leader of
ShadowClan.”

 



Their eyes grew huge, and Bramblekit breathed, “Wow! You’re really a Clan leader?”

 

When Tigerstar dipped his head in agreement, Tawnykit mewed excitedly, “Why can’t we come and
live with you in your Clan? You must have a really nice den.”

 

Tigerstar shook his head. “Your place is with your mother for now,” he told them. “But that doesn’t
mean I’m not proud of you. They seem fine, strong kits,” he meowed to Darkstripe. “When will they
be apprenticed?”

 

“In a moon or so,” Darkstripe replied. “It’s a pity I have an apprentice already, or I could mentor one
of them myself.”

 

Fernpaw was an intelligent apprentice, who listened and followed directions, but Darkstripe didn’t
like that his apprentice liked to spend time around Creekflower’s kits - didn’t she know that the curse
would get her if she did that?

 

Plus, if Darkstripe was able to mentor one of Tigerstar’s kits, he would be able to teach them how to
stay away from the dreaded curse.

 

Although…with Fireheart taking more and more control of how the clan runs, it didn’t look too
favorable for Darkstripe’s chances - even if he wasn’t mentoring Fernpaw, the black tabby probably
wouldn’t have had a chance to mentor Bramblekit or Tawnykit.

 

Tigerstar turned his gaze back to his kits. “Can you hunt?” he asked them. “Can you fight? Do you
want to be good warriors?”

 

Both the kits nodded vigorously. “I’m going to be the best warrior in the Clan!” Bramblekit boasted.

 

Tawnykit refused to be outdone. “And I’ll be the best hunter!”

 

“Good, good.” Tigerstar gave each kit a quick lick on the head.

 



Darkstripe warmly watched the exchange, feeling his heart twist. Tigerstar must be suffering being
away from his kits. Even though when the dark tabby had been in ThunderClan, and hadn’t visited his
mate and kits all that much, Darkstripe was rather sure that the ShadowClan leader missed his kits.

 

“Please, Tigerstar, why are you the leader of ShadowClan when our mother is a ThunderClan cat?”
Bramblekit suddenly asked, amber eyes wide with curiosity.

 

“They don’t know?” Tigerstar asked Darkstripe. The warrior shook his head. “Well, then,” Tigerstar
meowed, turning back to the kits, “That’s a long story. Sit down and I’ll tell you.”

 

Darkstripe began to move to settle down with the kits, but the nearby hawthorn bush gave a light
rustle, and out stepped Fireheart.

 

“Good day, Tigerstar,” he meowed. “You’re a long way from your camp. And so are you, Darkstripe.”
His tone sharpened. “What are you doing here with these kits?”

 

For a moment, all Darkstripe could do was stare, dumbfounded. What was Fireehart doing here? Had
he been following him? Outrage burst into him. Fireheart had no right to spy on him! He was a
trustworthy warrior - he had never spilled ThunderClan secrets to a traitor!

 

In that single heartbeat, the kits had bounced across the grass to meet the deputy.

 

“This is our father!” Tawnykit announced excitedly. “We came all the way from camp to see him.”

 

“Why did no cat tell us he was the leader of a Clan?” Bramblekit piped up.

 

Fireheart did not answer the tabby kit’s question, but did brush his tail across his back in
acknowledgement of his words. Instead, his green eyes narrowed onto Darkstripe, who suddenly felt
caught between awkward and infuriated.

 

“Well?” the red tom prompted.

 

“How did you know we were here?” Darkstripe blustered.



 

“I saw you crossing the stream. You were making enough racket to wake the whole forest.”
Darkstripe internally cursed. You can always count on Fireheart to make you look like a fool, he
bitterly thought. Now Tigerstar probably thought he was incompetent!

 

“Fireheart.” Tigerstar dipped his head, the courteous greeting of a leader to the deputy of another
Clan. There was no hostility in his tone. “Blame me, not Darkstripe. I wanted to see my kits. You
wouldn’t deny me that, surely?”

 

“That’s all very well,” Fireheart replied, tone slightly testy. “But Darkstripe shouldn’t have taken
them without permission. It’s dangerous to let kits wander so far away from their camp.” 

 

“They’re not wandering- they’re with me,” Darkstripe pointed out hotly.

 

“What if a hawk attacked?” Fireheart countered. “There’s still little cover in some parts of the forest.
Have you forgotten Snowkit?” One of the kits let out a whimper and Fireheart stopped, eyes glancing
to them for a moment and his expression softened.

 

“Take them back to camp, Darkstripe. Now,” the ThunderClan deputy demanded.

 

Darkstripe felt his muscles lock up and he snapped, “You’re deputy, not leader! You can’t boss me
around just because we used to be friends!”

 

Fireheart blinked, looking briefly startled at Darkstripe’s outburst, and the black tom caught a flare of
hurt on his expression before the red tom expertly smoothed his emotions over. Darkstripe felt a
flicker of hurt on himself for the words he had just spat.

 

“Even so,” Fireheart’s mew had an edge to it. “I am still your deputy, and the safety of the clan
depends on me as well as you. It was irresponsible of you to bring Bramblekit and Tawnykit out of
camp - and they need to get home, now .”

 

“Darkstripe,” Tigerstar calmly interjected. “I’m afraid your deputy is right. This may have not been
the smartest idea. You should take my kits back into the safety of camp.”

 



Darkstripe could’ve digressed - anyone in ThunderClan could say that the camp didn’t feel
particularly safe at the moment.

 

“Fine,” the black tabby muttered, tail whipping back and forth as his anger and the little bit of guilt he
felt stewed. “Let’s go.” He jerked his head to the kits, who had been watching the exchange between
the warrior and the deputy with wide, confused eyes.

 

The two kits backed away from their father and followed Darkstripe as he set off back to the camp.

 

“Say good-bye to your father before you go,” Fireheart’s voice softened as he spoke to the kits.
“You’ll see him again when you’re apprentices and can go to Gatherings - that’ll be a much safer
option for everyone.”

 

Darkstripe flinched at the jab as both kits turned to mew good-bye.

 

“Good-bye,” Tigerstar replied. “Work hard, and I shall be proud of you.”

 

He and Fireheart stood side by side as Darkstripe led the kits back down the slope and across the
stream. Darkstripe then paused, pricking his ears and hushing the kits with a quiet “Shh!”. 

 

He faintly heard Tigerstar speaking; “Take care of those kits, Fireheart. I’ll be keeping an eye on
them.”

 

“I’ll see they’re looked after,” Fireheart meowed at last. “I’m sure they will be loyal to their Clan.
ThunderClan takes care of all its kits.”

 

“Really?” Tigerstar sounded briefly amused. “I’m glad to hear it.”

 

Tigerstar knew as well as everyone in the forest that most cats - particularly RiverClan - believed
ThunderClan mistreated their kits. Of course, Darkstripe knew better. He knew no kits were harmed
in ThunderClan, but that wouldn’t stop the mouse-brains who legitimately believed that awful rumor.

 



“We shall meet at the next Gathering,” Tigerstar rumbled. “I must return to my Clan now.” A brush of
undergrowth told Darkstripe that the ShadowClan leader had left.

 

That was when Darkstripe urged the kits back on, ears twitching as he thought. He was even more
convinced that Tigerstar was the right cat to follow. Even when alone with Fireheart, the cat everyone
knew that the dark tabby hated the most, he spoke civilly. Plus, he cared about his kits! That had to
mean something!

After all, true fathers did everything they could to make sure their kits knew they loved them.
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“Great catch Storkpaw!” meowed Pigeonflight, pale gray warrior of WindClan, as he passed the
fresh-kill pile. Airleap watched as his tortoiseshell and white apprentice puffed up with pride. The
dusty-furred hare laid at her paws, as big as her.

 

“She caught it all by herself,” Airleap added pridefully.

 

“Nice!” crowed Webfoot, a dark gray tabby tom with a white chest.

 

“Are you sure letting her hunt a hare alone was wise?” Mudclaw growled.

 

Airleap’s tail prickled at the accusation. “We were hunting together,” he meowed defensively. “She
made the killing bite.”

 

Mudclaw narrowed his eyes then hmph ed, tail tip flicking. “A risky move for a young apprentice.”

 

Deadfoot sidled up beside the younger tom, hobbling on his weak leg. “It was a good catch,” the
deputy meowed plainly, blinking appreciatively at Storkpaw. “You’ll be a fine hunter. Already an
excellent moore runner.”

 

Storkpaw dipped her head to the black tom. “Thank you,” she said more nervously. Airleap swished
his tail over her ear, then smiled comfortingly at her when she raised his head.

 

“You’re-” Airleap began to say, then cut off as Deadfoot’s head suddenly snapped towards the
entrance of camp, a narrow gap in the thorns that led downwards. Airleap, and many other WindClan
cats’ gazes, followed his lead.

 

Airleap gasped. Onewhisker was standing at the entrance, and beside him was the unmistakable fiery
pelt of Airleap’s very own brother, Fireheart.

 



Tallstar rose from where he was sitting and padded across the clearing to where Fireheart and
Onewhisker waited. Deadfoot followed, hovering at his shoulder, and a few other warriors followed
close behind. After a moment of indecision, Airleap padded over to Whitetail, momentarily wishing
Ravenwing or Barley were there. But they had gone on a border patrol with Ashfoot and
Runningbrook.

 

Whitetail nodded to him, and Airleap glanced down as Storkpaw pressed beside him, staring with
wide eyes at Fireheart.

 

“Well, Onewhisker.” Tallstar’s voice was level, giving nothing away. “Why have you brought
Fireheart here?”

 

Onewhisker dipped his head. “He says he has to talk to you.”

 

“And that means he can just stroll into our camp?” Mudclaw spat. “He’s from an enemy Clan!”

 

Tallstar waved his tail at Mudclaw, a sign for silence, while his eyes looked deep into Fireheart’s.
“I’m here,” he mewed simply. “Talk.”

 

Fireheart glanced around him. The crowd was growing larger, as more WindClan cats heard about the
intruder in their midst and came out to see what was going on. His eyes locked with Airleap’s, and
Airleap raised his head curiously, wondering what his brother had to say. “What I have to say is not
for all ears, Tallstar,” Fireheart stammered.

 

For a heartbeat Airleap thought he heard a faint growl in Tallstar’s throat, but then the WindClan
leader nodded slowly. “Very well. We will go to my den. Deadfoot, you come with us. Onewhisker as
well. And you, Airleap.”

 

Airleap jolted as his leader spoke his name. Him? Why? He was no senior warrior. Then he thought it
must be because he was Fireheart’s brother. He bowed his head as his clanmates’ stared curiously at
him. Only a very few held suspicion in their eyes, most just seemed curious and wary of Fireheart.

 

“Stay with Whitetail,” Airleap murmured to Storkpaw, wary of a possible danger, though he trusted
Fireheart would not trick WindClan into an unsuspecting ambush. Storkpaw nodded, and Airleap
raced after Tallstar as he led them to his den, a rock towards the far end of the clearing. His den was
sheltered under a deep overhand in the rock, on the side away from the main camp.



 

Airleap came into stride beside Fireheart and nodded to his brother. Fireheart’s tail waved in the way
that universally, even for cats who didn’t know pawspeak, meant hello.

 

Tallstar entered and made himself comfortable in a nest of heather, facing Fireheart. “Well?” he
meowed. Shadows were gathering in the den as Airleap, Deadfoot, and Onewhisker flanked Fireheart
in a circular way. Nearby, Airleap could feel Mudclaw and Tornear lingering, not close enough to
overhear, but close enough to leap to their leader’s defense.

 

Fireheart seemed deep in worrisome thought before he began tentatively, “You know that Bluestar is
unhappy about the loss of prey.”

 

Instantly the fur on the WindClan leader’s shoulders began to bristle. “WindClan did not steal prey
from ThunderClan!” he snapped. Airleap felt ruffled as well- Bluestar had been acting so… bizarre
and aggressive from how he remembered the wise ThunderClan leader.

 

“We’ve found scattered remains too,” Deadfoot asserted, limping forward and thrusting his muzzle
close to Fireheart’s. Airleap’s heart lurched for the safety of his brother, before he smoothed it over
with loyalty to his clan. He himself had seen the messily ripped apart carcass of a rabbit. “Are you
sure ThunderClan haven’t been stealing prey from us?”

 

Fireheart forced himself not to flinch. “No!” he protested. “I don’t believe any cats have stolen prey.”

 

“What happened to it, then?” Onewhisker asked.

 

“I think there’s a dog living in the forest. We’ve smelled it, and found its dung.”

 

“A dog!” Onewhisker echoed. His eyes narrowed thoughtfully. “What, loose from its Twolegs?”

 

“I’m certain of it,” Fireheart meowed. Airleap blinked, shifting. It made sense if it was a dog. Only a
dog would make such a messy kill.

 

“Could be...” mewed Tallstar. The fur on his shoulders was lying flat again. “We’ve certainly scented
dog in our territory recently, but then, they’re always up here with their Twolegs.” Sounding more



confident, he went on: “Yes, it could be a dog killing the rabbits. I’ll see that our patrols keep a
lookout.”

 

“But you didn’t come all this way to tell us that,” Deadfoot meowed. “So what’s on your mind,
Fireheart?”

 

Fireheart took a deep breath. He looked conflicted; his green eyes flickered, avoiding their gazes. His
tail tip twitched in indecision or perhaps irritation. “I can’t convince Bluestar about the dog,” he
explained. “She feels threatened by WindClan, and sooner or later this will all end in battle unless we
can do something.” Once more, Fireheart shifted subtly, tail tip flicking, betraying his deep worry.
“Cats will be injured- killed, even- for nothing.”

 

“Then what do you expect me to do?” Tallstar asked testily. “She’s your leader, Fireheart. This is your
problem.”

 

Fireheart dared to take a couple of steps toward the WindClan leader. “I’ve come to ask you to hold a
meeting with Bluestar. If you could discuss things in private, you might be able to make peace.”

 

“Bluestar wants a meeting?” Deadfoot said, voice dripping with disbelief. “Last time we saw her, she
looked as if she would like to claw our throats out.”

 

“Bluestar is a just leader,” Airleap defended, still feeling the slightest of old loyalty towards a leader
who, much like Tallstar, had been fair to him.

 

“This isn’t Bluestar’s idea- it’s mine,” Fireheart confessed.

 

All four WindClan cats stared at him, with Airleap’s mouth gaping. Fireheart was a cat who respected
and followed Bluestar more than he ever had even his own father, Thistlestar, who he trusted more
than he should. Much like Willowpelt had helped nurse and raise Airleap and his siblings, Bluestar
had been almost like another mother to Fireheart.

 

Finally it was Onewhisker who broke the silence. “Does that mean you’re going behind your leader’s
back?”

 



“It’s for the good of both our Clans,” Fireheart insisted. Airleap glanced at Tallstar. The WindClan
leader looked thoughtful. 

 

“I’d certainly rather talk than fight,” Tallstar meowed, “but how are we going to arrange it? How
willing to listen will she be if she knows that you have talked to us first, without her knowledge?” Not
waiting for Fireheart to reply, he went on: “Perhaps it would be best if I sent a messenger to ask her to
meet me at Fourtrees- but can you guarantee the safety of a WindClan cat on ThunderClan territory?”

 

Fireheart was silent, which was answer in itself.

 

Tallstar shrugged. “I’m sorry, Fireheart. I won’t risk one of my warriors, especially not at a tense time
for the clans like this. We have enemies at every border. If Bluestar decides that she’s willing to talk,
she knows where to find us. Onewhisker, you’d better take Fireheart back to Fourtrees.“

 

Onewhisker, apologetic, rose to his feet, and nudged Fireheart. The ThunderClan deputy looked
distraught, eyes wide and almost fearful.

 

Suddenly stirred by his brother’s fear, Airleap leaped to his feet. “Wait!” he meowed. An idea slipped
into his mind. Dangerous, but a better option than sending any other WindClan cat to ThunderClan
territory. “I could send the message.”

 

Tallstar gave Airleap a frowning leap. “I am not risking any of my warriors. That includes you,
Airleap.”

 

Airleap bowed his head to his leader, understanding. “I may be WindClan now, but I wasn’t always.
Everyone in the clans knows that.” He winced internally. Clan-hopper, he was known as. Cats still
whispered at Gathering that WindClan would throw him out soon. But Tallstar made it very clear that
he would only do that if Airleap gave him a reason too.

 

“But you’re WindClan now,” Tallstar said firmly, staring him down. “You think Bluestar won’t see
you as anything but?”

 

“She’ll treat you as any other enemy warrior- or worse,” Deadfoot added in a low voice.

 



“It’s not Bluestar I’m worried about,” meowed Airleap. Though she might be a tad more angry than
he remembered her, he trusted Bluestar to treat him fairly- or as fair as the clan-hopping spawn of a
medicine cat and a kit-loving exile from an enemy clan could be treated. “But other warriors I might
meet… We have friends in ThunderClan, remember,” Airleap sent a look at Onewhisker especially,
“But I have family.”

 

Fireheart winced and looked at his paws, perplexing Airleap. He wondered what made Fireheart look
upset at that. A thousand worries ran through Airleap’s head, but he couldn’t find an answer that made
sense.

 

“They might be hostile to me, but they’ll at least hear me out, thanks to my blood,” Airleap finished,
dipping his head once more to Tallstar.

 

Tallstar frowned still. His tail tip twitched. “Ravenwing might be a better option,” he meowed finally.
“Or Barley. Ravenwing was forced to leave because of Tigerstar. He’d be a show of a united enemy.
And Barley still has his loner name. Perhaps they’ll see him as more of a neutral party.”

 

“Ravenwing is a fresher wound,” Airleap pointed out. “Besides, some cats in ThunderClan won’t take
kindly to his pawspeak.” Smallear, Frostfur, and Speckletail, he couldn’t imagine attempting to learn
the ‘unnatural language.’ Lynxpaw and Dustpelt, well, they had been two of Feathercloud’s biggest
bullies from what Airleap could remember at Gatherings. Though, to be fair, he wasn’t sure how
much in ThunderClan had changed, especially with Fireheart as deputy. He hadn’t been in
ThunderClan since he was a newly-made warrior, when Feathercloud was still just a kit.

 

Feathercloud was best friends with Brackenfur, now, and, while Feathercloud had spoken of some
hardships in ThunderClan, he also seemed happier from the sad, moping young warrior he’d seen at
Gatherings.

 

“I think Airleap would be a good candidate to send,” meowed Deadfoot after a moment of
contemplative thought. “He’ll know which ThunderClan cats to avoid and which will let him pass on
a message. He knows the territory well enough to head straight to their camp, if he wanted. And,”
Deadfoot looked straight at Fireheart, “I don’t think Fireheart would let his cats maul his own brother
when he’s on a peace mission.”

 

Fireheart blinked. “Of course not!” He turned to Tallstar hopefully. Airleap waited with baited breath
too.

 



Tallstar cocked his head, then said, “Yes, I suppose that will work. Airleap, you will send a message
to Bluestar to meet me at dawn, at Fourtrees.”

 

Airleap bowed his head. “Shall I leave now?”

 

“Yes!” Fireheart interrupted. The tom stood on his feet and had already begun to back out of the den.
“Quickly. But wait until I have made it back to camp first.”

 

Tallstar gazed at Fireheart with narrowed eyes. “Why do I think there’s something you’re not telling
me?” he mewed. Fireheart’s shoulders tensed, but Tallstar did not press for more answers. “It’s time
for you to go,” he continued. “Deadfoot, escort him off our territory. And Fireheart- I’ll be at
Fourtrees at dawn, but that’s all I can do. If Bluestar wants peace, she must be there.”

 

“Fourtrees at dawn,” Fireheart repeated, and followed the deputy out. Airleap trailed closely behind.
Fireheart raced away and Deadfoot matched his pace. Anxiety thumped in Airleap’s chest as the
weight of what he was doing settled on him.

 

Onewhisker brushed against him. Airleap glanced at the tom, grateful for his friend’s comfort. But
Onewhisker’s gaze was locked on Fireheart as the ginger tom vanished over the curve of WindClan
camp. His gaze was filled with forlorning and worry. Airleap flicked his against Onewhisker’s,
jerking the brown tabby’s attention away. Airleap smiled sympathetically at him.

 

He hadn’t realized Onewhisker had become fast friends with his ThunderClan brother, but he had
seen them at plenty of Gatherings together. …Plus, hadn’t a patrol found Onewhisker with Fireheart
and his kin? Onewhisker had been cagey about the adventure, but had admitted he was helping
Fireheart rescue his apprentice, Cloudpaw.

 

Creekflower’s son, Airleap reminded himself. It was odd to think he was an uncle to someone other
than Morningflower’s kits. And there were Copperleaf’s kits, too. I still feel like an apprentice, yet my
siblings have families of their own! Fireheart was expecting kits with Sandstorm now too, wasn’t he?

 

He felt self-conscious for a moment. Should I have a mate and kits by now? he wondered. But I’m
quite fine having helped Morningflower take care of Storkpaw, Quailpaw, and Gorsepaw. They’re like
family to me. And now I mentor Storkpaw!

 



He turned to where his apprentice sat obediently by Whitetail still. He padded over to the white she-
cat and Storkpaw. Storkpaw leaped to her feet. “What was it, what did he want?” she meowed eagerly,
eyes bright.

 

“I didn’t know you were friends with the ThunderClan deputy, Onewhisker,” Whitetail meowed
amicably at the same time to Onewhisker, smiling and blinking politely.

 

Onewhisker shrugged, then glanced back at where Fireheart had left. “He’s a good cat,” he replied.

 

“Well, I’m glad you're friends with him,” Whitetail purred. She curled her tail neatly around her paws
and stared expectantly at Onewhisker, but the tom hardly took notice.

 

“Well?” Storkpaw insisted eagerly, bouncing in front of Airleap.

 

Airleap smiled, but it quickly fell. He should get going now. “Fireheart wants Bluestar and Tallstar to
meet and discuss the prey theft,” he said, and started to take pawsteps away. “I’ve got to go send the
message to Bluestar to meet at Fourtrees.”

 

Whitetail blinked. “Why do you have to send a message to Bluestar? Didn’t she send Fireheart to give
the message to us?”

 

Airleap shook his head. “It’s complicated. Onewhisker can tell you.” He flicked his tail tip at the
brown tabby, who startled. “I’m off now!”

 

He bunched his muscles and sprang forward. In a whisker twitch, he was out of camp and racing
through the grassy plains of WindClan territory. He darted down the lanes of crumpled tall grass,
paws instinctively carrying him towards Fourtrees, where he would then cross into ThunderClan’s
territory.

 

 

Fireheart made good time back to Fourtrees and onto his own territory. He had not eaten since before
the Gathering on the previous night; his belly ached with hunger, and he was beginning to feel shaky
on his paws, so he forced himself to stop and hunt.



 

He paused to listen when he reached the stream, and his ears caught the sound of a vole scuffling
among the reeds at the water’s edge. Lifting his head to taste the air, Fireheart pinpointed the creature
more by scent than sight. He pounced, and his claws sank into his prey. Gulping it down, he felt
strength flow back into him, and he headed for his own camp with renewed speed. The moon had
risen above the trees by the time he slipped down the ravine, reminding Fireheart that he had until
moonset to choose warriors for Bluestar’s planned attack. 

 

His optimism was returning. Tallstar had agreed to talk; surely Bluestar would realize that war with
WindClan was unnecessary.

 

He had almost reached the entrance to the clearing when he heard a cat call his name. He turned to see
Whitestorm following him down the ravine at the head of the evening patrol. Lynxpaw, Cloudpaw,
Tulippaw, and Frostfur were with him. The latter white she-cat was giving Cloudpaw a wide berth,
and her bespeckled apprentice was doing the same.

 

“Everything quiet?” Fireheart asked as Whitestorm came up to him.

 

“Quiet as a sleeping kit,” the white warrior replied. “No sign of the dog. Maybe its Twolegs found it
after all.”

 

“Maybe,” Fireheart meowed. Suddenly he decided to tell Whitestorm where he had been. He wanted
at least one other warrior to share the hope that they might not have to go into battle against
WindClan.

 

“Actually, Whitestorm, I wanted a word with you about that. Can you give me a moment?”

 

“Of course- if you don’t mind my eating while I listen.”

 

Whitestorm sent the three apprentices to go take prey for themselves; Lynxpaw swished her tail
haughtily as Tulippaw bounded over to the pile of fresh-kill. Cloudpaw meowed a hello to Fireheart
before snatching a magpie from the fresh-kill pile and padding over to share with Cliffpaw, Elderpaw,
and Fernpaw. Frostfur padded off to the warriors’ den with a vole, tail-tip twitching as she stared at
Fireheart with narrowed, suspicious eyes, while Whitestorm chose a squirrel for himself and carried it
over to a quiet corner by the newly sprouting nettle patch.

 



Fireheart followed him. “Whitestorm, Bluestar sent for me this morning....” Quietly he told the older
warrior the whole story, from Bluestar’s obsessive belief that WindClan had been stealing prey and
her order to attack, to Fireheart’s decision to ask WindClan for a meeting.

 

“What?” Whitestorm stared at Fireheart in disbelief. “You went behind Bluestar’s back?” His half-
brother’s voice failed, and he shook his head in confusion.

 

Fireheart immediately felt defensive. “What else could I do?”

 

“You could have consulted me.” The fur on Whitestorm’s shoulders bristled angrily. “Or some of the
other senior warriors. We would have helped you find a solution.”

 

“I’m sorry.” Fireheart’s heart was pounding. “I didn’t want anyone else to get in trouble. I did what I
thought was best.” It was because of the warrior code that he had acted alone, knowing that he could
not ask any other cat to challenge Bluestar’s orders like this.

 

Whitestorm’s gaze was intensely thoughtful. “I think we need to tell the other warriors about this,” he
meowed at last. “They’ll need to be ready for Bluestar’s attack in case Airleap doesn’t get here- and
even if Bluestar agrees to meet Tallstar, she might want a patrol behind her. I’d bet a moon’s worth of
dawn patrols that Tallstar guesses something’s up. We can’t be sure he won’t ambush us.”

 

Fireheart nodded respectfully. “You’re right, Whitestorm. I trust them, but we should be prepared.”

 

“I’ll find some apprentices to guard the camp,” Whitestorm meowed. “You gather the warriors.”

 

Fireheart ran across the clearing to the warrior’s den. Most of them were already there, curled up in
their nests, asleep. Fireheart prodded Sandstorm with a paw to rouse her. She blinked up at him.
“What is it?”

 

“Wake the others, please, Sandstorm,” Fireheart meowed. “Whitestorm and I have something
important to tell everyone.”

 

Sandstorm scrambled to her paws. “What do you mean, something important? It’s the middle of the
night!”



 

Fireheart went out again without answering, to look for the remaining warriors. He found Brindleface
visiting the queens in the nursery and Mousefur coming into camp with her jaws full of fresh-kill after
a late-night patrol. He wondered whether he ought to call Spottedleaf and Cinderpelt, but decided it
would be better to explain the situation to them individually.

 

By the time he returned to the warriors’ den the other cats were fully awake. A moment later
Whitestorm padded under the shelter of the branches and sat down at Fireheart’s side.

 

“What’s all this about?” Darkstripe asked bad-temperedly, flicking moss off one ear. “It had better be
good.”

 

Fireheart felt his stomach churn with nervousness as he wondered how his Clanmates would react
when they heard what he had done. The majority of them already distrusted him - how would they
take him going behind their leader’s back?

 

Whitestorm nodded at him, nudging him to speak. Taking a deep breath, Fireheart began. He
explained Bluestar’s plan to attack, and how he had tried to work out a peaceful solution instead. His
Clanmates listened in stunned silence. Fireheart was acutely conscious of their eyes fixed on him,
glowing in the moonlight that filtered through the gaps in the den’s roof.

 

In particular he was aware of Sandstorm’s pale green gaze, where she sat crouched near the outer
branches, but he could not bring himself to look directly at her. He just hoped that the warriors would
understand he had done this for the best of reasons, to avoid battle and save lives.

 

“So Tallstar agreed to meet Bluestar at Fourtrees,” he finished. “Airleap should be here anytime now
to tell her about the meeting.”

 

He braced himself for an outburst from the other warriors, but no cat seemed to know what to say;
they merely looked at each other in bewilderment.

 

Eventually Mousefur asked, “Whitestorm, do you agree with what Fireheart has done?”

 

Fireheart waited, his eyes fixed on his paws. He desperately needed Whitestorm’s support because of
the respect he commanded from the other warriors, but he knew that Whitestorm did not completely



approve of his actions, however well-intentioned.

 

 “I wouldn’t have done it.” Whitestorm spoke with his usual quiet authority. “But I think he’s right
about not attacking WindClan. I don’t believe they have taken any of our prey. There is a dog loose-
I’ve scented it myself.”

 

“So have I, around Snakerocks,” confirmed Mousefur.

 

“At Fourtrees too,” meowed Brackenfur. “We can’t blame WindClan for that.”

 

“But you’re asking us to keep secrets from Bluestar!” Sandstorm rose to her paws, and at last
Fireheart had to meet her challenging green stare.

 

A jolt of dismay ran through Fireheart. He had not expected Sandstorm to be the first cat to object to
what he had done. “I’m sorry,” he mewed. “I didn’t think I had a choice.”

 

“Just what I would expect,” growled Darkstripe. “Do you have any idea of what the warrior code
means?”

 

“I know very well what it means,” Fireheart defended himself. “It is because of my loyalty to the Clan
that I don’t want to fight an unnecessary battle. And I respect StarClan as much as any cat. I don’t
believe it’s their will that we attack tonight.”

 

Darkstripe twitched his ears scornfully, but he said no more. Fireheart glanced around, wondering
whether he was winning the support of his warriors. When Bluestar gave up her last life and went to
join StarClan, he realized uncomfortably, he might have to lead this Clan, and if he could not
command their loyalty and respect, the task would be impossible.

 

“This is what’s important,” he went on desperately. “WindClan haven’t done anything wrong. And we
have enough to do, rebuilding the camp and keeping up the patrols, without fighting an unnecessary,
dangerous battle. How will we keep ourselves fed and prepare for leaf-bare if we have warriors
injured or even killed?”

 



“He’s right.” Brindleface spoke up, and the others turned to look at her. “Our kits would be in the
battle,” she went on quietly. “We don’t want them hurt for nothing.”

 

Creekflower added her agreement, blinking reassuringly at her brother, but the rest of the warriors
were still murmuring among themselves.

 

Again he was aware of Sandstorm, and the distress in her pale green eyes. He could understand how
torn she must feel now, between her loyalty to Bluestar and her commitment to him. Right now
Fireheart wanted nothing more than to press himself against her flank and forget all this in the sweet
scent of her fur, but he had to go on standing in front of his warriors, waiting for their verdict on
whether they would support him or not.

 

“Why is there any debate on this?!” Frostfur hissed, tail lashing angrily as she balefully glared at
Fireheart. “He’s gone behind Bluestar’s back! He’s disloyal!”

 

“Fireheart’s loyalty has always been to the clan!” Cherryfur butted in hotly, amber eyes burning with
dislike. “ He’s thinking about what’s best for ThunderClan as well as WindClan - there’s nothing
disloyal about that!” She huffed. “For what’s it’s worth, I think he did the right thing! WindClan’s
done nothing wrong, and Fireheart’s right! We can’t risk our clan in battle right now - it’s not smart!”

 

Frostfur curled her lip into a snarl, but kept her mouth shut as the warriors conversed quietly with
each other. Fireheart flashed a quick, thankful smile at Cherryfur, and she returned it with a double
twitch of her whiskers.

 

Surprisingly, Longtail spoke up first. “So what do you want us to do?” Fireheart momentarily blinked,
a little surprised, then caught the awkward tilt of the head the tabby warrior gave Cherryfur.
Fireheart’s ear twitched. Ah, right…Longtail and Cherryfur had been having a lot of disagreements
lately, thanks to their respective friend groups.

 

Perhaps Longtail was trying to extend an olive branch to his sister.

 

Cherryfur glanced at her brother, expression not giving her away, but she slowly nodded to Longtail.

 

“I’ll need a party of warriors ready to go with Bluestar to Fourtrees,” Fireheart replied. “If Airleap
doesn’t come, or if Bluestar doesn’t agree to talk, then she’ll lead us into battle. And if that
happens...” His voice failed; he swallowed.



 

“Yes, what then?” Sandstorm demanded. “Do you want us to disobey Bluestar’s direct orders? Turn
around and run away? Cherryfur, tell Fireheart what a mouse-brained idea that is!” Cherryfur frowned
as she considered that circumstance, and Longtail uncomfortably shuffled.

 

“Sandstorm’s right,” he agreed with a quick glance at his sister. “Dustpelt, what do you think?”

 

Dustpelt’s ears pricked in surprise. 

 

Fireheart braced himself for more criticism, but Dustpelt meowed hesitantly, “I don’t know,
Sandstorm, Longtail. Fireheart’s right that it’s a bad time for a battle, and besides, no cat can seriously
believe that WindClan is stealing our prey. If Bluestar thinks so, then...well...” He broke off, scuffling
his paws in confusion.

 

“It’s understandable that Bluestar can’t trust WindClan,” Fireheart mewed, instinctively defending his
leader. “Not since they stopped her going to Highstones. And we’ve never known dogs loose in the
forest before. But there is no evidence at all that WindClan took those rabbits, and plenty of evidence
that a dog did.”

 

“So what do you suggest if it comes to battle, Fireheart?” asked Mousefur. “Come back to the camp
when Bluestar gives the order to attack?”

 

“No,” Fireheart replied. “Tallstar seemed willing to meet Bluestar in peace, and if we’re lucky he’ll
have only one or two warriors with him. It won’t come to a fight.”

 

“That’s a pretty big if,” mewed Mousefur with a skeptical flick of her tail. “What if WindClan assume
the same thing, and set an ambush for us? We’d be crowfood.” Fireheart winced as she voiced
Whitestorm’s own doubts about whether they could trust Tallstar.

 

“I’m not going,” Longtail announced loudly. “Let WindClan tear us apart? I’m not mouse-brained!”

 

Dustpelt, who was sitting next to him, turned his head and gave him a scorching look of contempt.
“No, you’re a coward,” he meowed.

 



“I’m not!” Longtail’s protest was shrill. “I’m a loyal ThunderClan cat!”

 

“Yes, you are,” Fireheart faintly heard Cherryfur mutter. “ And you’re a coward.”

 

“Fine, Longtail,” Fireheart broke in. “We don’t need every warrior to go. You can stay and guard the
camp. And that goes for the rest of you,” he added. “If you don’t want to be part of this, stay here.”
He waited tensely for his warriors’ response, looking around at their troubled faces in the dim light of
the den.

 

“I’ll go,” meowed Whitestorm at last. “I think we can trust Tallstar not to fight, if there is an
alternative.”

 

Fireheart shot him a grateful glance as the other warriors hesitated, murmuring to each other or
shifting uncomfortably among the mossy bedding.

 

“I’ll go too.” Brackenfur sounded nervous to be the first to speak among so many older warriors.
Beside him, Feathercloud looked scared, but he determinedly gave his consent as well.

 

“So will I,” mewed Dustpelt. His tail lashed once in Fireheart’s direction. “But if WindClan attack,
I’ll fight. I’m not going to be clawed apart for any cat.”

 

The rest of the warriors joined in. To Fireheart’s surprise, Darkstripe agreed to go, while Mousefur
refused.

 

“I’m sorry, Fireheart,” she meowed. “I think you’re talking sense, but that’s not the point. The warrior
code isn’t something you stick to just when you feel like it. I don’t think I could disobey my leader if
she ordered me to attack.”

 

“Well, I will go,” Brindleface asserted. “I don’t want to see my kits torn to pieces in a battle we don’t
have to fight.”

 

“I’ll go too,” meowed Creekflower, chin raised high. Her gaze swept over the warriors around her as
she added, “We don’t raise kits to fight in unjust battles.”

 



“You can count me in!” Runningwind straightened his shoulders as Cherryfur nodded, both looking
determined. Next to Runningwind, Graystripe nodded, though there was an awkward hesitance in his
yellow eyes, and Fireheart immediately felt better having three of his closest friends on his side.

 

Sandstorm had been quiet, saying nothing, but now she rose to her paws. “I’m coming too.”

 

“But what about the kits?” he asked, worry gripped him like a vice. His gaze flickered to her rapidly
growing belly. She was very clearly showing her pregnancy now.

 

“This is a meeting for peace, isn’t it?” She tilted her head, a touch of contempt in her gaze. “If it all
goes to plan, they won’t be in danger.” Her eyes then softened slightly. “I know you’re right about the
dogs- but I still hate lying to Bluestar.”

 

“What about the apprentices?” Darkstripe asked. “Do you want them to come with us? Fernpaw’s too
young to get involved.”

 

“I agree,” Dustpelt mewed swiftly. “Ashpaw’s not ready to be in a fight. And I doubt Elderpaw or
Tulippaw are either.” He casted a quick look at Creekflower, but for once, it didn’t seem to be a slight
against her. The brown and white tabby exchanged a stiff nod of agreement.

 

“I’d prefer to keep Lynxpaw out of it,” meowed Whitestorm. “But, she should have a chance to prove
that she’s ready for warriorship - whatever the outcome, she can show her skills in battle or in peace.”

 

“No, I don’t want to endanger more cats than necessary,” Fireheart disagreed with a headshake.

 

“But won’t Bluestar think there’s something odd if we don’t take any apprentices with us?” asked
Brackenfur.

 

“That’s a good point.” Fireheart nodded at the young warrior. “Okay, we’ll take Swiftpaw, Lynxpaw,
Cliffpaw, and Cloudpaw. But only if Bluestar wants to take that many cats with her, and we’ll tell
them what’s going on after we leave. The news will be all around the camp otherwise.” Tulippaw was
just as much of a gossip as his mentor, and Fireheart had no illusions that Swiftpaw wouldn’t boast to
every other apprentice about getting chosen for the patrol.

 



Fireheart then realized to his surprise that he had more warriors on his side than he needed. If Airleap
made it to the camp on time and Bluestar agreed to go and talk to Tallstar, it would seem odd if a
whole fighting patrol of warriors offered to go with her. Besides, he didn’t want to leave the camp
vulnerable to attack, especially now. “Why don’t Feathercloud and Brackenfur stay to help guard the
camp?” he suggested. “I am grateful for your support, but you may be needed here.”

 

Privately, Fireheart was also concerned about their closeness with WindClan. He didn’t want them to
feel torn between fighting their friends, and aiding their clanmates.

 

Brackenfur and Feathercloud exchanged a glance. The white tom looked slightly relieved, and then
they both nodded.

 

After a moment of hesitance, Fireheart added, “Graystripe, you better as well. WindClan doesn’t
know that you're with ThunderClan again- they might suspect us of allying with RiverClan.”

 

Graystripe bowed his head. “I understand.” Fireheart felt guilty when he saw the sadness in
Graystripe’s gaze. But there was also a hint of relief in the way his shoulders slumped.

 

“Like he’s really ThunderClan,” Darkstripe grumbled, tail twitching. Fireheart briefly cast him a
warning glare, but the black tom just stared coldly back at him.

 

“Now the rest of you had better get some sleep,” Fireheart continued. “We leave at moonset.”

 

He watched the warriors settle down in their bedding, but he did not join them. He knew he had no
chance of sleeping, and he wanted to tell Spottedleaf and Cinderpelt what was going on before they
heard it from any other cat. If it weren’t for his faith in Spottedleaf, he would have started to doubt
long ago that he could stop this battle. There seemed to be so much that could go wrong: Airleap
might not bring the message in time; Bluestar might refuse to talk to Tallstar; WindClan might
ambush them at Fourtrees....

 

Giving himself a shake, Fireheart emerged into the clearing. He glanced around for any sign of
Airleap, but the camp lay silent in the moonlight. A pair of eyes gleamed from the entrance to the
gorse tunnel, and as Fireheart padded closer he made out the pale shape of Ashpaw, on guard.

 

“Do you know who Airleap is?” he asked, and when the apprentice nodded, he went on: “He hasn’t
been here tonight, has he?”



 

Looking puzzled, Ashpaw shook his head.

 

“If he comes,” Fireheart instructed him, “let him in, and take him straight to Bluestar, okay?”

 

“Okay, Fireheart.” Ashpaw was clearly bursting with curiosity, but he didn’t ask any questions.

 

Fireheart nodded to him and went off to find Cinderpelt. Padding up to the medicine cat’s den, he saw
her sitting outside, deep in conversation with Mousefur.

 

Both cats looked around at his approach.

 

“Fireheart?” Cinderpelt meowed, rising slowly to her paws. “What’s all this Mousefur is telling me?
Why wasn’t I invited to the meeting?” Her blue eyes blazed with annoyance.

 

“It was just for the warriors,” Fireheart replied, though the explanation sounded feeble even to him.

 

“Oh, right,” mewed Cinderpelt dryly. “You thought I wouldn’t be interested in keeping secrets from
Bluestar?”

 

“It’s not like that!” Fireheart protested. “I was coming to tell you now. Mousefur,” he added, giving
the she-cat a hostile glance, “aren’t you supposed to be resting?”

 

Mousefur returned his glare, then spun around and vanished into the darkness.

 

“Well?” prompted Cinderpelt.

 

“It sounds as if Mousefur has told you already. I don’t like this situation any more than you, but what
choice is there? Do you really think that StarClan want war in the forest- especially an unjust war?”

 



“StarClan have shown me nothing about any battles,” Cinderpelt admitted. “And I don’t want
bloodshed, but is this the only way to stop it?”

 

“But StarClan has shown me,” Spottedleaf quietly inputted, padding softly out of the shadows of the
herb store. Her tortoiseshell coat glittered with stems of rosemary. “I saw WindClan’s territory, and
was told that there would be no bloodshed. Stopping this battle is the will of StarClan.”

 

Cinderpelt dipped her head to Spottedleaf. Fireheart thought he saw a glint of that old fear in her eyes
- the one she’d held when she thought Lizardflight should have been the medicine cat apprentice and
not her. Yet moonlight shone on her gray fur, giving her a ghostly appearance, as if she were already
halfway into the world of StarClan. “Whatever you do, Fireheart, be careful of Bluestar. Be gentle
with her. She was a great leader- and she might be again.”

 

Fireheart wanted so much to believe the medicine cat. But each day Bluestar seemed to slide further
into confusion. The wise mentor he had respected when he first came to ThunderClan seemed very far
away.

 

“I’ll do my best,” he promised. “I don’t want to deceive her. But that’s why I’ve organized this
meeting with Tallstar. I want her to realize we don’t have to fight. And she won’t listen to me.”
Tensely, he added, “Do you think I’m wrong?” He glanced between his mother and his former
apprentice. Spottedleaf’s amber eyes blazed strongly with conviction and warmth, but Cinderpelt…

 

“It’s not for me to say.” Cinderpelt met his gaze steadily. “This is your decision, Fireheart. No cat can
make it for you.”
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The Pack Is Back

Airleap bounded over the meadows of WindClan, as his paws soon came to the shorter, darker grass
of the woodlands. He breathed in the air as he left the last of the WindClan scent markers behind, and
stepped into the neutral territory of Fourtrees, though both ShadowClan stench stunk up the air as the
marshland cats often crossed into the short patch of territory to hunt as though it was their own.

 

Soon, the scents of all four clans hit his nose, and the Great Rock of the Gathering Place appeared.
But he spared it no glance. He heaved in a deep breath, taking in all the air his lungs could, then shot
forward. The moon was high in the sky now, and he followed his brother’s scent trail as he dove into
ThunderClan’s forest. The sharp, tangy scent hit his nostrils, and he paused at the border. There was a
faint scent of vole blood - his brother’s favorite prey. Fireheart must have stopped for a quick meal.

 

But Airleap was not hungry - he shared a hearty rabbit with Morningflower and Quailpaw that
afternoon, and it had kept his belly quite full the rest of the day. (Even if Quailpaw, the glutton, had
eaten most of it before Airleap could even swallow down a leg.)

 

He pushed onward, hair raised as he warily scented for any patrols. He followed Fireheart’s scent
trail, and at one point it intertwined with the scents of ThunderClan cats he was not familiar with - the
apprentices, he guessed, for he knew all of the warriors’ and queens’ scents. But there was also the
immediately recognizable warm smell of his older half-brother, Whitestorm.

 

And Frostfur’s as well.

 

He stiffened, tense. Whitestorm would welcome him- but Frostfur would not.

 

But he must keep pressing onward. Soon, he came to the ravine, where the ThunderClan cats’ scent
was overwhelming. He leaped to the bottom of the ravine, then paused. For a moment, his chest
tightened and his mind whirled with terrified anxiety. He could be flayed alive by enemy warriors
once he entered the camp.

 

…What did the camp look like now? The very camp he was born into? The fire had scorched the
forest floor and ripped the foliage of its beauty. But it was growing back steadily.

 

Taking a deep breath, he forced his paws to take a step forwards. He ducked his head to avoid
brushing his ears against the top of the rough gorse tunnel.



 

Before he had even made it a step out of the tunnel, there was a challenging, growling meow. “Halt!”
squeaked a young, speckled gray apprentice. His light blue eyes narrowed onto Airleap suspiciously-
but he didn’t attack, or call for alarm.

 

Suddenly, Fireheart sprung forward and raced across the clearing in record time. “Okay, Ashpaw,” he
meowed to the apprentice. “I’ll look after Airleap- you stay on guard.” He raised his head to touch his
nose to Airleap’s and Airleap blinked, startled, but happily accepted. “It’s good to see you, Airleap.
You came quickly.”

 

“As quick as I could,” Airleap meowed, white tail tip twitching. He knew he was not quite as fast as
the other WindClan cats… but he was much faster than most ThunderClan cats. Save for the cat
named after his swift skills- Runningwind.

 

“I know you must have run like the wind to get here so fast,” Fireheart said, looking sympathetic but
still worried. “But we don’t have much time. Follow me.”

 

He led the way to Bluestar’s den. Airleap knew the way, though it was awkward to take the steps to
follow them. He glanced around ThunderClan camp as he went. Very few cats were out, but those that
were had their eyes locked on them. Plus, it seemed those in the warriors’ den were not at all sleeping.
Eyes peered out from inside.

 

Airleap’s heart beat, so hard and high he thought he could feel his heart on his tongue. These were
cats he knew from his early life- that was his very own sister Creekflower’s eyes staring at him from
the warriors’ den! And yet, they were his enemies.

 

Longtail was among the few cats lingering in camp. He sat near the nursery, as though guarding it.
His eyes narrowed suspiciously as Airleap passed. Airleap ducked his head.

 

Then his eyes caught on something. Was that Graystripe’s gray tabby fur? He wasn’t sure- the gray
cat had slipped behind Creekflower when he wasn’t looking. Maybe it had been one of the many
young gray cats now populating ThunderClan’s newest generation.

 

Had Graystripe rejoined ThunderClan, instead of Leopardfur’s group? Airleap supposed it made
sense, though.

 



Finally, Airleap refocused on the task at hand. He was entering Bluestar’s den! His body trembled
before he stopped it. The ThunderClan leader was curled in her nest, but when Airleap looked closely
at her he could see a gleam of moonlight reflected from her narrowed eyes. She was not asleep.

 

“What’s the matter, Fireheart?” she asked, sounding annoyed. “It’s not time to go yet. And who’s that
with you?”

 

“It’s Airleap, Bluestar,” Airleap meowed, stepping forward and bowing his head. Fear lit his blood
when her head snapped up, eyes narrowed.

 

“Don’t tell me you want back too?” she spat.

 

Airleap quickly shook his head. “I’ve come with a message from Tallstar.”

 

“Tallstar!” Bluestar sprang to her paws. “What does your Clan of thieves want to say to me?” She
curled her lips.

 

Airleap tried not to flinch at her anger. “Tallstar wants to meet with you, to discuss the loss of prey,”
he told her.

 

“Does he?” Briefly Bluestar glared at her deputy, her eyes blazing with blue fire. For a heartbeat

Airleap was sure she had guessed what Fireheart had done. There was an ominous pause.

 

“Bluestar, surely it would be better to talk than fight?” Fireheart ventured tentatively.

 

“Don’t tell me what to do,” Bluestar snapped. Her tail-tip twitched irritably. “Get out of here.

Airleap and I will discuss this together.”

 

Alarmed, Airleap watched as Fireheart slowly backed out of the den. He pleadingly tried to make eye
contact with his brother, begging him not to leave him alone, but Fireheart simply stared
apologetically back at him. Soon, the ginger tom was out of the den, and away from the entrance.

 



Bluestar stared him down and Airleap tried not to squirm under her intense gaze. “So Tallstar sent
you?” she questioned, a growl to her voice.

 

Airleap nodded. “Yes. He was… upset after the Gathering’s accusation, but he doesn’t want it to come
to war…” This part Airleap hadn’t thought about. How could he lie to Bluestar? What lies were the
right ones?

 

“Then he shouldn’t have let his warriors steal prey,” she spat once more, tail lashing behind her. He
had noticed at the Gathering how disheveled and skinny she was… But up close, like this, he could
even smell the dirt on her. Her pelt was not groomed, and dust and grim had started to collect in
patches on matted fur.

 

It was so unlike the smooth and neat fur she’d once possessed that he was stunned.

 

“We aren’t,” Airleap protested, defensive, then stopped, hesitating. He wasn’t the one who was trying
to convince Bluestar. He bowed his head again. “Tallstar wants to meet to discuss it. We think it was a
dog.”

 

“A dog.” Bluestar narrowed her eyes, and they flickered suspiciously to the den entrance.

 

“Yes,” Airleap meowed. “And Tallstar wants to meet at Fourtrees to discuss it.” Then he waited as
Bluestar stood still, tail tip flicking back and forth like a snake’s. In her silence, he grew more
nervous, and shifted, staring at his paws. “So, will you go-”

 

Bluestar abruptly shoved past him, and he shrank away from her lashing tail. He scrambled after her
as the ThunderClan leader turned the corner around the outside of her den, pacing forward until she
reached Fireheart and Whitestorm, who waited nearby.

 

“Gather a patrol,” she ordered. “We go to Fourtrees.”

 

“Does that mean you are going to talk with Tallstar?” Fireheart asked bravely.

 

His leader’s tail lashed again. “I will talk,” she meowed. “But if there is no agreement, then we will
fight.”



 

Bluestar stomped off to the camp entrance and waited, growling and pacing intermittently. Fireheart
quickly had Whitestorm fetch the rest of the warriors. Airleap was shocked to see the amount of cats
coming with- Creekflower, Brindleface, Dustpelt, Darkstripe, Cherryfur, Runningwind, and the older
apprentices- Lynxpaw, Swiftpaw- and Cliffpaw and young Cloudpaw. He was shocked to see
Sandstorm padding up to Fireheart’s side. Her belly bulged at the side. Not as big as a queen about to
burst, but noticeable. No honorable warrior would feel comfortable fighting a pregnant cat.

 

…Perhaps that was the point. Though, he didn’t think Fireheart would risk his mate’s safety like that.
Sandstorm was hard-headed- she must have insisted she come.

 

Fireheart and Whitestorm flanked Bluestar as she led the way. Airleap came into stride beside
Creekflower. His sister smiled at him. “Hi,” she meowed quietly. Airleap blinked, then smiled back at
her.

 

“Hello,” he said back. “How are you?”

 

“Good,” Creekflower meowed, then paused. “Well, could be better. How are you?” 

 

“Could be better,” Airleap agreed, giving a tentative smile. Creekflower purred, tail kinking in
amusement.

 

“Hey Airleap!” Airleap was surprised when Runningwind bounded up to him. “Nice to see you again.
We haven’t talked in a while.”

 

“I haven’t talked to any of you in a while,” Airleap meowed. “Things have been tense in the clans…”
It had only been Feathercloud that WindClan had really trusted, thanks to Ravenwing, when it had
been revealed that Tigerstar, once ThunderClan’s deputy, had tried to kill innocent Ravenwing.

 

He had been polite to his former clanmates, friends, and family in passing, but he hadn’t really had
the time to make conversations with them… Gatherings were quick recently. And sparse. Moons
seemed to fly by quickly, yet drag on forever.

 

“I heard you're mentoring Cliffpaw?” Airleap asked Runningwind, trying to make conversation. Then
he realized he wasn’t sure who Cliffpaw was. He knew who Cloudpaw was, certainly, and Swiftpaw



and Lynxpaw he was familiar with, but the newer apprentices…? He looked throughout the
ThunderClan cats, then spotted the one cat he only vaguely recognized. A young dusky-brown tabby
she-cat, with plump cheeks and thin stripes.

 

Wait, wasn’t she one of Creekflower’s kits? Now he felt like a mouse-brain. How could he not know
his own niece!

 

Runningwind ducked his head, grinning bashfully. “Willowpelt would beg to differ,” he meowed.
“But yeah, I am.”

 

“I’m mentoring Elderpaw,” Creekflower added, smiling. “She’s Brindleface’s kit. She’s great.”

 

“Cool,” Airleap meowed. “I’m mentoring-”

 

Just then, the black and white apprentice called Swiftpaw shoved himself forward, between Airleap
and Runningwind. He was as tall as Runningwind, which made Airleap wonder for a second if he was
still Swiftpaw.

 

“You’re Airleap, right?” meowed Swiftpaw curiously.

 

“Uh, yes?” he replied. Most cats in the clans, unfortunately, knew him and his story.

 

Swiftpaw’s eyes lit up with curiosity. “So you’ve been in ThunderClan, RiverClan, and WindClan,
right? Have you been to ShadowClan? Is it cool?”

 

Airleap blinked, bewildered. “Uh, no, I haven’t.”

 

“But your brother Copperleaf is in ShadowClan,” Swiftpaw stated casually. “You’ve never visited or
anything?”

 

Airleap’s whiskers twitched, and Runningwind cuffed Swiftpaw’s ears with his tail. “Has he ever
visited ThunderClan?” Runningwind mused. “Just because he has family in other clans doesn’t mean
he can truant around wherever.”



 

“Though I wouldn’t mind seeing you more often,” Creekflower meowed, which surprised Airleap.
Normally, she was a stickler to the code… then again, didn’t she have a kittypet mate? He supposed
his sister wasn’t as bossy as she was as a kit anymore.

 

“I know,” Swiftpaw meowed. “I was just wondering what it’s like to be in different clans. It must be
weird!”

 

“Swiftpaw!” yowled his orange and black patched sister, Lynxpaw. “Stop talking to him.” Her nose
scrunched as she said it, and her short tail flicked. Swiftpaw stuck his tongue out at her, then grinned
and scrambled after her.

 

“Well, he’s got a lot of energy,” commented Airleap.

 

Creekflower shook her head exasperatedly. “And Longtail won’t shut up about how he should be a
warrior already.”

 

Airleap kept chatting with Creekflower and Runningwind before going quiet as they reached the
hollow where the four great oaks stood. Airleap’s heart lurched as an owl hooted in the distance.
Bluestar paused at the top of the slope. As the other warriors caught up with her, starlight cast a faint
sheen on their fur, touching their pricked ears and reflecting from their wide eyes. Airleap could
almost taste their anticipation.

 

When he looked across the border into WindClan territory, he thought at first that the sweep of

moorland was empty, and his heart thudded, wondering if Tallstar had decided against the meeting
and left Airleap alone with the ThunderClan patrol. Wind swept across the moore and rustled the oak
trees in the hollow behind him. Then he caught sight of movement up ahead, and he realized that a
line of cats was standing there, with Tallstar at their center. His stomach clenched as Airleap realized
that Tallstar, too, had brought his warriors with him.

 

“What’s that?” Bluestar hissed, turning to glare into his eyes. “So many WindClan cats? I thought I
was coming here to talk.” Her eyes glared furiously at Fireheart, some sharpened instinct flooding her
expression with understanding. “This looks more like an ambush than a meeting of leaders.”

 

At a flick of her tail, the ThunderClan warriors moved up in purposeful silence to form a tight line on
either side of their leader, facing the WindClan cats. Airleap felt the air crackle with tension, and he



realized that it would be all too easy for fighting to break out, even if WindClan did not attack first.
Airleap then realized he did not want to be on ThunderClan’s side when- if- a fight broke out.
Quickly, he darted over to his clanmates.

 

“Clan-hopper,” he heard Darkstripe sneer as he came to the other side.

 

Deadfoot greeted him with a nod, and Airleap slunk behind him, looping around to Morningflower’s
side. Gorsepaw was with her and Onewhisker, and Airleap was deeply grateful Storkpaw was not a
part of the patrol. Yet his heart still beat with fear for young Gorsepaw.

 

“Tallstar?” Bluestar meowed coldly. “What have you to say to me?”

 

Waiting for his leader’s response, Airleap nervously sheathed and unsheathed his claws. He

did not know if the line would hold. If just one cat moved forward, battle could engulf them all.
Mudclaw was as twitchy as a rabbit, inching closer with his eyes locked on Dustpelt. Dustpelt
exchange a tense glance with his older sister, Brindleface. Next to him, Sandstorm kept her gaze fixed
on the WindClan cats, her ears flat to her head. Airleap saw how Morningflower looked at her belly
and frowned.

 

Beside Sandstorm, Swiftpaw stared nervously at Bluestar, but he held his place in the line, with
Lynxpaw crouched beside him. Cloudpaw, on Fireheart’s other side, had dropped into the hunter’s
crouch, his rump wriggling as if he were about to spring. Cliffpaw flicked her brother’s side while
Airleap saw Fireheart hiss at his apprentice to keep still.

 

A few fox-lengths away from the ThunderClan patrol, Tallstar stood a pace or two ahead of his own
warriors. As the first pale light of dawn crept into the sky, Airleap could see his black and white fur
was fluffed up, and his tail held erect.

 

Airleap shifted nervously, staring back at ThunderClan. He guessed that one day he’d come to face his
old clan in battle… but over something that was proven the fault of neither? It just made his skin
squirm. How could he spill the blood of his family over nothing?

 

I don’t want to fight these cats, he thought. He waited, feeling his heart pound like that

of a trapped bird.

 



“No cat is to move,” Tallstar ordered his warriors at last, his voice carrying easily in the still air.

 

“You must be mad!” That was Mudclaw, padding to Tallstar’s side. “That’s a fighting force she’s

brought with her. We’ve got to attack!”

 

“No.” Tallstar took another pace forward, flicking his tail to summon Deadfoot, his deputy, to his
side. Looking directly at Bluestar, he dipped his head. “No battle will be fought here today. I said that
I would come here to talk, and that’s what I intend to do.”

 

Bluestar did not respond. She crouched on the ground, her fur bristling and her teeth bared in a snarl
of defiance. Airleap was suddenly afraid that she had changed her mind, and wondered what would
happen if she launched herself at the WindClan leader. He sent up a fervent prayer to StarClan that
she would not order her warriors to attack.

 

Meanwhile, Onewhisker came up to Mudclaw and nudged him roughly back into line. For a moment
that seemed to Airleap to last several moons, the two lines of cats faced each other, their fur blowing
in the wind, their eyes gleaming with a tension that teetered on the brink of breaking out into
squalling, biting rage.

 

“Bluestar,” Tallstar spoke again. “Will you come here to me, between our warriors? Bring your
deputy with you, and let us see if we can make peace.”

 

“Peace?” Bluestar spat. “How can I make peace with prey stealers and rogues?”

 

Yowls of protest rose from the WindClan cats. Even Airleap’s fur bristled defensively. Mudclaw
sprang forward, but Onewhisker leaped after him and bowled him over, holding him writhing on the
turf. Airleap saw Darkstripe lashing his tail to and fro; if Mudclaw attacked, Darkstripe would meet
him, and all hope of peace would be over.

 

“Do as Tallstar says,” Fireheart mewed desperately to Bluestar, and Airleap pricked his ears to make
out his frantic words. “That’s why we’re here. WindClan have suffered from stolen prey, just like
ThunderClan.”

 

Bluestar rounded on him, a look of venomous hatred blazing in her blue eyes. “It seems we have no
choice,” she hissed at him. “But there’ll be a reckoning for this, Fireheart. You can be sure of that.”



 

Stiff-legged, her fur bristling, she paced forward until she stood in front of Tallstar, right on the border
of WindClan territory. Fireheart followed, murmuring an order to Runningwind quietly, as he left the
line of warriors.

 

Tallstar watched Bluestar coolly as she approached. The WindClan leader had never forgiven her,
Airleap knew quite well, for sheltering his old enemy Brokentail, and there had been a tension during
the time when Tigerstar had been ThunderClan’s deputy and Tallstar had known of his injustices. But
the WindClan leader had the wisdom not to let his grudge influence him now. It was something
Airleap had always respected about Tallstar.

 

“Bluestar,” he meowed, “I swear by StarClan that WindClan have not hunted on your territory.”

 

“StarClan!” Bluestar sneered. “What’s the worth of an oath by StarClan?”

 

Airleap startled, and Tallstar was taken aback, his gaze flickering to Fireheart as if he were looking
for an explanation. “Then I will swear it by anything you hold sacred,” he went on. “By our kits, by
our hopes for our Clans, by our honor as leaders. WindClan did not do what you accuse us of.”

 

For the first time his words seemed to reach Bluestar. Fireheart saw her fur begin to lie flat. “How can
I believe you?” she rasped.

 

“We have lost prey too,” Tallstar told her. “It may be dogs, or rogues. It is not cats from WindClan.”

 

“So you say,” meowed Bluestar. She sounded uncertain now. Airleap thought that perhaps Tallstar
was beginning to convince her, but she did not know how to back down without losing dignity. His
tail twitched hopefully.

 

“Bluestar,” Fireheart mewed urgently, “a noble leader doesn’t take her warriors into battle without
need. If there’s the least doubt that-” 

 

“Do you think you know more than I do about how to lead a Clan?” Bluestar interrupted. Her fur had
bristled again, but this time it was Fireheart who was the target of her anger. Airleap tensed, worried
for his brother as they caught a glimpse of the old, formidable ThunderClan leader, with power



beneath her aging muscles. Airleap was surprised Fireheart did not flinch from her, though he saw the
tension in his stiff shoulders.

 

“Young cats think they know everything,” Tallstar meowed. There was a hint of sympathetic humor in
his voice, and Airleap felt a flash of gratitude toward the WindClan leader for his sensitivity to
Bluestar’s fears. “But sometimes we have to listen to them. There is no need for this battle.” 

 

Bluestar’s ears twitched irritably. “Very well,” she mewed reluctantly. “I accept your word- for now.
But if my patrols scent WindClan one tail-length over our border...” She whipped around and called to
the ThunderClan cats. 

 

“Back to camp!” she ordered, leaping ahead of them. Her warriors followed after her, but Tallstar
dipped his head to Fireheart as he turned.

 

“Thank you, Fireheart. You did well, and my Clan honors your courage in averting this battle- but I
don’t envy you now.” 

 

Fireheart shrugged, and followed the rest of his Clan. Airleap let out a sigh of relief as Tallstar raised
his tail and called his warriors to follow him now. Airleap gratefully ran after Morningflower and
Gorsepaw as they headed into the open moore towards their camp. The turf gleamed pale in the soft
dawn light as they raced across it. Airleap suddenly felt an even greater relief, as he realized how
close it had been to war- to blood staining the forest floor. Of him, possibly, having to fight his own
brother and sister.

 

“Thank you, StarClan,” he murmured, not often spiritual, but now eternally grateful to his starry
ancestors.

 

 

Bluestar led her warriors back to camp in tense silence. She kept her gaze fixed ahead, tail, legs, and
muscles stiff, not moving even when Fireheart ( her apprentice, her warrior, her deputy) bounded
ahead to talk to Mousefur, who was sitting outside the warriors’ den.

 

“Any problems?” he asked.

 



Mousefur shook her head. “No trouble at all,” she reported. “Frostfur has taken out the dawn patrol
with Brackenfur and a couple of the apprentices.” More warriors out of camp? How completely
irresponsible of Frostfur! Had she no sense ?

 

Did anyone in this traitorous clan have any sense?

 

Looking Fireheart over, the dusky brown warrior added, “You don’t seem to be missing any fur. I
suppose the peace talk worked.”

 

“Yes, it did. Thanks for taking care of things here, Mousefur.”

 

Bluestar finally twitched, claws digging into the ground beneath her, flexing them slightly in rage and
horror. 

 

Had the whole clan been in on this?

 

It didn’t surprise her that these rag-tag, StarClan-worshippers would be cowardly enough to go behind
her back-

 

But the realization that Fireheart had…stung. It throbbed. It devastated.

 

Her eager apprentice, her curious warrior, her unwavering, righteous deputy…was as much of a traitor
as the rest of this StarClan-forsaken clan!

 

Why, why, why, why?

 

Why did StarClan keep punishing her? Why were they insisting on taking everything and everyone
away from her? First her mother had been murdered by WindClan, Snowfur had lost her life to a
monster, Thrushpelt killed in battle by her greatest enemy, Rosetail and Redtail both murdered by
Tigerstar, and now that traitor was ShadowClan’s leader!

 

Even worse, not only was the tom who had tried to kill her in power, but so was Thistlestar . He had
been the one to drive Snowfur into bloodlust - the bloodlust that had gotten her killed! And then, then



! He had to gall to dishonor her so soon after her death by mating with a kittypet , hiding the very fact,
and then attempting to replace her with his disgusting obsession with young she-kits like poor
Spottedleaf and that naive and bratty Grasswhisker!

 

But of course her old foe wouldn’t stop there. He had been the one to murder kind, loyal Thrushpelt,
who had kept her secret to the bitter end. She never had anyone as trustworthy as he. But he had met a
cruel fate at Thistlestar’s paws - his own half-brother! Bluestar’s sorrow suddenly erupted into fury
once more. Thistlestar . He, and StarClan, were the reason why she had to give up her precious kits -
strong, loyal Stonefur who had a perfect hunter’s crouch, even at such a young age. Determined, regal
Mistyfoot who had always been the best at hide-and-seek. And poor, poor, sweet, precious Mosskit.
Her baby, her little daughter, was dead . Dead in the snow, too cold, too weak to have survived the
journey to her father.

 

And Oakstar. The tom that had infuriated her so, yet still, the only one who had a claim to her heart…

 

But even he had betrayed her. Had disgraced their relationship when he welcomed Thistlestar into his
clan, had made him deputy …before StarClan, too, had taken him away from her in that terrible,
terrible rockfall.

 

The pain her mate must have been in…Bluestar couldn’t bear to think of it!

 

And then, StarClan had made Thistlestar a leader . Had given him their sacred nine lives to that
wretched tom! And they allowed him to sink his claws into the young, malleable minds of
Spottedleaf’s children!

 

Lightningfur, a bloodthirsty rogue .

 

Airleap, a clan-hopping coward.

 

Copperleaf, pandering to the plots of his insidious leader.

 

Creekflower, seeking solace in the soft kittypet life rather than her clan.

 

And Fireheart…



 

Fireheart. So oblivious to all the danger his father posed - not just to the forest, but to her deputy as
well. It had always been clear to Bluestar that something was up whenever Fireheart would hesitantly
defend his father’s sleazy ways, and when it came out that he had been training in the Place of No
Stars…she had her answer.

 

At first, Bluestar had thought that Thistlestar must not have sunk his claws into Fireheart as deep as
she feared, for he was the one that saved her from the gray rat’s apprentice’s coup. She had been
willing to look past Fireheart’s time in the Place of No Stars since he realized just how corrupt and
deceitful his father was.

 

But now…it couldn’t be denied any longer. The cat she had trained, had scolded, had felt so much
pride in, had seen as a pseudo-son (but she would never have tried to take that from Spottedleaf. She
had enough taken from her. Just like Bluestar.)-

 

Whatever it was - Thistlestar, Lightningfur, the Place of No Stars, the curse …whatever it was, it had
corrupted her deputy, had taken the final straw of loyalty she had been clinging to, and now…

 

Now she had nothing.

 

No mother. No sister. No mate. No kits. No Stormtail, Thrushpelt, Rosetail, Sweetpaw, Poppydawn,
Redtail, Adderfang, Swiftbreeze, Lionheart-

 

No Fireheart.

 

All she had now was a clan full of traitors.

 

And now, she had to decide the fate of one particular traitor poisoned by his father’s curse.

 

Bluestar watched through narrowed eyes, once more not moving a single muscle, as Mousefur
finished her conversation with Fireheart with a dip of her head.

 

“I’m going to get some sleep,” the dusky brown warrior meowed. “You’ll need to send some cats out
to hunt. There’s hardly any fresh-kill left.”



 

“I’ll lead a hunting party,” Fireheart promised.

 

“No, you won’t.” Bluestar came padding up behind him, eyes chips of blue ice. She let her betrayal,
her fury, simmer in her bones. It would do no good to shame Fireheart in front of the clan - for as
much as she felt like she had been stabbed over and over again, endlessly , with thorns, she didn’t
want him to suffer the scorn of all these traitors.

 

She still didn’t want to see him in pain.

 

“I want to see you in my den, Fireheart. Now.” She stalked across the clearing without looking back
to see if he was following. She knew he would be close behind her, as always.

 

Curses couldn’t change that, after all.

 

By the time her once-faithful deputy reached her den, Bluestar was already seated on her bedding
with her paws tucked under her. The tip of her tail twitched back and forth as she studied her
apprentice with focused intent.

 

“Fireheart.” Her voice was quiet. Deathly quiet. She wanted Fireheart to know just how upset she was
with him - with his father, with this StarClan-given curse !

 

“Tallstar couldn’t have picked a more convenient time to talk to me about the prey theft than if
StarClan had told him themselves. That was your doing, wasn’t it? You’re the only cat who knew that
I was planning to attack WindClan. Only you could have betrayed us.”

 

Her mind was clearer than it had been for some time, as if the instinct that had sharpened her senses
on the moor had settled into hard certainty. The flicker of guilt, regret, and fear in the fiery tom’s eyes
softened her slightly - good, he felt remorse for betraying her! Perhaps he believed that he wouldn’t
be betraying her by running to Tallstar with this idea of a peace talk, but even so…

 

What punishment would be suitable for her wayward apprentice?

 

Exile, like the deceitful Thistlestar and the treacherous Tigerstar?



 

For a moment, Bluestar imagined what her deputy would live like if she chose that. Stealing prey with
no clan to call his own…

 

But what if Tigerstar got to him? He wanted revenge on Fireheart, just like he wanted revenge on
Bluestar. And what if Thistlestar caught wind that his final kit had been tossed out of ThunderClan?
As much as the ThunderClan leader would love to see the look on his face, her desire to keep that
conniving rogue away from her apprentice won out.

 

Fireheart came to stand in front of Bluestar and dipped his head, looking nervous and defeated. “I
thought it was the right thing to do,” he meowed quietly, not daring to meet his leader’s hard gaze.
“Neither of the Clans needed to fight this battle.”

 

“I trusted you, Fireheart,” Bluestar rasped. “You, out of all my warriors.”

 

Fireheart forced himself to meet her flinty gaze. “I did it for the good of the Clan, Bluestar. And I
didn’t tell him about the attack. I only asked him to try making peace. I thought-”

 

“Silence!” Bluestar hissed, lashing her tail. “That is no excuse. And why should I care if the whole
Clan had been slaughtered? Why should I care what happens to traitors?”

 

Yes, why should she care? What had this clan ever done for her, except blame the blameless and bring
curses down upon themselves?

 

Perhaps this curse was her own warriors’ doing, and not a punishment for Spottedleaf’s supposed
transgressions like Frostfur loved to cast blame on.

 

“If only I’d kept my kits!” she whispered, her mind suddenly clouded with visions of her greatest
sacrifice. “Mistyfoot and Stonefur are noble cats. Far nobler than any of this ragtag bunch in
ThunderClan. My children would never have betrayed me.”

 

And yet, Mosskit was in StarClan. Her helpless daughter, forced to watch as her mother suffered
again and again from their cruel ancestors…

 



“Bluestar...” Fireheart tried to interrupt, but she ignored him.

 

“I gave them up to become deputy, and now StarClan are punishing me. Oh, StarClan are clever,
Fireheart! They knew the cruelest way to break me. They made me leader and then let my cats betray
me! What is it worth, now, to be leader of ThunderClan? Nothing! It’s all empty, all...” Her paws
worked furiously among the moss. Her eyes glazed, staring at nothing, and her mouth gaped in a
soundless wail as she listed StarClan’s plan to punish her.

 

“I’ll fetch Spottedleaf,” Fireheart offered, sounding slightly panicked. “Or-or Cinderpelt.”

 

“Stay...where...you...are.” Each word was rasped out separately. “I need to punish you, Fireheart. Tell
me a good punishment for a traitor.”

 

“I don’t know, Bluestar.”

 

“But I do.” Now her voice was a low purr, with a note of amusement in it. Oh yes , she knew the
perfect punishment…

 

Her gaze locked with Fireheart’s. “I know the best punishment of all. I’ll do nothing. I’ll let you be
deputy still, and leader after me. Oh, that should please StarClan- a traitor leading a Clan of traitors!
May they give you joy of it, Fireheart. Now get out of my sight!”

 

The last words were spat out, and Fireheart immediately backed out of her den, leaving her to stare
blankly at the nondescript walls around her.

 

Yes, yes, that is the perfect punishment, the perfect revenge ! StarClan had promised that thistles
would burn - that Thistlestar would burn!

 

Yet- yet! It had been ThunderClan who had burned instead, and had to come crawling to that mongrel
for shelter!

 

Oh, StarClan could be so cruel…

 



So, so, cruel …

 

 

Fireheart felt as if he had been in a battle after all. Bluestar’s despair pierced him like sharpened
claws. But he couldn’t help feeling that Bluestar had let him down too, by not even trying to
understand his motives; she had labeled him a traitor without even considering what would have
happened if they had fought WindClan.

 

Head down, Fireheart padded across the clearing, not even aware that another cat had approached him
until he heard Sandstorm’s voice.

 

“What happened, Fireheart? Has she sent you away?”

 

Fireheart looked up. Sandstorm’s green eyes were anxious, though she did not move close enough to
comfort him with her touch.

 

“No,” he replied. “She didn’t do anything.”

 

“Then that’s all right.” Sandstorm sounded as if she were forcing optimism into her voice. “Why are
you looking like that?”

 

“She’s...ill.” Fireheart couldn’t begin to describe what he had just witnessed in Bluestar’s den. “I’m
going to get Cinderpelt or Spottedleaf to see her. Then maybe we can eat together.”

 

“No, I...I promised Brightpaw I’d train her tonight.” Sandstorm scuffled her front paws, not looking at
him. “Don’t worry about Bluestar, Fireheart. She’ll be all right.”

 

“I don’t know.” Fireheart couldn’t repress a shiver. “I thought I could make her understand, but she
thinks I betrayed her.”

 

Sandstorm said nothing. Fireheart saw her give him a quick glance and then look away. There was
longing in her eyes, but it was mingled with uneasiness, and he remembered how she had resented



deceiving Bluestar.

 

Does Sandstorm think I’m a traitor too? he thought desperately. Does she believe in the curse again
like she did when we were both apprentices? She had once told him that even if he was cursed, he
could rise above it and be more than just ‘cursed.’

 

Chest tight, he meowed stiffly to his mate, “Take Cloudpaw to train with you. I’ve neglected his
training recently.”

 

Sandstorm blinked, then sniffed in a sort of amused way. “Well, you’ve just made training much more
difficult,” Sandstorm meowed. “Brightpaw hates Cloudpaw.”

 

Fireheart frowned. “She needs to get over her hate if she wants to be a warrior.”

 

Sandstorm shook her head with a sigh. “She thinks she should already be a warrior. She’s been
spending too much time with Lynxpaw and Swiftpaw, really.” Sandstorm rose to her paws, and
glanced hesitantly at Fireheart before tentatively touching her nose to his cheek. “Don’t worry about
what Bluestar’s saying,” she meowed. “You’re still a loyal ThunderClan cat, no matter what.”

 

Fireheart watched as she padded off, calling for Brightpaw and Cloudpaw. After a moment, he headed
to Cinderpelt and Spottedleaf’s den. After Fireheart had sent Spottedleaf to Bluestar, he headed for the
warriors’ den. He felt as if his legs could hardly hold him up, and he could think of nothing except
sinking into the soft darkness of sleep. His heart sank when he saw Longtail stalking across the
clearing toward him.

 

“I want a word with you, Fireheart,” he growled.

 

Fireheart sat down. “What is it?”

 

“You ordered my apprentice to go with you this morning.”

 

“Yes, and I told you why.”

 



“He didn’t like it, but he did his duty,” Longtail meowed harshly.

 

That was true, Fireheart reflected. He had admired the apprentice’s courage in a tough situation, but
he wasn’t sure why Longtail was making such a fuss now.

 

“I think it’s time he was made a warrior,” Longtail went on. “In fact, Fireheart, he should have been a
warrior long ago.”

 

“Yes, I know,” Fireheart replied. “You’re right, Longtail, he should.”

 

Longtail looked taken aback at his ready agreement. “So what are you going to do about it?” he
blustered.

 

“Right now, nothing,” Fireheart meowed. “Don’t flatten your ears at me, Longtail. Just think, will
you? Bluestar is distressed at the moment. She didn’t like what happened this morning, and she won’t
want to think about promoting apprentices. No, wait.” He flicked his tail to silence Longtail as the
pale warrior opened his mouth to protest. “Leave it with me. Sooner or later Bluestar has to realize
that what happened was for the best. Then I’ll talk to her about making Swiftpaw a warrior, I
promise.”

 

Longtail sniffed. Fireheart could see he wasn’t happy, but he couldn’t think of any reason to object.
“All right,” the pale tabby warrior mewed. “But it had better be soon. Lynxpaw’s been rather upset as
well. She believes Bluestar’s treating her and Swiftpaw unfairly. All of the apprentices, really. And I
agree with her.” Longtail stalked off.

 

He stalked off again, leaving Fireheart to head for his nest. As he curled into the soft moss, shutting
his eyes tight against the early morning light, he couldn’t help worrying about the older apprentices.

 

Cliffpaw, Cloudpaw, Brightpaw, and Thornpaw all deserved to be warriors as well as Swiftpaw and
Lynxpaw. And the Clan desperately needed them to take on full warrior duties. But in her present
mood, convinced that she was surrounded by traitors, Bluestar would never agree to give them
warrior status.

 

Fireheart’s dreams were dark and confused, and he woke to find that a cat was nudging him. A voice
meowed, “Wake up, Fireheart!”



 

Blinking, he focused his eyes on Cinderpelt’s face. Her gray fur was ruffled and her eyes wide with
anxiety; Fireheart was awake in a heartbeat. “What’s the matter?”

 

“It’s Bluestar,” Cinderpelt replied. “I can’t find her anywhere!”

 

 

By the time the sun set, Bluestar was still missing. Fireheart had tracked her as far as the top of the
ravine, but after that, with the rain coming down more heavily, the scent was lost among the tang of
charred branches and the musty smell of fallen leaves.

 

Too anxious to sleep, Fireheart put himself on watch. The night was far gone, and the moon was
setting when he spotted movement by the camp entrance. The last rays of moonlight picked out a
silver-gray coat as Bluestar limped back into the camp. Her fur was soaked, plastered to her body, and
her head was low. She looked old, exhausted, defeated.

 

Fireheart hurried across to her. “Bluestar, where have you been?”

 

The Clan leader raised her head and looked at him. A jolt ran through Fireheart; her eyes, faintly
glowing in the dim light, were clear and bright in spite of her exhaustion. “You sound like a queen
scolding her kit,” she rasped, an edge of humor in her voice. She jerked her head in the direction of
her den. “Come with me.”

 

Fireheart obeyed, pausing only to snatch a vole from the pile of fresh-kill. Bluestar needed to eat,
wherever she had been. When he reached Bluestar’s den, his leader was seated in her mossy nest,
washing herself with long, careful strokes. Fireheart would have liked to sit beside her and share
tongues with her, but after their last encounter he did not dare. Instead he dropped the vole in front of
her and respectfully dipped his head. “What happened, Bluestar?” he asked.

 

Bluestar stretched her neck to sniff the vole, half turned away from it, and then began to gulp it down
as if she had suddenly realized how hungry she was. She did not answer until she had finished it.

 

“I went to speak with StarClan,” she announced, flicking the last traces of vole from her whiskers.

 



Fireheart stared. “To Highstones? On your own?”

 

“Of course. Which of this pack of traitors could I ask to escort me?”

 

Fireheart swallowed. Gently he meowed, “Your Clan are loyal, Bluestar. All of us.”

 

Bluestar shook her head stubbornly. “I went to Highstones, and I spoke with StarClan.”

 

“But why?” Fireheart was feeling more and more confused. “I thought you no longer wanted to share
tongues with StarClan.”

 

The old cat drew herself up. “I do not. I went to challenge them. I wanted to ask how they could
justify what they have done to me, when I have served them all my life and tried to do their will. And
to demand an explanation for the things that are happening in the forest.”

 

Fireheart gazed at her in disbelief, amazed that his leader had dared to challenge the spirits of their
warrior ancestors.

 

“I lay beside the Moonstone and StarClan came to me,” Bluestar went on. “They did not justify
themselves- how could they? There is no justification for what they have done to me. But they told
me something....”

 

Fireheart leaned closer. “What?”

 

“They said that there is evil loose in the forest. They spoke of a ‘pack.’ They told me that it will bring
more death and destruction than the forest has ever seen before.”

 

“What did they mean?” Fireheart whispered. Surely there had been enough death and destruction
already, with the fire and the floods?

 

Bluestar lowered her head. “I don’t know.”

 



“But we must find out!” Fireheart exclaimed, his mind whirling. “Perhaps they mean the dog- but a
dog couldn’t do damage on that scale. And what about ‘pack’? Maybe...yes, maybe they were talking
about ShadowClan. You know how Tigerstar vowed to take revenge on us. Maybe he’s planning an
attack. Or Thistlestar,” he added, still trying to cling to his hope that Tigerstar had lost interest in
harming his old Clan.

 

Bluestar shrugged. “Maybe.”

 

Fireheart narrowed his eyes. He couldn’t understand why she didn’t want to work out the meaning of
what StarClan had told her and make plans to stop the attack if it came. “We have to do something,”
he insisted. “We could set a watch on the borders, and we should increase the patrols.” He wasn’t sure
how he was going to that with so few warriors. “We need to make sure there’s always a guard on the
camp when...”

 

His voice trailed off as he realized Bluestar wasn’t listening. She crouched motionless, her eyes fixed
on her paws. “Bluestar?”

 

The ThunderClan leader looked up at him, her eyes bottomless pools of despair. “What is the point?”
she rasped. “StarClan have decreed that death will come. A dark force walks this forest, and even
StarClan themselves cannot control it. Or will not. There is nothing we can do.”

 

A shudder went through Fireheart. Was Bluestar right that StarClan were not powerful enough to
avert the doom that was coming? For a few heartbeats he almost shared his leader’s despair. Then he
raised his head. He felt as though he were clawing his way up from the depths of black water.

 

“No,” he growled. “I won’t believe that. There is always something that a cat can do, as long as they
have courage and loyalty.”

 

“Courage? Loyalty? In ThunderClan?”

 

“Yes, Bluestar.” Fireheart tried to put all the force of his belief into his reply. “No cat but Tigerstar has
ever wanted to betray you.”

 

Bluestar held his gaze for a moment before looking away. Her tail flicked wearily. “Do what you
want, Fireheart. It won’t make any difference. Nothing will. Now leave me.”



 

Fireheart murmured a farewell. Backing away, he noticed the poppy seeds Cinderpelt had left earlier,
still lying neatly on a leaf. He nodded toward them. “Eat your poppy seeds, Bluestar,” he mewed.
“You need to rest. Tomorrow everything will look better.”

 

He took the leaf between his teeth and carefully moved it into Bluestar’s reach. Bluestar gave a
disdainful sniff, but as Fireheart left the den he glanced back to see her bend over and lick up the
seeds.

 

Outside, he gave his pelt a shake, trying to get rid of the creeping horror he had felt as Bluestar
revealed the message of StarClan. His paws carried him instinctively in the direction of the medicine
den. He would have to tell the medicine cats that Bluestar was back, and he wanted to discuss what
his leader had told him.

 

Only then did he remember that more than a moon ago, Cinderpelt had told him of a dream in which
she heard the words pack, pack , and kill, kill . Cinderpelt could tell Fireheart nothing more, nor
suggest what the evil in the forest might be.

 

“StarClan wouldn’t repeat the warning if it weren’t important,” she meowed, her troubled blue gaze
resting on Fireheart. “All we can do is keep watch.”

 

“At least Bluestar is back safely.” Fireheart tried to encourage her, but it was a poor effort. He,
Spottedleaf, and Cinderpelt all exchange uneasy looks - they were all aware of the shapeless,
voiceless threat hanging over the Clan they loved.



Fireheart Spills Some Beans
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“Mistyfoot, you will join Blackclaw’s patrol.”

 

Mistyfoot’s tail tip twitched as she stared at the black tabby tom, who sat smugly with his head raised
high. Petaldust lounged beside him, her tail tip flicking to and fro and her eyes narrowed. Mistyfoot
couldn’t fathom why Thistlestar would place her on patrol with her former mate, other than to
inexplicably annoy her. Though she’d tried to keep her head low, she couldn’t help but see how
Thistlestar and his followers’ eyes kept a close watch on her.

 

It wasn’t any secret that she wasn’t the happiest cat under Thistlestar’s rule, nor did she get along with
his daughter and deputy, Lightningfur. Prior to Leopardfur’s exile, she found them annoying, but good
leaders who at least partially had RiverClan’s prosperity in mind…

 

Now, she thought them the spawns of the Place of No Stars, come to bring RiverClan to ruin for their
own selfish desires of nepotistic power.

 

Blackclaw was the complete opposite to her. Where she once loved his hot-headedness, his quick
temper, and sheer brawn, she now found it absolutely insane. How could he look up at Thistlestar as
though the brutish tom was a gift sent from StarClan? He was with a she-cat half his age, if even , for
StarClan’s sake! And did Blackclaw think it was okay how mean Thistlestar was being to his so-
called beloved mate recently?!

 

Even now, Grasswhisker was moping in the reeds, face full of sadness as Thistlestar pointedly ignored
her. Vixenleap, ever the loyal sister, sat patiently beside the dark brown tabby and groomed her pelt.

 



Grumpily, Mistyfoot padded over to Blackclaw, who glared at her. “Don’t think you can come
crawling back to me,” the black tom snipped.

 

Mistyfoot bared her teeth in disgust at him, tail lashing. “We were assigned to the same patrol, fish-
brain,” she snapped back. “Deal with it maturely, if that’s even something you know how to do.”

 

Then she dropped her snarl as the creamy-colored pelt of her daughter Primrosepaw came bounding
up to her. “Hey mom, dad,” she meowed, then paused, seeming to sense the tension as she glanced
between them. “Uhm, it’s nice that we can all patrol together.” 

 

Mistyfoot purred and licked her daughter’s head. “Yes, it is dear,” she meowed. This was the reason
she couldn’t leave RiverClan. Not only could she not bare to leave the only home she’d ever known,
but to abandon her kits as well? No, she wouldn’t dream of it.

 

What kind of mother would abandon her kits?

 

She only hoped that Reedpaw was okay under Stonefur’s watch… She was proud of her son for
standing up for his outcasted mentor, Leopardfur, but oh-so terrified to think of what might become of
him when he was forced into exile…

 

Primrosepaw smiled, then her eyes gleamed and her claws unsheathed as she glanced at Blackclaw
excitedly. “I heard that-”

 

Then Thistlestar padded over, towering over the apprentice. “Well be heading out now,” Thistlestar
rumbled, voice deep. “Be ready.”

 

Ready? Mistyfoot thought with a frown. Ready for what? And why was Thistlestar going on patrol
with them? The lazy tom rarely did so, unless it was just a ‘stroll’ with him and some other cat, which
Mistyfoot had always found extra weird. What business did Thistlestar have going on a hunt with just
Vixenleap, or just Dawnpaw , an apprentice? Why not his own mate?

 

Thistlestar then glanced down at Primrosepaw, and his stern features seemed to soften into a smile
that Mistyfoot, personally, found ugly. “Stay close to your father, little one,” he purred, and Mistyfoot
tensed, for multiple reasons, her heart suddenly pounding quickly. “You’ll want to be extra ready.”

 



Primrosepaw ducked her head, squirming on her paws. There was suddenly a frown on her face and
she looked deeply uncomfortable. “Uhm, yeah,” she meowed. Then her eyes glanced to the side,
towards the medicine cat’s den. Perchpaw was talking to Lizardflight and, strangely, Lightningfur
stomped nearby, the fur along her spine fluffed as though in excitement.

 

Thistlestar tilted his head thoughtfully, then called, “Softwing! Perchpaw, why don’t you two join
us?” Perchpaw jerked his head up, blinking, then meowed bye to Lizardflight. He scrambled over to
Thistlestar loyally, and Softwing padded up beside him, lips thin and eyes full of wariness.

 

While Thistlestar gazed at his gathered warriors, Mistyfoot took the chance to pull Primrosepaw close
to her. “Hey!” Primrosepaw protested, wiggling out from under her paw. “I don’t need to be coddled,
mom.” She glared at Mistyfoot, then padded over to Blackclaw’s side, head raised high.

 

Blackclaw glared at Mistyfoot, a smirk curling his lips, and Mistyfoot glared back.

 

Thistlestar nodded, satisfied with his patrol group. “Alright, let’s go,” he meowed. Mistyfoot frowned.
Why did they have such a large patrol for something as simple as a border patrol? A patrol of seven
was big enough for them to split up into two, even three, other patrols. At least, she thought the patrol
was a border patrol- Thistlestar had said they’d be heading down to Sunningrocks.

 

Now, she wasn’t so sure.

 

Thistlestar turned his head and looked at Lightningfur, who had stopped pacing and now watched
them go with an excited curl to her lips. “Be ready,” Thistlestar rumbled to his deputy-daughter.

 

Then Thistlestar began to lead the patrol out, Blackclaw and Petaldust fanning out at his sides with
purpose. Working up the courage to speak to the disgusting cat who called himself RiverClan’s leader,
Mistyfoot shoved herself between Thistlestar and Petaldust. The tortoiseshell glared at her, then
relaxed and moved away.

 

“Thistlestar,” she meowed, trying not to let her fur bristle as his sleazy gaze turned to her with half-
lidded eyes. “I thought this was just a border patrol. This looks more like a fighting patrol.”

 

“It is just a border patrol, Mistyfoot,” said Thistlestar with a smirk to his very voice. “To mark
Sunningrocks.”



 

Mistyfoot’s tail twitched. “Sunningrocks is ThunderClan’s territory,” she reminded him, wondering if
the hardy tom had forgotten.

 

Blackclaw hissed, black fur bristling. “Sunningrocks has always been RiverClan’s territory!
ThunderClan has just been borrowing it, and it’s time we took what is rightfully ours back!”

 

“Yeah!” Perchpaw meowed eagerly, eyes lighting up much like his sister’s had at the idea of battle.

 

Thistlestar nodded. “Exactly,” he meowed. “Which is why it’s a border patrol. We’ll only fight if
ThunderClan makes us. And,” the gray and white tom’s claws flexed, “we’ll use the new territory to
find out where the traitors hide.” He growled, his lips curling as he bared his fangs and lashed his tail.
“We chased them to Sunningrocks, and I have no doubt ThunderClan has been hiding them for the
moon. Why else would Graystripe have been among the ThunderClan warriors last Gathering?”

 

Mistyfoot’s whiskers twitched. Graystripe had been seated next to Fireheart, now that she recalled…
but Leopardfur’s warriors had all been together. Wouldn’t Graystripe have sat next to them and not
ThunderClan?

 

“ThunderClan would be foolish to harbor a group of traitors,” meowed Petaldust. “But then again,
isn’t ThunderClan always foolish?” Blackclaw mrrow ed as though it was a funny joke. Petaldust
looked sharply at Primrosepaw. “Now, if it does come to a fight, I expect you to be strong. Don’t run
like a coward.”

 

Primrosepaw straightened and Mistyfoot’s tail tip twitched. Primrosepaw was young to be in battle.

 

At the same time, Softwing was at Perchpaw’s side, murmuring, “Keep close to me. If it comes to a
fight, don’t let yourself get separated from another cat.” Perchpaw nodded, worry having replaced his
earlier excitement. But he looked at Petaldust when she spoke firmly to Primrosepaw and seemed to
hear her words just as much as he heard his mentor’s. Mistyfoot slowed her pace to fall into stride
with Softwing, and the two of them exchanged fretful glances.

 

Eventually Sunningrocks came within sight. The smoothly sloping boulders seemed deserted as
Thistlestar had them swim across to the other side. The water soothed Mistyfoot’s muscles even as
she pumped her legs. The water splashed into her ears and drowned out the sounds around her, and
she took a deep breath, calming herself.



 

Though this battle made her nervous, Sunningrocks was RiverClan’s rightful territory, and she would
fight with her life to protect it. Thistlestar was not a leader she would follow into battle if she had the
choice, but the warrior code commanded her to follow her leader, and she was nothing if not faithful
to the code.

 

Thistlestar flicked his tail, silently ordering them to slink behind the boulders. Mistyfoot crouched
behind a rock with Softwing and Perchpaw at her side, while Blackclaw, Petaldust, and Primrosepaw
were at another.

 

Already, Mistyfoot heard the thumping pawsteps of a patrol approaching. So soon? She tensed. She
hadn’t had time to fully prepare herself for a fight.

 

Thistlestar flicked his tail, and leaped forward, onto the tallest rock, on top of a pile of them all.
Mistyfoot felt her heart lurch as she recalled that Oakstar had died there, and how painful it had been
to dredge his body up.

 

Suddenly, she felt even more certain that she had to fight for this land. Not only had her father died
for this land, but Silverstream had been buried here as well. How could she give up their graves to
ThunderClan, their killers?

 

She bared her teeth as she followed Thistlestar’s signal to surge forward. To her shock, at the front of
the ThunderClan patrol was Bluestar and Fireheart. Fireheart looked extremely shocked to see them,
staring at his father in slight horror. And Bluestar-

 

Instead of seeing the challenging glare of a leader faced with enemy cats on her territory, there was
this strange admirance and wistfulness as Bluestar stared directly at Mistyfoot.

 

“Bluestar!” hissed Fireheart. “What are RiverClan doing on Sunningrocks?” The ginger tom crouched
down and glared up at them, losing his shock. His white-furred apprentice was behind him, and-
Graystripe! The long-haired warrior looked even more shocked, possibly an awkward terror, as he
looked back at his former clanmates.

 

Mistyfoot felt a small lurch at the thought of fighting Graystripe. Though she knew, if it came to it,
she would claw him to shreds in order to win Sunningrocks back, she could not help but feel uneasy
at the idea. Just a moon ago, he had been her clanmate. And, sure, he had been born to ThunderClan,



but Mistyfoot had grown fond of the young tom. He had been a good friend, and he had truly loved
Silverstream and cared for his kits, and for that, Mistyfoot respected him.

 

Bluestar padded forward until she reached the base of the rock, glaring up at Thistlestar. Fireheart
followed close behind his leader.

 

“What do they think they’re doing?” Cloudpaw muttered indignantly behind him. “Sunningrocks is
ours!” Fireheart shot him a warning glance to keep silent, and the apprentice dropped back beside
apprentice Swiftpaw and warrior Longtail, while Fireheart went to stand at Bluestar’s shoulder.

 

Perchpaw growled at Cloudpaw’s words, his tail tip twitching as he eyed the apprentice. They were
the same size and would make an even fight, unlike with senior apprentice Swiftpaw, who towered
over both with long limbs.

 

“Good day, Bluestar,” Thistlestar meowed silkily, his voice confident. “I’ve been waiting to see
ThunderClan cats, but I never hoped that one of them would be you.” There was an edge of mockery
in his tone, and Mistyfoot saw Fireheart wince. She understood why; for the head of his Clan could be
scorned so openly by other leaders was not good news for ThunderClan. But all of the clans had seen
how unkempt Bluestar was. Even now, the leader seemed skinnier than a WindClan cat, and dirtier
than a ShadowClan cat.

 

The once-noble leader had even failed to show up for a Gathering.

 

“What are you doing here?” Bluestar asked. “Sunningrocks belongs to ThunderClan.” But her voice
was low and unchallenging, as if she did not really believe what she was saying- or did not care.
Mistyfoot’s ears pricked in surprise. The leader sounded defeated before the battle had even begun.

 

There was a swirl of pity for the elder leader inside her chest, but it was mixed with a touch of
disappointed contempt for how the regal she-cat had fallen.

 

“Sunningrocks has always belonged to RiverClan,” Thistlestar retorted, “even though we allowed
ThunderClan to hunt here for a while. But ThunderClan stands in our debt after the help we gave you
at the time of the fire. Do you think your clan would still be standing if it wasn’t for our generosity?
Today we claim that debt, Bluestar. We are taking Sunningrocks back.”

 



Fireheart whipped his head around and hissed something to Swiftpaw, who snipped back before
taking off. There was no doubt the tom had been sent to fetch reinforcements. But Mistyfoot could not
focus on that, for Bluestar was staring at her again. The fur on her shoulders raised, and she curled her
lips at the ThunderClan leader.

 

I’m not afraid to fight you, she thought. But it would be almost cruel to fight someone so frail.

 

Bluestar’s lips curled with anger as she glared up at Thistlestar, an old fury returning to her blue gaze.
“We have no debt!” she spat. “You have your medicine cat now. We gave you Lizardflight!”

 

Thistlestar rolled his shoulders casually. “You think one medicine cat apprentice was enough to settle
that debt? We sheltered you from the fire! No, I believe Sunningrocks would be a better negotiation.”

 

Mistyfoot tried to keep the displeasure out of her face. Lizardflight was a great medicine cat. And she
had chosen to stay in RiverClan to repay the debt of sheltering ThunderClan. The debt was over, yet
Thistlestar was trying to milk his so-called generosity to get more and more out of ThunderClan.
What a bully!

 

But if it meant they would get Sunningrocks without a fight, she supposed it would be for the best…

 

But of course, Mistyfoot knew even Bluestar as she was now would not back down to Thistlestar, her
greatest rival. Bluestar yowled, “Sunningrocks belongs to ThunderClan!”

 

“Then you’ll have to fight us for it,” growled Thistlestar. He uttered a bloodcurdling yowl and
launched himself down the face of the rock at Bluestar. The two cats crashed to the ground, spitting
and clawing. Though Bluestar was skinnier, there was still power in her muscles as she kicked at him.

 

Mistyfoot sprang forward, leaping down to barrel into Fireheart as he tried to come to Bluestar’s
defense. She sank her teeth into his shoulder, and he scrabbled against her belly, then slashed at her
throat. Mistyfoot yowled, pulling back before the claws could go deep. Fireheart leaped to his feet,
hissed at her, then ran away, head flipping around in search of Bluestar. But the leader had vanished
underneath the sea of fighting warriors.

 

Blackclaw lunged for Longtail when the tabby tom swiped at Primrosepaw. Longtail managed to
avoid the warrior’s outstretched claws, and Blackclaw fell awkwardly as Fireheart sprang forward and
bit into his ear.



 

Mistyfoot’s attention was dragged away as a yowl from Perchpaw rose into the air. Softwing had been
knocked away when Bluestar and Thistlestar had come soaring past, cutting Perchpaw off from her.
Now, Graystripe prowled forward to Perchpaw, hissing and spitting.

 

Mistyfoot rushed forward, snarling furiously, and Graystripe whipped around to meet her. She
slammed into his side and they rolled in a bundle of fur and spit and claws. “Don’t touch my kit!” she
roared.

 

Graystripe hissed back at her, the heat of battle sparing no time for words, and the two tussled on the
ground until, suddenly, new claws pierced into Mistyfoot’s back. She yowled and bucked the cat off.
Graystripe scrambled to his paws, and breathed out a thanks to his savior- the black-spotted orange-
striped pelt of Lynxpaw greeted Mistyfoot. The short apprentice’s back was arched, and she spat at
Mistyfoot.

 

She saw Brackenfur and Whitestorm race forward from the undergrowth of ThunderClan’s territory,
Swiftpaw leading them. Reinforcements had come! Mistyfoot snarled at Lynxpaw and Graystripe,
standing protectively over Perchpaw. Then a pelt brushed against her, and Softwing was at her side,
snarling too. Perchpaw got to his feet and hissed bravely.

 

Then she saw a waiver of hesitance in Graystripe’s eyes as he looked at her, then Perchpaw. Suddenly,
Mistyfoot felt the same hesitation. But Lynxpaw held none of those hesitations- she leaped forward
and slashed her claws at Softwing, and the warrior leaped forward to meet her. Softwing was shorter
in height much like the apprentice, but both were powerful in brute strength, despite Softwing’s
misleading name.

 

Mistyfoot hissed at Graystripe, and the tom stepped a paw back, crouching down and growling. Then,
all of a sudden, a ball of white fur darted forward and slammed into Perchpaw, knocking him away.
Cloudpaw and Perchpaw slashed at each other, hissing and spitting. Mistyfoot looked one more time
at Graystripe, then turned away, deciding that neither she nor he wanted to fight the other seriously.

 

She saw that Whitestorm had come to defend Bluestar from Thistlestar. He stared down the very
father he had disowned, glowering with the same yellow eyes as Thistlestar. Thistlestar curled his lips
at Whitestorm.

 

“You could have been great, son,” Thistlestar snarled.

 



“I’m not your son,” Whitestorm spat. “And you’re no real leader, fox-heart!” Whitestorm lunged
forward and slashed his claws over his ears, and Thistlestar surged to meet his son in battle. At one
point, Thistlestar pulled back and yowled into the sky above.

 

A responding yowl from RiverClan’s territory answered him, and suddenly Lightningfur was racing
into the river, plunging into it without hesitance. Her obedient apprentice, Robinpaw, was right at her
side, and Sedgecreek, Mallowtail, and Owlfur close behind. Owlfur leaped over a few stones,
reaching the other side first, and ran to help his mate, Softwing, against Lynxpaw.

 

Mistyfoot snapped her gaze around, wondering where Bluestar had slunk off to. She raced through the
battle, dodging as Longtail fought Blackclaw, while Brackenfur faced off with Petaldust beside him.
But Lightningfur leaped straight for Brackenfur, pinning him to the ground, and she called to
Robinpaw, “Go for the throat!”

 

Mistyfoot barely had time to be shocked at the un-warrior-like order as she dodged Fireheart jumping
past her to rip Lightningfur off of Brackenfur. The siblings snarled at each other, but Mistyfoot didn’t
stay to hear Lightningfur yell at Fireheart. Instead, she leaped onto a flat but large boulder, and peered
over the edge, to the narrow gully at the end of Sunningrocks’s territory.

 

Primrosepaw was down there, her fur puffed up to twice her size as she swiped at her enemy.
Bluestar! Somehow, Primrosepaw must have chased the ThunderClan leader there- or followed her.

 

Bluestar reared up and slashed at the creamy-brown she-cat, snarling, but Primrosepaw kept fighting
even despite the distinct fearscent wafting around her. Mistyfoot screeched and leaped down,
snagging Bluestar in the shoulder and knocking her over.

 

“Stay away from my kit!” she snarled. What kind of leader picked on an apprentice anyway?!

 

Bluestar’s eyes suddenly widened, her mouth going agape, and she stumbled backwards. “This- this is
your kit?” she whispered, as though horrified.

 

“Yes,” Mistyfoot spat, crouching down and beginning to prowl forward. “And you’ll dare not harm
hair on her!” Primrosepaw joined her, hissing ferociously as they started to back Bluestar towards the
river. The leader was completely cut off from escape, facing either the river, the warriors, or the wall
of the gully.

 



Primrosepaw swiped at Bluestar again, but the leader scrambled away, mouth still agape. What is
wrong with her?! Mistyfoot thought. Fight like a warrior!

 

“Defend yourself!” mewled Primrosepaw, doing an excellent job of keeping most of the tremors out
of her voice. “Or- or I-I swear by StarClan, I’ll kill you!” She puffed her fur up again, baring her
teeth. For a moment, Mistyfoot saw the battle-hunger of Blackclaw in her kit, but it was washed away
by the deep fear and adrenaline she could see etched across her daughter’s face.

 

Mistyfoot crept closer, her belly flat to the ground. “Are you scared to fight us?” she hissed.

 

Bluestar did not move, except to turn her head from one to the other. Mistyfoot and Primrosepaw had
advanced until they were almost touching her, their fur bristling and their teeth bared in a snarl.

 

At Bluestar’s cowardice, Primrosepaw grew more confident. She raised her head and sneered, “You
call yourself a leader when you're scared of an apprentice? Why won’t you fight!”

 

She drew back a paw to bring it raking down over Bluestar’s shoulder. At the same instant, the ginger
body of Fireheart landed hard in the gully, practically on top of Primrosepaw, forcing the apprentice
away from Bluestar. From above, Mistyfoot spotted Graystripe crouched at the top of the gully. 

 

Mistyfoot let out a screech of defiance and unsheathed her claws, ready to fight Fireheart as well.

 

“Stop!” Fireheart yowled. “You can’t harm Bluestar- she’s your mother!”
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Mistyfoot froze, her blue eyes wide with shock.

 

“What do you mean?” Mistyfoot rasped. “Graypool was my mother.”

 

“No, listen...” Fireheart bundled Bluestar against the rock face and stood in front of her. Mistyfoot
could still hear the yowls and spitting of the battle on the other side of the rock, but suddenly it
seemed to have nothing to do with the confrontation in this gully.

 

“Bluestar gave birth to you in ThunderClan,” Fireheart meowed desperately. “But she couldn’t keep
you. Your father, Oakstar, brought you to RiverClan.”

 

“I don’t believe you!” Primrosepaw drew her lips back in a vicious snarl. She turned to Mistyfoot.
“Mom, don’t listen to him! It’s a trick.”

 

“No, wait,” mewed Mistyfoot. “Fireheart doesn’t lie.”

 

“How would you know?” Primrosepaw stubbornly demanded. “He’s a fish-brained ThunderClan cat!
Why should we trust him?”

 

Primrosepaw crouched down and started to prowl towards Fireheart as though she thought she could
fight the deputy as well as ThunderClan’s leader. But before Primrosepaw could spring, Bluestar
slipped out from behind Fireheart and faced the two RiverClan cats.

 

“My daughter, oh, my daughter...” Bluestar’s voice was warm, and when she turned her head her eyes
were blazing with that same admiration from earlier. A pit swirled in Mistyfoot’s belly.  “You’re such
a magnificent warrior now, with kits of your own. I’m so proud of you.”

 

Mistyfoot was frozen. Graypool had raised her. Graypool was her mother, and Oakstar was her father.
But there was no denying how similar the ThunderClan leader’s pelt looked to Mistyfoot’s. Though



Mistyfoot and her brother Stonefur both shared the bulk of Oakstar’s body, their gray pelts had always
been far bluer in color than Graypool’s silvery-dark gray.

 

But never had Mistyfoot once suspected, despite the kindness the ThunderClan leader would extend
to her on a few sparse occasions, that her mother could be the leader of ThunderClan.

 

“Mom?” Primrosepaw looked at Mistyfoot, her eyes wide and expression now beginning to become
confused, as though she could not fathom that Mistyfoot believed Fireheart.

 

But I know Fireheart, she thought. And he doesn’t lie. He helps cats, even those outside his clan…

 

And he knows what it’s like to have parents who have broken the code. Who live in separate clans.

 

“Leave Bluestar alone,” Fireheart urged quietly, staring imploringly, almost beggingly, at Mistyfoot.

 

A sudden yowling interrupted him. “Fireheart! Watch out!” The voice was Graystripe’s.

 

Mistyfoot snapped her head up just in time to see Lightningfur plunging down the rock toward them.
Graystripe’s warning gave Fireheart just enough time to scramble backward, so that her outstretched
claws only raked his shoulder. But Lightningfur didn’t care that she’d missed Fireheart, and she flung
herself forward, straight into Bluestar. She drove the breath out of Bluestar’s body in an instant as she
hurled her to the ground.

 

Her claws splayed out, one paw resting on Bluestar’s shoulder, the other on her face, frighteningly
close to her eye. One hindpaw shoved down on Bluestar’s haunches, pinning her in place.

 

Blood speckled her fangs and muzzle already, from an earlier fight, as Lightningfur snapped her gaze
to Mistyfoot, a wickedly gleeful grin on her face. “You’re Bluestar’s kit?” Lightningfur purred. “Oh,
Thistlestar is going to love this!”

 

“Lightningfur!” wailed Fireheart. “Don’t do this! You can’t follow Thistlestar into battle like this!”

 



Lightningfur pinned her ears back and snarled at him. “Why wouldn’t I? He’s our father, Fireheart,
and you’d do the same!”

 

“No I wouldn’t!” Fireheart barked back, fur spiking and eyes burning hotly with conviction.

 

Lightningfur scoffed, rolling her eyes. “You don’t know what you’re talking about!” she huffed
demeaningly. “Your blind clan-loyalty will be the end of you. ThunderCan, RiverClan; it doesn’t
matter. What matters is power .” Her claws flexed and she stared darkly down at Bluestar, who barely
struggled underneath her. “And I can give you it right now .”

 

Lightningfur raised her claws high, ready to slice, and Mistyfoot gasped. She dropped into a crouch to
spring forward at the same time as Fireheart. In the heat of battle, Bluestar’s death would have been
honorable. But this was unjust!

 

Yet it wasn’t Mistyfoot nor Fireheart who stopped Lightningfur, but a challenging yowl distracted the
dark tortoiseshell instead. A thick-spotted pelt barrelled into her, roughly yanking her off of Bluestar
and pinning her to the ground.

 

“Leopardfur?!” yowled Mistyfoot, stunned.

 

Leopardfur shoved Lightningfur’s face to the ground, snarling. “Rotten piece of crow-food!”

 

Lightningfur screeched, clawing at Leopardfur’s legs. “Get off me, rat!”

 

Lightningfur kicked Leopardfur’s leg out, sending the ex-deputy tumbling to the floor. Lightningfur
leaped to her feet and lunged at Leopardfur. Mistyfoot leaped out of the way before they could crash
into her.

 

Shocked, Mistyfoot craned her head to look up at the caterwauls. New, confident voices had joined
the battle. While Fireheart tended to Bluestar, ensuring she was okay, Mistyfoot bounded forward,
leaping up the gully in a few steps.

 

Mosspelt helped Brackenfur pin down Petaldust while Stonefur chased after Mallowtail, and Reedtail
was snarling at Blackclaw.



 

The RiverClan exiles! They had come to help ThunderClan! But how?!

 

Is ThunderClan really sheltering them?

 

Primrosepaw scrambled up beside Mistyfoot, eyes wide. Suddenly, the tides had turned. Where
RiverClan had once been winning, now Whitestorm, Longtail, and Swiftpaw worked together to force
Thistlestar back towards the river, warrior Owlfur at his side and hissing wildly. Robinpaw scrambled
up the rocks and lunged at Swiftpaw, barrelling into the taller apprentice as they started a writhing
fighting match. Owlfur swiped at Longtail, spitting.

 

As Whitestorm prowled forward, Mistyfoot thought she should come to her leader’s defense, no
matter how much she despised him, but she couldn’t make her legs move. Was it just from the shock
of the revelation that her mother was actually Bluestar of ThunderClan?

 

Then she had the sudden thought: Whitestorm is Thistlestar’s son, and I am Bluestar’s daughter. We
are both the kits of our enemies’ leaders.

 

Whitestorm had disowned Thistlestar, and attacked him mercilessly.

 

Could Mistyfoot do the same? Or had her loyalties already become split?

 

But, as she glanced back at dazed Bluestar being consoled by Fireheart, she felt she couldn’t attack
Bluestar. Whether that was because of her newfound blood, or because the leader seemed too…
confused, just as Graypool had been in her last days, with memory issues that often lead to Graypool
calling her Mistypaw. Once, even Swankit, the name of one of Graypool’s deceased kits.

 

No, Mistyfoot could not do it. Nor could she come to Thistlestar’s defense as Whitestorm swiped his
legs and clawed his cheek.

 

But Owlfur could. The loyal dark brown and white warrior snarled and turned away from Longtail,
snapping his fangs down onto Whitestorm’s tail. Whitestorm yowled, trying to whip around and claw
the fierce warrior.

 



Then Mistyfoot saw the familiar blue-gray pelt of her brother Stonefur racing up the rock pile. He
lunged for Owlfur, hitting him and shoving him off of Whitestorm. Owlfur hit the ground with a loud
hiss that echoed over the caterwauls of other battling cats. Whitestorm gave Stonefur a thankful nod,
but Stonefur’s attention was distracted by Owlfur.

 

The tom flipped himself over, but misjudged where he was on the rockpile. His back leg slipped off
the side, and he yowled as he tumbled down.

 

“Owlfur!” Stonefur screamed, darting after his former clanmate.

 

His call created a sudden stillness in the battle. A few- the younger cats- kept swatting at each other,
and Lightningfur tried to keep fighting Leopardfur even when the spotted she-cat shoved her aside
and leaped up the gully then ran past Mistyfoot and Primrosepaw. It was as though she thought she
could reach Owlfur in time.

 

Owlfur twisted as he fell, attempting to get his paws instinctively under him. Mistyfoot’s heart
thumped inside her chest- it was not a steep fall; he could make it.

 

But before he could twist completely around, his head slammed into a jutting rock. His body spasmed,
limbs lashing out, and the short fall left was spent limp. He landed on the ground with a thump that
echoed and finally stopped the youngest from fighting. His body began to slip into the river.

 

Stonefur jumped down the rocks, quickly coming to Owlfur. He grabbed the tom by the scruff and
pulled him away from the river.

 

“Owlfur!” cried Softwing, bolting away from Lynxpaw.

 

“No!” shouted Mallowtail, the tortoiseshell staring in shock. Reedtail shared a similar expression
beside her.

 

Softwing reached Stonefur’s side and shoved her face to Owlfur’s neck. “No, no, no!” she wailed.
“Get up! Move! Someone fetch Lizardflight!” She looked desperately around at her clanmates. “Or-
or Spottedleaf and Cinderpelt! Please!”

 



“Softwing,” Stonefur spoke softly, his voice sounding broken. It barely carried over Sunningrocks.
“He’s…” Mistyfoot felt her heart break too- Owlfur was his mentor. They had always gotten along
well.

 

And now…

 

Stonefur, though unintentionally, had killed him to save a ThunderClan warrior.

 

“Why isn’t anyone doing anything?!” Softwing yowled. She turned to Thistlestar, eyes blazing with
furious grief. “Please!”

 

Thistlestar’s eyes narrowed, staring at Owlfur’s body, then turned to the battle in front of him. His
eyes hardened as he looked at Whitestorm, then at Leopardfur’s snarling lips.

 

“This is an act of war!” he roared. “You would so easily turn against and kill your old clanmates?!
Why am I surprised; you tried to kill my daughter! Traitors and murderers, the lot of you!” Yowls of
angry agreement rang out from Blackclaw, Lightningfur, and Robinpaw. “RiverClan, we fight tenfold
to avenge our fallen brother! Sunningrocks will be ours!”

 

Thistlestar let out a vicious battle cry, springing forward and clawing at Whitestorm’s chest.

 

Mistyfoot thought there was an irony in how easily Thistlestar fought his old clanmates. 

 

Softwing stared at Thistlestar in dismay, then crumpled to the ground and placed her head against the
crook of Owlfur’s neck. Stonefur rested his tail on her back, apology and shared sorrow deep in his
eyes.

 

Then Mallowtail let out a vengeful shriek. She leaped forward and sank her fangs into Reedtail’s
shoulder. The pale gray tabby tom screamed in pain, but Mallowtail refused to let go. Mistyfoot
understood her pain; she knew how deep the loss of a father could hurt. But she stared at her fighting
friends and could not understand how they fought so brutally one another.

 

Suddenly, there was a hardened feeling in her chest, of cold, aching pain that she kept firmly shoved
down.



 

This was not the RiverClan she once knew.

 

Petaldust leaped to Mallowtail’s side, crouching down and getting ready to spring on Mosspelt when
the she-cat pulled Mallowtail off of Reedtail. But then Mosspelt looked at Petaldust, and both she-cats
paused. Mosspelt’s expression filled with dismay, and Petaldust’s with hesitation.

 

The brown tabby pelt of Sedgecreek raced forward, only to falter and veer away from Leopardfur,
instead choosing to fight Graystripe with a loud hiss. Leopardfur raced past them, eyes set on
Thistlestar and Whitestorm. Lightningfur chased after her, but then Fireheart cut her off. She hissed
and lashed out at him, and he flinched away but held firm in front of her.

 

Mistyfoot didn’t listen to them yell at one another, instead focusing on Leopardfur leaping at
Thistlestar’s back. He had Whitestorm pinned to the ground and was unaware of the approaching
danger.

 

Primrosepaw started beside Mistyfoot. “Thistle-”

 

Mistyfoot brushed her daughter’s shoulder, startling her into silence. She blinked owlishly up at her.

 

Leopardfur slammed into Thistlestar’s back, and the gray and white tom yowled, bucking
immediately. But she curled her claws into his sides, and Whitestorm quickly bit into his paw,
yanking it. Thistlestar fell to his side with an enraged scream that quickly turned almost desperate
with pain as Leopardfur dug her fangs deeper and deeper into his throat and Whitestorm held him
down.

 

“Thistlestar!” Lightningfur screamed, shoving Fireheart out of the way and bolting towards her father.
Fireheart turned, and his eyes went wide. He made a move forward as well, then stopped, looked back
at Bluestar, then started again, then stopped, indecisive.

 

Mistyfoot found she no longer shared in that indecisiveness. Though a part of her felt guilty and cold,
that she was disobeying the warrior code and upsetting her very faith, she remained still as Thistlestar
tried to dislodge Leopardfur and Whitestorm.

 



Blackclaw tried to race to his leader’s defense, but Longtail stubbornly kept him back. Petaldust, too,
attempted to do something, but Mosspelt finally leaped and turned her attention away.

 

Thistlestar let out a loud gasp, and Leopardfur finally sprang back. Her lips twisted in a sneer, coated
with blood and clumps of fur. Thistlestar’s front leg jerked out, perhaps to attack, or perhaps in a blind
move, but he did not move, save for small spasmes and gasping breaths. His eyes rolled upwards,
gazing at the dark dawn sky above.

 

“Fox-heart!” Lightningfur called, jumping at Leopardfur. The deputy batted her away with great
effort.

 

After a tense moment, where Whitestorm stared forlornly with a hint of regret yet stony determination
at Thistlestar, and Leopardfur fended off Lightningfur’s attacks, Thistlestar suddenly moved
cohesively. He spun to his side, then jumped to his feet, eyes wide and breaths still quick, but now
powerful once more.

 

“And I’ll take every last one of your lives, scum!” Leopardfur promised, fangs bared.

 

“I’d like to see you try, fish-face!” Lightningfur spat, teeth snapping at Leopardfur’s haunches.
Leopardfur kicked her in the face with her hindleg, and Lightningfur screeched in displeased fury.

 

“RiverClan, retreat!” Thistlestar called, immediately bounding down the rocks towards the river.
“Retreat!”

 

“What?!” Lightningfur screeched. “No! Don’t retreat!” she yowled at her clanmates as Petaldust and
Sedgecreek eagerly followed after their leader. Sedgecreek paused immediately, and Blackclaw
blazed with anger as he stared down Longtail. “Sunningrocks will be ours! Don’t give up, you
cowards!” She turned on Leopardfur and got ready to pounce. “And we’ll kill these traitors while
we’re at it!”

 

“Yeah!” Robinpaw roared, swiping at Swiftpaw’s face.

 

“Retreat!” Thistlestar repeated. “We have suffered too many losses!” he spat, staring angrily at his
daughter. “Sunningrocks will be ours another day. Go!”

 



Finally, Lightningfur gave up, with a mean scowl and a huff so loud Thistlestar was sure to hear it
even as he and Petaldust crossed the river. She lashed her tail, then spit in Leopardfur’s face one more
time. She ran after her father, with Sedgecreek and Robinpaw at her sides and Blackclaw just behind.
Mallowtail clawed once more at Reedtail, before Mosspelt hissed at her, and Mallowtail raced away.

 

Mistyfoot did not follow.

 

Primrosepaw stared up at Mistyfoot, and whispered quietly, “Mom?”

 

Mistyfoot gave her a grim stare, and, though scared, Primrosepaw seemed to understand, drooping her
head and staring at her paws.

 

Then Mistyfoot looked for her other kit who had been brought to the battlefield. Perchpaw was
disengaging from Cloudpaw and running towards Softwing. His fur was fluffed up and blood striped
his black pelt.

 

“Perchpaw!” she called. Her son hesitated and looked back at her. “Wait, don’t go with them. Stay.”

 

“What?” Perchpaw exclaimed, eyes going wide. “You mean leave RiverClan? What! I-I’m not a
coward! RiverClan is my home! I’m not a traitor!” His fur bristled and his gaze darted around, wide
and terrified. He ran to the river, hesitated at its edge, then plunged in.

 

“Wait!” Mistyfoot called again, desperately. She started to chase after him, but he was already on the
other side of the river by the time she got to it. 

 

Softwing stared miserably at her. “It’s okay, Mistyfoot,” she murmured. “I’ll look after him. I’ll keep
him safe. Pikepaw too.”

 

Mistyfoot was too numb to even thank Softwing as the she-cat grabbed the scruff of Owlfur and
dragged him into the river. Stonefur helped her pull the body along through the river, then swam back
once she’d reached the other side. Stonefur looked at Mistyfoot, then blinked.

 

“You’re not going to join them?” he asked.

 



Mistyfoot shook her head. “No, I… Stonefur, there’s something you have to know.” Her ears twitched
and she heard pawsteps as cats padded closer. She glanced behind to see Fireheart and Bluestar
walking over. Leopardfur seemed to check on Reedtail, then turn and start coming towards them too.

 

Mistyfoot took a deep breath. “Stonefur, Bluestar is our mother.”

 

Stonefur stared at her in shock. “What? Mistyfoot- what? Have you got minnows in your brain?”

 

“It’s true,” Mistyfoot insisted. “She and Oakstar were mates. You know Graypool and Oakstar were
never mates.” Graypool had been mates with Rippleclaw, and her raising Oakstar’s kits had caused a
dent in Graypool and Rippleclaw’s relationship.

 

“Yes, but I thought-” Stonefur hesitated, blinking in confusion. “Graypool just fostered us for him, is
all. I don’t- Mistyfoot, it’s absurd!” He looked at Bluestar incredulously.

 

“Oh, it’s true, my son,” Bluestar purred. “How wonderful you’ve grown up to be.”

 

Stonefur stepped back. Mistyfoot winced as she saw Leopardfur pause, having gotten close enough to
hear Bluestar. Though, while Mistyfoot had kept her voice quiet, Bluestar had no such qualms.
Fireheart looked uneasy, glancing back, but Whitestorm was beginning to gather the ThunderClan
warriors together.

 

“Now that you know the truth,” Bluestar continued, “you will be welcome in the ThunderClan camp
once more.”

 

Stonefur’s lip curled, displeased, but Mistyfoot just shook her head. “No,” she meowed. “My place is
still with RiverClan… Even if in a new place.” She gazed at Leopardfur. “I will join LeopardClan.”

 

Leopardfur blinked once, then twice, perplexed. “LeopardClan?” she questioned. “What are you
talking about?”

 

“It’s what Thistlestar has been calling you and the others,” Mistyfoot meowed. “When he’s not calling
you traitors, that is.”

 



“LeopardClan,” Leopardfur repeated, astounded. Then she sneered. “Well then, the true RiverClan
wants nothing to do with ThistleClan .” Then she eyed Mistyfoot, Stonefur, and Primrosepaw with a
frown.

 

Mistyfoot bowed her head. “Will you still accept us, even if… even if we’re half-clan?” Primrosepaw
tensed beside her, glancing between her mother and Leopardfur worriedly.

 

Leopardfur’s tail twitched. “ThunderClan blood has caused us more problems than I can count,” she
began lowly, casting a glare at Fireheart.

 

Mistyfoot closed her eyes tightly, her heart thumping depressedly in her chest. “I understand,” she
meowed quietly. “But please at least let Prim-”

 

“Wait,” Leopardfur cut her off, raising her tail. Mistyfoot blinked and stared at the spotted ex-deputy.
“I wasn’t finished. It’s true ThunderClan blood is trouble, but you and Stonefur have been nothing but
loyal warriors, and I can attest to that myself. You were raised completely blind to your split heritage.
Oakstar and Graypool raised you. How could I fault you for something you didn’t know about? As far
as I’m concerned, you and Stonefur are full-blooded RiverClan warriors, very unlike those fox-hearts
Thistlestar and Lightningfur.”

 

Mistyfoot stared in Leopardfur in shock. Then, she purred, “Thank you, Leopardfur. You’re far more
understanding than Thistlestar would have been.”

 

“And he’d be a hypocrite for it,” Leopardfur growled, tail lashing.

 

“He always has been,” Bluestar murmured darkly, tail lashing. Then she looked at Stonefur and
Mistyfoot, eyes glazing. “You and LeopardClan will always be welcome to visit. Your honorable
warriors, unlike others.” She growled, and spat the last word.

 

Fireheart touched her flank with his tail tip. “We better gather the warriors and tend to the wounded.
This was not an easy battle, despite our victory.” He dipped his head to Leopardfur. “Thank you for
coming to our assistance.”

 

“Of course,” Leopardfur meowed coolly. “Any chance to sink my claws into Thistlestar’s flesh. Plus,
you can think of it as repayment for letting my warriors and I stay in ThunderClan’s camp.”



 

Fireheart thanked her again, then guided Bluestar away. Seeing them disperse, Mosspelt and Reedtail
stopped talking to Whitestorm and Brackenfur and ran over. Mistyfoot smiled at them, then looked at
Leopardfur. “So you are staying in ThunderClan’s camp?”

 

“That’s weird,” murmured Primrosepaw.

 

Leopardfur shook her head. “Not anymore. Only for the first moon of our exile.” She lowered her
voice. “They have… problems of their own that I’d rather not listen to them yowling about every
day.”

 

Mosspelt snorted. “And night too,” she meowed. “I would say ‘What kind of clan doesn’t trust their
own deputy?’ but, then again, Thistlestar was our deputy once.”

 

“We were foolish to ever believe he had RiverClan’s best intentions at heart. Now look at what he’s
done to RiverClan.” Reedtail curled his lip.

 

“If you don’t stay in ThunderClan’s camp,” Primrosepaw interjected, looking very nervous and
scared. Mistyfoot brushed her tail over her back comfortingly. “Then do we have any place to stay?
Or… or are we just sleeping outside like rogues?”

 

“We are no rogues,” Leopardfur growled, then raised her head proudly. “No. We’ll head to camp now.
Come along, your brother will be happy to see you.”

 

 

“Let’s go back to camp,” Bluestar told her warriors. Fireheart saw that she showed no sense of
triumph that ThunderClan had succeeded in defending their claim to Sunningrocks. She said nothing
about the victory, not even to congratulate them for fighting so well. Her mind still seemed fixed on
her kits, who had not chosen to stay with her.

 

Fireheart fell in beside his leader as she padded up the slope. “Well done,” he meowed to Cloudpaw
as his apprentice leaped off the rock and landed neatly at his side. “You fought like a warrior. So did
all of you,” he added, raising his voice as he glanced around, hoping to make up for their leader’s
indifference. “Bluestar and I are both proud of you.”



 

“Thank StarClan we managed to beat RiverClan off,” mewed Brackenfur.

 

“No, thank us,” Cloudpaw put in. “We did all the fighting. I didn’t notice any StarClan warriors on
our side.”

 

Bluestar turned her head at that and fixed an intent gaze on the white apprentice, her eyes narrowed.
Fireheart expected her to rebuke him, but her expression showed interest rather than anger. She gave a
little nod but said nothing.

 

As the warriors began to move off toward their camp, Fireheart went to stand beside Graystripe. He
smiled at his first apprentice, who gave him a weary smile back. Fireheart felt an ache from his scars
of battle, but Graystripe’s thick pelt had prevented him from serious harm.

 

Lynxpaw padded past with Swiftpaw, head raised high even though she had claw marks down her
side. She glanced at Graystripe, then sniffed. “Barely any help,” she meowed to her brother. “I bet he
went easy on those fish-faces. Traitor.”

 

Swiftpaw nodded in agreement, then repeated in an immature giggle, “Fish-faces!”

 

Fireheart glared at them. “Quiet, you two! Graystripe is a ThunderClan warrior, end of discussion.
You should be proud to have fought alongside him.”

 

Swiftpaw ducked his head, scolded, but Lynxpaw twitched her ears and looked away, face firm in a
displeased frown. Whitestorm shot his apprentice a disapproving look that she ignored.

 

Longtail, though, twitched his tail, glancing at Graystripe with a frown. “It’s true, though,” Longtail
meowed. “How can we trust Graystripe in a battle against RiverClan? His kits are there.”

 

Fireheart hissed. “Wasn’t this battle enough proof?”

 

Longtail eyed Graystripe’s unscarred pelt. Then he growled lowly, “Traitors are traitors.”

 



Bluestar fixed a cold look on Longtail, annoyance in her gaze. “If Graystripe is a traitor,” she
meowed, with all the ice of leaf-bare in her voice, “then he’s just the same as the rest of you. The Clan
is full of traitors, so one more won’t make any difference.” She whirled on Fireheart, power and
strength seeming to flow back into her body. 

 

“You should have let Mistyfoot kill me!” she spat. “Better a quick death at the claws of noble warrior
than a life dragged out in a Clan I can’t trust- a Clan doomed to destruction by StarClan!”

 

There were gasps from the other cats as she spoke, and Fireheart realized that few of the Clan had any
idea how distrustful and despairing Bluestar had become. He knew there was no point in trying to
argue with her now. 

 

“Bluestar,” Whitestorm said weakly, mouth agape at his aunt’s words.

 

She growled, and then her flash of strength ebbed, leaving her looking more exhausted than ever.
Slowly, not meeting the troubled gazes of any of her warriors, she padded away in the direction of the
camp.

 

As Fireheart wearily pushed his way through the entrance to the camp he spotted Bramblekit dashing
toward him, almost falling over his paws in his eagerness to greet the returning warriors. “Did we
win?” he asked.

 

“Yes,” Fireheart wearily answered. “It’s a long story, Bramblekit, and I’m too tired to explain now.
Maybe later, okay?”

 

Bramblekit took a step back, looking slightly crestfallen. The dark tabby kit then turned to Tawnykit
as she came bounding up. “Look!” he mewed. “They’re back!”

 

“Do we get Sunningrocks?” Tawnykit excitedly asked.

 

“Yeah!” Bramblekit gave a little joyous bounce. “I’m going to tell the elders.” He scurried off with
Tawnykit hard on his paws.

 



“Let’s go see Cinderpelt and get patched up.” Fireheart suggested to Graystripe. The gray tom looked
around as the two warriors crossed the burned-out clearing. 

 

“It’s never going to be the same,” he muttered despondently.

 

“Next newleaf, you’ll see,” Fireheart replied, trying to cheer him up. He hoped Graystripe was only
referring to the damage caused by the fire, and not a sense that he could never recover his old place
within the Clan. “Everything will grow back stronger than before.”

 

Graystripe didn’t reply. He didn’t look as happy as Fireheart had expected him to be, as if he were
beginning to doubt that the rest of his birth Clan would accept him. And Fireheart could see pain in
his eyes that suggested he was still missing the kits he had given up. After all, he hadn’t even had a
chance to say good-bye.

 

“You miss them.” Fireheart broached the topic like he would nab a mouse from a hawk - with extreme
caution.

 

“With all my heart,” Graystripe sadly replied, ears and tail drooping. “Fireheart, I’m worried. I know
nothing was done to them while I was in RiverClan, but still! They’re half-clan kits. I’m scared what
Thistlestar might do to them now that I’m not there!”

 

“I’m sure they’ll be alright,” Fireheart consoled his old apprentice. “They’re Silverstream’s kits, after
all. She was popular in RiverClan, and I doubt they would let anything happen to them. Lightningfur,
for example, will protect them - and Greenflower seemed rather protective of them too.” Fireheart
tried to cheer Graystripe up. “They’ll be okay - but,” he leaned in closer and whispered; “If there is
any sign that they’re in danger, I’ll be willing to take a look into it. I’m sure I can get Lightningfur to
tell me gossip about them.”

 

Graystripe’s ears pricked up slightly. “Really? You’d do that?”

 

“Absolutely. And if that doesn’t work,” Fireheart added with a stroke of inspiration. “We could enlist
Leopardfur’s help - she was friends with Silverstream, and I doubt she wants her kits in RiverClan
either right now.”

 

Graystripe purred. “Thanks, Fireheart.”



 

Fireheart meant what he told Graystripe, but his suggestion with Leopardfur…it would work.

 

If only he knew where Leopardfur had gone…

 

The returning warriors were gathering in the medicine clearing. Spottedleaf was carefully parting
Whitestorm’s thick fur for any injuries he had sustained in his fight against Thistlestar himself. As
Fireheart and Graystripe approached, the Cinderpelt looked up from pressing cobwebs against a
wound in Cloudpaw’s side. 

 

“Here’s Fireheart now,” she mewed, and added, “Great StarClan, you look as if you’ve been fighting
monsters on the Thunderpath.”

 

“It feels like it.” Fireheart grunted. Settling down to wait for Cinderpelt to check him over, he realized
how much his wounds hurt. The one on his shoulder that Lightningfur had given him when she
shoved him aside to get to Bluestar was still bleeding, and he bent his head to lick it.

 

“Great, so he’s still here,” Fireheart looked up to see Dustpelt glaring at Graystripe. Longtail sat
beside him, and Fireheart already knew Longtail had been sharing the news of Bluestar’s explosive
words. “I thought he’d leave when RiverClan attacked. We don’t want him here.”

 

“Who’s ‘we’?” Fireheart asked, gritting his teeth. “I think he belongs here- and so does Sandstorm,
and-” He broke off as Dustpelt pointedly turned his back.

 

Graystripe shot an apologetic look at Fireheart. “They won’t accept me,” he mewed. “It’s true; I left
the Clan, and now...”

 

“Give it time,” Fireheart tried to encourage him. One and a half moons was not enough time to heal
festering wounds. “They’ll come around.”

 

Privately, he wished he could believe it. Thanks to Bluestar’s indifference and Frostfur’s insistence,
some of the ThunderClan cats would have no qualms about objecting to Graystripe’s return. One
more problem, Fireheart thought, to add to his worries about what was really going on in the forest.
How could the Clan hope to survive the destruction StarClan had prophesied, unless they were
united?



 

Fireheart began to lick his wound again, wishing that he could just enjoy his clan’s victory for a few
moments.

 

“That’s right, get it clean,” Cinderpelt meowed as she came up to him. She sniffed at the shoulder
wound and then rapidly checked his other injuries. “You’ll be fine,” she reassured him. “I’ll give you
some cobwebs for the bleeding, but apart from that you just need to rest.”

 

“Have you seen Bluestar?” Fireheart asked as Cinderpelt brought the cobwebs and laid them over the
wound. “Is she badly hurt?”

 

“A bite on her shoulder,” replied the medicine cat. “Spottedleaf gave her a poultice of herbs, and she
went back to her den.”

 

Fireheart struggled to his paws. “I’d better go and see her.”

 

“Okay, but if she’s asleep, don’t wake her. Clan business, whatever it is, can wait. And while Fireheart
does that,” she added to Graystripe, “I’ll have a look at you.” She gave his ear a quick lick and purred.
“I haven’t been able to have an actual conversation with you yet since you’ve returned!”

 

At least some cats would welcome Graystripe, Fireheart told himself as he padded across the clearing.
The others would change their minds; Graystripe just needed time to prove that he would to be a loyal
member of ThunderClan again.

 

“Fireheart!” Sandstorm hailed him as he approached Bluestar’s den. “Mousefur and I are going out to
hunt.”

 

“Thanks,” Fireheart mewed gratefully, resigning himself to Sandstorm’s stubborn decision to patrol
and train her apprentice despite her growing belly.

 

“Are you all right?” Sandstorm drew closer, her eyes narrowing. “I thought you’d be pleased- we won
the battle.”

 



Fireheart pressed his muzzle briefly against her flank. He felt a pang of relief that the ginger she-cat
seemed to have forgiven him for going behind Bluestar’s back to arrange the talk with WindClan. “I
know- but I’m not sure that all the cats will accept Graystripe. They’ll find it hard to forget that he
loved a cat from another Clan, what with the curse and all, and then left us altogether.”

 

Sandstorm shrugged. “That’s in the past. He’s here now, isn’t he? They’ll just have to put up with it.”

 

“That’s not the point!” Pain and weariness made Fireheart more irritable than he intended. “We can’t
afford quarrels just now. Can’t you see that?”

 

Sandstorm stared at him, anger flaring in her pale green eyes. “Sorry, I’m sure,” she spat. “I was only
trying to help.”

 

“Sandstorm, don’t...” Fireheart began, realizing too late that he’d said the wrong thing. But Sandstorm
had already turned away and was stalking back toward the warriors’ den, where Mousefur was
waiting for her.

 

Feeling even more despondent than before, Fireheart went on to Bluestar’s den. When he looked
through the entrance he thought she was asleep, curled up in her nest, but almost at once her blue eyes
blinked open and she raised her head.

 

“Fireheart.” Her voice was dull. “What do you want?”

 

“Just reporting, Bluestar.” Fireheart slipped into the den and stood in front of his leader. “All the cats
are back. There are no serious injuries, as far as I can see.”

 

“Good.” Sounding a little more interested, she added, “Your apprentice fought well today.”

 

“Yes, he did.” Fireheart felt a rush of pride in his kin. Whatever problems there had been with
Cloudpaw in the past, no one could question his courage.

 

“I think it’s time he became a warrior,” Bluestar went on. “We’ll hold his naming ceremony at
sunset.”

 



Hope flared in Fireheart’s chest. Had Bluestar finally accepted the need to make new warriors? But
his optimism ebbed away like water into sand when Bluestar’s lips curled into a sneer, and she added,
“There must be a ceremony, I suppose. It means nothing to me, but these cats are so gullible they’ll
never accept Cloudpaw without one.”

 

And how much meaning does the ceremony have for Cloudpaw? Fireheart asked himself. Does he
really care about the warrior code? If not, he reflected, then the young cat didn’t deserve to become a
warrior, no matter how well he fought.

 

But Bluestar had made up her mind, and Fireheart wouldn’t try to change it. Instead he suggested,
“Swiftpaw and Lynxpaw should be warriors too. They did well today.”

 

“Swiftpaw carried a message back to the dawn patrol. That’s apprentice work. And Lynxpaw shows
no hesitation to attack respectful warriors like Mistyfoot. Neither of them are ready to become a
warrior yet.”

 

“But Swiftpaw came back to the battle,” Fireheart objected. “And Lynxpaw fought a RiverClan
warrior all by herself.”

 

“No!” Bluestar’s tail lashed in anger. “I cannot trust Swiftpaw or Lynxpaw. Cloudpaw is stronger and
braver- and besides, he doesn’t grovel to StarClan like the rest of you. The Clan needs more warriors
like that.”

 

Fireheart wanted to say that Cloudpaw’s lack of respect for the warrior code was the last thing
ThunderClan needed, but he did not dare. Instead, he asked, “And what about Cliffpaw? She’s
Cloudpaw’s sister. Surely they should be made warriors together.”

 

Bluestar narrowed her eyes, head tilting. “Cliffpaw? Didn’t she leave for RiverClan?” she growled.

 

“No,” Fireheart meowed, trying to be gentle in his words, yet he was also increasingly frustrated and
worried. “Lizardflight did. Cliffpaw was the kit Creekflower adopted.”

 

Remembrance flashed in her blue eyes, and she curled her lip. “The kittypet?” she sneered, then
huffed. “What has she done to earn her place in the clan? Nothing. No, only Cloudpaw deserves to be
a warrior.”



 

Fireheart struggled internally for a moment. Any argument he tried to make for Brightpaw and
Thornpaw would fall on deaf ears. Instead, he dipped his head and backed away. “I’ll see you at
sunset,” he meowed, and went to break the news to Cloudpaw.

 

His apprentice, as Fireheart had guessed, was delighted at the news that he was to become a warrior at
last. Fireheart instructed him on what he had to do in the ceremony, and then headed for the warriors’
den and some much-needed sleep. His heart sank right to his paws when he spotted Longtail sitting
with the apprentices outside their den. There was one more thing he had to do before he could rest.

 

Padding toward Longtail, he jerked his muzzle for the tabby warrior to join him, out of earshot of the
apprentices. “Longtail,” he began, searching for the right words. “I’m sorry, I’ve got some bad news.
Bluestar has agreed to make Cloudpaw a warrior, but-”

 

“But not Swiftpaw?” Longtail finished angrily. “That’s what you’re going to say, isn’t it?”

 

“I’m sorry, Longtail,” he meowed. “I tried to persuade Bluestar, but she wouldn’t agree.”

 

“So you say.” The pale warrior sneered. “But it’s strange that your apprentice is chosen, and mine is
ignored. Swiftpaw never went off to live with Twolegs!”

 

“I’m not going into all that again,” Fireheart retorted. Cloudpaw had never intended to leave the Clan,
but every cat knew that he had visited the Twoleg nest regularly for food before the Twolegs captured
him and shut him in. “Bluestar said she’s making Cloudpaw a warrior because he fought well, while
Swiftpaw...”

 

“Took a message.” Longtail’s tabby fur bristled with fury. “And who made him take it? He would
have stayed to fight if you hadn’t sent him away!”

 

“I know that,” Fireheart mewed wearily. “I’m just as disappointed as you are. I’ll do my best to get
Swiftpaw made a warrior soon, I promise.”

 

“If I believed that, I’d believe anything!” Longtail spat. “What about Lynxpaw - she fought too!
Harder than Graystripe did, I might add!” Fireheart gave a helpless shrug. 



 

“I pointed that out, but Bluestar was adamant that they weren’t ready. Longtail, please, I will convince
her - I just need time.”

 

“We’ve had nothing but time!” the pale tabby snorted, turning his back on Fireheart, and scraped
angrily at the ground as if he were covering his dirt, and stalked back to the apprentices.

 

 

The sun was sinking behind the wall of the camp when Fireheart emerged from the warriors’ den with
Runningwind close behind him. Sleep had restored his body, and he tried to feel optimistic about the
coming ceremony, even though he was not looking forward to it.

 

Shadows were stretching across the camp, and Fireheart saw that Bluestar had emerged from her den.
To his relief she was moving easily, and the shoulder wound she had taken in the battle didn’t seem to
be bothering her as she sprang up onto the Highrock.

 

“Let all cats old enough to catch their own prey join beneath the Highrock for a Clan meeting,” she
called.

 

Runningwind gave Fireheart a friendly nudge. “You’ve done well with Cloudpaw,” he meowed. “I
never thought that pest of a kit would grow up into such a fine warrior!”

 

Fireheart acknowledged his friend’s praise by pressing his muzzle against the lithe warrior’s shoulder.

 

His friend remembered how upset he had been when Cinderpelt had her accident, and knew how
much it meant to Fireheart to have an apprentice ready to be made a warrior after so long.
Graystripe’s warrior ceremony seemed so distant now.

 

Many of the cats were already in the clearing. News of Cloudpaw’s warrior ceremony must have
spread around the camp. Spottedleaf and Cinderpelt appeared from her den and took their place near
the base of the rock, the tortoiseshell she-cat’s amber eyes glimmering with pride, while
Goldenflower brought her two kits to sit at the front of the gathering crowd. Willowpelt’s litter stayed
with their mother near the entrance to the nursery, while Speckletail refused to allow Mistlekit and
Snowkit outside of the nursery.



 

Fireheart couldn’t help noticing that some of the other apprentices were the last to join the circle
around the rock. He saw Thornpaw nervously nudging Swiftpaw out of their den, and Brightpaw
exchanged dark, hushed words with Lynxpaw. The two eldest apprentices stayed on the very edge of
the crowd, and Tulippaw, Ashpaw, Brightpaw, and Thornpaw settled down around them.

 

A pang of dismay shot through Fireheart. It wasn’t Cloudpaw’s fault that Bluestar had chosen him and
none of the others. It would be hard for him not to have the good wishes of his generation when he
became a warrior.

 

Cliffpaw had slipped past the dark cloud of apprentices, Fernpaw and Elderpaw at her side. She
looked crestfallen, and Fireheart felt a squeeze of sympathy and regret that she hadn’t even been
considered to join her foster brother in this pivotal ceremony.

 

Elderpaw meowed something to Cliffpaw while Fernpaw licked her ear, and she nodded before
leading them to sit beside Creekflower and Cherryfur.

 

But Cloudpaw didn’t seem bothered by his denmates’ attitudes. He strolled out of the elders’ den and
padded across to Fireheart with his tail waving in the air, his eyes shining with excitement.

 

Fireheart murmured into his ear, “I’m very proud of you, Cloudpaw. Tomorrow you can take a
hunting patrol over to Twolegplace and tell Oliver and Storm.”

 

Cloudpaw shot him a delighted look, but before he could say anything, Bluestar spoke. “Cloudpaw,
you fought well against RiverClan this morning, and I have decided that the time has come for you to
take your place as a warrior in ThunderClan.”

 

The white tom turned to face the Highrock and gazed up at his leader as she began to speak the ritual
words. “I, Bluestar, leader of ThunderClan, call upon my warrior ancestors to look down on this
apprentice. He has trained hard to understand the ways of your noble code, and I commend him to
you as a warrior in his turn.”

 

Her voice was harsh, and Fireheart thought that it was obvious that she was merely going through the
motions of a ritual that had ceased to have meaning for her. Uneasily he wondered whether StarClan
would be willing to watch over Cloudpaw when neither he nor his leader had any respect for their
warrior ancestors.



 

“Cloudpaw,” Bluestar continued, “do you promise to uphold the warrior code and to protect and
defend this Clan, even at the cost of your life?”

 

“I do,” Cloudpaw meowed fervently.

 

Did he understand what he was promising? Fireheart wondered. He was sure that Cloudpaw would do
his best to protect the Clan, because these cats were his friends, but he knew that the young cat
wouldn’t be prompted to act by any sense of loyalty to the warrior code.

 

“Then by the powers of StarClan, I give you your warrior name,” Bluestar went on, each word
dragged out of her like thorns. “Cloudpaw, from this moment you will be known as Cloudtail.
StarClan honors your courage and your independence, and we welcome you as a full warrior of
ThunderClan.”

 

Leaping down from the Highrock, she padded over to Cloudtail and rested her muzzle on his head.
Cloudtail gave her shoulder a respectful lick, then went over to stand beside Fireheart.

 

This was the moment at which the Clan should have greeted the new warrior by chanting his name,
but now there was only silence. Fireheart heard uneasy murmurs start up around him, as if the cats
had sensed Bluestar’s lack of conviction when she recited the ritual. Whispers of curses left the
mouths of a few

 

Flicking a glance at the apprentices at the edge of the crowd, Fireheart saw that Thornpaw was
looking at his paws, Brightpaw flicked her tail contemptuously, and Tulippaw and Ashpaw were
glaring at Cloudpaw. Lynxpaw was sneering, and Swiftpaw had turned his back on his old den mate.

 

Swiftpaw’s actions sent a pang through Fireheart’s chest. Between the two littermates, Swiftpaw was
the more friendly one, and was always happy to go patrolling with any of his denmates.

 

But now bitter disappointment was the only thing visible on the black and white apprentice’s form.

 

Cloudtail was beginning to look a little crestfallen when Creekflower padded up, throwing a
challenging look at the cats around her, and pressed her tabby muzzle against his. “Well done,
Cloudtail!” she exclaimed. “I’m so proud of you!”



 

“Yeah, Cloudtail!” Cherryfur cheered, bounding up to stand beside her best friend. “Knew you had it
in you!”

 

As if they had given a signal, Cinderpelt and Graystripe came up, and then at last the other cats began
to crowd around, greeting Cloudtail by his new name and congratulating him. Fireheart breathed a
sigh of relief that the awkward moment was over. 

 

But he couldn’t help noticing that Longtail was nowhere to be seen, and the only apprentice from
Swiftpaw and Lynxpaw’s group to come give a quiet, subdued congratulations was Thornpaw.

 

The opposing group of apprentices, meanwhile, cheerfully ran up to their former denmate and greeted
him with purrs - or, forced cheerfulness, in Cliffpaw’s case.

 

The soft-furred she-cat’s eyes glimmered with sadness as she licked her brother’s ears, but Fireheart
was impressed to see that she had the maturity to put her own feelings aside in the wake of Cloudtail’s
special moment.

 

Although she, at least, should have been made a warrior beside Cloudtail, if not Swiftpaw and
Lynxpaw.

 

“You’re keeping vigil tonight,” Fireheart reminded his former apprentice, trying to sound as if this
were like any other warrior naming ceremony. “Remember, you have to stay silent until dawn.”

 

Cloudtail nodded and padded off to take up a position in the center of the clearing. His head and tail
were raised proudly, but Fireheart knew that the ceremony had been shadowed by the jealousy of the
other apprentices, and by Bluestar’s transparent loss of faith.

 

How long could the Clan survive, Fireheart wondered, when their leader no longer honored StarClan?

Chapter End Notes

Lolling: two of my favorite apprentices are going to come into focus soon and i cant wait <3333



also be ready for another extra one-shot ;P its title will be "H_____ L___" and it'll be posted with
Ch. 144 (Ch. 138 in doc)

Here's an updated age list as well!:
Brightflower, Brackenfoot - ~65 moons (5.5 years) older than Fire+
Finchflight - ~60 moons (5 years) older than Fire+
Smallear, Halftail, Yellowfang, Nutwhisker, Rowanberry - ~50 moons (4 years) older than Fire+
Tallstar, Dappletail, Speckletail, One-eye, Patchpelt, Henry, Softwing, Rippleclaw - ~45 moons
(3.5 years) older than Fire+
Thistlestar, Rosetail, Bluestar, Graypool, Oakstar, Crookedstar - ~40 moons (3 years) older than
Fire+
Blackstar, Clawface, Nightstar, Brokenstar - ~25 moons (2 years) older than Fire+
Tigerstar, Whitestorm, Leopardfur, Sedgecreek, Claw, Hattie - ~20 moons (1.5 years) older than
Fire+
Spottedleaf, Willowpelt, Redtail, Frostfur, Brindleface - 12/13 moons (1 year) older than Fire+
Scourge, Ruby, Socks, Fury - 10 moons older than Fire+
Runningwind, Mousefur, Cinderfur, Stumpytail, Mistyfoot, Stonefur, Mudclaw, Tornear - 3
moons older than Fire+
Darkstripe, Onewhisker, Morningflower, Ashfoot, Smoke - 1 moon older than Fire+
**Fireheart, Lightningfur, Creekflower, Copperleaf, Airleap, Oliver - 33 moons (3 years) old
roughly at Ch 143**
Barley, Violet, Sandstorm, Silverstream - 2 moons younger than Fire+
Longtail, Cherryfur, Grasswhisker, Vixenleap - 4 moons younger than Fire+
Dawncloud, Tallpoppy, Whitethroat - 5 moons younger than Fire+
Wetfoot, Littlecloud, Brownclaw, Whitetail, Runningbrook, Webfoot - 7 moons younger than
Fire+
Ravenwing, Dustpelt, Badgerfang - 9 moons younger than Fire+
Graystripe, Feathercloud, Cricketheart, Whiteclaw, Smudge - 10 moons younger than Fire+
Applefur, Swampfur, Oakfur, Blossomtail - 12 moons (1 year) younger than Fire+
Gremlin, Scraps - 13 moons younger than Fire+
Swiftpaw, Lynxpaw, Bubbles, Opal, Rocket - 14 moons younger than Fire+
Cinderpelt, Brackenfur, Thornpaw, Brightpaw, Gorsepaw, Storkpaw, Quailpaw - 16 moons
younger than Fire+
Cliffpaw, Turtlepaw, Quietpaw, Rubblepaw - 17 moons younger than Fire+
Cloudtail, Lizardflight, Night, Storm, Oat, Ashpaw, Fernpaw, Tulippaw, Elderpaw, Robinstorm,
Woodmask, Dawnpaw - 18 moons younger than Fire+
Mistlekit, Snowkit, Reedpaw, Primrosepaw, Perchpaw, Pikepaw - 20 moons (1.5 years) younger
than Fire+
Bramblekit, Tawnykit, Tawnypaw, Robinpaw, Rushpaw, Rowanpaw, Cedarpaw, Lavenderpaw -
22 moons younger than Fire+
Featherkit, Stormkit, Aspenkit, Fangkit - 23 moons younger than Fire+
Sorrelkit, Sootkit, Rainkit, Smokekit, Snakekit - 25 moons (2 years) younger than Fire+

Notes: Ages aren't exact but generalized - for example, this list says Swiftpaw and Lynxpaw
would be 19 moons. They're more closer to 15-16 moons, which is still warrior-aged.
Meanwhile, Brackenfur, who is around 12 moons, and Cloudtail, who is about 8-10 moons if
we're being generous, are already warriors. I think you can understand why Swift and Lynx are
so upset XD The reason the ages are so hard to get down is because early canon books are so...
loose on the timeline. Not as rigid on the traditional '6 moon is apprentices, 12 moons is warriors'
too.



Dustpelt is 9 moons older than Fernpaw in the list. Going off of the wiki's timeline, they're 6-9
moons apart in age. Similarly, Onewhisker is 8 moons older than Whitetail in this list, wiki says
6-9 moons, and going off of Onewhisker's Confession they're roughly 8 moons apart (Onepaw is
a young apprentice when Whitetail is born). Much like canon Fireheart, Onewhisker
immediately got an apprentice upon becoming a warrior lmao.

The list says Bubbles is 19 moons! They're closer to 14-16 moons. Aspenkit and Fangkit, his
surrogate kits, are pretty much almost 6 moons though. Even though it feels like they're still
babies.

Bramblekit and Tawnykit should probably be apprentices by now and are older than canon
makes them act. Mistlekit and Snowkit should definitely be apprentices by this point. Bluestar is
ruining the aging system.



The Rebels in Hiding

The toad rested unsuspiciously on a rock in the mud. The flap of its throat stretched in and out, and
Copperleaf pressed closer to the ferns on the ground as he stalked forward. His eyes were locked on
his prey, and his paws glided across the ground silently, a technique left over from his time in
ThunderClan.

 

But even though he was completely silent, tail stiff as a log, the toad suddenly hopped away. Not the
simple hop of an unsuspecting toad, but the mad dash of a toad who knew it was in danger.

 

Copperleaf cursed under his breath, then raised his head, searching for what had disturbed the toad.
That toad was for Bubbles! The tortoiseshell nursing cat had completely cut the clan off, only really
ever talking to Tallpoppy, who said he was a “delight.” And, unfortunately, Finchflight was a lot
better at slipping past Copperleaf when he tried to prevent the old tom from bothering the queens.

 

But Copperleaf had discovered Bubbles actually liked toads and frogs. An unusual thing for a non-
ShadowClan born cat. Even Copperleaf didn’t quite like the hard yet slimy leather of a toad. He much
preferred a plain old squirrel.

 

Either way, Copperleaf wanted to make sure Bubbles felt accepted by the clan, even if he wasn’t there
by choice. Plus, Bubbles was nursing little Fangkit and Aspenkit, and he was starting to dry up with
milk. Thankfully, the kits were weaned, finally eating softened fresh-kill, but Bubbles was still their
surrogate, and they looked at him like he was the world.

 

Copperleaf’s chest tightened as he remembered when his kits did the same to him and Dawncloud.

 

But that was neither here nor there. There was an intruder on ShadowClan’s lands. He could hear the
rustling of foliage and the grunts as paws unpleasantly hit muck they weren’t accustomed to.
Copperleaf had been hunting along the border, so it wouldn’t surprise him if it was a loner or stray
kittypet uncaring to the clan borders. He would simply surprise them and then send them on their
way, no harm done.

 

Or perhaps it was ShadowClan’s unwelcome welcome guests, Copperleaf reflected sourly, tail
twitching as he thought of his leader Tigerstar’s new allies. Tigerstar had prioritized getting
ShadowClan back on its feet, well-fed and well-protected. Now that their bellies were full, Copperleaf
felt something lurking on the horizon, his distrust of the ex-ThunderClan deputy returning full force…

 



But then the unmistakable, musky scent of fish, reeds, and freshwater, though it was tainted by the
smell of woodland forest. RiverClan!

 

Copperleaf crouched back down, prowling forward and slinking through the shadows as he followed
the noise and scent. What was RiverClan doing all the way in ShadowClan’s land?

 

Curious, but also suspicious, wary of a possible spying mission organized by Thistlestar. ShadowClan
had little quarrel with RiverClan, but that was before ShadowClan’s leader was Thistlestar’s former
apprentice, who slew him in battle.

 

Finally, he spotted the RiverClan patrol skirting along the edges. Then he realized they weren’t
skirting along the edges at all, but heading straight into ShadowClan territory!

 

The spotted pelt of Leopardfur was at the lead, and Copperleaf growled quietly at the deputy, pressing
himself lower to the ground. Mud coated his paws and belly, helping turn his pale ginger pelt darker.

 

Two warriors and a younger cat, likely an apprentice, followed her.

 

“We should go back to ThunderClan,” whined the apprentice. “Their territory wasn’t so dirty. And I
know they’re kind of crazy but Elderpaw was nice.”

 

“Hush, Reedpaw,” said a warrior Copperleaf recognized as Mosspelt. “ThunderClan was not safe for
us. You saw how they turned on each other. When would they turn on us?”

 

Reedpaw, a black-furred tom, grumbled, but said no more, staring at his paws. The rest of the patrol’s
gazes were straight ahead, but as the apprentice’s gaze turned downward, it flickered to the side, and
caught Copperleaf lurking in the shadows between two thickets. The apprentice tensed, staring with
wide eyes. His mouth opened, agape, but before a warning could be yowled, Copperleaf sprung.

 

He pinned the apprentice to the ground with ease. Reedpaw yowled and writhed underneath him, but
Copperleaf hissed warningly, and the apprentice stilled. Beneath his paws, Copperleaf could hear his
heart beat wildly.

 



Leopardfur, Mosspelt, and the third warrior Stonefur whipped around and growled at him. Copperleaf
narrowed his eyes and raised his tail, pretending as though he had a patrol of cats hidden nearby.

 

“You have two whisker-twitches to tell me why your patrol is parading around ShadowClan
territory,” he growled, then flashed his claws and sunk them deep enough to prick but not harm the
apprentice.

 

Stonefur and Mosspelt bristled defensively, teeth bared and ready to spring, but Leopardfur raised her
tail haltingly. Her amber eyes stared coolly at Copperleaf, but then, unexpectedly, she dipped her
head to him.

 

“I wish to speak to Tigerstar,” Leopardfur said. “No patrol was coming, and we can’t afford to wait
without proper shelter.”

 

Copperleaf blinked. Leopardfur’s words seemed… sincere. Open. He didn’t know the she-cat very
well, but he did know she was not one to bow her head.

 

What was so urgent that Thistlestar needed to speak to Tigerstar about? Uneasiness weighed heavily
in the pit of Copperleaf’s belly. He wasn’t sure he wanted those two to make up. He much preferred
Tigerstar to hate Thistlestar. That, at least, he respected about the tom. He was definitely a step up
from kit-loving, selfish Thistlestar. A step up from Brokenstar, too, really.

 

“And what do you need to ask Tigerstar about?” Copperleaf questioned, keeping his voice like stone.
What had Leopardfur said? ‘Without proper shelter?’ …And they were talking about ThunderClan’s
territory earlier… They smelled like ThunderClan’s territory…

 

Leopardfur twitched her whiskers. “I’d rather speak to Tigerstar about it,” she said, then continued,
“But if you must know… Then, we are no longer a part of the RiverClan ruled by Thistlestar.” She
raised her head high, defiant and proud, though Copperleaf could see the flicker of worry in her face.
“He exiled us for a crime that did not happen.”

 

Copperleaf let his tail fall, abandoning the ruse of having other cats with him. He still saw Stonefur
glance around warily.

 

“You smell of ThunderClan,” he rumbled. A more suspicious warrior would have asked if this was a
RiverClan-ThunderClan plot. Copperleaf was not so mouse-brained. Those two clans hated each



other’s guts. Bluestar and Thistlestar were the last cats who would ever work together.

 

Though, against Tigerstar, who has wronged both of them? …I could see a possibility, he thought.

 

“We stayed with ThunderClan for a moon,” Leopardfur replied evenly. “They gave us shelter much
like RiverClan sheltered them in the fire. But…” Now, she hesitated. “ThunderClan is… unsafe. We
wish to seek sanctuary in ShadowClan instead. Tigerstar will certainly see our common enemy in
Thistlestar.” 

 

He would, Copperleaf knew. He wasn’t sure exactly what Tigerstar would think of this, but he was
certain that Tigerstar would eat up the chance to have more warriors and allies at his disposal.
Tigerstar was… focused on ‘making ShadowClan stronger.’ But at least he wasn’t training kits.

 

But Copperleaf didn’t think having Leopardfur working with Tigerstar was a good idea. It made him
feel queasy. He didn’t like the war that was building on the horizon. Though many ShadowClan cats
thought they were heading to a time of peace and prosperity, Copperleaf could see otherwise.
Prosperity, perhaps, but not peace.

 

Tigerstar was not a peaceful cat. He thrived in just the opposite- after all, how else would he have
become ShadowClan’s leader?

 

Copperleaf took a deep breath, tail tip twitching. “Tigerstar will be of no help to you,” he said slowly.

 

Leopardfur narrowed her eyes. “I’d rather hear it from him.”

 

Copperleaf shook his head. “We have too many mouths to feed already,” he explained. “Tigerstar has
brought more rogues into ShadowClan.” Bubbles, Jaggedtooth, and Nightwhisper. Jaggedtooth was a
cat Copperleaf would never trust as a clanmate, but the other two Copperleaf found he didn’t mind.
And then there was Boulder’s kits, Niko and Wild, who had just joined as apprentices.

 

And not just that…

 

“And he’s letting another clan hunt on our territory already.”

 



Leopardfur’s eyes widened in shock, and Mosspelt gasped. Even beneath Copperleaf, Reedpaw gaped.
“What?” the apprentice squeaked, and Copperleaf glanced down at him.

 

He wasn’t sure he felt safe enough to let go of his leverage, but he did feel bad keeping the apprentice
pinned.

 

“What do you mean?” Leopardfur demanded angrily. “WindClan and ShadowClan have joined
forces?”

 

“But WindClan hates ShadowClan,” pointed out Stonefur. “Tigerstar tried to kill that WindClan
warrior.”

 

“Or so they say,” Leopardfur meowed, tail lashing. “Was it all a ruse? Have ShadowClan and
WindClan been working in secret?”

 

“No,” Copperleaf quickly interjected. “Not WindClan. Thistlestar isn’t the only threat looming over
the clans, you know.”

 

Leopardfur narrowed her eyes at him. “What other clan is there, then? Well? Spit it out!”

 

Copperleaf glared back, unappreciative of her demanding tone. But he answered, “A Twolegplace
gang, called BloodClan. Tigerstar has allied with them. He’s brought some of their ex-warriors into
his clan. Do you think he’d want to add more to his fresh-kill pile? He’s busy as is.”

 

Leopardfur traded an uneasy look with Stonefur. “Allying with kittypets?” sneered Leopardfur, though
there was more concern in her voice than contempt. “Perhaps he isn’t the best choice…”

 

“Where else will we go?” whispered Reedpaw, shifting underneath Copperleaf. “WindClan? What if
they turn us away too…”

 

Copperleaf finally stepped off Reedpaw, letting the tom rise to his paws, though he did so slowly and
downcastedly. Copperleaf’s heart ached for him. How awful it must be, to be an apprentice without a
camp to call home… 

 



“Tigerstar is not a cat you can trust,” Copperleaf began slowly. “But… I know a place you can hide.”

 

The RiverClan cats all looked at him, suspicious in their eyes. But they were willing to listen, their
ears pricked.

 

“On the edge of ShadowClan’s territory,” Copperleaf meowed. “Just past carrionplace. No
ShadowClan cat dares go there anymore after the sickness. It tore our camp apart and killed our
leader and deputy.”

 

Leopardfur’s fur rose anxiously. “And you want us to stay there?” She bared her teeth. “What an easy
way to kill us.”

 

Copperleaf shook his head. “No, it won’t kill you,” he said. “As long as you're smart. But Tigerstar
forbade us to hunt any rats, or let us hunt any prey around there. And it’s a good decision on his part.
The rats will give you the sickness. Do not hunt them. Do not hunt any prey at carrionplace.”

 

“Then where will we hunt?” Leopardfur demanded, tail twitching. “We’ll starve.”

 

Copperleaf cocked his head, thinking. Then, “We’ll hunt for you.”

 

 

Copperleaf trotted through the marshy undergrowth of territory long familiar to him. The stench of
rotten crow-food began to infiltrate the air, but Copperleaf didn’t mind in the slightest. Especially as
the warm bloodscent of the squirrel in his jaw made his mouth water.

 

But the prey wasn’t for him.

 

And neither was the prey that hung in Dawncloud’s, Badgerfang’s, and Blossomtail’s mouths. The
three cats followed after Copperleaf. While Badgerfang and Blossomtail walked with confident
purpose, heads high (and Copperleaf was never more proud of them), Dawncloud’s tail tip flicked
back and forth, and she glanced anxiously around.

 



“It’s alright,” Copperleaf murmured, slowing down to walk beside her and letting Badgerfang lead the
way. He brushed his tail against her side and blinked calmly at her. “We haven’t been caught yet.”

 

Dawncloud shifted the frog in her mouth so she could speak around its leg. “It’s not that I’m worried
about,” she said. “Well, I am. But I’m worried about leaving Nightpaw behind.” Nightpaw was Niko’s
new name, and the older apprentice had been given to Dawncloud. She had been surprised yet elated
to receive an apprentice, and Copperleaf couldn’t be happier for his best friend. After all, they could
train their apprentices together now! Turtlepaw and Nightpaw had been fast friends.

 

But she was very anxious over her new apprentice and fretted whenever Nightpaw was out of sight.

 

Copperleaf understood completely.

 

“She’ll be with Wildpaw,” he reminded her. “Ashheart’s taking them hunting down by the Needle
Point.”

 

Dawncloud nodded, though she didn’t look too reassured. But Copperleaf knew she trusted Ashheart
to keep her apprentice safe. And Copperleaf thought that Nightpaw might just surprise Dawncloud
with how resilient she was- she was from BloodClan, after all.

 

Badgerfang led them past Carrionplace, only stopping when they heard the scuttle of rat feet but
continuing when no attack came. Rats could be as vicious as badgers, and Copperleaf was glad he
hadn't had many interactions with them.

 

Past Carrionplace, the marshlands began to shift into firmer land, with trees thinning out and thickets
growing taller. ShadowClan’s scent weakened, too unpatrolled to keep strong. Then, walls of carefully
woven bramble through thickets appeared, skillfully hidden in the foliage. Muddled RiverClan scent
rose, and Copperleaf padded to the head of the patrol as they entered a gap in the wall.

 

“We have prey!” announced Blossomtail cheerily, tail raised high as he bounded in. Blossomtail was
always a chatty cat, and enjoyed delaying border patrols by striking conversations with their
neighboring clans. Now, the exiled cats of RiverClan were suffering from his over-friendliness.

 

Reedpaw eagerly bounded to meet Blossomtail. “Is it frog again?” His gray-blue eyes shone excitedly.
He had developed a quick affinity for frog- Copperleaf supposed the sliminess was somewhat like a
fish’s wetness.



 

“Ewwww,” gagged Dawnpaw, sticking her tongue out. “Gross!”

 

“Don’t be rude,” scolded Skyheart. The queen stood up, and Copperleaf quickly went over to place
the squirrel at her feet. Her belly was still flat, but her hunger was that of an insatiable queen’s. “Oh,
thank you, Copperleaf!”

 

“Of course,” Copperleaf meowed earnestly, smiling. Then, he glanced around.

 

“Where are Leopardfur and the others?” Reedtail, Mosspelt, and Stonefur were all missing.
Sometimes they attempted hunting in the woods further away, or even along the Twolegplace border.
Other times, they spied along the RiverClan border, planning their next move. But a few cats against a
whole clan didn’t make a good attack force, and they didn’t want to attack their clanmates either.

 

It was difficult planning, especially with Tigerstar’s followers and BloodClan lurking around.

 

“Leopardfur had gone to scout out RiverClan territory to see if there was a place we could lie in
ambush for cats like Thistlestar or Lightningfur,” Skyheart explained between mouthfuls of squirrel.
She picked off the hair, annoyed by it. “But she rushed back when she heard sounds of battle, and
took the others with her to fight. It was at Sunningrocks, so obviously a fight between RiverClan and
ThunderClan.” She frowned. “I’m… not sure which side we’re fighting for.”

 

“Guess it depends whose leading RiverClan’s fight,” Badgerfang mused, tail swaying back and forth.

 

“We should have gone!” Dawnpaw pouted, bumping Reedpaw’s shoulder. “We’re practically
warriors.”

 

“You’ve still got some training left,” chided Skyheart, wiping her paw over her mouth.

 

“Do you think they’ll need help?” Dawncloud meowed, tail anxiously swaying back and forth. She
glanced over her shoulder again.

 

“They’ll be alright,” Copperleaf said. “Leopardfur’s smart. She’ll keep them safe.”



 

“I just hope they’re okay,” Dawncloud whispered, staring at her paws.

 

As though her words had summoned them, there were pawsteps outside. Copperleaf and the others
leaped to their feet, wary, especially as the scent of blood hit his nose. But it was faint, and the scent
of Leopardfur and her warriors was stronger. He relaxed, and waited as they walked into camp.

 

“Leopardfur!” cried Reedpaw, bounding up. “What was it? How did it go? Do we still have
Sunningrocks? Did you guys fight? On whose side?”

 

“Settle down,” Copperleaf ordered, resting his tail on Reedpaw’s shoulder. “Give them some space.”

 

But the apprentice did not settle down. His eyes widened, and he gasped. “Primrosepaw!” he yowled,
and raced forward to greet his cream-furred sister. “I never expected to see you here, and- Mom!”
Joyously, Reedpaw greeted his mother, nuzzling his head against Mistyfoot’s chest.

 

“Reedpaw!” Mistyfoot purred, nuzzling him back. But then her gaze raised as she stared nervously at
the ShadowClan cats. “So you really did make camp in ShadowClan’s territory. And Tigerstar doesn’t
know?”

 

Copperleaf shook his head. “Not as far as I know,” he said. “But he is a sly cat.”

 

“He’s more focused on BloodClan, though,” Badgerfang piped up, tail tip twitching. “Hard enough to
hunt without those stray kitties trampling through our territory!”

 

“BloodClan?” Mistyfoot repeated, perplexed, then looked at Leopardfur. “What is going on?”

 

Leopardfur smiled, though exasperated. “Let’s treat our wounds first,” she said. “There’s a lot to
explain.”

 

 



“RiverClan, I give you our two newest warriors!” Thistlestar proudly announced, stepping away from
the newly-named toms.

 

The silvery-gray pelt of Woodmask was fluffed slightly, bashfully tucking his ears against his head as
RiverClan called his and his brother’s names, yet a linger of sadness was in his eyes as he stared at the
empty spot between him and his brother.

 

Lightingfur snorted. Probably missing his traitor of a sister! she snidely thought. That, and
Mistyfoot’s welp of a daughter!

 

“Lightningfur!” her now-former apprentice called, running up to her, excitement in every aspect of his
body. “I did it! I’m a warrior like you! And I have a cool name to match too!” He gave a little bounce,
and Lightningfur curled her lip, idly watching as Vixenleap greeted Woodmask, meowing
congratulations to her apprentice.

 

“I’m Robinstorm now!” the tom crowed happily. “Wasn’t that the name you wanted, when you were
an apprentice?” he asked. Before Lightingfur could answer, he plowed on. “I talked to Thistlestar, and
he told me that, and I wanted you to somehow get it, so I got it for you!” He finished with a purr.

 

The tortoiseshell deputy heaved a deep sigh of annoyance, a little flare of jealousy sparking inside her,
but she shrugged it off. “Cool,” she meowed shortly as Thistlestar raised his tail for his clan’s
attention as the meows died down.

 

“Where one - or two, in this case - graduates, we must have others to fill their role,” he imperiously
meowed. Lightningfur cocked an ear, intrigued. What did Thistlestar mean?

 

“Featherkit, Stormkit, step forward.”

 

Lightningfur blinked in startled surprise as the two kits nervously padded towards their leader, blue
and amber eyes wide as they gazed up at the powerful tom.

 

“Stormkit, you are now Stormpaw,” Thistlestar proclaimed. “Blackclaw, you will be his mentor.
Teach him of your strength and prowess in battle.”

 



The black and white tom proudly strolled forth, giving a respectful nod to his leader, before touching
noses with Stormpaw.

 

“And Featherkit.” Strangely, Thistlestar’s mew smoothed out, a low purr barely noticeable. It made
Lightningfur twitch. “You are now Featherpaw. Lightningfur.” The tortoiseshell let a gasp slip from
her mouth. What? “Now that Robinstorm’s a warrior, you will be Featherpaw’s mentor.”

 

Lightingfur felt a purr rise in her throat as she strutted forwards to the silver apprentice. She surprised
herself with a smile as she touched noses with her, Featherpaw’s nervous blue eyes meeting her own
green.

 

But when Lightningfur allowed her soft purr to reach the apprentice’s ears, Featherpaw’s ears
fluttered and she softly smiled back.

 

Lightningfur was so absorbed in studying Featherpaw. Her silvery pelt, gentle stripes, narrow face,
fluffy tail…all so much like Silverstream. She vowed to herself she would teach Featherpaw how to
avoid her mother’s foolish mistakes, no matter what it would take.

 

A few paces away, instantly discarded from his old mentor’s attention, was Robinstorm, eyes sad and
whiskers drooping as he watched Lightningfur stare at her new apprentice like she hung the stars in
the sky.
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Tulippaw raised his tail proudly with satisfaction as the mouse went dead underneath his bite. He
scrambled to his paws and looked eagerly at Frostfur as the white she-cat padded over.

 

“Well done,” she purred, giving him a lick to his forehead. “You’ll be a warrior in no time- much
more deserving than that overfed kittypet.” Her sentence ended in a growl, eyes narrowed, and
Tulippaw felt an anger burn in his chest.
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“Yeah!” he said indignantly. “That kittypet doesn’t even know a mouse from a shrew!”

 

Frostfur nodded approvingly, then flicked her tail. “Come on; the sun is setting and I need to sleep
after all of this… chaos. Grab your squirrel too and we’ll head back.”

 

Tulippaw quickly ran to where he had buried his other catch beneath a plump acorn that smelled like
vole urine. He always tried to use strange objects to remember where he put stuff, because sometimes
he forgot where he put his prey, and he’d never live down the shame of losing an entire day’s hunt.

 

He dug up his squirrel, then carried it and his mouse back to Frostfur. He’d been antsy that morning,
and when he’d realized he missed a whole fight, he was so disappointed. He’d love to show those
fishy RiverClan kitties what for!

 

Swiftpaw and Lynxpaw would have seen how cool and strong I am! he thought eagerly. I coulda taken
on twice as much as dumb Cloudface! He would have been clawing them like slish-slash-bam !

 

With an energetic hop to his step, he followed Frostfur as they headed back to camp. As they got
closer, he wrinkled his nose and sniffed fauxly. “ Eee -yuck, I can smell the stench of the cursed
already!”

 

Frostfur sighed dramatically. “I can’t believe what ThunderClan’s come too,” she meowed as they
descended down the gorge. “Letting those mongrels walk among us like they’re real warriors.” She
flicked her tail tip over Tulippaw’s ear with a smile. “Hopefully soon, we’ll get some real warriors to
cull out all that bad blood, hm?”

 

Tulippaw puffed out his chest. “Yeah! Swiftpaw and Ashpaw and I’ll put those fox-hearts in their
places!”

 

Frostfur purred again as they walked through the gorse tunnel, then her smile dropped as she spotted
Cloudtail already starting his vigil. Frostfur sniffed, turned her chin up and away, and briskly walked
away. Tulippaw glared at Cloudtail, then did the same as his mentor, proudly showing off his newest
catch.

 

Can’t catch this, can you, kitty-cursed! he gloated in his head.



 

Frostfur leaned her head down to whisper with disgust in her voice, “The sun’s barely gone down, and
he’s already started his vigil? How improper.”

 

“He’s half-kittypet,” Tulippaw replied. “Of course he doesn’t know how to be a good warrior!”

 

“He and his disloyal siblings are more trouble than they’re worth,” Frostfur grumbled. Then she
pulled Tulippaw close after he had put his prey down. “Don’t you go talking to them or their friends,
all right? I don’t want you to catch that sickness.”

 

“Of course I won’t!” he answered firmly, aghast his mentor would even suspect him of falling prey to
their devious ways! “My nest’s the farthest away from them!”

 

“It’s awful you’re even forced to sleep in the same den as those growing curses,” Frostfur huffed. “I’d
scoop you, Brightpaw, and Thornpaw out in a heartbeat and keep you all safe away from those
monsters if I could.”

 

Tulippaw nuzzled against his aunt’s throat, bursting with happiness at her protectiveness and concern.
“Maybe we should turn the prisoner’s den into our own den, so all of us can be away from those
cursed cats,” he suggested. “You and mom could sleep there too.” It would be like we’re in the
nursery again! His heart soared at the thought.

 

“Now that’s an idea,” purred Frostfur. Then, sighed. “Well, I better go sleep in my infested den and
pray to StarClan I don’t catch it.”

 

“You wouldn’t!” Tulippaw insisted. “You’re too smart to be cursed.”

 

Frostfur smiled. “Oh, you’re so kind, Tulippaw. Good night.” She leaned down and gave Tulippaw a
lick to the forehead again, fussing up his fur. Then she padded away, slinking into the darkness of the
warriors’ den.

 

Tulippaw pouted at the loss of his mentor’s comfort. He wanted to curl up between her and his mom,
Brindleface, and sleep forever and be safe inside the walls of the nursery again, where the curse could
never, ever touch him. But… he was an apprentice now. Nine moons and all!



 

He was going to be- no, he was big and strong and powerful and a great hunter and cool! He quickly
smoothed down the tuft of hair on his forehead, then washed his chest. Once he was certain all of his
pelt was smooth and clean, he sent another glare Cloudtail’s way, mumbled a goodnight to elder
Dappletail as he passed her, then headed to the apprentices’ den.

 

He knew Swiftpaw and Lynxpaw were inside already, though he wasn’t sure who else was still out
training late or eating still. But he needed to make sure Swiftpaw and Lynxpaw still thought he was
cool! Swiftpaw always laughed at him when he did something mouse-brained, but that was okay
because Tulippaw could laugh at himself too, but Lynxpaw was the one who really made Tulippaw
nervous. She could be so nice, but then sometimes he thought about her words and he realized she
wasn’t being nice, and he was actually being stupid.

 

Tulippaw felt horrible when they thought he was mouse-brained. He wasn’t mouse-brained! He was
very smart! Just not as smart as them. They were the smartest apprentices! Well, actually, Swiftpaw
could be a doofus sometimes, but it was kind of endearing in a way, and he had this teasing, lopsided
grin that was just so handsome, and his laugh would light up the world and-

 

Ahhh, bad thoughts, bad thoughts! Tulippaw quickly shooed them away. Sometimes when he thought
about his friend too much, he’d start thinking these… these gushy , weird things about him and his
heart would pound and he’d get all nervous. Then he’d be distracted, and Frostfur told him that was
why he couldn’t think those thoughts, because they distracted him from being a real warrior, and only
weak warriors thought things like that.

 

Tulippaw took in a deep breath, prepared to step into the apprentices’ den and say something cool
(what would he say? Oh StarClan, he didn’t know what to say!), but then he paused, ears flicking as
he caught hushed, angry words. Instinctively, he stopped and listened. Frostfur always told him it was
a good skill to have- never know what you might find lurking in the dark.

 

“...and Whitestorm had the gall to tell me a good warrior has the patience to wait!” came the hissing
voice of Lynxpaw. “ Patience! I’ve had patience! This is ridiculous. I don’t know what’s wrong with
Bluestar, but she has no right to treat us this way.”

 

Tulippaw hunched backwards when he saw Swiftpaw’s pelt flash by the entrance, pacing back and
forth. The normally chatty tom said nothing, but Lynxpaw ranted on, “It’s clear she and Fireheart are
holding us back. Our own leader and deputy! How can we trust them when they treat us like kits? At
this point, we should just go to ShadowClan. At least they’d make us warriors!”

 



Tulippaw stifled a gasp. They wouldn’t! But Swiftpaw finally spoke, saying, “No, no- I think I have a
better idea! A way Bluestar will have to make us warriors for.”

 

Lynxpaw scoffed. “You? An idea? I doubt it.”

 

“No, Lynxpaw, really!” Swiftpaw meowed. “Let’s get the rest of the apprentices. The more of us, the
better!”

 

“More of us?” Lynxpaw repeated in a mutter. “Why do you need everyone else for this grand idea?”

 

“You’ll see!” Swiftpaw said eagerly. “Tulippaw-”

 

Tulippaw leaped to his paws, pale gray fur bristling in surprise. Swiftpaw continued, unphased, “Can
you fetch the others? I’m gonna go see if Brightpaw and Thornpaw are done training.”

 

Tulippaw felt a wave of embarrassment wash over him as Swiftpaw poked his head out. They had
realized he was there? But he hadn’t made a noise! Swiftpaw must have seen him while he was
pacing, he figured. Mouse-brain! he scolded himself.

 

“Uh, yeah, yeah!” he squeaked out, scrambling backwards. “I’ll go fetch them!”

 

“Thanks!” Swiftpaw meowed, then darted off to the gorse tunnel. The black and white tom pointedly
ignored Cloudtail as he passed, though Cloudtail was doing the same, sitting like stone with a serious
look on his face.

 

Tulippaw looked around camp. Fernpaw and Ashpaw were sharing prey with their mentors,
Darkstripe and Dustpelt. But it looked like Dustpelt was rising, stretching out with a yawn, ready to
retire to his nest. Meanwhile, Darkstripe glanced at the sky, shifting nervously with a half-eaten shrew
at his paws.

 

Tulippaw approached his littermates, bowing his head respectively to the warriors. Dustpelt waved his
tail at him, then padded away to the warriors’ den. Darkstripe flicked an ear in acknowledgement,
then went back to his shrew.

 



“Hi, Tulippaw,” Fernpaw greeted him.

 

“Hey,” Tulippaw said back nervously. “Uhm, Swiftpaw wants us in the apprentices’ den.”

 

Ashpaw blinked, sitting up immediately. Swiftpaw actually hung out with Ashpaw, and it made
Tulippaw a little jealous. Not that Swiftpaw didn’t hang out with Tulippaw too! But Swiftpaw clearly
liked Ashpaw more. Tulippaw didn’t hate his brother, of course, but sometimes he thought that
Ashpaw wasn’t any cooler than him, so why did Swiftpaw like him so much?

 

“What for?” Ashpaw asked.

 

Tulippaw shrugged. “I don’t know.”

 

Ashpaw and Fernpaw traded a look. “Well,” Fernpaw meowed. “We’re heading there anyway.”

 

“Cool,” Tulippaw said. “Uh, did you know where Elderpaw and Cliffpaw are?” Tulippaw felt his
belly role with unease. Would Swiftpaw want them there? They were cursed, and the thought of
having a sibling who was tainted filled Tulippaw with disgust. But Swiftpaw had asked for all the
apprentices.

 

Fernpaw looked surprised he was asking. “Oh, they went to visit the kits. Do you want me to get
them?”

 

Relieved, Tulippaw said, “Yes please.”

 

Fernpaw nodded and padded off to the nursery. Ashpaw looked at Tulippaw, “He wants Elderpaw and
Cliffpaw too? I mean, if he wants to sneak out again, they’ll for sure tattle on him.”

 

“I dunno,” Tulippaw meowed as he and his brother started padding back to the apprentices’ den. “He
has some kind of idea. He and Lynxpaw were talking about it.”

 

The two speckled brothers, both a light gray though Ashpaw had dark spots while Tulippaw had paler
spots, entered the apprentices’ den. Tulippaw settled beside his nest, at the back of the den, and curled



his tail perfectly over his paws and sat with his back very straight.

 

“What’s Swiftpaw doing now?” Ashpaw asked Lynxpaw. “Does he want us to sneak out to Fourtrees
and climb the Great Rock again?”

 

That was fun, Tulippaw reflected. He was terrified they’d get caught, but it was fun pretending to be
the clan leaders. He’d been forced to be Tallstar, though, and get beat up by Brokenstar, aka Lynxpaw.
But it was fun! Swiftpaw always took them on fun adventures; into Twolegplace to mess with some
kittypets, into ShadowClan to hunt a frog, into RiverClan’s river in an attempt to swim that left them
all soaked.

 

Lynxpaw shrugged. “StarClan knows what that mouse-brain’s brain’s cooked up now.”

 

Tulippaw jumped when pawsteps sounded at the entrance, and Fernpaw padded in with Cliffpaw and
Elderpaw on her tail. Tulippaw quickly shuffled closer to the bramble wall of the den, keeping as
much space between him and the cursed as possible. His, ah, sister, he didn’t mind too much, but
Cliffpaw? She reeked of kittypet! Even worse than Cloudtail and Lizardflight had. He wasn’t sure
what was worse; being born half-kittypet, half-cursed, or being born full-kittypet, and raised cursed.

 

Then again, what’s the difference? I can feel the dark curse stifling the air already! He was surprised
he didn’t suffocate in his sleep, being in the same den as them.

 

“What’s this all about?” Elderpaw questioned, gaze flicking between Lynxpaw and Tulippaw. “I
thought we were excluded from your little adventures when we told your mentors you’d hunted on
ShadowClan’s territory?”

 

Cliffpaw remained silent, head bowed as she sat tensely between Elderpaw and Fernpaw. Tulippaw
glared at her. He’d be okay if Elderpaw was invited, though his dark-furred sister could be annoying ,
but there was no way he could tolerate Cliffpaw. Even Swiftpaw held some disdain for the kittypet!
And he, the saint, managed to be amicable with the cursed, even though he agreed they were lesser
warriors.

 

Swiftpaw’s way more nice than they deserve, he thought.

 

Lynxpaw gave Elderpaw and Cliffpaw a condescending look, tail tip flicking, but she answered,
“Swiftpaw’ll explain himself soon.”



 

Elderpaw and Fernpaw traded a look, and Cliffpaw’s ears twitched, but it was only a few moments
later that Tulippaw heard the distinct sound of Swiftpaw’s gallop. The black and white tom bounded
eagerly into the den, weaving easily around the cursed trio (well, Fernpaw wasn’t cursed, but she
needed to stop hanging out with them before she became cursed too). Brightpaw and Thornpaw
followed his tail. Brightpaw scowled immediately at Cliffpaw, while Thornpaw kept his head ducked,
coming over to Tulippaw’s side.

 

“First I have to see that kitty-cursed mocking us on vigil, now I have to smell her stench?” Brightpaw
sniffed, scrunching her nose and tossing her head. She padded right over to Tulippaw and Thornpaw
and sat down with her back pointedly to them. Fernpaw sent her a disapproving scowl while Elderpaw
just rolled her eyes and murmured something into Cliffpaw’s ear.

 

“Well?” Lynxpaw demanded of her brother as he came to her side, fur fluffed as he was brimming
with excitement. Determination shone in his amber eyes. “What’ve you gathered us all here for, o’
great one?”

 

“We all agree that it’s not fair just Cloudtail became a warrior, right?” Swiftpaw started. “I mean,
we’re all older than or the same age as him! And Lynxpaw and I are way older and more experienced
than him! It’s just not fair!”

 

“It’s not!” Brightpaw quickly agreed, her face set in an indignant scowl. “He ran off to eat kittypet
slop, and he’s the one who gets rewarded?”

 

Lynxpaw’s face darkened with a scowl. “ I fought a senior RiverClan warrior and won . He fought an
apprentice! How was that deserving of a promotion?”

 

“It’s ridiculous!” Tulippaw meowed, eager to contribute. He glanced at Ashpaw. “We were born at the
same time as him, and we’ve trained way harder. We should be warriors, not him.”

 

“He earned it,” Cliffpaw interjected in a small murmur. “He fought really hard. My brother may be a
mouse-brain, but he’s a loyal warrior, the same as us.”

 

Swiftpaw sneered at Cliffpaw. “Shut up, kittypet. He’s not even your brother. And don’t think we all
couldn’t see how upset you were too! You know how unfair it is!”

 



Elderpaw scowled, tail lashing. “It’s not unfair,” she said. “We’re all still pretty young. Everyone
takes different training to be ready.”

 

“ Brackenfur got to be a warrior before us,” Brightpaw spoke over Elderpaw, her own tail tip flicking.

 

“We started training late,” Thornpaw pointed out in a mumble, dragging his claws in the dirt next to
his mossbed.

 

“And what about Feathercloud and Graystripe?” Lynxpaw added angrily. “Feathercloud’s deaf, and he
got to be a warrior before us? Out of anyone, he should have had the most extra training!” She huffed,
gaze narrowed. “It’s clear it’s favoritism. I mean, all those cats are a part of that family. They were
trained by that family too.”

 

“Yeah, why do Fireheart’s apprentices always get to be warriors while we’re left sitting in the dust?”
Tulippaw complained. “Why would a half-breed be a warrior before us? It makes no sense!”

 

“I think we should just be patient,” Fernpaw murmured, glancing at her paws. “Maybe not today, but
our apprenticeships will come to an end soon.”

 

“Oh, do you really think that?” Swiftpaw said with a scowl. “You’ve heard what Bluestar’s been
saying! She called us all traitors. Why would she make traitors warriors? She hates her own clan! And
do you think Fireheart cares about us? If he did, he would have made sure we were warriors too!
Longtail says he’s not even trying even though he knows we’re ready!”

 

“Dustpelt thinks my training’s going nicely too,” Ashpaw added. “He and Darkstripe even assessed
me and Fernpaw yesterday. They said we did great!”

 

“Creekflower’s said the same about my training,” Elderpaw meowed. “But you don’t see me
complaining! They’re our mentors; of course they’re going to tell us we’ll be great warriors. But we
still need training!”

 

“And Cloudtail doesn’t? ” Swiftpaw said back. “I could beat him in fight practice, easy. I could out-
hunt him on his best days. He fought one battle, the same battle Lynxpaw and I fought, and suddenly
he’s a hero?” Swiftpaw straightened, and Tulippaw watched, raptured, as his face was set in firm
determination and his eyes gleamed with indignation. “Well, I have a plan to make us warriors too.”



 

“You? A plan?” Lynxpaw scoffed, flicking her tail, but Tulippaw could see intrigue in her pricked
ears. “This oughta be good.”

 

Swiftpaw ignored his sister, pacing back and forth in front of the rest of the apprentices. “It’s clear
we’ll never be warriors unless we do something so brave and heroic that Bluestar can’t go on ignoring
us anymore,” Swiftpaw began. “And I know just the thing. You’ve heard the warriors whispering and
keeping secrets from us; telling us we can’t go out of camp without at least one warrior. There’s
something hunting our prey in our forest, and Fireheart’s just letting it happen!”

 

“Yeah!” Tulippaw said, enthused with rage.

 

“He doesn’t care at all about finding our enemy,” Swiftpaw continued, looking the apprentices’ in
their eyes firmly. Brightpaw straightened, her eyes blazing with the same indignation as him. “So
that’s why we’ll find them!”

 

Tulippaw nodded enthusiastically, but Fernpaw gasped, eyes widening. “Swiftpaw, we can’t!” she
mewled. “I’ve… I’ve overheard the warriors saying it was a dog.”

 

“A dog?” Thornpaw squeaked, eyes wide, and Tulippaw too faltered, crouching down. “We can’t
fight a dog!”

 

But Swiftpaw wasn’t intimidated in the slightest. In fact, he grinned . “Even better! Do you think a
dog would stand a chance against all of us? We’d be made warriors on the spot taking down a big old
beast! Didn’t Cloudtail say he fought a dog? If he can fight a measly mutt, so can we!”

 

“Cloudtail could barely take on an apprentice his size!” spat Lynxpaw, rising to her paws. “He lied
about that dog. Why do liars get to be made warriors?”

 

“What if it’s not a dog?” Ashpaw questioned. “What if it’s a badger or a fox, or ShadowClan or
WindClan?”

 

“Whatever it is, if we find them, then Bluestar would have to make us warriors!” Swiftpaw insisted.

 



“You’re delusional mouse-brains if you think you can sneak out at night after we just had a battle with
RiverClan,” Elderpaw said, glaring at the older apprentice. “Do you think they’re just going to let you
waltz out?”

 

Swiftpaw rolled his eyes. “Cloudtail’s the only guard tonight,” he said confidently. “He wouldn’t
notice a Twoleg monster roaring through the camp. We can sneak right past him- behind the elders’
den, the same way as always.”

 

“How will we find it?” Brightpaw asked, leaning forward eagerly.

 

“Brightpaw, come on, you can’t seriously be considering this mouse-brain’s words?” Elderpaw
questioned, staring disapprovingly at the ginger and white she-cat.

 

Brightpaw tilted her chin up. “Why not? One dog against us doesn’t seem that bad.” She looked
towards Swiftpaw for guidance. Tulippaw glanced at his paws, feeling a tremor of fear at facing a
dog. But then he did the same as Brightpaw, not wanting to look weak.

 

“We’ll go to Snakerocks,” Swiftpaw said, “because that’s where most of the scraps of prey have been
found. We can track it from there- Tulippaw, you’ve got a good sniffer, don’t you?”

 

Tulippaw jerked his head up, heart thumping as Swiftpaw’s gaze bore into him. He raised his head
proudly. “Y-yes, I do!” he meowed. “I can track a mouse in a wild garlic patch.”

 

Swiftpaw grinned. “Easy. So Tulippaw tracks down this prey thief, and we tell Bluestar exactly what
and where this thing is, dog or not.”

 

“And if we fight and scare it off,” Lynxpaw added, eyes narrowed and short, black tail flicking in
anticipation, “they’d be fools not to make us warriors then.”

 

“Yeah!” Swiftpaw agreed, tail rod-straight and nearly touching the roof of the den. He looked at all of
the apprentices, even Cliffpaw, in their eyes (though Thornpaw and Cliffpaw both looked away, but
Tulippaw didn’t! Because he was brave!). “So, are you with me? Do you want to be warriors?”

 



“I am,” Lynxpaw said immediately, chin raised and tail curling casually over her paws. “Swiftpaw,
this is the best plan you’ve had yet.” She curled her claws into the moss below. “I’ve been trying so
hard to impress Bluestar enough to make me a warrior, but every time I try to hunt by myself all day
long or clean out the elders’ den, she never cares. What’s one more mission? It’ll be fun.”

 

“I’m in,” Brightpaw said lowly, just as eagerly. Her claws slid out and her blue eyes gleamed. “The
cursed are ruining this clan. It’s up to us to bring ThunderClan back to its glory, and we’ll start by
saving them from this prey thief.”

 

Brightpaw’s words reminded Tulippaw of Frostfur’s, and he felt both invigorated and nervous. I’ll
show Cloud-face what for! he thought. But what if it was a dog? His body felt frozen with terror, and
yet, Swiftpaw expected him to come with and… and Tulippaw wasn’t a coward! If he just tracked the
prey thief down… then hung back if they fought it…

 

“You all are crazy,” Elderpaw meowed with a yellow-eyed glare. “You’re going to get yourselves
killed if this is actually a dog or a badger, or bring serious trouble to the clans if this is ShadowClan or
WindClan.”

 

“If ShadowClan or WindClan are hunting on our lands, then they’re the ones bringing serious
trouble,” Swiftpaw said with a glare right back. He turned to Ashpaw then. “Ashpaw?” he said
hopefully.

 

Ashpaw frowned, looking at his paws. “Elderpaw’s right,” he said. “We aren’t supposed to leave
camp without a warrior, and it’s probably because of how dangerous this prey thief is.”

 

Swiftpaw scowled. “Well, this prey thief doesn’t know how dangerous we are.” Then his expression
softened. “Are you sure, Ashpaw?”

 

Ashpaw shook his head. “Sorry, Swiftpaw.” He blinked apologetically.

 

“Thornpaw? Tulippaw?” Swiftpaw looked eagerly at them next, and Tulippaw’s heart lurched.

 

Say yes! his mind screamed immediately. He wants you to go! He’ll be so impressed with you!

 



Say no! yelled a terrified part of his mind. Ashpaw’s right; this is way way too dangerous! What if you
get in trouble and never become a warrior? What if you get hurt?

 

Thornpaw shook his head rapidly, a tremble along his spine. Pale blue eyes wide, he mewled, “What
if it is ShadowClan, or-or WindClan or RiverClan? They’d kill us! Let’s just let the warriors handle
this.”

 

Brightpaw frowned, then pressed against her brother. Tulippaw was close enough to hear her murmur
in his ear, “It’s okay. You don’t have to come with us.”

 

“Tulippaw?” Swiftpaw insisted, staring right at him with blazing, beautiful amber eyes.

 

Tulippaw tensed, his own pale amber eyes wide as he stared back at Swiftpaw. His heart thumped,
and his body felt really hot. He breathed out, “O-of course I’ll come! Those- those prey thieves won’t
know what hit ‘em!”

 

Swiftpaw grinned, pleased, and Tulippaw felt a wave of relieved euphoria wash over him. Then it was
dampened by a wave of terror.

 

But Swiftpaw was already turning to Fernpaw, Cliffpaw, and Elderpaw. He seemed less forcibly
enthused, but still said, “Well? Do you wanna come? The more, the less merrier this prey thief’ll be.”

 

Cliffpaw was staring at her paws, but Fernpaw shook her head. “I’m really sorry Swiftpaw,” she said
softly. “I really, really don’t think this is a good idea. All of this cursed stuff-.... Cloudtail’s not a
warrior because he’s cursed. He’s a warrior because he earned it, and we will too. We’ve just gotta be
patient.”

 

Lynxpaw huffed over Swiftpaw’s scowl. Her tail lashed. “I’ve had enough of being patient. Bluestar’s
not gonna see us any differently unless we force her too.”

 

Cliffpaw shifted, glancing to the side. Elderpaw nudged her, frowning. “Cliffpaw?” she questioned,
almost warningly.

 



Cliffpaw jerked, blinking, then glanced up at Swiftpaw and Lynxpaw. “I-... It’s too dangerous,” she
said. “Fireheart gave the order for us not to leave camp alone…”

 

Swiftpaw scoffed, rolling his eyes. “Who cares what Fireheart says?” he said. “He doesn’t care about
us, only his own apprentices and kin. But of course you wouldn’t care about that, seeing as you are
his fellow cursed kin. Then again, he didn’t make you a warrior, did he?”

 

Tulippaw felt satisfied when Cliffpaw didn’t respond, only bowing her head and staring at her paws.
Elderpaw glared at Swiftpaw, then looked worriedly at Cliffpaw. Fernpaw brushed against her friend’s
side too, frowning and sending Swiftpaw a disapproving glance.

 

But Swiftpaw didn’t care, turning to Tulippaw and Brightpaw with a big grin. “Well then, it’s settled.
The four of us will find that prey thief! We’ll make a good team, eh?”

 

“Yeah!” Tulippaw said with an eagerness he didn’t exactly feel. He felt like he was buzzing with
anxiety. It didn’t help when Lynxpaw eyed him skeptically, a small disapproving “Hm,” leaving her
closed lips.

 

“We’ll wait until it's moonhigh, when Cloudtail will probably pass out,” Swiftpaw explained. “Then
we’ll slip out behind the elders’ den and head for Snakerocks.”

 

“Can’t wait,” Brightpaw purred, shifting excitedly.

 

“You’re really going through with this?” Elderpaw frowned, looking at them all.

 

“Yeah,” Brightpaw said, tilting her chin up haughtily. “You’ve already lost your chance to join us.”

 

Elderpaw sighed, shaking her head. “If you guys aren’t back by sunrise, I’m telling Fireheart.”

 

“You won’t have to,” Swiftpaw bragged, head and tail still high with pride. “We’ll be back before
then with the prey thief in tow.”

 



“Unless it is a dog,” Elderpaw muttered. “Then you’ll be running back scared to momma.” She turned
and went to curl up in her nest.

 

“Will not!” Swiftpaw protested, tail bristling.

 

Fernpaw looked at Swiftpaw with deep worry etched into her features. “Are you sure you wanna do
this?”

 

“Of course,” Swiftpaw said confidently.

 

“What else is there to do?” Lynxpaw questioned, then flicked her tail tip and looked at Swiftpaw with
a knowing glance, though she said nothing.

 

“We’ll be fine,” Brightpaw insisted, almost-glaring at Fernpaw, though she softened a bit. “Stop
worrying. We’re all basically warriors in everything but name.”

 

I’m not, Tulippaw thought nervously. You three might be as old as warriors, but I’m still just nine
moons. I feel so unprepared.

 

No! I can’t be! I’m strong! I’m not cursed! I can do this!

 

Fernpaw cast Brightpaw one last doubtful, worried glance, then went to settle down in her nest next to
Ashpaw’s. Ashpaw had already curled up, though he listened quietly to them talk.

 

“Don’t do anything stupid,” Ashpaw told Swiftpaw, and while his tone would have normally been
teasing, Tulippaw thought it sounded more cautious than usual. It made him shift uneasily. Especially
when Ashpaw looked at him and added, “You too.”

 

Tulippaw ducked his head and protested, “I won’t!” Because I already am. 

 

Thornpaw shifted nervously beside Tulippaw, casting him a wide-eyed look, then did the same for the
other three. “Run if it’s ShadowClan,” he said worriedly, his fur puffing out to make him even bigger



than he already was (and he was the biggest apprentice in the den). “They’re even meaner under
Tigerstar’s rule!”

 

“We won’t run,” Lynxpaw said stubbornly. “We’re not cowards. And Tigerstar is not worse than
Brokenstar. They’re just more friendly and you’re too terrified to talk to them.” She flicked her tail
and rolled her eyes, then turned and laid in her nest. The rest of the cats began to do the same, though
Elderpaw had to snap Cliffpaw out of her stupor to lay down. Even then, the kittypet kept her head
raised, staring blankly at the bramble wall.

 

Creepy, Tulippaw thought as he curled up between Ashpaw and Thornpaw.

 

Brightpaw curled up in Thornpaw’s nest, pressing against him and washing his ears. She purred
quietly, comforting the paranoid apprentice.

 

Tulippaw tried to get some rest, but it was impossible. His mind was swirling with what they might
find. What if it was a flying badger with fangs that sucked the blood right out of his body? What if it
was a giant boar like in the legends of the Great Clans? What if it was ShadowClan?

 

He shifted to his other side about twenty times before he jolted when Ashpaw put his tail tip on his
shoulder. He looked at his brother, who cracked open a lazy blue eye. “Go to sleep,” Ashpaw
mumbled. “You’re driving me crazy.”

 

“Sorry,” Tulippaw whispered. “I can’t sleep.”

 

Ashpaw yawned, shoving his head into his paws, then, muffled, said, “You’ll be fine. Swiftpaw will
protect you.”

 

Tulippaw’s heart stuttered at that, and he glanced at the black and white tom, who laid still and calm,
draped over his sister. Would he? he wondered, heart thumping at the thought. Wouldn’t he think I was
weak if I needed to be protected? Lynxpaw would. I’m not weak.

 

He shoved his head into his paws once he realized he was staring at Swiftpaw too long. He stiffened
his whole body so he’d stop twisting and turning. His brain started to imagine awful scenarios where
Frostfur yelled at him for being a mouse-brain by sneaking out of camp, or where Swiftpaw never
talked to him again because he ran away when they found the flying badger with fangs.



 

It seemed like forever and not long enough when Swiftpaw suddenly sprang up and announced, “It’s
moonhigh.”

 

Tulippaw’s head jerked up, and so did the rest of the apprentices. It seemed none of them had gone to
sleep, or entered a deep sleep, at least. …Except for Ashpaw, who only twitched.

 

“Come on,” Swiftpaw whispered. “It’s super dark out, and I swear I can hear Cloudtail snoring. Let’s
go.”

 

Lynxpaw was already at the apprentices’ den entrance, peering out and looking for danger. Tulippaw
got to his paws, heart thudding and an ache in his shoulders from how stiff he’d kept himself. He
padded forward, his chest tight as Swiftpaw grinned at him.

 

Brightpaw got up too, looking at Thornpaw who stared back at her with horrified eyes. She touched
her nose to his, then padded over to Fernpaw, who stared with the same anxiousness at Thornpaw.

 

“Can you sleep with him tonight?” Brightpaw murmured quietly to Fernpaw, and Tulippaw pricked
his ears to overhear her whispered words. “Please?”

 

Fernpaw nodded. “Of course,” she murmured back. She got to her paws, then looked anxiously at the
four of them. “All of you be careful, okay? Don’t- don’t do anything risky. Seriously.”

 

“Don’t worry,” Swiftpaw meowed confidently. “We’ll be warriors before the sun rises, just you wait!”

 

Fernpaw frowned, but said nothing more as Swiftpaw led them outside. He raised his tail flat,
signaling them all to crouch down. Tulippaw’s fur prickled as Lynxpaw brushed against him, her eyes
locked on Cloudtail. The white tom was awake, and he was as still as a rock, staring straight ahead.
His ears, slightly tufted, were as straight as a Twoleg’s fence.

 

How could they sneak around him? Normally, the sentries would walk around or even step out of
camp, and then the apprentices would all scamper out whatever way they needed to. But Cloudtail
was rigid and unmoving. Was he even blinking?

 



Yet Swiftpaw seemed unphased. He traded a look and nod with Lynxpaw, and then they split up, both
heading in separated directions. They crouched along the ground, sticking strictly to the walls of
camp. Tulippaw noticed immediately that Swiftpaw had chosen the darker route, the canopy above
blocking the moonlight from bouncing off the white of his pelt.

 

Brightpaw started slinking after him, and Tulippaw felt alarmed for a moment. His pelt was not white,
but it was a very, very pale gray that the moonlight would love to shine on. But if he went with
Brightpaw and Swiftpaw, wouldn’t there be too many cats moving in one area? What did Swiftpaw
and Lynxpaw want him to do? He glanced at Swiftpaw, who didn’t look back at him at all, then at
Lynxpaw, who did look at him. She flicked her tail and he quickly scrambled after her. He paused
frequently, staring at Cloudtail.

 

Suddenly, Lynxpaw stopped, and Tulippaw froze. For a moment, he thought they were caught, but
then he saw Swiftpaw grab a stick about the size of half his leg and throw it with surprising distance.
It spun in the air, then landed with a thump near the entrance of camp- near Cloudtail.

 

Cloudtail whipped around, a strangled mewl leaving his throat. Quickly, he moved to the stick, then
stared at it strangely. As swift as his name, Swiftpaw raced past the white tom and darted straight
behind the elders’ den in a clear shot.

 

Cloudtail’s head swiveled around, clearing sensing something. He opened his mouth in a question,
then snapped it shut, seeming to remember that a vigil was silent. His eyes scanned camp and
Lynxpaw shoved Tulippaw behind the nursery, then followed.

 

Tulippaw wrinkled his nose at the stench that rose. When was the last time this mini-dirtplace had
been cleaned out? …Oh. Right. He was supposed to do that.

 

Lynxpaw pushed against Tulippaw, forcing him to the corner as he carefully avoided stepping on
anything gross. She turned around, poking her head back out the way they came, seeing as it was the
only entrance and exit to the nursery’s dirtplace. Enough space for two cats, but it was cramped.

 

Then she moved, and Tulippaw loyally followed. He saw Cloudtail’s tail vanishing into the gorse
tunnel, and saw Brightpaw race by. Lynxpaw suddenly started running, and Tulippaw followed,
swallowing the deep breaths he wanted to breathe.

 

His heart thundered so loud he questioned how Cloudtail didn’t hear it. It wasn’t until he slinked into
the ferns hiding the hole behind the elder’s den and came to the outside of camp that he let himself
wheeze out a breath.



 

Swiftpaw grinned. “Easy!” he said. “To Snakerocks we go.”

 

Without further ado, Swiftpaw started running. Tulippaw steeled himself, ignoring his trembling tail,
and dashed after his senior denmate, keeping stride with Lynxpaw while Brightpaw ran ahead with
Swiftpaw.

 

The closer they got, the more Tulippaw’s breathing quickened and his legs quaked.

 

Swiftpaw suddenly slowed, coming into stride with Tulippaw. “Get that nose ready!”

 

“Ready?” Lynxpaw echoed, eyes narrowing. “I can already smell a stench in the air.”

 

“I think I smell prey-blood,” Brightpaw added, frowning. “Squirrel?”

 

“They must have just hunted!” Swiftpaw said eagerly. “Come on, let’s go before we lose them.” He
sped up, racing the last few fox-lengths to Snakerocks.

 

Tulippaw’s nose twitched, and something hard and queasy hit his stomach. “Swiftpaw, wait!” he
called, putting on a burst of speed. Lynxpaw was right; there was a heavy stench in the air, one that
Tulippaw had never smelt before, but that was smelly enough that he knew it was recent . Recent as
in-

 

-the prey thieves were still there.

 

Tulippaw came to an abrupt halt, his heart lurching out of his chest and into his throat. Swiftpaw had
stopped just in front of him, and Lynxpaw just behind, while Brightpaw gasped.

 

It wasn’t a single dog.

 

It was three.



 

Three giant brutes, with sleek black and brown fur, though one had white ticked through as well. The
bulkiest, though not tallest, of the group had its ugly face shoved to the ground, snorting at what little
red and brown remains of a squirrel there was.

 

It whipped its gaze around, locking straight onto the four apprentices. The other two dogs turned and
looked, growling, with saliva dripping down their maws. Tartared white fangs flashed and gleamed,
red coating the edges of the bulky dog’s teeth before it licked it off.

 

Tulippaw’s breathing stopped.

 

Run, his mind whispered, but his paws didn’t move, and neither did Swiftpaw, Lynxpaw, and
Brightpaw.

 

And then the strangest, most horrifying thing happened.

 

The big dog spoke.

 

In a mangled, garbled, slobbery voice, it growled, “Pack, pack?”

 

In response, the other dog, the shortest one with floppy ears, snarled, “Kill, kill.”

 

The other one, the tallest with slim legs and no tail, rushed forward, barking. Tulippaw shrieked,
leaping backwards and slamming into Lynxpaw. The she-cat clawed wildly at him, attempting to get
back to her feet. Brightpaw’s fur bristled, and she stepped backwards, eyes wide and dropping
instinctively into a fighters’ crouch.

 

Swiftpaw looked horrified, but only for a moment, then he dropped into a crouch too and growled,
“Three dogs against the four of us is hardly a fair fight for them! We can take ‘em!”

 

“Swiftpaw!” Brightpaw yelled when the tom raced forward to meet the tall dog.

 



Swiftpaw let out a challenging yowl as he extended a paw to swipe at the dog’s legs, but the dog
snapped its head down with incredible speed and strength. Its jaw opened and clamped onto
Swiftpaw’s shoulders. Swiftpaw’s confident yowl turned into a blood curdling scream as the dog
whipped his head up and sent Swiftpaw flying- flying - in the air. He slammed into the ground, right
on his back.

 

Lynxpaw screeched, racing forward as the hound dog ran eagerly towards Swiftpaw. “Don’t you dare
touch my brother!” she screamed, leaping and sinking her claws into the meaty haunches of the dog.
The dog barked and whipped around, trying to nip at her, but she hung on. But the other dogs were
coming to its rescue, tails stiff in excitement.

 

Brightpaw ran forward, yowling at the dogs and dragging their attention away. She darted behind the
big dog, and it rushed after her. Tulippaw stood rigid, belly low to the ground and the fur on his spine
bristled.

 

The dogs were going to tear them apart.

 

“Kill, pack, kill!” roared the dog chasing after Brightpaw as she valiantly dipped and dodged.

 

Lynxpaw was hissing and swatting at the other two dogs as they began to corner her, their fangs
inches away from tearing her apart. Tulippaw could do nothing but stand and watch, too terrified to
even think of moving. He was shocked out of this horror as Swiftpaw suddenly twisted and got to his
paws, yowling as he leaped onto the side of the hound dog. He clawed his way onto its back and sunk
his teeth deep, deep into its flesh. The dog bucked and twirled, barking angrily, but Swiftpaw refused
to let go.

 

Lynxpaw pounced next, dragging her claws along its side then belly. She dropped to the ground, then
jumped again, this time latching onto the dog’s front leg. The hound nearly got his fangs into her
scruff and Tulippaw’s heart lurched.

 

Brightpaw raced over next, screaming, and bit at the dog’s back ankle, then raced away when the
other two dogs jumped at her. They hit each other, then barked and snarled at one another, letting
Brightpaw run back and bite the hound dog’s leg again.

 

Suddenly, Tulippaw realized he had to help. They weren’t being torn apart! He forced his paws to
move forward, fighting through the terror. He shrieked as one of the dogs rounded on him, slobber
flinging from its maw. He darted around, then jumped at the dog. He missed, and screamed again



when the hound dog rounded on him. He nearly collided into Brightpaw as she ran circles around
them.

 

Don’t be a coward, don’t be a coward, he told himself, leaping at the dog again. He managed to grasp
his claws into its side. For a moment he felt at a loss of what to do, then he turned his head and sunk it
into the dog’s shoulder.

 

“We need to run!” Brightpaw called out through puffed breaths, as she dipped and rolled away from
the big dog’s muzzle. “We need to get help!”

 

“No!” Swiftpaw yowled. “We can take down one of them! Keep fighting!”

 

“It’s faltering!” Lynxpaw called, letting go, dropping down, then running to the hound’s other side
and clawing again. “We can take it down!”

 

But just as she was digging her claws into the hound, the bulky dog came and ripped her off by her
leg. She screamed, briefly slamming into Tulippaw in her attempt to stay on the hound. But the lead
dog was vicious, and yanked hard, leaving her dangling in the air at its mercy.

 

Then the tall, lean dog kicked Brightpaw away and sank its teeth into her tail, tugging and pulling.
“Pack, pack!” it howled into the air.

 

“Kill, kill!” came a responding howl, and Tulippaw craned his neck to see where the ominous echo
had come from.

 

There, from the shadowy dens of Snakerocks where normally only snakes or the occasional badger
hid, another dog lurked out. Smaller than the other dogs, and auburn and white in color, with floppy
ears like the ticked dog.

 

But it yipped with a fury and raced forward.

 

Not just from there, but something else howled, and from the forest burst two more dogs, tongues
lolling from their mouths and eagerly scenting the air.

 



One of them raced forward and snapped Swiftpaw clean off the hound, from right beside Tulippaw.
Tulippaw screamed and let go of the hound right as the other dog- a spotted black and white with long
hair, smaller than its companions- ran forward. The hound collapsed below him right as he tried to let
go, and he screamed as it landed on its tail.

 

Its breaths came out in puffs, and red claw marks seared down its sides, trickling fresh blood. Hair
was pulled and frayed at bite spots, blood beginning to bubble. It howled and whined, singing, “Kill,”
while it struggled back to its paws.

 

Tulippaw rolled over, dazed, and scrambled belatedly to his paws after another roll. A dog raced past
him, yipping with excitement, knocking him back over. He leaped to his paws and dodged around a
dog, blindly bolting away from the mass of beasts.

 

“Run!” screamed Brightpaw as she raced towards the forest, only to veer back and claw at the face of
the dog leaning down to bite Lynxpaw.

 

Tulippaw tumbled to his side, looking around for Swiftpaw, praying he might guide him to what they
should do. Run, he hoped. He prayed. StarClan please, please save me. I’ll never talk to a cursed cat
again, I promise. I’ll be good. I’ll never be a warrior if it means I get to live, please StarClan.

 

Swiftpaw looked like he might be running. He was sprinting away from Snakerocks, but he stopped
and turned as a dog got too close. He hissed madly and swatted with a ferocity that would scare away
an attacking rogue- but not a dog.

 

“Swiftpaw!” Tulippaw yelled in warning, but his voice seemed drowned out by the eager howls and
barks of the dogs.

 

A dog was coming behind Swiftpaw. The tall black and brown dog leaned down and snapped at
Swiftpaw’s tail, yanking him backwards. Swiftpaw tumbled, then hissed and swiped at the dog,
exposed on his belly. The dog, instead of being intimidated by his claws, snapped his fangs onto
Swiftpaw’s front leg, then jerked its head.

 

Swiftpaw screeched as he was raised painfully into the air. The dog started tossing its head back and
forth, and Tulippaw watched in horror as Swiftpaw could only do the same. His scream, corrupted by
the pressure of air around him, seared Tulippaw’s ears like fire.

 



The dog hopped backwards and another howled with glee, leaping forward to try and snatch Swiftpaw
from the other dog. The tall dog growled and then slammed Swiftpaw against the ground, biting at the
other dog to make him back off. Swiftpaw did not rise.

 

Tulippaw’s heart plummeted and his chest clenched painfully as Swiftpaw did not move. A dog ran
close to Tulippaw and he startled, scrambling backwards, but the dog was yipping and chasing after
Brightpaw.

 

The dog attacking Swiftpaw leaned down and grabbed his tail, then yanked it backwards with a
delighted woof. Swiftpaw’s body jerked, sliding across the ground, then stopped as blood spurted out
of his tail like a splash of water- the dog had ripped off his tail .

 

“Swiftpaw!” screamed Brightpaw and Lynxpaw in unison.

 

The dog bit down on the white and black and red tail in its mouth, shaking its head wildly and
gnawing happily. The other small dog kept leaping at the tail, trying to take it from the bigger dog
with clear excitement.

 

Tulippaw’s stomach churned in nausea and he heaved, though nothing came out. He turned around
and tried to run away, stumbling over his own paws. He heard Lynxpaw snarl, “Tulippaw, stop being
so useless and fight!” But as angry as her snarl was, it shook with desperation.

 

He whirled around, watching as Lynxpaw and Brightpaw both tried to reach Swiftpaw’s body.
Brightpaw grabbed his scruff and started pulling while Lynxpaw leaped at the dog holding his tail.

 

In that moment of hesitation, a dog’s jaws suddenly clamped over Tulippaw’s shoulders and he
screeched. With all the adrenaline he could muster, he whipped his body around as fangs sunk deeper
and deeper. His claws cut across the big black nose of the spotted dog holding him. He wiggled and
kicked out with his back legs blindly. He cried out as he felt a deep, burning, searing pain he had
never felt before. His shoulders flared and his spine ached and his front legs started to twitch and
burn.

 

Suddenly the dog dropped him and he tumbled to the ground. He rolled over himself, crying out in
pain again. His vision blurred but he darted forward, only to slam head first into a tree. His vision
blurred black this time, dizzy and disoriented. But he bunched his muscles and leaped, claws grazing
the bark. But just as he sank them back in, the dog came back and grabbed him by his hind leg,
yanking him down and tossing him to the ground.



 

“Kill, kill, pack!” the dog growled viciously.

 

Tulippaw twisted his body, getting to his paws and bolting as fast as he could, ignoring the fiery
bursts of pain in his muscles and ripped flesh. As he ran, he saw, distantly, as one dog leaned down
and grabbed Swiftpaw by the chest and neck, its muzzle as big as both, and tore at the flesh, ripping it
with ease.

 

A dog barrelled over Tulippaw, snapping at his ears, and he ducked and turned backwards, then
around again as he faced another dog. His breathing stuttered and choked his throat in wild panic. As
he twirled around, desperate for a route of escape, he watched as the big black dog sank its fangs
straight into Brightpaw’s face. Her scream was loud and pained, echoing with the howls of the dog
pack. The dog, much like the other had with Swiftpaw, started shaking her back and forth, back and
forth. Tulippaw fumbled over his paws, heaving again with nausea. He hacked and coughed as he
tried to run straight, yet his gaze went back to Brightpaw, transfixed on the horrifying sight.

 

The dog’s fangs dragged up her face, tearing up the white over the left of her face and staining the
white fur red and pink- no, not the fur- the fur was torn off, ripped like a warrior eating the flesh of a
mouse. And- her eye, was it underneath that splutter of blood, or-?

 

Tulippaw could watch no longer, bolting underneath the legs of the dog pursuing him. He ran,
fighting past the burning ache of his lungs. He jumped once more for the bark of the tree. His front
legs trembled with effort, but he forced himself higher. A dog barked, snapping at his tail, and his
breath stuttered and he panted to get it back.

 

“Coward!” he heard Lynxpaw yell across Snakerocks. He craned his head, watching as she, too,
frantically tried to climb up a tree, leaving Swiftpaw and Brightpaw’s bodies to the sea of dogs.
Brightpaw’s body convulsed on the ground, and Tulippaw convulsed involuntarily, claws flexing
deeper into the bark of the tree.

 

The dog nipped at his tail again, and he leaped upwards, higher and higher up the tree. He watched,
too terrified to feel relieved as the dog scrambled at the bark, jumping and barking ferociously. “Pack,
pack!” called the black and white dog, and another dog ran over and tried to climb the tree too, but
their hard black nails clicked uselessly against the wood.

 

Stumbling and shaking, he gingerly climbed onto a branch, wrapping his legs around it with a vice
grip he didn’t know he had. Blood dripped down the side of his body, coating his light gray pelt dark
brown.



 

Lynxpaw’s claw snagged on the bark as she tried to climb up the oak tree. Tulippaw audibly heard her
curse, and she ripped her claw forcibly out of the bark and, black paw dripping blood, placed it higher
on the tree. She tensed her hindleg muscles, ready to leap higher, then-

 

One of the black and brown dogs stood on its spindly hind legs, and suddenly Lynxpaw’s entire head
was engulfed by the giant, slobbery, bloody maw of the huge mutt. It yanked backwards, tearing her
off of the tree with ease. Tulippaw heard a sort of popping-cracking sound in the air, over the whining
and panting of the dogs clawing at his tree.

 

Lynxpaw’s entire ginger and black patched body awkwardly thumped against the chest of the beast,
immediately limp, with her neck bent completely backwards and a red line of torn flesh growing from
bite marks along it. The dog shook her, playfully shoving her against the ground and dragging as he
pawed at her body.

 

There was a sickening sound of flesh ripping in the air, and more pop-crack sounds. Lynxpaw’s neck
twisted further, leaving a gap of bloody gore between her head and body. Tulippaw realized
sickeningly that her head had torn off her body, only connected by the barest of bone and flesh. A tint
of yellow-white amid the strings of fleshy tendons and muscles.

 

There was no scream. There was no movement. There wasn’t… anything that was once the fierce and
vicious yet calm and calculated cat that Lynxpaw was. Just… death. Undeniable, horrifying death.

 

The dog pulling her stopped and barked, “Pack!” Then it leaned down and grabbed her ear, biting it
and pulling it off with an easy rip. One dog from Tulippaw’s tree turned and ran over, bypassing
Brightpaw’s body, which was now stilling. It sniffed at Lynxpaw’s neck, then went to her haunches
and grabbed a meaty bite with its large fangs. It growled and shook its head, ripping a chunk of flesh
straight out of Lynxpaw’s thigh that pooled with blood.

 

The other dogs started coming over, though one seemed content to chew on Swiftpaw’s tail and the
other still clawed and whined at Tulippaw’s tree.

 

He couldn’t… do anything but stare. Watch.

 

Watch as the dogs started devouring and tearing at Lynxpaw’s body, as one of them turned to
Swiftpaw’s body, and started to gnaw at one of his legs. It opened its mouth wide, then, abruptly, its
head swiveled around, ears perked to the sky.



 

The rest of the dogs did the same. Faintly, Tulippaw thought he heard… some kind of sharp sound. He
wasn’t sure. Really, he could only hear the gruesome crunch of bones and gross chewing of meat, and
the numb thundering of his heart.

 

But the dogs whined and yipped, lifting their red-slobbery muzzles. The broad-shouldered brute
barked at its packmates with an air of command. Then, with heavy paws, it ran into the forest, and its
packmates followed, leaving Tulippaw to stare at the disfigured, mangled bodies of his denmates.

 

Of the cat he loved.
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Missing the Lost, a Face with no Heart
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Cliffpaw’s pelt prickled nervously as she crouched down and shoved herself through the gap at the
bottom of the dirtplace wall. Her chest pressed with nerves, but her paws carried her forward,
determined.

 

Cloudtail had waved happily when she’d passed him, casually heading to the dirtplace. He had looked
tired already, as the moon reached its peak, and distracted as he toyed with a stick as though
suspicious of it.

 

Cliffpaw loved her brother, but he could be gullible and forgetful.

 

She felt awful, absolutely horrible thinking it, but she couldn’t help but think, I could have been a
warrior too. Maybe I’m not as strong or quick, but I’m more respectful and obedient than him. We
always said the three of us would become warriors together…

 

But with Bluestar so… ill, Cliffpaw had this sinking feeling in her chest that the place she’d built for
herself in the clan would come crumbling down the longer she stayed an apprentice, training under
Runningwind the feather-brained and Willowpelt the queen.

 

How could she ever prove herself if she was forever a ‘paw?

 

She couldn’t admit it in front of Elderpaw and Fernpaw, because Elderpaw would certainly stop her,
but Swiftpaw was right.

 

They needed to do something to prove themselves.

 

They were old and trained enough to take on a prey thief- a dog was dangerous, sure, but if they were
just reporting it…

 



Cliffpaw opened her mouth, ignoring the sting of the thickets against her pelt. She couldn’t smell the
others yet, but they said they were heading to Snakerocks. Her heart thumped a bit- she’d always been
a bit scared of the adders living there, though eerily the snakes had been quiet these past moons.

 

She padded through the forest, crickets chirping and nightbirds singing. Nerves made her stop, then
start again, terrified of what she might meet and feeling awful disobeying Fireheart’s orders. But she
had to do this.

 

She couldn’t be seen as the weak, timid kittypet. She hadn’t been inside a Twoleg den since she was
just two moons, and she had rejected the life of a kittypet more than her clanborn brother…

 

Maybe she was weak. Maybe she was timid. But she wasn’t a kittypet.

 

Not since her Twolegs’ monster killed Cricketheart, crippled Cinderpelt, and left her alone. Twolegs
couldn’t be trusted.

 

She was terrified of Oliver’s Twolegs- they kidnapped Creekflower! No matter what Oliver and Storm
said, they couldn’t be trusted.

 

Camp was now far behind her, and the echoes of barking filled the air, making her pause, tail fur
fluffing.

 

That didn’t sound like one dog or fox…

 

Crouching low to the ground, she prowled forward, ears alert and whiskers pricked. She cracked her
mouth open and flared her nostrils. She smelt a strong batch of urine she wasn’t familiar with nearby,
that overwhelmed most of the other scents of prey and plants alike, and of the strong ThunderClan
scent that flooded the entire forest…

 

…but there was something else in the air, as she came closer and closer to Snakerocks.

 

Undeniably, it was the sharp iron scent of blood, fresh and in a large amount to be detected this far
away. The barking and growling and howling had only gotten louder, and Cliffpaw felt paralyzed with
fear. Instinctively, her body told her to run from the predators, but she felt almost tugged forward.



 

She stopped when she heard screams and yowls, crying out in pain and terror. Distinctly, she thought
she heard Lynxpaw snarling something, or maybe it was a particularly mangled scream from
Tulippaw.

 

But it was them - her denmates- that were screaming, and she leaped to her feet, heart pounding. She
made an aborted movement backwards, towards camp, then surged forward, knowing she just had to
see if her denmates were okay. If she- if she could help, or- or something .

 

The yelling went abruptly silent, and the howling died down to distant whimpers and growls. Her feet
stuttered, and her toe snagged on a root. She threw out a leg but landed on her chin. A sharp throb of
pain shot up her jaw, but she rose to her feet. Her gaze darted around suspiciously and completely at a
loss as to what to do. Her heart said find her denmates , her body screamed run away! , and her brain
said I’M TERRIFIED.

 

She couldn’t remember consciously making a decision, but her paws stiffly moved forward, slinking
through the ferns, just on the edge of Snakerocks. Gross, wet crunching sounds flew through the air,
making her tabby pelt rise in fearful disgust.

 

As she peered through the ferns, her throat clogged, breathing stopping.

 

Dogs! she thought, terrified. Fernpaw had been right! They moved together as a pack, different
shapes, sizes, and colors, but all with the same ugly, heavy scent.

 

Cliffpaw was no stranger to dogs. Back when she was still Cody the kitten, she’d seen dogs in the
pound all the time, and she hadn’t thought anything of them. The pound was noisy with them, and the
vicious barking from earlier eerily brought her back to those days. The little white rat that Night and
Storm had fought off was nothing compared to those dogs, nor these new ones.

 

And their kill…

 

...Cliffpaw couldn’t…

 

…she wouldn’t describe it. It was so horrifying, so terribly awful, that she could never, ever inflict that
kind of scene upon someone.



 

The dogs- they were eating-...

 

She watched, dazed, horrified…

 

The dogs were eating her denmates. Consuming them like- like prey, flesh ripped out in chunks from-
from Lynxpaw… another heading for Swiftpaw… Brightpaw…

 

She couldn't-...

 

She wouldn't let her denmates be eaten like prey.

 

She jumped to her paws, heart racing, and she yowled a loud, sharp sound. All of the dogs' heads
snapped up. The bulkiest of the dogs swiveled its gaze around, stout muzzle dripping with chunks of
blood and orange fur stuck in its lips. It growled, "Pack," and all of the dogs suddenly gathered.

 

Cliffpaw knew immediately she had to run.

 

She turned and bolted into the forest, paws churning up the dirt on the ground. Her breath was already
panting but- for once, Runningwind's training was useful- she took in long, steady breaths. The fuller
her lungs, the longer and farther she could go.

 

The dogs barked and howled behind her, invigorated by the hunt. Cliffpaw jerked herself around a
tree, looping away from camp, because, even if the warriors would awake and save her, she would not
dare endangering the lives of the kits in camp.

 

The thought of Willowpelt's kits ripped apart like squirrels spurred her on further.

 

She needed to lose the dogs- she could outrun them, but not outlast them. They were too hot on her
tail for her to risk climbing a tree.

 

She needed-...



 

There.

 

She swerved, risking a close call as a dog clamped his jaws down right in the air next to her. She
pumped her legs and then dove downwards.

 

She knew her territory well. Not far from Snakerocks, there was this short cliff of shorts that had a
little sliver at its bottom where a small cat could squeeze into. Cliffpaw knew this having played hide
and seek with Cloudtail and Lizardflight, and the former had gotten stuck there. She also knew this
because, from time to time, snakes would travel from Snakerocks to here to make a nest, and her old
mentor Willowpelt had warned her to be careful.

 

She prayed to StarClan there were no snakes there, then wedged herself as quickly as possible into the
crack. The sharp edge of rock pulled and tore at her pelt, but she dared not move. She held her breath
as the dogs came racing down the cliff.

 

They kept running, straight into the forest, until the head of the pack let out an angry bark and looped
back around. Cliffpaw's heart stuttered.

 

But before the dogs could proceed to sniff her out, her ears pricked as a strange, high-pitched sound
whistled through the air. And so did the dogs’ ears, their heads jutting up. They let out angry,
displeased huffs, but the bulky dog- the leader- woofed at them and began to gallop off.

 

Cliffpaw’s heart lurched in her throat as they all raced straight towards her. Her pelt spiked, her breath
lodged in her throat and she pressed low against the ground.

 

Seeing them race past, with bloodscent thick in the air and crimson covering their muzzles, Cliffpaw
felt a sense of terror she had never known before, not even during the fire.

 

They didn’t notice her as they ran deeper into the forest, tossing up the leaves and leaving clumps of
fur behind from loose patches on their fur.

 

Cliffpaw trembled as the forest seemed to go quiet for a moment. Her mind drifted to her denmates'
mutilated bodies…



 

What did she do?

 

I want to prove myself.

 

I have to avenge them.

 

She had to avenge her denmates. But she wasn’t stupid either- attacking the dogs would only result in
her death too. But if she could find where the dogs were coming from…

 

Fireheart will know what to do from there.

 

Right. She was… she wasn’t as good at tracking as Cloudtail or Tulippaw, but she was an excellent
stalker, perhaps the best in the apprentices’ den. The dogs had kicked up enough mess and spilled
enough blood that Cliffpaw could crawl along and follow the trail.

 

Forcing her paws in front of her, one after another, she crawled out from the cove. There was a sense
of relief that washed over her the farther she got from what was certainly her dead denmates. Away
from the heavy scent of death and blood and guts; away from the mangled, bloody sight she’d never
forget.

 

To her surprise, she reached the dogs as they loped through the forest, heading straight towards the
direction of Treecutplace. One of the dogs lagged behind, limping and panting as it staggered from
injuries down its sides. Two others yipped and chased each other in a lackadaisy manner, darting
around their fellow packmates. One of the energetic dogs- black and white- ran up to one of the taller,
bigger dogs, and jumped at something in its mouth. The black and brown dog growled, jerking its
head away. The something was coated in slobber, black and white but chewed beyond recognition.

 

Cliffpaw felt her breath hitch as she trailed after the dogs, letting them run farther ahead before she
moved again. Soon, they reached Treecutplace, and the great, rising trees and growing foliage to hide
behind became little. But her pelt was a striped brown that blended in well with the dark dirt on the
ground, so she prowled forward with a confidence she did not truly fear.

 

The dogs began to disappear in a gap in the long, stretching wooden Twoleg fence. Cliffpaw’s ears
pricked as she heard the voice of a Twoleg garbling loudly, and the clinking of a sound she distantly



remembered as the silver bowls they would pour kibble into. Strangely, her body seemed to
instinctively perk at the sound, her stomach grumbling, Food!, before she shoved the traitorous
thought away, disgusted at herself.

 

I am a clancat, not a kittypet, she repeated firmly. I will never, ever be a kittypet. I’ll show all of
ThunderClan that!

 

Determined, yet still oh-so wobbly on shaky, terrified legs, she stalked after the last of the dogs, the
limping, wounded hound. The gap in the fence was an open gate, creaking in the night breeze. The
dogs had all surged forward to where the Twoleg was pouring a bag of kibble into multiple shiny
bowls. The dogs growled and fought each other, and the Twoleg yelled loudly, slapping one of their
heads. 

 

Cliffpaw’s heart thumped, but, curious, she prowled forward. As Cliffpaw gazed around, slinking
along the inside of the fenced area, she realized it was near Oliver’s den. She recognized the arching
brown-red roof of a Twoleg den nearby, the roof of some cat named Hattie’s house. She felt a flicker
of hope at that. She could climb onto the little Twoleg den inside the fenced area- a shed, was it?- then
run over to Oliver’s den, and she’d know exactly how to lead Fireheart to this place!

 

Everything would be solved!

 

She’d be a warrior! Her clan would be safe! Her denmates-...

 

…would still be dead.

 

She swallowed thickly, legs shaking. They bullied and demeaned her, sure, but…

 

They were her friends .

 

Lynxpaw had given her honest criticism and helped her hunters’ crouch once.

 

Tulippaw had fetched herbs from Cinderpelt when she’d had a sneezing fit, his face full of worry.

 



Swiftpaw had laughed earnestly at a joke she’d made and called her funny.

 

Brightpaw had told her she was a good sparring partner with a tiny, genuine smile on her face.

 

They might have been obsessed with clanblood and curses, but they… they grew up together. They
trained together.

 

She’d never wished ill upon them. Never.

 

The Twoleg started walking while the dogs devoured their food, as though their bellies weren’t full
from the cat meat they’d consumed earlier. Cliffpaw jolted, more terrified of the Twoleg than the dogs
in that moment. She bolted down the line of the fence, far away from the Twoleg as it approached the
gate. It slammed the door shut, cursing under its angry breaths, and fumbled with the latch.

 

With another angry yell, the Twoleg stomped off to its den-house, pausing to scratch the ears of one of
its dogs. Once it disappeared into its den, Cliffpaw breathed a sigh of relief. Then she slinked over to
the shed, warily eyeing the dogs. One of the smaller eyes snarled and snapped at a big dog, and the
two started fighting as fiercely as they must have been tearing apart her denmates.

 

She felt a surge of horror as she thought of those fanged muzzles mauling her friends. There was even
a wave of anger underneath it all.

 

(Lynxpaw would be proud.)

 

She reached the corner of the shed and crouched down, glancing at the dogs. None of them had
noticed her, but she knew it was a firm yet . When they finished their feast, they wouldn't hesitate to
turn her into their next meal.

 

She wiggled her haunches, relaxing their muscles before tensing then and launching. Her claws dug
into the reddish wood of the shed, and she shoved her hind claws deep into the wood too, just the way
Willowpelt had taught her (because Runningwind was terrified of heights). Then she loosened her
grip and sprang up again, using her front leg and shoulder muscles to pull and accelerate herself. One
of her front paws dug into the roof of the shed, and the other went to follow.

 



But when her claws sank into the roof tile, it was far softer than she anticipated. It cracked, and she
only had a moment to widen her eyes as the wood split underneath her claws. A yowl split the air as
she came falling down, claws wildly splaying out to grip something.

 

She landed with a painful, heavy thump on her back, the air sucked out of her lungs. She gasped for
breath, then rolled over, only to freeze, tail fluffing.

 

She screamed and jumped backwards right as the jaws of a dog lunged straight forward, obsidian eyes
glittering with hunger.

 

 

Cloudtail fluffed out his fur, watching as the light of the sun spread across the tree-tops, bathing the
slowly healing woods in a blood-red light. He wrinkled his nose, sneezing, and shook his head as
fatigue made his eyes droop.

 

No! he scolded himself. Don’t fall asleep! You’re almost done! 

 

The white tom shivered, excitement and glee filling him up once more. He was a warrior! At last! He
was a warrior like his mother, like Fireheart, Whitestorm, Runningwind, Cherryfur…

 

He was a warrior!

 

A loud purr came from his throat at the thought. Oh, he couldn’t wait to go on patrols as a warrior, to
lead one himself, to greet other warriors as equals at Gatherings, to go out into the forest with
Cliffpaw by themselves-

 

His purr cut off.

 

Cliffpaw.

 

Cliff paw .

 



Cloudtail twitched his whiskers, a frown etched across his face. His sister was still an apprentice,
despite being his sibling in all but blood.

 

She must be so disappointed, and yet, she put on a brave face so Cloudtail could soak in his moment-

 

And he hadn’t bothered to think about how she might feel until now.

 

Guilt clawed at his stomach, making him wince.

 

Cliffpaw should be a warrior with him! It was only right! It wasn’t fair to make her wait while he sped
on ahead!

 

Cloudtail crossly hunched his shoulders, glaring at the entrance tunnel, at the stick he had investigated
the night before (where had it come from?!), and barely noticed the dawn patrol gathering together
and leaving the camp, Whitestorm in the lead.

 

Curiously, Lynxpaw wasn’t with her mentor.

 

“All quiet?” Fireheart’s meow greeted him. Cloudtail mentally shook himself, promising to find
Cliffpaw and apologize for his neglect, and turned to see his uncle padding up. “Do you want to sleep
now, or are you up to going hunting? We could go through Tallpines, if you like, and see Oliver and
Storm.”

 

Cloudtail stretched his jaws in an enormous yawn, but a heartbeat later he had sprung to his paws. “Is
Cliffpaw awake yet?” he asked. “I wanted to talk to her.'' He'd seen her slip into the dirtplace earlier in
the night, but she must have snuck past him on her way back in during one of his sleep-deprived,
zoned-out moments.

 

Fireheart shook his head. “Let her rest,” he advised. “I managed to pin Runningwind down for a
patrol with her and Cherryfur later - she’ll be able to grab Cliffpaw if he forgets.”

 

Cloudtail licked his jaws and nodded. Okay, I’ll talk to her when I get back. “Let’s hunt then!”

 



“Okay,” Fireheart mewed. “We’ll take Sandstorm with us. She has met Oliver too.” He glanced
around, and Cloudtail followed suit, but instead of the pale ginger she-cat, they spotted Dustpelt
padding towards them - with Cloudtail’s friend, Fernpaw, following.

 

As they drew closer, Cloudtail could see that the light brown warrior looked worried, which instantly
put the white warrior on guard.

 

“There’s something you ought to know,” Dustpelt announced. “Fernpaw, tell Fireheart what you just
told me.”

 

Fernpaw’s head was lowered, and she scuffled in the dust with her front paws. Her hesitation gave
Cloudtail time to wonder what was troubling her, and why she had chosen to confide in Dustpelt
instead of her mentor, Darkstripe - or him and Cliffpaw. Or Elderpaw, for that matter.

 

“It’s okay,” Dustpelt mewed reassuringly to the bespeckled apprentice. “There’s nothing to be scared
of. Fireheart won’t be angry with you.” The glare he gave Fireheart, unseen by Fernpaw, said, He’d
better not! 

 

“Come on, Fernpaw.” Fireheart tried to sound encouraging. “Tell me what is the matter.”

 

Fernpaw’s green eyes flickered toward him and away again. “It’s Swiftpaw,” she mewed. “He...” She
hesitated, this time with a glance at Cloudtail, and then went on: “He was really angry that Bluestar
wouldn’t make him into a warrior. Last night he got all us apprentices together in the den. He said
we’d never be warriors unless we did something so brave that Bluestar couldn’t go on ignoring us
anymore.”

 

She paused again, and as Dustpelt murmured, “Go on,” Cloudtail got a sinking feeling.

 

“He said we ought to find out who has been killing prey in the forest,” mewed Fernpaw, her voice
shaking. “He said you didn’t seem bothered about finding our enemy. He wanted us to go to
Snakerocks because that’s where most of the scraps of prey have been found. Swiftpaw thought we
might pick up a trail.”

 

“What a mouse-brained idea!” Cloudtail burst out, blue eyes wide. Had Swiftpaw lost his common
sense? Cloudtail himself may not be the sharpest claw in the forest, but come on ! Even the smallest
kit knew to not investigate a problem without a warrior!



 

“And what did the rest of the apprentices think about this?” Fireheart asked, shooting a warning
glance at Cloudtail. The new warrior crossly lashed his tail, a cold lump of apprehension gathering in
his belly.

 

“We didn’t know. We want to be warriors, but we all knew we shouldn’t do something like that
without orders, and without at least one warrior with us. In the end, Swiftpaw, Lynxpaw, Brightpaw,
and Tulippaw went.”

 

“Did you see them go when you were on vigil?” Fireheart demanded, turning to look at Cloudtail.

 

Worried, Cloudtail shook his head, frantically scanning his memory. He hadn’t seen the white patches
of Swiftpaw, or the light gray pelt of Tulippaw…

 

“Swiftpaw said Cloudtail wouldn’t notice a Twoleg monster roaring through the camp,” Fernpaw
mumbled. Hey! “They snuck out through the ferns behind the elders’ den.”

 

“When was this?” Fireheart demanded.

 

“I’m not sure- before dawn.” Fernpaw’s voice rose as if she were about to start wailing like a tiny kit.
“I didn’t know what to do. I knew it was wrong, but I didn’t want to give them away. Only I’ve been
feeling worse and worse, and so when I saw Dustpelt, I went to tell him.” She gave the brown tabby
warrior a grateful glance, and he nodded reassuringly.

 

“We’ll have to go after them,” Fireheart decided.

 

“I’m coming,” Cloudtail meowed instantly, blue fire blazing in his eyes. Sure, all four of those
apprentices haven’t ever been the nicest to him or his siblings, but he was a warrior now!

 

And warriors don’t leave their own behind.

 

“Okay,” Fireheart agreed, surprise sparking in his green eyes. “Go and fetch a couple more cats to
come with us.”



 

The new warrior shot off to the warriors’ den and stuck his head inside. Sandstorm was yawning,
rolling her shoulders, as she stretched while Graystripe was giving himself a wash. Runningwind
blearily raised his head as Cloudtail barged in.

 

“Wassa going on?” he murmured.

 

“Fireheart needs a patrol, stat!” Cloudtail reported. “We’re going to Snakerocks.”

 

“I’m in!” Graystripe gave his chest a few quick licks before rising to his paws. Sandstorm followed
suit with a determined look.

 

“I’ll grab Brightpaw before we go,” she said, making Cloudtail flick an ear awkwardly.

 

“Actually…” he drew out. “Brightpaw is part of the reason for the patrol. She and three other
apprentices went to check out Snakerocks by themselves.”

 

“Great StarClan!” Runningwind exclaimed, eyes wide.

 

“What were they thinking?!” Sandstorm’s tail lashed, green eyes narrowing. “Oh, when I get my paws
on my mouse-brained apprentice…” The ginger warrior’s words trailed off into mutters.

 

“You can count me in too,” Runningwind offered, starting to climb to his paws, but Cloudtail
vehemently shook his head. 

 

“You’ve got a patrol with Cherryfur and Cliffpaw, remember?” he pointed out. “Besides, I think the
four of us will be fine.”

 

Runningwind frowned, blinking at the reminder, before shrugging. “Suit yourself,” he said, resting his
chin back on his paws. “Good luck with those idiotic apprentices.”

 

“Oh, trust me,” Sandstorm snorted. “It’ll be them who needs that luck!”



 

Cloudtail shot back out of the den, Graystripe and Sandstorm at his heels. The latter looked her usual
self, alert and focused on their mission despite her large belly.

 

“Cloudtail told us,” she meowed briskly to Fireheart. “Let’s go.”

 

Fireheart took the lead out of the camp and up to the top of the ravine. Almost at once, Cloudtail
picked up the missing apprentices’ scents leading directly toward Snakerocks. There was no need to
spend time trying to track them; all they had to do was get to Snakerocks as soon as possible.

 

But what if they met whatever’s out there… Cloudtail grimly thought. They had left in the dead of the
night, under his very nose. If they had met any trouble… We’ll be too late.

 

He raced through the forest, his paws scattering fallen leaves. As they approached Snakerocks,
Fireheart slowed down and signaled with his tail for the other cats to do the same. Cloudtail slowed
his pace down to an uneasy trot, ears pricked and nose twitching for any sign of danger.

 

His fur prickled. He felt like something dark lingered in the forest, stalking through the trees the white
warrior called home.

 

Is this what prey feels like? he thought with a shiver.

 

Everything was still. 

 

As cautiously as if he were stalking prey, Fireheart slid through the undergrowth until the smooth,
sand-colored sides of Snakerocks came into sight. Cloudtail followed his lead, sticking close to the
ground and peering forward. For a few heartbeats, the deputy stood and tasted the air.

 

Cloudtail inhaled the scents around himself. He could smell Swiftpaw, Brightpaw, Lynxpaw, and
Tulippaw…they had all been here.

 

They had, at least, managed to get this far.

 



His fur raised as he smelled dog - and he stiffened at the stench of newly spilled blood .

 

Sandstorm turned to look at Fireheart, her eyes huge with fear. “Something terrible has happened.”

 

Terror coursed through Cloudtail. They were about to confront the faceless enemy that had invaded
their forest. He was barely able to make himself go on.

 

With a twitch of his tail, Fireheart gestured for his companions to move forward again; now they crept
with their bellies close to the ground, intent on seeing without being seen, until the rocks were only a
few fox-lengths away.

 

Cloudtail felt his heart begin to beat faster as he spied a fallen tree barring their way.

 

Scrambling onto the trunk, Fireheart looked out over an open space carpeted with dead leaves, and he
froze, fear and horror spilling off of him and invading Cloudtail’s scent glands.

 

Hurriedly, Cloudtail peered up over the trunk himself, and he choked back a cry of terror at the scene
before him.

 

The leaves had been churned up by massive paws, and clots of earth sprayed upward to catch in the
branches of the tree. In the middle of the clearing Swiftpaw’s black and white body lay motionless,
and just beyond him, Brightpaw. 

 

Frantically, Cloudtail searched for Lynxpaw’s and Tulippaw’s bodies, heart dropping as he failed to
find Lynxpaw’s ginger and black fur or Tulippaw’s light gray pelt.

 

“Oh, no,” whispered Sandstorm, as she drew herself up to crouch on the trunk beside Fireheart.
“Brightpaw!” she yowled.

 

Without waiting for Fireheart’s order, Cloudtail launched himself across the clearing toward the two
apprentices.

 



Swiftpaw laid on his side, legs splayed out. One of them was twisted. His black and white fur was
torn, and his body was covered in dreadful wounds, ripped by teeth far bigger than any cat’s. His eyes
were closed, mouth slightly open, and Cloudtail inhaled so sharply he started coughing as he caught
sight of his former denmate’s tail.

 

Or, what was left of his tail.

 

The black and white appendage, so useful in fighting, climbing, and even just walking …was gone .
Looking around, the white warrior couldn’t see where Swiftpaw’s tail could be…

 

Cloudtail backed away from Swiftpaw, heart lurching as his eyes finally found the body of Lynxpaw.

 

She was dead. There was no doubt in Cloudtail’s mind about it.

 

Lynxpaw’s expression was twisted into one of horror and fear, her claws extended and legs splayed
around her.

 

She had died fighting.

 

She had died afraid .

 

And her head…her head …

 

Her head was off her body.

 

Lynxpaw had been slaughtered like prey - no, not like prey . Prey was never treated like this! She had
been mauled. Mangled.

 

Savaged .

 



The hunters in the forest had become the hunted. Something had happened in the forest, the balance
of life had changed, and for a moment Cloudtail felt the ground beneath his paws shift.

 

He let out a choked noise, stumbling away from the she-cat’s mauled body, and a forepaw brushed
against Brightpaw’s pale ginger and white fur, stained with her own blood.

 

The white warrior took a step away from her, hesitated, then drew forward, forcing himself to look
upon her battered body.

 

Brightpaw laid on one side, paws outstretched like she had been in the process of running before
being accosted by her attackers. Her ginger and white patched fur was bloody, with wounds stretching
across her side. Her eye was closed, and Cloudtail gently nosed her cheek.

 

True, she had never been the nicest to him - quite the opposite, really. Brightpaw took after her mother
when it came to his own family, but he had never let her attitude get to him.

 

As a matter of fact, he admired the way she was willing to face up against cats she didn’t like.

 

Even if one of those cats was him.

 

Sighing, Cloudtail whispered, “I’m sorry.” Grief clogged his throat and made it so hard to breathe, but
he pushed his words out. Swiftpaw deserved it. Lynxpaw deserved it.

 

Brightpaw deserved it.

 

“I’m sorry I never considered your feelings,” he quietly mewed, closing his eyes. “I was just so
excited to be a warrior, I didn’t think how hurt you - all of you - would be…” He bowed his head.
This is all my fault, Cloudtail miserably thought. I should’ve insisted they become warriors with me,
should have refused to be made a warrior until they were too, I should’ve-

 

I should’ve been the better friend, even if they never saw me as one.

 



Grief-stricken, Cloudtail opened his eyes and gently nudged Brightpaw’s body, trying to move her so
he could grab her scruff. Her body flopped over, and Cloudtail gasped.

 

The other side of her face was… gone .

 

It was truly horrifying to look at. Dark red blood dripped from her face. Her ear was shredded. Her
eye gouged out, leaving a gaping hole oozing bubbling red blood in its wake. Cloudtail gagged, limbs
trembling. Brightpaw must have been in so much pain…

 

It’s all my fault. I did this to you, Brightpaw. I’m so, so sorry…

 

Leaning down, Cloudtail carefully fastened his teeth into her scruff, the wind blowing softly around
him-

 

Wait. Cloudtail pricked his ears.

 

There was no wind.

 

That-that wasn’t wind .

 

It was breathing !

 

Frantically, Cloudtail stared at Brightpaw’s flank, hoping against fate, against destiny itself that he
wasn’t imagining it.

 

Brightpaw's flank was still….until it rose.

 

And fell.

 

“Fireheart! Fireheart!” He seemed to screech to the stars themselves. “Brightpaw isn’t dead!” He
darted over to Swiftpaw, barely daring to hope, before he saw the older apprentice’s body slowly rise



and fall with stuttering breaths of life.

 

“They’re both alive!” Cloudtail yowled.

 

Cloudtail heard a choking sound as Sandstorm came up behind him. “No...” the ginger she-cat
whispered as she stared at her apprentice. “Oh, StarClan, no!”

 

“Fetch Spottedleaf and Cinderpelt,” Fireheart ordered.

 

Sandstorm dashed off while Graystripe stood beside Swiftpaw’s body, all his senses alert in case their
fearsome enemy should return. Cloudtail went on looking down at the injured Brightpaw. Somehow
his fear and guilt had drained away. He felt nothing but an icy calm, and a stern, ferocious
determination to avenge her, Swiftpaw, and Lynxpaw.

 

“Don’t die, Brightpaw,” he begged. “Spottedleaf and Cinderpelt are coming. Hold on just a bit
longer.”

 

One of Brightpaw’s ears twitched at Cloudtail’s voice. Her remaining eye opened a slit and closed
again.

 

“Brightpaw.” Fireheart leaned close to her and spoke urgently, “Brightpaw, can you tell us what did
this to you?”

 

Brightpaw’s eye opened wider and she fixed a cloudy gaze on Fireheart.

 

“What happened?” he repeated. “What did this?”

 

A thin wailing came from Brightpaw, which gradually formed into words. Cloudtail stared at her in
horror as he made out what she was trying to say.

 

“Pack, pack,” she whispered. “Kill, kill.”

 



The three warriors stood guard over the three apprentices, distraught as they waited with bated breath
as two of them had their life hang in the balance.

 

No one thought to look for Tulippaw.

 

 

Cloudtail had his teeth gently fastened into Brightpaw’s scruff, carefully dragging her limp figure
through the thorn tunnel, tail twitching and heartbeat thudding painfully against his chest.

 

The only thing keeping him from completely losing it was Brightpaw’s gentle, raspy breathing.

 

She’s alive, Cloudtail reassured himself. She’s alive, and she’ll live, and she’ll recover, and she’ll get
to be a warrior - the warrior she deserves to be!

 

She has to live…

 

The white tom immediately brought his injured denmate to the medicine den, wasting no time to get
her the medical attention she needed. Spottedleaf and Cidnerpelt had managed to stabilize both
Brightpaw and Swiftpaw - the latter with the faintest of heartbeats - but they had to quickly and
carefully move them back to camp.

 

And…to be honest, Cloudtail didn’t want Brightpaw to be stared at by her horrified clanmates.

 

Thornpaw had stared with terror at his mangled sister, and Brackenfur had let out a choked cry as
Feathercloud buried his nose in the ginger tom’s shoulder, laying his tail across his best friend’s
shoulder in a gesture of comfort.

 

Frostfur was nowhere to be seen.

 

Perhaps she had gone on patrol earlier, and had yet to find out of her daughter’s condition.

 



Maybe that was a good thing…

 

As Cloudtail entered the medicine den, Spottedleaf and Cinderpelt slipped in after him, with
Swiftpaw clamped firmly in Fireheart’s jaws. Cloudtail briefly stared at Brightpaw, took in her
maimed face, before gently licking her remaining ear, being wary of any potential infection he could
give her. 

 

He barely heard Spottedleaf gently tell him to go get some sleep, so he backed out of the den to give
the medicine cats space to do their job.

 

But he didn’t go to sleep. How could he?

 

Fireheart exchanged quick words with Sandstorm to fetch Bluestar, Frostfur, and Brindleface, and the
pale ginger she-cat padded out of camp, horror still etched on her face.

 

Back outside, the white warrior stopped dead as Graystripe gently laid Lynxpaw’s…pieces in the
middle of camp. The gray tom’s face was screwed up in despair and horror as Lynxpaw’s head lolled
to the side, barely staying attached to her neck.

 

Cloudtail’s stomach roiled, and he was forced to look away as Goldenflower let out an ear-splitting
wail of grief and ran to her eldest daughter and nuzzled her bloodied, torn flank. Speckletail, her
mother, stared open-mouthed at her granddaughter’s body, before frantically shuffling little
Bramblekit and Tawnykit back inside the nursery with her own kits, desperate to keep them away
from their sister’s terribly mauled body.

 

His eyes kept being drawn back to Lynxpaw, and he squeezed them shut, wishing he could nuzzle his
mother’s fluffy flank, could curl up with Lizardflight, could confess his apologies to Cliffpaw-

 

Looking around, he curiously didn’t see his adoptive sister anyway in the clearing…

 

Then again, he thought, she probably doesn’t want to see what’s become of Lynxpaw…and neither do
I.

 



The black and ginger patched apprentice’s body became too much for Cloudtail to bear, so he turned
tail back to the medicine den, overhearing the worried, whispered conversation inside.

 

“But Bluestar has no respect for StarClan anymore. I’m surprised she even listened to them,”
Spottedleaf added sadly.

 

“Do you think that’s why this happened?” Fireheart spun around and faced the medicine cat.

 

“No.” Cinderpelt’s voice was strained as she moved closer to Fireheart and pressed herself against
him. “StarClan did not send the evil; I’m sure of that.”

 

Crossly, Cloudtail lashed his tail, rustling the fern tunnel as he arrived. Who cares what “StarClan”
says when Brightpaw and Swiftpaw’s lives are in danger? Why were they fluttering around, twittering
fearfully about dead cats when two cats were slowly dying ?

 

“I thought I told you to get some rest,” Spottedlead scolded lightly, but the white warrior could hear
her voice laced with sympathy.

 

He couldn’t find it in him to be upset about it. He never could be angry with his grandmother.

 

“I couldn’t sleep.” The white cat padded over to settle himself in the ferns beside his old denmates. “I
want to be with them.” He bent his head to give Swiftpaw’s head a soft nuzzle and Brightpaw’s
shoulder a gentle lick. “Sleep well, Swiftpaw, Brightpaw.” He bent over Brightpaw and whispered,
“You’re still beautiful to me.” He murmured, “Come back to us. Both of you. I don’t know where you
are now, but you have to come back.”

 

He went on licking her for a moment more and then looked up to fix a hostile glare on Fireheart.
“This is all your fault!” he burst out, suddenly irrationally angry. “They should have been made
warriors, and then they wouldn’t have gone off on their own.”

 

Fireheart met his kin’s gaze steadily. “Yes, I know,” he mewed. “I tried, believe me.”

 

He broke off as he heard the soft pawsteps of another cat, and turned to see that Bluestar was
approaching, with Sandstorm following her into the medicine cat’s clearing. Behind them were the



anxious face of Brindleface, and Frostfur's horrified expression.

 

The white queen bolted forward, shoving past Bluestar and Sandstorm before wrenching Cloudtail
away from Brightpaw’s form. “What did you do to my baby?!” she screeched, fury and hatred in her
darkened blue eyes. “What did your cursed paws do to maim my beautiful baby!”

 

“Frostfur, calm down,” Cinderpelt asked, blue eyes wide and voice shaky. “Give Brightpaw some
space - we’re doing our best to keep her and Swiftpaw alive.”

 

Frostfur barely acknowledged her other daughter’s words, instead burying her muzzle into
Brightpaw’s ginger and white fur, muttering inconsolably.

 

Bluestar stood and looked down at the injured apprentices in silence, as Brindleface hovered behind
her, green eyes distressed. Cloudtail raised his head challengingly, meeting his leader’s blank gaze
head on.

 

No…Fireheart was right. He did all he could to get Brightpaw, Swiftpaw, and Lynxpaw’s warrior
ceremonies.

 

It was all Bluestar’s fault this happened!

 

He longed to shove all her mistakes in her face, but he kept silent.

 

Bluestar blinked a couple of times and asked, “Are they dying?”

 

“That’s up to StarClan,” Cinderpelt told her, and Cloudtail quietly snorted in disbelief.

 

“And what mercy can we expect from them?” Bluestar growled. “If it’s up to StarClan, they will die.”

 

Frostfur wailed in terror.

 



“Without ever being a warrior,” mewed Cloudtail; his voice was quiet and sorrowful.

 

“Not necessarily.” Bluestar spoke reluctantly. “There is a ritual- thankfully little used- if a dying
apprentice is worthy, they can be made into a warrior so that they may take a warrior name to
StarClan.” She hesitated.

 

Cloudtail held his breath. Was she about to admit that Swiftpaw and Brightpaw had been denied the
warrior status they deserved?

 

…that Lynxpaw had deserved?

 

Cloudtail looked up at the blue-gray she-cat again. “Then do it,” he growled.

 

Bluestar did not react to being ordered around by her newest warrior. As Fireheart, Cinderpelt, and
Spottedleaf looked on, pelts touching for comfort, and Frostfur stayed tightly curled up around her
daughter, and Sandstorm and Brindleface approached to bear silent witness, the Clan leader dipped
her head and began to speak. “I ask my warrior ancestors to look down on these apprentices. They
have learned the warrior code and have given up their lives in the service of their Clan. Let StarClan
receive them as warriors.” Then she paused, and her eyes blazed with anger that burned like cold fire.
“She will be known as Lostface, and he as Missingheart, so that every cat knows what StarClan did to
take them from us,” she growled.

 

“But those are cruel names!” Cloudtail protested, aghast. “What if they live?”

 

“Then we will have all the more reason to remember what StarClan have brought us to,” Bluestar
replied, her voice barely more than a whisper. “They will have these warriors as Lostface and
Missingheart, or not at all.”

 

Cloudtail held her gaze for a moment longer, the light of challenge in his blue eyes, and then dipped
his head, knowing there was no point in arguing.

 

“Let StarClan receive them by the names of Lostface and Missingheart,” Bluestar finished. She bent
her head and lightly touched her nose to Lostface’s head, then Missingheart’s. “There, it is done,” she
murmured.

 



As if the touch had roused her, Lostface’s eyes opened and a look of terrible fear flooded into them.
For a moment she struggled back to wakefulness. “Pack, pack!” She gasped. “Kill, kill!”

 

Bluestar recoiled, her fur bristling. “What? What does she mean?” she demanded.

 

But Lostface had sunk into unconsciousness again. Bluestar looked wildly from Cinderpelt to
Spottedleaf to Fireheart and back again. “What did she mean?” she repeated.

 

“I don’t know,” Cinderpelt mewed uneasily. “That’s all she will say.”

 

“But, Fireheart, I told you...” Bluestar was struggling to speak. “StarClan showed me an evil in the
forest, and they called it ‘pack.’ Is it the pack that has done this?”

 

Cinderpelt avoided her eyes, going instead to check on Lostface and Missingheart. Fireheart was
quiet, before replying, “No cat knows, I’ll warn the patrols to be on their guard, but-”

 

“It’s obvious, isn’t it?!” Frostfur growled, eyes narrowed with hate onto Spottedleaf, Fireheart, and
Cloudtail. “The curse! StarClan is warning us of the curse! The pack is their ,” she swiped a paw at
Cloudtail, the closest to her, and he flinched back to avoid her unsheathed claws, “cursed, twisted
family!”

 

“Your delusions are false,” Bluestar scornfully replied. “You will remain silent about StarClan’s
message, or I swear you will live to regret it!”

 

Frostfur was now the one to flinch away, blue eyes wide with shock, but Bluestar paid her no mind,
instead turning back to Fireheart.

 

“Patrols will not help us if StarClan has abandoned us,” she muttered. “Perhaps they have even sent
this pack to punish me.”

 

“No!” Cinderpelt faced her leader. “StarClan did not send the pack. Our ancestors care for us, and
they would never disrupt the life of the forest or destroy a whole Clan for a single grudge. Bluestar,
you must believe this.”

 



Bluestar ignored her. She padded over to Lostface and Missingheart and stood looking down at them.
“Forgive me,” she meowed. “I have brought down the wrath of StarClan on you.” Then she turned
away toward her den.

 

Almost as soon as she had gone, an agonizing wail broke out in the main clearing. Fireheart raced
through the ferns to investigate, but Cloudtail remained inside, staring blankly at his former denmates.

 

“Scat!” Frostfur suddenly spat at him, a snarl twisting her face. “Get out! Get away from my baby!”
Cloudtail tensed, but held his ground. He wasn’t going to let Frostfur boss him around! He wasn’t
going to be like Tulippaw-

 

Tulippaw.

 

“Cloudtail,” Brindleface - Tulippaw’s mother, Cloudtail numbly thought - quietly asked. “Do you
know where Tulippaw is?”

 

He blankly shook his head.

 

Where was Tulippaw?

 

He didn’t know where Tulippaw was.

 

Hadn’t even thought to look for him…

 

Frostfur let out a choked cry. “Tulippaw! That must be it!” Her voice turned hoarse as she glared
balefully at Spottedleaf and Cloudtail. “Oh, I see now,” she muttered darkly. “It’s not just your blood
that’s cursed, Spottedleaf. Thistlestar’s must be too - mating with you certainly must have infected it!
And who has his blood?” She let out a mirthless laugh, and Cloudtail slowly scooted away from her. “
Who has his blood? Whitestorm does! And he fathered Tulippaw! Yes, I see it now!” She rose to her
paws and bared her teeth at the tortoiseshell medicine cat, whose mouth was open and her amber eyes
glistened. “And, and- and Lynxpaw and Missingheart were both fathered by Patchpelt! Your brother!
My baby is disfigured because of you! ”

 

Brindleface stared at her deranged sister with shock. “Frostfur, you don’t know what you’re saying-”



 

“I very well do know what I’m saying!” the white-furred she-cat screeched. Cloudtail’s mouth
dropped open as Frostfur glared vehemently at the gray speckled queen. “At first I thought the curse
wouldn’t touch your kits because Whitestorm is a noble, loyal warrior but- but you’ve made such a
foolish mistake!” she spat angrily, tail bushing up. Cloudtail stared, stupefied.

 

Frostfur had really lost it, hadn’t she?

 

“My own sister!” Frostfur wailed. “Cursed like the rest of them! You made friends with Creekflower,
fed her kittypet welps ,” she snarled at Cloudtail, and he glared back, his own fur fluffing. She had no
right to insult his mother! “And mothered kits with Whitestorm!”

 

To everyone’s shock, Frostfur hissed at Brindleface. “Get out! You’re no sister of mine, traitor! Keep
your kits away from mine!” She then whipped around on Sandstorm, whose tail was lashing, pale
green eyes burning angrily. “And you, ” Frostfur sneered. “Your little brats with Fireheart will be a
scourge to us all! Out! Get out!” Cloudtail gasped as she swiped at Sandstorm, who managed to duck
and avoid getting her ears shredded. Brindleface shrieked and darted between her first kit and her
sister, staring with hurt, angry eyes.

 

“I don’t know what’s gotten into you, sister,” the gray speckled cat’s mew was thick with unspoken
emotion. “But I don’t recognize you anymore.” She gently nosed Sandstorm’s forehead and
whispered, “Let’s go, all this high emotion won’t be good for your kits.”

 

With one last furious look at her delirious aunt, Sandstorm followed her mother out of the den.

 

“Good riddance!” Frostfur sneered, before whirling on Cloudtail and Spottedleaf. “And you two! Out!
I don’t want your dirty paws on my baby!” Cloudtail’s fur fluffed up even more as outrage gripped
him. She couldn’t throw him out! She wasn’t a medicine cat or clan leader!

 

But Spottedleaf slowly got to her paws, amber eyes sad, before she gently nudged Cloudtail’s
shoulder. “Come on,” she soothed, but he could detect the undertone of fear and hurt. Could feel her
pelt prickling against his own. “It’ll do no good to stay.” She exchanged a quick look with Cinderpelt,
who’s blue eyes were wide with her own fear, and Spottedleaf mouthed, Get me if anything changes ,
before strolling out on her dainty paws.

 

Cloudtail hesitated, then dejectedly padded after her.



 

“Mom? Cloudtail?” Fireheart’s confused mew greeted them as they exited the den. “I just saw
Brindleface and Sandstorm, and they-they didn’t look happy. What happened?”

 

Cloudtail grunted. “Frostfur and her stupid, fictional curse.”

 

He saw his uncle wince, guilt swimming like fish in his green eyes, and Cloudtail frowned.

 

Surely Fireheart didn’t believe in that dumb curse, right?

 

The deputy then shook his head. “I’ve told Brindleface I’d go back out with her to find Tulippaw.
Cloudtail, you should get something to eat. You haven’t eaten since last night.”

 

“I don’t want anything to eat,” mewed Cloudtail. His voice was dull and exhausted. “I feel sick.”

 

“You need to sleep,” Spottedleaf told him. “I’ll give you some poppy seeds.”

 

“I don’t want poppy seeds either. I want to stay with Lostface and Missingheart.”

 

“I’m not asking you what you want; I’m telling you what you need,” Spottedleaf retorted. “You kept
vigil last night, remember?” More gently, she added, “I promise I’ll wake you if there’s any change.”

 

Fireheart gave his kin a sympathetic glance. “She’s the medicine cat,” he pointed out. “She knows
what’s best.”

 

Cloudtail shook himself stubbornly. True, his paws felt heavy, but he had one last mission to do.

 

He owed it to Ashpaw, Fernpaw and Elderpaw to find their brother.

 

“I’ll rest later,” he meowed. “I want to help find Tulippaw.”



 

Fireheart and Spottedleaf exchange a look, and Cloudtail put on his best pleading face. They had to
see how important this was to him!

 

“Alright,” Fireheart slowly agreed, “but you’re going right into the warrior’s den when we get back.”

 

Cloudtail nodded vigorously, and raced over to the entrance tunnel to wait as Fireheart fetched
Brindleface.

 

He kneaded the ground, tail-tip twitching impatiently, and snapped his head up as his companions
approached. He pricked his ears.

 

“...I think she’s decided to stay in the nursery now,” he heard Brindleface quietly tell Fireheart.
“Brigh- I mean…Lostface won’t be training for a while. Plus, all this added stress won’t be good for
the kits.”

 

Fireheart looked troubled as they exited camp. “Thank you for looking after her,” he meowed
gratefully. “I’ve been trying to convince her to move to the nursery, but you know how she is.”

 

Brindleface forced a laugh out. “Ah, yes, I do. But I love every inch of her.”

 

“And I wouldn’t change a thing about her,” Fireheart fondly agreed.

 

Cloudtail felt his heart squeeze. He had admired how sweet Creekflower and Oliver had been with
each other, and how much Fireheart and Sandstorm loved each other and stood by each other through
all of ThunderClan’s ups and downs.

 

He had always wondered if he would be able to find someone who could be his Oliver, his
Sandstorm…

 

“Be careful,” Fireheart’s voice softened as they approached Snakerocks. “We don’t know if the ‘pack’
is still here.”

 



Cloudtail kept his tail low as he prowled after Fireheart and Brindleface, nose twitching as the
bloodscent wafted up his nose again. He could still detect dog around them, as well as Lynxpaw’s,
Swift- Missingheart’s, and Lostface’s fear-scent.

 

But he ignored all of it in favor of tracking down Tulippaw.

 

“Anything?” Brindleface whispered worriedly into his ear. The white tom shook his head.

 

“Everything else is covering his scent up,” he meowed dejectedly. “I can’t pick anything up.” And oh,
how that’s a blow to his pride! He was one of the best trackers in ThunderClan, and here he was,
unable to trace an apprentice!

 

“It’s alright Cloudtail,” Fireheart meowed, touching his nose to his nephew’s cheek. “We’ll keep
looking. We’ll find him.”

 

“Pack, pack. Kill, kill.”

 

Cloudtail pricked his ears at the faint words. “Did you hear that?” he hissed quietly.

 

Brindleface let out an anxious mew. “That sounded like Tulippaw,” she whispered.

 

Fireheart glanced around. “But where is he?”

 

“Pack, pack. Kill, kill.” Cloudtail rotated his ears around, listening hard. “Pack, pack. Kill, kill.”

 

He snapped his head up. “There.” He pointed with his tail up a tree.

 

Tulippaw wasn’t moving, claws digging into the tree branch, amber eyes wide and blank. He hadn’t
noticed them.

 

“Tulippaw?” Brindleface softly called. “Tulippaw, my little bug, it’s me. It’s mommy.”



 

Tulippaw didn’t answer. He didn’t even turn to look at them, at his mother’s distressed green eyes.

 

The gray speckled queen glanced at her companions, then paced forward and hauled herself up the
tree, cautiously walking along the branch her son clung to. “Tulippaw, sweetheart,” Brindleface softly
called. “Hey, it’s me. Can you answer me?” She gently nosed his shoulder, and he finally jolted.

 

“ DON’T KILL ME!” he screamed, eyes suddenly peeled open, as wide as the moon, and his paws
fumbled against the branch and he slipped off. Cloudtail dove forward in the hopes of breaking his
fall, but it was futile. Tulippaw landed with a loud, damning THUMP , and laid there, sprawled
against the bloodstained grass.

 

“Tulippaw!” Brindlefface cried and leaped down after him. “Oh, baby, oh sweetheart! Get up, please
get up! Mommy’s here!”

 

For one heart-stopping moment, Cloudtail thought he had just witnessed Tulippaw’s death.

 

Then, the apprentice sprung to his paws, fur spiked, and eyes still owl-eyed wide. “The pack, the
pack!” he screamed again, before bolting away into the forest. “The pack! I’m gonna die! The pack!”

 

“Tulippaw!” Brindleface yowled. She chased after him, and Cloudtail stared after them, feeling his
heart thump.

 

What…what had done all this? What had murdered Lynxpaw, mauled Missingheart and Lostface, and
had terrified Tulippaw?

 

“Should…should we go after them?” he hesitantly asked his dumb-struck uncle. Fireheart blinked,
like he was coming back into reality - the terrible, terrible reality they all lived in.

 

“I…” For once, Fireheart was at a loss for words. “I…let’s get back to camp.” The fiery tom sounded
defeated. “Brindleface will coax Tulippaw back. You need to rest.”

 

Cloudtail didn’t protest, and followed his uncle back to camp, tail dragging against the ground.



 

He felt numb.

 

Numb, as they trudged through the forest - once their home, now their prison.

 

Numb, as he thought of Lynxpaw - dead.

 

Numb, as he thought of Missingheart and Lostface - gravely injured.

 

Numb, as he thought of Tulippaw - traumatized.

 

He barely registered Frostfur’s screeches as they came into camp.

 

“My baby! Oh, my baby!” she wailed, staggering against Speckletail, who tried to steady her with a
displeased, unsettled frown. “My baby - both of my babies! The curse- look at what the curse has
done to my babies!”

 

In the center of camp, Lynxpaw’s savaged body still laid, with Goldenflower the only one at her
beaten side.

 

That’s right, Cloudtail numbly thought. Everyone who really knew her is either injured or…or too
scared to get close.

 

To touch what was left of her body.

 

He shuddered, before glancing towards the medicine den. Frostfur still stood outside, screaming about
her kits and the damn curse.

 

His heart sank as he realized he wouldn’t be able to sit with Lostface and Missingheart tonight.

 



But…

 

He glanced at Lynxpaw’s mauled body, all alone with only her grieving mother.

 

But there was one cat he could sit with tonight.

 

He slowly padded over to Goldenflower. She was whimpering and had her nose buried in her
daughter’s fur despite how bloody and mutilated it was. He settled down beside her, folding his paws
underneath his chest, and pressed his nose against’s Lynxpaw’s tattered fur.

 

He felt Goldenflower more than saw her. Could feel her wretched expression stare at him. It seemed
to burn holes into his pelt. Then he lifted his muzzle and stared back. Her green eyes were lined with
grief, glistening with unshed tears, and her body trembled. He nudged his forehead against her
shoulder, knowing he couldn’t provide the comfort she so desperately craved - only Lynxpaw, whole
and alive again, would heal that.

 

But he would do what he could.

 

They stayed like that for a while, both with their noses pressed against the lost apprentice’s fur, when
Cloudtail lifted his head, ears pricking, as he heard Tulippaw’s meow.

 

No…his yowl.

 

“Pack, pack!” he wailed as he burst into camp, tail erect and fur fluffing. The few cats in camp all
jumped and bristled, thoroughly startled. “Kill, kill!” Brindleface then came running into camp, and
slowed to a halt as her son shot off, tail streaming behind him, ears flat against his head, as he dove
into the apprentice’s den and did not come out.

 

Cloudtail caught Brindleface’s gaze, and she dejectedly walked over to him and Goldenflower before
settling down across from the golden, grieving queen.

 

“I know it’s no comfort,” Brindleface whispered. “But I’m sorry about your daughter. About your
son.”

 



Goldenflower’s glazed green eyes glanced up at her. She swallowed thickly and nodded. “And I’m
sorry about your son,” she softly croaked.

 

“I-I’m sorry too,” Cloudtail confessed, staring at his paws as the two queens turned to him. “If-if I
hadn’t shoved my new status in their faces, had tried to get them a ceremony too then-then maybe
they wouldn’t be-”

 

Goldenflower gently laid her tail over his shoulders. “Cloudtail, it’s not your fault,” she murmured.
“As much as it hurts, Lynxpaw and Swiftpaw both made their own choices. This was merely the
consequence of their actions.” She stared sadly at her daughter. “I only wish they had talked to me
first,” she whispered, “had told me of their frustration, their fears…have I failed them as a mother?
Will I-will I fail Bramblekit and Tawnykit too?”

 

“Of course not,” Cloudtail pricked his ears at his mother’s firm, yet sad voice. She padded around the
group and sat next to Brindleface, across from Cloudtail. “You didn’t fail Lynxpaw or Swiftpaw, and
you won’t fail Bramblekit or Tawnykit. All mothers make mistakes, yes, but this was not your
mistake.” Creekflower gazed sadly at Lynxpaw, then at Goldenflower and Brindleface. “I can’t
imagine the pain you must be feeling. You did all you could to care for your kits - you helped me care
for mine!” She butted her head against Brindleface’s shoulder, a soft purr forming. “I couldn’t have
asked for better friends.”

 

“Oh, Creekflower…” Brindleface gave a sad smile. “Thank you.”

 

“You are too kind,” Goldenflower murmured. “Thank you.”

 

Cloudtail glanced at his mother, and blinked warmly at her.

 

Oh, how he was glad to have a mother like Creekflower…
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We Were So Tiny, Happy and Shiny, Playing Tag and Getting Chased
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Creekflower gently groomed Lynxpaw’s tattered black and ginger fur with quick, soft strokes of her
tongue as Goldenflower washed the dead apprentice’s ears. Brindleface had gone to fetch Spottedleaf
to begin the vigil with the traditional send-off to StarClan, and Creekflower had nosed Cloudtail away
to rest in the warriors’ den.

 

Smoothing some patchy fur down with a paw, Creekflower glanced around and took note of the cats
in the clearing.

 

Whitestorm, Lynxpaw’s mentor, was sitting a few tail-lengths away, tail curled around his paws and
head bowed. Longtail and Cherryfur were sitting next to each other, fur brushing for the first time in
moons, as they mourned their lost sister, with Longtail unable to look at Lynxpaw’s body. Thornpaw
and Ashpaw were away from the older warriors, and kept throwing scared looks at Lynxpaw’s
mangled body.

 

The brown and white tabby frowned as she saw Frostfur stalk out of the medicine den (she had been
in and out all day, wailing and shouting), almost rushing to get out. Her sister, Brindleface, slipped out
after her, throwing a dark look at the white she-cat, before hurrying over to Goldenflower.

 

“Spottedleaf’s coming,” she whispered. “She had to…had to stabilize Swiftpaw first.” Goldenflower
flinched, then nodded.

 

“Thank you, Brindleface,” she murmured.

 



Glancing once more around the camp, Creekflower frowned. Cats had started to slowly creep out
from their dens and the shadows, awaiting the burial to begin, and yet…

 

She did a check, just to be sure.

 

Thornpaw and Ashpaw were still nearby, Sw-...Missingheart and Lostface were both in the medicine
den still, Tulippaw had refused to come out of the apprentices’ den, and Fernpaw and Elderpaw were
worriedly whispering to each other-

 

But she still didn’t see Cliffpaw.

 

Uneasy, Creekflower remained where she was as Spottedleaf padded forth, lavender and rosemary
clamped in her jaws. She gently set her herbs down before brushing them over Lynxpaw’s fur, leaving
some stems and flowers in her pelt, before pausing at her…at what was left of her neck. The
tortoiseshell she-cat hesitated, before gently laying the rest of her herbs neatly overtop of the sinewy
strand.

 

Goldenflower murmured her thanks, and Spottedleaf began the ceremony.

 

“StarClan, we ask of you to welcome this apprentice into your ranks,” she began softly. “She trained
hard, and has made her clan proud.” She bent forward and placed her nose on Lynxpaw’s forehead.
“May you find good hunting, swift running, and shelter where you sleep,”  the medicine cat
murmured. She rose and nodded to the elders, who gingerly strolled forth to lift Lynxpaw’s body onto
their backs. Goldenflower let out a mew as her daughter’s head lolled, and she darted forward to hold
it steady.

 

Smallear cringed at the sight of his granddaughter’s body, while One-eye and Halftail bowed their
heads as Lynxpaw slid onto their backs. Dappletail glanced away from the distended head, instead
focusing on carrying the apprentice’s hunches.

 

Creekflower felt herself begin to get antsy. She still hadn’t seen Cliffpaw. Her daughter wouldn’t
skive off a vigil. Despite being born outside of the clans, the apprentice had adopted their culture and
beliefs like a second skin, giving thanks to StarClan and mourning along with the clan.

 

Cliffpaw wouldn’t stay away from a burial, even if it was Lynxpaw’s. Even if the body was
horrifying. She had watched Cricketheart’s burial too, even as a tiny, terrified kit.



 

Spotting Cherryfur and Runningwind quietly conversing with each other as Longtail hurried to the
medicine den, she quickly walked over to them.

 

“Have either of you seen Cliffpaw?” she asked.

 

Cherryfur shook her head as Runningwind replied, “She was meant to be on our patrol,” his tail
swished worriedly, “but we couldn’t find her.”

 

Panic spiked in her heart, but Creekflower forced herself to think logically. Cliffpaw was smart. She
would know how to keep herself safe. Perhaps she had gone on a poorly timed midnight hunt and
would be back at dawn…

 

But Cliffpaw also wouldn’t skive off a patrol, her mind whispered. The queen glanced at the entrance
tunnel, where Lynxpaw’s body just disappeared through, and she faintly felt Cherryfur slide up to her
side.

 

“You okay?” she asked.

 

“I’m worried about Cliffpaw,” Creekflower admitted. “I don’t know where she is, she wouldn’t miss a
patrol or a vigil, and with what just happened…”

 

“Hey,” Cherryfur gently comforted, “if she had been with the others, well…we would have found her
body. And since we hadn’t, that must mean she’s safe and alright. She’ll find her way home, I’m sure
of it.”

 

Creekflower gave her best friend a watery smile as Longtail approached his sister once more, fur
ruffled and looking very distraught. Despite the animosity between them, Creekflower felt her heart
twist with sympathy for the pale tabby.

 

She couldn’t imagine how she would feel if Fireheart had suffered Swiftpaw’s injuries…and Longtail
held a closer bond with the black and white tom, thanks to their time as mentor and apprentice.

 



Longtail’s defeated eyes met his sister’s gentle, amber ones, and the white and ginger she-cat blinked
sympathetically at her brother, their coldness towards each other beginning to thaw in light of this
tragedy.

 

Then, Longtail’s eyes brushed over Creekflower, and he suddenly bristled and shouted, “You!”

 

Creekflower jolted, startled, as Longtail continued, “ You! Frostfur was right! Look at what your
cursed kin has done to the clan! If Bluestar had treated Swiftpaw with the same respect she had
Cloudtail, none of this would have happened!”

 

Cherryfur’s eyes then frosted over. “Knock it off, Longtail!” she snapped.

 

But the tabby ignored his sister, and, to both she-cats’ shock, lunged at Creekflower, paws slamming
into her shoulder and making her stagger.

 

“You and your kittypet kits are a scourge to the clan!” he yowled, furious, yet Creekflower detected
the undertone of grief in his voice.

 

But even so, she was not going to let him push her around just because he was grieving!

 

Tensing her muscles, and feeling them rippling across her shoulders and back, she heaved Longtail off
her and sent him tumbling to the ground. He whipped around and shot forward, and Creekflower
adjusted her weight to rest on her paws, preventing him from using her mass against her as he
attempted to bowl her over.

 

“Longtail, stop!” she heard Cherryfur scream, but once again the pale tabby ignored his sister.

 

Longtail snarled, and Creekflower hissed back, and he nipped at her whiskers. She spat in his face,
whipped a paw up, and felt her claws snag into his left ear and-

 

Riiiiip!

 

Longtail immediately backed off, eyes wide with shock, and Creekflower glanced up at his ears.



 

The left one had a perfect V etched into it from her claws. A chunk of pale fur laid beneath
Creekflower’s claws.

 

She barely had time to process it before Darkstripe and Dustpelt ran up to Longtail’s side. The latter
looked aghast while the former was furious.

 

“How dare you attack your own clanmate!” Dustpelt shouted.

 

“Ex- cuse me?” Cherryfur objected, stalking forth. “Longtail attacked her first! She was defending
herself! Or do you not understand the concept of self-defense?”

 

Darkstripe snarled at Cherryfur. “Well would you look at that!” He snorted in disgust. “You’re even a
traitor to your own brother!”

 

“Crow calling the raven black!” Cherryfur taunted back. “Everyone knows how you stabbed Fireheart
in the back, you coward!”

 

Darkstripe’s hackles raised, fur bristling, and Cherryfur fluffed up, a snarl on her face. Dustpelt hissed
at Creekflower, and she growled back, feeling her own brown tabby pelt prickle with the precursor of
a fight.

 

Curiously, Longtail hadn’t moved. Hadn’t said anything. He was still standing there, completely still,
anger suddenly drained away.

 

“Stop!” Creekflower paused at her brother’s yowl. The red deputy darted over, his own fur bristling,
but not with anger. His green eyes blinked with panic.

 

“What are you all doing ?” he demanded. “This is a vigil! Don’t be disrespectful!”

 

“You and your cursed kin think they own this clan!” Darkstripe screamed at the tom. Creekflower
growled at the tone the black tabby took with her brother as Fireheart recoiled as if he’d been slapped,
looking hurt.



 

“You were my kin,” was all Fireheart’s hoarse voice said in response.

 

Darkstripe just bared his teeth, but his eyes looked strangely misty, and he said nothing to Fireheart.
“Let’s go,” he growled to Dustpelt and the still Longtail. “You know what Frostfur says, the less time
around them ,” he glared at Cherryfur, “the better.”

 

Dustpelt nodded sharply in agreement, sending a glare himself at Creekflower and Fireheart, before
padding after the black tabby.

 

Longtail’s face, however, was slightly blank, but he almost looked …regretful as he wandered away,
head bowed.

 

Now that the fight was done, Creekflower felt drained. Her limbs shook, and she felt her eyes mist
over.

 

Cliffpaw was missing, and the reality of her former friends was suddenly starkly clear.

 

Where were those days when she, Cherrypaw, and Longpaw would train together, happy and
carefree? Or when Darkkit would tussle with Creekkit before Firekit pounced on his tail, purring?

 

When he would play with them like…like he was one of them .

 

 

Creekflower padded back and forth, back and forth. Cats mingled together quietly in front of the pile
of fresh-kill that the sunrise hunting patrol had brought back, while others left on their own patrols. It
was almost sunhigh, but, though the rays poured down brightly into the clearing, there was little
warmth in them. Leaf-bare had come to the forest.

 

Days had passed since Lynxpaw had been killed and Lostface and Missingheart injured. Creekflower
had not been to check on the survivors, not because she didn’t want to, but because the times she tried
too, Frostfur had chased her off. But Fireheart and Cherryfur had both managed to sneak in when the
crazed white she-cat was away, and they told Creekflower that both still clung to life. Spottedleaf and



Cinderpelt had begun to be cautiously optimistic that at least Lostface would survive, though
Spottedleaf voiced doubts about Missingheart, worried of an infection.

 

Creekflower knew her mother was trying her hardest to save Missingheart, while Cinderpelt cared for
her sister, Lostface, because StarClan forbid Spottedleaf even breath in Frostfur’s favorite daughter’s
direction…

 

…Creekflower didn’t doubt that Frostfur would kill Spottedleaf if Spottedleaf touched Lostface. It…
was kind of terrifying. Frostfur had been lashing out- attacking - cats that tried to approach her and
her kit. She had even attacked Sandstorm ! A pregnant queen!

 

Frostfur had always been a gossip-hound and a deva, sometimes even a straight-up bigoted bully, and
her descent into her ‘crazy curse cultist’ personality had been slow but steady, but she had never
been… violent .

 

Bluestar’s crazy was handleable. She was forgetful, spiteful… but she was still a good leader and a
good cat underneath it all.

 

Frostfur’s? …Creekflower didn’t feel safe in camp.

 

She didn’t feel safe for her son, Cloudtail, either. He spent every moment he could trying to be by
Lostface and Missingheart’s side, and he had gotten a good few scratches from Frostfur’s wild claws.
Fireheart had been trying to get Cloudtail on patrols so he’d be away from Frostfur, but there was no
use.

 

Her son was being hurt, and her daughter…

 

Creekflower’s belly churned in worry.

 

Cliffpaw had not been seen since the night of the attack.

 

“I don’t understand where she’s gone,” Creekflower meowed quickly, pacing back and forth still, her
tail lashing. “If it was a dog that attacked them… What if it ate her? Do dogs eat cats? The nursery
tales always said they did but…” She turned again, stomping her feet in the dirt. “Elderpaw said



Cliffpaw didn’t go with them, though… She just… disappeared . Why haven’t we sent a patrol out to
search for her?!”

 

She knew the answer. They already had so many extra patrols out trying to track down the dog that
had killed and injured their own.

 

“She might have gone back to her Twolegs,” suggested Mousefur plainly, who watched Creekflower
pace back and forth with a hint of annoyance.

 

Creekflower’s tail lashed angrily, glaring briefly at the short dusky brown she-cat. “She would never
,” she hissed. “Besides, she couldn’t . Her Twolegs left her; she would have no idea where they went
or how to find them… And she hates Twolegs more than any clanborn cat.”

 

“It’s been very dangerous in the clans lately,” Mousefur continued, unbothered. “She might have felt
safer with her… father? Your mate, that kittypet. Perhaps she went to him. Have you checked?”

 

“Of course I have!” Creekflower meowed indignantly. “Or, well- I tried! But Oliver wouldn’t come
out of his den. His housefolk must have him and Storm locked up right now.” She let out a huff of
frustration. A terrible time for his Twolegs to be acting weird!

 

Mousefur leveled Creekflower with a suspicious look, and Creekflower tensed. Right, she wasn’t
talking to Cherryfur or Sandstorm. Mousefur didn’t know that Creekflower and her kits still met with
Oliver in Twolegplace. Mousefur… was Creekflower’s friend, but she was a little more… traditional
in her ideals than the rest of Creekflower’s friend group.

 

Creekflower would be ranting to Cherryfur, Sandstorm, Brindleface, or Fireheart, or even
Runningwind, but… Cherryfur and Runningwind were both on patrols, Brindleface was giving prey
to Tulippaw to try and coax him out of the apprentices’ den, and Fireheart was asleep with Sandstorm
in the nursery. The pale ginger queen was having difficulty adjusting to the new environment, though
Willowpelt and Goldenflower were warm and welcoming, and Speckletail… surprisingly was too.

 

But Mousefur didn’t comment further on her likely suspicions, merely shrugging and saying, “It’s
always a possibility… Better that than eaten by a dog.” Creekflower flinched away, feeling emotions
well up in her chest at the thought of her daughter dead, and Mousefur’s neutral expression became a
frown. “A poor taste in joke, but it is true. Cliffpaw is a smart apprentice. I don’t think she’d be
foolish enough to take on a dog by herself. I think she went to live with Oliver, is all. She’s very
timid; kittypet life would suit her better anyway.”



 

Creekflower scowled. “Thornpaw’s way more timid than Creekpaw,” she pointed. “Terrified of his
own shadow, at times.”

 

Mousefur licked a paw and ran it over her cheek. “He’s got warrior’s blood,” she answered. “He’ll
grow out of it. Besides, he’s got a great memory; never met an apprentice that’s corrected me over the
finer details of a hunter’s crouch.” She yawned and then stood up, stretching. “Speaking of, I’ve gotta
take him out to train. Dustpelt wanted to do some battle training with Ashpaw, what with all these
recent attacks.” She turned around, then glanced over her shoulder. 

 

“Do you and Elderpaw want to come with?” Mousefur questioned.

 

Creekflower frowned, then spotted Fireheart coming out of the nursery, stretching. “Take Elderpaw
with you,” she said. “I’ll… I’ll catch up later.”

 

“Alright,” Mousefur said. “I’ll take him- her,” she corrected quickly, “with.”

 

Creekflower nodded, then started to walk towards Fireheart. But she aborted the movement when
someone called for her. Creekflower craned her head as the dark, dark brown tabby pelt of Halftail
padded up to her, ambling on his old bones.

 

“I heard what you were saying about young Cliffpaw,” Halftail drawled to her. “And I agree. She and
her brother’re spirited cats. Ain’t no way she ran off to be a kittypet.”

 

Creekflower felt relieved that someone shared her worries. “Thank you,” she meowed gratefully. “I’m
glad someone else is worried about her too.”

 

“I’m sure more of the clan’d be worried than you’d think, if we weren’t all riled up about RiverClan
and the dogscent and all that,” Halftail said. “We’re up to our ears in apprentices- and we all knew
that gang of ‘paws loved to sneak out. Hard for us to notice when one’s been gone too long.”

 

“But I noticed,” Creekflower said, “Cherryfur and Runningwind noticed. The apprentices noticed.
Fireheart knows she’s missing.”

 



“But we ain’t got the cats to spare for a proper search party,” Halftail finished sympathetically,
blinking with a frown.

 

Creekflower sighed. “I’ll keep searching myself,” she said firmly, then hesitated. “I… I think I caught
her scent trail near Twolegplace, but she wouldn’t…”

 

“We don’t know what she’s doing or where she is,” Halftail meowed. “But once we find her, it’ll all
make sense, just you wait.”

 

“I know- wait, we?” She frowned at the torn-tailed elder.

 

Halftail smiled at her. “‘Course,” he meowed. “We might not have the warriors to spare for a search
party, but we’ve got the elders. Took a bit, but I convinced One-eye and Dappletail to help me.
StarClan knows Smallear wouldn’t, but he’s as old as the oldest tree in ThunderClan anyway, the ol’
coot.”

 

“You can’t,” Creekflower protested. “It’s far too dangerous.”

 

“Ey, I’ve tussled with a badger.” There was a mischievous twinkle in his eye as he nudged her
shoulder with his paw. “You think an ol’ dog’s gonna scare me?”

 

“And you lost your tail and your name to it,” Creekflower reminded him.

 

“Hey, I chose the new name,” Halftail answered. “Felt fittin’ for a new life as an ol’ elder.” He
twitched his tail, mangled right at the end. “Nothin’ like the horrible name Bluestar’s forced on those
‘paws.”

 

Creekflower frowned, then shook her head. “Are you really going to help me search for Cliffpaw?
You don’t have to. You’re an elder; you deserve rest and peace.”

 

“And you think I’m getting that in camp?” Halftail snorted. “StarClan, no. I’d rather go fight that dog,
sink my claws real good into it.” He flexed his claws pointedly. “‘sides, Cliffpaw and Cloudtail’re the
ones that kept my nest clean for me to get that ‘rest and peace.’ I owe it to them.”

 



Creekflower’s eyes felt misty and her chest felt tight. She blinked, then dipped her head to Halftail.
“Thank you,” she said again. “It really means a lot to me that you want to find my kit.” She’d spend
all her life arguing and arguing with cats to help her find kits before. When she’d first been pregnant,
she’d felt this fear and she’d kept quiet, and once she came back from the breeders’, there was so
much judgment on her little ones. Then there was the fight to keep Cliffpaw when she first came to
camp- Creekflower couldn’t have just abandoned the little, scared kitten! And there was tension
between her and Oliver over Storm now, and Lizardflight had left for RiverClan… And then when
Cloudtail went missing too…

 

Why, oh why, did she keep losing all of her kits?

 

Why couldn’t she have lived in Oliver’s garden with their beautiful kits- all six of them, adopted or
not?

 

Why was nowhere in the world safe for Creekflower to live peacefully?

 

Why did I have to have Thistlestar as a father? Without his blood, perhaps she never would have been
scorned, and she’d be completely content with her life as a warrior.

 

But, then, Spottedleaf probably wouldn’t be my mother…

 

“Of course,” Halftail mewed again sincerely, blinking kindly. “Now, I’ve got a mouse to share with
One-eye. You’re welcome to join us.”

 

Creekflower shook her head. “I have to talk to Fireheart.” She said goodbye to Halftail, then padded
over to where Fireheart and Graystripe had just settled down to eat. Fireheart looked stressed and
exhausted, while Graystripe looked melancholy and sad, picking at his thrush.

 

“Fireheart,” Creekflower said. Her ginger-furred brother blinked, then looked at her.

 

“Creekflower, hi,” he said, shifting to allow her space beside him. She sat down, but did not lay down
with him and Graystripe. “Is something the matter?”

 

“Cliffpaw’s still missing,” Creekflower said anxiously.



 

Fireheart frowned. “And the other apprentices haven’t said anything about where she went?”

 

Creekflower shook her head. “Ashpaw’s the only one who I’d think’d keep a secret well,” she said,
leaving out the silent ‘because the others who would are dead/injured,’ “but he never talked to
Cliffpaw anyway, so… I don’t know. Elderpaw and Fernpaw say she didn’t go with the others.
Tulippaw isn’t…” She sighed. “They have no idea where she went. But she did go missing either that
night or the morning after… Cloudtail said he saw her while on vigil, but can't remember if she came
back from the dirtplace or not."

 

Fireheart's tail flicked. "It isn't like her to just disappear without telling anyone either…" A conflicted
frown set on his face. "I'll… I'll pull someone off of a patrol to help us search later. …Feathercloud's a
good tracker, maybe- oh, but it's just him and Brackenfur on that patrol… I could move Brindleface
on it instead…"

 

"Wait," Creekflower said. "We need border and hunting patrols now more than ever. We can't spare
warriors. But Halftail and the elders said they'd go looking."

 

"The elders!" Fireheart barked, shocked. "But they aren't supposed to do warrior duties-"

 

"If they want to," Creekflower pointed out. "They go on patrols or hunting when they want to. They
help out during disasters, like with rebuilding the camp after the fire. Halftail insisted he look for
Cliffpaw."

 

Fireheart blinked. Graystripe shifted beside him and said, "She makes a good point. Besides, elders
get to do what they want, don't they? Kind of the whole point of being an elder."

 

"Only if it's safe," Fireheart muttered. Then he flicked his tail. "...if they take one warrior with them-"

 

"I'll go," Creekflower said immediately. "Obviously."

 

"Obviously," Fireheart repeated in a half-laugh, rolling his eyes. "Alright. I… I trust Halftail. You
guys can head out before sunset, then."

 



Creekflower nodded. "I have to go train Elderpaw now. Mousefur and Dustpelt are waiting."

 

"Wait," Fireheart called as she started moving. "Have you eaten yet?"

 

Creekflower hesitated. "...No, but I can eat later-"

 

"You didn't eat last night either," Fireheart said, his face very akin to the 'disappointed motherly' looks
Spottedleaf and Willowpelt would give them. “Eat a vole, at the very least, before you go.” He pushed
his own vole towards her.

 

Graystripe laughed. “With that look, you’ll make a great mom,” he purred, nudging his former
mentor, who rolled his eyes with a small smile. Graystripe looked at the nursery, and then his smile
started to fall.

 

“Alright,” Creekflower relented, settling down beside Fireheart. “A quick vole.”

 

Her gaze followed Graystripe’s. 

 

Across the clearing, all of the kits were playing. Willowpelt’s kits wobbled on unsteady legs as they
chased the other kits. Snowkit played gently with them, while Mistlekit, Tawnykit and Bramblekit
pounced and laughed. Creekflower felt a pang of grief as she remembered how Missingheart had
sometimes played with them. Missingheart had loved his little half-siblings just as fiercely as Longtail
and Cherryfur had loved him and Lynxpaw.

 

“I can’t get over how much that kit looks like his father,” meowed Graystripe after watching the kits
play for a moment. Creekflower was confused for a moment, before she remembered how much
Bramblekit did look like Tigerstar.

 

At least none of us looked like Thistlestar, Creekflower thought darkly.

 

“Just so long as he doesn’t behave like his father,” Fireheart replied. Creekflower saw him stiffen
when Bramblekit bowled over one of Willowpelt’s much smaller kits, but relaxed again as the tiny
tortoiseshell sprang up and hurled herself joyfully on Bramblekit.

 



“He’s a good kit,” Creekflower said, having spent time playing with the kits too. “A lot like his
mother, actually.”

 

“It must be time he was apprenticed,” remarked Graystripe. “He and Tawnykit are older than-” He
broke off, and a distant, sorrowful expression clouded his amber eyes.

 

Creekflower knew that he was thinking of his own kits, left behind in RiverClan. “Yes, it’s time I was
thinking about mentors,” Fireheart agreed. “I’ll ask Bluestar if I can mentor Bramblekit myself. Who
do you think would-”

 

“You’ll mentor Bramblekit?” Graystripe stared at him. “Is that a good idea?”

 

“Why shouldn’t I?” Fireheart asked, feeling his fur start to prickle. “I haven’t an apprentice, now that
Cloudtail has been made a warrior.”

 

“Because you hate Tigerstar,” retorted Graystripe. “The kit looks just like him. Wouldn’t he be better
off with a mentor who doesn’t have a personal and bad history with his dad?”

 

“It doesn’t matter that he looks like Tigerstar,” Creekflower defended. “He’s his own cat.”

 

“My mind’s made up,” Fireheart mewed curtly. “I know better than anyone what it’s like to have a
father that’s… who disrespects the warrior code.” He shook his head sadly, then continued, “I wanted
to ask if you two had any suggestions for who could mentor Mistlekit and Tawnykit.”

 

“I’m guessing Feathercloud is mentoring Snowkit?” Graystripe asked.

 

Fireheart nodded. “It only makes sense. Feathercloud will understand him best.” He tilted his head.
“Brackenfur was interested in mentoring Snowkit too, though. It’s only fair I should ask Bluestar if he
can mentor Mistlekit. He’s a fine warrior, and he’ll do a good job.”

 

Graystripe’s eyes glowed briefly with pride; Brackenfur had been his apprentice, and he was clearly
delighted to hear how well the young warrior was doing. Creekflower privately thought his pride was
unjust- Fireheart had done most of Brackenfur’s training while Graystripe was out frolicking with
Silverstream.



 

Guilt suddenly cut through Creekflower’s chest, and she winced, forcefully swallowing a mouthful of
vole. Cherryfur’s been training Elderpaw a lot for me while I go visit with Oliver and Storm. Still, she
didn’t slack off on Elderpaw’s training like Graystripe had Brackenfur’s…

 

But… “What about Cherryfur?” Creekflower suggested. “She didn’t get to finish Lizardflight’s
training, and she’s a really great mentor. She’d be a good fit for Tawnykit, too.” Cherryfur wouldn’t
judge her in the slightest for her father, and their snarky tongues could bounce off each other.

 

Fireheart blinked. “That’s a good idea,” he said. “I was thinking about her or Brindleface.”

 

“Brindleface’s been thinking about having another litter,” Creekflower told her brother. “She’s put it
off, though, since it’s kind of a bad time, but she thought if things winded down soon she might ask
Whitestorm if he can give her another litter.” Though, she might be hesitant about that now too, after
Frostfur’s latest outburst…

 

…plus I’m not sure if we want all of the youngest of our warriors to be siblings.

 

She wondered if Brindleface had thought of other surrogates. Runningwind, perhaps? He was quite
amiable towards the idea of surrogacy, considering Dappletail birthed his and Redtail’s kits.
Brackenfur might be willing too, she thought, but perhaps too young and innocent for what being a
surrogate entailed.

 

Fireheart stretched. “I’ll ask Bluestar what she thinks today, and then we should have their ceremony
tonight,” he said. He glanced at Creekflower. “Let me know when your patrol heads out, and be back
before moonhigh.”

 

Creekflower nodded, pushing what was left of her vole back to Fireheart. “Of course, deputy,” she
said, half-teasing, half-serious. “And thank you.”

 

 

Bramblekit gave a wriggle as he escaped his mother’s brisk washing, dark tabby pelt gleaming in the
partial, dying sunlight that peeked through the nursery walls. Tonight was the day! Or, well, the night.
He, Tawnykit, Snowkit, and Mistlekit were going to be apprentices!



 

“Bramblekit!” Mistlekit shrieked happily “Guess what, guess what? Guess what’s gonna happen!”

 

“We’re gonna be apprentice?” Bramblekit answered, whiskers twitching mischievously.

 

“Yep!” she squealed, her very dark fluffy pelt poofing out even more. “We’re gonna be apprentices~!”
she sang happily. “It feels like we should’ve been apprentices forever ago!”

 

“Mistlekit!” Speckletail scolded from where she was lovingly washing Snowkit’s white fur. “The
most important lesson a warrior can learn is patience . Yes, you all are being apprenticed later than we
all thought, but use that time as a lesson.”

 

Mistlekit bashfully ducked her head and gave her chest a few quick licks. “Yes, mother,” she quickly
replied, then jabbed a paw into Bramblekit’s shoulder, making him squeak, and he chased her around
the den.

 

“Can’t catch me!” she taunted as she darted behind Goldenflower, who, now all done cleaning her
kits, sat and watched them with an amused expression.

 

“Bramblekit can’t,” Tawnykit’s yowl came from Goldenflower’s front. His tortoiseshell sister
scrambled up onto their mother’s side, fur fluffed up, before she launched herself down onto
Mistlekit. “But I can!”

 

Bramblekit skidded to a halt to avoid colliding with Tawnykit and Mistlekit as they tussled and
playfully nipped at each other.

 

“Kits!” Goldenflower meowed. “Enough of that now. Your ceremony is about to begin, and you don’t
want to look like a badger in a thornbush now do you?”

 

Bramblekit instantly straightened up, trying his best to look serious. Mother was right that they had to
behave right - if they messed around, they could get their ceremony pushed back even further! And
that would be awful!

 



“Uh, oh,” Tawnykit’s mew sounded from over his shoulder, and he wrinkled his nose as he felt her
flop onto his back, chin leaning over his shoulder. “Serious Bramblekit has entered the den. Everyone,
on your best behavior!”

 

Sticking his tongue out at her, Bramblekit shook Tawnykit off of him. “Get off!” he complained, tail
swishing back and forth.

 

“That’s enough, you two,” Goldenflower scolded. “Now, come to the nursery entrance! We must see
if it’s time yet.” Pricking his ears, Bramblekit followed hurriedly behind his mother, Tawnykit trotting
after him, while Mistlekit and Snowkit were at the rear with Speckletail.

 

Peeking through the tangle of brambles, the dark tabby kit took in the camp clearing. Bluestar was
seated at the foot of Highrock, while her deputy, Fireheart, was exchanging quick words with
Cherryfur and Graystripe. Bramblekit remembered when the red tom used to look at him strangely,
and that had always made the kit confused, but those glances had disappeared over many moons, so
he wasn’t as bothered by them anymore.

 

Although his pelt still prickled uncomfortably when other cats looked at him strangely…

 

Then he spotted Cinderpelt limping from the medicine den over to Fireheart and his companions,
meowing something to the deputy, before hurrying back inside her and Spottedleaf’s den.

 

Bramblekit stared at the medicine den for a bit. His half-brother, Swiftpa-uh, Missingheart now? (That
was a weird name)- was inside that den. Had been for some time. Bramblekit and Tawnykit had
begged and pleaded with their mother to let them visit him, but she had firmly refused, saying she
didn’t want them to get scared by what happened to him.

 

That only made Bramblekit want to know even more. He missed Missingheart. The black and white
tom would always play mossball with them, and give them badger rides, and told them funny jokes.
Now, he was still unconscious and they hadn’t seen him for days .

 

All Bramblekit wanted was to know if Missingheart would be alright…

 

“Alright, it’s time.” Goldenflower purred, giving the top of Bramblekit’s head one last lick, before
slipping out of the den. Bramblekit and Tawnykit hurried to flank her, and Speckletail followed with
Mistlekit bouncing along and Snowkit peering around.



 

As they approached the Highrock, Tawnykit bounced with excitement, but Bramblekit was
determined to project calmness, even if he wanted to bounce as much as Tawnykit and Mistlekit. He
padded forward with his head and tail held high, trying to look like a mature apprentice.

 

Bluestar called the kits forward to stand beside her at the foot of the Highrock. She looked more alert
than usual. As the clan leader scanned the gathered cats, Bramblekit suddenly wondered who their
mentors were going to be.

 

“Cherryfur,” Bluestar began, and Bramblekit exchanged a smile with his sister. He didn’t know
Cherryfur personally, but she always was nice. “Fireheart tells me that you are ready for your next
apprentice. You will be mentor to Tawnypaw.”

 

Lucky, the dark tabby thought wistfully as Cherryfur stepped forward, looking as excited as her new
apprentice, and Tawnypaw ran up to meet her.

 

“Cherryfur,” Bluestar continued, “you mentored Lizardflight before her departure, and always
encouraged her passion in herbs. You have shown yourself to be an encouraging and intelligent
mentor. Do your best to pass on these qualities to Tawnypaw.”

 

Cherryfur and Tawnypaw touched noses and withdrew to the side of the clearing, while Bluestar
turned to Fireheart. Bramblekit’s mouth opened slightly. Does that mean…?

 

“Now that Cloudtail is a warrior,” she went on, “you are free to take on another apprentice. You will
be mentor to Bramblepaw.” The dark tabby inhaled deeply, amber eyes bright, and padded towards his
mentor. Fireheart met him in the middle of the circle of cats, and Bramblepaw looked up and met the
deputy’s green eyes, enthusiasm sparking beneath his pelt. The red tom smiled slightly and gave him
a nod.

 

Determined to impress him, Bramblepaw put a top on his excitement and straightened his spine. His
mentor was ThunderClan’s deputy ! What an honor!

 

“Fireheart, you have shown yourself to be a warrior of rare courage and quick thinking,” meowed
Bluestar from behind the dark tabby. “I’m sure that you will pass on all you know to this young
apprentice.”

 



Fireheart bent his head to touch noses with Bramblepaw, and the apprentice pricked his ears happily
before following him to the side of the clearing. He sat down at his side, trying desperately to control
his fidgeting and the slew of questions spinning in his mind.

 

Remembering Speckletail’s words of patience, Bramblepaw decided now was a good time to exercise
that virtue.

 

“Brackenfur,” Bluestar continued, turning her icy blue eyes onto the younger tom. “You have proven
yourself to be a warrior of loyalty and forethought. You will be mentor to Mistlepaw." Looking
pleased and enthusiastic, Brackenfur trotted over and touched noses with Mistlepaw, who shot a
happy smile Bramblepaw and Tawnypaw’s way before bounding after her mentor to join them.
Cherryfur flashed a grin at both Fireheart and Brackenfur before they turned their attention to the last
apprentice-to-be.

 

Snowkit curiously stared at Bluestar, Speckletail a few tail-length behind him, looking nervous.
Bramblepaw frowned, confused, as Bluestar rose to her paws and turned away from the white tom.

 

“What’s she doing?” he faintly heard Cherryfur mutter to Fireheart.

 

“What about Snowkit?” Brackenfur whispered, looking worried. “And Feathercloud?”

 

Fireheart sprang to his paws and quickly darted over to the blue-gray she-cat, whispering frantically
to her. She sighed audibly, but turned back around to face the downcasted Snowkit. Speckletail, who
had moved forward and now had her chin resting on her son’s head, nosed him to look up. Snowkit
did, and saw Bluestar settle back down before him. His ears pricked, nose twitching with wonder and
a thrill of excitement flashed in his blue eyes.

 

Bramblepaw leaned forward to listen as his best friend was officially made an apprentice, but Bluestar
only said, “And Snowpaw is apprenticed to Feathercloud.”

 

She sounded…unenthused. It made the dark tabby’s heart drop.

 

Bluestar once more turned back around and plowed over to the lichen overhanging her den and
disappeared inside.

 



Feathercloud hesitantly slunk forward to meet Snowpaw, and the two white toms gently touched
noses. Feathercloud raised a paw and shook it downwards, and Snowpaw fluttered his ears in
response.

 

“Are we sure it’s wise to have two deaf cats all by themselves?” Bramblepaw flattened his ears as he
heard Longtail whisper to Darkstripe. “I mean, imagine that. Say if a fox sneaks up on them-”

 

“Which wouldn’t be hard to do,” Darkstripe muttered darkly.

 

“-they’ll be crowfood,” the pale tabby finished.

 

“At least Snowpaw isn’t as deep in the curse as Bramblepaw and Tawnypaw will be,” Darkstripe
growled. Bramblepaw stiffened. He’d heard of this curse (who hadn’t?), but it confused more than
scared him.

 

His mom hadn’t told him anything about it, so he assumed it wasn’t important. After all, wouldn’t
Goldenflower tell him about the important things?

 

“Frankly, I’m more worried for Bramblepaw,” the black tabby warrior continued. “Every apprentice
Fireheart has had has been harmed or became codebreakers. Cherryfur’s, too.”

 

Longtail frowned at the mention of his sister, but nodded in agreement anyway. Looking away from
the two gossiping warriors, Bramblepaw squared his shoulders.

 

Fireheart’s apprentices have all gone wrong somehow, huh?

 

Well, that streak of bad luck will end with him. Bramblepaw was determined to prove them wrong.

 

Glancing up at Fireheart, the dark tabby pricked his ears as Fireheart looked back down on him.

 

“What do we do now, Fireheart?” he asked, tail-tip flicking. “I want to learn everything- fighting and
hunting and all about the other Clans....” He’d heard Fireheart’s dad was RiverClan’s leader, and that
he was a very bad cat. That was really bad luck for his mentor, but…that meant they both had dads



leading another clan! Maybe Fireheart could help him balance the burganding threads of attachment
he felt for his own father with his loyalty to his clan.

 

Fireheart looked slightly amused at Bramblepaw’s rapid-fire questions, eyes briefly flickering up
before darting back down.

 

“All in good time,” Fireheart promised, and Bramblepaw purred, pleased. “Tomorrow we’ll go with
Cherryfur and your sister to tour the territory. Brackenfur and Feathercloud will take Mistlepaw and
Snowpaw on a different route. Then you’ll learn where the borders are and how to recognize the
scents of the other Clans.”

 

“Great!” Bramblepaw let out an excited squeak. He wondered what borders they’ll be looking at.
RiverClan’s, with the legendary Sunningrocks as the landmark? The stretch of land of WindClan’s
territory that you could slightly see? Or would they look at the Thunderpath, which everyone knew
separated ThunderClan from the marshy ShadowClan land?

 

“But for now,” Fireheart went on, “you can go and get to know the other apprentices. Don’t forget you
sleep in their den tonight.” The dark tabby’s fur puffed up with excitement. He’ll be in the
apprentices' den! Of course, he’ll miss sleeping by his mom, with her thick, golden pelt keeping both
him and Tawnypaw nice and cozy when it got cold, but he’ll still be with his denmates!

 

Fireheart flicked his tail in dismissal, and Bramblepaw dashed off to join his sister as other cats began
to crowd around and congratulate the new apprentices.

 

“Tawnypaw, guess what!” he puffed as he skidded to a halt beside her. “Fireheart told me we’ll be
exploring the territory together.” His tortoiseshell sister gave a squeal of pleasure.

 

“Awesome!” she meowed, green eyes sparkling gleefully. “I wonder what borders we’ll see first?”

 

“You’ll have to be patient,” Goldenflower’s proud purr rumbled in Bramblepaw’s ears, and he jerked
his head around to nuzzle his mother’s muzzle. “And be sure to tell me all about it when you return,
okay kits?”

 

“Mooom!” Tawnypaw whined as the golden queen washed her ears. “We’re not kits anymore!”

 



Goldenflower gazed fondly at them. “You’ll always be kits to me. Now go on!” she purred. “I see
some of your new denmates are waiting to get you settled in!”

 

Bramblepaw craned his head around and spotted Fernpaw waving her dark gray bespeckled tail at
them, a happy smile on her face. “Come on!” she called. “Elderpaw’s getting Snowpaw and
Mistlepaw!”

 

“Last one there’s a wingless pigeon!” Tawnypaw crowed before racing off.

 

“Hey!” he squeaked before dashing after her. “That’s cheating!” Tawnypaw purred as she touched a
paw to the apprentices’ den wall, looking triumphant.

 

“No, that’s winning!”

 

Bramblepaw mock-growled and swatted at her whiskers, making her squeal and duck for cover.

 

“Don’t you wanna get your nests set up?” a lower voice asked, sounding amused. Bramblepaw turned
around and saw Elderpaw’s gleaming amber eyes, Mistlepaw and Snowpaw behind her (she smelled
like a tom but everyone called her a she so Bramblepaw would too). Bramblepaw’s best friend was
twitching his whiskers in a strange way, staring pointedly at the dark tabby, before spiking his fur, and
looked pleased with himself. Bramblepaw confusedly stared at Snowpaw, before glancing at
Mistlepaw.

 

She answered his unspoken question. “Snowpaw asked Feathercloud what you and Tawnypaw’s
names are in pawspeak!” she meowed happily. “He said he didn’t have a sign for you two, so he said
Snowpaw could come up with them!” The dark tabby apprentice pricked his ears.

 

“What’s mine?” he asked. Mistlepaw looked at her brother and swung a paw around. Snowpaw
blinked, eyes narrowing, before they brightened and he nodded. He stared intently at Bramblepaw
again, before twitching his whiskers weirdly again and spiking his fur.

 

“Oh, I get it!” Tawnypaw yowled. “Brambles stick up all over the place, and get into weird places -
like the whisker twitch! And spiking your fur makes it look like a bramble bush!”

 



Bramblepaw purred and hopped over to nuzzle his friend. “I love it!” he meowed. Snowpaw purred in
reply, blue eyes sparkling.

 

“Do you have any idea what mine is, yet?” Tawnypaw asked as Fernpaw and Elderpaw smiled at each
other. Snowpaw frowned and shook his head, whiskers drooping. “Well, that’s okay!” the tortoiseshell
said. “We’ll figure it out! Should we find our nests now?”

 

“Yes!” Mistlepaw gave a bounce of approval. “Let’s!”

 

“Right this way,” Elderpaw meowed, before sliding through the bracken surrounding the apprentices’
den. Bramblepaw exchanged a delighted look with Tawnypaw before darting after the dark gray she-
cat.

 

It was darker inside, even more so with the sunset turning to night, but Bramblepaw could eventually
make out some shapes in the den. A pale gray tom with lighter spots that Bramblepaw recognized as
Tulippaw snapped his head up and stared at them with wide, terrified amber eyes, tail poofed up with
alarm.

 

“Tulippaw,” Fernpaw’s mew turned soothing. “It’s okay, it’s just us. You’re safe.” She padded over to
her fearful brother and gently licked his nose. “You’re safe,” she promised.

 

“Safe?” he whispered, eyes darting frantically around. “Pack, pack? Kill, kill?” Fernpaw shook her
head.

 

“No pack,” she promised firmly. “Only us.”

 

“No pack, no pack…” Tulippaw mumbled, eyes staring at the newcomers, yet he didn’t seem to see
them. His body twitched randomly. “No pack…” He shook before burying his muzzle into his nest.

 

Fernpaw glanced helplessly at her sister. Elderpaw blinked sadly at Tulippaw’s shaking form, before
nodding politely at the other toms in the den. “Thornpaw, Ashpaw, how’s he doing?”

 

Ashpaw, another pale gray tom like Tulippaw, but his flecks were a darker gray, shook his head,
looking defeated. “Nothing’s changed. He won’t say a thing about what happened. Just the usual



pack- uh, words.”

 

Bramblepaw exchanged an uneasy look with Mistlepaw. He’d heard about the fright Tulippaw had
gotten - it had happened in the same attack that harmed Missingheart and Lostface.

 

It had happened in the same attack that murdered Lynxpaw.

 

Bramblepaw shivered slightly. Lynxpaw had always been standoffish with him and Tawnypaw, but
she still had let them climb on her - even if she’d been as stiff as a rock and looked slightly unsettled.

 

Speckletail had tried to shield his and his sister’s eyes from what became of her body, but
Bramblepaw had nevertheless seen how this “pack” had mauled his half-sister.

 

He had nightmares for days after that.

 

He was pretty sure Tawnypaw did too. He had felt her twitching and mewing fearfully in her sleep
after he woke up from a dream about gleaming, sharp fangs and red, wet blood.

 

The last apprentice, a golden-brown tom, was eyeing the new apprentices, face shadowed so
Bramblepaw couldn’t see his expression, but he spoke in a trembling mew. “T-They’re the new
apprentices, right?”

 

“Yep.” Fernpaw answered. “Bramblepaw, Tawnypaw, Mistlepaw, and Snowpaw, this is Tulippaw,
Ashpaw, and Thornpaw.”

 

“Hi,” the dark tabby greeted. Tawnypaw echoed his meow, and Snowpaw nodded as Mistlepaw
smiled.

 

“Hi,” Thornpaw meowed back, shuffling in his nest a bit. “Well, er, make yourself at home. We’ve,
uh, we’ve got plenty of space now that….well, now.”

 

“My nest’s over here,” Elderpaw meowed, padding over to the opposite side of the den from the three
toms. She circled it before settling down. “Fernpaw’s by me, and Cliffpaw’s right there.” She gestured



at each nest with a paw, a quick frown appearing then vanishing. “Besides that, feel free to make your
nest anywhere else.”

 

Bramblepaw first looked at Tawnypaw, then Snowpaw, then Mistlepaw. Where should they make
their nests? To be honest, he would feel more comfortable by Elderpaw and Fernpaw. They had
warmly welcomed them, and, well…his stomach squirmed guiltily. Tulippaw kind of freaked him out
with all that muttering and mumbling.

 

Also, Ashpaw hadn’t said a single word to them, even though he was staring right at them through
narrowed, dark blue eyes. 

 

Hesitantly, Bramblepaw took a step forward and curled up in the empty nest beside Fernpaw and
Cliffpaw’s. Tawnypaw quickly followed suit, brushing her fur against his own as she sat down, and
Mistlepaw and Snowpaw gathered around them to sleep.

 

Bramblepaw settled his chin on his paws, peering at the den around him through amber slitted eyes.
Fernpaw hadn’t chosen to sleep in her nest, instead - for some reason - sleeping with Thornpaw, who
seemed much more relaxed now. Ashpaw was beside his sister, and Tulippaw’s nest was at the very
back of the den. Elderpaw was already snoozing away, and Bramblepaw closed his eyes and followed
her lead.

 

What a day for his first day as an apprentice.

 

 

“Keep well back,” Cherryfur warned. “This is a dangerous place.”

 

She and Fireheart, with their two apprentices, were standing at the edge of the Thunderpath.
Bramblepaw and Tawnypaw wrinkled their noses against its bitter smell.

 

“It doesn’t look dangerous to me,” meowed Bramblepaw. Tentatively he reached out one paw to place
it on the dark, stony surface. It felt rough and warm.

 

And…it was rumbling.



 

“Get back!” Fireheart suddenly snarled.

 

Bramblepaw leaped back into the safety of the verge as a huge, shiny thing flashed past, buffeting his
fur with hot, stinking wind. He quivered with shock. What had that…that thing been?!

 

Tawnypaw’s eyes were wide with astonishment. “What was that?” she mewed.

 

“A monster,” Fireheart explained. “They carry Twolegs in their belly. But they never leave the
Thunderpath, so you’re quite safe- as long as you stay away from it.” He fixed Bramblepaw with a
stern gaze. “When a warrior tells you to do something, you do it. Ask questions if you like, but
afterwards.”

 

Bramblepaw nodded, scuffling his paws. Oh, he was such a mouse-brain…! “Sorry, Fireheart.”

 

Despite the fright, Bramblepaw still caught an impressed gleam in his mentor’s eyes, and he bashfully
licked his chest fur.

 

Longtail, Darkstripe, and Whitestorm had gone out on the dawn patrol, while Fireheart and

Cherryfur gave their apprentices the tour of the territory, and shortly after Brackenfur and
Feathercloud would do the same. Fireheart had seemed to move with an incredible stealth along the
trails, and Bramblepaw shivered as he remembered the dark presence hovering over the forest.

 

They had kept well-away from Snakerocks, and the dark tabby was happy to avoid it.

 

“What’s over there?” Tawnypaw flicked her tail at the part of the forest on the other side of the
Thunderpath.

 

“That’s ShadowClan territory,” Cherryfur told her. “Can you smell their scent?”

 

A chill breeze was carrying the scent of ShadowClan toward them. Bramblepaw and Tawnypaw
opened their mouths to taste it.



 

“We’ve smelled that before,” announced Tawnypaw.

 

“Oh?” Cherryfur shot a startled glance at Fireheart.

 

“When Darkstripe brought us to the border to meet our father,” explained Bramblepaw.

 

“I spotted them,” Fireheart added at Cherryfur’s disapproving frown. “I suppose we can’t blame
Tigerstar for wanting to see them,” he added, but Bramblepaw curiously noted he seemed to be
forcing the charitable words out.

 

Cherryfur didn’t reply, but she looked faintly worried, as if she shared in misgivings that Bramblepaw
and Tawnypaw were unaware of.

 

“Can we go over there now and see our father?” Tawnypaw asked eagerly.

 

“No!” Cherryfur ordered. “Clan cats don’t go into each other’s territory. If a patrol caught us, there
would be big trouble.”

 

“Not if we told them Tigerstar’s our father,” Bramblepaw insisted. “He wanted to see us last time.”

 

“Cherryfur told you no,” Fireheart sharply snapped. “And if I catch either of you setting one paw
across the border, I’ll have your tails off!”

 

Tawnypaw jumped back as if she thought he was going to carry out the threat there and then.

 

Bramblepaw’s amber eyes searched Fireheart’s face for several heartbeats. He twitched his whiskers
as he thought. Why did Fireheart and Cherryfur seem so jumpy about ShadowClan…about Tigerstar?

 

Something else was going on, wasn’t it? But what…?

 



With a cold lurch, Bramblepaw realized he didn’t know why his father left ThunderClan. What
happened? Was that why their mentors were so antsy?

 

“Fireheart,” he meowed hesitantly, “there’s something else, isn’t there? Why will no cat talk to us
about our father? Why did he leave ThunderClan?”

 

Fireheart stared down at his apprentice, resignation apparent on his features, before he exchanged a
quick glance with Cherryfur. The ginger and white she-cat murmured, “If you don’t tell them, some
other cat will.”

 

Uneasy, Bramblepaw shot a nervous look at his sister. What was going on that was causing all this…
secrecy?

 

Fireheart cleared his throat, and for the first time, Bramblepaw was startled to see the deputy look
nervous. Fearful, even.

 

“All right,” the red tom meowed. “Let’s find a place to rest and I’ll tell you.”

 

He retreated several rabbit-hops from the Thunderpath, and the apprentices warily followed, until he
came to a dip in the ground sheltered by a few clumps of fern, brown and broken now in the frosts of
leaf-bare.

 

Fireheart checked that there was no smell of dog before settling down in a patch of dry grass, tucking
his paws under his chest. Cherryfur remained at the top of the slope, keeping watch for danger, from
the dog or from ShadowClan territory so close by.

 

“Before I tell you about your father,” Fireheart began, “I want you to remember that ThunderClan is
proud of you. You’ll both make fine warriors. What I’m going to say now won’t make any difference
to that.”

 

The apprentices’ curiosity changed to uneasiness as they listened. Bramblepaw felt his heartbeat
increase. What were they about to find out?

 



“Tigerstar is a great warrior,” he went on. “And he always wanted to be leader of a Clan. Before he
left ThunderClan, he was deputy.”

 

Bramblepaw’s eyes glowed excitedly. Wow! “When I’m a warrior, I’d like to be deputy too.”

 

“Be quiet and listen.”

 

Bramblepaw dipped his head obediently.

 

“As I said, Tigerstar has always been a great warrior,” Fireheart continued, and once again
Bramblepaw saw the clear effort it took for his mentor to say the words. “But there was a fight with
RiverClan over Sunningrocks, and Tigerstar used the battle to kill Redtail, who was the ThunderClan
deputy then. He blamed RiverClan’s leader at the time, Oakstar, but we found out what really
happened.”

 

He paused, and Bramblepaw stared at the deputy with disbelief and horror in his amber eyes. Tiger-
Tigerstar killed a cat? But-but-! That couldn’t be true! It couldn’t possibly be true! 

 

“You mean...he killed a cat of his own Clan?” Tawnypaw faltered.

 

“I don’t believe it!” Bramblepaw let out a desperate cry.

 

“It’s true,” Fireheart meowed softly. “He hoped he would be made deputy in Redtail’s place, but
Bluestar chose a cat called Lionheart instead.”

 

Please StarClan, no!

 

“Tigerstar didn’t kill Lionheart as well?” asked Bramblepaw, his voice quavering.

 

“No, he didn’t. Lionheart died in a battle with ShadowClan. Tigerstar became deputy then, but that
wasn’t enough for him. He wanted to be leader.”

 



He paused again, like he was thinking, before continuing, “He gathered a band of rogues from the
forest. They attacked ThunderClan, and Tigerstar tried to kill Bluestar.”

 

“Kill Bluestar!” Tawnypaw gasped. “But she’s our leader !”

 

“Tigerstar thought that he could make himself leader in her place,” Fireheart explained, voice
carefully neutral. “The Clan sent him into exile, and that’s when he joined ShadowClan and became
their leader.”

 

The two apprentices looked at each other. Bramblepaw felt like the world had tilted beneath his paws.

 

“So our father was a traitor?” he mewed softly.

 

“Well, yes,” Fireheart replied. “But I know it’s hard to think about that. Just remember that both of
you can be proud to belong to ThunderClan. And the Clan are proud of you, just as I said. You’re not
responsible for what your father did.” Was it Bramblepaw’s imagination, or did Fireheart’s voice
become steely? “You can be great warriors, completely loyal to your Clan and the warrior code.”

 

“But our father wasn’t loyal,” Tawnypaw mewed. “Does that mean he’s our enemy now?”

 

Fireheart met her scared gaze. “All cats from other Clans have to have their own interests at heart,” he
told her gently. “That’s what Clan loyalty means. Your father is loyal to ShadowClan now, just as it is
your duty to be loyal to ThunderClan.”

 

There was silence for a few heartbeats. Bramblepaw’s mind spun, before his thoughts landed on the
way other cats had looked at him. His fur prickled self-consciously. Goldenflower had told him he
looked just like his father, and before that had made him feel warm and proud, but now…

 

Now he felt only terror. Was that why the clan glared at him sometimes? Why they exchanged hushed
whispers? Because he looked like a murderer?

 

Was that why… Fireheart had looked at him strangely all those moons ago?

 



Tawnypaw drew herself up and gave her chest fur a few quick licks. “Thank you for telling us,
Fireheart. Is it...is it really true that the rest of the Clan are proud of us?”

 

Fireheart softly sighed, looking slightly defeated, and Bramblepaw’s heart dropped even more. “I
won’t lie,” the red tom murmured. “The clan is not….in a good place right now. Rumors and gossip
rule us, and I can’t promise some cats won’t blame you for Tigerstar’s crimes. But,” he firmly added
at the apprentice’s scared looks, “you can always, always , come to me for help. Or Cherryfur. We
will help you. We don’t blame you for what Tigerstar did - anyone who does are mouse-brains. And,
well…” His mew trailed off.

 

“And…what?” Tawnypaw hesitantly asked, tail-tip flicking nervously.

 

“Well, I know what that’s all like,” Fireheart admitted. “You both know my father is Thistlestar,
RiverClan’s leader.”

 

Bramblepaw nodded. “He was exiled too, right?”

 

“Yes,” the deputy murmured. “He did something truly awful - arguably worse than murder, and now
he’s RiverClan’s leader. Believe me, having an exile for a father will be hard - but when you find the
right cats for you, it will be much easier to bear.”

 

“How will we know that?” Tawnypaw asked, looking troubled. “Is…is that why some of the
apprentices look at us weird?”

 

Fireheart sighed again. “Probably,” he agreed with a frown. “But to answer your question, the right
cats are those who stick by you through thick and thin. Who will come to your defense. Who care for
your well-being. Anyone who can do that is worth keeping.”

 

Bramblepaw dropped his gaze to his paws. But who could be those friends? Thornpaw seemed scared
of them. Ashpaw never talked to them. Tulippaw was too afraid to even look at them.

 

But…then again, they had Snowpaw and Mistlepaw. Their best friends. And, well, Elderpaw and
Fernpaw were nice.

 



Maybe that was a good place to start.

 

“You…you said that we can talk to you about Tigerstar, right?” he hesitantly asked. Fireheart nodded.

 

“Yes.”

 

Bramblepaw glanced up and met his mentor’s gaze. Despite their vastly different appearances, the
dark tabby could finally see the crystal-clear similarities between them.

 

Sons of exiles.

 

Under scrutiny of their own clanmates.

 

And…desperate to prove they were more than what their fathers wanted them to be.

 

Bramblepaw startled himself with that final realization.

 

He gave Fireheart a small smile. “I guess we’re one in the same, huh?”

 

A smile grew on Fireheart’s face as well. “I guess we are.”

 

 

As Fireheart and Cherryfur led the apprentices back through their territory, Fireheart kept watch for
any signs of the mysterious evil in the forest. He saw nothing; there were no unusual scents, and no
signs of scattered prey. The evil, be it dog or something else, had gone to ground again, and somehow
that made Fireheart more afraid.

 

What was it that could wreak such terrible damage, and then fade into the depths of the forest as if it
had never been?

 



I must talk to one of the apprentices as soon as I can, he decided. The cats were still being hunted, he
was sure of that, and it was only a matter of time before another one was caught. He couldn’t bear to
think of it if young Bramblepaw or Tawnypaw tried to ‘prove themselves’ next.

 

….He couldn’t bear to think of what happened to Cliffpaw, still missing to her clan. Creekflower and
the elders had found nothing but stray, cold scent trails that led in many directions.

 

He saw Brindleface leave the apprentices’ den, and called to her, “Is Tulippaw speaking to you?”

 

Brindleface shook her head. “He keeps repeating pack and kill , and thinks I’m going to kill him if I
or anyone else moves too suddenly. The few times I can get him to calm down, he just whimpers and
groans… Fernpaw says he’s been having nightmares all night when he does sleep.”

 

“Has he eaten the poppy seeds Spottedleaf gave him?” Fireheart asked.

 

Brindleface sighed. “It’s hard enough to force food down his throat,” she said. “I hate doing it, too. I
got a few poppy seeds in him, but…” She trailed off sadly.

 

Fireheart frowned. If poppy seeds weren’t working, then perhaps they’d have to try catmint, but, with
the start of leaf-bare, they’d want to preserve their catmint more than ever…

 

He sighed, then said goodnight to Brindleface. He would have to try talking to Lostface instead.
While Missingheart was still sleeping most of the day, Lostface had been making progress.

 

At first, his paws carried him to the warriors’ den, then he stopped and headed for the nursery again.
Willowpelt was curled around snoring Sorrelkit, Rainkit, and Sootkit, all of them fast asleep.
Sandstorm was a few empty nests away from her, now barren without Goldenflower and Speckletail,
the latter of whom had retired quietly to the elders’ den.

 

Fireheart padded over to his mate and silently curled around her. She cracked an eye open, then closed
it, pressing her head against the crook of his shoulder and belly. A low purr rumbled from her and he
sighed contentedly, grooming her head until sleep could take him.

 



Early the next morning, Fireheart emerged into the clearing to find the dawn patrol getting ready to
leave. Graystripe and Runningwind were waiting beside the entrance to the gorse tunnel, while
Dustpelt was calling Ashpaw from the apprentices’ den.

 

Fireheart padded across the clearing to the medicine cats' den. But just as he poked his head in,
whiskers twitching, there was an all-too-familiar scream.

 

"Out! Out! I will not have my baby tainted!" Claws flashed in his vision with a furious hiss.

 

Fireheart stumbled backwards, bowing his head to Frostfur as the white she-cat snarled, fiercely
protective of her injured daughter inside. Fireheart backed up, disheartened, as Frostfur sneered.

 

"I'll flay you alive for what you've done to my precious baby," she spat. She trembled with her own
fury, spit dribbling from her lips. "Son of a boar, you are!"

 

Fireheart knew Frostfur would not budge. Instead, he whispered hoarsely, "I'm sorry," and turned,
padding away with a drooping tail. He got halfway back to the nursery before he heard someone call
for him.

 

"Fireheart, wait." He turned and saw Goldenflower slip out of the medicine cats' den, lopping over to
him. "Did you want to see Cinderpelt, or visit the patients?"

 

Fireheart blinked. "Talk to Lostface," he answered. "I need to know what did this to them. If it's a dog
or…" Worse.

 

Goldenflower frowned, eyes glistening, but nodded. "Frostfur let's me in to see Swift-..." She winced.
"Missingheart." Then, she sighed. "Though I'm sure it's only a matter of time before she figures I'm
cursed too." Her eyes glinted with sadness, as though she might believe it.

 

"Is he doing well?" Fireheart asked quietly.

 

"As well as he can," Goldenflower answered just as quietly. "Last night, he was awake enough to hold
a conversation with me… He said he was sorry, that he was scared, and that everything hurt… But he
went back to sleep before I could ask him much."



 

"It's for the best," Fireheart said sympathetically. "His body needs rest to heal."

 

"Better than the sleepless nights Lostface is starting to have," murmured Goldenflower. "Cloudtail
suggested she move to the elders' den now that she's getting better… Cinderpelt agreed, as it means
Spottedleaf can watch Missingheart more, but we're worried Frostfur will flip."

 

Fireheart winced at the mention of the white she-cat. Then frowned. "What do you mean, with
Spottedleaf watching Missingheart more? I know Frostfur doesn't want Spottedleaf touching Lostface,
but…"

 

"She's gotten worse," Goldenflower replied. "She doesn't want Spottedleaf in the den at all. She thinks
that her presence will actively make Lostface worse, and she doesn't want that now that she's getting
better. I can barely convince Frostfur to leave now, and Speckletail's given up trying."

 

"Well, where's Spottedleaf been then?" Fireheart said, alarmed. "If Frostfur's not letting her inside at
all , where has she been sleeping?"

 

Goldenflower shook her head. "I don't know."

 

Fireheart glanced around the camp. Unless his mother was sleeping outside of camp (StarClan
forbid!), there were only two options he could see: the elders' den, or the old prisoner's den.

 

He spotted One-eye grooming herself in the sun and strutted over. She looked up at his approach,
catching his coming with her good eye. "Oh, Fireheart," she meowed. "Creekflower just headed out
with Halftail and Dappletail again, if you're looking for them. Speckletail joined them! Quite a
surprise."

 

Fireheart shook his head. "Thank you for telling me, but that's not it," he said. "I wanted to ask: has
Spottedleaf been sleeping in your den?"

 

One-eye blinked. "I'm sorry dearie, these ears aren't what they used to be. Did you say Spottedleaf's in
our den?"

 



"Is she sleeping in your den?" Fireheart repeated. "At night?" he clarified. "Frostfur's chased her out
of the medicine den."

 

One-eye frowned. "Is she out of her mind?" she asked, then shook her head. "What am I saying, she
is. Cursed as she is, Spottedleaf means no harm, and she's a great medicine cat. Cinderpelt's still
young. Frostfur's mouse-brained thinking she's better off without Spottedleaf's help." Then, she
sighed. "But to answer your question, Fireheart, no, she hasn't been in our den."

 

"Alright, thank you," Fireheart answered, then turned his path towards the old den.

 

Was his mother sleeping in there, all alone?

 

He pushed his way through the mangled thicket entrance. Softly, he called out, "Spottedleaf?"

 

His tortoiseshell mother raised her head from her paws. She had curled up in the back of the den, only
a tattered, old mossbed below her. Her amber eyes glistened as she saw him, bright among the mottled
black of her pelt.

 

"Oh, Fireheart…" she mewled, her voice choking up.

 

Fireheart quickly came over, laying down beside her and placing his thin tail over her fluffy one.
"Mom," he said, voice cracking. "Why are you here?"

 

Spottedleaf's jaw trembled before she answered, "It's all just so much. I'm not sure I can handle it."

 

Fireheart leaned forward to lick her cheek. "You're brave, and kind, and strong," he said firmly, even
though his voice felt like a mouse's. "I know you can handle this. After all, you handled me as a kit."
He grinned at her.

 

She chuckled, shaking her head fondly. Fireheart licked her cheek again, then paused as a tangy taste
hit his tongue. He pulled back, staring at a cut between Spottedleaf's black fur. "What happened?" he
asked in a quiet, worried whisper.

 



Spottedleaf smiled sadly. "Frostfur didn't want me anywhere near Brightpaw."

 

Fireheart was aghast.

 

Then he felt a small bubble of anger.

 

How… how dare Frostfur attack his mother?! When she was only trying to help?! She was attacking
her own clanmates in her delusion!

 

And yet… it fizzled out in an instance, fading into a distant wave in a sea of stress and nerves and
anxiety and depression.

 

How could he stay mad at a grieving mother?

 

How could he stay mad… when he felt like it was his fault?

 

“She hurt you?” he mewed, weak, instead, because even though Frostfur would hurt with words, even
she wouldn’t break the warrior code and hurt her own clanmates. This was… new… scary.

 

Unsettling.

 

Spottedleaf blinked the mist out of her eyes, bowing her head. “She’s so hurt, Fireheart,” she
murmured. “I… she lost her parents, her mate, her kits were kidnapped, her daughters were both
severely injured… She’s… she’s always cared too much about the things closest to her. It’s broken
her.”

 

It doesn’t seem like care to me, a tiny part of Fireheart whispered. Outloud, he said, “It doesn’t mean
she can hurt you…”

 

Spottedleaf opened her mouth, then closed it. After a moment of quiet, she whispered, “I know… It…
it hurts more than the scratch that she doesn’t… she doesn’t trust me anymore…” Spottedleaf’s voice
started to crack and break, and her body trembled. Fireheart pressed firmly aghast her, forcing a purr
out of his chest, vibrating their huddled forms. “We-we used to… We were… All of us, together, for-



forever, that’s h-how I thought…” Spottedleaf gasped and she shoved her head into her paws as she
took trembling breaths.

 

Fireheart’s heart broke and his chest ached. He rested his chin on her neck, purring louder.
Spottedleaf’s breathing slowly steadied, and then she continued, “My littermates and Brindleface a-
and Frostfur and I were all very close. As-as apprentices and kits. I-I miss those days… Where
Brindle-... Brindlepaw, Willowpaw, Redpaw, Frostpaw, and I would all play together like we were
kits… Sometimes- sometimes Whitestorm- Whitepaw- would even convince Tiger- Tigerpaw to join
us…” She laughed hoarsely. “Can… can you believe that? S-sometimes I see Tigerstar and I-I can’t
remember him as the Tigerpaw I knew… s-sometimes I look at Frostfur and I just see Frostpaw and I
can’t…”

 

Spottedleaf choked and gasped again, shifting underneath Fireheart. “Where did those happy faces
go?” she whispered.

 

Silence filled the den, making their purrs and Spottedleaf’s soft sniffles so loud. After a long moment,
Fireheart swallowed and said, “I understand… I miss when it was all so… so much simpler. When I
could play with Runningpaw and Darkpaw and smile, and now I can’t even… Darkstripe doesn’t
even-... I can even remember playing with Lightningpaw and Mousepaw, but it seems so… wrong
now. Like it never happened. I…”

 

Fireheart took in a deep breath. “I miss those days.”
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What are you up to? Copperleaf suspiciously thought as, through the vines and brambles of the
warriors’ den, he spotted Tigerstar strolling out of camp, nodding to the night guard Tangleburr as he
went.

 

The ginger tom slowly raised his head, glancing around at his denmates, before carefully rising to his
paws. Dawncloud silently stirred, then mumbled and tucked her nose back under her tail. Smiling
softly, Copperleaf gently licked one of her pale tabby ears. Ashheart slept on Dawncloud’s other side,
where Tallpoppy used to snooze before she moved to the nursery. Flintfang and Fernshade covered
the empty spots around Dawncloud, keeping her in a protective circle of friends and family.

 

Copperleaf’s eyes narrowed as his eyes landed on the tom who made this change necessary.

 

Finchflight looked so peaceful as he slept. But Copperleaf could still see the permanent smugness on
the twisted tom’s features. Finchflight had been trying to edge into Dawncloud's space ever since he
arrived with Tigerstar. At first, Dawncloud had insisted that she could handle him, and made her
feelings quite clear with the black and white tom - hissing, growling, and even unsheathing her claws
whenever he came close.

 

But, his best friend had finally decided that it was time for a show of force. So that’s when they
rearranged the bedding. Flintfang was the closest cat to Finchflight, and the most willing (besides
Dawncloud and Copperleaf) to snap at him - with teeth, if necessary.

 

…maybe not even when necessary. Not that Copperleaf was going to complain about that.

 

The large ginger tom shook his head to clear it. He was wary to leave in the dead of the night,
therefore rendering the collective support around Dawncloud down a cat, but he had to see just where
Tigerstar’s been going for the past nights.

 

He casually slipped out of the warriors’ den and padded towards the tunnel and flicked his tail in
greeting to Tangleburr. She civilly nodded back to him, and Copperleaf breathed a silent sigh of relief
as he exited camp and began to carefully stalk his way across ShadowClan’s marshy grounds.

 



Parting his jaws, he drew in Tigerstar’s scent and followed after it, keeping low to the ground. The
tom slunk forward and paused as he heard the thump thump of pawsteps, and quickly scurried behind
a cluster of rocks and peeked through a hole in them.

 

The near-full moon in the sky illuminated Tigerstar’s thick tabby stripes, and Copperleaf had to clamp
his mouth shut to stop a gasp from escaping him.

 

With the clan leader was Darkstripe, an old kithood friend of Copperleaf’s, Fireheart’s ex-best friend,
and now a follower of Tigerstar.

 

This can’t be good, he thought darkly as he watched the two toms converse. He was too far away to
hear anything, but by the secretive way they spoke the ginger betted it was nothing good.

 

He stayed there for a while, still as the stone around him, and made sure to keep his eyes narrowed,
lest the moonlight reflect off of them and give his position away.

 

Then Darkstripe nodded respectfully to Tigerstar, and quickly darted across the Thunderpath back into
his own territory. Copperleaf didn’t dare move a muscle as Tigerstar strolled past, satisfaction
apparent in his gleaming amber eyes.

 

Copperleaf followed him with his own green slits, watching as he disappeared over the rise of the
marshes. He kept still, just in case the clan leader came back, then slowly rose to his paws and eyed
the moon above. He should get back to camp soon, but perhaps catching a few pieces of prey would
be nice. More food for the clan, and a reasonable explanation for his absence.

 

Tasting the air, he caught the smell of a nest of mice somewhere nearby. He pricked his ears and
prowled forth, ears twitching as he heard quiet snuffles and squeaks. His nose twitched, and he shot a
paw forward, catching a couple mice as they exited their nest, and cleanly killed them. The rest of the
nest, still inside their safe den, let out squeaks of terror and the shuffling from inside let Copperleaf
know no more would be coming out for a while.

 

He shrugged and scooped up his catch, then paused as the familiar scent of a daughter permeated the
air. He curiously tilted his head. I wonder what Swampfur’s doing out here, he wondered as he
followed her scent back towards the Thunderpath. Midnight hunt, perhaps?

 



Copperleaf emerged from a cluster of wet bushes, and Swampfur jumped as he approached, tearing
her gaze away from ThunderClan’s territory. He slightly narrowed his eyes as he caught a brief flash
of guilt from her before she smoothed her fur over.

 

“Oh, uh, hi dad!” she stammered. “Hunting?”

 

Placing his mice at his paws, Copperleaf replied, “Yes, the mice are rather awake tonight. Found a
nest back there.” He flicked his tail back in the direction he came from. “But what are you doing out
here?”

 

“J-just on a midnight stroll, that’s all!” she hastily meowed. “The night air helps clear my head
sometimes.”

 

Copperleaf frowned, concerned. Was something bothering his daughter? She seemed to be alright, as
plucky and silly as usual - maybe a little more snappy than he was used to, but that was part of
parenting, right? - but…had he missed something?

 

“Is something wrong, Swampfur?” he asked, head tilting.

 

“No!” she quickly meowed. “Nothing’s wrong! Wh-why would something be wrong?”

 

“You just seem…” Copperleaf blinked. “Agitated. Are you sure nothing’s wrong?”

 

He startled as Swampfur shot an infuriated glare at him. “ Nothing’s wrong !” she shouted. “How
many times do I have to tell you? And even if something was wrong, it’s none of your business! I’m a
warrior, not a little kit!”

 

Copperleaf stared, mouth agape, after the orange and white pelt of his daughter as Swampfur stalked
off, tail lashing and shoulders hunched.

 

Had it been his imagination…or had she looked-

 

Looked scared ?



 

 

For the first time in days, Copperleaf saw his chance. Jaggedtooth was out training Rowanpaw with
Russetfur, her apprentice Cedarpaw, and Rowanberry and her apprentice Lavenderpaw. Tangleburr
was with them, as well as the new rogue-turned-clancat Wild, now Wildpaw.

 

Finchflight was out of camp, for once not trying to creep on Dawncloud or harass Bubbles in the
nursery. Blackfoot had taken him and Stumpytail on patrol, and Tigerstar was out once more - maybe
meeting up with Darkstripe again.

 

All in all, there was no better time for this than now.

 

He nodded to Badgerfang across the clearing, who whispered into Blossomtail’s ear, and the two
darted over. Badgerfang’s apprentice followed, but Quietpaw tripped over her paws and loudly
meowed “Ow!” as she face-planted.

 

Copperleaf had to stifle a laugh as the she-cat scrambled to her paws.

 

Dawncloud padded over, with Tallpoppy overtaking her on her long limbs and Wetfoot trotting after
his mate. Copperleaf pricked his ears in surprise as he saw Bubbles inch out of the nursery, their eyes
narrowed suspiciously, before scooting after Tallpoppy and practically sticking to her fur.

 

He nodded in welcome to the tortoiseshell and Bubbles gave a civil nod back. Copperleaf liked
Bubbles, even if they weren’t a fan of conversation.

 

Finally, the rest of the cats all gathered together. Littlecloud was here; his mentor, Runningnose, was
currently outside of camp gathering herbs to restock their supplies. Wolfstep, Fernshade, and
Flintfang all sat together, the latter flashing Copperleaf a determined look. Turtlepaw, Copperleaf’s
own apprentice, proudly sat beside Ashheart. Rounding out their little group were Swampfur and
Oakfur.

 

“Thank you for coming,” Copperleaf meowed, tail swishing across the ground. “I brought you all here
because I have some concerns about our clan.”

 



“What concerns?” Swampfur asked.

 

“Tigerstar,” he grimly replied, not bothering to beat around the bush. “There’s more going on than we
realize, and Tigerstar is definitely involved. I’m worried.”

 

“You’re always worried,” he heard Swampfur mutter, but Oakfur nudged her.

 

“What’s on your mind, Copperleaf?” Fernshade asked.

 

“The other night, I saw something rather suspicious,” he began. He noticed Swampfur stiffen, panic
lighting up her eyes, and he frowned. Okay, something was definitely up. He’ll have to talk to her later
- now, he had another duty to attend to. “Tigerstar met with Darkstripe at the border, by the
Thunderpath.”

 

“He what ?” Flintfang snarled, fur fluffing. “What was he doing there?”

 

“I do not know,” Copperleaf admitted. “I didn’t hear what they were talking about, but they did look
suspicious - glancing around, whispering, you know the type.”

 

Flintfang growled and his tail lashed. “Is he conspiring with ThunderClan, then?”

 

“Doubtful,” Ashheart meowed. “You saw ThunderClan’s reaction when he showed up at his first
Gathering as leader - they were outraged. I highly doubt there’s an inter-clan plot happening, but
maybe there’s a small one at play. You said he was meeting with Darkstripe, right?” At Copperleaf’s
nod, she looked satisfied. “In my opinion, Tigerstar is probably just meeting with Darkstripe at the
moment. Maybe Darkstripe is playing traitor to his own clan and feeding him information.”

 

“But, isn’t that a good thing?” Oakfur objected, frowning. “We’re getting inside information then.”

 

“ What information?” Wolfstep grunted. “That’s what I wanna know. Tell me, has anyone been told of
any information about ThunderClan lately?” When nobody spoke, Wolfstep swished his tail like
‘there you go.’ “Through deductive reasoning, I conclude that the information Tigerstar is getting
from Darkstripe is not about the well-being of ShadowClan. Trouble’s afoot, that’s what I think.”

 



“I agree.” Fernshade’s ears twitched. “Hasn’t anyone else wondered why Tigerstar just…showed up?
Out of the blue? And is now suddenly our leader?”

 

“With Brokentail’s old gang, too,” Flintfang muttered darkly.

 

“Very suspicious,” Littlecloud concurred. “And yet, there’s still that sign Runningnose received. If he
wasn’t meant to be our leader, then…what gives?”

 

Copperleaf exchanged a dark look with Dawncloud and Badgerfang. “That’s another thing I wanted to
talk about,” he murmured. “The night of the sign, we all know Runningnose found a claw. Nobody
seemed to be missing a claw, right?”

 

Some cats nodded, and Copperleaf continued, “However, somecat was missing a claw - had just lost
one. Or…torn it out.”

 

Turtlepaw gasped. “Who?”

 

“Jaggedtooth,” Dawncloud answered. “He was limping, and one of his forepaws was bleeding from
where a claw had been pulled out.”

 

“Littlecloud, did you see any blood on the claw?” Badgerfang asked the brown tabby tom. Littlecloud
looked aghast, but narrowed his eyes as he thought.

 

“I-oh, dear great StarClan!” he gasped. “I-There was blood on the claw! I didn’t think anything of it,
but-but now-!”

 

“He faked it!” Flintfang growled, beginning to pace. “Tigerstar isn’t our leader - he wasn’t chosen by
StarClan! He’s a fake !”

 

“But-but he’s a good leader!” Oakfur’s voice sounded small. “He doesn’t treat us like Brokentail did!”

 

“Yeah,” Swampfur agreed. “He cares for our- our kits. He’s nothing like Brokentail!”



 

“He may be,” Wolfstep murmured. “But the truth remains - he lied. He lied about the sign. And that
alone proves he cannot be trusted. Lying, meeting Darkstripe, these rumors about a ‘curse’ in
ThunderClan that he’s stirring up…it all spells trouble.”

 

Quietpaw and Turtlepaw both exchanged wide-eyed looks. Copperleaf hated that they had to be here,
but they couldn’t let their young be harmed once more by a tyrannical leader.

 

Tigerstar was a threat to them all, and they must do something about it.

 

And Copperleaf was sure he had the right cats with him.

 

 

“Keep your hunches low,” Dawncloud advised gently, nosing Nightpaw’s hindquarters down. “You
want to use the land as camouflage. With your dark pelt, it’ll be easier for you to hide in the shadows
and ambush an enemy.”

 

“Okay!” Nightpaw stilled, and Copperleaf purred as her eyes fixated on her chosen ambush-ee. A pile
of dark green and brown leaves was a fox-length away, ready and waiting to be ambushed.

 

“Go for it,” Dawncloud encouraged, blinking warmly at her first apprentice. Nightpaw’s whiskers
twitched, and the black she-cat slid forward, as slithery as a snake, circling the leaf-pile, before
launching herself into the crunchy pile.

 

“Come on, Nightpaw,” Turtlepaw yowled playfully from Copperleaf’s side. “You can do it!”

 

Copperleaf laughed as training turned into playtime. Dawncloud purred with amusement as Nightpaw
squealed and swatted at the leaves around her. Turtlepaw wasted no time in joining her, and the two
she-cats dissolved into a leaf-fight.

 

“ That’s how your train apprentices now-a-days?” Copperleaf’s laughter was cut off at Finchflight’s
sneering voice. He shot a look at Dawncloud. Her expression shuttered close, before she squared her
shoulders and whipped around, a fierce glare on her face.



 

“Yes, it is,” she replied tartly as Finchflight strutted forth. “Now, don’t you have somewhere else to
be? Like, oh, I don’t know…sucking up to Tigerstar, as per usual?”

 

The black and white tom’s lip curled, anger flaring in his amber eyes. “Oh, I’ll be pleased to tell him
about what a soft mentor you are,” he purred softly. A gleam appeared in his eyes that made
Copperleaf unsheath his claws. “Who knows, maybe he’ll let me…help you.”

 

“Over my dead body,” Dawncloud growled. “Now scram. Or do I have to tell Tigerstar about how
you’ve been disrupting our apprentices’ training?”

 

Flinchflight glanced over to where Nightpaw and Turtlepaw had paused their play, watching
Dawncloud face up to the cat who caused her so much harm. Nightpaw’s eyes were wide, while
Turtlepaw glared sharply at Finchflight.

 

“If your wish is to raise a generation of soft apprentices,” Finchflight sniffed, “be my guess, my
darling dawn.”

 

Faster than a sparrow in flight, Dawncloud’s paw shot out, and her claws barely raked across the
black and white tom’s muzzle, yet he leaped away with a loud yowl. Copperleaf tipped his head and
shot Finchflight a glare.

 

“I think you’ve heard her loud and clear,” he finally said. “Scat.”

 

Finchflight shot them both a deep look of hatred before he attempted to casually stalk away.

 

Copperleaf sent Dawncloud an admiring look. “ That ,” he meowed, “was truly amazing to see.”

 

Dawncloud shrugged, but a proud light was in her eyes. “He had it coming.” She turned to the
apprentices. “Come on, let’s get back to camp.”

 

The she-cats scrambled to their paws and followed after them, and the four cats fell into light
conversation. Copperleaf glanced away from Dawncloud for a moment, then frowned as he spotted
Tigerstar strolling towards the camp’s entrance - but he wasn’t alone.



 

A tan she-cat with brown points followed after him, gazing around as if she could hardly believe what
she saw was real.

 

“Who’s that?” Nightpaw piped up, eyes curious.

 

“I don’t know,” Dawncloud answered, exchanging a look with Copperleaf. “But there’s one way to
find out.”

 

The four cats quickened their pace and slipped through the camp entrance nearly right after Tigerstar
and the new she-cat. Copperleaf narrowed his eyes as Tigerstar immediately strolled to his den ( not
his den , Copperleaf’s mind hissed, remembering the false sign) and pointed it out to the newcomer.

 

“This is mine,” he rumbled. “But you can poke around inside it later. There are other sights to see.”

 

Copperleaf shot a mystified look at Dawncloud, before trotting over to meet Boulder in front of the
warrior’s den, dismissing the apprentices with a flick on his tail. Dawncloud hurried over to the
nursery and greeted Tallpoppy with a mew.

 

“Who’s that?” Copperleaf asked the older gray tom.

 

“Tigerstar said he would be bringing a rogue in to see what clanlife is like,” Boulder explained. “Her
name’s Sasha, and she’s interested in joining us.”

 

At any other time, Copperleaf would be pleased that they could be getting a new member. However,
with the knowledge he now knew, Sasha would only be in grave danger if she joined the clans.

 

And Tigerstar didn’t seem to care about that.

 

The dark tabby led Sasha over to the warriors’ den, meowing to her as he went, “...a great honor to
sleep here, among those cats who defend ShadowClan with their lives.” He nodded to Boulder and
Copperleaf. “These are a couple of my finest warriors: Boulder and Copperleaf.”

 



“Pleased to meet you,” Sasha meowed, looking overwhelmed.

 

“Hi!” Boulder purred.

 

“Greetings,” Copperleaf replied. Just because he was troubled about Tigerstar didn’t mean he wasn’t
going to be nice! “Welcome to ShadowClan.” He nodded to both Boulder and Tigerstar. “Excuse me,
I need to go check up on Bubbles.”

 

As he rose and padded away, he heard Tigerstar mew, “Copperleaf is a warrior to trust around the
nursery. He’s been protecting it and everyone inside since his apprentice days.”

 

Flattery will get you nowhere, Tigerstar, the ginger tom drily thought as he approached the nursery.
He ducked inside and greeted Tallpoppy and Bubbles.

 

“Dawncloud not here?” he asked, touching noses with Tallpoppy while avoiding tripping over the
rowdy Smokekit and Snakekit.

 

“She went to share a frog with Blossomtail,” the young queen explained. “But don’t worry, we still
have company in Bubbles!” She shot a wide smile to the tortoiseshell.

 

Bubbles laid on their side, bitterness still apparent in their eyes, and Copperleaf felt his tail droop. He
hated that Bubbles had been forcibly taken from their home and made to nurse kits that weren’t their
own.

 

Of course, he was thankful that Applefur’s kits lived, but the fact remained that Bubbles had been
unwilling. Copperleaf could still see the embers of resentment in their gaze, and once more his grips
with Tigerstar entered his mind.

 

Bubbles was another strike against the dark tabby.

 

“And here…the most precious part of ShadowClan.”

 

Speak of the boar, and he shall come.



 

“This is where all our young warriors-to-be stay,” Tigerstar meowed as he and Sasha slipped into the
nursery. “Evening Tallpoppy, Bubbles.” He nodded politely to Copperleaf. “I trust the kits are doing
well?”

 

Bubbles merely shot a glare at the leader, and Tallpoppy gently placed her tail over top of their back.
“They’re a pawful, but all in good health. Copperleaf’s been taking good care of us.”

 

Sasha sent Copperleaf a quick, impressed look and he nodded to her with a smile.

 

“Excuse me…Sasha?” It was Russetfur. The red she-cat poked her head through the nursery. “We
have plenty of fresh-kill tonight. Would you like to share it with us?”

 

“Well, I-I suppose if I’m not intruding,” Sasha stammered.

 

“Not at all!” Russetfur purred. “Come! We’ve got plenty.”

 

Copperleaf purred a farewell to Tallpoppy and Bubbles before following Sasha and Tigerstar out of
the nursery. He spotted Dawncloud trotting over with a squirrel in her jaws, and she set it at his paws.

 

“Thought you might be hungry,” she meowed, nosing his cheek. He purred a thank you and settled
down and tucked into his meal as Dawncloud began to groom his ears.

 

Sasha was sharing prey with Tigerstar and Russetfur, and the two she-cats seemed to be hitting it off
fairly well.

 

“Russetfur has a patrol soon,” Copperleaf observed. “Sunhigh. And I’ll be on it - you good with
getting Bubbles something to eat?”

 

“Of course, dummy,” Dawncloud laughed. “Besides, I have yet to finish that story of Snowspots, the
LeopardClan warrior, for Bubbles.”

 



He nosed her ear. “See you in a bit then.” He finished off his squirrel, stood and stretched, before
padding over to the entrance of camp - then paused as he spotted Finchflight emerge from the
medicine den, muzzle staunched with cobweb. The black and white tom’s eyes fixed onto Dawncloud
and he started slinking forward, but Dawncloud spotted him. She growled and he changed course,
acting like he hadn’t been trying to get the jump on her, and Copperleaf suppressed a snarl as the
disgusting tom made for the nursery.

 

Instantly, Dawncloud was on her feet and had planted herself in front of the entrance, teeth bared at
Finchflight. The black and white tom halted and started incredulously at the small, pale ginger tabby.
It was quite the sight to see.

 

Small, thin Dawncloud looked like a mouse compared to Finchflight’s large form. Any mouse would
cower away, but Dawncloud was no mouse. She stood tall, as tall as she could, and fiercely stared into
Finchflight’s eyes.

 

“Get. Back,” she snarled. “Stay away from Bubbles.”

 

Copperleaf felt a large grin cross his features as Finchflight took a confused step backwards. That’ll
teach him, he thought with satisfaction. He caught Dawncloud’s eye and gave her a nod, and relaxed
even further as he saw Badgerfang stalk up to stand a few tail-lengths away from the standoff, glaring
harshly at Finchflight.

 

Bubbles was in good paws.

 

Copperleaf turned and met up with the rest of the patrol. Blackfoot would be leading it, with
Jaggedtooth, Russetfur, Copperleaf, and all of their apprentices. The ginger tom blinked in surprise as
he spotted Sasha talking quietly with Russetfur.

 

Well, all of them plus one.

 

“Copperleaf!” Turtlepaw yowled, bounding up to him, her one green and one blue eyes gleaming
excitedly. “Sasha’s coming with us!”

 

He purred. “Yes, I can see that,” he joked. “Now come on, let’s catch some prey! What’s your goal
today?”



 

“A lizard,” Turtlepaw replied in a heartbeat. “Two mice. Or a muskrat.”

 

“Ambitious,” Copperleaf praised. “I think I’ll go for a….nice squirrel or a couple frogs.”

 

“For Dawncloud?” Turtlepaw teased, eyes bright. He flicked her ear.

 

“Yes,” he meowed, exasperated. “For Dawncloud. You know how she is with frogs. She could eat
them all day.”

 

“Me too!” Turtlepaw purred. “I wonder if she would be up to a frog-eating contest…?”

 

He playfully swatted her ears. “Don’t you dare.”

 

“Don’t worry, Sasha.” Russetfur’s mew brought Copperleaf’s attention back to the patrol. “Blackfoot,
Jaggedtooth and I all used to be rouges. Just like you,” Copperleaf appreciated how Russetfur was
making Sasha feel as welcomed as possible. Then…

 

“We’re very lucky to have Tigerstar as our leader. He’s so strong…he truly knows how to keep us all
together.” Copperleaf frowned, and he caught Turtlepaw scowling, and subtly nudged her. “Plus, he’s
under so much pressure right now. Not long ago, ShadowClan was almost destroyed…but Tigerstar is
putting it back together. Lifting it up to the way it used to be.”

 

Once more, Turtlepaw was scowling, looking personally offended, and Copperleaf hissed for her to
control herself.

 

Russetfur went on, “The other clans are so power-hungry…but if anybody can keep them at bay, it’s
Tigerstar.”

 

Now Copperleaf found himself scowling. Yeah, if doing so is through deceit, lies, and threats…

 



He felt Turtlepaw nudge him, and they exchanged a wry look. Like mentor, like apprentice, I guess,
Copperleaf fondly thought.

 

A flash of ginger caught his attention, and he stiffened as a squirrel obliviously began sniffing around.
With no hesitation, Sasha burst forth, paws skidding across the ground nearly as fast as a WindClan
cat, but Copperleaf winced. The squirrel will be up and gone in its tree by the time she got there!

 

However, Sasha surprised him. As the squirrel clamored up the tree, she yowled, “Oh, no you don’t!”
and raced after it, up the trunk of the tree. Copperleaf gasped, impressed, as Sasha yelled, “Gotcha!”
and dropped back down, the squirrel safely clamped in her jaw.

 

“Woah…” Turtlepaw whispered, exchanging an awed look with Rowanpaw and Cederpaw. “That was
amazing!”

 

“Wow! I’ve never seen anybody climb a tree so fast!” Russetfur meowed, smiling. Jaggedtooth
grunted in agreement, and Blackfoot took an interest in Sasha for the first time during the whole
patrol. “How’d you get so good?”

 

“Well,” Sasha bashfully explained. “I’ve had a lot of practice-” She seemed to cut herself off, but
nobody noticed. Copperleaf titled his head, intrigued. Where had Tigerstar found Sasha, anyway?

 

The sun was beginning to sink in the sky as the patrol returned home. Russetfur and Cedarpaw had
caught a pigeon each, while both Blackfoot and Rowanpaw carried a vole. Jaggedtooth was dragging
a thrush along, and Sasha still proudly carried her squirrel. 

 

Turtlepaw strutted alongside Copperleaf, her mouth filled with a muskrat and a lizard. She had been
smart, quick, and skillful in catching both critters, and the ginger tom was extremely pleased with her.

 

As for Copperleaf himself, he carried Dawncloud’s supper for the night - a couple frogs for them to
share. He purred as he spotted his best friend sharing tongues with Ashheart, and instantly trotted over
to her. Turtlepaw scampered to join her friends - and to show off her catch, most likely.

 

“Dinner is served,” Copperleaf joked, dropping his catch at their paws. “I’ll go get something from
the pile.”

 



“Nice catches!” Ashheart praised, sniffing her frog.

 

“Looks delicious!” Dawncloud purred. “Now hurry up - I saw Turtlepaw caught a muskrat. You gotta
tell us how she did that!”

 

“Of course!” the ginger tom padded towards the pile, and spotted Tigerstar starely…softly? at Sasha.

 

Oh.

 

Oh.

 

Uh oh.

 

“Well done,” the dark tabby rumbled to the colorpoint she-cat. “It’s getting late, and the air is cool
tonight. Would you like to sleep in the warriors’ den?”

 

“Huh? Are you serious?” Sasha gasped. Copperleaf glanced up from the pile, a sparrow in his jaws,
and he set it back down.

 

“If you feel comfortable doing so,” he meowed. “There’s room - I’m sure we could find a spot for
you.” Sasha glanced gratefully at him as Tigerstar gave them both a nod and strolled away. 

 

“Come join Dawncloud, Ashheart, and I,” Copperleaf invited. “Then we’ll see to that nest.”

 

“Lead the way,” Sasha meowed, and the warrior led her over to where the two she-cats sat,
exchanging whispered words, and greeted Sasha with friendly meows. They didn’t talk much, instead
settling into a quiet sharing of food. When they finished their meal, Copperleaf meowed goodnight to
his friends and showed Sasha to the warriors’ den.

 

Peering around, he decided that the spare nest beside Russetfur would do fine - she’ll be away from
Finchflight at least.

 



“Goodnight,” he meowed, circling his own nest. “See you in the morning.”

 

“Thank you,” she replied, blinking gratefully. He nodded, smiling a bit, before he closed his eyes -
then opened them back up. Raising his head slightly, Copperleaf frowned.

 

Now, where was Badgerfang?

 

 

Copperleaf eyed the entrance tunnel as he briskly groomed himself in the early morning sunlight.
Badgerfang’s nest had remained empty through the whole night, and cats were starting to notice.

 

“What if he’s been attacked?” Fernshade anxiously paced, tail-tip twitching. “Or-or what if he’s stuck
somewhere, or those dreadful BloodClan cats got him? What if-”

 

“Easy, sister,” Flintfang softly licked her ear. “Take a deep breath. He’ll be okay. We’ll find him.”
Fernshade hunched her shoulders and stared vacantly at her paws.

 

“I-I just can’t lose him…not again…” she whispered. Copperleaf frowned and blinked
sympathetically before walking towards the siblings.

 

“If he’s not back by sunhigh, I’ll take a patrol out to look for him,” he offered. Fernshade smiled
gratefully.

 

“Thank you, Copperleaf,” she murmurered. “I know he’s probably okay, but…”

 

“I understand,” the ginger tom meowed. “We’ll find him, you’ll see.”

 

Flintfang’s ears pricked. “Actually, scratch that patrol, Copperleaf,” the gray tom meowed. “‘Cause
there’s Badgerfang right there!” Fernshade snapped her head around and sprinted to her son, covering
him with fierce licks.

 



“Where. Have. You. Been ?” She scowled, washing the black and white tom’s ears. “You made me
worried sick!”

 

Badgerfang ducked his head, looking sheepish. “Sorry, mom,” he meowed. He shot a significant look
at Copperleaf, and the ginger tom’s eyes widened. “I was just-”

 

“Yes, where have you been, Badgerfang?” Tigerstar’s low growl made Copperleaf grimace. The dark
tabby tom stalked forward, amber eyes narrowed. “You’ve been gone all night, and the night patrol
didn’t see you.”

 

“I went out for a midnight hunt,” the warrior explained. Tigerstar’s eyes narrowed even further.

 

“You went out,” he repeated. “For a midnight hunt.” His eyes flicked to Badgerfang’s clearly empty
jaws. “And yet,” the leader said softly, “I see no prey.”

 

Badgerfang shrugged nonchalantly. “Everything was sleepy last night. Couldn’t find a thing. That’s
why I was out the whole night.”

 

Copperleaf caught Dawncloud’s eye as she slipped up to his side, Sasha peeking out behind her, eyes
wide with curiosity, and he gave his best friend a slight nod.

 

He knew now just where Badgerfang had been. He’d gone to give LeopardClan prey, as per their deal.
He thought there must have been some truth to his words; he had been out longer because prey was
harder to find, as leaf-bare approached and BloodClan stole their kills.

 

Tigerstar was frowning, but sharply nodded. “Very well. Go get some rest. I don’t want my warriors
to exhaust themselves.” Badgerfang shrugged, but complied after giving his mother a quick, loving
lick on the cheek and padded to the warriors’ den, meowing a tired hello to Sasha as he went.

 

Copperleaf echoed Badgerfang’s action with Dawncloud, meowing, “I’ll be back out - I just want to
check on him.” Dawncloud smiled.

 

“I will be sure to grab you something from the fresh-kill pile,” she replied before uncurling her tail
from around her paws and strolling off. Copperleaf purred and wandered towards the warriors’ den,



nodding amicably to Sasha as she left on a patrol with Tigerstar, Boulder, and Oakfur. Copperleaf’s
son seemed excited to be on the same patrol as the clan leader, and the ginger tom frowned.

 

He hoped Oakfur would snap out of his hero-worship soon. Swampfur too, for that matter.

 

At least they haven’t spilled the secret meeting they had to Tigerstar. They had time to come around.

 

“Copperleaf?” Badgerfang sleepily asked. The warriors’ den was barren, and Copperleaf was glad for
it. This was one conversation he didn’t want anyone overhearing. “What is it?”

 

The large tom leaned forward. “WindClan.” he whispered. “Ravenwing is in WindClan.” Badgerfang
slowly nodded, looking perturbed.

 

“Yeah, he is,” he agreed.

 

“And Tallstar is definitely not happy with ShadowClan right now.”

 

“Obviously.”

 

“But the thing is,” Copperleaf continued, “ we know Tigerstar’s bad news. In fact-” he cut off, then
scooched forward to lean in closer. Badgerfang, sensing something important was about to be said,
seemed much more alert.

 

“What is it?” he asked quietly. Copperleaf’s ear twitched.

 

“What I’m about to tell you,” he breathed, “can not leave this den.” Badgerfang caught his eyes and
drew a paw across his muzzle.

 

“My mouth is sealed.” he promised. “Now, what’s up?”

 



“You know I was born in ThunderClan,” Copperleaf meowed. “And my uncle, Redtail, was Bluestar’s
first deputy.” Badgerfang nodded. “However, moons after I left, he died in a skirmish with RiverClan.
Did you hear anything about how that happened?”

 

Badgerfang frowned. “It was a long time ago…” he murmured. “And I was only a kit then.” A kit
forced to be an apprentice… Copperleaf sadly thought, recalling just how small Badgerfang had
seemed compared to the large, muscular warriors who backed Brokentail. “But, rumor has it that
Oakstar killed him.”

 

Copperleaf bitterly smiled. “Ah, but you see…that’s not the truth.” Badgerfang’s ears pricked.

 

“Then what is?” he asked, intrigued.

 

“Oakstar died when a rockfall hit him,” Copperleaf meowed in a hushed voice, tense as he prepared
himself for any interruption. “My brother, Fireheart, saw the rockfall happen, and one of his friends -
Ravenwing - saw what really happened.”

 

“Then…” Badgerfang frowned. “Then what did really happen? If he knew he truth, why didn’t he
tell?”

 

Copperleaf’s face was grim. “Ravenwing - then Ravenpaw - saw something that put a target on his
back. And that target led him to first seek refuge with Barley on his farm, then in WindClan after his
attack.”

 

“Wait, but they said Tigerstar was the one who attacked him,” Badgerfang murmured thoughtfully.
“And if he did, then why would he-?” he gasped sharply. “Unless Ravenwing knew something…?”
His eyes snapped to Copperleaf. “Did Tigerstar have something to do with Redtail?”

 

“Perceptive,” Copperleaf praised with a slight curve to his lips. “And yes, he did. In fact,” he paused,
staring intently into Badgerfang’s eyes, “he’s the one who killed him.”

 

Badgerfang’s mouth opened. “He killed Redtail?” he whispered hoarsely. Then his eyes widened.
“Was it so he could become deputy?” Copperleaf bitterly smiled. “It was.” The black and white tom’s
tail lashed. “And I’m betting he took the rumor that Oakstar killed him and ran with it to cover his
tracks, but Ravenwing had seen everything , and once he found out, Ravenwing had to run, but- oh,



oh! I’m betting Tigerstar found out he was alive and went to silence him once and for all, but
WindClan moved too fast for him!”

 

Copperleaf couldn’t help the broad grin that spread across his face. “Right in one,” he meowed. “I
found out many moons ago when I caught a ThunderClan patrol sneaking over to the outer woods for
a herb - Fireheart, Darkstripe, Runningwind, Cherryfur, and Sandstorm were all on it. Fireheart and
Runningwind told us all about it, and about how Tigerstar laid a trap on the Thunderpath for Bluestar
- but Cricketheart and Cinderpelt fell into it instead.”

 

Badgerfang’s eyes bugged out. “Oh my StarClan,” he inhaled. “I-Oh my StarClan.”

 

“And I bet,” Copperleaf finished, “that Tigerstar didn’t ‘leave’ like he said he did…I think he was
exiled. For those crimes, and for attempting to assassinate Bluestar.”

 

Badgerfang looked like he’d been struck by lightning. They sat in silence for a moment, letting the
younger warrior process everything Copperleaf had confided in him, before he turned and asked,
“Why did you tell me all this?”

 

Copperleaf shrugged. “Because I know you’ve got a good head on your shoulders. And I want you to
know just how high the stakes are right now. At this moment, we have enemies in our very own clan.”
Badgerfang determinedly nodded. “And, I ask that you not tell anyone about what was said here,”
Copperleaf meowed. “Not Blossomtail. Not Fernshade. Nobody. I haven’t even told Dawncloud about
this…”

 

“This secret is safe with me,” Badgerfang vowed. “But going back to Ravenwing…do you think we
should risk it? Sneaking to WindClan for allies?”

 

“It would be smart to get WindClan to realize that not all of us like Tigerstar.” Copperleaf frowned.
“However, I don’t think we should risk it. Tigerstar’s been getting suspicious about where we’ve been
going for long periods of time - we don’t want to add fuel to the fire.”

 

“Agreed,” Badgerfang meowed with a nod. “Perhaps we could talk to them at the Gathering.”

 

“Good idea,” Copperleaf agreed. “Now, I’ve kept you from your rest long enough. And I have
breakfast to eat.”



 

Badgerfang mrrow ed a laugh. “You go do that then.” Copperleaf meowed a quick bye before slipping
out and padding over to Dawncloud, who was tucking into a couple mice. A vole laid beside her, and
settled down and began eating.

 

“That was a long check-up,” the ginger tabby whispered through her bites. “Everything okay?”

 

“Yes,” he breathed back. “He just needs some rest.” Dawncloud nodded, and their fur brushed as they
continued to eat.

 

I’ll tell her soon, Copperleaf inwardly promised. I’ll tell them all soon. But it’s a lot to learn that your
new leader isn’t just a liar and a fraud, but an outright, cold-blooded murderer.

 

The entrance rustled, and the patrol from earlier returned, Oakfur excitedly bouncing at the back. He
wasted no time in dashing over to his parents.

 

“We found two apprentices on our territory!” he meowed, tail poofed up with glee. “ ThunderClan
ones - Thornpaw and Ashpaw. Those stupid toms were hunting on our territory, and had the gall to
accuse Tigerstar of murder!”

 

Copperleaf twitched, his conversation with Badgerfang still fresh in his mind, and Dawncloud shot
him a worried look.

 

Oakfur hadn’t noticed, too busy pacing around them and jabbering. “Afterwards Tigerstar told Sasha
all about how terrible ThunderClan is - ya’know, with crazy Bluestar as leader, exiling good warriors,
and with cursed, power hungry Fireheart as deputy!”

 

“Oakfur,” Copperleaf snapped, eyes narrowing. “I’ve told you all about Fireheart - and you know very
well he’s not power hungry. He was as shocked as everyone when Bluestar chose him to be deputy. I
would expect you would have remembered that.”

 

Oakfur ducked his head, chastised, before kicking at a rock. “Oh, uh, r-right. I…forgot. Sorry.” He
glanced back up at Copperleaf and Dawncloud. “And, uh Sasha’s gonna be leaving for the night. To
think about joining us. I hope she does!” He perked up. “Anyway, uh, see you later!”



 

Copperleaf sighed, feeling Dawncloud’s amber stare boring into him. “I shouldn’t have snapped,” he
mumbled, face in his paws. “I’ll be sure to apologize.” Dawncloud nosed his ear and sighed.

 

“I understand,” she meowed. “It’s probably been hard for you to hear most everyone talk about your
brother like he’s worse than crowfood - and I should know.” She wrinkled her nose. “I’ve eaten
some.” Copperleaf huffed out a laugh.

 

“Yeah, I guess everything’s been building up,” he confessed. He pressed his nose to her’s. “Thanks.”

 

Dawncloud purred, eyes blinking softly. “Anytime.”

 

 

For the second time, Copperleaf found himself stalking Tigerstar outside of camp. However, this time,
the dark tabby wasn’t alone. Blackfoot, Jaggedtooth, Nightwhisper, Finchflight, Brownclaw, and
Tangleburr were all gathered around him, in a grassless clearing surrounded by trees and brambles.
Copperleaf himself was hiding in these brambles, peering through the thorns to eye the suspicious
group.

 

What was so secret that they had to come all the way out here to discuss it?

 

“There’s no more time to delay,” Tigerstar sat on his hunches, looking as commanding as ever, yet
Copperleaf could still see the barely concealed triumph on his features. “War is upon the clans, and
every warrior and queen must be prepared to fight! Scourge of BloodClan has agreed to unite with us.
The next step is to take care of WindClan. Tallstar is too cowardly and weak - he knows I am the
strongest cat in the whole first - and soon I will rule all the clans.”

 

Copperleaf suppressed a gasp. WindClan’s in danger! he frantically thought. Airleap’s in danger…

 

“What about Bluestar and Thistlestar?” Jaggedtooth grunted. Tigerstar chuckled darkly.

 

“ThunderClan won’t be a problem…” he murmured, and Copperleaf strained his ears to hear his next
words, but a gust of wind whistled through the air, carrying the dark tabby’s words with them and



away from him. But Copperleaf caught the next ones.

 

“…be rid of that filthy meddy kit Fireheart and his band of cursed, kittypet-loving half-breeds once
and for all.” The ginger tom gripped the forest floor with his claws, eyes narrowing with anger. First
Airleap, now Fireheart! Tigerstar was targeting his family. He had to do something to stop this! “And
as for Thistlestar…” Tigerstar’s eyes grew dark. “He will die regretting choosing to fawn over his
cursed kits.” With a thrill of dread, Copperleaf saw what Tigerstar pressed his paw against on the dirt.

 

It was a hastily drawn map of the forest, showing all four clans territories. He craned his neck,
desperate to see what Tigerstar and his gang were conspiring about, but it was no use. Not only was
he too far away to see any detail on the map, but Tigerstar also unsheathed his claws and raked them
down the map, wrecking it completely. 

 

“And then Tigerstar,” the ShadowClan leader finished softly, “shall rule… everything .”

 

A soft gasp reached Copperleaf’s ears, and he stilled as a bush rustled.

 

“What was that?” Blackfoot said, alert. Copperleaf peered around, and nearly gasped himself when he
made eye contact with a panicked Sasha, before she ran off. He quickly backed away, following the
rogue’s lead, and quickly yet carefully rushed back to camp.

 

His heart pounded, and he struggled to control his breathing.

 

Oh, it was much worse than he thought.

 

So much worse.

 

Tigerstar wasn’t just interested in ruling a clan.

 

He wanted to rule them all.

 

 



Swampfur antsily padded after Nightwhisper, her head down and her gaze on her paws. The tom kept
glancing curiously back at her, but she didn’t want to be with her family right now. They were too…
suspicious. Concerned.

 

She wanted to hide away in a den right now. She felt too exposed walking among her clanmates, like
they could all read the fear and the shame on her face. They all know, her mind whispered, paranoid.
They all know.

 

They don’t know, she shot back firmly. They’re all worried about Tigerstar for some mouse-brained
reason. Who cares if he’s an ex-ThunderClan cat? So is Copperleaf. She had seen Darkstripe and
Tigerstar talking too. Maybe they’re just catching up. Maybe he misses his old clan. Or maybe they’re
lovers.

 

The thought sent an anxious thrill down her spine, and she raised her head and glanced around warily,
heart thumping in her chest.

 

Mouse-brain! Don’t look suspicious. Keep your head down.

 

Lynxpaw and Swiftpaw will be at this Gathering. Lynxpaw said they would be.

 

Unless they got caught again and Bluestar keeps them back.

 

Her tail twitched nervously. The last ThunderClan patrol she’d talked to hadn’t had any of the
apprentices Swampfur knew. She couldn’t ask anything.

 

Her ThunderClan friends had been eerily silent this entire moon.

 

It… was deeply unlike them.

 

And now, of all times? Urgh! Swiftpaw, I’m going to have your head for this!

 

The light of the full moon illuminated the Gatheringplace as ShadowClan followed Tigerstar and
Blackfoot down the slope. RiverClan and WindClan were already there. Swampfur was surprised to



see them mingling. Past Gatherings had been very tense between all the clans. While Tallstar already
sat on the Great Rock, Thistlestar laid beside Grasswhisker, their long fur brushing against each other
and merging them into one.

 

Swampfur felt a twinge of envy, then disgust, because ew, Thistlestar.

 

Then she realized Thistlestar’s narrowed eyes were scanning the clearing constantly, and snapped to
ShadowClan when they entered. His tail twitched, but he looked away, watching the edges of
Fourtrees.

 

She felt a trickle of unease, but pushed it away, her own eyes scanning around even though she knew
ThunderClan wasn’t here yet. Well, there were ex- ThunderClan cats, of course, because every clan
had a cat from the ‘cursed clan’ or whatever it is they were concerned about.

 

She saw Badgerfang and Blossomtail run forward to greet Ravenwing, tails high. The black tom
shrank away, but smiled, and the loner cat, Barley or something, greeted Swampfur’s brother and his
mate too.

 

Swampfur’s tail twitched nervously. Most ShadowClan cats kept to themselves, but then she watched
as Nightwhisper padded up to a WindClan warrior and tried to strike up a conversation, even though
the WindClan warrior clearly didn’t care for it. Copperleaf and Dawncloud did the same, chatting
with a queen.

 

Times in the clans were tense, but inter-clan friendships still persisted.

 

No one will be watching you, she reminded herself. They won’t care. You always hung out with them
before. They won’t think anything’s weird. Copperleaf knows I’m friends with them. He’d think it’s
weird if I didn’t talk to them.

 

Nobody’s watching. Nobody knows.

 

Her head swiveled as she heard the sound of pawsteps. ThunderClan was coming down the slope into
the hollow. She shifted on her feet, scanning the patrol that followed Bluestar and Fireheart.
Brackenfur, Longtail, Graystripe, Brindleface- all cats she didn’t care about.

 



There was Elderpaw, meowing amicably to two young cats Swampfur didn’t recognize. New
apprentices, she realized. Are Swiftpaw and Lynxpaw warriors then? Surely, if Bluestar’s sane enough
to do one ceremony, she can do the other. She felt a curiousness push past her anxiety. What are their
warrior names? she wondered. They were far over due to be warriors. There goes the plan of running
off to ShadowClan, I guess.

 

Her mood soured again, nerves tingling from her paw pads and making the fur along her spine spike.
They have to join ShadowClan, she thought. If they don’t-

 

Nobody can know.

 

Nobody will know.

 

She shook her fur out, scanning the crowd of ThunderClan cats again. Maybe she had missed them-

 

Right after the ThunderClan cats, Leopardfur came gliding in, head raised high and defiant, with
Stonefur and Reedpaw at her sides. Swampfur recognized the other RiverClan cats with her faintly-
Mistyfoot, Primrosepaw, Dawnpaw, Mosspelt, Reedtail, and Skyheart.

 

Across the clearing, Thistlestar rose to his feet, sneering. “Following after ThunderClan?” he growled,
voice echoing across the hollow as cats quieted down upon the appearance of the exiled RiverClan
cats. “What a pathetic excuse for the so-called ‘true RiverClan leader.’”

 

Leopardfur curled her lips at him as she came closer, her cats fanning out around her. Some
ThunderClan cats padded closer too, ears pricked and whiskers forward as they stared at Thistlestar
warily, as though ready for an excuse to attack.

 

“Snuggling up to a kit instead of waiting on the Rock like a true leader?” Leopardfur spat back,
walking past Thistlestar even as he growled. “How respectable.” She lashed her spotted tail, hunched
her muscles, then leaped up the Great Rock.

 

Grasswhisker’s brown tabby fur spiked. “I’m not a kit!” she growled, green eyes glaring at
Leopardfur.

 



“You disrespect all of the clans standing on that rock!” Thistlestar snarled, following after her.

 

Tallstar sat between them as the two RiverClan leaders glared at each other.

 

How awkward, Swampfur thought, already done with the drama and anxiously swaying her tail. She
left her ShadowClan clanmates, briskly walking over to the ThunderClan cats, grateful for the
distraction as cats began to hiss and argue with one another.

 

She stopped as cats moved in front of her path. It was some RiverClan warrior that Swampfur barely
remembered the name of- Softface, or something- and she broke off from the huddling group of
RiverClan warriors that faced off with Leopardfur’s group and ThunderClan.

 

Vaguely, she listened as Dustpelt yelled something insulting at Rippleclaw, and the old black-striped
tom snarled back. Lightningfur sat proudly at the deputy’s spot, eying her clan’s spat with great
interest.

 

“Graystripe,” called the Softface cat, who was white with golden patches.

 

The clan-hopping gray tom turned his head around, and his yellow eyes lit up with hope. “Softwing!”
he said. “Is Greenflower here? I wanted to ask her about my kits.”

 

“She’d claw you if she asked,” Softwing told him plainly, and Graystripe’s shoulders drooped. “But
they’re apprentices now.”

 

Graystripe’s excitement came back. “They are! But- who are their mentors?” He glanced nervously at
the RiverClan cats.

 

“Lightningfur and Blackclaw,” Softwing answered.

 

Graystripe’s eyes widened, and he shot a terrified glance at the RiverClan deputy. “Lightningfur!
Didn’t she have an apprentice? Who is she mentoring?”

 



“Robinstorm is a warrior now,” Softwing replied, her face sympathetic. “Featherpaw is her new
apprentice.”

 

“Has- has she- she hasn’t been- mean to her, at all, has she?” Graystripe questioned worriedly.
“Lightningfur liked the kits, I think, but she was always so- so-”

 

“Snappish, short-tempered, aggressive?” Softwing finished, and Graystripe nodded. “She’s still all of
that but… strangely, she’s got this soft spot for Featherpaw, it seems. She hasn’t been as rough on her
as she was Robinstorm…”

 

Graystripe sank in relief, and Swampfur decided she had enough snooping. She pushed past the two,
who had hardly cared she was there, and Softwing nodded politely as she passed too. Still, the flicker
of their gazes to them made her stomach churn.

 

They know.

 

Even if they know, they don’t care, she immediately told herself, trying to soothe the rising bubble of
anxiety that pressed at her throat. They don’t care.

 

But they will. If they know, your life will be ruined.

 

She padded up to a ThunderClan warrior she knew wouldn’t care much- Runningwind, his name was.
“Excuse me,” she said, and he turned to her.

 

“Huh?” he meowed dumbly.

 

“Are Swi-”

 

There was a yowl as Tallstar signaled the Gathering to a start. Bluestar and Tigerstar had joined the
other leaders on the Great Rock, and both of them sat on the opposite side of Leopardfur, though there
was a noticeable space between them.

 



Runningwind smiled apologetically to Swampfur. “Sorry,” he meowed. “Gathering’s starting.” He
turned around and padded a few steps forward until he was sitting beside Longtail.

 

Swampfur cursed under her breath, stomach twisting again. She kept herself low to the ground,
staring up from the back of the ThunderClan crowd as Tallstar began to speak. Something something,
prey’s running, something something, borders are guarded with a look at Tigerstar.

 

We’re not interested in your stupid territory, she thought, tail twitching. Though, the new territory
would be good as they headed into leaf-bare, especially since they had extra visitors hunting on their
land.

 

Her gaze scanned the ThunderClan cats again, hoping against hope she had missed them. Did both of
you really get held back? Come on! Lynxpaw at least isn’t that stupid.

 

She lashed her tail, walking along the crowd, but pausing when she heard Tigerstar begin to speak.
Tigerstar stepped forward as Tallstar stepped back. He gave a quick summary of how ShadowClan’s
training program was progressing, that Tallpoppy’s kits were growing well, and that Bubbles’s foster
kits were to be apprenticed shortly.

 

“ShadowClan grows strong again,” he finished. “We are ready to take a full part in the life of the
forest.”

 

Swampfur normally would have felt proud at the words. Instead, her mind had already wondered and
she was searching for Lynxpaw and Swiftpaw again, growing desperate. Please! she thought, as
though it could magically make them appear. Slowly, she started to inch closer to Elderpaw and the
new apprentices.

 

“I have a request to make,” Tigerstar continued, and Swampfur paused, curious, and perhaps a touch
apprehensive, as she looked back up at her leader. “Many of you know that when I left ThunderClan,
two kits of mine were in the nursery. They were too young then to travel, and I am grateful to
ThunderClan for the care they have given them. But now it’s time for them to join me in the Clan
where they rightfully belong. Bluestar, I ask that you give me Bramblepaw and Tawnypaw.”

 

Yowls of protest from ThunderClan warriors broke out before Tigerstar had finished speaking.
Swampfur’s ears twitched and she stepped backwards, hoping none of the warriors would notice her
lingering behind them and mistake it for an attack.

 



“ Left the clan!” Runningwind hissed, tail lashing and nearly smacking Swampfur in the face. “ Exiled
is more like it!”

 

Swampfur’s head snapped up to her leader, her attention now entirely focused on him. She had
completely forgotten that Tigerstar had kits in ThunderClan. What with him flirting up that loner
Sasha, it was strange to think he’d left a mate and kits behind in his old clan.

 

Not willing, though, she reminded herself. Now he’s asking for his kits back.

 

He’s willing to commit to the shame of having half-clan kits…

 

But they aren’t half-clan. They were born fully ThunderClan-blooded. ThunderClan made the choice
to throw him out.

 

Bluestar drew herself up and waited for the noise to die away before she replied. “Certainly not,” she
meowed. “These are ThunderClan kits. They are apprenticed now, and they will stay where they
belong.”

 

“In ThunderClan?” Tigerstar challenged her. “I think not, Bluestar. The kits belong with me, and my
warriors will take care of their apprentice training.”

 

Swampfur’s stomach twisted, watching anxiously, enraptured, for Bluestar’s response. But she would
not back down easily.

 

“Your concern is natural, Tigerstar. But you can be sure that the kits will receive the best possible
training in ThunderClan.”

 

Tigerstar paused again, his gaze sweeping around the clearing, and when he spoke again it was not
just to Bluestar but to the whole audience of cats. “The ThunderClan leader tells me how well my kits
will be trained under her guidance- but ThunderClan have a poor record in looking after their young
cats. Young ‘paws have constantly left the clan in search of sanctuary elsewhere. One such former
‘paw even resides in my clan.” Tigerstar’s gaze flickered to Copperleaf, then he continued, “An
apprentice stolen by Twolegs. One kit nearly carried off by a hawk. One apprentice savaged to death
and two others permanently crippled when they were sent out alone without a warrior. Does any cat
wonder that I’m concerned about the safety of my kits?”



 

Swampfur’s chest tightened and her insides squirmed again. She knew about Cloudpaw (Cloudtail
now, she’d heard from ThunderClan patrols) running off to be a kittypet, about the hawk nearly
killing a ThunderClan kit… But an apprentice had died?! Swiftpaw and Lynxpaw hadn’t told her
anything about that!

 

It must have been recent…

 

But who…?

 

Her heart thudded and her stomach flipped, but she shoved the thought away forcefully.

 

No.

 

Gasps of horror had come from all around the clearing. Cats gaped at the ShadowClan leader.
Bluestar narrowed her eyes onto Tigerstar, but replied, “Tragedy can strike any of the clans. I will not
give up ThunderClan-born kits.”

 

Swampfur’s tail flicked nervously. Bluestar seemed a lot more calm and composed than how she
acted at previous Gatherings, or even how Swiftpaw and Lynxpaw had described her… But this was
the same leader who refused to make them into warriors. Who let kits and apprentices die under her
watch. And who was now stubbornly refusing to let kits be with their father in a safer, stronger clan.

 

Swampfur shivered. She hadn’t realized it was that bad.

 

I can’t be the one that goes to ThunderClan, no, I can’t do it.

 

They have to join ShadowClan.

 

It’s- it’s the only way.

 

Or else, no one can know.



 

I don’t want this.

 

I don’t want this!

 

“I don’t see what’s so difficult,” Tigerstar meowed smoothly. “After all, it won’t be the first time that
ThunderClan apprentices have gone to another clan.”

 

Swampfur waited for the ThunderClan leader’s response. Bluestar’s shoulders were tense and her tail
was stiff. For a moment, there seemed a struggle to reply, then, when she did, every word seemed to
catch in her throat like thorns.

 

“The past is the past. We must judge each situation on its own merits. I will think carefully about what
you say, Tigerstar, and give you my answer at the next Gathering.”

 

Swampfur twitched, knowing Tigerstar was not a patient cat. She doubted that Tigerstar would
consent to wait for a whole moon, but to her surprise the ShadowClan leader dipped his head and
stepped back a pace. “Very well,” he agreed. “One more moon- but no longer.”

 

After an ominous second, Leopardfur stepped forward. “I believe it is my turn to share, unless you
would like to go, Bluestar?” She dipped her head politely to the leader.

 

Bluestar was still tense. “There is nothing to share,” she ground out, glaring coldly into the starry
night sky.

 

“Then-” Leopardfur began, but Thistlestar hissed.

 

“ True leaders go first,” he snapped. Without waiting for her comeback, he tossed his head to the
gathered cats, and announced, “The real RiverClan has been thriving. We have two new warriors, and
two new apprentices.”

 

Swampfur’s interest faded again, even though her toes felt like they were buzzing. She twisted her
gaze around and started padding towards Elderpaw again. But before she could reach the dark-



speckled apprentice, Elderpaw had turned and walked over to a big brown and white tabby that
Swampfur recognized as Creekflower.

 

Swampfur hesitated, then cursed under her breath. Creekflower was probably a nice cat, but she was
Copperleaf’s sister , and…

 

Copperleaf can’t know. He would- he just can’t.

 

She turned back to the two new apprentices, huddled together silently and intently watching the
squabble above. Definitely their first Gathering. One had a long-haired, bright white pelt, and the
other was just as fluffy, but a starkly contrasting dark brown with black, sharp stripes. A she-cat and a
tom-cat, their scents told her.

 

“Hey,” she whispered to the apprentices as she crouched behind them.

 

The dark tabby swiveled her head around, blinking, then the white one did the same after a delayed
moment. He had sparkling blue eyes.

 

“I’m looking for Swiftpaw or Lynxpaw. Are… are they here?” she asked.

 

The tabby she-cat frowned, but the white tom tilted his head, then raised a paw. He made a circular
gesture with his paw, twitched his whiskers, thumped his tail, flicked his ears and- Swampfur stared at
him blankly, utterly confused, watching as the tom finished by placing a paw on his chest with a
solemn, maybe apologetic frown.

 

After a moment, she realized he was pawspeaking, and that he looked a lot like Feathercloud, just
fluffier and shorter. There’s more cats like Feathercloud?! I thought he was the only one! Was… was
this cat Feathercloud’s son? Did cats inherit the blue-eyed, white-pelted, deaf-eared stuff from their
parents?

 

Her heart thumped, ripped ear flicking.

 

“I’m sorry, what?” she meowed, because she didn’t know any pawspeak, and Feathercloud could
speak normally, so shouldn’t this cat be able to too?



 

“Oh, sorry, I assumed you knew,” replied the other apprentice in kind. “Snowpaw said that Lynxpaw’s
dead and Swiftpaw’s new name is Missingheart.” Then, she frowned. “Uhm, sorry, if they were your
friends…”

 

Swampfur’s heart dropped. No, it stopped.

 

One apprentice savaged to death…two others permanently crippled…

 

No. No no nononononononono, no.

 

“Oh, they must have been,” continued the dark tabby as she studied Swampfur’s face. “I’m really
sorry then…” The tabby shifted awkwardly, glancing at her paws. “...Missingheart’s getting better, if
it’s any consolation? Only a little bit. They say he’ll never be a warrior because he can’t leave camp
and get his wounds dirty or he’ll die. Kind of scary, but…”

 

Swampfur was hardly listening as the tabby apprentice rambled on.

 

Her entire world seemed to have crumbled around her. The sky was already falling, but this?

 

This was the void that was left behind when the sky disappeared.

 

Swiftpaw, she thought, her heart squeezing tight in her chest, what have you done ?

 

 

Tulippaw tossed his head to the other side, his entire body quaking. “Pack…” he mumbled,
envisioning the dogs tearing down into his skull, biting and eating, biting and eating…

 

He shoved his nose into his paws, but, still, he could smell the musky scent and the blood and the hot,
disgusting breath. “Kill,” he mewled as he remembered the giant, humongous black and brown brute
with a square head snarling it. As it sank its teeth into Lynxpaw’s flesh- as her head just disappeared-
gone she went, eaten whole, her blood flowing and flowing down into a river and-



 

Tulippaw wailed, jerking to his feet. He stifled his next cry, then spun around, feeling the need to run
away and yet realizing he was trapped inside this den.

 

“Tulippaw!” snapped a harsh voice, and he jumped.

 

“Don’t kill me!”

 

“For the fifth time tonight, I’m not gonna kill you,” grumbled Ashpaw as the tom raised his groggy
head, glaring at him from his nest. Behind him, Tulippaw saw another head raise up, and terrifying
amber eyes stared at him.

 

Tulippaw whimpered, shrinking down and trembling. “Don’t eat me, please don’t eat me…” The dogs
had followed him! They were going to eat him!

 

Ashpaw frowned at him, then turned his head around and saw the same eyes that Tulippaw did. But
instead of being scared, he just sighed. “It’s just Bramblepaw,” Ashpaw said, yet Tulippaw still
quaked fearfully.

 

There was another sigh, then Ashpaw stood and rose, padding over to Tulippaw. Tulippaw flinched
away as his brother settled down beside him. “Look, it’ll be fine, alright?” Ashpaw meowed, dragging
his tongue across Tulippaw’s ear. Tulippaw still flinched away, his shoulders especially trembling as
he felt Ashpaw’s fur brush across the pink scars that lay there. “All of us are here.”

 

Tulippaw’s gaze flickered around the den. His denmates… were there… His siblings… were safe…
But… there was no Lynxpaw. There was no Swiftpaw or Brightpaw… They were- they were all dead!
Dead, dead, dead, eaten alive!

 

Cliffpaw was gone too, Tulippaw noticed for the first time, and he squeaked a cry of terror as he
realized that the dogs had come back and eaten her too!

 

It wasn’t safe!

 



“We-we have to leave!” he mewled, horrified, beginning to lift himself up on unsteady, long legs.
“We’re gonna die! We’re gonna die!”

 

He saw unfamiliar shapes move from next to Elderpaw’s next, and he leaped, smacking his
hindquarters into the den wall. He shrieked again, and triangular ears pricked forward from the dark
shape, and dark orange glowing eyes.

 

“What’s happening?” the shape questioned, voice full of a sleep that made it deeper.

 

“Tulippaw’s freaking out again,” whispered the other shape with scary eyes- the Bramblepaw.

 

“Shhh,” murmured Elderpaw as she twisted in her nest, craning her head to look at the two.
“Mistlepaw, Bramblepaw, be quiet. You’ll only scare him worse.”

 

“Do you want me to take over?” Fernpaw murmured, raising her head from Thornpaw’s side as she
stared questioningly at Ashpaw.

 

Ashpaw sighed again. “No, it’s fine. Tonight’s worse than usual, I guess.”

 

Tulippaw whimpered, tail trembling as he spotted a bright white pelt amid the pile of dark, unfamiliar
pelts. The shape snoozed away, sprawled out over top of the gray and brown mottled pelt of another
unfamiliar (wait, maybe a little familiar?) body.

 

Bright white… Bright white… the pelt reminded him of Frostfur. Of his mentor.

 

Where was she? Was she okay?

 

Did the dogs eat her too?!

 

He hadn’t seen her at all!

 



Suddenly terrified, Tulippaw darted towards the den entrance.

 

“Tulippaw!” he heard his denmates yowl after him.

 

But he ignored them, beelining straight for the warriors’ den. As he ran across the clearing, he heard
another voice startled, meowing, “Hey, Tulippaw-”

 

Tulippaw came to an abrupt stop at the inside of the warriors’ den, his gaze flickering around wildly.
The warrior in the nest at the front of the den- Dustpelt- jerked his head up and blinked blearily at
him.

 

Tulippaw saw Brindleface in her nest. But Frostfur was not right beside her. Frostfur’s nest was
completely empty and dark and flattened, not at all the fluffy and clean state Frostfur kept her
mossbed in.

 

He let out a strangled cry, then stumbled backwards, out of the den.

 

“Hey, hey, woah,” meowed a voice repeatedly, and Tulippaw jumped, whirling around as the brown
tabby form of Runningwind padded cautiously up to him. “Calm down, it’s alright. I’m gonna go
fetch Whitestorm. He’s on guard with me. Or do you just want to head back to the apprentices’ den-”

 

“Frostfur’s dead!” Tulippaw wailed.

 

Runningwind blinked at him, bewildered. “Uh- no she’s not? She’s just in the medicine cat den, kitto,
looking after-”

 

Tulippaw didn’t listen further. He turned around and bolted towards the medicine den. Frostfur was
injured! She was dying!

 

He tripped over his own paws as he slid into the medicine den. His chin hit the ground with a crash,
but he scrambled back to his paws, pale gray tail poofing. His gaze flickered wildly around and-

 

Was that Swiftpaw?! He was dead! Oh, great StarClan, he was laying on the ground and he was dead!



 

And- and Brightpaw-

 

Frostfur!

 

Frostfur was curled around Brightpaw and she didn’t have anything marring her pelt.

 

There was suddenly a great relief that washed over Tulippaw and he felt an inexplicable calm.

 

He trusted Frostfur more than anything. She was his mentor, his aunt, even somewhat of an
overbearing mother figure at times that coddled him and loved him and taught him what was right and
wrong. She was so smart and cool and knew everything to keep him safe.

 

She would keep him safe.

 

“Frostfur,” he meowed with a desperate crack in his voice. The she-cat had already started rising upon
his ungraceful entrance (stupid, stupid! She would never be so clumsy!), and her calming, sunny sky-
blue eyes blinked as they took him in.

 

As she unfurled from around Brightpaw, the ginger and white she-cat stirred, raising her head and-
and her entire right side was a mauled pink and red, wrapped in leaves and sticky cobwebs, and her
ear was tattered and gone and-

 

“Frostfur,” he said quickly again, heart thumping as he averted his gaze from Brightpaw. “I-”

 

Frostfur’s face suddenly contorted into a furious anger. “Leave!” she snarled, lashing out at him.
Tulippaw jumped back, stepping on his own tail and tumbling to the ground. His heart thumped,
whiskers trembling as they felt the echo of Frostfur’s claws.

 

At Frostfur’s enraged screech, the dead shape that was Swiftpaw suddenly moved, head rising and
eyes blinking. Tulippaw’s heart lurched in his throat and he stayed crouched on the ground in
confusion as Frostfur snarled at him.

 



“I trusted you!” roared Frostfur, fangs bared and tail lashing. “How could you bring the curse so close
to me and my daughter?! You poisoned her, and now she’s dying!”

 

Tulippaw trembled, his breath coming out puffy and fast and hard and his chest hurt and-

 

“Tulippaw?” whispered a quiet, barely-there voice, and Tulippaw jerked his head to see Swiftpaw
staring at him with wide, pale amber eyes. His ears drooped and his chest was covered in leaves but
the blood still bled through, coating his white fur and paws. His front leg laid awkwardly in front of
him, torn up in the middle with twisted bite marks.

 

Tulippaw’s heart thumped.

 

“LEAVE!” Frostfur screeched, and Brightpaw winced beside her, blue eye swarming with pain as she
ducked her head away. Frostfur’s claws dug dangerously into the moss below, as though she was just
barely containing herself from lunging at Tulippaw. “I don’t want you anywhere near my baby! I
don’t want you anywhere near ME! Keep your CURSED, FILTHY blood away! Leave, leave, leave!”
Her claws raised again, and Tulippaw jumped backwards.

 

He whirled around and raced out of the den, chest tense with a pain that suffocated him, and his throat
was squeezing him and he couldn’t breath-

 

He slammed into a strong body and stumbled backwards, immediately dropping to the ground and
curling up, waiting for the dog to sink its fangs into his neck and kill him instantly.

 

“Woah, hey,” rumbled a soft but worried voice. He cracked an eye open and saw the familiar white-
furred, lithe body of Whitestorm crouching in front of him. “What’s wrong? I heard Frostfur
screaming…”

 

That I’m cursed, Tulippaw thought, terrified and ashamed and confused and lost and… and…

 

Whitestorm. Son of Thistlestar. Half-brother to Fireheart.

 

Tulippaw’s father.

 



Tulippaw sucked in a terrified breath. Overwhelmed, he clawed the ground. “Why,” he choked out,
“why.”

 

“Why what?” Whitestorm asked calmly.

 

“WHY,” Tulippaw squeaked out, even though it felt like a scream that wracked his entire body and
left his throat sore, “did YOU have to be my dad?! You’re- you’re barely even there for me and you r-
ruined every-rything!”

 

He tried to stand on his paws, snarling, but collapsed and let his head fall with a sob.

 

Whitestorm stared down at him with wide eyes, hurt flashing across his face. Tulippaw didn’t feel
guilty exactly, but there was a strange stirring of hopelessness in his chest.

 

“Tulippaw,” he murmured. “I… I’m sorry you ever felt that way. I-I didn’t realize…” He sighed,
closing his eyes. He bowed his head to Tulippaw. “Brindleface wanted to raise kits on her own. She
asked me to father a litter for her. I respected her choice and agreed to do so because she was my best
friend and I wanted her to be happy. But… I didn’t intend to make you feel I was neglecting you…
or…”

 

Whitestorm glanced back at the medicine den. “Or if you think I got Brindleface pregnant because I
wanted her to have cursed kits then… All I can tell you is that the idea of a curse is ridiculous and
untrue.”

 

Tulippaw stared at his paws, unable to look his surrogative father in the eyes. Angrily, but weakly so,
he mumbled, “Of course a cursed would say they aren’t cursed.”

 

“Tulippaw,” Whitestorm murmured again.

 

But Tulippaw just stood and padded sadly back to the apprentices’ den. He completely ignored
Runningwind and Fernpaw, despite Fernpaw’s extremely worried eyes and how she cut off her
conversation with Runningwind to turn to him.

 



He slipped back into the den, his heart still thumping and his chest still hurting and his throat still
tight. He completely ignored the new apprentices’ stares. He went over to his nest in the way back,
where Ashpaw had curled back up a nest over. Ashpaw raised his head, and tilted his head at
Tulippaw.

 

Tulippaw said nothing and laid down beside him, making sure their fur wasn’t touching at all.

 

He squeezed his eyes shut tight, and sobbed.
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Brightpa-No, that…that wasn’t her name anymore…

 

It wasn’t the name her mother had fondly spoken through her whole life. Now…now her name was
different. Completely different. Her mother’s lip curled everytime she spoke it, disgust and pity on her
features as she stared at her daughter.

 

She…she still couldn’t believe what had happened…

 

But it was all too horrible to recall. She couldn’t think about it. Couldn’t . If she did, her breathing
started to rapidly increase, her mind whirled, and all she could see was the- was the-

 

She inhaled sharply, forcing herself to take slow, careful breaths like Cinderpelt had shown her.

 

In. Out

 

In. Out.

 

In. Out

 

In 1, 2, 3…

 

Out 4, 5, 6…

 

In 1, 2, 3…

 



Out 4, 5, 6…

 

In and out. In and out.

 

Don’t think about that, she sternly scolded herself as she crept behind the fiery pelt of ThunderClan’s
deputy. Don’t think about it.

 

“Hey,” Cloudtail’s soft voice drew her attention. She blinked her good eye, trying to see where he
was, before she heard him curse and he suddenly appeared on her right side. “Sorry, this better?”

 

She mutely nodded.

 

StarClan…how did she get here?

 

She had been fanatic in the belief of the curse, had gone out of her way to keep herself and her friends
all safe from the danger of it. She knew they - the cats with the truth - had to protect each other, had to
do everything they could to convince the rest of the clan that the cursed family was dangerous to their
livelihood.

 

But then-

 

But then… that happened and…

 

And all of a sudden, she didn’t have the support system she had once been part of - had believed
would keep her just as safe as she did for them.

 

Swiftp-Missingheart was still critically injured, and she mourned that he wasn’t yet out of the den like
she was. Lynxpaw was dead. Tulippaw hadn’t even come to visit since Frostfur chased him out that
one day…

 

Afterwards Frostfur had spat that she “wasn’t going to even look at that fox in a mouse’s fur” for as
long as she lived. That she wouldn’t train him anymore.



 

Not that it really mattered, she sadly thought, because Tulippaw hadn’t left his den anyway.

 

And then the others in their little protective circle…they hadn’t even looked at her. Ashpaw had been
avoiding her. Neither Darkstripe nor Longtail had come to check on her. And Frostfur had kept
Thornpaw away, meowing rather loudly about how she “didn’t want her baby to see what a horribly
disfigured she-cat” Brightp-she had become.

 

The only ones who did seem to care were…were the cursed. Spottedleaf risked injury to care for her
and Missingheart. Fireheart regularly checked in on her. And Cloudtail…well, Cloudtail had gotten
scratched so many times by Frostfur, and yet he still stubbornly refused to abandon her side.

 

Which led her to…today. Now. Lopping through the forest, Cloudtail at her side, following after
Fireheart, as he led them, Sandstorm, and Creekflower to Cloudtail’s kittypet father’s nest to see if his
kittypet-born sister was with him.

 

She still had that instinctive need to scurry away from them, to escape the curse’s clutches, but…

 

She felt…safer. With them. Away from her mother’s…everything.

 

“You’re…fine,” she whispered to Cloudtail, eye darting around as she took in the approaching
Twoleg den. “Just…just thinking.”

 

He blinked gently at her. “Don’t worry,” he murmured as they came to a halt before the fence.
“Fireheart’ll find a way to deal with …them .” She briefly smiled at the white tom avoiding
mentioning… that .

 

She glanced up at Fireheart, who padded warily over the grass. Heavy rain had fallen the night before,
so that wet ash and burned debris clung to their paws. 

 

When they came in sight of the fence at the end of the Twoleg gardens, Fireheart signaled with his tail
for his companions to stop. Creekflower opened her mouth to taste the air.

 



“Wait here,” she told the others. “Keep a lookout and call me if there’s trouble.” The brown and white
tabby raced across the stretch of open ground and leaped up to the top of the fence.

 

“Oliver?” she called. “Storm? Are you here?” She craned her neck back around to share a worried
look with Fireheart before leaping off the fence and disappearing into the garden below. Cloudtail
peeked through the spaces between the white wood and frowned.

 

“It’s strangely…empty.”

 

“What do you mean?” Sandstorm asked. Brigh- she flinched. It wasn’t her old mentor’s fault that she
came up on her blindside, but it still sent her heart doing rabbit-hops against her ribcage.

 

“The den’s dark,” Cloudtail reported. “No lights on inside, which is…not normal. Every time I’ve
been here there’s been some lights on, even small ones. And there aren’t any toys in the garden
either…”

 

Fireheart (who was thankfully in her field of sight) frowned. “You’re right, that is stran-” He was cut
off by Creekflower’s frantic yowl.

 

“Oliver! Storm! Please! Where are you? Cliffpaw, are you here?!”

 

Brig- she startled, fur bristling, before Cloudtail pressed against her, and she subconsciously pressed
closer, taking as much comfort from him as possible as Creekflower appeared once more on top of the
fence, looking distraught.

 

“Oh, I can’t find them!” she cried, pawing frantically at the fence beneath her paws. “Their scent’s
faint, Fireheart!”

 

The red tom jumped up on top of the fence and nuzzled his sister’s neck, letting her bury her muzzle
into his shoulder fur. Bri-she felt her heart twist slightly as, for the first time in her life, she felt …
sorry , for a cursed cat. Sympathy welled up in her and she surprised herself when she found she
didn’t feel as ashamed as she should have for those feelings.

 



“Is there someone around who could tell us where they are?” Cloudtail asked, looking just as worried
as his mother. His tail-tip twitched to and fro, and Bright- she jumped as Sandstorm emerged from her
blindside to press her nose against his cheek.

 

“Good idea,” the pale tabby queen said. “Creekflower, do you know of anyone around here who could
tell us?”

 

Creekflower anxiously shuffled. “W-well, there was an older tom who lived around here-”

 

“Henry?” Fireheart asked. “He helped us find out where you were when the breeders took you. Think
he would know?”

 

“Maybe,” Creekflower’s tail swished. “But Hattie and Smudge live closer. We should check with
them first.”

 

“Then let’s go to them,” Fireheart meowed. “Maybe they can shed some light on this.”

 

Bri- she followed after Creekflower as she led them along the Twoleg fence, her pace hurried and tail
flicking anxiously.

 

“Smudge? Hattie? Are either of you home?”

 

“Wah..?” A tom’s voice came from a garden ahead. Creekflower beckoned the rest of the patrol to
follow before disappearing over the top of the fence. Fireheart remained on the fence, touching noses
lightly with Sandstorm as she scrambled up with effort, leaving just herself and Cloudtail on the
grassy floor.

 

“Go on,” Cloudtail whispered. “I’ll be right behind you.”

 

Nervously, she padded up to the fence, bunched her muscles, and hoisted herself up onto the wooden
posts and peered down into the garden below. She registered Cloudtail leaping up beside her, but her
focus was on Creekflower and the fat black and white tom she was talking to.

 



“...not in their den,” the brown and white tabby was pacing, “lights off, toys gone…do you have any
idea where they might be?”

 

The tom, whom Br- she assumed must be Smudge, blinked and frowned. “Sometimes housefolks do
that - go away and never come back.” When Creekflower’s eyes widened fearfully, he hastily added,
“Well, uh, sometimes they never come back. Other times they arrive, like, a week later…or so… Call
it a vacation or somethin’.”

 

Creekflower still looked concerned, and Smudge awkwardly nosed her shoulder. “Well, um, I don’t
know if that was of any help but…um, I could keep an eye out for you.”

 

The tabby’s tail drooped, but she gave a heavy nod. “Thanks, Smudge,” she sadly meowed. “I really
appreciate it.”

 

“Maybe Cliffpaw went with them?” Fireheart suggested as Creekflower turned to come join them on
the fence. However, the deputy didn’t look like he believed his own words. Creekflower gave a
hopeless shrug, then they all jumped as Smudge shrieked. He was staring right at Brightp- her , eyes
wide with horror, fur fluffing, before he shot off and hid inside his den.

 

She stood there, frozen on the fence. What…what about her had prompted such a response? Was…
was she as disfigured as Frostfur kept telling her?

 

She barely registered Cloudtail gently nosing her. As she leaped down off the fence, she mewed
timidly, “Cloudtail, Smudge looked as if he were scared of me. I want-” She broke off, swallowed,
and began again, “I want to see myself. Is there a puddle nearby I can look into?”

 

Cloudtail looked around for a moment, then pressed his muzzle against her shoulder. “Come with
me,” he meowed. He led her to where some of the previous night’s rain still lay in a puddle among the
roots of a tree, and nudged the ginger and white she-cat to the edge of the shining water. Together
they stood looking down. She stiffened, feeling her muscles go rigid as she gazed upon what her
formally unblemished face looked like.

 

She…she was…

 

She was just as ugly as Frostfur said she was…



 

She hadn’t expected it to be so bad, but the truth was before her. She was hideous .

 

The entire left side of her face was ravaged, pink skin still in the process of healing. Scars littered her
face, and one of her ears was entirely shredded.

 

But what caught her attention was the state of her eye…or the hollow where her eye used to rest in. It
was nothing more than a gapping red hole, with only part of her eyelid covering it.

 

She trembled, then caught Cloudtail’s reflection in the pool. He was calm as he stared at her own
reflection, not even flinching away from what he saw. For some reason, that sent a rush of confused
warmth through her body. He wasn’t running from her.

 

She stood there for a few more heartbeats, gazing into her disfigured reflection. So this was why her
friends avoided her, why only cursed cats could bear to look at her…

 

Because now-

 

Now she was one of them.

 

“Now I see,” she mewed quietly. “I’m sorry if the other cats feel upset when they look at me.”

 

Cloudtail turned her away from the terrible sight and covered the injured side of her face with slow,
gentle licks. They stung, a little. “You’re still beautiful to me,” he told her. “You always will be.” She
felt her stomach twist and something like butterflies arose in her belly, making it momentarily hard to
breathe.

 

But… she thought breathlessly. But I’m ugly…I’m disfigured…how could I be beautiful with all of
these scars? I look terrible…

 

“Lostface, it doesn’t matter what you look like. We’re still your clanmates,” Fireheart gently meowed.
She glanced up, eye flicking to first the deputy, then Sandstorm’s gentle face, and Creekflower’s sad,
yet soft expression.



 

She took a deep breath, and Lostface gratefully dipped her head to Fireheart.

 

“Lostface!” Cloudtail spat suddenly. The venom in his voice startled Lostface. “I hate that name,” he
hissed. “What right does Bluestar have to remind her of what happened every time a cat speaks to
her? Well, I’m not going to use it again. And if Bluestar objects, she can...she can go and eat snails!”

 

Despite his disrespect to Bluestar, Lostface appreciated how he was willing to stand up to the clan
leader - and to her own mother. Frostfur’s disgusted looks, her barbed words, her sharp claws…none
of that affected Cloudtail. He just kept pushing forward and never gave in.

 

“We should get back,” Creekflower sighed, her tail dragging on the ground. “There’s nothing here for
us.”

 

Fireheart echoed her sigh, but deeper. “Let’s go.” 

 

The time was coming when ThunderClan would have to confront whatever had turned them into prey
in their own territory. And Lostface wasn’t sure if she was ready to face them once more.

 

 

His breathing was coming in short gasps. His legs trembled. He vacantly stared at the path before
him, not even seeing the forest around him.

 

Oh StarClan, oh great StarClan… he whimpered. What he just saw…what he just witnessed …

 

His whole body shuddered. He mechanically dragged himself through the forest, tail lolling behind
him and ears flat against his head. Those…those beasts …those- those things are monsters …

 

Swiftpaw, why did you go after them?

 

Longtail choked on a cry rising in his throat as he staggered down the ravine into camp. He had to tell
someone. He-he had to tell someone! They were in danger. In so much incredible danger .



 

Stumbling through the tunnel, Longtail blinked as he registered Creekflower’s voice. “You will be
careful, won’t you?” she mewed anxiously. “None of us know what’s out there.”

 

“Don’t worry.” That was Cloudtail. “If we meet the dog, I’ll bring it back for fresh-kill.”

 

Longtail stiffened. No. Oh no, no! You do not want to make the dog-no, dogs fresh-kill…

 

They’ll make us fresh-kill…

 

At the entrance to the camp the patrol passed Longtail on his way in. The pale warrior felt himself
shaking, limbs trembling, and he caught the alarmed green eyes of Fireheart.

 

The deputy crossed the clearing to meet him. “What’s happened?” he asked.

 

Longtail shuddered. “Fireheart, there’s something I have to tell you.”

 

“What’s the problem?”

 

At any other time, Longtail would’ve snapped and sneered for the red tom to buzz off. Now,
however…after he attacked Creekflower (not the other way around like Darkstripe claimed it was) in
a fit of rage of grief…after she had just lost another kit…

 

He finally sat himself down and thought very hard. He thought about all the arguments he and
Cherryfur had, how his sister gave him the cold shoulder, and…well…now he can’t really blame her.
True, he was still hurt she was willingly ignoring him but-

 

But he had been exceedingly horrible to her best friend, to her friends . How would he feel if
Cherryfur had been in his place and kept calling his friends cursed, unwanted, and a waste of space
and fresh-kill?

 



His stomach churned. Oh StarClan…had he really said that Creekflower’s kits were a waste of fresh-
kill? He…he’d been so awful !

 

Longtail mentally shook himself. Okay, now was not the time for those thoughts. He had a greater
problem at paw. Later, he’d pull his sister aside and apologize. He’d gather as much courage as he
could and apologize to Creekflower, too.

 

Great StarClan, he had so many cats to apologize to…

 

“Where have you been?” Fireheart growled. His eyes sparked with sudden suspicion, and with a jolt
Longtail remembered the stench of the Thunderpath on him. “To ShadowClan, maybe, to see
Tigerstar? Don’t try to deny it; your fur stinks of the Thunderpath!”

 

“Fireheart, it’s not what you think.” Longtail worriedly meowed. “Okay, I did go that way, but I didn’t
go anywhere near ShadowClan. I went to Snakerocks.”

 

“Snakerocks? What for?”

 

“I’ve scented Tigerstar there,” Longtail explained. “Two or three times lately.”

 

“And you didn’t report it?” Fireheart’s fur bristled with fury. “A cat from another Clan on our
territory- a murderer and a traitor, what’s more- and you didn’t report it?”

 

“I...I thought...” stammered Longtail.

 

“I know what you thought,” Fireheart snarled. “You thought, ‘This is Tigerstar. He can do what he
likes.’ Don’t lie to me. You and Darkstripe were his allies when he was in ThunderClan, and you’re
still his allies now. It was you or Darkstripe who told him about Missingheart, Lynxpaw and Lostface-
don’t try to deny it.”

 

“It was Darkstripe.” Longtail scuffled the dry earth with his paws. He had confronted his former
mentor about it - after all, he was horrified to see that Tigerstar had managed to find out such a well-
kept secret. He’d been furious that Darkstripe would tell the traitor such sensitive information.

 



“So that traitor could accuse Bluestar of negligence in front of the entire Gathering,” Fireheart
concluded grimly. “So you could help him steal a couple of apprentices from this Clan. That’s it, isn’t
it? You’re plotting with Tigerstar to steal his kits.”

 

“No- no, you’ve got it wrong,” meowed Longtail, startled by the deputy’s ferocity. “I don’t know
anything about that. Darkstripe and Tigerstar often meet together on the border by the Thunderpath,
but they don’t tell me what it’s about.” He glared resentfully. “Anyway, this isn’t about the kits at all. I
went to Snakerocks to find out what Tigerstar was doing there. And I found something that you need
to see.”

 

Fireheart stared at him, looking incredulous. “You want me to come with you, to Snakerocks- where
you admit you’ve scented Tigerstar? Do you think I’m that mad?”

 

“But, Fireheart-”

 

“Silence!” Fireheart hissed. “You and Darkstripe were always Tigerstar’s allies. Why should I trust
what you say now?”

 

He turned and stalked away. Longtail stared after him, wide-eyed with alarm. Oh dear. His treatment
of Fireheart and his family had led to the deputy distrusting every word he said - of course he
wouldn’t take his word for what he saw! StarClan, he was so stupid!

 

But he still had to tell someone, to warn them. Maybe then they’ll be able to convince Fireheart, but
who…?

 

With a jolt, Longtail saw the perfect cat.

 

He darted after them into the warriors’ den and frantically hissed, “Whitestorm!”

 

The large white tom paused, craned his head over his shoulder, and curiously looked at the pale tabby.
“Longtail? What is it?”

 

“I need to talk to you,” he hurriedly meowed, ears and tail twitching nervously.

 



Whitestorm studied him, then nodded to the nest beside him. “Sit and tell me what’s wrong.”

 

Longtail gratefully obeyed, huddling close to the white tom’s side. Finally, he could get this weight
off his chest!

 

“Whitestorm, you’ve got to listen to me,” Longtail meowed, his voice trembling with fear. “Fireheart
thinks I’m a traitor, and he won’t have anything to do with me.”

 

“Well, it seems like you’ve been meeting Tigerstar and telling him our news,” Whitestorm pointed out
reasonably, a glint of suspicion in his own gaze.

 

“Not me- Darkstripe,” Longtail protested. Why does everyone think it’s me? Darkstripe was the one
who was his apprentice!

 

Whitestorm shrugged, as if he weren’t interested in arguing. “All right, go on. What’s the problem?”

 

“There are dogs living at Snakerocks,” Longtail blurted out.

 

“Dogs? Have you seen them?” Fireheart was the one who interrupted. Both warriors looked up as he
padded over to them, with Cinderpelt just behind.

 

“You’re sure you want to hear?” Longtail said accusingly. “You’re not going to charge me with
plotting again, are you?” His chest twisted nervously, uncertain where he stood with the deputy.

 

“I’m sorry about that,” Fireheart mewed, and Longtail’s ears slightly pricked as he detected honestly
in his words. “Tell me about the dog.”

 

“ Dogs , Fireheart,” meowed Longtail. “A whole pack of them.” Fireheart seemed to twitch, and
Cinderpelt stiffened, but Longtail went on, desperate to spill the terrible secret. “I told you I scented
Tigerstar over at Snakerocks. I...I thought I should warn him about the danger there- and I wanted to
know what he was doing so far into ThunderClan territory. Well, I found out.” He shuddered.

 

Giant, slavering jaws…large, white fangs…beady, black eyes…a howl for blood…



 

Oh, Swiftpaw, Swiftpaw! Why?

 

“Go on,” Fireheart urged.

 

“You know the caves?” Longtail meowed. “I was just coming up to them when I saw Tigerstar, but he
didn’t see me. I thought he was stealing prey at first because he was dragging a dead rabbit along, but
he left it on the ground just outside the cave entrance.” He broke off, his eyes clouding with terror as
he saw again something unseen by the other cats.

 

Many, many dogs…ripping, tearing into their prey…

 

And all he could see was Lynxpaw’s body being torn apart just like it, Swiftpaw’s body tossed and left
for dead -

 

“And then?” Whitestorm prompted.

 

“Then this...this creature appeared out of the cave. I swear it was the biggest dog I’ve ever seen.
Forget the stupid things that come with Twolegs. This was huge. I only saw its front paws and its
head...enormous slavering jaws, and you’ve never seen such teeth.” Longtail’s eyes were wide with
the memory of fear. “It snatched the rabbit and dragged it into the cave,” he continued. “And then the
howling and barking started. It sounded as if there were more dogs in there, all fighting over the
rabbit. It was hard to understand what they were saying, but I think they were saying ‘pack, pack’ and
‘kill, kill.’”

 

The words Brightpaw- er, Lostface sometimes muttered. The words Tulippaw screamed in the middle
of the night. The words Swift…Missingheart whimpered about.

 

Fireheart stiffened and Cinderpelt mewed quietly, “Those were the words in my dream.”

 

StarClan themselves had warned them? Oh dear…oh dear, oh dear…

 

“And what Tulippaw said,” Fireheart added. “And you say Tigerstar fed these dogs?” he questioned
Longtail. “What does he think he’s doing?”



 

“I don’t know,” the pale warrior admitted. “When he dropped the rabbit, he jumped on top of the rock.
I don’t think the first dog saw him. Then he went away.”

 

“You didn’t speak to him?”

 

“ No , Fireheart, I didn’t. He never knew I was there. I’ll swear by anything you like- by StarClan, by
the life of Bluestar, by Missingheart- I don’t know what Tigerstar is doing.”

 

“What do you think?” the deputy asked Whitestorm.

 

“I think we need to investigate,” meowed the older warrior grimly. “And I’m just wondering how
much Darkstripe knows about all this.”

 

“So am I,” agreed Fireheart. “But I’m not going to ask him. If he is in league with Tigerstar, he won’t
tell us anything useful.” Rounding on Longtail, he added, “Don’t you dare say a word to Darkstripe
about this. Stay away from him.”

 

“I...I will, Fireheart,” the pale warrior stammered. He’d already been avoiding him, and he was even
more determined to keep doing so.

 

“We still need to know why Tigerstar is taking such an enormous risk, feeding fresh-kill to these
dogs,” Whitestorm went on. “If you want to lead a patrol up to Snakerocks, I’ll come with you.”

 

Fireheart looked upward, judging the light. “It’s too late today,” he decided. “By the time we reached
Snakerocks, it would be getting dark. But we’ll go at dawn tomorrow. I’ll find out what Tigerstar
thinks he’s up to, if it’s the last thing I do.”

 

And for the first time, Longtail believed what Fireheart said was true. He believed that he was more
than a curse.

 

He was more than his blood.

 



 

“See you next quarter-moon?” questioned Ravenwing with a flutter of his ears and a curve of his claw
as he drew a crescent in the air.

 

“Yep,” Feathercloud responded with a grin, leaning forward to nuzzle his friend goodbye. A raspy,
broken purr rumbled from Ravenwing’s chest as he nuzzled back, before he broke off with a series of
coughs. Feathercloud’s chest squeezed tightly at the sight, gazing at the bite marks and fangs that had
torn deep into his throat and chest.

 

But Ravenwing smiled up at him regardless of the pain, as though the purr was worth it, even though
Feathercloud could not hear it, but only feel it distantly through where they had touched. Feathercloud
smiled back, breathing in Ravenwing’s scent as the raven-black tom backed away, glancing towards
his mate.

 

Barley stood and stretched with a yawn. With a lazy paw-sign, he finished the last of his conversation
with Brackenfur, who also rose with a smile.

 

It had just been the four of them tonight, and it made Feathercloud’s heart flutter in a very strange
way.

 

“Thanks for coming,” Brackenfur pawspoke to Ravenwing and Barley.

 

“‘Course!” meowed Barley, raising his paw up and moving just his toes in a repeated swirl. Barley
touched his nose to Feathercloud’s ear and Feathercloud timidly smiled back at the kind ex-barncat.
“Wouldn’t miss a single meetin’. Funny that the best part ‘bout being a warrior is the part where we
break a few rules.” He grinned, lopsided.

 

Brackenfur laughed, tail raising and kinking over his back, pleased. Feathercloud’s heart thudded
against his chest as he saw the joy and warmth on Brackenfur’s handsome features. A part of him
yearned to hear that laughter, wondering if it sounded just as beautiful as it looked.

 

“Hey, we’re the only ones breaking any rules,” Brackenfur replied, ears flicking and paws moving
with such an elegance that Feathercloud admired deeply, solely because the reason that Brackenfur
was so well-practiced was for Feathercloud . “Tallstar lets you come here. Fireheart told us to stop!”

 



Ravenwing mocked a gasp, paw over his mouth, and his dark green eyes glittering. “What bad toms
you are!”

 

Brackenfur grinned, then playfully shoved Feathercloud’s shoulder. “Yeah, we’re sooo bad,
ThunderClan doesn’t know what to do with us!”

 

They all laughed again, though Ravenwing’s laughter made him wince, yet he cracked a smile
through the pain.

 

“We really should be going now,” Feathercloud insisted, glancing at the growing-night sky as he
pawspoke. His heart sunk at the thought, tail drooping, but he knew their meetings had to be cut short
for a very valid reason: an enemy lurked in the heart of ThunderClan’s territory, one that had
destroyed ThunderClan’s apprentices, and Fireheart was very strict about who went where and why
now.

 

It… was better to play it safe and avoid the deputy’s disappointed wrath.

 

…Or the teeth of a dog. That was also very bad.

 

Ravenwing touched his nose to Feathercloud, then to Brackenfur’s. Feathercloud’s heart flipped
again, seeing the two so friendly with each other. Actually, his heart had decided that right now was
the time it wanted to beat particularly fast. His pelt felt very hot right now too, even despite the on-
coming leaf-bare night chill. He shifted nervously, glancing at his paws.

 

When he looked back up, Brackenfur was starting to pad towards the edge of Fourtrees and Barley’s
tail was swishing lazily as he watched him go. Feathercloud felt nervous as he watched his best friend
walk leisurely with a smile on his face.

 

Suddenly, Ravenwing touched his cheek, and Feathercloud looked back at him, blinking. Ravenwing
grinned, then pawspoke, “You should confess.”

 

Feathercloud’s ears went red-hot. “No!” He shook his head rapidly. “Absolutely not! You’re crazy!”

 

“Come on,” Ravenwing persisted, nudging him with a paw. “You confessed to me immediately!”



 

“That-” Feathercloud hesitated, feeling even hotter at the reminder, especially with the sly yet shy grin
on Ravenwing’s face. The reminder of the reciprocated crushes they had, especially with Ravenwing’s
mate right there, was incredibly embarrassing! …Especially since Barley didn’t seem to care, washing
his long-haired pelt, unbothered. “That was different! I was younger and bolder!”

 

“Now you’re all me, ” Ravenwing signed, softening a touch. Feathercloud’s heart flipped at his
sympathetic smile. “Shy and scared of losing him… He really, really likes you, Feathercloud. Give it
a shot. You might not miss.”

 

Feathercloud’s heart thumped and he curled his claws anxiously. Barley stood up, coming to
Ravenwing’s side. “He’s a good cat,” Barley rumbled and pawspoke. “A real good one.”

 

“I know,” admitted Feathercloud, signing the words in minute gestures like it might hide them. “I…
love him.”

 

“Don’t tell us that,” Barley advised, circling his paw and blinking slowly. “Tell him.”

 

Barley nodded behind him, then he and Ravenwing started to leave. Feathercloud turned and saw
Brackenfur waiting at the top of the hollow, back half-turned as though to give them privacy of a last
minute secret-chat. Feathercloud’s heart thumped, this time out of terror. Had Brackenfur seen what
they were pawspeaking?

 

But Brackenfur grinned obliviously at him, all fangs, and Feathercloud relaxed, jumping up beside
him. They said nothing as they padded together into the forest of ThunderClan’s territory, but
Feathercloud was all jittery and warm anyway, especially as their pelts brushed.

 

Why did Ravenwing and Barley have to say that?! Now it was on his mind and wouldn’t go away,
insistent and terrifying!

 

Of course he’d thought about confessing to his best friend before, but he just- he just couldn’t!

 

With Ravenwing, it had been easy. They’d both been young, and nervous, but Feathercloud still had
the confidence he’d seemed to leech from his sister Cricketheart, and he’d managed to confess to the



nervous black-furred apprentice. The tom had been so flustered, and had literally run away!
Feathercloud thought he messed it all up being too forward!

 

And then Ravenwing, then Ravenpaw, came back, and they had cuddled, and promised they’d be
mates when they were older, when they were warriors…

 

Then Ravenwing had left, and Feathercloud had accepted it, concerned for the safety of his friend
who had been having nightmares because of an event so terrifying he could never tell Feathercloud.

 

The day that Tigerstar murdered Redtail.

 

Ravenwing had been being eaten alive by guilt too, as he’d later confess to Feathercloud when they’d
reunited. He wanted to tell Feathercloud that he knew the truth of his father’s death so badly…

 

…But he couldn’t. He thought Feathercloud would hate him too.

 

…They’d started to drift apart before Ravenwing left because of it. There were secrets, and
Ravenwing avoided him, but they still loved each other, but then…

 

…It was all in the past. Though Feathercloud still had some lingering feelings for Ravenwing- okay,
well, not lingering, but reignited feelings for Ravenwing- but he was in WindClan now, and he had a
mate. Barley, who was amazing and patient and goofy and spirited.

 

Feathercloud could see why Ravenwing liked him.

 

Now it was Brackenfur who made Feathercloud’s heart sore. Who made him nervous and fumble his
words, spoken or signed. Who looked at him with a big, dumb, but understanding grin. Who never
wavered in his loyalty to sticking by his side. Who learned pawspeak better than even Feathercloud
knew, and insisted on teaching the other cats’ in their clan.

 

Feathercloud had never forced his clanmates to learn his language. He could speak. He felt so guilty
when he pawspoke without speaking in front of the cats who didn’t understand. He didn’t want to
exclude them.

 



But Brackenfur?

 

The tom insisted that the others had to know. Told him that Spottedleaf, Cinderpelt, Cherryfur, so
many cats wanted to learn.

 

That he shouldn’t listen to Frostfur and her posse when they jeered.

 

That Dustpelt and Lynxpaw had bullied him for it just for the sake of bullying him, not because there
was anything actually wrong with him.

 

…Even Dustpelt had learned some pawspeak…

 

Brackenfur was… awesome. Inspiring. A light in the darkness of the terrifying world. He made
Feathercloud feel safe and loved, and he wanted Brackenfur to feel safe and loved too, but, but…

 

…What if Brackenfur didn’t feel the same way?

 

Feathercloud rarely ever flirted. With Ravenwing, he could, shyly, but he could. With Brackenfur? It
was so much harder. He tried to, once, raising a shaky paw, and he was about to tell Brackenfur he
looked handsome in the sunlight, but he messed up halfway and somehow called Brackenfur a tail-
faced mouse.

 

He didn’t leave the den for an entire day and Brackenfur couldn’t stop laughing at him.

 

But then, at the night, Brackenfur had come into his nest, just as he always did, because their nests
had merged at this point, and only a few times when Feathercloud would instead sleep closer to
Runningwind did they not cuddle together, but- anyway, that night, Brackenfur slept beside him, the
same as ever, snoring away just like his mentor did.

 

Completely ignoring or somehow oblivious to Feathercloud’s pounding heart.

 

They shared a nest, for StarClan’s sake. Only mates or siblings did that.



 

Perhaps Feathercloud truly was just looking for every excuse to think that confessing to Brackenfur
was a bad idea. He swallowed thickly, and was so distracted by the idea, he missed Brackenfur
stopping.

 

He walked into the tom’s haunches, then startled, blinking and looking at the golden-brown tom, then
around the forest. The sun had gone to sleep at this point, and the night sky shone with stars.
Everything seemed calm.

 

He glanced questioningly at Brackenfur, who had his ears pricked, whiskers stiffly forward, and his
gaze locked upwards.

 

Brackenfur blinked, then relaxed, smiling at Feathercloud, though there was a nervous twitch of his
tail tip. “Sorry,” Brackenfur apologized in a quick paw-sign. “I just- I thought I heard howling.”

 

The sign for howling was new. It required the mouth, which Feathercloud didn’t often do so he could
speak while signing, but Brackenfur insisted it was the best way to represent it. But it was the quick
purse of the lips, nose tipping upwards, in a tiny mock version of a howl.

 

There were many new signs for words recently. Like forever injured and mauled , which was a worse
version of killed .

 

Feathercloud shivered, recalling the apprentices who had been mauled.

 

Brackenfur brushed his tail against Feathercloud's flank comfortingly. An I'm here gesture that wasn't
quite pawspeak, but simply universal body language.

 

"Let's go," Brackenfur pawspoke, and they strided carefully back to camp, side by side, their tails
brushing.

 

As they neared the familiar path to the ravine, and Cherryfur's scent hit his nose- she must be on
guard- Feathercloud suddenly paused, his heart thumping.

 

Brackenfur noticed immediately and stopped, looking at him curiously.



 

"Wait," Feathercloud signed. "I have something to tell you." He fumbled over his signs again, messing
up the order, but the order, thankfully, didn't particularly matter in pawspeak. Often, many words
would be omitted just to get the point across as quickly as spoken words could do.

 

Brackenfur blinked, cracking a small smile, but he glanced over his shoulder warily. "Could it wait
until we're in the safety of camp?"

 

Feathercloud's heart thumped. It could… but Feathercloud couldn't bear to see the looks cats would
give him if he overheard- well, over- read his confession.

 

His thumping heart might literally explode from embarrassment.

 

"No," Feathercloud said with a slow shake of his head.

 

Brackenfur's playful but cautious demeanor changed in an instance, realizing Feathercloud was
serious. He padded quietly over to Feathercloud and sat down, wrapping his tail around his paws.

 

"What's wrong?" Brackenfur asked in slow signs, leaning forward with an intent amber gaze.

 

Feathercloud's heart fluttered at that gaze, and he looked away. Heat flooded his body, his throat felt
thick, and his paws trembled to the point it was hard to raise them and say, "Nothing's wrong."

 

Brackenfur frowned. "Something clearly is," he said. "You pawspoke river, not nothing. And you
pawspoke out of normal order earlier. Something's bothering you. Is it- did someone say something to
you?" There was a protective, angry gleam in his eyes now, and his tail lashed. "Or is it… Tigerstar?"

 

Feathercloud winced. Tigerstar was a feature in a lot of Feathercloud's nightmares now. It was
strange, because he looked at the ShadowClan leader and almost thought he was okay, then he
remembered everything he ever did and the world came crumbling around him.

 

Cricketheart, his heart ached.

 



But now was not the time. With a shaky breath, he signed, "It's not that."

 

"Then what?" Brackenfur pressed, though he held himself with a patience, like he'd wait forever just
to hear Feathercloud's answer.

 

Feathercloud's heart thumped.

 

"I've been having these feelings for a while now," Feathercloud pawspoke, at first trying to just say, I
love you, then immediately changing it to something more vague. Brackenfur tipped his head
curiously, waiting for him to continue. Feathercloud tried to swallow down his nerves. It didn't work.

 

"You know I like toms," Feathercloud added, feeling incredibly mouse-brained that he couldn't just
force what he wanted to say out.

 

"Oh!" Brackenfur's eyes lit up in understanding, and he leaned forward eagerly, a mischievous glint
now in his eyes. "You like someone!"

 

Now or never.

 

With incredible willpower, Feathercloud forced his paws to say, "Yes. You." As Brackenfur was
blinking, registering the signs, Feathercloud, desperate, continued quickly, "I love you, Brackenfur.
I've loved you for a while now. You're my best friend, and you helped me out of the worst moment in
my life. I'm so grateful for everything you've done for me. I-I understand if you don't feel the same,
but I just couldn't contain it anymore. I love you."

 

Brackenfur blinked, his face one of complete and utter shock. Feathercloud could see the signs slowly
sinking into him.

 

Nerves overloaded, Feathercloud jittered on his paws, then added, "I know it's really sudden, and I'm
sorry. Ravenwing and Barley were just telling me to confess, and- and I thought I should, but it was
stupid. This was a horrible time, with everything going on, and I'm sorry-"

 

A tail tip softly pressed against his lips, even though he had thought his paws were the only thing
moving- he must have started speaking slurredly out of nerves too.



 

Brackenfur's ears fluttered, in the way that undeniably meant Feathercloud, but so much softer and
quieter even though he could not hear it. It felt spoken anyway, like it vibrated in his ears and he
suddenly knew sound.

 

Feathercloud's focus was completely enraptured on Brackenfur as the lean tom took a deep breath, his
amber eyes pooling with guarded emotions.

 

Feathercloud's heart thumped when Brackenfur began to pawspeak.

 

"It's not stupid," he said slowly. "They're your feelings. Your feelings are always important. I want
you to remember that, okay?"

 

Brackenfur stared at him intensely again, and his heart thundered. Feathercloud nodded, nose
brushing against the tail still at his face. Slowly, Brackenfur pulled it away, using it for his next signs.

 

"You're my best friend, Feathercloud," Brackenfur said earnestly, staring him in the eyes with a
firmness that Feathercloud could not deny. "I love having you by my side every second of the day. I
love making you laugh and I love seeing you happy. I would gladly protect you with my life, and I
know that you'd do the same."

 

Feathercloud's heart fluttered happily, his whole body warm, and he was unable to keep himself from
squirming.

 

"But I don't love you like that."

 

Any happiness was swept away from Feathercloud in an instance, leaving a crushing emptiness
behind. The light was gone, replaced entirely by darkness as despair consumed him whole.

 

"I'm sorry, I'm really sorry, Feathercloud," Brackenfur rushed to continue, eyes wide with alarm and
apology. "I wish I did, but I don't-"

 

"It's okay, it's really okay," Feathercloud pawspoke over him, even though it wasn't okay and
everything was horrible . "I understand, I do, it's fine-"



 

"No, no, no, Feathercloud, stop it," Brackenfur signed over him right back, face set in fierce
determination. "I know it's not fine. I didn't realize you felt that way. But it's not wrong that you felt
that way, okay? I don't suddenly hate you for loving me that way. I love you, I really do love you,
Feathercloud, but just as the greatest friend I've ever had. I don't think I like toms at all that way. My
heart doesn't beat that way for you."

 

My heart doesn't beat that way for you.

 

Feathercloud knew Brackenfur only meant to be kind, but it was the most soul-crushing thing he'd
ever said, and it would haunt Feathercloud for the rest of his life and straight into StarClan.

 

Feathercloud could say nothing in response, staring at his paws with his ears flat against his head and
his tail stiff yet a small tremble in his legs.

 

Gently, Brackenfur's paw touched his chin, then lifted it upwards. Feathercloud couldn't bear to stare
into those wide, sad amber eyes as they stared back at him. But he did.

 

"You're still my best friend," Brackenfur signed, emphasizing each paw-sign slowly, "if you let me
keep being your friend, that is. I love you, Feathercloud." Brackenfur swallowed nervously, his gaze
flickering now. "I guess maybe you want some time alone now. That's okay. I'll… go wait in our-"
Brackenfur made a face, then corrected, "my nest. Please remember I don't hate you. You can still talk
to me about whatever. Please."

 

Brackenfur stared intently at him, just as he had before, but there was now a scared desperation that
had replaced his calm determination.

 

Feathercloud wasn't sure what he was searching for. But he gave him a nod, and Brackenfur seemed
relieved. He stepped back, glancing away nervously again.

 

"Okay," Brackenfur said, aloud, and not pawspeak. "I'm… I'm leaving now. Please don't stay out here.
It's not safe." He stared sternly at Feathercloud, pawspoke danger, then turned and left.

 

Feathercloud collapsed the moment he was gone. His entire body trembled, and he burned with
embarrassment and deep, deep sadness.



 

I'm so stupid, he thought. Of course Brackenfur doesn't like me. Why would I ever think that?

 

He almost thought he should just go throw himself to the danger hunting ThunderClan, but the
reminder of it and Brackenfur's concern pushed him to his feet.

 

StarClan, how can we still be friends? I've ruined everything.

 

And training our apprentices! It's going to be so awkward now. And Snowpaw and Mistlepaw are so
nosy!

 

Life would never be the same because Feathercloud couldn't keep his mouth shut. Because he had to
go and catch feelings all because some cat was nice to him.

 

Brackenfur's just an over-affectionate friend, you fur-for-brains, he scolded himself. Got it straight
from Graystripe.

 

And the reminder of his more brief kithood crush did not help.

 

Sweet StarClan, he really did just fall for any tom that looked at him nicely. Even his passing crushes
and flitting attractions were on cats with dazzling smiles or awkward friendliness.

 

I'm the most foolish cursed cat ThunderClan has!

 

His paws carried him begrudgingly towards the short gorge that led to ThunderClan camp. Cherryfur
was waiting at the top, her ears alert. She nodded to him as he passed, but he could see the glint in her
eyes.

 

She knew something was up. Brackenfur had to have come this way as well, and why wouldn't they
go together?

 



He burned with shame as he leaped down the gorge, then walked through the gorse tunnel. Mousefur
was on guard there, and across camp, Brindleface prowled.

 

He winced, gut feeling all twisted. He wanted to be alone but he also wanted to curl up against
someone (but Brackenfur wasn't an option anymore, obviously). He first thought of Runningwind, but
his father would question what was wrong and Feathercloud didn't want to admit something so private
and embarrassing to his father.

 

He was also in the warrior's den. Where Brackenfur was.

 

Feathercloud paused in indecision in the middle of the clearing.

 

Would Mousefur and Brindleface look at him weird if he decided to sleep right there?

 

…maybe he could join Cinderpelt in the medicine cat den? She was his friend, but-

 

No, Frostfur was there.

 

The old prisoner's den?

 

Suddenly, he remembered a cat who was close to him that wasn't in the warriors' den right now.

 

Sandstorm. His old mentor.

 

They didn't "hang out" frequently - not at all like Fireheart and Graystripe, or even Darkstripe with
Dustpelt and Longtail. But Feathercloud trusted her a lot.

 

It would be weird but…

 

His paws were already taking him to the nursery. He doubted himself as his paws entered the land. It
felt really stupid. He wasn't a queen, nor the father of any kits (and, ugh , he had been imagining,



foolishly, having kits with Brackenfur. Even pondering who their surrogate could be).

 

(He was so mouse-brained.)

 

But there he was. In the nursery. Willowpelt and Whitestorm were curled up together around their kits
in the farther part. Closer to the entrance, Sandstorm rested in her nest.

 

Curiously, Fireheart was not there.

 

Suddenly, he decided this was very stupid, and backed up.

 

But Sandstorm was far from a heavy sleeper. Her eye cracked open and locked him in place with a
pale green glare. He froze.

 

Then her head rose and she frowned. Her ears fluttered thrice. "Feathercloud?"

 

"Sorry," he pawspoke quickly. "I'll go-"

 

"Why are you here?" she pawspoke easily, slowly heaving herself up to fully use her body. She had
been nothing but stubborn in learning his language once he'd become her apprentice.

 

Feathercloud winced. "Uhm, nothing."

 

She raised a disbelieving brow.

 

"It's just-..." His paw hung in the air for a long moment, but Sandstorm waited. Finally, he admitted, "I
confessed to Brackenfur today."

 

Her eyes widened in surprise. Then, quietly, she signed, "He rejected you?"

 



Feathercloud flinched like she had clawed him. He bowed his head in acknowledgement at the truth
of her blunt words.

 

Sandstorm flicked her tail, a signal for him to look up as she pawspoke, "And you came here to hide?"

 

Feathercloud shifted. "Sort of." His tail flicked, curled, for the gesture. I didn't want to be alone, he
could not say. I don't want to go back to when I spent all my days in the warriors' den, cold and alone
and ignored.

 

Brackenfur showed me that.

 

Sandstorm studied him for a moment, then used her tail to pat down the old moss beside her. "Well,
Fireheart's with Spottedleaf right now, so there's empty space if you'd like to sleep in here."

 

He blinked. "Really? I can stay? Wouldn't it be weird?"

 

Sandstorm shrugged. "Willowpelt won't care. I don't. Hide here all you like."

 

Relief flooded Feathercloud. Bowing gratefully to his mentor, he went and settled into the cold nest
beside her. It was crumpled, and old, but he didn't care. Their backs brushed each other, and he
flinched, then sought the comfort out.

 

He glanced at Willowpelt and Whitestorm. They both were still fast asleep, and so were their kits,
curled cutely in between their tails.

 

His heart warmed at the sight.

 

Then he closed his eyes, and listened as his heart cried.

 

 



Her paws softly touched the hard wooden floor as she crept quietly towards the slit of light amidst the
darkness. It was softer, mellowed, as the sun just began to rise. But it was light nonetheless, and
Cliffpaw could see the bulky forms of her predators pawing at the long fence that helped trap her
inside this deadly prison.

 

The dust of the shed littered her lungs, making her nose tickly and sting, but she kept herself firmly
quiet. Even as her belly clenched and trembled and tried to groan, empty and desperate for more than
the measly mouse she had caught two days ago. Her ear stung, throbbing and aching with a burning
pain. Her tongue was dry, though she’d managed to lick the dew off the grass from a midnight’s rain.

 

But, despite it all, she kept quiet. For if she didn’t, she’d be dead.

 

The dogs had finally given up trying to break into her small Twoleg den, which she’d learned was
called a shed from Oliver. Now, they had returned to the gate, furiously destroying whatever
mechanism their Twoleg had placed on the lock until it ripped.

 

Often, the dogs left, then returned, their Twoleg would get mad, lock them up again, once even tied
them all up, but then the dogs would escape and come back again with bloody maws.

 

Cliffpaw’s heart thumped as she wondered if that blood was her clanmates’.

 

Normally, Cliffpaw stayed locked in the shed, but then the Twoleg had opened the door and left it
cracked open. Now was, perhaps, her only chance of escape. She would starve to death and
dehydration if she didn’t leave soon.

 

But if she left while the dogs were there, she would be eaten alive.

 

Now, though, she watched with one rounded eye peering out, as the largest of the dogs slammed into
the gate and they were free again. The dog pack sprinted out, barking and howling, and Cliffpaw’s
entire body trembled before she sprang after them. Euphoria washed over her as her paws touched
grass, and the cool air dampened her pelt. Her eyes dilated as they struggled to adjust to the dawn
light, silvery yet so much brighter than the brown shadows of the shed.

 

Elated, Cliffpaw nearly ran straight into the dogs before she brought herself to a halt, crouching down
and waiting until they were paces ahead of her. She let out a shaky breath, her sides heaving from the
sudden adrenaline and her left ear still burning hot on her skin.



 

Then she pushed onward, following the dog pack with a thundering heart. She wanted to run away, be
free, and escape- she knew the way, roughly, back to ThunderClan camp, her home .

 

And the dogs were heading straight for it.

 

Her chest squeezed against her anxiously, making her breath stutter. How could she warn her
clanmates of the incoming danger? Already exhausted from a short run, she was in no shape to race
past the dogs.

 

But as she trailed after them, they started veering, barking and leering at each other. They were
heading back towards Snakerocks!

 

Cliffpaw tensed, for a moment indecisive. She had been following the dogs for so long, hearing them
speak in strange tongue, that it felt almost natural to keep following after them- but, no, she wanted
even more to head back to camp and embrace her mother and brother; her family.

 

Are they even still alive? Or have the dogs savaged them?

 

With trembling pawsteps, Cliffpaw turned away from the dogs, instead letting her paws follow her
heart straight back to ThunderClan camp. Oh, her home! She was in its forest once more! The trees
around her were so achingly familiar, it made her chest hurt. The scents, too! The flowers withering
from the oncoming cold of leaf-bare, the hiding mice in the foliage, the strong musk of her clanmates’
markings all around.

 

Is that Creekflower’s scent? she thought as she breathed in deeply. Last night’s rain had washed some
of it away, but newer scents laid heavily over it. Brindleface? she caught, and her heart twisted as she
remembered that Tulippaw had gone to face the dogs.

 

He was certainly dead now.

 

As Cliffpaw started to race forward, hoping to catch Brindleface if she was still nearby, her paws
tripped over something. She stumbled and collapsed to the ground, wheezing. Her nostrils flared, and
the scent of rabbit’s blood flooded her mouth. Confused, Cliffpaw raised her head and saw that she
had tripped over a dead rabbit.



 

She got to her paws and curiously crept forward, sniffing at it. Freshly killed, with blood still warm,
though it was beginning to clot and the body stiffen. It was a decently sized rabbit, about the size of
Cliffpaw, and enough to feed all of the elders.

 

Who would leave a perfectly good rabbit unburied?

 

The crows would come and scavenge it, or it would attract a fox, or gather maggots.

 

Her belly grumbled, and her mouth started to water the longer she smelt its blood. She shifted, her
mind suddenly consumed with the idea of eating the rabbit, even if it was someone else’s kill.

 

But there was something wrong about it that stopped Cliffpaw from doing anything.

 

As if to answer her thoughts, there was a quiet yowl that pierced through the air, abruptly cutting off
with a distantly gurgled whine. Cliffpaw’s brown fur fluffed up, and she whipped around, heart
thumping. She recalled all too well the screeching and yowling of the apprentices as they met their
demise.

 

It could just be someone who was startled, she thought desperately. It wasn’t too loud, either- maybe
some apprentices are goofing off. Swiftpaw and them always snuck out.

 

But they’re dead. Sneaking out got them dead.

 

Suddenly terrified, Cliffpaw raced towards the sound of the yowl, worried the dogs had found
someone even though they had gone the other way, to Snakerocks.

 

Instead, Cliffpaw was greeted with the darkly familiar tabby pelt of a cat she never expected to see.

 

Tigerstar .

 

The tom had always struck terror straight into her heart, ever since she was a kit.



 

He was a good cat, she’d always reason with herself. Just scary and mean to her because she was an
outsider.

 

Then he wasn’t a good cat. Then he tried to kill Bluestar, who had accepted her into the clan.

 

For a moment, she didn’t really believe she was seeing Tigerstar. Maybe just some other big, black-
striped brown tabby with narrowed amber eyes and a long-haired, prickly pelt.

 

After all, Tigerstar was ShadowClan’s leader now. He had been exiled from ThunderClan. Why would
he be on ThunderClan’s territory?

 

“How annoying,” drawled the tabby tom as he stared her down, eyes turning into slights. His tail
flicked behind him, and his long, long claws-...

 

They flexed, and she saw the gray tufts of fur stuck in his claws- the fleck of blood staining the tips.

 

“But I suppose it’s one less nuisance to deal with in the future,” growled the tom as he stepped
forward. Still, Cliffpaw could not really believe Tigerstar was in front of her. She stumbled
backwards, falling onto her rump in confusion. Her eyes flickered behind him as he prowled forward.
Was that-

 

“You never should have joined ThunderClan, kittypet,” growled Tigerstar as he padded right in front
of her. It seemed almost casual, not at all deadly, but her heart still beat and beat as she stared up at
him. “Clanlife isn’t for weak, pampered kittens. What,” he mocked, leaning down so his nose was to
hers, amber eyes glinting, “no mommy to hide behind?”

 

Cliffpaw’s heart jumped into her throat, and she let out a strangled gasp, frozen. Quick as lightning,
Tigerstar’s giant paw raised, claws glinting in the dusk light as they flew down to strike her.

 

A vicious yowl flew through the air, and the paw never struck Cliffpaw as a lithe, thin body slammed
into the huge, bulky body of Tigerstar. The great ShadowClan leader grunted and faltered, but held his
ground, thumping his paw into the side of his attacker instead.

 



Shoved away but bouncing back onto his paws without missing a beat, a pale-furred body placed
itself firmly in front of Cliffpaw, back fur bristling as he hissed threateningly.

 

“Longtail!” roared Tigerstar, face twisting with fury. “You mouse-hearted traitor! I should have
expected as much from a coward like you!”

 

“Stay away from her!” snarled Longtail, his black-ringed tabby tail fluffed in anger. The threatening
growl had not left his throat, and Cliffpaw crouched behind him, wide-eyed. “If you lay a claw on her,
I’ll shred you to pieces!”

 

Tigerstar barked a singular, harsh laugh. “I’d like to see you try, weasel,” he challenged, voice dark
and low, rumbling as ever.

 

Cliffpaw’s heart pounded in her chest. Longtail seemed so skinny and small compared to gigantic,
broad-shouldered, all-muscle Tigerstar.

 

But Longtail’s face stayed a deep, unwavering sneer. Then, he yowled, “Fireheart! Whitestorm!
Gray-”

 

Before he could even finish, Tigerstar’s face twisted into one of angry distraught. His tail lashed
furiously, and he stepped backwards, glancing over his shoulder. Cliffpaw, even through the throbbing
of her left ear, could hear racing pawsteps, and a responding yowl to Longtail’s calls.

 

Tigerstar snarled, infuriated, at Longtail. “Pathetic mongrel!” he insulted. “Can’t even face me
yourself! Let’s see how well your kittypet-clan fares without me!”

 

Tigerstar leaped forward, jumping at Longtail, but getting only close enough to swipe at his sides
before he ran off. Longtail lashed after him, then growled low in his throat as Tigerstar disappeared.
After a sudden moment of eerie silence, Longtail twisted his head around to gaze at Cliffpaw. He
stared at her.

 

Cliffpaw trembled, bowing her head to her paws.

 



But then Longtail touched his nose to her left ear, and she flinched, feeling a hot ache of pain shoot
through it. Then she saw his own ears twitch. But one of them- there was a clean ‘V’ cut into it,
leaving only half of his ear behind. She gaped.

 

Just like hers.

 

What had happened in the-... moon?... she was away?

 

Longtail pulled back then twisted his head around as a patrol of ThunderClan cats, headed by
Fireheart, found them, their pelts all bristling.

 

From the group, Cloudtail wailed, eyes wide, standing stiff-legged, every hair in his pelt on end as if
he were facing an enemy. His eyes were fixed on the limp heap of gray fur huddled at his paws.

 

“Why, Fireheart?” Cloudtail questioned, trembling. “Why her?”

 

Cliffpaw felt her chest clench, seeing her brother so distraught (but alive!), as he gazed at the cat who
had nursed them alongside her own. Who she loved almost as much as a mother, who was close
friends with their own mother.

 

Fireheart answered, voice tight, as he rasped, “Because Tigerstar wants the pack to get a taste for cat
blood.”

 

The dead cat lying in front of them all was Brindleface.

 

“Tigerstar was here!” Longtail explained quickly, flicking his tail in the direction Tigerstar had gone.
“He attacked Cliffpaw and ran!”

 

Cloudtail snarled in vengeance, then bolted that way.

 

“Whitestorm, go with him,” Fireheart quickly called. “Do not let him fight Tigerstar on his own if he
finds him!”



 

Whitestorm nodded, then rushed off after the younger white tom.

 

“Oh StarClan,” Graystripe whispered, his yellow eyes wide as he stared down at Brindleface’s dead
body. Runningwind gaped similarly beside him.

 

If I had just been faster… Cliffpaw thought numbly.

 

“Cliffpaw,” murmured the strangely soft voice of Longtail as he leaned down, nudging her. “Are you
alright? Did he hurt you?” His gaze stayed firmly on her wounded ear.

 

It flicked at his question, and she winced. Unlike his cut, which was clean and already healing over
smoothly, hers was burning red and clotted at the edges, bursting out uncomfortably and oozing pus
when pressed too hard.

 

She looked at her paws, her mouth open but unable to come up with any response.

 

Longtail sniffed her ear again, then turned to the patrol that had gathered around Brindleface.
“Cliffpaw’s ear smells infected! We need to get her back quickly. Someone tell Creekflower her kit is
okay.”

 

Fireheart looked at Cliffpaw, his eyes wide with relief yet worry. “Runningwind,” he said. “Run back
and warn Spottedleaf. Graystripe and I will carry Brindleface back.”

 

The light brown tabby tom’s face set firmly, and he turned and bolted away as quick as a moorland
rabbit. With a breath to compose himself, Fireheart leaned down to scruff Brindleface’s neck.
Graystripe winced, then crouched down to let Fireheart drag the large she-cat’s body onto his back.

 

Cliffpaw felt numb watching it. She had left ThunderClan seeing her dead denmates’ carcasses, and
now she returned just in time for Brindleface’s murder…

 

She glanced at Longtail, wondering if he would help Fireheart and Graystripe carry Brindleface. After
all, it would be difficult with just the two of them. But, instead, he stayed firmly at her side, tail
brushing her flank. He looked down at her.



 

“Come on now,” he murmured softly. “Let’s get you back to camp.”

 

She shivered, somehow still terrified even though the danger had passed (or had it?), and pressed
thankfully against Longtail’s side as he guided her after Fireheart and Graystripe. He padded quietly
beside her, and it felt bizarre. He was a good clanmate, but he’d never explicitly shown kindness or
politeness for her before.

 

As camp came into sight, Longtail left Cliffpaw’s side to help lower Brindleface down the ravine.
Cliffpaw’s chest tightened as she watched her clanmate’s warm body loll against Fireheart and
Graystripe’s backs. She whimpered, then her paw slipped on a rock.

 

She gasped, then Longtail darted to her side, catching her before she tumbled. “Careful,” he said, then
went down the rest of the way with her.

 

Cliffpaw felt apprehensive as she padded through the gorse tunnel. She had imagined bursting forth
and warning her living clanmates of the dogs, but now…

 

…She walked slowly, hesitating, as she saw Fireheart and Graystripe drag Brindleface’s body into the
clearing. Longtail touched his nose to her uninjured ear.

 

“It’s alright,” he murmured. “Take your time.”

 

She swallowed a lump of nerves in her throat, then steadily moved a paw forward, then another.
Longtail was with her every step of the way.

 

The moment she stepped foot into camp, Creekflower was there, wailing. She shoved her head against
Cliffpaw’s shoulder and used a paw to pull her close to her.

 

“Cliffpaw! Oh, my baby, my sweet, sweet baby,” she cried out, full of so much relief that Cliffpaw
mewled, shoving her nose into her mother’s chest fur and drinking in her scent. “I thought you were-”
Her mother’s voice cracked. “I thought I’d never see you again,” she whispered, staring at her with
wet green eyes.

 



“I’m sorry,” Cliffpaw whispered back, her throat feeling clogged as she shoved the words out.

 

Creekflower pressed her forehead against Cliffpaw’s. “Don’t apologize for surviving,” she murmured.
Then, she looked up and at Longtail. She blinked slowly. “Thank you,” she whispered, “for bringing
her back.”

 

Longtail blinked, all the expression of a startled owl. Then he shrugged, turning his head over his
shoulder in a fauxly haughty manner before he silently padded off. His tail tip wouldn’t stop twitching
back and forth.

 

Spottedleaf nudged Creekflower away from Cliffpaw. “Let me tend to her ear,” Spottedleaf told her
daughter. “Can you prep Brindleface’s body? Cinderpelt is tending to Missingheart.”

 

Creekflower’s eyes widened, turning to look at Brindleface as Fireheart and Graystripe laid her out.
Fernpaw and Elderpaw stared in horror, while Ashpaw peeked out from the apprentices’ den and
gaped, as though he couldn’t believe it. He ducked back inside, and then he and Tulippaw- Tulippaw
was alive!- came out.

 

Tulippaw screamed when he saw his mother’s dead body, and Ashpaw turned to meow something to
him, but the tom just choked out some mangled words, then dove back into the apprentices’ den.
Ashpaw hesitated, then turned and swiftly went to his mother’s body, dropping beside Fernpaw.

 

“I will,” Creekflower choked out, body tense as she kept herself from trembling. She blinked the mist
from her eyes and walked over to Brindleface’s body, giving her forehead a lick before she went and
gathered flowers to prep her quickly.

 

Fireheart was already moving on towards Highrock, and Cliffpaw’s heart lurched. Brindleface would
not even get a proper mourning, not with danger lurking so close. Cliffpaw winced as Spottedleaf
sniffed her ear.

 

“Come with me,” Spottedleaf murmured, and Cliffpaw followed numbly as Spottedleaf led her
towards… the old prisoner’s den? Cliffpaw paused outside while Spottedleaf dipped inside. She
turned around and saw the white pelt of Feathercloud pass by as he headed towards the apprentices’
den, slipping inside. And from the entrance, the white pelts of Cloudtail and Whitestorm appeared,
and Cloudtail had his head bowed forlornly.

 



And the white pelt of Frostfur…

 

The she-cat was half inside the medicine cat den, and her fur bristled as she stared at Brindleface. But
she did not approach her sister. Instead, she screamed, much like Tulippaw had, then roared, “You
fool! You absolute mouse-brain! I warned you, I warned you!” Frostfur trembled fiercely, her fangs
bared almost painfully and spit dribbling madly from her lips. Her gaze tossed to Whitestorm, and the
yellow-eyed tom stopped midstep, already looking saddened and horrified. “How could you do this to
her! You miserable tom! I hate you; I hate you and your cursed father! I won’t let you take my family
from me!”

 

She lunged forward, but not for Whitestorm; instead it was towards the white and orange pelt of
Brightpaw, who had crouched outside the den. Frostfur scruffed her daughter in the back of the neck,
even though she was far too big for that.

 

Brightpaw let out a strangled protest as Frostfur started dragging her back into the medicine cat den.
“Mother!” she yelped.

 

Then, as her face shifted, Cliffpaw saw the horrifying chunk of her face that was gone. Pink and red
and skinless . Just flesh.

 

Cliffpaw gagged reflexively, then Spottedleaf appeared behind her and rested her tail on her
shoulders. Cliffpaw met her gaze. It was sad, but calm. Cliffpaw dipped her head as Spottedleaf
started to tend to her ear, squeezing the juice of an herb into it. Cliffpaw winced, but held still,
watching as Fireheart stood at the foot of the Highrock, waiting for cats to gather.

 

Her stomach churned.

 

She was home.

 

But at what cost?
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Bluestar’s Leap For Justice (#End of a Dangerous Path)

Tulippaw trembled, his heart pounding so fast he’d thought it’d burst out of his body. He gasped and
whined and squirmed, unable to calm himself down.

 

His mother was dead .

 

Dead, dead, dead; the dogs had eaten her and they’d eat him too.

 

“Kill, kill, kill,” they’d cry, for their, “pack, pack, pack.”

 

Oh, StarClan, great StarClan, he was cursed and he was suffocating and he was dying and his mother
was dead and-

 

“Hey,” meowed a soft voice.

 

Tulippaw shrieked, leaping so high and fast he slammed into the roof of the apprentices’ den and
made it tremble. He cried and scrambled into the corner, curling in on himself. He looked up at the
intruder, and saw Feathercloud, the white-furred deaf warrior.

 

He wailed, his chest pounding. “Please don’t kill me!”

 

The cursed cat had come here to finish the job and kill him and eat him!

 

Feathercloud’s eyes widened. “No, no!” he said quickly. “I just wanted to see if you were okay.”

 

Tulippaw quaked, so much it made his body ache in pain. He whimpered. “You’re here to kill me,” he
said.

 

Feathercloud shook his head, then blinked slowly at Tulippaw. “I promise, I’m not. I won’t do
anything to you. I just wanted to make sure you weren’t alone, and-”



 

Tulippaw turned his back to the tom, and put his paws to his ears. “I won’t listen to you!” he wailed.

 

“-I know what it’s like to be, cooped up in a den and feeling like you can’t leave,” Feathercloud
continued on, as though Tulippaw hadn’t said anything. Confused, Tulippaw glanced back at him,
then abruptly remembered the tom was deaf , and wouldn’t have heard his shout when he’d turned his
back to him. “Cricketheart’s death… ruined me. I thought there was nothing left for me, so I stayed in
my den and just… rotted away. Now I see you staying in your den because of a terror of the outside
world, and… I understand, really, why you’re so scared. And it’s okay to be scared.”

 

Tulippaw’s heart thumped as Feathercloud continued, but he listened as Feathercloud spoke. He’d
listened to his denmates tell him a hundred times that it’s okay and he’s safe, but it didn’t mean
anything because he wasn’t safe and he’d never be safe!

 

The dogs would hunt him forever and ever and they’d eaten his mother and he’d never ever see her
again!

 

The thought made him shove his face back into his paws with a strangled cry, sobbing.

 

“I’ve lost a parent too,” Feathercloud continued softly. “A…A lot of our clanmates have. It’s… it’s
the life of a warrior, unfortunately, but… we bear it proudly, and we know we’ll see them one day
again, in StarClan.”

 

“I’ll never go to StarClan,” Tulippaw whimpered, head still to his paws. “The dogs will eat me and
I’ll be in their belly forever .”

 

Feathercloud hesitated, as though he knew Tulippaw had said something, but didn’t know what,
seeing as Tulippaw wasn’t facing him. Tulippaw had spoken behind his back purposefully before,
with the other apprentices, and they’d all laugh about it…

 

Now they’d never laugh again.

 

They’d be dead dead dead…

 



“Kill, kill, kill,” he murmured under his breath, claws curling into the moss and cutting it up. The
words haunted his ears, dog breath still hot and their drool still dripping down onto his pelt and
soaking it up.

 

“It can get better,” Feathercloud continued softly, “if you let it. And, sometimes, it’ll get better even
when you don’t want it to.” Soft brush of fur against the floor indicated Feathercloud crouching closer
to Tulippaw. “You’ll always have friends and denmates that love you.”

 

Dog teeth squeezed his chest, his ribs breaking and his heart popping, as he spasmed then gasped,
turning to glare at Feathercloud, “No they don’t!” He trembled as he wailed, “They hate me! They
hate me! I’m cursed and I’ll curse them all too- they need to get away from me! They- they think I’m
annoying and weak a-and bratty and stupid!”

 

He sobbed, head dropping to his paws and one paw raising to dig his claws into the side of his head as
though to distract himself from the pain. Gray fur pulled out, and Tulippaw felt a confusing mix of
relief and pain as he felt his claws scratch his skin.

 

Feathercloud’s paw lashed out, knocking his paw away, and Tulippaw snarled, leaping backwards, the
fur along his spine spiking.

 

“You’re trying to kill me!” he growled. “I knew it!”

 

“No,” Feathercloud insisted, the black pupils of his blue eyes now a little wider. “Tulippaw, don’t-
don’t hurt yourself like that.”

 

Tulippaw bared his teeth. “Kill me!” he demanded. “Or- or I’ll kill you and- and we’ll never curse
anyone else again!” His legs quaked beneath him, and he stopped himself from collapsing by locking
them. His breath came out in heavy pants.

 

Feathercloud’s ears were pinned back against his head, and his eyes were still wide. “Tulippaw,” he
murmured quietly. “I’m not going to kill you. Neither is… neither is Fernpaw, or Elderpaw, or
Ashpaw, or Thornpaw… Or Whitestorm. We’re all here for you, okay? I know… Just remember that
you have cats who love you, and they’ll never stop loving you.”

 

Tulippaw snarled at him again, legs trembling still, his tail stiff against his back as it was kinked. He
panted fiercely.



 

Feathercloud bowed his head as he started to back out of the den. “I’m always here if you need
someone to talk to.”

 

The white tom vanished into the sunny light outside.

 

Tulippaw’s legs collapsed beneath him, and his chin hit the floor numbly.

 

There was suddenly a gaping hole in his chest, and he wished Feathercloud was still there.

 

It was too quiet in the den, and Tulippaw could only hear the panting of dogs in his ear.

 

 

Fireheart watched Cloudtail pace back and forth, his tail lashing fiercely. Not only had they found
Brindleface dead, the cat who had helped nurse the white tom and his siblings, but they had also
witnessed Tigerstar attacking Cliffpaw.

 

“I’ll flay Tigerstar!” he vowed. “I’ll scatter his entrails from here to Highstones. He’s mine, Fireheart,
and don’t you forget it.”

 

“And don’t you forget that you’re under my orders,” Fireheart told him. “Right now we have to deal
with the dog pack. We’ll worry about Tigerstar later.”

 

Cloudtail bared his teeth with a hiss of frustration, but did not argue.

 

Meanwhile the rest of the Clan were huddling in a shocked and silent crowd around Fireheart.
Cinderpelt appeared from Bluestar’s den and limped rapidly across to him.

 

“Bluestar’s asleep,” she meowed. “Better to tell her about this when we’ve worked out a plan, don’t
you think?”

 



Fireheart nodded, wondering how his leader would react when she found out that all her fears about
Tigerstar were true. Would the dreadful knowledge drive her into madness once and for all? Pushing
his fear aside, Fireheart turned to address the Clan. “Cats of ThunderClan,” he began. “This morning
we discovered that there’s a pack of dogs on our territory, living in the caves at Snakerocks.”

 

Murmuring broke out among the assembled cats, along with a few yowls of defiance. Fireheart
guessed that they scarcely believed him, but there was worse news to come. He couldn’t help staring
at Darkstripe, but the dark warrior’s expression was unreadable, and Fireheart had no idea how much
he already knew.

 

“Tigerstar has been feeding the dogs,” he went on, struggling to keep his voice calm, “and he has laid
a trail of dead rabbits to lead them right into our camp. You all know what lay at the end of that trail.”
He dipped his head toward the place outside the camp where Brindleface had been buried. He had to
signal with his tail for silence as a chorus of wailing broke out. He couldn’t help noticing
Goldenflower crouched with her head down as she listened to what Tigerstar had done, and he looked
instinctively for two of the newest apprentices. Tawnypaw was staring at him with horror in her face,
and Bramblepaw’s face was hidden in his paws. 

 

Fireheart turned his gaze to where his young niece Cliffpaw was, crouched beside Spottedleaf as the
tortoiseshell she-cat covered her sliced ear with poultice, then a wrap sealed with cobwebs.

 

“We found Tigerstar attempting to attack Cliffpaw too,” Fireheart continued. “Longtail bravely chased
him off before he could harm her.” The pale tabby turned his gaze away, either bashful or ashamed,
when Fireheart looked at him. “As we all know, Cliffpaw went missing the night of the dog attack that
killed Lynxpaw. Many of us assumed her dead. Cliffpaw, if you can, tell us where you were?”

 

Cliffpaw shifted nervously as cats’ gazes turned to her.

 

Fireheart was just about to tell her she didn’t need to speak, when she rasped out, “The dogs aren’t
living at Snakerocks. They go there to hunt when they break out from their Twoleg den… I… I was
trapped in the den of the dogs. That night, I-... I followed Swiftpaw and them, b-but then the dogs…”
She turned her head away, and Spottedleaf touched her nose to her cheek comfortingly. “I followed
the dogs, and I got stuck. When I finally had an opportunity to leave, I did, and then…” She trailed
off, her mouth opening, then closing, and she gazed past the camp walls.

 

“Then Tigerstar found her and tried to kill her too,” Longtail finished, his voice tight, and he still
didn’t look at anyone. Cherryfur glanced at her brother, face in a worried frown.

 



Fireheart bowed his head to them. “Thank you for telling us,” Fireheart murmured, then swallowed
and continued, “We have tried to break the rabbit trail, but the rabbits have lain there all night, and the
pack will follow the scent they left behind. We must all leave- elders, kits, everyone. If the dogs come
to the camp they must not find us here.”

 

More sounds of dismay, this time a low, anxious murmuring. Dappletail, an aged, once-pretty
tortoiseshell she-cat, called out, “Where shall we go?”

 

“To Sunningrocks,” Fireheart replied. “Once you’re there, climb the tallest trees you can find. If the
dogs follow you, they’ll think they lost the scent on the rocks, and they won’t look for you.”

 

To his relief, the Clan grew quieter now that he had given them definite orders, though the cats still
crouched in grief for Brindleface. Her kits were pressed close together with looks of stunned horror
on their faces. Fireheart thanked StarClan that the day, although gray and chilly, was dry, and that
there were no sick cats or very young kits to make the journey.

 

“And what about the pack?” Dustpelt asked. “What are we going to do about them?”

 

Fireheart hesitated. He knew the pack was too strong for his warriors to attack directly. Tigerstar
would never have led them to the camp unless he had been certain of that. StarClan help me, he
prayed silently. 

 

As though his warrior ancestors had heard him, an idea flashed into his mind. “That’s it!” he
whispered. “We’ll steal the trail.” As the cats close by stared at him, he repeated more loudly, “We’ll
steal the trail!”

 

“What do you mean?” Sandstorm asked, her green eyes wide. Fireheart’s chest clenched with worry
for her- but he trusted that, despite her large belly, she would be able to climb a tree just fine.

 

“Just what I say. Tigerstar wants to lead the dogs right to our camp. Fine. We’ll let him do that. And
when they arrive, we’ll be waiting- to take them to the gorge.”

 

Not far from Fourtrees, on the far side of ThunderClan’s territory, the river foamed between sheer-
sided cliffs. The current was fast and strong, and there were sharp rocks concealed just under the
surface. If cats had drowned there, why not dogs?



 

“We’ll need to lure the dogs over the edge,” Fireheart went on, the details of the plan taking shape in
his mind as he spoke. “I’ll need warriors who can run fast.” His dark green gaze swept the cats around
him.

 

“Graystripe. Runningwind. Mousefur and Longtail. Dustpelt. And I’m going myself. That should be
enough. The rest of you gather by the camp entrance, ready to move out.”

 

As the cats he had not named began to obey his orders, Fireheart saw Fernpaw and Elderpaw pushing
their way to the front of the crowd.

 

“Fireheart, we want to help,” Fernpaw begged, fixing her shocked, pleading eyes on Fireheart.

 

“I said warriors,” Fireheart reminded her gently.

 

“But Brindleface was our mother,” protested Elderpaw. “And Cliffpaw was nearly killed - twice!
Please, Fireheart. We want to do it for them.”

 

“Yes, take them with you,” Whitestorm put in, his voice grave. “Their anger will make them fearless.”

 

Fireheart hesitated, then saw the intensity in the white warrior’s eyes and nodded. “All right.”

 

“And what about me?” Cloudtail demanded, his tail beginning to lash again.

 

“Listen, Cloudtail,” Fireheart meowed. “I can’t take all my best warriors to lure the dogs. Some of
you have to look after the rest of the Clan.” Cloudtail opened his mouth to argue, but Fireheart went
on quickly: “I’m not giving you an easy job. If we fail, you’re likely to find yourself fighting the
dogs- and maybe ShadowClan as well. Think , Cloudtail,” he urged as the warrior still looked
unconvinced. “What better revenge could you take on Tigerstar than to make sure that his plans fail
and that ThunderClan survives?”

 

Cloudtail was silent for a moment, his face twisted in grief and anger for Brindleface and Cliffpaw.

 



“Don’t forget Lostface,” Fireheart meowed quietly. “She’ll need you now more than ever.
Missingheart, too. He… He might not be able to climb.”

 

The young warrior straightened up at the mention of his injured friends and glanced across the
clearing to see Lostface limping toward the entrance, guided by Frostfur, who looked frantic,
snapping at anyone who got close. Lostface’s one eye was staring and her sides heaved with terror. On
the other side of the clearing, Spottedleaf was gently helping Missingheart hobble along. The black
and white tom trembled and hurriedly limped towards Longtail and buried his muzzle in his older
brother’s fur, looking terrified, confused, and unsteady on his limbs.

 

“Right, Fireheart.” Cloudtail sounded utterly determined. “I’m on my way.”

 

“Thank you,” Fireheart called after him as he raced across the clearing to Lostface’s side, completely
ignoring Frostfur’s snarl. “I trust you, Cloudtail.”

 

As he watched the assembling cats, a movement beyond them caught his eye. Darkstripe was slinking
through a gap in the thorn hedge, closely followed by Bramblepaw and Tawnypaw, both of whom had
dubious looks on their faces.

 

Fireheart shot after them and managed to catch up with them as they pushed their way through the
thorns. “Darkstripe!” he snapped. “Where do you think you’re going?”

 

The dark warrior turned. There was a flicker of alarm in his eyes, though he faced Fireheart boldly. “I
don’t think Sunningrocks is safe,” he meowed. “I was taking these two to a better place. They-”

 

“What better place?” Fireheart challenged him. “If you know one, why don’t you share it with the rest
of the Clan? Unless you mean you’re taking them to Tigerstar?” He surprised himself as a surge of
fury made him long to spring at Darkstripe and claw him, but he forced himself to stay calm. “Of
course, the ShadowClan leader wouldn’t want his kits to be eaten by the dog pack,” he realized out
loud. “You’re taking them to him before the dogs get here, aren’t you? I suppose you arranged all this
at the last Gathering!”

 

Darkstripe did not reply. His expression darkened, and he would not meet Fireheart’s eyes.

 

“Darkstripe, you disgust me,” Fireheart hissed, feeling his heart be pricked with thorns. “You knew
Tigerstar meant to bring the dog pack down on us- and you never said a word to any cat! Have you no



loyalty to your Clan?”

 

“I didn’t know!” Darkstripe protested, his head swinging up. “Tigerstar told me to bring his kits to
him, but he never told me why. I never knew about the pack; I swear it by StarClan!”

 

Fireheart wondered how much worth an oath by StarClan could possibly have in the black tabby’s
mouth. Then he despaired that he was second-guessing his former best friend. Why did it have to
come to this ?

 

He swung around to face the two apprentices, who were staring at him, their eyes wide and scared.
“What did Darkstripe say to you?”

 

“N-nothing, Fireheart,” stammered Tawnypaw.

 

“Only to go with him,” her brother added. “He said he knew a good place to hide.”

 

“And you obeyed him?” Fireheart’s voice was scathing. “He’s Clan leader now, is he? Or maybe some
cat made him your mentor, and I didn’t notice? Follow me, all of you.”

 

Whipping around, he led the way across the clearing to where the Clan was gathering near the camp
entrance. He was half-surprised to see that Darkstripe followed him, as well as Bramblepaw and
Tawnypaw.

 

Sooner or later, Fireheart knew, he would have to have a reckoning with the dark warrior, but there
was no time now.

 

As he reached the other cats, he summoned Brackenfur with a flick of his tail. “Brackenfur,” he
meowed, “I’m making you and Feathercloud responsible for these two apprentices. Don’t take your
eyes off them, whatever happens. And if Darkstripe so much as sniffs at them, I want to know about
it.”

 

“Yes, Fireheart,” Brackenfur mewed, looking bewildered. Nudging the two apprentices, he herded
them away, towards Mistlepaw and Snowpaw.

 



Seeing Whitestorm close by, Fireheart padded over to him and jerked his head at Darkstripe. “Keep an
eye on that one,” he ordered. “I don’t trust a single hair on his pelt.” His chest burned at the thought,
but it was true, and he pushed it away.

 

Then he addressed the warriors he had chosen to run ahead of the pack. “If you haven’t eaten today, I
suggest you eat now,” he meowed. “You’ll need all your strength. We’ll go soon, but first I have to
talk to Bluestar.”

 

As Fireheart turned toward Bluestar’s den, he realized that Cinderpelt was beside him. “Do you want
me to come with you?” she asked.

 

Fireheart shook his head. “No. Go and help the others get ready to leave. Do what you can to keep
them calm.”

 

“Don’t worry, Fireheart,” the medicine cat assured him. “I’ll take a few basic remedies with me, just
in case.”

 

“Good idea,” Fireheart meowed. “Get Thornpaw to help you. You can leave as soon as Bluestar is
ready to join you.”

 

When he looked into Bluestar’s den, his leader was awake and grooming her fur. “Yes, Fireheart?
What is it?”

 

Fireheart padded into the den and dipped his head. “Bluestar, we have discovered the truth about the
evil in the forest,” he began carefully. “We know what the ‘pack’ is.”

 

Bluestar sat upright and watched Fireheart with unwavering blue eyes as he told her what he and his
patrol had seen that morning. As he went on, her face grew blank with horror, and Fireheart’s fears
rose again that the discovery would drive her into madness.

 

“So Brindleface is dead,” she murmured when Fireheart had finished. Bitterly she added, “Soon the
rest of the Clan will follow her. StarClan have sent Tigerstar to destroy us. They will not help us
now.”

 



“Perhaps not, Bluestar, but we’re not giving in,” Fireheart insisted, trying not to be panicked. “You
must lead the Clan to Sunningrocks.”

 

Bluestar’s ears flicked. “And what good will that do? We can’t live at Sunningrocks, and even there
the pack will hunt us down.”

 

“If my plan works, you won’t be there for long. Listen.” Fireheart told her how he was hoping to lure
the dogs through the forest and drown them in the gorge.

 

His leader’s gaze grew vague, fixed on something Fireheart could not see. “So you want me to go to
Sunningrocks like an elder,” she meowed.

 

Fireheart hesitated. Telling Bluestar what she should do was a lot harder than giving orders to
Cloudtail.

 

“Like a leader,” he told her. “Without you there, the Clan will panic and scatter. They need you to
hold them together. Besides,” he added, “don’t forget that this is your last life. If you lost it, what
would the Clan do without you?”

 

Bluestar hesitated. “Very well.”

 

“Then we should go now.”

 

Bluestar nodded and led the way out of the den. The bulk of the Clan- all the cats Fireheart had not
chosen to come with him- were already huddled together near the entrance to the camp. As Bluestar
went to join them, Fireheart flicked his tail to call Whitestorm. “Stay beside her,” he mewed softly.
“Look after her.”

 

Whitestorm dipped his head. “You can rely on me, Fireheart.” The glance he exchanged with
Fireheart showed that he understood perfectly how fragile Bluestar’s mind was. He padded at
Bluestar’s shoulder as she led the way out of the camp.

 

Seeing the white warrior, old but still vigorous, beside her, Fireheart was struck all over again by how
frail his leader looked. But her presence among them would reassure the other cats, especially the



elders.

 

“Fireheart!” Sandstorm’s distressed meow came from the crowd and he saw her push her way through
Cherryfur and Creekflower. His sister flashed him a fearful look, but Cherryfur leaned over and
whispered a few words of comfort.

 

Sandstorm quickly ran over to him and pressed her cheek against his own. “Be careful,” she breathed,
and he felt her words as well as her breath tickle his ear. “And most of all, don’t get caught .”

 

He closed his eyes and murmured, “I’ll come back Sandstorm.” He licked her cheek. “I promise.” He
gazed into her pale green eyes before she had to tear them away and follow after the clan, meeting up
with Cherryfur and Creekflower.

 

When the last of the Clan had filed out into the ravine, Fireheart turned to the warriors who remained,
crouched beside the burned stalks of the nettle patch. Graystripe and Runningwind met his gaze, their
eyes filled with resolution and fear in equal measure. Fireheart was reminded of the last time he had
evacuated the camp, when the fire came, and how two cats had never returned.

 

But he knew thoughts like that would only push him into panic. He had to be strong for the sake of his
Clan. Padding over to his warriors, he meowed, “Are you ready? Then let’s go.”

 

When Fireheart reached the top of the ravine he halted and turned to Fernpaw and Elderpaw. “You
two wait here,” he ordered. “As soon as you see the dogs, run straight for the gorge. Runningwind
will be next in line. When you see him, climb a tree, and then when the dogs have picked up his trail
and gone, head for Sunningrocks.”

 

He looked down at the two apprentices. Their eyes gleamed with fury, grief for their mother
momentarily forgotten in their desire to avenge her death. Fireheart hoped they would remember their
instructions and not panic, or even worse, try to attack the dogs by themselves. “The Clan’s relying on
you,” he added. “And we’re all proud of you.”

 

“We won’t let you down,” Fernpaw promised.

 

Fireheart left them there and led the others farther into the forest. His ears were pricked for sounds of
the dogs, but for now the forest seemed to be waiting under a suffocating silence, as sinister as any



howling or crashing of undergrowth. The sound of the cats’ breathing and their soft pawsteps seemed
unnaturally loud as they padded under the trees.

 

Soon Fireheart halted again. “Runningwind, you wait here,” he meowed. “I don’t want those two
apprentices to have to run too far. You’re the fastest cat in ThunderClan- you’ll need to get a good
start on the dogs to give the rest of us a chance. Okay?”

 

Runningwind nodded. “You can trust me, Fireheart.”

 

Fireheart took the rest of his warriors along a line stretching all the way to the gorge, leaving each of
them at regular intervals as he went: next Longtail, then Dustpelt, and then Mousefur. At last he and
Graystripe were left alone on the border with RiverClan, as near as they could get to the gorge
without leaving their own territory.

 

“Right, Graystripe,” he meowed, halting. “You hide here. If all goes well, Mousefur will lead the dogs
to you. When they come, head for the steepest part of the gorge. I’ll be ahead of you, waiting to take
over for the final stretch.”

 

“That will be on RiverClan territory.” Graystripe sounded dubious. “What’s Thistlestar going to think
about that?”

 

“With any luck, Thistlestar won’t have to know anything about it,” Fireheart replied, remembering
how the RiverClan leader had threatened Graystripe, at the time a LeopardClan warrior, with death if
he set paw in his territory again. “We can’t worry about that now. Stay hidden on our side of the
border, and if you see a patrol, don’t let them know you’re here.”

 

Graystripe nodded and flattened his belly to the ground to crawl underneath the branches of a
thornbush. “Good luck,” he meowed as he disappeared.

 

Fireheart wished him luck in return and went on, more warily now, into RiverClan territory. He saw
no RiverClan cats but he scented some fairly fresh traces, which suggested that the dawn patrol had
already passed that way. 

 

At last he found a place to hide in a hollow at the foot of a rock and settled down to wait. The whole
forest was silent, except for the distant roar of water in the gorge. Fireheart couldn’t help wondering
where Tigerstar was now. Safe in ShadowClan territory, he guessed, waiting for his old Clan to be



torn apart. Then he could swoop in like a carrion crow and take the ThunderClan territory for his own,
gloating over his perfect revenge.

 

Clouds still covered the sky, so Fireheart had no way to judge the passing of time, but as each
heartbeat followed the last he began to worry that something had gone wrong. Why was it taking so
long? Had the dogs caught one of his warriors? Fireheart worked his paws on the hard earth in front
of him, extending and sheathing his claws. He had to force himself not to go back and see what had
happened.

 

What if this was all a huge mistake? he asked himself. Had he led his Clan into even greater danger?

 

Then, above the noise of the river, he heard a distant barking. Rapidly it grew closer. The dark force
had gained a voice at last, giving tongue as the pack bore down on the cats who had become their
prey. The sound grew louder still, until it seemed to fill all the forest, and Graystripe appeared,
streaking along with his belly almost flat against the ground.

 

Barely three fox-lengths behind him was the pack leader. Fireheart had never seen a dog like it. It was
enormous, easily twice the size of any Twoleg pet. As it ran, its muscles bunched powerfully under a
short black-and-brown pelt. Its jaws gaped to show a vicious set of teeth, and its tongue lolled. It
barked hoarsely as it snapped at the fleeing Graystripe.

 

“StarClan help me!” Fireheart whispered, and sprang out of his hiding place.

 

He just had time to see Graystripe hurtling toward the nearest tree; then all he could do was run. The
barking seemed to redouble, and he could feel the hot breath of the pack leader against his hind paws.

 

For the first time Fireheart wondered what he would do when he came to the gorge. He had imagined
slipping aside at the last moment to let the unsuspecting dogs dash straight over the edge. Now he
realized that might not work; the dogs were much, much closer than he had imagined.

 

Perhaps he would have to leap over himself.

 

If that’s what it takes to save the Clan, then that’s what I will do, Fireheart vowed grimly.

 



The gorge was close by. Fireheart emerged from the trees to see nothing but smooth turf between him
and the edge of the cliff. Casting a hasty glance over his shoulder, he saw that he was outrunning the
dogs, and he slackened his pace a little to let them catch up. The pack streamed out of the trees behind
their leader, their tongues lolling as they barked.

 

“Pack, pack! Kill, kill!” The words slashed at Fireheart like teeth.

 

Then from his other side a heavy weight barreled into him, bowling him over. He fought vainly to get
up as a massive paw pinned him by the neck. A voice growled in his ear, “Going somewhere,
Fireheart?”

 

It was Tigerstar.

 

Fireheart struggled desperately to get free, lashing out with his hind paws to claw tufts of fur from his
enemy’s belly. The ShadowClan leader barely moved. The reek of his scent was in Fireheart’s mouth
and nostrils, and his amber eyes glared into Fireheart’s own.

 

“Greet StarClan for me,” he snarled.

 

“Only after you!” Fireheart gasped.

 

To his astonishment, Tigerstar released him. Lurching to his paws, Fireheart saw the ShadowClan
leader double back and spring up the nearest tree. Before he had time to wonder what was going on,
he heard a deafening howl and felt the ground shake under his paws. He spun around to see the pack
leader looming over him, its dripping jaws wide. 

 

There was no time to run. Fireheart shut his eyes and prepared to meet StarClan.

 

Pain stabbed him as sharp teeth met in his scruff. His limbs flailed helplessly as the dog lifted him
from the ground and shook him from side to side. He twisted in the air, struggling to claw eyes, jowls,
tongue- but his thrashing paws met nothing. The forest spun about him. He was aware of more
barking, and the stink of dog was everywhere.

 



Vividly, Fireheart suddenly wondered what Thistlestar would think if he died, here and now. Would
he be upset that he lost his son - or for the destruction of his plans?

 

A part of the flame-colored tom desperately wanted the former to be true. But a larger part of him
knew the latter wouldn’t be far off the mark.

 

Either way, Fireheart sensed his death was near. He prepared himself to meet his family in StarClan.

 

“StarClan, help me!” Fireheart let out a yowl of terror and despair. This was not just his death, but the
end of his whole Clan. His plan had failed. “StarClan, where are you?”

 

Suddenly a yowl sounded close by. Fireheart was flung to the ground, the breath driven out of his
body. The grip on his neck loosened and was gone. Dazed, he looked up to see a blue-gray shape
ramming into the side of the lead dog.

 

“Bluestar!” he yowled.

 

The force of his leader’s impact had sent the dog staggering to the very edge of the gorge. Its barking
changed to a high-pitched howl of terror as its huge paws scrabbled for a grip on the turf. The loose
soil crumbled away under its weight and it fell, but as it disappeared over the edge its snapping jaws
closed on Bluestar’s leg, and wrenched her over as well.

 

Two of the other dogs, hard behind their leader, could not pull up in time. Blindly they charged over
the edge of the gorge and vanished, howling, while the remaining dogs skidded to a halt, their fierce
barks fading to piteous whimpers. Before Fireheart could force himself to his paws, they had backed
away from the edge and fled into the forest.

 

Fireheart staggered to the edge of the gorge and looked over. Water foamed white beneath him. For a
heartbeat he glimpsed the gaping muzzle of the pack leader struggling among the waves, before it
vanished again.

 

“Bluestar!” Fireheart screamed. What had his leader been doing over here? He had sent her with the
rest of the Clan to Sunningrocks.

 



Too stunned to move, Fireheart gazed down into the river. Suddenly he saw a small gray head bob to
the surface, paws thrashing wildly. Bluestar was still alive! But the torrent was sweeping her
downstream, and Fireheart knew that she was too frail to swim for long.

 

There was only one thing to do. Yowling, “Bluestar, hold on! I’m coming!” He launched himself
down the steep side of the gorge and into the river.

 

Water clutched Fireheart like a huge paw and buffeted him from side to side. The icy cold of the
torrent took his breath away. His paws worked furiously as he tried to swim, but the force of the
current rolled him under. He had lost sight of Bluestar before he even entered the water; he could see
nothing but the foam that bubbled all around him.

 

As his head broke surface he gasped for air, managing to stay afloat as the racing torrent swept him
downstream. Then he spotted Bluestar again, a few fox-lengths ahead of him, her fur plastered to her
head and her jaws gaping. Kicking out strongly, Fireheart closed the gap between them, and as
Bluestar began to sink again he fastened his teeth in her scruff.

 

The extra weight dragged him down. All Fireheart’s instincts screamed at him to let Bluestar go and
save his own life. But he made himself hold on, while he forced his limbs to go on working and bring
his drowning leader back to the surface. He almost lost his grip on her as something slammed into
them, and he caught a glimpse of a dog rolling over in the current, its eyes glazed with terror as it
floundered helplessly and vanished again.

 

A sudden shadow fell across them and was gone as the current carried them under the Twoleg bridge
and away from the looming cliffs. Fireheart could see the river bank now and he struck out toward it,
but his limbs were aching with weariness. Bluestar was a deadweight, unable to help herself. Fireheart
knew that he could not let go of her to gulp in more air, and his senses began to spin away into
darkness as his head went under again.

 

Barely conscious, he made one more massive effort, thrusting at the water with his paws. But when he
resurfaced he could not see the bank, and he had lost all sense of direction. His limbs stiffened with
panic as he knew he was going to drown.

 

Suddenly Bluestar’s weight grew less. Blinking water out of his eyes, Fireheart saw another head
bobbing in the water beside him, teeth firmly gripping Bluestar’s fur. He recognized the blue-gray pelt
and almost forgot to swim in his shock.

 

It was Mistyfoot!



 

At the same moment he heard Stonefur’s voice from his other side. “Let go. We’ve got her now.”
Fireheart did as he was told and let Stonefur take his place. The two RiverClan cats propelled Bluestar
through the water toward the bank.

 

“Hang on,” he startled at Leopardfur’s mew in his ear. The spotted she-cat pressed against his side.
“Keep your paws moving,” she instructed. “Imagine you’re running.” Fireheart fumbled to follow her
instruction, then felt the black pelt of Reedpaw appear on his other side. Beside the apprentice was
Primrosepaw. Fireheart felt his paws scrap against the shallow side of the river.

 

On flatter ground now, carried by the river out of the steep-sided gorge, he was able to splash his way
to the safety of the bank on the RiverClan side.

 

Coughing as he gasped air into his straining lungs, Fireheart shook water from his fur and looked
around to see what had become of Bluestar. Mistyfoot and Stonefur had laid the Clan leader down on
her side on the pebbles. Water trickled from her parted jaws, and she did not move.

 

“Bluestar!” Mistyfoot exclaimed.

 

“Is she dead?” Fireheart asked hoarsely, staggering up to them.

 

“I think she-” Stonefur was interrupted by a loud yowling. 

 

“Fireheart! Fireheart! Watch out!”

 

It was Graystripe’s voice. Fireheart turned to see Tigerstar racing across the Twoleg bridge with the
gray warrior hard behind him. The lithe form of Runningwind sped after them. 

 

As the ShadowClan leader swerved along the bank toward Fireheart and the others, Runningwind
darted in front of the massive tabby and whirled around to face him.

 

“Keep back!” he snarled. “Don’t touch them.”

 



Rage lent strength to Fireheart. His leader lay on the riverbank, her last life ebbing away; whatever
she had said or done, she was still his leader, and he had never intended her to die for the sake of the
Clan. And all this was because of Tigerstar!

 

He bounded upstream to stand beside Runningwind as Graystripe swiveled around to line up with
them. The ShadowClan leader halted a couple of fox-lengths away. Clearly he was thinking twice
about taking all three of them on at the same time.

 

From behind him Fireheart heard Mistyfoot gasp. “Fireheart! She’s alive!”

 

He bared his teeth at Tigerstar. “Come one step closer, and I’ll throw you in the river with the dogs,”
he growled. “Graystripe, Runningwind, make him stay back.”

 

“With pleasure,” Runningwind snarled.

 

Graystripe nodded, unsheathing his claws, and Tigerstar let out a long hiss of fury and frustration.

 

Fireheart raced back to Bluestar and crouched down beside her. She still lay on the pebbles, though
now Fireheart could see her chest rising and falling with each jagged breath. “Bluestar?” he
whispered. “Bluestar, it’s Fireheart. You’re all right now. You’re safe.”

 

Her eyes blinked open and focused on Mistyfoot and Stonefur. For a heartbeat she did not seem to
recognize them, and then her eyes stretched wide, softening with pride. “You saved me,” she
murmured.

 

“Shhh. Don’t try to talk,” Mistyfoot urged her.

 

Bluestar seemed not to hear. “I want to tell you something.... I want to ask you to forgive me for
sending you away. Oakstar promised me Graypool would be a good mother to you.”

 

“She was,” Stonefur meowed.

 



“I owe Graypool so much,” Bluestar went on. Her voice was faint and uneven. “Oakstar too, for
mentoring you so well. I watched you as you grew up, and I saw how much you had to give to the
Clan who adopted you.” A shudder passed through her body, and she stopped speaking for a moment.
“If I had made a different choice, you would have given all your strength to ThunderClan. Forgive
me,” she rasped.

 

Mistyfoot and Stonefur exchanged a glance.

 

“She suffered a lot of pain for her choice,” Fireheart couldn’t help putting in. “Please forgive her.”

 

For a heartbeat the two warriors still hesitated. Then Mistyfoot bent her head to lick her mother’s fur,
and Fireheart felt his legs shake with relief. “We forgive you, Bluestar,” she murmured.

 

“We forgive you,” Stonefur echoed.

 

Weak as she was, Bluestar began to purr with delight. Fireheart’s throat felt tight as he watched the
two LeopardClan cats crouched over his leader- their mother- sharing tongues with her for the first
time.

 

Bluestar coughed, her eyes trailing over to Reedpaw and Primrosepaw. “And…and these are your
kits, right?” she asked, still staring at her grandkits but addressing Mistyfoot.

 

“Yes,” the LeopardClan warrior murmured, eyes soft. “This is Reedpaw and Primrosepaw.”

 

Reedpaw’s eyes were wide with surprise while Primrosepaw studied their grandmother. She took a
hesitant step forward and touched noses with the soaked ThunderClan leader. Bluestar let out a rough
purr again, and Reedpaw hastily moved forward and pressed his muzzle against hers.

 

“We never got to know you…” he sadly meowed. “Not really.” Bluestar smiled softly.

 

“We’ll meet again,” she promised. “When you join me in StarClan…but not for a long, long time, I
hope.” She glanced back at her kits. “ All of us will.”

 



Leopardfur had taken a few steps back to give the reunited family some semblance of privacy, her
head bowed in respect. A furious hiss from Graystripe made her and Fireheart turn their heads to see
that Tigerstar had taken a step forward.

 

The massive tabby’s eyes were wide with astonishment.

 

“Don’t come any nearer, Tigerstar,” the red tom hissed. “This has nothing to do with you.”

 

Turning back to Bluestar, he saw that her eyes were closing and her breath was coming fast and
shallow.

 

“What can we do?” he asked Mistyfoot anxiously. “This is her last life, and she’ll never make it back
to the ThunderClan camp. I-I could send Runningwind for Spottedleaf?”

 

“It’s too late for that, Fireheart.” It was Stonefur who replied, his voice low and gentle. “She is on her
way to StarClan.”

 

“No!” Fireheart protested. He crouched beside Bluestar and pressed his muzzle against hers.
“Bluestar- Bluestar, wake up! We’ll get help for you- hold on just a bit longer.”

 

Bluestar’s eyes flickered open again, looking not at Fireheart, but at something just past his shoulder.
Her gaze was clear and filled with peace. “Oakstar,” she murmured. “Have you come for me? I’m
ready.”

 

“No!” Fireheart protested again. All his recent difficulties with Bluestar faded away. He remembered
only the noble leader she had been, wise and inspiring, and how she had mentored him despite being
the son of her greatest enemy. And in the end StarClan had been kind to her. She had come out of the
shadows to die as nobly as she had lived, saving her Clan by sacrificing herself.

 

“Bluestar, don’t leave us,” he begged.

 

“I must,” his leader whispered. “I have fought my last battle.” She was panting in her efforts to speak.
“When I saw the Clan at Sunningrocks, the strong helping the weak...and I knew you and the others
had gone to confront the pack...I knew my Clan was loyal. I knew StarClan had not turned their backs



on us. I knew...” Her voice failed and she struggled to continue. “I knew that I could not leave you to
face the danger alone.”

 

“Bluestar...” Fireheart’s voice shook with the pain of parting, and yet his heart leaped to hear that his
leader knew he was not a traitor.

 

Bluestar fixed her blue gaze on him. Fireheart thought he could already see the shimmer of StarClan
in her eyes. “Thistles will burn…” she murmured. “I never told you about that prophecy. Spottedleaf
received it moons ago, when you were a young warrior. I doubted its meaning when the fire raged
through the forest. But now I know…” She held his desperate green eyes. “I know that fire will save
the Clan. I was told long ago that I would be like fire and blaze through the forest, but ThunderClan
now needs a new fire.” She let out a shuddering breath. “Fireheart, I know that you will be that fire.
You will be the leader ThunderClan needs to led them through our darkest hour.” She smiled gently.
“You are the fire that will save ThunderClan, that burns through thistles,” she whispered. “And I am
very proud of you.”

 

Fireheart could do nothing but stare at his beloved leader. He felt as if his whole body had turned to
stone. Above his head, wind tore the clouds into shreds, letting a ray of sunshine strike down and
touch his pelt to flame, just as it had in the clearing when he first became an apprentice, so many
moons ago.

 

“You will be a great leader.” Bluestar’s voice was the merest whisper. “One of the greatest the forest
has ever known. You will have the warmth of fire to protect your Clan and the fierceness of fire to
defend it. You will be Firestar , the light of ThunderClan.”

 

“No,” Fireheart protested. “I can’t. Not without you, Bluestar.”

 

But it was too late. Bluestar sighed softly, and the light died from her eyes. Mistyfoot let out a low
wailing sound and pressed her nose to her mother’s fur. Stonefur crouched close to her, his head
bowed. Reedpaw whimpered and Primrosepaw pressed against him, eyes misty.

 

“Bluestar!” Fireheart meowed desperately, but there was no response. The leader of ThunderClan had
given up her last life, and gone to hunt with StarClan forever.

 

Fireheart rose stiffly to his paws. He had to dig his claws into the earth as his head spun, and for a
moment he feared that he might fall into the sky. His fur prickled, and he felt as if his thudding heart
would burst through his chest.



 

“Fireheart,” Runningwind murmured. “Oh, Fireheart.”

 

The brown warrior had left Graystripe to face Tigerstar and walked silently over to watch his leader
die. Now Fireheart saw that his friend’s gaze was fixed on him with something like awe, and as their
eyes met, Runningwind dipped his head in deepest respect. Fireheart stiffened in horror, longing to
protest; he wanted the comfort of their old, easy friendship, not this formal acknowledgment from a
warrior to his Clan leader.

 

Beyond Runningwind, he saw Tigerstar staring at the cats huddled on the shore, amazement and fury
in his eyes. Before Fireheart could say anything, the ShadowClan leader spun around and raced across
the Twoleg bridge, back toward his own territory, leaving Graystripe to hiss after him.

 

Fireheart let him go. He had to deal with his own terrified, hunted Clan before he tried to settle old
scores. But what Tigerstar had done that day would never be forgotten, not by any cat in
ThunderClan.

 

“We’ll need to fetch some of the others,” he mewed hoarsely to Runningwind. “We must get
Bluestar’s body back to camp.”

 

Runningwind dipped his head again. “Yes, Fireheart.”

 

“We’ll help,” Leopardfur offered, standing up and facing the ThunderClan cats, eyes strangely soft.

 

“We would be honored,” added Mistyfoot, her eyes clouded with sorrow. 

 

“I would like to see our grandmother laid to rest in her Clan,” Reedpaw murmured sadly.

 

“Thank you, all of you,” meowed Fireheart. He took a deep breath, drew himself up, and shook his
drying fur. He felt as if the weight of the whole Clan had descended on his shoulders, and yet, in a
heartbeat, it began to seem possible that he could bear it.

 

He was the leader of ThunderClan now. With the death of the lead dog, the threat of the pack had
gone from the forest as the rest would return to their Twoleg, and his Clan was waiting for him, safe,



at Sunningrocks. Sandstorm would be waiting for him too, their unborn kits safe from danger - for
now.

 

“Come on,” he meowed to Runningwind. “Let’s go home.”



ALLEGIANCES #6

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes



ThunderClan
Leader

Firestar - Flame-colored tom, green eyes (9/9)

  Apprentice: Bramblepaw

Deputy

Whitestorm - Snowy-white tom, yellow eyes

Medicine Cats

Spottedleaf - Dark tortoiseshell she-cat with a distinctive dappled coat, amber eyes

Cinderpelt - Dark gray she-cat, pale blue eyes, injured hindleg

Warriors

Goldenflower - Pale ginger tabby she-cat, yellow eyes

Frostfur - Pure white she-cat, dark sky-blue eyes

  Apprentice: Tulippaw

Runningwind - Lean light brown tabby tom with a scar on his side, amber eyes

Mousefur - Small dusky brown she-cat, yellow eyes

  Apprentice: Thornpaw

Darkstripe - Black tabby tom, yellow eyes

  Apprentice: Fernpaw

Creekflower - Brown tabby she-cat with white chest & paws and scars on her shoulders, green eyes

  Apprentice: Elderpaw

Longtail - Pale tabby tom with a long tail, yellow eyes

  Apprentice: Cliffpaw

Cherryfur - Ginger and white she-cat, amber eyes

  Apprentice: Tawnypaw

Feathercloud - Deaf, skinny white tom, blue eyes

  Apprentice: Snowpaw



  Temp. Apprentice: Tulippaw

Graystripe - Gray tom with gray stripe on back, yellow eyes

Dustpelt - Dark brown tabby tom, amber eyes

  Apprentice: Ashpaw

Brackenfur - Golden-brown tabby tom, amber eyes

  Apprentice: Mistlepaw

Cloudtail - Fluffy white tom, blue eyes

Missingheart - Black and white tom without a tail, fur on his chest, and an injured front leg, pale
amber eyes

Lostface - Ginger and white she-cat missing her right face’s eye, ear, and fur, blue eye

Apprentices

Thornpaw - Golden-brown tabby tom, pale blue eyes

Cliffpaw - Soft-furred brown tabby she-cat, blue eyes

Ashpaw - Pale gray tom with darker flecks, blue eyes

Fernpaw - Pale gray she-cat with darker flecks, pale leaf-green eyes

Elderpaw - Dark gray she-cat, yellow eyes

Tulippaw - Light gray tom with lighter flecks and a bite wound on his shoulders, amber eyes

Mistlepaw - Dark tabby she-cat, yellow eyes

Snowpaw - Deaf, long-haired snow-white tom, blue eyes

Bramblepaw - Dark tabby tom, amber eyes

Tawnypaw - Dark mottled tortoiseshell she-cat, green eyes

Queens

Willowpelt - Slender, very pale silver-gray she-cat, unusual blue eyes

Sandstorm - Pale ginger tabby she-cat, pale green eyes

Kits (Oldest to Youngest)

Sorrelkit - Dappled tortoiseshell and white she-kit, white chest and paws, amber eyes

Rainkit - Dark gray tom, blue eyes

Sootkit - Light gray she-kit, amber eyes



Elders

Speckletail - Pale golden tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Smallear - Gray tom, amber eyes

Halftail - Big dark brown tabby, yellow eyes

One-eye - Pale gray she-cat with a wounded eye, yellow eyes

Dappletail - Tortoiseshell and white she-cat with a graying muzzle, amber eyes

 



RiverClan (ThistleClan)
Leader

Thistlestar - Large gray tom, white belly, right front paw white, yellow eyes (Lives: 3/9)

Deputy

Lightningfur - Brown and ginger tortoiseshell she-cat with a scar above her nose, green eyes

  Apprentice: Featherpaw

Medicine Cat

Lizardflight - Brown tabby she-cat with white chest and paws, green eyes

Warriors

Voleclaw - Gray tom

Beetlenose - Crow-black tom

Softwing - White she-cat with tabby patches

  Apprentice: Perchpaw

Rippleclaw - Old black and silver tabby tom

Greenflower - Brown tabby she-cat with white splash under her chin and one white hind paw

Mallowtail - Tortoiseshell and white tabby she-cat

Blackclaw - Black tom

  Apprentice: Stormpaw

Petaldust - Tortoiseshell she-cat

Sedgecreek - Brown tabby she-cat with a long tail

Loudbelly - Dark brown tom

  Apprentice: Pikepaw

Grasswhisker - Brown-striped tabby she-cat

Vixenleap - Black she-cat

Heavystep - Thickset brown tabby tom

Woodmask - Gray tabby tom, dark blue eyes

Robinstorm - Short brown and ginger tom who is missing an ear, green eyes



Apprentices

Pikepaw - Dark gray tom with dark mottled markings like a fish, blue eyes

Perchpaw - Small black tom with white toes and green eyes

Featherpaw - Silver tabby she-cat, blue eyes

Stormpaw - Gray tom, amber eyes

Queen

Shadepelt - Very dark gray she-cat

Kits

N/A

Elders

Fallowtail - Brown she-cat

Piketooth - Skinny dark brown tabby tom

Lakeshine - Mottled, long-haired gray and white she-cat

 



RiverClan (LeopardClan)
Leader

Leopardfur - Dappled golden tabby she-cat, amber eyes

  Apprentice: Reedpaw

Deputy

Stonefur - Blue-gray tom, blue eyes

Warriors

Mosspelt - Tortoiseshell and white she-cat, blue eyes

  Apprentice: Primrosepaw

Reedtail - Pale gray tabby tom with a long, thin tail

  Apprentice: Dawnpaw

Mistyfoot - Pale blue-gray she-cat, blue eyes

Apprentices

Dawnpaw - Very pale gray she-cat, blue eyes

Reedpaw  - Black tom, blue eyes

Primrosepaw  - Very pale cream-brown she-cat with white paws, pale amber eyes

Queen

Skyheart - Pale brown tabby she-cat, green eyes

 



ShadowClan
Leader

Tigerstar - Dark brown tabby tom, amber eyes (2/2)

Deputy

Blackfoot - Large white tom with jet-black paws

Medicine Cats

Runningnose - Small gray and white tom

Littlecloud - Small brown tabby tom, blue eyes

Warriors

Finchflight - Old black and white tom with a nick in his ear

Russetfur - Dark ginger she-cat

  Apprentice: Cedarpaw

Boulder - Big, skinny gray tom with a torn, ragged ear, blue eyes

Deerfoot - Brown tom

  Apprentice: Rubblepaw

Rowanberry - Cream and brown she-cat, amber eyes

  Apprentice: Lavenderpaw

Scorchwind - Ginger tabby tom

Darkflower - Black she-cat

Wolfstep - Gray tabby tom with white front paws, tail-tip, and torn ear, green eyes

Newtspeck - Black and ginger tabby she-cat

Fernshade -  Slender tortoiseshell she-cat, yellow eyes

Flintfang - Gray tom with very thick fur on his paws

  Apprentice: Aspenpaw

Ashheart - Pale gray she-cat, blue eyes

  Apprentice: Wildpaw

Tangleburr - Gray and brown she-cat



Stumpytail - Brown tabby tom, dark amber eyes

Copperleaf - Pale ginger tom, all paws white, green eyes

  Apprentice: Turtlepaw

Dawncloud - Small pale ginger tabby she-cat, amber eyes

  Apprentice: Nightpaw

Wetfoot - Gray tabby tom

Brownclaw - Brown tom, orange eyes

Badgerfang - Big, fluffy black tom with white stripes and a scar on his belly, green eyes

  Apprentice: Quietpaw

Blossomtail - White tom with a ripped off ear and scars on the side of his face, yellow eyes

  Apprentice: Fangpaw

Oakfur - Brown tabby tom, amber eyes

Nightwhisper - Skinny brown tom, green eyes

Jaggedtooth - Huge, thick-furred ginger tabby tom, amber eyes

  Apprentice: Rowanpaw

Bubbles - Tortoiseshell cat, amber eyes (genderfluid; any prns)

Apprentices

Rubblepaw - Pale gray tabby tom, amber eyes

Quietpaw - Brown tabby she-cat, blue eyes

Turtlepaw - Gray, brown, and white tortoiseshell she-cat, one green eye, one blue eye

Rowanpaw - Dark ginger she-cat

Cedarpaw - Dark brown tom

Lavenderpaw - Very pale gray tom with darker spots

Nightpaw - Black she-cat

Wildpaw - Long-haired brown tabby tom

Aspenpaw - White she-cat with orange and black patches, amber eyes

Fangpaw - Spotted pale silver tabby she-cat, blue eyes

Q ueens



Tallpoppy - Long-legged light brown tabby she-cat

Swampfur - White she-cat with ginger patches and a scar on her throat and a nick in her ear, green
eyes

Kits

Smokekit - Black tom with darker paws and face

Snakekit - Dark brown tom with a tabby-striped tail

Elders

Poolcloud - Elderly gray and white she-cat

Archeye - Old gray tabby tom with black stripes and patchy fur

Brightflower - Very old orange tabby she-cat with a broad, flattened, grayed muzzle

 



WindClan
Leader

Tallstar - Large black and white tom, amber eyes (Lives: 2/9)

Deputy

Deadfoot - Lean black tom with a twisted left paw

Medicine Cat

Barkface - Short-tailed dark brown tom

Warriors

Larksplash - Tortoiseshell she-cat

  Apprentice: Tawnypaw

Meadowslip - Pale gray she-cat

Tornear -  Wiry gray tabby tom, blue eyes

  Apprentice: Quailpaw

Mudclaw - Mottled dark brown tabby tom, amber eyes

Morningflower - Tortoiseshell she-cat, amber eyes

Onewhisker - Pale brown tabby tom, blue eyes

  Apprentice: Gorsepaw

Ashfoot - Broad-faced gray she-cat, blue eyes

Pigeonflight - Pale gray tom with white patches

  Apprentice: Robinpaw

Sorrelshine - Brown and gray she-cat

Airleap - Brown tabby tom, one white paw and a nick in his left ear, green eyes

  Apprentice: Storkpaw

Whitetail - Small white she-cat

Webfoot - Dark gray tabby tom with a white chest

Runningbrook - Light gray tabby she-cat, amber eyes

  Apprentice: Rushpaw



Ravenwing - Black tom with white tipped tail & chest, scars on his throat, chest, and ears, green eyes,
semi-mute

Barley - Black and white tom, amber eyes, former barncat

Apprentices

Gorsepaw - Ginger and white tom, blue eyes

Storkpaw - Tortoiseshell she-cat, blue eyes

Quailpaw - Gray and white tom, blue eyes

Tawnypaw - Golden-brown she-cat, amber eyes

Robinpaw - Light brown she-cat, blue eyes

Rushpaw - Light creamy-brown tom, pale amber eyes

Queens

N/A

Kits

N/A

Elders

Crowfur - Black tom

Mistmouse - Light brown she-cat

Stagleap - Dark brown tom, amber eyes

Ryestalk - Gray tabby she-cat

 



BloodClan
Leader

Scourge - Tiny night-black tom with one white paw, icy-blue eyes

Right-Paw Cats

Bone - Large black and white tom

Brick - Ginger tabby cat (they/them)

Members

Claw - Pale gray and white tom

Fury - Battle-scarred, long-furred brown she-cat with one eye

Strike - Tortoiseshell she-cat, mate to Snapper

Snapper - Long-furred tortoiseshell and white tom, mate to Strike

Willie - Brown tabby tom with lighter muzzle, mate to Minty

Tess - Blue-gray she-cat with a raindrop-shaped marking on her forehead 

Beach - Pale ginger tom, yellow eyes, ex-mate to Minty

Pounce - Yellow-brown tabby tom with a pale spot on his chest, a lazy eye, and one tooth sticking out

Snipe - Reddish-brown and black tom

Howl - Huge brown tabby tom

Boulder - Big, skinny gray tom with a torn, ragged ear, blue eyes

Ash - Lean gray tom

Soot - Lean gray tom

Mack - White tom

Blizzard - Skinny black and white tom, mate to Blaze

Crow - Huge black tom

Smog - Gray tabby tom

Blaze - Ginger she-cat, mate to Blizzard

Amber - Ginger she-cat

Ice - Fluffy black and white tom



Snake - Fluffy black and white tom

Ricky - Skinny yellow tom

Pebbles - Gray she-cat with flat face, amber eyes

Rocket - Dark gray cat, amber eyes (he/they)

Gremlin - Tortoiseshell she-cat

Scraps - Tortoiseshell tom

Night - Brown she-cat with white paws and muzzle, yellow eyes

 



Cats Outside the Clans
Kittypets/Housecats

Oliver - Plump white tom, blue eyes

Henry - Fat brown tabby tom

Nutmeg - Brown tabby she-cat

Quince - Gray she-cat

Smudge - Black and white tom, amber eyes

Hattie - pretty brown tabby she-cat, amber eyes

Violet - Small, pale orange tabby she-cat with a white underbelly, blue eyes

Bell - Pretty golden-furred she-cat, blue eyes

Ferris - Silky ginger tom, green eyes

Briar - Female siamese, blue eyes

Macaroni - Gray and cream she-cat, amber eyes

Shadow - Dark gray tom, amber eyes

Sheldon - Silver tabby tom, green-ish eyes

Tweetie - Tortoiseshell she-cat, green-yellow eyes

Gizmo - Fluffy dark dark brown tom with darker face and legs, amber eyes

Cheese - White she-cat with orange and black patches who wobbles, blue-ish eyes

Lost - White she-cat with brown patches all over, amber eyes

Minni Me - White tabby she-cat with a brown back and a white lighting stripe, brown tail, pale amber
eyes

Reggie - Dark brown tabby trans female, white splotch on right side of muzzle, white chest, white
front paws, and white back legs, amber eyes

Uno - Dark brown non-binary tabby she-cat, white splotch on left side of muzzle, white chest, white
front paws, and white back legs, amber eyes (She/they)

Chief - Brown tabby tom, white muzzle, one white back leg, white chest and belly, green eyes

Oat - White and pale gray patched tom, amber eyes

Smoke - Soft, gray-furred she-cat, brilliant blue eyes



Storm - White tom with dark gray paws and muzzle, blue eyes

 

Loners/Barn cats

Whiskers - Ginger and white tom, blue eyes

Sasha - Brown siamese she-cat, blue eyes

Minty - Light gray she-cat, ex-mate to Beach, mate to Willie

Tadpole - Black tom-kit, amber eyes

Hawk - Brown tabby tom-kit, white belly and paws, ice-blue eyes

Moth - Golden-furred she-kit, amber eyes

 

Rogues/Strays

Socks - Tuxedo black and white tom, blue eyes

Ruby - Long-furred gray she-cat, yellow eyes

Chapter End Notes

FireAlder:
Thistlestar, seeing how many gosh-darn apprentices there are in ThunderClan and now in
ShadowClan compared to the, like, four he has: I am very uncomfortable with the energy we
have created in the studio today.

Lolling: And here's a nice little "Moon Timeline" to summarized all the chaos that's happened so
far!

Moons 0-1
Thistle exiled
Fire+ born

Moons 2-6
Fire+ kits
Thisle joins RC
Long, Cherry, Sand, Silver born

Moons 7-12
Fire+ apprentices
Lightning leaves for RiverClan
Cherry+ apprentices
Copper leaves for ShadowClan; Fire+ warriors



Dust, Raven, Gray, Cricket, Feather born
Air leaves for RiverClan

Moons 13-18
Swift+ born
Swamp+ born
Gray+ apprenticed at @ 18
Oakstar and Redtail die

Moons 19-21
In canon 2 moon time skip for Gray+ apprenticeship
Bright+ born (@ 19/early 20 if app @ 6 moons)

Moons 22-24
Yellow joins TC
First Brokenstar battle, Gray becomes a warrior
Creek gets kidnapped by Twolegs, Cloud+ born
Sand+ retrieve WindClan; Air joins WindClan
Ash+ born

Moons 25-28
Cinder+ apprenticed (in canon, 4 moons, in BT, 6 moons)
Cricket dies; Cinder injured
Mistle+ born; Bramble+ born
Silver dies; Storm+ born
Raven is attacked
Cloud+ apprenticed
Tiger is exiled
Apple dies; Fang+ born
Mudfur dies

Moons 29-31
3 moon time skip
Turtle+ apprenticed

Moons 32-34
ShadowClan sickness; Tiger becomes ShC leader
Sorrel+ born
Cloud is kidnapped
The fire occurs; Lizard joins RC
Leopardfur is exiled
Cloud becomes a warrior; dog pack occurs; Lynx dies; Cliff missing

Moons 35-Current
Bramble+ apprenticed
Cliffpaw escapes; Brindleface dies; Bluestar dies



Ask-a-thon 2023

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

Lolling: These are all of the asks from ask-a-thon (plus a few extras)! Some may be "outdated"
aka asked from earlier chapters before certain events happened. Just use context clues!

Character asks are still open on @burning-thistles-bt, just not guaranteed to get answered in a
timely manner! And if you can't see any of these images, you can find all of them under the tags
#character ask or #ask-a-thon.

See the end of the chapter for more notes

Firefamily Asks

 

Spottedleaf

 

http://archiveofourown.org/users/LollingCat/pseuds/LollingCat
https://www.tumblr.com/burning-thistles-bt
https://www.tumblr.com/burning-thistles-bt/search/character%20ask
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 "..." (Spottedleaf seems solemn.)



 "I-I'm sorry, I don't mean to offend, I've just-...never heard of that before... o-or a plushie...
But, thank you?"



 "...my current nest isn't... the softest."



 "Your words are kind."

 



 "You guys!!! We're not supposed to eat Twoleg food! It's disrespectful to the lives of warriors
before us!"

 "I'M SO SORRY I DIDN'T MEAN TO BUT THEY GAVE IT TO ME AND I COULDN'T
SAY NO???"

 "Kits, it's alright! A little treat never hurt anyone."

 "Haha, yeah, l-listen to Mom! We're totally not breaking the code or anything!"

 "WE'RE BREAKING THE CODE!! Oh StarClan! OH STARCLAN! WINDCLAN'S
GONNA KICK ME OUT FOR THIS-"



 "Calm down, Airleap! It's alright! I-I guess it's fine! I won't tell anyone!"

 "Thanks, Fireheart."

"Oh! And thanks for calling us the sweetest, ah, characters? My kits are darlings..."

 "Mooooom!!"

 "Heh, yeah, thank you... Flamestar? Wait, are you a leader? Are there... other clans out there?"

 "Isn't there that scary clan BloodClan...?"

 "Yeah, but they're more just a gang of rogues than a clan..."

 

Fireheart/Firestar

 





 “I guess I haven’t really had time to think about it… But now I’m really, really worried… But
a little excited.”

 

Sandstorm

 





 "It just doesn’t make sense why StarClan’d do that… cursed by the Place of No Stars,
maybe."



 "And do I even have to answer for Lightningfur? Nobody likes her. …Anymore… I–actually,
I’ll admit, I used to try and hang out with her and Mousefur all the time as apprentices, but… she
always shoved me aside."

"At least I'm good friends with Mousefur now. She... kinda didn't have anyone when Lightningfur just
left her behind."

 

 



 "At least I'm handling it better than Fireheart. What would that tom do without me? Heh."

"..."

"Oh, I'm fine."

(Sandstorm appears nervous underneath her relaxed mood.)

 



 (Her fur twitches before she smooths it with a plastered smile.)

 

Copperleaf

 



 "I hate to say it, but Tigerstar’s got that going for him. You know, I think he’d actually be a
really good leader if it wasn’t for the whole… murdering-cats-to-take-over-the-clans thing.
ShadowClan has improved a lot under his leadership."

 

Darkstripe

 





 "Our former friendship was born out of kithood naivety. Nothing else."

 

Feathercloud

 





 "It was kind of obvious he would be my apprentice though, so I'm not surprised!"

 

Lizardflight

 



 “I won’t lie… I miss my family… a lot. Like, a lot a lot.”



 "...but she is so pretty a-and sweet and kind and smart and… I wish I could talk to her more
often… its… lonely without her… especially since Primrosepaw left…"

 

Cliffpaw/Cody

 



 "..."

(Cliffpaw seems distracted.)

 

Swiftbreeze

 



 “He insists I’m not broken though. That makes me feel sort of mushy.”

"I just never really felt like doing those... cutesy things, like giving him flowers or calling him
handsome, or... whatever. We were just together; I thought that's all it was. I like his company."

"A lot of cats... would whisper and say I was cruel to Adderfang; that I didn't really love him. I
believed them. But he insists he doesn't care, and... I believe him more than them."

 

Adderfang

 



 "Swiftbreeze and I's relationship might not be as glamorous or as romantic as I thought it'd be
when I first asked her to be my mate, but I don't mind! Sometimes I think we get along a lot better
than other mates. We have our kits, we have each other, and we're happy; that's all that matters."

"I wouldn't choose any other cat to be my mate."

 

RiverClan Asks

 

Leopardfur/Leopardstar

 





 "Mudfur always said I'd be leader. I know I have some claim to the role. But, StarClan still
gave Thistlestar nine lives. And I know it's not a lie; I've watched them ripped from his body myself.
Taken one from that fox-heart."

"StarClan can't just take away his lives. I have to do that myself before I can get my own and unite my
broken clan."

 



 “I’m just glad he’s out of my clan. He, Lightningfur, and Thistlestar were never welcome.”

 

The Vixenleap Rant

 













 "Yes, I'm worried."

 

Sedgecreek

 



 "I saw it when she talked to Silverstream. I see it now when she looks at Featherpaw."

 

Miscellaneous Asks

 

Frostpaw/Frostfur

 



"Stay away from Brindleface too! And Whitestorm! And-AND ALL OF THEM! DON'T TRUST
ANY OF THEM! THEY'RE LIARS, LIARS, LIARS; ALL OF THEM! THEY WANT TO HURT
YOU! THEY'LL KILL YOUR BABIES!"

Bonus past-self reaction:



 "She's much too kind and pretty to be cursed..."

"...wait. She has kits? With THISTLECLAW?"

 

Lionheart

 



 "She loved trying to figure out all the little mysteries; she was fascinated with the little quirks
of the world. She would talk about Spottedleaf and her kits all the time—called them our 'practice
litter.' She wanted a big, happy family, and so did I."

"She could come across as mean sometimes, but she just spoke before she thought. She had a
beautiful mind, so creative and insightful..."

"But she's not that cat anymore. I won’t stand for the cat she’s become."

 

Bluestar

 



 "It would have been a rather awkward meeting in StarClan, certainly, had they perished with
those names."

"...Not that it isn't already awkward for me already. While my family and friends welcome me whole-
heartedly, there a few Moonstone-watchers who are... displeased with my last seasons in life."

 

Brindleface

 







 "Please don't tell anyone. It's too shameful. Especially with the curse-stuff going around… I
used to be glad that Frostfur assumed Whitestorm was Sandstorm’s father—she was so insistent on
knowing the father, and kept pushing that it had to be Whitestorm since we couldn’t ‘just be best
friends,’ and when I wouldn’t budge, I thought she gave up, but I overheard her telling Bluestar that
‘kin shouldn’t mentor kin’ when Sandstorm was apprenticed to Whitestorm—but, anyway, now…? …
I’m beginning to think it doesn’t matter who you’re related to, or who you hang out with…”

"..."

“I… don’t like thinking about him anymore but… sometimes, I wonder where he is or what he’s
doing…? Does he know he’s a father? Is that why he left?”

 

Snowpaw

 



 "And the other apprentices are SO COOL!!! Aside from Elderpaw and Fernpaw, I never got to
really talk to any of them. Ashpaw's so aloof and cool! Thornpaw's all squeaky like a MOUSE but he
looks like a LION! And Mistlepaw says Tulippaw screams ALLLL night but I can't hear him, HAHA,
so I think he's just kind of there!"

 

Finchflight

 



 “I haven’t done anything!" *mutters* "Can’t a tom get what he wants without all these soft-
paws whining?”
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Speckletail & Goldenflower Defend The FireFam!

Chapter by LollingCat

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Watery shafts of light sliced through the bare trees as Fireheart carried his leader to her final resting
place. With his teeth clenched firmly in her scruff, he retraced the route the dog pack had taken as the
brave warriors of ThunderClan lured them to the gorge and their destruction.

 

His whole body felt numb, and his head spun with the terrible realization that Bluestar was dead.

Without his leader, the forest itself seemed different, even stranger to Fireheart than the day he had
first ventured into it as a sneaky kit alongside his siblings. No thing was real; he felt as if the trees and
rocks could dissolve like mist within a moment. A vast, unnatural silence covered everything. 

 

With the rational part of his mind Fireheart realized that all the prey had been scared away by the
rampaging dog pack, but in the grip of his grief it seemed that even the forest was stunned into
mourning for Bluestar.

 

The scene at the gorge replayed over and over in his head. He saw again the slavering jaws of the dog
who led the pack, and felt its sharp teeth meet in his scruff. He remembered how Bluestar had
appeared out of nowhere, flinging herself at the dog, driving it- and herself- over the edge of the gorge
and into the river.

 

He flinched again at the icy shock of the water as he leaped in to rescue his drowning leader, and their
hopeless struggle until the LeopardClan warriors, including Mistyfoot and Stonefur, came to help
them.

 

Most of all, Fireheart recalled his dismay and disbelief as he crouched beside his leader on the

riverbank, and realized that she had sacrificed her last life to save him and all of ThunderClan from
the dog pack.

 

As he bore Bluestar’s body home, with the help of Mistyfoot and Stonefur, he kept pausing to scent
the air for fresh traces of dog. Runningwind’s pelt brushed against him as they walked side by side,
doing the same. Fireheart had already sent his former apprentice Graystripe to scout the territory on
either side of their trail, searching for signs that the dogs had caught any of the ThunderClan cats in
their desperate race for the gorge. So far, to Fireheart’s relief, they had found nothing.

http://archiveofourown.org/users/LollingCat/pseuds/LollingCat


 

Reedpaw and Primrosepaw stuck close to Leopardfur’s side. The LeopardClan leader had her tail laid
gently on her apprentice’s back while Primrosepaw walked rigidly. She had a nick in her ear, though it
looked old, perhaps from the ThunderClan-RiverClan battle a while ago.

 

Now, skirting a bramble thicket, Fireheart set down his lifeless leader once more and raised his head
to drink in the air, thankful to taste only the clean scents of the forest. A moment later, Graystripe
appeared around a clump of dead bracken.

 

“Everything’s fine, Fireheart,” he reported. “Plenty of broken undergrowth, but that’s all.”

 

“Good,” Fireheart meowed. His hope rose that the dogs that had escaped the fall into the gorge had
fled in terror to return to their housefolk, and the forest once again belonged to the four- he glanced at
Leopardfur- five Clans of wild cats. His Clan had lived through three terrible moons where they had
become prey in their own territory, but they had survived. “Let’s keep going. I want to check that the
camp is safe before the Clan comes back.”

 

He and the LeopardClan warriors took up Bluestar’s body again and carried it through the trees. At
the top of the ravine that led down to the camp entrance, Firestar paused. He briefly remembered the
early morning, when he and his warriors had followed the trail of dead rabbits that Tigerstar had laid
to lure the dog pack to the ThunderClan camp. 

 

At the end of the trail they had found the body of the gentle queen Brindleface, slaughtered to give the
savage dogs a taste for cat blood. But now everything seemed peaceful, and when

Fireheart tasted the air again, he could detect only cat scent coming from the camp.

 

“Wait here,” he meowed. “I’m going to take a look.”

 

“I’ll come with you,” Graystripe offered instantly.

 

“No.” It was Stonefur who spoke, flicking out his tail to bar the gray warrior’s way. “I think Fireheart
needs to do this alone.”

 



Flashing a grateful look at the LeopardClan deputy, Fireheart began picking his way down the ravine,
his ears pricked for any sound of trouble ahead. But the strange silence still reigned over the forest.

 

As he emerged from the gorse tunnel into the clearing, Fireheart paused to glance warily around. It
was possible that one or more of the dogs had never made it to the gorge, or that Tigerstar had sent
ShadowClan warriors to take over the camp. 

 

But all was quiet. 

 

Fireheart’s fur prickled with the strangeness of seeing the camp deserted like this, yet there was no
sign of danger, and still no scent of dogs or ShadowClan. To be sure the camp was safe, he rapidly
checked the dens and the nursery. 

 

Memories came unbidden: the bewilderment of the Clan as he told them about the dog pack, the
heart-pounding terror of the chase through the forest with the breath of the pack leader hot on his fur.

 

At the foot of the Highrock, listening to the wind whispering through the trees, Fireheart thought back
to the time Tigerstar had stood here, boldly facing his Clan as they discovered the true depth of his
treachery… As he told them about Fireheart’s own treachery in training in the Dark Forest. Tigerstar
had sworn undying vengeance as he was sent into exile, and Fireheart was sure that his bloodthirsty
attempt to set the dog pack on the cats of ThunderClan would not be his last attempt to fulfill his oath.

 

Last of all, Fireheart prowled cautiously through the fern tunnel to Spottedleaf’s den. Glancing
through the entrance, he saw the medicine cats’ healing herbs neatly ranged beside one wall. 

 

The strongest memory yet flooded over him, of Yellowfang, who had been ThunderClan’s medicine
cat before Cinderpelt, and once medicine cat of ShadowClan. Fireheart had loved her dearly, and grief
for her swept over him again to mingle with his grief for his leader.

 

Bluestar is dead, he told Yellowfang silently. Is she with you now, in StarClan?

 

Retracing his steps along the fern tunnel, he returned to the top of the ravine. Leopardfur,
Runningwind and Graystripe were standing on watch while Mistyfoot and Stonefur gently groomed
the dead leader’s body. Reedpaw and Primrose crouched beside their family.

 



“Everything’s fine,” Fireheart announced. “Graystripe, I want you to go to Sunningrocks now. Tell the
Clan that Bluestar is dead, but nothing more. I’ll explain everything when I see them. Just let them
know that it’s safe to come home.”

 

Graystripe’s yellow eyes brightened. “On my way, Fireheart.” He spun around and tore off through
the forest, heading for Sunningrocks, where the Clan had gone to hide while the dogs were following
Tigerstar’s trail of rabbit blood to their camp.

 

Stonefur, crouching beside Bluestar’s body, let out a purr of amusement. “It’s easy to see where

Graystripe’s loyalties lie,” he remarked.

 

“Yes,” Mistyfoot agreed. “No cat ever really thought he would stay in RiverClan.”

 

“Nor with us,” Leopardfur added quietly, and Fireheart was surprised not to see a hint of hatred in
those eyes that so often held contempt for Fireheart and his family. “I could see the way he breathed
in ThunderClan’s territory, even burnt to ash, when we stayed there.”

 

“I miss him,” Reedpaw murmured, his claws kneading nervously into the dirt as he kept shooting
glances at Bluestar’s body, still so utterly bewildered at the fact that the great ThunderClan leader was
his grandmother.

 

With a nod of acknowledgment to the LeopardClan warriors, Fireheart took up Bluestar again, and he,
Mistyfoot, and Stonefur maneuvered her body down the ravine and into the camp. At last they could
lay her down in her den beneath the Highrock, where she would remain until her Clan had said
farewell to her and buried her with all the honor that such a wise and noble leader deserved.

 

“Thank you for your help,” Fireheart meowed to the LeopardClan warriors. Hesitating for a moment,
knowing only too well the significance of his invitation, he added, “Would you like to stay for
Bluestar’s burial ceremony?”

 

“That is a generous offer,” Stonefur replied, showing only a flicker of surprise that Fireheart should
admit members of a rival Clan to something so private. “But we have duties to our own cats. We must
be getting back.”

 

“Thank you, Fireheart,” meowed Mistyfoot. “That means a lot to us. But your Clan will think it’s



strange if we stay. They don’t know, do they, that Bluestar was our mother?”

 

“No,” Fireheart told her. “Only Graystripe. But Tigerstar overheard what you and Bluestar said to
each other on...on the riverbank. You must be prepared in case he chooses to reveal it at the next
Gathering.”

 

Stonefur and Mistyfoot exchanged a glance. Then Stonefur drew himself up, his blue eyes gleaming
defiantly. “Let Tigerstar say what he likes,” he meowed. “I’d tell all of RiverClan myself today if I
could. We’re not ashamed of our mother. She was a noble leader- and our father was an even greater
leader.”

 

“Yes,” Mistyfoot agreed. “No cat can argue with that, even if they did come from different Clans.”

 

Their courage and determination reminded Fireheart of their mother, Bluestar. She had given them up
to their father, Oakstar, and the two cats had grown up believing that they had been

born in RiverClan. At first they had hated Bluestar when they learned the truth, but this morning, as
she lay dying on the riverbank, they had found it in their hearts to forgive her. 

 

In the midst of his pain, Fireheart was relieved beyond words that his leader had been reconciled with
her kits before she went to StarClan. He alone of all the ThunderClan cats knew how much Bluestar
had suffered, watching them grow up in another Clan.

 

“I wish we’d known her better,” Stonefur meowed sadly, as if he could read Fireheart’s thoughts.

“You’re lucky to have grown up in her Clan and been her deputy.”

 

“I know.” Fireheart looked down sorrowfully at the blue-gray she-cat lying so still on the sandy floor
of the clearing. Bluestar looked small and helpless now that her noble spirit had left her body and
gone to hunt with StarClan.

 

“May we say good-bye to her alone?” Mistyfoot asked tentatively. “Just for a few moments?”

 

“If Leopardfur would be alright with it,” Stonefur added, craning his head to glance out of the den.

 



“I’ll ask her,” Fireheart replied. He padded out of the den, leaving Stonefur and Mistyfoot to crouch
down beside Bluestar’s body and share tongues with their mother for the first and last time.

 

He padded onto the other side of Highrock. Runningwind waited with Leopardfur and the apprentices.
Fireheart dipped his head slightly to Leopardfur, who sat coolly in the middle of camp, her gaze
flickering around. The two apprentices, soon old enough to be warriors, huddled around her like kits.

 

“Mistyfoot and Stonefur wished to share tongues with Bluestar before they left,” Fireheart explained
quietly to her. “They won’t be too long,” he added, wary that the former RiverClan deputy would
insist they leave now.

 

But Leopardfur simply nodded, as though in complete understanding. She glanced at Reedpaw and
Primrosepaw. “Would you like to share tongues as well?” she asked. “You may not have known her in
life at all, but she was still your family.”

 

Primrosepaw frowned, shifting and looking away, but Reedpaw rose to his paws immediately.

 

“Yes,” he said. “I didn’t see her often when we stayed here, but Elderpaw told me stories. I wish I
knew the cat she was before she got sick. I wish I’d known earlier that we were kin.”

 

Primrosepaw glanced at her black-furred brother in surprise, then slowly rose. “Alright,” she said
quietly, and the two littermates headed off towards the other side of Highrock.

 

“It’s nice of you to let them mourn,” Runningwind commented in a quiet voice, a bit clipped at the
edges. Fireheart’s ear twitched, urging his best friend to keep the peace. He knew Runningwind was
one amongst many who did not get along easily with the LeopardClan warriors, citing Leopardfur’s
unfair exile of Airleap after their time on the journey to retrieve WindClan together.

 

That felt so long ago now, and it seemed Runningwind had mostly gotten over it, dipping his head and
looking away at Fireheart’s quiet reprimand.

 

Leopardfur simply tipped her chin up, watching Highrock for her warriors to reappear. After a
moment of silence, she meowed, “They never had the chance for split loyalties. They were always
told they were RiverClan warriors, and I won’t take that away from them now. It’s unlike Graystripe
or his kits.” She looked at Fireheart. “Or Thistlestar and his.”



 

Fireheart winced, crouching down and looking away. Grief still stabbed at his heart for Bluestar, and
he didn’t need the reminder of his spiteful father either. Thistlestar would be glad about Bluestar’s
death, he realized, and the thought made him burn inside with anger, because Bluestar was a far better
parent than Thistlestar had ever been.

 

Ever gotten to be, that tiny part of himself that was still a kit whispered.

 

“I had my doubts about you,” Leopardfur continued, and Fireheart glanced back at her. “Your
parentage- it was not kind to you. A medicine cat for a mother, an exile for a father. A cat born to a
family like that, there is always the question of where your loyalties truly lie.”

 

Fireheart’s jaw tensed, an ache in his chest that urged himself to defend himself against an enemy
warrior’s attack, to protect his mother in this question- but Leopardfur continued.

 

“But I have seen your loyalty to your clan,” Leopardfur said. “To your cats, to your friends and
family. Your willingness to help others when you need not to. That generosity is dangerous… yet you
continue. I… am not sure I would have had the same strength to do so, if my parents were your own,”
Leopardfur admitted with a dip of her head. “I had difficulty myself when my father chose to become
a medicine cat. Mudfur,” she clarified, and Fireheart’s ears flicked shocked, never having known that.

 

“I thought he was weak, a coward unwilling to use claws to defend his clan,” Leopardfur explained.
“If I had been born to him when he was a medicine cat? …I am not sure I would have had as close
and loving a relationship as you do with Spottedleaf.”

 

Fireheart bowed his head back to her, feeling a little hot under his fur, strangely embarrassed. “Thank
you,” Fireheart murmured. “And I’m sorry about Mudfur’s disappearance. …Did you ever find out
what really happened to him?” He felt a little twist in his heart, remembering his suspicions that
Thistlestar may have had a hand in Mudfur’s death.

 

“No,” Leopardfur answered, voice back to cold and unforgiving. “But did we ever need to, when the
truth was obvious? If Lightningfur would attack me, why not Mudfur as well? And what of our
previous leaders’ deaths? Crookedstar was said to be killed by a rogue. Oakstar’s nine lives were
taken all at once. Even our old deputy, Timberfur, suddenly passed without warning. I begin to
wonder how bloodied Thistlestar and Lightningfur’s paws really are.”

 



Fireheart startled, gapping at Leopardfur. He hadn’t thought to be suspicious of cats long dead’s
deaths now. Unwittingly, his mind slipped to Thrushpelt, Thistlestar’s half-brother, that he had killed
‘accidentally’ during a battle.

 

Lightningfur, he suddenly pleaded into the stars. Please don’t tell me you're following our father’s
footsteps that closely.

 

It had always been Thistlestar, Thistlestar, Thistlestar .

 

His sister was Thistlestar’s shadow. She was the sloppy one; the one who got caught attacking
Leopardfur. The one who was renowned for her ferocity in battle and her harsh temper amid all the
clans.

 

But Fireheart wanted to believe she was not as cruel as their father. She simply had not come to the
conclusion that Fireheart had; that Thistlestar was not a father who cared for their well-being, but
rather the idea of their kin ruling all.

 

Runningwind got to his paws nearby, ears pricking. “ThunderClan is returning,” he said.

 

Leopardfur and Fireheart both got to their paws as well, turning, and Leopardfur said to Fireheart,
“I’ll go fetch my warriors,” before darting off to the den behind Highrock.

 

Soon, he heard what Runningwind had heard- the sound of cats approaching through the gorse tunnel.
He saw Speckletail and Halftail creep timidly into the clearing, hesitating in the shelter of the tunnel
before they dared venture back into the camp. With the same wariness, Brackenfur and Cherryfur
followed. With a lot less wariness, Mistlepaw and Snowpaw bounded into camp with wide eyes,
Feathercloud darting after them and trying to keep them from running too far.

 

Pain stabbed Fireheart’s heart to see his cats so wary of their own home, and his eyes sought out
Sandstorm, his pregnant mate. He needed to know that she was unhurt after his near-death at the fangs
of the dog pack. What if one dog had gone to attack them? What if Tigerstar had sent ShadowClan
warriors to harm ThunderClan?

 

He did not see Sandstorm immediately. Instead Fireheart spotted his nephew, Cloudtail; the white
warrior was carefully escorting Missingheart, who stumbled over his front legs and breathed heavily.



Goldenflower was on her son’s other side, clearly grateful for Cloudtail’s help. Lostface followed
after them, walking just fine on her own, but with her mother stubbornly stuck like a burr to her pelt.

 

Next Cinderpelt came limping through the entrance with a bundle of herbs in her mouth; and pushing
eagerly behind her were Bramblepaw and Tawnypaw. Fireheart was glad to see Darkstripe had not
attempted to sneak them away again.

 

At last Fireheart saw Sandstorm padding along beside Willowpelt, while Willowpelt’s three kits
bounced around them, happily unaware of the crisis their Clan had endured.

 

A purr swelled in Fireheart’s throat as he ran toward Sandstorm and pressed his muzzle into her flank.
The pale orange warrior covered his ears with licks, and when he looked up at her he saw a warm
glow in her green eyes.

 

“I was so worried for you, Fireheart,” she murmured. “Cliffpaw told us about the size and strength of
the beasts. I thought all of you might have died trying to save us.”

 

“So did I,” Fireheart confessed. “All the time I was waiting, I kept thinking they might have caught
the others and had turned to find the clan at Sunningrocks. I worried they would have caught you.”

“Caught me?” Sandstorm pushed away from him; the end of her tail was twitching, and for a
heartbeat Fireheart thought he had offended her, until he saw the sparkle in her eyes. “I would have
torn their faces apart if they dared threaten mine or Willowpelt’s kits, born or not. It felt as if I had the
strength of StarClan!”

 

She paced into the center of the clearing and looked around, her expression clouding. “Where is

Bluestar? Graystripe told us she was dead.”

 

“Yes,” Fireheart replied. “I tried to save her, but the struggle in the river was too much for her. She’s
in her den.” He hesitated before adding, “Mistyfoot and Stonefur are with her, as well as Mistyfoot’s
kits.”

 

Sandstorm turned to him, her fur bristling with alarm. “There are RiverClan cats in our camp? Why?”

 



“LeopardClan,” Fireheart corrected, for RiverClan might be their enemy but LeopardClan was not.
“They helped me pull Bluestar out of the river,” Fireheart explained. “And...and she’s their mother.”

 

Sandstorm froze and her eyes grew huge. “Bluestar? But how-”

 

Fireheart interrupted her by pressing his muzzle against hers. “I’ll tell you all about it later,” he

promised. “Right now I have to make sure the Clan is okay.”

 

While they were speaking, the rest of the Clan had appeared through the gorse tunnel and begun to
gather in a ragged circle around Fireheart and Sandstorm. Fireheart spotted Fernpaw and Elderpaw,
the two apprentices who had begun the race to lure the dogs away from the camp. 

 

“Well done, both of you,” he meowed.

 

The young cats let out a purr. “We hid in the hazel thicket where you told us, and jumped out as soon
as we saw the dogs,” mewed Elderpaw.

 

“Yes, we knew we had to keep them away from the camp,” Fernpaw put in.

 

“You were very brave,” Fireheart praised them. Once again he remembered the limp body of

Brindleface, the apprentices’ mother, murdered by Tigerstar. “I’m proud of you- and your mother
would be proud, too.”

 

Fernpaw shrank, suddenly looking like a fragile kit. “I was terrified,” she admitted. “If we’d known
what the dogs were like, I don’t think we’d have dared to do it.”

 

“We were all terrified,” Creekflower meowed as she came up and gave Fernpaw a gentle lick. Her
eyes clouded with grief from her lost friend. “This could have been anyone’s last day. You two did
brilliantly.”

 

Creekflower nuzzled Elderpaw’s cheek, and the dark gray she-cat slowly let out a responding rumble,
her tail still fluffed from the adrenaline.



 

Then, the lighter pelt of their brother, Ashpaw, appeared beside him, his head slightly bowed and his
light blue eyes shimmering. “I should have gone with you,” he murmured. “I was terrified you two
would be…”

 

Elderpaw’s yellow eyes lit up in surprise, and she leaned to touch her nose to his forehead. “So was
I,” she meowed softly.

 

Fernpaw touched Ashpaw’s ear. “You had to make sure Tulippaw was okay,” she told him. “And
Missingheart and Lostface.”

 

Ashpaw winced, then craned his head to look at where Cloudtail and Goldenflower gently guided
Missingheart past. Fireheart stopped them to ask, “Are you okay, Missingheart?”

 

“I’m… nng… fine,” the young tom replied, rasping out through heavy breaths with a pained wince on
his face. Then he glanced around nervously. “Are you sure none of the dogs got this far?”

 

“I checked the whole camp myself,” Fireheart told him. “There’s no sign of any dogs.”

 

“He and Lostface were very brave at Sunningrocks,” meowed Cloudtail, pelt fluffing with pride for
his clanmates. “Both of them kept watch.”

 

Fireheart glanced to where Frostfur was pressed to Lostface’s side, Thornpaw trailing behind them
with wide eyes. Frostfur was fretting and worrying over Lostface, and the she-cat stared with terror
around camp.

 

He guessed Frostfur had been paranoid the entire time that dogs would kill them and insisted on
standing guard and fleeing at the first sign of danger.

 

Missingheart dipped his head, good front paw dragging in the dirt. He sucked in another breath “I was
too exhausted and couldn’t climb. If the dogs had come…” He opened his mouth, then closed it. “I
would have met the same fate as my sister.” His voice choked at the end, and he looked away, muzzle
brushing against Goldenflower’s pelt.

 



She licked his head and pressed her forehead to his.

 

“I-I would have done it, willingly,” Missingheart added quickly, as though forcing the words out. “I
deserve it-”

 

“No,” Goldenflower insisted immediately. “No, don’t talk like that. Everything’s fine. You don’t need
to sacrifice yourself, okay? Just heal. Just… stay with me and heal, okay?” She rubbed against his
cheek and Missingheart said nothing, staring at his paws.

 

“Thank you for watching the clan,” Fireheart meowed softly to Missingheart. “You too, Cloudtail. I
was right to rely on you.”

 

“They’ve all done well.” That was Cinderpelt’s voice; Fireheart turned to see her limping toward him
with Spottedleaf and Mousefur just behind her. “There was no panic at all, not even when we heard
the pack howling.”

 

“And every cat’s okay?” Fireheart asked anxiously.

 

“They’re all fine.” The medicine cat’s blue eyes glowed with relief. “Mousefur tore a claw when she
was running from the dogs, but that’s all. Come on, Mousefur, I’ll give you something for it.”

 

Spottedleaf touched her nose to Fireheart’s, her amber eyes shining. “I’m proud of you,” she
whispered, then turned to help Goldenflower and Cloudtail with Missingheart, guiding him to the
medicine cat den.

 

Fireheart’s chest clenched at his mother’s praise.

 

As Fireheart watched them go, he realized that Whitestorm had appeared beside him. “Can I have a
word with you?”

 

“Of course.”

 



“I’m sorry.” Whitestorm’s eyes were full of anguish. “I know you asked me to take care of Bluestar
when we were fleeing from the dogs. But she slipped away from Sunningrocks before I realized she’d
gone. It’s my fault she’s dead.”

 

Fireheart narrowed his eyes at his older half-brother. For the first time he noticed how exhausted he
looked. Although Whitestorm was the senior warrior of ThunderClan, he had always seemed strong
and vigorous, his white coat sleek and well-groomed. Now he looked a hundred seasons older than
the cat who had left camp that morning.

 

Fireheart’s heart thumped for his brother. He’d always looked up to him. To see him so…

 

“That’s ridiculous!” Fireheart insisted. “Even if you had noticed that Bluestar had gone, what could
you have done? She was your leader- you couldn’t have made her stay.”

 

Whitestorm blinked. “I didn’t dare send another cat after her- not with the pack loose. All we could do
was sit up in the trees around Sunningrocks and listen to the howling....” A shudder ran through his
body. “But I should have done something.”

 

“You did everything,” Fireheart told him. “You stayed with the Clan and kept them safe. Bluestar

made her own decision in the end. It was the will of StarClan that she died to save us.”

 

Whitestorm nodded slowly, though his eyes were still troubled as he murmured, “Even though she
had lost all faith in StarClan.”

 

Fireheart was aware of the secret they shared, that in her last moons Bluestar’s mind had begun to
give way. Shocked to the core by the discovery of Tigerstar’s treachery, Bluestar had begun to believe
that she was at war with her warrior ancestors. Fireheart and Whitestorm, with Spottedleaf and
Cinderpelt’s help, had managed for the most part to keep the knowledge of their leader’s weakness
from the rest of the Clan, but that her aggression had been obvious from the start.

 

But Fireheart also knew that Bluestar’s feelings had changed during the last moments of her life.

 

“No, Whitestorm,” Fireheart replied, thankful that there was some comfort he could offer his gallant
older brother. “She made her peace with StarClan before she died. She knew exactly what she was
doing, and why. Her mind was clear again, and her faith was strong.”



 

Joy tempered the pain in Whitestorm’s eyes, and he bowed his head. Fireheart realized how
devastating Bluestar’s death must be for him; just like for Fireheart, Bluestar had been a parental and
mentor-like figure to him. She was his aunt, the last cat in camp who told happy stories of his mother,
Snowfur, who Fireheart had never gotten the chance to know.

 

By now the rest of the Clan had crept into the circle around Fireheart. He could see the traces of their
terrible experience still in their eyes, along with fear for the future. Swallowing uncomfortably, he
realized that it was his duty now to calm those fears.

 

“Fireheart,” Brackenfur asked hesitantly, “is it true that Bluestar’s dead?”

 

Fireheart nodded. “Yes, it’s true. She...she died saving me, and all of us.” For a moment he thought
his voice would fail completely, and he swallowed hard. “You all know that I was the last cat on the
trail to lead the dogs to the gorge. When I was almost at the edge, Tigerstar leaped out at me and held
me down so that the pack leader caught up to me. He would have killed me, and the dogs would still
be loose in the forest, if it hadn’t been for Bluestar. She threw herself at the dog, right on the edge of
the gorge, and...and they both went over.”

 

He could see a ripple of distress sweeping across his Clan mates, like wind stirring the trees.
Immediately, he glanced towards Bramblepaw and Tawnypaw. The two were huddled together, with
Mistlepaw and Snowpaw at their sides. Snowpaw blinked and watched Fireheart with a face of only
half-understanding, and Mistlepaw seemed to have entered enough of a shock that rendered her
unable to translate for her brother.

 

Bramblepaw’s, Fireheart’s apprentice, dark-colored amber eyes glistened, and he pressed his shoulder
against Snowpaw’s fluffy pelt, seeking comfort. The white tom blinked, startled, then rested his chin
on Bramblepaw’s head. Both of them stared intently at Fireheart, though for different reasons.

 

Tawnypaw stared at her paws, unable to look up. Mistlepaw rested her fluffy tail over Tawnypaw’s
thin one, and the mottled tortoiseshell glanced up gratefully.

 

“What happened then?” Frostfur asked quietly. Fireheart was startled to hear her speak, glancing at
her. Though her volume was quiet, her voice was low, dark, and her unkempt fur bristled along her
spine. Lostface shrank away beside her, turning to Thornpaw who looked at her with too terrified a
look to give his sister comfort, just as she had always done for him.

 



“I went in after her, but I couldn’t save her.” Briefly Fireheart closed his eyes, remembering the

churning water and his hopeless struggle to keep his leader afloat. “LeopardClan warriors came to
help me when we had been swept clear of the gorge,” he went on. “Bluestar was alive when we got
her out but it was too late. Her ninth life was over, and she left us to join StarClan.”

 

Yowls of grief rose from the circle of cats, but they were drowned out by Frostfur’s scream. Her tail
jerked up, fur spiked so that Fireheart felt as though her tail could cut through him sharper than her
claws. Her claws unsheathed and dug into the ground as though to keep herself upright as she
staggered. Lostface scrambled a few paces away from her, wincing, and Thornpaw mewled in fear.

 

“How could you!” Frostfur screeched.

 

Fireheart flinched too, suddenly terrified. Frostfur looked seconds away from lunging at him, and her
blue gaze burned with such a fury he thought fire would erupt from them.

 

Cherryfur leaped to her feet near Frostfur, and said loudly, “Frostfur, let’s not-”

 

But Frostfur spoke right over her, unlistening to her, “First my sister, now my leader! Oh, you cursed,
cursed wretches! Look what you’ve done to my beautiful clan! You’ve killed my mentor with your
tainted blood and lies!” She raised her voice into a yowl, head aimed for the sky above, “Fireheart has
killed Bluestar!”

 

Silence greeted her words, and it seemed every cat stared at Frostfur with some degree of terror or
confusion or grief.

 

“Frostfur, you’ve gone mad!” Speckletail suddenly yelled, her pale golden pelt bristling along her
spine. “Fireheart just risked his life to save the clan, and you think he’s killed Bluestar!”

 

Frostfur looked unflinching in the face of her once closest friend questioning her, baring her teeth
with eyes as glazed as Bluestar’s had been in her sickness. “Don’t tell me you can’t smell it,
Speckletail!” cried Frostfur back. “Those dogs could smell Fireheart and his family’s curse like a
warrior does foxdung. Can’t you all smell it? It sours the air like ash from the fire! It reeks like a sick
cat’s dung!” She lashed her tail and stumbled in a pacing circle, snarling at Fireheart when she came
closer.

 



He stepped back, claws unsheathing as his heart skipped a beat.

 

“The curse brought the dogs here. Their stench made Bluestar sick. She was weak, and the dogs killed
her! Fireheart was supposed to sacrifice his cursed life, not her!”

 

“Bluestar made her own choice!” spat Speckletail. “She chose to give her life to save her clan! And
you dare to taint her final moment with this- this foxdung?! This curse you’ve been blathering on
about- it doesn’t exist! And it never has and never will. You’ve been blaming everything that’s gone
wrong on Spottedleaf’s family instead of the cats that were to blame, or when there was nobody to
blame!”

 

Frostfur snarled, unrattled, but Speckletail paused at her own words, her anger giving way to a softer
regret as she glanced at her clanmates. “And I have as well, as many of us have,” she rasped. “But
I’ve come to realize that despite their bad luck- whether you believe there is a curse or not- that they
are some of the most loyal,” she blinked gratefully at Feathercloud, who startled, “brave,” she nodded
to Creekflower, whose ears flicked in surprise, “and trustworthy cats in this clan.” Speckletail ended
staring at Fireheart, then dipping her head deeply in respect.

 

After an echo of silence, Speckletail turned back to Frostfur, who looked at her with utter disgust and
anger. “If you can’t see that, then you’re just willfully blinding yourself to the truth, just because you
can’t stand being wrong,” Speckletail growled lowly. Then, she smoothed her fur and turned to
Fireheart, completely ignoring Frostfur when she growled back. “I would like to see Bluestar now.
Where is she- in her den?” She turned toward the entrance, flanked by Dappletail and Halftail.

 

“I should see her first!” snarled Frostfur angrily, leaping forward.

 

Speckletail jumped in front of Frostfur’s path, glaring coldly at her. “And what if the curse gets you?”

 

Frostfur tensed, a genuine flash of panic in her eyes. She growled fiercely, but she backed up, her gaze
flickering wildly around as it landed on all of her clanmates. A sharp intake of breath left her, her
entire body shaking at once then stopping. She backed up again, tail lashing against the floor. Her
teeth bared, and she jumped when she got too close to Runningwind, who scrambled fearfully away
from her, his own teeth bared.

 

She let out another sharp breath, this one more gasp like, then another, mixing in with hisses and
growls as she glared at any cat too close to her. Her legs trembled then locked again.

 



She sucked in another wheezy breath.

 

“Frostfur,” meowed Spottedleaf timidly, crawling forward with her belly against the ground, clearly
trying to appear as un-threatening to Frostfur as possible. “Take a deep breath, I think you’re-”

 

“Don’t touch me!” Frostfur screamed, leaping into the air, then turning around bolting straight into the
prisoner’s den, the very den that Spottedleaf had been staying in while Frostfur had occupied the
medicine cat den. “Don’t infect me, don’t look at me!” Her cries continued from inside the den. “Stay
away, you boar!”

 

“Frostfur,” Spottedleaf repeated, eyes wide. Cherryfur moved to her side, brushing against her and
looking at the prisoner’s den that Frostfur hid in with a much more disappointed, crueler look than
Spottedleaf’s terrified, sympathetic one. “She’s not-... I think she was…”

 

“Let her be,” Cherryfur told Spottedleaf. “There’s no comfort you could give that cat to make her
better.”

 

Spottedleaf winced like she disagreed, glancing at her paws.

 

Suddenly, there was a new hiss through camp, and Fireheart whipped around, remembering
Speckletail, Dappletail, and Halftail had gone to see Bluestar. 

 

“What are you doing here?” growled Halftail.

 

As Fireheart bounded across to Bluestar’s den, Speckletail spun around to face him. Her eyes were
burning with anger. “There are RiverClan cats here,” she growled. “Mauling our leader’s body!”

 

“No- no, they’re not.” Fireheart gasped. “They’ve a right to be here.”

 

He realized that the rest of the Clan had gathered anxiously behind him and he heard Cloudtail
yowling a challenge, with snarls of rage breaking out all around.

 

Fireheart whirled to face them. “Keep back!” he ordered. “It’s all right. Mistyfoot and Stonefur-”



 

“You know they’re here?” The voice was Darkstripe’s; the dark tabby thrust his way through the
crowd to stand nose-to-nose with Fireheart. “You let enemy cats into our camp- into our leader’s
den?”

 

Fireheart took a breath, forcing himself to stay calm. He deeply mistrusted the black-striped tabby.
When the Clan had been preparing to escape the dog pack, Darkstripe had tried to slip away with
Tigerstar’s kits. He had sworn that he knew nothing of Tigerstar’s plot to destroy ThunderClan with
the dogs, but Fireheart was not sure he believed him, and it broke his heart to think so low of his
once-brother.

 

“Have you forgotten what I told you?” he asked. “LeopardClan warriors helped me to pull Bluestar
out of the river.”

 

“So you say!” Darkstripe spat. “How do we know you’re telling the truth? Why should RiverClan cats
help ThunderClan?”

 

“LeopardClan warriors would,” Fireheart reminded him. “We gave Leopardfur and her followers
shelter. They fought alongside us. We have no quarrel with them.”

 

“That’s true,” meowed Mousefur. She had returned with Cinderpelt from the medicine cat’s den in
time to hear the confrontation, and now she pushed forward to stand beside Darkstripe. “But it’s no
excuse to leave them alone in the den with Bluestar’s body. What are they doing in there?”

 

“We are giving honor to Bluestar.”

 

Stonefur spoke defiantly, and Fireheart turned his head to see that the RiverClan deputy had appeared
in the mouth of the den. Mistyfoot and Leopardfur followed with Primrosepaw and Reedpaw behind
them. They both looked taken aback at the reaction of the ThunderClan cats, their fur beginning to
bristle as they realized they were being treated as intruders.

 

“We wanted to say good-bye to her,” Mistyfoot meowed.

 

“Why?” Mousefur demanded.



 

Fireheart’s stomach clenched as Mistyfoot faced the light brown she-cat and answered, “She was our
mother.”

 

Silence fell, broken only by the call of a blackbird from the edge of the camp. Fireheart’s mind raced
as he faced the shocked, hostile stares of his Clan. His gaze met Sandstorm’s; she looked dismayed, as
if she guessed that Fireheart would never have chosen for ThunderClan to discover their leader’s
secret like this.

 

“Your mother?” growled Speckletail. “I don’t believe it. Bluestar would never have allowed her kits
to be raised in another Clan.”

 

“Believe it or not, it’s true,” Stonefur retorted.

 

Fireheart stepped forward, warning Stonefur to stay silent with a flick of his tail. “I’ll deal with this
now. Leopardfur, you and your warriors had better go.”

 

Leopardfur gave him a curt nod and took the lead as they made their way toward the gorse

tunnel. Fireheart heard one or two furious hisses as the ThunderClan cats parted to let them pass. But
Elderpaw bounded forward, running up to Reedpaw, who stopped in surprise.

 

“Thank you for saving our leader from the river,” Elderpaw quickly mewed, bumping her head
against his shoulder.

 

Reedpaw purred, tail raising, but it died out quickly as Leopardfur glanced back sternly, urging him
forward. “I’m sorry,” he said back to Elderpaw.

 

“The thanks of the Clan go with you,” Fireheart called out after them, his voice echoing thinly off the
Highrock. LeopardClan didn’t respond. They didn’t even turn to look back before they vanished into
the tunnel. Fireheart understood- LeopardClan had been courteous to ThunderClan, but they were not
receiving the same respect back.

 

Every hair on Fireheart’s pelt prickled with the desire to turn and run from his new responsibilities.
The secret that had been so heavy to keep- that Bluestar had given up her kits to another Clan- would



be heavier still in the sharing. He wished that he had been given more time to think of what to say, but
he knew that it was better for his Clan to hear the truth from him now, instead of from Tigerstar at the
next Gathering.

 

As Clan leader he had to face the task, however little he liked it.

 

Dipping his head to Cinderpelt, he bounded up onto the Highrock. There was no need to summon the
Clan; they were already turning to look up at him. For a heartbeat Fireheart was breathless, unable to
speak. He could see their anger and confusion, and smell their fear scent. 

 

Darkstripe was watching him with narrowed eyes, as if he were already planning what to tell
Tigerstar. Bleakly Fireheart reflected that Tigerstar already knew; he had heard what Bluestar said to
her kits as she lay dying by the river. But the ShadowClan leader would certainly be pleased to hear
about ThunderClan’s confusion and Fireheart’s own difficulties. Tigerstar was sure to find a way to
twist it to his advantage in his quest for revenge against ThunderClan and

his efforts to recover his kits, Bramblepaw and Tawnypaw.

 

Fireheart took a deep breath and began: “It’s true that Mistyfoot and Stonefur are Bluestar’s kits.” He
struggled to keep his voice steady, and prayed to StarClan to give him the right words so that the cats
would not turn against Bluestar. “Oakstar of RiverClan was their father. When her kits were born,
Bluestar gave them to him to be brought up in his Clan.”

 

From the prisoner’s den, Frostfur reappeared, her ears pricked and her limbs trembling. Her gaze
blazed harshly into Fireheart’s skull, and she didn’t dare step out more than a paw from the den.

 

“Now you spread lies,” Frostfur snarled, quieter than her earlier outburst. “Bluestar would never have
done that! She was a pure cat before you tainted her.”

 

“Bluestar told me herself,” Fireheart replied.

 

“Are you telling us she was a traitor?” Frostfur hissed. Her pelt prickled. “That she was cursed even
before your birth? No! You lie! Liar! Cursed liar!”

 

One or two cats yowled in protest. Frostfur growled, and Whitestorm rose to face her. Though the
senior warrior looked stunned with shock, his voice was steady as he meowed, “Bluestar was always



loyal to her Clan. You know that, Frostfur.”

 

“If she was so loyal,” Darkstripe put in, “why did she let a cat from another Clan father her kits?”

 

Fireheart’s tail twitched, unsettled by how Darkstripe said let, like it was a choice. Having kits was
not always a choice.

 

Graystripe knew that well.

 

Their mother Willowpelt knew that well, he recalled, and perhaps many others in ThunderClan as
well.

 

Fireheart knew it all too well, with a glance at Sandstorm, and the knowledge of his own parentage
heavy on his heart.

 

Many, many cats did not choose to have kits at the wrong moment.

 

“Things happen,” Fireheart replied. “When the kits were born, Bluestar would have brought them up
to be loyal ThunderClan warriors, but-”

 

“I remember those kits.” This time the interruption was from Smallear. “They disappeared out of the
nursery. We all thought a fox or a badger had gotten them. Bluestar was distraught. Are you saying
that was all a lie?”

 

Fireheart looked down at the old gray tomcat. “No,” he promised. “Bluestar was devastated at the loss
of her kits. But she had to give them up in order to become Clan deputy.”

 

“You’re telling us her ambition meant more to her than her kits?” asked Dustpelt. The brown warrior
sounded puzzled rather than angry, as if he couldn’t reconcile this image with the wise leader he had
always known.

 

“No,” Fireheart told him. “She did it because the Clan needed her. She put the Clan first- just as she
always did.” Just as I will do, he promised.



 

“That’s true,” Whitestorm agreed quietly. “Nothing meant more to Bluestar than ThunderClan.”

 

“Mistyfoot and Stonefur are proud of her courage- both then and now,” Fireheart went on. “As we
should be.”

 

Frostfur hissed again, her claws digging into the entrance of the den. “Fifthly liar,” she growled, then
called, “Lostface! Thornpaw! Come here! Don’t stand out there anymore, it’s all tainted!”

 

Thornpaw looked at his mother with wide eyes, then at Lostface, who stood rigid. She did not turn to
face her mother. Thornpaw looked between them, conflicted. He crouched low on the ground, yet still
his large back arched to reach Lostface’s height.

 

“Lostface,” Frostfur called again. “Come to mommy- can’t you smell the stench!”

 

“No,” Lostface choked out, a small tremor over her spine before she held still. “I don’t.”

 

Frostfur’s eyes widened. Then when Lostface said nothing else, she roared in anger, spit dribbling.
“After all I’ve done for you!” she snarled. “Lostface, stop this nonsense! I- I don’t want you to suffer
more than you have!”

 

Lostface shrank down, finally moving, her ears, one tattered, flat against her head.

 

“Uhm,” Thornpaw squeaked. “I’ll- I’ll watch her, mom.” He stared at his paws too.

 

Frostfur hissed, then turned and sank back into the darkness of her den.

 

The clan was tense. Cloudtail slowly inched over to Lostface’s side, while Tulippaw wailed with
Ashpaw and Fernpaw by his. Mousefur traded a murmur with Speckletail, but Whitestorm moved
from one cat to another, clearly backing up what he had said, and Halftail did the same, trying to
convince Dappletail, Smallear, and One-eye.

 



Then a single voice rose clearly out of the hum of conversation. “Fireheart,” Tawnypaw piped up,
“are you going to be our leader now?”

 

Before Fireheart could reply, Darkstripe sprang to his paws. “Accept a cursed cat as Clan leader?
After what happened? Are we all mad?”

 

“No, Darkstripe,” Cherryfur drawled, “just you and Frostfur.”

 

Darkstripe jerked back, his face scrunched as he stared at Cherryfur, who didn’t even dignify him
with a look back.

 

“It’s not a question, Darkstripe,” Whitestorm pointed out, raising his voice above shocked
exclamations. “Fireheart is Clan deputy; he succeeds Bluestar. That’s all there is to it.”

 

Fireheart flashed him a grateful glance. The fur on his shoulders had begun to bristle and he
deliberately relaxed so that it lay flat again. He would not let Darkstripe see that his challenging
words had provoked him.

 

Yet he could not stifle a moment of doubt. Bluestar had appointed him deputy, but her mind had been
clouded by the shock of Tigerstar’s treachery, and the whole Clan had been shocked because the
ceremony had been late. Could that possibly mean he was not the right cat to lead ThunderClan?

 

“But a cursed cat!” Darkstripe protested. His yellow eyes glared balefully up at Fireheart, and there
was a hint of that same fear Frostfur held. “He’s the son of Thistlestar! Do we not think he might bend
to RiverClan’s will then? What will become of ThunderClan?”

 

Fireheart felt the familiar rage burn in his belly. How could his once nestmate think so lowly of him?
As he struggled with the desire to leap down and sink his claws into Darkstripe’s fur, Goldenflower
rose to her paws and stepped forward to face the dark warrior.

 

“You’re wrong, Darkstripe,” she growled. “Fireheart has proved his loyalty to the Clan a thousand
times over. No other cat could have done more.” Her tail swayed behind her, and she nervously added,
“And Tigerstar was Thistlestar’s apprentice, yet has he bent to Thistlestar’s rule?”

 



Darkstripe looked away stubbornly.

 

Fireheart blinked his thanks to her, surprised that Goldenflower of all cats should have supported him
so determinedly. Fireheart had once felt uncomfortable around her youngest son, Bramblepaw, and
Goldenflower had known it. She had defended her kits fiercely against what she thought was
Fireheart’s unreasonable hostility. But he had promised to guide Bramblepaw on the struggle that was
being another clan leader’s son.

 

“Fireheart, don’t listen to Darkstripe,” Brackenfur added his voice to Goldenflower’s. “Every cat here
wants you as leader, apart from him. You’re obviously the best cat for the job.”

 

A murmur of agreement rose from the cats around the Highrock, and Fireheart’s heart swelled with
gratitude.

 

“And who are we to go against the decrees of StarClan?” Mousefur added. “The deputy always

becomes Clan leader. That is the tradition of the warrior code.”

 

“Which Fireheart seems to know rather better than you do,” Graystripe hissed, flicking his tail

contemptuously at Darkstripe. He knew as well as Fireheart that the dark warrior had plotted with
Tigerstar before the dog attack.

 

Fireheart gestured with one paw to his friend for silence before addressing the whole Clan. “I promise
you that I will spend the rest of my life striving to become the leader that ThunderClan deserves. And
with StarClan’s help, I will succeed.”

 

His gaze was drawn instinctively to Sandstorm, and he felt warmth spread into his paws and the tip of
his tail when he saw how proud she looked. Creekflower was beside her, smiling up at Fireheart.

 

“As for you, Darkstripe,” Fireheart spat, unable to hide his anger and feeling vindicated by his clan’s
support, “if you don’t like the thought of being led by a cursed cat, you can always leave.”

 

Darkstripe’s eyes widened, and his mouth gaped. He stepped backwards, then his yellow eyes
narrowed into slits of hatred that burned as he gazed up at Fireheart. The dark warrior lashed his tail,
expressing anger, but Fireheart could see the stiffness in his shoulders.



 

For a moment Fireheart felt bad. He had never intended to provoke a public confrontation with
Darkstripe, but the dark tabby had driven him to it. ThunderClan was Darkstripe’s home, and these
were his clanmates as much as Fireheart, but if he was giving information to Tigerstar… Their
enemy… who Darkstripe knew was plotting against ThunderClan…

 

Yet Fireheart’s heart ached at the thought of Darkstripe leaving him for good; choosing Tigerstar, a
murderer, over him, his once-brother.

 

The black-striped warrior went on staring at him for a few heartbeats more, before whipping around
to stalk away. But he did not head for the gorse tunnel; instead he vanished into the warriors’ den.

 

“Right.” Fireheart raised his voice as he turned back to the rest of the Clan. “Tonight we will hold the
mourning rituals for Bluestar.”

 

“Hang on!” Cloudtail sprang to his paws, tail fluffed up. “Aren’t we going to attack ShadowClan?
They slaughtered Brindleface and they led the dog pack to our camp! Don’t you want revenge?” His
fur was bristling with hostility.

 

Fireheart knew that attacking ShadowClan right now was not the answer. He signaled with his tail to
silence the yowls of agreement that had broken out as soon as Cloudtail spoke.

 

“No,” he meowed. “This is not the time to attack ShadowClan.”

 

“What?” Cloudtail stared at him disbelievingly. “You’d let them get away with it?”

 

Fireheart took a deep breath. “ShadowClan didn’t kill Brindleface, or lay the trail for the dogs.
Tigerstar did.” And I bet his clan doesn’t even know. I bet Copperleaf doesn’t know. “Every rabbit on
the trail had his scent on it and no other cat’s. We can’t be sure that ShadowClan even knew what their
leader was planning.”

 

Cloudtail let out a snort of contempt. Fireheart fixed his former apprentice with a hard stare, willing
him not to argue about this now. He knew that what had happened was due to the moons-old enmity
between himself and Tigerstar. The ShadowClan leader would have been pleased to wipe out
ThunderClan and take their territory for his own, but that was not his real motive for bringing the



pack of dogs to the camp. What Tigerstar wanted more than anything else was to destroy Fireheart.
Only then would he have his full revenge for the time when Fireheart had revealed his plot to kill
Bluestar and driven him into exile.

 

Sooner or later, Fireheart now knew, he would have to come face-to-face with Tigerstar in a final

confrontation that only one of them could survive. He prayed to StarClan that when the time came he
would have the courage and strength to rid the forest of this bloodthirsty cat.

 

“Believe me,” he meowed out loud, addressing the whole Clan, “Tigerstar will pay. But ThunderClan
has no quarrel with ShadowClan.”

 

To Fireheart’s relief, Cloudtail sat down again, his blue eyes blazing with anger, and muttered
something to Lostface. Nearby, Goldenflower was crouched with her tail wrapped protectively around
Bramblepaw and Tawnypaw, as if they were still young kits. Fireheart could see the fear in her eyes;
she was always afraid that the Clan would judge them harshly because of their father’s crimes.

 

As Fireheart gave his decision not to attack, she visibly relaxed, and the two apprentices eased away
from her. Tawnypaw flashed a look at Firestar from narrowed green eyes, and Fireheart wondered if
he saw hostility there, or just terrified grief. She settled down beside Mistlepaw, who was
pawspeaking to Snowpaw. Bramblepaw stayed by his mother, though he glanced towards the
medicine cat den, tail drooping.

 

Fireheart looked out over the assembled cats. Long shadows were stretching across the camp, and
Fireheart realized that the time had come for the Clan to make its last farewells to their beloved
leader.

 

“We must pay our respects to Bluestar,” he announced. “Are you ready, Spottedleaf?” The medicine
cat nodded. “Graystripe, Runningwind,” Fireheart went on, “can you bring Bluestar’s body out into
the clearing so that we may share tongues with her in the sight of StarClan?”

 

The two warriors got up and vanished into Bluestar’s den, reappearing a moment later with their

leader’s body supported between them. They carried her to the center of the clearing and laid her
gently onto the hard-packed sand.

 

“Runningwind, round up a hunting patrol,” Fireheart ordered. “When you’ve said good-bye to
Bluestar I’d like you to stock up the fresh-kill pile. And Mousefur, when you have finished, could you



lead a patrol out toward Snakerocks and the ShadowClan border? I want to be sure that all the dogs
have gone, and that there are no ShadowClan cats on our territory. Be careful, though- don’t take
risks.”

 

“Sure, Fireheart.” The wiry brown tabby got to her paws. “Goldenflower, Longtail, are you coming?”

 

The cats she had named went to join her, but Longtail paused and swiveled his head around.
“Cliffpaw,” he murmured softly. “Do you want to hunt with us? It may help clear your head.”

 

The brown tabby apprentice blinked, her infected ear twitching. Then stood up and followed after
Goldenflower with a grateful nod to Longtail. All four of the cats moved into the center of the
clearing to share tongues with their leader for the last time. Runningwind followed with Cherryfur,
Dustpelt and Cloudtail.

 

Spottedleaf stood at Bluestar’s head and gazed into the indigo sky, where the first stars of Silverpelt
were beginning to appear.

 

According to the ancient traditions of the Clans, each star represented the spirit of a warrior ancestor.
Fireheart wondered if there was one more star tonight, for Bluestar.

 

Spottedleaf’s amber eyes shone with the secrets of StarClan. “Bluestar was a noble leader,” she
meowed. “Let us give thanks to StarClan for her life. She was dedicated to her Clan, and her memory
will never fade from the forest. Now we commend her spirit to StarClan; may she watch over us in
death as she always did in life.”

 

A soft murmuring spread throughout the Clan as the medicine cat finished speaking and stood with
her head bowed. The warriors Fireheart had chosen to go out on patrol crouched beside Bluestar’s
body, grooming her fur and pressing their noses to her flank. After a while they backed away and
other cats took their place, until all the Clan had shared tongues with their leader in the sorrowful
ritual.

 

The patrols left, and the other cats retreated silently to their dens. Fireheart stood watching near the
base of the Highrock, and as Brackenfur moved away from his leader’s body he stepped forward to
intercept the young warrior.

 



“I’ve got a job for you,” he murmured. “Keep watching Darkstripe for me. If he so much as looks
across the border to ShadowClan, I want to know about it.”

 

The young ginger tom gazed at him, alarm battling with loyalty to his new Clan leader. “I’ll do my
best, Fireheart, but he won’t like it.”

 

“With any luck, he won’t know about it. Don’t make it too obvious, and ask one or two of the others
to help you...Feathercloud, of course, and perhaps Cherryfur.” Seeing that Brackenfur was still
doubtful, Fireheart added, “Darkstripe may not have known about the dogs, but he knew that Tigerstar
was planning something. We can’t trust him.”

 

“I can see that,” Brackenfur meowed, his eyes troubled. “But we can’t watch him forever.”

 

“It won’t be forever,” Fireheart assured him. “Just until Darkstripe proves where his loyalties lie- one
way or the other.”

 

Brackenfur nodded, then slipped silently into the warriors’ den. With no more problems clamoring for
his attention, Fireheart was able to cross the clearing to Bluestar’s body. Spottedleaf still sat near her
head and Whitestorm was crouched beside her, his head bowed in grief.

 

Fireheart dipped his head to his mother. He settled himself beside Bluestar, searching her face for
signs of the leader he had loved so much. But her eyes were closed, never again to burn with the fire
that had commanded respect from all the Clans. Her spirit had gone to race joyously through the sky
with her warrior ancestors’, keeping watch over the forest.

 

He felt the soft caress of his leader’s fur and felt a sense of security flood over him, almost as if he
were a kit again, curling up close to his mother. For a moment he could almost forget the horror of her
dying and the loneliness of his new responsibilities.

Receive her with honor, Fireheart prayed silently to StarClan, closing his eyes and pressing his nose to
Bluestar’s fur. And help me keep our Clan safe.
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Something was prodding Fireheart in the side. With a muffled mew of protest he opened his eyes to
see Cinderpelt stooping over him.

 

“You dozed off,” she murmured. “But you’ll have to wake up now. It’s time to bury Bluestar.”

 

Fireheart staggered to his paws. He flexed each stiff leg in turn and passed his dry tongue over his
lips. He felt as if he had been crouching in the clearing for a moon at least. The sense of comfort he
had felt as he slept was replaced by a wave of guilt.

 

“Did any cat see?” he muttered to Cinderpelt.

 

The medicine cat’s blue eyes glimmered with sympathy. “Only me. Don’t worry about it, Fireheart.
No cat would blame you after what happened yesterday.”

 

Fireheart glanced around the clearing. The pale light of dawn was just beginning to seep through the
trees. A few tail-lengths away the elders had assembled to carry out their duty of bearing Bluestar’s
body to the burial place. The rest of the Clan were slowly emerging from their dens, forming two lines
between Bluestar’s body and the entrance to the gorse tunnel.

 

At a nod from Spottedleaf, the elders took up the body and carried Bluestar between the rows of her
grieving warriors. Every cat bowed their head as their leader was borne past.

 

“Good-bye, Bluestar,” Fireheart murmured. “I’ll never forget you.” Sharp thorns of pain pierced his
heart when he saw the tip of her tail scoring a furrow in the blackened leaves that still lay on the
ground after the recent fire.

 

When Bluestar had vanished with her escort, the rest of the cats began to disperse. Fireheart checked
the camp, noticing with approval that the pile of fresh-kill had been stocked up. All he needed to do
was send out the dawn patrol; then he could eat and rest. He felt as if a moon of sleep would not be
enough to banish the exhaustion from his paws.



 

“Well, Fireheart,” meowed Cinderpelt as Spottedleaf padded up to them. “Are you ready?”

 

Fireheart turned, puzzled. “Ready?”

 

“To go to the Moonstone with Spottedleaf to receive your nine lives from StarClan.” The tip of
Cinderpelt’s tail twitched. “Fireheart, surely you hadn’t forgotten?”

 

Fireheart shuffled his paws uneasily. Of course he hadn’t forgotten the ancient ceremony to initiate all
new Clan leaders, but somehow he hadn’t realized that it would take place right away. He felt dazed
by the speed with which everything was happening, bearing him forward relentlessly like the swift
waters of the gorge that had almost drowned him.

 

Fear rose in his throat and he had to swallow quickly. No leader ever spoke of the mystic rite, so no
other cat, except for the medicine cats, knew what happened there. Fireheart had visited the
Moonstone twice before - once as an apprentice, and the second as a warrior. Both experiences had
been awe-inspiring enough. He could not imagine what would happen when he had to lie beside the
sacred stone himself and share dreams with his warrior ancestors.

 

On top of this, he knew that Highstones, where the Moonstone lay in a cavern far underground, was a
whole day’s journey away, and the ritual demanded that he not eat beforehand, not even the
strengthening herbs that other cats took for the journey.

 

“It’s been a rough few moons,” Spottedleaf murmured gently, blinking softly at her son.

 

“StarClan will give you strength,” added Cinderpelt, as if she had read his thoughts.

 

Fireheart muttered in vague agreement. Glancing around, he spotted Whitestorm on his way to the
warriors’ den and summoned the older warrior with a flick of his tail.

 

“I’ve got to go to Highstones,” he meowed. “Will you take charge of the camp? We’ll need a dawn
patrol.”

 

“Consider it done,” promised Whitestorm, and added, “StarClan go with you, Fireheart.”



 

Fireheart took a last look around the camp as he followed Spottedleaf toward the gorse tunnel. He felt
as if he were going on a long journey, farther than he had ever traveled before, where the prospect of
return looked doubtful. And in a way he never would return, for the cat who came back would have a
new name, new responsibilities, and a new relationship with StarClan.

 

As he turned away, a yowl sounded behind him. Graystripe and Sandstorm were racing across the
clearing, with Runningwind overtaking them as Feathercloud, Creekflower, and Cherryfur bounded
after him.

 

“You weren’t sneaking off without saying good-bye?” Runningwind panted, skidding to a halt.
Sandstorm said nothing, but she twined her tail with Fireheart’s and pressed close to his side.

 

“I’ll be back tomorrow,” Fireheart meowed. “Listen,” he added awkwardly, “I know things will be
different now, but I’ll never stop needing you- all of you. No cat ever had such good friends.”

 

Graystripe butted him in the shoulder. “We know that, you stupid furball,” he mewed.

 

Sandstorm’s green eyes shone as she gazed into Fireheart’s. “We’ll always need you too, Fireheart,”
she murmured. “And you’d better not forget that.”

 

Cherryfur playfully pawed at one of his ears. “We’re all friends, even if we started out at different
places.”

 

Creekflower said nothing, but the purr in her throat was all the words he needed. Feathercloud smiled
and touched noses with the soon-to-be leader.

 

“We’ll all be here when you get back,” Runningwind promised, butting heads with his best friend.
“That I know for a fact.”

 

Fireheart purred, then pricked his ears as he heard his mother call.

 

“Fireheart, we must be off!” The tortoiseshell medicine cat called from where she was waiting at the
entrance to the gorse tunnel. “We have to reach Highstones by nightfall.”



 

“Coming!” Fireheart gave each of his friends a quick lick before plunging into the gorse tunnel after
his mother. His heart felt full of hope as he caught up to her and made his way to the top of the ravine.
He might have been leaving his old life behind, but he could take with him everything that was
important.

 

The sun was up in a clear blue sky and the frost had melted from the grass by the time the two cats
reached Fourtrees, where the Gatherings were held between all four Clans every full moon.

 

“I hope we don’t meet a WindClan patrol,” Fireheart remarked as they crossed the border onto the
high, exposed moorland, leaving the shelter of the forest behind them.

 

Not long before, Bluestar had tried to launch an attack on WindClan, accusing them of stealing prey
from ThunderClan. Fireheart had disobeyed his leader and risked accusations of treachery to avoid a
battle.

 

Although Tallstar, the WindClan leader, had been prepared to make peace, Fireheart could imagine
that the WindClan cats might still bear a grudge.

 

“They won’t stop us,” Spottedleaf replied calmly.

 

“They might try,” Fireheart argued. “I’d rather avoid them altogether.”

 

His hopes were dashed as he and Spottedleaf reached the crest of a stretch of moorland and saw a
WindClan patrol picking their way through the heather a few foxlengths below. They were downwind,
so Fireheart had not detected their scent as a warning.

 

The leader of the patrol raised his head, and Fireheart recognized the warrior Tornear. His heart sank
when he saw that his old enemy Mudclaw was just behind him, with an apprentice Fireheart didn’t
know. He did, however, prick his ears slightly when he spotted Airleap with his tortoiseshell and
white apprentice Storkpaw.

 

He and Spottedleaf waited as the WindClan cats bounded through the heather toward them; there was
no point in trying to avoid them now.



 

Mudclaw curled his lip in a snarl, but Tornear dipped his head as he halted in front of Fireheart.

 

“Greetings, Fireheart, Spottedleaf,” he meowed. “Why are you here on our territory?”

 

“We’re on our way to Highstones,” Spottedleaf replied, taking a step forward.

 

Fireheart felt a surge of pride to see the respectful nod the WindClan warrior gave to his mother.

 

“No bad news, I hope?” Tornear asked; cats did not usually travel to Highstones unless a crisis in their
Clan demanded direct communication with StarClan.

 

“The worst,” Spottedleaf meowed steadily. “Bluestar died yesterday.”

 

All five WindClan cats bowed their heads; even Mudclaw looked solemn. Airleap caught Fireheart’s
eyes and blinked sympathetically at him. Fireheart wondered if his brother was remembering what he
was: their first day as apprentices, when Bluestar and Thrushpelt had taken them out on a tour of the
territory. Fireheart remembered the kindness and patience the then-deputy had treated them with and
the encouragement and humor of Thrushpelt.

 

“She was a great and noble cat,” Tornear meowed at last. “Every Clan will honor her memory.”
Raising his head again, he turned to Fireheart with a look of curiosity and respect in his eyes. “So
you’re to be leader now?” he asked.

 

“Yes,” Fireheart admitted. “I’m going to receive my nine lives from StarClan.”

 

Tornear nodded, his gaze traveling slowly over the warrior’s flame-colored pelt. “You’re young,” he
commented. “Yet older than some. But something tells me you’ll make a fine leader.”

 

“Th-thank you,” Fireheart stammered, taken by surprise.

 

Spottedleaf rescued him. “We mustn’t stay,” she meowed. “It’s a long way to Highstones.”



 

“Of course.” Tornear stepped back. “We’ll tell Tallstar your news. May StarClan be with you!” he
called as the two ThunderClan cats bounded away.

 

On the edge of the uplands they paused again and looked down over a very different landscape.
Instead of bare hillside broken by outcrops of rock and patches of heather, Fireheart saw a scattering
of Twoleg nests among fields and hedgerows. In the distance the Thunderpath cut a swath across the
land, while beyond that jagged hills reared up, their barren slopes looking gray and threatening.
Fireheart swallowed; that desolate region was where they were heading.

 

He realized that Spottedleaf was looking at him with understanding in her amber eyes.

 

“Everything’s different,” Fireheart confessed. “You saw those WindClan cats. Even they don’t treat
me in the same way anymore.” He knew he could never say these things to anyone except his mother-
not even to Sandstorm. “It’s as if every cat expects me to be noble and wise. But I’m not. I’ll make
mistakes, just like I did before. Mom, I’m not sure I can do this.”

 

“Oh, my little spitfire,” Fireheart was both shocked and comforted by the teasing note in Spottedleaf’s
voice. “When you make mistakes- not if, Fireheart, when- I’ll tell you about them, believe me.” More
seriously, she added, “And you’ll still have friends, no matter what. No cat that ever lived was perfect
all the time. Bluestar wasn’t! The trick is to learn from your mistakes, and have the courage to be true
to your heart.” She turned her head and rasped her tongue over his ear. “You’ll be fine, Fireheart. Now
let’s go.”

 

 

As Fireheart and Spottedleaf reached the foot of the final slope, the sun was setting behind the peak.
The evening shadows were lengthening and a chill crept over the ground. Above his head, Fireheart
could make out a square opening beneath an overhang of stone.

 

“We’ve reached Mothermouth,” Spottedleaf meowed. “Let’s rest for a moment.”

 

She and Fireheart lay down together on a flat rock while the last of the light died from the sky and the
stars of Silverpelt began to appear. The moon flooded all the landscape in a cold, frosty light.

 

“It’s time,” mewed Spottedleaf.



 

All his misgivings coursed through Fireheart once again, and at first he thought his paws would not
carry him. But he rose and began walking forward, the sharp stones biting into his pads, until he stood
beneath the arch known to the Clans as Mothermouth.

 

A black tunnel yawned into darkness. From his previous visit Fireheart knew that there was no point
in straining his eyes to see what lay ahead; the blackness was unbroken all the way to the cavern
where the Moonstone lay. As he hesitated, Spottedleaf stepped forward confidently.

 

“Follow my scent,” she told him. “I will lead you to the Moonstone. And from now on, until the ritual
is over, neither of us must speak.”

 

“But I don’t know what to do,” Fireheart protested.

 

“When we reach the Moonstone, lie down and press your nose to it.” Her amber eyes gleamed in the
moonlight. “StarClan will send you to sleep so you may meet with them in dreams.”

 

There was a forest full of questions that Fireheart wanted to ask her, but none whose answers would
help him overcome the creeping dread he felt. He bowed his head in silence and followed Spottedleaf
as she made her way into the darkness.

 

The tunnel sloped steadily downward, and Fireheart soon lost his sense of direction as it wound back
and forth. Sometimes the walls were so close together that his fur and whiskers brushed the sides. His
heart thumped wildly and he opened his mouth to draw in Spottedleaf’s comforting scent, terrified at
the thought that he might lose his mother in the darkness.

 

At last he realized that he could see Spottedleaf’s ears outlined against a faint light ahead. Other
scents began to reach him, and his whiskers twitched in a flow of cold, fresh air. A heartbeat later he
rounded a bend in the tunnel and the light grew suddenly stronger. Fireheart narrowed his eyes as he
padded forward, sensing that the tunnel had opened out into a cave.

 

High above his head, a hole in the roof showed a chink of night sky. A shaft of moonlight shone
through it, falling directly onto a rock in the center of the cavern. Fireheart drew in his breath sharply.
He had seen the Moonstone before, but he had forgotten just how startling it was. About three tail-
lengths high, tapering toward its top, it reflected the moonlight in its dazzling crystal as if a star had
fallen to the earth. The white light lit up the whole cave, turning Spottedleaf’s dappled fur to silver.



 

She turned toward Fireheart and signaled to him with her tail to take his place beside the Moonstone.
Unable to speak, even if he could think of anything to say, Fireheart obeyed. He lay down in front of
the stone, settling his head on his paws so that his nose touched the smooth surface. The cold was a
shock, so that he almost drew back, and for a moment he blinked at the light of stars sparkling in the
depths of the stone.

 

Then he closed his eyes, and waited for StarClan to send him to sleep.

 

All was darkness and cold. Fireheart had never been so cold. He felt as if every scrap of warmth and
life were being sucked out of his body. His legs twitched as painful cramps clutched at them. He
imagined that he was made of ice, and if he tried to move he would shatter into a thousand brittle
fragments.

 

But no dreams came. No sight or sound of StarClan. Only the cold and the darkness. Something must
be wrong, Fireheart thought, beginning to panic.

 

He dared to open his eyes into narrow slits. At once they flew wide with shock. Instead of the shining
Moonstone in a cavern far below the ground, he saw short, well-trodden grass stretching away. Night
scents flooded over him, of green, growing things moist with dew. A warm breeze ruffled his fur.

 

Scrambling into a sitting position, Fireheart realized he was in the hollow at Fourtrees, near the base
of the Great Rock. The towering oaks, in full leaf, rustled over his head, and Silverpelt glittered
beyond them in the night sky.

 

How did I come here? he wondered. Is this the dream that Spottedleaf promised? He raised his head
and looked up at the sky. He could not remember its being so clear; Silverpelt looked closer than he
had ever seen before, scarcely higher than the topmost branches of the oaks. 

 

As Fireheart gazed at it, he realized something that sent the blood thrilling through his veins like
liquid fire.

 

The stars were moving.

 



They swirled before his disbelieving eyes and began to spiral downward, toward the forest, toward
Fourtrees, toward him. Fireheart waited, his heart pounding.

 

And the cats of StarClan came stalking down the sky. Frost sparkled at their paws and glittered in
their eyes. Their pelts were white flame. They carried the scent of ice and fire and the wild places of
the night.

 

Fireheart crouched before them. He could scarcely bear to go on looking, and yet he could not bear to
look away. He wanted to absorb this moment into every hair on his pelt so it would be his forever.

 

After a time that might have lasted a hundred seasons or a single heartbeat, all the cats of StarClan
had come down to earth. All around Fireheart the hollow of Fourtrees was lined with their
shimmering bodies and blazing eyes. Fireheart crouched in the center, surrounded on all sides. He
began to realize that some of the starry cats, those sitting closest to him, were achingly familiar.

 

Bluestar! Joy pierced him like a thorn in his heart. And Yellowfang! Fireheart wanted to spring to his
paws and yowl his joy to the whole forest, but awe kept him silent, still crouching. He saw many
other familiar faces - Sunstar, his brother Featherwhisker, elder Larksong, little Chestnutkit, Rosetail,
Lionheart, Weedwhisker, Cricketheart, Lynxpaw, Poppydawn, and Brindleface - all shining with stars
shimmering in their fur.

 

Off to the side, Fireheart saw another cat, but one he didn’t recognize. They were a pale gray tom with
white patches, almost like clouds.

 

He looked vaguely familiar.

 

“Welcome, Fireheart.” The sound seemed to belong to all the cats Fireheart had ever known, and yet
at the same time it was one clear voice. “Are you ready to receive your nine lives?”

 

Fireheart glanced around, but he couldn’t see any cat speaking. “Yes,” he replied, forcing his voice
not to shake. “I’m ready.”

 

A splotchy brown tabby and white she-cat stepped forward first, her yellow eyes gleaming with pride.
Fireheart recognized her in an instant.

 



“Swiftbreeze!” he gasped, eyes lighting up at the sight of his grandmother. Swiftbreeze purred, then
touched noses with her grandson. “With this life, I give you mentorship, leadership, and guidance,”
she murmured. “Use it well to teach the young of the clan as well as the old.”

 

The life his grandmother gave him was a pang of anguish so great Fireheart thought it would stop his
heart. It ended in a jolt of pure terror, and a flash of light red as blood. Fireheart knew he was
experiencing what Swiftbreeze had felt in the last moments of her life against that dreadful badger.

 

As it ebbed away, leaving Fireheart gasping, he began to feel like a hollow in the ground as rain falls
into it and spills over. He thought that his strength would hardly sustain him to receive lives from the
eight cats that were still to come.

 

Another cat rose and came toward Fireheart, and the glimpse of a dark, dappled coat and bushy red
tail signaled Redtail’s arrival. 

 

Redtail bowed his head and touched his nose to Fireheart’s. “With this life I give you justice,” he
mewed. “Use it well as you judge the actions of others.”

 

Once more an agonizing spasm rushed through Fireheart, and he had to grit his teeth to stop himself
from yowling. When he recovered, panting as if he had raced all the way back to camp, he saw
Redtail watching him. “Thank you,” the former deputy meowed solemnly. “You revealed the truth
when no other cat could.” Redtail’s amber eyes were warm. “And I am very proud of you.”

 

Fireheart managed to nod in acknowledgment as Redtail went back to sit beside Swiftbreeze, and a
third cat emerged from the ranks.

 

It was Thrushpelt.

 

“With this life I give you loyalty to what you know to be right,” the cream and white tom meowed.
“Use it well to guide your Clan in times of trouble.”

 

Fireheart braced himself for another agonizing pang, but this time there was less pain as the new life
rushed through him. He was aware of a warm glow of love, and realized dimly that that was what had
marked out Thrushpelt’s life- love for his Clan, for Bluestar, and for the kits that weren’t his own.

 



“I knew Mistyfoot, Stonefur, and Mosskit weren’t my own,” Thrushpelt confessed. “I knew Bluestar
didn’t love me the same way I did her, but I kept her secret because it was the right thing to do.”
Thrushpelt smiled. “And never once have I regretted that choice.”

 

He turned away and allowed the next cat to step forward. Fireheart didn’t recognize her. She was
young, small, and apprentice-aged with white fur. Her back was speckled with ginger and black
patches, and she had tiny ears. Her pale green eyes shone with stars.

 

“Hello, Fireheart,” she meowed. “I’m glad I can finally meet you.”

 

Fireheart shuffled his paws. “I-I’m afraid I don’t know who you are.”

 

The she-cat smiled sadly. “Yeah, I assumed so.” Her tail flicked back and forth. “I’m Sweetpaw.
Rosetail and Thistlestar are my littermates.”

 

Fireheart’s eyes widened with surprise. He had heard he had another aunt, but it had been so long ago
since he heard her name. Sweetpaw, he reflected, vowing to tell Creekflower as soon as he got back.
Our aunt is named Sweetpaw.

 

“I give you a life for knowing who your family is,” Sweetpaw meowed, standing on her tip-toes to
touch his nose with her own. “No matter whose blood you may carry.” FIreheart felt a warm rush of
wind ruffle through his fur, making him relax, before a sharp, cold pang slammed into his heart and
horror and despair washed over him, making him gasp.

 

He must have closed his eyes, for when he opened them, he met Sweetpaw’s soft look. “Please keep
that in mind,” she whispered. “You are much more than what he wants for you.” Fireheart blinked
back at her and she retreated.

 

This time Fireheart’s jaws dropped open when he recognized the brown and white tabby, her coat
glimmering with silver stars. It was Birdflight, his StarClan guide! Her paws scarcely skimmed the
ground as she bent down to him.

 

“With this life I give you protection,” she told him. “Use it well to care for your Clan as a mother
cares for her kits.”

 



Fireheart expected this life to be gentle and loving like Thrushpelt’s, and he wasn’t ready for the bolt
of ferocity that transfixed him. He felt as though all the fury of their ancient ancestors TigerClan and
LionClan were pulsing through him, challenging any cat to harm the weaker, faceless shadows that
crouched by his paws. 

 

Shocked and trembling, Fireheart recognized a mother’s desire to protect her kits, and realized how
much Spottedleaf must love them all- even Lightningfur, who had shunned her.

 

The fury ebbed as Birdflight drew back to sit with the other cats of StarClan again, and another
familiar figure took her place. 

 

A large, muscular brown tabby tom with a mottled pelt rose to his paws and strode toward him, his
head and tail high. Fireheart recognized Adderfang, who had lovingly cared for him and his
littermates until the day he died. He hadn’t been an old cat when Fireheart knew him, but now he
looked even younger and stronger, his coat shining with pale fire.

 

“Adderfang!” Fireheart gasped. “Is it really you?”

 

Adderfang tossed his head and the red tom saw a fierce gleam of pride in his grandfather’s eyes.
When he was close enough, he stooped and touched his nose to Fireheart’s head. It burned against
him like the hottest flame and the coldest ice. Fireheart’s instinct was to shrink away, but he could not
move.

 

“With this life I give you courage,” Adderfang murmured. “Use it well in defense of your Clan and
those you love.”

 

At once a bolt of energy seared through Fireheart like lightning, setting his fur on end and filling his
senses with a deafening roar. His eyes grew dark, and his mind filled with a chaotic swirl of battles
and hunts, the feeling of claws raking across fur and teeth meeting in the flesh of prey. He felt an
inferno of rage fill him, hellbent on punishing those who dared to harm the ones he loved.

 

The pain ebbed, leaving Fireheart weak and trembling. The darkness faded and he found himself in
the unearthly clearing again. He had three lives left to receive, yet how would he bear it? 

 

“I always knew one of my grandkids would make a fine leader one day,” Adderfang rumbled. “And
you have grown above even my expectations.” He leaned forward and gave Fireheart’s ear a quick,



loving lick. “I know you will make us all proud.”

 

Adderfang turned away, moving back to his place in the ranks of StarClan, allowing the first of the
final three to step forth.

 

The first was Yellowfang. The old medicine cat had the same air of obstinate independence and
courage that had impressed and frustrated Fireheart in equal measure when she was alive. He
remembered the last time he had seen her, dying in her den after the fire. Then she had been in
despair, wondering if StarClan would receive her even though she had killed her own son, Brokentail,
to put an end to his bloodthirsty plotting before being guided to StarClan by her two daughters.

 

Looking around, Fireheart spotted both Wishkit and Hopekit watching, and Wishkit waved a paw
happily at him.

 

Now the gleam of humor was back in Yellowfang’s yellow eyes as she stooped to touch Fireheart.

 

“With this life I give you compassion,” she announced. “Use it well for the elders of your Clan, and
the sick, and all those weaker than yourself.”

 

This time, even knowing the pain he would have to bear, Fireheart closed his eyes and drank in the
life hungrily, wanting all of Yellowfang’s spirit, all her courage and her loyalty to the Clan that was
not hers by birth. He received it like a tide of light surging through him: her humor, her sharp tongue,
her warm heartedness, and her sense of honor. He felt closer to her than ever before.

 

“Oh, Yellowfang...” Fireheart whispered, his eyes blinking open again. “I’ve missed you so much.”

 

The medicine cat was already moving away. 

 

The cat who took her place was younger, stepping lightly, the sparkle of stars in her fur and in her
eyes. Her white coat sparkled as brightly as the moon itself, and her blue eyes were vividly familiar…

 

“I am Snowfur,” the she-cat meowed softly. “I was your father’s first mate.”

 



Fireheart felt his breath catch. He had heard a lot about Snowfur, from Bluestar as well as Thistlestar.
Bluestar remembered her as a kind, caring sister who fiercely loved her family. Thistlestar often
reminisced about her strength and prowess in battle.

 

He had a hard time putting those two images of the same cat together, but now, with Snowfur herself
before him, he could see exactly what both his mentor and father spoke off.

 

She was beautiful, yes, but she was strong. Muscles rippled beneath her pelt and in her eyes was a
sharp, intelligent spark.

 

Yet, even knowing all this, Fireheart still shrunk before her. What did she think about Thistlestar
fathering more kits after she died? About what he did to Spottedleaf?

 

Why was she here?

 

“With this life,” Snowfur meowed. “I give you love - pure, unselfish love. Use it well for all the cats
in your care.”

 

There was no pain in the life that poured into Fireheart now. It held the warmth of the high sun in
greenleaf, burning to the tips of his paws. It was pure love; at the same time he experienced the sense
of security he had known as a tiny kit, nuzzling his mother.

 

“I’ve been watching you and your siblings ever since you were born,” Snowfur meowed. “I hated that
I didn’t see what Thistlestar was becoming, what he was making me become - a bloodlusted rogue,
one who hated the neighboring clans. I regret I wasn’t able to see it before it led me to my death.” Her
blue eyes clouded over. “And I regretted it even more when I saw what he did to your mother and all
of your littermates. The hurt and pain he inflicted…he is not the cat I thought I knew.”

 

Fireheart met her eyes. “It wasn’t your fault,” he objected. “You…you didn’t know what he could
do…” His voice trailed off into a whisper. Snowfur gave him an understanding look.

 

“I know the struggles you’ve faced because of him,” she admitted. “And I have struggled alongside
you, finding it difficult to connect the tom I loved to the one I see today. I know how hard it is.” Her
face set into one of determination. “But we both must set aside the facade we bought into and see the
truth.” She touched her nose to the top of his head this time and murmured, “I know how hard it is,
but we must learn to let go.”



 

Fireheart closed his eyes, feeling his heavy heart, but knew Snowfur spoke nothing but truth. They
both had seen a side to Thistlestar that no one else had, but it had been nothing more than a sham. He
was not the loving mate or father either of them knew.

 

He was dangerous. He was a kit-lover.

 

He was a threat.

 

Fireheart opened his eyes, and he and Snowfur exchanged one last knowing look before the final cat
padded forth at last, allowing Snowfur to join a tiny gray and white she-kit.

 

Bluestar approached Fireheart. She was not the old, defeated cat Fireheart had known recently, her
mind giving way under the stress of her Clan’s troubles. This was Bluestar at the height of her
strength and power, prowling toward him across the clearing like a lion. Fireheart was almost dazzled
by the glory of starlight around her, but he forced himself to meet her blue gaze squarely.

 

“Welcome, Fireheart, my apprentice, my warrior, and my deputy,” she greeted him. “I always knew
you would make a great leader one day.”

 

As Fireheart bowed his head, Bluestar touched him with her nose and went on; “With this life I give
you nobility and certainty and faith. Use it well as you lead your Clan in the ways of StarClan and the
warrior code.”

 

The warmth of Snowfur’s life had lulled Fireheart, and he was unprepared for the agony that shook
him as he received Bluestar’s. He shared the fierceness of her ambition, the anguish she had suffered
when she gave up her kits, the ferocity of battle after battle in the service of her Clan. He felt her
terror as her mind fragmented and she lost her trust in StarClan. The rush of power grew stronger and
stronger, until Fireheart thought his pelt would never contain it. Just as he thought he must yowl his
pain or die, it began to ebb, ending in a sense of calm acceptance and joy.

 

A long, soft sigh passed through the clearing. All the StarClan warriors had risen to their paws.
Bluestar stayed in the center of the clearing and signaled with her tail that Fireheart should rise too.
He obeyed her shakily, feeling as if the fullness of life inside him would spill over when he moved.
His body felt as battered as if he had fought the hardest battle of his life, and yet his spirit soared with
the strength of the lives he had been granted.



 

“I hail you by your new name, Firestar,” Bluestar announced. “Your old life is no more. You have
now received the nine lives of a leader, and StarClan grants to you the guardianship of ThunderClan.
Defend it well; care for young and old; honor your ancestors and the traditions of the warrior code;
live each life with pride and dignity.”

 

“Firestar! Firestar!” Just as the forest Clans would acclaim a new warrior by name, so the cats of
StarClan acclaimed Firestar, in rich voices that tingled in the air. “Firestar! Firestar!”

 

Suddenly the chanting broke off with a startled hiss. Firestar tensed, aware that something was wrong.
Bluestar’s glowing eyes were fixed on something behind him. He spun around and let out a choking
cry.

 

A raging thunderstorm was before him, shaking even the ground beneath his paws. Thunder boomed
as lightning crackled and struck the ground, leaving trails of fire behind. A loud roar whipped through
his ears, and a giant leopard slunk into view, snarling viciously at the storm. Blood pooled at its paws
as a sharp boom of thunder shook the land. The ground before the leopard tumbled away, leaving a
choppy river in its place. The leopard was unbothered, raising its head to the storm and let out a
challenging yowl. The wind whipped around, forcing Firestar to dig his claws into the marsh ground
before him, yet the leopard stood tall.

 

An answering growl heralded the arrival of another large cat. The dark stripes along its back made
Firestar tense, instinctively bunching his muscles, yet he still watched with bated breath as the tiger
prowled forth.

 

Lightning shot across the sky, lighting the clearing and river before him, and Firestar briefly caught
the shining copper-colored fur of the tiger as it stood at the leopard’s side. The sky seemed to shake
and the lightning came thundering down upon the two giant cats. A warning yowl left Firestar’s
throat, then a choked cry of terror as the lightning made contact with the formidable giants,
momentarily blinding him.

 

Firestar gazed wildly around, blinking frantically to clear the glare from his eyes, seeking help or
answers from the StarClan cats. But the clearing was dark. The cats of StarClan had vanished, leaving
him alone with the terrible storm. 

 

As Firestar felt panic welling up inside him, he sensed the familiar presence of Bluestar by his side,
warm fur pressed against his flank. He could not see her in the darkness, but her voice whispered in
his ear.



 

“Something terrible is coming, Firestar. Four split eight will become one, lightning will strike the
leopard, and blood will rule the forest.”

 

Her scent and the warmth of her fur faded away as she finished speaking.

 

“Wait!” Firestar yowled. “Don’t leave me! Tell me what you mean!”

 

But there was no reply, no explanation of the dreadful prophecy. Instead, the storm gathered strength
and his heart thumped with terror as he met the amber-eyed stare of the leopard and tiger, somehow
unharmed from the strike of lightning that befell them. He staggered backwards, ears flattening as the
tiger’s formerly copper-colored fur became drenched in blood and long, terrifyingly familiar claws
were unsheathed. The leopard calmly stared at him, and Firestar got the feeling it wasn’t a threat to
him - but the tiger definitely was. The blood-soaked tiger snarled and lunged at him, claws flashing
dangerously in the darkness, aiming for his throat.

 

Firestar yelped and dodged away, paws skidding on the ground, before he yowled and tumbled into
the rushing river. He splashed frantically, gasping as his head broke the surface, and wildly gazed
around. The leopard and tiger had disappeared, leaving him alone with the terrifying storm. The river,
thankfully, wasn’t deep and the red tom was able to regain his footing. Shivering, Firestar frowned as
the water became sluggish, sticking to his fur, and the stench rose up into his nose.

 

He gagged.

 

Blood!

 

He moved to escape the red flow, but found his paws were stuck. He yowled desperately as a
heartbeat later, the sticky red tide washed around him, gurgling and reeking of death.

 

“No!” Firestar yowled, but there was no response from the forest, just the steady whisper of blood
lapping hungrily at his fur, the laugh-like rumble of the storm above him, and the deadly strike of
lightning coming for him.
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Firestar jolted awake in terror. He was lying in the cavern beneath Highstones with his nose pressed
against the Moonstone. The shaft of moonlight had vanished, and only the faintest glimmer of
starshine lit the cave. But there was no relief in waking up, for the stench of blood was still all around
him and his fur felt hot and sticky.

 

Heart thudding wildly, Firestar scrambled to his paws. Across the cave he could just make out
Spottedleaf. She had risen too, and was signaling urgently to him with her tail. Firestar’s first impulse
was to pour out to her all that he had seen, but he remembered her instructions to keep silent until they
had left Mothermouth. Paws skidding on the cave floor in his haste, he pushed past the medicine cat
and bolted into the tunnel.

 

As he stumbled upward toward the open air, following his own scent trail along the dark passage, the
way seemed twice as long as before. Firestar’s fur scraped against the tunnel walls and he was filled
with horror at the thought of being buried alive. The air felt too thick to breathe, and as his panic grew
in the unbroken blackness of the tunnel he began to imagine that it would never end, that he would be
trapped forever in blood and darkness.

 

Then he saw the pale outline of the tunnel entrance, and burst out into the still night air, where the
moon was sinking behind thin clouds. Firestar dug his claws into the loose earth of the hillside while
shudders passed through his body from nose to tail.

 

A few moments later, Spottedleaf emerged behind him and pressed herself against his side until he
managed to control his dreadful shivering and his breathing steadied.

 

“What happened?” she asked quietly, licking his ear.

 

“Don’t you know?”

 

Spottedleaf shook her head. “I know that the ritual was interrupted- the scent of blood told me that.
But I don’t know why.” She looked deep into his eyes; her own were burning with concern. “Tell
me...did you receive your nine lives and your name?”

 



Firestar nodded, and the medicine cat relaxed slightly. “Then the rest can wait. Let’s go.”

 

For a moment Firestar felt too exhausted to move. But he did not want to stay anywhere near
Mothermouth and the terrible things that he had seen in the cave. Shakily, pawstep by pawstep, he
began to descend the hill. Spottedleaf padded beside him, sometimes nudging him toward an easier
route, and Firestar was grateful for her unquestioning presence.

 

As they drew farther away from the tunnel, the stench of blood faded from his mouth and nostrils.
Still, Firestar felt that even if he washed for a moon he would never get rid of the last traces from his
fur. He began to feel stronger, but he was still very tired, and as soon as the rocky hillside gave way to
grass he flopped down in the shelter of a hawthorn bush.

 

“I’ve got to rest,” he meowed.

 

Spottedleaf tucked herself into the grass beside him and for a few moments the two cats shared
tongues in silence. Firestar wanted to tell his mother what he had seen, but something kept him silent.
Partly he wanted to protect her from the dreadful fear he had felt- even if she could explain what
Bluestar’s prophecy meant, would it help to have another cat look forward to the future with the dread
that he now felt? And partly he hoped that if he never spoke of the dreadful vision, it might not come
true. Or was there a curse on his leadership that nothing could avert? 

 

Bluestar had told him before she died that he was the fire who would save the Clan. How could that
be true, if the fire was quenched by the tidal wave of blood he had just seen?

 

Firestar had experienced prophetic dreams before, and he had learned to take them seriously. He could
not ignore this, especially when it came at such a significant moment, while he was receiving his nine
lives and his new name.

 

Spottedleaf broke into his reverie. “It’s okay if you don’t want to talk about it yet, you know.”

 

Firestar pushed his muzzle into her fur, grateful for her warmth. “I’ll think about it first,” he mewed
slowly. “Right now...it’s too close.” He shivered again at the memory. “Mom,” he went on, “I’ve
never told any cat this before, but...sometimes I have dreams that tell me about the future.”

 

Spottedleaf’s ears twitched in surprise. “That’s unusual. Clan leaders and medicine cats commune
with StarClan, but I never heard of ordinary warriors having prophetic dreams. How long has this



been going on?”

 

“Since I was an apprentice? I think?” Firestar admitted, suddenly remembering the dream of a raging
river that pulled him down into it the night before Thrushpelt’s death in the same manner. “But I...I
don’t know if the dreams come from StarClan.” After all, some may very well have come from the
Dark Forest.

 

The medicine cat’s eyes were thoughtful. “I’ve only ever heard of StarClan sending prophetic
dreams,” she murmured. “But not all dreams have roots in StarClan.” they shared a look, both
thinking of the same dark, decrypted forest. “Do they always come true?”

 

“Yes,” Firestar replied. “But not always in the way I expect. Some are easier to understand than
others.”

 

“Then you should bear that in mind when you’re trying to understand this latest dream.” Spotedleaf
gave him a comforting lick. “Remember, Firestar, you’re not alone. Now that you’re Clan leader,
StarClan will share many things with you. But I’m here to help you interpret the signs. Tell me as
much or as little as you want.”

 

Though Firestar was grateful for her understanding, Spottedleaf’s words chilled him. His new
relationship with StarClan was driving him along new paths where he might not want to go. For a few
heartbeats he longed to be no more than a warrior again, hunting with Runningwind or sharing
tongues with Sandstorm in the den.

 

“Thank you, Spottedleaf,” he meowed, forcing himself to his paws. “I promise I’ll talk to you
whenever I feel the need.” But even though he meant what he said, deep down he wondered how
helpful she would be. Firestar couldn’t help feeling that this was something he had to face alone. He
let out a long sigh. “Let’s keep going.”

 

However much Firestar longed to get home, his strength was failing. Since the discovery of the dog
pack and the heart-stopping dash through the forest to lead them to the gorge, he had eaten little, and
scarcely slept except to dream. The long journey to Highstones and the agony of receiving his nine
lives, followed by the terrible vision, had taken all he had to give.

 

His steps became slower and more uncertain. They were passing Whiskers’s farm when the medicine
cat gave his shoulder a sharp nudge. “That’s enough, Firestar,” she meowed firmly. “As your mother
and medicine cat I’m telling you that you need to rest. Let’s see if anyone’s home.”



 

“Good idea.” Firestar felt too relieved at the prospect of resting to argue.

 

Cautiously the two cats approached the Twoleg barn. Firestar was worried that the dogs might be
unchained, but their scent was faint and distant. Much stronger was the scent of cats, and as they drew
closer Firestar spotted a ginger and white tom squeezing himself through a gap in the door.

 

“Whiskers!” he meowed in greeting. “It’s good to see you. This is Spottedleaf, our medicine cat.”

 

Whiskers gave both cats a brisk nod. “It’s good to see you, too, Fireheart.”

 

“Firestar,” Spottedleaf corrected him. “He’s Clan leader now.”

 

Whiskers’s eyes widened in astonishment. “Congratulations! Come on inside, plenty of mice to go
around.”

 

Inside the barn was warm and dark, full of the scent of hay and mice. Firestar listened to the telltale
scuttering noises and his head spun with hunger.

 

“A soft place to sleep, and all the prey you can eat,” he remarked, trying not to let his desperate
hunger show. “Better not tell ThunderClan or they’ll all be out here, wanting to be loners.”

 

Whiskers chuckled softly. “Would you like to hunt?”

 

“That would be great,” replied Spottedleaf. She gave Firestar a questioning look, and murmured,
“Shall I catch something for you?”

 

In spite of his exhaustion, Firestar shook his head. A fine Clan leader he would make if he couldn’t
catch his own prey! He stood alert, listening, and dropped into the hunter’s crouch when he heard a
soft scuffling deep within the hay. Pinpointing the mouse by hearing rather than sight, he sprang, and
dispatched the creature with a swift bite.

 



Whiskers was lucky, Firestar reflected as he picked up the prey in his jaws and padded back to the
others to eat. This was twice the size of the leaf-bare-thin mice in the forest, and easier to catch in the
shadows of the barn. He gulped it down in a few famished mouthfuls and felt his strength beginning
to return.

 

“Have some more,” Whiskers urged. “There are plenty here.”

 

When Firestar and Spottedleaf had eaten as much as they could manage they lay in the soft hay,
sharing tongues while Whiskers lounged nearby, the orange and white tom snoozing away in the
peace of his barn. Firestar shifted nervously, unable to feel the same ease as the loner.

 

“What troubles you?” Spottedleaf murmured as she groomed his pelt.

 

Firestar frowned, glancing at his paws. Then he confessed, “I don’t know how I’m going to do
anything without Bluestar. Everything seems dark and...and overwhelming.” He said nothing about
the interruption of his leadership ritual, or the horror of his dream, but he saw from the sympathetic
look in Spottedleaf’s eyes that she knew what he was thinking.

 

“Remember the whole Clan is behind you,” she mewed. “No cat will ever forget that you and Bluestar
saved us from the pack.”

 

“Maybe they expect too much of me.”

 

“Nonsense!” Spottedleaf’s tone was bracing. “They know you’re going to be a great leader, and
they’ll all stand by you to the last breath.”

 

“Frostfur doesn’t,” Firestar said quietly, and Spottedleaf winced, her amber eyes twinkling.
“...Darkstripe doesn’t. I’m not sure if I have the full loyalty of Longtail or Dustpelt either, or cats like
Mousefur, or…or some of the elders…the apprentices.”

 

“You have Sandstorm,” Spottedleaf replied immediately, staring intently at him with softness. “You
have Creekflower, and Whitestorm. Runningwind, and Graystripe, Cherryfur… Feathercloud and
Brackenfur, Cinderpelt and Willowpelt. Cloudtail and Cliffpaw too. All these cats are more than just
your clanmates. They’re your kin and your friends. They will stand beside you through anything.”
She touched her nose to his cheek. “You have me, my little spitfire. Always.”



 

Fireheart breathed in his mother’s scent. “Thank you, Mom.”

 

 

Twilight was thickening the shadows under the trees by the time Firestar and Spottedleaf slipped
down the ravine toward the camp entrance. They had slept in the barn with Whiskers until the sun was
well above the horizon, and feasted again on plump mice before they set off for their own territory.
Though Firestar was tired, some of the horror of his dream was fading, and he was looking forward to
seeing his Clanmates again.

 

At first the new leader emerged unnoticed from the gorse tunnel with Spottedleaf. Whitestorm and
Brackenfur were sitting together near the nettle patch, finishing off some fresh-kill, while the four
newest apprentices wrestled playfully outside their den. Firestar picked out the dark tabby pelt of his
own apprentice, Bramblepaw, and reminded himself to get him back onto a strict training schedule as
soon as he could. There was no reason why leadership duties should prevent him from mentoring the
young cat- after all, Bluestar had been a diligent mentor to him as she juggled her deputy duties.

 

He was padding over to Whitestorm when he heard his name yowled loudly, and turned to see
Elderpaw racing across the clearing from the elders’ den. The apprentice’s dark gray fur was bristling
with excitement.

 

“Fireheart- no, Firestar! You’re back!”

 

Her noisy greeting alerted the rest of the Clan and soon they were pressing around Firestar, calling
him by his new name and welcoming him home. Firestar wanted to give himself up to the
uncomplicated enjoyment of their warm fur pressed against his, but he could not ignore the awe in
their eyes as they gazed at him. He felt a sharp pang in his heart as he was reminded yet again of the
new distance between himself and the rest of his Clan.

 

“Did you really see StarClan?” asked Fernpaw, her eyes wide.

 

“I really did,” Firestar replied. “But I’m not allowed to say anything about the ceremony.”

 

Fernpaw didn’t look disappointed. Her eyes brimming with admiration, she turned to Dustpelt and
meowed, “I bet he’s going to be a great leader!”



 

“He’d better be,” replied Dustpelt. The brown-coated warrior gave him a nod of respect, and Firestar
felt a rush of relief. He knew that Dustpelt’s loyalty to the warrior code would ensure his support.

 

“It’s good to see you back,” meowed Runningwind, shouldering through the warriors to reach
Firestar’s side. At least he seemed to have recovered from the awe he’d felt when Bluestar had named
Firestar leader as she lay dying. Now his eyes were filled with friendship and sympathy. “You look
like a fox that’s been dead for a moon. Was it tough?”

 

“It was,” Firestar murmured, just for Runningwind’s ears, but Cloudtail caught what he had said.

 

“It’s only your belief in ancient traditions that makes you think you can’t be leader without dragging
all the way up to Highstones and back. As far as I’m concerned, you’ve already proved yourself to be
the true leader of this Clan, Firestar.”

 

Firestar gave his kin a hard stare as Cliffpaw shot her brother a reproachful look; he was grateful for
Cloudtail’s loyalty and respect, but felt as frustrated as ever that the younger cat did not share his
beliefs. He wished he could tell the white warrior exactly what he had experienced, if only to shock
him into respect for StarClan, but he knew that was impossible.

 

“Shh! The ancient traditions still matter.” The quiet rebuke came from Lostface, who had come to join
Cloudtail. Her one bright blue eye was wide, and the orange fur on her back bristled. She added,
“StarClan watches over us all.”

 

Cloudtail’s whiskers twitched. “Right, and they’ve decided to curse us all, I suppose.”

 

Lostface winced, looking away, and Firestar watched as Cloudtail melted, leaning down to murmur an
apology to the injured she-cat. He licked her, his tongue passing gently over the injured side of
Lostface’s face. Firestar’s annoyance faded. He couldn’t help admiring Cloudtail’s unwavering
devotion to Lostface in spite of her terrible injuries. His kin might be difficult and hotheaded, with
little respect for the warrior code, but he had brought this young cat back from the brink of death and
given her and Missingheart a reason to live.

 

As the welcoming cats began to disperse, Firestar caught the eye of Whitestorm, who had greeted him
and then backed off a pace or two, waiting to speak.

 



“How are things in camp?” Firestar asked. “Was there any trouble while I was away?”

 

“Not a thing,” the senior warrior reported. “We’ve patrolled the whole territory, and there’s no sign of
dogs or of ShadowClan.”

 

“Good,” Firestar mewed. Glancing at the well-stocked fresh-kill pile, he added, “I see some cats have
been hunting.”

 

“Cherryfur took a patrol out, and Mousefur and Brackenfur put the apprentices to work,” replied
Whitestorm. “Bramblepaw is a skillful hunter. I lost count of how much prey he brought in.”

 

“Good,” Firestar repeated. He was pleased to hear Whitestorm praising his apprentice. Hopefully this
meant Bramblepaw and Tawnypaw wouldn’t face much disdain from their clan as he feared.

 

Spottedleaf came up to him again. “I’m off to my den,” she meowed. “Call me if you want anything.
Have you remembered that you need to appoint a deputy before moonhigh?”

 

Firestar nodded. Other duties had been more urgent, but now he needed to give this decision serious
thought. Because she had been so shocked by Tigerstar’s treachery and exile, Bluestar had made
Firestar’s own appointment a day late, without the proper ceremony. The Clan had been terrified that
StarClan would be angry, and that had made things very difficult for Firestar. He was determined not
to make the same mistake with his own deputy.

 

Watching Spottedleaf pad across the clearing to her den, Firestar realized that so far two cats outside
of Frostfur had not come to greet him. One was Darkstripe; that did not surprise him, even if it still
hurt. The other was Sandstorm, and that disturbed him. Had he done something to make her angry?

 

Then Firestar spotted her a few tail-lengths away, watching him with an uncharacteristically diffident
air. Her green eyes flickered toward him and away again as he padded over to her.

 

“Sandstorm,” he mewed. “Are you okay?”

 

“I’m fine, Firestar.” She didn’t meet his gaze, but looked down at her paws. “It’s good to have you
back.”



 

Now Firestar was certain something was wrong. He had been looking forward all the long journey
home to lying beside Sandstorm in the nursery, to sharing tongues with her and catching up on her
news. But he would not be able to do that again. From now on he would sleep alone in Bluestar’s old
den- his den now- underneath the Highrock.

 

And with that realization came understanding of what was troubling Sandstorm. For all her
confidence when he left the camp, she was not at ease with him now. “Mouse-brain,” he purred
affectionately, pressing his muzzle against hers. “I’m still the same cat. Nothing has changed.”

 

“Everything’s changed!” Sandstorm insisted. “You’re Clan leader now.”

 

“And you’re still the best hunter and the most beautiful cat in the Clan,” Firestar assured her. “You’ll
always be special to me.”

 

“But you...you’re so far away,” meowed Sandstorm, unconsciously echoing Firestar’s own fears.
“You’re closer to Spottedleaf and Cinderpelt now than anyone else. You all know secrets about
StarClan that ordinary warriors don’t.”

 

“They’re our medicine cats,” Firestar replied. “Spottedleaf’s my mother, and Cinderpelt’s one of the
best friends I have. But neither of them are you, Sandstorm. I know things are difficult right now.
There’s so much I have to do to take over the Clan...especially after what Tigerstar tried to do with the
pack of dogs. But it won’t be long until we’ll be able to go out on patrol together, just like we used
to.”

 

“I’m also worried about the kits,” his mate confessed. Sandstorm’s tail swished nervously. “They’re
due any day now, and I’m scared about raising them in a time like this.” Firestar shared her fears. The
thought of his tiny, helpless kits tossed into the whirlwind ThunderClan had been spirling through for
moons terrified him down to his very bones. But he couldn’t let Sandstorm know that - he didn’t want
to stress her out even more.

 

“We’ll do everything we can for them,” he murmured, pressing his forehead against hers. “And the
Clan will help us too. We’ll keep them safe.”

 

A soft purr left Sandstorm’s throat, and she meowed, “I thought Squirrelkit would be a nice name -
but only if they’re fluffy.”



 

Firestar let out a laugh. “Of course,” he meowed. “And we’ve had Redkit picked out for some time
already.”

 

“Creekflower suggested keeping backup names,” the pale ginger tabby added. “So I’ve been thinking
- what about Applekit or Finchkit?”

 

“I like them,” Firestar purred. “And, well, maybe Sweetkit?” His meeting with the aunt he never
knew still dwelled in his mind. You’re much more than he wants for you, his mind echoed her words
and he promised to keep them in his heart forever.

 

Sandstorm smiled. “That’s a sweet name,” she teased.

 

“Oh, haha,” he dryly replied as she laughed. “Very funny. Your jokes are almost as bad as
Runningwind’s.”

 

“And that’s saying something.”

 

“Truth.”

 

She purred, then the queen mewed, “You’ll need an evening patrol. Shall I round up some cats and
send them off?”

 

“Good idea.” Firestar tried to match her businesslike manner. “Have them take a sniff around
Sunningrocks. Make sure RiverClan haven’t been up to their old tricks.” Firestar was clan leader now,
and he had to put aside any lingering strands of affection he had for Thistlestar. He had to take
Snowfur’s advice and let go of his kithood dreams.

 

He had to view Thistlestar as an enemy leader, not as his father. And RiverClan would try to claim the
long-disputed territory while ThunderClan was shaken by the loss of Bluestar.

 

“Right.” Sandstorm hurried off toward the nettle patch, where Brackenfur, Feathercloud, and Longtail
were eating, the first two tom’s pelts prickling as they awkwardly ate. Longtail kept casting them
inquiring looks before shrugging. Brackenfur called to their apprentices, Mistlepaw and Snowpaw,



and, to Firestar’s surprise, Longtail called Cliffpaw over from where she was patching up some walls.
All six cats headed for the gorse tunnel as Sandstorm retreated to the nursery.

 

Firestar made his way toward the leader’s den. He still couldn’t think of it as his own, and he found
himself missing his comfy patch of moss in the warriors’ den and the warm nest he shared with
Sandstorm in the nursery even more sharply. Before he reached it, he heard his name being called and
turned to see Runningwind hurrying after him.

 

“Firestar, I wanted to tell you-” He broke off as if he were embarrassed.

 

“What’s the problem?”

 

“Well...” Runningwind hesitated and then went on in a rush: “I don’t know if you were thinking of
choosing me to be your deputy, but I wanted to say that you don’t have to. I know I haven’t been the
most responsible mentor for Cliffpaw, and I’m super forgetful when it comes to patrols. I won’t be
hurt if you pick another cat.”

 

Firestar felt a pang of regret. He knew Runningwind was a reliable friend, and would gladly hunt and
fight by his side anyday, but Runningwind was right. He was a loyal and true friend, but he wouldn’t
be able to give Firestar the special support that a deputy gave the Clan leader.

 

“If I could, I would’ve chosen you above all others,” Firestar confessed. “But you’re right.”

 

Runningwind shot him a smile. “Don’t worry, I’m not offended - I’m rather self-aware, if you haven’t
noticed.” His voice took on a teasing tone and Firestar found himself smiling with his best friend.

 

“Oh, don’t you worry - I have noticed.” Runningwind let out a loud laugh that made a full-on smile
grow on the ThunderClan leader’s face. He leaned forward and touched noses with the brown tom.
“Thank you, Runningwind,” he mewed. “For everything.”

 

Runningwind shrugged, looking embarrassed once more. “Hey, you’re my friend.” He butted his head
against Firestar’s shoulder. “If I needed to, I’d probably kill for you.” He turned as if to vanish
through the branches of the warrior’s den, then paused. “Oh, and, will you think about Cliffpaw and
Thornpaw’s ceremonies soon? I think it’s about time for them to take the next step up.”

 



“Absolutely,” Firestar firmly agreed. “I’ll have a talk with Mousefur about Thornpaw - how you
feeling about Cliffpaw?” Privately, Firestar had seen enough of Cliffpaw’s fortitude, courage, and
intelligence when she tracked the dogs, managed to evade them for a moon, and escaped back to the
clan. ThunderClan was very lucky to have her.

 

“Well…” Runningwind drew the word out. “Actually, I think Longtail’s the cat you should speak to
about that. He’s kinda stepped in to mentor her and, well, can’t believe I’m saying this, but I’m
starting to like the guy! He’s patient and very focused with Cliffpaw - don’t know what I’d have done
without him!”

 

Firestar blinked in surprise. Longtail mentoring Cliffpaw? Well, that was a surprise! But a whole-
hearted welcome one. At last, after moons of animosity and hate, Longtail had come round!

 

“Then I’ll be sure to talk to him,” the red leader decided. “Thanks Runningwind - and, well, I know
you tried your best with Cliffpaw.”

 

Runningwind sheepishly nodded. “Yeah, uh, training apprentices isn’t really my thing. If the need
ever arises, I’ll take one, but maybe we should have another cat with us so it won’t be as chaotic as
Cliffpaw’s training.”

 

“Good idea,” Firestar meowed. “I’ll keep that in mind.” Runningwind smiled and nodded to him
before diving back into the warriors’ den.

 

Padding around the Highrock to the den entrance, he heard movement inside. Thornpaw, the oldest
apprentice, whirled around as Firestar went in.

 

“Oh Firestar!” he exclaimed. “Whitestorm told me to fetch you some new bedding- a-and some fresh-
kill.” He flicked his tail to the far side of the den, where a rabbit lay beside a thick pile of moss and
heather.

 

“That looks great, Thornpaw,” Firestar meowed. “Thank you- and thank Whitestorm for me.” 

 

The ginger apprentice dipped his head and started to leave, only to halt as Firestar called him back.

 



“Remind Mousefur to have a word with me tomorrow,” Firestar mewed, naming Thornpaw’s mentor.
“It’s about time we started thinking about your warrior ceremony.” 

 

Thornpaw’s eyes lit up with excitement. “Yes, Firestar! Thanks!” he meowed, and dashed off.

 

Firestar settled himself in the mossy nest and took a few mouthfuls of the rabbit. It had been
thoughtful of Whitestorm to have the bedding changed, though Firestar still felt that Bluestar’s scent
lingered in the very walls of the den. Perhaps it always would, and that was no bad thing. There was
pain in his memories of her, but comfort too, when he thought of her wisdom and her courage in
leading her Clan.

 

Shadows gathered around him as the last of the light died. Firestar was acutely conscious of being
completely alone for the first time since joining the Clan: no warmth of other cats sleeping close by,
no soft meows and purrs as his friends shared tongues, no gentle snoring or the sound of cats shifting
in their dreams.

 

For a few heartbeats he felt lonelier than ever.

 

Then he told himself to stop being so mouse-brained. He had an important decision to make, and it
was vital for ThunderClan that he get it right. His choice of deputy would affect the life of the Clan
for seasons to come.

 

Settling deeper into the moss, he wondered whether he ought to sleep now, and ask Birdflight in a
dream which cat would be the right deputy. He closed his eyes and almost at once he caught a trace of
Birdflight’s scent. But no vision came; he could see only darkness.

 

Then he heard a whisper in his ear, filled with Birdflight’s amused purr. “Oh, no, Firestar. This is your
decision.”

 

Sighing, Firestar opened his eyes again. “All right, Birdflight,” he mewed aloud. “I’ll decide.”

 

The deputy could not be Runningwind, that was clear, and Firestar was grateful to his friend for
making that part of his choice easy for him. He let his mind drift over the other possible cats. The new
deputy would have to be experienced. 

 



Sandstorm was brave and intelligent, and choosing her would reassure her more than anything else
that Firestar still valued her and wanted her at his side.

 

But that was not the right reason to choose a deputy. And she was a queen; he would not force her to
choose between their kits and her duty much as Bluestar had suffered.

 

Surely there was one cat who towered over all the other possibilities? Creekflower, maybe?
Cherryfur? Whitestorm?

 

He paused at that.

 

Whitestorm was experienced, wise, and brave. When Firestar had been made deputy, he had shown
not a scrap of the resentment that a lesser cat might have felt. He had supported him from the
beginning, and he was the cat Firestar naturally turned to when he needed advice. He was old, yes, but
still strong and active. There were a good few moons left before he would be joining the elders in
their den.

 

Bluestar would approve, too, for the white warrior’s friendship had meant a great deal to her in her
last moons. Whitestorm was also Firestar’s half-brother and held the entire clans’ interest at heart -
and had no problem with facing down Thistlestar or Tigerstar.

 

Yes, Firestar thought. Whitestorm will be the new deputy. He stretched in satisfaction. All that
remained was to announce the decision to the Clan.

 

 

Darkstripe’s tail flicked back and forth, hiding along the edges of camp in the ferns near the
apprentices’ den. Firestar had returned. Fire star. The cursed tom was leader. Darkstripe felt a chill in
his heart.

 

Was ThunderClan doomed? He sniffed the air, wondering if he could smell what Frostfur had.

 

He smelled Firestar’s scent. And Cherryfur’s. He scrunched his nose. Their scents were familiar to
him; his clanmates, his… his enemies. They did not trust him. He did not trust them, either.



Cherryfur- ugh, of course he didn’t trust that bratty she-cat. Firestar, though, Darkstripe still held out
the tiniest bit of hope that Firestar would step down.

 

Didn’t he realize his curse would destroy ThunderClan? Why did he go through with being leader?

 

His nose twitched as he smelt the faintest whiff of milkscent. He turned and saw Sootkit pinning
down Rainkit. The tiny kits, barely older than a moon old, were watched by Willowpelt as the queen
traded murmurs with Goldenflower.

 

“I’ve got you, evil Tigerstar!” squealed the light gray she-kit.

 

Rainkit wiggled underneath her sister. “Oh no! I’ve been defeated!”

 

“Feel my claws, ShadowClan scum!” mewled Sootkit fiercely, nipping at Rainkit’s ear.

 

Darkstripe felt his stomach plummet and churn, and he tore his gaze away from his little half-siblings.
How could Firestar spread these lies? he wondered, chest painfully angry. He knows Tigerstar just
wanted the best for the clan, same as he did! Tigerstar would have been a perfectly good leader for
ThunderClan!

 

“Darkstripe,” mewed a tiny voice, and he jumped as he realized his pale tortoiseshell sister, Sorrelkit,
had padded up to him, and stared up at him with big amber eyes. “Can you take me outside?”

 

Darkstripe stood up and stepped away from the little kit, heart thudding. His little half-sister was cute,
sure, but she was cursed - Willowpelt, the sister of Spottedleaf, was her mother, and Whitestorm, the
son of Thistlestar, was her father. Darkstripe was lucky enough to only have one cursed parent.
Perhaps then he could distance himself from the infectious disease.

 

What fate would befall his doubly cursed sister?

 

Darkstripe swallowed nervously, and spoke with a dark lilt as he said, “No. Kits are not allowed
outside of camp.”

 



Sorrelkit pouted. “But you took Bramblepaw and Tawnypaw out when they were kits!”

 

Darkstripe hissed, pelt prickling and glancing wildly around to make sure no one had overheard.
“Quiet!” he snapped, and Sorrelkit flinched. He tried to smooth his fur and speak calmly to the little
kit, but it came out clipped and angry. “They were much older than you.”

 

Sorrelkit looked at the ground, dragging a white paw through the dirt. “Okay,” she said sadly. “But
can we play? You don’t play with us anymore.”

 

“Go play with Graystripe,” Darkstripe ordered, taking another step back as his heart gave this weird,
painful twist in his chest. He did not look at the kit, hating the pitiful look at her face. “He’s as cursed
as you.”

 

Sorrelkit blinked, confused, at him. “But- but you’re my brother too. And Graystripe doesn’t play
with us.”

 

“Play with Whitestorm then,” Darkstripe snapped, feeling a surge of rage as he recalled how happily
the white tom would pass a mossball to his kits. I never got that, Darkstripe thought resentfully. “Just
leave me alone, cursed kit.”

 

“Mama says not to say that,” Sorrelkit protested, frowning. “She says it’s mean.”

 

“It’s not mean,” growled Darkstripe, striped tail lashing. “It’s the truth. And you’d do well to stick to
your kind.”

 

He abruptly stood up and left the kit, feeling incredibly unnerved by the interaction. The sight of the
kits upset him, and he felt unsettled as he remembered how he had played with them. Their curse
stench must be all over me. He almost felt like he could feel it crawling over him.

 

He paused as he saw Firestar pad out from behind Highrock and into the clearing. Several of the Clan
were already pacing among the ferns at the edge, waiting for the announcement of who would be
deputy just like Darkstripe was.

 



The evening patrol had just returned, and were eating their share of the fresh-kill. Darkstripe was
unnerved to see Longtail beside Cliffpaw, talking quietly with the apprentice. She nodded
enthusiastically at whatever he said, her mouth full of mouse. The clan had just accepted her back
without a single word, and he was shocked to see Longtail sticking to her side like a burr, taking her
out on patrols and offering training advice.

 

In just two days, he had become more of a mentor to Cliffpaw than Runningwind!

 

What had happened to Darkstripe’s former apprentice?! Did he not care about the curse anymore? Did
he not care about being wary of Firestar’s friends, of the strict bond between them that blocked
everyone else out and kept secrets closely hidden in their circle.

 

Firestar sprang up onto the Highrock and yowled, “Let all cats old enough to catch their own prey join
here beneath the Highrock for a Clan meeting.”

 

His summons was still ringing in the air when more cats began to appear, slipping from the shelter of
their dens or padding into the moonlight from the shadows around the edges of the camp. Darkstripe
stalked into the open and sat a few tail-lengths away from the rock, wrapping his tail around his paws
and he stared scornfully up at Firestar.

 

He felt alone for a moment, too aware of the fact that Dustpelt had settled beside Ashpaw and
Fernpaw instead of him, and that Longtail stayed beside Cliffpaw. Then, Brackenfur, to his surprise,
sat nearby him, his ears pricked and staring intently up at Firestar.

 

Darkstripe frowned, suspicious of why the young tom seemed to be following him lately.

 

And then Cherryfur came right up to Darkstripe’s other side. He hissed at her, but she glared and said,
“What?”

 

Then sat down.

 

“Get your cursed face away from me!” Darkstripe growled.

 

“Shh,” she quieted him uncaringly. “Firestar has an announcement.”



 

Darkstripe let out a deep growl, taking another step away before settling down. His eyes narrowed
suspiciously on Cherryfur- she would never willingly sit beside him. Something was fishy.
Brackenfur was tailing him too, and so had Feathercloud.

 

Did Firestar have spies on him?

 

That fox-heart! Firestar was the untrustworthy one!

 

Firestar began, “The time has come to appoint a new deputy.” He paused, and Darkstripe felt his
heard thud. A tiny little part of him remembered when he and Firestar were kits- when they would
pretend to be leader and deputy. 

 

Tigerstar promised one day I could be his deputy, Darkstripe thought. Would Firestar do the same for
me?

 

“I say these words before StarClan,” Firestar continued, “that the spirits of our ancestors may hear
and approve my choice: Whitestorm will be the new deputy of ThunderClan.”

 

Darkstripe felt a swarm of disappointment and jealousy in his chest as he looked at the white tom.
Obviously, Firestar wouldn’t pick him as deputy, but it didn’t stop it from hurting.

 

That, maybe, if their history had gone a little different… if Firestar wasn’t cursed… if they were still
friends…

 

Of course Firestar would choose his brother over any other more deserving warrior…

 

…Not that Darkstripe would disagree that Whitestorm was a good choice, he supposed. Would
Tigerstar approve of it?

 

Whitestorm was blinking up at Firestar, a look of pleasure and surprise spreading over his face.
Slowly, he rose to his paws. “Firestar, cats of ThunderClan,” he meowed, “I never expected to be
given this honor. I swear by StarClan that I will do all I can to serve you.”



 

As he finished speaking, sound gradually swelled from the assembled cats, a mixture of yowls and
purrs and voices calling, “Whitestorm!” All the Clan began to press around the white warrior,
congratulating him.

 

Cherryfur yowled his name beside Darkstripe, and his tufted ear twitched, scowling just from her
annoying voice. Was she purposefully being loud just to mock him? It felt like it. He wouldn’t put it
past the conniving she-cat.

 

He lashed his tail and crouched down, staring at Whitestorm. He should be congratulating the new
deputy, but he just- couldn’t.

 

He was probably just as cursed as Firestar.

 

Well, I’m glad Firestar can dote all over his cursed deputy-brother now, Darkstripe thought
resentfully. Maybe once he dies, Creekflower will be deputy next, or her stupid kittypet kits. Then
where will ThunderClan be?

 

Perhaps Darkstripe should take Firestar’s advice and leave.

 

His chest pressed at the thought, claws clawing at his insides. Leave? His clan and his home?

 

But, then again, it’s not like ThunderClan held much respect for him anymore… And ThunderClan
lost his when they threw out Tigerstar, unable to see how everything he’d done was for the betterment
of their clan.

 

Darkstripe stared up at Firestar, burning with resentment at how Firestar was so publicly willing to
denounce him his right in the clan. He had stared Darkstripe down with unhidden anger and told him
to leave .

 

Maybe I will, he thought angrily. See how ThunderClan is without me!

 

…A tiny dark pit squirmed in his stomach, silently wondering, Better?



 

His claws curled into the ground as Firestar returned his stare, his proud face dropping into a thin,
calm frown.

 

Darkstripe lashed his tail, then rose and padded away to the warriors’ den.

 

Tigerstar would never treat me this way. I was important to him! I am important to him!

 

Let’s see what he thinks about this.

 

 

Tulippaw’s leg trembled as he placed it in front of himself, the other following. His tail dragged over
the grass, and he felt his heart thump in his chest, his gray fur raising in the chill. He swore he could
feel eyes watching him, hear the panting of dogs, and feel their hot breath on his haunches. The
wound on his shoulder ached.

 

A fluffy white body bumped into his, and Tulippaw stumbled over his paws, staring as Snowpaw
grinned at him. The white young tomcat flipped one ear around and raised a paw in a swiping motion,
then dashed off, bounding through the undergrowth. Tulippaw just stared after him, bewildered and
confused.

 

“We said you’re it,” murmured a voice as Feathercloud passed behind him, long legs bypassing
Tulippaw.

 

Tulippaw ducked his head, padding after the warrior. “Oh,” he stuttered. “Uhm, I-uh.”

 

Feathercloud just smiled. “Tag me,” he said. “I’ll get him.” He stretched his tail out in front of
Tulippaw. Tulippaw hesitated, then reached a paw out and tapped his tail. Feathercloud grinned and
then sprinted off after Snowpaw.

 

Tulippaw blinked, watching the mentor and apprentice chase. Feathercloud was clearly faster than
Snowpaw, but let Snowpaw duck and roll to avoid him.



 

This is very weird, Tulippaw thought, nervously glancing around again. The forest didn’t feel safe. He
wanted to go back home and curl up in his nest and have Ashpaw and Fernpaw and even Elderpaw
beside him. He wouldn’t have left but… Somehow, and he wasn’t very sure how, Feathercloud had
convinced him to head out on a casual patrol with him and Snowpaw.

 

They were skirting past Treecutplace, and Tulippaw’s heart thudded, glancing around as though a dog
would leap out. Hadn’t Cliffpaw said they came from the Twolegplace? He shivered, paw trembling
so bad he slipped on it.

 

Seeing Feathercloud and Snowpaw’s white pelts begin to disappear behind trees, he bolted forward,
blood pumping in his ears as he thought of a dog right on his tail. Soon, he returned to Feathercloud
and Snowpaw’s sides. The two of them had stopped chasing each other, and Snowpaw practically
hopped on his paws as he flicked his tail in a circular motion then lashed a paw out and twitched his
whiskers. Tulippaw watched as Feathercloud responded in kind, whiskers twitching and holding, then
dragging one claw down in the air.

 

Tulippaw could only stare, lost by the perplexing motions. His stomach rolled a bit at the sight, at
how weird though not foreign it was. He thought maybe he caught the paw-sign for border, one he’d
seen even Dustpelt pawspeak before, but he had no clue as to the nature of the deaf cat’s conversation.

 

He had been very determined not to learn any pawspeak, unlike some of his more curious or laxed
denmates. Frostfur had said normal cats only needed to know how to speak, and that the deaf cats
could either learn to speak too or be ignored. They were cursed; it was their own problem, not anyone
else’s.

 

He felt a squirm of worry in his belly as he thought about how he was walking so close to the cursed
cats. But then he thought, What’s the point in staying away if I’m cursed anyway? No saving my soul
now.

 

The stench of the Thunderpath, rich with muck and dirty water at this time of day, greeted him before
he saw the border with ShadowClan. A rush of anxiety ran through his body as he thought of
ShadowClan warriors racing over the stone path and leaping at him, biting his throat and killing him.

 

He paused, eyes closing for a second as he sucked in a breath. Then he opened them, and looked as
Feathercloud and Snowpaw came to a halt in front of the path. Snowpaw leaned his nose forward,
sniffing the black stone curiously. Feathercloud’s tail brushed against his flank, and Snowpaw
scrambled back from the Thunderpath, peering up at his mentor with wide eyes.



 

Feathercloud raised a paw and drew a claw down his chest, sharply shaking his head.

 

Snowpaw nodded.

 

Tulippaw frowned, tail twitching as he felt hopelessly lost. “What…” He paused, waiting for
Feathercloud’s gaze to fully turn to him before he continued, “What did you say?”

 

Feathercloud tipped his head with an apologetic smile. “Sorry,” he said, “I told him to never go on the
Thunderpath.”

 

Tulippaw’s whiskers twitched, gazing out at the path. Any time a monster would roar past, he
remembered how his heart would try and jump out of his chest- how his very bones would rattle. It
was terrifying- but Swift-ah, Missingheart had made a game out of it. He would have the apprentices
jump onto the path, then off, seeing how far they could get before they chickened out. Or they would
race along the side, seeing if they could outrun a monster.

 

Even Lynxpaw had called Missingheart a mouse-brain for that one, citing Cricketheart’s death and
Cinderpelt’s injury. But she had been urged to the challenge from Missingheart’s teasing, and made it
the farthest across- all the way onto the other side and into ShadowClan’s land, where she had
trounced around without fear.

 

Tulippaw had never gotten that far. Even Thornpaw had gotten farther than him!

 

He had only crossed all the way when Missingheart had stayed by his side.

 

His heart thumped then ached at the memory.

 

Feathercloud guided Snowpaw along the Thunderpath, keeping him a tail’s length away. They
sprayed their scent, even though it was overpowered by the stench of the Thunderpath. But it was
important to keep the border marked and strong, Frostfur always told him.

 

Tulippaw trailed after the others, then paused as his ears caught on the sound of leaves rustling. He
swiveled his head and watched as dark eyes on dark pelts prowled out from the marshlands on



ShadowClan’s territory.

 

“Well, what a shameful patrol,” sneered the head of the cats, the ginger tabby tom who wore a collar
around his neck full of bones. A young apprentice stood at his side, copying his sneer. She was a
darker ginger tabby than her mentor. Behind them flanked a large, gray warrior and an orange and
white she-cat, with a dark brown tom on her side. “Two deaf kitties and a wounded apprentice?
Shouldn’t you be in the medicine cat den, ‘paw?”

 

Tulippaw’s fur rose, and he skirted behind Feathercloud and Snowpaw. Cinderpelt had treated his
injury, for he wouldn’t let Spottedleaf do it at first. It was healing, but it was still red and scabbed on
his shoulders, bald around the spot.

 

“Why bother?” sniffed the tabby she-cat, raising her head haughtily. “They can’t even hear us.”

 

Feathercloud’s ears flattened. “We can understand you just fine,” he said, voice low.

 

“Oh?” the patrol leader, Jaggedtooth, said, whiskers twitching. “And what if I turn around?” The
warrior turned his back to the deaf warriors. “Can’t understand me now, can you, deaf kitty?”

 

One of the patrol members, a dark brown tom with sleek fur, laughed, and the apprentice let out a
small chortle too, glancing at her clanmate then giving a loud laugh too. The other two just stared, the
orange and white she-cat with a twitch of her whiskers as she stared at the ThunderClan cats. Her
gaze drifted to Tulippaw, and he ducked further behind Feathercloud, heart thumping.

 

He knew Swampfur- she was friends with Missingheart and Lynxpaw, and she had always been so
cool at Gatherings. He could never hope to be as cool and suave and strong as her.

 

And now, here he was, cowering behind cursed deaf kitties.

 

I’m pathetic, he wailed inside.

 

“Come on,” said the gray tom Tulippaw knew was called Boulder. “Let’s get going. Tigerstar wants a
hunting patrol after this.”

 



Jaggedtooth huffed. “Lighten up, Boulder,” he meowed, tail flicking behind him. “We’ve seen how
far ThunderClan has fallen. Won’t be long now until we attack their camp and drive them out.”

 

Boulder made a noise, narrowing his eyes. “Jaggedtooth.”

 

“What? They can’t hear us!” He flicked his tail dismissively.

 

“The gray one can,” Boulder reminded him in a murmur that was hard to catch over the stretch of the
Thunderpath.

 

“That sniveling apprentice? What’s he gonna do; cry to mommy?” Jaggedtooth turned around to say
this, staring him down with a smirk.

 

Tulippaw looked at his paws, feeling a giant pit open in his chest. Brindleface, he mourned. She’s
gone forever and ever and the dogs ate her and they’ll eat me too.

 

Feathercloud’s fangs bared. “You’re a cruel cat,” he growled. “Fitting for ShadowClan.”

 

That got the rest of the patrol hissing, their pelts raising, even Boulder’s.

 

“ShadowClan is stronger than ThunderClan!” the young apprentice called.

 

“You’re as horrible as you were under Brokenstar’s rule,” Feathercloud added, and Tulippaw gaped in
surprise at his gall. “I suppose some things never change for rogues.”

 

“We earned our names more than a deaf cat ever could!” Nightwhisper, the brown tom, spat. “You’re
nothing but a burden for your clan. ThunderClan is foolish to be so merciful to cats like you!”

 

Feathercloud growled and Snowpaw hissed, crouched low against the ground with fluffed fur.
Feathercloud lashed his tail, then abruptly turned around. “And ShadowClan’s a fool to take a cat like
you in,” he said. “Then again, it is just a clan of rogues and exiles- all the unwanted cats of the clans.”

 



Jaggedtooth curled his lip, claws digging into the ground. “And ThunderClan’s just a clan of kittypets
and med kitties! Soft-hearted weaklings!”

 

There was a pause of silence where Feathercloud didn’t respond, still walking away. Tulippaw felt
rooted to the ground, eyes wide. Then, the warrior yowled back, “Can’t hear you, remember?”

 

Jaggedtooth seethed.

 

Snowpaw stuck out his tongue at the ShadowClan warriors, then bounded after his mentor with his
tail high. Tulippaw flattened himself against the ground, heart thumping and hoping he blended in
with the gray and brown muck around the Thunderpath. Jaggedtooth looked as though he’d run over
the Thunderpath and attack Feathercloud.

 

But he turned and lashed his tail, snapping at his clanmates to follow him, and they continued along
the border. Tulippaw’s legs shaked with relief, and he slowly rose. He turned and saw the white pelts
of his clanmates between the trees. He stumbled onto his paws, taking a step forward, only to stop as
he heard a whisper of, “Tulippaw.”

 

He screamed, leaping into the air and landing back on the ground with a thud, his fur fluffed to twice
his size. He stared, wide-eyed, as Swampfur stood in front of him, her paws on the edge of the
Thunderpath.

 

She hissed, face twisting into a snarl, and lunged at him. He screamed again as her paws slammed into
his side, shoving him to the ground. Dog jaws flashed through his head, stilling him. Claws pressed
onto his throat, while her hind paw slammed onto his leg. She leaned down and hissed, “Be quiet or I
slit your throat.”

 

Tulippaw went silent immediately, pale amber eyes wide. His heart thumped in his chest, and his gaze
flickered back to his clanmates. He could still see the flashes of their white pelts between the trees,
quickly fading.

 

Why hadn’t they come back for him?! Hadn’t they heard his- oh.

 

Right.

 



He trembled viciously under Swampfur’s claws. “Please don’t kill me,” he whispered.

 

Her lip curled as she stared down at him, her tail lashing behind her. “Calm down,” she ordered,
which did not calm him down at all. “I won’t hurt you unless you squirm.”

 

Well, seeing as Tulippaw couldn’t stop shaking, that wasn’t comforting at all .

 

She glanced back at her clanmates, then, seeing them gone, leaned back down to hiss into Tulippaw’s
ear. “You will tell no one what I say,” she started. “I know you’re good at keeping secrets- I’ve heard
all about your little trips into ShadowClan. Wouldn’t want Tigerstar finding out, would you?”

 

Tulippaw shaked. “S-Swiftpaw made me!” he squeaked out.

 

Her lip curled and her ears pinned back. “I know,” she spat. “And I need you to give him a message.”

 

Tulippaw blinked, heart still thudding. He said nothing, and Swampfur continued, “Tell him to come
to the border down by Twolegplace tomorrow at moonrise . Got it, ‘paw?”

 

“B-but Sw-M-Missingheart’s not s-supposed to leave camp,” he tried to explain. “He- he got injured-”

 

“I don’t care!” Swampfur snapped, shoving her paw harder against his throat. He gasped and choked
for air. Her tail lashed. “Will you tell him or not?”

 

Trembling, Tulippaw nodded his head, feeling the movement brush her claws deeper into his flesh. He
winced as they pricked him, pulling blood.

 

Swampfur released her hold, paw placed by the side of his head. Her claws gleamed dangerously
from the corner of his vision. “Good,” she said darkly. “And you will tell no one- NO ONE, or I will
tear your head off your body and feed it to the crows.”

 

Tulippaw nodded more vigorously. Swampfur sneered at him one last time, lashed her tail, glanced
paranoidly around, then darted across the Thunderpath, paws slamming against the rough surface.



 

Tulippaw gasped for breath and scrambled to his paws. His legs trembled and he stared as Swampfur
vanished into ShadowClan’s territory.

 

Then he turned and ran.

Chapter End Notes
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Firedad & Brambleson Take A Stroll (Then Tragedy Hits Oh No)

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

A raw, damp cold pushed its way through Firestar’s fur as he padded through Tallpines. The sky was
heavy with gray clouds and seemed undecided between sending rain or snow onto the forest. Here,
where the ravages of the fire had been worst, ash still covered the ground, and the few plants that had
begun to grow back had shriveled again with the coming of leaf-bare.

 

It was the day after his announcement to the Clan, and Firestar had left his new deputy in charge of
the camp while he patrolled the border alone. He wanted some time by himself, to get used to being
leader and to think about what lay ahead. Sometimes he felt he would burst with the pride of being
chosen by StarClan to lead ThunderClan, but he also knew it would not be easy. Grief for Bluestar
was a dull ache that would stay with him forever. And he was afraid of what Tigerstar might do next.
Firestar could not be comforted, as the other cats were, by the absence of any traces of ShadowClan in
their territory. He knew Tigerstar would not rest until he had brought his enemy down—and news that
Firestar was now the leader of ThunderClan would only fuel the fires of his revenge.

 

Firestar emerged from the trees near Twolegplace and looked up at the fence, catching a faint scent in
the air of that black and white kittypet he met just days ago…Smudge, wasn’t it?

 

Padding along the edge of the trees, Firestar came to a part of the forest he rarely visited, and
recognized the Twoleg nest where Smudge lived. Overcome by curiosity, he darted across the stretch
of open ground at the edge of the trees and leaped to the top of the fence.

 

A flicker of movement from the nest caught his gaze, and he saw a Twoleg pass by the window and
disappear again. He was bunching his muscles, ready to leap down into the forest, when something
black and white moved in the next garden. Glancing down, he saw Smudge. He looked as plump as
ever, with a contented expression on his broad face. He was talking to a pretty brown tabby she-cat, a
stranger to Firestar; their mews reached him but they were too far away for him to make out the
words.

 

She seemed vaguely familiar…he recognized the shape of her ears and eyes. She shared similarities
with the BloodClan tom Claw!

 

This must be Hattie, the sister he mentioned when he led Firestar’s rescue patrol out of Twolegplace
all those moons ago.

 



He almost jumped down to say hello, until he remembered that they would probably be frightened by
the sight of a ruffian like himself. 

 

The sound of a door opening pushed Firestar to edge along the fence into the shelter of a holly bush as
a Twoleg came out of the house and called. At once the pretty brown tabby meowed good-bye to
Smudge and scrambled under the fence that divided the gardens. She ran up to the Twoleg, who
scooped her up and stroked her before carrying her indoors, purring loudly.

 

Suddenly claws scrabbled on the fence below him and from the corner of his eye he caught a glimpse
of quick, brown movement. Turning his head, he found himself face-to-face with Bramblepaw.

 

It was a moment before Firestar recovered himself enough to speak. “What are you doing here?”

 

“I followed you from camp, Firestar. I...I was curious about where you were going, and I wanted to
practice my tracking skills.”

 

“Well, they seem good enough, if you got this far.” Firestar wasn’t sure whether he was angry with his
apprentice or not. Bramblepaw shouldn’t have followed him without permission, but it was
impressive to have tracked him all the way from the camp. He felt a twinge of guilt, too, that
Bramblepaw should have caught him looking over a Twoleg fence at a pair of kittypets. 

 

Meeting Bramblepaw’s eyes, Firestar saw the young cat’s nervousness fading, to be replaced by a
steady gaze, as if he were weighing his mentor up. It was a long, intelligent look, and Firestar realized
that he could see respect in the amber depths. He was aware yet again of his certainty that
Bramblepaw could be an outstanding warrior.

 

“My sister comes here sometimes,” he meowed, “to meet with her old mate and kit, Oliver and Storm.
But they’ve gone missing. Smudge,” he twisted his ears to point at the black and white tom
scrambling over the other fence, “told us they’ve probably been taken away.”

 

“Were you here to look for them?” Bramblepaw asked, eyes curious.

 

Firestar shook his head. “No,” he admitted. “Just took a walk around and got caught up in my
thoughts.” Bramblepaw nodded. “The other kittypet who left?” Firestar added. “I think I’ve met her
brother. Moons ago. He lives in BloodClan.”



 

“I’ve heard of them,” his apprentice meowed, eyes widening. “Aren’t they a clan of rogues who are
mean and have really sick cats?”

 

“Some are,” Firestar agreed. “And some are courteous, like Claw - the kittypet’s brother. And I guess
Scourge has a nicer side if you ignore all the lying, threats, and snide remarks.”

 

Bramblepaw laughed and FIrestar found himself cracking a smile too.

 

“But in all seriousness,” Firestar continued. “I know how that probably looked - your mentor and
leader looking at a couple of kittypets.”

 

Bramblepaw shrugged. “I know what it’s like to have loyalties questioned,” he meowed. “And I didn’t
think you were actually thinking about being a kittypet - some might, but I didn’t think so.”

 

“How do you get on with the other apprentices?” he asked, genuinely curious and worried. He hadn’t
been able to check in with Bramblepaw for some time - hopefully nothing too bad had happened.

 

“They’re okay. Really it’s only Ashpaw, Thornpaw and Tulippaw avoiding me and Tawnypaw, but
they’re not that bad. Ashpaw just stares at me sometimes, Thornpaw tenses up but talks to us, and
Tulippaw…well, you know how he’s doing now. But I know some of the warriors don’t like me and
Tawnypaw, because Tigerstar’s our father.”

 

The words were spoken with such understanding that Firestar was caught off-guard. We’re more alike
than I ever realized, Firestar thought. Constantly having to prove our loyalties by fighting twice as
hard, defending ourselves twice as much to our enemies- and to our Clan mates.

 

“Can you cope with that?” he meowed cautiously.

 

Bramblepaw blinked. “I know where my loyalties lie. I’ll prove that someday.”

 

There was no boasting in the way he spoke, just calm determination. Firestar realized that he believed
him. His apprentice had rewarded him for his honesty about visiting Twolegplace by being honest
with him in return. Now, Firestar knew he owed it to Bramblepaw to trust his word.



 

“What about Tawnypaw?” he asked.

 

“Well...” Her brother hesitated, a troubled look in his eyes. “She can be a bit difficult at times- but it’s
just her way. She’s a loyal cat at heart.”

 

“I’m sure she is,” Firestar mewed, though he noticed that Bramblepaw wasn’t entirely at ease
discussing his sister with the Clan leader. He would need to keep a closer eye on Tawnypaw in future,
and make sure she had all the support she needed to become a reliable ThunderClan warrior. A word
with her mentor, Cherryfur, would be a good idea. The duo had hit it off pretty quickly, and he knew
Cherryfur would be an understanding ear for the young she-cat.

 

Struck by a sudden warmth toward his apprentice, Firestar added, “I’ve got to get on if I’m to finish
patrolling the border before dark. Do you want to come with me?”

 

Bramblepaw’s amber eyes lit up. “Can I?”

 

“Sure.” Firestar leaped down from the fence and waited for the young cat to scramble down behind
him. “We’ll do some training on the way.”

 

“Great!” Bramblepaw meowed enthusiastically.

 

He padded close to his mentor’s shoulder as Firestar led the way back into the trees.

 

 

Firestar halted on the edge of the Thunderpath and drew in the scent that flowed across from
ShadowClan territory. Tigerstar is out there, he thought. What is he planning? What will he do next?

 

As he stood wrapped in silent apprehension, he noticed scraps of white drifting down from the sky.
Snow! Firestar thought, glancing up at a sky where the clouds were darker than ever. Hearing a
surprised squeak from Bramblepaw, he turned around. A snowflake had landed on Bramblepaw’s
nose and was slowly melting. The apprentice flicked out a pink tongue and licked it off, his yellow
eyes round with wonder.



 

“What is it, Firestar?” he asked. “It’s cold!”

 

Firestar let out a purr of amusement. “It’s snow,” he replied. “It comes in leaf-bare. If it goes on like
this, the flakes will cover all the ground and the trees.”

 

“Really? But they’re so tiny!”

 

“There will be lots of them, though.”

 

Bramblepaw stared at the falling snow. “It’s as white as Snowpaw’s pelt!” he said. “That must be why
he’s named that!” Firestar smiled.

 

The flakes were already growing larger and falling more thickly, almost hiding the trees on the other
side of the Thunderpath and smothering the ShadowClan scent. Even the roar of the monsters was
muffled and they moved slowly, as if their glowing eyes couldn’t see well through the snow.

 

Firestar knew that snowfall would bring more problems to the forest. Prey would die in the cold, or
huddle deep in holes where hunters could not follow. It would be harder than ever to feed the Clan.
His apprentice was watching the falling flakes with wide eyes. Firestar saw him reach out one paw
tentatively to dab at one of them. A heartbeat later he was leaping and whirling with high-pitched
mews of excitement, as if he were trying to catch every single flake before it reached the ground.

 

Firestar was surprised by a rush of affection. It was good to see the young cat playing like a kit again.

 

The snow had stopped by the time Firestar and Bramblepaw returned to camp. The clouds had cleared
away and the setting sun cast long blue shadows over the thin coating of white that powder e d the
ground. Both cats were carrying fresh-kill; Firestar had watched his apprentice’s hunting skills and
been impressed by the young cat’s concentration and skillful stalking.

 

They had just reached the top of the ravine when they heard a yowl behind them. Firestar turned to
see Graystripe bounding through the undergrowth.

 



“Hi,” panted the gray warrior as he caught up with them. His eyes widened when he saw their catch.
“You’ve had better luck than me. I couldn’t find so much as a mouse.”

 

Firestar grunted sympathetically as he led the way toward the gorse tunnel. He noticed that Sorrelkit,
the most adventurous of Willowpelt’s three kits, had left the camp and climbed halfway up the steep
slope farther along the ravine. She was with Darkstripe; the warrior was bending over her, saying
something to her.

 

Firestar didn’t think anything of it. The black tabby was often around his younger siblings, and little
Sorrelkit always seemed particularly playful with him. He wasn’t worried about the tortoiseshell kit
being in danger as long as her eldest brother was around - despite their fractured relationship, the
leader knew Darkstripe would never allow any harm to come to his siblings.

 

But some niggled at his brain…what was Darkstripe doing out here on his own?

 

Suddenly Firestar heard a sharp exclamation from Graystripe and his friend flashed past him, hurtling
along the side of the ravine, his paws scrabbling against the loose snow-covered stones. At the same
moment Sorrelkit’s legs crumpled underneath her sturdy tortoiseshell body and she started writhing in
the snow.

 

Firestar dropped his fresh-kill in amazement as Graystripe yowled, “No!” and flung himself on the
dark warrior. Darkstripe clawed and flailed at him with his hind legs, but Graystripe’s teeth were sunk
in his throat and would not let go.

 

“What-?” Firestar dashed down the slope with Bramblepaw right behind him. He dodged the fighting
cats, still locked together in a whirlwind of teeth and claws, and reached Sorrelkit’s side. The little kit
twisted and turned on the ground, her eyes wide and glazed. She was letting out high-pitched moans
of pain, and there was foam on her lips.

 

“Get Spottedleaf!” Firestar ordered Bramblepaw.

 

His apprentice shot off, his paws sending up puffs of snow. Firestar bent over the young kit and
placed a paw gently on her belly. “It’s all right,” he murmured. “Spottedleaf is coming.”

 

Sorrelkit’s jaws gaped wide and Firestar caught a glimpse of half-chewed berries in her mouth, scarlet
against her white teeth.



 

“Deathberries!” He gasped.

 

There was a dark-leaved shrub growing from a crack in the rock just above his head, with more of the
lethal scarlet berries clustered among the leaves. He remembered a time many moons ago when
Cinderpelt had appeared just in time to stop Cloudtail from eating the deathberries, and warned him of
how poisonous they were. Later, Yellowfang had used them to kill her son, Brokentail; Firestar had
seen for himself how quickly and fatally they worked.

 

Crouching over Sorrelkit, Firestar did his best to scoop the crushed berries out of her mouth, but the
kit was in too much terror and pain to keep still and make his task easier. Her head thrashed from side
to side, and her body was convulsing in regular spasms that to Fireheart’s horror seemed to be
growing weaker. He could still hear Graystripe and Darkstripe screeching in the throes of their fight,
but they seemed oddly far away. All his attention was concentrated on the kit.

 

Then to his relief he felt Spottedleaf arrive beside him. “Deathberries!” he told her quickly. “I’ve tried
to get them out, but...”

 

Spottedleaf took his place by the kit’s side. Cinderpelt appeared next to her, a bundle of leaves in her
mouth. Spottedleaf mewed, “Good. Keep holding her, Firestar, while I take a look.”

 

With Firestar and Cinderpelt holding Sorrelkit still as the kit’s struggles definitely grew weaker,
Spottedleaf was soon able to paw out the remains of the deathberries. Then she rapidly chewed up one
of her leaves - yarrow, Firestar recognized - and stuffed the pulp into Sorrelkit’s mouth. “Swallow it,”
she ordered. 

 

The kit’s throat convulsed. A moment later she vomited; Firestar could see more scarlet specks among
the pulp of leaves.

 

“Good,” Cinderpelt mewed soothingly. “That’s very good. You’re going to be fine, Sorrelkit.”

 

The little kit lay gasping and trembling; then Firestar watched in dismay as she went limp and her
eyes closed.

 

“Is she dead?” he whispered.



 

Before either medicine cat could reply, a yowl came from the entrance to the camp. “My kit! Where’s
my kit?” It was Willowpelt, racing up the ravine with Bramblepaw. She crouched beside Sorrelkit, her
blue eyes wide and distraught. “What happened?”

 

“She ate deathberries,” Spottedleaf explained. “But I think we’ve gotten rid of them all. We’ll carry
her back to the den and we’ll keep an eye on her.”

 

Willowpelt began licking Sorrelkit’s tortoiseshell fur. By now Firestar had seen the faint rise and fall
of the kit’s flank as she breathed. She was not dead, but he could see from both medicine cats’
anxious looks that she was still in danger from the effects of the poison.

 

For the first time Firestar had a chance to draw breath and look for Graystripe. The gray warrior had
pinned Darkstripe down a few tail-lengths away with one paw on his neck and another on his belly.

 

Darkstripe was bleeding from one ear, and he spat in fury as he fought vainly to free himself.

 

“What’s going on?” Firestar demanded.

 

“Don’t ask me,” snarled Graystripe. Firestar could hardly remember seeing his friend look so savage.
“Ask this...this piece of fox dung why he tried to murder a kit!”

 

“Murder?” Firestar echoed. Darkstripe? The accusation was so unexpected that for a heartbeat he
could do nothing but stare stupidly.

 

“Murder,” repeated Graystripe. “Go on, ask him why he was feeding deathberries to Sorrelkit.” 

 

“You mouse-brain,” Darkstripe’s voice trembled slightly as he gazed up at his attacker. “I wasn’t
feeding her the berries. I was trying to stop her from eating them!”

 

“I know what I saw,” Graystripe insisted through gritted teeth.

 



Firestar tried to recall the image of the warrior and the kit that he had seen when he paused at the top
of the ravine. “Let him get up,” he meowed to his friend. “Darkstripe, tell me what happened.”

 

The warrior rose and shook himself. Firestar could see bare patches on his flank where Graystripe had
clawed out lumps of fur.

 

“I was coming back to camp,” he began, body twitching and tail flicking nervously. “I found Sorrelkit
stuffing herself with death berries, and I was trying to stop her when this idiot jumped on me.” He
stared resentfully at Graystripe. “Why would I want to murder a kit - my sister?”

 

“That’s what I want to know!” spat Graystripe.

 

“Of course, we know who the noble Firestar will believe!” Darkstripe sneered. “There’s no use
expecting justice in ThunderClan these days.”

 

The accusation stung Firestar, all the more so because he recognized that there was a core of truth in
it. He would take Graystripe’s word over Darkstripe’s, but he had to be absolutely certain that his
former apprentice wasn’t making a mistake.

 

And he just couldn’t comprehend why Darkstripe would try to murder his own sister …

 

“I don’t have to decide now,” Firestar meowed. “As soon as Sorrelkit wakes up, she’ll be able to tell
us what happened.”

 

As he spoke he thought he saw a flicker of unease in Darkstripe’s eyes, but it was gone so quickly he
could not be sure. The dark warrior twitched his ears. “Fine,” he meowed. “Then you’ll see which of
us is telling the truth.” He stalked off toward the camp entrance, legs and tail stiff.

 

“I did see it, Firestar,” Graystripe assured him, his sides heaving from the fight. “I can’t understand
why he’d want to hurt Sorrelkit, but I’m quite sure that’s what he was doing.”

 

Firestar sighed. “I believe you, but we have to let every cat see that justice is done. I can’t punish
Darkstripe until Sorrelkit tells us what happened.”

 



If she ever does, he added silently to himself. He watched Spottedleaf and Willowpelt gently picking
up the kit and carrying her toward the gorse tunnel, Cinderpelt carefully trailing them. Sorrelkit’s head
lolled limply and her tail brushed the ground. Firestar’s belly clenched as he remembered the kit
bouncing around the camp. If Darkstripe had really tried to kill her…

 

Then Firestar would have to exact justice, and honor the life Redtail had given him.

 

“Graystripe,” he murmured, “go with them. I want you or another warrior on guard in her den until
Sorrelkit wakes up. Ask Cherryfur and Goldenflower if they’ll help. I don’t want anything else to
happen to Sorrelkit before she’s fit to talk.”

 

Graystripe’s eyes gleamed with understanding. “Okay, Firestar,” he meowed. “I’m on my way.” He
bounded down the slope and caught up with the other cats as they disappeared into the tunnel.

 

Firestar was left in the ravine with Bramblepaw. “I’ve left a squirrel up there,” he meowed to his
apprentice, jerking his head toward the top of the ravine. “Could you collect it for me, please? And
then you can rest and eat. You’ve had a long day.”

 

“Thanks,” Bramblepaw mewed. He took a few steps up the ravine and glanced back. “Sorrelkit will
be okay, won’t she?” A gleam of fear was in his amber eyes, and with a pang Firestar remembered his
apprentice was good friends with Sorrelkit.

 

Firestar let out a long breath. “I don’t know, Bramblepaw,” he admitted. “I just don’t know.”

 

Firestar made his way thoughtfully back into the camp. Glancing around, he caught sight of
Darkstripe gulping down a piece of fresh-kill beside the nettle patch. Mousefur, Goldenflower, and
Creekflower were eating close by, but Firestar noticed that they had all turned their backs on
Darkstripe and were not looking at him.

 

Graystripe must have already begun to spread the news of what had happened in the ravine.
Creekflower and Goldenflower in particular, who had both raised kits of their own, would be horrified
by the very suspicion that a Clan warrior would murder a kit. It was a good sign, Firestar realized, if
they seemed to believe Graystripe’s version of events. It showed that his friend was becoming
accepted by the Clan again, beginning to recover the popularity he had once had.

 



Firestar was heading toward Graystripe when movement by the warriors’ den caught his eye.
Brackenfur was just emerging from between the branches, gazing wildly around. He spotted
Darkstripe, took a step toward him, and then veered away to join Firestar.

 

“I’ve just heard!” he gasped. “Firestar, I’m sorry. He got away from me. This is all my fault!”

 

“Steady.” Firestar let his tail rest a moment on the agitated young warrior’s shoulder, gesturing for
calm. “Tell me what happened.”

 

Brackenfur took a couple of gulping breaths, struggling for self-control. “Darkstripe said he was
going out to hunt,” he began. “I went with him, but when we got into the forest he said he had to
make dirt. He went behind a bush and I waited for him. He was taking a long time, so I went to look-
and he’d gone!” His eyes stretched wide with dismay. “If Sorrelkit dies, I’ll never forgive myself.”

 

“Sorrelkit won’t die,” Firestar reassured him, though he was not certain that it was the truth. The kit
was still very ill.

 

And now there was something else to worry about. Brackenfur’s story showed that Darkstripe had
realized he was being watched. He had gotten rid of his guard very neatly. He must have had a reason,
Firestar reflected. What had the dark tabby meant to do, and why had he tried to kill Sorrelkit?

 

“What do you want me to do now?” Brackenfur asked miserably.

 

“Stop blaming yourself, to begin with,” Firestar replied. “Darkstripe was bound to let us know where
his loyalties lie sooner or later. Carry on guarding Darkstripe, you can let him know you’re doing it
now. Tell him from me he’s not to leave camp until Sorrelkit can tell her story.”

 

Brackenfur gave a tense nod and hurried across to the nettle patch, where he crouched beside
Darkstripe and spoke to him. The warrior snarled something in reply and went back to tearing apart
his piece of fresh-kill.

 

As Firestar watched, a pawstep sounded behind him and he turned to see Sandstorm; the ginger she-
cat pressed her muzzle against his, a purr deep in her throat. Firestar drew in her scent, comforted for
a moment just by being close to her.

 



“Are you coming to eat?” she asked. “I waited for you. Graystripe told me what happened,” she
continued as they padded together over to the nettle patch. “Runningwind’s already said he’d relieve
him later, to guard the medicine den.”

 

“Thanks,” Firestar mewed.

 

He shot a glance at the black-striped warrior as they walked past him to the pile of fresh-kill.
Darkstripe had finished his meal; he rose to his paws and stalked toward the warriors’ den without
acknowledging Firestar’s presence. Brackenfur followed with a determined look on his face.

 

Dustpelt and Cherryfur emerged from the den just as Darkstripe reached it; Firestar couldn’t help
noticing that the brown tabby veered sharply away as he went to join Fernpaw outside the
apprentices’ den and the ginger and white she-cat paused, eyes narrowing dangerously onto the black
tabby.

 

The cats of ThunderClan were making their feelings very clear. Dustpelt had been Darkstripe’s
apprentice, and now he didn’t even want to speak to his former mentor.

 

“You filthy piece of fox dung !” Firestar dropped the magpie he picked up and snapped his head back
around to the warriors’ den. Cherryfur’s lips were pulled back into a snarl, her tail lashed furiously,
and her pelt was fluffed up, making her look twice as big.

 

Darkstripe, the target of her fury, froze, his own fur spiking as Cherryfur bore down on him. “You-
you- There are no words to describe how much of a fox-heart you are!” The ginger and white she-cat
shoved her face in Darkstripe’s, her screams attracting the attention of the rest of the Clan.

 

Tawnypaw and Snowpaw gazed at the two warriors with wide eyes. Creekflower was glaring thorns at
Darkstripe as Cherryfur snarled.

 

“I can’t believe I used to think you could be a better tom than this!” The warrior’s claws dug into the
dirt before her. “You’ve been acting like Firestar is the poison in ThunderClan and you’ve failed to
see it’s actually you !” Her voice lowered and she darkly hissed, “You disgust me.”

 

And without another word, Cherryfur whipped around, not even caring that her tail smacked
Darkstripe’s sickened face, and stalked off to exchange hushed, muttered words with Creekflower,
Mousefur, and Goldenflower.



 

Darkstripe was still rooted to the spot Cherryfur had nailed him to, before he mechanically took a step
forward, then another, before rushing to disappear inside the warriors’ den. Brackenfur, who had
witnessed the exchange with wide eyes, dove in after him.

 

Sandstorm shared a stunned silence with Firestar as the red tom picked his magpie back up and took it
over to the nettle patch. Cherryfur crossley rested her chin on her paws, staring at the finch before her
like it too had offended her with its very existence. Creekflower was picking at her mouse with a deep
frown etched across her face. Goldenflower’s eyes were narrowed onto the entrance to the warriors’
den.

 

“Hey, Firestar,” meowed Mousefur as he approached. “Thornpaw said you were going to have a word
with me about his warrior ceremony. It’s about time.”

 

“It certainly is,” Firestar agreed. Bluestar’s refusal to make the oldest apprentices into warriors had
led to Lynxpaw’s death, Lostface and Missingheart’s injuries, and Tulippaw’s panicked screaming,
and there wouldn’t be a cat in the Clan who didn’t remember that when Thornpaw finally received his
warrior name. “Why don’t the three of us take the dawn patrol tomorrow? With Runningwind,
Longtail, and Cliffpaw too? That should give me a chance to see how they’re both shaping up- not
that I have any doubts,” he added hastily.

 

“I should think not!” Mousefur mewed. “Will you tell Thornpaw about the patrol or shall I?”

 

“I will,” Firestar replied, taking a quick bite of his magpie. “I want a word with Fernpaw and
Elderpaw, too.”

 

When he and Sandstorm had finished eating, the ginger she-cat went off to the medicine den, while
Firestar padded over toward the tree stump where the apprentices ate. Dustpelt and Fernpaw were
already there with Thornpaw, Ashpaw, and Elderpaw. Cloudtail was just strolling over from the
elders’ den, Lostface and Cliffpaw close beside him.

 

“Thornpaw, Cliffpaw,” Firestar gave the apprentices a nod as he settled down beside him. “Are your
claws sharp? Are all your warrior skills ready?”

 

Thornpaw sat up straight, his eyes suddenly gleaming, as Cliffpaw pricked her ears. “Yes, Firestar!”

 



“Dawn patrol tomorrow, then,” Firestar told him. “If it goes well, we’ll hold both of your ceremonies
at sunhigh.”

 

Thornpaw’s ears quivered with anticipation, and Cliffpaw smiled, but there was a dim light in both of
their eyes.

 

“What’s the matter?” Firestar asked.

 

“Lynxpaw...and Lostface and Missingheart.” Thornpaw spoke in a low voice, with a flick of the tail
toward the injured she-cat. “They should both be with us.” His gaze flickered over to Cliffpaw, who
was staring at her paws.

 

“I know.” Firestar closed his eyes briefly at the memory of so much pain. “But you mustn’t let that
spoil it for you. You’ve deserved this for moons.”

 

“I will be with you.” Lostface spoke up from where she was sitting beside Cloudtail. “I’ll be the first
cat to call both of you by your new names.”

 

“Thanks, Lostface,” Thornpaw mewed with a grateful dip of his head as Cliffpaw exchanged a soft
smile with the she-cat.

 

“And while we’re on the subject of names,” Cloudtail broke in, “what about hers?” He tilted his head
toward Lostface; he always refused to use the cruel name Bluestar had bestowed on the injured cat.
“What about getting her and Swiftpaw’s names changed?”

 

“Please, Firestar.” Lostface was looking at him with a hopeful expression. “I’m sure the other cats
wouldn’t feel so awkward talking to us if we didn’t have these awful names.”

 

“Of course.” Firestar felt a stir of distress that he hadn’t noticed the burden the young cat was
carrying. 

 

He rose to his paws and suddenly remembered what else he had meant to say. “Elderpaw, Fernpaw,
don’t think that you’ve been forgotten. You were brilliant in the race with the dog pack, but you’re
still a bit young to be made warriors.” That was true, but at the same time Firestar wanted Thornpaw



and Cliffpaw to keep their seniority by being made warriors first. “I promise it won’t be long,” he told
them.

 

“We understand,” Elderpaw mewed with a nod. “There’s still stuff we need to learn.”

 

“Firestar,” Fernpaw asked nervously, “what’s going to happen about...about Darkstripe? If he did that
to Sorrelkit, I don’t want him for my mentor.”

 

“If he did that to Sorrelkit, he won’t be your mentor,” Firestar promised.

 

“Sorrelkit?” Cloudtail demanded. “What’s all this about Sorrelkit? Did something happen while we
were out hunting?”

 

Immediately Thornpaw and Ashpaw shifted position to crouch beside him and Lostface, and began
passing on the news in hushed voices as Elderpaw exchanged dark words with Cliffpaw.

 

“So who’s going to mentor Fernpaw then?” Dustpelt asked Firestar, taking it for granted that
Darkstripe was guilty.

 

“Don’t worry,” Firestar promised. “I’ll make sure she gets a good mentor.” The options, however,
were slim. Very few warriors were available to mentor an apprentice. He’d have to think about it.

 

He’d have to think about getting Tulippaw a new mentor as well… StarClan know’s Frostfur wasn’t
going to mentor the apprentice anymore.

 

He repressed a sigh.

 

At least ThunderClan had more apprentices than they knew what to do with rather than none at all.

 

 



Tulippaw’s heart thudded in his chest as he paced back and forth in front of the medicine cat den.
Night was settling and cats were beginning to head to their nests for rest. Dustpelt and Cherryfur had
just moved to their positions as night guards. Unease prickled at his paw pads as he breathed
stutteringly.

 

Now was an absolutely horrible time to sneak out of camp. A trusted warrior had just tried to kill a
kit! Tulippaw’s own half-sister! Or- that’s what Graystripe claimed, anyway. Tulippaw was too
freaked to know if it was the truth or not. He was too worried about what he was supposed to do
tonight. Sneak out! With an injured warrior!

 

The last time they had snuck out is why he had gotten injured in the first place.

 

A chill ran down Tulippaw’s spine. He looked at his denmates. The other apprentices had headed to
their nests already- Thornpaw and Cliffpaw had gone to sleep early, and Elderpaw, Fernpaw, Ashpaw
and Bramblepaw had followed. Tawnypaw and Mistlepaw chatted quietly, while Snowpaw stood and
stretched. The new apprentice caught Tulippaw’s gaze and his tail raised in a wave.

 

Tulippaw shrunk down, but timidly waved his tail back. Snowpaw smiled, then turned and pranced
into the apprentices’ den. Tawnypaw and Mistlepaw slowly turned and followed him, though
Tulippaw saw how Tawnypaw’s tail dragged.

 

Tulippaw breathed out anxiously. Would the warriors realize he was the only apprentice still awake?
Would they question what he was doing?

 

Pelt twitching, he decided to just go for it, and shoved his body into the medicine cat den. His heart
screamed at the bold action, but he ducked his head and kept his tail low. He nearly jumped when he
spotted a white pelt, thinking it was his mentor Frostfur- but it was just Whitestorm. The new deputy
was curled around Sorrelkit, his chest rising and falling slowly.

 

Tulippaw’s trembled at the idea of getting caught by the great warrior. He turned towards the black
and white pelt of Missingheart, on the opposite side of the den. Tulippaw glanced towards the crack
that went further back to where Spottedleaf and Cinderpelt would be sleeping. All was quiet.

 

Cautiously, Tulippaw padded towards Missingheart. The sight of his stubby tail, no longer covered in
a wrap like his chest still was, made Tulippaw’s chest squeeze painfully. What once was such a proud
and bubbly tomcat, reduced to nothing but a broken warrior who may never truly be a warrior in
anything but name.



 

Tulippaw hated waking him up from his rest, but he tentatively reached out a paw and poked his
shoulder. Missingheart’s ears twitched, but he still breathed steadily and slowly. Tulippaw winced,
then placed his paw on his shoulder and shook him.

 

Slowly, Missingheart awakened, raising his head and blinking the sleep away. He turned and looked at
Tulippaw, who shrunk away and stared at his paws, unable to meet his amber gaze. “Tulippaw?”
murmured Missingheart, his voice rough with sleep in a way that made Tulippaw’s heart flip inside
his ribcage.

 

Tulippaw opened his mouth, but nothing came out. He was frozen to the spot.

 

Missingheart blinked. “What is it?”

 

Tulippaw swallowed, tail twitching with a rise of nerves. He glanced at Missingheart’s chest- blood
was already leaking through the cobwebs and leaves, staining the edges of the wrap red. Spottedleaf
and Cinderpelt would change it in the morning, Tulippaw knew, but the blood…

 

He felt a wave of nausea in his stomach that threatened to rise out his throat. He swallowed it down
again and looked up at Missingheart’s patient, curious, but tired gaze.

 

“Uhm,” Tulippaw breathed. Maybe he shouldn’t say anything. Missingheart wasn’t supposed to leave
camp and risk infecting his wound- plus he couldn’t walk long distances anyway. He should let his
clanmate rest, like a good warrior would.

 

But Swampfur’s threat rang heavy in his memories. He could feel her sharp claws pressing against his
throat even now- another nightmare to add to the list.

 

“Uh, so,” Tulippaw began, looking away and shifting his paws. “So, uhm…”

 

Missingheart’s whiskers twitched in faint amusement. “You came here to babble?”

 

Tulippaw’s pelt burned hot, and he crouched down, embarrassed. “N-no… Uh, it’s just that… that the-
the ShadowClan warrior, Swampfur,” he glanced back at Whitestorm nervously, whispering her name,



“wants to see you.”

 

Missingheart stiffened immediately, his eyes going wide. His whole body tensed with sudden
alertness, any hint of tiredness fading from him immediately. He stared at Tulippaw intently, his gaze
burning him alive. “She does?”

 

Tulippaw nodded weakly. “Uh, she was- she seemed very mad,” he mewled like a little kit. “She- she
was really insistent you meet her.”

 

“Where?” Missingheart asked, then answered, “Along the Twolegplace border?”

 

Tulippaw nodded again, heart thumping. “At moonrise.” And, oh boy, the moon was risin’.

 

“Did she tell you what for? Or-” Missingheart stopped, then looked down at his paws, brows furrowed
across his black and white spotted face. “She knows I’m- she must have- at the last Gathering, at
least-...”

 

Tulippaw shifted, looking at his paws too. “She didn’t say anything…” he trailed off into silence,
glancing up as Missingheart stayed quiet too. He breathed quietly as he watched Missingheart think.
He had this serious look on his face, lost in his thoughts, that captivated Tulippaw’s attention.
Missingheart was rarely serious in this way.

 

After a moment of silence that felt like forever, Missingheart looked up at Tulippaw. “Can I ask you
for a favor?” he murmured.

 

Tulippaw’s heart thumped. “What?” he squeaked.

 

Missingheart looked down at his chest and bitten leg, sadly frowning. “I can’t walk that far as I am,”
he meowed, voice deep with sadness. “It’s hurting less everyday but I still feel like I’m being torn
apart.” He glanced back up at Tulippaw, amber eyes shining. “Can you help me get there?”

 

Tulippaw’s heart thumped harder. “I-I-” he stuttered. “Uhm, but, I think- I think Swampfur maybe
doesn’t want me there?”

 



Missingheart’s whiskers twitched and he frowned. “She knows you guys,” he meowed. “She won’t be
too mad. I promise, Tulippaw. Please?”

 

Tulippaw never could say no to Missingheart, could he? He dipped his head. “Okay…” he whispered
softly.

 

Missingheart’s brightening face was everything to him. “Really? Thank you so much, Tulippaw,” he
said, then started to rise to his paws with a grunt, wincing as his front, mangled leg touched the
ground. But, unlike Cinderpelt with her leg, he stretched it out and tested it until it held his weight. He
wobbled a little, the stump of his tail flying out to balance him instinctively, but being unable to.
“Let’s go now.”

 

“Now?” Tulippaw repeated, startled, then remembered how late it was already. “Uhm, yeah, okay.
But- but you aren’t allowed out of camp. They won’t let you out!”

 

“Who's on guard?” Missingheart asked, whiskers twitching and eyes getting that thoughtful look
normally reserved for sneaking out.

 

“Uh, at least Dustpelt and Cherryfur,” Tulippaw reported loyally.

 

“Cherryfur’ll be easy,” Missingheart meowed. “Where is she?” He pointed his nose towards the
entrance.

 

Obediently, Tulippaw skidded to the entrance of the medicine cat den and poked his head out. He
scanned the clearing. Warriors Creekflower and Mousefur were still sharing tongues with
Runningwind grooming his pelt beside his sister, but otherwise everyone else was in their dens.
Dustpelt was in the gorse tunnel, his back to the camp, and Cherryfur rested at the bottom of
Highrock, her ears pricked and swiveling at every sound.

 

Tulippaw pulled back, and told Missingheart, “Cherryfur’s in camp; Dustpelt’s at the entrance.”

 

Missingheart nodded, then pushed past Tulippaw. “Follow my lead,” he meowed as he passed. “And
let me lean on you.”

 



Tulippaw’s heart nearly burst out of his chest at that, and he sucked in a breath, tense, but
Missingheart waited for Tulippaw to catch up to him. The black and white tom smiled, then leaned his
shoulder against Tulippaw’s.

 

“Let’s go through the dirtplace,” Missingheart told him, and Tulippaw nodded. It took him a second
where Missingheart wasn’t moving to realize that Missingheart wanted to Tulippaw to guide him.

 

He jolted into action, stiffly walking forward. Missingheart’s weight against him wasn’t too heavy,
and he did walk pretty fine on his own. His limping slowed him down, and he stumbled sometimes,
tail stub unable to balance him over missteps.

 

Tulippaw couldn’t stop his gaze from continuously flickering towards Cherryfur as they padded
towards the dirtplace. Would she just let them go? Her amber gaze flickered to them, then away, then
back to them, and Tulippaw’s gray fur bristled.

 

Missingheart suddenly slowed, and Tulippaw startled. He looked at the tom, who shot a glance at
Cherryfur, then kept walking, now purposefully limping on his front paw. Tulippaw hesitantly
followed his lead, ducking his head.

 

Cherryfur rose to her feet and bounded over to them in a few steps, just before they could enter the
dirtplace. Tulippaw’s heart dropped, and he crouched down. Missingheart stumbled genuinely over
the loss of his support, but righted himself quickly. The ghost of a smirk flashed over his face as
Cherryfur approached.

 

“Hey,” Cherryfur said as she halted in front of them. “You know you’re acting very suspicious,
right?”

 

“We are?” Missingheart meowed playfully. “I had no idea!”

 

Cherryfur’s whiskers twitched, a small smile raising her lips before she smoothed it out. “I’d love to
let you get into trouble,” she continued, “but we have enough trouble as it is, and you’re on orders to
stay in camp, Missingheart.”

 

Missingheart dipped his head to her. “I know,” he said, softer. “But I’m going crazy, cooped up in the
medicine cat den. Cinderpelt told me it was good to exercise my leg too.”



 

“Exercise it in camp,” Cherryfur said sternly.

 

Missingheart frowned, ears drooping. “But I wanted to go on a walk with Tulippaw,” he murmured,
and something about the sad way he said it made Tulippaw’s stomach do flips. “Please?”

 

Cherryfur glanced between them. She seemed as unmoving as stone to Tulippaw, but, to his utter
surprise, she relented, saying, “Alright. But don’t go near any borders, stay away from Snakerocks,
and be back before the moon is at its peak. I will send Goldenflower after you.”

 

Missingheart grinned. “Thank you so much Cherryfur!” he meowed, leaning forward to touch his
nose to hers. “You’re the greatest.”

 

“Don’t go telling the others,” she meowed, whiskers twitching in amusement. “I’ve covered for you
sneaky apprentices enough. And don’t be dragging Tawnypaw into your mischief!”

 

“No promises,” Missingheart sang as he turned to the dirtplace entrance, ducking his head as he
entered. Tulippaw shot a wide-eyed glance at Cherryfur before he scrambled after Missingheart.

 

He caught Cherryfur’s mutter of, “They’re breakin’ one of those rules, definitely.”

 

His heart thumped nervously, hoping Cherryfur wouldn’t actually be mad at them. She seemed rather
chill for a cursed cat. Then again, maybe she didn’t care if they broke the rules because cursed cats
did that a lot.

 

And now I am too, he thought sadly. Soon he’d be breaking the warrior code, wouldn’t he? He was
doomed to follow the footsteps of his fellow cursed cats.

 

Tulippaw’s heart caught in his throat as he saw Missingheart already shoving away the bracken that
hid the hole that led outside of camp. The thickets caught on his bandages and pulled at them, and
Tulippaw squeaked, but Missingheart pressed onward without care. Tulippaw squeezed through the
gap after him, heart thudding as he looked at Missingheart worriedly.

 



Part of his chest wrap had been torn off, exposing glistening red flesh beneath. But Missingheart just
smiled and hobbled onwards. Tulippaw dashed to his side when the tom stumbled on his wounded
paw.

 

“How are Bramblepaw and Tawnypaw, by the way?” Missingheart asked as they trekked towards the
Treecutplace. “They’ve been training a lot and I haven’t had time to catch them in camp.”

 

Tulippaw blinked, wondering why he was interested in them, before recalling they were his younger
half-siblings. Oh, he thought. Should I be like that for my little siblings? They weren’t really his
siblings, since Whitestorm wasn’t really his father like he was for Sorrelkit, Rainkit, and Sootkit.

 

Besides, did he want to spend time with kits who were cursed twice over?

 

He was cursed enough as it was.

 

“Uhmm,” Tulippaw said. “They’ve been okay, I guess?” He couldn’t really remember. Their paths
really only crossed in the apprentices’ den. Bramblepaw had whispered curiously about him a lot, and
Tulippaw burned with embarrassment and lingering fear at how he had cowered and cried- how he
still whimpered all night long as nightmares tormented him unfalteringly.

 

“That’s good,” Missingheart meowed. “I’m jealous Bramblepaw got a clan leader as a mentor!”

 

“Even if it’s Firestar?” Tulippaw would freak if he had the most cursed of the cursed cats as his
mentor. He could already feel it crawling on his pelt!

 

“Firestar’s not so bad,” Missingheart said, and he glanced at his paws. “I just should have been more
patient…”

 

Tulippaw’s chest squeezed as he heard how sad his friend sounded. “What, no,” he immediately
meowed. “You deserved to be a warrior so long ago. Before Brackenfur, at least!”

 

“I didn’t have to drag you and Lostface into it,” murmured Missingheart, ears flattening against his
head as he looked away. “Maybe Lynxpaw wouldn’t be dead…”

 



Lynxpaw’s head being ripped off her body, blood and gore flying through the air, flashed through
Tulippaw’s vision blindingly. He could say nothing as he stared at his pale paws, wondering if he was
imagining them shaking or not.

 

Was that the wind howling, or dogs?

 

He shivered and pressed against Missingheart’s warm body instinctively. Missingheart turned his head
to touch his nose to Tulippaw’s cheek, and, when their gazes met, Tulippaw saw all of the hurt and
sadness and guilt and sympathy inside his gaze.

 

Tulippaw bowed his head, staring at the ground for the rest of their walk.

 

“We’re here,” Missingheart announced as he halted. Tulippaw’s nose twitched and he caught the scent
of the Thunderpath as it stretched ahead of them, running into the Twolegplace where Twoleg dens
spotted the graying black path.

 

He’d forgotten what they were even doing in the first place, and his heartbeat quickened, eyes darting
around, terrified, for Swampfur, or an ambush of ShadowClan warriors.

 

“Now we just have to wait for-”

 

“You’re here!” came a loud spat, and Tulippaw leaped out of his fur as Swampfur suddenly jumped
down from a tree a few tail lengths away. She bounded over with bristling fur and bared teeth. “What
took you so long?!”

 

Missingheart dipped his head to her. “I’m sorry,” he meowed sincerely. “It’s hard for me to walk
fast…” He tilted his head at his chest and raised his bitten leg, glancing away.

 

Swampfur’s eyes flickered wildly over Missingheart, a growing dread on her face as her gaze landed
on the red flesh of his chest wound. She let out a strangled, choked distressed noise. “No,” she
meowed. “No, no, no!”

 

Missingheart raised his head, frowning as he looked at her. “I know it's bad,” he meowed quietly. “But
I’m okay, Swampfur, I promise. I… I can still walk and talk, and…”



 

“Can you hunt?” Swampfur spat, and Missingheart recoiled, startled at her anger. “Can you fight- can
you even be a warrior?”

 

Missingheart’s eyes widened, and he stepped backwards. “I-...” he said, and Tulippaw’s entire body
tensed too. “I-I don’t… no… they- they say I might not heal- that I might still…” Missingheart’s legs
shook.

 

Swampfur’s teeth bared in a fierce snarl, though there was no noise to it. Her fangs looked so tightly
locked that Tulippaw feared she might break her own teeth. Her tail lashed behind her, and she took a
stumbling step backwards herself.

 

“No,” she said. “I can’t… you can’t…”

 

Missingheart swallowed and stared at the orange and white she-cat with wide eyes. “Swampfur,” he
murmured. “What’s… what’s wrong?”

 

Swampfur’s eyes shut tight, and her entire body trembled, fur spiking along her spine. She growled,
then gasped. Her eyes blinked rapidly, then she choked out like it took all of her force, “I’m pregnant,
Swiftpaw!”

 

Tulippaw felt like the ground had ripped open beneath him and he was falling into a void where
nothing made sense.

 

Missingheart’s eyes widened considerably, mouth gaping at his- his mate? At the- at the ShadowClan
she-cat, who had a face twisted in a snarl like she might just leap at him and tear his face off.

 

“Wh…what?” Missingheart breathed out. “You’re… what? But I- but I-...”

 

“Pregnant!” she spat, her voice taught. “Do I have to say it a thousand times for you?! You got me
pregnant, you fox-heart!”

 

Missingheart shrunk at her insults, but still gaped at her, uncomprehending and utterly shocked. “But
that’s…”



 

“This was never supposed to happen!” Swampfur continued in a wail. “And now look at you! I don’t
want these kits!”

 

Missingheart blinked and stepped forward, horrified and confused, but eyes stretched wide with
sympathy. “It’s okay,” he said. “We can- we can work through this. We can figure something out-”

 

“It’s not okay!” she screamed, fur bristling. “It’s not okay, Swiftpaw, and you know it! I didn’t want
kits in the first place, and now you went and got yourself mangled?! What in the Place of No Stars are
we supposed to do? ”

 

Missingheart winced but he pressed on, “I-I could join ShadowClan, still, like we always joked about,
or you could join ThunderClan-”

 

“You think ShadowClan will take in a warrior who can’t hunt or fight or even walk? ” she said,
glaring at him. “I’m not going to ridicule myself trying to beg them to take you in!”

 

“Then I’ll take them in,” Missingheart said quickly, desperately, yet with a surprising amount of
determination that shocked Tulippaw. The gray apprentice was still reeling from this new revelation.
“The kits,” Missingheart clarified. “I’ll raise them as my own. I’ll bear the shame of a half-clan
relationship and never reveal you as their mother. We have queens that would nurse them, willingly.”

 

Tulippaw jerked his head to stare in shock at Missingheart. The tom was always so aloof and a
jokester, and, though the dog pack attack had clearly shocked him to his core and rendered him more
quiet, Tulippaw had still never seen such a serious and responsible side to him before.

 

He would really be willing to raise half-clan kits by himself?

 

“But they’ll die in ThunderClan, won’t they?” snarled Swampfur. “They’ll grow up cursed and hated!
At least in ShadowClan, I can lie! No one will have to know they were half-clan abominations! That I
was in a half-clan relationship with a fool!”

 

“That’s not true,” Tulippaw interjected, offended on Missingheart’s behalf. “He’s not a fool, and we
have the kindest queens who won’t-”



 

Swampfur’s gaze snapped to him and his mouth snapped shut. He sunk low to the ground, grass
becoming one with his pelt, as he cowered under her fierce glare. Her glare wavered, growing
something akin to terrified, and she stepped back again, fur bristling.

 

Her gaze slid to Missingheart again. “I hate you, Swiftpaw! I never want to see you again!” she
yowled. “You ruined my life!”

 

With a furious hiss, Swampfur turned and raced over the Thunderpath, not even checking if it was
safe. But the path was quiet, and so was the night, as she left them with nothing but their beating
hearts to listen to.

 

The leaf-bare wind chilled Tulippaw’s back, and he shivered. He looked towards Missingheart, too
stunned to comprehend anything still.

 

Missingheart’s eyes were wide, and his mouth opened in a sad yowl of protest that never came. The
stub of his tail pointed downwards, and Tulippaw could imagine his tail dragging over the grass.

 

His heart ached for his friend. Numbly, Tulippaw leaned forward and pressed his head to
Missingheart’s neck. He opened his mouth, trying to think of something comforting to say, but he
found nothing. Instead, he forced a purr to run through his body, rumbling against Missingheart.

 

Missingheart turned and rested his chin on Tulippaw’s head, the tiniest, scared-est mewl leaving his
throat.
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Hear Ye, Hear Ye: Darkstripe’s Trial Has Commenced!

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Cliffpaw nervously padded back and forth in front of the gorse entrance. She had gotten up too early.
But she couldn’t help it! She was so nervous. What if something went wrong? What if she made a
fool of herself? What if Firestar and the mentors thought she wasn’t ready? After all, her training had
not been smooth- Willowpelt had only trained her for two moons, and Runningwind struggled to
come up with lessons to teach her, then she had gotten captured (she shivered at the recent memory)
and her training had gone stale for a moon… Longtail told her her skills were still as sharp as ever,
but was that really true?

 

Her ripped ear still burned with lingering infection. Would they postpone her ceremony just so they
could wait for the cut to heal?

 

Her head jerked up as Mousefur and Longtail slid out from the warriors’ den, trading quiet murmurs.
Longtail flicked his tail as they broke off, heading to the fresh-kill pile and picking up a  stale mouse
to quickly eat. Mousefur padded towards the apprentices’ den, sticking her head inside and calling for
Thornpaw. The fluffy apprentice sprang out of the den, eyes wide with nerves and excitement- he was
far bigger than his short mentor and Cliffpaw found amusement in the sight as the tom obediently sat
down and listened to Mousefur’s directions.

 

Her heart thumped nervously against her chest as she spotted Firestar- Fire star !- slipping out from,
not his new den in Highrock, but the nursery. Sandstorm stuck her head out after him, and they traded
tongues before pressing their heads together. Then Firestar pulled away and Sandstorm sank back into
the comfort of the nursery.

 

Cliffpaw settled herself in front of the side of the gorse tunnel, curling her tail over her paws and
pricking her ears watchfully. Firestar stopped to trade words with Cherryfur, one of the night guards.
At first they were quiet, then they broke off with a sudden laughter. Firestar purred and touched his
nose to her ear amicably before padding away with a wave of his tail. Cherryfur smiled, then went to
join her brother, Longtail, at the fresh-kill pile.

 

Then Firestar headed towards Cliffpaw, nodding to her as he approached. Cliffpaw leaped back up to
her paws, impatiently waiting patiently for her adoptive uncle to approach.

 

“Hello Cliffpaw,” Firestar greeted. “Ready for dawn patrol?”

 



“Yes,” she said quickly, then wondered if she sounded too eager. This was her warriors’ assessment-
she needed to act like a well-behaved warrior, not an excited apprentice! Firestar wasn’t just a deputy
anymore, but the leader of the entire clan!

 

But Firestar purred, eyes shining. “Good.”

 

“And so is Thornpaw,” Mousefur meowed as she walked up with her apprentice. The golden-brown
tom’s blue eyes shone just as eagerly as Cliffpaw felt, and Cliffpaw smiled when he shot her an
excited look.

 

“Good,” Firestar repeated with an affirming nod. He glanced at the purple-orange-colored sky. “Well,
it is dawn, so let’s not waste any time. Longtail?” he called out.

 

The striped tom had leaped to his feet before Firestar had even called for him, bounding over. “I’m
ready to go, Firestar,” he answered. Cliffpaw glanced at the pale-colored tom nervously. Though he
hadn’t been mentoring her long, she’s found she’d enjoy training under his instructions- a lot more
clear and precise than Runningwind’s “you just sort of know, you know?” She wasn’t exactly sure
how to “feel the wind” as he liked to say.

 

“Where’s Runningwind?” Firestar asked, glancing around camp, only to find the light brown tabby
tom nowhere.

 

“Still asleep,” Mousefur rasped, exasperated.

 

“I’ll go fetch him,” Longtail meowed.

 

“No.” Firestar raised his tail, halting Longtail. “Let him rest. I believe he stayed up late last night. I
trust you to monitor Cliffpaw’s skills on the patrol, Longtail.”

 

Longtail raised his head, surprised, then nodded with a firm look on his face.

 

“Let’s head out,” Firestar meowed, and Cliffpaw came to Longtail’s side as their leader led them and
Mousefur and Thornpaw out of camp. The light snowfall from yesterday had vanished. Cliffpaw’s
paws were already wet from the fern and clumps of grass loaded with drops of water that shone in the



daylight seeping into the sky. Firestar set a brisk pace for the patrol and Cliffpaw was determined to
keep it.

 

She pulled ahead of Longtail, trotting until she was by Thornpaw’s side. As they reached the top of
the ravine, pausing, Thornpaw raised his nose to the air. Cliffpaw’s nose twitched too- mouse.

 

Thornpaw flashed an inquiring look at Firestar.

 

The red-ginger tom nodded. “We’re not hunting,” he mewed quietly, “but we won’t say no to a bit of
prey. Let’s see your action.”

 

Thornpaw froze for a moment, pinpointing the mouse scuffling among the leaves under a bush.
Stealthily, he crept up on it, his body falling smoothly into the hunter’s crouch. Cliffpaw crouched
too, but let Thornpaw show his skills, watching him intently. Thornpaw’s paws glided over the
ground, clearly remembering how sensitive the mouse would be to the vibration of his pawsteps; he
almost seemed to float over the ground. Then he sprang, and turned back to Firestar and his mentor
with triumph in his eyes and the limp body of the mouse in his jaws.

 

“Well done!” meowed Mousefur.

 

“That was great,” Firestar agreed. “Bury it now, and we’ll pick it up on the way back.”

 

“Good job,” Cliffpaw praised quietly. Thornpaw smiled at her then scraped earth over his catch.

 

Firestar led the patrol away, and Cliffpaw felt herself stiffen as she recognized they were heading
towards Snakerocks. Her heart thudded in her chest as she recalled the snarling, slobbering jaws of
the pack of dogs, and how they consumed Lynxpaw’s body.

 

She had not been this way since that dreadful night when she had snuck out after Missingheart,
Lynxpaw, Lostface, and Tulippaw. She swallowed bile in her throat as she remembered the reek of
blood.

 

She jolted as a pelt brushed against her side. She glanced up at Longtail, blinking. He leaned down
and murmured, “It’s alright. The dogs are gone now.”



 

Cliffpaw ducked her head, embarrassed yet reassured. “I know,” she whispered. “I just can’t help but
remember…”

 

Her injured ear twitched, throbbing with dull, burning pain.

 

Longtail flicked his tail against hers comfortingly before pulling away, though staying close by.
Cliffpaw smiled at him, feeling better.

 

When they reached Snakerocks, everything was silent. The howls and barking of the dog pack that
she remembered so vividly were now no more than a memory.

 

“Right, Cliffpaw,” Firestar meowed. “What can you smell?”

 

Cliffpaw’s heart thumped anxiously as she tilted her head, opening her jaws. She couldn’t get it
wrong!

 

“Uhm, a fox,” she announced hesitantly, then saw Thornpaw nodded in agreement beside her. “I think
it’s stale, though, from two or three days ago. There’s squirrel nearby, and… and…” She shivered. “A
trace of dog.”

 

Cliffpaw looked at Firestar, who nodded. “Anything else?”

 

“The Thunderpath,” Cliffpaw replied, catching its dirty scent in the breeze. Then, she paused, her
nose twitching. “And there’s something...” She tasted the air again. “I think I can smell cats, but it’s
not the scent of any of the Clans. Coming from over there.” She flicked her tail towards the side,
where she could catch a faint trace of unfamiliar cat scent blowing towards them.

 

Firestar took a deep breath, then frowned. “Let’s take a look,” Firestar murmured. “And be careful. It
might only be a lost kittypet, but you can never tell.”

 

Cliffpaw knew what kittypets smelled like, and that was not kittypet scent. It was too… musky.

 



As the three cats padded warily through the undergrowth, the scent grew stronger. Cliffpaw began to
doubt herself- was that a trace of the familiar Twoleg stink on the cats?

 

But then Firestar said, “Rogues or loners. Three of them, I’d guess. And the scent is fresh. We must
have just missed them.”

 

Cliffpaw frowned, placing her nose close to the ground and sniffing the air with an open mouth. Was
the scent almost familiar, in a way?

 

“But what are they doing on our territory?” Thornpaw asked. “Are they Tigerstar’s rogues, do you
think?” He was referring to the band of Clanless cats who had helped Tigerstar to attack ThunderClan
during his exile, before he had joined ShadowClan.

 

“No,” replied Mousefur, frowning as her nose twitched. “Tigerstar’s rogues took on ShadowClan
scent long ago. This must be a new lot.”

 

“As for what they’re doing,” Firestar added, “I’d like to know that, too. Let’s follow them. Thornpaw,
you lead.”

 

Thornpaw was serious now, his excitement at his upcoming warrior ceremony lost in the possible
threat from the group of rogues. He did his best to follow the scent but lost it in a marshy stretch of
ground. Cliffpaw tried to find where it went, but couldn’t, and neither could Firestar, Mousefur, or
Longtail.

 

“I’m sorry, Firestar,” mewed Thornpaw, crestfallen.

 

“It’s not your fault,” Firestar reassured him. “If the scent’s gone, it’s gone.” He raised his head, staring
in the direction the trail had led them. It looked as if the strange cats were heading for the
Thunderpath, or perhaps for Twolegplace. Firestar’s eyes narrowed, tail tip twitching. “I’ll tell the
patrols to keep a lookout, but hopefully there’s nothing to worry about. That was well scented,
Thornpaw, and you too, Cliffpaw.”

 

Cliffpaw brimmed with pride as Firestar looked at her. With a purr of approval, Firestar meowed,
“Let’s head back to camp. We have a warrior ceremony to arrange.”

 



Cliffpaw exchanged a giddy look with Thornpaw, both of their fur fluffing with excitement.
Thornpaw bounded ahead with excitement, and Cliffpaw started after him, but slowed as she saw
Mousefur came to Firestar’s side, murmuring.

 

“Firestar, that scent seemed familiar to me,” Mousefur said to him. “I don’t think I’d forget a stench
that horrible- reeks like infection and rotting carrion.”

 

“I know,” Firestar murmured. “But I’m not sure if they’re simply Twolegplace strays or members of
BloodClan.”

 

BloodClan! Cliffpaw felt a thrill along her spine. That’s why it was familiar. The scent carried the
same stench that her adoptive sister Night’s scent carried. Storm’s scent had long since lost the stench
of Twolegplace waste and death.

 

“Either way,” Mousefur continued, “it’s bad news.”

 

Cliffpaw felt more subdued as they headed back to camp. Her paws were cold by the time they
headed down the ravine, and Longtail dismissed her to get prey with Thornpaw before their
ceremony.

 

Fernpaw, Elderpaw, and Ashpaw ran up to them immediately. “How was it?” Elderpaw asked,
bumping into Cliffpaw’s side as she began to peel back a shrew.

 

Cliffpaw smiled. “It went well!”

 

“You’re gonna be warriors?!” Fernpaw squealed.

 

Cliffpaw ducked her head, abashed, but Thornpaw’s blue eyes shined. “Yeah! I can’t believe it! I still
feel like I’m in the nursery…”

 

Fernpaw playfully nudged his side. “The nursery! You’re the biggest cat in the clan, ya big goof.”

 

“Biggest kit I’ve ever seen!” Elderpaw teased. “I’d hate to see the queen who birthed you.”



 

They all laughed, and Cliffpaw pressed her muzzle to her paws to quell her laughter.

 

“Congratulations,” Ashpaw said smoothly, nodding to Thornpaw. “You earned it.”

 

Thornpaw smiled shyly. “Thank you.”

 

The group of senior apprentices gathered to eat together, and Cliffpaw felt a rush of warmth- she’d
hung out with Elderpaw and Fernpaw all the time, sure, but even Ashpaw and Thornpaw were eating
beside her and sharing tongues! Not that they were ever particularly mean to her, no more than the
rest, but…

 

It felt nice to be included without hesitance.

 

Cliffpaw watched as Firestar dismissed Longtail and Mousefur, then began to pad away before he was
stopped by Feathercloud. Cliffpaw pricked her ears, turning her attention towards them at the nervous
look Feathercloud held.

 

“I wanted to ask you something,” Feathercloud began quietly, using no pawspeak. Firestar blinked,
then nodded. “It’s about Tulippaw- Frostfur isn’t training him anymore.”

 

“She isn’t leaving camp anymore,” Firestar added in a murmur, glancing to where the white she-cat
groomed herself in the dark shade between the elders’ den and prisoners’ den. Her tongue caught on
matts.

 

“He needs a new mentor,” Feathercloud pressed.

 

Firestar sighed, but nodded. “I know. He and Fernpaw both.”

 

Cliffpaw felt Fernpaw shift beside her, her gray ears twitching as she caught her name. Fernpaw
frowned, glancing back at the medicine cat den, then at her paws. Cliffpaw pressed comfortingly
against her. Having Darkstripe as a mentor… how scary. Cliffpaw never thought the tom would try
and murder a kit.



 

“I’ll think about it,” Firestar continued. “Thank you for bringing it to my attention-”

 

“Actually,” Feathercloud cut him off, bowing his head with a nervous smile. “I was wondering- could
I mentor Tulippaw? I-I think I’ve gotten him to trust me, and I’ve taken him on a few patrols already-
Snowpaw gets along great with him! And…”

 

Feathercloud trailed off as Firestar blinked at him. “You already have one apprentice,” Firestar
meowed. “And you’re a young warrior. Are you sure you’d want to take on two apprentices at once?
It’s a lot of responsibility. Especially since Tulippaw is… more difficult.”

 

“He’s not more difficult at all,” Feathercloud insisted stubbornly, a frown on his face. “He’s just
terrified out of his mind, is all, and for good reason. But he’s still an apprentice, and he still wants to
learn.”

 

“Well,” Firestar hesitated, then relented, “alright. Brackenfur can help split his training as well.”

 

Feathercloud, strangely, winced, but gave a forced smile. “Thank you, Firestar.”

 

“I wonder who my new mentor will be,” Fernpaw whispered to Cliffpaw as Feathercloud and Firestar
split up. “I-I… I can’t believe Darkstripe… he was a good mentor! A-and a good cat, I thought. But I
can’t…” She stared at her paws in dismay.

 

“Don’t worry about that fox-heart,” Elderpaw meowed with a sniff. “He’ll be out of ThunderClan the
moment Sorrelkit wakes up!”

 

“Did he really poison Sorrelkit?” whispered Thornpaw, eyes wide.

 

“We don’t know,” Ashpaw answered. “Not ‘til Sorrelkit wakes up. And who knows if she knows what
really happened anyway.”

 

“I think she’d know if Darkstripe shoved deathberries down her throat or not!” Elderpaw argued with
a huff, dark pelt bristling.



 

Ashpaw shrugged, looking away. “I’m just saying we don’t know what really happened yet.”

 

“I think it’s pretty clear,” Elderpaw said stubbornly. “And so do Creekflower and Cherryfur!”

 

Cliffpaw’s ears twitched. Well, she knew where Elderpaw got her strong opinion from… Not that
Cliffpaw particularly disagreed with her mom and her friend’s statements, but… It felt weird-
Darkstripe was still in camp, eating and grooming himself as normal- just… isolated. Longtail and
Dustpelt weren’t talking to him anymore. Nobody was.

 

“Bramblepaw said Darkstripe tried to take him and Tawnypaw out of camp on the day the dogs
attacked,” Fernpaw murmured, dragging her claw in the dirt. “He… he said that Darkstripe said they
would be safer with their dad. In ShadowClan.”

 

“Maybe they would be,” Ashpaw grumped, grooming his shoulder fur. “It’s certainly crowded with
them in the den.”

 

“Oh, stop being so argumentative,” Elderpaw said, rolling her eyes at her brother.

 

“Let all cats old enough to catch their own prey join here beneath the Highrock for a Clan meeting!”

 

Cliffpaw sprang to her paws immediately, along with the rest of the apprentices. Elderpaw gave her
head one last lick, then grinned at her. Cliffpaw smiled, stepping forward with Thornpaw, who came
to Mousefur’s side. His golden-brown fur shone in the gray light of leaf-bare, and Cliffpaw hoped she
looked as well-groomed as him.

 

Then she saw the white of Cloudtail bounding towards her. “Is this your warrior ceremony?!” he
hissed, eyes shining.

 

Cliffpaw smiled, then nudged him. “Hush! Firestar will be speaking soon.”

 

Cloudtail grinned at her, then raced over to Lostface’s side as she appeared from the elders’ den. She
smiled shyly at him as he settled beside her, lavishing her face with licks. Cliffpaw purred at the sight-
it was so strange to remember how Brightpaw would yell and demean Cloudtail, only to come back to



the two practically attached at the hip! And she would never have expected her brother to be so
patient and gentle with the injured she-cat.

 

Cliffpaw caught Creekflower’s eye and her mother proudly smiled. Cliffpaw ducked her head
bashfully, but came to her side.

 

“Oh, shoot!” came a hissed cry as Runningwind popped out from the warriors’ den with wide eyes.
He scrambled over to Cliffpaw’s side. “Cliffpaw, I’m so sorry, I completely slept through the dawn
patrol!”

 

Cliffpaw smiled at her temporary mentor. “It’s alright,” she meowed. “Longtail covered for you.”

 

“I owe him,” Runningwind sighed, dropping his head. He quickly licked off some moss on his
shoulder.

 

“Mouse-brain,” Creekflower teased, smiling. Then she turned as another cat approached, her smile
faltering slightly. “Longtail,” she greeted, and the tom dipped her head to her as he settled down on
Cliffpaw’s other side. She was quiet for a moment, then murmured, “Thank you.”

 

Longtail shrugged and looked away. Cliffpaw smiled, then brushed her pelt against his side, warmed
that he had chosen to stand with her for her ceremony too.

 

“Hey,” Runningwind called quietly to Cliffpaw, with a joking grin. “Who's the better mentor? Me or
him?”

 

Creekflower laughed. “Runningwind, we already know the answer to that.”

 

Cliffpaw pretended to think for a moment, then answered, “Willowpelt.”

 

The group laughed and Cliffpaw smiled. Then, Longtail meowed, “Quiet now. Firestar’s speaking.”

 

Cliffpaw looked up as Firestar stepped forward. She felt a thrill of anxiety run through her as the great
leader stared down at them. Longtail nudged her forward, and she came to stand beside Thornpaw.



She glanced behind her, looking at her clanmates. The elders, save for Smallear, had gathered near the
front, and Cliffpaw caught Halftail’s wave with a smile. Willowpelt had Sootkit and Rainkit curled
between her and Whitestorm. Cinderpelt had emerged from the medicine cat den with Graystripe, and
Cliffpaw hoped Sorrelkit was doing alright inside.

 

She noticed with a lump in her belly that Darkstripe only had Brackenfur and Cherryfur beside him, a
wide gap around him, and that Frostfur watched with narrowed eyes from the shadows.

 

“I, Firestar, leader of ThunderClan, call upon my warrior ancestors to look down on these two
apprentices. They have trained hard to understand the ways of your noble code, and I commend them
to you as warriors in turn.” Turning to look at Thornpaw, Firestar continued, “Thornpaw, do you
promise to uphold the warrior code and to protect and defend this Clan, even at the cost of your life?”

 

Thornpaw’s reply was firm and confident. “I do.”

 

“And, Cliffpaw, do you too promise to uphold the warrior code and to protect and defend this Clan,
even at the cost of your life?”

 

Cliffpaw quaked, then steeled her legs. She raised her head high, feeling excitement and pride burst in
her chest. This was the moment she had waited for ever since Creekflower had told her tales of
warriors when she was a lost kit.

 

“I do,” she said, voice louder than she’d ever heard herself be.

 

“Then by the powers of StarClan,” Firestar declared, “I give you your warrior names: Thornpaw, from
this moment you will be known as Thornclaw. StarClan honors your loyalty and your intelligence,
and we welcome you as a full warrior of ThunderClan.”

 

Stepping forward, Firestar rested his muzzle on the top of Thornclaw’s head, who quivered with
excitement. Thornclaw licked his shoulder in return, and met his gaze with a long look in which

happiness and sorrow were mingled. Firestar met his gaze, then stepped back.

 

Nerves caught in Cliffpaw’s throat as Firestar looked at her. “Cliffpaw, from this moment forth you
will be known as Cliffwhisker. StarClan honors your bravery and your commitment to the warrior



code, for though you were born as a kittypet, there is not a cat here that can doubt your blood runs as
red as any other warriors.”

 

Cliffwhisker trembled with emotions as she stepped forward, tipping her head to her leader and uncle
as he rested his muzzle on top of her head. She leaned forward to lick his shoulder, and whispered,
quietly, “Thank you.”

 

When Firestar pulled back, he touched his nose briefly to her forehead in quiet acknowledgement.

 

Cliffwhisker stepped backwards, to Thornclaw’s side, as they stood with the rest of the warriors as
one. Lostface slipped over to him. “Thornclaw!” she purred, swiping her tongue over her brother’s
ear. Her voice held warmth and pride in his achievement.

 

“Cliffwhisker!” Cloudtail added, pressing up behind Lostface. He touched his nose to Cliffwhisker’s
cheek and she purred, tail curling with delight. Then Cloudtail shot a questioning look at Firestar.

 

Firestar gave him a nod, though he remained silent as the clan yowled out Thornclaw and
Cliffwhisker’s new names. Cliffwhisker raised her head and tail high, unable to contain her purr as
she listened to her friends and family’s mingled voices.

 

After a few moments, he signaled with his tail for silence. When the cats had settled down, he
meowed, “Before you go, I’ve something more to say. First, I want to honor the apprentice who
should have been here, receiving her warrior name along with Thornclaw. You all know how
Lynxpaw met her death trying to hunt down the dog pack who threatened us. Her Clan will always
remember that.”

 

There was a murmur of agreement from the assembled cats. Cliffwhisker glanced back at Longtail,
Lynxpaw’s older half-brother, and saw a look of pride and grief cross his face. Her heart twisted with
sympathy for him.

 

“In addition,” Firestar continued, “I want to give thanks from the Clan to Fernpaw and Elderpaw.
They showed the bravery of warriors in the race against the dogs, and although they still require
training to receive their warrior names, we honor them.”

 

“Fernpaw! Elderpaw!” Cliffwhisker made sure to yowl their names the loudest, gazing proudly at her
former denmates. The two apprentices looked overwhelmed to hear themselves praised by their



clanmates, and Creekflower’s eyes shone with delight. Darkstripe remained silent, staring coldly in
front of him without even turning to look at his apprentice. Cherryfur glared at him then called
Fernpaw’s name extra loud.

 

Darkstripe curled his lip, then looked away.

 

Firestar waited until the noise died down. “There’s one more ceremony to perform.” He flicked his
tail to beckon Lostface out of the crowd. Nervously she stepped forward to stand in front of him;
Cloudtail followed her, remaining a tail-length or so away.

 

“Lostface, Missingheart,” Firestar called. Lostface was already front and center, but the black and
white pelt of Missingheart was at the entrance of the medicine cat’s den, with Tulippaw beside him.
The tom looked startled, but slowly stepped forward to Lostface’s side.

 

A murmur of surprise went through the watching cats. Many of them, Cliffwihsker realized, would
not know what was about to happen. The name-changing ceremony for a warrior who had already
been given a new name had not been held for many seasons.

 

Firestar began to speak once Missingheart was beside Lostface. “Spirits of StarClan, you know every
cat by name. I ask you now to take away the name from the cats you see before you, for it no longer
stands for what they are.”

 

The black and white tom’s eyes widened, jaw slacking open in surprise, while the young ginger and
white she-cat shivered as they waited, nameless, before StarClan.

 

“By my authority as Clan leader,” Firestar announced, “and with the approval of our warrior
ancestors, I give these cats new names. From this moment, they will be known as Brightheart, for
though her body has been gravely injured, we honor her brave spirit and the light that shines on within
her, and as Swiftshade, for, though his injuries still confine him to the medicine cat den, we all
remember the cunning he always held as an apprentice.”

 

Firestar stepped forward for both of them, resting his muzzle on Brightheart’s head. She responded
like any newly named warrior by licking his shoulder.

 

“Brightheart! Swiftshade!” The yowl rose from the assembled cats, and Cliffwhisker joined them
gladly.



 

Then Firestar moved to place his head on Swiftshade’s, but the tom pulled back, eyes still wide,
though this time with dismay. “Firestar, I can’t accept this,” the tom choked out.

 

The clan went quiet, their cries dying lamely out as they stared at the tom in shock.

 

“Swiftshade?” meowed Brightheart, staring at him with perplexed, sad blue eyes.

 

The black and white tom, whose chest was still wrapped in bandages unlike Brightheart’s healing
face, shook his head. “Brightheart, you deserve that name more than anything,” he began. “I never
could have imagined a name that suited you more perfectly than that. But I… I don’t deserve a new
name. The name Bluestar gave me is the one that fits who I am.”

 

“Swiftshade, what are you talking about?” Cloudtail insisted, his white tail bristling and his face
agape. “The name Bluestar gave you was cruel and unjust!”

 

The black and white tom bowed his head to Cloudtail, amber eyes gleaming with sadness. “That it
may be,” he said, “but what I did is exactly what a cat without a heart would do.”

 

“What?” Cloudtail exclaimed. “But you didn’t do anything!”

 

“Cloudtail, who do you think came up with the idea to track down the prey thief?” the black and
white tom argued, voice hot with grief. “Who do you think led them to fight those dogs? It’s because
of me Brightheart lost her face, and because of me Lynxpaw’s dead! ”

 

“I followed you!” Brightheart protested. “I choose to follow you. I-I had just as much responsibility
as you.” She shrunk down, staring at her paws. “Maybe I don’t…”

 

“No!” the black and white tom and Cloudtail protested immediately. The tom continued, “Brightheart,
no- you didn’t lead us. You are not to blame.”

 

“Neither are you,” she whispered. “Or- or we all are.”

 



“No,” the tom insisted, then looked at Firestar. “Firestar, I want to keep my name as Missingheart. I…
I haven’t earned any other name.”

 

Everyone looked to Firestar. “Firestar, you can’t,” Cloudtail protested.

 

Firestar took a deep breath. “If that is what you wish,” he began, “then I will not fight you on it. Your
name will remain as Missingheart until you’ve decided you’ve earned the name of Swiftshade.”

 

Missingheart bowed his head to him. “Thank you.”

 

There was no chanting of his name this time. Cats looked at each other in uncertainty.

 

“I won’t call you that name,” Cloudtail argued still. “It’s too mean.”

 

“Is my name mean?” meowed elder Halftail as he stepped forward. “Is it cruel to be called after the
physical injuries we’ve suffered from the glory of being warriors?”

 

“If you didn’t choose it,” Cloudtail shot back, and Halftail seemed to concede to that, tipping his head
thoughtfully. “ Swiftshade didn’t choose his name.”

 

“Well, I’m choosing it now,” Missingheart said stubbornly, glaring at the white tom. “So you either
respect it, or you don’t.”

 

Cloudtail glared back at him, just as unwavering. Cliffwhisker stepped in front of her brother, tipping
her head to Missingheart. “I respect your name, Missingheart,” she said quietly.

 

Missingheart blinked, then smiled. “Thank you, Cliffwhisker,” he said. “And that’s a great name for
you.”

 

Cliffwhisker twitched her whiskers, looking away bashfully. Firestar called to dismiss the clan then,
and a few cats began to disperse as Whitestorm pulled them for patrols.

 



“I don’t think this is fair,” Cloudtail complained, looking at Firestar with annoyance and disagreement
etched into his features.

 

“They aren’t going to be traditional warriors, Cloudtail,” Firestar murmured to his nephew. “This is as
fair as I can give them. If Missingheart chooses to keep his name, then you have to respect that.”

 

“Well,” Cloudtail meowed stubbornly, glancing at Missingheart. “Then I’ll prove to him why he
should be called Swiftshade, not Missingheart. It’s a dumb name!” He turned to Brightheart then.
“And why Brightheart is a very beautiful name for you too! Firestar, Brightheart and I are going to
train together. We’re going to work on a fighting technique she can manage with just one eye and ear.
When she’s able to fight again, can she leave the elders and come to live in the warriors’ den with the
rest of us?”

 

“Well...” Firestar hesitated, glancing at Brightheart’s injuries. Cliffwhisker knew what he was
thinking, what they all were thinking: Brightheart could never be a full warrior because she couldn’t
hunt alone, and she would be at a serious disadvantage in a fight. But it was hard to resist her
determination, and Firestar tipped his head to Cloudtail. 

 

“You haven’t got an apprentice yet, Cloudtail,” he agreed, “so you do have the time to spend with
Brightheart.”

 

“Does that mean we can train together?” Cloudtail urged.

 

“Please, Firestar,” meowed Brightheart. “I want to be some use to the Clan.”

 

“All right,” Firestar agreed. With a sudden thought he added, “If you work out some new moves, we
can teach them to the others. Missingheart especially, once Spottedleaf gives him the okay. They both
aren’t the first warrior to be injured like this, and they won’t be the last.”

 

Cloudtail meowed agreement. Cliffwhisker raised her tail pleased.

 

“I’d be willing to train with you guys too,” she added.

 

Cloudtail purred, butting her head. “The more the merrier!”



 

 

Cliffwhisker, Cloudtail, Thornclaw, Brightheart and Missingheart were moving away when
Whitestorm came up to congratulate the three newly named warriors. To Firestar, he added, “I looked
in on Sorrelkit just before the ceremony. She was starting to wake up. Spottedleaf thinks she’ll
recover.”

 

“That’s great news!” Firestar purred. “Do you think she’s fit yet to tell us what happened?”

 

“You’ll have to ask Spottedleaf,” the white warrior replied. “Go now- I’ll see to the patrols.”

 

Firestar thanked him and hurried toward the medicine cat’s den.

 

Cinderpelt met him at the mouth of the fern tunnel. “I was coming to look for you,” she meowed.
After hearing Whitestorm’s good news, Firestar was surprised to see the depth of anxiety in her eyes.
“Sorrelkit is awake,” she went on. “She’s going to be fine. But you need to hear the story she has to
tell.”

 

Sorrelkit was curled up in a mossy nest near the entrance to the medicine den with Spottedleaf beside
her. She raised her head as Firestar approached with the gray-furred medicine cat, but her eyes were
heavy and it looked as though she was finding it difficult to move.

 

Cherryfur was crouched close beside her on guard duty. “Poor little scrap,” she murmured to Firestar.
“She nearly died. We’ve got to do something about Darkstripe.”

 

The ginger and white she-cat was looking as anxious as Cinderpelt; she would have heard Sorrelkit’s
story too, Firestar realized. He nodded. “You can leave Darkstripe to me.” Settling down beside
Sorrelkit, he mewed gently, “I’m glad to see you’re awake, Sorrelkit. Can you tell me what happened
to you?”

 

The tiny tortoiseshell kit blinked up at him. “Sootkit and Rainkit were asleep in the nursery,” she
began in a faint voice. “But I wasn’t sleepy. My mother wasn’t watching, so I went to play in the
ravine. I wanted to catch a mouse. And then I saw Darkstripe.” Her voice shook and she hesitated.

 



“Go on,” Firestar encouraged her.

 

“He was coming up the ravine by himself. I knew he should have had Brackenfur with him, and I...I
wondered where he was going. I followed him- I remembered the time he took Bramblepaw and
Tawnypaw out of the camp, and I thought I might have an adventure like that, too.”

 

Firestar felt a pang of sadness as he remembered how Sorrelkit was always so bright and curious,
getting into trouble because of her misguided courage. This limp scrap of fur didn’t look at all
adventurous now, and Firestar could only hope that with the medicine cats’ care she would soon be
her lively self again.

 

“I followed him a long way,” Sorrelkit went on, sounding rather proud of herself. “I’d never been so
far from the camp. I hid from Darkstripe too- he didn’t know I was there. And then he met another
cat- a cat I’d never seen before.”

 

“What other cat? What did it look like? What scent did it have?” Firestar questioned her urgently.

 

Sorrelkit looked bewildered. “I didn’t recognize the scent,” she mewed. Her nose wrinkled. “But it
was yucky. He was a big white cat- bigger than you, Firestar. And he had black paws.”

 

Firestar stared at her as he realized whom she had seen. “Blackfoot!” he exclaimed. “Tigerstar’s
deputy. That was ShadowClan scent you smelled, Sorrelkit.”

 

“And what’s Darkstripe doing, meeting the ShadowClan deputy on our territory?” Cherryfur growled.
“That’s what I’d like to know.”

 

“So what happened then?” Firestar prompted the kit.

 

“I got scared,” Sorrelkit admitted, looking down at her paws. “I ran back to camp, but I think
Darkstripe must have heard me, because he caught up with me in the ravine. I thought he would be
angry because I spied on him, because he’s been mad at me lately… but he told me how clever I was.
He gave me some red berries for a special treat. They looked tasty, but when I ate them I started to
feel really ill… And I don’t remember anything else, except waking up here.”

 



She sank her head on her paws again as she finished, as if telling the long story had exhausted her.

 

Spottedleaf nosed her gently, checking her breathing. “Those were deathberries,” she mewed. “You
must never, ever touch them again.”

 

“I won’t, auntie, I promise,” murmured the tiny kit.

 

“Thank you, Sorrelkit,” Firestar meowed. He was angry but not surprised to discover that Graystripe
had been right all along. The real shock was the news that Blackfoot had been seen on ThunderClan
territory, and that Darkstripe had obviously arranged to meet him.

 

“What are you going to do about Darkstripe?” asked Cherryfur, looking intrigued.

 

“I’ll have to question him,” Firestar replied. “But I don’t expect he’ll tell me anything.”

 

“He can’t stay in ThunderClan after this,” Cherryfur pointed out, her voice hard as flint. “There’s
more than one cat who would rip his throat out for a couple of mouse tails. And I’m one of them.”

 

“Leave him to me,” Firestar mewed grimly.

 

Cinderpelt and Spottedleaf stayed with Sorrelkit, who was drifting off to sleep again, while Firestar
returned to the main clearing with Cherryfur. Many of the cats were still there, sharing tongues after
the earlier meeting.

 

Whitestorm was heading for the gorse tunnel with Goldenflower and Longtail. The patrol turned back
and all the cats looked up, startled, as Firestar bounded to the top of the Highrock and yowled the
summons to another meeting. His gaze sought out Darkstripe, but there was no sign of him.

 

“Where’s Darkstripe?” he meowed at Graystripe as his friend made his way to the base of the rock.

 

“In the den,” Graystripe replied.

 



“Fetch him.”

 

Graystripe disappeared into the warriors’ den, and emerged a moment later with Darkstripe and
Brackenfur by his side. All three cats returned to the base of the Highrock, where Darkstripe sat and
looked up at Firestar with a sneer on his face.

 

“Well?” he asked. “What does our noble leader want now?”

 

Firestar met his eyes steadily. “Sorrelkit is awake.”

 

For a few heartbeats Darkstripe held his gaze, and then he looked away. “Have you called a clan
meeting to tell us that?” His tone was scoffing, but his fur had bristled uneasily at the news.

 

“Cats of ThunderClan.” Firestar raised his voice. “I’ve called you together so that you can witness
what Darkstripe has to say. You all heard what happened to Sorrelkit yesterday. She’s awake now, and
Spottedleaf says she’ll be fine. I’ve talked to her and she confirms what Graystripe said. Darkstripe
did feed her the deathberries. So, Darkstripe,” his gaze went back to the dark warrior below, “what
have you to say for yourself?”

 

“I-I,” Darkstripe stammered, gaze flicking around. The tom was crouched, his teeth bared defensively.
His eyes caught on Willowpelt staring at him in horror, and he turned away. “I-I did feed her the
berries.” An angry hiss came from more than one of the cats around him, and he added, leaping to his
paws, blustering, “But I knew they wouldn’t kill her! I didn’t give her a lot!”

 

“Even one bite can kill you,” Cloudtail objected, tail lashing furiously. “Cinderpelt told me that ages
ago!”

 

“And,” Firestar added, “Sorrelkit told me something even more interesting: your reason for feeding
her the deathberries. She saw you meeting Blackfoot, the deputy of ShadowClan, on our territory.
Would you like to tell us what that was all about?”

 

More furious snarls came from the Clan, and a cat at the back of the crowd yowled, “Traitor!” Firestar
had to signal with his tail for silence, and it was several moments before the angry cats quieted down
again.

 



Darkstripe waited until he could make himself heard. “I don’t have to justify myself to a cursed cat,”
he growled, muscles tense and eyes wide. Nearby the dark tabby, Cherryfur bared her teeth at him.

 

“That’s exactly what you’re gonna do, Dirtstripe !” the ginger and white warrior hissed. Darkstripe
glared at her.

 

“Fine! Yes! I met with Blackfoot, and I couldn’t let her tell anyone! But I didn’t want her to die ; I
wouldn’t kill my sister!”

 

“Maybe, maybe not,” Firestar acquitted. “However, I want to know what you and Tigerstar are
planning.” Panic suddenly flooded over him, and he forced it back. “Darkstripe, you know what
Tigerstar tried to do to us. The dog pack would have torn the whole Clan to pieces. How can you even
think of following him after that?”

 

Darkstripe did not meet his gaze and did not reply. Firestar remembered how he had caught him on
the morning the pack attacked, trying to slip away from the camp with Tigerstar’s kits. Darkstripe had
known that Tigerstar was planning something; he would have abandoned the rest of the Clan to a
ghastly death without even trying to warn them. That was what his loyalty to ThunderClan was worth.

 

Firestar wanted to be fair, so that no cat, not even Darkstripe himself, could accuse him of persecuting
Tigerstar’s former allies. Even more than that, Firestar was still afraid of what Darkstripe might do if
he left ThunderClan and was free to go to Tigerstar.

 

“You could have been a valuable warrior,” he went on to Darkstripe. “I gave you one chance after
another to prove yourself. I wanted to trust you, and-”

 

“Trust me?” Darkstripe interrupted. “You’ve never trusted me. Do you think I didn’t know you told
that ginger fool to watch me?” He spat the last words toward Brackenfur, still seated beside him. “Or
her ?” he snarled at Cherryfur, who hissed back. “Did you expect me to live the rest of my days with a
shadow?”

 

“No. I was waiting for you to show your loyalty.” Firestar crouched on the rock and held Darkstripe’s
furious gaze without flinching. “This is the Clan where you were born; these are the cats you grew up
with.” His voice caught at that, but he pushed onward. “Doesn’t that mean anything to you? The
warrior code says you should protect them with your life!”

 



Fear flickered in Darkstripe’s eyes, and the black tabby glanced at the cats around him. Cherryfur was
still balefully glaring at him. Willowpelt couldn’t even look at him. Whitestorm’s expression was of
thunderous disprovel.

 

“I- Of course it does!” Darkstripe admitted. “This is my Clan - my home !”

 

“Then you have a choice,” Firestar concluded with a heavy heart. “Either accept being kept as a
prisoner until we decide on a suitable punishment - or exile.”

 

Darkstripe’s eyes grew to the size of the moon. “W-what?” he squeaked. “I-I-or exile ?” The black
tabby’s breaths came in gasps. “B-but this is my home! You can’t kick me out of my home!”

 

“It’s your decision,” Firestar replied, feeling his heart become heavier and heavier. “Punishment, or
exile.”

 

Darkstripe’s yellow eyes wildly flicked around. Graystripe was stubbornly ignoring him, despite their
close proximity. Runningwind was glaring as darkly as Cherryfur. Sandstorm had turned her back on
him. Creekflower had an angry gleam in her green eyes.

 

“I chose…” Darkstripe whispered, staring at his paws. “I chose punishment.”

 

Firestar nodded. “Very well. Runningwind, Mousefur, lead him to the prisoner’s den. Guard him.
Someone will relieve you at dusk.”

 

The two warriors nodded and slipped onto either side of Darkstripe, who kept his gaze fixed on his
paws, yet flinched as mutters and yowls echoed across the camp as he padded to his new den.

 

“Kit-murderer,” Cloudtail hissed. Cliffwhisker growled as the black tabby passed by.

 

“Traitor,” Elderpaw snarled, her dark gray fur puffed up.

 

“Mouse-heart,” Cherryfur softly hissed as Darkstripe hurried past her. Longtail flicked his tail
contemptuously as the she-cat’s amber eyes followed ThunderClan’s newest prisoner, narrowed and



blazing with an inferno.

 

“Hey, Firestar!” Dustpelt’s voice called out. “What about Fernpaw? She hasn’t got a mentor now.”

 

“Thanks, Dustpelt, I’ll deal with that right away. Fernpaw, come up to the rock.”

 

Fernpaw obeyed, leaving Dustpelt, Cliffwhisker, and Elderpaw’s sides to step delicately around the
cats in her way until she stood at the foot of the Highrock.

 

Firestar glanced around to make sure the warrior he wanted was present, and hastily summoned the
right words. “Goldenflower, you have been without an apprentice since Cherryfur became a warrior.
You were an excellent mentor to her, and I expect you to pass on your skills to Fernpaw for the rest of
her apprenticeship.”

 

Goldenflower’s eyes sparked with surprise and gratitude. Looking stunned, she padded up to Fernpaw
and touched noses with her. Fernpaw dipped her head and both cats withdrew to where Dustpelt and
Ashpaw were sitting with Creekflower, Elderpaw, and Cliffwhisker.

 

“And one more announcement,” Firestar continued, turning his gaze to where Tulippaw cowered in
front of the apprentices’ den. He scanned the crowd to look for Frostfur- but could not find her. That
was… probably for the better. “Tulippaw’s apprenticeship will be taken over by Feathercloud.”

 

The gray tom’s ears flicked in surprise. Nearby, Snowpaw jumped to his paws, startling Mistlepaw
beside him. Snowpaw grinned at Tulippaw, fluttering his ears and extending his paw in the signs
Firestar recognized as, “How fun!”

 

Brackenfur padded closer to Feathercloud, dipping his head to him. “Congratulations,” he meowed,
and Feathercloud looked away from him. “We should take Mistlepaw, Snowpaw, and Tulippaw out
sometime.”

 

Feathercloud shrugged non-committedly, and Firestar frowned at Brackenfur’s hurt look.

 

Firestar leaped down from the Highrock. Now that everything was over exhaustion hit him like a
blow from a badger’s paw. What he wanted more than anything was to curl up with his friends in the



warriors’ den, to share tongues and sleep. But as leader of the Clan, he couldn’t do that.

 

Darkstripe’s treachery and the knowledge that ShadowClan cats were on his territory had revived all
the memories of his nine-lives ceremony. Why had the storm appeared in his dream, and the united
leopard and tiger? Why did the tiger attack him? And the river of blood he’d been trapped in, with
lightning about to kill him…What did Bluestar’s prophecy mean?

 

Desperate for answers, Firestar decided he would go to the medicine den to see if the medicine cats
had received any guidance from StarClan.

 

Sorrelkit was asleep in her nest, and from the mouth of the split rock came faint sounds of Cinderpelt
moving around inside. Firestar went closer and saw her rearranging the piles of healing herbs and
berries that she kept there.

 

“Nearly out of juniper...” she muttered, then saw Firestar. “What’s the matter? What’s happened
now?” She limped out of the den and came up to him, nosing him anxiously as she smelled his fear-
scent. “Firestar, what’s wrong?” Spottedleaf poked her head out from the stores with a mouthful of
marigold. She set it down and gave him a concerned look.

 

Firestar shook his head to clear it of apprehension. It was a relief to go right back to the beginning,
and tell them about the dream that had come to him as he lay beside the Moonstone. Cinderpelt sat
beside him and listened in silence, her steady gaze never leaving his face, as Spottedleaf’s amber eyes
flickered with worry and thought.

 

“Bluestar told me, ‘Four split eight will become one. Lightning will strike the leopard, and blood will
rule the forest,’” Firestar finished. “And then the tiger attacked me, covered with blood, and I fell into
the river…but the water turned into blood and lightning came down from the sky…What does it all
mean?”

 

“A tiger…” Spottedleaf murmured, fear suddenly flashing in her eyes. “Tigerstar.”

 

“That’s what I was afraid of,” Firestar agreed grimly. “But why would he be with the leopard? Could
it be Leopardfur he’ll ally with? Or maybe they already are?”

 

“She didn’t seem interested in allying with him at the previous Gathering,” Cinderpelt pointed out.
“Plus it seems that the leopard in your dream wasn’t a threat to you - but the tiger is.”



 

“Somethings about to happen,” Firestar murmured. “I can feel it.”

What dreadful fate lay in store for him? Was Tigerstar planning something else now? Was Leopardfur
with him? And that storm…he had no idea what the storm or the river of blood could mean. And if
even Cinderpelt and Spottedleaf could not answer those questions, what hope was there for
ThunderClan?
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War, War, and…WindClan
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Sandstorm stretched out her hindlegs, letting out a satisfied sigh at the pop in her back. Sunlight
washed down on her outside the nursery, a welcome warmth from the chilly leafbare air. She licked
her shoulder fur, smoothing it down from how it had rumpled from her nest.

 

Perhaps she should bother one of the apprentices about changing her moss out. At first, she had
insisted on doing it herself- she wasn’t helpless, after all! But, then, she realized just how fun it was to
boss around the young ‘paws sometimes.

 

Her eyes scanned camp. Whitestorm had just sent out two patrols, one for the border and another for
hunting, and now he was playing with Sootkit and Rainkit while Willowpelt went inside the medicine
cat den to check on Sorrelkit. Sandstorm’s heart clenched for the little gray, cream, and white she-kit
whom she had grown to love in the nursery, almost like she was her own.

 

Her gaze flickered unwittingly to the prisoners’ den. Frostfur had not been happy about being kicked
out of her little hiding place, and Sandstorm wasn’t certain if she had gone back to sleeping in the
warriors’ den. She’d have to ask Creekflower or Cherryfur about it. Speaking of, Cherryfur was on
guard outside of the prisoners’ den, her face more stoic than Sandstorm had ever seen her longtime
friend.

 

Sandstorm felt uneasy as she thought about Darkstripe inside. The tom had chosen punishment over
exile. But what punishment could there be for a cat who tried to kill a kit? He claimed that he knew
the deathberries wouldn’t kill Sorrelkit, but they were deathberries - at the very least, he knew they
would seriously harm his little half-sister…

 

Sandstorm wasn’t the closest to her half-siblings. But she would never dream of hurting them!

 

She wasn’t sure she felt safe in camp, knowing how close her little ones were to breathing air. In fact,
she could feel them shift and kick against her belly already. She let out a small groan, rolling her
shoulders and flicking her tail. Active, today, they were.



 

There was a small apprehension wiggling in her stomach, but she brushed it off as she padded towards
the fresh-kill pile. This morning’s hunting patrol had stocked it nicely, and Sandstorm was keen to
learn who was on it. She grabbed a gray squirrel from the pile and glanced around. Elders Dappletail
and One-eye were sharing tongues nearby, and Sandstorm wouldn’t mind chatting with the two senior
queens. She almost figured she’d go to them when she saw the white pelt of Feathercloud slip into
camp, Tulippaw and Snowpaw behind him. Snowpaw bounded with energy while Tulippaw had his
head bowed, tail dragging. Feathercloud looked a bit perturbed, perhaps exhausted, and flicked his tail
in dismissal to his two apprentices.

 

While Snowpaw immediately darted over to Fernpaw, practically leaping at the she-cat, Tulippaw
headed towards the medicine cat den.

 

Hm. He was going there more often. Was he asking Spottedleaf or Cinderpelt for poppy seeds or
similar? Or, Sandstorm wondered, was he visiting Missingheart? Cherryfur had said the two snuck out
for a walk together.

 

Sandstorm turned her attention back to Feathercloud as the tom padded over to the fresh-kill pile,
tentatively picking up a mouse and glancing around like he thought someone might argue with him
over taking the smallest piece of prey. As he settled down by the warriors’ den, Sandstorm headed
over and plopped down beside him.

 

“Hello, Feathercloud,” she greeted, fluttering her ears. “How was training?”

 

Feathercloud blinked, startled, at her, then tilted his head. He raised a paw in a ‘so-so’ gesture. “It
went okay,” he answered in quiet pawspeak.

 

“Are Snowpaw and-” She frowned, pausing, then spoke, “How do you say Tulippaw’s name?”

 

Feathercloud raised a paw, his toes stretched out and his paw pad facing Sandstorm. Sandstorm
recognized the sign immediately, and asked, “Doesn’t that mean flower? Like for Goldenflower and
Creekflower?”

 

Feathercloud hesitated, then shrugged. He then meowed, aloud, “Tulip is a flower. …Right?”

 



Sandstorm purred. “Yes,” she confirmed at the horrified, worried look Feathercloud sent her. His
shoulder fur relaxed, and he smiled.

 

“So,” Sandstorm continued, shifting her body to pawspeak more comfortably, “are Snowpaw and
Tulippaw getting along?”

 

Feathercloud replied, “I think so. Tulippaw gets stressed out when he doesn’t understand what
Snowpaw’s saying, though, and he gets really scared learning pawspeak.”

 

Sandstorm frowned, tail tip flicking disapprovingly. “There’s no excuse not to know it,” she meowed
stubbornly. “I don’t care about that whole curse thing anymore. It’s clear Frostfur’s lost her mind, and
even Speckletail admitted it went too far. I’m disappointed my little brother would believe in such
stupidity.”

 

Feathercloud blinked at her, blue eyes wide. Did he believe in the curse? Sandstorm would have
expected better of her former apprentice, too, remembering how he was once as chipper as Snowpaw,
though much shyer than the over-energetic fluffball of an apprentice. But she guessed she wouldn’t be
too surprised if he did- his life was far from easy, and Sandstorm could see the logic in blaming it all
on a curse.

 

Then Feathercloud said, “I forgot he was your brother.”

 

Sandstorm chuffed a short laugh. “Half-brother,” she clarified, then felt a small ache in her chest as
she remembered her mother was dead. They weren’t the closest, since Sandstorm had always valued
her independence and grown to reflect that, but they still hung out plenty thanks to Brindleface
becoming fast queen friends with Creekflower.

 

“That’s so…” Feathercloud’s paw hesitated in the air as he searched for a word, then signed,
“interesting.” Or perhaps he meant strange. Sandstorm’s whiskers twitched in amusement. He’d used
the sign to mean both as an apprentice.

 

“Everyone in the clan shares at least one same family member,” Sandstorm pointed out, then huffed.
“Frostfur would do well to remember that, if she thought the curse was by blood. She’s half-sisters
with Cherryfur, after all.” And my aunt, Sandstorm thought sourly. She’d lost any honor of being that
in her mind.

 



Feathercloud’s jaw dropped and his eyes widened. “Frostfur and Cherryfur are sisters?!”

 

Sandstorm’s chest vibrated so hard with purring laughter she thought she might collapse from it.
“Yes,” she replied, whiskers twitching in uncontrollable amusement before she stilled them to keep
pawspeaking. “Though I’m sure Frostfur has long forgotten that fact.” She wondered, belatedly, if
Cherryfur had ever even known that fact.

 

Robinwing hadn’t been keen on spreading her affair all around, after all, keeping her brief fling with
Patchpelt hush-hush and staying with Fuzzypelt as though nothing had happened, birthing Ravenwing
and Dustpelt soon after. Certainly Longtail and Cherryfur would have known about Robinwing’s first
litter, though- their older siblings.

 

Right?

 

Or had it been lost to time and secrecy?

 

If Firestar ever cheated on me, I’d whack him upside the head and leave him for the crows, she
thought firmly. She’d never suspected her mate of infidelity once, though, and was glad she didn’t
have to deal with that. I don’t understand how Fuzzypelt could forgive Robinwing for cheating on him.

 

But that drama was old. Now there was new drama. Too much drama, frankly. Sandstorm guessed
Frostfur got what she wanted.

 

Feathercloud was blinking, absorbing that information. “Well,” he pawspoke, “I guess I don’t know
much of who I share my blood with, aside from Mousefur being Runningwind’s sister, and
Spottedleaf and Willowpelt’s being Redtail’s… But I don’t have Redtail’s blood… Did Dappletail
have siblings? Aren’t she and One-eye sisters?”

 

Sandstorm frowned. “I don’t think so,” she said, though she wasn’t certain, “but I don’t know who
Dappletail’s family is, actually. One-eye and Halftail are Runningwind’s parents, though.”

 

“Huh,” Feathercloud said aloud, head tilted in thought. “I knew that, but I kind of forgot, I guess.”
Then he blinked and shook his head. “Anyway, Tulippaw isn’t scared of pawspeak in that way. Well,
maybe. But he just kind of freaks out whenever he does something wrong. He did that in training
today- he tried to pawspeak mouse, but said squirrel instead, then got so upset he missed the mouse.”



He frowned, looking at his paws. “Snowpaw never gets upset or stressed like Tulippaw does. I
understand why he’s freaking out, but it’s harder than I thought it would be to calm him down…”

 

Sandstorm brushed her tail over his shoulder, smiling reassuringly. “I think you’re the best choice of
mentor for Tulippaw,” she said quietly, shifting a little bit at a pain stabbing in her lower abdomen.
Her body felt too heavy to keep pawspeaking, but she knew Feathercloud wouldn’t mind the abrupt
switch. “You understand what he’s going through better than most of us. It’ll take awhile to figure
things out- StarClan knows I felt out of my element trying to train you. I kept forgetting you couldn’t
hear me when your back was turned, and trying to figure out how to describe hearing things when you
couldn’t… It was frustrating, I’ll admit, but I’m proud of the warrior you’ve become.”

 

Feathercloud’s muzzle curled into a smile, and he put his head into his paws to hide it. He mumbled
out a, “I’m glad you were my mentor.”

 

Sandstorm smiled, feeling her chest warm, though there was a prick of guilt growing in her chest. She
glanced away before turning her head back to face him as she spoke, “I know I wasn’t the best at the
start. I got frustrated and yelled at you for things that weren’t your fault. But training you helped me
see that cats can be different, but still be good. Still be friends.”

 

Feathercloud looked away. “You were… a bit angry,” he admitted. “But even from the start, you
wanted to learn pawspeak… I never thought that would happen. I thought only I, Cricketheart, and
Graystripe would ever know it. But then you and Firestar, and my dads, and even mom… You all
learned it, and-... and so did Ravenwing.”

 

“And now look at the clan,” Sandstorm meowed, giving his neck a nudge to force his head up. “There
isn’t a cat here that doesn’t know at least one word of pawspeak, whether they want to or not.”

 

Feathercloud couldn’t stop the smile from curling his lips, and Sandstorm purred. “You know you
always have friends to support you now,” she added. “If training Tulippaw and Snowpaw at once gets
too difficult, I know Brackenfur is there for you.”

 

Immediately, Feathercloud’s smile fell and he dropped his head, pointedly looking away. Sandstorm
huffed, reached her paw out and forcibly turned his head back to face her. “Hey,” she said. “I’ve been
watching you two mouse-brains. You still want to be his friend, don’t you?”

 

“...Yeah,” Feathercloud said quietly. “But it won’t be the same.”

 



“No, it won’t,” Sandstorm agreed. “But being different doesn’t mean it’s bad, does it?”

 

Feathercloud blinked, ears pricking up. Sandstorm smiled, knowing she’d gotten him hooked. “Give
him a chance,” Sandstorm advised. “It’ll be awkward, but if you two really wanna keep being friends,
you’ll push through it. You’re breaking the poor tom’s heart, Feathercloud!”

 

Feathercloud’s face was half-wince, half-politely amused. Sandstorm butted her head against his
shoulder, then started to rise to her paws, stretching her limbs out again, for they were already stiff
and aching. At least her belly was full- the plus side of pawspeak was that you could eat and talk at
the same time!

 

“I’m going to take a nap,” she said, slightly annoyed that she already felt exhausted when she just
woke up. But she’d been sleeping awful lately- waking up all throughout the night. At least she had
Firestar by her side. The thought warmed her chest with a thump of her heart.

 

But as she stepped forward, her abdomen clenched in tight pain, and she grunted, wobbling.
Feathercloud rose and brushed against her. “You okay?” he murmured in her ear.

 

“Yeah, yeah,” Sandstorm said dismissively. “Just-”

 

She hissed, teeth clenching as pinpricks of pain lit up her stomach. “Just pregnancy pains,” she
ground out. “It’s normal. Been feeling them since yesterday.” She felt one of her kits kick at her
stomach and groaned, feeling abruptly nauseous.

 

She hated pregnancy, she decided. She didn’t enjoy being confined to the nursery, lazing away
(though, she would admit, there were some benefits, like getting to cuddle Firestar every night). She
didn’t enjoy cats assuming she was weak and fragile because of her belly (including Firestar, she
thought grumpily), and she certainly didn’t enjoy the cramps and pains and sickness her body threw at
her.

 

The queens had always made it look so easy.

 

Sandstorm gasped as a particular sharp burst of pain had her stumbling to the ground. Feathercloud
tried to help beside her, but failed, his eyes wide. “Are you sure?” he said, now genuinely worried.

 



“Yes, I’m-” She cut off as her teeth clenched hard, a low growl involuntary leaving her throat. Her
claws flexed into the ground as she felt a spasm in her abdomen.

 

“What’s going on?” Nearby, Runningwind had leaped to his feet, him and Mousefur rising together.
Mousefur was frowning at Sandstorm.

 

“I’m not sure,” Feathercloud answered, but his words felt distant as Sandstorm’s vision swarmed. She
fell sideways, a front leg belatedly lashing out to catch herself.

 

She startled as she felt a body press against her, catching her. The blackness in her vision swirled, and
she scented more than saw Lost- no, Brightheart. The ginger and white she-cat shoved her to her feet,
then started moving her forward. Sandstorm groaned, squeezing her eyes shut to stop the dizzy feeling
in her head.

 

Cats’ voices murmured all around her, a cascade. When she opened her eyes next, Brightheart and
Feathercloud had guided her into the nursery. She collapsed to her nest immediately, heaving for
breath. Her head hit the floor and she panted, claws unsheathed and grasping at the air.

 

“Something’s wrong,” someone said, and Brightheart and Feathercloud began to pull back, darkness
fading over them. Sandstorm mewled, wondering where her apprentices had gone. A gaping fear
opened in her chest, and her heart thumped like a jackrabbit’s, adrenaline and pain sparking all over
her body.

 

“Hey,” a softer voice meowed, and Sandstorm blinked her eyes rapidly to focus on the blur of
darkness and amber and white in front of her. A familiar lavender, catmint-like scent wafted over her,
and Sandstorm took a deep breath until she saw Spottedleaf in front of her.

 

“Focus on me,” Spottedleaf meowed, and the words suddenly sounded too loud. Sandstorm winced,
hissing, then growling as she felt paws pressing down painfully against her abdomen. She twisted her
head, jaws snapping blindly, but Spottedleaf hooked her paw under her chin and forced her fangs
away.

 

“It’s okay, it’s just Cinderpelt,” Spottedleaf explained. “She’s helping you push.”

 

Sandstorm blinked in confusion, then let her head drop as she groaned and writhed in pain. Starbursts
of black and white lighted her vision behind her eyelids, and Spottedleaf’s voice murmured in her ear,



but Sandstorm could not hear her.

 

“Fireheart,” she suddenly gasped, knowing she wanted the tom beside her undeniably. “Fireheart,
where’s Fireheart?”

 

“Runningwind’s fetching Firestar,” Spottedleaf whispered to her. “He’ll be here soon.”

 

Sandstorm wailed, lashing her paws out as she felt Cinderpelt shove down against her backside. Hot
pain flared from her rump and her tail lashed.

 

“It’s okay,” Spottedleaf meowed. “You’re doing good. Here- thank you, Feathercloud- here, have
this.” Spottedleaf shoved something by Sandstorm’s head and Sandstorm blindly waved her head
around until she found it- a stick.

 

She growled at it.

 

“Put it in your mouth,” Spottedleaf advised. “It’ll keep you from hurting your jaw.”

 

A rush of pain had Sandstorm screaming. She thrashed upwards in an attempt to rise, but she felt
weight slam into and force her down. “I’m sorry!” squeaked a scared voice as Sandstorm was pinned
down. She writhed underneath them, fangs snapping at their white paw when she saw it on her
shoulder.

 

“It’s almost out,” called Cinderpelt. “Hold her still, I have to-”

 

Sandstorm roared in fury as she felt a hard press against her lower abdomen. She kicked out with her
leg, smacking someone, and heard a shout of, “Someone hold her legs!”

 

Teeth wrapped around her ankle, and Sandstorm howled with rage, surging up again. She nearly
succeeded before the cat on top of her shoved her back down, grunting with effort and muscles
trembling against her.

 



“It’s alright,” Spottedleaf soothed again, but Sandstorm snarled at her, vision blurred to the point she
wasn’t sure if she was snarling at Spottedleaf or a shadow on the wall.

 

“It hurts!” Sandstorm wailed. Her claws dug into the moss below and scrapped it up. “It hurts!”

 

“I know, I know,” Spottedleaf said quietly. “Trust me, I know. But you have to calm down and keep
pushing.”

 

Sandstorm snarled with fury, banging her head against the ground. There was a fierce, throbbing pain
in her lower backside. Her entire body trembled as she heaved a breath. Her organs felt like they were
straining for dear life. Her hind legs convulsed rapidly against her will and she screamed.

 

“It’s stuck!”

 

Spottedleaf suddenly vanished from Sandstorm’s blurry vision and she wailed, flailing her legs out.
The weight on top of her pressed harder down. “I’m sorry,” they whispered again.

 

“Feathercloud?” Sandstorm gasped out.

 

“Yes,” he mewled like a tiny kit.

 

Sandstorm blinked, trying to clear her vision. The walls of the nursery and the sunlight shining in
became more distinct. She saw the white tail flicking in her peripheral vision. She gasped and groaned
for breath. She squeezed her eyes shut and tensed her entire muscles, her body trembling.

 

There was a brief relief on her strained muscles, and she sighed, head thudding down on the ground
again. She panted desperately, sucking air into her lungs.

 

Loud pawsteps and a sudden flash of harsh orange coloring in the entrance startled a hiss out of
Sandstorm.

 

But then a muzzle was pressed against hers, and her nostrils flared as she scented Firestar.



 

“Firestar!” she gasped. “You came.” Her voice cracked. There had been so much pain- her mind
couldn’t think- and she’d thought that the tom had disappeared forever.

 

“Of course,” he murmured, licking her ears and face. She purred, feeling foolish for ever thinking the
loving leader would have abandoned her. “I’m so sorry I wasn’t here earlier.” His head rose and
Sandstorm mourned the loss of his comforting tongue rasps. “How many?” His voice squeaked over
the words.

 

“One or two more left to go,” Cinderpelt answered, and Sandstorm felt her paw rubbing against her
belly.

 

Sandstorm grunted. “Can they wait?” she grumbled.

 

There was a chuff of laughter around her.

 

“I’m afraid not,” Spottedleaf answered sympathetically. “Look, Cinderpelt, feel here. You feel that
movement? It’s coming already. If there’s another, it might be later.”

 

Sandstorm found no comfort in these words, and hissed as she felt a shift inside of her. She groaned,
and Firestar pressed his head to her. The vibration of his purr soothed her. “They’re so beautiful,” he
whispered. “Sandstorm, have you seen them?”

 

Sandstorm blinked. Them? The fog in her mind started to lift as she realized what was happening.

 

Then she yowled as pain seared through her again. She panted and tensed her muscles with all her
might. Her entire body trembled, then she let out a loud gasp.

 

“It’s out!” Cinderpelt announced. Sandstorm raised her head, ears pricked and desperate to see, but
found Feathercloud’s body blocking her vision. She growled, ears flat against her head. Feathercloud
must have felt her vibrations, because he glanced at her and then raised swiftly, backing up with a
bowed head.

 



Sandstorm’s eyes widened as she saw the two little bundles that already laid at her belly. She- she
hadn’t even realized!

 

Brightheart pushed a third kit towards them, her face twisted in displeasure and she spat out a strand
of the sac she’d bitten open. Cinderpelt touched her nose to her sister’s, murmuring, “Good job.”

 

Sandstorm wondered if Brightheart had been the one to bite her leg. Her tail twitched at the thought,
but her attention was all but captured on the three kittens. Firestar rubbed his face against hers, and
Sandstorm returned the gesture, overwhelmed with a flood of emotions.

 

“If there’s another,” Spottedleaf murmured quietly, pulling her paw away from Sandstorm’s belly. “It
isn’t moving for now.” She smiled at them, her amber eyes warm and full of love. “Congratulations.
Three toms, all healthy.” She stepped backwards. “Let’s leave them to their kits,” she told the others.
Brightheart and Feathercloud nodded, and they and Cinderpelt slowly started to move out.

 

Spottedleaf pressed her nose to Fireheart’s ear, purring, before she left too.

 

Sandstorm’s chest still heaved for breath as she stared down at the three kits.

 

“None of them have a fluffy tail,” she whispered after a long moment of silence.

 

Firestar laughed. “That’s- that’s what you have to say, after you’ve given birth to the most amazing
and precious kits in the entire clans?”

 

Sandstorm purred, nuzzled his cheek with her forehead. “Hey, I wanted my Squirrelkit,” she meowed
teasingly. “I’m going to get my Squirrelkit.”

 

Firestar purred, then halted. “Wait. You’re not saying-”

 

“Maybe,” Sandstorm answered. “But I’m not eager to go through this again…” she grumbled, shifting
her paws. She craned her head to sniff at her kits, heart thumping at their lack of scent outside of the
wet liquid sticking to their fur. “I… I don’t even know what to say… They are beautiful, Firestar.”

 



“They are,” he agreed, licking her ear. “Should we name them? Or- or should we wait?”

 

“Well,” Sandstorm began, staring at the kits. Her eyes were locked on the biggest tom-kit, the one
with a bright red pelt but a snow-white belly and paws. “We agreed we were going to name one kit
Redkit. And we’ve got a red kit.”

 

Firestar purred. “It’s perfect,” he meowed. “He’s perfect. Redkit’s perfect. And- and, I was
thinking…” He trailed off.

 

“And?” Sandstorm prompted, nudging her stunned mate.

 

“I know they’re all toms,” he began slowly. “But I… I really want to name one Sweetkit…”

 

“That name,” Sandstorm meowed curiously. “Where did you get it from?”

 

Firestar bowed his head, staring at his paws. “I know I’m not supposed to mention my ceremony,” he
began quietly, and Sandstorm felt a thrill run down her spine, eyes widening. “But a cat named
Sweetpaw gave me one of my nine lives… She was my aunt- Thistlestar’s sister, and…”

 

Sandstorm frowned at the mention of Firestar’s father. Her tail curled over her kits. Their grandfather
was the leader of RiverClan. The idea had felt disconnected in her mind, but now it felt real…

 

She knew how obsessed Thistlestar was with Firestar. Would he try and claim their kits in some way?

 

A fierce protectiveness burned in her chest.

 

“Are you sure that’s a good idea?” she asked warily. If Thistlestar knew Firestar named a kit after his
sister…

 

“We don’t have to if you don’t like the name,” Firestar backtracked, dipping his head to her. “It- it
was just a suggestion… I think Applekit would be good for the golden-furred tabby too.”

 



Sandstorm frowned, tilting her head in thought. Sweetkit… “I like Sweetkit,” she meowed. “Just as
long as Thistlestar never knows why he’s named that.”

 

Firestar smiled. “Well, he never told me about Sweetpaw,” he said. “So he doesn’t have a reason to
suspect anything.” Sandstorm rubbed her head against Firestar’s chin. “What about the last one?”
Firestar asked.

 

Sandstorm studied their last kit. They were mostly white, with patches of pale ginger, the same shade
as Sandstorm’s, on his ears and tail. Sandstorm found she liked the pattern of his pelt a lot. The spots
were tiny dots, connected to bigger patches.

 

Like the ginger of Spottedleaf’s mottled pelt.

 

“Spotkit,” Sandstorm suggested.

 

“Spotkit?” Firestar echoed, blinking. “Like… Spottedkit?”

 

Sandstorm nodded. “But shorter,” she meowed. “More unique. We can’t name all of our kits the same
as other cats, can we?” She purred, amused.

 

Firestar smiled, then shoved his muzzle against her neck, his purr soft. “I love it,” he meowed quietly.
“I love them. I love you.”

 

Sandstorm’s heart thumped. “I love you too.”

 

 

As the sun went down behind the thorn hedge, Firestar sat with Whitestorm beside the nettle patch,
sharing fresh-kill before the journey. Anxiety buzzed underneath Firestar’s pelt.

 

“Who will you take to the Gathering?” the white warrior asked.

 



Firestar swallowed a mouthful of squirrel. “Not you, I think,” he replied. “I’m certain Tigerstar is
going to make a move of some sort, and I want you to guard the camp. I’ll leave you some strong
warriors, too.”

 

“I think you’re right.” Whitestorm swiped his tongue around his mouth as he finished his vole.
“Tigerstar may have failed with the dog pack but he’s bound to try something else.”

 

“I’ll take Fernpaw, Ashpaw, and Elderpaw,” Firestar decided. “Thornclaw and Cliffwhisker too.
They’ll be looking forward to their first Gathering as warriors.” He hadn’t included Tulippaw with his
littermates because the apprentice had requested to stay behind with Missingheart. The two of them
had rekindled the close friendship they had before the dog pack had torn a ragged hole in it. “And
Runningwind, Creekflower, Graystripe, Dustpelt, Longtail, and Mousefur. That should leave you with
enough fighting strength if Tigerstar sends warriors to attack.” To defend the nursery, he thought
worriedly. “And Brackenfur and Cherryfur will still be guarding Darkstripe.”

 

“You think Tigerstar’ll break the truce?” inquired Whitestorm.

 

Firestar flicked his ears. “What do you think? He led the dog pack to us- do you think he’d bother
about a little thing like ignoring the will of StarClan?”

 

“StarClan?” Whitestorm snorted. “Tigerstar behaves as if he’s never heard of StarClan.” He paused,
and then asked, “What about the two young apprentices- Tigerstar’s kits? Do you want to take them
with you?”

 

Firestar shook his head. “Not in a hundred moons. You know what’s going to happen, don’t you?
Tigerstar wants those kits. At the last Gathering, he gave Bluestar one moon to decide whether to
hand them over. That time’s up now. If Bramblepaw and Tawnypaw are there, I wouldn’t put it past
Tigerstar to try taking them from the Gathering.”

 

“Nor would I,” Whitestorm rumbled in agreement. “You think we should keep them, then?”

 

Firestar was startled. “Don’t you?” He had assumed that ThunderClan would insist on their right to
keep the two apprentices, but if his deputy thought that they should give the young cats to their father,
Firestar would consider his opinion carefully.

 



But Whitestorm was nodding. “There’s no question that they’re ThunderClan kits. Their mother is
ThunderClan, and so was their father at the time they were born. Tigerstar going to ShadowClan
doesn’t alter that. But if we want to keep them, we’ll have to fight for them.”

 

“Then we fight,” Firestar meowed determinedly. “Besides,” he added, “if we meekly hand them over,
Tigerstar will see that as a sign of weakness. He’d be making more demands before you could say
‘mouse.’”

 

“True.”

 

Firestar took another bite of squirrel, his eyes narrowing as his thoughts moved to the approaching
Gathering. “You know, Whitestorm,” he began, “Tigerstar won’t have it all his own way. I’ve got
news for the Gathering, too. How do you think the other Clans will react when I tell them how
Tigerstar tried to use the dog pack to destroy us? Not even Brokentail was as underhanded as that.
Even Tigerstar’s own Clan will turn against him. They might even drive him from the forest, and then
we’ll be rid of him.”

 

Whitestorm’s ears twitched; to Firestar’s surprise the white warrior didn’t look as optimistic as he had
expected. “Maybe,” he meowed, “but don’t be surprised if it doesn’t work out like that.”

 

Firestar stared at him. “You think the warrior code allows a cat to have another Clan torn apart by
dogs?”

 

“No, of course not. But Tigerstar could always deny it. What proof do we have?”

 

Firestar thought seriously about what his deputy was saying. One cat- Longtail- had seen Tigerstar
feed a rabbit to the pack. Cliffwhisker had witnessed his murder of Brindleface, and had escaped
death at his claws by the skin of her teeth. Several of the Clan had detected Tigerstar’s scent on the
trail of rabbits. And Tigerstar had attacked Firestar himself close to the gorge, to make sure that the
dog pack caught him and pulled him down. Only Bluestar’s sudden appearance had saved him.

 

LeopardClan had witnessed Tigerstar’s presence by the river that day, but they were already having
problems with RiverClan and may not want to open the floodgates with ShadowClan.

 

It would be wrong, Firestar realized, to add to their troubles. And all the rest of his evidence rested on
the word of ThunderClan cats alone. WindClan had attempted to take out Tigerstar with the revelation



of Ravenwing’s miraculous recovery, but the dark tabby was a smooth-talker and managed to wriggle
his way out of it.

 

Tigerstar could try to make it seem as if the ThunderClan cats were lying, just like he had painted
WindClan all those moons ago.

 

“Then we’ll see who they believe,” Firestar insisted angrily. “Not every cat thinks that Tigerstar is
StarClan’s gift to the forest. He won’t have it all his own way.”

 

“Let’s hope not.” Whitestorm got to his paws and stretched. “You’re going to have a lively time
tonight, Firestar. I’ll go and tell the warriors you’ve chosen to be ready.”

 

As he padded away, Firestar crouched down beside the nettles and finished his squirrel. There was
going to be trouble at this Gathering. Tigerstar was certain to claim his kits again, and Firestar
suspected that he would take this opportunity to reveal Bluestar’s secret as well and denounce
Mistyfoot and Stonefur as half-Clan cats. Thankfully, they wouldn’t be in any danger as long as they
stuck with LeopardClan.

 

But I’ve got plenty to say, too, he thought, pushing aside the doubts Whitestorm had raised. When I’ve
finished, no cat in the forest- not even his own Clan- will trust Tigerstar again.

 

While Whitestorm went to gather the warriors, Firestar quickly headed to the nursery. He couldn’t
stop the purr that burst forth from his chest immediately as he spotted Sandstorm curled up around
their three kits- Redkit, Sweetkit, and Spotkit. He repeated their names in his head like a mantra.

 

If there was one thing he was looking forward to announcing at this Gathering, it was this. He only
hoped everything else wouldn’t sour it.

 

Sandstorm was asleep, chest rising and falling slowly rather than the quick pace it had been earlier.
Firestar was relieved all had gone well- Runningwind had made it sound like she was dying!

 

Spottedleaf had said there were complications, but his mate was alive and his kits were healthy, and
Firestar could ask for nothing better.

 



Firestar purred and touched his nose to Sandstorm’s ear, unwilling to disturb her much needed
slumber. Then, he pulled away and went to meet Whitestorm with their patrol.

 

 

Firestar paused at the top of the hollow before leading his cats down to the Gathering. The night was
still. Clouds were building up on the horizon, so that Firestar had begun to wonder if StarClan was
going to hide the moon to show that it was not their will for the Gathering to take place.

 

But for now the moon rose high above the clouds, and the scent of cats drifted up to Firestar from the
hollow below.

 

“Only WindClan and RiverClan so far,” murmured Graystripe, who was crouched at Firestar’s
shoulder. “What’s keeping ShadowClan and LeopardClan?”

 

Firestar shrugged. “StarClan knows. Personally, I wouldn’t care if Tigerstar never showed up.” He
signaled with his tail and led his warriors as they raced down through the bushes and into the clearing
at the center of the hollow. 

 

As Graystripe had said, only WindClan and RiverClan cats were there, though they weren’t mingling.
Firestar spotted Tallstar seated with his deputy, Deadfoot, near the base of the Great Rock. Thistlestar,
Firestar noticed with a shiver, was already lazing at the top of the Great Rock, yellow eyes scanning
the clearing. Lightningfur was seated proudly on the opposite side of the WindClan leader and deputy,
with Sedgecreek, Mallowtail, and- Firestar blinked, surprised. Was that Featherkit? Graystripe’s
daughter? She looked so big now!

 

“Greetings, Firestar,” Tallstar mewed, dipping his head courteously as Firestar approached. “Tornear
told me he met you on your way to Highstones. We grieve for Bluestar.”

 

“So do her own Clan,” Firestar responded, bowing his head in turn. “She was a noble leader.”

 

“But you will be a worthy successor,” meowed the black and white tom, surprising Firestar by the
warmth of his tone. “You’ve served your Clan well. Airleap has told me much about you.”

 

“I-I hope to serve it even better in future,” Firestar stammered.



 

Tallstar nodded once more in response, and sprang up to the top of the rock. Before following him,
Firestar glanced around at his own cats. They were already circling among the WindClan warriors and
beginning to exchange their news. Firestar was pleased to see that the two Clans seemed friendly
toward each other, in spite of the recent clash over missing prey. He spotted Ravenwing and Barley
conversing with Graystripe and Runningwind as Mousefur nodded pleasantly to Ashfoot.

 

Worried as he was about ShadowClan and RiverClan, it was good to think that he might find allies in
WindClan as well as LeopardClan.

 

Waving with his tail toward Onewhisker and his apprentice, Gorsepaw, who were settling down to
talk with Creekflower, Firestar jumped up to stand between Tallstar and Thistlestar on the top of the
Great Rock.

 

He had stood here once before, when he took Bluestar’s place while she was ill after the fire, but he
was still not used to looking down on his cats from such a great height, nor seeing their eyes gleam
pale from reflected moonlight as they stared up at him. Firestar’s tension increased as he thought
about what was to come, and the confrontation with Tigerstar that would surely happen before
moonset.

 

“Did I hear correctly?” The ThunderClan leader felt his muscle tense before he flicked his eyes to his
left. Thistlestar’s yellow eyes gleamed with surprise, pride, and eagerness. “You’re Firestar now?”

 

Firestar dipped his head slightly. “Yes,” he carefully replied. “I am.”

 

“That’s wonderful!” His father’s chest puffed up as he looked upon his son with pride. Firestar
chanced a look down at Lightningfur, and was surprised to see the flash of burning jealousy upon his
sister’s face.

 

“I knew you would-” Thistlestar’s pleased mew was cut off as he caught sight of Leopardfur’s spotted
pelt, and his eyes narrowed into cold pieces of flint. Leoaprdfur, unfazed, met his stare with her own
cold glare before sitting on Tallstar’s right.

 

“ShadowClan’s late,” Leopardfur remarked. “And here I thought we were going to be the last ones
here.” Thistlestar snorted contemptuously.

 



Tallstar twitched his ears in agreement. “Clouds threaten the moon,” he pointed out. A trace of
anxiety crossed his face. “Perhaps StarClan is angry.”

 

Looking up, Firestar saw that the clouds he had noticed earlier were spreading farther across the sky.
The air tasted damp, and his fur prickled with expectation. What would it mean, Firestar wondered, if
StarClan veiled the moon and Tigerstar was left to plot in secret until the next Gathering?

 

“I’ve heard Sandstorm’s expecting,” Thistlestar, seemingly determined to give Leopardfur the cold
shoulder, turned his attention back to Firestar. The red tom really wished he hadn’t. “Has she had the
kits yet?” The RiverClan leader’s ears were pricked with intrigue.

 

“Um, well, yes,” Firestar answered uneasily as Tallstar and Leopardfur quietly conversed with each
other. He wished he could join them.

 

“Have you decided on names yet?” Thistlestar’s eyes took on a wistful expression. “I remember when
Spottedleaf and I talked about kit names,” he murmured. “I chose yours and Copperleaf’s.”

 

“I remember,” the ThunderClan leader quietly said. “We’ve named them Redkit, Sweetkit, and
Spotkit.” Thistlestar’s ears twitched slightly with surprise at Sweetkit’s name, but he nodded.

 

“Good names,” he meowed approvingly. “StarClan, I can’t wait to meet them!”

 

Firestar hid a wince and privately thought he would do everything he could to keep his kits away from
their grandfather.

 

A heartbeat later more cats raced into the clearing as ShadowClan arrived, their cats fanning out
below him. Tigerstar reached the top of the Great Rock in a single bound, looked at the assembled
leaders, and frowned as he saw the nearest available space was on Thistlestar’s left. From the look on
the large gray tom’s face, he was just as displeased.

 

“Tallstar, would you like to go first?” Leopardfur offered. The oldest leader dipped his head in thanks.

 

“WindClan is doing well,” Tallstar announced as the Gathering began. “We have three new
apprentices; Tawnypaw, Robinpaw, and Rushpaw. Their mentors are Larksplash, Pigeonflight, and



Runningbrook.”

 

Congratulating meows rose from WindClan, ThunderClan, and LeopardClan, with a few mews from
RiverClan. ShadowClan was silent, and Firestar was uneasy as he saw only hostility in their eyes as
they stared at the new WindClan apprentices.

 

He was further concerned when he couldn’t see Copperleaf among them - or any of his brother’s
friends.

 

The cheers died down and Tigerstar strolled forth, flashing a dark look at Tallstar as he went.
“ShadowClan grows stronger by the day,” he rumbled proudly. “Rowanpaw, Cedarpaw, and
Lavenderpaw have begun their apprenticeship and show great promise.” This time cheers rose from
the ShadowClan cats, with a few cats from the other clans murmuring accents. WindClan was just as
silent as ShadowClan had been with their own apprentices.

 

Tigerstar then raised his tail for silence. “Last Gathering,” he meowed, eyes roaming the cats below
before flicking over to where ThunderClan sat with WindClan. “I requested to have my kits brought
to my clan.” Firestar stiffened and braced himself for what was to come. He spotted Thistlestar shoot
an encouraging look at him, but forced himself to ignore it. He had to stay focused.

 

“Bluestar said she’d give me her answer in a moon,” the ShadowClan leader continued. “That time is
up.” He turned around until his amber eyes fixed onto Firestar’s green. “Bluestar is, regrettably, no
longer with us,” Was it his imagination, Firestar thought as his eyes narrowed, or was there a mocking
undertone to the dark tabby’s words? “So the answer now falls to you, Firestar. Will you give me
Bramblepaw and Tawnypaw?”

 

Firestar refused to be the first to look away from their staredown, but he was still able to catch a
glimpse of his clan. Runningwind was on his paws, glaring thorns at Tigerstar. Creekflower had her
teeth bared in a snarl, while Elderpaw, Fernpaw, and Ashpaw all muttered darkly together, flashing
angry looks at the ShadowClan leader. Cliffwhisker seemed to be trembling as she stared up at the
Great Rock, but her blue eyes were narrowed with contempt.

 

“Well, Firestar,” Tigerstar rumbled. “Have you lost your tongue?”

 

Firestar took a pace forward. “Bramblepaw and Tawnypaw, as everyone knows, were born in
ThunderClan to Goldenflower and Tigerstar,” he spoke to the clearing as a whole. He was faintly
aware of Thistlestar’s eyes intent on him, as well as Tallstar and Leopardfur’s. “They were born to



two ThunderClan warriors.” He narrowed his eyes into slits. “They are ThunderClan apprentices,
Tigerstar,” he stated firmly. “And nothing will change that. That is my answer.”

 

Below them in the clearing there was dead silence. All the cats stared up at the Great Rock, their eyes
wide as they waited for Tigerstar to respond. Every hair on Firestar’s pelt began to bristle, and he did
not know whether it was due to the tension of the assembled warriors or the threatening rain clouds.

 

Tigerstar blinked slowly. Firestar could see a dangerous gleam in his eyes, but his voice was calm as
he replied, “I’ll give you another chance to think carefully on this,” the dark tabby’s fur bristled.
“Give me my kits, or I’ll do it myself.”

 

Soft gasps came from below the rock. Firestar himself twitched his tail at the threat, but stood firm.
“If that is what it comes to,” he quietly replied. “Then ThunderClan will be ready.” He stared
challengingly at the ShadowClan leader. Bring it on, Tigerstar, Firestar thought. I will use every
breath I have to protect them from you.

 

Tigerstar flattened his ears, but he kept his temper. “Very well,” he sneered. All the hatred he had ever
felt toward the flame-colored warrior was contained in those words, and even the air felt scorched.
“I’ll give you to the end of the Gathering to change your mind.” He stalked back to his seat and
mockingly nodded Firestar forth.

 

Firestar’s veins throbbed as though they were filled with ice, but he coolly jerked his head in response
before turning to face the gathered cats. He briefly spotted Lightningfur looking gleefully between
him and Tigerstar, and he felt a cold lump in his stomach form as he recalled Leopardfur’s words
about how bloodthirsty his sister apparently was.

 

“As many of you have heard by now,” the red tom began. “Bluestar died a few days ago.”

 

Murmurs rippled through the clearing and heads bowed in respect, and Firestar was relieved to see
that even with Bluestar’s deteriorating mental state, she had still been a highly respected leader.

 

“ThunderClan mourns and honors her,” he continued. “And I have gone to the Moonstone and
received my nine lives.”

 

Runningwind leaped up and led to yowls this time, and Firestar had to refrain himself from bashfully
ducking his head as the ThunderClan patrol excitedly exclaimed his new name.



 

“Firestar! Firestar!” Thornclaw and Mousefur added their yowls as the three apprentices cheered. The
ThunderClan leader shot an exasperated look at Runningwind, who merely grinned in response,
before Firestar waved his tail for silence.

 

“I have chosen Whitestorm as my deputy,” he went on. “And ThunderClan welcomes new warriors;
Thornclaw and Cliffwhisker.”

 

ThunderClan took up the cheers once more, with WindClan and LeopardClan quickly following suit.
RiverClan had started to join in but silenced themselves when their counterpart added their voices. 

 

Thornclaw looked slightly terrified by all the attention on him, and Cliffwhisker meekly ducked her
head and licked her chest fur, but Firestar could see the pleasure in her eyes.

 

“Additionally,” Firestar twitched his ears. “Our warriors who suffered from the dog attack,
Brightheart and Missingheart, have made great progress in their recovery, and are on their way back
into clanlife.”

 

“Brightheart! Missingheart!” Cliffwhisker yowled, her fellow new warrior Thornclaw echoing her
call. Fernpaw and her littermates cheered as well, while Creekflower purred loudly.

 

“Also,” he continued. “Sandstorm has given birth to three, healthy toms - Redkit, Sweetkit, and
Spotkit.”

 

Congratulating mews came from below, and Firestar smiled slightly before he closed his eyes and
took a deep breath, now wondering just where he should begin with Tigerstar’s crimes. The dog pack,
and how it had resulted in Bluestar’s death? His murder of Redtail and framing of Oakstar?

 

But as he opened his eyes and prepared himself to speak, both Leopardfur and Thistlestar paced
forward to give their news. They froze and glared balefully at each other, low hisses leaving their
throats.

 

“Skyheart is expecting,” Leopardfur seized the moment. “She and Reedtail will make wonderful
parents.”



 

“Shadepelt is also with kits,” Thistlestar growled, a curl to his lips, “and wishes to raise them alone.”

 

“Good for her,” Leopardfur smoothly replied. “I would too if I were her.”

 

Thistlestar’s curled lip widened. “And what,” he dangerously hissed, “are you implying?”

 

Leopardfur’s amber eyes were narrowed. “I thought it was obvious,” she loftily stated. “No kits
should have to grow up under your paws.”

 

“Your impertinence and arrogance will undo you!” Thistlestar suddenly yowled, fur spiked as he spat
at the LeopardClan leader. “If war is what you want, war is what you’ll get!”

 

Leopardfur snarled. “My clan will be ready,” she hissed back. “By the will of StarClan we will
prevail!”

 

“Keep your claws sharp, Leopard fur ,” the RiverClan leader growled. “Because we will be coming
for you. Your little rebellion and false leadership will come to an end.” He glared hatefully at the
LeopardClan warriors, who met his stare unflinchingly.

 

The two feuding cats both stepped back into their previous positions, and Firestar moved to follow,
but Tigerstar stepped forward again.

 

“Final warning,” his commanding yowl echoed around Fourtrees. His amber eyes were burning holes
into Firestar’s ginger pelt. “It seems the Gathering is coming to a close. The kits - or war.”

 

Firestar straightened his shoulders. “Bramblepaw and Tawnypaw are ThunderClan,” he declared
loudly. “We will not be giving them up!”

 

“Then just remember,” Tigerstar spat, claws unsheathed as his eyes burned with rage. “When your
clanmates are suffering under our claws, it is all on your head.”

 



“Cats of all clans!” Firestar yowled. “I can stay silent no longer. You cannot trust Tigerstar any more
than you would trust a cornered badger.”

 

He saw a swift movement from Tigerstar, a bunching of muscles under the rippling tabby pelt, but
then the ShadowClan leader glanced at the sky again, controlled himself, and went on listening with a
look of deliberate indifference.

 

“I know many of you must have wondered why Tigerstar left ThunderClan,” Firestar went on.
Tallstar’s eyes widened and he nodded encouragingly at the younger leader. “You want to know the
truth? This cat is power-hungry and dangerous, and he is willing to murder other cats to get what he
wants.”

 

He broke off as lightning stabbed down from the sky, a blazing claw of white fire that raked the
forest. Thunder crashed overhead, drowning Firestar’s words; it sounded as if the Great Rock itself
were being torn up.

 

“A sign! A sign!” Tigerstar yowled. He gazed up at the sky, his yellow eyes glowing in the light of the
moon that still shone between the gathering clouds. “I thank you, StarClan, for showing us your will.
This Gathering is over.”

 

Calling a command to his cats to follow him, he bunched his muscles to leap down from the Great
Rock.

 

Before he sprang he turned his head, eyes narrowed with hatred. “Bad luck, trainee,” he spat. “Those
kits are mine . And remember,” he thrusted his muzzle forward and hissed into Firestar’s ear;
“Whatever happens is on you. You wasted your chance to save those miserable cats.”

 

Before Firestar had the chance to respond, the ShadowClan leader launched himself from the Great
Rock and disappeared into the bushes that lined the hollow. ShadowClan cats poured after him. 

 

Leopardfur jumped down in her turn and gathered the warriors of LeopardClan.

 

Firestar, Tallstar, and Thistlestar faced each other, shocked and bewildered, as lightning stabbed down
again. A gust of wind buffeted the rock, almost carrying Firestar off his paws, and rain poured from
the sky as the storm broke.



 

Almost blinded by the lashing rain, Firestar half jumped, half slithered down the side of the rock and
streaked across the open ground to the shelter of the bushes, calling to his warriors as he went.
Moments later he found himself crouching beneath a hawthorn bush with Graystripe and
Runningwind huddled close to him.

 

Shaking rain from his pelt, he looked around for Tallstar, but the WindClan leader had not followed
him. The rain was striking the ground so hard that the drops scattered into a mist of spray. The four
oaks thrashed and groaned in the wind. Grasses and ferns were flattened in the fury of the storm. But
the chaos in the clearing was no worse than the chaos in Firestar’s mind.

 

“The nerve!” Runningwind spat as his tail lashed furiously. “He had no right to act like he has a claim
to Bramblepaw and Tawnypaw! He lost that when he killed Redtail!”

 

“But what’s gonna happen now?” asked Graystripe. “You didn’t get to tell the truth about Tigerstar.”

 

“It’s not Firestar’s fault that the storm broke,” Cliffwhisker pointed out as she rushed over to them, the
apprentices on her tail as her hackles were raised.

 

“Too late to worry about it,” Firestar told them. “That prey’s killed and eaten now. We have to decide
what we do next.”

 

“What is there to decide?” snarled Creekflower. The light of battle shone in her green eyes, a rare
occurrence for his sister. “We fight, of course- until we’ve driven that piece of crowfood out of the
forest for good.”

 

Firestar nodded. Though he said nothing, he couldn’t help thinking of Bluestar’s prophecy during his
dream at the Moonstone.

 

Four split eight become one. Lightning will strike the leopard. 

 

“Leopard” could possibly refer to LeopardClan, and their civil war with RiverClan. But what did
“Four split eight” mean? Four clans split into eight?

 



Firestar shivered. ThunderClan, WindClan, ShadowClan, RiverClan, and LeopardClan…that’s five
clans. How would (or even could they?) reach eight ? And how would they ever “become one” if they
were all split? Leopardfur and Thistlestar would certainly never work together again, not until the
other was dead.

 

Firestar pushed the question aside as he remembered Bluestar’s ominous parting words.

 

Blood will rule the forest.
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The squall was soon over. Firestar led his cats home through a forest where every twig and fern
dripped water under a clearing sky. Silverpelt glittered brightly, and Firestar raised his eyes to utter a
silent prayer: Great StarClan, show me what to do.

 

He began to worry about whether Tigerstar had sent warriors to attack the camp while Firestar and the
others were away. It would be one way to weaken ThunderClan so that Firestar had no choice but to
give up Bramblepaw and Tawnypaw to prevent even more loss. 

 

Relief flooded over him as he emerged from the gorse tunnel to see that everything was peaceful.

 

Whitestorm got up from sentry duty outside the warriors’ den and padded over. “You’re back early. I
wondered if those storm clouds would cover the moon.”

 

“Yes, but it was worse than that,” Firestar replied.

 

“Worse?” Whitestorm’s eyes widened in astonishment as Firestar told him what had happened at the
Gathering just before thunder and lightning prevented his revealing words. More cats joined them,
and Firestar was aware of shocked mews as his Clan learned what Tigerstar was planning, though
none appeared all that shocked at the news of Thistlestar and Leopardfur’s halves of RiverClan going
to war.

 

“When the storm broke,” Firestar finished, “Tigerstar said it was a sign from StarClan that he had
their favor. He left, so the Gathering broke up.”

 

“It might well have been a sign,” mewed Whitestorm thoughtfully. “But one that shows StarClan are
angry with Tigerstar.”

 

“Cinderpelt, Spottedleaf, what do you think?” Firestar asked the medicine cats, who had listened to
the story with deep foreboding in their eyes.

 



“I don’t know,” Cinderpelt admitted. “If it was a sign, it would mean StarClan stopped you from
telling the truth about Tigerstar, and I find that hard to believe.” She shrugged. “There are times when
a storm is just a storm.”

 

“It was an unlucky one for ThunderClan, then,” muttered Longtail.

 

“I wish I’d been there,” Cloudtail growled. “I’d have torn Tigerstar’s throat out. No more problem.”

 

“In that case, it’s a good thing you weren’t there,” Firestar retorted. “Attacking a Clan leader at a
Gathering? That would have made StarClan angry.”

 

Cloudtail narrowed his eyes at Firestar, the challenge clear in his blue gaze. “Why don’t StarClan do
something to help us, then, if they’re so powerful?”

 

“Maybe they will,” Brightheart suggested gently.

 

“So what are we going to do?” asked Mousefur. She was shifting from paw to paw as if she wanted to
race out of camp and confront her enemies right away. “You’re not thinking of handing the
apprentices over, are you?”

 

“Never,” Firestar assured her. “But we need time to think, and rest.” And prepare, he added silently. A
fight was coming, and they had to be ready. He yawned and stretched. “For now, we’ll need extra
patrols. Any volunteers to go out at dawn?”

 

“I will,” Mousefur offered instantly.

 

“Thanks,” meowed Firestar. “Keep a lookout along the border with ShadowClan. And if you come
across any of Tigerstar’s warriors, you know what to do.”

 

“Oh, yes .” Cloudtail lashed his tail eagerly. “I’ll come with you, Mousefur. I could do with some
ShadowClan fur to line my nest.”

 



Firestar didn’t try to check the young warrior’s hostility. No cat could doubt Cloudtail’s loyalty to
ThunderClan, however scornful he was about StarClan and the warrior code. Whitestorm named
Brackenfur and Thornclaw to join the patrol as well, and all four cats and Brackenfur’s apprentice,
Mistlepaw, padded off to get some rest before dawn. One by one, the other Clan cats headed for their
dens. Firestar was aware of their shock, and the fear they did not quite succeed in hiding.

 

His gaze drew past Darkstripe as the tom lurked from the entrance of the prisoner’s den. He tensed at
Darkstripe’s narrowed eyes, wondering how much of Tigerstar’s plot this tom knew. But then
Darkstripe bowed his head and slinked back inside, and Feathercloud glanced nervously at the den
before Runningwind came to relieve him of his duty.

 

Eventually Firestar was left alone with only Cinderpelt and Spottedleaf by his side. He let out a long
sigh. “Will there ever be any end to this?” he murmured.

 

Spottedleaf pressed her muzzle comfortingly against his. “I don’t know. It’s in the paws of StarClan.”
She narrowed her eyes. “But sometimes I don’t believe there’ll be any peace in the forest until
Tigerstar is dead.”

 

 

“Right,” Firestar meowed. “Attack me.”

 

A few foxlengths away, Bramblepaw crouched on the floor of the hollow. Firestar waited as the
apprentice began to creep toward him, his amber eyes darting from side to side as if he was choosing
the best place to strike.

 

A heartbeat later Bramblepaw launched himself into the air. But Firestar was ready for him. Slipping
rapidly to one side, he butted Bramblepaw in the flank as he came down, and the young cat lost his
balance and rolled over, his paws scuffing up dust.

 

“You’ll have to be quicker than that,” Firestar told him. “Don’t give your enemy time to think.”

 

Bramblepaw scrambled up, spitting out sand, and immediately sprang again. His outstretched paws
caught Firestar on the side of the head, thrusting the older cat sideways so that his paws slid out from
under him. Bramblepaw held him down, his nose almost touching Firestar’s.

 



“Like that?” he asked.

 

Firestar pushed him off. “Let me up, you great lump!” Shaking sand out of his pelt, he added, “Yes,
just like that. You’re shaping up well, Bramblepaw.”

 

The apprentice’s eyes glowed. He was strong, skillful, brave and, yes, ambitious, but in Bramblepaw,
all the ambition seemed to be focused on becoming the best warrior that he could be in the service of
his Clan.

 

Firestar couldn’t resist letting out a purr of satisfaction. Amid all the troubles that beset ThunderClan,
it was a relief to escape for a short time for a training session with his apprentice.

 

But Bramblepaw’s next words reminded him of his weightier responsibilities. “Firestar, I just wanted
to say…I-I kinda feel bad that me and Tawnypaw are the reason why ShadowClan’s at war with us.”
He shuffled his paws. “Ashpaw told me what Tigerstar said, and, well, it’s kinda our fault, isn’t it?”

 

“No,” Firestar replied firmly. “It is not your fault. This decision was made strictly between Tigerstar
and myself. He’s using you and Tawnypaw as a means to get back at ThunderClan. Neither of you
declared war - Tigerstar did.”

 

For a few heartbeats Bramblepaw was silent. Then he meowed, “Is…is being loyal to your kin
important?” he quietly asked. “Because I can’t help but feel like, well, maybe I should have loyalty to
Tigerstar since he’s my father and all but- but he’s done so many bad things and I know I shouldn’t
but it’s just so hard -”

 

Firestar gently covered Bramblepaw’s mouth with his tail, effectively cutting the conversation off.

 

“I know exactly what you’re talking about,” he murmured. “Torn between clan and kin. I once
believed that kin before clan was the most important thing in the world - and it is, but…” He
swallowed. “But if your kin did something unforgivable then… they don’t deserve your forgiveness.
They don’t deserve your loyalty anymore. You placed your trust in them and they abused it.” Firestar
let out a heavy sigh. “It’s not easy balancing clan and kin.” He glanced at Bramblepaw, whose amber
eyes were focused intently on every word he said. “This is what I believe: Loyalty to your kin is
important - after all, in ThunderClan we’re all kin in some way, shape, or form. But being loyal to the
family you choose to stand with is even more important. These can be very different things.”

 



“Like being caught between your father and clan,” Bramblepaw murmured, understanding in his mew.
He tilted his head. “You really loved Thistlestar, didn’t you?” he asked. “Despite all the bad things
he’s done?”

 

“Yes, I did,” Firestar agreed heavily. “But when I finally opened my eyes to the truth…I lost my trust
in him. I-I do still love him but…but it’s more like my kithood self is desperately trying to maintain a
connection with him.” He exchanged a bitter smile with the dark tabby. “All I ever wanted was to
know my father. It’s hard to get over such a thing when you’ve been dwelling on it for seasons.” He
crouched down and met Bramblepaw’s gaze.

 

“My advice is to separate your feelings about Tigerstar from the ones about your clan,” he meowed.
“These feelings may never go away, but they’ll be easier to handle if you can identify what you’re
actually feeling. I learned this far too late, but…you may have an easier time since you're so young.”

 

Bramblepaw looked thoughtful. “Alright,” he agreed. “I can do that. And, Firestar?” He pressed his
nose into his mentor’s shoulder fur. “Thank you. You’re really the only one I feel comfortable talking
about this with. Mom’s great but…she just doesn’t get it, you know?”

 

Flashes from Firestar’s own kithood days swam in his mind. Mousekit’s rudeness, Robinwing’s
whispers, Frostfur’s gossip…

 

“Yeah,” he sighed. “Yeah, I get it.”

 

 

After the storm, the weather turned cold again. Every morning the grass and ferns were furred with
frost, and there was another light fall of snow. Prey became scarcer still, and what the hunters
managed to catch was thin and scrawny, scarcely a mouthful for a hungry cat.

 

“If I don’t get a decent meal soon I’ll fade away to a shadow,” Graystripe complained.

 

He and Firestar were on patrol not far from Fourtrees, along with Longtail and Thornclaw. Firestar
had hoped they would find more prey farther from the camp, where the fire had never reached, but the
catch was pitifully small.

 



“I’m going to try down by the stream,” Firestar meowed.

 

He headed down the slope to where a thicker growth of fern and shrubs marked the line of the stream.
When he paused to taste the air the prey-scent was faint, and he could not hear any of the small
sounds that would have alerted him to creatures scurrying through the grass.

 

With so little fresh-kill, the Clan was growing weaker by the day. Just enduring leaf-bare would be
hard enough, but on top of that there was the threat from ShadowClan. Would they be strong enough
to defend themselves? Firestar wondered.

 

His pawsteps led him by instinct down toward the stream and he crouched down to drink, prodding
the thin ice at the very edge and shaking icy drops off his paw when it gave way.

 

As Firestar bent his head to lap from the stream, the sun came out behind him, striking through the
leaves. Light dazzled on the water and surrounded Firestar’s reflection with golden rays. For a
moment the image of his head disappeared, to be replaced by that of a roaring lion. It was the beast
Firestar had heard described in so many elders’ tales, his flame-colored pelt blazing into a luxuriant
mane, his eyes shining with unlimited strength and power. And beside the lion’s majestic face was the
image of a powerful leopard. The two roared to the sky, and the ground seemed to quake beneath his
paws.

 

Startled, Firestar leaped backward. He let out a yowl as he collided with a tree and stumbled into the
dead leaves among its roots. When he looked up, Birdflight was facing him from across the stream.

 

The brown and white tabby’s eyes were brimming with amusement, and she let out a little mrrow of
laughter.

 

“Birdflight!” Firestar gasped. She had never come to him before when he was awake, and he
wondered what this might mean. He sprang to his paws, ready to splash through the stream to her
side, but she signaled with her tail for him to stay where he was.

 

“Take heed of what you have seen, Firestar,” she told him, her amusement vanishing like the frost at
dawn. “Learn what you must be.”

 

“What do you mean?” Firestar asked urgently.



 

But as she finished speaking, Birdflight began to fade. Her eyes rested on him and her body paled
until Firestar could see the bank of the stream through it.

 

“Birdflight, don’t leave me yet,” he begged. “I need you.”

 

But her eyes shone for a heartbeat longer, and then she was gone.

 

“Firestar!” It was Graystripe’s voice. Firestar shook his head to clear it and turned to face his friend as
he came padding down the bank. “Are you okay?” Graystripe asked. “You yowled loud  enough to
scare all the prey between here and Fourtrees!”

 

“I’m fine,” Firestar replied. “Something startled me, that’s all.”

 

Graystripe examined him for a moment longer, as if he wasn’t quite satisfied with his leader’s
explanation, and then turned away. “If you say so,” he meowed, retreating up the bank. “Come and
see the rabbit Longtail caught- it’s as big as a fox!”

 

Firestar stayed where he was. He was still trembling from the shock of his vision. He had seen
himself like one of the great warriors of old, a member of LionClan. And at his side, a warrior of
LeopardClan- ancient LeopardClan.

 

Bluestar’s prophecy echoed in his head again: Lightning will strike the leopard.

 

Did this mean ThunderClan would ally with LeopardClan, united against their enemies RiverClan and
ShadowClan? Could it be that this prophecy is a warning of an alliance between the two foes, and that
they would attack them together?

 

And did StarClan intend Firestar to lead them?

 

 



“Move your paw out!” spat Lightningfur as she paced around the clearing, her tufted tail lashing
behind her. Her paw crunched down on a frosty fear, chilling her foot. “Arch your back when you
duck! Aim for the throat or the eyes, not the shoulders, you mouse-brain!”

 

The dark gray pelt of apprentice Stormpaw stumbled as he tried to duck under young warrior
Woodmask, a gray tabby tom with thick stripes around his eyes. He awkwardly twisted underneath
Woodmask, paw dragging lamely across his side as he tried to aim for Woodmask’s neck.

 

Woodmask pinned the smaller apprentice down with a firm paw.

 

Lightningfur hissed, storming over to shove her face into the gray apprentice’s wide amber eyes.
“What was that?” she snarled. “Did you listen to anything I said, or did you choose to flop over like a
pathetic fish?”

 

Stormpaw winced, looking away as Woodmask let him up. “Lightningfur, I-I tried, but he’s-”

 

“ Tried isn’t good enough!” Lightningfur snapped. She lashed her paw out at him, hitting his cheek
and Stormpaw flinched backwards, eyes shut. “We are going to war, and you need to be ready to
defend your clan with your life! Do you think LeopardClan will give you mercy?! No! So don’t give
them any by being a wet, floppy fish!”

 

Stormpaw didn’t meet her gaze, staring at his paws.

 

“Lightningfur,” Woodmask meowed slowly. “Maybe you’re being too harsh-”

 

“Shut up!” Lightningfur growled, lashing a paw out at him. Woodmask froze with wide eyes as her
paws swiped against his whiskers. “I’m not harsh enough! Training for a moon, and this is all you’ve
managed to learn?! Blackclaw isn’t training you roughly enough!” She turned to her apprentice.
“Featherpaw, show them what a good apprentice can do.”

 

Woodmask stiffened as Featherpaw rose politely from her sitting position. Her blue eyes gleamed, and
she crouched down, black stripes rippling along her silver pelt. Lightningfur felt her chest tighten and
her tail raise in pride at the young she-cat’s excellent form- how perfectly she replicated the hunter’s
crouch, a tactic stolen from Lightningfur’s training in ThunderClan, now used as a fighter’s crawl.
Her paws glided silently over the floor, and she moved so smoothly, Lightningfur could not even see a
twitch of muscle.



 

Look at her, Silverstream, Lightningfur begged to the stars. Look at how magnificent she is. She’s as
graceful as you were.

 

Then Featherpaw leaped, darting forward with the speed of a WindClan cat. She bowed her head
down, using her smaller size, though not by much, to slip her head in-between the space below
Woodmask’s chest. She arched her back, shoving him upwards. Woodmask’s paws tried to grab her
pelt, but Lightningfur hissed and the tom dare not lay a claw on her.

 

Featherpaw shoved Woodmask backwards, twirled around on dainty paws inherited from her mother,
and shot her paw out like lightning. Woodmask yowled with wide eyes as her claws dug into his neck,
tearing tufts of gray fur out. Blood trickled from the wound in little dots.

 

Featherpaw landed back on her paws with pride, chin tilted up.

 

Lightningfur purred, stepping forward to brush her muzzle against her apprentice’s ear. “See? Look at
that,” Lightningfur meowed, her voice turning scornful as she looked back at Stormpaw, still
cowering on the ground. “Your sister was able to perfectly perform the move on her first try.”

 

Stormpaw bowed his head to his paws. “I’m sorry, Lightningfur,” he murmured. “I’ll try harder next
time.”

 

“Don’t worry, Stormpaw,” Featherpaw meowed, voice silky and soft. “You’ll get it soon. Just do what
I did.”

 

“And do it better, ” Lightningfur added in a harsh snap, lashing her tail. “Well? Go. I don’t have all
day. Or are you as lazy as your ThunderClan father?”

 

Stormpaw got to his paws and looked at Woodmask. “He’s hurt,” Stormpaw said.

 

“And?” Lightningfur glared expectantly. “Why is that stopping you? It’s barely a scratch. He’ll walk
it off. Won’t you, Woodmask?”

 

Woodmask’s whiskers twitched, but he nodded.



 

Stormpaw crouched and started prowling forward. Lightningfur curled her lip in displeasure as she
saw how heavily his paws landed on the ground. Every mouse in the forest will hear him! she thought
disdainfully. Stormpaw ran forward, dipping his head down, but he wasn’t as small or agile as his
sister, and he crashed into Woodmask rather than slipped underneath him. Woodmask stumbled
backwards, letting Stormpaw clumsily drag his claws across his neck.

 

Stormpaw pulled away, already crouching down and staring at his paws. Lightningfur growled,
lashing her tail.

 

“Maybe try and knock his paws out instead of going underneath him,” Featherpaw suggested with a
smile. Lightningfur purred at her suggestion- how clever!

 

Stormpaw glanced at Lightningfur.

 

“Well?” she hissed impatiently. “Go on. Do as she said.”

 

Stormpaw rose to his paws, then circled around Woodmask. The gray tabby tom shifted his paws
uneasily. Stormpaw raced forward and dropped his head, wrapping it around Woodmask’s front paw
and yanking. As Woodmask stumbled, Stormpaw whipped around and slammed his paw into his
neck. Woodmask dropped with a breathless gasp.

 

Stormpaw looked at Lightningfur with shining eyes, tail curled over his back.

 

The tortoiseshell grunted, glancing away as she saw Firestar’s mouse-brained first apprentice in front
of her. “Good,” she praised. “Perhaps you won’t die in your first battle.”

 

“They’re coming along well.”

 

Lightningfur’s muscles stiffened, craning her head around with a hiss as her gray and white father
padded out from the reeds. For someone so lumbering, how could he have snuck up on her?
Stormpaw had distracted her!

 



She turned a glare on the apprentice. “Well, some of them need more training than others,” she
growled, then glanced at Woodmask. “And we really should start the younger warriors training back
up- even Pikepaw could have beaten you!”

 

Woodmask ducked his head, looking away. He muttered something under his breath and Lightningfur
narrowed her eyes. Just as she was about to reprimand him for back talking his deputy, Thistlestar
meowed, “Why don’t you go get those scratches checked out by Lizardflight? Can’t risk an infection
in our warriors when we’re preparing for war.”

 

Woodmask’s whiskers twitched, and he glanced between Lightningfur and Thistlestar like he wasn’t
sure if he should stay, before he bowed his head to his leader and scampered off with his tail between
his legs. Lightningfur growled as he passed.

 

She glared at Thistlestar. “And now who will they practice their claws on?” she spat.

 

The old tom padded forward, smiling as he looked at Stormpaw and Featherpaw. His paw steps were
even slower than Stormpaw’s, and Lightningfur lashed her tail as he saw his nose still had the crust of
sickness on it. Thank Mapleshade and the Dark Forest that Lizardflight had shoved enough plants
down his throat to get him better for the Gathering- even if he had lost a life anyway.

 

Oh, and the elder Lakeshine died, but who cared about her?

 

“A spar between one another would be good,” Thistlestar suggested. “They’d be able to see where the
other is lacking and correct them.”

 

“Some are lacking more than others,” Lightningfur grumbled.

 

Thistlestar’s gaze rested on Featherpaw, and she raised her head proudly. “Your muscles are filling in
quite nicely already,” he rumbled, with a light purr to his voice. “I see you're losing your kit fluff
already. You’re quite a pretty sight.”

 

Lightningfur’s pelt bristled, a low growl deep in her throat, but she guessed it was true- Featherpaw
was shapely up nicely. She just didn’t like the way her father said it. Didn’t like the way he looked at
her, with eyes scanning her body and legs up and down slowly. Featherpaw was her apprentice,
Featherpaw was Silverstream’s daughter- Thistlestar shouldn’t have anything to do with her.



 

“Thank you,” Featherpaw meowed appreciatively, beaming from the praise, while her brother looked
at his paws with a frown. “Lightningfur says I’ve learned more than most apprentices have at my
age.”

 

Thistlestar purred, glancing at Lightningfur only briefly. “Really?” he said, padding closer to her.
“Perhaps I should assess your skills myself-”

 

Lightingfur jumped to her paws and darted in front of her father, hissing at him. He pulled back with
wide eyes. “Stay away from Featherpaw!” Lightningfur snapped, spit flying into his face. “She’s my
apprentice!”

 

“Lightningfur, what are you talking about?” Thistlestar said with a growl, too bewildered to be
completely upset as he stared at her. “I’m clan leader; of course I’m interested in the progress of my
apprentices-”

 

“That’s not what I meant, and you know it,” Lightningfur growled darkly, tail lashing behind her.
“Just- keep your paws off Featherpaw. Go frolic with Grasswhisker if you’re so desperate. She’s your
mate, isn’t she?”

 

Now Thistlestar’s eyes narrowed, glaring at his daughter. His tail twitched behind him, but, in a
clipped voice, he said, “Very well. If you’re that upset about it. But I will be assessing them both
soon- they better be at their best by then.”

 

Lightningfur narrowed her eyes right back as Thistlestar turned around and stalked off. She growled
again, claws twitching into the dirt. To think her father would really try and make a move on her own
apprentice! How disgusting! He needed to learn to keep his nasty paws away from what was hers.
Wasn’t he satisfied enough with Grasswhisker and Vixenleap and Shadepelt and whatever other she-
cat he was schmoozing?

 

She’d reckon Grasswhisker wouldn’t be too happy to know he was making laps around the clan.

 

Ugh. Disgusting . She hated the very idea of it. But her father’s business was his own, long as he kept
it away from her apprentice.

 



“Lightningfur,” Featherpaw said quietly, and Lightningfur glanced back at her wide-eyed apprentice.
“What happened? What did Thistlestar do? I don’t understand.”

 

“Is it what Vixenleap was talking about?” Stormpaw asked quietly, looking intently at her.

 

Lightningfur’s fur prickled along her spine as she stared at Stormpaw. She curled her lip. “Go back to
camp,” she ordered him. “Blackclaw’ll be looking for you for patrol.”

 

Stormpaw startled, then nodded, bowing his head to her. Featherpaw touched her nose to his ear
before he scampered off. Lightningfur watched him go with a glare, then reached a paw out to grab
Featherpaw’s shoulders and pull her close. Featherpaw stared up at her, clearly shocked, but
Lightningfur wrapped her tail around the young silver she-cat, burying her in her fluff.

 

“Featherpaw,” she began, “stay away from Thistlestar.”

 

“But, why?” Featherpaw asked quietly as her brother, voice barely louder than a whisper. “He’s our
leader… He’s your father. What’s wrong?”

 

“ Because , Featherpaw,” spat Lightningfur, growling and digging her claws into the dirt again,
desperate to slice them across something. “Because toms like him can’t be trusted when it comes to
this kind of stuff.”

 

“What kind of stuff?” Featherpaw squeaked, eyes round. “Lightningfur, I’m- I’m confused. I trust
Thistlestar. He’s- he’s nice to me and Stormpaw… and isn’t he the strongest leader of all the clans?”

 

Lightningfur growled again, feeling like there were ants under her pelt and worms in her belly, and
she hated the feeling. “Didn’t Greenflower teach you anything?” she said. “Urgh. You’ll- you’ll learn
when you're older. Just… don’t- if Thistlestar or- or Rippleclaw, or anybody who’s not me, want to…
hunt with you alone or anything absurd like that… You say no and you tell me. Immediately.”

 

Featherpaw blinked slowly at her. “But… they wouldn’t hurt me… They’re our clanmates-”

 

“And we’re at war , Featherpaw,” spat Lightningfur, dipping her muzzle to Featherpaw’s. “Don’t trust
anyone. I don’t want you-... Just do what I say, okay?!”



 

Featherpaw shrunk down, blue eyes wide. “Okay, Lightningfur,” she meowed. “I will.”

 

Lightningfur felt her shoulders slump in relief. She pressed her muzzle against Featherpaw’s head,
then yanked away when she felt abruptly uncomfortable, like slugs were brushing against her. Why
had she- urgh! Her insides felt all crawly and tight and she hated it .

 

She stood up and lashed her tail. “Come on. Let’s test your land prey hunting skills.”

 

 

“And then she said I was being naive and stormed off!” Grasswhisker complained, lounging in the
leaf-bare sunlight- which meant it wasn’t warm at all, but at least the snow was melted- of camp.
“Can you believe Vixenleap?! Why does she think she can tell me what to do?”

 

“Maybe she has a point,” Lizardflight suggested tentatively, stretching out a roll of cobweb over an
oak leaf that was a bit crinkled from the cold at the edges. “I’m not saying you should break up with
Thistlestar or anything!” Lizardflight quickly said when Grasswhisker glared at her. “Just… I don’t
know- is he still… pressuring you to…?”

 

Grasswhisker’s white muzzle scrunched up in distaste, turning away from the brown tabby medicine
cat. “He’s not pressuring me,” she said, even though she felt this cold stone feeling in her chest. “I’m
just- not ready, and he’s… he’s just getting upset, is all. Any tom would.”

 

Lizardflight frowned in disagreement, and Grasswhisker huffed. Was nobody on her side?! She and
Thistlestar’s relationship was perfectly healthy… They loved each other- who cared if they fought a
few times! Every couple did. It was normal for mates… They all were just jealous she was the
leader’s mate!

 

“Do you want kits, at all?” Lizardflight asked as she picked the leaf up and pressed it into
Woodmask’s neck. Then she continued, “Thistlestar… is a family tom. I’d know, unfortunately,” she
grumbled darkly, glaring off to the side, “and he’s been… pretty vocal about the fact you don’t want
kits.”

 

Grasswhisker burned, shoving her head onto her paws and glaring at the blades of grass in front of
her. Oh, she hated when he did that! It was private, and he went and told everyone what an awful mate



she was for not giving him kits! Well- she would! Just- she didn’t want to, not now- and they were
going to war- and she didn’t know how to, urgh- she just didn’t want to talk about it!

 

“Thistlestar’s been saying he wants more cats to have kits,” Woodmask suddenly interjected, even
though he was not apart of this conversation. He interrupted it when he went and got injured. “That
the other clans have too many apprentices and kits and we need to match their numbers, especially
since we lost, uh, since Leopardfur and her tr- uh, followers left- got exiled.” He shifted nervously,
glancing at his paws, then stopping when Lizardflight stilled him to finish pressing the poultice into
his scratches. “He talked to Robinstorm and I about getting mates…”

 

“I’m sure that wasn’t uncomfortable at all,” grumped Lizardflight as she licked the leaf to help it stick
to Woodmask’s short fur. “Explains why Robinstorm had a heart attack when I talked to him, though.
And why he was so embarrassed to have tripped in front of Vixenleap.”

 

Grasswhisker frowned, looking at Lizardflight. “You’re a medicine cat,” she meowed. “You can’t
have kits. Unless you wanna be like Spottedleaf.” The thought of the tortoiseshell ThunderClan
medicine cat made Grasswhisker’s skin crawl.

 

She wasn’t pretty at all! She was ugly, and all mopey, and shy, and not at all a good mate for
Thistlestar! Look what she did to him after all- got him exiled and turned his kits against him! At least
Lightningfur had common sense, though the she-cat absolutely got on Grasswhisker’s nerves.

 

“I know,” Lizardflight said, voice a bit clipped. “I’m just saying Robinstorm’s been making a fool of
himself in front of every she-cat.”

 

Woodmask placed his head on his paws, moping for some reason Grasswhisker didn’t care about. “I
don’t want to take a mate,” he meowed quietly. “I want-... I mean, there’s this war and everything, and
we have to fight our own clanmates… I hope Dawnpaw and Reedpaw are okay… I hope Primrosepaw
is okay…”

 

Lizardflight gave him a sympathetic look, placing her paw on his shoulder. “I’m sure she is,” she
meowed comfortingly. “Leopardfur is taking care of our clanmates. I trust her.”

 

Grasswhisker’s lip curled. “They aren’t our clanmates anymore,” she told them with a haughty sniff.
“Leopardfur attacked Lightningfur and they supported her.” Honestly, I wish Leopardfur succeeded in
killing that smug, annoying she-cat, Grasswhisker thought. I never did anything to her and she just
hates me! And I used to look up to her and everything! She’s just jealous Thistlestar likes me better.



 

Lizardflight gave her a blank look, then turned back to Woodmask. Grasswhisker’s pelt prickled in
indignation at being ignored. “Primrosepaw is probably better in LeopardClan, anyway. Thistlestar
made her uncomfortable, and doesn’t he every cat?”

 

Grasswhisker’s head shot up and her claws curled into the ground. “He’s never made me
uncomfortable!” she protested.

 

Lizardflight gave her another look, this one some kind of disapproval or disbelief. “So you’re
comfortable with how he looks at Featherpaw? How he went on hunts, alone, with Primrosepaw?
How he flirted with Shadepelt?”

 

Grasswhisker’s fur prickled, and she bared her teeth, hot with anger that the younger she-cat would
dare try and tell her what their relationship was. “He never flirted with any of them!” she snapped.
“You’re all just trying to make him look bad because you don’t like him!”

 

Lizardflight continued to stare flatly at her. “What about when he called you ugly, and annoying?”

 

“He is kind of mean to you,” Woodmask agreed in a small murmur.

 

Grasswhisker rose to her paws, glaring at them and snarling. “I can’t believe you!” she snapped at
Lizardflight. “I didn’t think you were a two-faced she-cat too! Ugh!” Obviously, it hurt when
Thistlestar said those things- but he didn’t mean them! He apologized. And- and sometimes she was
annoying! “You should be grateful I don’t tell Thistlestar what you said, or else you’d be thrown out
of the clan!”

 

She whipped around and stormed off, tail lashing. She headed towards Thistlestar’s den, then paused,
wondering where he was. A seed of doubt stirred in her chest as she glanced around. What if he’s out
hunting, alone, right now, with Vixenleap? she wondered. What if Vixenleap convinced Thistlestar
she’s better and prettier than me? He’s always said she was prettier…

 

She felt horrible thinking about her mate like that. But yet, now, as she forced herself to walk to his-
their den, she couldn’t help but feel the worries bubble to the surface. Everything everyone said to
her- it was getting to her head. Vixenleap, Lizardflight… What if they were right? What if Thistlestar
didn’t love her anymore? What if… what if he was cheating on her…?

 



As she came to their nest and curled in it, she couldn’t help but see the second nest Thistlestar had
been sleeping in, away from her. Anxiety and worry clawed at her chest, practically suffocating her.
She needed to be better. Maybe she should… mate with him… Maybe then he’d stop flirting with
other she-cats.

 

Her stomach twisted at the thought.

 

Why, why, why couldn’t she just do it? The thought horrified her and made her feel sick- that’s the
only reason she’d talk to Lizardflight anyway, because she felt so sick at the idea it made her throw up
and her stomach hurt.

 

Every cat did it. All mates did it.

 

Did she truly love Thistlestar if she didn’t do it?

 

Of course I do, she said, despairing at the thought- at the words Thistlestar kept telling her. Don’t I?

 

 

Why would StarClan choose me ? Firestar laid in the leader’s den, chin resting on his paws, as he
stared with unfocused eyes at one of the stone walls. Me, a Dark Forest - no, a Place of No Stars
trainee?

 

He shivered. Trainee. That was what he was, and what Tigerstar liked to taunt him with. Trainee, he
would hiss under his breath. Trainee, he would growl out of earshot of everyone but Firestar.

 

Tigerstar just loved to hold that over his head.

 

But he was right, wasn’t he? Firestar had trained in the Place of No Stars, knew it was the Dark Forest
ever since he was an apprentice, yet he hadn’t done anything to stop it.

 

StarClan surely knew this, yet they had given him his nine lives - had sent that sign of a lion in his
visage. Was he worthy of ThunderClan’s leadership, despite his rocky past? What if, he suddenly felt



cold, StarClan had chosen wrong?

 

He squeezed his eyes shut and inhaled deeply, trying to steady his rapidly increasing heartbeat. He
shifted in his nest, missing the warmth of Sandstorm. He had decided to sleep in the leader’s den for
the night, and Sandstorm had been okay with it. They found she slept as well as she did beside
Firestar when she curled around their three, tiny sons.

 

Their sons. He still couldn’t believe it.

 

Redkit had inherited Firestar’s own dark ginger fur, with a now-distinctive red tail (a feature that
achingly reminded Firestar of his uncle, Redtail). His white belly and paws echoed Spottedleaf’s and
Creekfower’s.

 

It was clear from the start that Sweetkit had gained Sandstorm’s pale ginger fur, yet there were hints
of a darker ginger in his fur too. And Spotkit’s white fur and pale ginger spots had vague
resemblances to Airleap’s brown and white splotches, as well as Spottedleaf’s.

 

They were utterly perfect, and sometimes Firestar couldn’t breathe from how perfect they were.

 

Sighing slightly, Firestar reopened his eyes to continue his unenlightening staredown with the wall -
but froze, breath catching, as a dark, dank forest with a starless sky greeted him.

 

His heart dropped with terror.

 

No.

 

Firestar scrambled to his paws and squeezed his eyes shut again, heart beating fast. Get out, get out,
get out! he mentally screamed. I don’t wanna be here, I can’t be here! Birdflight, help me!

 

“Hello, Firestar,” a scarily familiar, silky voice greeted him. He tensed, internally debated on keeping
his eyes shut - if I can’t see her, she can’t see me! He kittishly thought - before reluctantly opening
them and meeting the calm, amber gaze of Mapleshade.

 



She was as faded as usual, perhaps even moreso, the white entirely see through.

 

“Mapleshade…” he uneasily replied. He felt the urge to awkwardly shuffle his paws, feeling like a kit
about to be scolded for lying.

 

“You haven’t thought of me for quite some time, I see,” the large tortoiseshell lightly meowed. “Or of
this place. I’ve sensed stray thoughts, but nothing concrete I could use to call you here.”

 

Firestar’s ear flicked and he glanced away from her intense stare, feeling suddenly hot as his fur
prickled.

 

“I’ve called to you,” Mapleshade continued, head tilting thoughtfully. “But you never answered.”

 

“I-I…I guess I’ve just been busy?” It was a weak excuse, and they both knew it, but his old Dark
Forest mentor waved it off and got to her paws before strolling over to him. Firestar tensed as she
approached, but she paused a tail-length away.

 

“There’s a storm coming, Firestar,” she whispered. “And if you don’t make the right choice, you may
be swept away with it.” She narrowed her eyes. “It’s rare that I like my trainees,” she added, “but you
and your sister have managed to become a couple of my favorites. I’d hate to see your potential be
washed away…especially by the storm in question.”

 

His heart thudded wildly and he swallowed. “What do you mean?” he hoarsely asked. Storm…there it
is again. “What storm?”

 

Mapleshade regarded him with a stare. “The tiger may be your threat, Firestar,” she murmured. “But
the storm may become one if you don’t make the right decision. You’re starting to cast off the hold
your father had on you - a step in the right direction,” she added as he winced. “Thistlestar’s days are
numbered, I can tell you that. The storm will be hitting him…but be careful that it doesn’t take you
with it.”

 

Firestar shivered. “Why are you telling me this?” he asked quietly. “You know I’ve been avoiding this
place,” he glanced around the Dark Forest with despair, “avoiding you. So why?”

 



Mapleshade shrugged. “I may be disappointed in you,” she gave him a disapproving look, “but
you’ve got plenty of time to come back around.” She got to her paws and turned away, then paused,
glancing over her shoulder. “Oh, one more thing.” She transfixed Firestar with her sharp amber eyes
once more. “If I were you, I’d keep my kits away from the water.”

 

Firestar shivered. Mapleshade’s voice had carried a weight to it that seemed almost prophetic. His
heart stuttered. Was she warning him about a threat to his kits? His thoughts darkened.

 

Or about their grandfather who had danger rushing for him?
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Featherpaw Wants To Stay While Tawnypaw Runs Away
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“Firestar,” meowed Graystripe. “I want to ask you something.”

 

Firestar was crouching by the nettle patch. The ginger tom was lounging by the fresh-kill pile, eating
a squirrel. He licked the strands of hair off his lips, glancing up at Graystripe and blinking his eyes.
Graystripe felt a rush of envy at how casual and calm the tom seemed.

 

“Sure,” Firestar replied. “What is it?”

 

Graystripe crouched beside him, but before he could speak Tawnypaw came stalking out of the elders’
den, her head and her tail held high as she headed for the gorse tunnel. Her green eyes blazed with
anger.

 

Bramblepaw and Mistlepaw emerged behind her. Bramblepaw’s jaws clamped on a bundle of bedding
moss and he looked worried, while Mistlepaw’s tail was bristling.

 

“Tawnypaw!” Firestar called. Graystripe frowned as his friend’s attention was torn away from him.
His paws felt antsy. “What’s the matter?”

 

For a heartbeat, Graystripe thought the mottled apprentice was going to ignore Firestar and they could
resume their conversation. But then she veered sharply to stand in front of them. “Smallear!” she spat.
“If ever a cat asked to have his fur clawed off-”

 

“You shouldn’t talk like that about an elder,” Firestar rebuked her sternly, a tone that Firestar had only
learned once he’d found his footing during Cinderpelt’s apprenticeship and rarely used on Graystripe
until he was already a warrior. “Smallear’s given good service to the Clan and we should respect
that.”

 

“What about a bit of respect for me?” Tawnypaw was so furious she seemed to have forgotten she was
talking to her leader. “Just because I was a little late going to clear out the old bedding, Smallear said
that Tigerstar had never wanted to serve the elders either, and he could see I was going to turn out just
like my father.” She scraped her claws on the sandy floor of the clearing as if she were picturing the



old tom’s fur. “It’s not the first time he’s said things, either. I don’t see why I should have to put up
with it!”

 

“He wouldn’t even let them clean out his bedding too!” Mistlepaw added, her and Bramblepaw
coming to join them. “He only let me do it because I’m his daughter, and he said they had cursed
blood.” Graystripe’s whiskers twitched as the dark striped she-cat puffed her fur out indignantly.

 

Bramblepaw put down the moss he was carrying. “You know Smallear’s joints are aching because of
the cold weather,” he meowed to Tawnypaw.

 

“You’re not my mentor!” Tawnypaw flared up at her brother. “Don’t tell me what to do.”

 

“Calm down, Tawnypaw,” Firestar mewed reassuringly. “You’re doing very well as an apprentice, and
you’re going to make a great warrior. Sooner or later the Clan will see that.”

 

“That’s what I’ve been telling her,” Bramblepaw meowed, and added to his sister, “We’ve got to live
down what Tigerstar did. That’s the only way the Clan will believe in our loyalty.”

 

“Some cats believe in it already,” Graystripe put in, and Bramblepaw flashed him a grateful glance. 

 

“You’re no more cursed than me or any other cat in ThunderClan!” Mistlepaw added. “I choose to
bathe in the curse everyday, so, ha, dad, take that!” She swiped out a paw.

 

The worst of Tawnypaw’s fury was fading at her denmate’s playful nature, though her green eyes still
burned. With a toss of her head she turned away, flinging her parting words over her shoulder as she
stalked toward the gorse tunnel. “I’m going to fetch some fresh moss.”

 

“See you later!” Mistlepaw called. Her own fury already seemed to have vanished only, and she
turned and bounded back towards the elders’ den. “Come on, Bramblepaw!”

 

“I’m sorry, Firestar,” Bramblepaw murmured. “But Tawnypaw’s right to be upset.”

 



“I know,” Firestar reassured him. “If I can catch Smallear at a good moment, I’ll have a word with
him.”

 

“Thanks, Firestar.” Bramblepaw dipped his head in gratitude, picked up his moss, and hurried after
his sister. Firestar gazed worriedly after the two apprentices. Graystripe’s tail twitched impatiently at
the distracted look he held.

 

Then, Firestar turned to look at him, as though remembering he was there. He mewed, “Okay, tell me
what’s on your mind.”

 

“It’s my kits,” Graystripe confessed, feeling a weight in his chest as he thought of them. “Ever since
the Gathering, I can’t get them out of my mind. Softwing wasn’t there, so I couldn’t ask her for news,
but with Thistlestar at war with Leopardfur, I’m sure my kits are in danger.”

 

Firestar took a bite of vole and chewed thoughtfully. Graystripe’s paws twitched, antsy, as he waited
for his leader’s response. He felt a bubble of resentment in his chest- Firestar had his kits here, safe in
ThunderClan, and he didn’t have to worry about them being thrown into war in another clan.

 

“I don’t see why they should be at risk more than any other cat,” Firestar finally replied, swallowing
his mouthful. “Thistlestar will want to look after all the apprentices to guarantee a strong fighting
force against LeopardClan.”

 

Graystripe frowned. “But Thistlestar knows I’m their father,” he pointed out. “He hates me for
dissenting with Leopardfur, and I’m worried that he’ll take it out on Featherpaw and Stormpaw.”

 

“Thistlestar may be…a lot of things, but I don’t think he’d hurt his own apprentices,” Firestar said,
glancing away. “Not…harshly, anyway. And Lightningfur is Featherpaw’s mentor- she would be upset
if he hurt her apprentice.”

 

“And she hated me,” Graystripe insisted. Firestar didn’t know what it was like being in RiverClan- he
had Mistyfoot and a few other kind faces, but watching Thistlestar be a creep towards the younger
apprentices, and Lightningfur constantly berating her own apprentice, Robinstorm…

 

How could he ever believe Featherpaw and Stormpaw would be safe?

 



Firestar looked intently at him. He tilted his head and asked, “What would you like to do?”

 

Graystripe blinked nervously. He hadn’t expected Firestar to agree. Slowly, he asked, “I want you to
come with me across the river and bring them back to ThunderClan.”

 

Firestar stared at him and Graystripe shrunk. “Are you completely mouse-brained? You’re asking
your Clan leader to stroll into RiverClan territory and steal a couple of apprentices?”

 

Graystripe scraped his forepaw on the ground. “Well, if you put it like that...”

 

“How else would you put it?” Firestar stared at him in shock and disapproval.

 

“I knew you wouldn’t listen.” Graystripe turned and began to retreat, his tail drooping. Of course he
wouldn’t- he was clan leader now, and he’d never approved of him and Silverstream’s relationship in
the first place.

 

“I am listening. Graystripe, come back and let’s think about this.” As Graystripe stopped, Firestar
went on: “You don’t know that Featherpaw and Stormpaw are in danger. And they’re apprentices
now, not kits. They have the right to decide their own future. What if they want to stay in RiverClan?”

 

“I know.” Graystripe looked at him, voice full of despair. “Don’t worry, Firestar. I understand there’s
nothing you can do to help.”

 

“Graystripe,” Firestar protested, but Graystripe had already turned and padded towards the gorse
tunnel. Firestar wouldn’t want to risk his father’s wrath- Graystripe understood that. How he could
still have faith that Thistlestar and Lightningfur wouldn’t hurt young apprentices, even of their own
clan, he didn’t know.

 

After all, his half-brother Darkstripe was perfectly capable of poisoning their little sister.

 

Even then, Firestar had hesitated to immediately believe Graystripe. He was so blinded by the little
scraps of good in a cat, when there certainly was none in Darkstripe, and especially not in cats like
Tigerstar, Thistlestar, and Lightningfur.

 



Graystripe padded up the gorge, tail flicking. Even if Firestar wouldn’t help him, Graystripe still had
to make sure his kits were okay. Lightningfur as a mentor?! His chest clenched with worry. What if
the next time he saw her, she had her ear torn off just like Robinstorm? His daughter was so sweet and
kind- the exact opposite of Lightningfur. Who knows how ‘disappointed’ Lightningfur was in
innocent Featherpaw.

 

And Stormpaw- oh, great StarClan. Blackclaw wasn’t any better of a choice. Graystripe wasn’t sure if
he was better or worse. On one paw, the tom was rough, mean, and despised Graystripe for his
ThunderClan blood. On the other, his former apprentice Heavystep certainly didn’t have any
suspicious scars or torn ears marring his pelt.

 

Yeah, Graystripe wanted his kits back.

 

Just like Tigerstar, a tiny part of his mind whispered, but he shoved it away. Because unlike Tigerstar,
he hadn’t murdered any cats. His only kills were in the heat of battle, protecting his clanmates.

 

As he came to the RiverClan border, river a slow rush with chunks of slushy ice, he scented the air. A
patrol had recently passed. Good, that meant there wouldn’t be another one soon. His heart thumped
and his blood pumped nervously, but he dipped a paw into the water. He drew it back with a hiss at
the icy cold, before tentatively reaching the rest of his paw in.

 

He breathed in a slow breath, remembering what he’d learned about adjusting to cold water in
RiverClan. Graystripe would admit- he’d become a good swimmer in RiverClan, and he was proud of
it. Soon, his entire legs and the front of his chest fur were soaked in icy water.

 

Just as he was lifting his hind leg into the water, there was a calm call of, “What are you doing?
Taking a swim in leaf-bare?”

 

Graystripe leaped, submerging suddenly and splashing frantically. He coughed as some water
splashed into his mouth before he pulled himself back out onto ThunderClan’s bank, shaking his
freezing wet fur.

 

He blinked and looked up. “Feathercloud? Great StarClan, you scared the stars out of me!” His ears
fluttered as he spoke his clanmate’s name.

 



Feathercloud smiled sheepishly, pawspeaking a quick apology. “What are you doing?” he insisted,
though. “I don’t think Spottedleaf’ll by happy if you catch a cold.”

 

Graystripe’s heart thumped, wondering what excuse he could muster up to explain what he was doing.
But, then- he looked at Feathercloud, at his open and non-judgemental expression… Suddenly, he
remembered racing down this bank alongside the white tom- when he had first fallen into the river
and been saved by Silverstream.

 

Feathercloud had been there, as Featherpaw.

 

They were friends.

 

They used to be close friends, but they’d drifted apart.

 

But they were still clanmates, and Graystripe trusted him.

 

Graystripe glanced around. “Where’s Brackenfur?” he asked, knowing the two rarely left the others’
side. He trusted his former apprentice too, but… he could admit there was a strain in their relationship
that left him feeling awkward.

 

But Feathercloud winced and looked away, paw scraping the ground. “He’s… guarding Darkstripe, I
think.”

 

“Oh.” Graystripe blinked. “What are you doing then?” Hunting alone? He thought Feathercloud liked
to do that.

 

Feathercloud raised his head, smiling a bit now. “Snowpaw and Tulippaw are hunting around here.
Sandstorm once told me the sound of the river sometimes covers up the sound of prey, so I thought
it’d be good practice for Tulippaw.”

 

Graystripe’s tail twitched nervously. He hadn’t spotted either apprentice on his trek here. Tulippaw’s
pale gray would blend in nicely with the shade of the forest, but Snowpaw’s bright white would have
stuck out like a sore toe pad.

 



Feathercloud tilted his head. “What is it?” he asked, now entirely in pawspeak, staring intently at
Graystripe.

 

Graystripe glanced at his paws. He hadn’t had a good conversation with Feathercloud in a while. He
was always with Brackenfur or Runningwind or, now, his apprentices. But certainly he remembered
the language he helped create. He pulled up kithood memories as he pawspoke slowly, “I want to see
my kits.”

 

It came out as, “want see kits, me,” but Graystripe was pretty sure his pawsigns were all correct.

 

Feathercloud nodded in understanding, but frowned as he pawspoke back, slower this time,
“RiverClan won’t be happy to see you.”

 

Graystripe tipped his head, shaking a leg as cold shivers ran up it. “I know,” he admitted in a slow
sign, “but…” Oh, StarClan. Now he didn’t know the signs. He mouthed the words (well, names,
really) he didn’t know, wary that the apprentices may be close by enough to overhear if he spoke too
loudly. “But cats suspected Lightningfur hurt Robinstorm, and I’m scared she’ll hurt Featherpaw too.”

 

Feathercloud’s ears pricked when he signed Featherpaw’s name. Oh, right, they were the same
pawsign- a flutter of the ears. Feathercloud did have a longer version of his name, the addition of a
tail wave for cloud, but they always just pawspoke the ‘feather’ part. And when it came to
apprentices, they often left off the sign for paw (which was just a raised paw). Graystripe re-said
Featherpaw’s name, tacking on a paw at the end.

 

Feathercloud nodded again, tilting his head with a thoughtful furrow of his brows. “She is a cruel
cat,” he agreed. “It’s not safe… Do you plan on bringing your kits back?”

 

“I hope,” Graystripe said, feeling his spirits raise as he realized Feathercloud supported him more than
Firestar did. “I just need to find them first… Will you help me?”

 

Feathercloud looked at him for a moment, then nodded. Graystripe felt relief wash over him, and he
purred, “Thank you, Feathercloud, thank you so much.”

 

Feathercloud smiled at him, then turned and let out a calling yowl that startled Graystripe. After a few
whisker twitches, Tulippaw came bounding over, a vole clamped in his jaws. The pale gray tom



skidded to a halt in front of Feathercloud and placed his prey down, crouching. The bite marks on his
shoulders stretched underneath short gray fur.

 

“Good catch!” Feathercloud praised, tail kinking over his back. Tulippaw glanced at his paws with a
small smile. “Can you go find Snowpaw and head back to camp? We’ll continue training later, but
I’m going to help Graystripe with something first.”

 

Tulippaw blinked at him, then looked at Graystripe by the river as though seeing him for the first
time. “With- with what?” the apprentice ventured to ask, pale orange eyes wide.

 

Feathercloud glanced at Graystripe with an inquiring twitch of his whiskers. Graystripe blinked, then
shrugged. Graystripe wouldn’t trust the yowling, wailing apprentice to keep a secret, but, if he did
succeed in bringing his kits home, then it wouldn’t be a secret anyway.

 

Feathercloud turned back to Tulippaw and said, “Graystripe wants to check on his kits in RiverClan.
We’ll be back soon.”

 

Tulippaw’s eyes widened, and he glanced at Graystripe again as though he had never known about
Graystripe’s RiverClan kits- even though he remembered the gray tom had been one of the ones
sniding under his breath about it with then-Swiftpaw and Lynxpaw.

 

“Oh,” he squeaked, then he looked at his paws and shuffled them rapidly. “Uhm. Do you think- is it-
are half-clan relationships… okay? ”

 

Feathercloud blinked, clearly puzzled by his apprentice’s question, and so was Graystripe. He felt a
small worm of humiliation, one he thought he’d long gotten over, especially since Silverstream’s
death, and glanced away.

 

“Why do you ask?” Feathercloud asked instead of answering.

 

“Well, it’s just,” Tulippaw started then stopped, opening and closing his mouth. He glanced at the
ground, at his paws, at the trees- anywhere but his mentor. “There’s so many, and- and I don’t know-
is it… is the curse making us more…?”

 



“The curse isn’t doing anything,” Feathercloud interrupted. “We make our own decisions,” he said
firmly. “Cats are just… more aware of half-clan relationships. But we’re entering a time of war now,
and… and cats have to find a way to choose between their clan and their kin.” He glanced at
Graystripe, then away. “And their friends.”

 

“Oh,” Tulippaw said again, crouched and staring at his paws. “Okay. I guess.” He looked away. “I’m-
I’m gonna go get Snowpaw.” Then he jumped to his paws and raced off without another word, his tail
bushed out.

 

“That was weird,” Graystripe commented.

 

Feathercloud shrugged. “He does have a point,” he said. “There’s a lot of half-clan relationships and
cats switching clans than there was before us. You’ve heard the elders grumbling.”

 

Graystripe snorted. “Have I.”

 

Even friendly Halftail had given him the side-eye when he’d re-joined ThunderClan at LeopardClan’s
side.

 

“At least it means no one will be any more mad at Featherpaw and Stormpaw joining than they were
at me, or at Cliffwhisker for being born a kittypet, or at Firestar and Creekflower for their dad,”
Graystripe said optimistically. He thought back to earlier, and added, “Or at Bramblepaw and
Tawnypaw for theirs.” Sure, he didn’t want his kits to endure the hardship of the judgment they’d
receive from their more traditional clanmates- or, StarClan forbid, from the angry rants of Frostfur-
but at least he knew they’d be safe by his side in ThunderClan, then under the creepy gaze of
Thistlestar.

 

Feathercloud nodded in agreement as he came to Graystripe’s side. He glanced at the river and
scrunched his nose. “Can we go through Sunningrocks instead?”

 

Graystripe purred a laugh, tail kinking in amusement. “RiverClan’s always got an eye on
Sunningrocks,” he said, “and the bridge near the gorge as well. They think ThunderClan would never
swim through the cold river- that’s why we go through instead of over.”

 

Feathercloud’s face stayed scrunched in reluctance and displeasure. Graystripe grinned at him, then
dove in. The water splashed onto Feathercloud, and he yelped, jumping backwards. After a moment,



he narrowed his eyes, then rushed in after Graystripe. His head bobbed beneath the surface as his legs
flashed out, and he resurfaced with a gasp, eyes wide.

 

“Cold!” he wailed. “So cold!”

 

“That’s why you ease yourself in first, mouse-brain!” Graystripe told him, swimming to his side and
using his shoulder to keep him steady. While Graystripe’s legs kicked leisurely, Feathercloud’s
pumped wildly. “Now who will Spottedleaf be upset at?”

 

Feathercloud coughed around a mouthful of water. “Not me,” he said with a grin. “I’m her favorite!”

 

Graystripe chuffed, pushing his friend along. Soon, they reached the reed banks of RiverClan, and
Graystripe sunk his claws in and heaved himself up, then turned and scruffed Feathercloud, pulling
him up when the white tom had difficulty getting out of the current. Then Graystripe shook his long
pelt, splattering droplets over Feathercloud, who shivered fiercely without his own thick pelt to warm
him.

 

“Are you sure swimming was a good idea?” Feathercloud questioned, glancing at his wet fur and
shaking a leg. “Now our clanmates will know where we’ve been with our wet pelts.”

 

Graystripe smiled. “It helps wash our scents away,” he said. “Besides, all of ThunderClan will know
where we’ve been when we return with Featherpaw and Stormpaw. Now,” he switched to pawspeak,
“come on!”

 

Graystripe dove into the underbrush, nose in the air and mouth open as he scented for RiverClan cats.
The scent was almost a strange comfort to him- his time in RiverClan had not been totally awful.
Hunting with Softwing, learning to swim with Mistyfoot, talking with Stonefur, playing with his
kits…

 

He knew the territory very well, and he guided Feathercloud through the territory. He paused
suddenly, nose twitching, and Feathercloud slid against his side, his own nose twitching, but with a
furrow in it.

 

That scent… was it… Stormpaw’s?

 



His heart thumped in his chest. His scent had changed from the milky, flowery scent of the nursery,
but it was still the same underneath the musk of tomhood. He nodded to Feathercloud, then began to
creep after the scent. It was very fresh, but it mingled with other scents right over his pawsteps.

 

Greenfllower, Graystripe recognized unpleasantly, the queen who had nursed his kits. Softwing, he
scented, more relieved, and- Featherpaw! Featherpaw was here too! Her scent had changed a lot more
from the nursery, but it was hers, undeniably.

 

Graystripe picked up his pace eagerly, Feathercloud hot on his tail. The scent trails started to split- a
hunting patrol, then- and he followed Stormpaw’s. His ears pricked as he caught faint conversation
and abruptly came to a still. The light trickle of a stream reached his ears, and he recognized the part
of RiverClan’s territory they were at- nearing WindClan’s border, near a stream that RiverClan cats
enjoyed catching smaller minnows from, especially for less experienced apprentices.

 

Graystripe crouched low to the ground, brushing his tail over Feathercloud’s shoulders for his friend
to do the same. Graystripe listened closely- but the conversation had quieted and now it was just the
quiet splash of water.

 

Graystripe glanced around a shriveling chokeberry bush, and his eyes widened as he saw the dark
gray pelt of Stormpaw hovering over the water, his paw poised to strike into the stream. He was
alone- Graystripe glanced around to make sure of this fact.

 

His heart thumped eagerly- what luck!- and he stepped forward, whispering, “Stormpaw!”

 

Stormpaw leaped into the air, fur bristling and a hiss slipping from his throat. His back arched, eyes
narrowed, but when he saw Graystripe, he blinked and flattened his fur. “Graystripe?” he said. “Dad,
what are you- what are you doing here?”

 

Stormpaw stepped back nervously, but Graystripe purred, rushing up to him, jumping over the small
stream, and covering his face in licks. “Stormpaw! I’m glad to see you’re okay,” he meowed, relieved.
He pulled back and stared with a smile into Stormpaw’s bewildered amber eyes. “How are you? How
has training been going?”

 

“Uh,” Stormpaw said, blinking slowly. He glanced around, fur on his shoulder raised. “You- you
shouldn’t be here-” He cut off as he saw Feathercloud behind him, eyes widening further. He stepped
back, baring his fangs. “Who’s he?!”

 



Graystripe blinked. “You don’t remember him?” he said. “You met him when you were kits. This is
Feathercloud, my clanmate.” He flicked his tail at the white tom and Feathercloud smiled politely.

 

“ThunderClan shouldn’t be in RiverClan’s territory!” Stormpaw insisted, fur fluffing further. “You
need to leave!”

 

“Stormpaw,” Graystripe meowed, “you are ThunderClan too.”

 

Stormpaw growled, glancing at his paws. “It’s my blood, but it’s not my clan,” he said stubbornly.

 

“But has RiverClan been good to you?” Graystripe protested just as stubbornly, his eyes wide and
worried for his son. “I know what Lightningfur and Blackclaw are like. I know what Thistlestar’s like.
RiverClan is going to war- it’s not safe here.”

 

“ ThunderClan is going to war,” Stormpaw pointed out, crouching down and glaring at him. His tail
tip twitched back and forth. “You- you want me to abandon my clan? Just like you? ” His voice was
rising to a wail, and Graystripe gestured with his paw to keep it down.

 

“Shhh, quiet, before-”

 

“ThunderClan!” snarled the recognizable angry voice of Blackclaw as the black tom thundered
forward and slammed into Graystripe. Graystripe yowled, paw flying out and snagging into
Blackclaw’s pelt as the tom shoved him to the ground. Graystripe kicked his hind paws into
Blackclaw’s belly, shoving him off. He jumped to his paws.

 

“Graystripe!” hissed Blackclaw, eyes narrowing into slits. “Traitor! Don’t think you can come
crawling back to us!”

 

Feathercloud let out a yowl as a dark brown tabby she-cat slammed into his back. He slipped out from
Greenflower’s weight with ease, dashing to Graystripe’s side and snarling. Graystripe growled. “We
don’t want a fight!” he explained.

 

Blackclaw yowled, whipping his glare onto Stormpaw behind him. “What were you doing
fraternizing with ThunderClan?! What did you tell them?!”



 

“Nothing!” Stormpaw protested. “Graystripe wanted me to leave RiverClan-”

 

“And are you a traitor too?!” Blackclaw snarled.

 

“Don’t talk to my son like that!” snapped Graystripe.

 

“And how dare you try and steal my apprentice!” snarled Blackclaw back, lunging at him and shoving
him to the ground. “Thistlestar’ll have you head for this!”

 

“What’s going on?” demanded a voice that brought a thread of hope to Graystripe. The white and
golden patched pelt of Softwing burst from the undergrowth, followed by two apprentices, one black
with a white chin and the other a silver-gray with dark stripes that made Graystripe’s heart thump.
Featherpaw!

 

His daughter’s face widened with shock. “Graystripe?!” she yowled.

 

“These ThunderClan cats want to steal my babies!” screeched Greenflower as she swiped a paw at
Feathercloud, who hissed at her.

 

“ Steal them?” Softwing glanced at Graystripe, then at Stormpaw. “He’s their father. Are we sure he
wasn’t just visiting them?”

 

“He told me he wanted me to leave!” Stormpaw diligently informed her.

 

“What?!” Featherpaw gasped.

 

“And what gives him the right to trapeze into RiverClan land anyway?!” snarled Blackclaw, tail
lashing. His claws dug into Graystripe’s shoulder and he grunted, resisting the urge to fling the
smaller tom off him.

 

“None!” Greenflower answered, spitting.



 

“Is this true?” Softwing looked at Graystripe.

 

“I’m their father!” Graystripe pleaded with her. “I wanted to take them with me when Leopardfur was
exiled, but Thistlestar wouldn’t let me. Now that RiverClan’s going to war with itself , it’s not safe!”

 

“Like ThunderClan’s any better!” Blackclaw crowed, shoving his face down towards Graystripe with
malice in his gaze. “We’ve all seen how you treat your kits like crow-food, babbling on about curses
and impurities! And now you refuse to give up Tigerstar’s kits, and you’ve gotten yourselves into
your own war!”

 

“Wait,” Softwing called, making Blackclaw look up at her. She looked at Stormpaw, then Featherpaw.
“They’re apprentices- they can make this choice on their own. Do you want to go with your father and
be in ThunderClan?” There was something burning in her eyes as she stared at them intently.

 

“You can’t be serious!” Blackclaw roared. “They’re RiverClan apprentices!”

 

“They’re my kits!” added Greenflower with a lash of her tail.

 

“Featherpaw? Stormpaw?” Softwing prompted.

 

“Please,” Graystripe begged, meeting his son’s gaze, who stared wide-eyed at him.

 

“I…” Stormpaw hesitated.

 

“Leave RiverClan?!” Featherpaw yelled, blue eyes just as wide. “That’s just ridiculous! RiverClan is
our home- why would we ever abandon it and our clanmates?! We were born RiverClan cats, and we
were raised RiverClan cats, and that’s that! Having a ThunderClan father doesn’t change anything!”

 

Graystripe’s eyes widened in despair. “But- Featherpaw!” he protested. He hadn’t imagined his kits
would deny him. They had loved him so much, and he had loved them. What had happened in just
three moons that they could grow so apart?

 



“But nothing!” Featherpaw meowed hotly, glaring at him. “I can’t believe you’d try and make us
choose between clan and kin! Everything is fine the way it is! Lightningfur will keep us safe, if you’re
so worried about war!”

 

Stormpaw looked away, glancing at his paws.

 

Blackclaw sneered. “Seems they have spoken,” he growled into Graystripe’s ear. “Let’s take you back
to Thistlestar and see what he thinks about ThunderClan sneaking into RiverClan’s territory and
trying to steal our apprentices!”

 

“Yeah!” Greenflower echoed, glaring at Feathercloud. “I can’t wait to tear those ears off, since you
don’t use them anyway!”

 

Feathercloud bared his teeth in a snarl, growl guttural and low in his throat, and eyes narrowed
dangerously.

 

“We don’t have time for prisoners that aren’t LeopardClan,” Softwing interjected before Blackclaw
and Greenflower could do anything. Her gaze was firm as she looked at her angry clanmates, tail
swaying behind her. “We’ll be wasting prey and time on them.”

 

“I’m sure Firestar will be very willing to give us prey and Sunningrocks when he sees we’ve got two
of his warriors,” Blackclaw growled, a victorious smug already in his voice.

 

“But Thistlestar wouldn’t force Firestar to do that,” Softwing pointed out.

 

Graystripe glanced up to catch Blackclaw’s smug face suddenly falling, abruptly replaced by a
stunned, sudden realization that flashed over his face. Graystripe thought he looked stupefied- like he
hadn’t realized that Sunningrocks might never be RiverClan’s again with Thistlestar’s favorite son as
ThunderClan’s leader now.

 

There was an awkward moment of silence in the air as both Blackclaw and Greenflower remained
startled.

 



“Let them go, Blackclaw,” meowed Softwing, well, softly. “We have blackmail enough with them
coming here. We don’t need extra mouths to feed as well.”

 

Blackclaw growled, but stepped off of Graystripe. Slowly, Graystripe rose to his feet. Feathercloud
rose from his crouch beside him, exchanging a worried frown. Graystripe caught Softwing’s gaze,
who gave him the slightest nod of her head.

 

Then he looked at Stormpaw and Featherpaw. Stormpaw glanced up at him, then away, frowning,
while Featherpaw glared, the tip of her tail bristling. Swallowing, Graystripe gave it one more shot.
“Please,” he meowed. “Come to ThunderClan with me.”

 

“RiverClan is our home ,” Featherpaw insisted, gaze a firm glare.

 

Graystripe bowed his head. “...Okay,” he said, voice hoarse. Feathercloud’s tail brushed against his
shoulder.

 

Blackclaw growled, stepping forward and glaring at Graystripe. “Now get off our territory.”

 

 

Riiip .

 

She tossed the moss aside, growling lightly, before patting it down with the rest of her moss pile.

 

Stupid Smallear, stupid Frostfur, stupid ThunderClan!

 

She spat at the moss at her paws, glaring mutinously.

 

All I did was be a few whisker-twitches late! Tawnypaw angrily lashed her tail. And to make up for it I
had extra moss to put in the elder’s bedding! But noooo! That’s not good enough for old, grumpy
Smallear - nothing’s good enough for that pile of rat droppings!

 



She had been trying so hard. She studiously followed Cherryfur’s instructions until she perfected
them. She always caught an extra mouse to give to her mother. She always brought extra bracken to
fortify her mentor’s nest with (she had originally brought Cherryfur a flower to decorate her nest with,
but the ginger and white she-cat had gently told her that flowers weren’t her thing - and Tawnypaw
had been quick to find something practical instead. Cherryfur was a practical cat, after all).

 

Tawnypaw had done everything she could to show that she belonged. That she wasn’t her father’s
daughter. That she was more than her murderous blood.

 

But apparently that’s not enough! She huffed as she rolled her moss into a couple balls. All stupid
Smallear will ever see is Tigerstar’s kit - that hare-brain!

 

It got especially difficult not to claw his stupid face when he was glaring suspiciously at Bramblepaw.
Tawnypaw may have to deal with being related to Tigerstar, but Bramblepaw had the extra weight of
looking like him. Whenever she saw a cat muttering something as they looked at her brother, she had
to dig her claws into the soil to stop herself from lunging at them.

 

She wouldn’t prove them right. She wouldn’t give them the satisfaction.

 

But it was so hard…

 

A twig snapped and Tawnypaw pricked her ears, pausing her work, before tensing as she spotted the
white pelt of Frostfur.

 

Tawnypaw hadn’t been around the queen much (who wanted to, nowadays?), but she was very well
aware of her opinions on cats like Tawnypaw.

 

Cursed.

 

Traitors.

 

Every time she heard those words aimed at the cats around her, she planted her paws down and
refused to believe them. If she wasn’t cursed, then nobody in ThunderClan was. Cherryfur wasn’t
cursed. Bramblepaw wasn’t cursed. Firestar wasn’t cursed.



 

It was just stupid Frostfur being her mouse-brained self.

 

The white she-cat’s blue eyes narrowed as they landed on the tortoiseshell apprentice.

 

“Oh, it’s you… ” Frostfur disdainfully sniffed. “Tigerstar’s little brat. You’ve been quiet, lately -
planning on running to daddy and selling us out?”

 

Tawnypaw flattened her ears. “Of course not!” she hotly replied. “I’ve just been focusing on my
training!”

 

Frostfur scoffed. “That Cherryfur isn’t fit to train another apprentice,” she sneered. “Her last one went
traitor on us. I see nothing different with you .”

 

Tawnypaw glared crossly. “Lizardflight did a selfless thing,” she protested. “It wasn’t Cherryfur’s
fault!”

 

“Keep telling yourself that,” Frostfur’s lip curled. “That she-cat’s been trouble long before you were
born - keeping Creekflower’s affair a secret, supporting that kittypet Cliffwhisker joining us clan-
born cats, allowing Lizardflight to help RiverClan - the list is endless!”

 

Tawnypaw felt her claws unsheath as Frostfur’s mew rose into a wail.

 

“Cherryfur is a great cat and mentor!” she yowled, springing to her paws. Her fur bristled and her tail
lashed. “She’s a better mentor than you are, and a much better cat than you’ll ever be!”

 

Frostfur snarled at her before thrusting her muzzle into Tawnypaw’s face. “She’ll merely bring your
training to an even quicker ruin.” She glanced disdainfully at the moss left untouched at her paws.
“And all you’ll ever be good for is apprentice work - if you’re even worth that .” She poked at one of
Tawnypaw’s mossballs, and the tortoiseshell was seized with the sudden desire to fling it at the white
she-cat’s face.

 

Before she could act on such a desire, Frostfur pulled her muzzle away and stalked off, tail erect and
nose in the air. Tawnypaw glared furiously at her back before hooking a claw into one of her



mossballs and flinging it at her. It missed, but it made Tawnypaw feel slightly better.

 

A heartbeat passed yet her heavy breathing didn’t decrease.

 

Okay, maybe it hadn’t made her feel better, but Frostfur certainly had it coming!

 

She was so sick of this! Smallear’s prejudice, Frostfur’s yowls, the insults and curses spat at her
brother, mentor, and friends…

 

I’ve had enough!

 

Turning tail on the way back to camp, Tawnypaw fled. Her paws skimmed over the crunchy grass of
ThunderClan’s territory. She inhaled the smells of the forest, of home . The musky tang of prey, the
sweet-smelling flowers as they drooped and browned…she took it all in before the acrid tang of the
Thunderpath invaded her scent glands.

 

She paused at the edge, heart thumping wildly. She knew of the stories of the thing - Cinderpelt’s
injury, Cricketheart’s death…but she had to cross.

 

ThunderClan wasn’t the place for her. She won’t be accepted for who she was. And that was what she
wanted more than anything.

 

What about Bramblepaw? her mind whispered. You’re leaving him behind.

 

She bit her lip, gut twisting with guilt. She hadn’t even thought about Bramblepaw before making this
decision. But Tawnypaw was not one to change her mind. She knew she won’t be accepted in
ThunderClan - she’ll always have her heritage hanging over her like the shadow of a hawk.

 

Bramblepaw was willing to prove himself, again and again if that’s what it took. She admired him for
his determination and wished him luck. But that wasn’t for her. If she couldn’t be accepted in
ThunderClan, she’d find someplace where she will be.

 



Her legs still trembled at the thought of going to Tigerstar. Of running to daddy, as Frostfur sneered.
She’ll be proving her right - but she also won’t be. She wasn’t running to daddy - she was charging
towards her new future. Tawnypaw knew Tigerstar was bad news - she wasn’t stupid! - but
ShadowClan may be the place for her.

 

After all, she wouldn’t be the first to find home in another clan.

 

Bravely, she placed a paw on the rough surface of the Thunderpath, looked both ways, and flung
herself across, paws beating fast on the hard stone, before hurtling over the other side. Breathing
heavily, she felt her heartbeat stutter before staggering onward.

 

She’d find Tigerstar first. And if not, she’ll tell whoever did find her she wanted to speak with him.
She wouldn’t be harmed - after all, ShadowClan knew Tigerstar wanted her and Bramblepaw to join
ShadowClan.

 

To join him… she uneasily thought before shaking herself. She wasn’t stupid, that she knew about
herself. She wasn’t joining Tigerstar for him - she was doing it for her.

 

Surprisingly, as she trudged through the swamps of ShadowClan territory, she didn’t come across any
patrols. She did detect some semi-fresh rogue scents and frowned at the bloody, crowfood-ridden
smell. Disgusting.

 

Then she picked up on the less-disgusting scent of ShadowClan, pressed her nose to the ground, and
followed it until she came to a well-trodden path. The camp’s entrance!

 

Bracing herself, she tentatively took a pace forward, then another, until she walked into the tunnel and
emerged into the camp.

 

A warning yowl greeted her and she squeaked and ducked as a paw lashed out at her.

 

“ThunderClan scum!” a ginger tabby tom yowled as he glared balefully at her.

 

“Spy!” a black she-cat hissed, claws unsheathed.

 



“Sheath your claws!” another ginger tabby called out. He was bigger than the other one, and his green
eyes were on her with a frown on his face. “She’s an apprentice.” He approached and considered her.
“Tawnypaw, right?”

 

The tortoiseshell blinked, mildly surprised he knew her name, before slowly nodding. Her own green
eyes darted around the camp. A small, pale ginger tabby she-cat was staring curiously at her, a gray
she-cat at her side. An older gray tom was whispering quietly to a dark-furred dappled she-cat, his
eyes narrowed onto Tawnypaw.

 

“Fernshade?” the big ginger tom called to the dappled she-cat. “Get Tigerstar.”

 

“There’s no need for that, Copperleaf,” the low rumbling voice made Tawnypaw twitch, and she
craned her neck to look behind the ginger tom (Copperleaf! He used to be ThunderClan…like her)
and spotted the large, powerful form of her father.

 

Tigerstar’s amber eyes were gleaming as he stared at her, and she shuffled self-consciously.

 

“Welcome, Tawnypaw,” he meowed. “May I ask what brings you here?”

 

Tawnypaw took a steadying breath. There was no going back now.

 

Bramblepaw, Goldenflower, Cherryfur, Firestar…I’m sorry. You all mean so much to me, but
ThunderClan is not the place for me.

 

“I want to join ShadowClan,” she explained. “If you’ll have me.”

 

Tigerstar’s ears pricked and his eyes flashed with satisfaction. “Of course,” he smoothly meowed.
“And you’ve come just in time - we’re just about ready to send a message to ThunderClan.”

 

Tawnypaw felt unease rise in her throat, suddenly remembering that Tigerstar had declared war on her
birth clan if they didn’t hand her and Bramblepaw over. She was here now but…Bramblepaw wasn’t.
And he wouldn’t join ShadowClan. He was very adamant about putting down roots in their mother’s
clan.

 



Tawnypaw may have joined ShadowClan, but the war was still brewing.

 

“What message?” she dared to ask, trying to contain her worry. Was Bramblepaw going to be
harmed? Would Goldenflower be okay? What about Cherryfur or Firestar?

 

She shivered minutely. Firestar was definitely not getting out of it unharmed.

 

Tigerstar's eyes seemed to burn with the first fires of war as he smirked and darkly answered her
question, “We’re going to attack WindClan.”
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The tiny pale ginger and white kit swatted a paw out at Firestar’s nose, and he purred, chest so full of
warmth he could not contain it. With a little mewl, the kitten tumbled over himself. “Aw, Spotkit,”
Firestar meowed, reaching down to scruff the little bundle and return him to Sandstorm’s belly, right
on top of his other siblings.

 

“He’s always tumbling out,” Sandstorm commented with a smile on her face, watching them lovingly.
“Quite the adventurer already.”

 

Firestar watched as Redkit surged upwards on tiny red-furred legs like twigs, knocking over Spotkit
and causing the smaller kit to roll again. Redkit stomped right over Sweetkit, stepping on the dark-
striped golden tabby. Sweetkit mewled in annoyance, having been enjoying a very peaceful nap.

 

Firestar chuckled.

 

“When can we play with them?” came a very whiny mew from older Rainkit. The gray tabby tom-kit
hunched beside his mother and sister.

 

“When they’re older, Rainkit,” said Willowpelt, brushing her tail over her long-haired son’s ears.
“Have patience.”

 

Rainkit whined, pawing at the ground in annoyance. “But it’s been days already!”

 

“And you’ll have moons to play with them,” Willowpelt replied sternly, before she broke off with a
yawn. “Quiet now. You’re supposed to be sleeping.”

 

Rainkit pouted in disagreement as his mother laid her head down. Sootkit wiggled, raising her pale
gray head and blinking at her brother. “Just wait,” Sootkit whispered. “One day, all of us will be
warriors together! Then we can play forever.”
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“Will Sorrelkit?” Rainkit suddenly murmured, looking at his paws.

 

Willowpelt startled, raising her head with sad eyes. Firestar traded a look with Sandstorm before he
rose to his feet, gaining the kits’ attention. “Of course she will be,” he reassured the kits. “Spottedleaf
and Cinderpelt say she’s back to her normal energetic self. Sorrelkit’ll be back sleeping and playing
with you both in no time- perhaps even tomorrow.”

 

“What’s gonna happen to Darkstripe?” Rainkit asked, his blue eyes wide and scared.

 

Firestar tensed, and his gaze locked with Willowpelt’s sorrowful one. Willowpelt pulled Rainkit
closer with her tail. “Don’t worry about that,” she meowed, licking his head. “Go to sleep.”

 

“But- but-” Rainkit protested. “Darkstripe hurt Sorrelkit. Why would he do that?”

 

Willowpelt’s body was tense as her pale blue eyes glistened with struggling emotions. “Cats do
foolish things,” she answered. “Be quiet now. Sandstorm and her kits are trying to sleep.”

 

Rainkit hid his face in his mother’s belly, crouched beside Sootkit. Willowpelt shared one mournful
look with Firestar before resting her head down. Firestar pulled back, now trading a look with
Sandstorm. Sandstorm frowned, but said nothing as to not disturb the kits. Firestar sighed quietly,
then leaned forward and touched his nose to Sandstorm’s. He licked her cheek, then pulled back.

 

“Firestar!” hissed a cat, and Firestar startled, turning around to see Cherryfur had stuck her head into
the den. She stepped backwards and Firestar blinked. He gave another final lick to Sandstorm’s cheek
before following Cherryfur outside. Silver light bathed down from the moon above, and shone on
Cherryfur and the white pelt of Whitestorm. Other warriors gathered around.

 

“What is it?” Firestar asked, alarmed. Immediately, his eyes went to Darkstripe’s den, but Brackenfur
diligently stood guard.

 

“It’s Tawnypaw,” Cherryfur answered, green eyes glittering with panic, “she’s disappeared!”

 

“Disappeared?” Firestar echoed in alarm. “What happened?”



 

“We’re not sure.” Whitestorm answered calmly, though his yellow eyes held the same concern as
Cherryfur. “It was Bramblepaw who first said he couldn’t find her. I thought he was making a fuss
about nothing, but we searched the camp. She isn’t here, and no cat saw her leave.”

 

“I had patrol,” Cherryfur added, tail dragging. “I hadn’t even realized she was gone!”

 

“It’s not your fault,” Whitestorm assured her. “I sent you on hunting patrol. No cat expects you to be
in two places at once.”

 

Cherryfur frowned, looking at her paws. “I worry where she’s gone. I know the apprentices have a
habit of sneaking out, and she’s got a rebellious streak in her, but I wouldn’t have expected her to just
vanish without telling someone!”

 

“Fetch Bramblepaw,” Firestar ordered; Thornclaw bounded off at once to the apprentices’ den. At the
same moment, the gorse tunnel rustled quietly and Graystripe padded in with Feathercloud behind
him. Both of their pelts were drenched. Further alarmed, he called to them, “Where have you two
been?”

 

Graystripe startled and looked up at him, his gray pelt even darker from the water. Feathercloud
stopped and copied his action, blinking at Firestar. “Ah,” Graystripe answered, looking at his paws.
Immediately, Firestar knew where they had been, recalling his earlier conversation with his former
apprentice.

 

A spike of irritation rose in his chest, further stressed from Tawnypaw being missing. “You went to
RiverClan, didn’t you?” he said accusingly. “I see Stormpaw and Featherpaw aren’t with you- but
nevermind, did you see Tawnypaw at all?”

 

Graystripe blinked, confused, then traded a look with Feathercloud. Feathercloud shook his head.
“Not since this morning,” the white tom answered, and Graystripe nodded in agreement, frowning.

 

Firestar’s tail twitched. “Alright,” he said. “Go see Spottedleaf before you two catch a cold-
afterwards, you two can tell me what trouble you’ve gotten into.” Considering they had no wounds,
only ruffled, wet pelts, he was hopeful a patrol hadn’t caught them and reported to Thistlestar.

 



The pair scurried off to see Spottedleaf.

 

“I don’t know what to think,” meowed Whitestorm when they had gone. “Maybe Tawnypaw got some
idea into her head and went off by herself. She could be trapped or injured somewhere-”

 

“Or she could be in ShadowClan,” Cherryfur interrupted, her tail lashing and her claws flexing.
“Tigerstar could have stolen her!”

 

“Have you scented ShadowClan cats around the camp?” Firestar asked Whitestorm. “Or rogues?”

 

The white warrior shook his head. “No cats but our own, Firestar.”

 

“Then it sounds as if she left willingly,” Firestar meowed. “Perhaps she just felt like hunting by
herself for a change.” But he couldn’t help remembering the incident before he left the camp, when
Tawnypaw had been furious with Smallear for comparing her with her father. Firestar wondered if he
had misjudged how hurt she had felt.

 

He broke off his thoughts as Bramblepaw came up. “Tell me what Tawnypaw did before she
disappeared,” Firestar ordered.

 

“Just the usual apprentice chores.” Bramblepaw sounded anxious; his amber eyes were wide and
confused. “We changed the elders’ bedding and brought them fresh-kill, and I went to get some
mouse bile from Cinderpelt to put on a tick in Smallear’s fur. When I came back Tawnypaw had gone,
and I haven’t seen her since.”

 

“Where have you looked so far?”

 

“I went back to where we got the moss for the bedding, but she wasn’t there,” his apprentice replied.
“And I checked the training hollow.”

 

Firestar nodded. “Did you ask the elders if she said anything to them?”

 

“I did,” replied Whitestorm, “but they couldn’t remember anything out of the ordinary.”



 

“And what about Goldenflower?” Firestar went on. “Did Tawnypaw say anything to her?”

 

Whitestorm shook his head. “She was frantic. I sent her with Mousefur to search toward Tallpines.
They aren’t back yet.”

 

“Did you try to track Tawnypaw?” Firestar asked.

 

“Yes, of course,” Cherryfur replied. “We tracked her to the top of the ravine, but after that we lost the
scent.”

 

Firestar hesitated. More than anything he wanted to believe that there was an easy explanation for
Tawnypaw’s absence. StarClan forbid he should wish a young cat to be lying injured somewhere, but
even that would be preferable to his worst fears, that Tawnypaw had gone willingly to join her father.

 

“I’ll try again,” he decided. “It’s probably too late, but-”

 

“I’ll come with you,” Cloudtail offered.

 

Firestar gave him a nod of gratitude; Cloudtail was one of the best trackers in the Clan. “Okay,” he
meowed. “Runningwind, Thornclaw, you come too.”

 

Firestar led the way out of the camp again. Exhaustion dragged at his paws; the night was half-over,
and so far he had not slept. He would have liked nothing better than to settle down in his den with a
piece of fresh-kill, but he guessed it would be a long time before he could do that.

 

It was not difficult to pick up Tawnypaw’s scent in the ravine, even though it was fading by now, but
toward the top he lost it, as Cherryfur had done. Firestar began to suspect that the young cat had
leaped from rock to rock, where her scent would not linger, so as to confuse any cats who might try to
follow her.

 

Firestar’s worst fears flooded back; had Tawnypaw really been so unhappy in ThunderClan that she
felt she had to leave?



 

His thoughts were interrupted by a yowl from Cloudtail among the bushes at the top of the ravine.
“Over here! She went this way!”

 

When Firestar bounded up to join him, he too could distinguish the faintest trace of Tawnypaw’s
scent. He and Cloudtail followed it into the trees, noses to the ground as they focused on the traces of
cat among all the stronger, distracting scents of prey. No other cat’s scent joined Tawnypaw’s. This
far, at least, she had been alone.

 

Then, at the edge of a clearing where two moss piles lay, they lost the scent trail again, and not even
Cloudtail’s sharp nose could pick it up.

 

A cold wind had sprung up, driving clouds across the moon and ruffling the cats’ fur, and as Firestar
cast back and forth across the clearing in a last effort to find the scent again, a thin, icy rain began to
fall.

 

“Mouse dung!” Cloudtail spat. “That just about finishes us.”

 

Reluctantly Firestar agreed. Calling Runningwind and Thornclaw back from their own searches, he
meowed, “Let’s get back. We can’t do any more.”

 

Runningwind stood still for a moment, gazing in the direction that the scent trail had seemed to lead.
“It looks as if she was heading for the thunderpath.”

 

Firestar’s pelt prickled uneasily. If she was heading for the thunderpath, it only meant she was
heading to one of two places: ShadowClan, or Twolegplace. Every hair on his pelt prickled with
dread. He couldn’t persuade himself any longer that Tawnypaw had just wandered off to hunt, and he
could see from the troubled looks of his warriors that they shared his growing conviction: Tawnypaw
had gone to ShadowClan.

 

When the patrol returned to the camp, Cherryfur and Bramblepaw were still anxiously waiting in the
clearing. They had been joined by Tawnypaw’s mother, Goldenflower, and Mousefur. All four cats
looked bedraggled and despairing in the rain that was falling more heavily now.

 

“Well?” Goldenflower asked as Firestar came up to her. “What did you find?”



 

“Nothing,” Firestar meowed quietly. “We don’t know where she is.”

 

“Then why aren’t you still out there looking?” Goldenflower’s voice was sharp.

 

Firestar shook his head. “There’s nothing more we can do in the dark and the rain. She could be
anywhere.”

 

“You don’t care, do you?” Goldenflower’s meow rose, high-pitched with anger. “You think she left
deliberately!”

 

Firestar struggled to answer, knowing that her accusation was half-true. But Goldenflower did not
wait. Instead, she spun around and disappeared beneath the branches of the warriors’ den.

 

“Wait!” Firestar called, but she ignored him.

 

“She doesn’t know what she’s saying,” Mousefur meowed sympathetically. “I’ll go and calm her
down.” She slipped into the den behind Goldenflower.

 

Tired and discouraged, Firestar turned to Bramblepaw, expecting a similar accusation from him. But
his apprentice was standing quietly, and the look in his amber eyes was unreadable.

 

“It’s okay, Firestar,” he meowed. “I know you did all you could. Thank you.” Head down and tail
drooping, he made his way back to the apprentices’ den. Firestar watched him go. Exhaustion flooded
over him; it seemed like several moons since the peaceful morning. A chilly gray dawn was beginning
to seep into the sky, and Firestar desperately needed to rest.

 

A low growl left Cherryfur’s throat. Firestar saw her gaze twist towards the prisoner’s den. “We
should see if Darkstripe knows anything about this,” she hissed.

 

“He hasn’t stepped a foot out of camp,” Firestar reminded her. “And there wasn’t a lick of his scent
where Tawnypaw’s was.”

 



“But he put the idea in her head,” Cherryfur meowed, tail twitching. “He was the one who brought
Bramblepaw and Tawnypaw to meet Tigerstar ever since they were kits.” She looked sternly,
practically a glare, at Firestar. “We’ve got to do something about him. He’s just been moping in that
den, eating our prey, and doing nothing. What will happen when he decides to sneak more
information to Tigerstar, or if he decides he wants to poison more than little kits?”

 

Nerves burned inside of Firestar. Darkstripe had been content to hide away these past few days. But
Cherryfur was right- he was still a threat. They could not trust a cat who would endanger kits’ lives,
give information to their enemies, and attempt to kill his little sister.

 

“We won’t let him,” Firestar affirmed stubbornly. Though he was exhausted, he suddenly felt antsy.
“Bring Whitestorm, Runningwind, and Creekflower to my den,” he ordered her. “I’ll meet you there
and we’ll discuss what Darkstripe’s punishment shall be.”

 

There was a gleam in Cherryfur’s eyes as she nodded. She turned and rushed off to fetch the cats
Firestar had chosen as his advisors. Firestar took in a deep breath- there was one more duty he had to
perform first as well. He had to ask Graystripe and Feathercloud what they were doing.

 

He headed to the medicine cats’ den, slipping inside. The first thing he saw was that Missingheart was
awake- and quietly batting a mossball. The tiny pale tortoiseshell and white pelt of Sorrelkit darted
after it, leaping onto it and then kicking it with her hindlegs, letting out a fierce growl. Missingheart
smiled.

 

Firestar’s chest warmed at the sight then turned to the other side of the den, where Spottedleaf was
licking Graystripe’s thick pelt and Cinderpelt was chewing a bundle of herbs. “Taking a swim in leaf-
bare!” Spottedleaf scolded. “Why, that’s something I’d expect from apprentices.”

 

Cinderpelt’s tail tip flicked Feathercloud’s nose, then she pawspoke to him, “You’re more trouble than
you make yourself seem!” Or something similar. Feathercloud smiled, mouth hidden behind his paws,
but when he saw Firestar, his gaze turned guiltily away.

 

“Now then,” Firestar meowed, settling down in front of his two former apprentices. “Tell me what
happened.”

 

Feathercloud looked at Graystripe, who looked at his paws, gray striped pelt fluffing. “I tried to
convince Featherpaw and Stormpaw to join ThunderClan,” Graystripe said stiffly.

 



“Not that I wouldn’t accept them,” Firestar meowed slowly, not entirely unsympathetic to
Graystripe’s worries, “but we have enough mouths to feed as is, and not enough warriors to be
mentors.”

 

“But RiverClan is dangerous!” Graystripe argued. “They’re going to war with themselves, and
Featherpaw and Stormpaw are on the wrong side. They’re fighting against Leopardfur.”

 

Firestar frowned. “We’re going to war as well. ThunderClan isn’t any more or less safe than
RiverClan.”

 

“You don’t know what it’s like there!” Graystripe protested hotly, leaping to his paws. “You don’t
know what it’s like knowing Thistlestar’s watching your every move. I don't want to imagine how he
looks at my kits- at Featherpaw .”

 

Firestar’s belly twisted, suddenly nauseated as he realized what Graystripe was implying. A protest
sat heavy on his tongue, but he swallowed it down alongside the thump of his heart. If- if Thistlestar
could look at Spottedleaf…Spottedpaw…that way, then… Firestar glanced at Spottedleaf, who
carefully kept her gaze on her paws, dragging through the fur of Feathercloud’s pelt… But… “He has
a mate,” Firestar said slowly. “He won’t be… interested in Featherpaw like that.”

 

“He looked at every she-cat that way,” Graystripe said, glowering. “Trust me. Even Mistyfoot agreed
with me.”

 

Firestar glanced at Spottedleaf again, desperate, though not sure what for- he knew Thistlestar was
bad , but he wasn’t… It hurt still. Spottedleaf met his gaze, then looked away. “I’m not sure what
Thistlestar would or wouldn’t do,” she murmured quietly. “I… don’t think he was unfaithful, but
certainly his morals aren’t… what he claims them to be.”

 

Firestar swallowed his nerves again, heart thumping. He took a deep breath, then looked back at
Graystripe. “Did they accept your invitation?” he asked. “Or did you not find them?”

 

Graystripe looked at his paws again. “We found them,” he meowed, voice turning hoarse. “They…
wanted to stay in RiverClan.”

 

Firestar stretched his tail to rest its tip on Graystripe’s shoulder. He blinked sympathetically at his
former apprentice. “It’s only natural that they remain loyal to the clan they grew up in,” Firestar



murmured. Then, he asked, “Did anyone else see you?”

 

Graystripe frowned, not meeting Firestar’s gaze. “Ah, a patrol,” he answered reluctantly. “Uh,
Softwing, her apprentice, Greenflower, and… Blackclaw.”

 

Blackclaw. Firestar frowned. He was a hot-tempered warrior.

 

There was no way Thistlestar didn’t know about Graystripe and Feathercloud’s intrusion on
RiverClan’s territory.

 

“You’re lucky they didn’t take you back to camp,” growled Firestar, tail twitching. Would his father
hold Firestar’s warriors prisoner? “I’m not sure how merciful Thistlestar would have been.”

 

Feathercloud shifted, gesturing slowly. “Nice-wing let us go,” he pawspoke, and Firestar blinked.
Nice-wing? Oh- Softwing.

 

“She’s never respected Thistlestar as leader,” Graystripe added. “I’m surprised she hasn’t joined
LeopardClan yet.”

 

Firestar tipped his head, sighing. “Well,” he meowed. “I suppose if Thistlestar wants to confront
ThunderClan over this, he will. You two keep your pelts warm and your noses clean- we don’t need
any whitecough this early into leaf-bare.”

 

He stood up, turning to Spottedleaf and Cinderpelt. “Will these two mouse-brains be fine?”

 

Cinderpelt smiled. “Should be.”

 

Firestar purred, though it was short. “Very well,” he meowed. “Would you both mind coming with me
to my den to discuss something?”

 

Cinderpelt blinked, trading a look with Spottedleaf. The tortoiseshell dipped her head. “Of course,
Firestar,” she meowed. “We’ll be right behind you. Missingheart,” she called, and the black and white
tom startled, “will you watch Sorrelkit?”



 

The tom, who had a sad look in his eyes, nodded. “‘Course, Spottedleaf.”

 

Sorrelkit gave a happy mewl, hopping over to his paws and flopping down. “Yay!” she meowed
before she broke off with a yawn. “Let’s- let’s play, uhm…”

 

Missingheart smiled, reaching down to touch his nose to Sorrelkit’s. “How about we play, go to
sleep?”

 

“Nooooo,” whined the little she-kit, head resting on his uninjured leg.

 

Firestar smiled at them, then left the den as Spottedleaf dismissed Graystripe and Feathercloud.
Cinderpelt hobbled after him, and Spottedleaf followed after a few whisker-twitches. They headed up
to his den behind Highrock, and Firestar felt nervous as he entered, already catching the murmurs
inside.

 

Cherryfur, Whitestorm, Runningwind, and Creekflower had gathered in a circle, talking quietly, and
looked up as he entered. They dipped their heads to him and Firestar’s fur along his spine fluffed,
unnerved. This was his first true meeting with cats he considered his most trusted warriors. He only
wished Sandstorm was here too- but she deserved her rest.

 

“What’ve you called us here for?” Cinderpelt murmured as she settled beside Cherryfur. Spottedleaf
chose to stay beside Firestar, brushing her tail over his ginger flank.

 

Firestar took a deep breath, looking at Cherryfur, who had certainly told the others. “I’ve brought you
all here to discuss what Darkstripe’s punishment shall be,” he explained. “We all know his crimes: he
has shared ThunderClan secrets with Tigerstar, he attempted to sneak Tawnypaw and Bramblepaw
into ShadowClan, and he poisoned Sorrelkit in an attempt to keep her quiet.”

 

Runningwind growled, eyes narrowed. “Certainly exile is the only option,” he said stonily. “I can’t
stand being in camp and sharing prey with a kit murderer, much less Tigerstar’s lackey.”

 

“But if we exile him,” Cherryfur pointed out, “he’ll go running straight to Tigerstar.”

 



“And is that so bad?” Runningwind countered, tail flicking. “He was already sharing our secrets
anyway. This way he won’t know any of them.”

 

“I would rather keep our enemies separate,” Whitestorm meowed, “and where we can keep an eye on
one of them closely.”

 

“Sure,” Creekflower said, speaking hesitantly, glancing at the others as though she felt uncertain of
her place, “but Darkstripe isn’t much of a schemer, is he? He’d just follow whatever Tigerstar says.
He’d be another faceless ShadowClan warrior.”

 

“But he has a face,” Cinderpelt countered. “He was one of us. And Firestar gave him a choice: exile,
or punishment. He chose punishment. It wouldn’t be fair of Firestar to go back on his word.”

 

Firestar felt an ounce of relief at Cinderpelt’s argument. “Right,” he said. “I don’t either. But I’m not
sure what punishment would be harsh enough for what Darkstripe’s done.” After all, Sunstar had
exiled Thistlestar, and Bluestar had exiled Tigerstar… Firestar was the only one who had chosen
something different… and now he feared that it was because of his kithood attachment to his old
friend, instead of the logical choice to make.

 

…At least it meant they wouldn’t have a Darkstar leading WindClan, he supposed.

 

“I gave him the choice in the first place because I didn’t want him conspiring closely with Tigerstar,”
Firestar continued, tail tip twitching as he looked at each of his clanmates’ expressions. “He may not
be the one planning everything, but he’s not innocent, either.”

 

“He hasn’t done anything in that den except pout,” Cherryfur added with a twitch of her whiskers.
“He doesn’t answer anything I ask him when it comes to Tigerstar.”

 

“Have you gotten anything out of him?” Cinderpelt murmured curiously.

 

Cherryfur frowned, tilting her head thoughtfully. “Well, aside from his ‘Tigerstar just wanted his kits’
propaganda?” she said, then thought again before answering, “He keeps claiming that he didn’t want
to kill Sorrelkit. That he wasn’t thinking and that he didn’t think the deathberries would really kill
her.”

 



“Why does he think they’re called deathberries!” Creekflower exclaimed with a huff.

 

“I know! That’s what I said!” Cherryfur agreed, tail fluffing.

 

“We warn every kit and apprentice to stay away from those berries,” Spottedleaf murmured quietly,
“just as every mentor warns their apprentice to stay away from adders.”

 

“Clearly, we need to have another lesson in poisonous berries,” Cherryfur muttered dryly.

 

“His reasoning doesn’t matter,” Whitestorm interjected, and Firestar was relieved at the strictness yet
calmness in his deputy’s voice. “What’s done is done. He tried to kill, or at the very least intentionally
harm, Sorrelkit; he’s no better than Brokentail in that regard.” The coldness in the accusation startled
Firestar for a moment.

 

“And we all know what happened when we kept Brokentail in camp,” growled Runningwind, claws
kneading the ground anxiously. “He conspired with Tigerstar and led a rogue attack straight into our
camp. Do we not think the same won’t happen again?”

 

“This time there won’t be another cat in camp to relay his message,” Firestar affirmed, chin high. If
there was one thing his clan could agree on, cursed or not, was that they didn’t trust or respect
Tigerstar any longer. “Darkstripe will not be allowed out of camp, at all, without another warrior and
not without my or Whitestorm’s explicit permission. That I know for certain.”

 

He gave his warriors stern stares, and they all nodded. “And he’s banned from Gatherings and from
mentoring, I would assume,” Creekflower added. “And from sharing tongues, even, considering
Tigerstar and Brokentail shared tongues.”

 

“Yes,” Firestar agreed, though he felt a strange stinge of cruel pity in his heart that he would take
away something so traditional and comforting to a cat’s nature. Sharing tongues was important in
clanlife. “He’s no longer a warrior of ThunderClan, let me make that clear. He is a prisoner; an
outcast, who must atone for his crimes.”

 

“How do you atone for trying to kill a kit?” Runningwind spat.

 



“Cats will do bad things for cats they think are good,” Spottedleaf said quietly. “It’s hard to think past
much except getting the approval and respect from someone you love.”

 

Thistlestar flashed through Firestar’s mind, and he looked away, chest tight.

 

“If he’s confined to camp,” Whitestorm began, “then he can only do tasks like reinforcing the walls,
cleaning out dirt, replacing moss, and getting rid of crowfood… He would be reduced to an
apprentice.”

 

“If even,” Cherryfur meowed, tilting her nose up. “He’s not undergoing training again, he doesn’t
sleep with his denmates, and he’s not allowed out of camp.”

 

“Something as disrespectful as that will eat at him,” Creekflower murmured, tail tip flicking as her
green eyes flashed thoughtfully.

 

Firestar’s ears twitched as he heard soft pawsteps. He whipped around, startled, as a soft voice
mewed, “May I add something?” The pale gray head of Willowpelt bowed to him. Firestar blinked.

 

“Willowpelt,” he meowed. “Of course.” He flicked his tail for her to join them. She brushed past
Spottedleaf, tail briefly intertwining with her sister’s, before she came to Whitestorm’s side. Her
cheek brushed against his chest, her pale blue eyes full of sadness.

 

“I did not mean to eavesdrop,” she began, “but I overheard Cherryfur and you talking, Firestar. I
could not do nothing as I knew my son will be punished.” She took a deep breath, and Whitestorm
touched his nose to her ear. “I am terrified. I cannot believe he would do such a thing yet I fear what
would happen if we cast him out… Firestar, might I suggest that he does undergo warrior training
again?”

 

Firestar blinked, trading a look with Creekflower. “Make him a ‘paw again?”

 

“I… I feel like I failed him as a mother,” Willowpelt admitted, bowing her head sadly. “I did not teach
him the warrior code and the tales of our ancestors enough. Perhaps relearning these lessons might…
help.”

 



“You didn’t fail him,” Spottedleaf quietly whispered. “You were a great mother.”

 

Willowpelt looked away, eyes closed. “No, I wasn’t.”

 

Firestar’s chest squeezed again. Willowpelt was like a mother to him too. “I think you were,” he
meowed. “You treated all of us fairly and kindly.”

 

“Even Darkstripe and Lightningfur when they were being bratty,” murmured Creekflower.

 

Willowpelt shook her head in denial. “I hadn’t wanted kits back then,” she meowed quietly, opening
her eyes and staring forlornly at her paws. “I’m glad you two think that of me, but… I’m afraid my
feelings of hesitancy and resentment might have rubbed off on him. He… he was a reminder of a time
I didn’t like to think about.”

 

“Willowpelt,” whispered Spottedleaf, moving forward to rub her cheek against her sister’s.

 

“I… I need to be honest with you all,” Willowpelt meowed, staring at all of them. “Too much has
been kept in the dark, and I fear it’s why there is so much distrust in our clan.” She took a deep breath,
and Whitestorm touched his nose to her ear, giving her a quick lick. “Some of you already know parts,
but… I was made a warrior early, and… I was expecting kits by the time I earned my warrior name.
Kits with Tawnyspots, the old deputy, who died from sickness before my kits were born… The
survivor of the litter was Darkstripe.”

 

Firestar frowned, heart thumping nervously. He knew snippets of the story; memories from whispers
in his kithood and murmured worries between his mother and his aunt. Tawnyspots was far older than
Willowpelt. Tawnyspots and Willowpelt weren’t really mates. Tawnyspots might have been
Darkstripe’s father.

 

“Tawnyspots… convinced me into a- a night with him,” Willowpelt breathed out, staring at her paws.
“I didn’t want anything to do with him afterwards. I regretted it. I didn’t understand, and… and I
thought it was normal when Spottedleaf confessed she was expecting Thistlestar’s kits too. But… I
kept it secret. I didn’t want anyone knowing the truth. I was too ashamed.”

 

“You didn’t need to be ashamed,” Creekflower interjected hotly. “Tawnyspots should have been the
one ashamed.”



 

Willowpelt looked away, ears flat against her head. “That may be true,” she murmured, “but I was,
and I am still. I didn’t want Darkstripe knowing anything about his father… It wasn’t until he was a
warrior that I confessed anything to him. I… I worry he thought I didn’t love him at all because of
it… That maybe he turned to Tigerstar for comfort, or… I don’t know…”

 

“Darkstripe’s always been blinded by Tigerstar’s charm and strength,” Cherryfur meowed. “You can’t
blame yourself for that.”

 

“And he’s always kept his feelings to himself,” added Firestar quietly, trying not to think of a time
when they were ‘paws sharing secrets with one another. “How are you to know what he was thinking
if he never told you?”

 

“Perhaps I pushed him away,” Willowpelt continued, taking a deep breath. “That’s not all. After
Darkstripe became an apprentice… I didn’t know how to be a warrior, but… I found… It was a time
in my life where I was looking for something exciting and… and something to distract me. By
accident, one Gathering, I encountered a ShadowClan tom by the name of Ashfur… He was charming
and- and handsome, and he had this grin that made me forget my worries.” She shifted nervously on
her paws. “I think… instead of focusing on my relationship with Darkstripe, and my clanmates… I
distracted myself with the allure of him… I ignored any issues Darkstripe might have had.”

 

Firestar’s whiskers twitched as he recalled the old ShadowClan tom like a distant memory. Yes, he
knew that Graystripe’s father had been from outside the clan. But from the startled surprise on
Runningwind and Cherryfur’s faces and the gasp from Cinderpelt, he guessed they had never
suspected the same.

 

Willowpelt bowed her head. “Graystripe came from my relationship with that ShadowClan warrior,”
she admitted. “I wonder, too, if Darkstripe thinks I replaced him with Graystripe… with my new
litter.”

 

“But Darkstripe would always play with them,” Whitestorm said softly. “I trusted him with them. …It
wasn’t until recently that he started avoiding them, I noticed.”

 

“Everything in the clan has been so stressful lately,” murmured Spottedleaf, amber eyes glittering
with emotion. Firestar wondered if his mother was thinking of Frostfur. “I’m not sure many cats are
acting at their best.”

 



“But it doesn’t excuse trying to murder your kit sister,” Runningwind meowed firmly. “Whatever
made Darkstripe do what he did, he still made the choice.”

 

“Right,” Creekflower agreed with a stern nod.

 

Firestar let out a breath, thinking over his warriors’ words. “Then we all agree Darkstripe will be
performing apprentice duties, relearn the warrior code and the wisdom of StarClan, and be confined to
camp until we believe he has truly changed his ways?”

 

Whitestorm nodded immediately, and so did the rest, though Runningwind and Creekflower traded
hesitant looks. Cinderpelt meowed, “Perhaps some lessons in the medicine den might help as well. It
takes compassion to heal others.”

 

“Yes,” Cherryfur agreed, and her eyes gleamed almost mischievously, “and since my apprentice
appears to have joined ShadowClan, it looks like I’m available to mentor him.”

 

Creekflower let out an amused purr. “I don’t envy you.”

 

Firestar breathed again, closing his eyes for a moment, then opened them. “Alright,” he began,
“Whitestorm, Cherryfur, you remain here. Runningwind, may you fetch Darkstripe? The rest of you-
get some rest.”

 

They all nodded, and Spottedleaf touched her nose to Firestar’s cheek. “I’m proud of you,” she
whispered. “Mercy is not easy.” She, Cinderpelt, Creekflower, and Runningwind padded out of the
den.

 

Willowpelt hesitated. “Thank you for being compassionate,” she said, blinking. “And… and if there
should be any punishment for me-”

 

Firestar startled. “Why would you need punishment?”

 

Willowpelt dipped her head. “For having kits with a ShadowClan cat.”

 



Firestar blinked. “I wouldn’t punish you for that,” he meowed. “I… I suppose I certainly don’t
encourage it, but… It was in the past, and you’re a loyal ThunderClan warrior. I don’t doubt that.”

 

Whitestorm brushed his cheek against Willowpelt’s head. “No cat questions your loyalty,” he
meowed. “Your self-doubt is punishment enough.” He licked her ear. “I’ll join you in the nursery after
this, okay?”

 

Willowpelt blinked slowly, a small rumble in her throat. “Okay. Thank you for everything,
Whitestorm.”

 

“Of course,” he meowed, voice coated with love and warmth, “and I’m proud of you for telling them.
I know how hard it is to talk about it.” Willowpelt and Whitestorm touched their foreheads together
before she pulled away and padded towards the exit of the den.

 

At the same time, between the browning lichen strands, Runningwind appeared with Darkstripe at his
side. They paused, and Willowpelt’s eyes met Darkstripe’s. The black tabby was slouched, tail
dragging, as he followed Runningwind with a scowl on his face. But his scowl faded as he met his
mother’s gaze. He looked at his paws, and Willowpelt quickly brushed past him.

 

“Darkstripe,” Firestar called, forcing his voice to stay steady and low. “Enter.” He nodded to
Runningwind, flicking his tail to dismiss him.

 

Darkstripe slowly padded in, his shoulders hunched and his head hanging low. His tail swayed back
and forth over the den floor. His yellow eyes gleamed suspiciously, or perhaps nervously, as he looked
between the three of them. “What is it?” he growled.

 

“I’d watch your tone,” Cherryfur warned, eyes narrowing. “You’re not in a place to be snarky, kit-
murderer.”

 

Darkstripe’s neck fur bristled, and his lip curled, one fang gleaming, but he glanced at his paws.
“Sorrelkit’s still alive, isn’t she?” he growled again, but a part of his voice cracked near the end.

 

“No thanks to you,” Cherryfur growled back.

 



Firestar raised his tail, and Cherryfur’s snarl dropped, though her tail tip still twitched. “Darkstripe,”
he began again, “you know what you have done is unforgivable. I have sought advice from my trusted
warriors, and we have chosen your punishment. You will continue to be confined to camp and always
monitored by at least one warrior. You will perform duties of an apprentice, such as cleaning out dirty
moss, taking out crowfood, rebuilding camp walls, and giving prey to queens and elders first. You
will help the medicine cats with some of their duties as well. Additionally, Cherryfur will be in charge
of your re-apprenticeship. She will educate you on the warrior code since you appear to have
forgotten it.”

 

Darkstripe stayed still as he spoke, but his eyes flickered to Cherryfur, yellow gaze burning with
displeasure, but he kept his mouth shut.

 

“If you are accepted as a ThunderClan warrior again, you will never mentor another apprentice, nor
visit another Gathering.” Firestar narrowed his eyes. “Do you accept these conditions?”

 

“Do I have a choice?” spat Darkstripe, tail lashing behind him. But he wouldn’t meet their gazes.

 

“Do you want a choice?” Cherryfur snapped back, voice calm and dark as her amber eyes bore into
him. “Because your only other choice is exile, and if I were to ever meet you in battle, I wouldn’t
hesitate to sink my claws into your throat.”

 

“You must be willing to change,” Whitestorm added, staring down Darkstripe. “Some cats will never
trust you again, and you must accept that. You must accept that what you have done is wrong. That
what Tigerstar is doing is wrong.”

 

Darkstripe’s fur bristled defensively, and he sprang up on his paws, gaze blazing. “Tigerstar hasn’t
done anything wrong!”

 

“Really?” snarled Cherryfur. “So killing Redtail was okay?”

 

“Redtail would have made a weak leader! He would have led ThunderClan to ruin!”

 

“And leading the dog pack into ThunderClan?” Firestar shot back, feeling rage buble inside of him as
Darkstripe defended Tigerstar’s murder of their shared uncle. “An apprentice died because of him.
Bluestar died because of him. And many more of our clanmates would have- and you were going to
let him.”



 

“I didn’t know that was his plan!” Darkstripe meowed, voice going taut.

 

“Then why did you know to take Tawnypaw and Bramblepaw to him?”

 

“He told me to bring them to safety!” Darkstripe spat. “He was their father! He deserved to have them
in his clan.”

 

“And what about Goldenflower?” Firestar growled, tail lashing. “You would force the kits to be away
from their mother? Why does Tigerstar get more right to see them than her? He was the one who got
exiled from the clan.”

 

Darkstripe’s mouth snapped shut for a moment, eyes glittering as he thought. Firestar pressed, “You
claim not to know any of Tigerstar’s plan. Ignorance is easy to hide yourself in. Did you truly think
Tigerstar didn’t wish to destroy all of ThunderClan?”

 

“Of course he does!” Darkstripe protested, tail lashing now too. “ThunderClan denied him his rightful
leadership. None of this would have happened if he was leader!”

 

“None of this would have happened if Tigerstar hadn’t killed his own clanmates!” Cherryfur roared.
“How can you defend a cat who kills his clanmates?!”

 

“You’d be okay with Tigerstar destroying ThunderClan?” Firestar growled, narrowing his eyes.
“Killing all of your clanmates; your family and friends?”

 

“Of course he would be,” hissed Cherryfur. “He was willing to kill his own sister!”

 

“I didn’t mean to!” Darkstripe yowled, his voice breaking again. There was a tremble in his legs and a
flash of something in his eyes before he hissed and crouched down, glaring at them. “She’s alive!”

 

“You tried to kill her to hide your own guilt,” continued Cherryfur in a snarl, stepping forward. “Do
you feel good about yourself? Do you feel proud that Tigerstar would be glad you’d protect your little
secret like that? That you’d stoop as low as Brokentail? ”



 

Darkstripe bared his teeth at her, but he could not keep her glare, bowing his head.

 

Firestar flicked his tail, watching his old kithood friend. His chest felt tighter than it ever had, torn
between some kind of sympathy and a burning, blazing rage as he remembered Sorrelkit’s choking on
the deathberries, spasming.

 

“Do you still want to be loyal to ThunderClan?” he asked. “Or would you rather be loyal to
Tigerstar?”

 

Darkstripe was silent. He did not raise his gaze.

 

“You have to make a choice,” Whitestorm murmured sagely, watching Darkstripe just as closely.
“Tigerstar can’t make this one for you.”

 

Darkstripe’s ears flattened against his head, and he looked away. “...I want to be loyal to
ThunderClan,” he meowed in a broken voice. Then, the fur around his shoulder bristled again, and he
bared his teeth at them. “But ThunderClan won’t be loyal to me! The curse has destroyed us all and
made us all weak. Tigerstar- Tigerstar wouldn’t have let ThunderClan become this- this cesspit of
kittypets and broken coders. How could I trust any of you? ”

 

“Because we’ve given you more mercy than you’ve ever deserved,” Cherryfur said in a low voice.
“Because if we were Tigerstar, we would have killed you for betraying our trust. Wouldn’t he have?”

 

Darkstripe’s jaw visibly clenched, his eyes widening, and he looked at his paws again, growling a low
rumble that echoed through the rocky den.

 

“You still have a chance to run away and join ShadowClan,” Firestar reminded him. “We don’t want
to keep a traitor in our midst. Or you can work to earn your place in ThunderClan again. But your
clanmates’ trust and loyalty won’t come easy. And should it? When you believe so poorly of them?”

 

“Do you regret poisoning Sorrelkit?” Cherryfur added. “Or would you do it again to protect
Tigerstar?”

 



Darkstripe looked at his paws. “Of course I do,” he rasped, voice suddenly hoarse. “I-I would never
do that again. You don’t understand the horror I felt when I saw her start to convulse.”

 

“I think I can,” Whitestorm interjected quietly. Darkstripe glanced up at him, then away, ears still
pressed shamefully against his head.

 

“Would Tigerstar want you to poison a kit if it meant his meetings with you would be kept secret?”
Firestar pressed.

 

Darkstripe kept his gaze on his paws. “He has,” he hesitated, “big plans for the clans. A- a kit
shouldn’t get in the way of it.”

 

Firestar narrowed his eyes. “And what are those plans?”

 

Darkstripe’s face turned into a scowl, but he didn’t look up at them.

 

“Make your choice, Darkstripe,” Firestar insisted. “Loyalty to ThunderClan, or loyalty to Tigerstar.
What does Tigerstar have planned for the clans?”

 

Darkstripe tilted his head, now burning a hole into the stone wall of the leader’s den. “He believes the
clans should be united under him,” he began.

 

“And how will he achieve that?” Firestar pressed, leaning forward, his heart thumping. Uniting the
clans under one leader? Fox-dung to that! The clans were all independent, and ThunderClan would
never bow to him.

 

Darkstripe looked at his paws.

 

“Well?” Firestar prompted impatiently.

 

“I… don’t know,” Darkstripe answered.

 



Firestar narrowed his eyes. “You don’t know? Darkstripe, if you can’t tell us, then it proves you aren’t
willing to be loyal to ThunderClan over him.”

 

“No,” Darkstripe protested, head shooting up with wide eyes. “I genuinely don’t know. He- I don’t
know.” His gaze flickered around rapidly, and he slowly sat up, staring at his paws with dismay.

 

“He has no plan?” Whitestorm pressed, eyes narrowed. “Tigerstar always has a plan.”

 

“He does,” Darkstripe meowed, voice going taut again. “At least, I think he does. But I don’t- I’m not
sure…”

 

“So you don’t know how he plans to unite the clans,” Cherryfur meowed, almost mockingly, chin
tilted up, “and you didn’t know his plans with the dog pack… Does he actually trust you with any of
his big, important plans?”

 

Darkstripe’s pelt bristled defensively, fangs bared. “Of course he does!” he growled. “He- he said I’d
be his deputy one day! He said I was his most loyal cat. He said there wasn’t anyone else he’d trust!”

 

“Then why aren’t you his deputy?” Cherryfur said darkly.

 

Darkstripe’s fur pickled, his eyes briefly widening before they narrowed with a hiss. “Because he’s
leader of ShadowClan, and I’m in ThunderClan, mouse-brain!”

 

“And did he ever offer for you to join him?” Cherryfur mewed. “Offer to make you deputy of
ShadowClan, if you left ThunderClan behind? Or did he just want you to stay a spy in ThunderClan
instead?”

 

Darkstripe’s jaw clamped shut, and he glared at her.

 

“Darkstripe,” Firestar began, hesitating, then breathing out steadily. “You would kill for Tigerstar.
Would he kill for you?”

 

Darkstripe’s eyes widened, and he looked away, ears pinned. “He… has.”



 

Whitestorm’s ears flicked in surprise. “He has?”

 

“Adderfang,” Darkstripe replied, voice hoarse again. “But it was- no, it was an accident.”

 

“Let me guess,” Cherryfur hissed, “he killed Adderfang so you could have Longtail as an apprentice.
So he could have a loyal cat as his deputy in ThunderClan, unwilling to question his word. That’s not
killing for you. That’s killing for himself.”

 

Darkstripe growled, baring his teeth, but his gaze was away.

 

“Darkstripe,” Firestar said again, pulling the tabby’s attention to him. “If you can’t accept your
punishment and rid yourself of your loyalty to Tigerstar, then you will be exiled.”

 

Darkstripe stared at him, but Firestar hardly felt pity this time. Firestar took in a breath, raising his
chin. He was about to announce his exile, when Cherryfur looked at him. “Ridding yourself of loyalty
isn’t something you can just do ,” she meowed, voice suddenly softer. “It takes time. After all, don’t
you still feel a little loyal to Thistlestar?”

 

Firestar winced, and abruptly turned his head away, feeling a sinking, guilty darkness inside his
stomach, churning and twisting.

 

“But I think you feel guilty, don’t you, Darkstripe?” Cherryfur looked at the black tabby. “I think
you’re realizing Tigerstar doesn’t care about you.”

 

Darkstripe snarled. “He does!”

 

“He doesn’t,” Cherryfur replied stubbornly, narrowing her amber eyes. “The sooner you realize that,
the better. If you had to choose between saving Willowpelt and saving Tigerstar, who would you
choose?”

 

Darkstripe startled, blinking. “But I would never have to-”

 



“If you remain loyal to Tigerstar, you will,” she pointed out. “One day you’d be in battle against her.
Against Graystripe, against Sorrelkit and Rainkit and Sootkit. Against all of us. That’s what being
loyal to Tigerstar will get you. And what will he give you in return? Deputyship? You could have had
that if you were a good ThunderClan warrior and had been loyal to Firestar over Tigerstar, and you
know it.”

 

Darkstripe’s eyes widened, and he looked away again. “I don’t want to be the deputy of a cursed cat,”
he hissed, tail lashing.

 

“You really believe in that mouse-brained curse?” Cherryfur growled.

 

“Why else would ThunderClan be as ruined as it is?” Darkstripe growled back, glaring. “Why else
would- would we suffer such misery? StarClan has abandoned this clan.”

 

“But you want to stay,” Whitestorm meowed, ears flicking up in surprise. “Why would you stay if you
hate the idea of being led by a cursed cat?”

 

Darkstripe’s ears flattened against his head. “Because,” he spat, then hesitated, “because ThunderClan
is my home . And… and I’m… I’m cursed anyway,” his voice broke, his shoulders falling, “so there’s
nothing… nothing I can do about it anyway.”

 

“You’re not cursed,” Cherryfur insisted, then whirled her firm glare onto Firestar as well. “ None of us
are.”

 

Firestar’s tail twitched. He said nothing, and neither did Darkstripe or Whitestorm. Cherryfur glanced
between them all. “So?” she pressed. “Do you accept your punishment, Darkstripe, or are you gonna
go whine some more in the prisoner’s den?”

 

Darkstripe bared his teeth, but then they dropped immediately. He looked away. “Fine,” he growled.
“I… I guess. Nothing else I can do, anyway.”

 

Firestar narrowed his eyes, displeased with that answer. “Good,” he meowed, “but I want your answer
again in the morning, when you’ve had time to think about what you really want and where your
loyalties lie.”

 



Darkstripe growled, then frowned. He tipped his head to the side. “Cherryfur, take him back,” Firestar
meowed, and Cherryfur nodded.

 

She shoved her paw against Darkstripe’s side, and he growled, but obligingly stood up, padding after
her with a lashing tail. Just as Firestar turned to speak to Whitestorm, Cherryfur suddenly yowled.
Firestar sprung to his feet and rushed out of the den. But Darkstripe had done nothing. Both of their
pelts were bristling, and, Firestar’s nose twitched as he caught the tang of blood on the air, and
unfamiliar cat scent.

 

Thrusting his way past Cherryfur and Darkstripe, Firestar reached the entrance. Limping out of the
tunnel was a cat that was almost wounded beyond recognition. Blood dripped from a long gash in his
flank. His fur was matted with sand and dust, and one eye was closed.

 

Then Firestar made out the mottled dark pelt under the dirt and managed to distinguish the scent of
WindClan. The newcomer was Mudclaw, barely able to stand from pain and exhaustion.

 

“Mudclaw!” Firestar exclaimed. “What happened?”

 

Mudclaw staggered toward him. “You’ve got to help us, Firestar!” he rasped. “ShadowClan is
attacking our camp!”
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Fear.

 

That was all he could feel as his white paws skimmed across the moors of WindClan territory.

 

Fear for WindClan. Fear for his friends. Fear for his children. Fear for Dawncloud.

 



But despite his fear - or maybe because of it - Copperleaf felt the burning embers of rebellion that he
had been carefully concealing burst into an inferno. He was done slinking around behind Tigerstar’s
back. He was done exchanging hushed, treasonous words with his friends. He was done with Tigerstar
lording over them and letting their prey dwindle away from them and into the paws of BloodClan.

 

He was done with what Tigerstar had brought ShadowClan to.

 

Tonight was when Tigerstar would finally see that ShadowClan wasn’t as supportive of him as he
thought. Tonight was when they would align with WindClan, ThunderClan, and LeopardClan.

 

The rebellion had begun.

 

Risking a glance to his right, Copperleaf caught sight of Flintfang and Fernshade racing a tail-length
behind him, with Badgerfang and Blossomtail at their heels. Their eyes were all narrowed despite the
darkness of night, burning with resolve. On his left, Dawncloud sped along at his shoulder, with
Wolfstep and Ashheart leading the newly-named Turtlefur and Quietfoot. Oakfur was with them, his
eyes wide and troubled. Copperleaf prayed he had the sense to see just how wrong Tigerstar is, how
wrong attacking WindClan was.

 

They were going to be leaving Tallpoppy, Bubbles, Swampfur, and Littlecloud behind, but they
should all be safe. The first two were members of the nursery - it would be shameful to attack them if
Tigerstar grew suspicious of their involvement. Even the most stubborn members of ShadowClan
would be appalled at such a thing. And, Bubbles, well, they were no trained warrior, though
Copperleaf had been teaching them despite their great reluctance, and hadn’t been permitted to come
to the battle. Littlecloud, too, would be safe with his status as a medicine cat providing him protection
if the worst came to worse.

 

He caught Dawncloud’s determined amber gaze, and he nodded to her, throat tight.

 

“Dawncloud,” he meowed quietly, keeping an eye on Tigerstar and his inner circle as they approached
WindClan’s camp at breakneck speed. “I just wanted to say that you’re my best friend, and I love
you.” Dawncloud softly smiled and briefly twined her tail with his.

 

“And you’re mine,” she replied. She shot a cold look at where Finchflight’s tail disappeared into
WindClan’s camp, and both cats flattened their ears as yowls of surprise and fury greeted them.
Dawncloud nodded sharply to Badgerfang, and the young tom dove through the lavender bushes first,
Copperleaf hot on his heels.



 

Chaos had immediately reined down onto the WindClan cats. Copperleaf spotted Tallstar lunging for
Blackfoot, rage lighting his amber eyes, as Morningflower and Tornear attacked Brownclaw and
Wetfoot, gray and white Quailpaw hot on their heels. Deadfoot yowled a rallying cry and charged
Darkflower, with Larksplash and her apprentice Tawnypaw of WindClan rushing after him.
Sorrelshine and Mudclaw wrestled with Jaggedtooth, but the ginger tom caught the dark mottled
tom’s leg in his jaws and sent him flying across the camp.

 

“Mudclaw!” Sorrelshine screeched, darting frantically around her much larger opponent. Copperleaf
felt his heart clench as Mudclaw failed to stir for a whisker-twitch, but, to his relief, the mottled tom
twitched before staggering to his paws, tail lashing with fury as he raced back to his mate’s side - or
limped back, Copperleaf thought with a wince. One of Mudclaw’s forelegs was bloodied and he kept
it off the ground as he hobbled back to where Sorrelshine dove around Jaggedtooth, fighting for her
life.

 

Pigeonflight and his apprentice Robinpaw fought Newtspeck and Tangleburr, the younger apprentice
looking terrified at the prospect of facing up to two seasoned warriors so soon. Thankfully, help came
in the form of the large form of Barley. The former barn cat yowled as he took down Tangleburr, both
hissing furious curses at each other. Ravenwing slipped up to Robinpaw’s side and snagged his claws
into Newtspeck’s shoulder fur, allowing Pigeonflight to dive in and deliver a vicious bite to the she-
cat’s foreleg. Robinpaw raced around and nipped at Newtspeck’s tail, and the she-cat screeched before
disappearing into the raging battle.

 

Wetfoot and Brownclaw had engaged Runningbrook and Rushpaw, the latter being true to his name as
he darted around the two ShadowClan toms and lashed out with claws unsheathed, fur bristling
madly. Nearby, Whitetail was in a snarling match with Stumpytail, the two circling each other as they
growled threateningly. Copperleaf sucked in a horrified breath as he saw even the elders had joined
the fray. Stagleap screamed his rage as he bore down on Nightwhisper. Deerfoot and Rowanberry
tousled with Mistmouse, Crowfur, and Ryestalk, the three elders snapping and spitting rage at their
prosecutors.

 

The WindClan warrior Webfoot battled Cedarpaw and Rubblebelly, and Copperleaf winced when the
younger Cedarpaw stumbled. Cedarpaw’s sister, Rowanpaw, appeared and nosed the tom back to his
paws, meowing something to him, and the three cats launched themselves at Webfoot, who went
down with a yowl.

 

Lavenderpaw, Nightpaw, Wildpaw, Aspenpaw, and Fangpaw were all locked in a tight huddle
together, watching each other’s backs and raking claws over any WindClan cat who came too close.
Copperleaf thanked StarClan they had the sense to stay out of the fight as much as possible before
twitching his ears as he saw ShadowClan’s newest member face up to Pigeonflight.

 



Tawnypaw was young, a new apprentice, but clearly her old ThunderClan mentor (Cherryfur, it had
been, right?) had taught her well during her time in her birth clan. The dark tortoiseshell used her
smaller size to her advantage, playing the risky game of being faster than a WindClan cat.
Pigeonflight growled and batted her aside, but Tawnypaw refused to be cowed and buried her fangs in
the older tom’s back leg, making him howl and alerting his clanmate Meadowslip to his troubles.

 

Tawnypaw’s back arched and she bared her teeth as the two older warriors advanced on her, but
Copperleaf could see her tail twitching with nerves and her green eyes flashed with unease.
Copperleaf felt his heart clench with sympathy for her. She clearly hadn’t expected to be thrust into
such a battle so soon. He instinctively unsheathed his claws. He may have come here to challenge
Tigerstar, but he would not let an apprentice as young as Tawnypaw be harmed.

 

However, it looked like Tawnypaw didn’t need his help. Rowanpaw had sprang forth and latched
herself onto Pigeonflight’s back before wrestling him to the ground, leaving Tawnypaw able to attack
Meadowslip without fear of being trapped. Meadowslip rounded on the tortoiseshell, paws lashing
out, but Tawnypaw managed to avoid them by the skin of her teeth.

 

A yowl sounded from behind the apprentice, and Copperleaf gasped as Tawnypaw was knocked off
her paws by Storkpaw - Airleap’s apprentice. Storkpaw was older and bigger than Tawnypaw, but just
as fast, and the ginger tortoiseshell proved it by beating Tawnypaw back with angry, focused blows. 

 

Copperleaf had to say, Airleap had taught her well.

 

Meadowslip, now free from Tawnypaw’s attacks, turned and rained her claws down upon Rowanpaw,
who hissed and struggled to defend herself from the older she-cat and Pigeonflight.

 

Tawnypaw yowled, “Somebody help Rowanpaw!” as she ducked and dodged Storkpaw’s advances,
and Lavenderpaw was the one who heeded her words. He darted across the battlefield, slipping
around flashing claws and snapping teeth, before he reached his sister’s side and aided her in her
plight. Aspenpaw, another new apprentice of ShadowClan, was quick to follow him, but she set her
sights on defending Tawnypaw from Storkpaw.

 

Even with their combined strength, Storkpaw was able to fend them both off with an occasional
irritated hiss.

 

Glancing back at his cats, Copperleaf’s eyes softened with sympathy as he caught Turtlefur’s
mismatched eyes staring with concern at Tawnypaw and Aspenpaw. His former apprentice had



achieved warriorhood, but she had made fast friends with the younger apprentice and had gladly
shown her the reins of ShadowClan life.

 

It must be a struggle, he reflected as he scanned the battle once more. To stay still on your paws when
a friend is in trouble. He glanced back at Tawnypaw and breathed a small sigh of relief as he saw she
and Rowanpaw were battling back-to-back with Aspenpaw and Lavenderpaw backing them up.

 

Copperleaf then growled and lashed his tail as he saw Finchflight snap at Airleap’s whiskers, muscles
bunching, but his brother needed no protection. The WindClan warrior spat back at the black and
white tom and buried his teeth into the ShadowClan tom’s shoulder, making him scream loud enough
to be heard all the way back in their territory.

 

The ginger tom briefly saw Dawncloud’s muzzle curl into a satisfied smirk before he nodded to his
friends.

 

Badgerfang sat firmly on his hunches, tail wrapped neatly around his paws, and straightened his back.
Blossomtail, Dawncloud, and Flintfang followed suit, with Fernshade and the rest of their rebel group
copying them. Oakfur looked hesitant, and Copperleaf murmured, “You must make your own choices,
Oakfur.” He blinked at his son. “We’ve made ours. It’s up to you now.”

 

The brown tom hesitated once more, eyes glancing around the wailing cats as they tore and clawed
each other. Briefly, Copperleaf spotted Mudclaw staggering out of camp, a rushed air about him, and
the ginger tom’s eyes brightened slightly. He was getting help! Firestar (because that’s surely who the
mottled tom was getting as WindClan’s only ally) would be here soon!

 

Oakfur sucked in a sharp breath and sat down beside his mother. Copperleaf gave him a small, proud
nod before turning and finding Tigerstar’s dark tabby pelt in the middle of the throng.

 

The ginger tom remained standing, padding to the head of the seated cats, raised his tail, and stared
calmly at the ShadowClan leader.

 

A warning yowl sounded from Flintfang’s throat and Copperleaf snapped his head around to witness
as Badgerfang hurriedly backed away from an injuried yet enraged Runningbrook. The black and
white tom took a few paces back from her and bowed his head, ears flat and eyes wide, desperately
trying to communicate to the WindClan warrior that they meant no harm.

 



Runningbrook paused at Badgerfang’s expression, confused eyes flicking over Copperleaf’s group,
before she met his own gaze and he bowed his head to her. She uneasily twitched an ear, frowning
slightly with suspicion, before turning and charging back to her apprentice’s side.

 

That was when Tigerstar finally noticed them.

 

“Attack!” He scowled at them, amber eyes incredulous. “This is a battle!”

 

Copperleaf padded forward, mildly aware of surprised, suspicious eyes slowly turning to him and his
friends. He straightened his shoulders and drew himself to his full height, marveling slightly at how
the tips of his ears were square with Tigerstar’s own.

 

The dark tabby had always been a massive, powerful warrior, and Copperleaf never thought anyone
would ever be able to measure up to his sheer, awe-inspiring size.

 

But now…Copperleaf did. He was his equal - his match.

 

“We will not fight,” he called, lashing his tail as his words echoed around the battle. “ShadowClan
refuses to fight another unjust battle! WindClan has done nothing to deserve this!” He stared
challengingly into Tigerstar’s shocked gaze. “We don’t fight for you, Tigerstar. We fight for
ShadowClan. We may not always have, but from now on, we will! ” He finished passionately, because
it was true. They had fought for Brokentail in the past because they feared him, and that had led their
clan to ruin. Copperleaf wouldn’t let another tyrant destroy the clan he loved, and if he had to fight
Tigerstar himself, then that’s what he’d do.

 

Tigerstar snarled, a sneer on his muzzle, and his eyes flicked to where Airleap and Storkpaw were
fighting for their lives against Jaggedtooth and Nightwhisper. Nearby, Onewhisker valiantly attempted
to defend his apprentice, Gorsepaw, from Scorchwind as he bore down upon them. The ginger tom
may be old, but he was still vigorous in his battle skills, and he easily locked Onewhisker in a tussle,
leaving Gorsepaw to stagger to his paws, breathing heavily.

 

Copperleaf stiffened as he heard Tigerstar’s low growl. His eyes kept flickering from Copperleaf to
Airleap to Gorsepaw. “It looks like you need a lesson as much as your Dark Forest brother does.”

 

Copperleaf blinked, but Tigerstar was already moving. The ginger tom yowled in outrage as the
ShadowClan leader lunged for Gorsepaw, who squealed and attempted to run away. He tripped over



his paws and stumbled to the ground, yelping as Tigerstar pounced, his long claws tearing into the
apprentice’s shoulders.

 

Fury lent Copperleaf strength, and he charged forward, yowling defiance, and leaped onto the dark
tabby’s back. He buried his jaws into Tigerstar’s shoulder and heaved him off Gorsepaw with a
powerful yank, sending the tabby careening away. Copperleaf casted a worried eye over Gorsepaw as
the tom shook, staggering to his paws, but he was okay. 

 

Shaken, but okay.

 

As Onewhisker freed himself from Scorchwind’s grasp and raced to his apprentice’s side, Copperleaf
turned back and faced down Tigerstar, a threatening growl in his throat.

 

Tigerstar snarled and bared his teeth before zipping across the clearing before them and raking his
claws across Copperleaf’s face. The ginger tom ducked and snapped at the tabby’s forelegs, growling
as he caught one in his jaws and bit down hard . Tigerstar yowled in fury and pain, digging his own
teeth into Copperleaf’s shoulder, and the tom released him, hissing and spitting loudly as they rolled
over and over in a flurry of screeching fur.

 

They broke apart for a moment, still snarling their rage at each other, only a mere few mouse-lengths
away from the other. Copperleaf jabbed a paw at Tigerstar’s ears and the tabby dodged the blow, his
own claws glinting in the moonlight, before he lashed out once more.

 

Copperleaf faintly heard Dawncloud’s terrified shriek as a heart-wrenching pain flooded through him,
more pain then he had ever felt in his life! He yelped, but the noise couldn’t leave his throat as he
choked. He felt his breath stutter as if oxygen had forgotten how to enter his lungs.

 

His head spun as he struggled for breath, staggering away from the fuzzy, amber eyes glittering with
victory as darkness crept into his vision. He desperately inhaled, trying to clear his fuzzy eye-sight,
but a cough racked through his body, making his heart leap into his throat.

 

Something dark spilt onto the ground, joining a pool of more dark red liquid. Copperleaf stared at it,
not comprehending just what, exactly, laid at his paws, before his light green eyes widened.

 

Blood. It was blood.



 

He coughed again and more dark red liquid splattered onto the ground at his paws, staining his white
paws red. He heaved as his legs shook, giving out as his body lost strength, and he fell into the pool of
his own blood. Something fluttered across his vision, and - he must be hallucinating now, the blood
loss must be making him delirious - it was a copper-colored leaf that seemed to almost mournfully
blow across the steadily increasing stream of blood before settling into it, staining its orange coloring
a dark brown before crumbling into dust.

 

Copperleaf sucked in another breath and wheezed, feeling his eyes roll up into his head, and gave in
to the darkness washing across his vision.

 

 

“We will not fight. ShadowClan refuses to fight another unjust battle! WindClan has done nothing to
deserve this! We don’t fight for you, Tigerstar. We fight for ShadowClan. We may not always have,
but from now on, we will! ”

 

Airleap’s chest clenched as Copperleaf’s words rang out over the sound of battle. An excited warmth
spread through him, his blood pounding through his veins. He had been prepared to fight his own
brother - now he knew his brother would fight alongside him!

 

Airleap turned and leaped with a vicious snarl at Jaggedtooth, dragging his claws down his side as the
giant ginger tom tried to bite at Storkpaw. Storkpaw reared up and slashed at Jaggedtooth’s haunches,
then yowled a warning to Airleap. Airleap whipped around, nipping at Nightwhisper. The scrawny
brown tom flinched away, then slammed his paw into Storkpaw’s chest, knocking her to the ground.

 

Airleap roared and lunged at Nightwhisper, only to be jumped on by Jaggedtooth, who pinned him to
the ground. Airleap twisted as Jaggedtooth’s claws dug into his shoulders. “Stay down, little kitty,”
sneered Jaggedtooth, his breath uncomfortably hot on Airleap’s ear.

 

Airleap got his paws underneath him and shoved upwards, dislodging Jaggedtooth who gave a startled
yowl. He stumbled over his paws and Airleap pounced on him, shoving him to the grassy floor. He
snapped his teeth at his whiskers, heart pounding, as he growled back mockingly, “Stay down, little
kitty!”

 

Jaggedtooth’s face contorted angrily and he snarled, wriggling underneath Airleap’s large paws. At
the same time, Nightwhisper had pinned Storkpaw, and Airleap charged forward, slamming into the



tom. “Don’t touch my apprentice!” he yowled fiercely, crouching protectively in front of the ginger
patched black she-cat.

 

Nightwhisper snarled back at him, and they circled each other.

 

Around him, he saw Morningflower and senior warrior Deerfoot locked in furious battle, hissing and
spitting. ShadowClan apprentices attacked WindClan cats together, quickly learning they were fiercer
together than alone. He caught Ravenwing darting through the battle, his fur fluffed and his eyes
wide, but he still raced to Barley’s side and sank his teeth into Darkflower’s shoulder.

 

Whitetail came racing past, striking Jaggedtooth before he could attack Airleap. Airleap tensed, ready
to spring at Nightwhisper, his eyes narrowing.

 

“ Copperleaf! ”

 

The shrill scream made Airleap jump on his feet, and even Nightwhisper did the same, his brown fur
bristling. They whipped around, and Airleap saw Whitetail, Jaggedtooth, and Storkpaw do the same,
ears pricked and eyes wide.

 

Copperleaf staggered back from Tigerstar, who rose to his feet off of the ground, a sneer on his
muzzle and clumps of fur missing from his long-haired pelt. Blood splattered his dark brown pelt,
unidentifiable from his black stripes.

 

Blood coated Copperleaf’s neck, spurting and flowing out like a river. The light ginger tom stumbled
over his paws, gave a vicious cough, then collapsed abruptly to the ground. The hair on Airleap’s pelt
rose, and his paws felt numb.

 

The world seemed to stop around him.

 

Tigerstar whipped his head up, amber eyes burning with cruel victory. He glared out at the cats of
ShadowClan who had sat at the entrance of WindClan’s camp instead of rushing into the heat of battle
at their leader’s command.

 

“This is what happens to traitors! ” spat Tigerstar, blood dripping down his chin.



 

“Copperleaf!” screamed the small ginger tabby called Dawncloud. She kept to herself at Gatherings,
polite and shy, but Airleap knew very well who she was - Copperleaf’s mate, the mother of their kits,
and a kind warrior.

 

She raced forward, paws sliding to a halt beside Copperleaf’s body. “Copperleaf, please!” Dawncloud
wailed, pressing her nose against his throat and shoving him, ignoring how it coated her face in
crimson. “Get up! Get up, our kits need you - I need you! No, please, StarClan, no!”

 

Airleap’s heart pounded in his chest, a furious cacophony of pain and shock. No, no, no, his mind
sang. He raced forward, rising horror in his chest. Rising anger in his chest. His vision seemed to blur,
and his limbs ached with the exertion of battle. His blood seemed to boil inside him, his nerves
shaking and quivering, and his breath catching painfully in his throat.

 

But his muscles tensed and he lunged , slamming straight into Tigerstar’s back.

 

“Airleap!” cried Storkpaw in startled worry.

 

The muscular ShadowClan leader buckled under his weight, and Airleap’s fangs sunk into the back of
his throat. Tigerstar snarled in confused fury, shoving upwards and shaking Airleap off him. Airleap’s
claws dug into his pelt, and he pulled off clumps of fur as he landed on the ground. He crouched on
his paws, fangs bared.

 

Tigerstar glowered at him, lips curled almost in disgust. “Your queen of a brother couldn’t defeat me;
your soft-hearted brother in ThunderClan couldn’t beat me - what makes you think you can, rabbit-
fish-breath?”

 

Airleap darted forward, paw lashing out. Tigerstar jerked backwards, raising his own paw in
retaliation. Airleap abruptly turned his body, ramming his shoulder into Tigerstar’s exposed chest.
Tigerstar tipped over, and Airleap wasted no time in shoving his paws upward and slamming Tigerstar
to the ground. Airleap’s claws gripped Tigerstar’s neck and sank into the flesh.

 

Tigerstar let out a strangled cry, eyes widening, and Airleap tore his claws down his neck, watching
the fur fly, the skin curl into lumps, and the red rush from the wound. One of Tigerstar’s paws
slammed into his head, his own long claws digging into the side of Airleap’s head and dragging down.

 



Airleap didn’t care.

 

He snapped his head down and latched his mouth around Tigerstar’s throat. With all the fury and
strength he could muster, he locked all his muscles into clenching his jaw, hard , around Tigerstar’s
throat. Pain shot up his jaw at the effort, but hearing Tigerstar gurgle and gasp was all the motivation
he needed to keep going.

 

Claws snagged on his fur and pelt, tearing at him, but Airleap didn’t budge, pressing harder and
harder until he heard a snap that echoed in his ears.

 

Tigerstar’s body went abruptly limp.

 

Airleap let go, jaw throbbing, and stepped back, staring down at the gorey wound he’d left on
Tigerstar’s throat.

 

He breathed, blood dripping from his muzzle and landing on Tigerstar’s body.

 

A sob reached his ears and he tore his gaze over to Copperleaf’s body, where Dawncloud sat
crumpled beside him. The battle had gone silent around them. Tentatively, a few ShadowClan cats
approached Copperleaf’s body with wide eyes. Airleap’s mind felt too fuzzy to distinguish them.

 

His legs shook and he padded over on wobbly legs until he reached Dawncloud’s side, then stared
down at Copperleaf… The scratches along his sides were minimal, but the one on his throat burned
red into Airleap’s mind. His claws curled in, brown fur caught in their clutches, and his eyes gazed
distantly outwards, staring at nothing.

 

Airleap choked back a wail, dropping down beside Dawncloud and pressing his forehead to
Copperleaf’s head. “Copperleaf, no.” His voice cracked. It couldn’t be.

 

Suddenly, he felt a twitch of movement. He jerked his head upwards, eyes widening as he stared over
Copperleaf’s body. A harsh intake of breath shuddered the ginger tom’s body. Dawncloud mewled
pitifully, eyes widening. “Copperleaf?” she called.

 



Copperleaf’s unfocused eyes flickered to her, then dragged to Airleap. Airleap trembled under his
brother’s gaze. It seemed to look at him, but not quite. Then, with a rasp of breath, he spoke.

 

”Hi, Airleap,” Copperleaf said. “I…” His face slackened, and his leafy-green eyes glazed over, the
black of his pupils seeming ghostly. His head lolled to the side. Airleap waited patiently for his final
words, heart thumping, but as he waited, and waited, there was nothing.

 

He stumbled backwards, tripping over his own paws and falling to his rump.

 

“Copperleaf?” Dawncloud tried again, nudging him. This time his body was utterly still.

 

“Dad?” A white tom Airleap had seen talking to Ravenwing and Barley plenty at Gatherings stepped
forward. All his scars were old and pink- a torn ear and claw marks down his face- not at all like the
scarlet painting the grass.

 

“No,” mewled the brown tom, Oakfur, Blossomtail’s brother. He crouched at the edges of WindClan’s
camp, not approaching like Blossomtail.

 

Airleap’s heart pounded in his chest. He could feel it beat in his throat and on his tongue. The world
seemed to cave around him. His gaze turned to Tigerstar’s body. No one had approached it.

 

His chest compressed and his breath stumbled over itself. He felt like he was choking. His gaze
burned into Tigerstar’s body. For a moment, Airleap prayed he never rose. But his body gave a sudden
lurch, legs flailing in the air. He leaped to his feet, gasping for breath and blinking the dazed look
from his eyes. Blood dried up on his torn neck, fur ripped off and exposing pink flesh stained red
beneath.

 

Anger bubbled dangerously inside of Airleap’s chest. How fair was it that Tigerstar could rise again,
given nine lives by StarClan, while Copperleaf remained dead on the ground? All of the lives
Tigerstar had taken- and yet his victims only ever had one?

 

Tigerstar’s dangerous glare found Airleap, and Airleap could only numbly glare back at the
ShadowClan leader. Tigerstar curled his lip, balefully, anger burning clear in his gaze. But Tigerstar
whipped his head around, then shouted, “Sha-” He broke off with a raspy intake of breath, eyes
widening as he seemed to choke. Then, he swallowed, and tried again, voice loud and raw and
furious, “ShadowClan! Retreat! We’ve given ThunderClan their message.”



 

Tigerstar narrowed his eyes onto Tallstar, who glared right back at him, blood dripping from his ear.
Deadfoot staggered to his side, bleeding fiercely from many wounds, hissing at Tigerstar. An
unmoving body was behind them, and Airleap’s heart lurched as he recognized the light brown tabby
fur of the kind elder Mistmouse.

 

How many had died today?

 

And for what? A message?

 

A cruel show of power?

 

ShadowClan cats began to move, flowing towards Blackfoot and Jaggedtooth as the two flanked
Tigerstar. Airleap noted distantly that some hesitated, glancing between Tigerstar and the cats
gathered around Copperleaf’s body- the rebels- with confusion. The apprentices especially. Airleap
didn’t know the names of them. A spotted silver she-cat and an orange and black speckled white she-
cat traded uncertain looks, their faces turned in horror. But as the dark tortoiseshell, Tawnypaw (and
wasn’t she from ThunderClan? Hadn’t that been what this war was about?), strolled stiffly towards
her father, the two younger apprentices followed, and so did a long-haired brown tom, who looked
much older than the other apprentices, but was still wholly unfamiliar to Airleap.

 

Senior warrior Rowanberry leaned down and grabbed the scruff of a cat limp on the ground. The light
brown pelt of Deerfoot was stained with blood. The pale tabby tom Airleap knew as Rubblepaw,
though he looked old enough to be a warrior by now, scrambled over and helped Rowanberry raise
Deerfoot up. His eyes were wide as he followed after his clan, glancing back at his sisters, pale
tortoiseshell Turtlepaw and brown-furred Quietpaw. They stood with the rebels.

 

As the ShadowClan cats gathered around Tigerstar, he began to head forward, giving Copperleaf’s
body a disdainful curl of the lips, eyes unsympathetic, as they passed. Dawncloud watched Tigerstar
walk passed, and, slowly, her lips pulled into a soundless snarl, glaring furiously at him and the other
ShadowClan cats as they filed out of WindClan’s camp.

 

“This is your last chance to stand with a true clan,” Tigerstar growled warningly as he wracked his
eyes across the defected ShadowClan cats. His voice echoed weakly over the camp, hoarse and
breathy, yet still deep and angry. Then, he glared at his own clan. “And for those of you who doubt
my leadership to join these cowards.”

 



“ShadowClan has no time for traitors!” Jaggedtooth added with a yowl, tail lashing and head raised
proudly.

 

For a moment, no cat moved. Then, a sleek black she-cat pulled away from the group of apprentices,
glowering at Tigerstar and Jaggedtooth with furious yellow eyes. “You aren’t ShadowClan!” she
snapped. “This isn’t the clan my father promised me! I’ll stand with cats who actually care about each
other!”

 

The black she-cat marched over to Dawncloud, keeping her glare defiantly on Tigerstar. Then, she
whipped it towards the group of apprentices. “Wildpaw, come on,” she called. “Leave them behind!”

 

The long-haired brown tom’s eyes widened, and he crouched, looking away as gazes pulled to him.
He said nothing, and the rest of the apprentices mimicked him, staring at their paws. Only Tawnypaw
remained with her head high, though Airleap thought her shoulders seemed stiff.

 

“It seems they know what loyalty means,” growled Tigerstar. His fangs gleamed, and his chest moved
up and down. Airleap thought he looked like he had more to say, before he abruptly turned. He flicked
his tail, and he and his warriors stormed out of WindClan camp.

 

Blackfoot hesitated at the rear. WindClan cats and ShadowClan rebels alike hissed at him. Blackfoot
tipped his head slightly towards the cats gathered around Copperleaf. “My condolences,” he rumbled
quietly. “He was a good cat.”

 

Dawncloud hissed and Blackfoot turned, following after Tigerstar’s ShadowClan.

 

Airleap’s legs shook, and he stared at his paws, watching the blood drip from his muzzle down to his
paws.

 

 

Firestar leaped up the slope leading into WindClan territory from Fourtrees. Behind him streamed a
patrol of his warriors: Graystripe, Brackenfur, Runningwind, Cloudtail, and Dustpelt with his
apprentice, Ashpaw. Cherryfur and Creekflower flanked Darkstripe, eyes narrowed against the wind
whipping in their faces. Elderpaw and Mistlepaw sped along at the rear, ears flat and faces set.

 



Cherryfur had insisted on bringing Darkstripe along, swearing that she’ll keep an eye on him.
Creekflower had volunteered to aid her friend, and Firestar had reluctantly agreed. Cherryfur had
quietly confided in him that she was hoping that if Darkstripe could see for himself the damage
Tigerstar was doing, then maybe it would help him see their side.

 

Maybe.

 

She had sounded dubious at the thought, but was determined to try.

 

Firestar had not dared bring more cats to WindClan’s aid; he had left Whitestorm in charge of the
ThunderClan camp with every other warrior on watch, in case Tigerstar planned to attack them as
well.

 

His paws skimmed the springy moorland turf as his legs drove him toward the WindClan camp. A
cold wind flattened his fur, carrying the distant scent of ShadowClan. Although Firestar knew he was
still too far away, he imagined he could hear the screeches of battle as Tigerstar’s warriors fell on the
unsuspecting WindClan.

 

“We’ll be too late,” panted Graystripe at his shoulder. “How long did it take Mudclaw to reach us,
wounded like that?”

 

Firestar did not waste breath in replying. He knew Graystripe was right. This was not the first time
that ThunderClan had raced to help WindClan, though the last time was against an alliance of
ShadowClan and RiverClan. But that time they had been given more warning and they had managed
to drive the attacking warriors away. Now, by the time they reached the WindClan camp, the battle
could be over, and yet Firestar knew that they had to try.

 

The warrior code and his own friendships within WindClan all forced him to lead his warriors to the
rescue as quickly as he could.

 

As they drew nearer, the scent of ShadowClan alerted Firestar that they were near enough that he
expected to hear the yowls of fighting cats, and the silence gripped his heart like cold claws. 

 

The battle must be over.

 



Firestar slowed his pace as he and his patrol climbed the last slope toward the camp, his belly filling
with dread at the thought of what they might find.

 

Firestar slipped quietly up to the ridge where he could look down over the camp. There was a strong
scent of WindClan in the air, along with the tang of blood and fear. A single eerie wail broke the
silence as Firestar breasted the rise and saw what Tigerstar had done.

 

The hollow where the WindClan cats had their camp was lined with gorse bushes. A few yellow
flowers still showed on the spiny branches. Beyond, in the center of the camp, Firestar could see cats
huddled together, scarcely moving. As he watched, a ginger queen raised her head and let out another
chilling wail.

 

“That’s Dawncloud!” Creekflower exclaimed, eyes wide. “But if the battle’s over…?”

 

Runningwind was the one who replied, voice grim. “There’s more going on here than we think.”

 

Flicking his tail for his warriors to follow him, Firestar raced down through the bushes and into the
camp.

 

Bursting out into the open, he was confronted by the WindClan leader, Tallstar. The black and white
tom’s fur was torn and covered in dust, and his long tail drooped with exhaustion.

 

“Firestar!” His voice was rough with pain. “I knew you would come.”

 

“Not soon enough. I’m sorry.”

 

The WindClan leader shook his head helplessly. “You did your best.” He turned toward the cats who
crouched on the floor of the clearing, too shocked or injured to move. “You can see what Tigerstar has
done.”

 

“Tell us what happened,” urged Graystripe.

 



Tallstar twitched his ears. “You can see. Tigerstar and his warriors crept up on us...we had no warning,
and in any case there were too many for us to fight. Even with some of them refusing to fight…”

 

Firestar padded forward, feeling his stomach turn over. None of the WindClan warriors had escaped
without wounds. Deadfoot, the WindClan deputy, was lying very still with blood trickling from a gash
on his flank. Ashfoot was hovering over him, pressing cobwebs into his wounds with an anxious
mew; next to the injured deputy lay Runningbrook, a she-cat whose pale gray fur was hanging off her
shoulder in clumps. She weakly raised her head as she caught sight of the ThunderClan patrol and
limply raised her tail in a defeated gesture of greeting.

 

Firestar could scarcely believe what he was seeing. This had been a completely unprovoked attack.
There had been no warning at the last Gathering. Tigerstar had gained no extra territory for his Clan.
The purpose of this attack had been nothing more than to bring fear to the WindClan cats.

 

Then he felt his heart drop. ShadowClan’s fight was with ThunderClan, not WindClan, so then
why…?

 

Why did Tigerstar attack them? Was he trying to send them a message? Firestar’s thoughts darkened.
Was the ShadowClan leader trying to send him a message?

 

“Hey, Firestar!” A weak voice made Firestar turn to see his old friend Onewhisker. The brown tabby
warrior was lying on his side with deep wounds to his throat and shoulder. Barkface, the WindClan
medicine cat, was pressing cobwebs to them, but the blood still oozed out sluggishly.

 

“Onewhisker...” Firestar trailed off, not knowing what to say.

 

Onewhisker’s eyes were bright with pain. “It’s not as bad as it looks.” He grunted. “You should have
seen the other cat.”

 

“I wish we’d come in time,” Firestar meowed.

 

“I wish you had, too. Look over there.”

 

Onewhisker turned his head, and Barkface snapped, “Keep still!”



 

Firestar followed the injured warrior’s gaze. Dawncloud, the ginger queen who had been wailing
aloud, was crouched over the motionless body of another cat. Morningflower was pressed against the
anguished she-cat, and her son Gorsepaw had his muzzle buried in his paws, his body shaking. Beside
them, many ShadowClan cats crouched in mourning, heads bowed.

 

The body they were crowded over was large, with ginger fur torn and familiar white paws stained red
as the pool of blood it laid in soaked the area around it.

 

Firestar felt his throat close as he choked on his own breath.

 

“No...” he rasped, taking a shaky step forward. He heard Creekflower let out a cry as she rushed
towards the body. “Not Copperleaf.”

 

“Tigerstar killed him.” Onewhisker’s voice was tight with rage. “He had Gorsepaw pinned down, and
was going to kill him, but Copperleaf pulled him off and they fought. It…it was furious. I could
hardly see what was happening but I…I remember seeing Tigerstar’s claws and…and next thing I
know Copperleaf was on the ground, dead…”

 

Firestar closed his eyes, unable to bear the bloodstained scene in front of him, yet all he could see was
an image of the massive leader of ShadowClan, paws red with the blood of Firestar’s own brother. 

 

A shiver ran through him. 

 

Opening his eyes, Firestar left Onewhisker and padded hurriedly over to Dawncloud, touching her
shoulder with his nose to draw her attention.

 

She looked up, her amber eyes dulled with grief. “Firestar,” she whispered. “He’s…he’s gone. There
was no time to…to save-” Her voice choked with a sob and she buried her nose in Copperleaf’s fur.

 

Firestar crouched down beside her, pressing himself against her side to comfort her, and touched his
nose to Copperleaf’s fur. He forced himself to take in his brother’s body, half-hoping it would -
against all odds - show any sign of life. His throat was slashed open, creamy chest fur stained with so
much blood it could’ve been red his whole life. Copperleaf’s pale green eyes were dull, the light of
life having permanently left them.



 

What am I going to tell Spottedleaf? he bleakly thought as he glanced up and met Creekflower’s
shiny, grief-stricken eyes before he felt someone’s nose press against his ear.

 

Airleap’s unfocused eyes met his own.

 

“Airleap…” the ThunderClan leader murmured as he rose to his paws and pressed his cheek against
the brown and white tom’s. “Are…how…” He had meant to ask if his brother was alright, but it all
seemed moot now.

 

Were any of them really alright? Would they ever be alright? What were they supposed to do now that
one of their own was dead?

 

“I killed him.” 

 

Firestar’s ears twitched and he blinked, wondering if he heard Airleap correctly.

 

“What?” he asked. “What are you talking about?”

 

Airleap had an eerie air around him as he stared unseeingly at Copperleaf’s body. “I killed him.” he
repeated, mew strangely calm. It was a stark contrast to the meek, shy cat Firestar remembered from
his youth. He remembered how Airleap had wailed over Thrushpelt, had cried over Swiftbreeze, but
now…

 

Now Airleap’s voice was monotonous - cold, even. His eyes were flinty pieces of emerald and his
paws and muzzle were stained with dark blood.

 

“I killed Tigerstar.”

 

With those words, Firestar felt the world come to a screeching halt. He barely heard Creekflower’s
gasp as he stared wide-eyed at his brother.

 



Airkit, the most hesitant to play-fight.

 

Airpaw, the most likely to whine and cry over the littlest things.

 

Airleap, the scared warrior who just wanted to fit in.

 

But the cat that stood before Firestar now was none of those cats anymore. Airleap had a stronger, a
more confident air about him. A steely gleam was in his eyes, and there wasn’t a trace of guilt in them
as he continued.

 

“Tigerstar didn’t see it coming. He thought I wouldn’t be able to beat him. But he was wrong.” The
brown and white tom’s eyes moved from Copperleaf’s body to boldly meet Firestar’s eyes. “My only
regret is that he couldn’t stay dead.”

 

“It does seem like Tigerstar holds StarClan’s blessing,” a new voice added quietly. Badgerfang had
padded up to them, crossing the clearing from where the rest of whom Firestar assumed were the
ShadowClan rebels huddled together, bleakly staring at the fate of their leader.

 

“But we refuse to recognize it,” the scarred black and white tom meowed determinedly. “No true
leader would condone such an attack, and no true leader would kill in cold blood. Copperleaf was the
leader we believed in…” The tom hesitated, then continued haltingly, “We may be ShadowClan at
heart, but right now we,” he flicked his tail to the bedraggled rebels, “we don’t wish to be associated
with the name. Not while Tigerstar still reigns.” Badgerfang straightened his shoulders and declared,
“We are now CopperClan. Tigerstar may think we’re finished without our leader, but he is wrong!”

 

“CopperClan!” Flintfang was the first to yowl, his tail lashing as his eyes glinted with grief and fury.

 

“CopperClan!” Blossomtail echoed, yellow eyes steely and scarred face twisted into a mask of rage.

 

Dawncloud shakily rose to her paws, met Badgerfang’s eyes, and quietly meowed, “CopperClan.”
Then her amber eyes darkened and she yowled louder, “CopperClan!”

 

Creekflower jumped to her paws and added her own voice to the cacophony. “CopperClan!”

 



Soon the camp was ringing with yowls and screams of support for the rebels, and Firestar raised his
own muzzle and yelled with them.

 

“CopperClan! CopperClan!”

 

Tallstar padded forth and nodded deeply to Badgerfang - a great show of respect from one leader to
another. “Badgerfang, Firestar, I swear by StarClan that my clan will be a friend to yours, and to fight
Tigerstar and his evil side by side. We will not let Copperleaf’s sacrifice go unavenged. Tigerstar’s
days are numbered, and the time has come to cut them down.”

 

“I swear it too,” Firestar firmly declared.

 

“So do I,” Badgerfang meowed. “And at first light after Copperleaf’s buried, I’ll go and speak to
LeopardClan. I think it’s time we all come together to face the evil in the forest.”

 

Firestar felt chilled to the tip of his tail.

 

Four split eight will become one, lightning will strike the leopard, and blood will rule the forest.

 

Badgerfang’s echo reminded Firestar of the prophecy. Here they were, three clans…facing up against
ShadowClan and - potentially - RiverClan, with LeopardClan at their side. Four clans divided into
six…could it be possible that ThunderClan and WindClan would experience a split? Could that be
what Bluestar warned him of?

 

But hadn’t there already been a split in ThunderClan this whole time? Memories of Frostfur,
Speckletail, and Robinwing whispering and hissing about the alleged curse haunted his mind.

 

Maybe the clan wasn’t as united as he thought…

 

And WindClan…they seemed more tightly knit than ever. How could they split into two factions if
that was what StarClan warned him of?

 



Firestar raised his head, tasting the air, which still carried a faint trace of the raiding cats and his
brother’s blood. He knew that this vow spoken between them would run through their own blood like
cold fire until Tigerstar had been driven from the forest- or until they lost their final lives trying.
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The wind had chilled and the world was dark by the time Spottedleaf broke over the rise of
WindClan’s camp. She panted with exertion, lungs tight in her chest and legs quaking with tired
muscles. But as she blinked the fuzziness out of her vision, she could not stop the gasp that left her
throat at the sight of destruction in front of her.

 

“No…” she whispered.

 

WindClan’s camp was torn, blood and fur of all colors splattering the ground, and in the middle of it
all…

 

Pawsteps sounded behind her, and she turned as Willowpelt bounded up behind her. Her pale blue
eyes were as wide as Spottedleaf’s own amber ones felt. They drifted across WindClan’s camp before
she abruptly shoved her head against Spottedleaf’s shoulder. Spottedleaf squeezed her eyes shut and
rested them on top of her sister’s, letting a cracked purr rumble comfortingly from her throat.

 

“It’ll be okay,” she whispered to Willowpelt.

 

Willowpelt pulled back, eyes full of watery sorrow. “No,” she murmured, voice hoarse. “No, it
won’t.”

 

Spottedleaf could say nothing.

 

Runningwind came to a halt beside them, panting harder than both of them combined, for he had
made this trek not just once, but thrice. He swallowed, then coughed over his own saliva, before
dipping his head to the two she-cats.

 

“I’m so sorry,” he murmured.

 



“Don’t be,” Spottedleaf replied, even as her body felt like it was tearing into two. “It’s not your fault.”

 

Runningwind bowed his head deeper, eyes closed in somberness. Then, he slowly turned and padded
down the tunnel that led into WindClan’s camp. Spottedleaf felt a great force on her chest, pressing on
her lungs and her heart so that she felt she couldn’t breath nor hear anything over the rapid beating of
her heart.

 

Even Redtail’s death had not seemed to hurt this badly.

 

Spottedleaf followed with heavy footsteps after Runningwind, Willowpelt right beside her every step
of the way. The moonlight bathed the open camp in silver light, turning even the brown cats gray and
the black cats white. And the ginger cats…

 

As Spottedleaf emerged fully into camp, they passed Cherryfur first, sitting beside Darkstripe, whose
black pelt was a shadow in the darkness, only broken by the glowing yellow of his slitted eyes. He
crouched, unmoving, and Spottedleaf hardly noticed he was there. Cherryfur’s white was a stark
contrast beside him, but she was just as eerily still as him, facing forward with only a splash of sorrow
on her stoic face.

 

They passed a group of WindClan warriors, younger cats, new apprentices most likely, next, who all
had their heads bowed- Spottedleaf recognized one of them, gray and white Quailpaw, one of
Morningflower’s kits. The other three were entirely unfamiliar to her- Sorrelshine’s kits, she assumed.

 

More WindClan cats, warriors and elders, gathered on the opposite side, heads bowed in mourning to
a kind elder Spottedleaf once knew, a light brown tabby named Mistmouse. She laid stiff and
unmoving at their paws, and the warriors were just as stoney.

 

But their faces were a blur, their pelts all one blob to her, as her focus was all in front of her. Around
the cluster of cats- ThunderClan, ShadowClan, and WindClan all alike- gathered around an unmoving
ginger body.

 

One ginger cat, bathed in the moonlight, turned a silvery brown, quite like his sister’s pelt, hunched
over the other.

 

The other, bathed in blood, was an ugly brown, all dirt and mud and decay. The dying reeds and
bracken that came in the cold of leaf-bare.



 

Spottedleaf broke into a sprint, rushing forward with a wail lodged in her throat.

 

No cat stopped her.

 

She skidded to a halting stop in front of the ginger body. Her legs trembled then collapsed under her,
and she shoved her face into Copperleaf’s side, uncaring of the sticky, drying blood that clung to his
fur. Lavender stalks and minty leaves already laid strewn over his pelt, but nothing was able to truly
mask the stench of death that rose from her son.

 

She wailed to the stars.

 

A tail rested on hers, and Spottedleaf didn’t need to look up to know it was Willowpelt’s.

 

There was quiet for a moment, and then, a soft murmur.

 

“Where is Whitestorm?”

 

Spottedleaf pulled her head up enough to look at Firestar.

 

Her heart squeezed as she saw how utterly defeated and sad her son looked. His whiskers drooped
and his ears were low with misery. His green eyes echoed her own gray sorrow back to her.

 

“He stayed behind to protect our kits,” Willowpelt replied quietly. “He didn’t want to leave the camp
undefended, either.”

 

“Ah.” Firestar looked at his paws. “Yes. I should have thought of that…”

 

“You wanted him to be here for his little brother’s vigil,” murmured Willowpelt. “There’s no shame in
that.”

 



Firestar looked away. “If I had gotten here earlier…”

 

“Nothing,” croaked Spottedleaf, shakily raising on her paws. She stepped forward to touch her nose to
Firestar’s forehead. “Tigerstar would have killed another.”

 

Gazes turned to a small ginger-turned-brown tomcat, crouched beside a tortoiseshell pelt. Spottedleaf
blinked, perplexed. Young Gorsepaw, apprentice to Onewhisker… The fact that their gazes turned to
him… Spottedleaf could put the pieces together.

 

Copperleaf had died protecting the young tom.

 

Her heart clenched harder, painfully.

 

Of course, her son would go out protecting another, especially one so young. He was so protective of
the apprentices in his clan…

 

All she knew of Copperleaf’s death was Runningwind bursting into camp, demanding for her and
Whitestorm, and yowling that, “ Copperleaf is dead! ” and Tigerstar had killed him…

 

…And that Airleap had slain Tigerstar of a life in revenge.

 

Her gaze twisted to her brown and white spotted son next. The tallest and largest of his siblings, he
now rested with his paws tucked underneath him, right beside Morningflower. His apprentice,
Storkpaw, pressed against his side, head resting on his back comfortingly. Onewhisker sat beside
them, too, his gaze off to the side, looking solemnly at nothing.

 

“It’s true,” added the black and white tom, Badgerfang, of ShadowClan, or… Perhaps not anymore.
He sat on the opposite side to Firestar and Creekflower, sitting a whisker twitch away from the
WindClan cats. The pale ginger tabby Dawncloud laid by his side, staring down at Copperleaf’s body,
while Blossomtail and Oakfur sat on either side of them. Oakfur practically melted into his mother’s
side while Blossomtail sat tall beside Badgerfang, their tails intertwined.

 

It was crowded around Copperleaf’s body, but no one dared to move away from him.

 



Spottedleaf felt something lodge in her throat.

 

“Tigerstar was here to make a point,” Badgerfang continued. “And he wasn’t leaving without doing so
first.”

 

“And for what, ” Creekflower spat, tail lashing angrily. Her claws tore at the grass below as she glared
at Copperleaf’s body- or just to the left of him. “He already declared war! Why drag WindClan into
this?! Why murder his own?”

 

“Copperleaf was never his own,” Badgerfang growled, the white stripe down his back prickling
defensively. “ None of us were. And he knew it.”

 

“I-I drr-rraah..g’d W’n’Cl’n int-ah th’ss,” whispered a hoarse voice before it broke off, coughing.
Spottedleaf twisted her head to see Ravenwing, barely able to make his black coat out in the darkness-
or apart from Barley’s as the larger tom’s fluffy fur consumed him. “‘Mm sorry.”

 

“Don’t be,” Tallstar echoed Spottedleaf’s earlier words as he padded up behind the young tom. He
gazed at the cats gathered around Copperleaf. “We would fight a million battles against a tyrant like
Tigerstar, even if we lost them all.” He bowed his head to them all. “Copperleaf was an honorable
warrior. There are no words that could be said to describe what his sacrifice means to us all.
WindClan owes him many. He was the one who advocated for our return to the forest. He gave his life
to save one of ours. He was more than a friend.” He gazed at Airleap. “He was our brother.”

 

Airleap closed her eyes, bowing his head to Copperleaf’s body. Silence washed over the cats.

 

Then, Airleap took a shaky breath, and rose to his paws. He towered over the rest of the gathered cats
as he gazed sadly down at his brother. Blood still stained the corners of his mouth.

 

“Copperleaf was the greatest brother a cat could ask for,” he began. He opened his mouth, then closed
it. Then, he opened it again, eyes glazed. “When I was sick in the medicine den, as a young kit, he
always brought me a mossball to play with, or a feather to put in my nest… Ever since I can
remember, he was looking out for me. Always by my side. And I… took it for granted.” He looked
away, ears pinning to his head.

 

Oh, baby, no, Spottedleaf wanted to say. She wanted to curl up around Airleap’s side and lick him
clean of all the blood. Tell him everything was alright, just like when he was a kit. My sweet little



baby…

 

“Our lives took different paths,” Airleap continued, voice rasping. “For better, or for worse… We
grew apart, and I-I made mistakes… but he never stopped caring about me. He-... He never stopped
smiling at me, even when I doubted him… He’s the kindest and most forgiving cat I’ve ever met.”
Airleap hung his head, chin pressing to his chest. “I’ll never forget him.”

 

“None of us will,” murmured Creekflower, blinking and staring mistily at Airleap. “You’re right. We
all grew apart. We all made mistakes. But he never stopped caring about us…” Creekflower looked
away. “Even I can’t say the same of myself… He’s a better cat than any of us could be.”

 

Silence ate at the air again. Spottedleaf looked down at her son’s dead, unmoving body. She felt a hole
in her heart, knowing her son had died and taken it to StarClan with him.

 

Guide him to the stars, she begged of her ancestors. Adderfang, Redtail, welcome him kindly. I know
you will. A bittersweet thought. Loved ones she would never see again until she was ripped from her
loved ones here…

 

…it would be a long time until they were all reunited again…

 

…and it seemed too dark a thought to think.

 

Yet it made something feel lighter in her chest.

 

“No,” spoke a quiet voice. Spottedleaf blinked, looking around, because she’d never heard that voice
before. “No, that’s not true.” Spottedleaf turned her head to Dawncloud, a tail-length away from her,
with Oakfur between them, though a bit behind too. Dawncloud looked up at her, then at Creekflower.
“That’s not what Copperleaf would have said. He… he would have said we all could be better cats.
That… that good cats never stop trying to be better. That, no matter our flaws, and our weaknesses,
we all had the power to be better. We just had to put one paw in front of the other, and help others
when they fell behind.”

 

Spottedleaf’s chest ached so hard she couldn’t stop the sob that ripped from her throat.

 



That…

 

“That sounds exactly like something he would say,” Willowpelt spoke for her.

 

Dawncloud looked at her paws. “...He said it to me,” she meowed. “Not… in those exact words,
but…”

 

“He told us how to be better,” Blossomtail murmured. “He showed us how to be better every day. I
couldn’t have asked for a better cat to be my father.” Oakfur pressed his face into Dawncloud’s back
fur.

 

“And… and I couldn’t have asked for a better cat to… to be there for me,” she meowed. A tremble
ran down her legs, and she stared ahead with eyes unfocused. “To be my… my best friend. My… my
everything. My light in the darkness.” Dawncloud’s gaze slowly fell to Spottedleaf. “You raised a
good cat,” she murmured. “He spoke so highly of you… Did you know he named himself after you?”

 

Spottedleaf blinked, then looked at her paws, shuffling them, as though caught between humility and
a deep, burning hurt. “I… I always wondered…”

 

“He did,” Dawncloud confirmed. “He… he thought the world of you. He said you were his greatest
role model, and that he learned all his kindness from you. From all his family in ThunderClan. That…
that nothing hurt him more to leave, but that he knew he had to, if he wanted to live up to that
kindness you’d given him.”

 

She looked at her paws. “Things were not great in ShadowClan. I’m… not sure they ever have been.
But he was always there for us- a clan that did not owe him anything. For… for me, a cat he didn’t
even know. He… he left everything he knew behind just for me . Because… because he couldn’t bear
to see a cat go through the same thing as his mother…” Her voice trailed off into a whisper, so quiet
that Spottedleaf strained her ears to hear her.

 

For a moment, she thought she misheard.

 

Then, she saw cats glancing at each other, dawning realization lighting their eyes.

 



She gasped softly.

 

“Wait,” Firestar meowed, blinking, startled. He stared at Dawncloud with wide eyes. “Are you
saying- but I thought-...” He trailed off, glancing at Blossomtail, then Oakfur. “Aren’t…?”

 

“You aren’t Copperleaf’s kits?” Runningwind said more bluntly from beside Firestar’s side. The rest
of the ThunderClan patrol- Brackenfur, Graystripe, Cloudtail, Dustpelt, Ashpaw, Elderpaw, and
Mistlepaw- were sprinkled behind them, some closer, others more distant.

 

“We are,” Blossomtail said, but there was no defensiveness in his tone. He blinked, then tilted his
head. “You mean, you didn’t know? Copperleaf… He left ThunderClan to raise us, but he wasn’t our
father by blood.”

 

Surprise was clear on all the ThunderClan and WindClan cats’ faces. Spottedleaf herself was…
shocked. She had never even realized…

 

“I suppose most wouldn’t,” Blossomtail continued, “but I thought he would have told his family…?”

 

Firestar and Creekflower traded looks. “It… never came up?” Firestar offered weakly. “He just… left
to join ShadowClan out of the blue, and we never understood he hadn’t… abandoned us until he
helped us take down Brokentail. But we… I never… I still thought he left in the first place
because…” He looked awkwardly at Dawncloud.

 

Dawncloud looked away, a painful grimace on her face. She seemed to curl in on herself.
Spottedleaf’s chest tightened in sympathy, recognizing the awkward fear in the younger she-cat. She
shifted closer to her, touching her nose to Dawncloud’s ear. The ginger tabby startled away with a
confused flinch.

 

“I’m so glad he had someone as sweet and loyal as you with him,” Spottedleaf murmured. Then, she
looked to Blossomtail and Oakfur. “And I’m more than glad to be your grandmother. I love all of you
as much as I love my kin in ThunderClan.”

 

Blossomtail smiled. “I’m glad to have you as a grandmother.”

 



“None of us will forget Copperleaf,” Badgerfang meowed. “His name will live on forever with us.”

 

Blossomtail dipped his head, eyes closing. “We’ll tell his tale to our kits for generations,” he added.
“Be it as ShadowClan or CopperClan- he will not be forgotten.”

 

The night went silent once more.

 

Spottedleaf closed her eyes, drinking in what she could of Copperleaf’s scent. She pressed the bridge
of her nose to her lifeless side. “I love you, my little pebble,” she breathed.

 

Then, she raised her muzzle to the sky and opened her eyes.

 

The twinkling white of the stars greeted her, and she felt a calm wash over her, knowing her family
rested in Silverpelt, waiting for her and watching over her. She and StarClan may not have had the
smoothest of relationships, but she knew they would not cast out a warrior as noble and brave as
Copperleaf.

 

She gasped quietly as one of the stars seemed to sparkle, smearing against the sky like a shooting star,
but a faint echo of one. The silvery sky was cast in an ember-orange glow.

 

The quietest of whispers brushed against her ear.

 

“Thistles will burn.”

 

 

Her stomach churned uncomfortably. Bile seemed to rise in her throat as she recalled the sickening
scene from the night before.

 

Copperleaf and Tigerstar locked in the tussle for their lives, snarling and snapping and spitting with
fury, both desperately trying to end the other.

 



Copperleaf’s throat had seemed to be slashed open in slow motion as she had stood, frozen with
shock and horror, as blood gushed and dribbled out in a flood and the large, kind ginger tom had
collapsed to the ground, limbs spasming.

 

She had hardly paid attention to the gruesome murder the WindClan warrior Airleap had delivered to
her father. Tawnypaw’s attention had solely been fixed on the cat who had welcomed her warmly to
ShadowClan, had introduced her to some of her closest friends in her new clan…

 

But now he was dead.

 

Killed.

 

Murdered, her subconsciousness hissed. Your own father murdered him. Like he murdered Redtail.
Except this was for no personal gain…

 

Her heart felt torn in two. She wanted to be accepted in her new clan for who she was but- but who
she was didn’t include unrighteous murder! Would she have to compromise her morals to win a
standing in ShadowClan that didn’t stem from her position as Tigerstar’s daughter?

 

Her heart squeezed. Would she ever be seen as anything other than Tigerstar’s daughter?

 

She longed to spill her spiraling thoughts to Turtlefur, her closest (best?) friend in ShadowClan.
Unfortunately, the tortoiseshell had stood her ground with the other rebels, and the grief and rage in
Turtlefur’s green and blue eyes had been clear.

 

Privately, Tawnypaw worried if their friendship was done for. Here she was in ShadowClan,
supporting her father, while Turtlefur grieved for her beloved mentor, whom Tawnypaw’s own father
had murdered.

 

“I can’t believe they would just abandon us like that!” The tortoiseshell apprentice glanced up from
where she had been studying her paws, ears pricking at the irritated mew of Scorchwind. The large
ginger tom was battered and bruised from the battle, but his voice was still strong. “Tigerstar’s our
leader - he has the nine lives to prove it!”

 



“We’re better off without those traitors,” the old black and white tom Finchflight growled as he paced
in a circle. The glint in his amber eyes made Tawnypaw uncomfortable. He had always creeped her
out, with the way he slunk around camp, his eyes always burning into the pelts of Dawncloud and
Bubbles. She hated how smug he’d been ever since the battle - ever since Copperleaf’s death.

 

She wondered why Tigerstar kept him around.

 

“Besides,” Finchflight continued loftily, licking his puffed out chest fur. “This merely means we know
just who to weed out to purify our clan once more. You’ve heard about the curse in ThunderClan. I
bet Copperleaf is - oh, wait,” he smirked slightly, “I meant was the reason why they all went traitor.”

 

“Right!” Nightwhisper exclaimed, whiskers twitching eagerly. “Maybe that’s what we’re meant to do
- rid the forest of this curse once and for all!”

 

“Copperleaf’s already taken care of, thanks to our rightful leader,” Jaggedtooth rumbled. “Our next
target should be ThunderClan. Get rid of those curse-ridden cats for good! It’s been festering in them
for too long!”

 

There were yowls and meows of agreement from the cats around Tawnypaw, but she hardly heard
them, throat tight and the bile back.

 

How could they speak of Copperleaf, a clanmate they had fought beside and suffered with, like- like-!

 

And the curse talk was back too. Why were so many cats placing stock in that mouse-brained rumor?
Were they really going to blame everything ShadowClan had suffered through for the past moons on
the one cat who had proven themselves to be more ShadowClan than most other ShadowClan-born
cats?

 

And by the sound of it, her new clan was eager to enter into battle with her old clan. Goldenflower,
Bramblepaw, Cherryfur…they’ll all be in danger. Her stomach lurched.

 

I’ll have to fight them.

 



The thought terrified her. Would she have to fight in another battle ending with death? Would she
have to witness her mother be slaughtered? Would she be forced to watch as Bramblepaw heaved his
last breath? Would she have to see what would become of Cherryfur at the merciless claws of her
father’s inner circle?

 

What happened to the ShadowClan she’d heard about who fought honorably and fiercely, defending
what was theirs to the very end?

 

This clan was nothing like the one she’d heard so much about.

 

Copperleaf’s death had proved that.

 

“Tawnypaw?” The tortoiseshell craned her neck around to meet the troubled blue eyes of Fangpaw.
Her spotted silver tabby fur was bristling and her whiskers twitched erratically.

 

“Hi, Fangpaw,” she murmured. “What’s up?”

 

Fangpaw’s tail twitched and she scuffed the floor, nervously looking around, before leaning in and
whisper-rambling, “I want to be a strong ShadowClan warrior like my dad said my mom was, and
that’s why I chose to stay here and also my parents are still here and my dead mom followed Tigerstar
before she died so that means I should too because family is everything, right?” She inhaled deeply as
Tawnypaw blinked, frantically trying to process her friend’s words, before the silver she-cat plowed
onward. “But I can’t believe Copperleaf’s dead, and Dawncloud and Nightpaw are gone…it just
doesn’t feel real.”

 

Tawnypaw twitched her ears and frowned. “Me too,” she quietly confessed. “I miss them. I thought
ShadowClan was the clan for me, but…this isn’t what I expected.” Her words trailed off into a
mumble.

 

Fangpaw blinked anxiously at her. “But we’ve gotta support our families, right? Finchflight’s always
saying we gotta stick by kin because that’s what makes us strong, and that’s why Blossomtail and
Oakfur are traitors, because they chose a replacement over him and that’s why they’re also cursed
now.”

 

Tawnypaw wrinkled her nose. “Promise me you don’t believe that phony curse thing, please?” she
pleaded. “Frostfur was always yowling about it back in ThunderClan, and I don’t believe it. Bad



things just happen, you know? And sometimes there’s nobody to blame.” That’s what Cherryfur
always said.

 

Fangpaw nodded, blue eyes looking for any sort of guidance, and Tawnypaw shifted nervously.

 

“And as for sticking by kin…” She went on slowly, measuring out her words to reassure her friend. “I
don’t think I’d ever be able to hurt Bramblepaw or Goldenflower, so…yeah, I think we’ve gotta stay
with our families. But I can’t go back to ThunderClan - I left, and I’m sticking to my decision. I won’t
be called a clan-hopper. But we’ve got to prove we’re ShadowClan, and if…” Her throat tightened
and her voice cracked. Tawnypaw swallowed the lump in her throat. “And if that means I have to
fight my birth clan…” She glanced up and met the sympathetic eyes of Fangpaw.

 

“Then that’s what I’ll do.”

 

 

Thistlestar’s head rested on his paws as he lounged at the bottom of the clan’s meeting rock. Though
there were many worries that rested on his shoulders, he couldn’t help but feel at peace as he watched
his clan carry out their everyday duties.

 

Just as he had feared, Lightningfur had struggled to truly adapt to a deputy position. While the power
and control ran through her veins, and her clanmates listened to her either out of fear or respect, she
lacked the knowledge to properly manage the clan’s daily tasks. Double assigning cats to patrols,
neglecting the upkeep of the camp’s structure, or, on days she trained Featherpaw, she would forget to
assign cats anything, as though the rest of the clan did not exist when she left camp.

 

But Lightningfur had found her footing eventually. That, or cats were too scared to correct her
mistakes. Either way, clanlife moved on, and kept going.

 

RiverClan was strong.

 

But it could be stronger.

 

Thistlestar narrowed his eyes, scanning the camp again. Lightningfur had assigned Blackclaw,
Stormpaw, and Heavystep to this morning’s dawn patrol, and they were to return soon, while



Beetlenose had just taken out a hunting patrol with Mallowtail and Vixenleap. Voleclaw was on
standby with his sister, Petaldust, for the next one.

 

Lightningfur had taken Featherpaw out for training, but Loudbelly and his apprentice Pikepaw, with
help from Perchpaw, were diligently working on rethreading reeds into the nursery walls now that
Shadepelt was expecting. Said queen was grooming herself in the dull sunlight, and Thistlestar
admired the way the light dappled against her dark gray pelt, painting it with lighter patches.

 

The new kits would be good- his gaze turned towards the youngest warriors of RiverClan. Woodmask
was crouched beside Robinstorm as Lizardflight fussed over the mottled brown and orange tom’s torn
claw. The young medicine cat scolded Robinstorm, pressing some kind of herb against his claw to
slow the bleeding.

 

Thistlestar’s tail flicked, irritated. Robinstorm was a promising warrior, as Lightningfur’s first
apprentice, but Thistlestar felt concerned over how close the young tom appeared to be to
Lizardflight… Woodmask as well, for that matter. Nearly all of that apprentice group had left to be
traitors under Leopardfur, and Lizardflight had been quite close to the former RiverClan deputy as
well.

 

Thistlestar was well aware his… granddaughter held animosity towards him. But as long as she
continued to serve as RiverClan’s medicine cat, he could care less. His clan was being taken care of
by skilled paws. Lizardflight had a natural talent, and Thistlestar was sure it was all his blood and
none of the kittypet’s that had filthied it.

 

Having kits with a kittypet. It was so shameful of his daughter to do such a thing- if it had been a
quiet affair, he supposed he could have excused it, for he was no stranger to emotions getting the
better of oneself, but to have kits with a kittypet?

 

He had enough of a battered reputation to defend- he didn’t need Creekflower making it worse. At
least Copperleaf, the son he had yet to form any connection with, had gotten with a clancat, even if
not from his own clan.

 

It was disappointing to have… lost so many of his kits’ loyalty.

 

But as long as he had Lightningfur and Fire star, he felt content. They would be the most powerful
family to have ever existed- every cat in the clans would know their names, and their legacy would
live on forever.



 

Thistlestar rolled a shoulder, gaze flicking across camp. The old tom who always seemed to be
stepping on his or his daughter’s tail, Rippleclaw, had Sedgecreek and Greenflower gathered beside
him. Sitting next to the two young, beautiful she-cats, Rippleclaw particularly looked his age, with his
long-haired black and silver pelt hanging scraggly off his thin frame. Honestly, Thistlestar should
force him to retire to the elders’ den, but, then, he would have to admit his own age as well, and
Thistlestar knew he still had energy and strength, even if only thanks to StarClan’s blessing of nine
lives.

 

Thistlestar himself had never been an avid believer of StarClan. He believed they existed, of course,
for he was no fool. He knew they had power.

 

But they were mouse-brains all the same. No different from the weak-willed, cowardly, or idiotic cats
of the forest. Thistlestar didn’t fear them, nor respect them, not the way Rippleclaw did.

 

StarClan blessed you, and StarClan wants your family to lead, dripped from the old, kooky tom’s
mouth every day, like a ramble he was so used to saying that he hardly even realized he was saying it.
Ever since he’d witnessed Mapleshade take form in the living world and push rocks onto Oakstar,
stripping all the lives away from the leader, he’d been padding after Thistlestar and Lightningfur like
a little kit.

 

It was annoying, but Thistlestar could see the effect it had on his place in the clan.

 

These cats needed guidance, after all, and if StarClan said he was blessed, then they all looked to
Thistlestar. It was a nice change of pace since the rocky start of his leadership- of his deputyship,
especially, when cats had fought against his every order. Even Blackclaw, now one of his most loyal
warriors, had snarked that he would, “Never take orders from a ThunderClan exile!”

 

Ah, how the tides had changed.

 

Thistlestar scanned his gaze over camp once more.

 

Every warrior was accounted for.

 

…Except one.



 

He raised his head, straightening his spine as he layed. He’d made it a rule that no cat may sleep once
the first hunting patrol had left, as they were preparing for war and could not waste a second of
training, or risk being caught unaware by their enemy.

 

So there was no possibility that this missing warrior was simply snoozing away in the warriors’ den.

 

He raised himself to his paws, grunting with the effort. He stepped forward, one paw off of the rock,
when he heard a voice yowl, “Thistlestar!”

 

Immediately, he groaned, shoulders slumping as he turned to meet Grasswhisker. The long-haired
dark brown tabby she-cat bounded up to him, paws splashing in the water as she crossed to the
meeting rock.

 

“What is it, Grasswhisker?” he growled, trying to contain his annoyance at seeing his… mate.

 

Grasswhisker leaned forward to touch his nose, and he just stared back as he let her, not responding to
her purr. Hurt flashed in her green eyes, and her excited tail dropped behind her. “Well,” she said,
slowly, happiness immediately dampened, “I-I was just thinking, you don’t have anything to do today,
so- so we could go hunt together, couldn’t we?”

 

“I always have duties to attend to,” Thistlestar replied condescendingly, tilting his chin up and glaring
down at her like she was a little kit being scolded. “I am leader of this clan, and I have to ensure that
not only is everyone fed and healthy, but everyone is prepared for battle.”

 

“Yes,” Grasswhisker agreed, not looking at him, “I know, but-... But surely you could spare some time
for me-?”

 

“No,” Thistlestar snapped, tail lashing. “I can’t.”

 

Grasswhisker’s gaze flashed up to him, brows furrowing in anger, even as she crouched lower to the
ground. “But I’m your mate!” she protested. “We- we’re supposed to be together! ”

 



Thistlestar thrust his head down to hers, lips curling and fangs shining. “And who's stopping us from
truly being together? How can we be mates if we never mate, Grasswhisker?” he spat. His claws
scraped against the rock below. He was tired of this old argument. The only reason he was still mates
with her was because it’d look bad on him otherwise to break up with her. “Why would I want to
spend time with you when you won’t spend time with me? ”

 

Grasswhisker’s eyes widened and her ears pinned against her head. Her belly fur brushed against the
rock and her tail was stiff, half in the calm, cold water circling around the meeting rock. “Thistlestar,”
she mewled, “I-I’m sorry. I’m- I’m trying, I promise, I just- I’m sorry. We- we can try again, I-I
won’t-”

 

“What’s the point?” he snapped, raising his head and curling his lip at her. “You clearly don’t love me
enough, and I can’t stand when you act like you don’t like it. It makes me feel disgusting.”

 

“Thistlestar-”

 

“I’m done with this,” Thistlestar cut her off, turning away. “Talk to me when you can actually prove
you still care about us.” He ignored her protesting mewls, stepping across the short stream circling the
rock so only two of his paws got wet. Thoroughly annoyed, he lashed his tail as he strode over to
where Loudbelly and the two senior apprentices were patching the wall.

 

“Perchpaw,” he said, smoothing down his shoulder fur. The black apprentice startled, turning around
and blinking at him. He dropped the bracken in his mouth.

 

“Yes, Thistlestar?” he meowed, voice and body stiff. His brother, Pikepaw, glanced at him, then at
Thistlestar. The mottled dark gray tom watched with narrowed eyes until Loudbelly bumped his
shoulder and told him to keep working on the nursery walls.

 

“Where is your mentor?” Thistlestar asked coldly, narrowing his eyes.

 

“Uh.” Perchpaw blinked, glancing at Loudbelly as though for help, but the dark brown tom kept his
gaze on his work, back to the young tom. Perchpaw looked back at Thistlestar with a hint of fear in
those green eyes. The apprentice had grown to have a slimmer build than most RiverClan cats- thanks
to his ThunderClan blood, most likely- and stood tall enough to reach Thistlestar’s nose. “She went on
a morning hunt.”

 



Thistlestar kept his slitted eyes on Perchpaw. “Did she now?” he said. “And how often does she go on
these morning hunts? ” The older she-cat had been missing from camp more than he could count on
his toes.

 

“Most every morning, sir,” Perchpaw meowed, glancing at his white-toed paws. “And then we
typically train right after, unless we have a patrol.”

 

“Is that so? And did Lightningfur approve of her morning hunts?”

 

Perchpaw blinked, keeping his gaze on his paws. “Uh, well, I mean, she- she hasn’t said anything
about… I don’t know. Lightningfur doesn’t seem to mind?” he offered weakly, glancing up at
Thistlestar almost as though he was begging him to understand.

 

Doesn’t mind, Thistlestar thought, tail tip twitching, or doesn’t care? He was sure his daughter had
hardly noticed the golden and white she-cat slipping out from under their nose.

 

A low growl left Thistlestar’s throat. “Well, if she wants to go hunting by herself, she needs to tell
myself or Lightningfur before she leaves,” Thistlestar meowed. “Keep working,” he told the
apprentice as he turned to head out of camp. He nodded to Loudbelly as he passed, who dipped his
head back to him.

 

Thistlestar didn’t need to pester the answers out of the apprentice anymore- he knew the truth quite
well. Softwing may have been sympathetic to him when he first arrived in this clan, spewing his sob
story to all who would listen (and RiverClan absolutely ate up anything dramatic they could get their
paws on; they were worse than the gossiping elders and she-cats of ThunderClan). But Thistlestar
could see how her tone had changed, how she looked at him with coldness and anger in her eyes.

 

Blackclaw had told him how she let two ThunderClan warriors go when they’d trespassed on
RiverClan land.

 

Thistlestar padded out of camp, opening his mouth and scenting the air. The morning chill made it
harder to find, but he could smell the faint trace of Softwing’s scent, fresher than the dawn patrol’s.
ThunderClan were excellent trackers, and it was a skill Thistlestar had made sure not to lose amongst
the lazier RiverClan cats.

 



He followed the scent trail, even as it looped erratically back and forth. But it still headed straight,
with a clear destination in mind- not at all the scent trail of a cat who was hunting. 

 

It headed towards the Twolegplace border, near the edge of ThunderClan territory.

 

Soft, murmured words reached his tufted ears, and he paused, whiskers twitching. He crouched low to
the ground, and prowled forward. His breath seemed loud even to his own ears- greencough had
stripped away a life and left him with a rasp in his throat he could never quite get rid of.

 

“...no plan of attack yet,” he caught. His claws dug into the ground. “I’ll keep my ears peeled.”

 

“Don’t risk your whiskers too much,” meowed a silkier voice. Leopardfur. “Thank you for doing this,
but don’t get your tail bit for us.”

 

“This is important for the future of RiverClan,” replied Softwing. “Of course I’m more than willing to
risk my whiskers or my tail!”

 

Thistlestar narrowed his eyes. Oh, she certainly was risking more than that…

 

“And tell Skyheart hello for me,” Softwing continued. “I can’t wait to see her little ones when they’re
born.” She purred. “Even if it is a difficult time for them to be born.”

 

“Hopefully they won’t come for another moon,” Leopardfur murmured. “And with CopperClan
joining our ranks, I feel more assured at the safety of our youngest.” Thistlestar’s ear twitched.
CopperClan? What in StarClan’s name was CopperClan?

 

“Are you sure you’ll have enough territory to hunt for that many cats, though?” Softwing worried.

 

“Where we currently are? No,” Leopardfur answered honestly. “Not with Shadow- or, TigerClan, I
suppose, pressing on our bord-”

 

“Don’t tell me,” Softwing said quickly. “Remember, it’s safer if I don’t know where you all are.”



 

“It won’t matter,” Leopardfur meowed, unbothered. “Tallstar is more than willing to form an alliance
with us and CopperClan. I never thought I’d be allying with WindClan, of all clans, but here we are.”
She let out a small chuff of a laugh. “Those rabbity warriors can pack quite a punch when they want
to.”

 

Thistlestar’s muscles tensed. Leopardfur had managed to win WindClan’s allyship? And this
CopperClan she kept speaking of-... It seemed LeopardClan might be a bigger threat than he
thought… He believed only ThunderClan would ally with them, and that he might be able to convince
his son, Firestar, to reconsider…

 

…but if Leopardfur had ThunderClan, WindClan, and this so-called CopperClan on her side…

 

…

 

…he would have to recalculate his attack.

 

“I better get going,” Softwing meowed, and Thistlestar took a few steps back, hiding himself deeper
into the underbrush that had begun dying and browning with the leaf-bare chill.

 

“I’ll see you in two sunrises, then,” Leopardfur responded. “And may StarClan light your path.”

 

“And StarClan yours,” Softwing answered.

 

There was silence, only the distant chatter of a bird that had not yet migrated filling the air. Thistlestar
kept his ears pricked and his mouth opened- Softwing’s scent was becoming stronger. He crouched
lower to the ground, waiting with tense muscles.

 

Soon, he saw the pale golden and white tabby pelt of Softwing pushing forward, quietly padding
through the forest of RiverClan. Her own ears were pricked, but she seemed at ease, unbothered, and
unsuspecting of the predator lying in wait.

 

Thistlestar slid one paw forward, bunched his muscles, then jumped .



 

Softwing’s head whipped around to meet him the moment his shadow fell over her, but it was too late-
his heavy body had already slammed into her tiny one, slamming her to the ground. She let out a
vicious snarl, and didn’t say anything as she lashed her paw out, claws swiping his long fur.

 

Thistlestar snarled right back at her, shoving his large paw against her shoulder and pinning her.
“Traitor,” he spat. “I always knew you were.”

 

“Of course,” she spat right back at him, jerking under his grasp. His claws dug into her shoulder,
spilling blood over the white of her fur. She glared with furious blue eyes up at him, burning with
hatred. “Why would I ever follow you? ”

 

“Owlfur would be ashamed of your disloyalty,” he sneered.

 

Softwing’s eyes widened before her face contorted in rage. She surged upwards with tremendous
strength. “His loyalty to you got him killed!” she screamed, slashing her claws against his throat.

 

Thistlestar snarled, stumbling backwards as she shoved him away. Her claws narrowly missed sinking
into his flesh, tearing clumps of dark gray fur out. She lashed another paw out that he slapped away.
He ducked to his side as she jumped forward, claws tearing down his side. Thistlestar gasped as he
felt her claws slice past his fur, cutting skin.

 

He roared with fury as he clamped his jaws onto her tail, pulling her back and tossing her to the
ground. He lashed a paw out, but she twisted and caught it with her own paws, claws digging into her
leg. She spat at him.

 

“You’ll never win!” she yowled. “The entire forest’s coming for you, Thistlestar! Count your days!”

 

“Count your own!” snarled Thistlestar as he slammed his paw down onto her throat. Agonizing, hot
pain coiled up his leg as she dug deeper into his flesh. But his own claws curved into the softest part
of her throat, ripping into it like one tore into a delicious mouse.

 

She gasped and kicked out, back claws cutting his underside. He tore himself off of her, letting her
stagger to her feet while he limped on his front leg. She stumbled upright, coughing as blood dripped
from her neck. She bared her teeth at him.



 

Thistlestar bared his teeth right back. “That little rebellion of yours is nothing more than a thorn in my
side,” he said. “And I’ll pick it out soon enough. And then the entire forest will be mine . My family
will rule, and cats will never have to go hungry again. Life will be so much better, and my clan will be
the most feared of all these little make-believe clans. A shame you won’t be alive to see it.”

 

Softwing snarled. “A shame you won’t be either.”

 

Her legs trembled with effort, and then she collapsed to the ground, heaving for breath. Thistlestar
curled his lip at her, rage curtling in his belly. But he stepped forward smoothly, placing a paw on her
side. He leaned down, and whispered, “Be grateful I have mercy.”

 

He opened his jaw and clenched his fangs around her neck, pressing until he felt her spine snap. Her
body slumped, and her blue eyes stared blankly ahead as the life drained out of them.

 

Thistlestar pulled back, licking his lips of the blood and wiggling his lower jaw to release it of
tension.

 

He flicked his tail tip, irritated, as he stared down at her.

 

Pity.

 

The sound of dry reeds cracking underneath paws had Thistlestar snapping his head up, gray and
white fur bristling.

 

Wide, green eyes stared at him.

 

“Perchpaw,” he meowed smoothly. “I thought I told you to keep working?”

 

The black tom trembled as he stared at him. “I-I-I-” he stuttered, and Thistlestar grew annoyed
quickly as the apprentice failed to get anything meaningful out.

 



He stepped forward, steps high despite the pain shooting up his front leg. He prowled around
Perchpaw, eyes locked dangerously on the young tom. “Softwing was a traitor,” he told Perchpaw
simply, voice cold and unforgiving. “She threatened RiverClan’s safety. And if I ever find out you are
a traitor too…” He leaned his head down, murmuring into Perchpaw’s ear. “...I will do the same to
you.”

 

Perchpaw stared at his paws, green eyes still as wide as they first were, as big as a leaf’s. Thistlestar
growled. “Do you understand me?”

 

Perchpaw flinched, then nodded.

 

“ Do you understand me? ” Thistlestar repeated.

 

Perchpaw quaked where he stood, eyes clenched shut. “I understand you, Thistlestar,” Perchpaw
mewled pathetically, voice cracking like a little kit’s. “I’m-I’m sorry.”

 

Thistlestar relaxed, rolling his shoulders back. “Good,” he meowed, then turned to Softwing. “Now,
help me carry her back to camp.”

 

Perchpaw’s eyes shot open, wide again. “You- but- I-”

 

Thistlestar bared his teeth at him. “What is it?” he snarled.

 

Perchpaw flinched away, looking at his paws. “Nothing,” he mewed quickly. “Just-...you’re not…
burying her out here…?”

 

Thistlestar snorted, flicking his tail tip as he turned back to grab Softwing’s body. “Doing the same
thing over and over gets dreadfully boring,” he replied. “No. Softwing is a traitor. There’s no reason
to hide her death, is there?”

 

Perchpaw gave a minute nod, but didn’t move. Thistlestar narrowed his eyes at him, and spoke around
Softwing’s scruff. “Are you truly so bad at following orders?”

 



Perchpaw winced, then scrambled over to Softwing’s other side. He raised his gaze to look at her
body, then trembled and looked away. Gingerly, he slipped underneath her and stood up. His legs
shook again, and Thistlestar snorted. Keeping her neck scruffed, he walked forward, and Perchpaw
matched him step for step, even as he stumbled and gasped.

 

The walk back to camp seemed excruciatingly longer, and carrying Softwing’s body over the stepping
stones leading into camp was a feat with a shaky apprentice. Sedgecreek was on guard by the entrance
when they began to pull Softwing’s body in, and she leaped to her feet, yowling.

 

“What happened?” she cried.

 

Other cats were quick to rush over. “Softwing!” meowed Heavystep. The dawn patrol had returned,
and jumped up from their place at the fresh-kill pile.

 

“Who did this?” demanded Blackclaw, hissing and unsheathing his claws, ready for vengeance.

 

Thistlestar dropped Softwing’s body in the middle of camp, and Perchpaw scrambled back, eyes wide.
Loudbelly rushed to his side, resting his tail on his back. Pikepaw bared his teeth and bristled his fur,
just as eager to fight as his father.

 

Thistlestar scanned the clan as they gathered, yowling in mourning for a cat they didn’t yet know was
a traitor. It was only Rippleclaw who narrowed his eyes and glared at the body, tail tip twitching.

 

“She brought this upon herself,” Thistlestar answered his clan’s angry cries, raising his voice high
above theirs. They quieted, watching him with vigor. He spotted Grasswhisker moping in the shadows
beside Lizardflight, and Stormpaw crouched beside Robinstorm and Woodmask, eyes wide as he
stared at Softwing’s body. “I held my suspicions about Softwing’s loyalty to RiverClan, and today, I
followed her when she went on a so-called morning hunt. I found her trading secrets with Leopardfur
at the border.”

 

Gasps and hisses filled the air of RiverClan’s peaceful camp.

 

“How dare she!” Rippleclaw roared, tail lashing furiously. “I knew she was a traitor!”

 



“It can’t be!” Blackclaw meowed, appearing more stunned, before he hardened his face and looked
away.

 

“Oh, Mallowtail will be devastated!” wailed Greenflower, gaping at Softwing’s body.

 

“Yes,” Thistlestar continued, raising his head high. He looked at his gathered cats once more.
Mallowtail, Softwing’s daughter, was still out on her hunting patrol with Vixenleap and Beetlenose.
Lightningfur and Featherpaw were the only other cats not in camp. “Softwing attempted to kill me
when I confronted her, and I defended myself in kind.” He then tipped his head to Perchpaw. “She
met her end at his claws.”

 

Perchpaw’s eyes widened.

 

“For that, I believe Perchpaw should be made a warrior,” Thistlestar called, letting his voice echo.
Cats went silent, staring at Perchpaw with expectant eyes. “For his bravery and his loyalty to his clan
and his leader, I, Thistlestar, leader of RiverClan, with StarClan’s approval, hereby name this
apprentice Perchwing. May he serve the name better than his mentor.”

 

Perchwing looked at him with openly horrified eyes. He trembled, but Thistlestar saw the white of his
chin lock in place. He remained silent, turning his gaze forward and raising his head high, though
there was no pride in his eyes.

 

“Perchwing,” Woodmask called hesitantly. “Perchwing!”

 

“Perchwing!” The cats of the clan picked up the chant, yowling his name out to the skies. Thistlestar
looked at his warriors, studying them each. Grasswhisker was completely silent, but that was because
she was moping, glaring at Perchwing even. Stormpaw’s mew was quiet, inaudible under the yowl
from Robinstorm beside him. Thistlestar narrowed his eyes at the young half-clan cat. “Perchwing!”

 

As the chant began to die down, Thistlestar called out, “We will hold no vigil for Softwing. The
elders,” he nodded to Fallowtail and Piketooth, “will bury her without ceremony.”

 

A few cats exchanged looks, but some like Rippleclaw meowed out their agreement. “StarClan
doesn’t welcome traitors!” hissed Rippleclaw.

 



“What about me?” called out Pikepaw. Thistlestar looked to the mottled gray tom. His mentor,
Loudbelly, jabbed him, hissing at him to be quiet. But Pikepaw looked challengingly forward at
Thistlestar. “I don’t have my warrior name yet!”

 

Thistlestar tipped his head to the side, studying the young tom. Out of all of Mistyfoot’s kits, it
seemed he was the only truly promising one. He would have to make sure Lightningfur kept Pikepaw
on patrols with cats like Blackclaw, Rippleclaw, Greenflower, and Sedgecreek, who would keep him
hardened from the soft-heartedness his siblings held.

 

“You will take your warrior assessment tomorrow,” Thistlestar promised the young tom.

 

Pikepaw’s yellow eyes brightened, and he grinned. “Yes!”

 

Loudbelly dipped his head to Thistlestar. “Thank you, Thistlestar.” He turned to his apprentice.
“Come on, then, we better not waste a moment.”

 

Thistlestar curled his tail, pleased, as the two scurried out of camp. Thistlestar turned back to
Perchwing, leveling him with a steady gaze. “You will be on vigil tonight,” he reminded the new
warrior. “Alone.”

 

Perchwing bowed his head. “Yes, Thistlestar,” he said, voice quiet and almost hoarse. He turned his
gaze to watch as Fallowtail and Piketooth dragged Softwing’s body away. “I know.”
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TigerClan, ThistleClan, and BloodClan Make A Treaty (And Secretly
Plot To Kill Each Other!)
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The attack on WindClan had been…not quite the success he wished it to be.

 

Tigerstar lashed his tail, eyes narrowed, as his most loyal cats spoke around him in the darkness of his
den.

 

“Think about it!” Blackfoot advocated with a frown. “The attack has merely pushed WindClan and
ThunderClan into a closer alliance! We may be strong, but even we will struggle under the combined
strength of them - not to mention the rebels would aid them!”

 

“Are they really that strong, though?” Finchflight’s mew was scornful. “Look at the damage we
inflicted onto WindClan! They can barely stand on their own paws! After the blow we dealt them I
doubt they’ll be much of a threat.”

 

Blackfoot shot the black and white tom an expression of dislike. “Did we cripple them, or did we
simply empower them?” he criticized. “I mean, even that mouse Airleap-” The deputy cut himself off,
gaze flickering to Tigerstar then away.

 

Just as he should. Tigerstar rested his burning amber eyes on the large tom. He didn’t let his
cowardice to attack those rabbit-eaters stop him from following orders like a good deputy, but he is
lacking in his respect. He hoped his daughter, Tawnypaw, was actually learning under his tutelage.
Tigerstar had trusted nobody but Blackfoot with her training after her previous mentor, Oakfur, had
left them for the rebels. 

 

Tigerstar let his stare do the talking for him as he continued to pin Blackfoot under his unimpressed
expression. His deputy looked rightfully chastened and bowed his head to the dark tabby.

 

“I meant no disrespect, Tigerstar,” he meowed humbly. “It’s just that if even Airleap was galvanized
into attacking you, who’s to say the rest of WindClan won’t grow a backbone?”

 



Tigerstar twitched an ear in acknowledgement and thoughtfully twitched his whiskers. He shifted on
his paws.

 

“So, we’re without allies?” Nightwhisper quietly inputted, crouching on the ground. “We’re on our
own?”

 

Jaggedtooth puffed his chest up. “Those rabbit-munchers were easy prey,” he growled. “We don’t
need allies.”

 

“WindClan’s hardly a threat,” spoke up a sharp voice. Swampfur was pressed beside Nightwhisper,
her belly beginning to bulge at the sides. “How many times do we need to chase them out to prove
it?”

 

Tigerstar finally spoke, voice low and raspy. “But we must be prepared.” His throat tightened, but the
dark tabby growled and pushed through it. “It’s time I called upon the cats we met in Twolegplace, as
well as extend an invitation of an…” His lip curled, “ alliance between ShadowClan and
ThistleClan.”

 

From the looks on the other warriors’ faces, they weren’t as fond of the idea either. But alas…if that’s
what it took to rid the forest of those curse-ridden cats, then so be it.

 

“The rogues of the Twolegplace are vicious enough,” Tangleburr meowed, sitting next to Stumpytail
and Brownclaw. The brown tom frowned in confusion, as though lost at the topic of conversation.
“The other clans will hardly be expecting their claws.”

 

BloodClan would pose a threat just by the dog teeth in their collars. The cowardly rabbits of
WindClan would take one look and leap out of their pelts in fear.

 

“Tigerstar,” Finchflight then interjected, amber eyes gleaming slightly, “I’ve heard rumors about the
rebels. That they’re-” He snickered. “Get this, they’re calling themselves ‘CopperClan’ after that flea-
bitten traitor!”

 

“I am very well aware, thank you,” Tigerstar growled, fighting through the urge to cough erratically.

 



“Well,” Finchflight looked properly chastened. “Well, I was thinking that we should show that we’re
stronger, that we’re the true ShadowClan, with a name to prove it!”

 

“We don’t need to ‘prove’ anything!” Blackfoot objected with a frown. “We won the battle, after all.
We’ve already shown we’re superior.”

 

“Have we though?” Jaggedtooth mused, ginger tail flicking. “Technically, we lost a lot more cats in
the battle than WindClan did. The rebels abandoned us and are parading around with a new name - I
think we should too.”

 

Tigerstar titled his head, eyes slits, as he contemplated the idea. He tuned out the bickering of his
underlings. A new name, a show of power. Copperleaf’s little band of renegades could play their
games, but in the end he, Tigerstar, was the true power in the forest.

 

Copperleaf couldn’t defeat him.

 

Airleap merely got a lucky shot in on him that will soon be repaid.

 

Thistlestar was too busy chasing after LeopardClan to keep an eye on him.

 

And Firestar…well, he’ll soon be taken care of by his own claws - just like his brother.

 

“From now on,” Tigerstar’s rasp of a voice made the argument around him freeze, “we aren’t
ShadowClan.” Finchflight’s eyes gleamed as Blackfoot frowned. Jaggedtooth pricked his ears as
Nightwhisper leaned forward. “From now on…”

 

Tigerstar felt his muzzle curl into a half-smile. “We are TigerClan.”

 

“TigerClan!” yowled Brownclaw eagerly, and then Stumpytail echoed his call.

 

ThunderClan, WindClan, and CopperClan may think they are the lion riding to the rescue. ThistleClan
can continue their war with LeopardClan for all he cared.



 

All that mattered to Tigerstar was Firestar’s lives bleeding out on the ground before him, and the total
surrender of the forest.

 

“Blackfoot, Finchflight, come with me,” he ordered as he rose to his paws. “We’re going to drop by
ThistleClan for a visit.”

 

 

“Thistlestar,” rumbled a voice. “It’s urgent.”

 

Thistlestar grunted, cracking open an eye. He had been having such a nice nap… But he was a leader,
and he would not skirt his duties. With a groan, he heaved himself to his paws, stretching his limbs
out then combing out the moss clinging to his long-furred pelt.

 

Finally, he glanced up, seeing young Perchwing crouched in front of the entrance of his den, the sun
shining on his back and turning his black fur brown. Thistlestar suppressed a smirk at the quiet
obedience from the new warrior.

 

“Yes?” he prompted.

 

Perchwing tipped his head to him. “Tigerstar is here, with two of his warriors. He wishes to speak to
you.”

 

Thistlestar straightened, eyes locking onto Perchwing. “What for?”

 

Perchwing looked away, green eyes locked on the ground. “Not sure. They didn’t say anything.”

 

Thistlestar narrowed his eyes. That traitorous little apprentice of his… He could have ruled the clans
alongside him and his family - instead, he threw it all away over mouse-brained jealousy and
misplaced vengeance.

 

“Well, bring them in,” Thistlestar said. “And fetch Lightningfur, Rippleclaw, and Blackclaw for me.”



 

Perchwing bowed his head, then scrambled off to do such. Thistlestar ran his tongue over his pelt,
quickly grooming out any knots or tangles. His mind raced with fury and the urge to swipe his claws
across his former apprentice’s face (again) for his disobedience and his ignorance and how he’d
certainly made Thistlestar’s plans of having his kin in power a lot harder .

 

What gall did the bastard have to show his face now?

 

Tigerstar had declared war on ThunderClan.

 

Thistlestar had declared war on LeopardClan.

 

Both of them had their own business to attend to, and Thistlestar would very much rather it stay that
way. At least until after he had squashed Leopardfur and her little followers beneath his paws.

 

Thistlestar swiped his tail over the bed of moss, brooming away clawed remains into Grasswhisker’s
nest instead. Then, he folded her nest and pushed it into the corner. Satisfied, he sat down in his nest,
tail curling neatly over his paws and head raised high as he waited for Tigerstar and his cronies to
enter.

 

It was only a few whisker-twitches later that the broad face of Tigerstar shoved his way in, expression
as cold and hard as stone. His black-footed deputy was loyally at his side, while Blackclaw sneered at
him, displeased, from the other. An elderly black and white splotched tom with ungroomed fur trailed
after them, flanked by Rippleclaw and Perchwing. Finchflight, Thistlestar distantly recognized. He
was quite an ugly tom.

 

“Thistlestar,” Tigerstar greeted in a raspy tone, and, to Thistlestar’s surprise, bowed his head. His
whiskers twitched in response, but he didn’t give him the same courtesy back.

 

Instead, he replied coldly back, “Tigerstar.” His eyes scanned the gathered cats as they settled down in
a semi-circle. He looked at Perchwing. “Where is Lightningfur?”

 

Perchwing tipped his head to him, avoiding his gaze. “I couldn’t find her. Stormpaw said she was out
training Featherpaw. Do you want me to find her?”



 

Thistlestar narrowed his eyes. She’d been training Featherpaw since this morning, then. Had she even
organized any patrols, or had her clanmates set themselves to their duties?

 

“Leave her be,” he said, flicking his tail. Perchwing nodded, then turned to leave. “Wait. You may
stay.” He nodded to the empty space beside him.

 

Perchwing’s dark green eyes widened, and for a moment he seemed frozen. But Thistlestar set him a
firm stare, and the young tom moved past Blackfoot, then slowly sat down at Thistlestar’s side.
Thistlestar harbored him an unwavering stare the entire time, then smirked to himself as Perchwing
remained stiff, gaze on the ground.

 

Thistlestar turned to Tigerstar and tipped his chin up. “Now,” Thistlestar began. “What brings you all
the way to RiverClan?”

 

Tigerstar stared at him for a moment. Thistlestar saw him swallow, breathing deeply, before he rasped
out, “An alliance.”

 

Thistlestar laughed, a rumbling, mocking mrrow . “An alliance? Why would I ever ally with you, a
cat who had his claws to my very throat and tore my first life away?” He hissed, baring his teeth
angrily. “Do you think me a fool that I’d ever trust you?”

 

Tigerstar narrowed his eyes. He spoke slowly, voice a low rumble, “It’s not about trust.” He paused,
breathing, then continued, “It’s about the threat our common enemies pose.”

 

“Common enemies?” Thistlestar snorted. His former apprentice’s dispute with his son was the
opposite of a common enemy. “We have no common enemies. Perhaps aside from your idiocy.”

 

A low hiss left Finchflight’s throat, and Blackclaw growled back at him, tail lashing. Thistlestar raised
his tail tip for his warrior to hold, and Blackclaw did, though begrudgingly.

 

“That’s where you are a fool,” rumbled Tigerstar hoarsely. Thistlestar now hissed, fur bristling at the
boldness of the younger tom. “If you think-” A strange cough interrupted his words, but Tigerstar
forcefully spoke past it, “If you think LeopardClan is not allied with ThunderClan, you are wrong.”
His voice cracked into a growl at the end, and his tail lashed frustratedly behind him.



 

Then, Blackfoot explained, “LeopardClan sought sanctuary in ThunderClan. LeopardClan has come
to ThunderClan’s defense, and vice versa. And it’s not just them. ThunderClan has come to
WindClan’s defense as well. We attacked them two nights ago, and afterwards our warriors scented
ThunderClan on WindClan’s territory.”

 

Thistlestar narrowed his eyes. “So you believe all three of them are working together?”

 

Blackfoot glanced at Tigerstar, who glared coldly ahead. Blackfoot continued, “Not just them… The
attack on WindClan… weeded out our disloyal warriors. Much like your former warriors did, they
deserted us on the battlefield and call themselves CopperClan. They’ve joined with LeopardClan as
well.”

 

Thistlestar’s ears pricked. “CopperClan?” Yes, he had heard Leopardfur and Softwing talking about
that.

 

“Copperleaf was their leader,” sneered Finchflight, lips pulled back and clear hatred burning in his
dull amber eyes. “But Tigerstar killed him, so they’re not much without their precious leader
anymore.”

 

Tigerstar whipped his head onto Finchflight, lips pulled into a wordless snarl. Finchflight startled,
blinking as though saying, “What did I do?” Tigerstar turned back to Thistlestar and explained
quickly, “He attacked me, and left me no choice. He betrayed his clan.”

 

Thistlestar stared at him.

 

Copperleaf, his son… was dead.

 

…Well, there goes the plan of Copperleaf becoming ShadowClan’s leader once Thistlestar had
disposed of Tigerstar.

 

…But didn’t he have kits in ShadowClan?

 



“So,” Thistlestar began, “you are to tell me that LeopardClan is allied with not only ThunderClan, but
all of WindClan as well, and now half of your warriors?”

 

“Yes,” Tigerstar pressed, amber eyes gleaming. “ShadowClan is powerful, but even we concede we
cannot face the wrath of four clans alone.”

 

“It’s ridiculous to call those traitors clans,” spat Blackclaw, his tail lashing and claws digging into the
ground. “They’re nothing but a gang of rogues without honor or loyalty.”

 

“Yes,” agreed Rippleclaw with a growl. “They lost the chance to be called warriors when they turned
their backs on their clans. StarClan holds no mercy or sympathy for those that mock the code they
gifted us.”

 

“Agreed,” said Tigerstar, inhaling a raspy breath. His claws curled into the ground before he
continued after another breath, “But they were still trained as warriors. They pose a serious threat
together. But, together, we would be str…stronger. Our warriors are more fierce and merciless than
theirs. Thunder…” He coughed, then curled his lip. “ThunderClan is full of mouse-hearts, and
WindClan has never been known for their strength. We could destroy them.”

 

Thistlestar stared at Tigerstar as he thought.

 

He was no fool, as Tigerstar had claimed. He knew LeopardClan was seeking allies. He had not
forgotten what valuable information he had overheard between his traitorous warrior Softwing and the
exiled deputy Leopardfur. He was wary of an alliance between LeopardClan and WindClan…

 

…but with Firestar in charge of ThunderClan now, certainly, they would not pose a threat to
RiverClan. Thistlestar trusted his son not to be so… foolish . Their clans should be in alliance now,
unspoken as it was, for they were father and son.

 

Yet… he knew what an overly… compassionate heart his son held. After all, he had not been named
Fireheart for no reason. He stretched his paws far and wide just to help the other clans. Though
Thistlestar wished he focused on making his own clan more strong, he could not help but be
impressed at the loyalty Firestar had earned from WindClan and his own clanmates, especially after
Bluestar had nearly destroyed both.

 

So… would his son choose to stand tall beside him…



 

…or would he pity the weaker cats?

 

What lies had Leopardfur told him when Bluestar had stupidly allowed her followers sanctuary in
ThunderClan? What had she offered that made Firestar remain as her ally?

 

It would be better if only Thistlestar could sit and talk with his son. Then he knew he could steer him
on the right path, as he always had. Firestar would not be where he was without him, after all.

 

But Firestar never wanted to talk after Gatherings, always quick to rush back home. To see his mate
and kits, he supposed, which was an understandable reason. Thistlestar remembered fondly how
overprotective he felt of Snowfur and Whitekit, as though if he left camp for too long they would
suddenly perish.

 

(And Snowfur had.)

 

And he never stepped foot in the Dark Forest anymore. A curse of gaining nine lives, he supposed,
was that it felt harder to reach the Place of No Stars. But Thistlestar had pushed through the invisible
barrier and joined Mapleshade in the starless forest. So why hadn’t Firestar?

 

He would ask Mapleshade, except for the fact that the faded warrior was frustratingly absent from his
dreams as of late.

 

His thoughtful silence was mistaken for hesitation. Tigerstar raised his head and continued, “I have a
trick in my fur as well. They won’t be expecting it, and it would give us an advantage, should you
ally.”

 

Thistlestar tilted his head. “Go on?”

 

“There is a clan of rogues in Twolegplace,” Tigerstar began, then stopped annoyingly once more for a
rasp of breath. “I have been building a rapport with them steadily over the moons… If they saw our
combined power, they,” cough, “they would ally with us against the other clans. For a price, of
course.”

 



“And what would this price be?” Thistlestar questioned.

 

“They want territory,” meowed Tigerstar. “They are enamored with the forest lands. When we defeat
the other clans, we can take over their territories and give a chunk to BloodClan. It will seem
inconsequential to what we will conquer.”

 

Conquer? …So Tigerstar was interested in ruling all of the clans and taking their territory.

 

It would be against what Thistlestar wanted- he wanted his family to control all of the clans and lead
them to prosperity. To greatness and strength.

 

…But Tigerstar didn’t have to know that.

 

“Very well,” Thistlestar said slowly. “But I would like to meet our new ally before I agree to
anything.” After all, a Twolegplace cat? Thistlestar wasn’t allying with a kittypet!

 

But BloodClan certainly was a menacing name. He hadn’t heard of a BloodClan back when he had
been exiled from ThunderClan and wandering the Twolegplace, before he had convinced Oakheart to
convince Crookedstar to let him join RiverClan.

 

He wanted to see if the name was just for show… or if this BloodClan lived up to it.

 

“We could visit them now,” Tigerstar advised, then coughed again. “Take some of our warriors and
solidify the alliance between our thr…three,” a wheeze this time, “clans.”

 

“Can anyone just call themselves a clan these days?” muttered Rippleclaw from beside Thistlestar.
Thistlestar flicked an ear in agreement, but said nothing.

 

“I assume you will be taking Blackfoot and Finchflight, then,” Thistlestar rumbled, then glanced at
his warriors. “...I will be taking Lightningfur and Perchwing.” Perchwing startled, staring at him with
wide eyes again, while Blackclaw frowned in displeasure. His tail tip flicked, but he said nothing
against his young son being chosen.

 



“Rippleclaw, would you know where my deputy trains her apprentice?” Thistlestar continued. “It
seems she does not use the usual training spots.” Not anymore, anyway.

 

Rippleclaw dipped his head to him. “Sedgecreek might,” he answered, then headed out of the den
obediently to search. Then, he paused, and called back, “Ah, she’s already back.”

 

Thistlestar’s ears pricked, and he stood and padded out after the senior warrior, flicking his tail for the
rest to follow. “Good,” he meowed. He spotted his daughter dragging a large carp to the fresh-kill
pile, Featherpaw padding loyally after her with two smaller fish in her jaws. A good catch, and
Thistlestar admired the way Featherpaw’s water-wet silver pelt shone in the sunlight.

 

A shame he could not touch her.

 

…She was so pretty, she was just begging to be…

 

Ah, well, anyway, he had bigger problems to focus on. Lightningfur could keep her little apprentice
pure and innocent for as long as she liked. He guessed he would allow his daughter that, as infuriating
as it was to be denied something he so desperately wanted.

 

(He had not been denied anything since becoming leader. A perk he had not expected, but wholly
welcomed.)

 

“Lightningfur!” he yowled out, and his deputy’s gaze snapped to him.

 

And then to Tigerstar behind him and her leafy-yellow-green eyes widened. She dropped her fish and
soared over, faster than a WindClan warrior. “Tigerstar!” she spat. “What is he doing here?!” Her tail
lashed furiously as she forced herself to a halt in front of the stream dividing them. Her spiky fur
bristled along her spine and her claws dug into the dirt below.

 

“We have much to talk about,” Thistlestar answered. “But, right now, we’re taking a stroll into
Twolegplace.”

 

 



“And then I clawed his eye out! Ohhoho, he was not expecting that! He thought he was all big and
bad and strong and I tore his eye out! I wasn’t even trying!” A purr rumbled from her throat as she
pranced around, white chest puffed. “He ain’t ever gonna mess with me again!”

 

Scourge lounged on the top of his tower, his black pelt soaking up the rays of sun that struggled to
filter in from the buildings above, tail tip flicking as he listened to Night and watched her reenact the
fight she’d had with some stray tom.

 

“What did you do with the eye?” Scraps asked eagerly, his tortoiseshell fur fluffed and green eyes
gleaming with intrigue at the young she-cat’s story. “Did you eat it? Can you eat eyes?”

 

Beside her brother, Gremlin scrunched her nose and stuck out her tongue. “Ew! No! Scraps, you can’t
eat eyes!”

 

“But we eat bird eyes,” he pointed out.

 

“Yeah, but they’re small ,” she argued. “You hardly even taste ‘em.”

 

Night puffed her chest, smirking as she watched her friends argue. Once they noticed her and went
silent, she announced, proudly, “I put it in my den.”

 

“Your den!” cried Gremlin. “That’s disgusting, Night!”

 

“That’s so cool!” Scraps yowled instead.

 

“Keeping the trophies of your victories is important,” Night told them as she raised her chin haughtily.
“It proves your strength to others when they dare doubt you.”

 

A small smirk curled Scourge’s lips as he heard his own words repeated by the tabby. Warmth
bubbled in his chest, proud of the powerful warrior he’d raised, one who was loyal to a fault. He’d
carefully crafted the circle of cats who would guard them, handpicked for their strength, their
cunning, or their brutality, and they all bowed to him. While he’d originally been displeased when two
of his guard, Snapper and Strike, had had kittens ( eugh ), he’d been pleasantly surprised at their skill
and their loyalty as they’d grown.



 

And now that he’d trained Night to follow in his pawsteps, he could see why Snapper and Strike
insisted on raising the kits themselves, even when they’d grown past the need for nursing.

 

“Scourge!”

 

The black tom slowly raised his head, peering out into his camp. From under the chained link fence,
Snapper crawled from under it, long black, brown, and white patched fur snagging on the wire. He
marched forward with a determined, angry look on his face. After him followed a myriad of gray cats-
Scourge hardly remembered their names, for there were so many cats in BloodClan, and all he needed
to see was the rows of teeth on their collar to know their commitment. But it was who they were
flanking that had Scourge’s hackles rising.

 

He stood to his feet, glowering down at the group of familiar forest kitties. And, no, not the annoying
pests of his supposed ‘family’ that kept pestering him, but his newest… allies, and a gray and white
face that he wanted to tear his claws across.

 

“Tigerstar,” Scourge mewed coolly, keeping his voice even. “What have you brought me today?”

 

The brown tabby dipped his head to Scourge- but only barely. But before he could speak, one of
Scourge’s warriors, a pale tabby tom with green eyes, hissed. “They were trespassing!” he yowled.
“Walking along our streets like they owned them!”

 

Scourge narrowed his eyes at the tomcat. Ah, yes, Beach. One of his more… infuriating members. He
cared not for the tom’s loud mouth, nor of his numerous affairs. Two of the gray cats, Scourge was
certain, were his own kits- Ash and Soot, or something unmemorable along those lines.

 

He really should put him in his place.

 

But not now.

 

“Is that so?” Scourge said, staring down at Tigerstar. That big white tomcat with huge, black feet was
beside him. Blackfoot. How uncreative of a name. “I hope you realize you do not own my city,
Tigerstar.”



 

“Of c-” Tigerstar struggled over a cough. Scourge narrowed his eyes. Oh? “Of course not, Scourge.”

 

He took a steadying breath, as though to continue, but Scourge didn’t care. His eyes flickered to the
large dark gray and white mottled tom beside him. Fierce yellow eyes, long, spiky fur, slightly damp,
tufted ears, and old scars beneath the thin parts of his pelt. “And who is this?”

 

Scourge knew the answer. He had seen him at the little Gatherings he and his cats had spied on. He
had heard descriptions of him from his mother, and from the ThunderClan healer cat. He had seen this
tom as a kit, ordering for his death.

 

Yes, he knew who Thistleclaw was.

 

Or, Thistlestar, now, was it?

 

Clancats were always so confusing with their ever changing little names.

 

Thistlestar stepped forward, head raised high and mighty. He stared at Scourge without an ounce of
fear or remembrance- without an ounce of respect, either. Scourge was very familiar with the look of,
“This tiny thing? Really?” and he burned with the urge to rake his claws across his father’s face.

 

But he knew how to play this game. Just as Tigerstar had use for him, so could Thistlestar as well.

 

His claws almost kneaded the cardboard beneath his paws in anticipation.

 

His cats would feast upon the bountiful mice and squirrels of the forest and bathe in the warmth of the
sunlight as lazy days passed without worry of dogs or rats or cars or crazy housefolk.

 

He would feast upon the bountiful mice and squirrels of the forest.

 

“Greetings, Scourge of BloodClan,” rumbled Thistlestar. “I am Thistlestar, leader of RiverClan.” He
flicked his tail to the two cats beside him. One was a dark brown and ginger tortoiseshell she-cat who



glared at Scourge with such hostility and bloodlust, he was almost impressed. The other was a young
black tom who raised his white chin high, as though it would distract from the tremble in his stiff legs.
“Tigerstar has extended his alliance to me against the rival clans of our forest. He brought me here to
meet you and your… warriors.” He cast a glance at the scrawny cats that littered all around the camp,
their backs arched and claws unsheathed. His lip curled, and Scourge almost laughed at his pitiful
attempt to hide his disgust. “Will you fight alongside us against the other clans?”

 

Scourge narrowed his eyes, gaze flicking between the two large toms.

 

The cat who had fathered him and ordered his death, and the cat who had tried to execute it.

 

Bloodthirsty fools, focused only on their own power, too blind to see the danger in front of them.

 

“As long as BloodClan receives territory in the forest,” Scourge meowed, “then our alliance remains.”

 

“Not RiverClan territory, I hope,” spat the mottled tortoiseshell in a grumble, tail lashing. Her glare
never left Scourge. He met her green-eyed gaze coldly, putting in all his lack of care at her very
existence. Cats who could barely control their tempers were always his least favorite. So annoying,
and so predictable. “Give them WindClan. Nobody likes the moore.”

 

Thistlestar shot the she-cat a glare, and she bared her teeth at him. At her own leader- how interesting.
There was a dynamic there. Thistlestar didn’t seem like the type to let disrespect slide, and yet, he
turned back to look at Scourge without another word.

 

“Your allyship is welcomed,” Thistlestar continued. “Tigerstar and I wanted to discuss our plans of
attack tomorrow. It’s a long trek from here to RiverClan camp. Would you want to stay in our camp
for tonight?”

 

Scourge studied the tom. He was testing him. He wanted to get Scourge out of a territory he was
unfamiliar and uncomfortable with. To see if he would be… obedient. Malleable.

 

“How hospitable of you,” Scourge drawled in a clipped tone, letting the sarcasm just barely be
known, yet hidden enough that it could be mistaken for his usual tone of speaking. “Very well. I and
two of my warriors will come with you. Tigerstar, I will send warriors to your camp as well. If we are
planning this attack soon, it will be more beneficial if you have a way of communicating to me
quickly, without dispatching your own warriors.”



 

Tigerstar was as unmoving as stone before he nodded.

 

Scourge looked at his gathered warriors. “Fury, Claw,” he called. Two cats on opposite sides of the
spectrum- one hot and angry, the other calm and collected. “You will come with me. Brick, take Strike
and Snapper to ShadowClan. Bone, you will be in charge until I return.”

 

“What about me?” Night leaped to her feet and stared eagerly up at him, claws kneading the floor in
anticipation and yellow eyes gleaming.

 

Scourge jumped down to the bottom of the tower, padding in front of her. She was still growing into
her size, but already she was bigger than Scourge. She wasn’t as big as cats like Bone or Thistlestar,
rather an average size like Brick. It was only the added fluff of her long fur that made her appear
larger.

 

“You will watch the little one.” He flicked his tail to the boxes. “I’d be a waste if it died already.”

 

Night frowned, but she didn’t pout. She bowed to Scourge and meowed, “Okay.” Scourge could tell
she was displeased, but he raised his tail in approval at her lack of protest.

 

He leaned forward and touched his nose to her ear. “Shadow Bone,” he murmured. “Watch how he
takes control of camp.”

 

Her expression brightened, and she straightened proudly. “Of course,” she meowed. “You can count
on me, Scourge.”

 

He nodded, then strolled past her, Gremlin, and Scraps towards Tigerstar and Thistlestar. Claw and
Fury quickly came to flank him, with Fury already sneering at the clancats. “Well then,” he meowed.
“Let’s go, shall we?”
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Scourge Sees The Irony While Thistlestar Is Oblivious
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Thistlestar padded with his head held high as the ratty kittypets trailed after him, flanked by
Lightningfur and Rippleclaw. Leading them into the heart of RiverClan like this, getting their horrid
scent everywhere, allying with weak Twolegplace scum…

 

But he wanted to keep his new ally close. He felt like spiders were crawling under his pelt with all the
stares of those disgusting, half-dead BloodClan kittypets on him, their claws glinting with extra sets
that sent a beat of fear into Thistlestar’s chest - not that he would be intimidated by cats who ate
Twoleg slop.

 

Thistlestar was far from eager to return to that place. No, he had had his fill of the Twolegplace during
his time as an exile from ThunderClan, before he became a warrior of RiverClan thanks to Oakstar’s
misplaced kindness.

 

At least he had parted from Tigerstar. He couldn’t bear to stand his former apprentice’s stony face
anymore. The ShadowClan tom had taken his warriors and three BloodClan cats with him. Good
riddance.

 

Thistlestar pulled ahead of the rest of the patrol, eager to keep away from the dead rat-stench of the
Twolegplace cats.

 

He did not reprimand Lightningfur when she snapped at the large, pale gray and white tabby tom with
a studded collar around his neck. “Keep your paws away from me,” she growled.

 

The tom’s whiskers twitched as he stared at her. “I didn’t even come near you,” he meowed.

 

“And you’ll keep it that way.” She sneered at him.

 

“Careful, Claw,” meowed the other BloodClan cat- a dark brown tabby she-cat with stripes as dark as
the night. But that was hardly the most notable thing about her, for she had her eye clawed out,
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leaving a gaping hole with mean, pink scars behind. “She might bite you and give you rabies.”

 

Lightningfur hissed at the tabby she-cat, then paused. “What in StarClan’s name is rabies?”

 

“Something rats have,” the she-cat replied, unbothered by the tight, green collar around her neck. It
almost seemed to choke her, and every speck of it was littered with claws and fangs of all sizes- even
a few bird talons. “Drives a cat insane before it kills them. But I see you’ve already got the first half
covered.”

 

Lightningfur snarled, fur fluffing up with rage in her eyes. She feinted at the BloodClan warrior, but
the tabby didn’t even flinch, keeping her head held high as she glared with one eye back at her.

 

“I’m not scared of a forest kitty,” she meowed coldly. “I could rip you to shreds.”

 

“Could not -”

 

“Fury,” snapped Scourge loudly over Lightningfur. “Quiet. If I have to listen to any more of your
squabbling, I will claw my own ears off then yours.”

 

Fury curled her lip back at her leader, her tail lashing. Scourge didn’t even spare her a glance over his
shoulder, trotting along after Thistlestar with a stony, cold glare ahead. Thistlestar scoffed. His own
warriors didn’t respect him. How pathetic.

 

“Your disgust is showing, father,” meowed Scourge in a quieter tone as he pulled into stride beside
Thistlestar.

 

Thistlestar’s front paws slapped into each other as he stumbled, whipping his head to stare at Scourge
in confusion. His heart thudded, and he hissed quietly, “What did you just say?” Because surely not?
Had he misheard? What was the tiny BloodClan leader’s aim?

 

Scourge looked at him, gaze as cold and emotionless as it had been since Thistlestar first met him.
“What? Don’t recognize your own son? Is it because my mother was a housecat?”

 



Thistlestar’s heart thudded harder against his chest, and his lips curled into a snarl. He glanced
frantically back at the cats following them. Claw had struck up a conversation with Rippleclaw,
though it was clearly reluctant on Rippleclaw’s end. Thistlestar quickly bounded ahead a few more
leaps, and Scourge padded calmly after him.

 

Thistlestar thrust his muzzle against Scourge’s face. “Who are you?!” he snapped. “What boar-dung
are you spitting?”

 

“I am Scourge,” replied the black tom sedately back. “Leader of BloodClan. Son of Quince and,
apparently, you.”

 

Quince. Quince… Was that name familiar? Thistlestar wracked his brain. A gray cat perhaps? He
couldn’t remember. He had met with too many kittypets and strays to count- all nameless faces that he
plastered Snowfur’s face over as he tried to remember the warmth of her love.

 

Anger and horror bubbled in his chest.

 

Had he fathered kits during that awful time of his life, after Snowfur’s death, and before he had sweet
Spottedleaf to sooth the void in his heart?

 

No, it couldn’t be.

 

This scrawny, little thing? No, he couldn’t possibly be his son.

 

“Apparently?” snapped Thistlestar. “Well, do you know or not? Don’t say ridiculous things you don’t
know anything about, kittypet.” He spat in Scourge’s face. Scourge did not flinch.

 

“I suppose it could have been another gray and white warrior with one white leg named Thistleclaw,”
drawled Scourge, unamused and raising his white paw higher as they walked. “You forest cats have
such strange names. Perhaps I have confused you with him.”

 

Thistlestar pulled his lips back, baring his teeth in offense. “Do not mock me, kittypet,” he growled.
But then his eyes caught on Scourge’s singular white paw, and his snarl dropped.

 



It couldn’t be true, could it?

 

But there was a memory at the back of Thistlestar’s mind.

 

A tiny black kit with one white paw.

 

So long ago- he could hardly remember it. In fact, he only truly remembered being angry at Bluestar,
then ‘fur, for getting in his way.

 

Didn’t that itty bitty kittypet also have a purple collar, like Scourge’s torn, bloodied, and studded one?

 

No, it couldn’t be.

 

How could Thistlestar have disgraced Snowfur’s memory by siring a kittypet so soon after her death?
He had been so consumed by grief and the need to distract himself from it, he hadn’t even considered
the possibility of what could come from his trysts into Twolegplace…

 

…If Scourge was that little kit he’d ordered Tigerpaw to attack…

 

…Through Thistlestar’s grief and horror and anger, he felt a wriggle of cunning.

 

If he could turn Scourge and Tigerstar against each other… It would be perfect.

 

If the claws on Scourge’s collar meant anything, it was that he was a tom who was willing to kill.

 

And if Scourge killed Tigerstar in revenge for attacking him as a kit, then that solved the issue of
Tigerstar.

 

Or if Tigerstar killed Scourge in the skirmish, then Thistlestar wouldn’t have to worry about the
shame of fathering a kittypet.



 

“You mock yourself,” Scourge replied coolly.

 

Thistlestar narrowed his eyes onto Scourge. The black tom walked forward, only just a stride behind
Thistlestar, and his face held no expression still. He didn’t even seem to care that Thistlestar had gone
silent.

 

Scourge would have been far too young back then to be able to recognize either him nor Tigerstar.

 

Swallowing his anger and smoothing his ruffled pelt, he slid his claws back in and mewed, “I believe
I recognize you.”

 

Something in Scourge’s ice-blue eyes gleamed. “You do?”

 

“Yes,” Thistlestar rumbled quietly, glancing back at their companions, trailing far behind them now.
Rippleclaw seemed to have opened up to Claw and was now talking animatedly while Fury and
Lightningfur wore equal looks of disgust and anger and their chatting clanmates. Their tails even
lashed in sync. “Us warriors are taught to protect the borders of our territory on patrols. I was on a
patrol with my clanmates, when one of them attacked a kit.” He studied Scourge intently for any flash
of recognition, but he was as unreadable as ever, so he pushed on, “My clanmate and I stopped him
from killing that kit - one that looked like you.”

 

He blinked as warmly and lovingly (despite the bile rising in his throat, acting like he cared about a
kittypet that shouldn’t exist) as he could manage at Scourge, channeling all of the charm and softness
he had given to his pure-blooded kits whom he’d actually loved.

 

“It’s a good thing we interfered when we did,” Thistlestar finished, even though anger bubbled in his
chest. If only Bluefur had let Tigerpaw kill that kittypet intruder. Then the knowledge of Thistlestar’s
mistake would never be known - never come back to haunt him, at least.

 

It seemed Bluestar was ruining his life from even beyond the grave.

 

“Do you remember that - or am I thinking of another black tom with a white paw?” He forced a purr
from his throat, but it fell flat.



 

Scourge looked at him. “Yes,” he said without any intonation in his voice. “I believe I do.”

 

Thistlestar’s fur rippled along his spine, unnerved by his unfortunately-son’s… weirdness .

 

“I’m sorry that happened to you,” Thistlestar continued, tipping his head, “but I’m afraid I know who
did that to you.”

 

Though his eyes remained as blank and cold as a block of ice in a leaf-bare river, Scourge’s ears
pricked, and his stare remained locked on Thistlestar.

 

I think I have him on hook, Thistlestar thought, uncertain. Great StarClan, this cat is weird . His eyes
are empty of anything.

 

Thistlestar lowered his head closer to Scourge’s, and whispered, “It was Tigerstar.”

 

Thistlestar expected a reaction, but, then again, why should he from the icy BloodClan leader? His
face remained blank - but then he flicked an ear, and something, something shaded his eyes as he
dipped his head to Thistlestar.

 

“Thank you for telling me this,” Scourge murmured coolly, a rumble in his sharp voice. “I will keep it
in mind.”

 

Thistlestar dipped his head back at him. “I always want justice to be served,” he said.

 

Scourge raised his head, and the bright blue of his eyes glittered through the shadows, catching on
moonlight. His stare pierced into Thistlestar’s yellow eyes. “Yes,” Scourge meowed quietly. “Justice.”

 

 

Creekflower’s claws dug into the white fence, frustrated. She paced along the edge, coming to the
wall of the Twoleg den. She leaped onto the window sill, and scratched at the window, but the inside



remained dark and empty. She let out a quiet wail, trying to draw a Twoleg’s attention to her, but none
came.

 

She hissed, then jumped onto the fence again, lashing her tail. “Come on, Oliver,” she said quietly.
“Where are you?”

 

Her chest tightened, heart yearning for the comfort of her mate. To see her son, Storm, again, and
know he was alright. She couldn’t take it - this constant losing then finding then losing again of her
kits. Of her family .

 

Her tail trembled as she recalled Copperleaf’s dead body…

 

“Looking for your kittypet mate?”

 

Creekflower jumped, fur fluffing as she hissed. She whipped her gaze around, and saw a tall, pale
tabby staring up at her with amber eyes that glowed in the darkness.

 

“Longtail?” she said, fur smoothing. “What are you doing out here - are you stalking me?!”

 

Longtail’s whiskers twitched, amused. “Why would I stalk you?” he meowed. “I was on a midnight
hunt.”

 

She narrowed her eyes at him, unsettled by his presence… What must she look like, yowling and
clawing at the door of a Twoleg? Her heart beat nervously and her body warmed in embarrassment
under her pelt.

 

“Well, you must be glad you caught me snooping around a Twoleg den,” she snipped defensively, as
though the entire clan didn’t already know that she still talked to her kittypet mate and family. “Going
to tell Frostfur on me?”

 

Longtail blinked at her. “No,” he said, surprising her. He glanced at the spot on the fence beside her.
“Mind if I join you?”

 



Creekflower’s tail twitched. Longtail wasn’t a cat she’d considered good company… but she also
couldn’t deny that he’d been a lot… friendlier and subdued these past few moons.

 

Since the dog pack attack.

 

Since Lynxpaw’s death.

 

Since he’d earned the notch in his ear.

 

She tilted her head invitingly. “Go ahead.”

 

Longtail braced his muscles, then jumped onto the fence, curling his claws in and heaving himself up.
He wobbled on the thin fence, tail shooting out to balance him. He flashed a paw out as well when he
started tilting to one side.

 

“How do you stand on these things?” he hissed, ears flattening as he placed his paw back down,
rocking still.

 

“Practice,” Creekflower answered honestly.

 

Longtail looked at her, then at the Twoleg den, with its garden and its apple tree, now naked without
leaves. ”This is… Olive’s den, isn’t it?”

 

“Oliver,” she corrected. She looked away, gaze down. “But yes, it… was.”

 

Longtail tilted his head down. He was quiet for a moment, then said, “I thought I’d heard that he
and… your kit disappeared. Did they get kidnapped?”

 

“No,” Creekflower answered bitterly. She glanced away, staring at the harsh yellow lights from other
Twoleg den windows. “The other housecats told me Twolegs will take everything from their den and
move it to another den, including their pets… It’s been moons now, and they still haven’t returned.
They’re… gone.”



 

Her voice broke but she stiffened her body, willing it to stay composed. She would not cry and shake
in front of Longtail .

 

“Oh,” Longtail meowed. Then, “Twolegs are weird.”

 

Creekflower chortled. A small smile graced her lips. “Yeah, I suppose they are.”

 

“...Does the- I mean, does the… kibble?... taste good?”

 

Creekflower looked at him, and he looked away from her looking at him, his ears pressed back and
gaze on his paws.

 

“You thinking of becoming a kittypet?” she asked incredulously.

 

“No!” he said hotly, head shooting up and pale fur bristling indignantly. “Of course not! I would never
be so disloyal!” he hissed, teeth bared. Then, he paused, and looked away. “I was just asking out of
curiosity or whatever.”

 

Creekflower studied him as he shifted nervously. He was acting as weird as a Twoleg.

 

“It’s not that bad,” she answered slowly, glancing away from him and staring at the empty, dark
window of Oliver’s den. “The kibble is dry, but it tastes good… Not as good as a mouse, certainly, but
there’s this wet kind as well. It looks like vomit, but it tastes really good. And gravy is indescribable.
It’s so creamy and flavorful…” Her voice died away as she remembered her days spent lapping up
gravy. Shameful for a warrior, and yet, she’d loved every second of it.

 

Every second spent with Oliver by her side, purring and laughing.

 

It didn’t matter that she was doing something scorned by her clanmates when she was with him…

 



Her great snow-white LeopardClan warrior… Oh how ironic that joke was now. Oliver would never
fight in a civil war.

 

She remembered Longtail was with her, and glanced at him, only to find his nose scrunched.

 

She burst out laughing.

 

“What?” he said, looking at her, startled and befuddled.

 

“That face,” she purred, tail kinking in amusement.

 

“What!” he said, scowling, though it wasn’t mean at all. Perhaps a touch embarrassed. “You described
it as vomit . How could that ever be tasty?”

 

“You asked!”

 

“I was just trying to be polite! ” he protested, tail flying out. It caused him to wobble, and he
crouched, clinging to the fence desperately.

 

“You? Polite?” Creekflower mused, her smile fading as something heavy weighed in her chest. She
looked at him. “Why are you being polite? It’s not like you.”

 

Longtail frowned at her. “I’m perfectly polite,” he said.

 

“Not to me,” she reminded him with a frown of her own.

 

He winced, and looked away. “Yeah, I… yeah,” he said lamely. His claws kneaded into the fence as
he seemed to think, ears pressed against his head. “...Uh, sorry.”

 

She startled, ears flicking up in surprise. “Excuse me?”



 

His pelt prickled along his shoulders, and he looked at her, almost a glare, though it seemed too
nervous to quite be one. “I said sorry!”

 

Her ears flicked back and she curled a lip. “I heard you,” she said tartly. “I just wasn’t expecting it.”

 

“Well,” Longtail shifted uncomfortably, looking away, “I’m sorry, okay? For… being… rude to you
about… everything. And saying that your kits were a waste of prey that one time. They aren’t, and I
wouldn’t actually- I didn’t actually- I mean…”

 

Creekflower relaxed, tail tip flicking. “I know,” she said. “Mouse-brain as you are, I knew you’d
never hurt a kit.” Unlike his former mentor and friend that she wouldn’t mention. She glanced at her
paws. “...I’m sorry for clawing your ear in half.”

 

Longtail shrugged, said ear flicking. “It’s fine,” he meowed. “I deserved it.”

 

“Still,” Creekflower insisted. She flexed her claws and twiddled awkwardly with them against the
wood of the fence. “Thank you for taking Cliffwhisker under your wing again. It meant a lot to me.”

 

Longtail startled, staring at her with wide eyes, before he flattened his ears and glanced away.
“Thanks for not doing more than ripping my ear,” he said. “StarClan knows I deserved a bit more
clawing for what I’ve said and done. I would’ve, if I were you.”

 

“I’ve been close,” she admitted. “But clanmates don’t hurt clanmates.”

 

Longtail frowned, staring at his paws. “Yeah,” he said. “They shouldn’t.”

 

Creekflower frowned too, then found she wasn’t sure what to say. This wasn’t what she expected for
tonight. War hung over ThunderClan’s head, and Tigerstar had made it clear he was coming for them
soon with the death of Copperleaf, and…

 

Her chest squeezed, and her legs trembled. She locked them again, drawing her fluffy tail close to her.

 



Oh, Oliver… her heart moaned.

 

“...Cliffwhisker’s been doing great,” Longtail meowed as the silence stretched. “She and Thornclaw
are friends now, and they’re great on patrols together. She helps him with his nerves, and he helps her
with her confidence issues. She’s… a surprisingly good hunter, actually. She caught a whole nest of
mice yesterday, with Elderpaw. Did you see that?”

 

Creekflower blinked, then smiled. “I was wondering who caught those,” she said. “I need to take
Elderpaw out more. Her warrior assessment should be soon.” Then, she frowned. “But with
everything that’s going on… I’m not sure if there’ll be time…”

 

Something brushed against her tail and she startled, fur fluffing. Longtail startled too, quickly pulling
his tail back. He turned his head around and kept it there. “Sorry,” he apologized.

 

“Uh,” Creekflower meowed. “It’s fine.” She looked away too, feeling burned by the awkwardness in
the night air. She looked at the apple tree again. “...So you just… don’t care about my kittypet-ness
anymore?”

 

Longtail’s whiskers twitched, and he turned his head to look at her. “I wouldn’t say that,” he
murmured, tilting his head. “But… I guess it’s not as terrible as I thought it was. I mean, you're still a
pretty loyal ThunderClan warrior, I’d say. You haven’t left, and you pull your weight on patrols…
You caught twice as much as Darkstripe ever did, really.” His ears twitched, and he frowned. “But
you’ve also gotten ThunderClan into trouble, with it all… We would never have made a sort-of
enemy out of that Twolegplace clan if not for you, but I guess they also haven’t really bothered us,
so…”

 

Creekflower winced, guilt tearing at her chest and threatening to drown her. “I wouldn’t actually
blame you if you still thought I was a traitor,” she meowed. “I am breaking the warrior code, and
you’re right; I have gotten ThunderClan into trouble because of this.” She flicked her tail at Oliver’s
den. “I’m a pretty pathetic excuse for a ThunderClan warrior…”

 

”I wouldn’t say that,” Longtail said, looking at her. “You’re very determined, and you fight hard for
what’s yours, even if the entire clan were against you. You don’t let yourself be beaten down. That’s a
very admirable trait for a ThunderClan cat.” Longtail tilted his head. “Maybe I still don’t understand
why you keep coming back, after all the trouble it’s given you, but I suppose loving a kittypet is far
from the worst thing you could be doing to be called a traitor.”

 



Warmth spread through Creekflower’s chest, and she stared at Longtail in surprise. He really thought
that? She didn’t feel like a determined cat. She felt beaten down and broken every day, like there were
pieces of her missing that she would never get back… Like all of her clanmates whispered behind her
back and she was doing everything not to break down wailing and crying in the middle of camp…

 

She fought so hard just to keep her place in ThunderClan, to keep her kits’ places in ThunderClan,
that she felt exhausted and tense all the time.

 

Time with Oliver was the only escape from it.

 

…Or it had been…

 

She swallowed, then sighed. “To tell you the truth, Longtail,” she murmured, “I don’t feel that strong.
The only reason I kept coming back to Oliver was because it was a break from my life as a warrior…
A break from being the daughter of a medicine cat and Thistlestar .” She curled her lip briefly. “But
my life followed me even here once I had kits, and… Now that they’re gone, it feels like… it feels
like it wasn’t actually an escape at all, but just another thing that makes me feel horrible… I can’t…”
Her breathing stuttered and she trembled. Over a strangled gasp, she continued, “I just can’t keep
losing my family. It’s- it’s tearing me apart, and I can’t keep it together, Longtail, I can’t…”

 

Longtail didn’t say anything, and she wailed into the night, mourning the loss of her brother, her mate,
and her son.

 

 

Her ear twitched as soft pawsteps sounded from the nursery entrance. She cracked her eye to see the
ginger pelt, silvered by moonlight, of Firestar as he padded into the den. She let out a quiet purr of
greeting.

 

Firestar smiled at her, though it didn’t quite reach his eyes, as he leaned down to touch his nose to her
cheek. He circled around her, then settled down, pressed against her back. Sandstorm let out a sigh at
the comforting warmth and weight of her mate. She stretched her limbs out before settling back
against his warmth.

 

Her tail curled over their kits, quietly slumbering away in a pile against her belly. The white of Spotkit
was on top of his brothers, covering Sweetkit entirely, but Redkit was so big that he sprawled out
from underneath them.



 

Firestar’s soft breath brushed against her ear and Sandstorm laid peacefully in the silence, feeling the
rise and fall of Firestar’s body against hers.

 

Then, in a quiet murmur, she asked, “What’s wrong?”

 

Firestar shifted, chin resting on her neck. “Hm?”

 

“Did something happen today?” she asked him quietly.

 

“No, no,” he meowed back softly. “Everything’s okay.”

 

“Mhm,” she said disbelievingly. “Sure. What’s wrong, Firestar? You know you can tell me.”

 

“I know,” Firestar murmured, burying his nose into her neck fur and muffling his words. “I just…
wanna be with you…”

 

Warmth spread underneath Sandstorm’s pelt, and a rumble left her chest. “Sweet talker,” she
whispered. “Every thing’ll… It’ll all be okay, you know that?”

 

Firestar breathed against her pelt, tickling her skin. “...It doesn’t feel like it…”

 

Sandstorm shifted, raising her head to brush her nose against his ear. “...I know,” she admitted.
“But… ThunderClan has endured many hardships before. And I trust your leadership more than I
would any other cat’s.”

 

Firestar turned his head to brush against her chin and cheek. “Thank you,” he meowed. “That means a
lot to me.”

 

Sandstorm dragged her tongue across his cheek, purring softly. He licked her back, and the two
groomed each other, silence only broken by the rumbling echoing from their chests. Soon, Sandstorm
laid her head back down, and Firestar buried his muzzle back into her neck, as he always did.



 

With a soft sigh, he said, “And thank you for nursing our kits. I wish I could do more to help you with
them…”

 

Sandstorm let out a soft chortle. “And you will,” she meowed. “Just wait until they’re old enough to
walk. They’ll get into so much trouble, you’ll wish you hadn’t offered.”

 

Firestar laughed against her neck, then gave her one last lick before he settled his head back down
again. His drowsy purring helped her drift off to peaceful sleep…

 

…Tiny ears pricked as the sound of their purring died off. Slowly, Sorrelkit raised her head up from
her place curled up beside her sister, Sootkit. She stared at Firestar and Sandstorm. Then, determining
that they were asleep, she stood up. She stretched one white paw out, then the next, slowly creeping
along the nursery floor.

 

She glanced back at her mother. Willowpelt was curled up, softly snoring in her sleep. Rainkit splayed
over her back, his dark tabby pelt stark against their mother’s pale one. Sootkit curled up peacefully
beside them, her pale gray pelt blending in with Willowpelt’s. Sorrelkit fluffed out her pale gray,
brown and white tortoiseshell pelt, preparing herself for the chill of the night.

 

Then, she stepped outside, shivering as the chilly air hit her pelt. But she pressed onward, peering
around the camp. She knew there were guards at night, but she didn’t see any of them, so they must
have been patrolling outside of the camp.

 

Yes! Just her luck. She prowled outside the nursery, keeping her belly low to the ground. She creeped
across the camp, pausing whenever she heard a sound. Her heart thumped, but no scary hawks or
badgers came bursting out from the night to eat her up.

 

As she approached her target, her heart thumped for an entirely different reason.

 

She forced her gaze away from the gaping, dark opening of the bramble den to look at the white and
orange lump resting outside of it. Cherryfur had her head on her paws, eyes closed, and sides softly
rising as she slept the night away. Sorrelkit shivered. Here? Out in the cold? How could she sleep?

 



She looked back at the den- the prisoner’s den- and trembled. She swallowed, then took a deep breath,
and stepped aside.

 

Her eyes blinked as all she saw was darkness. But, as her mama told her, cats were special as they
could see in the night. Her eyes were still learning, though, and it was very hard to see anything but
dark shapes inside the den.

 

She inched forward, sniffing the air. It smelled like cats. It smelled like a cat, and her heart beat
fearfully again. She stretched a paw out, feeling it graze across the dirt and rubble of the floor. It
wasn’t smooth and solid like the other dens’ floors, worn from use and kept tidy. She felt moss at the
edge of her toes and squinted her eyes as she made out a dark shape.

 

She stepped forward, then squeaked as she collided into something soft but solid. She scrambled back
as the dark shape rose, slits of yellow appearing in the darkness. Her heart thumped and she
scrambled against the ground, pressing herself down so she was as thin as a leaf. Her legs trembled
and she whimpered in fear.

 

“Sorrelkit?” mumbled a voice, and she saw the yellow slits widen in surprise. They blinked, and
Sorrelkit’s breath caught as she slowly made out the familiar, long-haired face of her older half-
brother, Darkstripe. “What are you doing here? You shouldn’t be here.”

 

The growl had her shoving her face into her paws.

 

Silence enveloped the den as she did nothing by tremble.

 

“Seriously,” Darkstripe rumbled, “what are you doing here? Sorrelkit, you need to go back to the
medicine den.”

 

Sorrelkit swallowed, then steeled her trembling limbs. “Uhm,” she squeaked out. “A-actually, I’m in
the nursery now…”

 

“Oh,” Darkstripe said, staring down at her. “Well, go to the nursery then.” She didn’t respond, and he
growled again. Sorrelkit saw the flash of a white fang, and her heart skipped a beat. “Why are you
here? Shouldn’t you be afraid of me?”

 



“I am,” she mewled.

 

He went quiet, and Sorrelkit peered at his face. He looked so scary in the darkness…

 

Sorrelkit looked at his paws… She remembered how his sharp claws had plucked a berry and offered
it to her… A death berry. She’d started convulsing, and… and…

 

“Why did you do that?” she whispered.

 

He didn’t say anything, and she raised her head. Her limbs trembled. “You… you didn’t mean to,
right?” she said. “I, uhm, I…” He’d made a mistake, surely? He hadn’t known what the berries were
either? Or- or, it was just a joke…?

 

But it hadn’t felt like a joke.

 

It’d felt like dying.

 

But her older brother wouldn’t do that to her…

 

Because…

 

“They say you tried to, uhm, tried to kill me, but I…” She sniffled, quaking as she remembered the
awful feeling of the berry in her throat, of how she’d choked and foamed and felt this horrible
churning, burning feeling in her belly. “But you wouldn’t really do that, ‘cause, ‘cause you’re my
brother, and- and I love you.”

 

A sharp hiss of breath made her flinch. But when she looked back up she couldn’t find her brother’s
yellow eyes in the darkness.

 

“Sorrelkit,” he squeaked. Squeaked! Her older brother squeaked like a mouse. Like a kit. Like her.
“I… I’m… I’m so sorry…” There was this strange gasping sound, and Sorrelkit’s ears perked up. Her
chest tightened, and she stepped forward, reaching a paw out to him.



 

“Don’t cry,” she meowed. “I’m sorry-”

 

But as her paw brushed his leg, he pulled back forcefully, and she startled.

 

“No!” Darkstripe snapped, and she pressed against the floor, fearful once more. “No, Sorrelkit, it’s
not- it’s not your fault, and I… I… I was a fool , okay?!” He sounded angry, and Sorrelkit trembled
again. “I wasn’t thinking . I just- if you had died , I would have- I never would have forgiven myself. I
can’t forgive myself.”

 

His yellow gaze burned into her, like two tiny suns in the night sky.

 

“What I did was unforgivable, okay, Sorrelkit?” he said, voice sounding strangled but not angry. “
Okay? ” he pressed when she didn’t answer.

 

She startled, then nodded her head. “Oh-okay, Darkstripe…” she mewed.

 

“Poisoning a kit… It’s something only truly horrible cats do. Never trust a cat who would murder a kit
like that,” he told her firmly, voice a hiss like a snake’s once more.

 

“But I trust you,” she whispered.

 

He paused, mouth gaping as he stared down at her. “You do?”

 

“I-I think so…” she said. “I don’t know… maybe… maybe a little less?” She wouldn’t be eating
anything he gave her, that was for certain, but… he was still her big brother. And he played with her.
And he loved her. Didn’t he? “Do you still love me? Or- or, was, ‘cause, I-I saw you with, uhm, with
that cat, and- and I spied on you, so, do you not like me anymore? Is that why…?”

 

“Sorrelkit, no, I…” Darkstripe trailed off, his gaze doing this strange thing where it kept flickering
around rapidly, not looking at her. “It’s… it’s complicated. I don’t- it’s- the curse, it makes cats- it’s…
different… than how it used to be…”

 



“You hate me?” she squeaked, feeling a horrible pit in her belly. Was that why he tried to kill her?

 

Because she was a horrible little sister and he hated her?

 

“No,” Darkstripe said. “No, Sorrelkit, I… I don’t, and… and I should have remembered that…
remembered that you were my little sister, and… I can’t believe I…” His eyes closed and he shocked
his head, swaying as though he might fall over. “I was so consumed by- by my anger at everything,
and… I was horrified of what would happen if the clan found out I was…” He trailed off.

 

“...a traitor?” Sorrelkit finished, remembering what everyone called her brother.

 

Darkstripe was silent.

 

“Sorrelkit.”

 

Both she and Darkstripe jumped, and Sorrelkit whipped around, eyes wide as Cherryfur padded into
the den. She stared coldly at Darkstripe. Darkstripe’s striped pelt prickled under her stare, and his lips
curled into a snarl.

 

“I think it’s time you headed back to the nursery.”

 

Sorrelkit blinked. “Uhm…” She glanced at Darkstripe. Were they gonna fight? “Okay…”

 

Cherryfur leaned down and grabbed her scruff. Sorrelkit hung in her mouth, her feet scraping against
the ground. Cherryfur looked at Darkstripe, who stared back at her, then Cherryfur turned around and
took Sorrelkit back out.

 

Sorrelkit looked back at her brother one more time and waved her tail at him.

 

In the shadows, she saw him wave his tail tip back.

 



She smiled.
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Grasswhisker padded anxiously back and forth, her tail waving just as erratically. Her clanmates were
sharing tongues around her, bathing in the morning sun, clouded as it was. She glanced back at
Thistlestar’s den.

 

They’d been in there since sunrise.

 

Thistlestar had kicked her out before the sun had even risen.

 

It was like he didn’t want to be seen with her.

 

Grasswhisker’s heart thumped painfully in her chest and her breath dragged raspily through her lungs.
She spun around, claws scraping against the cold earth. She stomped back and forth, kicking up dirt.

 

“Are you going to throw a tantrum all day or can you stop?” snapped Mallowtail. The tortoiseshell
she-cat was beside Voleclaw, sharing a small carp. “We’re trying to eat without you throwing dirt in
our faces.”

 

Grasswhisker winced, her insides burning up with shame and embarrassment at Mallowtail’s dark
stare and Voleclaw’s disinterested one. She fluffed her tabby fur out. “I’m not throwing a tantrum!”
she said. “I’m waiting for Thistlestar.”

 

Mallowtail rolled her eyes. “Yeah, well, wait a little quieter.” She sneered. “Not like you ever do
anything else, do you? You haven’t gone on a single patrol in days.”

 

Grasswhisker bared her teeth. “Only because Lightningfur doesn’t put me on any!”

 

“She doesn’t put any of us on any,” growled Mallowtail, eyes narrowed onto Grasswhisker. “You
could go out and hunt like the rest of us instead of being so lazy and spoiled.”

 



An anger tightened Grasswhisker’s chest, constricting her lungs, and she snapped, ”I’m not listening
to a cat whose mom was a traitor!”

 

Mallowtail jumped to her paws, the black of her tortoiseshell fur on her back bristled to twice her
size. Voleclaw rose to his paws too, lips pulled back as he glared furiously at Grasswhisker.

 

Grasswhisker flinched backwards.

 

“ Don’t you dare speak of my mother! ” roared Mallowtail. “So Softwing was a traitor- I don’t care!
I’m nothing like my mother!”

 

“What’s wrong with you?!” snarled Voleclaw. “A cat’s mom dies- and you insult her!”

 

Grasswhisker took a few steps back, heart beating. Her jaw clenched yet trembled, painful. Her gaze
snapped around camp, seeing her clanmates look at her. Their eyes crawled down her back and her fur
spiked.

 

She wanted to yell at them to leave her alone, but she couldn’t say anything, her heart thudding
rapidly. She wanted Thistlestar to be there and hold her and keep her safe just like he always did when
she was younger and smaller. Now she felt too big and awkward to be protected by him the same way,
yet she still craved his comfort so badly.

 

“Hey, hey,” meowed Lizardflight as the medicine cat came running up to Grasswhisker’s side. She
stood just in front of her, gazing earnestly at Mallowtail and Voleclaw. “Let’s not fight. We shouldn’t
be fighting each other. We’re clanmates.”

 

Mallowtail snorted, glaring at Lizardflight. “We’re the farthest thing from clanmates,
ThunderClannie. Like I’d ever listen to a half-breed mouse-eater.”

 

“Yeah, like we all don’t know you’d rather be in ThunderClan right now,” Voleclaw added with a
sneering drawl.

 

“Or padding after Leopardfur,” continued Mallowtail condescendingly. “Honestly, I’m shocked you
haven’t left yet. What, too much of a coward?”



 

Lizardflight’s fur bushed, tail curling over her back as she glared at the pair. “Do you want to be left
without a medicine cat again? Need I remind you your leader lost a life without one?”

 

“Better to be medicine cat-less than in a clan with a half-hearted traitor,” spat Mallowtail, tail lashing.

 

“Uhm, sorry, Lizardflight-” Grasswhisker looked to see Woodmask nervously padding up to them,
holding one of his front paws up. With wide amber eyes, the striped gray tom glanced at Mallowtail
and Voleclaw, then back at Lizardflight. “I hurt my paw. Can you look at it?”

 

Lizardflight glanced at Woodmask’s paw as he held it out, then sent a glare back at Mallowtail and
Voleclaw. She twitched her tail, then meowed, “Alright. This way,” and padded off with Woodmask.

 

Grasswhisker noticed that Woodmask stepped on his “injured” paw almost immediately.

 

But she couldn’t notice long, as Mallowtail was glaring at her again. Grasswhisker glared back, then
whipped around and ran off towards Thistlestar’s den, heart thumping still. She felt so panicked, and
all she wanted to do was shove her face into Thistlestar’s long fur and hide herself in his scent. She
knew he wouldn’t let her do that, but maybe if she just talked to him, she’d feel better-

 

Perchwing darted in front of her before she could step foot into Thistlestar’s den. “Uh, Thistlestar
doesn’t want to be disturbed,” Perchwing said plainly.

 

Grasswhisker’s fur bristled. “I’m his mate!”

 

Perchwing glanced back at the entrance, then dipped his head only slightly. “No exceptions,”
Perchwing meowed. “I’m sorry, Grasswhisker, but you know he’d claw your fur off.”

 

Grasswhisker lashed her tail. “He wouldn’t lay a claw on me,” she said. “I’m his mate.”

 

“Well, he’d lay a claw on me,” murmured Perchwing. He blinked slowly at her. “Grasswhisker,
please…”

 



Grasswhisker stared hard and cold back at his pleading green eyes. For a whisker-twitch, they both
just stared, then rushed murmurs reached her ears. She pricked them, straining to hear what
Thistlestar and their guests were talking about inside.

 

“...if they…Firestar won’t…but…”

 

“...and if…?”

 

“It won’t,” rumbled a voice Grasswhisker intimately recognized as Thistlestar’s. “I can assure you.”

 

Grasswhisker’s heart thumped excitedly at the cool tone he held. She looked at Perchwing. “What are
they talking about?”

 

“Shh,” Perchwing said, gesturing for her to sit beside him. She frowned, glancing behind her.
Mallowtail and Voleclaw had settled down, sharing tongues, and she felt jealous that she couldn’t be
doing that right now with Thistlestar. But… she knew he’d be so mad at her if she interrupted… It
was a good thing Perchwing had stopped her.

 

She crouched down beside Perchwing, keeping her ears strained.

 

“Our combined forces far outnumber the likes of our turn-pelts. If what your warriors report is true,
Tigerstar, then we know where LeopardClan and CopperClan’s camp is,” Thistlestar continued. “An
attack on it would render them without a place to sustain themselves, and we’ll chase them further
from where they can hunt. And, if all goes well, it should be easy to overwhelm them and kill their so-
called leaders.”

 

“We don’t even need assistance,” sneered a voice that Grasswhisker was also, unfortunately, familiar
with. The haughty bite in Lightningfur’s voice had Grasswhisker growling to herself. She hated
Thistlestar’s daughter. Thistlestar paid too much attention to her and Lightningfur was always mean
to her. “It’ll only take one bite on Leopardfur’s throat to kill her, I just need to pin her down.”

 

“Yet it sounds like you’ve failed to do so previously,” meowed a cold voice that made Grasswhisker
shiver. The small black tom with the white paw. His collar was studded with teeth, and, even more
terrifying, his claws had dog claws over them. Scourge, they said his name was.

 



“And you think you could do any better, runt?!” spat Lightningfur back. Grasswhisker could imagine
her bristling indignantly.

 

“Lightningfur!” Thistlestar barked. “Contain yourself. Your vengeance will come. There’s no need to
be fighting our allies.”

 

“ He insulted me-”

 

“Swift kills are Scourge’s speciality,” rumbled another voice- one of the BloodClan cats.
Grasswhisker wasn’t sure what her name was, but one of her eyes was just gone . Gouged out. “I
prefer more brutality. It gets the message across that we aren’t to be messed with.”

 

“Exactly!” Lightningfur eagerly agreed with her, sounding almost excited. “But Leopardfur is a
slippery little rat. It’ll be better to just kill her and then make an example of her!”

 

There was a sort of disgruntled noise from someone. “ Mutilate her body? That’s going a bit far, isn’t
it?” Blackfoot, the deputy of ShadowClan.

 

Grasswhisker had to agree. She didn’t like Leopardfur either, because Thistlestar didn’t, but
imagining her dead body with her eyes gouged out like the BloodClan she-cat’s, or with her throat
torn out like dead prey’s…

 

But it seemed everyone else didn’t disagree with Lightningfur.

 

“It certainly will make a bold statement,” Thistlestar said, as though interested. “But that’s not the
point. I want to attack LeopardClan’s camp and defeat them. Whether through Leopardfur’s death or
not, we will make them surrender.”

 

“And destroy CopperClan,” rasped a voice that was so quiet and hoarse, Grasswhisker could barely
hear it. In fact, if not for the deep, guttural growl of the voice, she hardly would have even realized it
was Tigerstar!

 

“And, in return, BloodClan will claim these… rebel clans’ old territory,” meowed Scourge. “And
when we continue our sights towards the other clans you mentioned, we will receive more territory.”



 

“Yes, of course,” Thistlestar said quickly- almost too quickly. “How soon can you gather your
warriors for an attack?”

 

“My warriors have been ready since they were born to sink their claws into flesh,” Scourge replied,
still in a cool, dead-sounding voice, hollow of any emotion despite the violent words he spoke. “They
will strike on my command and not a second before or after.”

 

“Good,” Thistlestar said, a devious purr at the back of his throat. “Let’s not waste time then. Two
sunrises should be more than enough time for us to ready our warriors for the battle.”

 

“Two sunrises!” protested Lightningfur. “Why not one - why not tomorrow! We’re more than ready.
What else have we been training every day for?!”

 

“Two sunrises seems agreeable to me,” cut in Scourge. Lightningfur growled, clearly upset.

 

“Shall we meet in Fourtrees before we attack, just before sunrise?” Blackfoot suggested. “To ensure
one of us does not attack too early or late.”

 

“Yes,” Thistlestar agreed. “Ah, Scourge, I suppose you do not know where that is. I’ll send a-”

 

“I know where Fourtrees is,” Scourge said coolly.

 

“You… do?” Thistlestar said, in this strange way that was part wariness, part curiosity.

 

“Yes,” Scourge replied. Then, “Now, if this meeting is over, I have business to attend to in the city. I’ll
be taking my leave, but Claw will remain here if you need to send a message back to me.”

 

“Err- very well,” Thistlestar said, and Grasswhisker was surprised he agreed so easily. Didn’t he want
to interrogate on how Scourge knew where Fourtrees was? Wasn’t he angry that Scourge was
announcing that one of his warriors would stay, instead of asking?

 



The sounds of cats moving reached Grasswhisker’s ears, and she quickly straightened herself, acting
as though she was guarding patiently alongside Perchwing.

 

The night-black tom pushed out of the den first, not even taller than young Perchwing. No bigger than
the apprentices Featherpaw and Stormpaw, really. He spared no one a glance as he strolled through
camp like he owned it, heading straight for the exit. Two cats flanked him, but the gray and white tom
broke off and settled by the camp wall while Scourge and the scarred brown tabby she-cat left.

 

“Perchwing, go with them,” Thistlestar ordered as he stepped out of the den next. “Make sure they
don’t do anything on their way out.”

 

Perchwing leapt to his feet, then bolted after the BloodClan cats.

 

Grasswhisker’s heart skipped a beat when Thistlestar’s ears glazed over her, then startled, and he
looked back at her again. He narrowed his yellow eyes at her, and she felt a great pit open in her
stomach as she realized he was upset with her.

 

But he turned as Tigerstar and Lightningfur padded out next. Lightningfur’s teeth were bared and her
tail lashed wildly, and she yowled for Featherpaw the moment she was out of the den. “Come on!” she
called as the silver tabby poked her head out of the apprentice’s den. “We’re going to train.”

 

Tigerstar nodded to Thistlestar, surprisingly polite, as he and Blackfoot took his leave.

 

“Thistlestar-” Grasswhisker began the moment she had her mate alone.

 

“What were you doing?!” Thistlestar demanded as he whipped around to face her, his gray and white
shoulder fur bristling. “Were you spying on me?”

 

“Spying?” Grasswhisker repeated, aghast and startled. “What? No! Why would I spy on you?
Thistlestar, I was just waiting for you to be done so I could-”

 

Now Thistlestar rolled his eyes, lip curled in disgust. “Can you ever leave me alone?” he said. “I was
in an important meeting and all you could think about was bothering me!”

 



“What?” Grasswhisker gaped at him, feeling something dark and scared twisting her heart.
“Thistlestar, I- we’re mates! I-I wasn’t going to bother you, I was just waiting for you!”

 

“Mates.” Thistlestar scoffed, flicking his tail and shifting his lumbering paws, claws briefly digging
against the ground. “If we were really mates, you wouldn’t be so insistent on annoying me to death!
No-” His eyes glinted. “No, if we were really mates, you wouldn’t be such a prude. You’d be bearing
my kits, we’d have a happy family, and Shadepelt wouldn’t be the only queen in the nursery!”

 

Grasswhisker’s eyes widened, and she pressed down against the ground, gaping at him. “Thistlestar,
I-”

 

“The only reason you wouldn’t give me that is if you didn’t love me,” growled Thistlestar, his tail
lashing as he glared down at her. “If you were a traitor . Why else would you be spying on me?”

 

“I wasn’t spying on you!” cried Grasswhisker desperately. How could he ever think that? She was the
most loyal cat to him! “Thistlestar, please!”

 

“Then what were you doing?” Thistlestar demanded. “Did you think that just because you were my
mate you could get away with anything and walk all over my authority? That I would let you be free
of any punishment?”

 

“Punishment?” Grasswhisker squeaked. Her legs quaked, terrified as Thistlestar towered over her.
“But I already told you, I was just waiting for you! Why-”

 

“I won’t have spies in my clan!” roared Thistlestar, and Grasswhisker pressed lower against the
ground, heart thumping wildly. Spit dribbled down Thistlestar’s chin and furious anger burned in his
yellow eyes. “You are not my mate, and you are not a warrior I can trust! Get out! ”

 

A giant sinkhole seemed to appear beneath Grasswhisker’s paws, and, even though she did not move,
she swayed, abruptly light-headed. “G-...get out?” Grasswhisker whispered. “What do you mean…?”

 

“I mean,” Thistlestar growled, claws digging into the dirt below, “ leave . You are exiled, with the rest
of the traitors who dare disrespect my leadership.”

 



Grasswhisker stared at Thistlestar, uncomprehending.

 

What?

 

Was she dreaming?

 

“Leave!” roared Thistlestar once more, and Grasswhisker flinched, eyes squeezing shut.

 

“Thistlestar, what are you doing!” a voice demanded, and Grasswhisker blinked open her eyes as
Lizardflight raced to stand in front of her, staring at Thistlestar, just as appalled as Grasswhisker was.

 

Grasswhisker realized, belatedly, with growing horror, that Thistlestar had yelled at her and- and
exiled her in front of all of RiverClan.

 

“You’re exiling her?! Over what?!” Lizardflight said, now glaring.

 

“Spying on me,” growled Thistlestar, lip curling as he tilted his chin up and glared down at
Lizardflight. “I won’t tolerate insubordination, even from her.”

 

“She wasn’t spying on you!” snapped Lizardflight. “You have no proof!”

 

“But what else was she doing!” yowled Rippleclaw, padding forward from where he had been beside
Piketooth, the elder. “I saw her crouching at the entrance. She was clearly listening in on a private
conversation! And for what else if not to report it back to those traitors, LeopardClan?”

 

“That’s true!” called Petaldust, the black tortoiseshell rising to her paws. “Now that Softwing is dead,
they’ll need a new spy!”

 

“And who better than our leader’s own mate?” Rippleclaw agreed, nodding like that made sense .

 



“And we all know how miserable Grasswhisker is,” Mallowtail added, glaring at Grasswhisker. “I
don’t think she ever really loved Thistlestar. She was just using him so she can get whatever she
wants as leader’s mate.”

 

“Yeah!” Voleclaw agreed.

 

“And that’s why she hates Lightningfur too!” called Robinstorm, the one-eared brown and orange tom
almost nervously raising his head as he yowled. “‘Cause Lightningfur makes her do stuff and she’s
too lazy to do it!”

 

“It’s true- Grasswhisker’s never pulled her weight in this clan!” Sedgecreek agreed, nodding along
seriously.

 

“Are you all mouse-brained?!” Lizardflight called, fur bristling as she whipped around to glare at the
rallying cats. “Grasswhisker is your clanmate, and you’re just going to turn on her like that because
Thistlestar says so?! ”

 

“StarClan chose Thistlestar to lead us!” Rippleclaw shouted back. “They wouldn’t do so if they
wanted us to not listen to him.”

 

“And I’m your medicine cat!” Lizardflight snapped. “StarClan chose me to heal you! Don’t you-”

 

“To heal us, not to lead us!” Rippleclaw cut her off, sneering and silver fur fluffing.

 

“Rippleclaw’s right,” Thistlestar meowed, and Lizardflight glared at him next. Grasswhisker could
barely do anything but stare, feeling like she wasn’t really there. “You are our medicine cat, not our
leader. You listen to what I say.”

 

Lizardflight bared her teeth. “Not when you’re exiling cats over nothing! ” Lizardflight lashed her
tail.

 

“Please,” Grasswhisker choked out. “Thistlestar, I… I don’t know what I’ll do without you… I…”

 



Thistlestar’s glare was cold and unfeeling as he looked at her. “Get out of my clan, traitor.”

 

Lizardflight snarled, stepping forward. “She’s pleading with you, and you still think-”

 

Claws flew, slamming into Lizardflight’s head. The long-haired brown tabby jumped backwards, a
gasp tearing from her throat as blood splattered the ground in fat drops. Grasswhisker startled, moving
a paw away as Lizardflight nearly tumbled into her.

 

“ Quiet! ” roared Thistlestar, spit hitting the ground, right next to the droplets of blood. “ You are not
our leader! You are a medicine cat, and you will not talk back to me! I make the decisions for our
clan!”

 

Lizardflight cracked one eye open, the other closed as blood streamed down over the creamy fur of
her face. She pressed one of her paws against the bleeding scratch above her eye. “And I pick up the
pieces,” she hissed. “Don’t think I won’t exile myself, Thistlestar. And then where will you be when
greencough takes the last of your lives?”

 

A quiet had taken over the clan, and Grasswhisker now saw that cats were staring at Thistlestar in
shock.

 

Thistlestar glanced at his clan, then stepped back from Lizardflight. He glared at her still, then at
Grasswhisker.

 

“If you had accepted your fate, I wouldn’t have lost my temper,” he said, and Grasswhisker felt cold
and empty and dread inside of her chest, where her heart once was. “Only a dishonorable warrior
would beg and plead like you.”

 

Grasswhisker no longer felt her heart thumping. She stood numbly to her feet and bowed her head.
“I…I’m sorry,” she meowed. “I’ll go.”

 

She turned and raised one paw up, then the other, then placed them down, as she forced herself to
walk. Her head was bowed and her tail dragged across the ground as she walked out of camp.

 



No one said anything as she disappeared behind the reeds, a soft splash of water signifying her
wading through the stream surrounding camp.

 

Pain tingled down Lizardflight’s face.

 

”Good riddance, I say,” Rippleclaw meowed, voice piercing through the suffocating silence. “What
use is a warrior who doesn’t hunt for her clan, and a she-cat who doesn’t give her mate kits?”

 

The clan was sparked into movement, many settling down to trade whispers and murmurs. They
frowned and glanced at Thistlestar and Lizardflight. The BloodClan cat- the gray and white tom
named Claw- just sat and watched, seemingly unbothered by the commotion. Lizardflight looked at
Thistlestar.

 

Thistlestar gazed out at his clan, his shoulder fur flattening and the anger in his face cooling. He had
just exiled the cat he was supposed to love and care about, he just clawed his own medicine cat- and
yet he looked like he didn’t care.

 

He padded over to Rippleclaw, inviting the tom to eat prey with him. Like nothing had happened.

 

Lizardflight stared. And she wasn’t the only one staring, either. Many of their clanmates looked at
Thistlestar, stunned still.

 

He didn’t even turn to yell at Lizardflight some more.

 

Lizardflight took in a shaky breath, feeling her heart pump as the adrenaline stayed heavy in her body.
Slowly, she placed her bloodied paw down and walked to the medicine cat den. She slipped in
between the reeds, and grabbed a strand of goldenrod and a dock leaf. She chewed the goldenrod,
mind spinning, and spat it on the dock leaf. Then, she lifted it up, angle awkward, and pressed it
against the scratch on her brow.

 

She hissed as it stung.

 

She wasn’t sure how long she was standing there until pawsteps sounded from the entrance.

 



“Lizardflight?” murmured Perchwing. “I… I heard what happened.”

 

Lizardflight breathed.

 

“How many lives does Thistlestar have left?”

 

Perchwing startled, blinking rapidly at her. “Uh- what?” He shook his head. “I mean- shouldn’t you
know that? As the medicine cat?”

 

“If I was really his medicine cat, maybe,” Lizardflight said, glaring at the ground. “I can feel he
doesn’t have many left, but…”

 

“Uhm,” Perchwing said, blinking again. “Well. He’s lost… two to battle, and two to predators, at
least, so…” 

 

“And another to infection and one to greencough,” Lizardflight murmured thoughtfully, tail tip
flicking.

 

He shifted nervously. “Uh, do I wanna know why you’re asking?”

 

Lizardflight sighed, her tense shoulders dropping. She looked back at Perchwing, face open with
sadness and tiredness. “Just dark speculation,” she answered honestly. “Nothing I’ll actually do…
Medicine cat oath, and all… Besides,” she shook her head, “he doesn’t have one life left, so if he did
coincidentally die after I gave him some totally not suspicious herbs, he’d just kill me when he woke
back up.”

 

“Glad to know you trust me enough to involve me in your plans for murder,” Perchwing joked, but his
chest tightened painfully, and his smile fell. He sat down beside her. “But I think I’ve had enough
murder…”

 

Lizardflight looked at him. “I’m so sorry, Perchwing,” she murmured, resting her chin on the shorter
tom’s head. “Softwing was a good cat. She didn’t deserve that.”

 



“ You didn’t deserve that,” Perchwing replied, pointing with his tail at her face.

 

Lizardflight closed her eyes, yearning for a time when things were so much easier, and all she’d had
to worry about was not making a fool of herself in front of Cinderpelt…

 

 

Vixenleap’s legs pumped as she raced through RiverClan’s territory. Her nostrils and mouth flared,
desperate to keep her sister’s scent trail.

 

She’d returned to RiverClan camp with a mouth full of fish, as hunting with Greenflower, Heavystep,
and the newly-named Pikefang had been successful. Except for the part where Pikefang had insisted
on showing off and flirting with her, it had been a great patrol, and they’d even passed Lightningfur
and Featherpaw as they’d trained.

 

And when she’d asked where Grasswhisker was, Petaldust had told her she was exiled.

 

All for the crime of “spying” on Thistlestar.

 

She wanted to tear that flea-ridden, mangy-pelted tom to shreds.

 

He exiled her sister.

 

Her annoying, mouthy, whiny, stubborn sister.

 

Her sister who was a horrible hunter without a shred of fighting skills in her body.

 

After all, Thistlestar had been her mentor, and he didn’t want to make a mate that would fight him,
did he?

 

Exiled! Without a clan to feed her and shelter her, Vixenleap feared her sister would die her first night
alone.



 

Vixenleap had lost one sister already, shining Silverstream, and then her baby brother, Whiteclaw.
She’d lost her mother, Sunfish, and her father Beetlenose was only getting older and older, one paw
halfway into the elders’ den.

 

She couldn’t lose Grasswhisker too.

 

Even through all the resentment and the anger and the frustration buried deep, deep inside Vixenleap,
the thought of losing Grasswhisker terrified her. They’d been together forever. They never left each
other’s sides. Vixenleap didn’t really have friends outside of her sister, and Grasswhisker had nobody
else outside of Thistlestar.

 

Vixenleap came to an abrupt halt as Grasswhisker’s scent trail ended at the river crept into
Twolegplace, vanishing underneath the rocks. The other side was ThunderClan territory. Vixenleap’s
heart thudded against her chest.

 

Was Grasswhisker trying to find LeopardClan, maybe? Vixenleap hated the idea of her sister living in
a clan of traitors, but it would be safer than being a loner.

 

But Vixenleap couldn’t imagine Grasswhisker joining LeopardClan. She hated Leopardfur and her
followers more than Vixenleap did.

 

Vixenleap waded through the river, searching the banks on ThunderClan’s side, and skirting along the
edges of Twolegplace, but she could not find her sister’s scent no matter how hard she tried.
Eventually, she caught the scent of a ThunderClan patrol, and she swam back to RiverClan’s side and
vanished into their territory.

 

Pelt wet and cold with the night chill of leaf-bare, she padded back into RiverClan camp, defeated.

 

Her mind still whirled, unable to accept that Grasswhisker was just- gone .

 

How could Vixenleap sleep, knowing that her sister wasn’t safe?

 



Vixenleap dragged herself over to the fresh-kill pile. There was only a half-eaten salmon left. She
grabbed it and plopped herself down in the shadows of the reed wall surrounding camp. She stared at
it and its black eyes.

 

She looked up as Sedgecreek padded over to her. The brown tabby dipped her head to her. “I’m sorry
about your sister,” she murmured. “I…” She looked away. “I’m sure she’s okay though.”

 

Vixenleap said nothing, glaring at Sedgecreek. Right, like she hadn’t seen Sedgecreek talking with
Thistlestar right after Grasswhisker’s exile, like it hadn’t met anything.

 

Sedgecreek was a nice cat, but, like Vixenleap said, she didn’t really have any friends in the clan. And
Sedgecreek was certainly not one of them.

 

Sedgecreek padded away, disappearing into the warriors’ den. Vixenleap dropped her head next to the
bony fish. The normally tantalizing scent flooded her nostrils, but she didn’t feel an ounce of hunger
in her stomach. She closed her eyes, listening as Loudbelly told Robinstorm to be quiet as they started
the night guard.

 

The night became silent as the sun truly set and the moon peeked over the trees.

 

Quiet pawsteps tapped against the ground. Vixenleap’s ear twitched as she heard them come close-
and then a pelt brushed hers and she opened her eyes to see Shadepelt settle beside her. Her large
belly bumped against Vixenleap’s side.

 

The black she-cat pointed at the fish. “Are you going to eat that?” Shadepelt murmured.

 

“No,” Vixenleap mumbled back. Then, as Shadepelt took it, she raised her head and shifted her paws
to be in front of her. She looked at Shadepelt as the queen calmly ate the remains of the fish in just a
few bites, then scraped at the earth to bury the leftover bones. “Do you need more? I could go swipe a
fish real quick from the stream.”

 

“No,” Shadepelt replied, licking her lips. She looked at Vixenleap. “Just couldn’t sleep.”

 



Vixenleap looked at her paws, feeling awkward and nervous. She preferred to be alone right now. It
was why she hadn’t retreated to the warriors’ den.

 

“I can’t believe Thistlestar would attack Lizardflight.”

 

Vixenleap jerked. She blinked. “What?”

 

Shadepelt tilted her head at her. “You didn’t hear? Lizardflight tried to stop Thistlestar from exiling
Grasswhisker, and Thistlestar scratched her face. It bled a lot.”

 

Vixenleap gaped. “He attacked a medicine cat ?”

 

“I know!” Shadepelt agreed, then dipped her head closer to Vixenleap, glancing towards where
Loudbelly lounged at the entrance of camp. His tail tip flicked lazily. “I… to be honest, I never really
liked him, because he always-...” She snapped her mouth shut and looked away. “But this is just… It’s
against the warrior code, certainly, for him to attack his medicine cat.”

 

Vixenleap growled, anger bubbling inside her gut. Her claws curled into the earth below and her tail
lashed. “He’s a fluffing creep, is what he is,” she spat. “I don’t like Lizardflight either- never trust a
ThunderClan cat- but she’s still a medicine cat, for StarClan’s sake. This is just- have you heard what
Rippleclaw’s been saying lately?”

 

“That a StarClan cat visited him in his dreams and told him that a storm would guide us?” whispered
Shadepelt back. Her green eyes lit up and her ears pricked. “I think it means Lightningfur is going to
be our leader soon.”

 

“I hope so,” Vixenleap agreed. “ She wouldn’t attack a medicine cat. And she’s not a StarClan-
damned kit-lover.” She growled. “I hope she kills him,” muttered Vixenleap darkly, then she froze and
looked at Shadepelt, worried that deep thought she’d had for forever might scare the she-cat off.

 

But Shadepelt nodded, eyes glinting. In a dark, quiet whisper, she said, “I’d do it myself if I could.”

 

 



The vole fell onto the prey pile with a thud.

 

Reedwhisker twitched his nose at the warm scent his catch produced, licking his lips at the thought of
sinking his teeth into its flesh.

 

But he had a duty to fulfill first.

 

Leaving the vole, the black tom plucked up a couple warm mice and padded over to a shaded area of
LeopardClan’s camp, where a large, leaf-covered bush sat, nodding to his sister Primroseleaf as he
went. Over the scent of the mice, Reedwhisker caught Skyheart’s scent inside.

 

He mewed a greeting before sticking his head inside and dropping the mice at her paws. “Special
delivery!” he purred. “Freshly caught!”

 

Skyheart’s whiskers twitched as she purred with amusement. “Thank you, Reedwhisker. Glad to see
you aren’t shirking me with a stale shrew!”

 

Reedwhisker gasped. “Never! I wouldn’t do such a thing - but Primroseleaf might.”

 

He heard his sister’s muffled exclamation of protest from outside before her pale-creamy head popped
in, glaring at him. “Don’t spread rumors about me, Reedwhisker!” she poked at him with a paw. “Or
I’ll tell Dawnflower you have a crush on her!”

 

Reedwhisker yelped. “I do not!”

 

“Do too!”

 

“Do not!”

 

“Do too!” 

“Do not!”



 

“Do not!”

 

“Do too!” Reedwhisker quickly realized his error and snapped his jaw shut, ears flattening as his pelt
warmed with embarrassment.

 

“Do too~” Primroseleaf sang.

 

The black tom sighed. “Blackmailed by my own sister,” he mourned. “The humanity!”

 

Skyheart watched them with sparkling eyes. “Don’t worry, Reedwhisker,” she chuckled. “I’ll keep
your little secret.”

 

The tom ducked his head. Ah. He almost forgot the queen had heard all of that…

 

Giving Skyheart a quick, embarrassed dip of the head, Reedwhisker slid out of the nursery and
wrinkled his nose at his sister’s smug expression.

 

“I’ll never forgive you for that,” he muttered.

 

“Oh, go catch a fish.” Primroseleaf rolled her eyes. “Besides, you’d better get a backbone and ask her
before it’s too late. If you really like her, do something about it!”

 

“Are you kidding me?” Reedwhisker’s body trembled. “Absolutely not. She’ll just laugh at me. Or…
or just look at me! I’ll be mortified!” Just look at how ridiculous Robinstorm behaved around
Lizardflight! And he knows she doesn’t like him back! Great StarClan, I wouldn’t be able to take that
humiliation! 

 

“And you’ll be murder-fied if you don’t do it!” Primroseleaf scoffed. “By me! Trust me, she won’t
laugh at you - well, unless you reenact that one time when you tripped over a dead fish and
Leopardfur had to fish you out of the river. Now that was laughable.”

 



“Oh, shut it!” Reedwhisker playfully nipped at the cream and white she-cat’s whiskers, and she
jabbed a paw at him in response, eyes narrowed with glee.

 

“When did Leopardfur have to fish him out of the river?”

 

Reedwhisker felt his breath freeze up and he shot a pleading look at Primroseleaf - a look she
conveniently ignored as she waved her tail at Dawnflower.

 

“Oh, it was when we were apprentices!” His traitorous sister gleefully regaled the pale gray she-cat
with one of his many epic fails. “He was staring up at the sky like a moron, and didn’t see the fish
Stonefur had dropped, so he went nose-over-tail as soon as his paw hit the damn thing!”

 

Reedwhisker attempted to sink into the ground to hide, but unfortunately cats had yet to discover such
a thing so he had to settle for staring at the ground because really, it was quite fascinating with all the
dirt, grass, pebbles and…and…bugs, yeah bugs on it.

 

“Aw, don’t worry Reedwhisker!” Dawnflower purred. Gosh, she has such a nice purr… “When I was
an apprentice Heavystep had to fish me out of the river a lot too! I have very slippery paws
apparently! Every time I walk on one of those wet rocks, sploosh! ” She shot a forepaw out to the
side. “Into the river I go!”

 

Reedwhisker smiled as a slight chuckle left his throat.

 

“Me, on the other paw,” Primroseleaf sniffed, “I never ended up falling into the river because I don’t
have my head in the clouds!”

 

“No, you don’t,” Dawnflower mischievously agreed. “Just with the fishes!”

 

Primroseleaf stuck her tongue out at the gray she-cat as Reedwhisker laughed, gray eyes sparkling as
he caught Dawnflower’s blue ones and she winked at him.

 

“ I’d like to swim with the fishes!” another voice piped up.

 



Reedwhisker glanced over his shoulder. It was Nightpaw, former ShadowClan apprentice and current
CopperClan apprentice - the only CopperClan apprentice, actually.

 

CopperClan had come to them early in the morning only days before, looking bedraggled and
mournful. The reason had quickly become apparent as Badgerfang informed LeopardClan of
Copperleaf’s death at the paws of Tigerstar himself.

 

The young warrior had been shocked when he heard the news. Copperleaf was a warrior many -
including himself - greatly respected. He defended the young and old fiercely, and Reedwhisker
wanted to live by his example.

 

But now he was dead. Gone. Off to hunt with StarClan for eternity until his name faded from
memory.

 

It had been discouraging, knowing that such a strong and accomplished warrior was no longer with
them, and that day LeopardClan had mourned alongside CopperClan in honor of the fallen warrior.

 

In that time, Reedwhisker had made a tentative friendship with Turtlefur, Copperleaf’s last apprentice,
while the she-cat’s older friend Nightpaw had taken a liking to Primroseleaf.

 

Something his sister groaned about. Like she did now.

 

“Hello, Nightpaw,” the cream and white warrior sighed. “And don’t think about jumping into the
river, okay? No matter how much you want to swim with the fishes.”

 

Nightpaw rolled her eyes. “Duh!” She flicked her tail. “That’s why you should teach me!”

 

“I don’t think that’s a good-”

 

“Oh, come now!” Dawnflower gave Primroseleaf a friendly shove. “It'll be fun! We can invite
Turtlefur - and Quietfoot! It’ll be nice to just take time to relax.” Her mew trailed into a murmur.
“StarClan knows we need one…”

 



“I don’t think Leopardfur would be happy to hear us sharing secrets,” Primroseleaf meowed
doubtfully.

 

“Is it really secret when we’re a team?” Dawnflower countered. “Who knows, maybe swimming
could save Nightpaw’s life one day!”

 

“Yeah!” the CopperClan she-cat purred. “Don’t you want to prevent me from drowning,
Primroseleaf?”

 

Reedwhisker’s sister sighed heavily. “Alright, let’s tell Stonefur where we’re going. Reedwhisker, you
go get Turtlefur and Quietfoot. See if they want to join in.”

 

Reedwhisker saluted her with his tail. “On it!” He immediately began scanning the rebel camp.

 

With Reedwhisker now a warrior, Leopardfur was now a much larger presence in the camp. She sat
beside Stonefur, who was being approached by Primroseleaf, engaged in a quiet discussion with
Badgerfang and Dawncloud, Nightpaw’s mentor. Their expressions were serious, and the black tom
knew it had something to do with Softwing’s mysterious absence. She had failed to show up to
another meeting with Leopardfur; then another, then another.

 

They feared the worst and Softwing was presumed dead.

 

Another valuable warrior, gone…

 

Reedtail was padding over to the nursery to check on Skyheart, giving a respectful nod to the sibling
duo of Flintfang and Fernshade, who returned it in kind. Blossomtail paced a few tail-lengths away,
fur fluffed as he frowned at the ground before them. Ashheart lopped up to him and meowed a few
soft words as old Wolfstep laid nearby, chatting amicably with Mistyfoot, Reedwhisker’s mother, and
Mosspelt, Dawnflower’s mother.

 

The cat who seemed out of place in the quaintness of camp was Oakfur, who shifted nervously, sitting
away from everyone else.

 

Reedwhisker tipped his head as he studied him.



 

Oakfur had been a quiet presence when CopperClan first came to them. Still was, actually. He rarely
interacted with the LeopardClan cats, only mumbling to his mother Dawncloud and sibling
Blossomtail.

 

He looked very lonely sitting there. And glum.

 

Reedwhisker pricked his ears and beelined over to the despondent brown tom.

 

“Hi,” he quietly greeted. He figured his usual boisterous attitude wouldn’t endear the other tom to
him. “Oakfur, right?”

 

The other tom glanced up at him. “Uh…yeah, yeah, that’s me.” He nodded. “You’re Reedwhisker.”

 

The black tom flicked an ear. “The one and only,” he purred slightly. “Say, Oakfur, would you be
interested in a little swimming practice? Nightpaw’s been bugging Primroseleaf about it and they, me,
and Dawnflower are going out in a bit. Wanna come with?”

 

Oakfur’s eyes widened to moons. “Swim?” he echoed, bewildered. “I…uh…I don’t know if I’ll be
any good at it…”

 

Reedwhisker chuckled. “You don’t have to be,” he assured the brown tom. “Not all RiverClan - or,
well, LeopardClan…? Ah, you know what I mean - not all of us are great swimmers. Sometimes it’s
just doing it for the fun of it.”

 

Oakfur still looked a little nervous, but he considered Reedwhisker’s words. “I…I guess then, if it’s
alright…”

 

Reedwhisker playfully butted his head against Oakfur’s shoulder. “Of course it is!” he purred. “Oh,
before I forget, do you know where Turtlefur and Quietfoot are? Dawnflower wants to invite them
along.”

 

“They went hunting together,” Oakfur explained. “Said they needed some sister time since…well,
since their brother isn’t here with them.”



 

Reedwhisker sympathetically purred. “I know what that’s like…” he murmured. His thoughts drifted
to Pikepaw and Perchpaw - or maybe they had their names by now? He hoped Perchpaw was okay if
Softwing was truely dead. They had been close, and if she had been killed, Perchpaw would be
devastated.

 

He missed them - yes, even Pikepaw’s concerning thirst for battle. Okay, maybe not that, but still. He
missed his other littermates. He understood deeply the feeling of being separate from those you were
born alongside.

 

Oakfur knew that feeling as well. He lost a sister early in life, from what he’d heard, and now his
other sister was still in ShadowClan under Tigerstar’s ruthless rule.

 

That was just as terrifying as having siblings under Thistlestar’s tyranny.

 

“Well, we won’t bother them then,” Reedwhisker decided. “Come on,” he gestured with his tail, “I
think Primroseleaf’s convinced Stonefur. And don’t worry about getting into the deep part of the
water just yet,” he assured Oakfur as they padded towards where their group sat around the
LeopardClan deputy. “We’ll start in the shallows first so you can get used to it and then we’ll-”

 

His words were cut off as Turtlefur and Quietfoot barreled into camp, fur spiked and eyes wild as the
former screeched, “They’re coming! Thistlestar and Tigerstar are attacking us!”

 

Leopardfur was on her paws in an instant, tail lashing and lips curled into a snarl. “Prepare for
attack!” she yowled. “Reedtail! Guard the nursery! Mosspelt, help him! Mistyfoot and Dawnflower,
take the right side of camp! Primroseleaf, reinforce them! Badgerfang, spread your cats around! We
will not let them drive us out!”

 

“You heard her!” Badgerfang yowled to his cats. “Positions!”

 

Cats dashed around the camp, fur bristling and tail lashing back and forth.

 

“Reedwhisker!” Leopardfur called. Her amber eyes were as hard as flint. “Run as fast as you can to
ThunderClan and WindClan. Tell them we’re under attack! The time has come for our allies to fight
with us. Go quickly!”



 

Wasting no time, Reedwhisker shot out of camp as Oakfur spun around to join his mother’s side
against the incoming fight. The black tom felt his heart thump wildly, and he tasted the air before
diving into the shelter of a nearby bush.

 

ThistleClan, he thought. I smell ThistleClan and…yeah, and ShadowClan - ick, they always smell so
bad! - and…what’s that other smell? It was even worse than ShadowClan!

 

Reedwhisker had no clue who this strange, third scent could belong too, but he had no time to think
on it as the massive forms of both Thistlestar and Tigerstar came into sight.

 

They raced at the head of the pack of warriors, a flooding ocean of battle-hardened cats, and
Reedwhisker had to choke back a gasp as he spotted Pikepaw and Perchpaw running a few paw-steps
behind Thistlestar and the grinning Lightningfur.

 

It suddenly hit him that he may have to fight his own siblings.

 

To distract himself from that horrifying realization, Reedwhisker caught sight of a smaller, black tom
with… teeth on his collar?

 

And he wasn’t the only one.

 

There were other cats with teeth-studded collars scattered throughout the massive patrol, eyes glinting
and teeth barred.

 

Great StarClan, maybe against just ThistleClan and ShadowClan they could win, but with the addition
of these roguish cats, his clan would be slaughtered!

 

He had to move. Now.

 

Running like his life depended on it, Reedwhisker shot off in the direction of ThunderClan territory,
paws beating against the ground and desperately hoping none of the attacking cats had seen him.

 



A quick glance soothed his mind of that fear, but he still pushed himself harder as he plunged into the
foliage of ThunderClan’s territory, running at breakneck speed as he tasted the air.

 

He ignored the smell of ash, his mind flickering back to the time his friend Elderpaw had taught him
the trick to sniff through the soot, before he caught the scent of a ThunderClan patrol.

 

Desperate, he called out, “Help! Help! We’re under attack!”

 

Instantly, a patrol of cats exploded from the bushes and Reedwhisker skidded to a halt before he
collided with them. Panting excessively, the black tom saw the patrol was led by Runningwind, and
with him were Brackenfur, Mistlepaw, and…Elderpaw!

 

“Reedrush?” Elderpaw’s low mew was surprised, but friendly as she used her old nickname for him.
“What’s wrong?”

 

Reedwhisker fought for breath. “Thistlestar- and- and Tigerstar, they’re- attacking.” Runningwind
was instantly on guard.

 

“We’ll be there,” he promised, eyes dark. “You better head to WindClan - fast. ”

 

“There’s also some strange cats!” Reedwhisker hurriedly exclaimed before the patrol could rush off.
“They- they had teeth in their collars!”

 

The ThunderClan cats froze, exchanging wide-eyed looks. Elderpaw nervously flicked her tail as
Mistlepaw pressed against her side.

 

“BloodClan,” the dark gray apprentice murmured. “Oh, this is not good…”

 

BloodClan? Reedwhisker bewilderedly thought. What?

 

“Even if it is them,” Brackenfur meowed, eyes narrowed. “We still will help. Come on!” he called,
turning around. “We’ve got to get to Firestar!”



 

The patrol dashed away, but not before Elderpaw called over her shoulder, “StarClan be with you,
Reedwhisker!”

 

“And with you!” he called back, before shaking himself and darted towards WindClan’s territory.
Without having to waste time going all the way to ThunderClan’s camp, he could make it to
WindClan before sunhigh. He felt exhausted, but he also felt like he’d been injected with electricity.
Every nerve was alive and he felt adrenaline rushing through his veins like a raging river.

 

He tore across the moor, praying that he wouldn’t trip over a stray rabbit hole, before he crested a hill
and dove down into WindClan’s camp and burst through the heather entrance.

 

He clearly just interrupted a meeting, for every cat in WindClan was out of their dens, facing a large
rock.

 

“Tallstar!” Reedwhisker frantically puffed, heaving as he staggered towards the startled cats. Some
had their backs arched and hissed while others stared at him, wide-eyed - in particular, three younger
cats who sat before the WindClan leader.

 

Ah, shucks. He didn’t just crash a warrior ceremony, did he?

 

“Tallstar!” he called again, panting as he approached the black and white tom. “We- we need your
help! ThistleClan and- and ShadowClan, they’re- they’re attacking us!”

 

Tallstar drew himself up to his full height, amber eyes burning with a sudden, vengeful fire.

 

“Deadfoot!” he ordered. “Gather a patrol and get to their camp! I will follow shortly thereafter.”

 

The WindClan deputy instantly began calling cats together, firing off name after name.

 

“Mudclaw, Tornear, Runningbrook, Pigeonflight, Airleap, Storkflower, Quailcloud! You’re with me!
Robinpaw and Rushpaw, join your mentors! The rest of you are with Tallstar!”

 



Almost like a dream, the chosen cats filed after their deputy in a stream of bristling, battle-ready
warriors. Storkflower and Quailcloud, two of the cats who had sat before Tallstar earlier, had a gleam
in their eyes as they touched noses with their brother and mother, Morningflower.

 

“Stay safe, Gorseheart!” Storkflower meowed. “We’ll find you - and we’ll make them pay!”

 

“Not if I find you first!” the ginger and white tom, Gorseheart, proclaimed. He gave both of his
littermates a quick lick on the head. “And you two stay safe too.”

 

Soon, it was just Reedwhisker, Tallstar, and the rest of WindClan left in camp. Warriors had tails
fluffed and paced as the last apprentice in camp anxiously blinked at her mentor, Larksplash.

 

“Reedwhisker, tell us what to expect,” Tallstar asked. “How many cats, who will all be there,
anything.”

 

“Well, I didn’t get a good look at the number of cats we’ll be fighting,” the black tom admitted. “But
it was…a lot. ThistleClan and ShadowClan had all of their warriors and apprentices, I think. And then
there was another group with them. ThunderClan called them ‘BloodClan’ and…they looked nasty.”

 

Tallstar narrowed his eyes. “How nasty?”

 

“Like ‘have teeth embedded in their collars’ nasty.”

 

The apprentice nearby squeaked in terror.

 

“And as for who’ll all be there…” Reedwhisker swallowed. “I think that’s everyone .”

 

 

He peered through the brambles of his den as a commotion sounded from outside.

 



Runningwind’s patrol had barged in, yowling for Firestar and saying that LeopardClan and
CopperClan were under attack from ThistleClan, ShadowClan, and even BloodClan.

 

Darkstripe could hardly believe it.

 

Ears straining, he caught Runningwind’s rushed voice as he spoke to Firestar and Whitestorm,
ThunderClan quickly gathering around to listen.

 

“Reedwhisker ran into us and told us what happened,” the brown tabby reported. “He’s probably with
WindClan right now asking them for help. I told him we’ll be there as soon as possible.”

 

Who died and made you deputy? Darkstripe grumpily thought. That wasn’t something Runningwind
could decide.

 

“Thank you, Runningwind,” Firestar replied with a grateful nod. “And we will be there.” The ginger
leader scanned the clearing.

 

“Runningwind, you’ll be with me,” he said, voice strengthening as he went on. “As well as Longtail,
Graystripe, Feathercloud, Dustpelt, Mousefur, Creekflower, Brackenfur, Cloudtail, Cliffwhisker,
Thornclaw and - Brightheart, do you think you can fight?” Firestar looked at the scarred she-cat, who
squared her shoulders and nodded determinedly. “Alright then. Come as well. And apprentices, if
your mentors were called, you’re with us too, but stay away from the heavy fighting.”

 

That would include Tulippaw, Elderpaw, Ashpaw, Fernpaw, Mistlepaw, Snowpaw, and Bramblepaw.

 

“I’ll come with too,” Spottedleaf meowed, padding forward. “This battle sounds like it’ll bloody. You
may need a medicine cat on hand.” Firestar nodded to his mother and turned to Whitestorm.

 

“You’ll stay here,” he instructed. “If it goes badly, and the fight comes here, retreat to Whiskers’ barn.
Speckletail,” he called to the queen, “you’re in charge of the nursery. Protect it with your life.”

 

The older she-cat raised her head proudly. “Always.”

 



Darkstripe felt his heart beat and his body tremble as he rose to his paws and carefully poked his head
outside the prisoner’s den. Cherryfur, the annoyance, was still on guard, though she was watching the
others with intense amber eyes.

 

The sound of him leaving the den, though, drew her attention. For a moment, they stared at each
other, frowns on both of their faces, before Darkstripe took a deep breath and quietly called out, “I’ll
go.”

 

For a moment, Darkstripe thought nobody heard him, but the silence that fell over camp was intense -
suffocating, really. He was treated to glares and suspicious mutters as Firestar gazed at him with green
eyes shifting from emotion to emotion.

 

“Come again?” Cherryfur asked, looking like a startled squirrel. Well, at least one good thing had
come out of throwing himself to the wolves.

 

“I said,” the black tabby gritted his teeth but spoke louder, “I’ll come with. If…if you’ll have me.”

 

“You’ll probably attack us as soon as our backs are turned!” Runningwind snapped, glaring darkly at
the other warrior. “Why should we let you come with?”

 

Murmurs of agreement rose from the others.

 

Darkstripe stared at his paws, tail curled tightly around them, as he waited for the condemnation to
start once more.

 

Then he felt a tail on his shoulder.

 

Glancing up slightly, he blinked, wondering if he was seeing things, when he saw it was Cherryfur
who had willingly touched him.

 

“I share your distrust and wariness.” Her voice rang clear and strong as she met each and every eye of
their clanmates. “I have my own doubts. But we must give Darkstripe a chance to prove himself. He
can’t do that sitting in his den all day. This is probably the moment for him to show whether he is
willing or not to own up to his mistakes. And we will never know that unless we give him a chance.”



 

“A chance to stab us in the back, perhaps!” Mousefur scoffed.

 

Cherryfur shrugged. “That too,” she agreed. “But we’ll never know for certain unless we try.”

 

Darkstripe was still in shock that it was Cherryfur who stood up for him. The she-cat who tore him
apart with nothing but her words. The warrior who heckled and antagonized him every chance she
got.

 

That cat was the same one who just vouched for him.

 

Firestar studied first Cherryfur, then Darkstripe. “Alright,” he conceded. “Cherryfur, you will be
accompanying him during the battle. You are responsible for him.”

 

“I understand.” The ginger and white she-cat nodded. “And I’ll take whatever punishment that may
come with failure.”

 

Cherryfur’s best friend, Creekflower, looked floored at her words.

 

“Very well,” Firestar said, looking just as surprised. “Darkstripe, you are to remain by Cherryfur at all
times. She will be keeping tabs on you. This is your first test of loyalty. If you fail…” The clan
leader’s voice trailed off, nervousness in his green eyes, and for the first time Darkstripe realized that
Firestar did not want to exile him anymore than Darkstripe himself wanted to be exiled.

 

“Then I claim responsibility,” Cherryfur meowed. “I’m his mentor after all. I’ve been talking with
him and it’s my duty to reteach him the warrior code. If he fails, that means I do as well.”

 

Cherryfur just keeps surprising Darkstripe more and more today.

 

“Then it’s settled,” Whitestorm meowed. “Cherryfur and Darkstripe shall join the battle patrol.”

 



Most cats in ThunderClan shifted uneasily and traded worried looks, and as much as it caused
Darkstripe’s fur to burn from their judgment, he allowed his eyes to trail over to Cherryfur, who sat
determinedly at his side.

 

“Well?” she meowed after a few heartbeats. “What do you say?”

 

Darkstripe’s ears warmed from the familiar kit-hood scolding. “Thank you,” he muttered. “I…I didn’t
know you had it in you.”

 

Cherryfur glanced at him. “Neither did I,” she quietly admitted. “And I didn’t think you had it in you
either.” Darkstripe embarrassedly licked his chest before she shot a sharp look at him. “But I swear, if
you do betray us, I will be the first to tear you apart!”

 

Darkstripe stared widely into her amber eyes and felt his heart do a weird little fearful ba-bump.

 

“Message received,” he squeaked, “and entirely understood.”

 

“Good.” Cherryfur’s intensity suddenly sputtered out as she rose to her paws and jerked her head to
the patrol. “Let’s get moving then.”

 

Yeah, Darkstripe swallowed. Get moving.

 

 

Bramblepaw anxiously shifted his paws as Snowpaw circled him. This was going to be his first battle,
and it was a big one. All of the clans of the forest - plus BloodClan - were going to be fighting. Lines
were drawn and sides were picked.

 

There was no going back after this battle.

 

“Bramblepaw?” Firestar’s mew caused his head to snap up.

 



“Yes, Firestar?” he asked, on instant alert. “What is it?”

 

His leader and mentor hesitated, then spoke once more, “Will you be okay?” At Bramblepaw’s tilted
head, the red tom elaborated, “Fighting against your father?”

 

Bramblepaw frowned thoughtfully. To be honest, he hadn’t even given that a second thought.
Tigerstar was the enemy, despite sharing his blood. Kin was important, but he didn’t have to claim
Tigerstar’s legacy as his own. ThunderClan was his clan, his kin. And he wasn’t going to give it up for
Tigerstar.

 

“I will be,” he meowed. “I’ll fight with ThunderClan - always.” The dark tabby apprentice squared
his shoulders and declared, “Tigerstar’s no father of mine.”

 

Firestar allowed a small smile onto his face. “Glad to hear it,” he meowed. “I know how hard it can
be. I’m very proud of you, Bramblepaw.”

 

The apprentice ducked his head and smiled.

 

Over by the nursery, Sandstorm came hurrying up to her mate and the two touched noses.
Bramblepaw averted his eyes and consciously blocked them out, wanting to keep it a private moment
between them, and he spotted Willowpelt struggling to round her kits back into the nursery.

 

“Sootkit! Sootkit! No, you can’t go with, you’re too young. Rain-Rainkit! Please don’t hang off of
Feathercloud, he needs to get going! And Sorrelkit - Sorrelkit! Don’t run off!”

 

Bramblepaw took a step forward to help the pale gray queen corral his former denmates, but his older
brother Missingheart beat him to it. The black and white tom wobbled a bit as he plucked Sorrelkit off
the ground, the she-kit squirming and whining incessantly, before passing her to Speckletail.

 

“Missingheeeearrt!” the kit complained as Speckletail took her.

 

Missingheart’s amber eyes met Bramblepaw’s, and the older tom pricked his ears and began to hobble
over.

 



Not willing to force his brother to come to him, Bramblepaw got up and dashed over to him, pressing
his cheek against the black and white tom’s. He heard a low purr form in Missingheart’s throat, and
the dark tabby released one of his own.

 

“You be careful, okay?” Missingheart asked. “Don’t try to fight anyone you don’t think you can’t
handle. Stick with a group, and if you get separated, take shelter until you see an ally. Got that?”

 

Throat tight, Bramblepaw nodded into his brother’s shoulder fur. “Got it.”

 

Missingheart gave his head a lick and gently nudged him away. “Go on,” he encouraged. “And bring
me back some fur to line my nest with, would ya?”

 

Bramblepaw burst into laughter at his brother’s mischievous smile. “Promise.”

 

As Bramblepaw hurried back to the battle patrol, he spotted Cinderpelt exchanging herbs with
Spottedleaf.

 

“...and you can send any cat - ThunderClan, rebel, or WindClan - back here if they get too injured,”
the gray she-cat nervously rambled. “Oh, do please be careful!”

 

Spottedleaf nuzzled her apprentice’s cheek. “I’ll see you soon,” she promised. “Just keep a clear head,
and you’ll do fine.”

 

Bramblepaw smiled at the heartfelt farewells everyone engaged in - before a familiar, dark voice
spoke;

 

“This battle is doomed!” 

 

It was Frostfur, but nobody - Bramblepaw included - paid her any mind.

Chapter End Notes
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Lightningfur Plays Battle Royale
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Spottedleaf’s paws pounded against the rough exterior of the Thunderpath as her clan raced across.
Her heart pounded just as hard, terrified of what she would see. The battle sounded huge if it was the
combined forces of three clans - two of the forest, and one from the Twolegplace. It was the last one
that truly scared Spottedleaf. They were unfamiliar foes for the majority of the cats fighting - but not
for ThunderClan.

 

Not for Spottedleaf.

 

She had tended to their sick and their wounded.

 

She had seen how ruthless they could be, unguided by any warrior code nor their own honor.

 

The scent of comfrey and goldenrod tickled her nose, the pollen burning her nostrils. But she breathed
in through the fiery scent, taking in deep breaths that filled her lungs as she ran. Her pelt brushed
against Runningwind’s before the tom surged ahead, bypassing Brackenfur and coming to the head of
the patrol beside Firestar. Creekflower, never the fastest of her siblings, had started to lag behind, but
Graystripe, to Spottedleaf’s surprise, was keeping up with Firestar as he and Runningwind tore ahead.
Bramblepaw followed close behind his mentor, Feathercloud with Snowpaw and Tulippaw just a step
behind.

 

The rest of their clanmates spread out behind Spottedleaf, paws thudding as they raced straight into
ShadowClan’s territory, aiming for Carrionplace, a place Spottedleaf had never gone (for while she
knew every pawstep of ThunderClan’s territory, the other clans’ were a mystery), but that Firestar led
them all to without hesitance.

 

The Twoleg building came into sight and, with it, the rising stench of old disease and rotting carrion.
They stormed past it, veering away from the ruined hut and the eyes of rats’ that poked their heads
out. The strong scent of ShadowClan began to fade, replaced by something almost fishy- RiverClan.
No, LeopardClan.

 

A yowl sounded in the distance, quickly becoming not so distant. Spottedleaf slowed her pace, letting
the warriors race past her. The battle was not hers- she was there to clean up the wounded that may
not make it back to a camp so far away, especially once WindClan arrived. Mousefur and Longtail



were blurs as they passed her, their former apprentices Thornclaw and Cliffwhisker on their heels.
Cloudtail struggled to keep up with the speed of Brightheart as they ran together, keeping on her blind
side. Then were the remaining apprentices, Elderpaw, Ashpaw, Fernpaw, and Mistlepaw, corralled by
Cherryfur and Darkstripe at the very back.

 

Spottedleaf slowed until she was behind them, heart thudding as a loud, raspy yowl echoed through
the forest.

 

“You all will bow to TigerClan!”

 

The voice sounded mangled, like claws were dragging down a cat’s throat, yet he still yowled with
victory already assured.

 

Firestar’s caterwaul cut straight through Tigerstar’s words as the front of the patrol entered the battle.
Spottedleaf broke through the treeline seconds after, skidding to a halt at the edge of LeopardClan’s
makeshift camp, its bramble walls already destroyed, stamped on by cats both familiar and un.

 

Spottedleaf’s heart dropped in pure horror.

 

The rebels of LeopardClan and CopperClan were wildly outnumbered by the attacking force, pinned
with their backs to the farthest wall- a boulder that had already been scaled by their enemies, circling
them entirely. Blood had been spilled, fur littering the floor, but no bodies that Spottedleaf could see
so far. It looked to her that their enemies had realized immediately that they didn’t even need to fight
to win.

 

Skinny cats with ragged fur littered everywhere in camp, fangs bared in identical sneers and claws
unsheathed and stained red. Collars sat upon their necks, adorned with fangs and claws, both pale and
dark. For every well-groomed, muscled warrior, there were two or three rogues poised to strike.

 

BloodClan’s warriors outnumbered even TigerClan and ThistleClan’s combined.

 

This was no fight.

 

This would be a massacre.



 

But as Firestar slammed into the first cat his claws could reach, cats spun around, hissing and yowling
as the ThunderClan cats pounced without a second of hesitation. Yowls of alarm rang out through the
forest. “ThunderClan!”

 

Spottedleaf, to her complete and utter shock, lost the bright ginger pelt of her son as a wave of
attacking cats met in battle. Screeches filled the air. A TigerClan cat who still bore his BloodClan
collar- the bully Jaggedtooth- slammed into Feathercloud, pinning him and snapping his teeth at his
throat. But before he could make contact, Dustpelt barreled into the tom and threw him into the
crowd. Jaggedtooth knocked down a BloodClan cat who snapped at him, hissing and spitting. The
two growled at each other.

 

“You okay?” Spottedleaf heard Dustpelt ask as Feathercloud stumbled to his feet. Feathercloud shook
his head, blinking, then looking at Dustpelt uncomprehendingly. Dustpelt took a second before he
raised a paw and twitched his whiskers up.

 

Feathercloud nodded then. “He hit my head hard,” Feathercloud admitted. “But I can fight.” He
flashed his claws out, then turned and raced towards the next enemy. Dustpelt ran beside him.

 

Spottedleaf crouched down as two cats came whipping past her, trading blows so fast she could not
keep up. It was Mistyfoot of LeopardClan versus Beetlenose of ThistleClan, and Spottedleaf’s heart
broke just at the sight of cats who were once clanmates so viciously attacking each other.

 

Her jaw clenched around her herbs before she forcefully untensed it, not wanting to ruin the important
herbs she’d brought. Her gaze flickered back into the sea of fighting cats. Jaunting taunts and cruel
words filled the air, but they were drowned out by the fierce hissing and caterwauls. She scanned the
battle frantically, searching for where her family and clanmates were. She’d lost Firestar entirely, but
she thought she spotted the brown stripes of Creekflower as she raked her claws across a BloodClan
cat’s face. She caught flashes of Cloudtail’s bright white pelt, then saw Cliffwhisker fighting beside
Mosspelt of LeopardClan. Runningwind ducked and weaved between warriors, clawing at random as
he passed, never locking himself down to one opponent. Spottedleaf soon lost track of him too.

 

Her gaze couldn’t help but catch on Thistlestar too. The gray and white lumbering tom had perched
himself on top of the boulder, sneering down at the sea of fighting warriors. His long claws curled
into the boulder, but he didn’t leap into the fighting. A young black tom with a white chin crouched
just behind him, eyes wide.

 

And then- Lightningfur. Spottedleaf’s chest squeezed as she watched Lightningfur mercilessly shoved
aside a CopperClan cat. Quietfoot, Spottedleaf believed her name was, and Lightningfur tore out a



chunk of her brown tabby fur from her shoulder. Quietfoot screamed, voice hard to distinguish over
the rest of the cries, then she ducked as a BloodClan cat with pink scars cutting over her eye lunged
for her. Quietfoot scrambled away, and then Lightningfur and her BloodClan companion chased after
the next enemy in their way. Two young apprentices darted after them, Featherpaw and Stormpaw,
and Spottedleaf watched as Robinstorm tore away from the group to chase after Quietfoot.

 

The apprentices. Great StarClan, why did they have to bring apprentices into this? Especially
apprentices so young, like…

 

Spottedleaf’s gaze swiveled around, desperate to keep track of her clan’s youngest. She spotted
Mistlepaw and Snowpaw sticking like burrs to one another, lashing their paws out at passing enemies.
Bramblepaw was crouched just beside them, hissing and spitting. A dark tortoiseshell pelt shot by in a
blurr, and Bramblepaw lunged, slamming into the tortoiseshell.

 

His lips pulled back and his fangs bared in an angry snarl, before he abruptly stopped, eyes widening.
Spottedleaf barely made out his shocked yowl of, “Tawnypaw?!”

 

Bramblepaw scrambled off of his sister immediately. Spottedleaf rose to her paws, padding closer
before stopping as she was nearly knocked over by a tabby rushing past. “Stay away from there!” the
gray tabby- Reedtail- screamed as he slammed into a BloodClan cat approaching a well-kept den
made of bracken.

 

Spottedleaf watched as Reedtail and the BloodClan cat fought, her heart stuttering in her chest as she
saw the damage the BloodClan cat’s claws did to Reedtail with just one swipe. Dog claws sat over the
rogue’s own claws.

 

Her gaze flickered back to the apprentices as a spotted silver blur slammed into Bramblepaw, pinning
him to the ground and snapping her fangs into his ear.

 

“Fangpaw! Stop!” screamed Tawnypaw.

 

The silver tabby startled, blinking at her clanmate, then let go of Bramblepaw’s ear. Bramblepaw,
bigger than Fangpaw, shoved her off. But then Snowpaw leaped at Fangpaw, landing a nasty bite onto
her shoulder. Fangpaw screamed, thrashing under the white tom.

 



“No!” Tawnypaw screeched, rushing forward and slamming her paw into Snowpaw’s forehead.
Mistlepaw snarled, lunging forward, but Bramblepaw leaped in front of her, intercepting the fluffy
dark brown tabby’s attack.

 

“Runningnose!” yowled Tawnypaw frantically as she dropped beside Fangpaw. Fangpaw was still
standing, but her teeth were bared, clenched tight in pain. Her legs shook.

 

“It’s just a bite,” she protested. “I’m fine.”

 

But Runningnose had already darted from the forest. Spottedleaf felt a great relief seeing another
medicine cat at the battle. She dipped her head to the gray and white tom as she ran past, certain that
Fangpaw would be okay. She dove under three fighting cats to reach Reedtail. The tabby tom’s chest
heaved for breath as he laid on the ground in front of the den he had been protecting. The BloodClan
cat had vanished, distracted by another foe.

 

Spottedleaf dropped her bundle of herbs beside him. Reedtail’s body jerked, his gaze flying to her
with panic, and he started to raise himself. Spottedleaf placed a paw on his shoulder, and recognition
slowly spread through his features and he collapsed again.

 

Spottedleaf quickly chewed up the comfrey root into an unsatisfying pulp- still full of too many
chunks, but she could not spare the time for a proper poultice. She nudged Reedtail’s neck, and he
obliged, letting her spread the pulp over the bloodied, red wounds clawed down his throat and chest.
His breathing was unsteady, still pumped by adrenaline, and he was losing blood fast. Spottedleaf
twisted her body to grab the cobweb she’d stuck to her pelt. She ripped it off, then started pressing it
into his wound, letting it soak up as much blood as she could. It was hardly enough, but it would do.

 

She glanced into the den and saw wide eyes peering back at her. Spottedleaf nudged Reedtail. “Can
you stand?” she murmured. Reedtail shakily began to stand, blood dripping down and staining the
gray of his pelt. Spottedleaf guided him into the nursery, pressing against his shoulder.

 

“Oh, Reedtail…” Skyheart murmured as Spottedleaf laid her mate down on a nest of moss that
quickly turned red. Her pale green eyes glistened with emotion as she sat down beside him.
Spottedleaf began to rip off chunks of the moss below, then pressed it to Reedtail’s chest. She looked
at Skyheart.

 

“Use new moss when this soaks up too much,” she told the brown-furred queen. “Don’t let him try
and fight, either.”



 

Skyheart nodded, then looked at Reedtail. “You hear that? No more fighting, you big brute.”

 

Reedtail grunted, still breathing erratic breaths. “Loud and clear,” he murmured. Skyheart’s eyes
shimmered with worry, and she pressed her nose to the top of his head. Spottedleaf dipped her head to
them, then crawled out of the entrance of the nursery, cautious.

 

Her heart nearly lept out of her throat as she saw the overly-familiar black-striped, brown pelt of
Tigerstar stalking just a fox-length ahead. Fur was torn out from his shoulder, and tufts hung from one
cheek. Blood dripped from a scratch above his eye. His back was arched and his teeth were bared in
threat.

 

Darkstripe was a few whiskers in front of him. Darkstripe stared at him with wide eyes.

 

“You’re fighting for that-” Tigerstar made a strange gagging, hacking sound, before he pressed on
with a hiss, “that cursed meddy-kit? ”

 

“I-” Darkstripe’s mouth was agape, and he stared at Tigerstar. Then, his jaw shut, and he looked at his
paws. When he looked back up, his face was still the same horrified, conflicted shock. “Tigerstar, I
don’t- I believed in you, and- and what you’re doing, but I don’t- I can’t- I tried to- ”

 

Tigerstar spat in his face, paw slamming into the ground. He roared at Darkstripe. Belatedly,
Spottedleaf realized there were words to the roar, a broken hiss of, “Traitor!” under mangled
breathing.

 

“No! I-!” Darkstripe snapped his mouth shut again, tufted ears pinned to the back of his head.

 

“After everything I’ve done for you!” Tigerstar continued in a growl.

 

Darkstripe stared at him. “Would you have really made me deputy?” he asked in a quiet, soft, and
strangely vulnerable voice.

 

Tigerstar narrowed his eyes at Darkstripe. “Yes,” he growled, voice rasping.



 

The yellow of Darkstripe’s eyes gleamed. “Then why didn’t you? ”

 

Tigerstar lunged at Darkstripe, and Spottedleaf’s heart dropped, seeing only her sister’s little kit.
“No!” she yowled, surging forward, but another cat beat her to it.

 

Cherryfur slammed into Tigerstar’s shoulder as the large tom knocked his paw into the side of
Darkstripe’s head. Tigerstar didn’t stagger under Cherryfur’s attack, swiping a paw out at her. But she
ducked underneath it, getting her body underneath his front and shoving upwards. Tigerstar stumbled
to his side and Cherryfur quickly sniped at his exposed throat. Tigerstar snarled, teeth snapping at her
paw as he took steps backwards.

 

Cherryfur crouched down, fur bristling to twice her size as she bared her teeth at Tigerstar. Tigerstar
curled his lips at her. His tail lashed, and he spat, claws sliding out for an attack, then-

 

“Tigerstar!” called a warrior in the fighting crowd, and Tigerstar jerked his head to look at them. His
gaze flickered to Cherryfur and Darkstripe, then he pulled his lips back almost in disgust before he
ran off.

 

Cherryfur dropped her aggressive posture, turning to Darkstripe and asking, “Are you okay?”

 

Darkstripe stared at her.

 

Then Cherryfur whacked the side of his head with her paw. “You mouse-brain!” she hissed. “What
were you doing?! He was going to kill you, and you didn’t do anything!”

 

“I-I couldn’t,” Darkstripe stuttered out. “I should have done… but I couldn’t…”

 

Spottedleaf padded forward, coming to stand beside Cherryfur and her bristling orange and white fur.
“It’s okay,” Spottedleaf murmured, heart aching for the cat she could only remember as her sister’s
little kit, the only survivor of her first litter… of a kit who was once so intermingled with
Spottedleaf’s own litter, she’d hardly thought of him as anything but her kits’ brother. “Tigerstar
was… everything to you, wasn’t he? How could you attack him? I understand.”

 



Cherryfur’s tail twitched. “I don’t,” she grumbled, even though she stared at Darkstripe with
sympathy hidden by a frown.

 

“I…” Darkstripe’s gaze flicked up, and then suddenly widened in panic. He shot forward and
Spottedleaf startled, heart jumping into her throat as he seemed to lung for her.

 

But he slammed into a cat whose claws brushed her pelt. He pinned the long-haired brown tom down,
and Spottedleaf recognized the tom as one of TigerClan’s newer apprentices, Wildpaw.

 

“She’s a medicine cat!” Darkstripe snarled, claws sinking into the apprentice’s shoulders. “You would
dare attack a medicine cat?!”

 

Wildpaw’s green eyes flew wide open, abruptly stopping struggling underneath Darkstripe. “I-I didn’t
know!” he squeaked out. “I don’t even want to fight!”

 

“Darkstripe,” Spottedleaf said quickly, firmly. Darkstripe glanced at her, and the anger in his face
broke away.

 

He stepped off the apprentice. “Then get out of here,” he rumbled.

 

Wildpaw scrambled to his paws before darting away, tail high in the air in panic. He dipped and
dodged around fighting cats, weaving through the battle anxiously, before he vanished from
Spottedleaf’s sights.

 

Spottedleaf glanced around, realizing that it seemed many of the TigerClan apprentices were hesitant
to fight. She saw the brave Nightpaw yelling at her former denmates- Aspenpaw and Lavenderpaw-
as they traded uncertain looks. And then there was Tawnypaw, still crouched beside Fangpaw. They
all were unmoving in the battle, looking around like they had no idea who or what they were fighting
for. Spottedleaf’s heart ached for them- how confusing and terrifying this was for cats so young, who
had experienced so few battles, or perhaps even none.

 

How could warrior training ever prepare them for the harsh realities of war? Of bloodshed and
violence and loss?

 



And it wasn’t just the ShadowClan apprentices Spottedleaf worried about. She saw young Fernpaw
get knocked to the ground, then trampled over. Spottedleaf left Cherryfur and Darkstripe behind,
rushing forward and shoving a cat out of the way- the pale gray she-cat Dawnflower, who whipped
around with a hiss before seeing who she was and abruptly stopping. She blinked, then turned and
sank back into battle.

 

She hadn’t even realized she’d nearly stepped on Fernpaw, her own ally.

 

Spottedleaf crouched down. Fernpaw was grown by now, nearing twelve moons of age, but she was
still smaller than her clanmates, something Spottedleaf could sympathize with. Spottedleaf placed her
paw on Fernpaw’s side as the speckled gray she-cat hissed, teeth grit in pain.

 

Fernpaw startled, looking at her as Spottedleaf ran her paw down her side.

 

“Spottedleaf?” she mewed.

 

“Are you-” A caterwaul cut Spottedleaf, and heads shot up as more cats stormed into the forest.

 

WindClan! Spottedleaf’s chest squeezed as she saw Airleap at the head of the patrol, leaping into the
fray right beside the deputy Deadfoot. Only a dozen of cats were on the patrol, but it was enough to
upset some TigerClan and ThistleClan cats, who snarled furiously. But the BloodClan cats hardly
flinched, meeting their new foes with vigor and bloodlust.

 

Spottedleaf quickly helped Fernpaw to her feet as her brother, Ashpaw, ran over, paws skidding
against the grass as he, too, struggled against the swarm of pelts hitting him as they fought. When
Fernpaw tried to dart forward, gasping over her breath, Spottedleaf put her paw in front of her to stop
her.

 

“No,” Spottedleaf told her. “You can’t fight; you may have bruised something.”

 

“I can fight,” Fernpaw protested.

 

Spottedleaf looked at her determined, blazing gaze. Such a kind and soft-spoken she-cat, and yet she
always was willing to throw herself into danger to protect her clan. Brindleface would be so, so



proud.

 

“Alright,” Spottedleaf meowed. “Then, can you defend the nursery?” She flicked her tail to the
bracken den. “Skyheart is inside, and Reedtail is too injured to fight.”

 

Fernpaw nodded determinedly, racing off to the nursery. Ashpaw turned to Spottedleaf, concern
sparking in his blue gaze. “I’ll go with her,” he meowed. “I’ll make sure she’s okay.”

 

“Thank you.” Spottedleaf nodded to him as he followed after his sister.

 

The tortoiseshell she-cat turned and watched as WindClan joined the battle, slipping and sliding
through the enemy cats like snakes in water. But then she saw the warrior Mudclaw lung for a young
apprentice, a dark gray tom called Cedarpaw. Spottedleaf shot forward on her feet, yowling and
startling Mudclaw to a halt before he could bite the apprentice’s shoulder.

 

“Don’t attack the apprentices!” Spottedleaf warned, glaring sternly at the dark brown tom. “Have
more honor than that. You fight the warriors and leave the apprentices out of the real fighting.” It did
not matter to Spottedleaf which clan they came from, enemy or ally. She could not bear to see a cat so
young die in battle.

 

Mudclaw looked at her, but he begrudgingly let go of Cedarpaw with a grunt, turning to fight
alongside his brother, Tornear, against two BloodClan cats. Cedarpaw looked at Spottedleaf. “I could
have taken him!” he hissed. “I’m a real TigerClan warrior! I’m strong!”

 

Spottedleaf looked firmly at him. “Apprentices should not die in battle,” she said. “As strong as you
are, you cannot take on a clan of warriors fighting for their lives.”

 

Cedarpaw hissed at her, teeth bared, but then, suddenly, another cat slammed into him, shoving him to
the ground. Teeth snapped at his whiskers and claws sank into his flesh, drawing blood and staining
his gray fur darker. A circlet of claws and teeth sat around the skinny gray tabby tom’s neck.

 

Cedarpaw shrieked. “I’m on your side!” he screamed. “I’m TigerClan- I’m on your side!”

 



“I don’t care!” spat the gray tabby as he curled his claws into his spine. Cedarpaw screamed. “All
forest kitties are the same!”

 

“ Stop it! ” Spottedleaf yelled, surging forward, sinking her claws into the gray tom’s pelt and yanking
him away. Adrenaline pumped through her veins, hot and furious and scared.

 

The gray tabby let out a furious hiss, whipping around to claw her- but then his claws paused in
midair and he looked at her, face falling into shock. “You!” he meowed.

 

Spottedleaf’s heart thudded so loud, she hardly heard him. But she blinked, taking a deep breath, and
said, “Me?”

 

The tom blinked again, and the longer Spottedleaf looked at him, she thought he looked familiar.
“You’re that forest kitty with the plants,” the BloodClan rogue said. “I’m- I’m Smog. You treated my
wounds and my cough. I’d been sick for seasons and you just did that!”

 

“Smog.” Spottedleaf blinked in recognition. “Yes, I remember you. I’m glad to hear you’ve gotten
better.” She looked at Cedarpaw, crouched on the ground and breathing heavily as he bled. Then she
looked coldly back at Smog. “I am not so glad to see you attacking a young cat so viciously. Have you
no compassion for life?”

 

Smog ducked his head, looking away. “I’m sorry,” he mumbled. “I don’t- this is a battle and- I mean,
he’s not that young.”

 

“I don’t care,” Spottedleaf meowed sternly. “He could die with those kinds of wounds. Left untreated-
they could so easily get infected.” Cedarpaw’s eyes widened. Spottedleaf’s eyes caught on movement,
and she called, “Runningnose! Come help me.”

 

In an instant, Runningnose was racing over and at Cedarpaw’s side, pressing pulp and cobwebs into
the wounds raking down his backside.

 

“I’m sorry,” Smog said again, but when he looked at Spottedleaf, this time his eyes hardly seemed
guilty. “But I have to fight. If I don’t, they’ll kill me.” Then he turned and leaped into battle.

 



A shiver ran down Spottedleaf’s spine. BloodClan would kill their own if they refused to fight? She
wanted so desperately to see the Twolegplace gang as something with dignity, but it seemed even the
scraps of honor and faith she’d seen from them were nothing but just that; scraps. Remnants of cats
with compassion and morality.

 

But the same could be said of some cats in the forest clans as well.

 

As she helped Runningnose tend to Cedarpaw, her eyes caught on a white and black pelt of a large
tom named Finchflight. He was old, and ragged, but he still fought like he wasn’t older than the elders
of his clan. Spottedleaf had never heeded him much thought before- perhaps a touch creepy in their
passing interactions, surrounded by clanmates at a Gathering, but just another sneering, domineering
ShadowClan cat to her.

 

But when Dawncloud told her story…

 

Spottedleaf felt a strange fear envelop her body, squeezing at her heart, as she imagined what
Finchflight did to Dawncloud ( how less kind he was than Thistlestar )...

 

And then she saw Dawncloud.

 

“Dawncloud!” Spottedleaf screamed in warning, abandoning Cedarpaw with Runningnose, and the
CopperClan she-cat jerked her gaze up right as Finchflight lunged for her. Finchflight slammed into
the much smaller she-cat’s back, teeth sinking into the back of her neck and shoving her to the
ground. Her legs spasmed out, flailing, but, then, instead of a killing bite, Finchflight released her and
pressed his huge, heavy paw on her neck. As she thrashed beneath him, he leaned down, muzzle
brushing her ear.

 

Primal fear and rage contort Dawncloud’s face, and she thrashed her body so hard, Finchflight
stumbled to the side. Dawncloud rolled over and slammed her hind paws into his stomach, knocking
the breath clean out of him and causing him to wheeze as he crouched on the ground.

 

Dawncloud sneered at him.

 

Finchflight opened his mouth. “Dawncloud-” Spottedleaf caught before there was a resounding yowl
and a pale and white tortoiseshell she-cat jumped onto Finchflight’s back, shoving him down.
Turtlefur let out another yowl, and suddenly Elderpaw, Bramblepaw, Mistlepaw, Snowpaw, and



Tulippaw were rushing towards them. Elderpaw reached them first, snapping her tails onto
Finchflight’s tail, then Bramblepaw and Mistlepaw both sank their claws into his respective sides.
Snowpaw and Tulippaw circled around and, while Snowpaw dove in to help Turtlefur pin Finchflight
down, Tulippaw hesitated.

 

Finchflight shrieked bloody murder as Turtlefur and the apprentices sank their claws into him.
Turtlefur slammed his head into the ground and wrapped her mouth around the back of his neck.

 

Finchflight spasmed.

 

“Dawncloud! Dawncloud, please, save me!” he cried out. “Help me- don’t you know I love you?! I’m
the only one who can ever love you the way you ne-” He cut off abruptly as Turtlefur twisted her
head. Finchflight abruptly went limp beneath them, head lolling to the side and mouth open.

 

Spottedleaf’s heart dropped at the way the light left his eyes, gaze becoming unfocused and glossy in
mere seconds.

 

Dawncloud merely stared down at Finchflight as Turtlefur and the apprentices slowly got off of him.
Snowpaw kept biting, a low growl in his throat, until Mistlepaw swept her tail against him and he
hopped off. Blood gleamed against the white fur of his mouth and chest as he grinned, leaping after
his sister and denmates as they followed after Turtlefur in unison.

 

The echo of Firestar telling them to stick together rang in Spottedleaf’s head.

 

She swallowed as she looked at Finchflight’s dead body, there on the battlefield. It likely wasn’t the
first casualty, as the battle raged on around him, uncaring of the deceased cat, whose blood still
pooled from his body.

 

No, he was far from the first death, nor the last.

 

Spottedleaf watched as Meadowslip of WindClan dropped to the ground, as the BloodClan she-cat
Fury struck her throat with sharp claws. And that was all it took for Meadowslip to crash to the
ground, spasming and gasping for breath. Spottedleaf’s paws carried her instinctively towards the
gray she-cat, but before she had even reached her, she had gone still.

 



And so had Spottedleaf, as she saw Lightningfur pass by Fury’s side, lunging at the gray CopperClan
warrior Flintfang. The two rolled, Lightningfur spitting and hissing with this demented grin on her
face.

 

Her little storm…

 

Suddenly, Spottedleaf’s paws were in the air and her breath was gone as two fighting warriors
slammed into her side. She gasped for breath as one of them landed directly upon her. She caught the
scent of RiverClan (LeopardClan or ThistleClan, she did not know), and then hind claws skinned her
haunches as the cat scrambled to their paws and lunged at their foe.

 

She barely felt the pain, numb to the battle around her as she hobbled onto her paws again. She’d
landed in a pool of blood, and it stuck to her fur like sap. The fierce iron scent blinded her nostrils,
and her ears rang with yowls as she realized that more WindClan warriors had arrived, with
Reedwhisker running by Tallstar’s side.

 

But even as more and more cats on the rebels’ side came, the battle was still outmatched with a
BloodClan cat for every rebel warrior. If anything, the crowding only made the battle worse, as cats
struck allies, lost in the frenzy of the fight. Leaders and deputies became hidden in the fighting,
unable to call out strategies or retreats.

 

Even medicine cats could not stop a fight so large and untamed.

 

The ground was littered with torn grass, clumps of fur of all colors, and blood splattering any inch it
could reach. Beneath the thundering paws of fighting cats, Spottedleaf spotted bodies, limp and
bleeding.

 

But, through it all, there was one cat who hadn’t entered the fray.

 

Until now.

 

Spottedleaf’s gaze snapped to Thistlestar ( always drawn to him ) as the gray and white tom slipped
off his boulder. The young black tom followed after him- Perchpaw, though perhaps a warrior by now,
just as his siblings in LeopardClan were.

 



Thistlestar approached a cat Spottedleaf could not see- but as she raised her head and moved closer,
she realized it was Scourge, dwarfed by the cats around him. Blood stained his one white paw as dark
as his black fur. The friendlier pale gray and white tom, Claw, was just a few pawsteps away from
him, watching as a brown tabby she-cat leaped at Brackenfur. Two tortoiseshells- and Spottedleaf
knew she knew them, but she couldn’t remember their names- attacked Feathercloud and Dustpelt as
they came to help Brackenfur.

 

Spottedleaf raced forward, heart beating. She ducked and wove around the fighting cats, and- while
she was aiming to come beside her clanmates, ready to tend to the vicious wounds on Brackenfur’s
side from the tabby she-cat, she found herself, instead, just behind Thistlestar. She stopped abruptly,
heart skyrocketing out of her chest as she prayed to StarClan he would not turn around.

 

The gray and white RiverClan leader leaned to murmur into Scourge’s ear. “This would be a perfect
time,” said Thistlestar, “for you to get your revenge. In the heat and confusion of battle, no one would
question Tigerstar’s death. Then we could claim his territory and warriors as our own.”

 

Scourge’s ear twitched.

 

Spottedleaf’s mouth dropped. They were plotting against even each other?! In the middle of battle ,
no less?

 

Spottedleaf was too stunned to do anything but watch as Scourge raised his head.

 

“You’re right,” meowed Scourge coolly. “It is the perfect time for revenge.”

 

And then he slashed his paw across Thistlestar’s neck.

 

Thistlestar jumped backwards just in time for the claws to only pull out a bunch of gray fur- it seemed
the surprise attack was not entirely unexpected, though Thistlestar’s eyes widened in surprise and his
mouth twisted in shock. It stunned him enough that Scourge, despite being half as big as Thistlestar,
could jump at him and pin him.

 

“Thistlestar!” yowled a ThistleClan warrior- Pikefang, a new warrior who had been boasting about his
warrior name at the borders. The mottled dark gray tom rushed forward, and his father, Blackclaw,
was right on his heels. “Get your paws off him, you mangy rat-cat!”



 

Claw intercepted Blackclaw, slicing his cheek, while Pikefang leaped for Scourge.

 

Scourge raised his claws without even a hint of effort. It seemed as though Pikefang impaled himself
on Scourge’s claws, rather than Scourge having attacked him. Pikefang’s blue eyes widened, as big as
the moon that was slowly rising above as the battle went on from sunrise to set.

 

Scourge pulled his claws back, and Pikefang dropped to the ground with a final spasm through his
body. Blood gushed from the deep wound left in his stomach- and perhaps more than blood too.

 

Spottedleaf’s stomach rolled at the sight, and she felt nauseous.

 

Blackclaw and Perchpaw- Perchwing, she thought distantly, maybe- bore just the same expression as
her.

 

Scourge still had Thistlestar pinned below him, and he looked from the crimson-stained paw to him.

 

“This will soon be your fate, father .”

 

Father.

 

Oh, great StarClan, Spottedleaf had forgotten.

 

Thistlestar’s face twisted in sudden rage, and he reared up with a roar. Scourge may be powerful, but
Thistlestar was still larger at the end of the day. Scourge slid off of Thistlestar, crouching down and
poised like a snake ready to strike.

 

“You dare think you can attack me?!” roared Thistlestar, loud enough that it pulled attention from
fighting cats nearby. The brown tabby she-cat stopped attacking Brackenfur, looking over to Scourge
and Thistlestar.

 



Thistlestar lunged at Scourge, and Scourge lunged at him- but Thistlestar’s size let him pin Scourge to
the ground. Scourge’s icy-blue eyes shot open as he hit the floor, Thistlestar’s singular white paw
digging into Scourge’s shoulder blades. Thistlestar’s fangs sank into his throat and pulled back,
ripping out a chunk of fur and flesh that dripped with blood.

 

Scourge’s face contorted into pain, a small hiss escaping his teeth, but he did not scream.

 

“Stop!” wailed Spottedleaf, abruptly finding her voice as she jumped forward, beside the two fighting
cats. Thistlestar looked up at her, the chunk from Scourge’s neck still in his mouth, and his eyes
widened, startled. “Don’t kill him!”

 

Thistlestar spat the chunk out. “Spottedleaf? What-”

 

With a furious yowl, the brown tabby landed on Thistlestar’s back, and he sprung upwards, bucking in
an attempt to get her off. But the she-cat kept her claws in, strong and vicious. Claw raced to help her,
swatting his claws across Thistlestar’s haunches. Thistlestar whipped around, hissing, as the
tortoiseshells also came to Scourge’s defense.

 

Spottedleaf dropped to Scourge’s side, heart beating. Despite the gushing wound on the side of his
neck, the tiny tom still rose to his feet, with only the slightest tremble to his legs before he stiffened
them. Spottedleaf held a paw out when he tried to move forward. He glared at her.

 

Spottedleaf was more than used to stubborn warriors. “Let me treat your wound.”

 

He curled his lip at her, icy gaze scanning over her face. “Your blind insistence on healing the weak
and the strong alike never ceases to baffle me, Spottedleaf.”

 

Spottedleaf’s ears flicked in surprise. “You remembered my name.”

 

Scourge scoffed, looking away, his eyes narrowed and locked on the battle. “I remember the foolish,”
he growled, “so that I don’t make the same mistakes as them.”

 

Spottedleaf lightly nudged his shoulder, watching him hiss as pain sparked up from his open, gaping
wound. “Stop it with your poetic gibberish,” she meowed teasingly, even as adrenaline still raced



through her. “Sit and let me put some goldenrod in that nasty thing.”

 

Scourge’s tail tip twitched, staring out at the battle, watching as Claw and the three younger warriors
dip and dove around Thistlestar. His eyes seemed particularly trained on the young brown tabby she-
cat, who had many dark stripes and white on her paws and chest. Her dark yellow eyes burned with
the same dedication and passion for battle that Spottedleaf had seen in many warriors.

 

Then he grunted, leaning back on his haunches and looking expectantly at Spottedleaf. “Well?”

 

Spottedleaf smiled at him, but the smile was short lived, her own body feeling shaky from the
adrenaline and fear of battle. She pulled a stalk of goldenrod from her shoulder fur, now crushed and
stained with blood, but she could still chew the pollen bulbs into a nice pulp that would help stop the
bleeding. It tasted awful, but Spottedleaf was long used to the taste.

 

As she licked the pulp onto Scourge’s wound, he hissed, nose scrunching up, but he didn’t flinch
away, holding still. His eyes focused back on the battle. His claws twitched underneath the giant black
and pale dog claws forcefully placed over his own.

 

Spottedleaf reached one of her paws towards her back, grunting in frustration as she couldn’t quite
reach the cobwebs that had flattened against her fur.

 

“You are aware I am your enemy?” Scourge spoke as she struggled, his eyes still watching the battle,
narrowed. “My cats are killing yours on my orders.”

 

Spottedleaf paused, then continued, the edge of her paws brushing the cobweb. “I am aware,” she
meowed. “But as a medicine cat, I swore to treat all cats alike. Young and the old, the weak and the
strong, allies and enemies. It’s not that I don’t see the pain your cats are causing, but that I see yours
as well.”

 

Scourge said nothing.

 

Spottedleaf hissed in frustration as she couldn’t pull the cobwebs out of her pelt.

 



“Here-” meowed a new voice, and Spottedleaf turned as one of the tortoiseshells ran up to her.
Spottedleaf’s mind buzzed with a familiarity at the she-cat, and as the she-cat reached for the cobweb
on her back, Spottedleaf remembered her as the little she-kit she’d met in BloodClan’s camp. “I can
help.”

 

Spottedleaf blinked as the black, orange, and white-faced she-cat pulled cobweb off her pelt. Tufts of
her own mottled, speckled fur came with it, but the she-cat handed her the sticky web. Spottedleaf
gratefully took it, then pressed it against Scourge’s wound. The blood soaked through quickly, but it
was better than nothing.

 

“It’d be best if you could redress it later,” Spottedleaf advised as she pulled away, examining her
work. “But I’m guessing you don’t have an abundance of goldenrod or comfrey growing in your…
city. …But you might find some chervil. That would be good to eat. It’ll help ward off infection. Oh,
do you know what chervil looks like?”

 

Scourge rose to his paws, staring at her. “No,” he answered, “and I’m not keen to care.” He glanced
back at the battle.

 

Suddenly, the tortoiseshell she-cat screamed. “NIGHT!” She shot forward towards Thistlestar and the
BloodClan cats. Thistlestar had the brown tabby pinned, his claws sinking into the back of her neck.

 

Scourge’s eyes widened, also darting forward before he stumbled with a hiss. Then, he raised his head
and yowled, “BloodClan!” His voice echoed over the forest, shouting over the battle. A loud voice
from a small cat. “Retreat! This is not our battle anymore!”

 

Night shoved off Thistlestar as the old tom whipped his head around to glare at Scourge, sneering.
Claw and the other tortoiseshell joined her sides, repeating Scourge’s yowl of retreat. Soon, other
BloodClan cats pulled away from battle, echoing their leader’s call.

 

“WHAT?!” roared a furious voice, and Spottedleaf watched as the one-eyed Fury snapped her head
around, lips pulled back and blood-stained fangs bared fiercely. “RETREAT?!” she cried. “Since
when have we ever retreated?!”

 

Lightningfur came to stand beside her, yellow-green eyes blazing with the exact same anger and
hatred as Fury. “COWARDS!” she screamed as a BloodClan cat raced past. Spottedleaf’s heart
dropped at the pure rage on her daughter’s face; of the blood coating her dark pelt, up her legs and at
the sides of her mouth.



 

“ COWARDS! ”

 

 

Lightningfur grinned as she plunged into battle, heart singing with joy and blood pumping in her ears
as she clawed at cats passing by. She slammed her shoulder into a passing warrior, laughing as the
young apprentice- ThunderClan stench- landed on his side. The pale gray tom, speckled with darker
spots, scrambled to his paws, then shot off with wide blue eyes.

 

A dark brown pelt shot ahead of her, and Lightningfur watched as the BloodClan she-cat- Fury, she
called herself, a simple but effective name- lunged forward. A pale gray WindClan warrior, old and
feeble, got in her way, arching her back as though she could actually pose a threat to her. Lightningfur
watched with glee as Fury shot her paw out, and, as quick as that, ripped her throat and caused the
elderly she-cat to collapse, wheezing for breath.

 

Lightningfur’s tail raised, kinking over her back in awe at how effortlessly and swiftly Fury had ended
the warrior’s life. The deputy grinned.

 

At last, somebody who enjoyed a good fight as much as her!

 

A CopperClan tom lunged forward next, a dark gray tom with white and black flecks across his pelt.
An older warrior, who Lightningfur vaguely remembered was named Flintfang, praised as a strong
warrior of his clan.

 

But he was nothing to Lightningfur.

 

She jumped forward, rolling with him as they collided. He snarled at her, claw lashing out and tearing
at her cheek fur. But her head surged down, fangs finding his exposed throat. She twisted her head
then tore upwards. Flintfang shrieked, paw slamming against her head as a feeble attempt to stop her.
She pulled off of him, panting with delight but exertion. Flintfang rolled over, gasping as he tried to
stand.

 

His legs trembled beneath him, and he collapsed, spasming with a choked cry as he desperately tried
to suck in air.



 

Lightningfur watched him struggle, claws sinking into the ground and almost kneading it in
anticipation as she imagined Flintfang’s pelt as a spotted golden color instead.

 

A purr interrupted her thoughts as Fury brushed past her, singular yellow eye glinting as she stared at
the spasming, dying warrior on the ground. His paws thrashed out before he slowly began to still, his
sides heaving up and down and his tongue lolling out.

 

A tail dragged under her chin, and Lightningfur blinked, startled. “Good job,” Fury meowed as
Lightningfur looked at her in confusion. A half-lidded eye and a curled grin greeted her. “Didn’t think
forest kitties knew how to kill so beautifully.”

 

Lightningfur hissed, claws pulling at the grass of the ground, but Fury had already moved on.
Lightningfur tore her gaze away from the battle-scarred she-cat as she leaped at her next victim. For a
moment, her head seemed clouded, confused, but then she remembered what she was here for.

 

She eagerly scanned the throng of furious, screeching cats for Leopardfur’s golden-spotted pelt, but
was instead met with the furious snarl of Fernshade. Both she-cats tumbled over each other, tearing
clumps of fur out and hissing at each other, before Fernshade was abruptly pulled off of Lightningfur.

 

Featherpaw, her apprentice, had her teeth in Fernshade’s shoulder and refused to let go. Lightningfur
smiled.

 

“Nice one!” she praised proudly. “Go for the throat!” Featherpaw’s blue eyes widened slightly, but
she snapped at Fernshade’s throat. Her apprentice had hesitated, but for her first battle it was
acceptable.

 

Nearby, Featherpaw’s brother, Stormpaw, struggled, alone, against the bigger form of Mistlepaw.
Robinstorm bolted from the crowd and leaped to the apprentice’s aid, but Lightningfur quickly lost
interest as she jumped to Fury’s side, heart thumping in anticipation, and looked for the next cat to
tear her claws into.

 

“BloodClan, retreat! This is not our battle anymore.”

 



The call echoed around the camp, literally, as more BloodClan cats took up the call, spreading it to
every inch of the battlefield.

 

Fury snarled with emotion true to her name, whipping around to face where her cowardly leader was.
Her tail puffed up to twice her size and her skinny body arched as though ready to pounce. Claws dug
into the ground as she raged, “WHAT?! RETREAT?! Since when have we ever retreated?!”

 

Lightningfur spat in distaste, then screamed, “COWARDS!”

 

A BloodClan cat ran past her, and she lashed out at them. “COWARDS!” she repeated, enraged. She
looked at Fury, snarling and waiting for her to run with her traitorous, weakly clanmates. But Fury
dug her claws into the ground below, tail lashing angrily. Her eye blazed with such furious emotion
that Lightningfur couldn’t help but be intrigued.

 

Would she stay and prove herself to be better than her cowardly clanmates?

 

Then Fury let out an enraged snarl. Her paw lashed out, hitting the dead body of the gray WindClan
she-cat she’d killed. She tore off a chunk of fur, then whipped around and rushed after her retreating
clan.

 

Lightningfur curled her lip in displeasure, upset and disappointed. The camp was suddenly much less
crowded, and she was able to pick out singular pelts of both enemy and ally.

 

A familiar flicker of a fiery ginger pelt caught her attention, and she spotted Firestar slipping his way
through the throng, heading for where Tigerstar was locked in a furious tussle with Cherryfur and
Creekflower, Darkstripe rolling around with former rogue Nightwhisper a few tail-lengths away.

 

Everything suddenly clicked into place. This was the perfect time to convince Firestar to fight on her
side and turn the tides back in their favor again!

 

Quick as a bolt of lightning, the deputy raced over to her brother. Featherpaw, who hadn’t been able to
tear Fernshade’s throat out much to Lightningfur’s disappointment, rushed after her, tail streaming out
behind her as the CopperClan she-cat caterwauled insults at them.

 



When Lightningfur skidded to a halt beside her brother, Firestar startled at her appearance, muscles
tensing and claws unsheathed as he whirled around to face her. Then he paused as he took her in.

 

“Firestar!” she panted excitedly. “This is it! Fight with me!” Firestar’s eyes widened and she
continued eagerly, “We can find Leoaprdfur and put an end to her false reign! She won’t stand a
chance against us! We’ll be in power, together, and we can lead the clans to glory and power - we can
even take over Twolegplace and far beyond!”

 

Firestar was speechless, mouth gaping as he stared at her. Runningwind skidded to a halt beside his
friend, at first bearing the same shocked expression before it distorted into anger.

 

“Firestar would never stand with you!” the ThunderClan tom spat. 

 

Lightningfur hissed at him in response. That goes to show how much he knows, she thought
disdainfully. “Shut up!” she snarled. “If that’s how he really feels, then let Firestar say that to my
face!”

 

But of course, she smugly thought, that’s not true. We’ve been training together since kithood. He’ll
stop being foolishly mouse-hearted and stand beside me and Thistlestar, where he truly belongs.

 

He’s my brother.

 

Firestar drew himself up, shoulders square and the expression on his face cooling into something
strangely calm. He took a deep breath, his muscles tensing, and Lightingfur was pleased to see the
signs of her brother bracing himself for a fight.

 

Then he firmly meowed, “No.”

 

Lightningfur blinked. What did he just say? “What do you mean no?” she incredulously asked, staring
at Firestar uncomprehendingly. “Do you need me to hold her down for the kill?” Firestar had always
been squeamish on the topic of killing. Honestly, he needed to get over it, but if she had to, she’d keep
Leopardfur pinned for him like a mentor would an apprentice-

 



Then he said that blasted word again, a word he never said to her or Thistlestar. “No.” Firestar shook
his head, a visible confirmation of the word he just spoke to her. “Lightningfur, I won’t join you and
Thistlestar. What you stand for isn’t right. It’s not what I stand for. I cannot and will not fight for
selfish and cruel goals.”

 

Runningwind, still at his friend’s side, determinedly nodded in agreement, stance tense and ready for
quick movement.

 

Lightningfur, however, barely paid the brown tom any attention. She was enraged.

 

“HOW COULD YOU BETRAY US LIKE THIS?” she screamed, spittle flying from her mouth.
Firestar drew back at the wave of her fury. “AFTER EVERYTHING THISTLESTAR DID FOR US?”
she snarled. “THE ONLY REASON YOU’RE LEADER IS BECAUSE OF THISTLESTAR!”

 

Firestar’s eyes flared with a fire of his own and he hotly retorted, “I’m leader because of Bluestar, and
no one else!” His ears twitched and he glared at her. “I’ve known for a while that Thistlestar is a bad
cat, and I will not, and never will again, support or defend him.”

 

Lightningfur stared, dumb-struck, as her brother suddenly softened, gazing sadly into her eyes. “Even
if it means fighting against you, Lightningfur.”

 

She stood stock-still, barely registering her brother’s traitorous words. Of all of them…of all of her
siblings, FIrestar was the last one she would have expected to go turncoat. He always impressed and
pleased Thistlestar, he was the only one able to keep up with her in battle training, he was the
strongest (after herself) of their littermates.

 

Not soft like Creekflower.

 

Not cowardly like Airleap.

 

Not goody-goody like Copperleaf.

 

But now…he was the worst of them.

 



Maybe a little reminder of what happened to those who defy her will shake him back to reality and
out of this little moral crisis he had.

 

A low growl rumbled in her throat. “If that’s what you what…” she softly hissed, crouching down.
“Then it’s what you’ll get.”

Firestar’s eyes briefly widened before she pounced .
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Firestar was too stunned to fight back.

 

His sister (his sister!) shoved him to the ground, fangs snapping at his throat, and all he could see
were those times when they were kits, doing this exact same fight, with a dark, murky forest around
them and mud on his back.

 

Then the sharp pain settled in and he snapped back to reality.

 

Rearing up, gasping, he shoved Lightningfur off him. They rolled in a tussle, but nothing like the
friendly ones they had as kits and young apprentices.

 

Claws were flying and blood splattered the ground as Lightningfur kept pinning him again and again,
and everytime he was forced to shove and kick her off. His jaw began to ache as he hit the ground
again and again. Her claws tore at his pelt, making it sting. Fur flew alongside more blood, but he
wasn’t staying still enough for her to get her claws in deep.

 

He rolled to his side as she lunged for him again, her claws skirting the ground and flinging dirt up.
He shot his paw out, claws snagging in the mottled dark brown and orange of her flank’s fur. Her paw
shot out and he dipped down, sucking in a deep breath as his muscles burned from the fight.
Lightningfur jumped forward again, and Firestar met her, leaping upwards and slamming into her
chest. His claws wrapped around her shoulders and hers did the same to him. They collapsed on the
ground, and Firestar rolled himself over her, a paw shoving onto her chest and the other raising to
slice down her face - his immediate thought was to go for the eyes, and something rose in him to
contest such a unhonorable tactic, but he hardly had time to think about it as Lightningfur kicked out,
one of her back paws hitting his leg. He crumpled to the side, then jumped off before she could bite
him.

 

Her snapping teeth followed him as he darted away, circling back to his sister. She leaped forward,
slamming into his side and sending him into the ground. He rolled as she chased after him. His back



slammed into some cat, and he caught the flash of a light brown tabby pelt, before his eyes locked
back onto the pale-green of Lightningfur’s. He let out a ferocious hiss, meeting her paw swipe for
paw swipe.

 

He ducked under another strike, feinted to the side, then swept her front leg. She stumbled, attacking
paw dropping to regain her balance, and he lunged forward. His teeth met her shoulder, and she spat
furiously, bloodied saliva staining his back. Her claws sank into his sides as she shook him, then her
own fangs sunk into the place right below his cheek.

 

They collapsed to the ground together, and Firestar rapidly kicked out with his legs, hitting
Lightningfur’s belly with unsheathed claws, until she was forced to let go, gasping for air. She snarled
at him, paw slamming into his forehead, claws leaving a mean cut. Scarlet trickled past his vision, and
his breath came ragged in his chest, but he reared forward, startling her backwards as his claws flew
past her throat, dark fur flying in thin strands.

 

She hit moving bodies behind her, and snarled viciously at them without even glancing back before
she surged forward again, leaving the tussling light brown tabby and younger silver tabby to their own
fight. Firestar met her as she lunged, but she pinned him to the ground.

 

He shoved her off again, rolling over as her paw slammed down beside his head. He jumped to his
feet, lashing out at her and hitting the side of her head. She snarled, teeth snapping as his paw passed.
He lurched to his side as she shot forward. He met her as she turned around, claws reaching for his
haunches. He slammed into her chest, briefly pinning her before she kicked out with her hindlegs,
pushing him off.

 

She whipped back onto her feet, darting after him. Firestar twisted around, leading her in a circle
before turning and meeting her again. She slammed him into the ground, teeth hitting his cheek and
pulling back with a chunk of ginger fur that she spat out. Firestar rocketed back up to his paws,
whipping around as she rushed for him. His claws lashed out, snagging on her ear.

 

The sound of tearing flesh filled the air as Lightningfur screamed.

 

“Lightningfur!” he heard Featherpaw cry as she was desperately trying to fend Runningwind away
from joining the battling siblings in their brawl.

 

A thin piece of flesh dropped to the ground while Lightningfur trembled. Her teeth bared so tight that
Firestar feared she would break them. Blood oozed from the rip in her ear, a waterfall streaming down



her face. The river of blood hit her eye, causing her to squint and hiss as it painted the white of her
eye crimson.

 

But a ripped ear wasn't enough to stop Lightningfur. She was already lunging for him again, knocking
him to the ground once more and winding him. She screamed in his face, spit flying. He hissed as spit
hit his eye, the saliva stinging. He frantically blinked as his vision went blurry on one side.

 

Lightningfur snarled at him, lunging down as Firestar lurched upwards. Simultaneously, they bit each
other, claws digging into each other’s shoulders. The battle was still raging around them but it was all
a faint ringing in his ears as he could hardly see past Lightingfur and his own claws.

 

Suddenly, a voice faded into his hearing, “...stop it!”

 

But Lightningfur yanked him to the side and he lunged to meet her, teeth snapping at her shoulder.
She slammed her paw into his throat, causing it to spasm and him to wheeze for breath. Sharp claws
pulled at his skin, dragging down, and he kicked her side with an aimed hindleg. She stumbled to the
side before lunging at him. She shoved him to the ground.

 

He slammed one paw into her shoulder, nearly dislodging her before she slammed her paw back down
onto his leg, pinning it to the ground and stretching it out awkwardly. Firestar let out a snarl of pain,
thrashing underneath her.

 

“Stop it, both of you!”

 

Firestar’s ear twitched, head whipping around at the familiar voice, his body instinctively trying to
listen to it while also attempting to ward off Lightningfur. Through his blurry, squinted vision, he
caught sight of a mottled black pelt, speckled with ginger and white, before Lightningfur smacked her
paw against his jaw, shoving his face to the ground. Her mouth opened wide as she dove for a killing
bite.

 

But one of Firestar’s paws were free, and he unsheathed his claws as far as they could go as he aimed
straight for her exposed throat.

 

“Stop it!” The scream pierced straight through Firestar’s skull. “You’ll kill each other-!” And
suddenly Lightningfur was ripped away from him, leaving Firestar heaving for breath as he blearily
stumbled on his paws.



 

Half of his vision was still blurry, and he rapidly blinked to clear it, but even through the other eye it
still took him a moment to recognize the tortoiseshell pelt of his mother, Spottedleaf. She was
screaming desperately at Lightningfur, her voice pleading but loud, “Stop, please, Lightningfur, you
don’t have to-”

 

Lightningfur let out a primal scream and lashed out. Her claws seemed to move in slow motion yet
faster than a blink of an eye.

 

But he still saw the moment they hit their mother’s throat.

 

Spottedleaf stumbled backwards, a gasp tearing from her throat. Blood welled up from her throat,
spurting out in thick streams. Lightningfur’s face went slack, startled, as though she hadn’t realized
through the red of her vision that it was Spottedleaf in front of her, not Firestar.

 

Their mother crumbled to the ground, legs giving out as she gasped for breath again. Blood stained
the grass below her. As she gurgled, blood leaked from her lips.

 

“SPOTTEDLEAF!” Firestar screamed, and the battle suddenly went quiet around them, but the red
tom hardly realized it as his ears rang with a buzzing sound.

 

Spottedleaf’s legs shook, barely holding her up in a crouch, and she looked up at Lightningfur. A
small smile shakily rose on her lips. “I… I love you, my… little storm.”

 

Her gaze flittered over to Firestar then, softening with all the warmth and love of a mother. Firestar
hoarsely whispered out, “No…” as she opened her mouth. Blood trickled out as she coughed. Her
entire body shuddered with the force, and she tipped forward.

 

No, she collapsed .

 

Her head hit the floor, and her muscles relaxed as her limbs spread out. Her amber eyes stared
unblinkingly ahead, gloss entering the pupils.

 

Spottedleaf lay dead at Lightningfur’s paws.



 

“No!” Firestar screamed, a choked cry leaving his throat as he dove to her side. He pressed his head to
her neck, heart contorting as he listened and felt his mother give her last, shuddering breath.

 

The light in her amber eyes faded away for good.

 

 

Thistlestar watched as the BloodClan cats tore away. He bared his teeth, claws sinking into the
ground, but it was not anger that made his heart beat- but fear.

 

BloodClan had been most of their numbers. Now, without them, they were even against the has-been
clans. Now, without them, the annoying rebels and their mouse-brained allies stood a chance .

 

“Traitors!” Thistlestar spat under his breath, tail lashing. Perchwing glanced at him, green eyes wide
and horrified and grieving as he crouched with his father, Blackclaw, at Pikefang’s motionless side.
“Cowards.”

 

He whipped his gaze around to glare at Scourge as the pathetic tiny little black tom stared at him. His
cold eyes narrowed and Thistlestar bared his teeth at him, daring him to try anything again.

 

But Scourge turned around and, strangely, dipped his head to Spottedleaf, before turning around and
racing away with the surprisingly fierce little she-cat Night, his loyal idiot Claw, and the twin
tortoiseshell fools.

 

Thistlestar heard the echoing yowls rip through the air, catching a particularly upset snarl from his
daughter, but his attention turned to Spottedleaf. His heart still beat quickly, and he narrowed his eyes
on her. She had tended to Scourge’s wounds, he’d noticed through his fight with the little BloodClan
pests.

 

Her enemy. Not just her enemy, but Thistlestar’s enemy as well, a cat who had been a mouse’s hair
away from killing him.

 



Spottedleaf’s gaze slowly found his, startling when she found him looking at her. The fur on her back
rose, and her muscles tensed, pretty amber eyes going wide. She looked so small, in the heat of battle,
so out of place, with sticky plants and blood smeared onto her once-beautiful pelt, staining the orange
and white patches dark. It made her look almost like a fully black cat, with strange patches.

 

Oh, the life they could have had together. And she threw it all away to be a medicine cat, forced into
celibacy and a life without excitement or true love. Now look where it got her, in a battlefield with her
clanmates being beaten and (hopefully) killed around her.

 

His tail twitched the longer they stared at each other, and he raised his muzzle high, clearing his
throat.

 

What was there to say to a cat who had left him and abandoned him and scorned him and refused to
let him see his own kits? Who had taken his broken heart, healed it, and then smashed it into the
ground in a thousand pieces? Who had buried the shards he could not find and left him a mess,
struggling to keep it all together?

 

If she hadn’t become a medicine cat, if she had truly truly loved him, he could see it now- a world
where he ruled ThunderClan to glory, stronger and more powerful than the rest of the clans, with
many litters of kits to call his own. It would have been so beautiful.

 

Snowfur would have been proud of him.

 

His muzzle twisted into a snarl.

 

“I hope you're happy,” he spat. “We could have been perfect together, and now, instead, we’re both
alone.”

 

Spottedleaf squared her jaw, looking at him with something fierce glittering in those amber depths.
“I’m not alone,” she said. “I have my clan. I have my family. I have my kits. It’s more than I ever
could have asked for, and I won’t go chasing glory and power just to ruin it all.”

 

Thistlestar lashed his tail, spitting angrily at her. “ You kept me from my kits! ” Thistlestar roared. “I
always thought it was ThunderClan- that it was Bluestar- but it was you. You never loved me. All
those promises- they met nothing to you.”



 

“They meant everything to me!” cried Spottedleaf, her eyes wide and vulnerable with pain. One of her
paws stepped forward. The smallest of a snarl curled her lips. Thistlestar had never seen her snarl
before. “Because I didn’t know anything else, and I was scared , and you used that, and you used me!
I loved you but not- not in a way that ever made me feel safe . It only ever made me scared and
confused. Is that love to you, Thistlestar? Did you love knowing that I didn’t know any better, that I
only knew you, and that I trusted you because I was a kit and you were an adult , a respected warrior,
who I thought knew everything . Who I should just listen to because you’d make me feel good- but
you never did, because, let’s be honest here, Thistlestar, you were the one who never loved me! ”
Spottedleaf thrusted her muzzle into his face, teeth bared completely and eyes burning. “You just
liked that I made you feel better about your pathetic self!”

 

Rage bubbled hot and fierce inside of Thistlestar, boiling his veins and insides and making his claws
sink into the ground, desperate to hit the cat in front of him - to slam her into the ground and make her
take it back because she didn’t know anything and she would respect him.

 

How dare she- how dare she!

 

He gave her all her love and this is how she treated him?!

 

“You worthless bag of fleas!” he roared. “I gave you everything a she-cat could ever want, don’t you
dare call me pathetic! I’m not the one who couldn’t make up her boar-damned mind about what in the
Place of No Stars she wanted ! You led me on-”

 

“ You led me on!” Spottedleaf snapped back, fur bristling, and Thistlestar startled, pulling backwards
in shock that she would even cut him off. “I was a kit, Thistlestar, and we’re not brushing past that!
Not anymore! You made me believe that what we did was what I had to do! That my life was already
planned out for me by you and I just had to listen to you and it’d all be okay! Well, it wasn’t, and I
had to figure it all out by myself anyway!”

 

Thistlestar thrust his face back into hers, arching his back and spiking his fur, but she didn’t budge an
inch, glaring fiercely up at him. “You were a horrible mate!” he yelled.

 

“ Good! ” she screamed back, teeth snapping near his whiskers. “You don’t deserve anything good-”

 

“Thistlestar!”



 

“WHAT?!” Thistlestar whipped around as Rippleclaw scrambled over to him, stumbling over his
paws and heaving over panting breaths. Blood stained a small white part of his silver pelt, but there
wasn’t a scratch on him, and his paws were stainless. Rippleclaw shrunk a moment, before stretching
his head up.

 

“Lightningfur’s going to kill Firestar!” Rippleclaw meowed, flicking his tail towards. “I-I thought
StarClan wanted them to lead together but if-”

 

Spottedleaf shot past Thistlestar and Rippleclaw, and past Perchwing and Blackclaw, as quick as her
daughter’s namesake. She was a blur through the crowd, dipping and diving until she reached
Lightningfur and Firestar’s sides, yowling at the top of her lungs.

 

Thistlestar’s eyes widened as he saw Lightningfur slam Firestar into the ground. He thrashed, nearly
pushing her off, but she pinned his legs down, one claw raising.

 

Thistlestar raced forward, a yowl of surprise leaving his throat, but it was impossible to hear over the
sound of battle around them.

 

What in the name of StarClan was Lightningfur doing?!

 

Firestar was to be their ally! Firestar was their kin!

 

As Lightningfur aimed a killing bite for Firestar’s throat- the very move Thistlestar had taught her-
Spottedleaf yanked her off, and then-

 

-and then Spottedleaf was collapsing in the next moment, and Thistlestar skidded to a halt. His jaw
dropped and he gaped at Spottedleaf as she convulsed, peering up at their kits with a weak, bloodied
smile.

 

Before she fell to her side, and Firestar wailed.

 

No, he thought, numb.



 

White fur replaced tortoiseshell patterns.

 

I love you, his chest ached. You can’t be-... She’s dead. But she… Confused, muddled feelings filled
his chest. They had just been yelling at each other, and yet, Thistlestar was stunned. He’d been ready
to hit Spottedleaf himself, but he didn’t- he didn’t want her dead .

 

He was alone, and… and he just wanted someone by his side…

 

Perhaps he shouldn’t have exiled Grasswhisker so hastily.

 

Wails filled the air as Firestar crouched down beside his mother. Runningwind was quick to join his
side, the brown tabby’s eyes wide and horrified. Creekflower was not far behind, and the fighting of
enemies came to a halt as they all stared at Spottedleaf’s unmoving, bleeding body.

 

Rippleclaw limped up to Thistlestar’s side, staring with wide green eyes. “She…” His mouth gaped
open, like a fish. It shut, then opened again, and hung there, stunned. Then, he finished, “killed her.”

 

Thistlestar blinked, glancing at his most loyal warrior.

 

Rippleclaw stared ahead still. “She killed a medicine cat.”

 

Nearby, TigerClan warrior Darkflower turned her head with wide eyes. “ Lightningfur killed her? She
killed- but that’s- you can’t-”

 

“Lightningfur killed a medicine cat ?” murmured Greenflower as she joined Darkflower’s side,
Loudbelly a step behind her.

 

“She couldn’t have meant to,” protested Sedgecreek as cats began to murmur. Her green eyes stared
wide at Lightningfur, who remained as stiff as stone, staring down at the cats huddled around
Spottedleaf’s body.

 



“Who cares?” meowed a young voice- Brownclaw, of TigerClan. He blinked, glancing around them.
“She’s not the first to die today.” His gaze glanced towards where the black and white body of
Finchflight laid crumpled and mauled.

 

“Yeah,” mewed little Aspenpaw, crouched by her father’s side. “I mean- ThunderClan has another
medicine cat, don’t they? Uhm, the crippled she-cat? So it’s not like, uh, with RiverClan. Right?” She
glanced around, as though confused.

 

“No cat attacks a medicine cat,” hissed Mistlepaw of ThunderClan. “It’s just wrong! They’re here to
heal us.”

 

“It’s against the warrior code,” added Russetfur quietly.

 

“It had to have been an accident,” insisted Sedgecreek, glancing around almost desperately. “I mean,
just look at her! That’s her mother . Of course she wouldn’t-”

 

“Thistlestar attacked Lizardflight,” Perchwing pointed out, voice soft yet it still gathered attention
from cats nearby. He still crouched beside Pikefang, and Blackclaw raised his head to look at his son.
Thistlestar tensed, the hair on his back raising. “She’s a medicine cat.”

 

“Well, hardly,” sniffed Greenflower.

 

“But…” meowed Darkflower in uncertainty, who now cast a wary look at Thistlestar. And she was far
from the only one. As the whispers caught on, many cats began looking between Thistlestar and
Lightningfur and Spottedleaf’s body.

 

Rippleclaw looked at Thistlestar. His eyes were wide in disbelief, and he looked stunned and as old as
he really was. His mouth opened again, as though in silent prayer for an answer.

 

Thistlestar swallowed, tearing his gaze away and back to the scene in front of him. His son, Firestar,
wailing, with Creekflower’s tail over his back. His chin resting on Spottedleaf’s shoulder. Blood
pooled around them, heading straight for Lightningfur’s paws as she stared down at them. Not even
her tail twitched. Her eyes didn’t even blink, one squinted as blood curdled around it, streaming down
from her ripped ear above.

 



His heart thumped as a stressful realization dawned on him.

 

Lightningfur, he growled internally. I’ve had to clean up so many of your messes- but I can’t clean this
one up.

 

Taking a deep breath, he stepped forward, keenly aware of the gazes following his every step.
“Lightningfur,” he rumbled, and it was Firestar and Creekflower’s attention who was dragged to him
instead of his kit whose name he’d called. Firestar stared at him with grief-filled eyes that tore his
heart up, while Creekflower immediately bristled, fangs bared.

 

He tilted his chin up and tried again. “Lightningfur.” No response. “You’re exiled.”

 

Lightningfur’s head jerked, gaze barely falling onto him. “What?”

 

He took a deep breath again. It pained him to do this, truly, but…

 

What would cats say, if he didn’t punish his daughter for killing a medicine cat?

 

When he had harmed one too?

 

(When he had killed one too?)

 

Accident or not, Lightningfur had put them both into hot water, and her untamable temper and
insatiable bloodlust would put him into much, much more.

 

He thought he could teach her better.

 

He thought he could have at least one of his kits by his side.

 

But it seemed he only had Firestar left.



 

And…

 

“For the crime of killing a medicine cat, a great offense to the warrior code and StarClan itself,”
Thistlestar explained coldly, keeping his head high so cats couldn’t see any of his hesitance or regret,
“you are hereby stripped of your position as deputy and exiled from RiverClan.”

 

“What,” Lightningfur repeated, less of a question as incredulousness started leaking into her voice.
She blinked, really looking at him, her injured ear twitching, flicking specks of blood. Her squinted
eye squeezed shut, clearly stinging as the blood slipped into her eyelids. “What are you talking about?
I-...”

 

Her mouth hung uselessly open and Thistlestar took in a deep breath, vaguely annoyed that she had to
go and draw this out.

 

“Lightningfur,” he meowed, though it slowly turned into a growl as he narrowed his eyes on her
disapprovingly; distinctly upset. “You killed Spottedleaf in cold blood. That is more than against the
warrior code- it’s against our very morality, to kill a cat who only served to heal, not harm. Medicine
cats are not our enemy, not even in battle.” The words felt dead on his lips- all lies, and he knew they
were. Medicine cats shouldn’t get a free pass to not dying while warriors sacrificed their lives for their
clan. But, most every warrior did not share that ideal, or, if they did, they still wouldn’t condone
killing a medicine cat.

 

His paws were tied.

 

There was nothing he could do but lie and cast out his daughter.

 

A heavy weight, disappointment, frustration, and… guilt… rested in his chest, depressingly so,
tearing away the adrenaline of battle and instead leaving this fatigue and weary exhaustion. He stared
at his daughter with pity broiling in his gut.

 

Lightningfur let out a little chuff of a laugh, staring at him, her eyes flicking back and forth over his
face. Her lips twitched upwards into a smile. “What… What are you… talking about? Medicine cats-
medicine cats don’t matter . They’re just- they’re just…”

 



Her smile fell, and so did her tail, and her gaze started to slide away from Thistlestar’s face.

 

Thistlestar let out a frustrated exhale through his nose. “You’re exiled,” he growled again. “You are
not allowed back in RiverClan ever again.”

 

Lightningfur’s gaze snapped back to him again, and suddenly her entire demeanor changed. Her claws
tore into the ground, ripping up clumps of dirt, and her fangs bared, shining with dark blood. Her fur
spiked along her spine, and her tail rose and lashed fiercely.

 

“What in Rage’s name are you doing?! Are you- are you serious? You’re- you’re exiling me?”
Lightningfur barked out a laugh, throwing her head back, but when she dropped it back down she
glared, stone cold, at him. “You’re exiling me,” she repeated. “Your deputy- your daughter . You can’t
exile me! I’m- I’ve done so much for this clan! For you! ”

 

Thistlestar narrowed his eyes at her. “I just did,” he replied coldly, “so I believe I can. I raised you to
value kin.” His eyes flickered to Firestar, who stared at him with eyes that seemed shocked and numb
as Lightningfur’s had. “But you have proven to me that you do not care for it. So, then, I do not care
for you.”

 

A sharp shard lodged in the back of his throat at the words, but he kept his composure. If he kept it
cool, kept it calm… kept it cold, then maybe he’d find he could truly give up caring for his daughter,
just as he had Creekflower and Airleap, two of his kits that he was disgusted to call his.

 

Lightningfur’s face fell, her shoulders dropping and ears lowering. The shock on her face- Thistlestar
couldn’t bear to look at it. He turned his gaze away.

 

“Go,” he said. “There is no place in the clans for a cat who kills their own mother.”

 

Lightningfur looked at him like a lost kit.

 

Then she looked to the side, back at Firestar, and Creekflower, and Runningwind, gathered around
Spottedleaf’s body. The way her legs rested motionlessly, the upward tilt of her head as her eyes
gazed blankly out. The blood leaked out from the deep wound on her throat, hidden in the orange
patch of her fur.

 



Cherryfur had joined her clanmates, while Darkstripe inched closer to Firestar’s side, his yellow eyes
wide and black ears flattened.

 

Other ThunderClan cats had already dropped their heads in mourning. So did WindClan and
CopperClan and LeopardClan cats.

 

Even a few from TigerClan.

 

Even-... Tigerstar.

 

“Firestar?” murmured Lightningfur.

 

Firestar looked at her. “Why?” he whispered. “Why, Lightningfur?”

 

Her tail twitched, then bristled, and she turned her gaze around, teeth bared again. She glared at
Thistlestar, then looked towards Rippleclaw. The tom stared at her with wide eyes and gaping eyes.

 

“Rippleclaw,” she spat, “surely you see what a stupid mistake my father is making. I’m destined to
lead RiverClan to greatness! Exiling me- ha! Who am I? Leopardfur? No- you can’t. You need me.”

 

“Maybe,” Rippleclaw began, then looked at his paws. “Maybe… StarClan was…? No, I was…
wrong?”

 

She hissed, then snapped her gaze to Greenflower and Loudbelly next. Loudbelly startled, but
Greenflower glared at her. “You were just ThunderClan at heart all along,” the brown tabby growled.
“Only a ThunderClan cat would do something so heartless.”

 

“Heartless!” snapped Lightningfur, tail shooting into the air in offense. “You haven’t seen heartless!
You all have no idea what you’re doing! I- I will rule these clans, with or without you, father! ” she
screeched, glaring at him again. “You all are fools- idiots, mouse-brains! Seriously?! You all are
blind! Exiling me- I can’t believe this! Vixenleap Heavystep,” she whipped her gaze to them next,
“have some sense. Thistlestar exiled your sister, Vixenleap! He- he’s gone mad! He doesn’t care about
RiverClan! He doesn’t care about us!”

 



Vixenleap stepped back, her face shocked. “I thought you were better than him,” she murmured.

 

Heavystep just stared at Lightningfur, mouth open.

 

“Blackclaw,” Lightningfur tried, but the tom just looked at her, still crouched beside his dead son.

 

“Sedgecreek!” Lightningfur called, a sudden smile crawling over her face. It looked… unnatural,
really, on his daughter. Deranged, almost. Desperate. “Come on- you of all cats must see how
ridiculous this is? I-I didn’t do anything! I-” She laughed again, tail whipping behind her. “This is
mouse-brained!”

 

Sedgecreek stared at Lightningfur before gazing sorrowfully at her paws.

 

Lightningfur growled, her fur bristling. “ Fools! ” she screamed. “All of you! StarClan-crazed, boar-
damned, fox-hearted, cowardly fools ! You’ll regret this! All of you! All of you! ” Her scream tore
through the clearing of LeopardClan’s camp, making cats bristle and hiss in response. Lightningfur
whipped around, storming past Spottedleaf’s body without a second glance, her fur bristling and
twitching. Her tail lashed, hitting any cat too close.

 

“ Featherpaw! We’re going!” Lightningfur called as she stomped towards the forest edge.

 

The silver tabby jolted, eyes going wide. She glanced wildly around, frantic and confused. But she
scrambled to her paws and started forward obediently. She stumbled over her paws as she glanced at
Spottedleaf, a small gasp leaving her lips. But she pressed onwards, fleeing to Lightningfur’s side
right as the tortoiseshell pushed past the undergrowth. But at the forest’s edge, she hesitated, looking
behind her.

 

“Stormpaw,” she said. “Come with us.”

 

Stormpaw looked at his sister, then shook his head. “No,” he said quietly, so quietly, Thistlestar didn’t
even hear him. “No, I don’t… I can’t…”

 

“What?” Featherpaw blinked, then bristled. “Stormpaw, come on, don’t be stupid-”

 



“She’s not nice, Featherpaw,” Stormpaw said loudly, then he winced and shrunk away, staring at his
paws. “I’m sorry…”

 

Featherpaw gaped at him, shocked, then frowned. She gazed at her clanmates once more, then darted
away.

 

From the corner of his vision, Thistlestar saw a brown and orange pelt start forward. “Lightningfur,
wait, I- I’ll-” Robinstorm stumbled to a halt, jaw opening and closing, as Stormpaw came up beside
him. Stormpaw crouched beside Robinstorm, blood dripping from scars on the side of his face,
glancing up at the older tomcat. “You- you didn’t even… ask… me…” Robinstorm trailed off, tail
drooping. He looked down at Stormpaw, hopeless.

 

An eerie silence filled the camp.

 

Cats glanced awkwardly at each other, then slowly to their leaders.

 

Thistlestar felt a growl rise in his throat as Leopardfur started to approach him. Her pawsteps were
calm and calculated, and her amber eyes were narrowed coldly. Badgerfang joined her side.

 

“This battle is over,” Leopardfur said. “You tried to destroy us, but you can’t. Leave, and let us mourn
what your precious deputy took.”

 

Thistlestar snarled, ears flattening against his head. His tail lashed at the self-satisfied smugness in her
voice. “This battle may be yours,” he ground out, “but the war will not be. Count your losses,
Leopardfur, and mourn them fast. We will not be merciful.”

 

Leopardfur’s eyes narrowed to slits. “Count your own.”

 

She turned around and stalked off with her head held high, padding over to Stonefur as the blue-gray
tom panted heavily, wounds down his sides. Badgerfang glared at Thistlestar and followed after
Leopardfur, veering off towards where the cats had clustered around Spottedleaf.

 

Thistlestar hissed quietly under his breath, gaze flicking across the battlefield. WindClan had began to
lift elderly warrior Meadowslip onto their backs, Airleap carrying the brunt of her weight.



CopperClan warriors settled around Flintfang, low mourning wails leaving Fernshade’s throat.
Nearby, even Blackfoot of TigerClan had stopped, staring at his brother’s corpse with a mournful,
horrified expression.

 

And, then, of ThistleClan, there was Beetlenose, sprawled dead on the ground, with Mistyfoot bowing
her head to him. Her expansion seemed deeply sorrowful yet apologetic- the blood around her mouth
was explanation enough.

 

Three bodies remained limp and lonely on the battle floor. Two had collars curled around their necks,
one a big, gray, flat-faced she-cat and the other a pale gray tabby tom, as skinny as any BloodClan cat
was. The last was Finchflight.

 

Thistlestar took a deep breath. He had lost two of his warriors. Pikefang, young and inexperienced but
with a strong desire for battle. Beetlenose, seniored and strong, but clearly not strong enough.

 

And he had lost his BloodClan allies. An entire army equivalent to all of the clans of the forest- gone.

 

The exhaustion and the stress pressed against his ribcage, caging in his heart.

 

He would win, he reminded himself. He made it this far. He would not fail. The goal was within his
reach. His family would rule the clans into greatness and prosperity. He would be hailed as the
greatest leader to have ever walked the forest.

 

He would win.

 

He just had to get Firestar on his side.
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She was so still. Firestar could hardly tear his eyes from the sight of his mother’s lifeless body
hanging limply from his and Creekflower’s jaws. His sister seemed to be in as much shock as him,
green eyes wide and glimmering with unshed grief. She met his own stupified gaze and they could do
nothing more than stare at each other.

 

Firestar almost found himself hoping this was nothing more than a dream. A terrible dream, sure, but-
but just a dream. A nightmare.

 

But the exhaustion pulling at his muscles, the stinging pain lingering from the injuries left on him by
Lightningfur ( Lightningfur! He still was scrambling to make sense of how they’d gone from tearing
each other apart to Spottedleaf’s body bleeding out before them), and his trembling limbs were
enough to tell him the bleak truth.

 

Spottedleaf was dead. Gone. Off to join Copperleaf and the rest of their beloved family in StarClan.

 

He thickly swallowed as Creekflower released their mother’s scruff and slipped under her
tortoiseshell body, propping Spottedleaf’s form up with her back. With a nod, Firestar numbly copied
her and they shouldered their mother’s body together, tails twining together as they dragged against
the dry forest floor.

 

Their clanmates padded slowly after them, heads bowed, shoulders hunched, and tail low. Nobody
had spoken since they left the devastation of LeopardClan and CopperClan’s camp, and nobody spoke
now.

 

Everyone was as speechless as the forest around them. Not even an owl made its presence known as
they trekked through their territory. Warriors brushed against each other, heads bent close together, as
apprentices wearily staggered onward. Firestar saw his own apprentice Bramblepaw pressed closely
against Snowpaw and Mistlepaw, all three large apprentices looking much smaller in their grief.

 

Creekflower’s apprentice Elderpaw was helping her sister Fernpaw hobble along, the light gray she-
cat limping on three paws with a foreleg raised off the ground. Ashpaw murmured softly into
Tulippaw’s drooping ears.



 

Gently ushering the younger cats along were Darkstripe and Cherryfur, both completely silent in each
other’s presence for once, and when the two feuding cats caught each other’s eyes, Cherryfur bent
forward and brushed her muzzle against the dark tabby’s. Darkstripe blinked slowly, yellow eyes
unfocused, before he muttered quiet words to the ginger and white she-cat.

 

Runningwind’s tail dragged upon the ground, eyes fixed on his pawsteps. Firestar couldn’t see his
expression, but he knew the shaking shoulders and stiff form was his best friend’s way of preventing
his grief from spilling over. Graystripe, Feathercloud, and Brackenfur trailed behind the older warrior,
all three quiet. The awkwardness that had permeated between the latter two had evaporated, and now
only a blanket of heartache was to be seen.

 

Longtail and Cliffwhisker padded side by side, fur brushing as ThunderClan’s camp entrance came
into view, and Firestar inhaled a fortifying breath as he braced himself for the horror they were sure to
be faced with the moment they stepped paw into camp.

 

Both he and Creekflower hesitated at the bramble tunnel. They exchanged an anguished look before
slipping inside, the brambles catching at their fur as well as Spottedleaf’s.

 

They were met by Whitestorm, Cinderpelt, Missingheart, Speckletail, Sandstorm, and Willowpelt, all
awake and waiting for the return of their clanmates. Firestar’s deputy had placed himself in the center
of camp, eyes scanning the edges of camp, eyes open and alert. Cinderpelt paced nervously in front of
the medicine den, with Sandstorm and Missingheart beside her. Speckletail and Willowpelt exchanged
hushed mews before, seemingly at once, every pair of eyes landed on him.

 

“Firestar!” Sandstorm called, looking and sounding relieved. “Oh thank StarCla-” Her mew cut off as
she fully took in the sight before her, and his mate’s jaw dropped open in astonishment.

 

“Is that-?” Speckletail gasped.

 

“No…” Cinderpelt croaked.

 

“SPOTTEDLEAF?!” Willowpelt wailed. The pale gray she-cat was frozen as Firestar and
Creekflower approached Whitestorm, who took a few paces back, yellow eyes wide with horror.
Carefully, the littermates laid their mother’s inert corpse in the center of camp before retreating a
mouse-length away.



 

Spottedleaf’s beautiful coat was unblemished along her sides. The real horrorshow was her throat. An
ugly gash stretched across her neck, dried blood staining her chest fur. Her mouth was open slightly,
like she still held onto the hope that she could say whatever she had wanted to tell him before her
spirit left her body. Her eyes, too, were open, but they lacked the spark, the warm love that they had
beheld for as long as Firestar could remember.

 

They lacked the life, strength, and courage of his mother.

 

The rest of the battle patrol spread out around them, all terribly ragged and shell-shocked, but none of
them had any wish to leave the sight before them. Firestar barely registered Missingheart rapidly
limping over to where Bramblepaw crouched, curling around his young brother in a futile gesture of
comfort.

 

“Firestar…” Whitestorm whispered. His older brother’s face was aghast. “Who…how..? Who would
break the code like this?” His voice shook slightly. “Who would kill a medicine cat?” The usually
vigorous white warrior was looking at Firestar like a kit would its mother, and the red tom suddenly
found his throat closing up, refusing to allow the words he should - needed to say to leave. His jaw
trembled and he looked away from his gaze, staring into Creekflower’s shoulder.

 

His sister supplied the words he couldn’t get out.

 

“Lightningfur.” The brown queen’s words weren’t coated in the usual contempt Creekflower held for
their sister - instead, they were quiet, defeated almost.

 

A shocked silence fell over the camp as more cats slowly slunk from their dens. Cats who hadn’t been
part of the battle exchanged open-mouthed looks, but nobody seemed inclined to ask more.

 

Cinderpelt was the first to move, limping slowly over to her mentor’s body, before bending over and
beginning to gently clean Spottedleaf’s fur of her own blood. The medicine cat’s blue eyes glimmered
with sadness and sorrow, and her gray body trembled. She was clearly distraught, but her innate
dedication to the job and life Spottedleaf had guided her through gave her the strength to do her duty
as ThunderClan’s sole medicine cat.

 

Whitestorm took a step forward, jaw opening as if to speak, before he closed it with a snap and
glanced at his paws. Firestar had never seen him look so… crushed. Willowpelt staggered forward



and dropped to the ground, burying her muzzle into her sister’s fur. Low keens and sobs left his aunt’s
throat, and Whitestorm gently draped his tail over his mate’s shoulders.

 

Runningwind was the next to move, a choked sound leaving his throat, before he, too, fell victim to
the draining silence that had stolen the entire clan’s voice. Darkstripe kept opening and closing his
mouth, but was just as helpless as the brown tom.

 

It was Cinderpelt who found the power to shatter the vacuum.

 

“She was a great mentor,” her mew trembled, blue eyes watering. “Yellowfang too. She’d always told
me that Spottedleaf was one of the most gifted medicine cats she’d known, and she’d never met
anyone with a kinder heart. Spottedleaf…” Her voice sounded strangled as she held back a sob.
“Spottedleaf was such an encouraging, compassionate soul. She never raised her voice at anyone, and
no one had more faith in this clan or our ancestors than her. Even in our darkest hours, she never lost
hope. Never gave in to the hate she was subjected to. She was so much stronger than anyone gave her
credit for.”

 

“She found the strength to face Thistlestar.” Feathercloud was the next voice. His mew was soft and
trembled just as much as Cinderpelt’s but he forged onward. “I have never admired anyone more than
her. She was brave to follow us into battle, but even braver to stand up to the cat who caused her so
much pain. I wish…I wish I could be half as courageous as she was.”

 

“I remember when she would give us mossballs to play with,” Cloudtail murmured, white fur stained
brown-red along his paws and chest. “And she’d give my siblings and I badger rides. It all seems so
long ago now…”

 

Cliffwhisker blinked rapidly. “Ye-yeah.” She swallowed heavily. “I still remember when I first saw
her…coming out of Bluestar’s den, looking so troubled, yet she was still able to welcome me with
open paws. I…I’ll never forget her.”

 

“She was the best mother we could’ve had,” Creekflower meowed, tail lying unmoving in the dirt
beneath their paws. “No one ever really appreciated how she was able to balance her duties as a
medicine cat with those of a mother. Some would claim she failed at the latter, but that would be a
lie.” The brown tabby’s voice became flinty. “She loved us, she showered us with that love, and that is
what a mother is meant to do. She loved us more than life itself, and even-” Creekflower sobbed, and
Firestar pressed his pelt against hers, invisible claws tearing at his chest as his sister continued. “Even
wh-en Light-Lightningfur’s claws took her life, she sti-still loved her. She still loves all of us - her
kits, her family, her clan. All of us.”

 



Murmurs of agreement, mournful in melody, met his sister’s words. Firestar swallowed, fighting to
remove the lump in his throat to give the proper send-off his mother deserved - but then he pricked his
ears.

 

The entrance tunnel rustled. The cats nearest to it tensed, ears flattening, and dropped to the ground in
preparation. Firestar himself unsheathed his claws. If this was a retaliatory attack, these attackers had
another thing coming-!

 

Airleap shot through the tunnel and skidded to a halt, sides heaving as his green gaze zeroed in on
Spottedleaf’s body. The cats nearby relaxed their stances, some meowing quiet words of condolences,
as the brown and white tom hesitantly walked forward, pausing every so often like he expected to be
thrown out at any moment.

 

Airleap met Firestar’s gaze. “I…I hope I’m not too late…?” his brother weakly meowed. “I’m sorry-
I-I was helping with Meadowslip…”

 

Firestar faintly smiled as Creekflower flicked her tail for their brother to join them. He rushed forward
then, squeezing in between the red tom and brown tabby, and stared mournfully at their mother’s
body. Not only had he lost a clanmate today, but…

 

“I wish…” Airleap whispered. He cleared his throat and said louder, “I wish I had more time with her.
Talked to her more at Gatherings. I…I took her love for granted and-and now…” His voice trailed off
and his shoulders hunched, eyes tearing away from Spottedleaf and to his own paws.

 

Firestar nuzzled his cheek gently as Creekflower began to groom Airleap’s ears. It was his turn now.

 

“Everything she lived for was for this clan,” he began, tail swishing softly. He felt Sandstorm’s soft
fur brush against his side, and he twined his tail with hers. “She cared for the young and old, strong
and weak, healthy and sick. She had so much love in her heart, and she used it to care not only for us,
but even those outside of our clan - outside of the forest, even.” The picture of Spottedleaf tenderly
caring for the sick and injured of BloodClan rose to the forefront of his mind. “I have no doubt that
she’ll be honored in StarClan for her compassion and courage. She’s been reunited with our family.”
He exchanged a glance with his littermates and stepped forward before bending to brush his whiskers
against his mother’s muzzle for the last time. “Say hi to Copperleaf for me, mom.”

 

Willowpelt shakily raised her head and gave his nose a lick. “She’d be so proud,” she murmured,
blinking softly at him, “Of you Firestar. And you, Creekflower. And you, Airleap. You all made her
so, so proud.”



 

Airleap had lifted his head slightly, but quickly ducked it as Creekflower stared at her paws, frowning.
Firestar himself bashfully licked his chest fur as one by one, the clan moved forward to say their
goodbyes.

 

Whitestorm settled down to sit vigil alongside Willowpelt, Creekflower, Airleap, and Firestar himself.
Sandstorm gently groomed Firestar’s ears before she had to return to the nursery. Cinderpelt checked
over each and every cat after they said their goodbyes to the former medicine cat, either sending them
away to rest in their dens or to her own to receive treatment. Fernpaw was guided to the den by
Elderpaw. Missingheart was still curled protectively around Bramblepaw with Goldenflower next to
them. The injured tom’s amber gaze was transfixed upon the dead medicine cat, glittering with grief.

 

Brightheart and Cloudtail stood a few tail-lengths away, cleared by Cinderpelt for the night.
Cliffwhisker was at their side as Longtail stepped away from Spottedleaf’s body. The pale tabby
nosed Creekflower’s ear before moving away to let the next cat move forward.

 

Time seemed to slip away and stall all at once. Firestar barely noticed when Siverpelt rose, the
warriors of StarClan twinkling down upon ThunderClan’s vigil, before giving way to daybreak.

 

As one, the elders rose and hobbled forward. Speckletail’s face was wreathed with regret and sadness
as she carefully slipped underneath the tortoiseshell’s hunches. Wise Halftail and One-eye bowed
their heads, seemingly praying, before taking up their share of the burden. Dappletail softly shook her
head and heaved Spottedleaf’s shoulders onto her own.

 

The only elder, Firestar noticed, that did not help, was Smallear. The old tom was behind the other
elders, looking firmly away from his mother’s corpse. Firestar frowned slightly. Surely, even with the
tom’s trepidation about Firestar’s family, he would at least offer to assist the other elders? Why, even
Frostfur-

 

Wait.

 

“Where’s Frostfur?” he asked quietly as the elders slipped out of camp. Whitestorm was the one who
answered, pausing his gentle grooming of his mate.

 

“She left camp.” His tail twitched. “I tried to stop her. I told her it wasn’t safe, but she tried to claw
my face off for it.” Firestar heard Creekflower softly hiss in response. “I figured it was best to just let
her go than risk injury,” the deputy concluded.



 

“A wise idea,” Creekflower murmured.

 

Firestar nodded and rose to his paws, wincing as his muscles seized up and his wounds stung. He’d
have to visit Cinderpelt for those. His heart plummeted as it hit him; his mother would never be the
one to soothe those injuries. Never again. Her sweet scent that came from the many herbs clinging to
her pelt would eventually fade from the medicine den, and - most frighteningly - perhaps even his
own memory.

 

He swallowed, then pushed his worries away, turning to his deputy.

 

“Whitestorm, send out a patrol to both the ShadowClan and RiverClan borders. Twolegplace too. And
maybe a couple hunting patrols. Use anyone who’s able. We must show our enemies we are still
strong.” His brother dipped his head in acknowledgement and began scanning the still, yet crowded,
camp for the able-bodied.

 

Cloudtail, his fur cleaned of blood and cobweb covering a bite on his side, offered to join a patrol.
Brightheart, Brackenfur, and Runningwind were cleared to join him.

 

As slowly, almost robotically, the camp started to go through the motions of a typical day, Firestar
headed for the nursery. His limbs shook. His eyes were heavy. He desperately needed to sleep, but he
sought nothing more than Sandstorm’s comforting presence and the reassurance that his mate and kits
were, at least, safe.

 

For now, his subconsciousness hissed.

 

He told it to shut up.

 

Sandstorm was awake when he entered, watching their kits with a troubled look on her face, before it
cleared as she caught sight of him.

 

“Firestar,” she meowed. He didn’t reply, too exhausted to say anything, and instead collapsed at her
side, a weak purr leaving his throat as her muzzle brushed against his own. “They’re alright,” she
murmured. “Redkit got a little waily last night, but he was just feeling a little hungry.”



 

Firestar felt a smile pull at his muzzle. “That’s good…” he sighed. “I’m glad they’re okay.”

 

Sandstorm gently began to groom his ears, and Firestar’s eyes went half-lidded. “I wonder what
tomorrow will bring,” he murmured. Beside him, Sandstorm shifted, not replying in words but
pressing her warm flank close to him. “Tigerstar is determined to make himself ruler of the whole
forest,” he continued quietly. “And Thistlestar…he won’t be standing down anytime soon either. We
must expect another battle.”

 

His mate paused her grooming, and Firestar cracked an eye open to glance at her. Sandstorm’s head
was titled thoughtfully. “BloodClan abandoned them, right? Runningwind spoke of the battle.”

 

The red tom hummed in acknowledgement. “Yes, they did.” The relief that had flooded his veins had
been a soothing balm upon his nerves when the dangerous, aggressive Twolegplace cats had turned
tail from the fight.

 

There was a gleam in Sandstorm’s eye, and Firestar softly raised his head, curious at what was
running through his mate’s mind like a scampering mouse.

 

“Do you think Scourge would be willing to ally with us this time?” she asked carefully. “He clearly
holds no love for Tigerstar or Thistlestar-”

 

“He definitely attacked Thistlestar, from what Cherryfur told me,” Firestar murmured.

 

“Then he must have a reason to fight against them,” Sandstorm nodded. “Even if he isn’t our biggest
fan, he clearly hates them more than he does us.”

 

A bolt of lightning struck Firestar then, and his ears pricked up. “Sandstorm, you are a genius!” He
licked her muzzle and a genuine purr left his throat. “We probably have a few days at most before we
should expect another fight - even Tigerstar and Thistlestar wouldn’t dare intrude on a vigil for a
medicine cat, plus they have their own cats to treat.”

 

Sandstorm smiled, light green eyes glimmering with a soft pride. “Then it’s settled,” she meowed,
satisfied. “But before you go running off to BloodClan you need some rest.” The light in his eyes
dimmed and she murmured. “You’ve had a rough day - you need to recover.”



 

The happy bubble in Firestar’s chest popped and his shoulders slumped as his mother’s bloodied body
and Lightningfur’s bloodstained claws invaded his mind once more.

 

He swallowed. “You’re right,” he agreed heavily. “I’ll talk to Whitestorm about it tomorrow.”

 

Sandstorm pressed her head under his chin. “Even if things don’t look bright right now,” she
whispered against his neck fur. “Know that there’s only one way for it to go - up. Our future will be
bright, you’ll see.”

 

Firestar closed his eyes and settled down beside Sandstorm, listening to her soft, regular breathing and
the tiny mewls of his kits.

 

Our future, Sandstorm had said, sounding so sure of their destinies. But would it include the safety of
his family and clan? Bluestar’s prophecy echoed through his ears.

 

Four split eight will become one. The clans have for sure become split. RiverClan and ShadowClan
had turned in on themselves, fighting their fellow clanmates as well as others. ThunderClan had been
a cesspool of spite, rumor, and curses for moons and moons - it seemed they had been split even
longer than that of RiverClan and ShadowClan. WindClan, thankfully, hadn’t seemed to suffer the
same split, but with the introduction of BloodClan into the forest clans’ affairs, it was clear the fated
eight clans were all in the game.

 

Firestar couldn’t imagine any of them becoming “one” anytime soon.

 

His mind shifted to the next dreadful line. Lightning will strike the leopard. The thought of lightning
made him automatically think of his exiled sister, and his gut twisted. Has that line already come
true? he despaired. Could it have been a bloodletting of Spottedleaf’s death - or perhaps of the battle
itself? Lightningfur was part of the attacking forces upon LeopardClan…

 

He subtly shook his head, careful not to wake Sandstorm with the movement. Whatever the case,
neither line made his blood run colder than the very last, dire warning; Blood will rule the forest.

 

So much blood had already been spilt from all the clans that day…was it a condemnation of the forest
itself? Were more cats going to be lost before peace was found?



 

Something in Firestar told him that the bloodbath and violence had only just begun.

 

 

The invisible, suffocating force of sharp claws dug into her chest, taking her breath away and leaving
her throat thick with emotions that choked her near to death. The pale sky above was heavy with
white, fluffy clouds, hiding the bright yellow of the sun away. Yet, as she stared at the heavenly rays,
she could only picture the soft amber-colored fur of a cat she so deeply loved.

 

Most cats prayed to StarClan at night, when Silverpelt shown in the dark sky, their ancestors shining
down upon them and guiding them to peaceful dreams.

 

Dawncloud was not most cats.

 

“Oh, Copperleaf,” she said to the sun. “Please, take care of Applefur for us, and I will take care of our
kits down here.” Her voice cracked and croaked, torn apart by grief and sorrow. “I hope your mother
finds you, and you find her… And if you find my brothers, please say hello. I… I can barely
remember them, but I think you will like them… They were so funny and bold.”

 

“May… may you be happy in the stars where you rest. I love you,” she whispered, barely audible
above the small, cold woosh of a calm breeze through the moore. “I love you so much; you were my
best friend. I only wish I could have told you how much, but I hope you hear me now and know: I
love you.”

 

The winds were quiet, swaying the windswept grass back and forth peacefully.

 

“...It’s kind of beautiful here, isn’t it?”

 

Dawncloud turned her head over her shoulder, watching as Badgerfang strode up to her. Despite his
large paws, thick-furred chest, and lumbering build, he was as silent on his feet as any other
ShadowClan warrior. As the black and white tom settled beside her, dwarfing her in size and forcing
her to crane her head up, she smiled at him, warmed just by his company.

 



“Thinking of becoming a WindClan warrior?” she teased.

 

Badgerfang harrumphed, a grin stretching his fuzzy muzzle. “Nah,” he answered easily. “All this
running after rabbits has really left me kaput. I think I’ll stick to fat frogs, thanks.” He glanced
around, staring out and over the hills that sloped up and down, up and down. “But I like the view.
Being able to see everything around me… It’s nice. Nothing hiding in the shadows, you know.”

 

Dawncloud knew.

 

She stared back up at the sky, at the blazing sun, far too bright for it to be so cold. But even the sun
could not chase leaf-bare away forever.

 

“I know,” she replied quietly. “I’ll miss the light, when we return to ShadowClan territory. The pine
trees block out the sun in a way I never realized before.”

 

“ When we returned to ShadowClan?” Badgerfang repeated, smiling at her and twitching his
whiskers. “That’s pretty optimistic of you.”

 

Dawncloud smiled weakly back at him, claws squeezing at her chest again. “I’ll be honest, I am not as
optimistic as I sound… Copperleaf was always the optimist- never questioned, just did. Always
certain it would be okay… I can never see it that way. I’m so afraid, Badgerfang…” She hung her
head, eyes closed as grief strangled her throat. “But I choose to be optimistic for him. It’s what he
would do for me.”

 

“So you do what he would do for you for yourself because you know he would want to do it for you?”
Badgerfang clarified, puzzling it out with a tilt of his head.

 

Dawncloud looked up at him, lips cracking up at the corners. “I’m not sure I quite followed,” she
said, “but yes, something like that… I know he’d want me to be happy. So I’m going to try my best to
be, for him. …For myself.”

 

“Hm,” Badgerfang said, staring up at the sky with her. “That’s nice.”

 



For a moment, they basked in silence, and then Badgerfang heaved a sigh, dropping his head down
and staring at his paws in the grass.

 

“What’s wrong?” Dawncloud asked.

 

“What isn’t wrong?” he mumbled bitterly, shaking his head. “I want to be happy too, Dawncloud, and
I am! But I… I still feel so…” He looked away, ears flat against his head. His tail twitched, brushing
through the grass. Suddenly, a low wail left his throat, and he rose his head to the skies. “He’s dead,
Dawncloud! I can’t- I don’t know what to do. Every cat I- after Copperleaf died, I was broken, but I
knew I must keep going, for him, but now- it feels like every cat I look to for guidance dies, and I
don’t know what to do… How will we- our clan- CopperClan- survive without them…?”

 

Dawncloud pressed her muzzle against Badgerfang’s shoulder. “I’m so sorry, Badgerfang,” she
rasped, voice full of pain. The vigil last night had dragged everything back up again, and she felt just
as torn up as her friend beside her. “Flintfang was a good cat. We’ll remember him forever just as we
will Copperleaf.”

 

Badgerfang sighed, ears drooping as he gazed sadly at the ground. “Leopardfur makes this seem so
easy,” he mumbled. “Every death she suffers only makes her seem stronger… I’m not sure I can do
the same.”

 

“You don’t have to,” Dawncloud told him kindly. “You’re good enough as you.”

 

Badgerfang stared at her almost in surprise, his green eyes wide and brows arched high. His eyes
studied her face for a moment, and then he laughed lightly. “Thank you, Dawncloud,” he said. “I think
I needed to hear that.”

 

Dawncloud smiled at him. “Of course,” she said. “I think we all need to believe in ourselves a little
more if we’re going to get through this.”

 

Badgerfang smiled crookedly at her. “Is that what Copperleaf would say?”

 

Dawncloud blinked, thinking about that for a minute. “No,” she answered, surprising herself. “It's
what I would say.”

 



Badgerfang’s smile softened, and he glanced back out at the moorelands. “You know,” he said, “I
think there’s something we need to do.”

 

Dawncloud cocked her head curiously. “What?” she asked.

 

“Nightpaw was just as brave and courageous during the battle as you,” he said. “She’s shown great
promise and loyalty to our clan and our cause, despite being born an outsider. Despite her family
remaining in TigerClan. I think it’s more than time she earned her warrior name.”

 

Dawncloud’s eyes widened. “You can’t be serious.”

 

Badgerfang grinned at her. “I am!” he said happily, honestly. “You’ve done a great job training her,
and it’s shown. Who ever could have an apprentice more bold and loyal than her? C’mon,” he reached
his nose out to nudge her shoulder as he stood up, “let’s go.”

 

“What about a warrior’s assessment?” Dawncloud fretted, rising to her feet after her friend. She had
to walk faster to keep up with his long strides. “Will there be time?”

 

“I don’t think she needs one,” Badgerfang said. “Do you?”

 

Dawncloud thought again, tilting her head. “No.”

 

“Then it’s settled.” Badgerfang grinned toothily at her. “Any warrior name you like?”

 

Dawncloud blinked. “I’m naming her?”

 

“Well,” Badgerfang said, shrugging, “I don’t see why not… Unless we just let Leopardfur choose…
Or I guess Tallstar will be doing the ceremony. This is his camp, after all.”

 

Dawncloud frowned. Why not you? she thought, but did not say. It was undeniable that Badgerfang
had stepped up in caring for the ShadowClan rebels and guiding them; taking on the roles of a deputy
organizing everyday patrols, and of a leader, balancing their relationships with their allies.



 

But perhaps Badgerfang had not realized how much he was following in Copperleaf’s pawsteps.

 

It would make sense- Copperleaf was always so needlessly humble too. Just doing things to do things,
because they were good, not for any recognition or gain.

 

It was what she loved about him.

 

He didn’t leave his birth clan, ThunderClan, to swoop her off her feet. He didn’t push Finchflight
away from her and help her raise her kits because he just wanted to nest her. He never once tried
anything like that.

 

No, he did it because it was right, and he’d never had a single thought further than that.

 

This is right, she thought firmly as she and Badgerfang headed towards WindClan’s camp, bowing
their heads in greeting to the guards dutifully watching the entrance- Ashfoot and young Storkflower.

 

Nightpaw shall be a warrior, because it was right.

 

CopperClan was united with LeopardClan and allied with WindClan and ThunderClan, because it was
right.

 

And TigerClan was going down, because it was right .

 

Because Copperleaf was dead.

 

“It’s weird,” Badgerfang murmured as they padded down the tunnel and into the gorge of WindClan’s
camp. The sun still shone brightly down into the camp, washing away the dark night of yesterday,
when they’d mourned their fallen clanmates together. Badgerfang’s gaze scanned over camp,
watching cats ambled quietly around, only a few sharing tongues. Surprisingly, LeopardClan cats
mingled easily with the WindClan cats, while the older generation of CopperClan seemed a little more
awkward, clustered together. “I know we’re supposed to be united, but sharing a camp like this is
weird… I don’t hate it, but it’s strange when I was always told that the other clans were our enemies.”



 

“I know,” Dawncloud replied. “Even though Copperleaf was from ThunderClan, I still never trusted
them… They felt so different from us. But… they aren’t, really.” She thought of Spottedleaf abruptly,
who shared a story so much like hers, that Dawncloud felt the pain of the kind medicine cat’s death
hit her just as hard as Copperleaf’s.

 

Dawncloud wished she could have gotten to know Spottedleaf before she’d died. Spoken to her at
Gatherings, perhaps, or shared kind words at the border…

 

It would have been nice.

 

But the world wasn’t so nice. It took the good things away from everyone.

 

“At least LeopardClan’s adjusting easier than we are,” Badgerfang mused as they padded past
Reedwhisker, Primroseleaf, and Dawnflower sharing tongues with Gorseheart and Quailcloud. They
waved tails at each other.

 

“LeopardClan’s changed camps so many times by now,” Dawncloud meowed. “I’m not surprised.”

 

Their casual conversation quieted as they approached the leader of WindClan, Tallstar. The wizened
old tom sat coolly, watching the camp from the granite boulder they called Tallrock. Deadfoot, his
deputy, lazed beside him, murmuring a few words that Tallstar flicked his ear in response to.

 

Tallstar took notice of them waiting at the bottom of Tallrock immediately, ears perking. With
elegance not betraying his age, he leaped gracefully to the bottom. “Yes?” he said. “What can I do for
you?”

 

Badgerfang bowed, head dropped to his paws, to Tallstar, who immediately waved a paw. “No need
for that,” Tallstar said.

 

Badgerfang looked startled, but nodded, rising to his paws again. “Well,” he began, glancing at
Dawncloud, who gave him a nod of reassurance, “we believe one of our apprentices- well, our only
apprentice, really- uh, Nightpaw- is deserving of a warrior name.”

 



“Ah,” Tallstar nodded, “I see. In that case, you have my permission.”

 

Badgerfang blinked, bewildered. “Uh- permission to what?”

 

Tallstar tilted his head, raising a brow. From atop the Tallrock, Dawncloud swore she could hear
Deadfoot purring in amusement, a quirk to the black tom’s lips.

 

“To use the Tallrock for this ceremony,” Tallstar answered.

 

“Oh.” Badgerfang blinked again. Then, his eyes widened, and his fur prickled. “Wait- you mean, me?
Like, I do the ceremony? But I’m not a leader!”

 

“You’re not?” Tallstar tilted his head the other way, a wry smirk on his lips. The twinkle in his amber
eyes made Dawncloud raise a paw to her muzzle to sniffle a giggle. “You certainly could have fooled
me. Tell me then, who has been leading CopperClan then? A ghost?”

 

Sudden sorrow passed over Badgerfang’s features, and he dropped his head, chin hitting the fluff of
his chest. He stared solemnly at his paws. “I only wish that was true,” he murmured. “Copperleaf
would know what to do.”

 

Dawncloud’s chest tightened with the same sorrow he felt.

 

Tallstar’s smirk fell. He tipped his head to them. “I apologize,” he said. “I only meant it in jest. But I
find it to be true. The moment Copperleaf fell, you stepped up to guide your clanmates. Though
neither of you spoke the words, it was clear to me that you were as much a leader and deputy as I and
Deadfoot are. I see no reason why you cannot be leader.”

 

“I have no nine lives?” mumbled Badgerfang almost grumpily as he looked away. The sorrow coated
his eyes like mud stuck to a pelt.

 

“Neither did Copperleaf,” Tallstar meowed. “And neither does Leopardfur. Yet you still call both of
them leaders.” Tallstar took a deep breath. “It is true- it is not conventional. True leaders have nine
lives, given to them as a blessing from StarClan. But, it seems to me, Tigerstar and Thistlestar have



taken StarClan’s blessing and used it for themselves instead of their clan. When they fall- and it is
when- who will take their places? Their deputies? To repeat their crimes?”

 

Tallstar reached out a paw, placing it underneath Badgerfang’s chin and guiding his head upwards.
Badgerfang reluctantly met his gaze.

 

“Perhaps I am hasty to assume this,” Tallstar mused, “but I think it will be you.”

 

Badgerfang sucked in a breath, taking a few steps backwards. “No,” he said. “No- I’m not… Leading
a rebellion is one thing, but I don’t-... I’m not a leader. I’m… too young, too inexperienced. I still
have so much to learn-”

 

“And you will learn it,” Tallstar replied easily. “Give it time. We are all young once.”

 

Badgerfang still shook his head. “I’m…” He looked away, staring at a spot on the ground like it might
give him the answers. “I… won’t lie. I’ve thought about it… thought about leading the- leading
CopperClan, specifically. I thought I could do it. I thought I could be like Copperleaf. But now… I
don’t know. I… I couldn’t protect us against TigerClan and ThistleClan and- and BloodClan. I didn’t
know what to do, and then- then Flintfang died, and…”

 

Dawncloud brushed her tail tip against Badgerfang’s flank, and he jerked his head up, staring at her.

 

She smiled at him.

 

“You don’t have to be like Copperleaf,” she said quietly. “You don’t have to be like anyone else. It’s
okay if you’re not ready for the responsibility yet- you can take it one step at a time and we’ll all be
behind you.” Then, she smirked a little, tilting her head. “Blossomtail’ll make sure you don’t lose
your head.”

 

Badgerfang couldn’t stop the smile that spread over his muzzle, turning his head away almost
bashfully. “Heh, yeah,” he said. “I know he will. And I’ll make sure he doesn’t lose his tail .”
Badgerfang grinned, but it was nervous, and he looked up at Tallstar. “Are you sure I should do the
ceremony…? I mean, I hardly know the words. What if I mess it up?”

 



“Oh, I wouldn’t worry about that,” called Deadfoot from above, head lounging over the edge of
Tallrock with a smirk. “Tallstar forgot to call upon StarClan the first few times.”

 

Tallstar smiled, not at all looking abashed at his previous mistakes. “You’ll learn the words in time,”
he said. “With time, you’ll hardly even remember when you’re saying them. It becomes like second
nature.”

 

Badgerfang blinked, still smiling nervously. His tail twitched. “Alright,” he said slowly. “I suppose…
If you’re alright with me doing it…” He glanced up at the top of Tallrock.

 

Tallstar dipped his head to Badgerfang. “Go ahead.”

 

Deadfoot rose to his paws, and leaped down just as effortlessly as Tallstar, despite his twisted front
paw. “Good luck,” the black tom meowed. He stepped forward and bumped his shoulder against
Badgerfang’s. “And don’t worry. You’ve got a strong voice.”

 

Badgerfang blinked, perplexed, before he dipped his head to the two WindClan cats. He took a deep
breath, glancing at Dawncloud. She smiled, nodding to him. He smiled, then bunched his muscles and
leaped for Tallrock. His claws dug into the crevices on the stone and he hauled himself to the top. He
raised his head into the sky, the soft breeze ruffling the dark mane of fur around his neck, causing it to
sway.

 

He looked like a lion.

 

Just with fur as black as night and a stripe of white down his back, of course.

 

Badgerfang stared out across camp, and Dawncloud craned her head over her shoulder to do the same,
watching as cats of three camps all mingled together, sharing prey and tongues as one.

 

Badgerfang took a deep breath, then yowled, “All cats gather beneath, uh, the Tallrock for a clan
meeting!”

 

Gazes snapped to the large, striped tom upon the boulder.

 



Badgerfang did not falter, paws firm, tail and chin high.

 

Dawncloud smiled.

 

“I did not realize Tallstar was retiring and giving leadership to a ShadowClan cat,” drawled the dark
voice of warrior Mudclaw. The dark brown WindClan cat narrowed his eyes suspiciously, glaring up
at Badgerfang on the rock. Beside him, a few WindClan cats bore similar frowns.

 

“Ah,” Badgerfang ducked his head bashfully, ears folding, “I mean- all CopperClan cats gather for a
clan meeting! And our allies- our friends in LeopardClan and WindClan are more than welcome to
join us.”

 

Cats began to gather underneath the shadow of the Tallrock, murmuring curiously amongst each other.
Even Mudclaw’s ruffled pelt soothed, the tom settling beside his mate, Sorrelshine, and trading quick
words.

 

CopperClan was the most curious, their ears perked. Blossomtail talked excitedly to Quietfoot and
Turtlefur, loud enough that Dawncloud could overhear her son’s happy chatter about how Badgerfang
was calling a meeting like a true clan leader, and didn’t he look so handsome on the rock like that?

 

Dawncloud purred quietly to herself.

 

Nightpaw trailed just behind the other young cats. She was a full-grown cat, past twelve moons even
at the start of her apprenticeship, having been a loner who had joined them alongside her brother
Wildpaw, yet she still looked innocent and naive as she stared up at Badgerfang in curiosity, ignorant
to what was happening.

 

“What’s all this about?” called Wolfstep, the gray tom bold enough to ask. Fernshade sat beside him
and Ashheart.

 

Badgerfang just smiled down at the senior warrior, unbothered by the inquiry. “Today, we celebrate
something special,” Badgerfang announced. Then, he hesitated, gaze flickering. He took a deep
breath, then continued, head bowed just slightly, “We have suffered great losses recently… We will
mourn Flintfang for many moons to come, and honor him as a selfless warrior who died protecting his
clan. And, an honor I know he would enjoy greatly is the naming of an apprentice into a warrior.”



 

His gaze drifted to Nightpaw, who stiffened, eyes going wide. “M-me?” she stuttered out, mouth
gaping. “But I- I’ve hardly-”

 

“I’ve talked with your mentor,” Badgerfang glanced at Dawncloud, sitting at the base of Tallrock
beside Tallstar and Deadfoot, “and we both agree you fought valiantly in battle, and you stood up
against Tigerstar’s tyranny just as all of us have done. You are more than deserving of a warrior name.
Ah,” a beat of hesitance again, “please, step forward.”

 

Nightpaw blinked, mouth still gaping, until Turtlefur nudged her, the pale tortoiseshell smiling at her
friend. Slowly, the black she-cat rose to her paws and padded forward, eyes blown wide as she walked
to the front of the gathered cats. She looked at Dawncloud, and Dawncloud nodded at her, mouthing,
“ You can do this. ” Then she pointedly jerked her head up.

 

Nightpaw raised her head high, relaxing her shoulders, and staring with nervous yellow eyes up at
Badgerfang.

 

Badgerfang opened his mouth, and it hung open for a moment as he stared blankly ahead. Then, he
closed his mouth and took a deep breath, smiling apologetically down at Nightpaw, “I’ll admit,” he
said, voice cracking nervously, “I’m not sure I know how to do this right-”

 

“Well, that’s okay,” Nightpaw meowed, “because I don’t know how this works either.”

 

Purrs of laughter erupted throughout the clans, cats trading amused looks.

 

Badgerfang gave a light laugh, smiling, all bright teeth. Then, as the clancats quieted, he took a deep
breath, raising his head towards the sky. “StarClan,” he said, “I- I call upon you to look down on this
apprentice. She has trained hard to become a warrior. Uh- Nightpaw, do you promise to uphold the
warrior code, and to protect your clan, even at the cost of your life?”

 

He stared intently down at Nightpaw, voice becoming more confident as he spoke.

 

Nightpaw swallowed, then raised her head. “Yes,” she said. “I do.”

 



“Then I give you your warrior name. Nightpaw, from this moment on, you will be known as…”
Badgerfang paused, a brief startled look flashing over his face, but he quickly continued, “Nightwing.
I- StarClan honors you for the bravery, loyalty, and compassion you have given to this clan, and what
we stand for.”

 

“Nightwing,” Dawncloud repeated quietly under her breath. It was perfect.

 

The sleek black she-cat raised her head and tail high, eyes shining like the sun above. Her smile was
infectious and bright, and Dawncloud couldn’t stop the purr that left her chest. Nightwing . Her
apprentice- something she never imagined having- was a warrior now. A warrior . A warrior she
trained. Even despite all of Copperleaf and Ashheart and Tallpoppy and everyone else’s reassurances
that was doing good, she still felt like she had been messing up Nightp- Nightwing’s training.

 

Nightwing was a grown cat, and a smart one at that.

 

Sometimes Dawncloud still felt like a small kit, being called a warrior even when she hadn’t shed her
kit-fluff and was hardly bigger than the kits of the nursery.

 

How could she “boss” around Nightwing? She hadn’t felt like a good mentor at all.

 

But Nightwing was always calm and patient and so eager to learn. She picked up on how to fight and
hunt like a warrior incredibly easy.

 

Dawncloud was proud of Nightwing, and proud of herself.

 

She trained Nightwing.

 

She did it, something she’d thought impossible and daunting and nerve-wracking.

 

Oh, if only she could talk to little Dawnkit now and tell her all the good things in life.

 

There was a small cough from the crowd. Badgerfang jolted. “Oh, right!” With a sheepish smile, he
clambered down Tallrock, reaching out to rest his muzzle on Nightwing’s head. She startled, blinking,



and Badgerfang murmured something into her ear. She smiled, then stretched her tongue out to lick
his shoulder respectfully.

 

As Badgerfang stepped back, yowls filled the air. Dawncloud smiled as the clans chanted,
“Nightwing! Nightwing!” She watched as her now former apprentice’s face lit up with delight. The
yelling was a bit much to Dawncloud, and always had been, but she still enjoyed the way it always
seemed to give the new warriors ( when ShadowClan had called her name, all she’d felt was fear).

 

Blossomtail, Turtlefur, and Quietfoot were quick to rush up to the newly-named CopperClan warrior.
And so were Reedwhisker and Dawnflower of LeopardClan, congratulating Nightwing excitedly.
Primroseleaf trailed after her clanmates, frowning like she was annoyed, but a smile broke through
her facade when Nightwing excitedly called to her.

 

Even stoic Leopardfur called out the new warrior’s name, a small smile on her lips as she hung back
beside Stonefur and Mosspelt.

 

Dawncloud got to her feet, padding forward and ducking her head as she slid past the other cats.
Blossomtail saw her coming and grinned, bumping Turtlefur so she moved out of the way. Dawncloud
smiled gratefully at her son. As she stopped in front of Nightwing, the she-cat looked almost
nervously at her, yet grinned brightly.

 

Dawncloud smiled.

 

“I’m proud of you.”

 

 

Wiggling his bottom, the black tom-kit pounced forward, tiny paws slamming onto the beetle,
crunching it beneath his weight. But then his hindlegs caught up with his front, and he fell onto his
face with an oomph !

 

Scourge scrunched his nose.

 

“And we’re sure it’s old enough to be weaned?”



 

Bone shrugged beside him. “Most of the kits this small survive without their mothers.” He paused. “I
think.”

 

“Hmm,” Scourge said, rising to his paws. He stepped forward, stretching a paw out to touch the kit’s
head, lifting it up.

 

When the little kit’s yellow gaze met his pale one, his whole face lit up with bright, white teeth.
“Scwourge!” he squeaked, saying such a fierce and fear-striking name far too stupidly . “Did you see,
did you see! I caught it!”

 

“Yes,” Scourge said, voice clipped as he stared down at the kit. “I did.”

 

Then the kit sneezed, and Scourge recoiled backwards as though clawed. His lip curled.

 

“I thought the horse-plant fixed that,” he hissed.

 

“Maybe he needs more,” Bone suggested.

 

Scourge bared his fangs, displeased. “We don’t have more to spare. …We’ll need to send another
patrol out into the forest to gather some.”

 

“ShadowClan won’t be pleased to see us on their territory,” Bone commented.

 

Scourge flicked his tail tip dismissively. “They won’t see us right under their noses. They never do.
And they call themselves warriors.”

 

Outside commotion reached Scourge’s ears, making them perk. He twisted his head around right as
Night leaped up to the top box and slipped past the cardboard flaps. “Scourge!” she hissed. “The
forest cats are back.”

 



Bone growled, but Scourge hardly moved a muscle. “I knew they wouldn’t stay away long,” he said,
voice clipped. “They’re like rats in that way- they never know when to stay away, and they bring their
diseases with them.” Then, he rose to his feet, stretching. “Very well. Let’s see what the rats have to
say.”

 

“Night!” squealed the little kit as he darted forward eagerly. “Let’s play!”

 

Night hissed at him, lip curling. “ Warriors don’t play!”

 

The little kit stumbled back onto his haunches, blinking up at her. The fur on Night’s shoulders
smoothed, and she murmured to him, “Later.”

 

The little kit smiled, fangs shining. Scourge narrowed his eyes, but said nothing, walking past Night
with Bone just behind him. He was greeted with the sight of his cats spread out through the alley they
called their camp, hissing and glaring at the intruding forest cats.

 

“They think they own this city!” yowled Fury, dark brown tabby fur bristling to twitch her side as she
glared with one-eye down at the unwelcome intruders. “I think it’s about time we showed them some
manners!”

 

Others yowled their agreement, snarling out variations of, “Yeah! Stinking forest kitties!” and “Claw
their eyes out!” A few inched closer, teeth snapping warningly at the huddled group of clancats.

 

Scourge didn’t speak, letting his cats quiet around him as he strolled towards the forest cats.

 

“Brother,” he greeted coldly, staring directly into the green eyes of his unfortunate bright ginger-
furred kin. “Sister,” he added, glancing at the brown tabby she-cat and vaguely remembering her
name. What a pain in his tail she had caused. “To what do I owe the pleasure?”

 

“Scourge.” Fireheart- star? Clan cats and their strange names. Firestar dipped his head towards
Scourge, and Scourge raised his chin up, pleased. Had his detested half-brother finally learned his
place? “We come to ask for your assistance in the war.”

 



Scourge narrowed his eyes, looking at the ginger tom. Then, at his brown and white tabby sister
beside him- Creekflower, or something. There were three other cats with them. One tall white tom
with calm yellow eyes, a pale tabby tom with dark stripes, and a short, dusky-pale brown she-cat who
looked vaguely familiar. The cat who had been injured when the clancats had first stepped first into
BloodClan territory.

 

Scourge looked into Firestar’s determined eyes, finding a hint of nerves in them- in the way his tail tip
flicked to Creekflower’s for comfort, in the way his eyes tried to study Scourge for hints.

 

Scourge tipped his chin up again.

 

“No,” he said, and turned around.

 

“Wh-” Firestar’s eyes widened, and he stepped forward. “But you haven’t even listened to what we
have to say!”

 

“And why should I?” Scourge looked over his shoulder at him, annoyed more than anything.
Clancats. They thought the whole world revolved around them and their petty drama, didn’t they?

 

Bone and Night flanked his sides, hissing warningly at Firestar when he neared. Night gave a
particularly heated glare at her mother, returned only with half-anger, half-sorrow by Creekflower’s
conflicted expression. The rest of his cats began to prowl closer, eager to sink their claws into the
intruders’ pelts.

 

Scourge raised his tail just slightly, enough for his cats to freeze, waiting for orders from their leader.

 

He didn’t miss the displeased hiss from Fury, though.

 

“What can you offer me that Thistlestar and Tigerstar did not already offer?” Scourge continued.

 

Firestar paused. “You’re still on their side?” he questioned. “But- you attacked Thistlestar, didn’t
you?”

 



“I did,” Scourge said, feeling an icy anger chill his veins. His claws curled into the scratchy earth
below. He’d split blood- but not the blood he’d wanted. So close to watching the life drain from his
father’s face, and yet Thistlestar had managed to get the upper hand… It burned the cold in Scourge’s
veins with humility.

 

It was not a feeling he enjoyed, and one he sought to snuff out immediately.

 

“You think I was ever really on their side? Is it not obvious my loyalty is only to my own clan? How
many times must I teach you this lesson?” Scourge looked at Firestar disapprovingly. “Yet you keep
crawling back.”

 

And he would snuff it out by keeping the clancats out of his business. Promised territory in the forest
be damned.

 

The fur on Firestar’s back began to bristle. Scourge would admit, he did enjoy how easy it was to get
under his brother’s skin.

 

But it was the white tomcat who spoke next.

 

“You want to kill our father as much as we do.”

 

Scourge looked at the white warrior, raising a brow as he glanced him up and down. “Our?”

 

The white tom raised his chin high, yellow eyes narrowed and glinting. Muscles rippled powerful
underneath the dull white of his short-furred yet spiky fur.

 

“Thistlestar has caused all of us grief and suffering. He has never cared what others think or want- he
only does what serves him best. He will hurt others, and he won’t stop hurting others unless we stop
him. Your attempt at vengeance on him- he will not forget it so soon.” The white tom kept his gaze
locked on Scourge’s. “Nor will you.”

 

Scourge stared back at him.

 



“And who are you?” he asked curiously, voice a drawl, but sharp.

 

“I am Whitestorm,” answered the warrior, unwavering. “Deputy of ThunderClan, and the first son of
Thistlestar, though I dare not call him my father anymore. He lost that right long ago.”

 

Scourge narrowed his eyes. “Hm,” he said. Another sibling, he thought, annoyed at the idea. I must be
related to half of the forest kitties. Joy.  

 

Scourge did not believe in silly things like destiny, but perhaps this shared blood was a reason the
forest cats kept slinking into his life like gnats he couldn’t quite swat away.

 

Did his siblings always have to keep showing up on his doorstep, demanding things of him? How
pathetic. How pitiful.

 

He should have turned away Socks and Ruby when they had first come crawling to him. Instead of
giving them food- just to show them that he controlled whether they ate or not, and should be grateful
for his hospitality, regretful for how they had treated him- he should have ordered their deaths then
and there.

 

Because, apparently, word had gotten out that Scourge was merciful towards annoying, sniveling
siblings.

 

Which wasn’t true, because now Socks and Ruby were out starving on the streets, alone.

 

(Though that wasn’t quite true either- Socks had apparently found some housefolk he was cozying up
to, and Ruby had learned how to hunt rats for herself. Not that Scourge was keeping tabs on them, or
anything.)

 

“We all hate Thistlestar and Tigerstar,” Whitestorm continued calmly, despite his undertone of anger.
“We all want to protect our respective clans from their rule or destruction. If you fight alongside us
instead of them, you can get your revenge. Thistlestar’s death will be yours.”

 

Scourge’s eyes flickered to Firestar, noting how the tom seemed to have stiffened, watching
Whitestorm and Scourge trade words with an almost pained expression. Pained, but hardened.



Waiting for an answer.

 

The other ThunderClan cats all wore upset frowns, their tail tips flicking, clearly displeased Scourge
hadn’t bent over backwards to help them already. How entitled. And impatient. They lacked
discipline.

 

Scourge looked back at Whitestorm. “I can get my revenge whenever I so choose,” he growled, only a
little bit defensive as he reflected on his failed attempt. His tail flicked irritatedly before he stiffened
it. “All it takes is a little bit of waiting in the shadows.”

 

Whitestorm narrowed his eyes onto Scourge, and Scourge’s whiskers twitched.

 

“But you don’t want to kill him from the shadows,” Whitestorm pointed out skillfully. “You want him
to know it’s you who's killing him. You want him to suffer.”

 

Scourge stared at the tom, unmoving.

 

…Whitestorm stared back, yellow eyes unblinking.

 

Scourge prided himself on having a mask so cold and emotionless that no cat could tell what he was
really thinking- no cat could predict what he would do.

 

And here this… deputy was. Looking at him and seeing straight through the mask, to the hot anger
beneath the cold that Scourge let make a home in his heart.

 

Annoying.

 

“I can make him suffer on my own,” Scourge argued coolly instead of giving his older brother the
answer he wanted. He wouldn’t give him the smug satisfaction of victory. No one was allowed to win
but Scourge . “I don’t need forest kitties’ help. There is nothing else you can offer me. Unless you
want to give up some of your territory to me, of course. Perhaps, then, we might have a deal.”

 

He looked at Firestar, who scowled, indecisive.



 

Creekflower and the pale tabby tom traded a frowning look, while the pale brown she-cat scowled,
grumbling under her breath. Something about this being a waste of time.

 

Which it was. Truly, ThunderClan had nothing to give Scourge- for Scourge had already taken from
them what he wanted. Though he had had to cast out the weaker of the two, he had gained a perfect,
loyal warrior in the form of Night.

 

…Hm.

 

Perhaps there was something.

 

Scourge tilted his head. “Or,” he said, dragging the pause out as the ThunderClan cats looked at him,
abruptly hopeful, though cautiously so, “there is one favor you could do for me.”

 

Firestar’s ears flicked, intrigued, but wary. “What is it?”

 

“Spottedleaf joins my clan, as our healer.”

 

There was an outbreak of hissing from many cats- notably Fury and those around her- while other
BloodClan warriors murmured, pleased at the idea, certainly not forgetting how she had magically
cured their ails when she was here.

 

And though Scourge had expected an uproar from the ThunderClan cats, there was none.

 

Instead, they all flinched back as though attacked, eyes going wide. Creekflower gasped, the pale
tabby gaped, and the pale brown she-cat hissed. Firestar’s ears pinned against the side of his head, and
one paw raised, curling towards his chest as though stung. The fur along his spine even prickled,
deeply upset.

 

Even the strong deputy Whitestorm broke, face falling and confident tail dropping.

 



A curious reaction. Scourge narrowed his eyes, waiting for one of them to speak.

 

Finally, Firestar found his voice, bowing his head as he cleared his throat.

 

“Spottedleaf is… dead,” he croaked, voice cracking. “She died during the battle.”

 

Scourge went quiet for a moment.

 

…Spottedleaf, dead?...

 

…A pity.

 

But life was cruel, a lesson Scourge had long ago learned under the name Tiny, and now Scourge was
determined to be crueler.

 

“Very well then,” he said, turning back around. “Then there truly is nothing you can offer me.”

 

“Wait!” Firestar called, darting forward. “You said you need her as a healer- what do you need
healed? I- Spottedleaf taught me all I know… Perhaps I can help you.”

 

Scourge looked at him. Despite his moments-ago grief, his eyes shined with confidence and his tail
stood high. There was still desperation leaking at the edges- but…

 

Scourge met Night’s gaze and nodded. She understood him, bowing her head. She rushed off, expertly
leaping up the cardboard tower. She slipped into the highest den, and came back out with a black-
furred bundle thumping against her chest as it hung from her teeth. She bounded down, skidding to a
stop beside Scourge. Gently, she lowered the kit to the ground.

 

The little kit blinked with wide eyes up at the forest cats standing in front of him, his rump on the
ground and back paws sticking up.

 



Firestar stared at the little kit in just as much surprise. His gaze flicked up to Scourge, mouth slightly
ajar, then he asked, with the utmost surprise, “Is he yours?”

 

Scourge startled, a full-body kind of startle he hadn’t been expecting, ears flicking backwards and
eyes widening a smidge before he plastered a scowl over his face. “He is not,” he answered, voice
clipped. To think that he would think that- the powerful Scourge was not a cat who would ever have
kits . No, he trained warriors . “He is sick.”

 

Firestar looked back at the kit, crouching down and leaning his face forward to sniff at him. The little
kit leaned backwards, nearly toppling over before he scrambled to his paws and quickly hid himself
behind Scourge’s front paws, kitten fluff brushing softly against the back of Scourge’s legs.

 

And then he sneezed again, and Scourge quickly stepped away, raising his paw and feeling a wave of
disgust rush through him as he felt the snot on his white fur. He shook it, then looked at Firestar.
“So?”

 

Firestar got to his paws again. “It- it sounds like a normal cold,” he said. “He should just need some
feverfew or borage for a quarter-moon or so.”

 

“Well, we don’t have any,” Scourge said, a bit miffed that he hadn’t remembered the names for either
of those things. Or what they looked like.

 

“We have plenty to spare,” Firestar responded, lighting up a bit. “We can give you as much as you
need, and, in return, you will fight by our side for the next battle.”

 

Creekflower let out a disagreeing hiss, shifting and raising her head. “We can’t give away our herbs,”
she protested. “We’re suffering a lot of injuries already and- and we’re down a medicine cat.” Her
voice wobbled pathetically, though only slightly. “We can’t spare-”

 

“We can spare borage,” Firestar answered. “Willowpelt doesn’t need to produce milk anymore, and
Sandstorm-” Now, he hesitated, before he shook himself. “Sandstorm’s milk is just fine.”

 

“And if we have more queens?” Creekflower said stubbornly. Scourge wouldn’t let his warriors be so
defiant.

 



“We need BloodClan’s numbers on our side,” Firestar said instead, avoiding the question. “We can
spare the borage. There will be more come newleaf.”

 

Creekflower opened her mouth to protest, but it was Night who hissed. "Your leader is speaking," she
snipped. "And now you threaten to undermine his deal? How disrespectful and rat-brained."

 

Creekflower stared at Night, mouth wide, before it turned into a scowl, her tail slowly lashing back
and forth. But her mouth snapped shut. Besides her, the pale tabby startled, looking at Night as though
seeing her for the first time. He leaned towards Creekflower, whispering, "Is she… one of yours?"

 

Scourge narrowed his eyes. Night was one of his now, but whatever- he could care less for the family
drama.

 

He turned his attention back towards Firestar, tilting his chin up. "Give us the borage, and we will
fight by your side," Scourge said, then flexed his claws. "And Thistlestar will die by my claws, and no
one else's."

 

Firestar dipped his head to Scourge. He seemed almost… relieved. As though he, perhaps, did not
wish to be the one to kill Thistlestar, despite Whitestorm claiming they all hated him.

 

Somewhere behind them, the distinct hiss of Fury echoed. "Some little leaves for our forces?" she
growled. "Is that all our strength is worth?!"

 

Scourge raised his tail for silence, and was given another angry hiss in return. He would have to deal
with that later.

 

"There is a Gathering in two days," Firestar said. "We will bring the borage to you tomorrow. In
return, if you and some of your warriors could attend the Gathering with us…" He tipped his head
down. "There is a truce at the Gathering- no fighting. But, I fear Thistlestar and Tigerstar won't be
keen to keep it…"

 

Scourge's eyes flashed. Neither will I, he thought privately. Outloud, he said, "It's a deal, brother.
BloodClan is at your service."

 



 

She shivered, shaking a paw out and watching the black-brown gunk fly. It was like wet mud, but it
smelled ten times worse, and stained her pretty, shiny pelt. The acrid scent invaded her nostrils,
painfully so, making her wrinkle her nose.

 

She glanced up, and noticed with a skip of her heart beat that she was falling behind. She raced
forward, sucking in quick breaths, her lungs feeling as exhausted as her legs.

 

She stepped in rat dung and jolted. She looked forlornly at her paw, but then there was a strange roar
nearby, and her fur fluffed up. She glanced warily around, ears pinned against her head.

 

Twoleg dens towered over her, blocking out the night sky and hiding all the stars behind strange, tall
sticks with yellow lights on them.

 

Dog barks erupted in the distance, and she jumped again.

 

"Lightningfur," she called nervously, darting after her mentor, a dark streak amongst the shadows.
"Where are we going?"

 

The tortoiseshell turned a corner, the dark water staining her ginger patches as dark as the black of the
rest of her fur.

 

The howl of a dog in hunt greeted Featherpaw's ears. She shook her pelt out, droplets hitting the
ground, and followed after her mentor.
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A stiff breeze was blowing as Bramblepaw followed the quick pace of Firestar up the slope to
Fourtrees, rippling the grass and carrying the scent of many cats. Each gust brought a sting of rain
from the gray clouds that pushed each other across the sky.

 

At the top of the slope, Firestar paused, crouching in the shelter of the bushes to look down into the
clearing. Bramblepaw hovered a few paces behind, fur spiking slightly as the small yet terrifying form
of Scourge stalked past and slipped up to Firestar’s side to peer upon the Gathering place.

 

Bramblepaw’s tail twitched with nerves. His heartbeat was thumping, and he shuffled his paws. Even
with the few cats the BloodClan leader had brought with him, the apprentice was still unnerved by
their presence.

 

The BloodClan deputy Bone sat a respectful distance away from his leader, with the huge ginger cat
named Brick at his side. Claw’s tail lazily flicked back and forth as he kept a watchful eye on
Gremlin, Scraps, and Night as they conversed with their heads together. The last four cats — Ice,
Snake, Snapper, and Strike — all wore emotionless masks, making it hard to interpret just what they
were thinking.

 

…But it wasn’t only BloodClan that made Bramblepaw antsy. This night may very well erupt into
battle — and it was sure to be a bloody one, possibly even more so than the one fought on
LeopardClan’s land.

 

The dark tabby shivered and twisted his head to gaze at his clanmates. Whitestorm moved among
ThunderClan, his low meow a calming and reassuring presence. Cinderpelt limped forward, jaws full
of precious herbs. Runningwind circled where Cherryfur sat with Darkstripe, Creekflower, and
Longtail, eyeing the dark tabby with a frown before settling down to stare expectedly towards
Firestar. Dustpelt had Ashpaw at his side, while Elderpaw talked quietly with Mistlepaw and
Snowpaw, whiskers twitching and paws moving as she communicated with the white tom. Graystripe,
Feathercloud, and Brackenfur all looked restless, pelts prickled and ears flicking as they awaited the
order to move on.

 

Cloudtail, the final member of the patrol, had joined his uncle and seemed to be agitated. Bramblepaw
strained his ears to listen.

 



“Why are we standing about?” the white tom demanded. “Let’s get on with it.”

 

“Not until I know what’s going on,” Firestar told him. Scourge, meanwhile, had flashed Cloudtail an
irritated look. “For all we know, we could be walking into an ambush.” Bramblepaw straightened up
as Firestar rose and faced them, raising his voice slightly so they could all hear him. “WindClan
should be here soon with LeopardClan and CopperClan. Tigerstar and Thistlestar cannot be allowed
to maintain their claim to the forest — I would prefer that to happen without a fight, but I doubt we’ll
be that lucky.”

 

Bramblepaw nodded slightly in agreement, shuffling his paws and hunching his shoulders as he saw
Scourge roll his eyes behind Firestar’s back.

 

Cloudtail, meanwhile, flicked Firestar on the shoulder with his tail and then pointed to the other side
of the hollow. Bramblepaw craned his neck slightly to see what the older tom had, and pricked his
ears as he spotted Tallstar, Leopardfur, and Badgerfang approaching from WindClan territory, leading
their respective clans

 

“Good, they’re here,” Firestar mewed. “Let’s go and meet them.”

 

Firestar led the way along the lip of the hollow until he came face-to-face with the other three leaders.
Scourge stayed back and tilted his head as Tallstar dipped his head in greeting. His cold eyes glittered
curiously at the senior tom’s show of respect towards them.

 

“Well met, Firestar. This is a black day for the forest.”

 

“It is indeed,” Firestar agreed. “But our Clans will stand for what is right by the warrior code,
whatever happens.”

 

A soft scoff left Scourge’s throat, and Tallstar’s amber eyes flicked to him before turning back to the
dark red tom.

 

Bramblepaw eyed the newcomers. Nearly all of them still bore clawmarks and angry wounds left
upon them at the Battle of LeopardClan, and the dark tabby was pretty sure that every single
WindClan cat still had marks from their own battle with TigerClan.

 



Thistlestar and Tigerstar may get quite the nasty shock, Bramblepaw reflected as he caught
Morningflower’s eyes gleaming, cold with longing to avenge the wrongs done to her clan. Many of us
are still injured — myself included, he thought with a small wince as his side twinged. But it’s not
stopping any of us from challenging them.

 

The apprenticed straightened and sprang to his paws when Firestar meowed, “Let’s go.”

 

Tallstar dipped his head. “Lead on, Firestar.”

 

Firestar looked as startled as a rabbit, yet his mentor recovered quickly, waving his tail for the united
clans to form ranks as one. Bramblepaw rushed forward and wove through the pelts of a few cats to
reach Firestar’s heels as Scourge gave a flick of his own tail for BloodClan to follow suit.

 

Bramblepaw caught his mentor’s eye and they exchanged one last nod before the ThunderClan leader
stalked down the slope through the bushes, ears pricked and whiskers twitching. Leopardfur wasn’t
far behind, with Badgerfang and Tallstar flanking her. Scourge had slunk up to Firestar’s side, yet
neither spoke a word to each other. Bramblepaw couldn’t blame Firestar. He wouldn’t want to start
some small talk with a cat who looked like he killed dogs for breakfast.

 

The dark tabby tasted the air. He could smell both the fishy-water scent of RiverClan, though now it
was the smell of ThistleClan. LeopardClan’s scent had changed overtime with a more leafy-water
scent than the pungent smell of fish.

 

To be honest, Bramblepaw preferred LeopardClan’s. At least it wasn’t gag-worthy like ThistleClan’s
— or worse, TigerClan’s carrion-ridden stench!

 

Thank StarClan CopperClan had a more fresh, grassy smell.

 

“Are they here?” Firestar ducked his head to speak to Bramblepaw, and the apprentice pricked his
ears as he recognized the subtle test.

 

“Yes,” he reported with a nod. “They’re both here.” His nose twitched. “And they’ve brought more
cats than usual.”

 



Firestar hummed in approval. Bramblepaw puffed his chest slightly at the silent praise as he caught
his mentor murmur, “Of course they did.” He turned to Scourge as they approached Fourtrees, and
Bramblepaw had to stop himself from shrinking away as he caught sight of the BloodClan tom’s icy
blue eyes boring into him, a glint and a slight curl to his lip.

 

Who put mousebile in his nest? Bramblepaw wondered, relieved when Scourge’s scary eyes looked
away from him and to Firestar, who, in Bramblepaw’s opinion, must have a lot of nerve to meet it
with a steady, if wary, gaze.

 

“I know you do not care for our customs,” the ThunderClan leader began. “But please refrain from
any fighting unless absolutely necessary.”

 

Scourge’s lip curled even more, but he jerked his head slightly, wordlessly acknowledging Firestar’s
request. Bramblepaw shivered. If ThistleClan and TigerClan weren’t the ones to break the truce, he
had no doubt Scourge would be the perpetrator.

 

Finally…they stepped into Fourtrees, and at Firestar’s tail brushing his flank, Bramblepaw quietly fell
back and let the flood of warriors to surpass him, only moving forward again when his pelt brushed
with Mistlepaw and Snowpaw’s. The white tom’s whiskers twitched upwards a few times, silently
asking if he was okay. Bramblepaw nodded, and the three of them took in the sight of the Gathering.

 

It was crowded! Never before had Fourtrees had such an influx of cats. Yet, despite the awkwardness
of brushing the occasional pelt with the enemy, clear divisions had been made.

 

ThistleClan and TigerClan sat together, though the latter occasionally shuffled away when a
ThunderClan cat came too close. ThunderClan, WindClan, CopperClan, and LeopardClan all seemed
more at ease with sharing space than their opponents. ThistleClan, meanwhile, all looked disgruntled
at being the unlucky cats to share breathing room with BloodClan.

 

Though there were a few exceptions. Graystripe and Feathercloud were talking in hushed, excited
whispers with Gremlin, occasionally using pawspeak to communicate. On the flip side was the glare
sent from Cloudtail to Night, who looked around his age; another tortoiseshell — Scraps — seated
firmly at her side. The she-cat was studiously ignoring the white tom’s attempt to burn her fur off with
his eyes while Creekflower attempted to catch her eye, frustration and unhappiness in her green stare.

 

It was the same story on top of the Great Rock. Thistlestar and Tigerstar sat together, but interestingly,
not too close, like they didn’t want to dirty themselves with the other’s pelt. Blackfoot, surprisingly,
stood at Tigerstar’s side, eyeing the packed Gathering with a frown. When first Firestar, then



Leopardfur, Tallstar, and Badgerfang jumped up to join them, it was clear that even the small Scourge
would find a hard place to sit comfortably.

 

The BloodClan leader clearly noticed this too. But instead of demanding a place on the rock, he just
shrugged, flicked his tail to his deputy, Bone, to keep an eye on his clan, before settling down at the
foot of the rock, paw over paw, looking bored — though Bramblepaw could see that his ears were
pricked with interest as the first cat spoke.

 

“I see you’re missing a few cats, Tigerstar,” Firestar curled his tail over his paws as he challengingly
met the large tom’s amber stare. “That’s a shame.”

 

Tigerstar, however, wasn’t the one to respond. Blackfoot was. “We have no need for cowards and
traitors,” the deputy growled, yellow eyes chips of flint as he glared first at Firestar, then at Scourge
— Bramblepaw, however, noted how Blackfoot was quick to look away when the BloodClan leader’s
stare bored back into him.

 

The apprentice felt a slight string of sympathy for the big white tom. Scourge’s emotionless stare
could be quite rattling.

 

“Why’s Blackfoot the one doing all the talking?” Cherryfur called from a few paces away. Darkstripe
was at her side, allowed special clearance to this Gathering despite his ban for the foreseeable future.
Creekflower, Runningwind, and Longtail all either sat or paced around them, ears pricked and eyes
gleaming in the moonlight. “Someone scared and lost their voice?”

 

A faint rumble filled the clearing, and it took Bramblepaw a moment to realize it was coming from
Tigerstar. The mighty leader bared his teeth at the ginger and white she-cat and spat out in a raspy
tone, “Why waste my breath?”

 

Cherryfur sneered in response, but begrudgingly sat back down when Darkstripe leaned over and
whispered something in her ear.

 

Leopardfur stepped forward this time, amber eyes locked upon Thistlestar. “The time has come,” she
announced, mew echoing strongly throughout the clearing. “Thistlestar, step down and end this war.
This has gone on far enough.”

 



The old gray tom twitched his whiskers and snarled. “Not a chance. This is my clan, Leopardfur. Keep
your dirty paws off of it.”

 

Badgerfang snorted as he stared disdainfully between the two leaders. “I won’t even bother asking the
same to you.” The black and white tom glared balefully at Tigerstar. “I know it’ll be a waste of
breath.”

 

Tigerstar’s lip curled ever so slightly, yet he didn’t reply — not even via Blackfoot.

 

Tallstar still sat beside Firestar, watching the five cats before him with narrowed eyes, before
Thistlestar spoke again — but this time, to Firestar. Bramblepaw instinctively unsheathed his claws
and dug them into the ground.

 

“Firestar,” the gray tom meowed, yellow eyes fixed upon his remaining son. “Don’t make this
mistake. There’s no need for you to defend the likes of LeopardClan. Your loyalty should be with kin.
I’m your father after all — would you really go to war against your own kin?”

 

Bramblepaw held his breath as a beat passed. Then another.

 

Then Firestar spoke. “No.”

 

Thistlestar seemed taken aback. “No?” he repeated, blinking owlishly. “No what?” He huffed a laugh
layered in bewilderment.

 

Firestar’s tail-tip twitched, and Bramblepaw saw the slight signs of his mentor’s discomfort. “No, I
won’t join you. My loyalty is to my clan, and to StarClan’s design.” Firestar caught Bramblepaw's eye
and gave a slight nod. “I know who my kin are now.”

 

Bramblepaw felt a thrill run through him alongside a rush of relief and satisfaction. Before he could
chicken out, the apprentice slipped out of the crowd and firmly placed himself at the front, chin held
high and tail erect. A brush of fur at his side alerted him to the presence of Creekflower, who matched
his challenging stare and directed it at her disgraced father. Whitestorm, too, bored into Thistlestar
with a dark, narrowed glare that Bramblepaw had never seen upon the calm, wise warrior. Deep into
the crowd of WindClan cats emerged Airleap, tail swishing low to the ground as he slunk up to his
sister’s side and shot a dark look at both Thistlestar and Tigerstar.



 

Even Scourge had tilted his head and was now staring icicles into Thistlestar.

 

The gray leader looked caught between rage and…was that nervousness? His eyes kept flicking
between Firestar, Scourge, Whitestorm, Airleap, and Creekflower, unease setting his pelt prickling at
the show of solidarity between ostracized siblings.

 

A proud bubble formed inside Bramblepaw as he stood beside those who shared the same experiences
as him. No matter what happened — be it tonight, tomorrow, or even moons into the future, he could
always count on his clanmates, and three in particular, to understand him.

 

Then he caught sight of a familiar tortoiseshell pelt in the crowd of TigerClan cats.

 

The happy bubble popped loudly.

 

“Tawnypaw!”

 

His sister looked like a deer on the Thunderpath. He stared incredulously at her. How could she still
stand with Tigerstar, when she knew everything he’s done?

 

Bramblepaw remembered the shock that overtook him during the Battle of LeopardClan. He knew the
common consensus had been that Tawnypaw had gone to TigerClan — ShadowClan at the time —
but he hadn’t been willing to believe it.

 

Not until he came face-to-face with his sister, her fur stinking of TigerClan.

 

He leaped to his paws and lashed his tail, barely acknowledging the stares of every cat in the clearing.
His eyes were only for his sister.

 

“What are you doing?” he called, eyes wide. “Why would you join him?” He shot an angry look at
Tigerstar, who looked slightly taken aback by the loathing in his son’s gaze.

 



Blackfoot spoke again. “She knows her place is beside her father,” the deputy claimed. “As it is yours.
It’s time for you to come home to your family.”

 

Bramblepaw shot an incredulous look at the deputy, then at his father. “Are you insane?” he hissed,
tail lashing furiously. Briefly, through his bubbling anger, Bramblepaw caught Cherryfur staring at
Tawnypaw with various emotions flying through her eyes. “Actually, yes, you both are insane! Never!
I’d rather die!” Empowered by Firestar’s own denial of Thistlestar, Bramblepaw bravely locked eyes
with Tigerstar and yowled, “What kind of father leads a pack of dogs to where his kits are!?”

 

Yowls and exclamations thundered through the clearing, and Bramblepaw belatedly realized that not
everyone knew of Tigerstar’s terrible crimes.

 

He caught Firestar’s eye again and his mentor mouthed, Leave it to me. Bramblepaw nodded and
listened as Firestar yowled, “Silence!”

 

The crowd fell quiet with a hush. Bramblepaw himself was surprised at the assertive tone in his
leader’s voice.

 

“What Bramblepaw said is true,” the dark red tom announced. “You’re all aware of other crimes
Tigerstar has committed — attacking WindClan,” he and Tallstar shared a look, “murdering
Copperleaf in cold blood,” his green eyes shot to Dawncloud, and they shared a commissary nod, the
she-cat’s eyes misty, “attacking LeopardClan full-force and attempting to drive them and CopperClan
out.” Both Leopardfur and Badgerfang straightened and held their heads high. 

 

“But very few of you know of these — when I was a young warrior, Tigerstar, then Tigerclaw,
murdered our deputy Redtail, and blamed it on Oakstar. To explain Oakstar’s own death, he claimed
he had been the one to strike the leader down, but the truth is that Oakstar died in a rockfall — and
Redtail ran right into Tigerclaw’s paws in his attempt to escape the same fate.”

 

Gasps filled the air as cats stared at each other, eyes wide. WindClan didn’t seem as surprised.
Probably, Bramblepaw reflected, because of Ravenwing and Barley.

 

Off to the side, he spotted Cherryfur and Darkstripe once again, engaged in a heated debate.
Darkstripe hesitated, before he stood up, looking nervous. “And that’s not the first time he’s caused
another’s death.” The tabby’s voice was quiet, yet it was still able to carry. “During another battle at
Sunningrocks, he pushed Adderfang into Whiteclaw’s paws, killing him in the process. He did this to
move Longtail’s apprenticeship over to myself. I…” He shuffled his paws and ducked his head, neatly



avoiding the enraged stare Tigerstar was giving him. “I tried to convince myself that it was an
accident, but I know the truth. It was premeditated indirect murder.”

 

Leopardfur had slowly turned to stare disbelievingly at Tigerstar, anger lighting up her amber eyes.
“First you blamed Whiteclaw for Adderfang’s death,” she hissed. “Then you have the nerve to claim
Oakstar would ever kill in cold blood? How dare you!” If it weren’t for the truce, Bramblepaw knew
the spotted she-cat would have leaped for his father’s throat.

 

“Unfortunately,” Firestar picked up the dreadful tale with a thankful nod to Darkstripe. “It doesn’t end
there. He planted a trap on the Thunderpath, hoping to kill Bluestar with it, but Cricketheart and
Cinderpelt were caught instead. That is how Cricketheart died, and how Cinderpelt came by her
injured leg.”

 

Exclamations of shock and horror were heard. Cricketheart, while young, had made quite the
impression upon cats of other clans, and Cinderpelt was highly respected by many. Firestar didn’t let
it go on for long though.

 

“Tigerstar then conspired with Brokentail and led a pack of rouges into our camp, hoping to use it as a
coverup as he attempted to murder Bluestar himself. I stopped him, and when we beat off the attack,
we sent him into exile.” Firestar paused, and Bramblepaw saw that the entire clearing was transfixed
in horrified silence as they listened to the ThunderClan leader. Only BloodClan seemed disinterested,
though they too listened with half-interested stares.

 

“As a rogue, he slaughtered one of our elders, brave, kind Rosetail.” To Bramblepaw’s confusion,
Thistlestar stiffened on the Great Rock, shoulders tense and eyes widening. He glanced at Tigerstar
before his eyes narrowed and he looked away. 

 

Firestar continued, “And next thing we knew, he had made himself leader of ShadowClan.”

 

Badgerfang stepped forward to stand at Firestar’s side. “Even then, not everyone in ShadowClan
believed Tigerstar to be the leader StarClan promised us. That’s why Copperleaf created the rebels,
and challenged his leadership.”

 

“There was a rumor that the sign pointing to Tigerstar was a fake — a sham,” Dawncloud spoke up
next. “A claw seemed to have tiger markings upon it, and it was believed that no one there had
recently lost a claw — but Copperleaf saw Jaggedtooth limping away, a fresh claw wound on his
paw.”



 

Bramblepaw’s mouth dropped open and his eyes widened. Great StarClan! Did that mean…?

 

“Your leadership is falsely claimed then,” Leopardfur curled her lip as she glared at Tigerstar.

 

“You’d trust the word of a rebellious, dead cat?” Blackfoot protested. “Like Dawncloud said, it’s a
rumor! Not the truth!”

 

“I’d trust Copperleaf’s word anyday.” Leopardfur hissed. “He was a noble warrior, and much more
worthy of leadership than that piece of crowfood!” she spitefully spat at Tigerstar, who growled back,
yet his eyes couldn’t seem to pick a target of his fury — Firestar, Darkstripe, Badgerfang, or
Dawncloud.

 

“But Tigerstar still wanted revenge on ThunderClan.” Firestar pushed onward, looking confident as
more and more cats stepped in to back him up. “A pack of dogs got loose in the forest. Tigerstar
caught prey for them, then laid a trail of dead rabbits between the dogs’ lair and the ThunderClan
camp to lead them to us. He murdered one of our queens, Brindleface, and attempted to do the same
to Cliffwhisker. It was only due to Longtail’s timely interference that she escaped with her life. As for
Brindleface, he left her near the camp to give the dogs a taste for cat blood. If we hadn’t found out in
time to escape, the whole of ThunderClan would have been torn to pieces.”

 

A rumble came from Tigerstar’s throat, and to Bramblepaw, it faintly sounded like, “Good riddance.”

 

“As it was, our leader, Bluestar, died the bravest death of any cat, saving me and all her Clan from the
pack.”

 

Silence greeted him as his story came to an end. The eyes of every cat were fixed on Firestar, stunned
with shock.

 

Shock took hold of Bramblepaw himself as Scourge spoke, standing calmly at the base of the Great
Rock. “Tigerstar told me what he was planning to do with the dogs when he visited me,” he spoke
quietly, yet every cat held onto his words. He looked amused as he stared at the large tom. “He did not
tell me that his plan failed.”

 



Tigerstar angrily glared at the opposing cats on the Great Rock. Tallstar stood and proclaimed, “And
need I remind everyone of Ravenwing? He was the only witness to the crime of killing Redtail —
remember when Tigerstar claimed that Ravenwing was untruthful? This,” his stern, amber gaze swept
around the cats below, “is why he did everything he could to discredit him.” Tallstar’s gaze turned
satisfied as he smugly looked at the pissed off TigerClan leader. “I am pleased that everyone knows
just what a pile of foxdung you are, and I hope you’re banished to the depths of the Place of No Stars
for it.”

 

Blackfoot’s mouth kept opening and closing, clearly wanting to speak up on his leader’s behalf, but
also floundering for what to say.

 

And all around the clearing, cats in both ThistleClan and TigerClan exchanged uneasy, hesitant looks
— Tawnypaw included. His sister stared at her paws while the silver apprentice Fangpaw stood at her
side.

 

For a heartbeat, nobody spoke.

 

Then a low, throaty yowl screamed through the air as Tigerstar leaped at Firestar, rasping out a fierce,
“Liar!”

 

As Firestar was bowled over, Whitestorm roared, “Attack!” and ThunderClan charged the TigerClan
warriors.

 

Blackfoot jumped, startled at the snowballing fight, but yowled, “TigerClan, attack!” before pouncing
on Tallstar, who snarled. WindClan screeched a battle cry and surged forward, quickly followed by
LeopardClan and CopperClan, with ThistleClan leaping to ambush them when their leader gave the
order.

 

Then Scourge shouted, “BloodClan! Attack!” and the rogue clan entered the fray, fur bristling and
claws unsheathed, ready for battle. Blood pounded in Bramblepaw’s ears as he charged at a TigerClan
cat, ducking under their swipe and pouncing, a snarl in his throat as he bit into his shoulder.

 

Almost in another world, he could faintly hear Cinderpelt calling out, “Wait! The full moon is out! No
blood can be split during the truce—!”

 

But Bramblepaw, and everyone else, were too caught up in the battle to take note of her words.



 

 

“BloodClan! Attack!” the order flew from his mouth as he swung his head around, immediately
launching for the first cat in his sights. His dog-studded claws easily ripped through the flesh of their
pelt, and they screamed, falling to the ground and writhing in painful shock.

 

But they were hardly of interest to him - no, he knew exactly who he wanted to sink his claws into. He
was going to finish what he had started, one way or another.

 

He dipped underneath the belly of a tall tom, startling them and distracting them from the oncoming
attacker. Scourge spared them no glance as Bone sunk his fangs into the exposed neck of the tabby, a
gargled cry filling the air and joining the caterwauls around them.

 

“Use your claws!” Scourge ordered Night as she launched at a black and brown speckled she-cat
stinking of frog carcass and pine needles.

 

“What do you think I’m doing?!” snarled Night as she twisted around, trading blow after blow with
the experienced warrior. Another brown tom slunk closer, his stubby tail in the air as he posed to
pounce.

 

“Behind you-” Scourge called, distracted as he whipped around to meet a foolish clancat daring to
attack him.

 

“Watch out!” yowled the big white tom of ThunderClan, Cloudtail, as he jumped forward, landing on
the back of Night’s second attacker.

 

“I don’t need your help!” spat Night, yet she came to stand back to back with him as they clawed at
the TigerClan cats.

 

Scourge wrapped his claws around the neck of his foe, dropping his weight and pulling the cat down
with him. Her head hit the ground, not expecting the sudden move. Scourge stabbed his claw into her
ear and pulled, spitting at her, and then he leaped away.

 



He neared the base of the Great Rock, dodging around some cat yowling about the full moon. His
eyes scanned the rock, seeing all the claw marks and determining which path would take him to the
top of the crowded rock the quickest—but it seemed he didn’t need to.

 

The boulder was larger, certainly, but still too small for the gathering of cats upon it. Scourge watched
as the large black and white tom—the one against Tigerstar—slipped off the rock, yowling, as the
spotted she-cat—the one against Thistlestar—jumped past him, barrelling into Tigerstar and pulling
him off Firestar. But then Tigerstar’s second-in-command, Blackfoot, slammed his heavy paw into her
head.

 

Firestar jumped to his paws, his head swinging and fur bristling as his gaze landed on Thistlestar. His
body stiffened, but his claws slid out. Scourge narrowed his eyes. He’s mine, Firestar, Scourge warned
him silently.

 

“I don’t want to fight you,” growled Firestar, crouching down. “But I will!”

 

He launched himself at Thistlestar, who snarled back at him. The two were sent flying off the Great
Rock, and Thistlestar’s back hit the ground, tearing a loud grunt from his lungs. Firestar pinned him
down, glaring.

 

Thistlestar seemed to struggle to catch his breath, wheezing as he glared back up at his favorite son.
“After everything I’ve done for you,” Thistlestar breathed, lips pulled in a snarl. “This is what you do
to me?”

 

“You haven’t done anything for me,” Firestar growled, claws digging into the thick fur of his father’s
chest. Scourge’s tail lashed impatiently. Kill him or I will!

 

“I loved you,” Thistlestar croaked out, his claws curling. “Didn’t that mean anything to you? Or does
kin mean nothing to you?”

 

Firestar’s leg trembled, claws twitching. “Kin means everything to me,” he said, voice cracking,
“which is why I do this to protect my kits and their future .”

 

“Tch.” Scourge scoffed to himself. “Fool.”

 



Thistlestar’s paw slammed into the side of Firestar’s head. The senior tom lurched forward, snarling
with all the fury of a boar. His long claws clamped onto the sides of Firestar’s shoulders, then shoved
him to the side, leaving searing marks behind that made the ginger leader yowl. Thistlestar raised his
large paw, ready to strike a thunderous blow, while Firestar crouched down, hissing and spitting
defensively.

 

Now! Scourge zipped forward with all the speed and agility of a weasel, his eyes gleaming at the
exposed spot Thistlestar had left by raising his arm to strike his son. There was a keen advantage to
being smaller than your opponent—one his enemies would do well to stop forgetting.

 

As Scourge ducked underneath Thistlestar, his extended dog claws hit the soft flesh just underneath
his arm, snagging on the long, tangled hair of the gray and white tom. Scourge felt a thrilling rush of
power as he felt Thistlestar jolt in alarm and shock, attempting to stagger backwards as Scourge’s
claws turned upwards, cutting along his chest and up to his neck.

 

Scourge was quick to shove his claws upwards, deeper, as he hit the soft, tender weak spot of his
throat.

 

Thistlestar managed to slam a paw into him, pushing Scourge away, but he was already stumbling on
his legs, gasping and wheezing for breath. Scourge narrowed his eyes as he watched the old tom
struggle. He hadn’t hit anything vital enough to kill him swiftly, but a wound as deep as the one
Scourge had dealt would surely leave him to rot.

 

Good, Scourge thought.

 

Thistlestar’s eyes met Scourge’s as he stumbled, eyes widening in that wonderful fear Scourge soaked
up with an upwards tilt of his chin, gazing coldly back down at his father .

 

Scourge watched the pitiful, senile leader struggle between standing up and fighting, and the growing
fear in his eyes. Took pleasure as he saw the fear win out, stretching across his muzzle in aghast
horror, the realization that the life was draining from his feeble body. His head whipped around,
searching frantically for something.

 

“Lizardflight!” he screeched, his voice lost to the caterwauls of fighting around them. None of his
fish-smelling clanmates were nearby to have taken the blow for him this time. “Lizard—” Thistlestar
hacked, limbs trembling as he crouched lower down, blood dripping from his wound as he breathed
heavily.



 

Scourge turned his head as a pelt brushed past his. Firestar timidly took steps forward, staring at
Thistlestar with a horror of his own—a confliction in his green eyes.

 

Thistlestar’s yellow gaze flicked to Firestar.

 

“Firestar!” he called as he attempted to stand again, only to crumble. “Fetch a medicine cat—
quickly!”

 

Firestar hesitated a moment, then his eyes steeled and his chin rose. “Call off your warriors.”

 

“I will!” Thistlestar croaked pathetically. Scourge’s lip curled in disgust. To retreat so easily? He
should have just accepted death in the glory of battle. “RiverClan!” he yowled, voice trembling and
not quite reaching the volumes it needed. “Retreat!”

 

Scourge’s eyes flicked behind them. A few cats nearby seemed to hear him, but none were his
warriors—except for one.

 

One black and white tom stopped, though he hadn’t really been fighting, more just cowering and
avoiding the true warriors while he sniveled about. His green eyes widened as he looked at
Thistlestar, bleeding out on the ground, and then at the blood coating the white of Scourge’s paw a
rudy brown.

 

He stood still.

 

“Perchwing!” Thistlestar called, eyes lighting up with hope. “Fetch Lizardflight!”

 

But the so-called Perchwing didn’t move a muscle.

 

Thistlestar spat, spit dribbling down his chin. “Perchwing, what are you doing!? Get me help! I am
your leader! Listen to me!” Then, not getting the response he wanted, he snarled at the young tom,
and whipped his head back to Firestar. His gaze passed Scourge with a flicker of fear. “Firestar,
please, I am your father. I love you—you know I do. Get your medicine cat to me—this wound, it’s—
I fear it’s too great—I… don’t… don’t…”



 

A genuine terrified tremble shook his body, and he coughed many times. He rasped for breath as he
finally submitted to laying down. Blood stained the grass crimson.

 

“It’s true,” Scourge confirmed, without an ounce of emotion in his voice. He stared down Thistlestar
as he groaned and moaned pitifully. Then he turned his head to stare at Firestar. “He will faint from
blood loss soon. Come morning, whether or not he is alive rests in your paws, brother.”

 

Firestar looked from Scourge to Thistlestar.

 

Scourge watched Firestar, waiting. And so did the small black and white tom, Perchwing. A few other
cats nearby—those that had heard Thistlestar’s words—peered closely, their claws unhooking from
their enemies.

 

“Son,” rasped Thistlestar through panting breaths. He stared up at Firestar, eyes starting to look a little
distant, a little glazed. “I am on my last life.”

 

Firestar’s eyes widened, and Perchwing gasped. Scourge, meanwhile, kinked a brow up. Did they
truly believe in that “nine lives” rat-dung Gremlin and Scraps had informed him the clans believed in?
What difference would a “last life” be, regardless?

 

Scourge narrowed his eyes at Firestar, who backed up, some unnecessary conflict brewing in his eyes.
How pathetic—was his “brother” really swayed by the simple, undeniable fact that death was
permanent ?

 

The young black and white tom suddenly spoke, throwing his head over his shoulder and yowling,
“River—ThistleClan! Stop, uh—retreat! Thistlestar has fallen! We have lost!”

 

“Perchwing,” growled Thistlestar, a gargle really, as he stared at the yowling tom. Perchwing glanced
back at him. “Get. Lizard…flight…”

 

Perchwing glanced back at Thistlestar, the fur along his spine bristling just so. Even still, he told the
dying bag of bones and fur, “No.”

 



He jumped into the fray of fighting cats, yowling, “ThistleClan! Fall back! Retreat! To camp!”

 

“You insolent…!” Thistlestar coughed. “I made you—you’re supposed to listen to me! You good for
nothing…!” He broke off in a coughing fit. “Firestar,” he suddenly cried. “Have mercy!”

 

Scourge curled his lip, looking at the indecisive leader. “If you wish to be merciful,” he advised
coldly, “kill him now and spare him an agonizing death.”

 

Firestar closed his eyes and shook his head. “No,” he murmured. “I… I can’t. I can’t kill my own
father. I can’t be like…” he trailed off, and Scourge let out a low growl.

 

“Coward,” he said, then moved forward. “I’ll do it myself then.”

 

“No!” Firestar jumped in front of Scourge, blocking him. “There is no honor in killing a cat who is
defenseless. My mentor Bluestar taught me that. She was the greatest leader I’ve ever known—” an
emotion glazed through his eyes, “—and I will follow her pawsteps as best I can.”

 

Scourge scoffed, tail tip flicking. “So be it,” he said. He glanced at Thistlestar, and assessed the
amount of blood he had already lost… It was as though he was a rock in a river of red. “Your
stupidity won’t save him either way. My work here is done, and our alliance is over. BloodClan, we
have won!”

 

The fighting had ceased. Caterwauls broke out but as he raised his tail, they silenced just as quickly.
Eerie silence fell over Fourtrees.

 

Scourge turned as Night bounded up to him, a fresh nick in her ear. “Well?” she said, glancing behind
him. “Is he dead?”

 

“As good as,” Scourge replied. He stepped away from Firestar as his clan began to gather around him.
“We shall take our leave.” His eyes narrowed as he searched over the sea of cats until they landed on
a large, black-striped brown tabby standing beside a white tom with black paws. “And when we
return… another death will ravage the forests.”

 



And after that, he thought privately, glancing at his ginger-furred brother as he and a hobbling gray
she-cat came to Thistlestar’s side. The forest shall be weak enough for us to take .

 

Night purred in delight, tail kinking.

 

Scourge craned one ear to listen as Thistlestar croaked out, “I knew you still loved me…”

 

Firestar was quiet for a moment, before he replied, “This is mercy, not love.”

 

“Is it not the same?” Thistlestar rasped, a small grin curling his lips even as his eyelids started to
droop.

 

“If that’s what you think,” Firestar said, “then perhaps you do not know love.”

 

“Firestar!” yowled the light brown tabby Creekflower, Scourge’s unfortunately half-sister. She
bounded up with her fur bristling. “What are you doing? His clan has retreated, and now Tigerstar’s is
too! Leave him!”

 

Scourge flicked his ear as Firestar started to defend himself, then focused on his clan. Gremlin and
Scraps had joined their place beside Night, with their parents Strike and Snapper lingering close by.
Claw sat next to Ice and Snake with a frown, while Bone and Brick came to Scourge’s side. A small
battle patrol—but it was made of Scourge’s finest.

 

He needn’t say any praise except for a nod. It was what was expected of them. With a curl of his tail,
his patrol was off, though he couldn’t help but notice that Night hesitated, turning her head over her
shoulder as though to search for something, or someone.

 

He stepped beside him. “What are you doing?”

 

Night’s face schooled into something of a scowl. “Nothing,” she replied. “Just looking for the idiotic
ball of fluff I’d rather die than call a brother. At the very least, he proved a better fighter than I’d
expected.”

 



Scourge narrowed his eyes. She had proven her loyalty to him over her other weak brother, Storm, but
if he’d need to test her again… He wasn’t willing to lose as promising and loyal a warrior as her.

 

“What the clancats lack in brutality, they make up for in skill,” Scourge replied evenly. “But their
mercy will be the end of them. Mercy leads to weakness that others can exploit. Remember that.”

 

Night nodded. “Right.”

 

 

As Scourge slipped between the chain link fence, unbothered by the pull of the edges of his fur, he
came to a pause, staring in front of him. He blinked as he saw a little dark gray kit, dark enough to be
considered black, sitting in the middle of camp. The tiny kit, only a few moons old, looked up at his
entrance.

 

“Scwourge!” he said happily. He dug his little claws into a rat as big as him. “Look! I caught a rat!”

 

“Tadpole,” Scourge said, reprimanding as he stepped forward, scowling. “What are you doing out?”
He whipped his head around with a glare, hissing. “ Who let him out?! ”

 

Suddenly, a dark shadow flew over Tadpole, and a paw slammed onto his back, as big as him. The
tiny kit screamed, and Scourge’s fur fluffed out, something in his chest thudding hard.

 

A wicked smile stared back at him as long claws curled into soft kitten flesh, tearing another scream
out. The thing in his chest twisted painfully, as though leaping to his throat.

 

One blazing yellow eye met Scourge’s icy gaze.

“Welcome home, Scourge .”
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She shivered. But not from the chilly morning air.

 

The memory of the battle was still fresh in her mind. The memory of her brother’s expression haunted
her.

 

Tawnypaw nervously shuffled her paws, ignoring the camp around her, as she glumly laid before the
apprentices’ den. She was acutely aware that ShadowClan—er, TigerClan —were on their own now.
RiverClan had no doubt been reunited under Leopardfur’s leadership since Thistlestar’s capture, and
BloodClan wouldn’t back Tigerstar any longer.

 

They were vulnerable. If the other clans decided to attack…

 

Her father’s pacing caught her eye. Blackfoot, Jaggedtooth, Tangleburr, and Stumpytail all sat around
him, with Brownclaw, Nightwhisper, and Swampfur hovering nearby.

 

She found herself reassessing everything she left ThunderClan for. Did she want to be accepted by her
father? Was his approval what she wanted? Because Bramblepaw was right—a good father wouldn’t
have led a dog pack to where his kits were. To where his mate was.

 

Didn’t he care about Goldenflower? At all? And if he didn’t, did he even care about them?
Bramblepaw? … her?

 

Maybe his acceptance wasn’t what she thought she wanted. Tawnypaw wanted to be seen for who she
was, not for who her parents were. She wanted a place to be who she was and not what others thought
she could—or should—be.

 



Tawnypaw wanted ShadowClan’s acceptance—and she was beginning to see that wasn’t the same as
having Tigerstar’s.

 

“Hey, Tawnypaw?” Rowanpaw asked, padding up to her side. She seemed weirdly shy. “Wanna go
hunting with me and Lavenderpaw? Get some fresh air…see the, uh…trees?” The ginger she-cat
looked vaguely embarrassed and licked her chest fur, ears twitching.

 

“Thanks,” Tawnypaw glumly replied, “but I don’t really—”

“Hunting?!” Fangpaw’s head poked out of the apprentice den, eyes shining. “That sounds fun! Sure
Rowanpaw, we’ll be there!”

 

Tawnypaw sighed, looked between Fangpaw’s excited face to Rowanpaw’s half-hopeful, half-
dismayed expression.

 

“Alright. We’ll be there.”

 

 

“They lied to all of us.”

 

Badgerfang’s ears pricked as he listened to Leopardfur.

 

“They pretended to have our best interests at heart, but that was never the case. Thistlestar and
Lightningfur were never loyal to any clan, be it ThunderClan or RiverClan,” she announced. “They
only cared about their own selfish goals of power and control.” She raised her head high, golden fur
gleaming in the sunlight that shone down on her. “Those black stains on our clan are no longer—
RiverClan will rise to its rightful place under my and Stonefur’s leadership!”

 

Cats yowled in approval, and Badgerfang even added his own, more than ecstatic to see the spotted
RiverClan she-cat return to her clan. Beside him, Dawncloud was quiet, but her eyes gleamed with
approval, and Blossomtail yowled just as happily as Badgerfang.

 

“Today,” Leopardfur continued, with a bow of her head, “we mourn the loss of Reedtail. His wounds
were too great for him, but he died with honor, protecting his clan and mate.” Skyheart stared



sorrowfully at her paws. “May he rest among our warrior ancestors.”

 

There was a pause of silence as the cats reflected on the heavy losses they had all suffered—
Copperleaf and Flintfang flashed in Badgerfang’s mind immediately, and his heart squeezed… He felt
awful for Skyheart, to have to raise her kits without their father… Badgerfang hadn’t known Reedtail
too well, but he had been a kind and funny tom.

 

He would have made a great father to their kits.

 

Badgerfang wrapped his tail around Blossomtail’s. Blossomtail leaned closer to him, resting on his
shoulder.

 

“Today,” Leopardfur repeated, “we mourn the loss of Reedtail… But, tonight, we have avenged him!
StarClan will give me my lives, and his death and the deaths of our other clanmates—Softwing,
Pikefang, Beetlenose—will not have been in vain. Though it is a mournful day, it is also a day of
celebration, of new beginnings. And we all will thank StarClan this day has come.”

 

Badgerfang stepped back towards his CopperClan clanmates as the RiverClan warriors began to
crowd Reedtail’s stiff body to say their goodbyes. Though, he noted, not every RiverClan warrior
stepped forward—Voleclaw, Mallowtail, Petaldust, Greenflower, Robinstorm, and Blackclaw all hung
back. Blackclaw’s head was hung, his ears folded back, but the others all sat still, exchanging glances.

 

And then there was Rippleclaw, his tail lashing back and forth beside them. His pale green eyes glared
at the back of Leopardfur’s head.

 

“Thank StarClan? StarClan wanted Thistlestar to be leader,” he grumbled. “Does she think our clan
will be better now? No! StarClan will condemn us to the Place of No Stars…”

 

But even the former ThistleClan cats around him didn’t spare him a whisker twitch. They seemed…
uncertain. Lost. Out of place in their own camp.

 

Seeing it now, Badgerfang could only wonder what it would be like when Tigerstar was dethroned,
and CopperClan and TigerClan merged back into one… Would Badgerfang be able to stand his
clanmates, who fought against him? …He wasn’t sure…

 



Blackfoot, Jaggedtooth, Nightwhisper, Tangleburr, Stumpytail, Brownclaw…

 

…and what about cats like Scorchwind, Rowanberry, Darkflower, and Russetfur? Who still remained
in TigerClan, but weren’t among Tigerstar’s closest followers? How did Badgerfang feel about them,
knowing their claws had scarred his friends’ pelts…

 

What about Blossomtail’s sister, Swampfur? Badgerfang used to be close friends with her, but now…
She had refused to join CopperClan… but she hadn’t been a part of the battles on CopperClan and
LeopardClan…

 

…Badgerfang wasn’t sure how he would feel being in a camp with them again, but… He was willing
to forgive and forget. It was like they were enemy clans is all—they were following their orders, and
Badgerfang was following his orders, though his orders came from his heart. But it was his heart that
also said he didn’t have it in him to banish his own clanmates from the very territory they had grown
up in.

 

(He knew what it was like, after all, to be jumping camp to camp, unable to feel safe anywhere.)

 

“What are we going to do now?” murmured Nightwing, the black she-cat stepping up by
Dawncloud’s side as she watched the vigil. “Will LeopardClan—I mean, RiverClan—still fight beside
us?”

 

“Of course they will!” Badgerfang replied, quiet but affirming. “We both shared the same goal—
getting rid of our tyrannical leaders! Besides,” he added, “as long as Tigerstar walks the forest, no cat
is safe. Leopardfur understands that. Or should I start calling her Leopardstar?”

 

“She hasn’t received her nine lives yet,” Dawncloud reminded him. “But Nightwing raises a fair point
—Leopardfur might want to focus on settling back into their territory and smoothing over the tensions
between the two fractions in her clan.”

 

Badgerfang frowned. Beside him, Blossomtail touched his ear. “Even if she did want to do that,” the
white tom meowed, “I think many RiverClan warriors want to help us, and she’ll listen to them.”

 

“Yeah,” Oakfur added, glancing towards the sea of RiverClan cats. “Reedwhisker will definitely want
to help… He’s good like that.”



 

“And Lizardflight has a stake in this,” added Blossomtail, glancing to where the brown tabby
medicine cat was beside the cream warrior, Primroseleaf. “Her family’s in ThunderClan, and Tigerstar
is threatening them all. Leopardfur will have to listen to her medicine cat.”

 

“Besides,” rasped Wolfstep as the senior gray-furred warrior stepped forward, his mate Fernshade at
his side. Ashheart, Turtlefur, and Quietfoot sat just behind them. “RiverClan’s fight isn’t over just yet.
Thistlestar isn’t dead. Will StarClan even grant her her lives if he still lives?”

 

“ThunderClan are going to kill him,” Turtlefur interjected hotly with a frown. “Why would they keep
him alive after everything he’s done to them?”

 

“Remember Brokenstar?” Ashheart reminded them, touching her daughter’s shoulder with her gray
tail. “They kept him prisoner for a long time too. ThunderClan has a strange way of justice.”

 

“I don’t think Leopardfur is going to let it slide as easily,” said Badgerfang. Then, his whiskers
twitched. “And we didn’t let it slide that easy either!” Then, he tipped his head down. “But you’re all
right. I’ll ask Leopardfur if we’re still allied… It’d be awkward sitting in her camp if we weren’t, after
all!” He purred, and Blossomtail let out a chuckle of amusement. Badgerfang glanced at the vigil. “I’ll
ask before she leaves for the Moonstone.”

 

And so he waited patiently as the sun began to set, and he bowed his head as the RiverClan elders—
Fallowtail and Piketooth—took Reedtail’s body to the burial grounds. And as Lizardflight and
Leopardfur gathered at the entrance, Badgerfang stood up and padded over.

 

Leopardfur turned as he approached, ears pricking. “Badgerfang,” she meowed cordially.

 

“Leopardfur.” He dipped his head to her. Not too much though, because he was sort-of leader of
CopperClan (a temporary clan), and she was about-to-be leader of RiverClan (a real clan), so it was a
little awkward trying to figure out what sign of respect he should use for her. Should he greet her as
an equal? He certainly didn’t feel like an equal to her. “May I have a quick word before you depart?”

 

Leopardfur exchanged a glance with Lizardflight. Lizardflight tipped her head. “We need to get there
by moonhigh, but I find I’ve always been a little early anyways.”

 



Leopardfur narrowed her eyes, then nodded. “Make it as quick as you say it is,” Leopardfur told
Badgerfang. “I wouldn’t want to upset StarClan by being even a whisker-twitch late.”

 

“Of course,” he meowed. “I wouldn’t want to keep you from receiving StarClan’s blessing. I only
want to ask—because some of CopperClan is a little worried—if you will still help us in fighting
TigerClan, and returning ShadowClan to what it was before, just as we have helped you do for your
clan.”

 

Leopardfur was silent for a heartbeat, and Badgerfang shifted nervously, suddenly fearing her answer
may be no. But, then, she said calmly, “As long as all the other clans are united against our common
enemy, then we will fight alongside your clan.”

 

Badgerfang’s muscles relaxed, tail dropping. He smiled at her. “Of course,” he purred. “I doubt
ThunderClan and WindClan would suddenly refuse to fight when they hate Tigerstar so much.”

 

“I don’t doubt they would either,” Leopardfur agreed. “But the real question is—will BloodClan? As
much as I hate the stench of their vile Twolegplace, carrion-death smell, their numbers alone would be
enough to scare Tigerstar into surrender now that he’s lost his allies in ThistleClan.” Her whiskers
twitched, amber eyes narrowed.

 

“But will Scourge want to help us when Firestar refused him his kill?”

 

 

From the volume of the yowling, Firestar would be surprised if Highstones couldn’t hear it.

 

“We don’t want him here!”

 

“Kill him!”

 

“Get his maggot-ridden pelt out of here!”

 



Firestar briefly closed his eyes. He inhaled deeply before letting it go, reopening his eyes in the
process.

 

He was greeted with the furious faces of his clanmates.

 

Praying to StarClan for strength, he yowled, “Enough!”

 

Grumbles still reached his ears, but for now, ThunderClan let him speak.

 

“I understand your concerns,” he said, tail-tip twitching as he avoided looking at the old, damaged
prisoner’s den. “And I will hear them out — but the fact remains that there was no longer any honor
killing him in the battle. He was a wounded, weakened opponent and it would be unjust to stoop to
the level of a rogue.”

 

A snort came from Cherryfur. “Since when does Thistlestar have any honor anyway?”

 

From beside her, Darkstripe shuffled his paws and nervously glanced from the she-cat to the leader.
Firestar dipped his head to her in acknowledgement.

 

“He has none,” he agreed. “But that doesn’t mean we should bend to his level. He was a foe who
couldn’t find back anymore. There would have been no honor from the kill.”

 

“Would’ve gotten some satisfaction,” he heard Cloudtail mutter.

 

“Then he should’ve just bled to death!” Longtail objected, tail lashing as he paced from Cherryfur to
Creekflower and back again. “I mean, come on! We all now know how awful he is — a kit-lover! We
shouldn’t have him anywhere near cats, let alone our young!”

 

Firestar curled his tail over his paws and frowned, one ear twitching. Longtail had a point there.
Personally, Firestar didn’t want his father near any kits, especially his own (certainly he wouldn’t be
that terrible, though, would he?).

 



“He’ll remain under guard,” he decided. “Two warriors should be enough to handle him if he causes
any problems.”

 

“No apprentices?” Dustpelt called, whiskers twitching. “I don’t think he should be allowed around
them either.”

 

“And he won’t,” Firestar assured the brown warrior. “The only cats allowed to speak to — or
otherwise acknowledge him — are the guards on duty, Cinderpelt, Whitestorm, and myself. Everyone
else has no obligation to notice his existence. In fact,” Firestar straightened up, “it would be best if
everyone ignores him. Just until I have spoken with my senior warriors on our next step.”

 

Longtail’s tail swept back and forth with agitation, clearly not soothed by the order. “The next step?”
he cried incredulously. “We all know what that should be! Getting rid of him!” He growled and
clawed at the ground, pulling up a few blades of grass. “But we all know that you’re just saying this
because you still care about him!”

 

Firestar blinked, head jerking as he stared incomprehensibly at the pale warrior. Was that what
Longtail thought of him? A son still blindly loyal to his father?

 

But I’m not! He wanted to wail. Yes, he’s my father! Yes, I saved him because I couldn’t stomach
letting him bleed out! But is it really so wrong?

 

Am I wrong for not wanting to be like her?

 

“Hey!” A sharp, angry yowl cut through the air like a claw through an ear. Creekflower was on her
paws and glaring at Longtail, who paused his pacing, blinking like a startled fawn. “And is that so
wrong?” She challenged, green eyes narrowed. “Do you expect him to kill his own father so easily?
So heartlessly? I’d like to see how you’d handle the situation he’s in! Tell me Longtail, if Patchpelt
had been as terrible as Thistlestar, would you have been able to kill him? Or Fuzzypelt?”

 

“I–I—” Longtail stammered, ears pinned back. “N-no, I guess not—”

 

“Then there you have it!” Creekflower waspishly sniffed. “If you — any of you! — expect Firestar to
kill Thistlestar for you, then maybe you have no honor!”

 



Her hard gaze traveled over the clan. Some, like Elderpaw, ducked their heads. Others, like Cherryfur,
shamefully looked away. A few met her stare before self-consciously glancing at their paws. Halftail
blinked slowly at her, a frown still etched on his face, before dipping his head to her.

 

“Creekflower is right,” the old elder rasped. “Besides, why should Firestar have to kill him? Why
must a son kill his own father? To ‘correct his mistakes’?” Halftail snorted. “Foolish, it is, to expect a
child to fix the follies of the parent. Thistlestar made his own choices. Firestar made his own,” he met
the red-furred tom’s eyes and nodded lightly, “and if the decision is to keep him alive…” Halftail
shrugged. “I admit, I’m not comfortable with it myself, but Firestar’s right — it would have been
unhonorable to kill a defeated enemy.”

 

“A warrior without honor is no warrior at all,” Whitestorm wisely added. “And we are warriors, are
we not?”

 

The clan exchanged murmurs. Some dubious, some agreeing, yet Firestar could see they were all
coming to accept this decision.

 

Well. Except one.

 

“See?!” The screech, unsurprisingly, came from Frostfur. Firestar had been half-expecting her to pipe
up. She’d been awfully quiet lately, slinking around the edges of camps and murmuring to only
herself. “SEE?! This is what happens when a cursed cat leads the clan! Instead of protecting our kits
he’s putting them at risk!”

 

Smallear grumbled, “What can you expect from a cat of his ilk?”

 

Even Mousefur, to Firestar’s distress, seemed to agree with the white queen’s words. “Perhaps she has
some sense…”

 

“No,” Cinderpelt limped forward from where she sat before the medicine den, blue eyes steely.
“Frostfur, Smallear, Mousefur—Firestar’s right. We’d be no better than that piece of crowfood if we
killed a weakened opponent. Besides,” she raised her voice, “by the code I follow, it is wrong to let a
cat you can help bleed to death — no matter who they are. Has Thistlestar done terrible things?
Absolutely. Does he deserve to rot in the Place of No Stars for his crimes? Definitely. But it is not just
to kill him, weak as he is. We do not decide life and death like that.”

 



Firestar caught her eye and nodded to her, silently thankful for her support. He didn’t want Thistlestar
in the camp anymore than they did, but the idea of letting Thistlestar bleed out…letting him die like
that…

 

He shuddered. It didn’t sit right with him. It made his stomach roil uncomfortably, like he’d
accidentally eaten some yarrow and was paying the price for his folly.

 

Yet, he didn’t want to wave away his clanmate’s concerns — and they were right to be concerned.
Firestar himself didn’t feel comfortable with Thistlestar in camp.

 

Which was why he needed to speak with his senior warriors, with the cats he trusted and knew him
the best.

 

“This meeting is over,” he declared. “As leader, my word is law. I will discuss this with my senior
warriors. Dismissed.”

 

It took a bit for the cats to disperse, mews and hushed whispers being exchanged as Firestar flicked
his tail for Whitestorm. The big white tom blinked his yellow eyes at him when he came within
earshot.

 

“When should we hold the meeting?” his deputy asked, gazing calmly at the younger tom.

 

Firestar tipped his head in thought. “A day or two,” he decided. “Give the clan time to recover and get
back on track. We still have Tigerstar to worry about too.”

 

Whitestorm hummed in agreement. “He’ll be a bit trickier,” he predicted. “Thistlestar may be clever,
but Tigerstar’s cunning. He knows he’s on his own now. He’ll be expecting us.”

 

“Which is why ThunderClan must recover.” Firestar nodded with satisfaction.

 

“Which warriors should I gather then? When the day comes?”

 



Firestar’s gaze traveled over the clan. “Creekflower,” he immediately said. “Cinderpelt. Cherryfur,
Runningwind, and Goldenflower. And you, of course.”

 

“Of course,” Whitestorm’s whiskers twitched. “I’ll let them know.”

 

“Thank you, Whitestorm,” Firestar meowed, blinking his eyes, hoping to convey how much he meant
those words. “Really. I don’t how I would’ve gotten through all these moons without you.”

 

Whitestorm gently butted his head against Firestar’s. “I’m touched you think that,” he rumbled. “But I
do believe you would have found a way. Remember, you have friends you can count on too. You’re
not alone.”

 

Firestar purred as his half-brother rose to his paws, stretching for a moment, before strolling away to
find the cats Firestar had named.

 

As for Firestar himself, he took another deep, steadying breath and finally turned around to face the
bedraggled prisoner’s den. It had nearly been stripped bare to rebuild the camp after the fire’s
devastation, but it still — barely — served its purpose.

 

Unfortunately, its purpose was not to hide whoever was within. It was quite easy to pick out
Thistlestar’s matted gray fur, his one leg splashed white and stained with rusty blood. Firestar noticed
as he approached both eyes were closed, but his father’s form was too tense, his breathing too
irregular, for him to be asleep.

 

He sat down a fox-length away from him. “Thistlestar.” He flatly greeted. “I know you’re awake.”

 

His father still acted like he’d been startled awake. Lazily, a yellow eye cracked open, followed by the
other. Thistlestar yawned and blinked innocently at Firestar, arching his neck back as he did.

 

“Ah, Firestar!” The gray tom’s jaw widened into another fake yawn. “My, what a commotion! I knew
ThunderClan had become a cesspool of contention, but actually seeing it for myself?” He clucked his
tongue like a chicken. “It saddens me to see what a once-great clan has become.”

 



“ThunderClan is doing just fine,” Firestar tersely disagreed. “They are right to voice their concerns to
me, just as it is right for me to do what I think is right.”

 

“True.” Thistlestar shifted slightly, wincing as he did. He must’ve irritated his wound. “And, I must
thank you. For sparing my life. I…I regret what I said during our fight.”

 

If it was past-Firestar — Fireheart, a young warrior saddled with his father’s dreadful legacy;
Firepaw, an apprentice who wanted nothing more than to please his clan; Fire kit, a child who just
wanted his father — perhaps his heart would’ve melted. Perhaps he would’ve told Thistlestar it was
alright, all was forgiven…

 

But past-Firestar wasn’t present-Firestar. And present-Firestar did not feel his heart melt.

 

(Crack? Yes. But no melting.)

 

“Good,” he replied shortly. Thistlestar blinked at him, a small frown appearing as he took in Firestar’s
new attitude. “And don’t mention it. Really. You are allowed to stay here, but your fate is still yet to
be decided.”

 

Firestar spied Cinderpelt and called her over with a twitch of an ear.

 

“Two days,” he told his father, who stared at him as if he’d just told him mice had been declared
rulers of the forest. “Your fate will be decided within two days. Cinderpelt will tend to your wounds.
But after that…” Firestar swallowed. “You’re on your own.”

 

He didn’t bother saying ‘if you’re still alive’. He was pretty sure Thistlestar knew death was still very
much the top contender for his future.

 

Firestar nodded to Cinderpelt as she approached, whispering into her ear, “Tend to him for now. But
don’t use too many. Choose any of our wounded over him as needed.”

 

After all, they shouldn’t waste herbs on what could very well be a lost cause.

 



Cinderpelt’s blue eyes bored into him. “I understand,” she replied, just as quiet. “What about guards?”

 

The ThunderClan leader studied his clanmates. Cats like Cloudtail and Cherryfur were sadly off the
table. He wanted Thistlestar to be punished justly, and he didn’t think his nephew and friend could
wait two days before delivering it themselves.

 

He needed someone like…aha.

 

“Brackenfur! Feathercloud!” he called, fluttering his ears once the white tom caught his eye. “Come
here.” He beckoned with his tail and the two warriors bounded forward. “I need you to guard
Thistlestar,” he instructed, pausing slightly as he forgot the pawspeak motion for ‘guard.’ Brackenfur,
thank StarClan, took over for him. Firestar was a tad bit embarrassed to realize his grasp on pawspeak
had slipped over the moons. He’ll have to work on that… “Don’t let anybody near him, unless it's
Cinderpelt, Whitestorm, or myself. And I would prefer it if you wouldn’t speak with him either.”

 

His father could be… quite the snake with his tongue.

 

Brackenfur nodded as Feathercloud gave a paw roll. “We got it, Firestar,” the ginger tom meowed.
“But what about Mistlepaw and Snowpaw? We were going to take them out for a bit of night
hunting.”

 

“They can go with Cherryfur and Creekflower, for now,” Firestar replied. “Perhaps even myself and
Bramblepaw. He’s due for a quick training session with this downtime we have.”

 

“You can count on us, Firestar,” Feathercloud meowed determinedly. Then, in pawspeak, he added
silently, “And we can talk to each other. In pawspeak. Thistlestar won’t know what we’re saying.”

 

Firestar let out a small chuff of laughter. The image of Brackenfur and Feathercloud gossiping right in
front of Thistlestar, in a language he didn’t understand a claw-prick off…

 

It was amusing.

 

“I’ll leave you two to it then,” Firestar meowed. “You’ll be relieved around moonhigh — I’ll have
Whitestorm send a couple cats then.”



 

At their affirming meows, Firestar turned and padded towards the nursery, fur prickling as he could
almost feel Thistlestar’s stare boring into his pelt.

 

A head poked out of the nursery and greeted him with a soft purr. At once, his heart lifted at the sight
of Sandstorm’s pale ginger face and her tired, light green eyes.

 

“Hey,” he meowed, pausing for a moment to nuzzle her. “Room for me tonight?”

 

“Hmm…” Sandstorm made an exaggerated motion to check the inside of the nursery before modestly
shrugging. “I suppose there's room.” She smirked and beckoned him in with a tilt of her head.
Happily, Firestar slid inside and they carefully avoided waking Willowpelt and her three kits, who
were already snoozing soundly in their nest.

 

Sandstorm’s nest had three small bundles of fur. Spotkit was already passed out, flopped overtop of
Sweetkit, who was mewling with annoyance, eyes squeezed shut. Redkit, meanwhile…

 

He stood on shaky legs, little mews escaping as he attempted to crawl out of the nest.

 

“That sneaky little lizard,” Sandstorm mumbled before gently nosing the biggest kit back into the
nest. “He’s learning to walk. And I think he’s starting to open his eyes now too!”

 

Firestar smiled at her. Her eyes may be tired, but they also held fierce pride.

 

“He’ll be up and walking in no time,” he whispered as they curled up together, wrapping their kits
between their tails. “And causing trouble, no doubt.”

 

“With you for a father,” Sandstorm snickered. “I have no doubt about that.”

 

“Hey!” He mock-gasped. “I seem to recall you putting a fire ant in the apprentices’ den.”

 

Sandstorm casually licked her chest, looking far too unphased. “Innocent until proven guilty.”



 

“I was a witness!”

 

“I was never put on trial.”

 

“We can do it now if you’d like.”

 

“I’m afraid the prosecution period has already passed.”

 

“Lovebirds.” Both pairs of green eyes snapped to Willowpelt, who gave them a small glare from her
half-opened stare. “Some of us are trying to sleep.”

 

“Sorry!”

 

“Sorry Willowpelt!”

 

With one last look, the pale gray she-cat tucked her nose back under her tail.

 

Firestar and Sandstorm exchanged sheepish looks before snuggling close, shoulders shaking with
suppressed laughter like they were naughty apprentices caught slipping a thistle into a denmate’s nest.

 

 

It was a good sleep while it lasted, Firestar mournfully thought as he jolted awake at the sound of
furious yowling. Sandstorm growled and glared at the nursery entrance.

 

“For StarClan’s sake, not like we’re trying to sleep or anything!” she mumbled, crossly licking
Spotkit as he began wailing. The smallest of the litter had quite the pair of lungs on him, though he
quickly quieted down when he realized he had his mother’s full attention.

 

The entrance rustled and Graystripe’s anxious face popped in.



 

“Graystripe?” Willowpelt yawned, eyes bleary. “First Firestar and Sandstorm keep me awake for half
the night, and now this?”

 

“Well it’s — wait, they were doing what now?” Firestar blinked as his former apprentice fixed both
him and Sandstorm with wide eyes.

 

“Great StarClan!” Sandstorm huffed. “Do you and Runningwide stick your heads in crowfood?”

 

“No!” Graystripe bashfully licked his chest. “I uh– I, uh, just thought…” At Sandstorm’s unimpressed
stare and the sight of Firestar attempting to hide his laughter, the younger tom shook himself.
“Anyway!” he loudly meowed, ducking his head as Rainkit whined. “Um, Firestar, you should
probably come out. RiverClan’s here.”

 

Firestar narrowed his eyes, his earlier mirth draining away as wariness replaced it. Why was
RiverClan here? Was everything okay? Was Leopardfur in trouble?

 

“I’ll be there,” he meowed. Licking Sandstorm’s ear as he stood, he carefully picked around his three
kits before following Graystripe out, who anxiously pawed the ground.

 

The instant Firestar slipped out of the den, he was bombarded with the furious, amber-eyed stare of
Leopardfur.

 

“You!” she screeched. “I should have never let you walk away with Thistlestar alive! Where is he?!”
She thrusted her muzzle close to his, and Firestar instinctively leaned back to avoid getting his
whiskers snapped off. “Tell me so I can sink my fangs into his throat and kill him myself!”

 

“Woah, woah!” Firestar nervously lashed his tail, raising a paw as if to ward the angry she-cat off.
“Leopardfur, what is this about?”

 

“What is this about? What is this about?” Leopardfur snarled before roaring, “StarClan denied me my
nine lives! That’s what this is about! As long as Thistlestar lives with his lives, I cannot be the leader
my clan deserves!”

 



Behind the she-cat, now that she had marginally calmed down, Firestar spotted the cats who
accompanied her. Stonefur sat with a straight back, gazing around ThunderClan with steady eyes.
Young Perchwing nervously shuffled beside him, green eyes wide as he took in the camp, with
Reedwhisker making the occasional funny face in Elderpaw’s direction.

 

And to Firestar’s delight, Lizardflight was with them too!

 

He briefly saw Creekflower take a few paces forward, green eyes shining with happiness and relief.
Lizardflight saw her too and respectfully nodded to her mother, a formal gesture, though Firestar
could tell from her twitching tail and excited eyes that she, too, wanted to run and greet her mother.

 

Leopardfur had started pacing. “So? Where is he, Firestar? Where’s that pretender?”

 

The ThunderClan leader took yet another deep breath — what was this? he vaguely wondered. The
hundredth? Thousandth time? I’ve lost count — and calmly met her agitated gaze. He could see she
wasn’t angry, per se, with him, but…perhaps with herself? For letting Firestar take Thistlestar in the
first place?

 

Whatever the reason, he knew he was going to stand firm by his earlier decision.

 

“I know where he is,” he began slowly, taking careful measure of his words. “And I will be discussing
with my senior warriors on what to do with him tomorrow.”

 

“That’s not soon enough!” Leopardfur frustratedly kinked her tail and clawed at the ground. A growl
rose in her throat. “He needs to die — now.” She bared her teeth. “Just point me in his direction and
we can be rid of him — for good.” She met his gaze with a steely stare. “It’s for the good of not just
our clans, but for the whole forest — and even outside of it.”

 

Firestar curled his tail over his paws and slowly nodded. “I agree we need to deal with him as soon as
possible,” he slowly said. “However, I still stand by my decision to take him in and discuss his fate
with my warriors.”

 

“And RiverClan isn’t allowed a say in it?” Leopardfur objected. “Don’t forget the crimes he’s done to
us! How low he’s brought my clan! The lives that are no longer with us because of him!”

 



“I never said that,” Firestar countered, eyes narrowing as ThunderClan gradually drew closer to hear
the showdown between the two leaders. “Thistlestar has done harm to RiverClan, I wholeheartedly
agree with that. He’s done harm to most of the forest. But that’s why I think we — ThunderClan —
should decide. He was once a ThunderClan warrior. He was able to gain power in RiverClan in the
first place because ThunderClan was silent on his horrifying crime. So I believe it’s up to us to fix the
mistakes of our predecessors.”

 

He met her flinty glare with a steady, unflinching one of his own. “I will not be told what to do in my
own camp. But I will hear you out, Leopardfur. Tell me — what would you like me to know?”

 

Leopardfur blinked at him. She had clearly not expected Firestar to ask for her opinion.

 

A few heartbeats passed. Stonefur stood. “He drove out loyal warriors because we saw through his
lies.” The tom respectfully dipped his head to Firestar. “That is one reason why Thistlestar should be
brought to justice.”

 

“He attacked CopperClan and LeopardClan, when we were still outlaws,” Reedwhisker added.
“Separated us from our kin — our clan.”

 

“He…” Perchwing pawed at the ground. “He killed Softwing. And said that I did it to save his own
image.”

 

“He exiled Grasswhisker,” Lizardflight softly meowed, raising a paw to her brow. Firestar tensed at
the sight of a scar lying there. He briefly heard Creekflower whimper. “Because she didn’t want to
mate with him. We haven’t been able to find her.”

 

Leopardfur’s pelt had flattened, her eyes clouded with grief, rage, and pain. “He nearly destroyed my
clan. And much more. Too much more.” Her amber stare bored into him. “There you have it, Firestar.
RiverClan’s statement. All I ask is that you make that decision now.”

 

Firestar gave a small nod. “I must still discuss it with my senior warriors,” he softly said. “But I
promise — there will be a verdict soon.”

 

Leopardfur growled, but gave a jerky nod. “Very well. But I will tell you this, Firestar,” her glare
darkened, “if he’s not dead by sunset, there will be war. I don’t care what it will take to kill him, but
my clan needs a proper leader with nine lives to heal.”



 

Firestar blinked understandingly at her, though a thrill of unease ran through his fur at her threat.
“And mine needs peace of mind.” He called Mousefur and Longtail over with a flick of his tail. “And
as soon as they return, I will begin my meeting.”

 

The RiverClan leader tersely nodded. “Very well. We will not dawdle then.” She summoned her cats
with an elegant flick of her spotted tail. She turned, paused, then gave Firestar another nod. “Good
luck.”

 

With that, the RiverClan cats padded — quickly — for the tunnel, with Mousefur and Longtail
trotting to keep up.

 

“Well,” Firestar heard Runningwind mutter, “they’re in a rush.”

 

“Can you blame them?” Cherryfur whispered. “I’m eager for Mousefur and Longtail to get back to
camp so we can finally get rid of that piece of crowfood.”

 

Firestar set his shoulders, met Whitestorm’s eye, and they shared a nod.

 

It was time. Once his two warriors returned, they would finally close the chapter on Thistlestar’s final
life.

 

 

It was crowded in the leader’s den. Firestar sat in his chilly nest, with Whitestorm on his right and
Sandstorm on his left. His mate insisted on coming, saying that Willowpelt was watching their kits,
and Firestar didn’t see any reason why she shouldn’t be here. In fact, he was almost relieved to have
her by his side.

 

Cinderpelt sat with her tail over her paws, blue eyes serious, with Creekflower, Cherryfur,
Runningwind, and Goldenflower rounding off the list of cats he wanted.

 

“I’m going to be blunt,” Cherryfur began, stepping forward, “he needs to go. We can’t exile him again
— look how well that turned out last time. He became RiverClan’s leader!”



 

“Though now all the clans do not trust him.” Whitestorm mildly pointed out. “I do not believe even
Tigerstar would be inclined to grant him refuge — the cons outweigh the pros.”

 

“But he would still be a threat,” Goldenflower countered. “I, for one, would not feel comfortable
letting my kits out into the forest, knowing he was still out there.”

 

Sandstorm nodded in agreement. “He can’t be allowed around the clans. Not anymore.”

 

“And we all know keeping him alive, and here, is a danger,” Creekflower plainly stated. “Not only are
our young exposed to him, but we would also be inviting RiverClan’s anger. And we can’t risk that,
not with Tigerstar still in power.”

 

Cinderpelt shuffled her paws. “But how would we kill him?” she questioned. “I still agree with
Firestar — holding him down and slitting his throat is just…too cold. Too cold for comfort.”

 

Creekflower met Firestar’s eyes. “I know this is a tough decision for you,” she said. “I know it will
hurt you. But we must do what needs to be done. He can’t be allowed to roam the forest, not after
everything he’s done — to the clans, to us, and to Spottedleaf.”

 

“The only way we’ll ever be free is if he is gone,” Cherryfur growled. “For good.”

 

“I,” Sandstorm meowed, “would want the cat who hurt my kits in such a way to be dead.” She nosed
Firestar’s shoulder and added, “We can’t allow somebody else to suffer the way Spottedleaf had.”

 

Firestar steadily cast his gaze over the cats around him. Whitestorm, calm and wise, who would
support him no matter the decision. Sandstorm, a new mother with a fierce protective streak of their
kits. Goldenflower, an experienced queen who desired for the young of the clans to be kept safe.
Runningwind and Cherryfur, two trusted warriors who did not hesitate to tell him their opinion.
Cinderpelt, compassionate and honorable.

 

And Creekflower, his loyal, stubborn, determined sister who knew this was something they had to do.

 



“I agree,” he quietly meowed. “But like Cinderpelt said, I do not feel comfortable holding him down
to kill him…it feels too cruel…too personal.”

 

Beside Creekflower, Cherryfur tipped her head, eyes contemplative before gleaming. “What about
poison?”

 

Everyone snapped their stares to her. She remained unphased. “Think about it. Thistlestar wouldn’t
see it coming. If we could trick him into eating like, I dunno, deathberries or nightshade, he’d be done
for. We saw how fast you have to get the berries out when Sorrelkit was poisoned — I doubt
Thistlestar even knows what deathberries look like, let alone how to get them out of your system.”

 

Cinderpelt flicked an ear. “I suppose…” she haltingly meowed. “But using an herb, no matter how
deadly, to kill someone…I’m not sure that’s something the medicine cat code would approve of.”

 

“Think of it like this,” Cherryfur offered, tail swishing. “Thistlestar would be dying by the things he
considers beneath him — herbs, medicine cats. In a way, we’ll be avenging Spottedleaf even more.”

 

Cinderpelt’s eyes narrowed. In the blue depths, something like a spark of lightning shot through them,
darkening the light blue to a deep indigo. The medicine cat met Cherryfur’s intense amber stare and
nodded tightly. “For Spottedleaf, I agree.”

 

Cherryfur dipped her head. “Sometimes, ruthlessness is mercy,” she murmured. “And even with this,
we’re giving him much more mercy than he deserves.”

 

The den fell quiet. Firestar nodded to the ginger and white warrior. “Fetch Darkstripe,” he meowed.
“We need to know where he found that deathberry bush.”

 

The she-cat sharply nodded and quickly exited the den, returning heartbeats later with Darkstripe in
tow. The black tabby nervously looked around the cats in the den. Runningwind frowned and looked
away from him. Creekflower met his eyes and gave a small nod.

 

“Firestar?” Darkstripe asked tentatively. “What is it?”

 

“Darkstripe,” Firestar meowed. “Do you remember where you found that deathberry bush?”



 

The tom blinked, yellow eyes widening a bit. “Uh, yes. Yes, I do.”

 

Firestar rose to his paws and nodded to Creekflower and Cherryfur to accompany them. “Take us to it.
We need those berries.”

 

Darkstripe studied him, then nodded slowly. “Alright. This way.” He turned back to the den entrance,
and Firestar, Creekflower, and Cherryfur followed.

 

With every step Firestar took through the woods of ThunderClan territory, he knew it was another
pawstep closer to sealing his father’s fate.

 

He knew it was inevitable. And he was determined to bring the justice the forest deserved.

 

But he couldn’t help the twist of his heart as his patrol came to a patch of overgrown plants, just
outside camp, with bright red berries hanging innocently in their leaves.

 

“Right here,” Darkstripe’s tail twitched nervously. “Um…can I ask why you need them?” He licked
his muzzle and Firestar saw a glimmer of unease, of fear in his yellow eyes. “Once you use them…it
changes your life…forever.” He shivered, and Cherryfur brushed her shoulder against his, blinking
first at the black tabby before glancing at Firestar like, ‘Well? You telling him or should I?’

 

Firestar studied his old kithood friend. Darkstripe’s anxious expression faced him head-on, the
occasional twitch of his ears letting the red tom know of the other’s distress.

 

Perhaps…perhaps it was time to extend an olive branch. Perhaps, in this moment, they could start
over.

 

Gathering his courage, Firestar spoke, “Thistlestar is on his final life.” His tail swished as he glanced
at the berries taunting him from their bush. “He told me himself. We have to get rid of him. Quickly.”

 

Darkstripe slowly blinked at him. Then he hesitantly leaned forward and touched his nose to Firestar’s
shoulder. “It’s…it’s gonna be hard, huh?”



 

Firestar bleakly nodded.

 

“I hate him as much as anyone else here,” Darkstripe confessed. “But I know this will also hurt you.
Are you sure you want to do this yourself? Could… could someone else do it instead? …
Creekflower?” He glanced at the brown tabby tom.

 

The ThunderClan leader looked at his old friend. He closed his eyes. “It has to be me,” he said with
finality. “He trusts me the most out of everyone in the forest. He’ll be suspicious if Creekflower offers
him the berries. He won’t think twice if they come from me.”

 

“I’m still going to be there,” his sister interjected. Her green eyes were dark and fierce. “With you. I
don’t want you to be alone with him.”

 

Firestar nodded slightly to her. “I thought you would,” he sighed heavily, before giving her a wry
smile. “Comes down to us, doesn’t it?”

 

Creekflower gave him a wry look of her own. “As always.”

 

A nose touched his cheek, and Firestar glanced out of the corner of his eyes and met Darkstripe’s eyes
again. He looked sympathetic, and this time touched noses with him.

 

“I wish you luck,” he murmured. “And may StarClan give you strength.”

 

 

The dusk sky cast shadows of orange and purple over the quiet forest, only broken by the nighttime
chirping of crickets and the sound of grass and fallen leaves crunching softly beneath his paws. The
night was cold, chilling his bones underneath his thick pelt.

 

The silence was colder.

 



Thistlestar padded after Creekflower and Firestar, limping on his hindleg, a stabbing ache throbbing
from his hip. His throat stung too, and his belly grumbled, for the mouse from earlier had barely
satisfied him.

 

“Can we at least stop to hunt?” he rasped.

 

Firestar glanced back at him, frowning with a bundle of herbs in his mouth. Creekflower spared
Thistlestar nothing—she glared openly at him, her tail lashing. Thistlestar hardly cared. Creekflower
had disappointed him as his daughter long ago. Why should he care what a kittypet-loving clan-traitor
thought of him?

 

It was Firestar who Thistlestar couldn’t help but be disappointed in. To see him turn against his own
father… But, even though it seemed Firestar had abandoned their unified goals, Thistlestar had to
admit that Firestar was the only one of his kits who had reached the goal of becoming leader.

 

Neither of them responded to him. Their whole bodies were stiff, legs moving mechanically. The fur
along their spines ruffled just slightly, and Firestar’s ears were flat against his head.

 

Thistlestar’s whiskers twitched, amused. “What are you so stiff for?” he questioned. Were they afraid
of him? They’d been talking such a big talk when they’d had him imprisoned in their camp. But he’d
been slowly gathering his energy and strength again, especially thanks to their medicine cat
Cinderpelt’s treatment.

 

Creekflower glanced at Firestar, a question glimmering in her eyes. Finally, Firestar came to a stop,
just as the rushing sounds of the river greeted their ears. He placed down the bundle of herbs, leaf
wrapped around the herbs inside. Firestar took a deep breath and Thistlestar waited patiently, his ears
pricked attentively to what his son had to say.

 

“Thistlestar,” Firestar rumbled, “you are hereby exiled from all four clans of the forest.”

 

Thistlestar frowned, raising a judgemental brow at his son. For one, Firestar did not speak for all of
the clans, and, for two, you couldn’t exile a leader. But his attempt was amusing either way. Perhaps if
he spoke and stood with more confidence, Thistlestar might have been worried. But, no, exile was
perfectly fine with him. He’d been exiled once before, and look where it got him! He was leader of
RiverClan, with nine lives!

 



…Or… he had been…

 

But, either way, exile was hardly exile for him. He was almost disappointed that that was all his son
and daughter could come up with. Just exile? How pitiful. Cats were calling for his death, and that’s
all they could offer to soothe their cries for vengeance?

 

“But,” Firestar continued, staring hard into his eyes, “you may have thought already that you can run
back to RiverClan. You have StarClan’s blessing—there is nothing we could truly do to stop you from
returning to your clan, outside of eternal imprisonment or—” His tail gave an odd twitch, “—death.”

 

“And you should be grateful we haven’t chosen the death option for you— yet ,” growled
Creekflower with a spat at the end, tail lashing again.

 

“How kind of you,” rasped Thistlestar, his own tail giving a pleased but impatient wave behind him.

 

“But I will warn you,” Firestar said, his voice going dark and his eyes narrowing, “just because you
seek to return to your place in RiverClan, does not mean you will get it. Though ThunderClan has
kept their claws from your throat, I cannot promise you the same for RiverClan. In fact, I could
almost guarantee that the moment you step paw into their camp, you will be attacked and killed
without the slightest mercy we have shown you.” With a low rumble to his voice, he added,
“Leopardfur is not as merciful as I.”

 

Leopardfur. Thistlestar growled. To think he had thought her a good deputy under him—now he
regretted not letting Lightningfur kill her earlier.

 

While Thistlestar would claim that he held no fear towards her…

 

…He was… older… weaker, currently…

 

…and she had many more supporters than him now…

 

But that wouldn’t stop him. He was more than his fear. He—he wasn’t a pathetic, sniveling coward!
No, he was rightful leader of RiverClan! He had StarClan’s blessing of nine lives—and she didn’t.

 



“So you have a choice,” Firestar began. “You can return to RiverClan, and be killed justly for your
crimes against the clans… or you may accept exile, and leave the forest far behind. But you would
have your life.”

 

Life, Thistlestar reflected, a feeling of smugness and pride bubbling inside his chest, though he kept
his face even. Ha. You fool.

 

“Very well,” he meowed. “I accept these terms.”

 

There was a pause where no cat said anything. Thistlestar stared at his son, and Firestar stared at him.
Creekflower’s tail twitched, then she flicked it against Firestar’s flank. He startled, just a bit, but
looked at her. Creekflower frowned at him pointedly.

 

Firestar then straightened his shoulders, head raised high. He nudged the leaf wrap forward with his
paw. “A last sign of courtesy,” Firestar meowed, voice clipped. “For, after this, I will no longer be
your son, and I will no longer show you any mercy.”

 

Thistlestar narrowed his eyes, anger curdling inside his chest. His claws dug into the soft earth below,
and a growl rumbled out of his throat. “A disappointment,” hissed Thistlestar. “We could have ruled
the forest together, son . But I see you have no value for family—therefore, you have no value to me
.” He crouched down, sniffing the bundle of herbs. He recognized the scent in the oak leaves as that of
traveling herbs.

 

“You never had any to me,” grumbled Creekflower, tail flicking. “And, for the record, I would never
be as kind as Firestar to give you traveling herbs. You should be grateful to him.”

 

“Hm.” Thistlestar grunted. He bit at the exterior, pulling apart the leaf wrap and revealing the
assortment of herbs inside. He didn’t know what was what—he never did care for trivial things like
that—but he did know that there weren't normally such bright red berries in the mix. He growled,
“What are these?”

 

“Sweetberries,” Firestar answered quickly, his body stiff as Thistlestar glared up at him. “I—I thought
you might like them. Like… like I said, a last sign of courtesy.”

 

Thistlestar’s tufted ears flicked up in surprise, and a part of his chest… softened. Warmed, at the idea
that Firestar was thinking of him with affection… Perhaps it meant he wasn’t as far gone as



Thistlestar feared…

 

“Thank you, then,” Thistlestar meowed, and he lapped up the sweetberries and some of the wintery-
green plant next to it. The berries crushed easily beneath his teeth, juice and pulp leaking out. Hm.
They lived up to their name—they were very sweet. Thistlestar had never been one to indulge in
unnecessary pleasures, so he could hardly recall the last time he’d had sweetberries. They seemed
more tangy than he remembered, but perhaps it was just his old age.

 

The juice washed out the sharp taste of the other sour herbs as he finished the rest of the herbs. As he
finished, he wiped his tongue over his whiskers, licking the last of the juice off. They were good—he
wondered if sweetberries grew in RiverClan territory. He never saw any, he didn’t think.

 

He looked up to see Firestar and Creekflower staring at expectedly at him. The bravado on Firestar’s
face had disappeared, replaced with sad eyes, folded ears, and droopy whiskers, and Creekflower
glared even harsher at him, tail lashing back and forth rapidly.

 

He supposed it was time to leave, then.

 

He heaved himself up onto his paws, bones creaking. His stomach gave an unpleasant churn—
perhaps he shouldn’t go looking for more if they upset his stomach. Unfortunate.

 

“I suppose I shall take my leave—” His stomach gave a violent, sharp kick, making him hiss.
Something like bile gargled in the back of his throat. He stumbled over his paws. “...n-now…
What…?”

 

His entire body convulsed against his will, and he hacked so hard, his throat burned raw. Something
fizzled along his lips, and he collapsed to the ground, heaving for breath through foam suffocating his
throat. “What is—what is hap-appening-gAH—!”

 

He was suffocating, he was burning, he couldn’t stop it—he thrashed wildly, tossing his head around
as his vision started to rapidly blur with black spots. His throat convulsed and trembled as he gasped
for breath. His stomach burned and gurgled with the most violent bellyache he had ever experienced,
far, far worse than the pain he had felt when he lost a life to greencough so long ago.

 

Desperately, he called out, “Firestar, help me!” He convulsed on the ground, twisting his head around
to stare at his son. Foam dribbled out of his mouth and down his chin, coating his gray and white fur.



“Pl—le-ease! AGH!”

 

He coughed, red splattering onto the ground—pulp from the berries, or blood? He didn’t know. Either
way, a shocking realization shot through him, numbing his insides even as they burned with pain.

 

Creekflower leaned down, hissing. “I told you,” she growled. “You should be grateful that Firestar is
more merciful than I. I would have been glad to torture you to death for what you’ve done to us, to the
clans, and to Spottedleaf . You never should have put your disgusting paws on our mother.”

 

“No,” he wheezed out. “No!” He glanced desperately at Firestar. He stared with those wide eyes at
him, terrified, and he knew there must be a chance, again, another chance, just like with Scourge—
“Please, please! I—I’m on my la- ACK —last life, F-Firest—st…!”

 

He tried to stand, legs trembling, but instead he came crashing backwards. His limbs spasmed out,
and suddenly, he felt his hindleg slip into the cold river water. He yowled, claws digging into the
muddy riverbank as the current started to pull him down. “NO!” he screamed, foam and red
spluttering from his mouth.

 

Firestar jerked forward, but Creekflower cut him off.

 

“No,” she growled. “Let the river take him, Firestar.” She glared at Thistlestar. “We’ll never have to
see his body again, let alone waste the effort burying it.”

 

“It’s—it feels cruel, Creekflower,” Firestar cracked out, staring at Thistlestar. “I know he deserves it,
but I—I just can’t—I can’t let him—”

 

“Think about what he’s done to us!” Creekflower yowled at him. “Think of how he’s treated us…
Think of what he did to Spottedleaf, to any other young she-cat he’s ever touched, all the cats he’s
hurt and even killed, and all the lives he’s ruined… Firestar, do you really think a tom like him
deserves any kind of respect, even in death?”

 

“I can’t…” Firestar shook his head.

 



“Firestar,” Thistlestar croaked weakly, his grip beginning to weaken. “Please… I’m your… fath…
er…” His vision seemed to fade, and his mind began to drag away from him.

 

Firestar’s gaze flickered from him and Creekflower, breaths becoming rapid. “I—I can’t be like
Lightningfur!” he yowled, but then he turned and raced away. “I can’t watch this—!”

 

Creekflower looked shocked. “Firestar!” she called, chasing after him.

 

“...n…o…” Thistlestar’s eyelids lulled shut, and, suddenly, there was water splashing over his face
and fighting with the deathberries to suffocate him first… His vision was dark, dark, and then…

 

There were speckles of light, and the pressure around him—the burning feeling inside him—it
subsided. He gasped for breath as his eyes shot open, greeted by a million tiny stars dotting the grassy
forest floor beneath his paws and the trees that twisted into the voidless sky above.

 

He kept panting, so utterly relieved to be free of all the pain that he took a moment to realize where he
was. He stretched his paw against the soft grass beneath his paws, watching the twinkle of stardust on
them. He breathed in, slowly, then out, and then he truly looked forward.

 

Just as with every death before this one, she was there to greet him.

 

“Snowfur,” he breathed out. “I’m so—”

 

“Don’t waste your breath,” she snapped, ice-blue eyes glowering at him with such hatred that he
could never have fathomed from her when she was alive. Her white fur bristled at the edges. “You’ll
want to savor every moment you can of it now, because you don’t have long of StarClan’s pure air
left.”

 

Thistlestar purred, tail curling over his back as he stared at her with half-lidded eyes. “Then I am glad
StarClan has granted me this last moment to see you.”

 

“StarClan has granted you nothing !” she roared, stepping closer with her claws unsheathed. “Giving
you your lives was a mistake we never should have made! You are a cruel, cruel tom, Thistlestar, and
you will be condemned to the Place of No Stars forever! ”



 

“So be it,” he meowed. “I will find the border between our realms so that I might hope to catch a
glimpse of your beauty—”

 

“You’re disgusting,” Snowfur spat. “You are nothing more than a liar and a tyrant who only cares
about himself. I hope you're happy with yourself.”

 

The world around Thistlestar began to twist and wave, his vision fading. His paws seemed to lose the
ground, and he was falling. Still, he stared up at her with a smile, and whispered, “You’re always as
pretty as I remember, every time.”

 

He closed his eyes, and when he opened them again, he was drowning. He kicked out his legs, turning
his body around as best as he could. He pushed upwards, paddling, until his head broke the surface.
He gasped, desperate for true air. He kicked with his legs until he met the riverbed. He dug his claws
in and pulled himself up, coughing. Water poured out from his lungs, forced out as his new life
rejuvenated him. The poison was cast from his body, yet, still, he felt weak.

 

He collapsed against the ground, simply breathing as he stared numbly out at the reeds of RiverClan’s
territory. He closed his eyes, listening to the quiet chirping and birdsong around him, and the rush of
water behind him.

 

He felt as though he had remained there forever—but he knew he needed to get up. RiverClan was not
safe for him—not in this state. So, he pushed his body up with great effort. He limped forward,
wincing as a throb shot up his body from his leg. His stomach still churned and twisted with nausea,
and the back of his throat still burned. Each breath he took hurt—but the pain was not as unbearable
as it had been before, so he walked on.

 

He needed medical attention if he was to survive, that much was certain. He feared he could not hunt
in this state. But there would be no medicine cat in the clans that would treat him. The only thing he
could hope for would be that some Twoleg took pity on him and took them to their Twoleg healers.
As much as he despised Twolegs, he knew it was his only option.

 

He had stumbled and fallen twice by the time the fences of Twolegplace appeared. He cautiously
approached the fences, and he stared up at them. They seemed so much taller than he remembered…

 

With a great breath before, he crouched down and then lunged upwards. He grunted, claws digging
into the wood best he could. His limbs trembled greatly as he attempted to pull himself upwards.



Slowly, he clawed his way up, panting like crazy. He laid on the edge of the fence, catching his
breath, before he dared start making his way along the ridges.

 

The fence wobbled beneath his weight, and he yowled as he lost balance, tumbling down to the
ground. He landed on the harsh, rough stone ground of Twolegplace, and he hissed as he felt his
shoulder throb in pain. Had he dislocated it, even? Fox-dung!

 

He started to push himself up again, front legs trembling desperately.

 

“Well, isn’t this a sight.”

 

He stiffened, eyes widening. He glanced upwards, his jaw dropping in startled shock.

 

At the end of the alleyway, a small tortoiseshell she-cat sat with her tufted tail curled over her paws.
Orange striped down her face and back, a small patch of white on her chest. A scar curled over her
nose, mostly healed, and a deep rip cut down her left ear, puss and scabs decorating the red. Around
her neck sat a tight purple kittypet collar, except this one was studded with dog teeth and fangs, a rip
at its front where dark maroon splotched the purple. 

 

Her yellow-green eyes narrowed at Thistlestar.

 

“Lightningfur!” he gasped out. For a moment, he felt this hollow, fearful feeling in his chest. Then,
there was a bland sense of hope. “Please, Lightningfur, I need your help.” He swallowed the saliva
building thick in his mouth, a little bit of foam leftover and burning as it went down his throat.
“Firestar betrayed me. He—he poisoned me. He thought I was on my last life and tried to end me. But
I lied to him! It was not my last life, but this one is.” He bowed his head to her. “And I fear I can feel
it draining away… Please, Lightningfur. I know you must be upset at me for exiling you, but you
must understand I had to. We are family—we were always destined to be together, and rule together,
just as I always promised you.”

 

Lightningfur got to her paws. She calmly padded forward, and Thistlestar’s eyes flicked to her paws.
Dark black, sharp dog teeth were shoved into a few of her claw sheaths. His heart thumped in his
chest.

 

He craned his neck up as she came to stand directly in front of him, staring coldly down at him. “I
thought a true warrior never begs,” she told him. “Only the weak do.”



 

“Wh-what?” Thistlestar sputtered, confused. What was she—?

 

Her paw came to his throat.

 

“Look who's a true warrior now.”
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Everyone Is Part of the FireFam Drama Now (There Is No Escape!)
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The white fence rose high into the sky, as though to rival the great oak trees. Cold settled over the
clancats, ruffling their pelts, as unforgiving as leafbare always was. Morning frost coated the grass
floor and the fence alike, making it all that much harder to clamber up.

 

“Must we really venture into the Twolegplace?” Longtail hissed as he hauled himself onto the top of
the fence. How did Creekflower do this all the time? And why was Firestar so natural at it too?! “This
seems like more effort—and danger —than it’s worth.”

 

”We need to make sure Scourge is on our side, and not Tigerstar’s,” Firestar explained, gazing out
towards the dens of Twolegplace. “Tigerstar won’t attack us now , when all the clans are united, but if
he gets BloodClan on his side again…”

 

“It won’t be good for us,” Longtail finished glumly.

 

Firestar nodded, then walked along the top of the fence. Longtail’s whiskers twitched and his fur
prickled along his shoulder as he carefully wobbled after him. He felt unnerved, not just from being
so close to a Twoleg den, but from the prospect of venturing into the territory of blood-thirsty rogues
that dared to call themselves a clan.

 

Especially since it was only him and Firestar.

 

Longtail had been shocked that Firestar had chosen him, of all cats—and then no one else. But the
fire-colored tom had explained that he didn’t want to leave ThunderClan at all exposed, and he
couldn’t spare anymore cats without either leaving camp undefended or the borders unpatrolled.

 

He also explained that Scourge wasn’t familiar with Longtail, and that Longtail could put on a pretty
mean face, and the more ThunderClan warriors that Scourge met and thought were strong, the less
likely he would be to attack, and the more likely he would be to ally.

 

A compliment. Longtail wasn’t expecting it—he had never really thought of himself as the strongest
warrior out there, even if he dreamed of it.



 

As Firestar jumped off the fence, hitting the hard, cold, and rough texture of a Twolegplace stone
path, Longtail frowned. “Aren’t we going to wait for a patrol?”

 

Firestar shook his head. “For all that they get mad at us for encroaching on their territory,” he said,
“they don’t actually have border patrols like us… Especially out this far—at least, they didn’t used to
come this far, is what Oliver had told Creekflower and I.”

 

Oliver. Longtail’s frown deepened. Creekflower’s kittypet mate. The father of Cloudtail and
Lizardflight—and Cliffwhisker, he supposed.

 

The kittypet who had mysteriously gone missing with his and Creekflower’s other son, Storm.

 

“We could be waiting for a very long time until a scouting patrol found us,” Firestar finished. “So, I
find it’s easier to just head towards camp myself, and get a few scratches for it, rather than wait an
eternity for the same results anyway.” There was almost a bit of mischief in Firestar’s eyes as he
twitched his whiskers.

 

“Hmph,” Longtail replied thoughtfully as he joined Firestar on solid ground. He hated the feeling of
asphalt beneath his paws. It was so rough, and coarse, not at all like the wonderfully smooth and
warm stones of Sunningrocks. “Well, I suppose they are only a clan in name—they don’t follow the
warrior code like us.”

 

Firestar trekked onwards, confident in his stride, while Longtail couldn’t help but twitch and jump at
every strange sound and sight in Twolegplace. Twolegs walked to and fro, paying little attention to the
cats, and monsters were eerily quiet along the different Thunderpaths. The foreign territory made
Longtail’s pelt crawl, as though he was being watched from the shadows—or, more accurately, from
the top of Twoleg dens. He spotted a cat lounging atop a roof, their tail lazily flicking, completely
unbothered by the noise and stench around them.

 

Longtail bowed his head as he trotted after Firestar—then thought better of it. He could smell his own
fearscent. He was meant to be a powerful and strong warrior, here to help intimidate Scourge, and yet,
he was cowering over what, a bunch of smelly Twolegs and their kittypets? Swallowing the nervous
lump building in his throat, he raised his head high, chin tilted up and ears pricked.

 

Firestar halted, tail raised, as they started to cross one of the Thunderpaths. The floor trembled, a roar
filled the air, and a monster raced past. Longtail’s heart thumped in his chest, body screaming at him



to run away from the huge beast, but Firestar hardly flinched, and Longtail would stand by his leader,
instead of running like a coward.

 

Even if he really, really wanted to.

 

Longtail’s paws stung from the grating texture of the Thunderpath after they had raced across. Firestar
paused at the other side, ears flicking as he glanced around, before he decided on their next path.
Longtail’s whiskers twitched with a frown as he followed his leader into a shadowed pathway
between two Twoleg dens. Then, he scrunched his nose—it stunk worse than rotten crowfood!

 

How could any cat stand to live here, where the ground was painful and uncomfortable to walk on,
and the horrible, vomit-inducing scent assaulted you no matter where you went?

 

“Firestar?” a shocked voice rang out, and Longtail stiffened, head jerking upwards to where the voice
had come from. Then, the voice cleared its throat and said, more gruffly, “I mean, what are you doing
on BloodClan territory, forest cats?”

 

Hisses followed the question as a group of cats appeared on the roofs of the Twoleg dens, two on each
side. The speaker was a tortoiseshell she-cat with wild, ruffled fur and a yellow studded collar. She
looked very familiar to Longtail—one of Scourge’s top cats, he knew—but he couldn’t quite recall
her name. She had a brother, though, or at least a cat who looked a lot like her, just with a little more
white spotting around his face.

 

Her brother wasn’t with her now, though. Instead, a small cat crouched at her side, peering down at
Firestar and Longtail. Their fur was a deep black, but gray kitten fluff padded around their ears and
chest, and their wide, amber eyes stared almost comically at the ThunderClan cats. They were young,
surely, not even apprentice-aged, and yet, they were perched precariously on such a high Twoleg den!

 

The other two cats, on the side opposite to the tortoiseshell and her younger companion, were a lot
more older and serious. The blue-gray she-cat wore a scowl on her face, a distinct raindrop-shaped
marking on her forehead, while the reddish-brown tom with black streaks through his pelt beside her
had his fangs bared and claws digging into the roof. Hisses echoed out from their throats
threateningly.

 

“Gremlin,” Firestar greeted calmly, his voice even and un-betraying of any inner emotions. “It’s good
to see you again. Graystripe gives his hello’s.”

 



Gremlin’s—the tortoiseshell with the yellow collar—whiskers twitched, but her face was schooled
into a cool, stony expression. “What are you doing here?” she insisted.

 

“We won’t ask twice, forest kitties!” spat the reddish-brown tom, fur bristling.

 

“Thrice, Snipe,” corrected the blue-gray she-cat, her green eyes still piercing the ThunderClan cats
below. “We’ve already asked twice already.”

 

Snipe scoffed, rolling his eyes. “Whatever.” He flexed his claws. “I just wanna sink my claws into
these pathetic little kittycats who think they can just walk all over our turf like they own it! You think
—”

 

“Snipe,” Gremlin cut him off. “Be quiet. Let them speak.”

 

Snipe growled, fur fluffing up as he glared at Gremlin openly. “Oi! You think you can order me
around still, brat?! Scourge ain’t ‘round to protect you and your little kitty crew anymore!”

 

“My parents are still high-ranking,” snapped Gremlin, her own fur beginning to fluff up. “Now shut
up before I claw your face myself!”

 

“I’d like to see you try—!”

 

“As entertaining as this is,” Firestar interrupted dryly, whiskers twitching, “I’m here on business. I
would like to speak to Scourge as soon as possible.”

 

The four BloodClan cats stared down at him. Longtail tried not to shift uncomfortably under their
gazes, instead raising his chin defiantly and letting a low, defensive growl rumble from his throat.
Why were they looking at them like that?!

 

“Scourge?” the little black tom whispered out, voice so quiet, Longtail barely caught it with his large
ears.

 



“Ha!” Snipe suddenly barked out over the smaller tom. A mean grin curled his lips. “You’re lookin’
for Scourge?! Well, too bad, kittycats, ya just missed him!”

 

Firestar frowned. “If you could fetch him, I would be willing to—”

 

“Scourge is dead,” Gremlin coldly said.

 

Silence stretched as Firestar stared up at Gremlin, mouth half-open and eyes widened. Shock shot
through Longtail too. Scourge… dead? They had all seen him cut through cats like nothing—cut
through Thistlestar like he was nothing, taunting him the whole way. A cat unafraid to murder and
play with his allies like it was all a game and he was winning —dead?

 

Firestar swallowed, clearing his throat as he collected himself. Longtail smoothed his own fur too,
masking his shock with indifference. It’s not like he cared at all whether the BloodClan leader was
dead or not, anyway, but… what did it mean for their allegiance?

 

To Longtail’s surprise, Firestar dipped his head to them, closing his eyes. “My condolences to your
clan,” he meowed respectfully. “It is never easy to lose a leader.”

 

Gremlin went quiet, but Snipe scoffed. “Scourge was weak,” he growled. “He let you forest kitties
walk all over us and had us fight your battles. I’d’ve killed him myself when I got the chance!”

 

“No, you wouldn't have,” the blue-gray she-cat replied coolly, tail tip flicking. Snipe growled at her.

 

“Thank you for your condolences,” Gremlin said to Firestar. “But we do not mourn like you clan cats
do. We are no strangers to death here.”

 

“Neither are we,” Firestar meowed, something glittering in his green eyes. “Which is why… I would
still like to request a word with whomever your leader is now.”

 

As the BloodClan cats exchanged glances, Longtail wondered who was the leader now. Bone, that
large black and white tom who was always right behind Scourge, towering over him? He seemed like
his deputy. Or maybe it was that ginger tabby cat—Brick, he thought their name was. It was hard to
tell, but one of them seemed like they must have been Scourge’s deputy.



 

Then again, BloodClan wasn’t a true clan. Why would they care about things like deputies? Maybe
the new leader was some completely random kittypet Longtail had never even seen before.

 

“Normally I’d tell you to just scram before we make ya,” Snipe said with a sneer—no, a smirk—on
his face, “but I think this might just be interestin’. Whatdya say, Tess? Think our new big bosses want
to see ‘em?”

 

The blue-gray she-cat tilted her head, a smirk slowly spreading over her muzzle. “Oh, they’ll be
ecstatic , Snipe,” she meowed. “A wonderful idea out of you for once.”

 

“Ay!”

 

“Gremlin, run ahead and warn them,” Tess ordered the tortoiseshell. “We’ll escort you to camp,
thunder kitties. A warning—I’d prepare yourselves to fight.”

 

Longtail tensed, and saw Firestar do the same. Tess and Snipe jumped down strategically from the
Twoleg den’s roof with practiced ease, while Gremlin hesitated at the top, frowning, before turning
away and disappearing where Longtail could not see. The young tom beside her startled, glancing
back where she went, then down at the cats below. After a moment of indecision, the black tom
ambled over the edge of the roof and leaped down. Longtail’s heart jerked in his chest, seeing the kit
just launch himself downwards, paws flailing out. But, he hit the top of some sort of metallic Twoleg
object that echoed with a thud. Then, he jumped down again, and stood tall in front of the clan cats.

 

Longtail stared at him. He knew, from what the others had said, that BloodClan treated their kits like
warriors but…

 

It was another to see it.

 

“Come on,” Snipe snapped tersely. “Move!”

 

Firestar flicked his ear back at the irritable tom before starting forward. He and Longtail trudged
forward, heads and tails held high despite the presumed-enemies surrounding them. It was hard to
take the threat seriously when a little kit was at their heels, chest puffed up as he marched after them.



 

They walked deeper into the Twolegplace, more and more cats appearing on the roofs, walls, and
alleyways as they went, all of them eying them. A few began to trail after them curiously, whispers
traded between tongues. Hisses and growls filled the air as they neared a filthier, darker area, and now
there seemed to be a hundred cats lurking around. The fur on Longtail’s back rose, and an unsettled
growl rumbled from his chest.

 

Snipe and Tess led them down another pathway, where, at the end, a mismatched, thin, silver fence—
a chain link fence—blocked the entrance to what Longtail assumed was camp. A few cats loitered
around the alleyway, and Longtail realized belatedly that they were probably guards—guards who
were either too lazy or too self-assured to stand up and greet them.

 

Tess slipped under the fence first, and then Snipe shoved Longtail with his shoulder. “You next,” he
ordered. Longtail hissed at him, but complied, feeling disgusted as his belly fur rubbed against the
gross, muddy floor.

 

As he appeared on the other side, rising to his feet, he froze.

 

Firestar followed after him, hitting his rump when the pale tabby had abruptly paused. “Longtail?” he
questioned, moving around him. “What—?”

 

Firestar froze too, eyes going wide as he looked ahead and saw what Longtail had seen.

 

A hundred or more cats, cramped into the Twoleg den-surrounded camp, all reeking of and looking
like the filth they lived in, with pelts unkempt and dirty. Only a few seemed well-fed and groomed,
their pelts still littered with scars and the marks of a rough life. The rogues sat on cardboard boxes
and trash cans, but there was a tall tower of muddied cardboard at the back crook between two
Twoleg dens.

 

And, at the top of that tower, sat two cats.

 

One, just a box lower than the other, wore a cruel, cruel smile, that twisted the features of her face,
especially where the scars trailed over her eye. An empty socket of pink and red scarring, while her
other eye glowed a vicious yellow. It was Fury, one of Scourge’s guards, or perhaps, was one of
Scourge’s guards. Her head was raised victoriously, a green collar painfully tight around her neck,
causing her to lose fur there.



 

Above her, was Lightningfur.

 

“Lightningfur?” Firestar croaked out, eyes wide and shocked as he stared at his sister—at the ugly,
pussed tear in her ear, and at the new purple collar wrapped around her neck, which, just like Fury’s,
seemed a little too tight, and—wait, was that Scourge’s collar? Hadn’t the night-black tom also worn a
purple collar, just like hers, with those same dog teeth and cat claws? The bloodied rip at the edge was
certainly new.

 

“Hello, brother ,” Lightningfur purred, though it was somehow also an angry spat. “I didn’t think I
would be seeing you so soon! To what do I owe the utmost pleasure? ”

 

Longtail stepped closer to Firestar, brushing his shoulder against his supportively. This was… not
what he was expecting. At all .

 

Longtail swallowed nervously, and leaned in closer to Firestar’s ear to murmur, “Maybe we should
just leave now. I doubt she will be willing to help us!”

 

Firestar took in a breath, squaring himself as he looked back up at Lightningfur and Fury.
“Lightningfur,” he murmured. “How—you’re the leader of BloodClan now?”

 

“That’s right!” Lightningfur grinned maniacally, flexing her claws. “ I killed Scourge, and now I’m in
charge!”

 

“We both are,” Fury interjected, glowering down at the clancats. “And I can tell you now that
whatever foolish idea you came here to sway Scourge with will not work on us .”

 

Firestar was quiet for a moment, clearly believing what both Fury and Longtail had said—
Lightningfur would not ally with them. There was no chance in the darkest depths of the Place of No
Stars that she would.

 

But, regardless, he spoke.

 



“Tigerstar poses a threat to all of the clans,” Firestar explained. “He has attempted to destroy the other
clans under the guise of uniting them into one, and he will not stop until he achieves this. We need
BloodClan’s assistance to prevent him from destroying the clans as we know them.”

 

“Ha!” Lightningfur barked. “And you think I care? You think I care that the clans will be destroyed ?
Nothing would bring me greater joy than to see the clans fall to their own stupidity.” Her fangs
flashed dangerously as her lip curled. Anger shone furiously in her light green eyes. “The clans
deserve to rot .”

 

Agreeable hisses rang out from the cats of BloodClan. There were others now prowling on the tower
Lightningfur stood on. Many of them familiar—two black and white toms who stuck closer together,
the ginger tabby Brick—though Bone was notably absent from his place beside them. A gray and
white tom Longtail couldn’t remember the name of, and a silver tabby who looked out of place with
her shiny pelt. Featherpaw, the former RiverClan apprentice, who now stood beside Creekflower’s
own daughter Night.

 

Firestar stared at Lightningfur, something that wasn’t quite shock, but maybe more akin to a loss of
hope and growing resignation, yet still tinged with desperation, washing over his face. “Lightningfur,”
he meowed, voice strained. “Our family is in danger.”

 

“I don’t care about our family,” Lightningfur growled darkly, glaring at him. “Look where caring
about our family got me .” She flicked her torn ear purposefully, flecks of dried blood drifting down.
Firestar kept her harsh gaze, his face ripe with horror and regret, and, Longtail thought he might have
imagined it, but it seemed like Lightningfur almost… deflated, glancing away. “This is my last
warning, Firestar. Get out of here.”

 

”Tess, Snipe,” Fury called out. “Escort them back and let them know the next forest cat to step foot
into any part of the city gets killed .”

 

As the two BloodClan rogues sneered at them, Firestar and Longtail exchanged horrified looks.

 

How would they tell the other clans at the Gathering that BloodClan was no longer their tentative ally,
but, possibly, the greatest enemy they had?

 

 

At last.



 

She was here. Finally. Where she always has been meant to be.

 

The crisp scent of the forest around her was as welcoming as ever, especially compared to the
wretched stink of Twolegplace.

 

All that was missing to make her destiny complete…were nine lives.

 

Lightningfur blinked her green eyes as she stalked through the woods, BloodClan streaming out
behind her. Feathertail, her newly-named warrior, hurried along at her side. A thrill of pride rippled
through her pelt.

 

Her first successful apprentice! Feathertail was skilled, sharp-minded, and, most importantly,
harbored a deep loyalty to her. She was perfect. Perfect, perfect, perfect. Just like—she was perfect.

 

Everything was falling into place. The only wrinkle in the plan was…

 

Lightningfur’s lip curled as the memory of Firestar’s visit came to mind, with that skinny tabby
Longtail (really, when did they become friends? What had she missed?) in tow, begging for her help
after all they’d done to her .

 

She shouldn’t have let them leave without a few good scratches.

 

But she had.

 

…Lightningfur didn’t want to consider the why of that decision. That would only indulge weakness.

 

And with the company she now kept, weakness only invited death. That’s something she liked about
BloodClan—they didn’t waste their time on stupid politics like the forest clans did. They had their
rules and everyone followed them, or she made them.

 



As she reached the familiar crest of hill, Lightningfur didn’t even bother pausing like she’d always
seen Bluestar dutifully do—instead, she hurtled herself down the slope, exhilaration rushing through
her bones, before her new clan burst into the hollow of Fourtrees.

 

Immediately, cacophony erupted. She grinned as the tense air of the four forest clans skyrocketed into
a mixture of anger, outrage, and horror. It was like birdsong to her ears as their outrage filled the
clearing. Hisses and threats and exclamations of shock.

 

“BloodClan!”

 

“Who do they think they are just showing up on our territory?!”

 

“Wait! Is that Lightningfur?!”

 

“Did Lightningfur join BloodClan?”

 

“Traitor!”

 

“Crowfood!”

 

“Where’s Scourge?”

 

“What’s Lightningfur doing here?!”

 

Lightningfur arrogantly raised her head, standing tall and proud as her gaze swept over the clans.
ThunderClan and WindClan were both present, as were Leopardfur’s—her lip curled at the thought—
newly-reunited RiverClan.

 

The only difference from past Gatherings was the presence of two ShadowClan representatives—
Badgerfang and Tigerstar sat directly opposed to each other, their icy air stalled in favor of staring at
her. Proudly, Lightningfur stalked forward, past the shouting warriors who yowled and spat at her. She
didn’t deign the deputies with a nod as she passed them, only acknowledging her equals in power as
she leaped up onto the Great Rock and settled among the leaders.



 

“Lightningfur,” hissed Firestar quietly, “what are you doing—?”

 

Strutting past the scandalized Tallstar, the shocked face of Firestar, Leopardfur’s bared teeth,
Badgerfang’s narrowed eyes, and the sneering, yet intrigued face of Tigerstar, she faced the gathered
cats and yowled loud enough for Highstone to hear:

 

“Scourge is dead!”

 

A few gasps came from the crowd, but quickly hushed as she plowed onward. The collar sitting
around her neck rubbed the skin on her neck raw, occasionally brushing against her shoulder fur, the
stained teeth snagging on the rumpled hair, but she paid it no mind—it was her symbol of power, of
strength! Nobody had been able to kill that little runt but her!

 

And now BloodClan belonged to her—to Lightningfur, and soon… Lightningstar.

 

“He was killed,” she smugly continued, voice echoing throughout the silent, shocked clearing as her
cats prowled around. A few clan cats shuffled uncomfortably. “By my own paws. I am now
BloodClan’s leader.” She let that fact settle over the quieted cats below, tilting her chin high as she
smirked down at the ants . “And I demand part of the forest to hunt in.”

 

Of course, she had no intention of keeping to that single patch of land. The clans would either see her
wisdom and join her, or suffer the consequences of idiotic rejection.

 

An explosion of defiance greeted her proclamation. Cats jumped to their paws and caterwauled their
fury, while others spat and hissed threats at the BloodClan cats around them.

 

The wrath was felt even upon the Great Rock beneath her paws.

 

“You have no right to demand such a thing!”

 

Lightningfur growled as Leopardfur (or, should it be Leopardstar by now? Hmph—like Lightningfur
cared. She would call her Leopard fur out of spite) shouldered forward and snarled at her, muzzle to



muzzle, teeth bared with rage. “You are no better than a rogue—you lost your right to be a true
warrior, and you will never be a true leader!”

 

Lightningfur curled her lip at the spotted she-cat. A low growl left her throat once more as she hissed,
“I will be getting my lives very soon—!”

 

“A true leader,” another voice interrupted with a soft hiss. Lightningfur was taken aback that the old
tom Tallstar was the speaker. His amber eyes were narrowed, lined with derision and distaste.
“Doesn’t just have nine lives.” The WindClan leader drew himself up and continued with that
annoying self-righteous tone a lot of the forest cats bore. “They live in honor, and with respect. A
rogue who killed her own mother is never deserving of such a title.”

 

A snarl escaped her lips. “Shut your mouth you old nine-times piece of crowfood!”

 

Tallstar calmly blinked at her insult, but his clan was not as restrained. Mudclaw yowled his fury to
the night sky as Morningflower hissed and snarled. Onewhisker’s tail lashed as he balefully glared up
at her. Beside the skinny tom, on his paws, and teeth bared, was Airleap. His green eyes flashed in the
evening light of the moon, and Lightningfur found herself hissing at him, half-expecting the coward
to back off like he used to—instead, Airleap snarled, yellowed white teeth flashing in the light of the
full moon.

 

Furious, Lightningfur whipped around to face the other leaders upon the rock. Tigerstar sat quietly,
hidden in the shadows, watching everything unfold while his counterpart Badgerfang moved beside
Firestar, both exchanging hushed, rapid whispers.

 

She turned on them. “Well?” she impatiently asked, tail twitching as her brother’s eyes flicked to her.
“Do either of you have anything to say?” She advanced forward, and her action was met with hisses
and snarls from the cats of ThunderClan and CopperClan. “It’s either your territory…” She
unsheathed her claws and drew them across the rock. The sound echoed through the clouding sky
above, and white scratches were left behind. “Or your life.”

 

Glancing at Firestar, she added, “Or lives, in your case, brother dear. It’d be unfortunate if you lost
them all in one go.”

 

Badgerfang growled. “My clan will never give up territory.”

 



Lightningfur snorted. “Like your band of rebels actually has any territory to give,” she spat. “I bet
you’re just leeching off ThunderClan’s territory like LeopardClan did.” She ignored Leopardfur’s
enraged hiss, turning her gaze instead onto Firestar. “Well, brother?”

 

Firestar replied, voice agonizingly even, “ThunderClan will not bow to you.”

 

She spat at both toms, and pinned Firestar with a furious look. “I can’t believe it!” She hissed. Slowly,
her voice rose into a yowl. “And to think you were my favorite sibling! You’re as much of a failure as
the rest of them!”

 

Airleap, the mouseheart, angrily screeched as Creekflower, the kittypet-lover, snarled as loudly as a
monster. Neither of which really surprised Lightningfur, but her muscles tensed as a new voice added
theirs to the cacophony.

 

“YOU’RE THE ONLY FAILURE OF YOUR SIBLINGS!”

 

The pure, utter rage in the tone should have come from a large, powerful foe—instead, Lightningfur
was baffled to see it had come from the pint-sized Dawncloud. Dawncloud, the little doe-eyed runt
that had always hidden behind Copperleaf, who had done nothing but sit quietly and be pretty. A
warrior who hardly qualified as one, considering she was just so weak and forgettable —Lightningfur
only knew her name because of her relationship to Copperleaf. Hadn’t they had kits, or something? A
little cross-clan affair? Lightningfur had never cared.

 

But now she was yelling at Lightningfur, like her opinion actually mattered?

 

How pathetic!

 

Lightningfur hissed, half ready to launch herself down at the she-cat and rip her pelt a new one—but,
then, she didn’t actually care about the little queen, so why bother—

 

“You think you’re entitled to EVERYTHING, when you have done NOTHING— NOTHING for the
CLANS, for your FAMILY, for the cats who CARED ABOUT YOU,” Dawncloud roared, spit flying,
and fur fluffed up so badly she looked almost twice her size. Almost like—a lion. “YOU THINK
YOU DESERVE TO BE A LEADER WHEN YOU HAVE DONE NOTHING TO SHOW THAT
YOU ARE ONE?! ”



 

Lightningfur’s pelt bristled in offense, a snarl ripping past her lips, but—

 

“Where is your COMPASSION? Your loyalty to your own clan ,” Dawncloud continued, undaunted
and brimming with anger that burned the very air around her. “You think you’re better than your
siblings?! When have you ever shown the same bravery and honesty and loyalty as Firestar, or
Creekflower, or Airleap, or Whitestorm—and don’t you even dare think that you are better than
Copperleaf, who gave his very LIFE to SAVE his clan!”

 

Dawncloud panted heavily after the screech that left her lungs. Lightningfur curled her lip, glaring
down at the small ginger she-cat. How—how dare she talk to Lightningfur like that?! Lightningfur
didn’t care what the stupid, mouse-brained, pathetic little she-cat thought at all . She was nothing!

 

So, Lightningfur curled her claws around all her rage and held it in place, instead giving a loud,
uncaring scoff. “Are you done?”

 

Dawncloud glared up at her, taking a breath. “No,” she said. She, too, curled her lip right back at
Lightningfur, meeting her gaze unwaveringly. “You should have died instead of Copperleaf.”

 

Silence hung in the air, not a cat in the clearing seeming to breathe. Something heavy and dark and
angry and hot and burning and cold pressed harshly against Lightningfur’s chest, bubbling and boiling
and making her entire body stiffen, like something was suffocating her or the ground was unfolding
beneath her.

 

She—

 

Didn’t. Care.

 

“Copperleaf was a fool blinded by his heart,” Lightningfur spat coldly, growling. “If I am nothing like
him, then I couldn’t be happier—all of you are mice-hearted cowards! You could never understand
what it takes to truly be powerful! BloodClan will rule this forest, whether you like it or not!”

 

BloodClan yowled in agreement, but the clancats stayed strikingly quiet in unity, only giving low
hisses and exchanging wordless glances below.



 

Lightningfur growled, still displeased. She jerked her gaze towards the other leaders—immediately
locking eyes with Firestar. He stared at her, face inscrutable, and said, “If that’s all you have to say,”
he glanced at the other leaders—shockingly, even Tigerstar—and finished, “I think this Gathering is
adjourned.”

 

Lightningfur growled, her fur prickling along her spine. “If none of you will give up your land to me,”
she said. “Then I guess it is. But don’t think you can rest easy—this means war .”

 

Leopardfur shot Lightningfur a baleful glare full of loathing. “We know,” she drawled, before turning
and calling for RiverClan, waving her tail imperiously as she jumped off of the Great Rock.
RiverClan—both LeopardClan and ThistleClan cats, though mostly just LeopardClan cats—gathered
around her, Stonefur at her side, and began to depart. The cats of BloodClan hissed and snapped
gleefully at the fat, shiny-furred water-lovers, who snarled and lashed their tails as they left the
clearing.

 

Lightningfur lashed her own tail, watching them leave, half-tempted to order her cats to chase after
them and splatter their insides into the rivers where they belonged. But she wanted the honor of
killing Leopardfur herself, and she wanted to do that once she had nine lives to flaunt off to the
stupid, spotted she-cat.

 

So, another time.

 

Tallstar had paused to exchange quick, hushed words with Firestar and Badgerfang before summoning
his clan with a mere flick of his tail. Badgerfang nodded respectfully to Firestar and joined
CopperClan. Both clans trickled out of Fourtrees as the sky darkened, clouds beginning to cover the
moon.

 

The only leaders left on the rock were herself, Firestar, and Tigerstar. This fact clearly made her
brother uncomfortable. He hastily made to jump off, and Lightningfur darted in front of him and
hissed, too low for anyone to hear, “Think very carefully, Firestar. I wasn’t joking when I said your
life was at stake!”

 

Firestar glanced at her. He twitched an ear. “I think you meant lives,” he steadily meowed,
sidestepping her and neatly leaping off the rock, immediately surrounded by his gaggle of protective
followers.

 



Lightningfur hissed in frustration as ThunderClan poured out of the clearing. This wasn’t how things
were supposed to go! She thought she could bully Firestar into anything—he was always easy to goad
when they were apprentices, desperate to prove he could be the best!

 

Looks like he grew a backbone, she grumpily thought as her tail lashed and she circled on the rock.
She absolutely refused to think about how her ear was itching. Unfortunately, not at the right time!

 

Then, her slitted eyes landed on the still-quiet form of Tigerstar, seated casually on the rock as if he
did it everyday.

 

Knowing Tigerstar, Lightningfur wouldn’t put it past him to practice sitting on a lumpy rock to look
as commanding as possible for the real thing.

 

His amber eyes flitted over his cats, who shifted uncomfortably. No doubt because they were the final
forest clan in Fourtrees, faced with the powerful BloodClan, and they weren’t much in numbers
compared to the vast amount of stray cats that had pledged their loyalty to BloodClan either out of
fear or a desire for power.

 

Tigerstar’s gaze then flicked over to her. His jaw opened slightly, and Lightningfur would have
missed what he said if she hadn’t scrambled to strain her ears. “I’d like to speak with you.” The tom’s
voice was as hoarse as ever. “Sunhigh, tomorrow, edge of ShadowClan territory.”

 

Intrigue washed over her. She looked him up and down. Tigerstar was never her favorite cat. But, he
wasn’t Firestar’s either. Straightening her shoulders, she imperiously replied, “Very well.”

 

She turned, bunching her muscles as she leaped down, hitting the hard ground of the Fourtrees
clearing. She stepped forward, paw raised as she readied to call for her clan—only for Fury to slip in
front of her, scowling in the way her name implied.

 

Lightningfur cocked a brow. “What?” she asked irritably of her accomplice.

 

“What was that?” Fury demanded, dark brown fur bristling.

 



“What was what? ” Lightningfur growled back defensively. She slid her claws out, muscles tensing.
“The other leaders are all mouse-brains; it’s not my fault they didn’t—”

 

“Not that,” Fury cut her off. “I don’t care how much blood we have to spill to take their land. I’m
talking about how you didn’t even mention me, at all? Or invite me to speak with you? I don’t know
your little clan customs, but it seems to me you went up there with the leaders and left me down here
with the deputies!”

 

Lightningfur stared at Fury, absolutely perplexed and rapidly growing annoyed. Vaguely, she
recognized Feathertail hurrying over to them, only to pause and stare at them as she saw how Fury
had gotten in Lightningfur’s face.

 

“So?” Lightningfur retorted. “What does that matter? I know the clans, of course I’m the one who's
going to talk to them! That was my brother, up there. He would have listened to me more than he
would have you!”

 

Fury rolled her eye. “Yeah, and he listened to you so well.”

 

Lightningfur’s fur bristled and she shoved her muzzle straight into Fury’s face. “ Shut up! ” she
snarled. “Let me remind you that I was the one who killed Scourge! I am leader—”

 

“And so am I!” spat Fury right back, not cowering in the slightest. “That’s what we agreed on—or did
you forget that I was the one who even planned all of this?! We killed Scourge, we took over
BloodClan, and then we take over the forest!”

 

Lightningfur growled, moving her face back just slightly, her ears flicking backwards. “Yeah, and
that’s what we’re doing! I don’t see why you’re so upset.”

 

Fury huffed, rolling her one yellow eye. “Because you just treated me like your deputy! I am not Bone
. I am not going to roll over and let you do whatever you want.”

 

Lightningfur scowled. “Clearly,” she remarked dryly. “Look, it doesn’t matter. We’ve got a war to
prepare for, and I am itching to sink my claws into some clancats—especially that little runt who
yelled at me. Did you see that? She thought she could talk like that to me! To me! Wait until I sink my
claws into her—she won’t act so tough then. I’ll have her begging to be sent to StarClan, so she can
reunite with her sweet little Copperleaf.” She clawed the earth beneath her paws just picturing it.



 

Fury stared at her for a moment, something unreadable in her eyes that made Lightningfur
uncomfortable—then, she gave a chuffing noise, turning around. “Yeah,” Fury agreed. “These
clancats are so self-righteous. Like, do you think we care about rat-brained things like bravery and
courage and being a hero? How ridiculous. The world isn’t like that.”

 

Lightningfur followed as Fury moved forward, towards their waiting warriors. Feathertail started after
them, coming to Lightningfur’s side and bowing her head. The brown tabby Night trailed after
Feathertail—Lightningfur hadn’t noticed her lingering. Eugh. She hated looking at her and seeing
Creekflower. Thank Mapleshade her pelt was much darker, thick with black stripes, and her eyes a
sharp yellow.

 

“Uhm, Lightningfur?” Feathertail meowed.

 

Lightningfur jerked her head sharply at her. “ What? ”

 

“Uh—” Feathertail paused, then glanced back at Night. “Just—I had been hoping you’d announce my
warrior name, and Night’s too—” Oh, right. Night shine, or whatever. Why had Scourge’s little fake-
daughter even wanted a warrior name, anyway? “But, I suppose it’s—it’s not—”

 

“Oh, not you too.” Lightningfur rolled her eyes. “There were more important things to discuss,
Feathertail!”

 

“Right, of course,” Feathertail said, straightening her posture and smoothing her nervous expression
into something more confident, more acceptable. “I was only—I had wanted the others to know that I
was a warrior now. A warrior of BloodClan.”

 

Lightningfur smiled, pleased. “And show them how our ranks grow stronger and stronger?” she
purred. “I knew you were my favorite apprentice for a reason!”

 

Feathertail perked, her plumy tail raising high, curled with pleasure from the praise.

 

“Warrior names,” Fury snorted from ahead of them, as she started to gather BloodClan together with a
commanding yowl. Their warriors followed behind them as Fury and Lightningfur led the way back,
Feathertail and Nightshine at their heels. Brick was quick to scurry to the front, holding onto what



sense of their place in the hierarchy they had left after Scourge was killed and Bone was stripped of
his rank as Scourge’s ever-loyal second. Claw, naturally, gravitated towards the front too, as well as
the mated pair Strike and Snapper, and so did the annoying brothers Ice and Snake.

 

Whatever. They were better than Rippleclaw and Sedgecreek.

 

Though, as the tortoiseshell twins, Scraps and Gremlin, rushed forward towards Nightshine’s side,
where they always were, and a small black cat chased after them, Lightningfur’s lip curled in
displeasure. Annoying little group, they were.

 

“I don’t see what the point in them is,” Fury continued.

 

“They’re a sign of power,” Lightningfur answered. “A reflection of your skills.”

 

“Lightning, sure,” Fury conceded, before raising a brow at her partner. “But fur? ” Lightningfur
bristled defensively again, feeling a bit hot underneath her pelt—with anger, of course.

 

“Whatever!” Lightningfur snapped again. “Soon it’ll be Lightning star , anyway, so it doesn’t matter.”
After her meeting with Tigerstar, she would go get her nine lives, and then Fury would see how
powerful she could truly be. Ah—she should probably tell Fury about her meeting with Tigerstar,
right? As equal leaders or whatever.

 

“You think your little StarClan will really give you nine lives?” Fury questioned dubiously as they
walked through the forest, teetering on the edge of ShadowClan and ThunderClan territory, veering a
little more into ShadowClan since they were less of their enemies. For now.

 

“Of course,” Lightningfur replied easily. “They gave Thistlestar nine lives. Why wouldn’t they give
me nine lives? I deserve them so much more than him.”

 

“If you say so,” Fury meowed. Then, she smirked. “I’ll only believe it once you’re bleeding out
underneath my claws, and magically come back to life.”

 

Lightningfur smirked right back, bumping her shoulder against Fury’s. “I’d like to see you try .”

 



A low purr rumbled in Fury’s throat as she pressed her muzzle just below the curve of Lightningfur’s
cheekbone, brushing her head forward and against her throat. Then, the rest of her body followed, fur
surprisingly soft despite the scars and chunks of fur missing from constant fighting. Lightningfur’s
front paws hit each other, making her stumble.

 

“Oh, I’ll try,” Fury meowed slyly, her tail drawn under Lightningfur’s chin. She flashed Lightningfur
a half-lidded look over her shoulder. “Don’t you worry .”
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